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IKS'The stars (*) in the follow-

lii^ Index show where engrav-

ings occnr, and the prejixedjigures

the number in the article. Arti-

cles referring directly or indirectly

to Bees, Cattle, Insects, Manures,

Trees, Weeds, etc., will be found

indexed under these general heads.

A

Acre—One Enough 47
Advnrtisecnents-Endorsing, 304

—Inteiesiing, CO— Nolicing,
333—Wlio Read '; 269

Artvertiseis—Note to, 105—Re-
liable, 204—Unieliable f"

Ailvertising—Notes nn 40

Advice a.sked and Given 310

Advice—Good 336

Aij'l Colleges at Soiilli, 303—
"DBpartinent,5-71-l-l 5-232-303-

Sll—Department Report, 7-

237— Society, N. Y 69
Agriculturist—Loaning 143

A^griculturist—'Nev; Terms,. .239

Animobium—Starling, 71

-Ynemone-Wood *..122
Animals—Well Bred 344
Animals—Traps for 365

Apple Blossom Double, 271—
Sauce — Econumv. 54-83

—

Sweet, Sour, 330—Tree, Pro-
line, 6 -Trees, Diseased, 142

Trees, Trimming 173

Apples— Early Bearing, 84

—

For Hogs, 3'6—For Iowa, 6—
The Porter, » 315—Unstring-
ing 54

Articles—Republishing 204
Ashes for Fruit Trees 271

Asparagus — Ashes for 38 —
Bunches, 6—Culture, 117—
Planting 205

Asphodel Described 7

Autumn Leaves and Fruits. . .315

Azalea— Fine 205

Bachelor in the Household S7

Bachelor's Wisli Rcilizod I.iS

Barley on Light Soil 36

Barn Door—Fastening * . . 369

Barn— Illinois, *..12

Cam Plan—Premium 239

Barnum's Museum 5

Barnum's Museum Buined...239
Barn Yaid—Good 306
Basket—Talk About 364
Baltle-Field —Virginia . . ..2*. . 207

Beans— Colored, 143—Concoril
71—Culture of 150—for Bak-
ing 6—Varieties, 4 *.

. 154

Beecli Leaves—Large 6

Beef for Soldiers 107-142—Gov-
ernment Contracts, 206 —
Price of 206

Bees. Calendar for Jan.. 2—
Feb., 34—March. 67—April,
104-May, 140—June, 172—
July, 204—Aug., 336—Sept.,
267—Oct., 2.i',—Nov., 331—
Dec 362

Bees—Burying in Winter.*. .174

-27.5-How to Hivel44— Ital-

ian Hardy 233— Italian Prof-
itable 4— Italianizing 43—238
— Priilific Queen 303

Beel—Large 6

Benne or Sesame *.. 106-348
Bells for Dogs 339
Birds and Strawberries 173
Birds -Snowy Oivl *..13
Black Board—Kitchen 88
Black Currants—Improving. .106

Black Knot 150—239
Biackberiy—Cutleaved,7— Kit-
tatinny "2S4—Root Medicine.
806-Syrup.254— Vinos. Killing

30I-Wilson's Early 237-Wine. 251
Bladder Nut Tree 2*. .153
Bog Land—Reclaiming.. 7G-147
Bone Charcoal 302
Bones—Breaking Up 204—Dis-
solving 174— Uses, 174-2U4-306

Bonnets-Chapter on 3*. .21

Books—American Weeds. 7

—

Bradbury's Golden Censer.
365 — Burr's Vegetables,
174 — Cotton Manual, 6 —
Dov\'ning's. 141 — 173 —
Farmer's Manual, 5—Fla-x

and Hops. 105—For House-
keepers, 33-5—Food of Ani-
mals, 70—Horse Doctor. 5—
In Farmers' Families, 2'2

—

Mothers' Alphabet, 143-Nur-
sery Culture. 6—On Insects.
335— Rabbits. 5—Songs of
Seven 365—S. S. Lessons,
37-367— The Great West,
367 — Wet Davs at Edge-
wood. 37—Woodward's Coun-
try Homes, 107—Zoology... 367

Boot Legs—Use for 31S
Boots and Shoes—Greasing. ., 382
Bollles-Care of 39
Bottles—Cleaning 54

Boys and Girls' Columns.

Accounts—Keeping,25-89—Ad-
vice for Boys. 15^9-Apples-
Good and Bad, 256—April-
Thoughts on. 125 — Aik-
wright's Invention. 256—Bal-
ance. Keeping. *160—Benev-
olence Defined. * 256—Bible
Questions, 364 — Birds,
Friendly, 125-224—Bragging.
89— Bread, Small Loaf, 24—
Boy in a Predicament, 225—
Carlo's Portrait. *24—Chase.
Portrait of, 320 — Chicken,
Hurt, 255 — Children Left
Alone. * 192-Child's Ques-
tion. 223—Chinese Story. 351
—Christmas Tiee Party,* 384
—Colored Men in Army. 55—
Customer. Sharp.24—Dream,
Useful. 90—Dreams. Belief
in. 55—Dog. Ti ustworthv.3.32
Drunkard Cured. 89—Elm,
Fate of. 90—Enjovments at
Home. * 319— Feb, 14th, Wo-
man's Day, 191— Ferment,
Definition, 191—Fire. Ways
of Getting. 225-287 -Fishe'r-
man's Return. * 56—Flag in

Baltimore, 256— Friglii.ned
Workman, 351—Frog Race.
* 288—Games, Fireside. 56—
Glass, Damage.!, 125—God's
Organ. 25—Good Boy Want-
ed, 192—Good Nature, Pre-
serving, 191 — Hair, Some-
thing Ab(mt. 159 -Happy New

1

Year. 23— Harry's Successful
Effort,126—Hen. Calculaling,
221—Hinlsfo! Boys and Girls,

'

125—Holiday In-iloor Games,
]

383—Honesty the Best Policy,
351—Indian Traditions, 192—
Judge's Experiment, 288—
Keening the Mouth Shut, 2*

•-'3—Kind Act Rewarded, 320
— Laborer.Witty. 160—Land-
scape, Curious. 2 * 256-3-0

—

Last Day o[ lire Year, 382

—

Lesson lor All, 351-Lincoln's
Sympathy, 255— Lively Out-
(loorGaines.385—Locomotive
The First. 19-2-Loving and
Leaning. 55—Mother. Child's
Regard. 159-Mother's Hand,
*126-Musical Instrument. Pro-
per, 255—Names, Publishing.
89—Neighbors on the Farm.
159—NewYork alNight.160—
Noble Example. 287—Organ
Grinder and Pet.*90— Parting
with Old Friend, 384—Peach,
Valuable, 351 — Petrideum,
Selling Farm. 55—Pictures,
Making. * '24— Pies. Tough.
90—Play of Charades. 125—
Postage. Evading. 319—Pre-
miums for Children, 351—
Prisoner and Birds. * 2SS—
Profanity. Avoid, 125—Puz-
zles, * 23—2 * 55—2 * 89—4'
125-4 • 169—3 * 191—2 * 223
S* 255—2 287—2 • 319—*351
3 * 3.S3-384-Railro.ad.Under-
ground, 24—Rat, Cunning,126
—Read with Profit.319—Ride.
Glorious. *35_'—Rogues Out-
wilted. 268—School. Hints
for, 351—Selfislmess Revv.ird-
ed, 159—Sewing Machines.
Slcetch of the Inventor,
320—Sheridan and his Sol-
diers, 55— Shortening Tall
Man. * 160—Signaling in the
Army. 382—Skaters, Hints to
24—Sleep. Something About,
192—Soldier. Force of Habit.
384—S.ddiers' Return. * 224
—Stain on the Carpet. 56

—

Siitch in Time. * 320—Stock-
ing Frame Invention. 2SS

—

Switch Tender. Heroic, 9li

—

Telegraphs, Ancieid. 352

—

Tipsy Officer. 25—Tradition,
German. * 2.56— Traditions,
Early, 223—Truthfulness of
a Hero.287—Wall Street. Fly
Market. 192 - War Ended,
Good News, 159 — Weak
Points, 126 -- Weights and
Measures, 319—Wind, Why
it Blows, 89 — Windmill,
Amusing, * 319—Work, Mak-
ing Easy 223

Brandy for Sorghum 336
Breadiele.—Wheaten Meal.254
Good. 63— Pictorial History.

3*. 153-248-376
Breeding In-and-in 279
Brid'jes-Rustic *. . 1S5
Broccoli Heading 206

Broom Corn Culture. 113-205—
Dwarf. 70-Harvesling. 307—
Planting, 182—Price 38

Buckthorn Seeds 142

Buckwheat— Cultivation, 183—
Haivesting, * 275-310—Stor-
ing, 343—Straw Mulch, 302—
Wild 6-175

Buffalo—East Indian *..9

Bullis—Catalogues, 303- Culti-

vation. 71— Spring Flowering
2 * 316—Treatment . 38

Bushel -Contents of 303

Butler—Preserving, 142—Pure,
190-ColDr 22

Butternut Ornaments *..349

Buttonwoods—Diseased 205

C

Cabbages — Club-footed, 6 —
Culture,lS6—Fine.303—Notes
on, 121—Raising Seed, 237

—

Trouble, 367—Wintering ..311

Camellias—Fine,71-143—New,
72—Management 7

Canary Seed—Growing 7

Canada Thistles 0-70-205

Candles—Good 124

Candles—Lighting "22

Capers Describeil *..285

Cardinal Flower, *..348

Carpets—Management of. ...124

Carpets— Sui^'gestions 157

Carrots—Culture, 179—for Hor-
ses. 6~Mowing Tops, 141

—

On Heavy Soil, 161—Wild.
Subduing 206

Carving Instructions..*. .287-381

Castrating Calves, etc 178

Catalogues Received, 37-69-
107-174-239-27 1- 299-S65

Catile-Breaking Steers, 311—
Breeders Ass'n, 69—Bone Dis-
ease. 174—Cure for Plague,
270—For Milk, 42—For La-
bor. 77—How much Hay, 113

—Inspecting, * 344—Killing.

Breeding,247 -Native Breed.
70—Of So. Asia.* 9— Prevent-

„ ing Hoove, 21 1
— Price of

Ayrshires. 36—Russian Mur-
lain. 207—Turning Yoke. 70
—Selecting for .Special Use,
10—Versus Hog Raising, 146

—Warbles 113

Cauliflowers-- Wintering. .71-311

Celery Culture 3*. .218

Cement—Glass Lamp 124
Cemetery— Wooiilawn — -.. 37
Chair—Home-made *. 86
Cheese—Coloring, 221—Exhi-

bition. 267— Factories. *340—
From Few Cows. 189-318

-

Keeping, 4—Makei's' Ass'n... 5

Chemist—Analytical 271

Chestnuts—Improved *. .377

Children—Fiiult-finding 190

Chipmucks—Keep'g fr'mCornl74
Churn—Best 237

Cider—Keeping Sweet, 106-367

-Making, 304— Mill 206
Cinnamon and Cassia— 3*. 349
Cions—Keeping 38
Cions—When to (;ut 81

Cistern—Ice Water 38
Citron Described 2*. .221

Clay Lands—Treatment 214
Clay Soil—Draining 302
Claytonia, Spiing Beauty,.*. . 122

Clergvmen—Hint to 364
Clod Tearing Machine 38
Clods—Crushing 214
Clothes Wringers 205
Clover—Curing.] 51-214- Four-
leaved, 39--Raising Seed, 182
With Oats 39-70

Coal Ashes—Walks 43
Coal Tar for Slakes, etc 5
Codfish—How to Cook 382
Cofi'ee--M assachusetts ... .38-106
Coleus Verschafeltii 377
Colleges — Agricnltnral. 37

—

Mass. Ag'l. 7—Michigan Ag'l,
36 -Penn. Ag'l 7

Columbine Seeds Poison 303
Columbines Describeil. ..*.-156
Colls— Halter-breaking 131

Complaints of Dealers 173

Contributions Wanted 8

Conundrum—Original 5

Convolvulus minor *. .138

Cooking Academy 153
Cooking—Economical .- 53

Cork Oak Tiee 106
Corn Cribs—Measuring. 336—
Fine. 70 — Fodder. Binding,
*343—Fodder, Cniing, 204-
27S— Fodder — Cutting up,
371— Fodder in Minn. 4

—

Ground, Plowing, 113— Husks
Wanted, 143—Manuring. 178

—Marker. Best. * 149— Pre-
serving Green, 236—Repel-
ling Chipmucks, 174—Select-

ing Seen, i:?— Shelling Green
518—Small Variety, * 61—

Syrup, 142—Tall. 303—Tar-
ring Seed. 150—Thinning.178
—To Husk Quickly, * 338—
Wyandot Drying 286

Cornell University 175

Colton Goods Dear 304
Cotton Manual 5

Cows — .\ldernev Profitable.

366— CakCil Bag 38 — thriv-

ing Time. 116— Cleanly Milk-
ing. 4-Double Teats. 237—
Feedinc for Milk, 4— Gesta-
tion. 174—Kicking. 38-142—
Leaky Teats, '238 — Self-

inilking, * 70-335— Spaying,
114—Stripping, 366-\Varts...4

Cranberry Cultivation 250-271

Cranberries—Upland.6-39-71-I21
Cranberries, Fine 367

Cream—Frozen 124

Curious Growths 3*. .49

Currant Worms, 187-237-303—
Black Naples,37-71-Dried,-23S
Large, '237—Planting, 121—
Preserving, 222 — Varieties.

Culture, 3*. .281

Cuttings in Autumn 336

»
Dahlia Seeds—Sowing.. - 303
Dandelion—Uses of »..ie9

Daphne Mezereum *. .119

Daphne— Non-blooming 7

Datura Arborea *. .313

Dealers and Editors 13

Death—.\braham Lincoln, 144

—A. G. Hanford, 4—A. O.
Moore, 239~Large Farmer,
143 — Ezekiel Holmes. 69—
Joseph Frost, 334— Professor
Linillev, 365—Sir J. Paxton.
237-W. Buckminsler, 239—
W. J. Hooker 303

Deutzia—Double *. .252

Diarrhoea Remedy 206
Dictionaiy — Best 8

Ditching Machines 270
Dog Laws of New Jersey. .. .142

Dogs—Bells for
' 339

Domestic Intelligence 269
Doors—Sagging 254
Doors— Self-shutting 286
Draining Hard Pan 366
Drains of Plank 2*., 308
Drinks for Summer 221

Drouth—Severe 333
Duidvs- Queries 70

E

Earth Closets _ 347

Editoiial Quarrels 36

Education for Farmers 374
Eggs—Keeping 270
Elecampane— Killing 106-1 73

Embroidery— Beautiful 318

Emigrant Company 175

Eucalyptus resin ifera 303

Evergreens — Austrian Pine,
Pinns Pumilio 2* 17—From
Cuttings, 13—Pruning 186

Exhibitors— Hints to 346
Exhibition — French. 333—In-

teinational, 236—Tables, at

this Office 3-206-331

Extravagance in Living 254

Fair—Agricultural 268 — Am.
Institute. 270-366—New Eng-
land. 304—New Y. State, S04

—lUiiMjis State 304

Fairs— Hints about 274

Fallows for Wheat 270

Falsehood about Agriculturist. 36

Family Jars 156

Fakm. Calendar for Jan. 1

—

Feb. 33—March 65—April 101

May, 137—June, 169—July,
201 -Aug., 233—Sept.. 265—
Oct.. 297—Nov.. 329—Dec. 361

Farm—Clay, 40 Acres 36
Farm Locations 237

Farmer Folks in War Time*.. 15

Farmers' Club—Live 48

Farmers—Laboring 70
Farms—Southern 204

Fashions. Comfort. Health .123

Feed—Box and Barrow, 2- 12

—

Cutting for Stock, 279—Mix-
ing Cllt 302

Feeding too Heavy — 366

Fence Posts — Concrete, 7—
Preserving, 334-367—Remov-
ing, * 77—Setting 70

Fences along Highways, '242

—

Gales and Posts, 142— Infor-

mation Wanted 336

Fertilization— Insects &Wind.l5
Fetters for Cattle, etc *. .213

Field Horse Tail .. 4 ..250
Field Work— Preparation.. .81
Files—Siiavpening 38

Firewood—Preparing 2* . . 62

Fish—Breeding Trout, etc. 3*

312-343—Markets in N. Y . . 37»
Flag Leek—Use 238
Flannel—Shrinking l24
Flavor of Fruits 187
Flax Culture— Prize Essay 13*

107

Flies—Destroying 318
Flower Beds -Form. 205—Col-

linsia Verna. * 19—Datura
Arborea 313

Flower Garden and Lawk.
Calendar for Jan. 2-Feb. 34
March 67— A in 11. 103-May,
1,39- June, 171—July. 2u3—
Aug., 235— Sept.. 266- Oct..

299—Nov. 3,TO—Dec, .. .362
Flower—Garden Hints, 347—
Gazania Splendens. 285 —
Markets, N. Y., 153— Pits, 2*

314—Seed, Prize, .303—Trito-
ma Uvaria. 37— Eveilasting,
* 52-106 205—Fine Show. 143

—For Shade, 174— For Work-
ing Men, 15— Novelties. 71

—

Preserving. 256—Useful 87
Fly Poison—Caution 254
Foliage—Ornamental 188
Food fm- Children 189
Food—Variety in 83
Foreign Intelligence 237
Fountain—Drinking *. .373

Fox—The Red •..209
Frog Ex lubilion 237
Frostin Pipes 38
Fruit—Early Ripening 334
Fruit Garden, Calendar for

Jan.. 2—Feb.. 34—March. 67
-April. 104— May.140—June,
171—Julv. 203-AuE.. 235—
Sept.. 266- Oct., 299—Nov.,
330-Dec 362

Fruit, vs. Vegetable. 49

—

Growers Ass'n. 174—House
in Detroit. 303- In Bottles,
206 — In Minnesota. 365 —
Jars, GoofI, 237— Lists, Lo-
cal, 347-Picking, a* 305—

* Prizes, Greeley 71
Fruit Trees—Ashes for, 271

—

Cultivation, 120 — Trees,
Dwarfing, 3*17—Soila Wash,
253-Trimming, 174 — What
to Plant 14

Fruits for Illinois, 52—Naming
New, 19—Preserving 155

Fuller—Removal 71

Fungi Abundant 271
Furniture—Vttrnishing 157
Fuchsia—Defective ..205

G
Garden Edging, 271-303-313—
Garden, Farmers' 113—For
Children, 51—Herbs, In.'i-

Implements- .. *.219
Garden, Kitchen. Calendar

for Jan.. 2—Feb.. 34-March
66- April 103 — May, ISO-
June, 171—July, 203—Aug.,
234-Sept., 266-Oct., 298—
Nov.,3.30—Dec, 362

Garden Pit—Cheap. 83— Seeds.
Secure. 53—Small. Profitable
6 -Succession in, 187—Value
of 84

Gas Lime—Caution.. 366
Gas Stoves— Leslie AEIliot's.223
Gas Tar—Use and Value 150
Gazania Splendens 285
Geese Eggs—Keeping 88
Gift Repealed 364
Geese—How to Pick 31S
Gladiolus — Seedling 7

Gladiolus—Small Bulbs ...*. 106
Glanders and Farcy. .*. .309-364
Glass Windows— Substitute. .286
Gloves— India Rubber 106

Glycerin Described 157
Goals—Value of 43
Grafting Defined. 52—Herba-

ceruis. * 154 — Wax—Good
Substitute fur 81

Grain, Cradles—Best. 2 * 240—
How tu Bind, * 240—Raking
and Binding, 246— Slirink.ige.7

Grape Vines. Cold Giaperv,
Calendar for March. 67^
April, 104- May, UO-June,
171—Julv, 204—Aug.. 235—
Sept., 267—Oct.,299—Nov.331
—Dec £62

Grape Vines — Culture. 19—
Grafting. 72-379- Hillside
Trellises. 271—In Pots. '2* 205
-249—Mildew. 2 * 217-237—
Moving, 330—New Disease,
251 - Planting. * e,n-120 —
Pruning. 3 - .345-Trellises..l43

Giapery—Exoerience with 84-120
Graperies—TfSining in 239
Grapes and Wine.205—BeslLo-

cality, 37— Delaware Cut-
tings, 71—Dr. Grant's. S-19—
Fine Delawares. 302—Fine
Show, 239—For Michigan, 71



INDEX, III

— Knox's Experience, 368

—Notes on,19-155—For New-
ly Married, 1.3—In Spring, 143
—lona and Isr;iellii. 6-lo-o9
S3T—Isabella, 143—Keeping,
302— Notes on, 19-283-311-

346-379—Rogeis' Hybrids 85
Grass -- China. 3S — Grama,
270— Kentucky Blue, 115—
Named, 71—O. chard, 114-514
—R. I. Bent, 4.5—Seed, Cov-
ering, 142—Seeding down to,

162—Seeding with iMillet. 205
—Top Dressing, 17S— Des-
cribed, 4*45—Red Top, Or-
cliard. Kentucky Blue, 5 * 79
—Sweet Scented Vernal, Vel-
vet or Meadow Soft ...3*. .115

Gravel Wall Houses. ..41-78-175
Greasing Griddles, etc 54
Greeley Prizes 236
Gree.v .tND Hot Houses.
Calendar for Jan., 2—Feb.,
S4—.March. 67—April, 103—
Mav,140-June,171—July, 203—.\ug., 235— Sept., 267—Oct.,
299—Nov., 330—Dec 362

Grecn«Houses 2*. 314
Greens— Spring 73
Ground Hemlock *..345
Groundsel—Common *. .220
Gro.vth—Unseasonable 375
Gun Cleaner—Simple 11

H
Hair C'rimpers 173
Harness—Rats Gnawing.. . . 37-70
Hams—Keeping 158
Harvest Prospects 269
Harvest Time *..24"

Hay Caps—Wooden 278
Hay—Carrying by Hand,*244

—

CIiaffing,'270—Curing Exper-
imeids, 211—Drawing with
Rope. * 212—Embargo on, 42
— Fork Attachment, 'i * 212—
Folk, Horse. * 177—Fork,
Hutchinson's, *244—Pitching
into Window, 178—Rigging,
Wagon. * 212 — Selling or
Feeding, 4- Slacker, Horse,
* 4-177 — Stacks, Building
Round, * 27G—Stacks, Lean-
ing, 277—.Timothy in Iowa. -5

Hearth Rug—Home-made. .. .222
Hedges — Barberry, 6—Ever-
,
green, hi—In New Jersey, 37
.Making Close 183

Herb—L'Estrason 106
Hoed Crops -Cultivating 210
Hoes -Scuffle 178
Hoes—SJiarpening 114
Hog Disease in Virginia 302
Hogs -Best Breed, 112—Killed
by Beau Pods, 336—Lice on,
174—Poisoned bv Salt, 36—
Slaughtering, 2'3'37—Slaugh-
tering at West, 12—Turjiips
for, C6-I74—Weakly Pigs. 4—
Wintering 370

HoUylincks—Keeping 303
Honeysuckle—Trumpet *. .49
Hook for Buckets *..72
Huop Skirts—Use for 7-39
Hops— Prize Essay 2*. 73
Horse Beok, 5—Diseased, 141
— Hitching to Rope, 177

—

Power Defiired, 21u— Radish,
Grinding, 6— $37,500 70

Horses at Pasture, 147—Baulky
270 — Breaking Colts, 10—
Carrots for,6—Ch'k Reins,211
Draught, *184—Driving with
Oxen, 44 — Feeding Young
Colts, 366—Fitting Collars,
270—For Heavy Work, 1S3—
Glaildered,69- Glanders, De-
tecting, * 309-Glanders, Pi e-
valent, 2J9-36i— Halter for
Pulling, ISl—Heaves, Rem-
edy, 302 — Scratches, 174—
Slabbering, Z^o — Spavins,
141—Tethering 333-Vicious*2$0

Hort. Exhibition Am. Ins., 334
Register, 237— Soc. Mass..S34
—Soc Penn.,333—Soc. Wor-
cester 334

Horticulture and Matrimony. .13
Hot-bed—Double 39
House—Ciieap 5*. .41

Housekeeping— Beginning 53
HoMseliold Notes 64
ilouses — Cheap, Convenient,

4 » 177—Small aad Cheap,
4* 7S— Suggestions about So

Humbugs— Advertising. 106

—

Benelil Ass'n,2CG— Circulars,
7—College, 7— Dr. Andiews,
103 — Earth Glasses, 143—
Farms in Iowa. 106— Gipsey's
Charms, lu6—Honey Recipe,
S04—Horlicuitural,2;7—How-
ard .Xss'n. 106—Kosmos, 3lH

—Lightning Rod. 7—Mar^&
Co., 106— Medical, 173-335—
17 Merchants' Exchange, 238
Jlicroscope, '200— " Oleiiaiit

Gas," 7—Peddl£r,37—Proph-
ylactical Star, 303 —Quack
Doctors, 7—Quack Medicine,
367-Rev. E. \Vilson, 307—
Wine Plant, 33C—Sundry. ..

37-14US3
Hyacinths—Propagating .53

Hyacinths-Ro"t Pruning 239

Husk Tearing Machine 37

I

Ice Cream Freezer 141

Ice H(mses— Construction. ...270

Ice—Removing 8
Ice-Size of Blocks 8

Implements—Farm, Cheaper .36

Implements—Price 141

Indiana .\griculture 277
Information Wanted S

Ink—Preventing Moulding.. .335
Insects- Bean Maggots, 37

—

Benzine for, 188—Book, 335

—Borer,173—Canker Worms
238-2 * 366 — Caterpillars, 271
—Curciilio Remedy, 271

—

Currant Worm. 141-237-303—
Entomological Journal, 333—
Experience with, IS—Hair
Worm, -272-Killing, 271—
Killing Ants,22-191-238— Lice
on Stock. 142- On Melons, 39
—Potato Beetle, 2 * 239—
Poultry Lice, 334-335—Quas-
sia for Ants, 335—Quel ies.271

—Red Locust, 335 — Stings,
Cure, 2.38-Soap-Waste for,

205—Striped Bug, 155-173—
Tent Caterpillars.72—Thfips
or Fritters, 237—Unseasona-
ble.143—Upon Insects 271

Inspector General 335
Invalids—Suggestions to 22
Iron—Galvanized 175
Itching— Relieving 54
lyy-German *. .52

J

Jack Screws, Uses *..37i

K.

Kale—How to Coolc 37
Kerosene Burner 173
Knox's Farm and Festival . 37S
Kyanizing 38

I.

Label—Bliss's *..6
Labor Saving, etc 343
Labor— Skilled for Farm ...144
Laborers—Supplying 175
Lamp Chimney—Best 22
Land Advertisements 5-107
Lands on Atlantic Coast luo
Larkspur—New 4
Lavender—Garden *..S13
Law—Taxing Bird-killers .... 143
Lawns—Making 122

Layering 187

Library—Farmers' 5
Lightning Rods 190-205
Lilacs Blooming Twice 336
Lilies—20,000, "303—Jacobean.

* 156—New Japanese, *153-281

Lime—Burning 3S
Lime for Whitewash 66
Live Oak in Iowa 233
Locating— Where ? 5
Locust Suckers 205
Locust—Yellow for Timber. .142
Lumber—Quantity from Log. .11

m
Machine—" Manufacturing "..3S
Magazine— Horticulturist 6
Magaziiie-'New 107
i\Iagnolia—Cliinese *. .86

Mangoes Defined 143
Manure—.\shes for Potatoes,36
—Barley Sprouts ,174—Bone-
dust for Wheat. 334— Coal
Aslies, 174— Coarse. Applying.
70-Compost, 3'i-334 — Flax
Sliives,etc.,3S—For Gardens.
106—For House Plants. 3.34—

For Onions, 71—Gas Lime,
Caution. otjO — Green Clo-
ver, 70—Green Crops for.*244
Hair for, 270—How to Pitch,
*149—Increasing, 306—Keep-
ing, 270—Leather Scraps, 70
Liquid, 2tl4—.Management. 182
—Marl for Fruit Trees 367
—Ma. Is.334- .\1 uck and Lime,
206 — Phosphatic, -238- In-
ciea^ing, 3116—Guano. 204

—

Plaster, 142-204- Pump for
Liquid, 2*213— Salt and Lime,
334—Sawdust, 3.f4—Slaugh-
ter House, 4- Soot. 302-Tan
Bark, eic, 366. -Tank and
Cesspool, * 245—Top-dres-
stng. 39—Use of Bones, '204

—Wasted 334
Maple Sugar >•.. 13-40-69
Maple—White *..15j
Maps—Lloyd & Go's 141
Maps—JMountine 1.57

Market Farm-Englisll 81
Market Reports. Jan., 3—
Feb., 34—Mar^. 06-April,
104—May, 162-June, 194—
July, 220—Aug., 251—Sept.,
263—Oct.,001-304-Nov., %A
Dec._ 363

Marl Described 7-334
Meadows—Pasturing HI
Meadows—Renovating ^7Q

Meals for Variety 88
Jleat, etc-Tainted 124
Meat—Preserving 72-143
Medicines—Quack 367
Melons—Training ... 205
Milk—Condensed, 22—Cooling,
239—Promoting Flow 243

Missouri Land Co 204
Mistakes in Tasle IS"
]\Ioistiire in .\ir Needed 21
Movements of Plants *. .380

Moles—Castor Beans 71

.Money for Soldiers 72-173
Mortar—Sand Required 7

Mowers—Trial of 333
Mowing Machine Knives 211

]

Mucilage and Ink 335 ,

Mulching and Shading 166
j

Mushroom Culture '206
;

Music—Good 141 '

]\Iusical Instruments 365
Mutton for the .Million 369

N

Names—Pronunciation, etc. .271
Newspaper Box * .8
Newspaper—Newton's 72
Newspapers—40.000,000 143

Oats— Bad Management 77
Oats in Succession 70
Oil, Gummed—Remedy 7
O. Judd <V: Co 301

Olives and Oil *..317
Onions— Culture, 71-143—De-

fective, 143—Good Crop, fi—
Manure for. 71—Peeling, 22-
68—Where to Grow 143

Orchard and Nursery. Cal-
endar for Jan., I—Feb., I'4

—

.Alarch, 66—April, 102—Mav,
138—June, 170—Julv, 202—
Aug., 234—Sept.. 266—Oct..
298—Nov.. 330-Dec 362

Orchard—Pioneer 48
Oreharil-Treatment 39
Organ—E~ley's Cottage 365
Osage Orange Seed 303
Oxen—Management of. .... . .147

Oxen -Profitable Teams 308

Pajoiiies—Cultivation 156
Pa^onies — Removing 7
Painting Old Wood V^'ork ...317
Pansy—Cultivation 7-284
Pansies and Violets 38
Papaw Bark for Tying '205

Paper—High Price of 3;i4

Papering Walls 123
Park Row and Park Place... 106
Park with Five .\cres 374
Patent Rights 335
Patterson & Bros 7

PeaBiush 39-71
Peach- Hale's Early, 239- On
Willow, 71—Orchard, Crop
for, 37—Spring Budding, 174
Tree Layers, 39—Trees, In-
jured, 38—Trees in Cold Cli-

mates. 18 — Trees, Spring
Bud.Jing 37

Pear Culture Profitable. 314—
Stocks, Quince. 143— Tree
Blight. 2.0-Trees. Barren,
6 — Trees, Doctoring, 85—
Trees, Double Working, 218
Trees. Exposure 38

Pears on Thorn 71
Pears—Sheldon .50

Peas—Harvesting,243—Named.
38-Soaking 71

Peat for Fuel 183
Perennials— Herbaceous.. 117-282
Perfumes—How made 190
Periwinkle—Common *.

. 157
Persinmion Seed 205
Peiroleuiii -Vdveitisements. .5-69
Photographs-Animal 141
Photographs of Lincoln 20'>

Pianos- Sleinw ay's 333
Pickles—How to Make 253
Pigeons fin the Farm 270
Planting Deep ami Shallow.. 148
Plants—Care of Housa. 21-349
—For Shade, 203— Mixing.
174 — Named, 7-71-173-2iir.-

239-271-356
Plaster and Bone Dust 70
Plow Beams Length of, 210
—Draight of, 14.5—Hutchin-
son's, 2* 245—Right or Lett
Hand, 339—Subsoil *. . 181

Plows—Care of Sleel S67
Plow ing—Best Soil at Top.*. .242
Plowing iu Green Crops. * 244
—Notion about, 38—Sv\ard
Ground, 4*145—Wet Ground,

»..341
P. O. Money Orders 4-236-367
Pomological Society. Ohio ..065
Potatoes- Boiling, 38-Bulk-

ley's, 38-70 — Ciizco, 38 —
Dropping.* 148-Eiirlv Shaw,
141 — E.xhibition, 3C5 — E.x-
perimenis, 70-375 — Fluke,
6-70—Good Yield. 238—How-
to Cook, 22-How to Dig.307
—How to Plant. 116—Large
or Small. 38—Notes on, 0* 44
—Productive, 6 -z Selecting

Seed, 280- Size of Seed. «148
—Tan Bark for, 155—Under
Straw 11-342

Poudrette—Curious Mixture..205
Poultry — Bantams. * 216—
Black Spanish."4-309—Bones
for, 117—Book. Saunders .215
Earlv Chickens,4—Fountain,
174-French, 216—Hen-

neries, Light, 4—House for
Prairies, 36— Large Indian,
*241—Lice. 334-335—Market-
ing Directions. 365—Preco-
cious.302—Raising Chickens,
113—Report, 142-302-Show-
Barnuin's. 141-206—Sickly.. 366

Practical Farmer Dead 144
Piemiums for 1865. .2-.?4-104-172

Premiuins for 1S66. ..300-331-363
Preserving Fruit 206
Prim 1 use—Cliinese 143
Productive Plot 38
Propagating Case 7

Protecting Plants 365
Prunes—Smoky 54
Pulley—Uses *

. . 373
Pump'ing Water 335
Pumps—Best Kind 143
Purcnasing -Agency 5
Putty—Making i-;4

Putty—Softening 124

Questions—Difficult 143
Questions-Sundry 367
Quinces—Fine 367
Quinces on Clay Soil 36

R
Rabbits and Trees 6
Radish—Chinese 84
Radish Culture 303
Rags - Sell them 107
Railwav .\ccidents 5

Rake Teeth—Form of. ....*. .210
Rake-The Buck *..213
Rats— Economy of 10
Rats Gnawing 'Harness 37-70
Receipts not Given 364
Recipes—Bachelor's Opinion.. 54
Record of a Year 17
Refrigerator—" Polar" 144
Report— Resources of N. Y 8
Rhododendrons—Noies on. ..220
Rhubarb for Medicine S7
Road Scraper *. 45
Roads— Repairing 11
Roofing Cement—^Coal Tar ...4
Roofs -Leaky. .. . 367
Root Cutter *..77

Root Pruning 336
Roots—Burying, * 342—Use of
Surface, 19—value for Feed..

6

Ropes— Splicing 4*. .'275

Ropes—Tying Knots 6*..3U5
Roses—Buchanan's New, 143

—

Sport of. * 2-'0—Hinis on. 81

—Manelli Stock, 143—Moss,
* 284-Reraonlant 33

Rural Embellishments *..217
Rustic Garden Ornaments 4*.. 20
Rustic Seat *..217
Rust—Removing 367
Rusting- Preventing..S8-106-'255
Rye—Sowing Late 371

S

Salting Stock and Hay 240
Sand Box Tree *..16S
Sandy Land.. Improving 204
Sanitary Commission 253-335
Sap Spouis 173
Saiisaije Meat—Keeping — 88
Sawing with Horse Power. .3S-71
Saws-How to File 4*. .14

Scales for the Farm 205
Scrap Books for Soldiers 8
Scythe Sharpening. 270
Scythes-Correct Form 336
Srel—Big Name 106
Seed Time *..152
Seeds — Evergreen, etc., 5

—

Garden, Raising, 117—Get-
ting Eal ly.75—None for Sale,
3—Number per oz., 71

—

Starling Ea|-|y 121
Selling— Best Time f..r S66
Shade Trees—Size of 37
Sh.ading aii.l Mulching 186
Shaving Easy 22
Sheep—.\ra. Sleiino * 75—And
Fences, 106- At N. Y'. Fair,
335-^Beans for, 112—Bleed-
er's Fair. 141—(bare in Win-
ter, 9—DiarrluBM, 334— Dip-
ping Compound, 142—Dog
Laws. 42—Early Lambs. 75-
366-Graining. 153—Hoof Rot,
'242—How to Shear. * 180—
Lauiel Poisoning.* 249-300—
M.inagemeiit, 334—Mania, 43
—Old lor Wool. 14-2—Owning
Lam.'js. 142—Profitable, 4'2-

143 — Prolific. 70 — Pulling
their Wool, 142—Racks. Fod-
depng. S*, 369-^Seleclion for
Breeding. 370 — Slieariiig.

C.inandaigua, 269—SJiearing
Hints, • ISO— Shears, Grind-
ing, 'ISO — Show, 173—

Stretches, 142—Washinc, 147
—Weight of, 339 — Winter
Feeding 337

Shelter—Expensive 46
Shingles—Fire Proof 175
Shingles—How to Lay 235
Shoe Siring Tags 54
Shoes—Wooden *. .350
Shovels— How to Use *..340
Shrub— Daphne mezereum*..119
Shrub-Exochorda Grandiflora*2l'
Shrubbery in Spring *..119
Silk Worm—Aiianthus Td
Silk Worms in France 2Sb
Sink—Convenient *. .53
Sleigh Ride—Family *..4S
Slippers—German 22
Smoke House—Good S36
Smoke Hotise In-door 47
Snow Tools 3*. 372
Soap—Hard 88-335
Soap Making '222

Socks-Cheap *..1'23

Soda. Saleratus, etc 124
Soda Wash for Trees 253
Soil—Best on Surface, * 242—
Pulverizing, 151—Renovating
Sterile 148-302

Solanum—Climbing *. .-380

SoMering Iron 124
Soldiers' Claims 236
Sorghum Ass'n Ohio.s—Candy,

39—Convention, Wis., S6--
Culture. 37—Early Kind; .303

- For Green Fodder. 240

—

In China. 106—In .Mass..48—
In New York. 4—Machinei \

.

Good, 237— Planting, 106—
"Treatment 279

Sorrel—Red 39
Southern Region—Fine S6S
Sparrows—European *. .209

Spots on Furniture 63
Spring House—Prairie 239
Squash—Custard Marrow2*..3I7
Squashes—Large, 367—Mixing,
205-367—Prolific, 6-143—Y'd-
koliama 82

S. S. Lesson Books 8
S. S. Paper, Good 72
Stable Brush Broom *..341

Stable Fork—Wooden *..369

Stain—Claret Wine 4
Slains-Removing 124-206

Stanchions vs. Chains .366

Sleam Engine—Glass 107

Steel Trap—How to Set 23S
Siockinus—Double Heeling. .15<

Stoves—Best 22
Staves—Gas 223
Straw—Chafling 270
Strawberries — Culture, 284

—

First, 173—For New Jersey.
3S-In England, '237-Notes oil.

121-219-262-Premiuin,36-144
—Pieserving. 173-191—Show
144-172-232- Propagation, 3S
—Queries, 6-237 —Runners.
336— In New York, 222—Tri-
bune 71

Stump Machine— Cheap...*. .114
Subscriber— Smallest 7

Subscription— First 8

Subscription Letter— Form.. .365

Subsoil Plow *181

Subsoiling Wet Ground 181
Sugar from Corn 44
Slimmer Fallows 211

Superphosphate—Plowing in.. 70

Sweet Potato Cii 1 lure. . ..144-154

Sweet Polatoes— Starting.... 107

Sw ill Barrel— Portable *. .80

Swill—Fermented 239

Tanning Fur Skins 191

Tapioca ..381
Tea—Tal,'ng intiie Country. .21

Teachers Agencies 72

Tile Macoi es 366

Tim Biiiikei on Pickles. 46-SO-
176--285—" Sl.iking He" 116
— Visit to T. Oakes 150

Timber Felling •..372

Toad Flax *..252

Tobacco Culture, 173—Prepar-
ing for, 151—Seed Beds— 107

Tomato—Libel on. 318 -New
Varieties. 82— Seed, Saving,
237-271—Til.ieu, 336—Train-
ing 154

Tools—Hanging up 39
Toiich-me not—JewelWeed*.217
Trailing .iibutus «..377

Tree Digger- Harkness, • 119-

SO'2—L.abels. Tin, 39-Pcd-
dlers Taxed,269— Protectors,

205
Trees — Bark-bound, 6—Fel-

ling, Problems, * '240-From
Layers, 39—Injured by Hor-
ses. 3-5—Lard and Tobacco
on, 302—Medicated, 0—Upon
Prairies ., 86

Trumpet Honeysuckle.*.. 49-!.)3

Tuoerose—Cultivation.. .3*.. 378

Tucker, L. D- Professor... ..303

Turkeys—Faiteninij... 3C6-S3S

Turnip Seed per -\cie 203

Turnips — Augiisl. 241— For
Horses', 366-On Heavy Soils,

etc., 209—White Fiench— 33.->

Tuipeuiine-Pilcli Pine.v. ..U&



IV INDEX

Unseasonable Growth 3*5

U. S. Bonds T2

V

Varnish— Fui-niture 191
Vegelables—New 37

Vcnus's Fly Trap *..380

Verbenas—Seedling 303
VeteiiiKuy C.illege. . .14-302—365
Vine— AUegliitny nr Climbing
Fiimitoi-y,* 66—Climbing So-
lanum *..3S0

Vineg;ir in Cement, 106—From
Ci.lei-, 271—Making '..221

Vinel.iml Adveriisement 141

Vinel:ind—Notes on 365
Violei—Ever-blooming 367
Visiting among Farmers 253
Volumes—Bound 364

W
Walks—Coal Ashes for, 185
Walks—Coal Tar 547
Warmth of Clothing. elc.360-3.S2
Washing Machine—Doty's..*. .87

Washington Monument 232

Waspish Item 173

Wasps and Gas Tar 39

Wasie Ground—Reclaiming. 27-1

Water for Stock. 179 — Hard
and Soft, 8—Pii>es, Iron, 39—
Useful and Ornamental, *. .373

We ilher Stiips—Torrey's 4
Weeding Hoe—Adams *..149
Weeding Im[)iements 3*. .51

Weeds—Bladder Campion, *6-

277-Canad:i Thistles, C-7i:-

205—Charlock or Field Mus-
tard, 3U7—Chickvveed. 143—
Couch Grass. *341—Eiecam-
pane, 106-1T3—Field Horse
Tail, 4* 250—Gi-oundsel, 220
--Horse Nettle, * 283—In
Fence Rows, 149 — Indian
Mallow, 314— Plants out of
Place, 13—Red Sorrel, 39-
Wild Morning Glory, US-
Toad Flax --- *..252

Well Curb—Good *. 180
Wells—Digging, StoniDg.3*. .273
Wells -Side Hill 76
Western Agi-iculture— 215-246-

339-374

Wheat -Bonghlon White,238—
Drilling Profitable, 279 —
Plant, Habit of. 2* 308—Pre-
pai'ing Soli. 279—Preparing
to Sow, 112 — Preventing

Snmt. 270— Seed per Acre,
241-Smut Remedy, 270—335
Lime for. 270—Si.ring. Soils

for. 112—Winter Killing, 278
—WithoutPloHing 70

Wheelbarrow for Bovs 11

White Mountains-Leller..*..27a
Whiteivashing— Directions ...123

Wild Cherry Stocks 302
Wilder, M. P 37

Willow Frauds, 1C6—Osier.llia

-2esl—White 6-76

Wind Powei—AccuraulalinE.. .7

Wine Making.... - ... .W4-36o
Wislaria—Cldnese *S3—Flow-
ering of, 27I--Fniiting 4

Wolves and Goidiers 106
Woman— Patriotic 46
WuotI Anemone . , . ..* 122
Wood—Splitting Block,2* SS-372
Wool-folding Table *..1S1
Wooi-Greasy Fleeces .. ''..IIS

Wool Gio«er's Ass'n-N.E. .304

Woolens—High Price 367

Yards—Laving Out 4*.. 50
Vale College .\g'l Dep't 236
Yeast—How to Make 287-350
Yew—American *

. ,345

RECIPES.

Apple and Pic Plant 158
Apple Jonatiian 15S

Apple Sauce 3S2
Beef—Keeping 318
Biead at Sea olS
Bread—Steam Cooked 287
Beef— Piciiling for 54
Beet Hash 223
Biscuit—Graham 158
Blanc Mange—Chocolate 88

Bread, -223—Rve and Indian, 158
—Unbolted "Wheat .64

Breakfast Dish . . 15S

Cal>e— Breakfast. l.'-S—Farm-
ers,' 54- Farrners'Fruit, 2:{—

Gingci bread, 254—Hard Gin-
gerblead, 318-Jumblcs, 2':3

Mock Sponge, l.'S— Jlolasses
Sponge, 318— Nnlcakes, H—
Polato, 168—Soft Sorghum..254

Canots— Baked 05
C:odfish Balls 65
Cooking without Milk 15S
Corn Bread 69-361
Corn Bread—Stean:ed 253
Corn Cake— Breakfast 64
Crackers, 124— Butler, '."23—

Soda. 55-Tea 223
Cream Substiiuie 153
Crust Porridge 89

Egg Puffs 254
Floating Island 223
Hams— Pickling for 64
Johniiy Cake 158
Lime Spots—Removing 255
Lime Water in Dough 223
Meat—Keeping 318
Milk Gruel 89
Omelet—Cheese 121
Omelet—Plain 223
Pal snip C loquettes 65
Pie—Cream 88
Pudding— Apple, 150— Boiled

Indian, 168 — Biead, 86 —
Christmas, 318-Extra, 264—
Green Cm-n. 287—Hasly, 54 -
Poor Man's 158- Pop-Corn. 159
—Sauce for. 3-'2—Steam. 158
—Steamed Indian, 255—Tap-
ioca 3S1

Pumpkin Dried 125
Rusks 1.59

Same — Chili 287
Saner Kraut 23
Soup—Potato 124
Spanish Cream - . .88
Squash-Baked 125
Squash-- Dried 124
Syrup-Sweet Apple 124
Water Giuel 89
Wlieat and Indian Cake 168
Y''east, 287 — First, 350—Pola-
to , 124

MMX m mMJWtRAtmm m ^(Dmwm fwem^ty-tohji.

A
Apple—Porter 315

Austrian Pine 17

B
Balancing—Children 160

Barn Door Fastening 369

Bai-n- Illinois 12

Beans — Varielies (4). .154

Barrow and Feed Box. . (2). . . 12

Bellows forapplviiig Sulph'r..217

Bees-Buried Stocks ..275

Bladder Nut Tiee (2) 1.53

Bonnets - Fashions (S) . . 21

Biead-Pictoi ial History 156
-.248—372

Bridge—Rustic 185

Broom-Brush for Stables. ...341

Buckwheat Stock 310
BulTalo -East Indian 9
Bullock—East Indian 9
Buttsrnut Ornament 349

C

Capei Plant 285
Carlo's Portrait 24
Carving Turkey 381

Cattle Inspecting 344
Celeiy—JIanagement....(3)..218
Chair—Home-made 87

Cheese Factory 340
Chestnuts—Improved S77
Child Being W'aslied 126
ChiUI-Benevolent 250
Children Left Alone 192
Children Riding on Log 352
Christmas Trea .384
Cinnamon and Cassia (3).. 349
Citron Flower and Fruit. (2). .221
Corn—Diminutive .. 51

Corn Husking Pin. 338—Mar-
ker, 149- Shock Binder,. . . 3-13

Cow-Yoke for 335
Cradle Fingci-—Right Posit'n.240
Currant— Fertile dc Paluau,
2S2—Versailles, 281 — Victo-
ria 282

D
Dandelion 189
Drains-l'lank (2).. 308

E
Eveigieens— American Y'ew,

345 — Austrian Pine, 1"—
_

Pinus Pumilio 17

F
Farmers in War Time 16
Farmers' Study— (Vignette) 1

Fire Wood— Prepaiing.. . (2). .82

Fisherman's Reliirn 66

Flax — Brush Harrow-, 109-
Gavel, no-Gavel Holder,lll

—Hand Brake, 111- Plant,

(31 108-1119- Power Brake,
111—Power Scutcher, 111—
Scutching Board, 111—Stack.
llO-Stook, no- Swingle,..lll

Flowers— Cardinal Flower. .348

lUaytonia, 1'22 — Collinsia

Verna, 19—Ccdumliine, ISO-
Common Periwinkle, 1.'7—

Convolvulus Minor, 168

—

Datura arborea, 313—Grape
Hyacinth, 316 — Helipterum
Sanfordii.52—Jacobean Lily,

156

—

Lilium Auratum, 281—
.Spring Snow Flake, 316 -

Trailing Arbutus, 377—Trum-
pet Honeysuckle, 49—Tuber-
ose, (3) 378-379—Venus's Fly
Trap. 360 — Wistaria, 83 —
Wood Anemone 122

Fountain-Drinking 373

Fox—Red 209
Frog Race 288
Fruit Picker .. 305
Fruit Picking Ladder .... (2) .. 305

G
Game-Prison Base 383
Grafting-Herbaceous 154
Grain Sheaf 246
Grape Vine in Border, 249 —
Vine in Pols. 249 — Vine
Planting. 120 -Pnining(3) .346

Grass — Flo\\er Dissected,
(41 45—Kentucky Blue (2' 79
— .Meadow, Soft. 115 — Or-
chard. (21 79—Ited Top. 79-
Sweet Scented Vernal, (2). , 115

Green-House—Section 315

H
Halter for Pulling Horses ... .181

Harrow— Brush ,109
Harvest Time 248
Hav—Carrying by Hand, 244—
Drawing with Rope, 212

Fork .attachment, (2) 212—
Fork, Hutchinson's,244— Rig-
ping, Wagon, 212— Stacker,
Horse 177

Herb—Benne or Sesame 34S
Hoe. Adams' 149—Fork, 219—

Missionary, 51—Scuffle, 51

—

Wheel -.51

Horse -Detecting Glanders. 309
for Heavv Draught, 184 —
Head of Vicious, 2811-Hitch-
ing to Rope ... 177

Hogs—Manner of Killing -37

Hog.s—Vat for Scalding 337

Hoo'\ for Buckets 72

Hop "Set" 74

Hop Yaid—Collins' 73
Houses—Cheap (5) 41-(4) 78-

(4) 177

Insects-Potato Beetle,(2)239—
Canker Worm Preventive,

(S) 366
Ivy—German 52

Jack Screws 371

Landscape—Curious 256-320
Lavender—Garden 313

Magnolia—Chinese 86
Manure—Pitching 149
Manure Tank 245
Map—Vicinity of Richmond S07
Map-Works around Petersb'g208
.Maple—White 185
Mildew- Grape 217
Mountain—"Old Man of" . 272
Mouths—Shut and Open, . (4). .23

N
Newspaper Box.

O

Olive Tree Branch 317 I

Orchid— Butterfly Flower ... .49
|

Organ Grinder..'. 90 '

Owl—Snowy 13
Ox Y'oke Attachment 44

P
Pear Tree—Bush, 18-Dwarf,
17—Pvramidal 18

Pinus Pumilio 17
Plow—Chain Atlachment, 244
Hutchinson's, (2) '245—Sub-
.'Oil 181

Plowing—Best Soil at Top, 242
—Sward Ground, (4) 145

—

Wet Ground 342
Posts— Removing 77
Pidatoes, (6) 44— Cutting, 148—
Dropping 148

Poultiy—Asialic Fowls, .:4I—
Bantam Fowls, 216—Black
Spanish, 309—Fountain, 174
—French Fowls 216

Prisoner and Birds 263
Pulley—Use of 373
Pump for Liquid Maniiref2V .213
Puzzle—Figuie. 1.59-181—Laby-

rinth. 383— Planting. 159—
Wire. 255—Rebuses. 23-. 2) 55
-[2) sg-al 12.5-(2) 59-i21 191-

(2) 223-12) 255-(2J 287-(2) 319-
351-(2) 382

B
Rake—Buck 213
Rake For Couch Grass 341
Road Scraper

, 45
Root Cutter 77
Roots— Pit for 342
Ropes—Knols (6).. 306
Ropes—Splicing (4).. 276
Rose— Moss 254
Rose—Sport of 220
Rustic Vase (4) . . 20

S

Sand Box Tiee Fruit 188
Sap Boiler 40
Saw Filing (4). .14
Scythe—Pioper Form 240
Seal-Rustic ...217
Seed Time 152
.^hackles for Bulls, etc 213
Sheep— .\m. Merino. 75— Laii-

lel, 24'.l — Rack (3) 309 —
Shears, Grinding, 180 —
Shears. Holding 160

Shoes—Wooden S50
Shortening Tall Man 160

Shovel- How to Hold 340
Shrub-Exocliorda Grandiflora,
20—Daphne Mezereum, 119--
Doiible Deutzia, 262—Sheep
Laurel 249

Sink—Kitchen 53
Sleigh Ride—Family 4S
Snake Nut .. (2).. 49
Snow Plow, 373—Push, 372—
Shovel 373

Snow Storm CVignelte. . 33
Socks—Cloth 123
Solanum—Climbing 380
Soldiers' Retu rn . . . 224
Sinirrows—European 209
Squash— Ciistaril .Mairow.(2).3I7
Stable Fork—Wooden.... ..S69
Slack—Preventing Leaning.. 276
Stitch in Time 320
Slump IMarhine—Cheap 114
Swill Bairel—Portable 80

T
Tapioca 381
Timber— Felling 372
Tree Digger— Haikness. 119—
Felling, •240-Labels, Bliss..

Trout at Various Ages. .,(S). .312

Vine—-Vlleghany 66
Vine—Climbing Solanum 380
Vinegar Apparatus 221

W
Washing Machine—Doty's 87
Weeds—Bladder Campion, 277
— Flehl Horse Tail, (4) 25(1—
Groundsel, 220— Horse Net-
tle, 2S3— Indian JIallow. 314
—Toad Flax, 252— Touch-
me-Not ...; 217

Well Curb, 180 — Digging,
Curbing, 273—Digging, De|--
liok, etc., 273 — Digging,
Wells 274

Wheat Plant—Gi-o«th...(2) .308
Wiiulmill—.Amusing 319
Woo.l— Splitting Block 82-372
Wool-Fol.ling Table 181
Wool—Oily Fleeces 118

V
Yard Plans (4).. 60
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PERIODICALS.
AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, for the Farm, Garden, and Household, (p^t Annum,) %\ 50

A large Monthly Journal, Thirty-two Quarto payes, profusely illustrated with interesting and instructive Engravings,

and containing a great amount of Plain, Practical, Reliable Information for the FARM, the GARDEN, and

the HOUSEHOLD, including a Pleasing and Instructive Department for CHILDREN and YOUTH,

g;;^ Previous Volumes, XVI to XXIV, (I80G to 1865,) inclusive, (Unbound, each ><1 76) Neatly Bound, Fach, 2 50

AMERIKANISCHER AGRICULTURIST, (German,).. , (Pe,- Annu,n,) $i 50

A German Edition, containing the principal Articles and Illustrations of the English Edition of the AMERICAX
AGRICULTURIST : "With an additional Special Department edited by Hon. Friedxick Munch, of Missolhi. This is

of great value to all German Cultivators, and particularly so to those more recently coming here from the Old "World.

pW" Previous Volumes, XVIII to XXIV, (1859 to 1805,) inclusive, (Unbound, 81 T5 each) Neatly Bound, Each, 2 50

RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY for 1866. By Joseph Harris, Editor

of late of the GENESEE FARMER, now of the AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST. Illustrated. This book contains a

complete Calendar for every month in the year, together with a great many short and very valuable articles, on a

variety of subjects of interest to the Parmer, Fruit-grower, and Horticulturist ; a corrected list of Nurserymen, Seeds-

men and Florists, and of some of the principal dealers in Agricultural Implements, etc., etc., 25

ANNUAL REGISTER OF RURAL AFFAIRS. By J. J. Thomas, illustrated. Containing practical

suggestions for the Farmer and Horticulturist, and embellished wth many beautiful engravings, 30
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Animals
BOOKS.

RETAIL PRIOE.(See also below : Bees, Cattle, Dogs, Hogs, Horses, and Sheep.)

Allen's Domestic Animals, (A'ew edition,) $1 OO
A History and Description of tile HORSE, MULE, CATTLE, SHEEP,
SWINE, POULTRY, and FARM DOGS, with directions for Breeding,

Crossing, Rearing, Feeding, and Preparation for Market, with their

DISEASES and REMEDIES. By R. L. Allen. Cloth, 12mo, 227 pp.

Food of Animals, {^ew edition,) 1 00
Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals, the value of differ-

ent kinds for feeding and fattening purposes, with remarks upon the

food of Man : being details of important experiments made by the Brit-

ish Government. By KoBEET DuNDAS THOMPSON, M.D. Cloth. 12mo,

172 pp.

American Bird-Fancier, [New edition,) paptr, 30
Field, Cage, and House-Birds, breeding, rearing, etc. 12mo, 107 pji.

Saunders's Domestic Poultry, {New,)

A New Practical Treatise on the Preferable Breeds of Farm- Yard

Poultri/, their History and Leading Characteristics ; with Complete In-

struetions for Breeding and Fattening, including Preparing for E.xhibi-

tion at Poultry Shows, etc. Very fully illustrated. By Simon M.

Saunders. 12mo, 104 pp. Paper, 30c. ; cloth, 60c.

Architecture

Bees.

Cattle.

60

(See also Landscape Gardening below.)

Allen's Rural Architecture, {New edition,) l

Practical Directions and Suggestions for Construction of convenient

FARM-HOUSES, COTTAGES, and OUT-BUILDINGS, including

Barns, Stables, Sheds, Carriage and Wagon-Houses, Work-Shops,

Wood-Houses, Ash and Smoke-Houses, Icc-Houses, Poultry and Bee-

Houses, Dove-Cotes, etc., together with directions for the gardens

and grounds ; useful and ornamental Domestic Animals, etc. By Hon.

Lewis F. Allen, Editor "American Herd-Book," etc. Cloth, 12mo,

378 pp.

50

Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping Explained, ••(/«-F'''«ss)

Newly written llirougltoiit, containing the results of thirty-five years

of successful experience, with/«^Z, plain, and 2"'aitical Directions for

all details of Bee Culture; including also a Description and Manner

of Using the Movable Comb and Bo.k Hives, with the most approved

modes of Propagating .ind Treating the Italian Bee, etc., etc., with

numerous illustrations. By M. Qolnby, Practical Bee-keeper.

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee, {New edition,) 2 00
A Pkactic.^;. Treatise, containing a great amount of useful informa-

tion, fttUy illustrated by many beautiful engravings. A new edition,

on tinted paper. By Rev. L. L. Langstroth. Cloth, 12mo, 409 pp.
Published by J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia; and Orange Judd
& Co., New-York.

Dadd's American Cattle-Doctor, {New edition.,) 1 50
To Help Every Man to be his own Cattle-Doctor. A work by Geo. H.

Dadd, M.D. , Veterinary Practitioner; giving the necessary informa-

tion for preserving the Health and Curing the Diseases of OXEN",

COWS, SHEEP, and SWINE, with a great variety of original Recipes,

and valuable information on Farm and DairyManagement, 12mo, 359 pp.

Guenon's Treatise on Milch Cows, (New edition,) paper, 75
An interesting work, giving new and peculiar directions, and many
illustrative engravings, for determining by natural marks or external

signs, the quality and quantity of milk a cow will give, length of time

she will continue in milk, etc., with introductory remarks of forty

pages on the Cow and Dairy. Sb:ty-third thousand. Svo, 8d pp.

Youatt and Martin on Cattle, {New edition,) l 50
Being a treatise on their Breeds, Management, Diseases ; a full his-

tory of the various races ; their origin, breeding, and merits ; their

capacity for Beef and Milk. By W. Yocatt and W. C. L. Martin. A
complete guide for the Farmer, the Amateur, and Veterinary Surgeon,

with many Illustrations. Edited by Ambrose Stevens. Cloth, 12mo,

469 pp.

Cotton.
Cotton-Planter's Manual {New edition,) $1 50
This is the only popular work published on the subject. It is a com-
pilation of facts from the best authorities on the CULTURE OF COT-
TON, its Natural History, Chemical Analysis, Trade, and Consump-
tion, with a history of Cotton and the Cotton-Gin. Cloth, 12mo,

320 pp.

Cranberries.
Eastwood's Complete Cranberry Manual, {New edition,)

Giving directions for the cultivation in different localities, with illustra-

tions and descriptions of varieties. By Benj. EAffrwooD. Cloth, 12mo,

120 pp.

75

Dogs.
30Hooper's Dog and Gun, {Nem edition,)

" A Few Loose Chapters on Shooting," with some Anecdotes and Inci-

dents, Notes on Guns, Choosing and Training Dogs ; about Game, etc.

By J. J. Hooper, Montgomery, Ala. Neat paper covers ; 12mo, 105 pp.

Richardson on Dogs,-- - .{New edition,) Bound, 60 cents ; Paper, 30
Or, Doos ; Their Origin and Varieties. Directions as to their Man-
agement, Simple Instructions for Treatment under Disease, etc., etc.,

with numerous engravings. By II. D. Richardson, author of sundry
works on animals. 12mo, 127pp- Neat paper covers, 30c. ; bound, 60c.

Farm Books.
American Farm-Book, (K- L- Allen,) {yew edition,) l 50
Ok a Compend of American Agriculture ; Being a Practical Treatise

on Soils, Manures, Draining, Irrigation, Grasses, Grain, Roots, Fruits,

Cotton, Tobacco, Sngar-Cane, Eice, and every Staple Product of the

United States ; with the best methods of Planting, Cultivating, and
Preparation for Market. Over one hundred engravings. Cloth, 12mo,
325 pp.

Boussingault's Rural Economy, {New edition.) l 60
Rural Economy in its relations with Chemistry, Physics, and Jleteorol-

ogy ; or Chemistry Applied to Agriculture in the Principles of Farm
Management, the Preservation and Use of Manures, the Nutrition and
Food of Animals, and the General Economy of Agriculture. By J. B.

Boussinoault, Member of Institute of France, etc. Translated, with

Introduction and Notes, by Georob Law, Agriculturist. Cloth, 12mo,

607 pp.

French's Farm Drainage, {New edition,) 1 50
The Principles, Process, and Effects of Draining Land with Stones,

Wood, Drain-Plows, Open Ditches, and especially with Tiles ; includ-

ing Tables of Rainfall, Evaporation, Filtration, Excavation, Capacity

of Pipes, cost and number to the acre. With over 100 illustrations.

The best work on Draining published. By Judge French, of New-
Hampshire, President of Mass. Agricultural College. Cloth, 12mo,
384 pp.

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry, {New edition,) i 75
Lectures on the Application of Chemistry and Geology to Agri-

culture. New edition, with an Appendix, containing the Author's

Experiments in Practical Agriculture. By the late Jas. F. W. John-

ston, M.A., F.R.SS. L. and E., etc., etc. This is an American edition

of the large and extensive English work. Cloth, large 12mo, 709 pp.

Norton's Elements of Scientific Agriculture, {New Edition,) 75
A valuable and popular treatise on the Connection between Science

and the art of Practical Farming. By the late John P. Norton, M.A.,

ProfessorofScientiSc Agriculture in Yale College. Cloth, 12mo, 213 pp.

Our Farm of Four Acres, and the Money we made by it, 30
From the Twelfth London Edition, with an Introduction for the Amer-
ican Edition. This work has already had an immense sale, both in

England and in this country. It is written by a lady, and v/liile con-

veying many useful suggestions, it has almost the interest of a romance.

12mo, 126 pp. New Edition. Price in neat paper covers, SOc; bound, 60o.

Pedder's Land-Measurer for Farmers, {New edition,) 60
A convenient Pocket Companion, showing at once the contents of auy

piece of land, when its length and width are known, up to 1500 feet

either way, with various, other useful farm tables. Cloth, Ibmo, 144 pp.

t^" Any of the e^t)ove books will be sent pre-paid to any Post-pmce rn the. United States on receipt of the price.
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Todd's Young Farmer's Manual and Work-Shop/^^' w <'f?'«,)$l 50
The most valuable and practical work before the public as a guide to

the various Farm Operations, includiiisj the mechanical part of agri-

culture, farm implements, edge tools and how to put them in order,

fenciug, gates, building, etc., etc. By S. Edwards Todd, a practical

Farmer. Thoroughly illustrated with engraviugs. Cloth, li?mo, 4.'>? pp.

Tlie American Farmer's Encyclopedia, 6 00
The only work oY the kind yet published in this country embracing
every tiling connected with the cultivation of the Soil ; the Soil, Man-
ures, Farm Operations, Different Crops, Implements, Animals, etc., etc.

Upon the ha^ia o( Jo/tm/on'ii T<in)ur\^ JuH'i/clnpedia. With additions

amounting to nearly one third of the whole, by the American editor,

GoVERNEUB Emehson, of Venn. 33S Illustrations. Octavo, 1188 pp.

Flax Culture so
A ne?c and very valuahh' worh, consisting of full directions, from selec-

tion of ground and seed to preparation and marketing of crop, us given

h^' a number of experienced growers. 8vo, paper.

Flowers.
American Rose Culturist, ('tcluding the Dahlia,).. .(Alsw e</j/;oH.) 30
Being a Practical Treatise on the Propagation, Cultivation, and Man-
agement of THE EO.SE, to which are added full directions for the treat-

ment of the Dahlia. In neat paper covers. l*2mo, 9'? pp.

Breck's Book of Flowers, or Flower-Garden, 1 50
In which are described the various Hardy Herbaceous Flowers, An-
nuals, .Shrubby Plants, and Evergreen Trees, with Directions for their

Cultivation. By Joseph Breck, Seedsman and Florist, former editor of

Xeii'-England Farmer, and Horticultural Segister. Cloth, 12iuo, 395 pp.

Buist's American Flower-Garden Directory,— (-^>«' edition,) 1 50
Containing Practical Directions for the Culture of Plants in the Flower-
Garden, Hot-House, Green-House, Eooms or Parlor-Windows, FOR
EVERY MONTH IN THE YEAR ; with descriptions of most desirable

plants, soils, transplanting, erecting a Hot-House, a Green-House, lay-

ing out a Flower-Garden, etc., etc. By Robert Buist, a practical Nur-
seryman and Seed-Grower of Philadelphia. Cloth, 12mo, .342 pp.

Fruits.
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide, ^j^feio Mitim) 75
Intended Espechlly for the American- Cldiate ; being a Practical
Treatise, with Engravings, on tlie Cultivation of the Grape-Vine in each
Department of Hot-House, Cold Grapery, etc. ; with Plans for the
Construction and Heating. By Wii. Chorlto.n. Cloth, 12mo, 204 pp.

Cole's American Fruit Book, 76
Containing Directions for Raising, Propagating, and Managing Fruit-

J,

Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, with descriptions of the best varieties of
fruit, etc. Ismo, 28S pp.

Elliott's 'Western Fruit-Grower's Guide, (iN'sw editiMi.) 1 50
The previous Edition of this Work was Thoroughly Revised ; embrac-
ing all the new and valuable Fruits, with the latest improvements in
their Cidtivation : especially adapted to the wants of Western Fruit-

Growcrs
; fidl Illustrations. By F. B. Elliott, of Ohio. Cloth, 12mo,

503 pp.

Field's Pear Culture (A>w (dition,) l 25
The Pear Garden

; a Treatise on the Propagation and Cultivation of
the Pear Tree, with instructions for Management from the Seedling to
the Bearing Tree. By Thomas W. Field. Hlustrations. Cloth, 12mo,
2SS pp.

Fuller's Grape Culturist, (Kew edition,) 1 50
This is the latest and most practical work issued on the Culture of the
Hardy Grapes, with full directions for all departments of Propagation,
culture, etc., with dhe hundred and five excellent engravings, illustrat-

ing the various operations of Planting, Training, Grafting, etc. By
Andrew S. Fuller, Practical Horliculturi.st. Cloth, 12mo, 262 pp.

Fuller's Illustrated Strawberry Culturist, (l^ew edition,)paper, 20
A new, practical little work, meeting witli universal favor. It gives a full

list of varieties, down to the latest valuable seedlings. Paper, 12mo, 48 pp.

Pardee on Strawberry Culture, (-A'oc edition,) | 75
A Manual for the Cuhivation of the Strawberry; with a Description -

of the Best Varieties. Also, Notes on the R.ispberry, Blackberry, Cur-
rant, Gooseberry, and Grape. By R. G. Pardee. Cloth, 12mo, 157 pp.

Gardening.
Buist's Family Kitchen-Gardener, (-^Vcw edition,) 1 00
An e.xcelleut Practical work, Containing Plain and Accurate Descrip-

tions of all the Difl'erent Species and Varieties of Culinary Vegetables,

with their Botanical, English, French, and German Names, alphabetic-

ally arranged ; with full Directions for the Best Mode of Cultivaling

; them in the Garden or under Glass. By Robert Bcist. Cloth, 12mo,
216 pp.

Cobbett's American Gardener, 75
A Treatise on the Laying Out and Management of Gardens. By Wil-
liam Cobbett. Though an old work, it is one which will find a place

in every considerable library, as the production of a remarkable man.
While it is marked by the author's peculiarities, it is so full of plain

common-sense, that it is worthy of being kept in print. Cloth, 12mo,
230 pp.

Schenck's Gardener's Text-Book, 60
Directions for the forming and management of the Kitchen Garden, the
culture and use of Vegetables, Fruits, and Medicinal Herbs. Cloth,

18mo, 306 pp.

Green and Hot-Houses.
leuchars' How to Build Hot-Houses, (-^'^i" edition,) 1 50
GREEN-HOUSES, GRAPERIES, etc., etc., and how to Ventilate them.

Illustrated with numerous engravings. By Robert B. Leuchars, Gar-

den Architect. This is the only work published in tlus country, spe-

cially devoted to this subject. Cloth, 12mo, 366 pp.

Hedges, Etc.
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens, (A'«w edition,) 1
This is the only book wholly devoted to the cultivation, pruning, and
management of plants suitable for American hedging, especially the

Madura, or OSAGE ORANGE ; illustrated with engravings of plants,

implements, and processes ; to which is added a Treatise on Evergreens,

their varieties, propagation, culture, etc. By J. A.Warder. 12mo, 291 pp.

50

Hogs.
Youatt and Martin on the Hog, {f^^ew Edition,) l 00
A treatise on the breeds, management, and medical treatment of

Swine, with directions for salting pork and curing bacon and hams.
By Wm. Youatt, V.S., and W. C. L. Martin. American edition, edited

by Ambrose Stevens. Illustrated with engravings. Cloth, 12mo, 231 pp.

Hop Culture,. .{Neu;) 40
Practical Details fully given, from the Selection and Preparation of

the Soil, Setting and Cultivation of the Plants, to Pickutg, Drying,

Pressing, and Marketing the Crop. Plain Directions by Ten Experi-

enced Cultivators. Illustrated with over forty engravings. Edited

by Prof. George Thurber, Editor of the American Agriculturist,

8vo, paper.

Horses.
75

50

Herbert's Hints to Horse-Keepers, i-^^ew Edition,) l

This is the best practical work on the Horse, prepared in this country.

A Complete Manual f(>r Horsemen, embracing : How to Breed a

Horse ; How to Buy a Horse ; How to Break a Horse ; How to Use a

Horse ; How to Feed a Horse ; How to Physic a Horse (Allopathy or

Homoeopathy ;) How to Groom a Horse ; How to Drive a Horse; How
to Ride a Horse, etc., and Chapters on Mules and Ponies, etc. By
the late Henrv William Herbert (Frank Forester.) Beautifully Il-

lustrated throughout. Cloth, 12mo, 425 pp.

Dadd's Modern Horse-Doctor, {A'ew Edition,) l
CoXTAixiNG Practical Obsekv.\tions on the Causes, Nature, and
Treatment of Diseases and Lameness of Horses ; embracing the most

a-eceiit and approved Methods, according to an enlightened system of

Veterinary Practice, for Preservation and Restoration of Health. Illus-

trated. By Geo. H. Dadd, M.D., Veterinary Surgeon. Cloth, 12mo,

43-3 pp.

Dadd's Anatomy and Physiology of the Horse, 3 50
A VERT large Octavo, containixo Twentv full-page Anatomical

Illustrations ; with Instructions in Dissection, and mode of making

Anatomical Preparations, and a Glossary of Veterinary Technical-

.ities, Toxicological Chart, and Dictionary of Veterinary Science.

^^ Any of the above books will be sent pre-paid to any Post-Office in the United States on receipt of the price.
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Stewart's Stable Book, (iv^«c Edition,) $l 50
. A treatise on the management of liorses, ill relation to stabling, groom-

iug, feeding, watering, and worlcing, construction of stables, ventila-

tion, appendages of stables, management of the feet and of diseased

and defective horses. By Johs Stewart, Veterinary Snrgeon. With
Notes and Additions, adapting it to American food and climate. By A. B.

Allen, former Editor of Amen'mn AijricuUiirist. Cloth, 12mo, 378 pp.

Youatt and Spooner on the Horse,- •
'• {^ew Edition,) \ 60

Tlie Structure and Diseases of the Horse, Eemedies, Rules to Buyers,

Breakers, Shoers, etc. Youatt's work somewhat simplified and

brought down by "W. C. Spooner, M.R.C. V.S. ; to which is prefixed an

account of the Breeds in the United States and Canadas, by Hon. Henry
S. Randall, lUustr.ated witli numerous Engravings. Cloth, 12mo, 48.3 pp.

Cole's American Veterinarian, {^''<:w Edition,) 75
Diseases of Domestic Animals, showing the Causes, Symjytoms, and Be-

^tiedi-es, and rules for Bestoring and Fresert;ing He(dth by good manage-

ment, with directions for Trainimj and Breeding. By S. W. Cole.

Cloth, ISmo, 288 pp.

House-Keeping".
SkiUful Housewife, (^e"< Edition,) 75

Or, Complete Guide to Domestic Cookery, Taste, Comfort, and Econ-

omy, embracing 659 Recipes, with many valuable liints pertaining to

houseliold duties, the care of health, 3himiion of ( 'hihiren, Gardening,

Birds. By Mrs. L. G. Abell. Cloth, 12mo, 216 pp.

Landscape Gardening.
Dpwning's Landscape Gardening and Eural Architecture. 6 50
The most complete and valuable -work ever issued on Landscape Gar-

dening in North-America, for tlie Improvement of Country Residences
;

containing full Directions for every thing connected ^vith Laying out

and adorning the Rural Home, the Grounds, the Gardens, the Build-

ings, the Trees and Plants, etc., "with principles of taste so stated as to

adapt the work to all classes. Splendidly Illustrated with many Steel

and fine Wood Engravings. By the late A. J. Downing. New Edition,

Enlarged, Newly Illustrated and Revised, with Supplement, by PlENiir

"WiNTiiuop Sakoent. Octavo, .504 pp. Extra cloth, gilt, beveled bds.

Smith's Landscape Gardening, (^^'<'w Edition,
) \

Practical Notes on Country Residencies, Villas, Pauks, Pleasure-

grounds, Lawns, Gardens, etc., by Ciias. H. J. Smith, Landscape Grar-

dener, etc. ; with Notes and Additions adapting it to American Use, by

Hon. Lewis F. Allen, author of Bural An-hitedure^ etc. Cloth, 12mo,

60

367 pp.

Manures.
Dana's Muck Manual, (iV««i Edition,) 1 25
A Manual for Farmers ; treating of Soils, Manures, Composts, etc., and

especially of the important subject of using MUCK, the great nat-

ural fertilizer of the country. By Samuel L. Dana. Cloth, 12mo, S12 pp.

Onion Culture.
Onions: How to Raise them Profitably, (New Edition,)

Being the Practical Details, from Selection of Seed and Preparation

of Ground to Harvesting and Marlieting the Crop, given very

plainly by Seventeen, Practical Onion Grotocrs of long experience,

residing in different parts of the country. No more valuable work of

its size was ever issued. Octavo, 32 pp. Neat paper covers.

20

Eabbits.
Bement's Rabbit Fancier, (.^Vew Edition,)

BrEEDI.VG, itKARIXG, FEEDING, AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT of Rabbits :

their Diseases and Remedies ; Full Directions for the Construction of

Hutches, R.abbitries, etc. ; Recipes for Cooking and Dressing for the

Table. Numerous Illustrations. By C. N. Bement, author of Ponl-

terer's Cumpamon, etc. 12mo, 101 pp., in neat illustrated .paper covers.

30

Sheep.
00

50

Randall's Fine-Wool Sheep Husbandry, {Kew Edition,) \
Giving Prominent Characteristics of Different Breeds ; Principles of

breeding correctly
;
practical and concise rules for Selecting the Best,

and making the best Crosses for Wool and Mutton. By Hon. Henrt
S. Randall, LL.D. 12rao, 189 pp.

Randall's Sheep Husbandry, (A>io Edition,) 1
With an account of the different Breeds of Sheep ; Selecting the Best

for Wool and for Mutton ; Rules for Crossing ; Practical Details for

Rearing ; Summer and Winter Management ; Treating Diseases ; with

New Chapters by Henry S. Randall and G. W. Kendall on Sheep Hus-
bandry in Texas, with Portraits of different Breeds, Illustrations of

Sheep Folds, and other Articles in Sheep Husbandry. Octavo, 838 pp.

Youatt on Sheep (A'^'c Edition,) \
Witli details for Breeding and Rearing ; Notes on Different Breeds

;

Summer and Winter Management ; Characteristics of different Kinds
of Wool, witli Portraits of different Breeds of Sheep. Octavo, 160 pp.

Shepherd's Own Book i^e^" Edition,) 2 25
A General Book on Sheep; Including (bound together) Youatt ou

Sheep, and Sheep Husbandry by Randall, with his Letter on Sheep
Husbandry in Texas, and Geo. W. Kendall's Management of Sheep in

Texas, with Portraits of Sheep and other IHustrations. Octavo, 500 pp.

00

Tobacco.
25Tobacco Culture ; Full Practical Details, {New Edition,)

Tliis is by far the most useful and valuable work ever issued on tins

subject. It contains full details of every process from tlie Selection and

Preparation of the Seed and Soil, to the Harvesting, Curing, and Mar-
keting the Crop, with Illustrative Engravings of the operations. Tho
work was prepared by Fourteen- Experienced Tohacco Groovers, residing

in different parts of the country. It also contains Notes on the To-

bacco Worm, with Illustrations, Octavo, 48 pp., in neat paper covers.

Weeds and Plants.
American Weeds and Useful Plants, (-^^^ Eduio^i,) 175
An Important Work for every Cultivator—Farmer, Gardener, etc.

;

being an Enumeration and Description ("n'ith accurate illustrations) of

the WEEDS and PLANTS found in American Fields and Gardens,

which meet the observation, or require the attention of Cultivators;

with practical suggestions for their Eradication when needed. While

jivactical in its character, it includes both the common and botanical

names and characters of the Weeds and Plants, witli a Popular Account

of the Structure of Plants. By Wm. Darlington, M.D., and PiioF. Geo,

Thurber. Thoroughly illustrated with 277 Engravings. li3mo, 460 pp.

Messrs. Orange Judd &
Artof Saw-Filing, (Holly,) 75
Barry's F^ui^Garden, $1 75
Beraent'fl Poulterer's Companion, 2 00
Bridgenian's Fruit-Cultivator's Manual, 75
BriJgenian'd young Oanlener's Assistant, 2 00
Britlgeman-'s Kitchen-Ganlener's Instructor, 75
Brandt's Age of Horses, (English and German,) .... 50
Eurr'3 Veiretables of America, 5 UO
Carpenters' and Joiners' Hand-Book. (Holly,) 75
Uowning'a Cottage Uesidenctg, 2 50

Downing's Fruit and Fruit-Trces of America, 8 00
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses, 2 00
Flint's Milch Cuwa and Dairy-Farming, 2 00

Co. keep in Stock and on Sale the following Books;
Tenny's Natural History, Zoology, $2 00
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lesions, in one volume, 4 00
Gray*3 How Plants Grow, 1 25
Haraszthy's Grape Culture and Wine-Making, 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, Plain, 3 50

Do. Do. Do. Colored, 4 50
Hints to Riflemen by Cleveland, 1 50
Kem])'s Landscape (rardening, 2 00
Manual of Agriculture by G. Emerson and Flint, 1 50
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor, 8 50
Mayliew's Illustrated Horse Management, 8 50
McMalion's American Gardener, 2 50
Morrell's American Shepherd, 1 75

My Farm of Edgewood, $2 00

Parsons on the Rose, 1 50

Phantom Flowers, or Skeleton Leaves, 2 00
Rand's Flowers for the Parlor ami Garden, 8 00
Register of Ilurul AtTairs, Bound, 3 vols., each, 1 50
Spencer's Education of Children, 1 50
Ten Acres Enough, 1 50
Tucker's Register of Rural Affairs, 80
Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3 00
"Watson's American Home Garden, 2 00
Woodward's Country Homes, 1 50
Youmans' Household Science, 2 00
Youmans' New Chemistry, 2 00

SXJND-A.'y~SCHOOIi SOOI£S«—Messrs. Jmn &Co. publish edition.s nf the new and popular series of Sunday-School Lesson Booka

entitled, « LESSONS FOR EVERY SUNDAY IN THE YEAR "—No. 1 ; No. 2 ; No. 3
j
(Xo. 4 ready November 1st.) Each number contains

52 lessons. These have met with groat tiivor among all denominations of Christians, neiu'ly 200,000 copies of the first issued (No. 1) having already been

called for. 18mo, 112 pp. Price, 15 cts. each
; $1.50 per dozen; $12 per 100. ^^ Four sample copies (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,) sent by mail, post-paid, for 65 cts.

t5f" Any of the above books will be sent pre-paid^to any Post-OfTic© in the United States on receipt pf the price.
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Notes and Suggestions for January.

A new year lias come—may it be a happ}' one

to all our readers, and may all the good plans

made for the future be carried out. Our vig-

nette is suggestive of the farmer's most valu-

able winter crop—the crop of ideas. Books are

multiplying, and so are readers. Cultivators of

the soil are every year realizing the advantages

of giitliering from books the views of scientific

men, and a knowledge of the practices of otlier

farmei's, that they may, by comparing them with

their own, improve their theories and their sys-

tems of litrming. In this most interesting period

of our country's history, no fanner can afford

to neglect agricultural reading. The exigencies

of the time make new crops profitable ; they

introduce new notions, open new markets, and
give ns new views upon agricultural as well

as upon political and humanitarian subjects.

Farm Accounts.—No farmer is true to his own
interests who does not keep just as accurate

accounts of his business, as the best " business

man." It is not so easy to keep accounts, as where
every thing has a definite money value, but it

may and should be done; and after a little pr.ac-

t'ce we may soon get in the way of placing a

just value on the labor of men and animals, our

own time, etc. One of tlie most important

things is a correct inventory of every thing that

has value—of investments and stoclc in trade;

of debts and dues ; of live stock and imple-

ments ; of manures in the ground and in the

compost heap, etc., etc. Were a farmer only to

take a good inventory once a year, and keep no
other accounts, it would be an invaluable aid

to him in regulating his future management.

AgricuUu/ral Beading.—Look over our book list.

Encourage the formation of an agricultural li-

brary in your neighborhood, where many books

and periodicals may be kept for consultation.

Building.—Keep every thing neat and tidy,

within and about the buildings ; tools, chains,

etc., left out may be covered up in the snow,

and easily lost. Repairing and painting imple-

ments are always in order if the weather favors.

Cellars.—Open the windows and give change

of air on warm, dry days; remove any decaying

vegetables. Protect against frost and vermin.

Cattle.—Oxeu ought to be shod, and kept

sharp, whether the ground is slippery or not.

Feed in accordance witli the labor demanded of

them, but on no account let them fall off in

flesh. Oxeu low in flesh are more liable to

meet with accidents than others, and if a poor

lous}' si per breaks a leg, nobody wants the beef,

and it is not fit to eat; not so with one in good

condition. Young cattle ought not to be pamp-
ered, but well fetl, and kept in growing order.

Cows.—Milk to within abmit six weeks of

calving
;
young cows certainly to thnt timc,if pos-

sible, to encourage a habit of holding out well.

In icy weather be very careful of cows with calf

Farmers^ Clubs.—Hold frequent meetings.

—

Discuss the farming of your own neighbor-

hood, and how it may be improved. Find out

wlio has got the best seeds of various kinds, and

secure the advantage for the club. Make ob-

servations on the care of stock, and see whose
are wintered the best, and most convenientlj'.

Fencing Stuff.—Haul in that cut in the fall, and

work it out. Poor fences make bad neighbors.

Frost.—Defend water pipes and pumps from

frost. Horse dung packed round them in barrels

or boxes is very good, if not allowed to reach

the water. To clear a pipe from ice, see Basket.

Grai7i.—Gi'ind all fed out, except for sheep.

Shell corn only as fiist as wanted for use or sale.

Give rats attention, and phosphorus paste.

Harness and Carriage Tops.—Keep clean, and
after they have been wet, oil them thoroughly.

Horses.—Be very watchful of breeding mares
in icy weather. Keep horses used on the I'oad

well calked. See page 10 on breaking horses.

Ice.—The earlier ice is secured, the better. If

well put in, in the coldest weather, it is a good

job, out of the way. Use clear, good ice only.

Manure.—Use all diligence to increase the

manure and compost heaps. Gather the Sung
in the yard, and compost it with muck. Ab-
sorbents in tlie stables should take up all the

urine, and keep the air pure and wholesome.

Markets.—Hold no produce after a good price

is offered. Grain shrinks, heats, oris destroyed

by vermin very often, and beeves and sliecp,

after they are fit for market, are selilom kept

with profit more than a few weeks at most.

Poultry.—Feed scraps of meat or pounded

bones frequently. Give warm light quarters,

and
^ dry ashes to dust themselves with, fresh

water (but warm), daily, and keep the water
and feed vessels scrupulously clean. Thus avoid
disease among poultry, and get plenty of eggs.

Roads and Paths.—It every one does his full

share (and a little more), towards breaking
roads, and making paths about the neighbor-

hood, general comfort will be enhanced. See
basket item about clearing ice from steps, etc.

Pools.—Feed with care, so as to have some
alwa3''s on hand for animals with young, and for

a change of diet if an aniintil gets off its feed.

Seeds.—Look out in advance for good fresh

seeds of all kinds. Try all that are the least

doubtful, in pots or boxes of earth, carefully at-

tended, and neither too wet nor too dry. Never
keep seeds in air-tight or very close vessels.

Shee}) should not be confined in close

stables; but, except during.storms, should have
the range of a large stock yard, or lot. Peed in

well-cnnstruoted mcka, and ft'ctling troughs.

Turnips and beets, fed freely, are very fattening

and more economical generally than corn.

Whatever grain is fed, should be given regu-

larly
;
even a very small quantity is well, if it

can be fed so that each sheep shall get its share.

Salt ought to be kept constantly where the

sheep can get at it. If, however, it has not been,

they must be gradually accustomed to it. The
notion tliat sheep do not need water in winter,

is a mistake. It is much better for them to

have access to water which does not freeze.

Swine.—The quantity of manure which a few
hogs will make, if plenty of muck and litter be

thrown from time to time into their pen, and
the whole be kept under cover, is very great.

Hogs, except for breeding, are of no value to

Eastern f\irniers, with few exceptions, if they be

not employed to work over manure. Feed some
raw roots, potatoes, turnips,etc.,to breeding sows.

Timber Land.—Clean the wood lots ofcrooked,

brolcen or hollow trees, and secure firewood in

this way, and do it at the present season.

Tools.—Get in your orders for mowers, and all

heavy implements early, so as to be well and
promptly served ; and delay no needed repairs.

^Vork in the Orchard and IViirscry.

No doubt that many new subscribers will thig

month read the calendar for the first time, and
we ask them if they have all the fruit they need
for their own use, or all they can market in a
few years from the present. If they have not,

let them at once resolve to plant trees the com-
in spring, and begin now to make prepara-

tions by deciding upon varieties and sending

ing their orders to some reliable nurseryman.

Get the experience of the neighborhood as sug-

gested on page 14, or bring up this subject in

your farmers' club, if you have one, and take

votes of those present on the different varieties.

Cut cions in mOd weather and keep in sand in a
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cool place. They should be taken from the thrifty

growth of last soasou, aud be carefully labelled.

The trees already planted need some care. The
young orchard should be well fenced aud cattle

kept from browsing on the youug trees. If a limb is

broken by accident, the wound is to be neatly pared

and covered Nvith gi'afting wax or shellac varnish.

If the weather is mild, considerable preparatory

worlc may be done, such as draining if the ground be

not thoroughly dry, excavating holes for trees, etc.

The nurseryman will find occupation in root graft-

ing aud cutting back and shaping the stock grown
last year. He should accumulate a store of labels,

moss, and all the needed packing materials, and get

thoroughly ready to attend to the spring trade.

Kitclien Gar<Ie»i.—There is little to do
here except to take care of the few things wintered

over, aud to plan out and prepare for spring work.

If water stands on parsnips, spinach, and other

crops left in the ground over winter, surface drains

m.ay be made to lot it off. Keep fences tight and

gates closed, so that no stray anim.ils do mischief.

There is now sufficient leisure to review last sea-

son's work and see what m.ay be improved upon.

Map out the garden and determine on the location

of the principal crops, ensuring proper rotation.

Whenever the weather and state of the soil are

favor.ible, drains may be laid and plowing be done.

Beaii Poles, Pea Bi'iish, and all similar stuff are

more conveniently cut during winter. If the por-

tion which enters the ground be dipped in coal tar,

or in a solution of bltie vitriol they will last longer.

Cold Frames.—Give air on mild days, but keep
all closed during severe weather aud at night. Give

water only when necessary to keep the plants

from wilting. Trap or poison mice, if troublesome.

Mot-beds.—Repair and strengthen old frames
;

glaze and repaint sash if they need it, and make new
ones. Accumulate an abundant stock of manure,

and havoagoodsupply of rich mould under shelter.

Seeds.—Keep nothing but good varieties and true

to kind. If necessary to buy seeds, do so early.

Fi'iiit Gar«leii.—Things here are at rest,

and there is little to do except to see that no harm
comes to the plants. Those covered need the pro-

tecting material replaced if it blows or washes off.

Flower Garden and lia'%VH.—If the

tender plants are properly protected, the chief care

is to look after the injury done by gales or heavy

snow whieli sometimes break down the limbs

;

snow is troublesome with evergreens and should be

shaken out of the trees before it becomes compact.

Much can often be done in this month at making
roads and paths, and other work of construction. In

all projected improvements it will be found much
more satisfactory to sketch the plans on paper and

subject them to the criticism of judicious friends.

The present is a good time to decide where
evergreens shall be planted at the proper season.

Green and Hot-Houses.—Everj^thing

Bhould belooking at its best in the houses for bloom-

ing plants ; and in those where plants are placed

merely to protect them from cold, and growth is not

looked for, clean pots, neatly trimmed aud tied up
plants should be the rule.

Bidbs.—Proper management in bringing them
forward in succession, secures tlowei-s all winter.

Camellias.—Give more water and occasionally sy-

ringe the foliage; ventilate freely.

Cactuses.—Almost all of this family need to be

kept moderately dry at this season of the year.

Calceolarias and Cinerarias.—Shift to the pots in

which they are to bloom aud water moderately.

Fuschias.—Prune and repot them in fresh soil.

Insects.—Fumigate before they get the mastery.

Use tobacco smoke for green fly, and sulphur fumes
for red-spider. In fumigating with sulphur it must

not be ignited but simply laid upon the cooler part

of the flue where its odor will be slowly dissipated.

Petunias and Verbenas—may be encouraged to

grow a!id cuttings taken from them for propagating.

Hoses.—Those coming into flower m.ay have some
liquid manure wliich should be made very weak.

Seeds of many plants for spring blooming maybe
sown now, aud be grown iu pots.

Ventilate whenever the weather will allow
; use

shutters at night for the green-house ; during very
severe cold weather they may be kept on all day.

Water.—This when ap])iicd to plants, should be of

the temperature of the house or even a little higher.

Plants which are not growing need but very little.

Apiary in January,- Prepared by M. Quin-

by.—Bees must have access to their stores every few
days. In colonies that have but little honey, it is

quite sure to be further from where they have clus-

tered than in those that are well supplied. Ice

among the combs will prevent their reaching it.

If moderate weather does not occur sufficient-

ly often—say at interv.als of two or three weeks
—to melt the frost, the hives should be warmed ar-

tinciall)-. The hive may be brought into a warm
room for a few hours ; the bees will then go to their

scaled honey and remove into the cluster a supply

for several days. Unless the room is dark, they

should be brought in at evening. It is seldom that

severe weather is sufficiently protracted to make
this trouble necessary for strong heavy stocks, but

if such weather should occur, and prevent the

warmth of large colonies from thawing out the

frost iu their hives during the month, it would be

necessary to warm them also. In handling the

hives, avoid any jarring and any imnecessary dis-

turbances. If there is sufficient snow to cover the

hives entirely, it may remain, as it affords good pro-

tection iu the coldest weather. When there is but

little around the bottom, sweep it aw.ay. Keep the

.air passages free from dead bees, etc. If the weather
be mild and the sun warm, bees may be allowed

to fly—unless there is light snow ou the ground,

in which case the hive should be shaded by setting

a board before it. Straw hives are not readily af-

fected by winter sunshine, and when the air is suf-

ficiently warm to entice them out, it will generally

do to let them lly. If all frost leaves the hive at

any time so that it may be raised without disturb-

ing the bees, the tilth, dead bees, etc., should be
swept out. See if mice have not found or made a

passage into the hive. They sometimes build a

nest inside, .and decide on spending the winter. To
Iceep them out, cover all passages with wire cloth,

except a space for the bees to pass. Bees that are

housed should be disturbed as littleas possible. Go
.among them occasionally to see that all is right.

Twenty Good Premiums
For Volume 24.—1865.

We can not employ traveling or local Agents to solicit

silbsciiplions, as Is done by many other journals. There
is no margin of profit out of which to pay commissions.
Tiie (newj terms are arranged to just meet the, pre-^ent

cost of supplying tlie paper. We liope "in the good
time coming" to make a reasonable profit; but wliile

waiting for better times, our chief aim is to maintain and
increase the present circulation. Even this will require
some effort, for at the usual rate of mortality, 3000 or
more out of every 100,000 die annually; while many
thous:inds of our subscribers bave volunteered in the ser-

vice of the country. The enlerpiising men who take
and read journals of this kind are foremost in evei y good
work. We met many readers in the camps in Virginia,

and we hear of and from them in almost every part nf
tlie counliy wliere the Union armies have penetr,ated.

We shall be glad to senc! the Agriculturist into many
new families, believing that its mission will be useful.

All who aid in this will do a good work.

To those who take time to collect clubs of subscri-

bers, we offer below .is premiums, some good articles

purchased with funds derived from other resources than
subscription money, for thai will all be required in sup-
plying the paper, unless priming paper and hibor decline
mateiially. We invite every subscribei'. every v\heie,
to make an effort to obtain one of tlie good ariicles

offered as premiums. Tliey are all worth securing.

Send along the names as fast as obtained, that the
subscribers may begin to receive their papers promptly.
When any list is completed notify us which of the arti-

cles is desired, and it will be promplly forwarded. To save
mistakes and the keeping of money accounts, send with
e;ich name or list of names the exact subscription money.

To avoid errors and save immense labor in tookin" over
our books, it is absolutely essential that every name design-
ed/or a premium list be so marked when sent in. (Such

names will be credited Ihe sender in a separate book, as
fast as received—ready for instant reference.)
Old and new subscribers will count in pn:-mium lisis,

but tliey should be partly new nacnes, for it is to obtain
such that the premiums are in part offered. Premium,
clubs need not all be at one Post office. Of course
only one premium will be given for the same subscriber.

Table ofPremiums and Terms, 3
For Volume 24. g3

Open to all—IVo Competition. | J
Names nf Premium Articles. Jl_

1—Good Books—,5^6 terms below *
Case of Di-awincr Instruments $g'66„... „ ,,-.,„_

\is Ki
...12 00

(Wiieeler & Wilson). $fi5 00

3—Best Family Ctollies-Wiinger
4—Doty's Was'liing JIachine..
.5—Sewin": Machine, {\Viieelei
6—Four Octave Mclodeon (best),
7—Five Octave Melodeon (best)
8—Brown's Baby Tender
0~Brown's Bally Tender
10—WoodrufTs ^fei-curial Barometer

$6* 00
.$112 00
..»30 00
142 00
SIO 0011—Woodrulfs Mercurial Barometer Jis 00la—Tlie Annarius ^12 0013—Ladies' liosewood Writing Desk $12 0014—Gentleman's do do do S;14 00

l-">—Any l«ck Volume Agriculturist, 1 .'o'B $1 so10—Any Two do do do c s fs 00
15"-Any Three do do do '> 9-5 $4 soIS-Any Four do do do |'S $6 00in—Any hive do do do J lEb S7 6030—Strawberry Plants—»e Terms below." .

23S

si
a

400
GOO
ISO
2S6
70
90
80
SO
90
20
25
30
40
50

l^Nochargeis made for packing or boxing any of the
articles in this Premium List. The Books, also Premiums
2. 15, 16, IT, J8, 19 and 20, are delivered to any part
of the United Stales and Territories, free of all charges.
The other articles cost the recipient only the freight af-
ter leaving the manufactory of each. :^- Every article

offered is new and of 'the very best manufacture.

NOTES ON THE PREMITTMS.
* Premium 1,— Good Books.—Any person sending a

club of 25 or more subscribers, may select Books from the list
on page 38, to the amount of 10 cents for each subscriber
sent at $1 : or to the amount of 00 cents for each name at $1
50. Tliis offer extends only to clubs of 85 or more names.
The Books will be seut by mail or express, prepaid by us.—
This is a good way for the farmers of a neigeborhood to get
up an Agi'icultural Libr,ary for general uso. Several Farm-
ers' Clubs have done bo.

Premium 3.—The Case of Drawing Instruments Is a
Rosewood Box, containing a dozen very excellent articles,
of polished steel and brass—useful for sketching, drawing,
plotting, laying out plans of land, buildings, etc. There are
dividers with .ioints, points, markers, pencil holders, rnlin"
pens, semicircles, etc., etc, E.ach piece Is mtod Into a velvet
cushion. These instruments were part of those ordered from
Paris for last yeai-'s premiums, whicli arrived too late. They
could hardly be imported now for double the money, Wliile
useful to all, nothing better could he given to childrcu to de-
velop their tact, taste, and mechanical skill.

Premium 3.—The Clothes- Wrinffer is too well known
to need description. No better or more useful labor-saving
and clothes-saving implement has ever been introduced into
the household. We give only tlie "Universal CIotli«-
Wringer," fitted with cogs, which we esteem essential to
any good wringer. The one we offer (No. 2) is of the right
size for general family use. It is a good Christmas or New-
Tear's present for your care-worn wife.

Premium 4.—Boty's Wasliing Machine we have tried
thoroughly for nearly a year past, iu competition with
many others sent to us, and in its latest form this seems to
be an improvement upon every previous machine we have
tested. It is compact, and easily and naturally worked.
Our "better half," who has been complimented with the
gift of a score or more of different machines for trial, says
this is taken to most kindly by the " help," and that she can
not persuade them to use any other wliile this Is at hand.
The machines sent to those entitled to them as premiums
will be forwarded fiom Janesvllle, Wis., to those living iu
Ohio and further west; and from the manufacturers' New
York Warehouse to those living east ot Ohio. Send to
Messrs. Doty Brothers, Janesvllle, Wis,, for a descriptive cir-
cular, which will be supplied free.

Premium .'?.—Woman's Greatest Boon, We would ad-
vise a man to forego a thresher, and thresh wheat with a
flail, rather than to see the wife wear her health, vliror, and
life away, in the everlasting "stitch, stitch, stitch," when a
Sewing Machine can be obtained. The Wheeler & Wilson, or
some other good machine, is an Invaluable aid in every
household. We have hadseveral different machines on trial,
and after six years' service the Wheeler & Wilson has taken
precedence as the best where all kinds of sewing are to be
done in tlie family. A large number of persons have in the
past years secured one of these premium machines as Christ-
mas or New Year's presents for the home circle.

Premiums 6 & 7.—We have had one of Geo. A. Prince
& Co.'s large Melndeons in our Sunday School room for five
years, where It has given the highest satisfaction, and in all
this time it has not had the slightest repair or tuning. We
can recommend this instrument very highly. Send a P. O.
stamp to Geo, A, Prince & Co., Buffalo,' N, Y„ and get lui

illustrated descriptive catalogue, giving sizes, prices, etc.
The Premium Melodeons will be forwarded direct from the
manufactory ready boxed, by railroad, steamboat or ex-
press, as directed by tlie recipient. SW It is very easy for
the members of a Congregation to make up a club of sub-
scribers to the Agriculturist, and get one of these Melo-
deons for the Church or Sunday School room. Many-
churches have done so since we first oflered this premium.

Premium 8 and 9.—The Baby Tender happens to
be so well described in Dec. No., that we need add nothing
further here. We select two styles that will meet the want's
ot tfie larger class. More costly ones, in a higher style of
finish (though not more effective,) will be supplied for a
proportionably greater number of names.

Premiums 10 and ll,'—Woodn(^s Mercurtat Rar-
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ometer.9. These are the best instruments we know of for tlie

price. Send to tlie manufacturer, Cliarles Wilder. Peter-

lioro. New Hampshire, for a circular giving engravings and
11 full description of the instruments. They are 80 portable

that the manufacturer will wayrant the safe delit'erij to the

recipients of every instrument piven by us jvs a premium, if

not to be sent beyond the Uocky Mountains. We offer two
forms, both of which are elfective and accurate, ditl'eriug

mainly in the style of case. Both have a thermometer and
vernier. Tlie $15 instrument is of course the most desirable,

though either one of them will be highly useful. The bar-

ometer, as a weather indicator, is almost as valuable to the

landsman as to the mariner. Tliere are many times in a year

when the warning of a barometer will save more than its

cost, while the annual interest on the price will be only 75

cents or $1 a year. The Iiabit of observation, and of scientific

study, cultivated in children, well repay the cost of such im-

plements. A(»little etlbrt will secure a premium one.

Premium X'i.~'V\\(i Aqiinyius, or Water-Thrower, is an
excellent portable foi-co-pump, useful in many ways—to
water tlie garden or plants, to wash windows, carriages, etc.

One can catch up the implement, carry it to any place, and
from a pail throw a cousideralile stream of water 20 to 30

feet or more, and thus sometimes put out an incipient fire

that could not lie readily reached otherwise. It has a ,iet.

pipe, and also a rose, or sprinkler. An air-cliambor attached

keeps up a steady stream. Send to W. & B. Douglas, Mid.

dletown, Coun., and get a circular giving full particulars.

Premiums 13 and 14r.—These are very neat, portable

Bosewood Writing De.^ks, which can be closed up and locked

when not in use. When closed. No, 13 is 13 inches long, 9 inches

wide, and 4 inches high, and will hold ordinary letter paper.

No. 14 Is jusc like No. 13, but larger, and will hold foolscap

paper. They are both of fine rosewood, tinished with brass

corners and mountings. No. 13 is a fine present tor a teacher

or other lady, and either one is convenient for any person

both to use as a writing desk on the table or even on
the lap, and to keep documents, paper, pens, ink, etc.,

safely and always conveniently at hand when wanted.

Premiums 15 to 10.—Each volume of the Afjrietrl-

turist is, in a certain sense, a Cyclopaedia of information for

the Farm, Garden and Houseliold, Any volume, from 16 to

23 inclusive, can be supplied in neat new numbers, freshly

printed from stereotype plates, with Index and Title page
complete. They are necessarily sent post-paid. If desired

bound, they will cost $1 per volume extra for the binding

and additional postage. A few of these volumes will make
a good addition to any one's store of reading matter, valua-

ble for reference on every topic connected with rural life.

^ Premium 30.—The " AgricuUurisl Strawberry
7'/a7its."—Any person sending a club ofS-^i or more subscribers

will be presented with one dozen of these plants, if applying
before our stock is exhausted. We reserved only 40,000 plants

for distribution, a part of which have already been called

for. These will be sent out early in spring, free of expense
to premium talvers. Independent of tlie above, any subscrilier

may call for a plant, if he send 5 cents for expense of pack.

Ing and postage—but onlrj on condition that tlie application

comes ivith tlie subscription, to save looking up the name.

Commercial Notes—Prices Current,

NEW-YonK, Dec. 16, 1864.

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THK NEW.YORK MARKETS.

Receipts. Fionr. ^licat. Corn. Rye. Barley. OaLt.

24days(*i9m'th.4ST..inO 1,7S2,000 317,000 (B.OOO GS.%000 2,643,000

27 days last m'th.4Sl,000 1,267,000 988,000 239,000 861,000 2,534,000

Sales. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley,

34daysfA>s month, 416,000 1.061,000 W.i.OOO 104,000 434.000
27days(a.sl month, 458,000 1,411,000 1,132,000 174,500 613,000

J3. Co7nparison with same period at this time last year.

KKCEiPTS. Flour. Wlteat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

a daj'S 1864 4S7.500 1.7R2.000 SI7.000 63.000 6&^.O00 2.643,000

84 days 1863 573,000 3,159,000 260,000 88,000 565,000 2,741,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

24day8l8M 416.000 1,061,000 6.55,000 104,000 434,000

34 days 1863 373,000 2,772,000 2,146,000 33,500 350,000

3a Exports from New-York, January 1 to December 15.

Flonr, Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats.
bbls. bus. bus. bus. bus.

1804 1.875.807 12,105,!M4 8.37,208 588 41,459
1863 2,4.34.736 14,807,056 7,536,149 410,369 12.5,;06

1862 8,989,619 24,890,3-11 11,531.819 1,099,656 i;2,9J2

4* Receipts of Brecilstiiff's at Albany, by the New-York
Canals from tlie opening of navigation to Nov. Zdth.

Flour, Wheats Corn, Rye, Burley, Oats,
bbls. bus. bus. bus. Ims. bu.s.

1864 ...1,129,200 14,808,700 9,281,900 .592.200 2.953,000 11,292.000

1303. .1,410,000 21,073,200 20,5.53,400 400,900 2,778,700 11,289,400

1862.,.. 1,596,400 32,543,000 21,876,600 750,400 2,019,700 5,317.400

The violent fluctuation in gold, during the past monlli,

has seriouly checked operations in all kinds of domestic

produce, as well as in foreign merchandise. The receipts

from the interior have been limited recently by the partial

suspension of inland navigation. TheN.Y. State canals

were formally closed on the 8th inst. The Hudson River

is still open, and used by freight boats, 4)ii I can not long

remain so. Tlie demand for breadsluffs has been fair for

home use, shipment and on speculation, but at vei y va-

riable prices. The mailvet is quite firm for flour and

wheat, and decidedly hpavy for corn, rye, oals and bar-

ley. The available supplies here are deemed moderate

for the season, and the principal holders appear indis-

posed or reluctant to force sales ahead of the regular

requirements of the trade The main business in pro-

visions has been in hog products which have been freely

purchased, mainly by speculators and export buyers, at,

however, very irregular prices, closing buoyantly
Wool has been in fair request, and held with much firm-

ness, the present tendency being strongly in favor of sel-

lers Cotton opened heavily, but closed rather briskly,

prices ruling quite firm Seeds have been held above
the views of buyers, and trade inactive Hay, hops and
tobacco have been in good demand and buoyant in price.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-
fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,
show at a glance the transactions for a month ending De-
cember 16, with other interesting comparative figures.

Current Wholesale Prices.

Nov. 16. Dec. 16.

Floce—Super to Extra state ?9 30 @10 40 J9 8.5 ®10 00
Super, to Extra Southern .... 10 70 @15 25 10 85 ®15 00
I'.xtra Western 9 90 ®13 00 10 25 ®13 50
Extra Genesee 10 40 @13 00 10 60 ©13 25
Superfine Western 9 40 @ 9 SO 9 85 @10 10
I.YE Flock 8 25 ® 9 25 8 50 ® 9 .50

Corn Meal. 7 50 ® 8 50 7 75 @ 8 60
^t HEAT—All kinds of White, . 2 45 ® 2 65 2 50 O 2 75
All kinds of Red 2 17X® 2 45 2 25 ® 2 52KCorn—Yellow 1 63 ® 1 84 1 70 @ 2 00
Mixed... 1 82 ® 1 84 1 90 @ 1 91
Oats—Western '. 98 ® 1 00 1 00 ® l 07
Slate 97 ® 99 103 ® 1 04
Rye 162 ® 1 65 172 ®
Barley 180 @ 2 05 1 75 (51 2 00
t^OTTON—Middlings, per lb.... 140 @ 1 42 132 ® 1 33
Hops, crop of 1863; per lb 15 @ 35 15 ® 35
Hops, crop of 1864. per lb SO ® 52X SO @ 52«
Feathers. Live Geese, p. lb.. 75 ® 80 80 @ 82
Seei>—Clover, per lb 19 @ 20 24 @ 25
Timothy, per bushel 5 50 ® 6 00 5 75 ® 6 12K
Flax, per bushel.. 3 65 ® 3 65 3 45 ® 3 70
Sugar—Brown, per lb 18 @ 25 163^® 24H
MoLASSEs.New.Orleans, p.gl.. 100@125 110@1 27k
Coffee. Rio, per lb .. 42M® 47 44*^® 48
Tobacco—Kentucky,&c,p.lb.. 12 ® 43 12X® 40
Seed Leaf, per lb. 15 @ 65 16 ® 65
Wool—Domestic fleece, p. lb.. 90 ® 1 05 90 ® 1 12>^
Domestic, pulled, per lb T2K® 1 00 70 @ 1 02K
Calilbi'iiia, unwashed 30 @ 70 25 @ 67 W
Tallow, per lb 13 @ 19 IV/M I6K
Oil Cake, per tun 82 50 @95 00 80 50 ®92 50
Pork—Mess, per bbl 40 50 @40 75 37 50 ®41 50
Prime, perbbl 37 25 ®33 00 35 00 ®36 50
Beef—Plain mess 14 00 ®22 00 18 50 ®21 50
Lard, in bbls., per lb 81>4® 24 21 ® 2i'/i
Butter—Western, per lb 34 @ 46 85 ® 50
Suite, per lb 44 ® 56 4,5 ® 58
Cheese 16 @ 23 15 ® 24
Beans- per bushel 180 @ 2 50 2 75 ©2 90
Peas—Canada, per Bushel... Nominal. Nominal.
Eggs—Fresh, per dozen 48 ® 50 37 @ 42
Poultry—Fowls, per lb 16 ® 20 IS @ 21
Turkeys, per lb 16 @ 24 20 @ 23
Potatoes—Mercers, p, bbl.... 2 50 @ 3 00 3 00 @ 8 75
Peach Blow, per bbl 2 00 ® 2 50 2 75 ® 3 00
Dykemans. per bbl 2 00 ® 2 25 3 00 ® 4 50
AppLKS—Western, per bbl. . . 4 00 ISi B 00 3 75 ® 5 50
Apples-Eeastern, perbbl ... 4 00 @ 5 00 3 75 ® 4 50
CRANBERRIES, per bbl 1100 ©15 00 22 00 @2S 00

]\e>v Yoi-k liiTe Stock Markets.—The
average weekly receipts for a month past have been 6508—
about the same as the previous month. Prices were main-
ly unchanged until Ihe last general market, Dec. 13lh and

14th, when with 6.245 cattle on sale, and scarcity of other

live stock prices advanced I.'a'c. per lb., the best bringing

'20c. per lb. for the estimated net or dressed weight, good
steers about 18c. , oxen and cows, 12fa)14c.—the average
of all sold being I4Jic. The quality of slock is improving.

I?Iilcli Cows.—Average weekly receipts 93,

with a better demand. Poor cows bring $40frt)4.5, good
milkers S60i'a)75, and extra or fancy cows $90fa)100 each.

Calves.—Keceipts lighter, amounting to 1,013
per week for the past month. Prices unchanged—12fa)13

per lb. live iveight for fat calves, and lOfSllc.for thin ones.

Slieep and I^am'bs.—Arrivals 31,075 per
w eek for a month past, which is a falling otF from the pre-

vious month. The market had fluctuated very much.
Willi 25,512 the first week, prices fell ofTmore than a cent
a pound, from w^hich they gradually advanced until Dec,
ISth, when, with about 1S,0U0 for the week, prices went
up 2c. per tfe., good sheep selling quick at lOSloiaC. per
lb. live weight, thin slock 8fii9c. Lambs brought lOfolllc.

with an insuflicient supply of both lo meet the demand.

Live Ilog's.—Have also advanced to a very
high figure— 13 2)14c. per lb. live weight being the prices

at Ihe lastmaiket for prime corn fed hogs. Dressed hogs
bringing I7^18c. per lb. from the boats and depots.

—

Weekly receipts for a month past averaged ^,539.

E.Yliibitioii Xal)les at tUe Omee of
the American Agrictiltitrist.

Our large office, very centrally located, affords unsur-
passed facilities for the exhibition of interesting Agricul-

Unal and Horticultural specimens, etc. Large numbers
of these are sent in by our readers and inspected by thou-
sands of visitors. At times the display exceeds that seen
in many public fairs. .411 are invited to exhibit whatever
of the kind will be of general interest, and also to visit

and inspect articles on exhibition—the whole is entirely

free. The following have been received since last report

:

Fruits.— .4;)p;e.s .- Fall Pippin , Jas. C. Valentine,
Glen Cove, N. Y.... White Bellflower, Northern Spy,
Newtown Pippin, Pumpkin, Swaar, B,aldwin, and Fall

Pippin; Jacob Williams, No. Hempstead, L.I New-
town Pippin, (pear shaped), B. N. Feidon. Closter, N. J.

....Russet Apple from Newtown Pippin free; R.

Anketell, Oyster Bay, L, I. .. .Collection of several varie-
ties

; Aniire Leroy, Belgium ...Crab Apple, "H, L.,"
Flushing, N. Y . . . . 1 Doz. Prize Fall Pippins, S. Wii liams.
Mount Clair, N. J. Pears : Lawrence, Orange, and Chi-
nese Sand; Jacob Williams, No. Hempstead, L. I...
Columbia, excellent specimens ; M. Varian, Jr., Wil-
liamsbridge, N. Y.... While Doyenne ; T. S. Gold, Wt.
Cornwall, Ct.... Grapes: Seedling of Chasselas, Clin-
ton, and Herbemont ; G. H. Hile, Morrisania, N. Y
Catawba

; J. Palmer, Greenpoint. L. I.... New Seedling;
Mr. Hotlges, N. Y. City. Miscellaneous : Fine Peaches

;

N. O. Randall, Yaphank, L. I. ...Upland Cranberries
; C.

Dubois, Lakeland, L. I Lemon, superior, grown un-
der gla,ss

;
Mrs. H. P. Ayres, New Canaan, Ct.... Pea-

nut plant in fruit ; W. Lord, Morrisania, N. Y.... Pome-
granates ; T. Holt, Beaufort, S. C.

Flowers : Bloom of Hoya carnosa and handsome col-
lection of Dahlias

; C. S. Pell, N.Y, Orphan Asylum....
Bloom of Peristeria elata or Dove Flower ; Wm. C.
Chorlton, S. I ... Beautiful collection of Cut Flowers, as
usual

;
Miss M. A. Cortelyou, Westfield, S. I....Collec-

lion of Chrysanthemums
; Mr. Max, 9th St., N. Y

Sunflowers
;

i\Ir. St. John, N. Y. City, and W. H. Brid-
geiis, Oysler Bay, N. Y.

Vegetables, 'Emc—Potatoes : Fine collection ; Wm.
S. Carpenter, Rye, N. Y., and Reisig & Hexamer. Newl
castle, N. Y.... Union ; J. H, Oilman, Monroe Co., N.
Y.... Davis Seedling; C. H. Wheelei-. New London,
Ct. ...White Peach Blow

; P. C. Cortelyou, Westfield,
N. Y... Pinkeyed Rusty Coat ; Jno. G. Hadden, Mam-
aroneck, N. Y . . . Peach Blows, extra : Mrs. A. G. Bron-
son, Islip, N, Y.... Prince Albert ; J. Husson, West-
chester, N. Y , Isaac L. Miller, Richmond, N. Y., and J.

II. Scofield. Port Jervis, N. Y.... Buckeye, Isaac L.
Miller, Richmond, N. Y... Garnet Chili ; S. Van Duzen,
Croton Falls, N. Y., C. W. rifclap, Jr,, English Neigh-
borhood. N. J., and J. Husson, Westchester, N. Y
Rocky Mountain

; M. 0. Whilcomb, Springfield, Vt.. ..

Sweet Potatoes, 3, weighing 6 lbs., 5oz.; J. W. Davis,
Slaten Island, also good samples ; W. Lord, Morrisania,
N. Y., S. W. Benedict, Rossville, Stalen Island, and
Isaac Miller, Richmond, N. Y. Turnips ; Large, weigh-
ing 6 to "M lbs.; L. Adams, Irvington, N. Y., I, W. Eng-
land, Paranus, N. J., and Wm. P. Wrieht. Weehawkan,
N. J.. ..Aberdeen, 3;i lbs., Asmiis .fc Son, Hohoken, N.
J Curious growth ; Wm. B. Bradbury, Orange, N. J.
....Double giowlh; "H. L.," Flushing, N, Y. Beets:
While Sugar, lOJi lbs.; E. Chapman, Perth Amboy, N.
J. ...Red Turnip; Dr. J. H. Holden, Scarboro. N. Y.,
and F. L. Allen, Woodhaven, L. I.... Large Blood, Mrs.
Dean, New Rochelle, N. Y. Carrots : Long Oi.ange ; G.
W. Baine.'s, Ml. Vernon, N. Y., Benjamin F. Seaver, Et.
Orange, N. J., and Hon. H. F. Clark, Far Rockaway, L.
I. Onions : Large Danvers ; H. W. Tyler, Caioline, N.
Y. Parsnips : Very large, 5 lbs,, "H. L.," Flushing
N. Y. Radishes : French ; P. Fromil. N. Y. City....'

Chinese Winter ; E. S. Allen, N. Y. City, and H. E.
Richards, Bloomfield, N. J Large growth; W. H.
Bridgens, Oyster Bay, L. I., J. L. Quick, Brooklyn, L.
I., and G. H. Lawrence, Palisades, N. Y. Corn : White
Flint

; G. H. Lawrence, Palisades, N. Y.; same variety,

ears 16 inches long ; G. H. Zabriskie, Paranus, N. J
20-rowed ; G. Sussdorfl'.Woodside, L. I 8-rowed Flint,

15 inches long, George H. Moseman, Portchester, N. Y.
Western, fine samples ; Mrs. Schroeder, Woodside, L, T.

12-rowed Flint ; I. L. Moshei', Portchester, N. Y Ho-
miny ; F. Holt, Beaufort, S. C. Miscellaneous : Okl'a

;

I. E. Chapman, Perth Amboy, N.J Variegated Kale
ofgi-eatbeauly, T. S. Gold, Wt. Cornwall, Conn, . . Large
Pumpkin, Jas. McCabe, Orange, N. J.. ..Winter Kale,
Peter Fromler, N. Y. City.. .. Giant Celeiy ; Dr. Wm.
Cockloft, Stamford, Ct Liberian Coffee, Indigo, Cot-
Ion and Peppers; Freedmen's Society, N. Y. City

Chicory ; W. J. Spence, Edenville, L. I Osage Orange,
large fruit; W. M. Thompson, N. Y. city... Sweet
Chestnuts, E. Velie's farm, near Newburg, N. Y... Cal-
ifornia Gourds ; O. R. Nathasius, N. Y. city, and F.
Heyer, Melrose. N. Y... .Fungus ; Frederick W. Bond,
Cypress Hills, L. I Rice and Rice plant; David Wing-
ton, St. Helena Island, S. C, and T. Holt, Beaufort, S. C.

Miscellaneous Articles: Sorghum Molasses ; Brew-
ster ct Boak, Scottstown, N. Y. .Bantam Eggs; E.
Elois.N, Y, City.... Curious Squirrel's Tooth; H. Fracks,
Bristol, Ind ...Bow and Arrows taken from Kioway
Chief, "Big Wolf," A. Buddee, Troy, N. Y.

Seeds.—The numerous applications for seeds
of various kinds make it necessary to repeat the slale-
menl that we keep no seeds for sale. All usually at-

tainable varieties are kept by the regular dealers, most of
whom advertise in the Agriculturist. It is not from any
unwillingness to accommodate that we decline to answer
where this or that seed can be had, but we can not aflbrd

either time or space to reply. Send to any of the prin-

cipal dealers, and Ihey will return Ihe seeds by mail,

Osage orange seed is not to be had at the present time.
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Containing- n great vanrty of Items, inchiding many
good Hinta ay^d Suggestions which we throw into small
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Xlie I\eAV Xoriiis IniperjitiTe.—Aftcra

full monlh's notice, oui' new teiins went into effect Dec.

1st. They were fixed as low as possible, and we think

quite as l.>w as those of any other jouin;il. Those

acqualnte'I wiih the expenses of such an establishment,

will see ihe necessity of strictly adlieiirvg to our pub-

lislied terms. Some coiUinue to send in subscriptions at

llie old rates. When this is done, the usual method will

be to credit the sender with so much lime as his money
will p:ty for at the regular rales. The present terms are :

For English Edition, $1.50 a year ; four copies for $5 ;

te7i copies, for $12 ; twenty or more copies, for $1 each.

For German Edition $2 a year ; four copies, for $7 ;

six copies, for $10 ; ten or more copies, for $1.50 each,

$$oi-;£^1innt in Orang^e Co., IS, Y,—We
have on the Agriculturist table a sample of very good

syrup from Messrs. Brewster & Boak, of Scotlstown,

just north of Middlelown, N. Y., where considerable ex-

periments were made tlie past season, and with such

success as to induce the further cultivation of this crop

next year. The best cultivated plots yielded about 300

gallons of syrup per acre, worth now at least $1.25 per

gallon. Other plots yielded less than 50 gallons, owing

lo bad weather, late planting, and non-attention to the

culture. The average is estimated at about 100 gallons,

wliich Mr. Brewster thin||kcan be easily doubled after

the past year's experience. Clark & Hedge's mills,

and Cook's evaporators are established at three points in

the county, where the cane is received from farmers, and
worked on shares. From what we can gather, it seems
probable that Orange Co. may readily and profitably

produce its own sweetening. It is worth looking after.

Itlaolf Spaiiisli Fowls.—A very beauti-

ful pair of these aristocratic looking birds have been re-

ceived from Louis Essig, poultry fancier, Canton, Ohio.

He has our thanks. We will take good care of them.

"^Vliy Henneries slionid l»c Iji$>'1it,

"C. M. W." does not understand. Fowls love warmth and

sunsliine. This they seek to enjoy whenever they can in

winter, and when confined, ought to have the shelter of

the po\iltry-house, and the warmth of the sunlight within.

When ihey have this they do better, are more active,

healthier, and lay more. All animals are healthier for

being In the sunlight part of each day. Of course the

hens will seek dark, secluded places for their nests.

'^ Eai'ly Cliiclcens," says a coirespondent,

lay in winter, wlien old liens do not, because fowls will

not lay while the new feathers are growing, after moult-

ing, and with old birds this period often extends into the

winter. Therefore look out for a good stock of early pul-

lets, to furnish eggs next Christmas and New Year's time.

Feeding; for IVIilk.—" Beginner" inquires

the very best way to feed cows for milk. A very

good method is that followed by some of the dairymen of

Middlesex Co., Mass., as detailed by Dr. Reynolds,

Those farmers who wish to sell milk the year round,

have two sets of cows, one set coming in early in Octo-

ber, the other in April or May. Those which are dry in

winter, are fed on hay or roots, and kept in warm stables,

though let out into the yard twice a day for airing and

thinking. Care is taken to keep them in good, fair con-

dition, even while they give no milk. Those which are

milked in winter have hay, oais, corn fodder, roots, with

meal and shorts. The grain is often mixed with cut

feed, and moistened before it is fed out. The feeding is

done Willi great regularity and system, and so is the

milking. The stables are kept neat, the cows are cur-

ried and brushed. As soon as the summer cows come

in, Ihey are fed more than before. They are turned out

to pasture in May, but are stabled at night. In the morn-

ing they have cut feed and grain. In mid-summer, when
the pastures dry up, they are foddered once a day with

fresh cut corn-stalks. Sometimes, newly cut grass or

millet is given. This, with various modifications, is sub-

stantially the practice of many good dairymen elsewhere.

"Warty Teats—Cleanliness in Mill-
ing.—"S. G.," who has lived in the city until lately, but

now is enjoying country life, thus gives his experience : "I

bought two fine young cows. One of them had many
warts on her teats and was very unruly and hard to milk.

Besides, the teats of both cows were, at milking, oftea

dirty—sometimes very much so. Therefore my wife,

taking with her at milking a little clean warm water,

washed the teats and bag clean of all dirt before milking.

These good effects followed : We have nice sweet milk,

free of all disagreeable substances, the flavor of which
we sometimes perceived in milk bought in the city. The
warts on the teats of the unruly cow disappeared in a

short time, the teats became smooth and soft, and the cow
stands quietly at milking. I see some neighbors of mine

practice the washing too, but using the milk of the cow
instead of water.*'

Pij^s—Sioli and'^VeaUly, and " oflT

tlieir Feed."—" A. T.," of Amboy, Ohio, writes,

that if his pigs are ailing, and look dull and stupefied,

keeping their nests and not eating well, he gives tliem a

good washing in warm soap suds, and two table spoon-

fuls of sulphur. He takes particular pains to wash out

the " sweat pores" of the legs. The partial paralysis of

the hind legs, which sometimes occurs, he finds is re-

lieved by a " small" dose of copperas, (green vitriolj.

One of the best things we have found for keeping pigs

in good order is a mixture of clean charcoal dust with

their food, so that each hog shall eat half a pint or so

once a week at least, especially if green food is lacking.

Slan^liter-lionse OflTal.—" O. M." Ot-
tumwa, Iowa. Work the offal up with swamp muck,
sods, or loam, using one-fourth to one-sixth olfal, and

apply it after it has come to a good heat, or let it lie in a

heap, covered with a few inches of muck or mould, so

that it shall lose nothing. Employ it just like barn-yard

manure, according to its strength, using that which is

most heating, that is the strongest, on the heaviest land.

Italian !Bees—Oood Reswlts.—Bid-
well Bros., of Minn., send to the American Agriculturist

a statement showing what good workers the Italians

are. " Last spring our apiary consisted of one Italian,

and 58 stocks of black bees, all in frame hives. We have

increased our one Italian stock to 15—our 58 to 181, prin-

cipally by artificial swarming. We have forced our

old Italian stock five times, and the first new one once.

The parent stock weighs to-day 49 lbs. (less hive), and
we have taken out one frame for each new swarm
forced. The first new swarm weighs (less hive) 5" lbs.,

its swarm 54 lbs., the 2d 59 lbs., 3d 61 lbs., 4th 59 lbs,, 5th

53 lbs. We have taken from the 1st new swarm, in boxes,

'22 lbs. honey. 2d 126 lbs., 3d 88 lbs., 4th liH lbs., 5th 29;^

lbs., muking in the whole 7 hives, 3Hj Jbs. hive honey, and

339K lbs. in boxes. Total 722?^ lbs. as the products of

one Italian stock, and have given 8 sealed queens to 8

stocks of black bees previously swarmed. We shall Ital-

ianize our whole apiary next season. All of our 196

stocks have filled their hives, except two vei7 late ones

which came out the last of August and Isl of Septem-

ber. The average weight of our stocks, less hives,

bees, Ac, is about 58 lbs. of honey. We have taken off

in glass boxes 1,208 lbs., and 1,301 in caps." Allowing

30c. per lb. for hive honey, and 35c. for cap and box

honey, the income of this apiary amounts to $3,2(31 95.

'* Notliing: Venture NotlUng: liave.^'
—" H. A. T." asks whether he shall sell hay or run in

debt for stock to eat it up? He must of course judge for

himself whether he can go with profit into the operation.

Selling part of his hay, he may be able to buy stock to

eat the rest up. The proposition he makes is of the char-

acter of perfectly safe business ventures, which good

merchants make all the time. It is never best to go into

such speculations to an extent that will embarrass one

seriously should any thing go wrong.

Cvood ^Vay to Keep tlie Cold Out.—
We have been testing, and are now enjoying the benefits

of an excellent invention for keeping the cold out, and

saving fuel in these high-priced-coal times. The intro-

duction of a furnace heater had shrunk the doors and

windows so much, that for several autumns past there

had been the annual discussion whether it was test to

lay in. three or four extra tons of coal, or have the joiners

and painters around for a couple of weeks, piecing out the

doors, and re-casing the windows—the discussion always

ending in favor of the extra coal, until it got up to $14 a

ton. But the joiners and painters raised too, and wanted

$3 to $3.50 a day, and ever so much more for the rise in

paint. Just then an advertisement in the American

Agriculturist, by E. S. & J. Torrey, led us to look into

the merits of their " Weather Strips," and as the result, we
ordered the whole house fitted up with them, four weeks

ago.—Well, they are a cheap luxury that would not be

spared to-day for five times their cost. As we write, the

winter's blast (thermometer at 2°), whistles shrilly with-

out, but not a breath of it penetrates unbidden into our

sanctum, and not a shake or jar of the windows dis-

turbs the train of thought. Of course we have venti-

lators to admit all needed air, though a constant stream

offresh air, warmed and properly moistened at the cel-

lar furnace, saves the necessity of admitting air from
elsewhere. This " weather strip" is simply a neat
beaded strip of wood, having a flexible narrow belt

of rubber along one edge. This is placed at the top,

bottom and sides of the doors and windows, or over
the casings, and projects far enough to effectually

close any opening. The rubber operates as a cushion
also, to prevent shaking of windows, and jarring of doors
in shutting. The cost is 8 to 12 cents per foot for win-
dows, and somewhat more for bottoms of doors. A few
feet even, placed against the worst openings, will soon
save the cost in fuel, to say nothing of health and comfort.

Can Horse Haylories 1>e nsed in
Stackiug Hay ?—No doubt of It, with suitable

cranes, derricks, or shears. Will not some of the readers
of the Agriculturist, who have experience, report for the
benefit of inquiring readers in Minnesota, where the
dry atmosphere renders shelter for hay and fodder an
expensive luxury, which must needs be dispensed with.

Corn Fodder in Minnesota,—H. G. Dan-
ver, Goodhue Co., Minn., says they make a practice of
putting up their cornstalks in large stacks, as we infer,

without taking any especial care to have them*very dry,

and he has never yet seen them spoil. With the greatest

care to have the stacks very dry, and well laid up to stand
rain, large stacks will almost always heat, and raouW
badly in other parts of the country.

Coal Xarvs. "Outta Perclia Ce-
ment Roofiug.""Mr. Urban Burrows, of Susquehan-
na Co., Pa., informs us Ihat two or three years ago he pro-

cured from New-York City, four gallons of the above
named " cement " at $1 a gallon, and at the same time u
barrel of coal or gas tar from Scranton, at 2)^ cents per
gallon. The two looked much alike, and when applied side

by side, they operate exactly alike so far as he could see.

No difference can now be discovered in their appearance.

Hee|>i|^g; Clieese in "^Vinter.—J. S.

Cox, who keeps a produce store in Delaware Co., O.,

says in answer to " Novice, " p. 110, Vol. 23, that he buys
his cheese in barrels in November usually, and putting

the bairels in a dry, cool place, usinp; them as needed,

sometimes not opening the last before the 1st of April.

Claret "Wine Stain.—Mrs. D. H. Jack-
son, Worcester Co., Mass. Javelle water, the recipe

for which was given in the December Agriculturist,

page 348, is a good application for removing fiuit and
other vegetable stains from cotton or linen garments.

Fruit orWistaria.—English papers make
a great talk about the fruiting of a Wistaria in that coun-

try. There are vines here which bear seeds every year.

A WTei-v Ijarlcspiir, Delphinium Bnmonia-
num has been introduced into England from India. It is

described as a very oinamental dwarf species, having a
powerful odor of musk.

l>eatU or a Horticulturist.—A. 6.

Ilanford, Esq., died at Columbia, O., in .September last.

Mr. H. was identified with western Horticulture and con-

tributed to the Wisconsin Farmer and other periodicals.

To Manag-ers of Horticultural and
similar Societies.—When these bodies are of snffi-

cient importance, we should be glad to announce the time

•f their meetings, but the notice should reach us as early

as the 10th of the month previous to that in which the

meeting is to be held. Announcements of the recent

meetings of the Illinois and Ohio Societies came too late.

Post Oflfice Money Orders.—As pre-
viously announced, this new system has gone into oper-
ation at a limited number of Post Oflices. Persons liv-

ing near any post office named below, can procure
money orders payable in New York City, or at any other

one of the offices named, for an amount not exceeding
$30. More than this can be sent by getting two. three or

more orders as needed. The charge is 10 cents for an
order not exceeding $10, and 20 cents for any amount be-

tween $10 and $30. The orders are made payable to the

written order of the person to receive the money, so that

this is a safe mode of sending money—Ihe same as a draft

on a bank. Subscribers remitting money can pay it in to

anyone of the following offices, ^or to others hereafter

established, and send the order to the Publisher, according

to the directions given on blanks furnished at each money
order office. The following is the list of money order offi-

ces so far established, arranged alphabetically in States .

Maine t Augusta, Bangor, Eastport, Portland. IVevr-
Hampshire : Concord^ Keene, Nashua, Portsmouth.—

-
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Veiinont : Burlington, Montpelier, liutlaud. Massa-
cliusetts : Boston, Fall Rivev. Lowell. Lynn, Pittsfleld, Sa-

lem. Connecticut : Bt-idgeport, Hartford, New Haven,

New London. Rlioile Island ; Newport, Providence.

IVcw York : Albany, Albion. Auburn, Binghamptou,

Brooklyn. Buffalo, Elinira, Hndson, Lockporl., Newburg.
New York City. Norwich, Ogrtensburg. Oswego, Plattsburg,

Poughkeepsle, liochester, Saratoga Springs. Syracuse, Troy,

Utica, Watertowu. New Jersey : Jersey City. >iewark,

Ticuton. Pt'unsylvania : Easton, Erie, Harrisburg

Ilonesdale, Joluistown, Lewiston, Meadville, Newcastle,

Pliiladelpliia. Pittsbara:. Pottsville, Reading, Scranton, Wil-

liaiusport. Dela-\varc : Wilmington. Maryland :

Annapolis, Baltimore, Cuniberlaml, Frederick. D, C, :

Washington. Soutli Carolina : Port Royal. Vir-
g^inia : Alexandria, Norfolk. Old Point Comfort. West
Virginia: Wheeling. Ohio : Chillicotlie, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Lima, Marietta, Portsmouth,

Sandusky, Toledo, Urbana, Wooster, Senia, Zanesville.

Indiana : Evansville, Fort AVayne.Indianapolis, Lafayett'',

Madison, Terre Haute, Vincennes. Michigan : UeiriMt,

Grand Kapids, Kalamazoo, Lansing. Wisconsin : iJe-

loit. La Crosse, Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Sheboygan.
Illinois : Alton, Bloomington, Cairo, Chicago, Elgin, Free-

port, lialena, Ottawa, Peoria. Quincy, Rockford, Rock Island,

Springfield. Kentucky ; Lexington, Lnnisville.

Tennessee : Chattanooga, Memphis, Nashville. Mis-
sissippi : Vicksbnr.!?. Louisiana : New Orleans.

Missouri : St, Louis. loAva : Burlington, Davenport,
Desnioines, Dubuque. Keokuk, Muscatine. Minnesota :

lied Wing, St. Paul, Wiuona.

Coal Xar tor Stakes aiid Labels.—
Stakes used in nursery rows, or for labeling plants in

general, will by dipping the portion which enters the soil

in coal tar, last four times as long as if not so prepared.

TTliere to Locate.—Among the difficult

and almost unanswerable questions addressed to the

American Agriculturist, are those of wliich the following

is a specimen :
" Will you give your opinion as to which

is the best place for raising small fruit, New Jersey or

Delaware ?" We have before stated our inability to give

definite replies to such questions, but they continue to

come. In reference to the question above quoted, the

choice would depend mainly upon one's object. If lie

wislies to raise early fruit for the New York and Phila-

delphia markets, he would naturally look towards Dela-

ware. There is an abundance of land in both Delawaie
and New Jersey adapted to small fruit-growing, and one
should first determine what market lie intends to supply,

and then locate with reference to marketing facilities.

A few days of peisonal observation will be of great

value to a person about to engage in such an enterprise.

I^ancl AdTcrti^ements.—This class of

business notices we admit with less strictness of investi-

gation than almost any other, because it is not supposed

that any one will buy a landed property witliout full per-

sonal investigation. Sometimes such advertisements may
lead to needless traveling, but we always advise a man
seeking a permanent homestead to visit a number of

different points before deciding wheiehe will finally settle

down. The time and money thus expended will be

fully saved in the long run, not only in securing a better

location and better land, but in acquiring a knowledge of

soil culture generally. Several NeW Jersey tracts are

from time to time advertised. Concerning them, we have
received a great variety of letters: some, who would
seem to be goodjudges, speak of them in high praise,

while others condemn them in unmeasured terms. We
have long intended to give several of these tracts a thor-

ough personal examination, but, so fdr, one thing and an-

otlier has come up to interfere with the project.

A ^Soveriament AgricDiltiiral 1l[']da-

tor.—The wife of one of a firm celebrated for black-

ing making boasted of keeping a poet ; so may the De-
partment of Agriculture pride itself on keeping an edi-

tor—or at least some person whose business it is tr» en-

gineer the agricultural press in its interests. We have re-

ceived, under the frank of the Department, a "notice" of

the Report of 1863, all nicely made l^uuv hands by the Gov-
ernment scribe. As we happen to prefer to write our own
notices— having one already in type when this official one

came—we decline the kind offer. Has the Department so

little confidence in its claims upon the favorable consid-

eration of the press, that it^iust keep some one on hand

to manufacture opinions for it ? As we help pay for this

Agricultural Department, we reserve to ourselves the

right to commend or censure, as its acts may demand,

and as a lax payer, we objei^t to the employment of a

Washington correspondent at public expense. Judging

!rom fne signature, we find the same ready writer ap-

pears in the Prairie Farmer, in an article which sets

forth the wondeiful mental and physical qualilies of the

head of tlie Department, in a style romantic- and peculiar.

The whole article is so funny ihat we regret we have
not room for it. We can give only an extract :

" At nine

A. M., the CouuTnissioner and his corps of clerks are at

llieir desks. A page has placed before the Commissioner
a pile of five hundred letters, more or less ; these are all

opCDed ^nd read by him, contents nojed and iinmecllately

sent to the clerk in whose department they properly be-

long. Half an hour after, the string of daily visits com-
mences—some to form his agreeable acquaintance, others

for office, some for employment at putting up seeds, again

a petition desiring his signature, then a subscription list

for some charitable purpose, now an old friend claims re-

cognition." Now we think we know something about

opening letters, and have some clerks who are rather

quick at the business, but uOO letters in half an hour

is latlier rapid work. It is over IG a miniUc, and gives

nearly four seconds to each. This is quick opening, but

when we consider that they are at the same time "read
and the contents noted," it becomes something super-

hiuiian. Well may the writer add, "None but one of

gieat strength of both body and mind could persevere

under such a herculean task"—to which we say, "just so."

Original Coniiudnim.—When is an edi-

tor like a greedy swine ? Ans. When he steals from others*

pens. Exchanges who take articles fVom tlie American
Agriculturist without giving any credit, will please copy.

A Ifiad. Case.—A fi-icnd in Conuecticut has
sent us a circular of a so-called "Purchasing .Agency"
in New York, of a cliaracter too indecent to particular-

ize. Were we to expose the swindler by name it would
only give him a wide advertising, which would just suit

him. He is lost to shame, and the best we can do in the

case is to hand the vile circular to the Chief of Police.

^Vhat is iBie Best Horse Boole ?—
We are often asked, and many limes have answered,
that for general use. for indicating the principles which
should guide any one in breeding, buying, training and
using hoises, " Herbert's Hints to Horse-keepers'" stands

unrivaled among American books. " Majjhew's Horse
Management."' and " Doctor," are very English, but con-

tain a f&st deal of Viilue to all horsemen, mixed with

more or less which is of little use to American farmers.

TI»e Cotton Planter's Manual.—This

work, by J. A. Turner, was the first, and we believe llie

only work publislied on the culture of cotton. In view

of the fact that many persons who have had no previous

experience in cotton growing, are engaging in thisbranch

of Agriculture, a new edition of this work is publish-

ed to meet a growing demand. Aside fiom the

author's ownexpeiience, tlie work embodies essays and

letters from several other cultivators, and contains a

great deal of useful^ and interesting information.

Bail^vay Acci«lents in C<reat Brit-
ain,—The London Arlizan states that in 1861,79 pas-

sengers were killed and 789 injured by railway acc^idenls

in the United Kingdom ; in 1862, on an increased number

of lines, 35 were killed, 536 injured ; 1863, with still more

numerous lines. 35 were killed, and 401 injured. These

matters aic managed differently in the United States,

where as with other enterprises the slaughter of rail-

road passengers is conducted on a magnificent scale.

Ciacesc Mannfi'actnrer's Associa-
tiou,—The second annual meeting of the New York

State C. M. A. is announced to take place at the City

Hall of Ulica, Januai-y 11th and 12th instant. In addi-

tion to the regular business, it is proposed to discuss the

following important topics :—Improved Methods of

Cheese Manufacture; Best Manner of Marketing Cheese,

whether direct or through middle men : A Uniform Rale

of Cheese Manufacture for 1865; The Best Manner of

Organizing Factories, whether by private enterprise, by

corporations, or otherwise ; Best Breed of Cows for the

Dairy ; Summer and Winter Management of Milch Cows,

etc., etc. There should be a full attendance of dairymen.

Barniun's Ainericau JVIusenni.^
Strangers in the city have asked us the question, " Sliall

we go to Barnum's ?" " Will it pay ?" Our answer has

been, and is, "Yes." The Museum contains a large

and rare collection of curiosities, to which Mr.

Barnum is continually adding from every quarter of the

globe, and from every kingdom of nature—giants and

dwarfs, fat people and lean ones, whales, minnows, and

queer fish, birds of many feathers, animals, minerals,

specimens of the oldest, and the most beautiful produc-

tions : but it would require a book to enumerate them.

There is enough to please, instruct, exercise and gratify

curiosity, to repay for many hours of careful examination.

A ^35 Bollar Farmer^s I^il>rary,—
We are often asked to recommend a greater or less nxun-

ber of books, for a Fanner's Library. Our book list,

(page 29,) is kept standing to answer such queries. Here

ia a list just made up for one who desires us to select

from available books an assortment f-or $25 ; American

Farm Book ; American Weeds and Plants ; Allen's Rural

Aichilecturq ; Barry's Fruit GarUen ; Bement's Poultry ;

Dadd's Horse Doctor ; French's Farm Drainage ; Flint
on Grasses ; Flint on Milch Cows; Fuller's Grape Cul-
turist: Fuller's Strawberry Culture ; Herbert's Hints to

HorseUeepers ; Langstrothor Quinbvon Bees ; Our Farm
of Four Acres (bound edition) ; Onion Culture ; Tobacco
Culture (if wanted) ; Todd's Young Farmer's Manual,
Youalt on the Hog ; Shepherd's Own Book ; Watson's
Home Garden

; Youman's Household Science. This list

coni[irises a variety on different topics, which would
make a good foundation for a librnry. and be of far more
value than any other permanent investment of $25. The
retail price, or if sent by mail, amounts to about $30 ; but
a lot like this, taken together and sent by express, could
be furnished for $25. Ten dollars more added, for Down-
ing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America ; Bridgeman's
Young Gardener's Assistant ; Buist's Flower Garden Di-
rectory ; Quinby or Langstrolh on Bees; Goodale's Prin-

ciples of Breeding ; Y'ouatt and Martin on Cattle ; Thom-
son's Food of Animals, and Tucker's Annual Register,

would make the list still better, and more complete.
Thirty-five dollars in good books, placed before a son,

would be of infinitely more value to him. than if laid up
to be left to him by will, or put into an extra acre of land
for liim in the future.

Bacld^s Morse Boctor.—We know of
no better book for the price, as a guide to anyone who
must himself treat his horses for those ailments and acci-

dents to which all horses are liable. It is adapted to pop-

ular use, and has given general satisfaction. Price $1.50.

'fl'^lie farmer's Manual.—We often felt

tlie need of a hand-book of practical mechanical opera-

tions on the farm, and in the tool shop, before " Todd's

Young Farmer's Manual" supplied the want. Do you
want to know how to buy an axe and hang it ? Would
you like to " post" yourself as to how to examine and

judge of various kinds of tools, how to fi ame a shed or

barn, liow to select agrindslone, hang a gate, make a

fence, plain or ornamental, of wood, stone or wire, temper

edge tools, survey a lot, lay out the site for a house, or

plot a field for plowing ? These things are all explained,

and a great deal more, with numerous good illusirations,

in the volume above named. Price $1.50.

Kleepins^ I£a,1>l>its.—This pleaannt and in-

structive employment for young folks may be made
more agreeable, perhaps, more profitable too, by greater

familiarity with the principles of breeding, rarieties, dis-

eases, and general management. ''BemenVs Rabbit Fan-

cier" furnislies much excellent information. Price 30 els.

Xhe Ohio Sorg-hnm Assoriaiiou
holds its annual meeting at Columbus, in the Hall above

J. L. Gill & Son, Agricultural warehouse, on tlie 3rd of

January. Samples of syrup and sugar will be exhibited.

A Happy Oronp.—The more we study Mr.

Nast's beautiful sketch, on page 16, the more we enjoy

it. Every touch of the pencil speaks. The joyous greet-

ing to the returning patriot, is not only exhibited by the

whole family group, but the animals appear as if partici-

pants—the dog, the poultry, the sheep—and even the

sleek porker seems to be specially pleased.

ETCrgreen and other Xree Seeds.

—

Those who inquire where tree seeds can be had. will do

well to notice that Mr. Thomas Meehan. of German-

town, Pa., advertises several desirable sorts. We under-

stand that Mr. M. has seeds of several of the rare Rocky

Mt. evergreens. We fear he will not meet with much
sale for these, as the seeds of all such tilings firs-t go to

Europe, and the plants return as higli priced novelties.

fl»etroloiun is a good thing. Its general in-

troduction into commerce just at the outbreak of the war

may be considered Providential, as the immense export

of the article has saved many millions of gold, and thus

aided the country's finances very materially. There are

good companies in operation, but there are also so many
more bogus ones, or those without a sound basis, that it

is not safe for a man to invest in them, unless he can go on

the ground in person, or by a reliable proxy, and definite-

ly ascertain w liere his money will h«? expended, and how.

This was all we intended to intimate last nionlh—not to

discourage enterprise in this direction, as a few seem

to suppose. As a rule, the most reliable companies say

little to the public—they think too much of their posses-

sions to let others come in for a share of the profits.

XiinotUy Hay in lo-wa,—To show how
false the notion is that cultivated grasses will not mnke

good crops of hay in Iowa, J. Rliodea, of Marshall Co.,

assures us that he cut Timothy hay at the rate of 3'^ Inns

per acre for the fti'st prop, anj piio t^n for Vio aecoiui,
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Apples for loTva.—D. W. Adams, AUuma-
kee Co., Iowa, gives the following as his experience with

apples in the Northwest :
" 1 have a young orchard of

about 1,400 trees, situated on a high swell of prairie, 650

feet above the Mississippi River, latitude 43° 20', fully

exposed to winds from all quarters. It is composed main-

ly of the following varieties, and now after enduring

seven of our fierce northwestern winters, I am ready to

unite my opinion with the unanimous verdict of visitors,

that it is as promising an orchard of its size as can be

found East or West : Summer—Early Harvest, Red
Astrachan, Red June, Sops of Wine, Augustine, Sweet

June. Fall—Duchess of Oldenburg, St. Lawience, Col-

vert, Golden Pippin, Bailey Sweet, Fameuse. Winter—
Jonathan, Yellow Bellflower, Wine Sap. Northern Spy,

English Golden Russet, Talman Sweet, Rawle's Janette.

The above sorts give a succession of fruit for the

entire year, of unexceptionable quality, and thorou^hiy

tried hardiness, having all (last winter) passed through

the ordeal of—36** Farenheit. If confined to four sorts,

lake Red June, St. Lawrence, Fameuse and Jonathan."

Kea1>1>Ui$ and Trees.—Various preventives

to keep rabbits from injui ing young trees, have been from

time to time suggested by correspondents, and some have

been published that others may make a trial of them.

B. Sherman says that with him the sulphur and soap

mixture has proved a failure ; but that a composition of

two parts of fresh cow manure, and one of wood ashes,

mixed with water enough to apply readily with a stub

broom was successful. He says, if spread on thickly, it

will last six months.

Barl£-1>onnd Clierry Trees.—J. L. Hol-

man, Dearborn County, Indiana, wishes to know if it is

beneficial to slit the bark of trees, and when to do it. If

the tree is liable to crack we should slit the bark in the

growing season with a sharp knife. The cut soon heals,

while a ragged crack often makes an unsightly seam.

Medicated. Trees.—Some mouths ago we
published accounts from correspondents who claimed

to have prevented the attacks of insects by introducing

substances into the circulation of the tree. Although we
at the time disclaimed all belief in the efficiency of this

treatment, we have had several letters asking the best

time to introduce sulphur, etc., into the trunk of the tree.

We refer to the matter to repeat that we do not advise

the thing at all. If one has a worthless tree he can amuse

himself by plugging it either before or after it is cut down.

Blisses Patent Isabel.—This label, wliicli

was noticed some years ago, has, after standing the test

of exposure through

six or eight years,

proved itself "inde-

structible" for that

length of time. Its

neatness and legibil-

ity will commend it

to those amateurs

who do not mind tlie

slight expense. The
,

cut shows the label

of the actual size.

The back is of zinc,

with an edge turned

over the label, which

is clearly printed on

white paper, and has

over it a sheet of transparent mica. The whole is wa-

ter-proof, and with ordinary usage is likely to remain

perfectly legible for many years.

A Prolific Apple Tree.—Mr. C. W.
Wright, of Westchester Co., N. Y., gives an account of a

remarkable tree in his neighborhood. It is a greening,

fi-om wliich'ie barrels of fiuit have been gathered in one

year, which, assorted, gave 20 barrels of marketable fruit.

I^owL-beariHg B*ear Trees.—Upon look-

ing over a number of letters complaining of a want of

success with dwarf pear trees, we find the general re-

mark that the tree is very tlu-ifly but does not bear. Many

kinds are along while before they fruit, even when on

quince roots. Frequently the early fruiting tendency

which working on quince gives to the pear, is counter-

acted by setting the tree so low that roots start from the

pear, and the main object of dwarfing is thus neutralized.

Trees on quince may be kept dwarf by proper treatment

when young. See page IT. Th- se which have been neg-

lected and have become rampant may be brought into

fruiting by a gradual shortening of both tops and roots.

M^bite IVillow for " Hedging. "—
Many inquiries come in regard to this subject. The wil-

low does not make a proper "hedge, "as the word is

generally used,but a^jue,/Vnce, furnishing a considerable

supply of timber or fencing stuff, either when it attains its

full growth and is cut down, or when it Is topped period-

ically. We have no doubt that there are a great many
places where the willow will succeed well, and make
a very rapid growth and a secure fence. The views of

one of the editors who visited the most notable localities

where the willow has been used for live fences, wind
bieaks, etc.. are given at length in tlie Americaji Agri-

culturist for December, 1863, and fur January, 1864.

Barberry Sledges.—J. Scliofielfl, Suffolk

Co., Mass., observing that the barberry grows freely on

rocky soil, asks if it would not be advisable to plant a

hedge in two rows and place stones between them. We
see no necessity for this, as we have known a fine hedge

on land where not a stone was to be found. It makes
a dense hedge if prnpeily clipped, and, like all other

hedges, should be cut back quite severely while young.

Ijarg-e Beecli Leaves.—H. C. Sanxay,
Jefferson Co., Ind., sends specimens of remarkably large

leaves from the lower branches of a bffech. They meas-

ure a trifle over nine inches long and six inches wide.

*' Tlie MorticiBlturist."—This lon^; es-

tablished 'magazine is now entirely under the control of

the Messrs. Woodward, who have engaged a corps of

well known contributors, and in other ways display a

commendable spirit of enterprise. We are assured that

its columns will not be devoted to puffing the stock of

any parlicular nurserymen, but that they shall express

unbought opinions. Under its new management we hope

that the Horticulturist will regain the tone and spirit

which it lost with the lamented Downing, and that it will

deservedly receive the patronage due to a well con-

ducted Horticultural monthly of high character.^

Upland Craiil»errtes.—H. P. Thornton
and others. We have not seen any very successful beds

upon upland or ordinary garden soil,but have known cases

in which the plants were a long while in determining

whether to live oi' die. If any of our readers have a good
and profitable fruiting bed upon any upland soil we shall

be glad to hear about it, and if not too far away, to visit it.

Boole on Nursery Cnlture.—W. R. Tip-

ton. Munroe Co., Ohio. Barry's Fruit Garden is good

for.a beginner with a nursery of fruit trees. We do not

recall any work published in English which is wholly de-

voted to the propagation of ornanienttil trees and shrubs.

Cvrinding Horse Batli^ilK.—Jessy A.

Kelly, Canada West, wishes to know in what kind of a

mill horse radish is prepared. The principal manufac-
turer in this city uses a cylindrical grater of tin, of

large diameter, which has a balance wheel attached,

and is revolved by means of a treadle, in the same man-
ner as a lathe. This does not prevent the pungent odor

from arising ; but the workman gets used to it after a

time, just as the sirls who peel onions in the Detsicated

Vegetable Establishments do not shed a tear, while a

stranger finds the atmosphere of the room intolerable.

Canada Thistles Once More.—About
every month we are requested to say how Canada this-

tles may be killed. We know that frequent and per-

sistent cutting down the plant will kill it, for we have
tried it. We know that in one instance a few plants

were killed by cutting close to the ground, and putting a

handful of salt on the root. They smother the thistle at

the West with a heavy mulching of straw ; we once part-

ly succeeded thus. These are all the feasible remedies

we know of. Good friends, if we learn anything new
about the tliistle we will tell it. but please don't ask us

for tl;e next three months " how to kill Canada thistles."

A IVe-^' Weed.—Mr. J. F. Halstead, of

Dutchess Co., N. Y., sends a specimen of the Bladder

Campion, (Silene inflata,) which he states is abundant as

a weed. We have seen the plant frequently, but never

in sufficient quantities to be considered as troublesome.

Mr. H. says that fall ploughing will not kill it. It lias a

very strong root, and if the plants are nnt too numerous,

they might be pulled one by one, and thus be eradicated.

Is "Wild BnclcTvlieat Poisonous ?—
C. E. BUick. Olmstead Co., Minn., wishes to know if

the seed of the wild buckwheat may be fed to stock with

safety. We suppose tliat the Climbing Polygonum (P.

dumctorum'), wilh fruit looking much like buckwheat, is

the plant referred to. Can any correspondent give the

Information? The different species of Polygonum vary

ao much in their properties, that it is not safe in this case

to judge from its botanical relationship.

Thirty-nine Biisliels for One.—W. H
Coleman. Orange Co., says that a neighbor who planted
one bushel of peach-blow potatoes, cut in very small
pieces, harvested thirty-nine bushels of good potatoes.

Clnh-root in Cahhage.—E. Partridge,
Waldo Co., Me. This most generally affects plants

grown on ground which has borne tiie same crops sev-
eral years in succession. Land should not be planted
with cabbages oftener than once in three or four years.

Plants on new land are seldom troubled with club-foot.

Ho-wMnch Asparag'flts in a Buncli?
—F. A Schultz. Mo. The bunches are not put up by
count, for the New York market, but by size. A bunch-
ing box is used, which is filled by a few large or many
small stalks. The bunches are 6 to 8 inches in diameter.

The Fluke Potato.—T. F. S. The quality

of this is excellent, and it is extensively grown in Western
New York. We cannot speak of its productiveness.

Iflany Sqiiashe.s from One Seed.—Mr.
C. S. Coxhead, Fort Lee, N. Y. raised 13 squashes on a
single vine of the Yokohama, the smallest of which weigh-
ed 8, the largest 16 lbs. The weight of the whole—141 '-jj

lbs.—shows that this excellent variety is also prolific.

A IL.ars:e Bassano Beet.—W. F. Trues-
dell, Pike Co.. O., has raised a 10 lb. beqt, which is very
large for the Bassano. They do big things in Ohio.

Taliie of Certain Boots for Feed-
ing.—" J. W. p." Po'keepsie, N. Y. The value of
roots of the same kind, though of different varieties, as

of the several kinds of turnips for instance, may be ascer-

tained by comparing Iheir specijic gravities. The heavier

they are in proportion to the bulk, the belter. Thus any
one can tell without weighing that French turnips are

heavier than the common white, alid that Rutabagas are

heavier than either. The rule does not hold so well

when applied to different kindsof roots. These take rank

about as follows :—turnips of the English and French
varieties lowest ; then Swedes and Russia turnips ; next

Field beets, mangel-wurtzels, parsnips and carrols.

A Clood Crop of Onions.—W. R. Tatem,
formerly with a Shaker Society in Pennsylvania, gives an
account of his success wilh onions. The bed, 20x40 feet,

had been plowed deeply the previous autumn. In spring

it had a shallow plowing, after which three horse loads

of fine old manure were spread on and thoroughly har-

rowed in. Tne bed was then covered wilh slraw, ten

inches deep, which was burned. The seed was sowed in

drills Hinches apart and rolled. As soon as the seed was

up, the bed was sowed over wilh one bushel of a mix-

lure of fs hen manure, and >3 ashes, which applicalion

was repeated three times during the early part of the

season. The anions weie caiefully hoed and weeded,

and when as large as one's thumb, they were thinned to

two inches in the row. The result was 30 bushels of

large onions, equal to. about 1,000 bushels to the acre.

Baked Beans.—A. J. Aldrich suggests thai

the kidney bean is much better when baked, than the

common white field bean. True, and Lima is better still.

Carrots <br Horses.—" J." Franklin Co.,

Mass. It is not w^orth while to feed horses carrots in

very large quantity. The feed you refer to (corn and

oats ground together, and used on cut feed wet up,) is very

good. Carrots produce good effects, which cannot be

attributed solely to their nutrient qualities, but are a little

similar to those compounds which ostlers give to horses,

called " condition powders,"—mixtures of ginger, gen-

tian, and anise seed, with a small quantity of sulphur,

antimony, or aloes. This effect is noticed when these

roots are fed in small qimhtities, and does not seem to he

increased, if they are fed very freely. Potatoes, sugar

beets, and in fact any roots in moderate quantities, are

good for horses, but none are equal to carrots.

Even a Small <?lirden Pays.—Mrs.

E. Ripley, Crawford Co., Pa., gives us an account of

the returns of a lot of cround, 20 by 25 feet, which

yielded vegetables valued at $15, and she had also

sweet herbs and flowers, not included in the estimate.

Strawl>erry Qneries.—"M. R"., Cannudai-

gua, N. Y. The Wilson is a perfect variety. The ques-

tion if the quality of the fruit of a pistillate variety is

affected by the characlei" of the staminate vine by which
it is fertilized, is yet an unsettled one. We can give

equally good authority to prove that it is, and that it is

not. If M. R. would make some careful experiments in

this direction, he would do something towards settling a
disputed point in horticulture, that needs elucidatiou.
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Xlte Ciit-leavea BlacUberry,—H. F.

Thornton, Lawrence County, Indiiina. This is an old

Taiiety, concerning the value of which tlieie isatlifTerence

of opinion. It is a"gre;it grower, and if allowed to have

Its own way will produce weak canes 15 or 20 feet long

and but little fruit. It would not answer your purpose as

a lieJge phnit, but if trained upon a fence or other sup-

port would prove a formidable obstacle to trespassers.

When kept cut back, it produces abundant crops of large,

rather late fruit, which is by some considered of fine

quality, but to others again it has an unpleasant flavor.

Aspliodel.—H. G. Tyer, Essex Co., Mass.

Aspliodel is a genus of plants of the lily family, some of

which are occasionally cultiv:.Hed fur ornament. Some of

the species are emetic, but we doubt if rats are so afiaid

of iliese or any other plants, that " they will die rather

than pass over them." All the old herbals, or works on

plants, are full of such stories about plants, which have

of later years been proved to be fanciful or erroneous.

Seedling Glacliolias.—H. H. C, Mystic

Bridge, Conn., planted some Gladiolus seed, and wishes

to know if he is likely to get new varieties, and how to

treat his young bulbs. If Ihe seed was from good sorts

there will doubtless be a great variety, but no one can

foretell whethnr there will be any distinct from those

now in cultivation. Take up the young bulbs and put

them in dry earth or sand, and keep them in some place

where iliey will be dry and always cool, but not freeze.

Reinoviins: I»sieoiiies-—A. H. C, Rutland,

Mich. Autumn is Ihn best time ; they may be trans-

planted very early in spring, but do not flower so well.

Miller's I*ro|>asatiiig: Case.—This was
figiiied in the Agriculturist last year, and there have been

numei ous inquiries as to w here it can be had. Mr. M. has

left tlip city and we know of none for sale. They are

of too small size for use except by amateur cultivators.

Pansies*—A. B.- Spaulding, Windsor Co., Vt.

Pansies will not do well in the house, unless kept very

cool. They are best grown by sowing the seed soon after

inidsummer, and setting liie plants in a cold frame to

winter. When the snow remains on the ground all win-
ter, plants from fall sown seed will give a fine bloom in

early spring in the open air.

Camellias.—S. H. Harlan, Champaign Co.,

O. If a gardener told you that camellias ^"^ must have a

peculiar soil founi-l near Philadelphia," he told you a great

piece of nonsense. They will do in any light, loamy
soil, ricli in vegetable matter. Sods from an old pasture,

allowed to decay, and then mixed with clean sand, or

good garden loam, wilh leaf mould from the woods, will

answer. The pots must have ample drainage.

l>apliue Ortora.—C. G. Thompson has one
that does not bloom. Cut it back early next spring.

Use lip tlie Hoop SUii-ts.—A subscri-

ber says :—" Tell your readers to throw ladies' old hoops

into the fire, and when taken out they will be found per-

fectly annealed, and will stay twisted in any form, and be

extremely useful as a substitute for wire in a thousand

and one instances." Pray use up the old hoops in some
such way, they are a nuisance if thrown out with rubbish.

Canary Seed.—A correspondent states that

he successfully raised a quantity of this, giving the same
soil and treatment as oats, but does not state the yield.

Plants to l>e Naaned.—H. Goeriug, Lo-
rain Co., O. The very clever drawing is that of Tecotna

radtcans —someiimes called Bignonia—the Trumpet-
creeper. It is often cultivated as an ornamental vine.

.. .Adeline Howard, Lee Co., III., sends the fruit of the

Spindle-tree, also called Burning-bush and Wahoo

—

(Eu07iymus atropurpuretts). It is a fine shrub, and very
showy in autumn on account of its brilliant crimson
seed pods— D. B., Volga City, Iowa, sends flowers and
rools of Mertcnsia Virginica, the Virginian Cowslip or

Lungrool. It is frequently cultivated in gardens, aind is

a very pretty spring flower T. O. D. The plant is

Gentianapuberula S. S. R. M., Lewisburgh, Pa. The
flower is Hibiscus Sinensis, or close to it. It could be

propagated from cuttings with bottom heat Irene Cole,

While Co., Ind. The climber is QuamocliC coccinea,

Bometimes called Ipotnca. figare{l in February last. The
plant desc.ibud is probably the Leucoimn vernum, the

Spring Snowflake—the bulbs of which are sold by

seedsmen ...M. S. Shaler, Brown Co., Wis. The vine

is Virgin's Bower, Clematis Vtrginiana. One Gerani-
um is the oak-leaved; the larger one nut recognised.

Mr. R. Allen, York Co. Me., sends the Fringed Gentian

Gentiana crinita. As there are over 30 species of Aster,

we cannot tell the one described without a specimen—
N. Mason Gates, Middlesex Co. Conn. Pehmonium
cceruleum, ov Greek Valerian, a pretty spring bloomer.

Marl.—" Please state what kind of soil is most
benefited by the use of marl—the quantity used, and how
to apply it?"—E. A. P. This name covers a great variety

of materials of variable fertilizing viilue. It usually

means deposits in swamps, or former lake bottoms, in

which minute shells abound, mixed with vegetable and

earthy matter (calcareous marls.) There is scarcely

any limit tn the quantity which may be used 'viihout

injury to the soil, though a maximum good -iflect is

often attained by a dressing of a few loads. It depends

on the needs of the soil and the quality of the in ul. It

supplies lime, and a small quantity of phosphoric acid,

together with the pe;ity substances usually found in

swamp mud, ;md srjinetimes a notable quantity of ammo-
nia. Dig it this winter,expose it to the action of frost, and

apply '20 to 50 loiids per acre, on various crops. The best

effects are on heavy soils, poor in organic matter and lime.

Ho-^v IVtitcU I>oes <wi*aiift SliriMU.—
A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer states that 75 lbs.

of corn on the ear weighed when dried, including the

cobs, only 60 lbs.—a shrinkage of 20 per cent. The de-

crease of each separately is not stated. Definite knowl-

edge on this point will enable producers to properly

graduate the price of corn accoiding to the stason of

selling. Careful experiments with this and other grains

are much needed. Who will make them and give the

results for publication in the American Agriculturist ?

Ho'cr Much Sand and Oravel in
ITIortar, Concrete, etc.—Take a box and nearly

fill it wilh coarse gravel ; add to this as much of a

quality, the stones in which will average I-8th to 1-lOth of

the diameter of the coarser kind, as can be worked into

the mass without materially increasing Us bulk : then

add all the fine, dry, sharp sand, free from dust or dirt,

that can be worked into the whole. If the exact quantities

used of each material be known, you will have a means
of estimating the proporlions you will need. To make
such a mixture of sand and gravel a perfect moi tar, it

needs to be mixed with lime slaked to a creamy consist-

ency, so that each panicle shall be covered with the

lime, and the spaces between them filled. Tliis is the

theory of a perfect mortar—rarely reached in practice.

Concrete Fence Posts.—" If concrete is

strong enough for water pipes, why will it not make good
fence posts ?" This is in eftect the inquiry of a sub-

scriber in Bond Co., III. The material has strength

enough, but would need to be protected to some exient

against the action of frost on the surface ; if made hollow,

posts might become filled with water, and split by freezing.

AcciiHiiilatiaiS" "^Vind PoYi'er.—A sub-

scriber writes thathe has an invention whereby the power
of a wind-mill maybe accumulated when the wind blows,

and the power is not in use. in such a way that it may
be used when the wind does not blow. There is no rea-

son why some such thing should not be successful, and

if so it would be very valuable ; but many inventors have
tried to do this and failed to make it practical.

IL.ig-lfttnisig: Rod Hinnbiig.—Perry W.
Clark, Onondaga Co., N. Y., writes that the following

game was played in that vicinity last summer, by opera-

tors who quite likely are now at work in other parts

:

An agent agrees to put up lightning rods on buildings to

remain a year on trial. He gives a written agreement
that if they suit and are wanted at the end of the year,

all right ; if not he is to remove them without cost to the

parties. lie takes what he calls an "Order" for the

rods, but what in reality is a promissory'note, which Ite

sells to the first note broker that will buy. In this way
thousands of dollars were taken from the writer's section

of country, and for no really good equivalent returned.

IjOoU Out for tlie *'Oas»* Iflaii.—
There is a chap out West selling the right to "make
and use Olefiant Gas." He charges only one dollar for

the recipe, which is as follovvs : 2 quarts alcohol, I pint

camphene. 2 ounces of alum, 1 teaspoonful of " Cucuma"
liquid. Mix, let stand 12 hours, then use.—This is not

gas at all, but only the old and dangerous burning fluid

with alum added, and colored by " Cucuma," which
should be CurcM^na—but these humbugs are generally illit-

erate. At the present price of materials, this would
be a very expensive, as well as a very dangerous light.

Quaclc l>octors.—P. S. M., sends ns a cir-

cular of witnilerful cures, and asks if the man is reliable,

alleging as a reason for his caution, that he was once
Immbugged out of $25 by a "doctor"- tn New York.

Now if there is one thing that we have tried to set forth
in languages© plain that it could not bemistaken.it is

that no physician who advertises certificates of cures is

flt to be trusted. One lesson of experience oui^ht to con-
vince our correspondent of the truth tf our position.

Hfe^v IlBBiii1>ug;—Isiterzaalional and
Sfoine College,— .A.n enterpri.sing genius is sending
out circulars from New York City, to induce young men
to enter his "College," and slay at liome at the same
time. For $50 he promises a " mail scholarship"—what
that means we do not know, only that $50 will not be
safely invested in any such operation. It is nonsense to

talk of filling a young man for business by mail. No re-

liable business college, and many are reliable, professes

to do any thing of the sort. Readers of the American
Agriculturist will not be caught bv such atranspaient

swindle. The " Professor" in this enterprise has been
placed under police snrvetllnnce.

Won't l>e Ifuni1»itg'^'ed by circulars from
Fletcher Brothers: T. Sherman & Co. ; George P. Har-
per ; Cosmopolitan Art Union Association ; by the man
who wants to have somebody in your neighborhood draw
a lottery prize to help his business along ; by the man
who says " your ticket has drawn a prize, but >ou must
spnd him ten dollars, and he will lie for you ;" nor by any
other man that wants to give you ever so many hundred
cents' worth for a dollar paid him in advance.

American "^Veeds and ITsernl
Plants,—This is an illustrated treatise upon those

plants which are interesting to the cultivator, either as
objects- of his care, or as intruilers upon liis premises.

The descriptions are both popular and scientific, and are

interspersed with many interesting observations. A con-
densed accoimt of the structure of plants, which prefaces

the descriidive portion of the work, will, if carefully

studied, enable any intelligent person to refer a plant to

its proper family. We commen<l this work to those who
have a desire to know something of the plants they daily

meet. A new edition is to be issued Jan. 15. Price $1.50.

Onr Smallest Snl>sci*il>er.—We have
many young subscribers, little boys and girls, some of

whom earn the money and forward it themselves, hut

here is one not so young: A man in Clark Co., Ohio, in

renewing his subscription for 1865, writes: " I suppose I

am the smallest subscriber the American Agriculturist

has of my age. I am thirty-one years old, 46 inches high,

and weigh 55 pounds."—About like a 6 or 7 year-old boy.

<]i»mnied Oil which has thickened on
wheel axles can be readily removed wilh a little kerosene.

Messrs. S*attersoM Sros., at 27 Park
Row, are not only good men and excellent neighbors,

but they keep a very convenient down town retail and
wholesale establishment, where we always expect to

find anything and every thing waided in the Hardware
line, from a tack up to a whole chest of tools—not to

specify a large assortment of skates; and we believe

their articles are good and sold at reasonable rates.

Xlie Pennsylvania Agi"icnltnral
College,— It will be seen that the seventh session of

this Institution is announced in our advertising columns.

Dr. Wm. H. Allen, formerly president of Girard College,

has been elected to fill the vacancy occasioned by the

death of Dr. Pugh, the former president. We hope the

college may have that encouragement and support which
will ensure for it a useful and successful career.

Tlie niassaclausetts A$:^i'iciiltui*al

College.—We learn that Massachusetts has sold a good

portion of her land scrip and purchased 400 acres of land

at Amheist, upon which it is intended soon to erect the

necessary buildings. Judge H. F. Fiench, well known
as a writer on agricultural subjects, has been (thosen aa

President by the board of trustees, and is engager! rn the

preparatory work of organization. An agricultural col-

lege worthy of Massaclmsetts shoxild be entirely indepen-

dent of existing institutions, be endowed wilh abundant
means, and be able to command the very highest talent.

Report oftlie OepartnientorAg^i*!-
ciiltnre, 1863»—Now that the year '64 is just ex-

pirinsr. the report for '63 makes its appearance, a delay

said to be caused in part by the great press of public

printing. The work forms a handsome volume of IQQ,

pages, which is about twice as larpe as need be, did the

writers exercise ordinary conciseness. Thee are arti"

cles on a will e range of agricultural and horticnllural

subjects from writers, some of whom are well known,
and others not known at all. Some of the articles ara

valuable, and others are mere talk, a,nd they are illus-

trated by numerous wpo-d engravings, part of which oje
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very good, and others very wooden. Upon Ihe whole, it

is the best specimen of Government book-making we

have yel seen in Ihe way of an .Agricultural Report, and

wiJl doubtless be very acceptable to members of Con-

gress to present to their polilioa! adherents. If we were

not rapidly accumulating an enormous public debt, it

might be well to publish volumes of essays, poetical

quotations and all. at the expense of the general treas-

ury, but just at present it does not strike us as wise. We
would have the Department of Agriculture liberally

enough provided for to secure tlie services of an able

head, and to publish a well digested account of the ag-

riculture of the country, but it is quite time that this

"spinning of yarns " came to an end. Still, as long as

the piesent plan of publishing a book of treatises and

calling it a report, is adhered to, we may be thankful that

the work Is, upon the whole, so good. Mr. Newton pre-

faces the volume with an account of the operations of the

Denartment and things in general, and closes with the

following, which is about as pretty a specimen of " hifa-

lutin " as one would need for a snapper to a 4th of July

oration :
" A mighty giant, resting firmly on the soil, and

acquiring development and strength by toil, by thought,

and by equity, our republic will dominate the western

continent and adjacent seas, and command the fear and

the respect of all nations." Now we call that good in the

way of fine writing. It should have been accompanied

by an illustration of the *' mighty giant resting firmly on

the soil," with " all nations " paying their respects to him.

Xlie Oreat Union Tictories are knock-

ing down gold, and most kinds of produce are falling with

it. Prices are considerably lower to-day than given in

our table on page 3, which was stereotyped last evening.

'Flie Sest BJictionary.—F. Smith and

olljers wish to know whether we consider Worcester's

or Webster's the best dictionary. The war of the dic-

tionaries is waged with sufficient vigor by their pub-

lishers, and it is too pretty a fight, as it stands, for the

Agriculturist to throw its weight in favor of either. We
keep both these works standing side by side, and find

that each- has some advantages over the other. The
editorial staff keep up a private battle of their own over

this question, and until they can agree among themselves,

they will not undertake to indicate a preference.

Size OifKlocks ofXee tfoa- JFilUng; tl&e

Ice-House,—When ice is packed solid, there is no

thawing except on the outside of the mass, hence it is best

to cut the blocks as uniformly as possible so that they

will pack snugly and regularly. Thus if the house is 12

feet square, blocks 2x3 would make a layer having six

blocks one way and four the other. And the next lay-

er might be placed to break joints with th6 first, and so on.

Ice on tlic Woor-step.—Many a fall and

severe hurt has been occasioned by ice on the dour-step

or in similar places. If it is frozen fast it may be covered

with a little coal ashes and so made safe to walk upon, but

this makes it dirty and the ashes are tracked into the

house. Many persons use salt on such spots to thaw the

ice ; this is well, if properly done. Remember that a*

mixture of snow or ice and salt produces at once the tem-

perature of zero of Fahrenheit. In fact, that is the way
Fahrenheit fixed his point. Every person stepping

on tlie sailed spots carries off upon his feet more or less

of the salt which so long as it remains on his feet keeps

the soles at or near a zero temperature—certainly much
colder than they would be otherwise. In many towns
where it is not forbidden by law, this salting the side-

walks is an intolerable nuisance. Salt may be used if

necessary, but clear off every particle of it as soon as

it has thawed the ice, which will be in a few minutes.

Sunday Scliool IL.ess»on-Rook:, No. 3,
was unexpectedly delayed until Dec. 22. Few can

appreciate the great amount of labor in preparing this

book of only 112 pages, and getting it correctly through

the printers' hands, with its many thousands of reference

figures, etc. Very few books of any kind have required

or received so much mental labor as is being expended

upon this series. Nos. 1, 2. and 3, are now ready. No.

4 is mainly written, but will not be through the printers*

hands in some months yet. The four books, each con-

taining 52 exercises, entitled ^"^ Lessonsfor every Sunday
in the yeary^' go over the whole Bible History— the lessons

being selected from nearly every book in the Old and

New Testaments, with a running outline history con-

necting them alltogelher. No 1 extends from the Birth

of Christ to the end of Acts. No. 2 embraces the whole
New Testament, but is mainly upon the books fnllowing

the Acts of the Apostles. No, 3, upon llie Old Testa-

ment, extends from Adam to Elijah ; and No. 4 will con-

tain Ihe history from Elijah to Christ. Nos. 3 and 4 con-

tain lessons selected from the historical and prophetical

books, i\)p Psaltns, Prpvpibs, etc., all arranged in orilcr

of time ; with a running history, which presents a pano-

ramic view of the whole Old Testament period—interest-

ing to all classes, though expressly prepared for Sabbath

Schools. An examiiiaiion of the plan, and peculiar fea-

tures of these books, is respectfully suggested. The
price of each volume is 15 cents for a single copy

; $1 50

per dozen ; $12 per 100. If to go by mail, 4 cents a copy

extra, or 3 cents each when in a package of 10 or more.

Single copies of 1, 2, or 3, for examination, will be

sent post-paid, for 18 cents ; or three copies for 50 cents.

Talnable t-egislative I>ocnnient.—
At the last session of the Legislature of the State of New-
York, the State Assessors made individual reports upon
the Resources of the State. The report of Mr. Theodore

C. Peters has recently come under our particular notice,

and it is gratifying to find evidence of a trust so faithfully

executed. As an agricultural survey of the State, indi-

cating the influences which have been in operation in

different parts of this State (roads, markets, manufac-
uring interests, mining, etc,,) serving to increase the

value of real estate and personal wealth, it is most sug-
gestive and important. Mr. Peters has certainly given

an example which the Assessors in other States will do
well to imitate. Since his appointment he has personally

inspected eve-ry county and almost township in the Stale.

The whole report is suggestive of grave faults in the sys-

tems of census taking employed by the National and
State governments, and of improvements much needed.

Ne^'spaper Hox.
of the American Agricul'

turist receive their pa-

pers by news-carriers or

post-men who leave them
at their doors. When a

house is distant from the

highway it is a common
practice to have the pa-

per thrown out near the

gate, or deposited in a rai-

sin box or similar con-

trivance nailed upon a

tree or post. We have

sketched and engraved a

good sub>^litute—a post

with a hollow in the top

and a hole in the side,

as indicated by dotted

lines, to be set near the

road. This will be found

excellent for receiving

papers. The post is 10

inches square, solid, and
5 feet out of ground. The
opening should be wide

enough to admit a man's
hand easily. Fasten the

top on with wooden pins,

and paint white or protect

with a coat of linseed oil.

-Many of the subscribers

Hard and Soft ^Vatcr for Cooking:.
The effects of hard and soft water on different vegeta-

bles vary materially. Peas and beans cooked in hard

water, containing lime or gypsum, will not boil tender, be-

cause these substances harden vegetable casein. In soft

water they boil tender and lose a certain rank raw taste

which they letain in hard water. Many vegetables (as

onions) boil nearly tasteless in soft water because all the

flavor is dissolved out. The addition of salt often checks

this, (as in the case of onions,) causing the vegetables to

retain the peculiar flavoring principles, besides much nu-

tritious matter which might be lost in soft water. Thus it

appears that salt hardens the water to a degree. For

extracting the juices of meat to make broth or soup, soft

water, unsalted and cold at first, is best, for it much
more readily penetrates the tissues ; but for boiling meat

where the juices should be retained, hard water or soft

water salted is preferable, and the meat sliould be put in

while it is boiling so as to seal up the pores at once.

Scrap Boolcs for tlie Soldiers.—
Not long since some unknown person left a small pack-

age at the office of {he A TJierican Agriculturist contain-

ing two "Scrap Books for Soldiers." They were neatly

made from sheets of paper stitched together, on which

were pasted all sorts of interesting reading cut from

newspapers, and designed to be sent to the Military llos-.

pitats for the use of sick and wounded soldiers. Willi a

very little effort our young readeis can, in a short time,

make thtmsands of similar books, and send them through

the Sanitary and Chiistian C<immissions to the Hospitals

and camps, where they will be most welcome. The se-

lection of pieces should include plenty of lively and

amusing articles, mingled with those of a moie grave

aftd thoughtful chftiacter, TJie books will be of more

service if sewed into flexible covers, made by past-
ing stiff, heavy paper upon dark colored glazed muslia

Xlie First Su1>sci-iption at the New
Terms, was sent by Mr. John Rail, of Cedar County,
Iowa. Nov. 11th, with tiie remailt that if we "could not
afford the paper next month for $1, we could not do it

then," and that "if 20,000 others would do the same, it

would help out materially in the expense." Such ex-
pressions of appreciation of which many have been re-

ceived, are grateful, and stimulate the editors to increased
exertion. The ;new Terms were announced to go into
effect a month later, so as to take no one by surprise,

though they ought to have included all subscriptions re-

ceived, as the present rates are none too high to meet
the increased expenses. We hope those who availed

themselves of the old terms, prior to Dec. 1st. will each
send at least one new name at the new terms, and thus
make the two subscriptions average $1.25, the lowest rate

at which less than 20 subscriptions can be well affoided.

Plain Men Should '%Vrite More.—
As a rule, the best tvorkers are the poorest writers. Those
who do work the best are the least able, or rather the
least willing, to talk or write about it. You, good farmer,
gardener, fruitgrower, stock reiser, and you good house-
keeper, please talk to us on paper just as you would talk
to us by word of mouth, if we were visiting you. We
want to gather some hint from your successful mode of
operation, to tell to half a million of others. Nevermind
fixing up the style of the words and sentences—it is the
editor's business to attend to that. Give us the facts, and
we will take care of the language and the grammar.

^'Inforniaiion ^Vanted-' and '*6riv-
eii," might be the standing heading to this journal. Its

proper sphere is,to gather and communicate all the infor-

mation possible, upon all topics appropriate to its

sphere ; to examine, sift, and " bull down " all the facts,

experiences, hints and suggestions that can be obtained
from observation, from reading, from conversation, and
especially from letters from our. readers. We solicit

these letters in unlimited number. No one should write
merely for the sake of writing; but every ffict—every
hint drawn from successful or unsuccessful experience
in cultivating grains, grasses, vegetables, fruits, flowers,

etc. ; in using and caring for animals ; in marketing pro-
ducts

; in conducting household labors—should be noted
down, with all necessary details, and reported for the
benefit of others. If one has a better implement than any
of his neighbors, or a better or more successful method
of conducting any operation, or of treating this, that, or
the other thing, the chances are that tens of thousands of
others elsewhere will be benefited by learning something
about it ; and an account should be sent to the Agricul-
turist. The letters may not always be used, /or reasons
which the editors can not take time or room to explain ;

but all these items go to make up a mass of information,

of which every printed line is read by hundreds of thou-
sands. We solicit suggestive queries from each of our
readers as a help to our labors. Many questions go un-

answered, because we can not at once give or obtain the

information .sought. But send along the items, the ques-
tions, etc., and we will do the best we can with them;
always having an eye to " the greatest good of the great-

est number."

The Grape Controversy—Dr. Grant and

Mr. Bushnell, versus Mr. H. P. Byram-

Last month we published a communication from H. 1

Byiam, Esq., in reference to the Israellaand lona grapes

This came wholly unsolicited and unexpected. Wc hac

known Mr. Byram favorably as Editor of the Valley Farm-
er, and as a Horticultural writer, and from his general

character and standing we supposed his statements reli-

able. Had we thought differently,or had we suspected him
to be governed by any personal feelings, the communica-
tion would liave been rejected ; and had we ourselves har-

bored any ill-feeling or had any personal difficulty witli

Dr. Grant we should have been very careful not to admit
into our columns any thing which would have even had the

appearance of malice. The communication was printed as

one of the items interesting in these days when the grape
fever rages everywhere. We fully expected that any er-

lor of fact or observation would be corrected, and our

columns were freely open for any sutdi corrections. In

the present paper Mr. Busbnell (Dr. Grant's foreman), in

the reading columns, and Dr. Giant himself in the busi-

ness columns, flatly contradicts Mr. Byram's statements

and deductions. The question is leduced to one of ve-

racity between Mr. Byram on the one hand,and Dr. Grant

and Mr Bushnell on the other. We can hardly be con-

sidered a party to the contest, further than to publish

what may be said on both sides, where we judge the

public interest will be subserved by SMch pi4blic3tioii,
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The East ludiau Buffalo.

An agricultural show was held last winter at

Calcutta, at wliich prizes were awarded to ani-

mals of the native breeds, and among others to

the domestic buffalo. We give herewith a picture

of a prize buffalo cow, and

as no animals of this kind

have ever been imported to

America, so far as we are in-

formed, certainly not for

economical purposes, it is

well to consider their quali-

ties. The buffalo {Bos buba-

lui) is a native of India, and

is now fouud wild iu great

numbers, inhabiting the low

grounds and swamps near

tlie river banks, on the bor-

ders of the great forests,

choosing the coarse, rank

veijetation of such localities

in preference to other food.

The wild animals are of im-

mense size, sometimes meas-

nring lOi feet from muzzle

to rump, and standing 6 feet

to 64 feet high. Tliey are

shaped much like oxen, but

are coarse and ungaiul}', 3;^

large-boned, heavy, thick ._'^^
limbed, very powerful and "^^^
vindictive, and do not hesi-

tate to attack a tiger or even

an elephant, which according

to reports tliey sometimes do with success. The
horns are perhaps the most remarkable feature.

These grow liorizontally from the frontal bone,

curving a little backward, and upward, and for-

ward toward tlie tips. Tlie bases of the horns

are flattened and corrugated, and the distance

from tip to tip sometimes measures ten feet.

This animal loves to wallow

in the mud, like the swine

and rhinoceros, and in its

wild state is never found far

from water. In a state of

domestication, buffaloes of

both sexes are valued for the

yoke and for their hides, and
the cows for yielding very

good milk. The beef is of

poor quality. It is said that

the wild ones are alwaj's fat,

and the domestic always lean

aud skinny. This can only

be the result of poor care, for

there is scarcely another ani-

mal which has changed so

little after thousands of years

of domestication. The buf-

falo is found in Italy, Greece,

and Turkey, and is valued

for great strength in the

yoke and ability to live on
very coarse fare. The Cape

buffalo of South Africa is

another species ; the Ameri-

can Bison which we com-
monly call Buffalo, is really

no buffalo at all. The
great swamps which abound
among the lowlands of Louisiana, Florida,

and other parts of the Southern States, would
doubtless afford congenial and excellent pas-
turage for these animals, and it has repeatedly
occurred to us that they might prove a valu-
able kind of stock for tliosc extensive districts,

which are now inhabited chiefly by alligators,

turtles, a few deer, bears, opossiuns and copper-

heads. This is the only one of the bovine genus

(except its brother the Cape buffalo) which
thrives in low and marshy ground. Cattle left

to their own choice will seek their pasturage

BUFFALO cow FKOlt BAGOON, INDIA,

and make their lairs, not far from water, but in

dry meadows, in valleys or ou tlie hill-sides.

Neat Cattle of Southern Asia.

At the Calcutta cattle show, the same at

which the buffalo cow, mentioned above, took

LONO-IiOUNLD BLLLOCh. OF 01 Dli, INDIA.

a prize, some long-horned oxen were exhibit-

ed from the Province of Oude. We have had
several importations of India cattle into this

country, attempts having been made to test

their adaptation to the Southern States—some,

if not all of which experiments have certainly

been frustrated by the rebellion. These, so

far as we know, and we have seen several of
the animals, were of the short-horned breed, so

mucli esteemed in the East as saddle and car-

riage beasts. The one here represented was en-

graved from a photograph, hence it doubtless

represents the animal coarser

and heavier limbed than it

is naturally. As a race, they

are not coarse legged, but

very flat-sided—narrow be-

tween tlie hip bones and nar-

row breasted—long legged,

active and strong. Tlie ears

me pendant, aud lliey are ,

characterized by a hump of

fat upon the shoulders, of

varying size in different ani-

mals. They cross readily

with other cattle, and when
fat, the beef is said to be

very good. The prevailing

color is mouse, incliniug to

dun ind gray ; they are some-

times called blue. Some

India catttle are very diminu-

tive—smaller even than those

_ of Breton, if we are correct-

^' ''
K^ / ly iaformed — and among

i^ '" ^- ^ them are some polled breeds.

i_:^ These are the varieties which

^^sy prevail throughout Southern
=^

" Asia, Arabia, and more or

less iu Eastern Africa. We
learii from a gentleman in-

terested in promoting the prosperity of the Re-

public of Liberia, that an experiment is to be

made to test the value of these cattle on the

west coast of Africa, where horses will not live.

If they do well, the result will be of great value,

and go far toward civilizing tlie whole coast.

As to their having any especial value for the

United States, we doubt.

With good care iu breeding

and feeding our common
breeds do very well, even

in Louisiana and in Florida.

o

Oare of Sheep in Wikter.
—Fattening sheep should

not be allowed much range,

in fact the more closely they

tire confined tlie better, so

long as their good appetites

give indications of continued

health. Sheep confined in

close, dark quarters, 4 to 8

in a pen, having nothing to

do but eat and sleep, lay on

fat mucli more rapidly and

economically than if allowed

even the range of a small

yard. Breeding ewes ought

to be in the suushine more
or less daily, and have a

wallc of considerable extent.

The leaves and twigs of our

common evergreen trees, es-

pecially of the liemlock, are

palatable to sheep, and they

may very profitably be fed

frequently. The resinous

and astringent substances

contained in this kind of food appear to ex-

ercise an excellent effect, promoting the health

of the flock, besides affording a relishable vari-

ety of diet, and tolerable substitute for roots.

All sheep ought to have occasional change of

diet if possible, especially the breeding ewes.
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Milk, Beef, and Labor.

Milk.—We here name the tliree purposes for

which neat cattle are bred, and first we con-

sider the production of milk. The question is

often asked, " How may a man soonest estab-

lish a good dairy herd ? " By purchase of cows.

But then, how to purchase ? Let him go into

a good dairy region, and buy the best young

native or grade cows he can, without reference

to any thing but youth, soundness, and the dairy

qualities he desires. If he wish quantity of milk,

he must look out for that, taking testimony and

guarantees in black and white, in addition to

his own best judgment, or that of an expert. If

quality (richness in cream for butler) be the

mark, lie should examine the milk, see it set,

and examine the skim milk and the cream,

trusting no cow for rich milk that is not a good

" liandTer "—that is, having a soft, pliable, unc-

tuous hide, that can be grasped in the full hand

over the ribs. Soft, fine hair is not essential.

Parting the hair to see the skin, it should have

a buttery yellow or almost orange color, and in

the iusides of the ears, and about the eyes, and

under the tail, the same color should appear

brightlj'. The buyer should 'never fail to in-

quire and receive definite assurance in regard to

the length of time a cow will hold out in milk
;

and whether marked dimiuution of flow takes

place after she has come in heat once or twice,

or after she has been got with calf again. A
good cow ought to give an undiminished flow

of milk (varying somewhat according to the

feed and time of year,) for four months, and a

gradually diminishing flow for four months

more; then (supposing her to have been got

with calf three months after calving) from one

fourth to one fifth the quantity given soon after

calving, for two months more. The best cows

we have ever known were hard to "dry off"

six weeks before calving, and in careless hands

we have often known them to be milked till the

new milk " sprung,"—showing as great excel-

lence in the cows as culpability on the part of

their owners. These were cases of noble cows

and prize-takers at fairs, sold to city gentlemen.

' Ko man has a right to own a cow and remain

in ignorance of what is her proper treatment

under all ordinary circumstances. jMisther

Michael O'Flaherthy is too apt to profess a wis-

dom which he does not possess upon these and

kindred subjects, and do much harm ignorantly.

Cows selected as we have advised will cost a

good deal—not only money, but care and pa-

tient investigation. Tliey will, however, repay

the cost. The herd will be a motley one, unless

pains shall have been taken to select the cows

with some reference to similarity of color and

form. This is seldom worth while, though we
would by no means advise the purchase of de-

formed animals, yet some of the best cows for

milk we have ever known, were of veiy poor

shape, bony, pot-bellied, liollow backed, crook-

ed legged, and coarse enough ; but some were

very handsome. It is not best to attempt to

find among any thoroughbred stock such a

herd of cows as would be considered very profit-

able daily animals. They would cost too much,

and would disappoint expectations besides.

The herd once established must be maintained.

To do this a tlioroughbred bull of good quality

should be used. Shorthorns as a breed are beef

producers, and this is not the object in view.

Some families of Shorthorns, however, are

famous for qmintity of milk. A Shorthoru bull

of such a family would be excellent for a milk

dairy, but, on the whole, probalily not superior

to an Ayrshu'e, to which the preference for a

cheese dau-y would probalily be justly given.

For a butter daily an Alderney bull would be

the best. In the choice of a bull for a sire of

daijy cows, his dam's milldng qualities should

be carefully ascertained, as also those of his

sire's dam. The progeny of a thoroughbred

bull may be calculated upon with considerable

accuracy ; not so with a " native," " scrub," or

grade bull. By the use of such sires, though

they may be very handsome, a rapid deteriora-

tion of the herd is very sure to follow.

How to Break a Colt.

The word "break" seems to imply that the

young horse has a temper wliich must be

broken, rather than a will which should be

trained to act in unison with that of his master.

The training of a horse should alwa3-s proceed

upon the principle that he is a rational animal

—

that is, that he has a will, affection, love of ap-

probation, of caresses, and of sugar—intelli-

gence, ability to comprehend cause and effect,

to understand language and tones of voice,

quickness to detect the temper of the man who
handles him, to know if he is kind and loves

him, or fretful, malicious or passionate, and like-

ly to hurt him. The horse is uaturall}' timid, and

his fears, if aroused, not only make him less man-
ageable, but impair his judgment, making him
see harm in almost every thing.

The whip should be used as a wand of au-

thority, as giving the trainer's arm a longer

reach, and as a means of giving signals—very

seldom as a rod of correction. When it is used

to chastise, never threaten, or let the horse know
he is to be whipped, but, having him perfectly

under control, so that his springs and struggles

will do no harm, give him one or two severe,

quick cuts. This must be done without the

least spite
—

" more in sorrow than in anger "

—

and the training should be resumed exactly as

if nothing had happened. If a man is never

spiteful and angry with the colt, the horse will

rarely or never show anj' real viciousness.

A colt, properly trained, comes to the age of

3t or4years, halter broken, kind, fond of being

handled and petted, and glad to see his master,

who should have been in the habit of giving

him an ear of corn, a sweet apple, a carrot, or

lump of sugar, so frequently that he will follow

him like a dog whenever he goes to the pasture.

For the good of the horse, even unpleasant

familiarities, such as his nose over one's should-

er, or in one's pocket, ought not to be sternly

rebuked. Three ounces of sugar will, in our

opinion, go further towards breaking a colt, than

a day's work with the whip, and even at present

prices, sugar is a good deal the most economical.

The colt being of such a character, he may be

harnessed, putting on each piece of harness

carefully, so as not to cause alarm, taking care

always, should he show any alann, to let him
smell the article and look at it to his heart's con-

tent. The best place to harness a colt is a

loose box, 9 or 10 feet square. The trainer

should be deliberate, even tediously slow per-

haps, if the colt is high strung. If he is very

fractious, he may be Rarey-fied, so that he shall

know definitely who is master. No person

who is the least afraid of him, or who would
jump or start when an attempt to kick, bite or

strike might be made, should be allowed to

have any intercourse with a horse in training.

First put on a strong bridle, having measured

his head and made it fit beforehand. It should

be of a size to be put on and off easily, and have

a smooth bit, wound with cotton cloth. It is

well to accustom him to take a piece of wood
into his mouth like a bit, repeatedly before put-

ting on the bridle. This done, let him stand

an hour not fastened, or give him a few turns

about a circle, holding him by a 20-foot rein or

rope. Previous lessons should have accustomed

him to take various paces at the will of his

trainer about such a ring, sugar or other dainty

having been the reward of well-doing. At the

second lesson in harness, let an asssistant lake

the line in centre of the circle, while the trainer

takes the reins behind the colt, at first merely

holding them, then letting him feel the weight

of the hand on them, and finally guiding him,

little by little, until he may be driven indepen-

dently of the assistant, and beyond the circle.

When accustomed to the harness, standing

and being exercised in it during one or two
lessons each day for two days or a week, accord-

ing to the disposition'of the animal, he may be

put into the thills, but neither the traces nor

holdbacks hitched. Now let an assistant rook,

rattle, and move the wagon a while, and then

aid the trainer to move it forward, while the

colt is made to walk glowlj', letting him have

his head and look at the wagon. Before at-

taching the traces, at the second lesson in har-

ness perhaps, the trainer on the nigh side, and

his assistant on the other, may grasp the thifis

each with one hand, just in front of the tugs,

letting the horse step forward and draw the

wagon by the thills, and letting him feel its

weight as much or little as desired. He may
be backed somewhat in the same w.ay. By his

actions, one may easily judge when it will be

safe to hitch him to the wagon. The vehicle

selected should be one not heavy but strong,

and which will run witli little noise. One sim-

ple thing should be taught at a time, seldom

two distinct ideas at one lesson. They should

be daily repeated at each lesson until perfectly

familiar, and, after each good performance, the

horse sliould be caressed and rewarded. What
a horse leanis in this way he remembers, and

he will quickly exhibit a reallj' remarkable con-

fidence in his master and alacrity to serve him.

Economy of Keeping: Rats.

The habits of vermin are almost if not quite

as important subjects of study as those of more
valued live stock; and some statements de-

rived in part from a professional rat-catcher,

who has made a life-business of studying the

vulnerable jioints of rats, so that he can flank

the enemy, storm and fake his strongholds, and

economically maintain his prisoners alive, may
be of much practical value to the readers of the

Agriculturist. The common brown rat is the

Mns clomesiir.WL. It appeared in this country

about the period of our Revolutionary war, and

has increased with great rapiditv, having almost

if not entirely exterminated the black rat (J/.

rattus,) which was common before, and which

is smaller and not so sharp a fighter. Tlie

Irmon is the only proper rat at the Nortli, but at

the South two species are not uncommon
—the Florida or white bellied rat, and the cot-

ton rat; and in Mexico and Texas we find the

roof rat living in thatch, etc., and the Mexican

or bush ri I, These all breed veiy rapid!}', but

none more so than the common rat. Tliey be-

gin to breed at two to three months old, and

will have six to eight litters a year, of eight

young each on an average under favorable cir-

cumstances, males and females being about

equally divided. Were there no natural bin-
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drances to their multiplication, a single pair

would iucrease to no less than 6,000 in a single

year, and this, if they breed ouly once in two

months. There is, however, one way in which

they are destroyed by wholesale, for not only

will rats devour the weakly and sick of their

companions as soon as they are unable to de-

fend themselves, but if very hard pressed, as they

doubtless often are, they will eat their young.

Tlie destruction by cats, dogs and men is as a

general thing inconsiderable. The very happy

results often attributed to the use of dogs and

cats, are usually due to the rats having multi-

plied so as to overstock the premises at the

time their foes are introduced, when they scat-

ter, emigrating, as is their instinct, in families to

other localities. The rat is eminently a social

animal, and short commous, or any cause of

especial discomfort, or strange noises, as the cry

of Guinea hens, p.erhaps the discharge of fire

arms, or a wide-awake terrier will cause a stam-

pede. It is this trait which makes the effect of

the phosphorus paste so efficient. Compara-

tively few rats are poisoned, but their actions

alarm the others, and when the poisoned ones

rim awiiy it brings on a general flight, so that

often not a single rat is left. The least amount

of food which will sustain rats may be very ac-

curately estimated, but not so all they will eat

if they can. In this city great numbers of rats

are kept for the purpose of baiting dogs in

" pits," similar to those used for cock and dog

fighting. These are fed ouly just enough to

keep them from killing and eating one another,

and it is found that 100 rats will live on one

bushel of sound corn a week, if it be fed with

great care at two feedings a day. A bushel and

a half of corn, fed once a day, will bring them

through, and wheat or rye will go fiu'ther than

corn. When rats have their "fnll swing" at

corn in the bin or grain in the mow, then the

quantity they will eat is limited by their capac-

ity
;
yet they will carry away a great deal, be-

sides damaging and gnawing much more. Sup-

pose there are 1,000 rats on a farm—and this

is no extravagant supposition. During the time

when they can not get much in the field, they

will consume 10 bushels of corn, or its equiva-

lent, per week. Calling this period 4 months,

the amount consumed is 170 bushels, which,

even at 75c. per bushel, comes to $175 J. This

loss is not apparent ; for it is not all corn, but

it is hay seed, buckwheat, oats, pig feed, eggs,

chickens, etc., and thus divided around it is

overlooked. The number of rats in any single

localitj' is almost always under-estimated. They
live in families, and send out scouts and spies,

which are the only rats seen, unless great pains

be taken, and a person remain quietly upon
the watch from early in the evening, so that

he is neither seen, nor heard. Then they are

often seen in scores, and often fierce battles are

witnessed. The rat does not see very well by
day, being a nocturnal animal, but his hearing

and sense of smell are very acute. A rat will

never jump higher than about 30 inches, but

will climb rough walls, posts, etc., easily.

Potatoes tinder a Straw Mulch.

Mr. H. Holbrook, of St. Clair Co., 111., has

practised raising potatoes under a covering of

straw for the past six years, and thinks that he

gets " from two to four fold " more than is ob-

tained from adjoining land on which potatoes

are grown iu the old way. The ground is plow-

ed in the usual manner and the potatoes are

planted iu shallow drills and covered witli an

inch of earth. The surface is then covered with

straw to the depth of a foot. The potato stem

readily penetrates the straw covering, but the

weeds are effectually kept down and the crop is

raised without hoeing and plowing. Mr. H.

has his doubts if this plan will succeed in more

northern localities, but thinks it better adapted

to those in which the potato does not flourish

well in the ordinary method of cultivation.

This is not according to our experience in a sin-

gle experiment, as we have been successful in

growing them under straw in New England,

with the result of a crop fair in quantity and

excellent in quality, but with nothing like the

increase in yield stated by our correspondent.

How Much Lumber from a Log ?

—

J. E. Hardisty, Harford Co., JId., contributes

to the Ainerican Agriculturist the following table

for ascertaining the amount of lumber which

can be made by a careful sawyer from logs of

different dimensions :

Diameter. Square. No. ft. Diameter. Squaie. No. ft.

10 inclies. 7 inches. 4 24 nches. 17 inches 24
11 '% 5 25 I7;i 26
12 Sii 6 2(i \BH 28

13 8« 7 27 19 30

14 10 8 28 19^^ 32«
15 lO'i 9 29 20}^ 35
16 nx lOJj 30 21 'i S7),'

17 12 12 :u 22 40
18 12% 13X 32 22',' 42;i
19 i3;i 15 33 2S\( 45

20 14« K% o4 24 48
21 15 ISK 35 24 'f 61

22 l-i^ 20 36 2fi^a 53«
23 16V 22

The first column is for diameters of logs, from

10 inches to 3 feet. The 3d column shows the

number of inches which each log will square.

The 3d column gives the number of feet, board

measure, (1 ft. square, and "1 inch thick) which

each foot in the length of the log will make.

Thus : a log 10 inches in diameter will square

7 inches, and if 1 foot long, it will make 4 feet

;

if 10 feet long, will make 40 feet of boards.

Again, by the table, a log 36 inches in diameter,

will square 25f inches ; if 1 foot long, will cut

53i feet board measure ; if 10 feet long will con-

tain 535 ft.—allowing the usual thickness of saw.

If the logs are to be sawed into lumber with

squared edges, of the same width and thickness

at each end, and no wane-edged boards allowed,

then the logs will make l-9th part less than the

amount named in the table. If for lumber | inch

thick, add about 4 part more. If the log is

crooked, reckon the diameter less to allow for

straightening. For the calculations in the table,

measure the small end clear of the bark, but if

the log is to be sawed tapering or as large as

each end will make, then measure for the diam-

eter about X the distance from the small end.

A Wheelbarrow for the Boys.

L. L. Fairchild, Dodge Co., Wis., writes to

the Ajtierican Agriculturist : " A light wheelbar-

row for the boys will not only please them, but

will be found a very convenient and a paying

institution to have about the premises. Lots of

little chores and errands can easily be done by
a boy with hia little wheelbarrow, which would
take up the more valuable time of older per-

sons if he did not have this vehicle to assist him.

I made my boy one in half a day's time that has

paid for itself many times over in gathering

wood and chips for the summer fire and keep-

ing the yards clear of nibbish. It is simply a

basswood wheel made of one and-a-fourth-inch

plank, with a two-inch maple axle-tree mortised

through the plank and cut down at each end
for gulgeons to run in two side pieces for han-

dles. The wheel is secured in the center of the

axletree by a half-inch pin driven through a
hole bored each side snug up to the wheel and
left to project from the axle a couple of inches.

A dash board and boards for a bottom secured
by nails, keep the handles in place and complete
the barrow. It has been in almost constant use

for two years, and is good for two years more."

How to Repair a Road.

The first requisite is to have a dry bed for the

road. Without this, the superstructure of what-
ever material it may be composed, will soon'

become rough and uneven. Some soils ai'e nat-

urally drained and the gravelly subsoil thrown
upon the surface and rounded a little, makes as

good a path as need be. Others need draining,

and no amount of gravel upon the surface will

make a gtjod bed without it. We frequently

find bad places upon a hill-side where the water
is always bursting out in rainy seasons. A three

inch tile drain' four feet deep just above these

wet places would make them dry up permanent-
ly, and save a large expenditure every year.'

If tiles are not available, stones or wood should
be used. There is no help for these mud holes

but in draining the bed. A single dollar spent

at the bottom is worth ten at the top in gravel.

Roads are so constantl}' in use and the prosper-

ity of the fiirmer so much depends upon them,

that no pains should be spared to have them of

easy grade and as smooth as possible. All

classes in the community are benefited by good
roads, but the flirmer most. All his surplus

crops must go over the road to market, and it

makes a great difference with him in the course
of the year, whether he be able to take a ton and
a half at a load, or only half that quantity.

Good roads add to the value of eveiy acre he
owns and of every thing that he produces, to

say nothing of their influence upon his manhood.
They are a mark of the progress of civilization,

and a pretty good index of the moral culture of

a people. A team stuck in the mud, the snap-

ping of whiffletrees and braces, the cursing and
bad temper of the driver show that " there is

something rotten in Denmark." The mud
holes in the highway undo the work of the

schoolhouse and the church. There is an inti-

mate connexion between the highways and the

moral ways of a people. In mending either it is

a very safe maxim to "hegin at the iottom."

Novel and Simple Gun Cleaner.

Mr. I. W. 'Parmenter, of New York City, re-

cently brought to the oflice of the American

Agriculturist a simple and efficient gun cleaner,

that he had been using in lack of tow, which
he could not readily obtain, and to which it

proved superior. A bit of corn cob about three

inches long was whittled down small enough to

enter the barrel readily, but not so much as to en-

tirely cut off the rough projections—these serve

admirably to scour the interior of the barrel.

The lower end of the cob was split up about

an inch, and the two-halves were kept sprang

apart to fill the bore, by a small wedge across

the upper end of the opening. The interstices

on the surface of the cob may be filled with ash-

es, emery powder, or other scouring material to

remove rust, etc. The cob so prepared and
screwed to the wormer of the ramrod was used

as a swab, and in a very short time the gun was
thoroughly cleansed. This is not patented.

ViKTUBS confessed by our foes, and vices ac-

knowledged by our friends, are probably real.
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ScaU 1 inch to Hifeet.

I
An Illinois Barn.

i
* ^

The plan lierewith presented was prepared liy

Mr. A. J. AUlricli, of Worcester Co., JIass., for

liis brother in Illinois, aud as it meets his re-

quirements very well, we give it for the benefit

of our Prairie readers. A large amount of space

is devoted to horses, more than is usual on other

fiirms, but the allotment of stable room to differ-

ent kinds of stock may of course be made to suit

the requirements of any particular farm, for

which a barn similar to this may be constructed.

The maiu building is 40.\80 feet, with 20-feet

posts, (this bight is not objectionable as they use

horse pitchforks,) and the wtole of it is devoted

to hay, with the exception of a 6-feet way on each

end to pass through into the wings. The cattle

wings are 30 feet wide, and can be made as*

long as is required for the stock kept. In this

case, they are each 73 feet long, cheaply built

witli 8-feet posts, and used only for stock, though

if one chooses, they might be made higher to get

room overhead for straw, corn fodder, haj', etc.

A goo:l grain room is made on each end of the

barn with a roof of the same pitch as the

cattle wings. A railway runs past tlie grain

room doors, through each wing, to convey feed

easily to the stock. A liorse-power is placed on

the barn floor, for cutting up the hay ; and meal

is mixed with the hay before feeding. In Sir.

A's experience it pays well to grind his grain.

It is obvious that the cattle stables may be

mere close sheds, furnished only with feediug

boxes aud racks; or tliey may be floored aud
well fitted up. In this case there are cellars

under the whole barn, wings aud all, those

under the wings being used for manure, leaving

the one under the main barn clear for young
cattle or sheep, or for auy other purpose. The

11

III

1^ ?:

capacity of the barn for hav is calculated to be

125 to im tons. The barn-floor is 13 feet wide.

A little different arrangement would make
room for loose boxes for the horses, rooms for

tools, carts and waggons, etc. Western farm-

ers do not make much use of nice carriages aud
harnesses, aud space for these things is not pro-

vided. They are however beginning to wake
up to the importance of housing their stock in

cold weather, and of saving their manure, to

keep their land up in good condition, and there

may be ideas in this plan that will suit some
persons, should no one adopt it as a whole.

Fig. 1.

Barn-Barrow and Feed Box.

The implement which we figure is one for

which almost every farmer may have use. It is

simply a feed bo.x, made with a sloping bottom,

and placed upon a four-wheeled truck. When
one end is turned down, as indicated by dotted

lines on the left of the figure, tlie contents may
very easily be taken out with a shovel. The
truck is framed of oak stuff, light and strong.

The wheels are cast iron, 1 inch wide, and
about 6 inches in diameter, set fast or loose on
the axles, as may be considered best. Tiie front

pair are so located that the rear end ruay be

lifted and the barrow rolled upon them, and
wheeled easily about corners or through doors,
or ended up as in fig. 2, for thorough cleaning
out, or that it may occupy less room. It will
run easily upon a floor, but when it is necessary
to shove it through a narrow passage, as in the
feedways between the mangers in the barn just

described, it is desirable to have rails laid to

guide the -wheels.

Simple strips of hard

wood, an inch high

and two inches wide,

one placed on eacli

side, at such a dis-

tance apart that the

wheels will run out-

side of them, are all

that is necessary for

straight tracks. (Such

a car is technically

called a " tram" and a

railway which does

not rcquue flanged

wheels—thatis,where

the cars do not run on

the rails—a tram-way.)

A Root Cdttek may be very conveniently

made out of this feed box, by putting in a piece

of plank, as is indicated by dotted lines, at right

angles to the sloping bottom, and fastened in

that position by strong pins or otherwise. The
roots being thrown in, they may be rapidly cut

up by shoving a sharp spade back and forth

upon the bottom against the plank at the end.

Fig.

A Western Way of Slaughtering and

Cutting Up Hogs on the Farm.— —
Last month we described the method of

slaughtering aud cutting up hogs in vogue in

this part of the country, Mr. G. W. Smith,

writing from Kalamazoo Co., Mich., descrilics

the following practice, which prevails in AVest-

ern ]\Iissouri and Kansas, and probably else-

where at the West: "They first build a large

fire out-doors, and pile on a lot of stones to heat.

They have a platform of convenient height, and

at one end place a trough six or eight feet

long, and large enougli to scald in, filling it

partly full of water. The top of the trough

should come a few inches above the platform.

When the sloits are hot, they put them into

the trough wit:i a sliovel, and when the water

is hot enougl), tliey shovel them out, and put

them on the fire again. When the water gets

too cool, all that is needed is to put in a few
hot stones. I have tried both the Missouri

style and the old way of heating the water in a

kettle, and like the former much better.

As to the cutting up, the Western plan is bet-

ter 3fet : Lay the hog on his back, and cut off the

head ; then turn Iiim down on the right side,

place the left hand on the hog, take a sharp

knife in the right hand, and split him from tlie

lack of the neck, strait as a line to the root of

the tail. Then turn him on his back, and take

an axe or cleaver, and cut eacli side of the back-

bone as close as convenient, take out the back-

bone by itself, and your hog is evenly cut in two.

You will now find it easy to take out the ribs,

and can do it more nicely than if the backbone

had been split open. The advantage is here

:

a hog's backbone has many short, flat bones

running up from the central bone, and if you

split through them you have the meat full of

fine bones, split bones, slivers of bones, etc."

Our correspondent might have added that tliia
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method of cutting up leaves tlie sides in the best

shape to be cured as b.icon—a practice com-

mon at the AVest, seldom used at the East, and

almost unknown over most of New-England.

Maple Sugar.

There is more than usual profit to be expected

from sugar making this year. The Sorghum
growers have realized very handsomely for the

crop so far as we have learned, except in a few

isolated cases of failure from late ci-ops or early

frost, and the letters of inquiry we receive indi-

cate an interest on the part of tl\e owners of

sugar trees, which -will probably result in secur-

ing a very large crop of maple sugar. The sap

of trees grown upon dilferent soils and expo-

sures, is found to vary considerablj' in the quan-

tity of sugar it contains, and in earthy impurities

also. Tlicsc impurities are not of much impor-

tance. They are salts of lime and magnesia for

the most part. Besides, the sap contains some

albuminous substance, part of which is coagu-

lated by the boiling, and may be skimmed off

from the boiling syrup after it becomes consider-

ably concentrated, and another portion with

some of the earthy salts may be removed liy

straining through flannel before " sugaring off."

When tlie sap yields much scum, and is seen to

be impure, it is usually clarified by the addition

of a few eggs beaten together with milk, and

stirred into it, all of which is subsequently re-

moved by skimming. Tin or wooden sap-

troughs, buckets and spouts, or " spiles" ought

to be prepared during the present month. A
good evaporator is made by riveting together

two or three sheets of Russia sheet iron, turn-

ing the edges up so as to make a large fiat pan.

This must be provided with a large faucet, and

set nearly level, supported by bars of iron, to

prevent sagging and warping. Some of the eva-

porators invented for making SoTghum syrup

have been used, as we learn, with very good

results. They certainly are well adapted to the

purpose. We shall be glad to hear from some

of the large maple sugar makers, among the

readers of the Agriculturist, in regard to any

improvemeuts in the way of making sugar, re-

cently introduced, with a particular description

of then' apparatus of all kinds, for it is some

years since we have been in the " sugar bush"

at sugaring time. Letters received the first week

iu January, may be in time for February No.

Relations between Editors and Dealers.

An editor of an agricultural journal has two

important duties : he has to urge his readers to

adopt such new principles, to try such new im-

plements, and to test such new fruits, seeds, etc.,

as seem in his judgment to be worthy of a trial.

On the other hand, if faithful to the require-

ments of his position, he is obliged to warn his

readers ajainst the many snhemes of specula-

tors upon their credulitj', and if a thing is re-

commended to the agricultural community as

worthy of their adoption or purchase, to exam-

ine it, and give his opinion. This latter course,

while it saves his readers many thousands of

dollars, makes the editor many hundreds of

enemies, and long lists of makers of super-hum-

bu" manures and unpractical implements, of

mirserymen who look at their stock through

glorification spectacles, and seedsmen wlio pell

seeds or plants at prices out of all proportion to

their value—in short, all that class of persons

who are included in the very comprehensive

term of " humbugs,"

are no friends to the

editor. The Agricvl-

turist, having done its

share in this unpleas-

ant work, has made
hosts of friends on
one side, and a cor-

responding number of

enemies on the other,

as most naturally fol-

lows from the course

it has pursued. There
are two ways in

which tliose having
ends to serve, attempt

to manage an editor

;

the one is to buy him
up, and the other is

to frigliten him down.
AVe do not recollect

that the buying u]i

process has been ver\-

recently tried on us,

thougli it has been

attempted with some
of our neighbors

; but

the other stylo has

been manifested in

various forms, from

blowing up letters to

tlu'eats of personal vi-

olence, and prosecu-

tion. In the absence of positive law defining an
editor's duties and responsibilities, he is obliged

to be " a law unto himself," and in case an ag-

grieved person brings him befoi-c the courts, he
has to rely upon Uie intelligence and discrimina-
tion of a j ury to sustain him in what ho conceives
his duties to tlie public. It will be very difilcult

to convince tliem that because a nurseryman
exhibits a yellow apple, and calls it a red one,

that the editor is obliged to say tliat it is red, or if

he is presented with au elongated and poorly
filled Ijunch of grapes (which thereby become
his own property), that he is precluded from
saying that the bunch is badly grown. We have
gone upon the principle that a book, no matter
by whom written, or a fruit without reference

to whose grounds tlie seed grew upon, when
offered for sale, becomes puljlic property, and
as such is subject to criticism. If one owns
a tree or vine which the originator states

perfects its fruit very early, and he finds tliat

it does not ripen until late, it is his duty to

say so, no matter if the nurseryman should lose

the sale of the plants, and wc think it would
be ditficult to find any law or court that would
prevent him giving the results of his experience

and observation, or knowledge ou the subject.

Horticulture and Matrimony.

According to the New York Observer, the

Rev. Dr. Aul, of Ohio, believes in having

good things go together. The reverend gentle-

man is a cultivator of grapes, and always has a

plentiful stock of young vines on hand :
" He

said that whenever any of his young friends

got married and went to housekeeping, he
loved to give them a grape vine to set out at the

beginning of their domestic life. The idea was
to me very pleasant. His pleasure was not

merely in raising fine grapes, of which he had
great quantities, but in giving the blessing of a

vine to cover the arbor or the door of his neigh-

bors." A pleasant way this parson has, and his

gifts more sensible than many wedding presents.

The Snowy Owl, or Harfang.

This large and very sho^vy bird is found

throughout northern portions of both hemi-
spheres. It is a day biril, but most active at morn-

ing and evening, feeding upon all sorts of

small animals and birds, and taking unwary
grouse, and someliiuos ducks and chickens,

much as a hawk does. Field mice, rabbits, and
small birds are their principal food, and when
they are bold enough to come in the vicinity of

barns and grain stacks, they are among the

most persistent enemies of rats. The perfectly

noiseless flight of the owl enables him to drop

without warning upon his prey, if he has not

been seen. In the winter, among the snows,

this bird is particularly inconspicuous, on ac-

count of his color, which is white, more or less

sprinkled, particularly on the back and breast,

with half-moon shaped, dark-brown or ash-col-

ored spots. These owls weigh four or five

pounds, but they are so profusely covered with

feathers that they appear to be much larger.

Plants out of Place.

The old definition, that a weed is " a plant

out of place," is illustrated in the grounds of an

intelligent correspondent in Connecticut, who
finds some plants prized in the flower garden

to be quite unwelcome in his ^fields. There
are some plants which, like fire, are excel-

lent servants, but most deplorable when they

acquire the mastery over us. It is notorious

that most of our worst weeds are of foreign

origin, which very often make themselves more
at home than the native sorts. We extract the

following from a communication by the gentle-

man above alluded to.

" Fumitory {Fumaria officinalis).—A delicate

garden flower, sown in the flower garden about

twenty 5-ears since. Thougli soonbanished from

good society for its arrogant claims< it holds on

so tenaciously among currant bushes and fence

corners that we have relinquished the hope of
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extirpating it and accept it as an evil in perpe-

tuity. Quaclj grass, whicli came in the roots of

some slirubs from tlie nursery, liolds tlie same

ground. Blumenbachia and a species of Catch-

fly were sown as flowers and destroyed as soon

as their worthlessness was linown, yet they

give a few specimens every year, as if just to

lieep up the breed until some more favorable

opportunity occurs to possess the land. A spe-

cies of Lamium (Dead Nettle), came in seeds

from the Patent Office. The first year it was

viewed with curiosity as a new plant, now we
have ten feet square to watch and hoe often, as

it comes up by hundreds. A species of Rud-

beckia or Cone-flower {R. hirta), appeared some

six years ago in a field sown to timothy. It is

a tall showy yellow flower with a purple cen-

ter. We now find it quite plenty, having come

in grass seed from Illinois where it is common.

Every one with a quick eye will detect such stran-

gers lurking about his premises getting ready a

crop of seeds for a larger claim. Before the

seeds shell out, put them in the stove or make a

bonfire of them, and in destroying one plant

you prevent the growth of thousands." A
horticultural friend of ours was some years ago

on business at the Patent Oflice, and saw a box

labelled Echiwm vulgare. Upon inquiry he learn-

ed that the box contained seeds, which had been

imported from Russia, at a cost of $100, and

were to be distributed over the country as a

valuable plant for bee pasture. Our friend took

down a volume of " Weeds and Useful Plants,"

and showed the officials the description begin-

ning " This showy but vile weed," and thus

saved a still greater dissemination of what is

alread}' a serious pest in some parts of the coun-

try, and at the same time illustrated the import-

ance of scientific knowledge on the part of those

who have it in their power to do so much good

or evil to the agricultural community.

« I i^»— I «

A Veterinary College in New York.

The necessity of having good veterinary prac-

titioners in this country is every day increasing.

The immense draft of horses for the army

has made horseflesh very valuable property

botli in town and country. Their term of ser-

vice is very short, as they contract disease from

overwork, and have improper medical and sur-

gical treatment when they are sick and wounded.

The war also increases the value of cattle for

work, to supply the labor of horses sold to the

Government, as well as the demand for beef.

Never before has there been so general an in-

terest in sheep breeding, and the value of this

stock has risen very much of late. The diseases

of animals are increasing in numbei', in fact,

in proportion to the care and "good treatment"

that animals receive, beyond a certain point,

domestic animals are prone to contract disease.

The truth is, the most profitable systems of farm-

ing require such early maturity in animals used

for food, and other conditions tending to secure

the most economical consumption of their food,

and rapid tiittening, that they are peculiarly lia-

ble to the attacks of disease. This makes it

very desirable that breeders and feeders in all

parts of the country should be able to secure med-

ical advice, if they would not suffer severe loss-

es from the sickness and death of the stock.

We are gratified to know that the Institution

chartered as the " New York College of Veteri-

nary Surgeons," is in the hands of earnest, high-

minded scientific geutlemen and physicians,

some of whom are devoting themselves with

zeal to its interests. A portion of the endow-

ment required has been already secured, and

the gentlemen expect soon to announce their

readiness to receive students and patients. Lack

of suitable endowment is all that prevents the

immediate institution of a course of instruction.

The faculties of the medical colleges of this city

have, in the spirit of true liberality, ofi'ered to

establish the same reciprocity between their

own and the Veterinary College as exists be-

tween the medical colleges of the country.

We shall be happy to give individuals any

further information, or fiicilitate the communi-

cation of any persons with the Committee on

Subscriptions to the endowment fund.

Saws and How to File Them.

Every farmer and almost every man has occa-

sion to use a saw, and ought to know how to

keep one in good order, and this can not be

done without some notion of the principles in-

volved. Should we attempt to cut a board in

two by repeatedly drawing a knife-point across

it as at a or 6, fig. 1, we should be simply

using a saw with one tooth. If the blade be held

in the position indicated at a, it may be moved
with much less power, and will cut deeper and

make a cleaner cut than if held as at V. This

is true, and it leads us to the conclusion that

cross-cut saws, with teeth shaped as at c, do

their work easier and better than those shaped

as at d. Rip-saws operate in a different way,

which we may illustrate on another occasion.

Fig. 2 represents a good cross-cut saw for soft

wood, the teeth being quite sliarply beveled al-

ternately on difierent sides ; b shows the broad-

side view of a single tooth, and c tlie same
tooth seen edgewise, or a perpendicular section

of the same ; while at a is represented the

Fig. 1.—ACTION OP SAW TEETH.

proper position of the file in filing such a saw.

The filing should be so done as to leave the

edges of the teeth clean, sharp and good cutting

surfaces. The next tooth will, of course, have

the bevels ou tlie other side, and so on alter-

nately. This brings the cutting points of the

Fig. 3.—CROSS-OUT SAW FOR SOFT WOOD.

teeth on the outside of the cut, on each side.

The best saws are now made thinner at the

back, so that the cutting edge is always the

widest, and such saws clean well and do not

bind at all, without having the teeth "set," pro-

vided of course, that the teeth are properly

filed. An irregularly filed saw, or a dull one,

leaves the cut so ragged and flbry that it will

bind frequently, no matter how much it is set.

Setting is bending the teeth slightly to one side

and the other, alternately, so that the cut shall

be made so wide that the saw will slide easily

through it. It is best done by means of a saw-set.

Figure 3 represents a cross-cut saw for hard

Fig. 3.—CROSS-CUT SAW POR HARD WOOD.

wood (a), the side view (J), and the edge view

(c) of one of the teeth. It will be noticed that

the teeth are smaller, having the bevel on one

edge only, and the point of the tooth less acute,

as more strength and ability to stand harder wear

are needed. Between saws for soft wood and

Fig. 4.—BADLY Pn-ED SAW.

and those for very hard, one or two interme-

diate grades are used. Filing should be done

with a strong hand, guided by an accurate eye.

A poor, unsteady filer will soon get a saw into

the condition shown in fig. 4. The illustrations

we have employed above are from a capital lit-

tle book, by W. H. HoUey, " The Art of Saw
Filing," published by Wiley, price GO cents,

and placed on our list.

What Fruit Trees Shall I Plant?

No question is more frequently asked of

the Editors of the American Agriculturist, than

the above, and none more difiioult to answer.

There are certain varieties which can be recom-

mended for a wide range, and others which are

very local in their character. The transactions

of any State Society will show that the greatest

diversity of opinion exists with regard to the

fruits adapted to a single State. The Illinois

Horticultural Society have been obliged to dis-

trict their State into three different fruit regions,

as will be seen by referring to page 50 in the

Agriculturist for February last. It is evident

that it is impossible for any one man, or any as-

sociation of men, to indicate the varieties of

fruit suited to each particular locality. Now
what is to be done ? If one has the means he
can make a series of experiments. If he is

wise he will make use of the experiments of

others. If one wishes to set out any consider-

able plantation of fruit trees, he can not make
a better investment, than to take a week of time

and the necessary money, and visit the fruit-

growers of the neighborhood. It is one of the

beauties of horticulture that its true disciples

have large and liberal views, and are always glad

to communicate their experience to others. A
few days spent among the nearest fruit-growers
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iu observing their trees, and discussing their

merits, will be of more service to one designing

to plant an orchard than all the advice that dis-

tant horticulturists can give. One of the most

distinguished fruit-growers in the country, and

one who has probabl)' tested more varieties of

fruits than any other, recently said to us that he

had been all his life iu gathering information

and needed another life to make this knowledge

useful to him. It is not possible for one who

wishes to grow fruit for profit to make such ex-

periments as these, but it is in his power to avail

himself of the results of others' experience.

Agency of Insects and Winds in Effecting

Fertilization-

Iu referring to our statement that the " Agri-

culturist" strawberry did not fruit under glass,

B. C. Townsend, Esq., of Long Island, writes :

"As this is a perfect variety, there is only

one cause which can be fiiirly assignable, pro-

vided the blossoms were fully developed and

ordinary care exercised, and that is, the ab-

sence of bees and insects at the season you

speak of This is evident from the perfection

of the same plant blossoming in the open air at

the natural period in early spring, when these

humble work'ers are abroad.

" It is to these diligent seekers after nectar that

we are principally indebted for the fructification

of nearly all our fruit blossoms; and in forcing

fruits under glass, the process not being natural,

but artificial, it follows that artificial means of

impregnation must be resorted to, to scatter the

pollen. Under glass, iu severe weather, Ijut

little ventilation is allowed, and the atmosphere

is in some measure stagnant ; while out of doors,

at the natural season of blossoming, light, balmy

breezes scatter the pollen from each blossom,

even without the aid of the bees. I have found

it effectual to take a light pair of bellows, and

when the blossoms in the forcing house were

well matured, to blow gently among them,

creating a light breeze, and the fruit set as well

in each case as when growing iu the open air."

Our correspondent has probably suggested

the true reason for the failure to procure fruit

from the strawberry in the greeu-liouse. Insects

play a much more important part in fertilization

than is generally supposed. Careful observa-

tion has shown that there are some plants, the

structure of which is such, that it is impossible

for the pollen to come in contact with the pistil

of the same flower, but it is so arranged that an

insect, in going from flower to flower, conveys

the pollen from one to another. This cross

fertilization of the pistils of one flower with the

pollen of a different one, tends to prevent the

perpetuation of individual peculiarities, and to

tlius ensure uniformity throughout the species.

Flowers for Working Men.

The American Agriculturist is a paper for

working men and women, and it takes special

pleasure in ministering to their wants. Why
should not our farmers and mechanics, with

their families, take more interest in raising flow-

ers? In England, and on the Continent, laborers

ot all classes are devoted to floriculture. You
see pots and boxes of them in their windows,

all ablaze with beauty, and beds by the door-

step and patches in the garden are filled with

the flowers which all hearts love. Gardening

as a profession or calling is the favorite choice

of many. At the agricultural fiiirs, carpenters,

blacksmiths and machinists often carry off prizes

for flowers and small fruits. We are glad to

discern the beginning of such tastes here, and

are more pleased to see the small gardens of

working people, than the large parterres of our

men of wealth. They send sunshine into many
hearts. They indicate contentment and beget

it ; they indicate taste and an increase of it. If

any of our readers, toiling hard for daily bread,

have no flower garden, not even a flower pot,

we beg them in some way to contrive a change

f(3r the better. Begin in a small way, with

something cheap and common, and then ad-

vance to something rarer and better. The pas-

sion will srrow with what it feeds on.

The lona and Israella Grapes-

To the Editor 0/ the A?nerican Agriculturist.

In your number for this month I have read

an article under the above heading, the character

of which not oidy much surprised me, when I

saw it was written by one so generally well

informed as Mr. H. P. Byram, but I was also

astonished to find such an array of misrepresen-

tations bad found their way into the columns of

your very valuable paper, to go forth with it

into each family of j'our one hundred thousand

subscribers, and be perused by the half million

readers, over whom you so justly exercise a great

influence.

NoWj Mr. Editor, iu view of the foct that I

have been euiploj'cd as foreman, and general

agent for Dr. Grant, during four seasons, and
have meanwhile watched carefully the develop-

ments ofall the fruits here, including particularly

the lona and Israella grapes, I feel called upon
to correct some misstatements made in said ar-

ticle, and speak what is the truth. Having had
also the carrying out in detail of all the experi-

ments which have been tried Iiere during that

time, and knowing how well calculated the ar-

ticle to which I refer, is to mislead the public, I

cannot believe my duty is less than to give,

through your paper, a statement of facts—fiicts

which can be suljstantiated by every one wlio

has lived here, and by all who have any know-

ledge of them whatever.

Mr. Byrainhinges his article particularly upon

the merits of the Israella grape, and the means,

which he claims. Dr. Grant employed to secure

its early ripening, concerning all of which I

might perhaps be excused from speaking, were

I not generally supposed to be one of the " in-

telligent persons" of whom he speaks.

First, as to his right to express an opinion to

the public concerning its quality. He first came
to live at lona in October, 1SC3, which was six

weeks after the fruit of the Israella became fully

ripe, and more than four weeks after all the best

of it had been distributed for testing by fruit

judges. Remaining here until some time in

July last, he went to Sag Harbor, Long Island,

and did not return again until nearly the first of

October. At that time I had been absent several

weeks, exhibiting the fruit of this and the lona,

and was then iu Ohio. When I returned, he

told me he had never yet seen a bunch of the

Israella, and wished me to show him one. This

was fully six weeks after the Israella ripened.

Not knowing the fruit bad been so nearly all

cut in my absence, I proposed to get liim a

bunch from the vine, but it was found none were

then remaining, except one or two very imper-

fect specimens. He fairly admitted they were
improper specimens to judge from, and ex-

pressed a regret that he had not seen the fruit

in its perfection. That these grapes were shown

in good, well ripened state, the first week in

September, was witnessed, and the specimens
tested by more than five hundred different indi-"

viduals at the New England Agricultural Pair
at Springfield, Massachusetts, amongwhom were
many of the leading pomologists in the Eastern
States. More than one thousand persons can
give evidence that they were exhibited, and
fruitof them distributed at the New York Slate

Fair, at Rochester, and all who visited the grape
show at Cleveland, Ohio, were afforded speci-

mens of each variety for tasting. At each place
of exhibition, the grapes received high expres-

sions of merit from those who had ample oppor-
tunity, and were best qualified to judge. So
much for Mr. Byram's opinion of the Israella,

and his opportunity of judging of its merits.

Second, as to manner of producing said fruit.

Mr. Byram asserts that Dr. Grant has forced

every "good bearing vine of lona and Israella,"

and gives the public to understand that all he
(Dr. G.) has written concerning their time of

ripening has been done with a view to mislead.

He admits however the excellence of the lona,

and concedes to it all the merits of quality its

proprietor has ever claimed, giving other per-

sons credit of having raised finer specimens
than have been grown liere. But to Ids as-

sertions regarding what he termed a "forcing

process." In his article lie states that " early in

the season in front of each good bearing vine of

both the Israella and the lona, was first placed

a large glazed snsb, and then on the back or

north side and twelve or fifteen inches from the

vines was erected a large wooden screen or wall

to break off the wind on the one side and to re-

flect the heat of the sun upon the vine and fruit

on the other." This statement is incorrect in

every particular, for within the past four years

no such experiment has been tried upon any
one vine on this Island, of any variety whatever.

The time of ripening of the Israella as set down
in Dr. Grant's catalogue is, as I have observed

it here, standing unprotected winter and sum-

mer in the open vineyard.

Mr. Byram does positively know that numer-
ous visitors were at lona during all parts of last

season, and that very many made pilgrimages

here for none other than the express pui'pose of

seeing these new grapes. He knows further,

that not only were all who came here shown
freely about by tlie proprietor and employees,

but that every person, whether visiting here, or

on business, has had free permission to walk
everywhere about the Island, as he chose, and
further, that the lona and Israella vines in bear-

ing were particularly pointed out to all.

It is perhaps generally known, but I will brief-

ly state that numerous experiments upon vines

and trees have been and are being tried here

each year. Such have embraced different meth-

ods of training, pruning, choice of exposure, va-

rieties of shelter, etc., but in no single case

within the past four seasons, has there been one

vine protected on two sides, nor has there been
protection given any vines, equal in effect to a

continuous board fence six feet high. The near-

est approach to this is a shelter commenced but

not complete for a system of vines mostly Dcl-

awares, on the Thomery plan.

'"'"''
"oec. fsM?""'

""' ^' Al^'^A^^ BUSHKELL.

He who admits that he has a secret to keep

has, by doing so, revealed one-half of it, and

the other will be likely to very soon follow.

A physician is an unfortunate gentleman, who
is every day calleci upon to perform a miracle—

to reconcile good health with wrong living.
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The Record of a Year—Our Picture.

The year 1864 was oue of great evouts

in the history of our country and of the world,

ri-ovidence has wonderfully sustained us—our
armies have heen maintained in full numbers,

and victorious, our crops have been garnered,

our inanufivctures liavc been flourishing, the

markets good, domestic commerce active, and

labor well rewarded. The earth has yielded

I'ronr the gulches of the mountains vast quanti-

ties of precious gold ; and the no less precious

iron, and copper, and deadly lead have been

raised to the surface in great measure,—coal,

also, more than ever before ; while a new source

of immense value, the wonderful petroleum,

comes welling up from the depths of the earth,

pouring wealth into the hands of thousands.

The farms over the broad North have parted

with their strong men, that they might go to do

battle for the honor of the flag, the integrity of

the country, and for the principles of free gov-

ernment. There, far away in the field, on the

perilous picket line, watching, scouting, fight-

ing, foraging, or perhaps sick, or in prison, or

beneath the blood-soaked sod, are the men who
wielded the axe, and swung the cradle and

scythe—the heads that ])lanned, and the hands

that sowed, and hoed, and harvested. Re-enlist-

ed veterans and heroes recovering from sickness

or wounds, have spent a few quiet weeks at

liome. (How much those weeks were prized

—

how long to be remembered!) Some things

change a great deal in two or tlu'ce years—chil-

dren grow fast and need a f;\ther's care, and the

pets of the stock-yard and fruit-garden grow too.

Many a farmer, after his years of service, war-

worn, and wounded perhaps, has this autumn

returned to his home to be gladdened by the

full barns and granaries, and the ample provi-

sion of pork and provender for the winter,

thanking God for an intelligent thrifty wfe,

under whose good management, with the labor

of old men, women and boys, the farm has

been worked. These are the women who,

though bent upon giving a good account of

their stewardships, stand behind the Sanitary

Commission. BlesSed women, they have spun

the wool, or knit the stockings, made garments,

stewed and canned the fruits, and sent off to

the army stores of good and useful things—

a

precious freight of woman's labor—a token of

the sincerity of her prayers for the absent loved

ones, and the dear distracted land. Such

thoughts are embodied in the strikingly beau-

tiful and original picture with which we embel-

lish our New-Year's number, and seldom, if

ever, has the vigorous pencil of our townsman,

Mr. Nast, more delicately and vividly illustrated

any subject. These scenes with whicli we are

now so familiar, will soon be historic, and in fu-

ture years this picture may quicken our patriot-

ism by the memories of the year just past. Every

point of the picture is suggestive. The good
wife exhibits the result of her management. An
ambitious boy shows the tools lie has wrought

with ; the little girl pulls Papa off to see her

poultry; and Grandpa with two stout girls is

Ibund hard at work among the turnips. The
hny-making scene on the farm contrasts finely

with that of the returning foraging party pass-

ing the picket line; and the two pictures of the

iource and ?mc of the Sanitary stores are in no

less beautiful contrast. May the New Year which
opens so brightly, and promises so soon an
honorable termination of the war, bring us the

happiness of a imited people, and for farmer

folks the realities of peace, and not of war.

Some Hardy Evergreens.

In planting trees we are apt to " run to sorts."

If one kind of tree is found to do well, it is com-

mon to see a whole neighborhood planted with

the same species. A maple is a beautiful tree,

but we have seen a fine landscape spoiled by a

constant succession of round headed maples.

This sameness is strongly manifested in the mat-

ter of evergreens. The Norway Spruce and

Arbor Vitae are hardy and grow well, but that

Fig. 1.—AUSTRIAN PrNE.

is no reason why we should have nothing else,

while there are other species which are equally

hardy and each having a "character of its own.

We hope to be able to give our readers from

time to time engravings and descriptions of

those evergreens which are suited to general

culture.

—

The Austrian Pene, Finus Atistriaca,

is a tree which is worth growing for its expres-

sion of sturdiness and vigor. It looks as if it

had a right to the soil and intended to stay

there. It generally does remain where it is put,

as it is perfectly hardy and is not very particu-

lar as to the kind of soil, provided it be not too

wet. Th^ leaves are in twos, slender, straight,

4 to 5 inches long, erect when young, but spread-

ing and curved toward the branch when old.

The buds are large, being about an inch long.

The branches are arranged in regular whorls,

Fig. 2.—piiros puMiLio.

spreading, with the ends curved upward. The
cones are 2 to 3 inches long, an inch and a quar-

ter broad at the base, and tapering gradually to

the point. The tree grows rapidly, and in its

native country reaches to the hight of over 100

feet, and when old ha-s a flat and wide spread-

ing top. The timber is tough, strong and resi-

nous, and is highly valued for joiners' work.

The Dwabf Pine, Pimis pumilio, Fig. 2, is

a native of the Alps and other nionntai'ns of

Europe, and there prefers a somewhat swampy
soil. It forms in cultivation a slow growing,

compact bush, with its lower branches close to

the ground. The compact, vigorous Iiabit and
dark green color, render it a desirable pine lnv

small grounds. The leaves are in twos, ciuvcd,

2 inches or less in length, very thicklj' set on
the branches. Cones 1 to 1 J- inches long, pendu-
lous and bluntly egg-shaped. The accompany-
ing engravings are from drawings taken from

specimens growing upon the N. Y. Central Park.

Fruit Trees as Dwarf Pyramids or Bushes-

The dwarfing of trees by a systematic course

of pruning both the roots and branches, lias

been practised by Thomas Rivers, the venera-

ble English Horticulturist, for nearly half a
century. lu a recent edition of his "Minia-
ture Garden," he still enthusiastically advocates
this method of culture as peculiarly suited to

those who wish to grow fruit in a small space.

We are not aware that his system has been
fairly and thoroughly tried in this country, but
if all its conditions are complied with, there

seems to be no good reason why it should not

be as successful here as in England. Dwarf
fruit trees do well in pots, and this is only anoth-

er method of confining the roots within a limit-

ed space and furnishing them with an abund-

ance of nutriment. For those who wish to ex-

periment with this mode of training, the follow-

ing condensed account is given. For a dwarf
P3'ramid, the young
tree must be on a

dwarfing stock, as

pear on quince, etc.

A tree one year old

from the bud or graft,

with a straight stem,

well furnished with

buds, is selected, cut

back to 18 inches, and

planted in good soil.

Numerous shoots will

start, anyone, the up-

per one if strong,

must be chosen for a

leader, and if it does

not naturally grow
upright it is made to

do so by tying to a

light stake, and the side shoots, if neces-

sary, made to assume a regular shape by ty-

ing. When the leading shoot is 10 inches

long, stop its growth by pinching the growing

point, and if it pushes side shoots, pinch all

but the leader back to one to three leaves.

At the end of August or early in September,

each side branch iscut backto eight buds whicli

will leave the tree as in fig. 1. This ends the

treatment for the first season.—The second year

the side branches wiU push several vigorous

shoots, which as soon as they have made four

leaves are to be pinched off to three, and if these

again throw out shoots they must be pinched

back to one leaf, and this is to be done with all

hut the kading shoot of each side branch. The up-

right leader is to be pinched as soon as it has

grown ten inches, and if it throw off siile shoots

pinch off all but the leading one as directed for

the first year. The tree as it will appear in mid-

summer is shown at fig. 2 (next page), where
cross lines show the ]ilaces for shortening

the shoots about the end of August, and a, a,

the spurs which have been pinched back in
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June, and will form from fruit spurs. The same

system of pruning is followed in subsequent

years. Every young shoot when it has made

four or more leaves is pinched back to three

Fig. 3.—PTEA5IIDAL PEAR TREE.

leaves except the leading one of the side branch

which is to be cut back in August. This treat-

ment alone 'will produce a well shaped pyramid

tree ; but when it is dcsir.able to keep the tree

dwarf and confine the roots to a limited space,

root pruning is practised. When the ti'ee has

reached the hight of about six feet, a trench is

dug around it in autumn, 18 inches from the

stem, and all roots inclined to grow perpendic-

ularly are cut off with a sharp spade. Tlie hor-

izontal roots are cut with a sharp knife to with-

in a circle of 18 iuches, and the trench is filled

with a mixture of equal parts of well rotted

manure and good mould. The surface over

the roots is covered with coarse manure which

is left to enrich the soil and serve as a mulch.

In rich soils the root-pruning is repeated annu-

ally, and iu poor ones once in two years. The
result is that in a few years the entire circle of

three feet around the tree is filled with fibrons

roots. If the roots are found to be too crowded,

Fig. 3 —BUSH PEiR TREE.

a portion of thcni may be thinned out. 'Witli

those varieties which naturally have a straggling

habit, bush training will answer better than the

pyi-amidal. In this, no leader is preserved to

secure a pyramidal form, but the shoots are all

treated alike and pinched as above directed. A
bush pear tree is shown in fig. 3. Root prun-

ing is practised with the bushes as well as with

pyramids, or the tree may be removed every

second year to a new situation which has been en-

riched with well prepared compost. The advan-

tages claimed by Mr. R. for root-grafted dwarfs

are : 1st. The rendering of the trees eligible

for the smallest gardens. 2d. The facility with

which blossom buds and fruit may be thinned

and the fruit gathered. With shy bearing sorts

the flowers may be artificially fertilized. 3d.

The cultivator can be independent of the natur-

al soil of the garden, as with a small quantity

of rich compost and surface manure the tree

can be kept in full vigor in a poor soil. 4th.

The ability to remove old trees with as much
ease as furniture—a great consideration with

tenants. Of course this system can not be re-

commended for general culture, as it requh-es

that care which can only be given to fruit in

gardens. Any one makiug experiments in this

direction should faithful!}- carry out the plan

in all its particulars, to secure full success.

Peach Trees in Cold Climates.

Some months ago a western nurseryman, who
had a plan for protecting peach trees during se-

vere winters, consulted its with reference to

patenting his process. Considering that patent-

ing a mere process or way of doing a thing in

horticulture was, to saj- the least, inexpedient,

he was advised to give his simple discoveiy to

the general fund of knowledge. He had all

his life profited by the accumulated experience

of thousands of others, and we considered it

onl}' right that he should make this small re-

turn. The gentleman would not consent to

make his discovery public, but wished us to ad-

vertise that he would communicate his secret

for a compensation. This jiropositiou was de-

clined for the reason that, while the secret might

be worth the sura asked, most persons, when
they found out how simple the thing was,

would consider that they had been " sold" and

would blame us accordingly. The process iu

question having been described to us under cir-

cumstances implying confidence, it was not giv-

en publicity and the matter dropped. In a re-

cent niunberof theCouatrj^ Gentlema* another

person, " V. W. S.," has hit upon almost pre-

cisely the same expedient as the one alluded to,

and as everj' liberal horticulturist should, he com-

municates his experience for the benefit of the

public. The method is simply to lay down the

trees and keep the tops covered with snow. It

is done as follows: dig a trench on one side of

the tree, about a foot from the trunk and sufli-

cienth- deep to uncover the roots. The lateral

roots on this side are to be cut off at 13 or 15

inches from the tree, and those roots which run

downward are to be severed by thrusting a sharp

spade directly under the tree. The tree may
now be bent over and the branches brought

close to the ground. The roots upon one side

being severed, and the remaining ones being

undisturbed, this can be accomplished without

difficulty. It is important to save all the roots

possible and yet allow the tree to be bent down,

and only those should be severed which inter-

fere witli this object. The upturned roots have

sufficient earth placed over them to protect them
from frost, and the tops are lightly covered with

refuse vines from the garden or similar litter.

Wheu snow falls, it is heaped up over the top

of the tree so that it will be covered to the

depth of six inches or a foot, and the covering

kept on all winter. In spring when the buds
are about to start, the tree is brought up to its

natural position and secured bj' pressing the

earth firmly around the roots. Tlic work of

laying down is done before the ground freezes,

and the first snow is put over the top, taking

care to keep the covering repaired from time to

time. It is advised that the tree be pruned in

something of a fan shape, in order to bring the

mass of branches as near the ground as possi-

ble. The writer above alluded to states that

he has followed this method with five trees, for

two years, with the most satisfactory results.

The plan seems well worthy of a trial in those

localities where the limbs of peach trees are li-

able to be winter-killed. The experiments

should be made with young trees. The in-

cidental root pruning will promote fruitfnluess.

Cone-bearing Plants from Cuttings.

The general interest now felt in propagating

evergreens of the Pine family has led several to

ask the method of raising them from cuttings.

With some, such as the Arbor vitaes, plants

may be readily grown from cuttings, while the

Pines usuall}- strike root with the greatest diffi-

culty, if at all. Mr. W. S. Carpenter has had

excellent success with both the American and

Siljerian Arbor Vitaes iu the open ground. He
makes the cuttings in Maj', taking twigs from

three to six inches long. These are cut "witli a

heel," i. e., with a small portion of the branch

from which thej'came adhering to them, and are

set out in well drained soil, in rows a foot apart

and six inches distant in the rows. Most of the

cuttings root the first season, while those which

do not, usually survive the winter, and make
roots the next year. Mr. C. thinks that 90 per

cent, of his cuttings live and make plants. The
usual way of striking cuttings in the green-

house is, to take the points of the same season's

growth just as it is ripening, about 2 or 3 inches

in length, set thickly in pots of pure sand,

and cover with a bell gUss or glass-top box.

They are kept cool until spring, when they arc

placed where they will have a very gentle bot-

tom heat. Most of the Spruces, Firs, Junipers,

Cedars, and some few of the Pines have been

grown in this waj'. Some propagators have

excellent success, while others make a total

failure with cuttinss of the more diflictdt ones.

Experience with- Insects.

Mr. David Lawrence, Sciota Co., O., in com-

muuicating some of his gardening experience,

states that he prevents borers from attacking

his peach trees by setting them about 9 inches

deeper than they stood in the nursery, thus

putting the portion of the tree usually attacked,

below the reach of the insects. This deep set-

ting of trees is so contrary to general practice

that we can not advise it ; besides, the borer,

though it prefers the base of the tree, will fre-

quently deposit its eggs several feet from the

ground ; but we give the suggestion for those

who wish to experiment. Mr. L. states that the

trees do not grow very vigorously the first year,

but do well afterward, and being set so deep,

they are not readilj' affected by droutli. The
same writer finds suds, made strong with sotl

soap, and applied hot, to be efficacious in de-

stroying all kinds of insects. Hot water for kill-

ing the woolly aphis was noticed in December.
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Naming of New Fruits.

Now tluit new varieties of fruit are rapidly

coming iiilo notice, it is very desirable that cave

be exercised in giving them names. A pleasant

sounding name, of a single word if possible, is

much easier to remember and less liliely to get

corrupted into something else, than long names,

of several words. We are led to notice this sub-

ject from seeing in a recent English journal a de-

scription of a new pear, which bears the name
of Pitmastou Duchesse d' Angouleme. Now

. Duchesse d' Angouleme is a name already so

inconveniently long that popular usage has re-

duced it to Duchess ; but to prefix a word to

this, is simply intolerable. It is bad enough for

the French to send us fruits burdened with such

labels as "Beurrfe Gris d' Hiver Nouveau," and

the English are following iu this polynominal

style. We hope that American horticulturists

will not be led to copy their example. Such

names as Bartlett, Buft'um, and Baldwin, are in

much better taste and more seiviceable than

those we have above quoted. A rhyming cor-

respondent of the Horticulturist, several years

ago, uttered his protest against long names in

humorous verse, a portion of which is as follows

:

Beurre dc Kuckulglicim I Brown Beiirre !

Tis a wonderful jargon, yes sir-ree !

Fits to utter, ciainps to spell,

Dutch, English and French in a Jargonelle !

Doyenne d' .\lencon d' Hiver Gris I

\'an Mens Leon le Cierc ! dear me !

Bless the branches and save the root.

If all that talking sliould turn to fruit!

Elect me king, and I'll make a la«-

Eiililled "An act for your lower jaw;"

Syllables two shall name a tree.

And llie pe:ir sliall perish that carries lluce.

Are Surface Roots of Any Use ?

A correspondent complains that when he digs

up his garden he finds the soil full of the roots

of his pear trees, and, as they are very much in

the way, he is obliged to cut them off, and he

asks " If these surface roots are of any use ?"

The inquirer is, doubtless like many others, un-

der tlie impression that the deeper tlie roots go,

the better the tree will flourish. In a garden

where tlie ground is spaded over eacli year, or

in an orcliard tliat is annuallj- cropped, these

surface roots have but little chance, and roots

must be formed below the reach of injury iu

order that the tree may live at all. The feeding

roots will grow where there is the greatest sup-

ply of nourishment, and iu a soil annually ma-
nured to no very great depth, they will have a

tendency to seek the ricliest portion, and the soil

near the surface will be filled with fibrous roots.

Surface manuring, now practised by good culti-

vators, has the effect to cause the roots to grow
near the surface. Where this is done, coarse

manure should be used and the litter left on tlie

ground during the summer, or a heavy mulch
of some other material must be supplied, oth-

erwise, the roots being so near the surface, will

suffer from drouth. Surftiee manuring and
mulching must go together.—To come back to

our correspondent's case. He can not success-

fully grow fruit trees and other plants iu the

same soil, and it is much better to give up either

his fruit or his vegetables than to have an indif-

ferent crop of the two together. We have fre-

quently advised having the kitchen and fruit

garden distinct when there is sufficient land to

allow it. Where fruit trees must be grown in

the general garden or not at all, then they

shovild be only dwarf trees, which must be kept

dwarf by proper pinching ; as the root growth
betirs a direct relation to that of the branches,

we have it in our power to control it in good
measure. An article on root pruning in another

place will give some suggestions to tliose who
wish to grow fruit trees on a small plot of soil.

A Pretty Native AnnMsl—OoiUnsia Veraa.

Tlie English Iiorticultural papers have during

the past year made quite a talk over one of our

wild plants, the Collhuia verna. Tliey consider

it valuable for massing, as it comes into flower

very early, and when planted closely covers the

bed with a sheet of lively blue. The plant was
first discovered by Nuttall, ou tlie borders of

Lake Erie, in 1810; but having lost his speci-

mens he in 1816 made a journey of over a hun-

dred miles for the purpose of procuring it again.

He was fortunate enough to find the plant, but

onlyiu seeds. These he secured and raised speci-

mens which he described, dedicating the new
genus to Zaccheus Collins, Esq., a botanist of

Philadelphia. Tlie plant grows in rich and

rather shady places iu Western New York, and
further westward. It is about a foot high, and

blooms in May. The general appearance of

the plant is shown in the figure, which, being

taken from a cultivated specimen, is somewhat
larger than the plant appears in its wild state.

It belongs to the Figwort family and is closely

related to the Pentstemons, though most persons
at first sight mistake it for a species of violet.

The lower lip of the corolla is three-cleft, of a

bright, beautiful blue, while the upper lip is two-
cleft and somewhat bent backward, white with
yellow markings. The capsule produces only
three or four seeds. The Collinsia verna is no-

ticed in order that those who live in those States

where it grows may be able to recognise it and
introduce it into their gardens. The seeds ripen

in June and must be sown in September ; the

young plants should have a slight protection of

leaves during winter. Collinsia bicolor, a Califor-

nian species, is a well known and favorite annual.

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture... I.

As a few nurserymen who have a large stock

of some particular grape for sale, have accused
us of being prejudiced in f:ivor of some fruits

and against otliers, we would remind them that

the writer of these notes, though he has bought
a good man)' vines, has never sold one in his life,

and has no possible motive or interest to give

anything but his unbiassed opinion. Our views

on varieties are not expressed for the benefit of

those who have vines to sell, but for those who
wish to purchase. Several times, a half dozen

or so of some new seedling or alleged hybrid

have been sent for an opinion, in some cases evi-

dently with a hope of getting an approval which
miglit be used to help the sale of the variety.

We shall try not to get caught in this way. No
fruit can be fully recommended for general

cullure until it has been proved for sevei-al

3'ears and in different locations.

The Adirondac.—This varietj' has fruited in

several localities this year. While Mr. Brehm,
of Waterloo, N. Y., unqualifiedly condemns the

Adirondac, Mr. Rogers of Maryland, gives it un-

reserved praise. Tliis only shows that the grape

does well near Baltimore, and does not flourish

near Seneca Lake. Letting these two reports

neutralize one another, we add one from a wide-

ly different region. Mr. W. C. Thurlow, of

Newburyport, JIass., planted several strong

vines of the Adirondac, in the spring of 1863.

He says :
" These all grew well, ripened their

wood early, and appeared free from mildew.

A branch of one vine I left tied to a stake, un-

protected, last winter; the others were covered

with the soil. The exposed vine was not injured

;

however, the winter was not severe enongli to

kill peach blossoms. One vine bore five bunches

of grapes last season. The vine was severely

taxed—forty good layers having beeu made from

it the same s'eason, still the fruit ripened very

early—at the same time as the Hartford

Prolific, and was of excellent quality."

Mr. Walter Coe, of Washington Co., Iowa,

finds crushed corn stalks better than earth for

winter covering. Ileuses them also to mulch
his entire vineyard, thus keeping the ground in

fine condition, and savhig much labor in cuUi-

vation.—A correspondent iu Brooklyn, N. Y.,

propagates the Delaware in a small way with-

out the aid of a regular structure for the pur-

pose. He says :
" Over the range in my kitch-

en, the stone supporting the chimney breast pro-

jects and forms a shelf, which is always quite

warm. On this shelf, last spring, I placed boxes

of clear sand, and in this I planted cuttings of

Delaware vines, of one eye each, and covered

over the boxes with a pane of glass. The sand

was kept damp, and in a short time the vines

rooted and formed leaves. I then removed the

vines and planted them in small pots of rich earth
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mixed with sand, and placed tliem in tlie shade.'

When -well established, I planted them in beds,

and nearly every cntting lived and formed a vine."

Notes on the Exochorda Grandiflora

This plant was sent fiom Chma
to England, abont ten j eais \^o,

by Mr. Fortune, the ti i\cllei,to

whom we are indebted for so

many floral contributions The
Weigdas, Dicentra, and others

of his introductions, aio now
amou" cm' most common and

deservedly popular plants, but for some reason

the Exochwda, which is in its way equally beau-

tiful, seems to liave been very sparingly distrib-

uted. Jlr, F. at llrst supposed it to be a species

of Amdunclner, and sent it as a A. racemosa. Sir

AVm. Hooker, considered it as a remarkable

SiJircea, and described and figured it as S. grandi-

flora, but this was before the fruit was known.

Later, the name Exocliorda was given it (by Dr.

Lindley, we think), as its fruit is very different

from that of Spiraa, and has, when ripe, a pe-

culiar cord-like attachment, which suggested

the new generic name. Though related to the

Spiraas, which furnish us so many ornamental

shrubb}' and herbaceous species, this plant has

not only a different habit, but presents botani-

cal characters which separate it from them.

While this plant was formerly called Sjunea

grandiflora, it must not be confounded with one

commonly bearing that name in the catalogues,

which is only a large flowered variety of the

common <S. saUcifotia. The Exoclim-da seems

disposed to rrow tree-like, and does not, like the

shrubby Sp irreas, throw up suckers from the

base. The engraving was made by our artist

from a specimen in the grounds of A. S. Fuller, of

Biooklyn. It shows a small branch in flower

with the parts of the natural size. The leaves

arc of a very tender green, and the flowers of a

pure white. When in flower the bush appears

as if covered with snow flakes. When first in-

troduced, it was culti-

vated as a green-house

plant, but it has been

found to be perfectly

hardy around New-
York and Boston. Thus

far the plant has been

found rather difficult to

propagate, but we be-

lieve that it may be had

of almost all of the

principal nurserymen.
o

Cannas in Groups,

The common Indian

Shot, Canna Iiulico, has

long been grown in gar-

dens, and of late years

man}' others have been

introduced, until our

seed catalogues enum-

erate some two dozen

varieties and species.

These vary in height

fi'om two to six feet, and

have diftorent shaped

leaves, which in some

are tinged and striped

with red and other col-

ors. A slightly elevated

mound in a lawn plant-

ed with cannas, the tall

kinds in the centre, and

the lower growing ones

near the circumference,

produces a fine effect.

The foliage has a de-

cidedly tropical charac-

ter, and the flowers,

ranging in color from

yellow to bright scarlet,

are very showy. In

order to get the plants

well advanced, the seed

should be started in a

hot-bed, after soaking

in warm water for 13 hours. Transplant in

!May, or -when the soil is well warmed. The
roots nia)' be preserved overwinter in a dry cel-

lar, if lifted and stored before they are injured

by frost, and again planted the following spring.

Ornaments for the Garden and Lawn.

It is rare that we see in gardens vases, stat-

ues, seats, etc., in good taste, and unless they

are introduced in keeiiing with the surround-

ings, they are better omitted altogether. Stat-

ues and artistic vases are only tolerable where
the house is a fine specimen of architecture, and
the grounds highly kept. On the other hand
rustic vases and seats may be judiciously intro-

duced into the most unpretending grounds with
good effect. As the leisure and stormy days of

winter afford abundant opportunities for those

who are handy with tools to contrive such arti-

cles for use next spring, we give a few sugges-

tions regarding them. If the grounds are small,

we must be very sparing with ornaments, or

they will look over-enibcllishcd, like a parlor we
once saw in Mexico, which contained half a
dozen Connecticut clocks and more than twice

that number of cheap looking glasses. The
more rustic such ornaments are, the better ; we
have seen an old and rough hollow stump

made to serve as a vase and clothed with vines,

which was a much more pleasing object than

many that are very costly. In the present

article we notice vases only, as these seem to be

just now very popular. One general fault with

the attempt at building rustic vases is, that

the workiuan does not consider the great weight

Fig. 1.—liUSTIC VASE.

lliey must sustain when filled with earth

and plants, and in a short time they become
ricketj', out of the perpendicular, and unsightly.

Strong workmanship should be a pi-ime consid-

eration. A rustic vase should be either circular

or octagonal ; a square one looks too angular and

box-like. Two feet in diameter, with the sides

six inches high, is a good size ; or if wanted

larger, three feet across and eight inches deep.'

To make a circular vase, cut out a circular bot-

tom board, and as it 'U'ill be in at least two

pieces, batten it firmly together, and make the'

sides of narrow stuff, with the edges bevelled

inward to make a better joint. The top is to

be strengthened by nailing on a split sapling,

and one of the same kind at the bottom to make
a finish. The sides are then covered with long-

itudinal strips of rough bark neatly nailed on.

For an fetagonal vase, an eight-sided bottom is

made, and the sides with the contiguous edges

planed to fit neatly. This maybe covered with

bark as before mentioned, or be made rather

more elaborate by covering the sides with split!

twigs so as to make a sort of inlaid work. Fig-'

ures Z, 3 and 4, will suggest -some styles fqr
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this ornamentation, and a little ingenuity will

contrive others. After all is done, cover the

twigs with a coat of boiled linseed oil. The ped-

estal should be ver}' firm. It often happens that

a tree must be remov-

ed fi'om the very place

where a vase would be

desirable. If the tree

is sawed off at the prop-

er bight, a veiy firm ped-

estal will be secured, to

which llie vase can be

spiked. Tlie desig.n at

fig. 1, was furnislied by

"A Subscriber," in Queens Co. He streugthcus

the support by the addition of brackets sawed

out of plauk. Ivy or Virginia Creeper, may be

planted to climb upon the pedestal. AVlieu a

stump of this kind is not available, a portion of

the trunk of a tree can bo set fij-mly into the

ground. Sometimes baskets are built around

tlie trunk of a living tree, and filled willi flower-

ing plants. This we do not consider in good

taste. A tree is an object of beauty in itself, and

any addition of this kind detracts from it, and

spoils its expression. The vase may be filled

with earth and planted with flowering plants,

or pots may be set witliin it and covered with

moss. During hot weather care should l^e taken

that the plants do not suffer for lack of water.

House Plants in Winter.

Tlio attempts to grow plants in close rooms,

overlieated by hot air furnaces, are generally

failures. The plants become sickly and " drawn
up," in the parlors of our first-class liouses,

while in those of less pretension we frequently

see them vigorous and flourishing. In liouses

without " modern improvements," the air is not

heated until its capacity for moisture is such

as to greedily take it from the plants, as well

as from the iiersons who dwell there, nor are

the windows sealed so tightly that the plants

can not have a breath of fresh air from without.

If people will make a climate in their houses

like that of a desert, they must content them-

selves with such plants as are naturally adapted

to arid regions. Cactuses, Crassulas, Sedums
and such thick-skinned plants will endure an

amount of roasting and drying which would

kill a Camellia or a Rose. Supposing the plants

to be well established in good soil, the three

points to be attended to are : air, water and clean-

liness. Plants need fresh ah', and every day

when the weather is not too cold, the sash

should be let down at the top, and on very mild

days kept open during the warnier part of the

day. In the first place, cleauliuess is to be ob-

served with the pots. If they have become cover-

ed with a green film, they are to be set in a pail

of water and soaked awhile, and the green mat-

ter washed off with a cloth or scrubbing brush.

The inside of the pot should be clean down to

the earth, and the surface of the soil free from

moss and fallen leaves. As to the plants them-

selves, the two great troubles are dust and in-

sects. A paper or light muslin screen laid over

them while the room is being swept, will keep

off a great deal of dust, but even this will not

obviate the necessity for washing and syringing.

Broad and smooth-leaved plants maybe washed

with a soft sponge, or what is better, placing

the hand over the earth, turn the plant upside

down, and move it briskly about for a few

seconds in a vessel of water. Then set the

plant upright, wash each leaf between the

finger and thumb, and afterwards give it an-

other rinsing. A plant too large to be treated in

this way, may be syringed ; or lay it down and

let water fall upon it from a considerable hight

from a watering pot. This can be done out of

doors in mild weather, and in cold weather in

a sink or bathing tub. If plants are frequently

washed, they will be but little troubled by in-

sects. The red spider is quite averse to mois-

ture ; the green fly, however, likes it, but may
be destroyed so readily by tobacco smoke, that

only neglected plants will sufter from this

cause. Tlie mealy bug is so largo that it may
be easily picked otT. Watering must be properly

attended to, and while the plant must not suffer

from lack of moisture, the roots must not be kept

saturated with water. The souud of the pot

when struck by the knufckles is quite different,

when the ball of earth is wet, from what it is

when dry. This and the lagging look of the

plant will indicate that water is needed. A lit-

tle practice will soon enable one to anticipate

the wants of the plant, and to supply water at

the proper time. When the ball of earth be-

comes dry, it takes water a long wliile to pene-

trate it, and surface waterings do not accom-

plish the object. In this case, set the pot in a

pail of water, and let it soak until the earth is

thorough!}' wetted through. If proper care in

the respects above mentioned fail to induce a

healthy growth, then the plant must be repotted

with fresli earth, and liave a portion of its top

cut back. Irregularities in shape must be cor-

rected from time to time by pinching off the

shoots which may start to grow out of place.

Putting^ Moisture in the Air Important.

Every person should understand this sclculillc

fact, viz. ; that whenever air becomes warmer, it

secretes or hides a certain amount of moisture. To
iliustr.ite; In a room 14 feet square and 10 feet

high, the air will hold 2% gills of watery vapor,

when it is just at the freezing point (32''). But
he.it the air up to the comfortable warmth of

70°, and it will then hold S gills of watery vapor.

The air will obtain this extra 5}{ gills of water

from some source if possible. If not supplied

artificially, it will absorb the particles of moisture

from the furniture, drying and cracking it, and es-

pecially from the skin and the Inugs, causing one
to feel a sense of husky dryness, and often faintness

and drowsiness will be experienced. A room 10

feet square and 10 feet high contains 1000 cubic

feet of air. A gill of w-iter weighs 1750 grains.

The following table shows the number of grains of

watery vapor required to saturate 1000 cubic feet

of air when at the different temperatures named:
1000 feet of .lir at <P, contains ISO ffvains of water.
1000 feet of air at Z'i°, contains 23.-t0 crains of water.
1000 feet of air at 40'^, contains 3Ot»0 srains of water.
1000 feet of ail- at 5CP, contains 4*3-10 ;z^ains of water.
1000 feet of ail- at 60*. contains 5S20 (trains of water.
1000 feet of air at 70^, contains 7940 grains of water.
1000 feet of air at 80^. contains 10730 grains of water.
1000 feet of air at 90°, contains 14*0 grains of water.
1000 feet of air at 100", contains 19120 grains of water.

The Practical Lesson to be learned from this is,

that if we would have the atmosphere of a warm
room pleasant and healthful, and save the furniture

from becoming dry and cracked, we must alw.iys

provide moisture. A wide pan of water should al-

ways he placed on the stove, or in the heating fur-

nace, at a point where it will be heated enough to

send off vapor into the air, and it should be kept

supplied with water at all times. Towels, napkins,

or other cloths hung near the fire, and wetted as

often as they become dry, will impart an agreeable

feeling to the air of a warm room. Every lady

must have noticed how pleasant the change from
the dry sitting or dining room, to the laundry or

kitchen where damp clothes are hanging around,

if not in so large quantity as to produce over-

dampness. The objection to stoves and hot-air

furnaces has no doubt resulted from the absence
of sufflcieut moisture-supplying apparatus. The
above hints are import.ant for school-rooms and
churches, and if attended to will promote health
and comfort, and often remove dullness from the
pupils, and drowsiness from the worEliippers.

A Short Chapter on Bonnets, etc.

The Fashion in 1860. Tlie FiisUion in lSo3.

What Next?

" That's what we have come to," exclaimed our
artist, as he finished the "Fashion Plate " below.
He had been walking through Broadway in this

city, noticing with more surprise than admiraliuu
the fantastic forms of dress, particularly of head-
gear, exhibited by the extra fashionables. He
may have exaggerated just a little for artistic

effect, and, being a man, perhaps he does not know
exactly how to view such things. Ho, however, de-

clares that ladies do wear large, stuffed birds on

Out '* Fashion Plate," for 1865,

their " pork pie " hats, bags of something on their

shoulders, and we have been assured privately that

they certainly sometimes carry "rats" behind their

ears. The artist did not quite succeed in hiding the

one in the picture ; the ladies manage to keep
them concealed.—Seriously, in some of the recent

styles of dress, novelty and display are more sought

than comfort and elegance. Fashion is a powerful

tyrant, but we trust that the good sense of free

American women is stronger than any despot, and
that they will leave absurdities of dress to those

have no higher aim th; n " to be seen of men."

Taking Tea in the Country.

We have undergone many trials in our life, but

none have more thoroughly tested our powers of

endurance than the attempts we have made to do
full justice to the hospitality of our country friends

—or rather to fulfil the expectations of our host-

esses—who have invited na "to tea." We h.ave

very vividly in memory certain tables, which would
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luive held more had there only been room for it.

So many sorts of cake aud varieties of sweatmeats,

such a promiscuity of picliles, with meats, pies,

cheese, crullers, aud numerous other etceteras, were

crowded in such profusion, that one was appalled

at the display of the resources of housekeeping.

There are, however, oUier recollections connected

with these " teas ;" they are of hot yellow salera-

tiis biscuits, uncomfortable rest, «nd morning head-

aches. The conversation of the guests, mainly car-

ried on by the ladies, seemed to be a sort of battle

of cook books, and may be summed up in " pound
for pound, four eggs to a quart of milk, and season

to your taste." To give one of these set teas must

require days of preparatory labor aud needless ex-

l^ense. Each hostess strives to equal, or outdo,

her neighbor in the magnificence of her table, aud

thinks quantity and variety more necessary than qual-

ity, in maintaining a reputation as a good house-

keeper. We object to these elaborate teas altogether.

" Sp.are, Oh I spine your evening meal,

.Ynd sweet shall be your rest."

We believe in these social gatherings, but do not

believe in stuffing the guests. It is not hospitality

to press oue to try fourteen kinds of cake after he

has had enough. Almost every one who lives in

the country can give a tea which shall be good

enough for the best in the laud, and yet be so sim-

ple that the guests shall not goto bed in fear of

nightmare. The essentials are tea, bread, butter,

cream and fruit, and the chiefest of these are bread

and butter. Whoever can give a slice of light,

white, sweet bread, with fragrant, golden, not over

salted butter, need not trouble her head about

cake. Let whatever else be indifferent, these being

good, the meal is a success. With these, and good
te.a, some cold meat or chicken, aud nicely canned

fruit, with cream, all served neatly, every sensible

gnest will be better satisfied, aud the hostess will

not be overwhelmed with the labor of preparation.

Who will introduce the reform ? At the same
time introduce punctuality—not invite to a 6

o'clock tea which is tardily served at 8—and abol-

ish all cooking talk, especially while at the table.

A few Words to Pulmonary Invalids.

BY ONE OF THE XrMBER.

Mr. Editok :—Our country abounds witli per-

sons sufTciing from some disorder of the lungs or

respiratory organs. In almost every second family,

.are those affected more or less seriously. Some are

imder the c;u'e of physicians, going through " reg-

\ilar courses of medicine ;" others are suffering

from neglect, and others are in despair. A few

words of counsel and cheer to the m.any of these

feeble folk among the readers of the American Aij-

ricidtiirisl, will not come amiss, at this cold season

of the year which is so hard on the lungs. Here is

counsel of one who, as you know, has had long and

successful experience iu battling with this disease.

First, theu, of certain things to be avoided. Avoid
taking much medicine. If the disease is recent, it

may yield to medical treatment. Give the doctor

a fair trial, but If after a reasonable time medicine

does not reach the case, dismiss the physician until

wanted, and fall back upon tlie powers of nature

and a good regimen. The long protracted taking

of medicine weakens and injures the stomach and

other organs, and then it is a liard matter to con-

tend with disease iu the lungs. Therefore, avoid

taking much medicine. In acute attacks, the pby-

sici.an must sometimes be called and his doses taken,

but when such special demands for his seiTices are

past, let medicine alone.

Avoid thinking much about your disease. Be-

ginners are apt to watch their symptoms closely,

to count their pulse daily, to scrutinize the charac-

ter of their expectorations, to weigh thems-clves

often, so as to see whether they are wasting in

flesh, etc., etc. Symptoms should be looked after,

enough to cn.able the patient to take care of him-

self, but should not be continually thought of To
do so, begets a morbid, unhealthy state of mind
which will react hurtfully upon the body. Be as

self-forgetful as possible. Bear no uimecessary

burdens. Think of anything but your symptoms.
Provide some kind of pleasant amusement, or have
some light business which will fully engross the

thoughts, aud keep the mind from preying on itself.

Avoid excitement. Nothing but experience will

teach the importance of this. Avoid all passions,

especially those which depress. The excitement

of political debates, of fashionable parties, all agi-

tations of fear, resentment and .anger—nothing can

be worse. Avoid feelings of despondency, do not
loolc on the dark side of things. Cherish au equa-

ble frame of mind, not easily elated or depressed,

hojiing on, hoping ever.

Avoid taldng cold. Of course, with all our pre-

cautions, colds will sometimes come ; but much
can be done to prevent them. Keep the skin clean

and vigorous by occasional sponge-baths and the

use of the flesh-brush. Wear flannel next to the
skin all the year rouud. Over the chest wear au

extra thickness of flannel or chamois leather. (See

engraving and description in October Agriculturist,

1S63.) The feet should always be kept dry and
warm. • In wet weather, overshoes, removed when-
ever going in-doors, are better than thick soles, for

the latter will oftcn.become damp. Be careful how
you cool off after becoming overheated. Beware
of damp beds, damp concert halls, lecture-rooms

and churches, and carefully avoid every place where
there is direct exposure to currents of wind.

II.

—

Live well. Your disease, if real, is draining

the foimtains of strength : keep the fountain well

supplied by generous food. Use every means to

build up the system, and to jceep yourself in high

condition. Ifyou cannot expel the intruder which
has got fast hold upon you, keep him in subjection.

For food, eschew delicacies, and chew substantials.

Put aside rich gravies, sweetmeats, highly spiced

pies and cakes, and take to good beef, mutton,
poultry, fresh fish, oysters, bread, and the like

honest kinds of food.

Exercise in the open air. The tendency nith
pulmonary invalids is to yield to their bodily fee-

bleness and their weakened resolution, and sit

down in the house. This tendency 11171x1 be resisted,

or the invalid will surely and speedily decline.

Every day, exercise twice in the open air. Do not

be afraid of the weather. Dress warm, and theu

go out, rain or shine. In summer, the care of a

small garden will afford pleasant exercise. In win-

ter, wallv or ride, and ride on horsebaclc, if possible.

The saddle is better than anything in a doctor's

saddle-bags : at least, so thinks the writer, after

long trying. Agreeable exercise, every day, will

be quite sure to give you a good appetite, good di-

gestion, and good spirits. And with these, you
may hope to keep consumption at bay a very long

time. Clericus.

Books in Farmers' Families.

Many farmers' fixmilies iu comfortable circum-
stances are almost destitute of books, and the chil-

dren are growing up in ignorance. No one should
consider his house furnished until it contains a

library of at least twenty to one hundred volumes.

When this is once supplied, let there be yearly ad-

ditions to it. After a man has secured his farm
and stock, why should henot devote the produce
of at least one acre each year to the purchase of

books aud other means of intellectual culture ?

Let it for the present be an acre of coi-n or wheat,

and in the mean time set out an acre of choice fruit

for this particular purpose. Will not the boys and
girls be very ready to assist in the care of the edu-

caiional acre, when they see it really brings to them
promptly, books, pictures, philosophical ajiparatus,

etc.—The fiu'mer's profession is really susceptible

of being made one of the noblest. Bring intelli-

gence and culture to the aid of the plow, and the

smart boys will not all desire to be doctors, law-

yers, and presidents. Let the God-made country,

vie with the man-made town, in the march of men-
tal improvement, and its superior physical attr.ac-

tions will not only retain its own best population,

but draw from the cities many who prefer the town
mainly for its intellectual and business advantages.

German Slippers for the House.

L. L. Fairchild, Dodge Co., Wis., writes to the

American Agriculturist : " Economy is the order

of the d.ay, so I purchased me a p.air of wooden
soled slips for three shillings, at a " Dutch store."

The soles are of basswood, about an inch thick, and
lined with leather and cloth. The fronts are of

calf skin secured to the soles by a strait wire run-

ning around the margin, secured by wire staples

driven into the wood sole. When I come into the

house I doflf my boots and don my slips. Jly feet

are well ventilated and kept from the cold floor by
a good non-conductor, basswood. They arc easy to

my feet, easily slipped off if I wish to take a siesta

ou the lounge or sofii, and the thick wooden soles

keep my feet from dampness if I am suddenly call-

ed from the house. In short they are every way
convenient. My boots are not dried up or burned
by trying to warm my feet at a hot fire, so that

they give a good account of themselves by a few
months' longer service. I recommend my econom-
ical friends to try the German slips."

« I M«M >-»

Practical Odds and Ends.

Sent by Subscribers to the American AgrieuUur-
ist. Please send plenty more of the same sort.

To Light a New Candle Quicklt.—Dip the
wiek iu the melted tallow of one already burning.

Kerosene L-imp C'HnrNETS wide at the bulb or

lower part are less liable to break than if narrow.

Shaving Hint.—Suspend the glass so that only

the part of the face to be shaved will be visible

:

there will be less d.anger of cutting the skiu.

Season : a sight of one's eyes distracts attention

from the razor.—Place the mirror where it will not
reflect the light of a window into the eyes. The
best place is where the light will fall upon the (;>ce,

and not upon the glass.—When done, wash off all

soap, and finish with a little diluted vinegar, or al-

cohol, or cologne water. This will neutralize the

effects of the alkali, preventing it from chapping
the skin, or affecting the color of the whiskers.

Repelling Red Ants.—Try setting the safes,

closets, etc., on new bricks ; a subscriber says this

proved efi'ectual.—A sponge with a little sug.ar

sprinkled through it, will attract and hold hundreds
of the insects, which may be killed with hot water.

Cast Iron Sto^ves .are preferable to sheet iron :

they radiate heat more freely and equably, do not

cool off so quickly, and are much more durable.

Condensed Milk is the pure .article made purer,

that is, with a large proportion of its water evapor-

ated. It is preferable to most milkmen's milk.

Each consumer can add water to his liking, grading

it from the cream point down to the " sky blue."

Peeling Onions is tearful employment. A lady

says it will be made less annoying by putting them
in cold water and immersing often while peeling.

To Color Bdtter.—For every 4 quarts of cream,

grate 1 middling sized carrot, pour on it }{ pint of

boiling water, let it stand until cool and straiu the

liquor into the cream. It does not hurt the flavor.

Ccrried Cabbage.—How is it prepared ?

PotiLTRT.—How can it be cooked, spiced, and

canned for sending to the army or elsewhere.

Will somebody who has done it successfully please

give necessary directions for publication ?

Christopher Crowfleld on Potatoes.

Mrs. H.arriet Beeeher Stowe has contributed a
series of " House .and Home Papers, by Christo-

pher Crowficld," to that excellent journal, the At-

lantic Monthly. The articles, as the title suggests,

arc upon domestic economy, and convey a great

deal of sound common sense iu a pleasing manner.
The paper for December is upon cookery, and con-

t.ains so much sound doctrine that ought to be read

and pondered by every housekeeper, that we wish
we had room for the whole of it, but as we have
not, wo must be content with extracting what re-

lates to the common, but rarely irell cooked, potato:
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" A good roasted potato is a delicacy -wortli a

dozen compositions of tlie cook booli; yet wlicn

we asli foi- it, what burnt, shriveled abortions are

presented to us ! Biddy rushes to her potato basket

and pours out two dozen of different sizes, some

having in them three times the amount of matter

of others. These being washed, she tumbles them

into her oven at a leisure interval, and there lets

them lie till it is time to serve breakfast, whenever

that may be. As a result, if the largest are cooked,

the smallest are presented in cinders, and the in-

termediate sizes arc withered and watery. Nothing

is so utterly ruined by a few moments of over-

doing. That which at the right moment was

plump with mealy richness, a quarter of an hour

later shrivels and becomes watery—and it is in this

state that roast potatoes are most frequently served.

"In the same manner we have seen boiled potatoes

from an untaught cook coming upon the table like

lumps of yellow w.ax—.and the same article, the

day after, under the direction of a skillful mistress,

appearing in snowy balls of powdery lightness. In

the one case, they were thrown in their skins into

water, and suffered to soak or boil, as the case

might be, at the cook's leisure, and after thej- were

boiled, to stand in the water till she was ready to

peel them. In the other case, the potass being

first peeled, were boiled as quickly as possible in

salted water, which, the moment they were done

was drained off, and then they ivere gently shaken

for a minute or two over the fire to dry them still

more thoroughly. We have never yet seen the po-

tato so depraved and given over to evil that

could not be reclaimed by this mode of treatment.

"As to fried potatoes, who that remembers the crisp,

golden slices of the French restaurant, thin as

wafors and light as snow flakes, does not speak re-

spectfully of them? What cousiuship with these,

have those coarse, greasy masses of sliced potato,

wholly sogged aud partly burnt, to which we are

treated under the name of fried potatoes o la Amer-
ica? Our city restaurants are introducing the

French article to great acceptance, and to the vindi-

cation of the fair fame of this queen of vegetables."

rarniers* FriUt Cake—Coutributed by

-Mrs. E. Smith, Plymouth Co., Mass.: So.ak 3 cups

of dried apples over night in warm water ; chop

(slightly) in the morning and then simmer 3 hours

in 2 cups of molasses. Add 2 eggs, 1 cup of sugar,

1 cup of sweet milk, ^{ cup of batter, 1)^ te.aspoon-

fuls of soda, flour to make a rather thick batter;

spice to suit the taste. Bake in a quick oven.

Saner Kraut.—Contributed to the Ameri-

cnn AfjricuUnrist by il. S. Baldwin. Cut cabbage

line, sprinkle with brown sugar at the rate of i lbs.

to the barrel. Leave out salt, which may be added

to suit the taste when used. Place it in a barrel

and pound down well as the filling proceeds. It

should bo pressed so tight that the juice shall cover

the cabbage. It will be lit for use in 10 to 1.5 davs.

]B©¥i <^ iltlEILS^ '(0©iI.infMMio

** A Happy iVe^v Year "

To all the Girls and Boys of the Agriculturist fninily,

inclmlin? the giown-upones. Hearts need not grow olii,

though heads wiiiten and hands tremhlewilh age. None
of us can lift the curtain which hiiles the events of the

year tSGo^ but if we start with the purpose, as well as

the wish, that the year shall be a happy one to all, we
need not fear what comins; lime will bring. Suppose

that every reader resolves to aiM to the Iiappiness of sotne

one, each day of this year ; there ^vill be not less than

500,000 persfins benefited daily. It m eJ not cost a great

effort to t!o this. ThereisJolin. just entering liisfifieenili

year, and grown almost as tall as his mother, who is

p'-oiid of lier manly looking boy. But John begins to

tliiiik himself loo big to mind liis mother, and thnl it is

manly to answer her rudely; sometimes he rontratUcls

her, and he is also disrespectful to his father as far as he

linics to be. If he knew how each unkind word wounds
like a sharp knife, cutting down to the very heart of his

parents, he would here discover a way to make Ihem
happier llian though he could bring them bags of gold and

silver. Will you try it John ? Resolve that from this

day those who have done so much for you, who love you

belter than iheir own lives, shall have only pleasant

words and rea.iy obedience. Perhaps this will be good

counsel for others besides John I Mary, it will please

your mother if you will think less of dress and more of

duty. Don't let her be a slave to housework while you
are displaying your finery at balls and parlies. Perhaps

your little brother will be one of the happiest fellows

alive, if you will be more patient and less selfish toward

him. In fhort, all, both young and old, can do something

toward making this a pleasanler world, for themselves as

well as others. The surest way to enjoyment is through

the joy made for others. Whoever has the will, can find

many ways for carrying out our New Year's Rule :

Make somebody happier every day this year.

Al>out Keeping tlic ITIoutli SUiit.

Which is the best looking, Fig. 1, or Fig. 2 ? II does not

take long to decide. The one with the lips closed ap-

pears more manU', intelligent and every way attractive.

The other shows a man who has a habit of keeping

his mouth open, which spoils the expression of the whole

face, and maltes him look inferior. Even a good horse

looks better with his lips brought together, as is

shown in the encraving below. A pleasing counten-

ance is a valuable card of introduction everywhere, and

it is worth some care to keep all the good features which

nature has givrn. The habit of keeping the mouth open,

like most other habits, is formed early in life, and at that

period it is e;isy to become used to having the lips closed.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Besides spoiling good looks, a constantly open nioutli is

unhealthfiii. Tlie air, especially in sliops, houses, a[id

the streets of cities, contains large quantities of dust from

various substances, noite of wliich aie fit to be taken into

tlie lungs. Fiae particles of wood, charcoal, clolli, sand,

iron, glass, and numerous other articles are floating in

the atmosphere and are drawn in with every breath.

\Vlien this is taken through tlie nose, very little except

pure air goes to tiie lungs. The other matter is stopped

by the raucous lining of the nasal passages, and removed
by using the handkerchief. Tiuough tlie mouth, the way
to the lungs is more direct, and much more foreif^n mat-

ter can go In with the air. Those who work in manufac-

tories wiiere dust of any kind abounds, are very liable to

diseases of the lungs from this cause, much of wliicli

may he prevented by the proper use of the nose in breath-

ing;. The teeth also suffer by constant exposure to cur-

rents of air. Observing men think that open-monthed

breathing causes much of the toothache, and decay of

tlie teeth found in civilized communities. The North

American Indians enjoy remarkable health, much nf it

no doubt from living so much in the open air, and their

simple food and dress, but it is a remark.ible fart tliat

from infancy, the motlier teaches her children to keep

their mouths closed. especially in sleep, Mr. George Cat-

lin, the noted traveller and author observed that when
laying their *' papooses" downi to sleep, they always

drew the little one's lips close together, and placed their

heads in such a position that they would not readily open.

He thinks this has much to do with their robust health.

The death of an Indian child under ten years old. is a

very rare occurrence except from accident. Mr. John

Wiley, of 535 Broadway, N. Y. City, haspublisheii an in-

teresting book on lliis subject, full nf curious illustrations

by Mr. Catlin, from w hich the above engravings are taken.

Aus-\Tcrs to Problems and Pnzzlcs.
The following are answers tii tlie puzzles, etc., in the

December number, page 349.—No. 108 : Illustrated. Rebus.
This has been almost answered by scores, and correctly
by many. The proper reading is- The Amrrican Ai^ri-

cuUurist. ill twelve months, gives O'ver 1,500 excellent

and instructive articles, or more than ten fur one cent.

What can be cheaper? Tens of thousands answer,'
" Nothing I"... ,No. im.—)Iathematicai Puzzle.—Af but

few have answered this correctly, (llieir names are Delnw),

we give now only a clue which will make it easier,

viz : the different letters employed in the problem, when
properly arranged, give the name of a noted English
statesman of the present day.. ,,No. IIO.—Historical
Questions—Answers ; 1, New Albion. 2, Sir Francis
Drake, 3, in February, 184S, at Columa (Sutler's

Mills.) 4, Lord De la War. 5, Verazzano, who named
it New France. 6th. 1,670, at Detroit, The word Enghsh
should have been European ; the French settled the

State
; the English took it from them, and ceded -it to the

United States at the close of the Revolutionary war.
The following have sent in correct answers up to Dec.
9: Emma Foss, 109; Frank Robbins, 107; " G. D, B.,"
lOS, 107 ; Minta Beyea, 107 ; Dick and Affa, 1117 ; E. Pre-
vost, 107; Margaret Thompson, 107 ; William H. Jordan,
107; Ellen F. Taber, 107 ; Eihelbert Sehlen, 107, Lucius
S, Keaton, 106 (by an original and ingenious method) ;

Francis Jl. Priest, 106,107; G. G, Crowley, 106, 107;
Frank B, Bourne, 107; W. Henry Yates, 107 ; Elvln
Rees, 106, 107 ; Lear C. La Fetra, 108 ; John H, Peck,
lOS ; Date Barrie, lOS ; J, C. B. Taylor 108 ; IL D. Bar-
tholomew, 109 ; Howard Bowman and Earnest Camp-
bell, 108

; Stewart Farquer, 107 ; John Thomas Phillips,

103 ; William A. Collins, lOS ; Ebenczer J, BriJge, ID-i
;

Rebecca D, Bengless. lOS; Harry Granger, 108; F. E.
llilliken, Harry J. Stone, 108 ; Frank H, Willis, 108, lou

,

Louie R, Bennett and Emily J. Beniiet, lOS ; R, W. Rob-
inson, IDS

; Thom.as Coulter, 108 ; Julia A. Pe:ibody,

108; Maggie N, Darkalow, 108 ; George W, Peabody,
lOS; Ralph M, Mead, 109; Thomas Mullen, lOS. 109;
Edward C. Woodruff, lOS

; Annie C. Green, lOS; J. B.

D:iniel, lOS ; Wni. P. Jones, Jr„ lOS ; John C, Welles,
108 ; Elnia Jf. Faher, lOS ; Henry M. Clayton, MS ; John
W. Gaston, 108 ; M, B, Eslileman, 108, 109; " S, W, P.,"

109 ; D, G, Jones, 109 ; George Mills, 108 ; W, M, Isa:ic,

lOS, 109; Frank Hayward, 107; Asaliel C. Smilh, 108; H.
L. Hoguut, 103; P, Mason, 108; Francis .At, Priest, lOS,

109; George F. Forbes, 108, 109; "George S.," 109;
Louis A. Arthur, 108; Wilhelmina Burgert, 108 ; John
Atwater, 109 ; Wm, H. Allison, lOS ; Fred. Johnston, 108

I'read the notice about strawberry phints) ; Andrew W.
Middlcness, 109, wiih a cle.ar explanation ; P. S, Libido,

108, 109; J. J. Gactschins, lOS ; Hattie Goffe, lOS
;

Tlinmas J, Bead, 108; "H, M, D„" 10«, 110: Israiq

Camp, 108 ; William H, Jordan. 109., 110 ; E. J. Bentley,

103, 109; George M. Clark, IDS; E. A, Root, 108.

Nc-%v Puzzles to be Aiis-»rerc<l.

DoOj

No. 111. Illustrated Rebus.—A beautiful Sentiment.

No. 112. A Curious iror*/.—Try to discover what it is.

There is a word of plural number
An enemy to peace and slumrjer

;

Now oilier words you chance to lake,

By adding " S " you plural make.
Gut if you add an " S " to this,

How strange the metamorphosis ;

Plui al is plural now no more,

And sweet what bitter was before.

No. 113. Xovel Subtractinn.—Ttike three letters from
a word containing five, and leave but one.

No. 114. Question for P/«7?/ers.~A gentleman pro-

poses to plant a vineyard of ten acres. How many more
vines can he plant in the '* Quincunx '' than in the square
order, provided the \ines are set six feet apart, and no
vine is set nearer than one foot to the edge of the

field ? In each case the plot is to be square. Please give

the method of finding the solution, with the answer.

No. 115. Mathematical Proi/fm.— Suppose a circular

field to contain 20 acres. How wide a strip around il must
be adiled to enlarge it by 10 acres ? How wide a strip

must be taken to diminish it by 10 acres?
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TAKING CARLO'S PORTRAIT. — Engraved for tfie American AgricuUurist

ISoiuetliiu^ A1>oitt ITfalciug- Pictiirci^.

As our young readers look at the beautiful engravings

which are published every month in the American Agri-

ctdturist, do they ever think how much skill and labor

are required to make them ? First the artist must draw

the picture. Usually he makes a sketch on paper, and

wlien sali&fied with its looks there, he copies it on a very

emooth block of vtood. Box wood is generally used, be-

cause of lis superior hardness. The block is sawed so

that the drawing is made on the end of the grain. For

large, coarse pictures, such as you see on handbills, ma-

ple or pine may be employed. Before drawing on the

wood, its surface is whitened with " Paris while ;" or if

the block is not large, a white enameled card is nndistened

and rulbed over it : this enables the draughtsman to make
the lines clearer. Next comes the engraving. The
workman uses sharp tools like very small chisels of dif-

ferent shapes, willi which he carefully cuts out all the

parts which are to appear white in the picture, leaving

the dark lines raised up like type, to receive the ink and

make the impression. When finished, the block is put in

the press and printed from, the same as from types.

It requires years of patient practice to become expert

in either drawing or engraving. Some are naturally so

gified that they learn very easily. The boy in the above

engraving appears to be one of this class. He is taking

"his first lessons by sketching familiar objects, which is

the best kind of practice. If any of you have a taste for

drawing, you may profitably imitate him. It will be for-

tunate if you have a sisler so willing to help as tlie one

who is here kindly keeping Carlo still while his portrait

is being drawn ; but kind brothers make pleasant sisters,

so that can be easily managed by those who have sisters.

Tlie Small Loaf of Bread.

At n time of great scarcity, a certain rich man invited

twenty poor children to his house, and said to them,

•* In this basket there is a loaf i.f bread for each of you
;

take it, and come again every day at this hour until God

sends us better times." The children seized upon the

basket, wrangled and fought for the bread, as each wish-

ed to get the best and largest loaf ; and at last they went

away, without even thanking him. Francesca alone, a

poor but neatly dressed child, stood modestly at a dis-

tance, took the smallest loaf which was left in the bask-

et, gratefully kissed the gentleman's hand, and then went

home in a quiet and orderly manner. On the following

day the children were just as ill-behaved ; and poor Fran-

cesca this time received a loaf which was scarcely half

the size of the rest. But when she came home and her

mother began to cut the bread, there fell out of it a num-

ber of bright new silver pieces. Her mother was per-

plexed, and said, "Take back the money this instant;

for it has. no doubt, got Into the bread through some mis-

take." Francesca carried it back. But the benevolent

man said, " No, no ! it was no mistake. I had the money

baked in the smallest loaf in order to reward you. my
dear child. Always continue thus contented, peaceable,

and unassuming ; the person who is contented with the

smallest loaf rather than quarrel for the larger one, will

find blessings more valuable than money baked in bread."

A Few "^Vords to Skaters,

The word "skate" was imported from Hollaml, where the

schaat, as the Dutch call it, is almost a necessity in win-

ter. In many places there they have canals instead of

roads, and when these are frozen, market-men and women
with their loads of vegetables, merchants transacting

their business, boys and girls going to school, and almost

all foot passengers glide swiftly along on skates. It is

probable that the Dutch first learned the art from their

more northern neighbors of Norway and Sweden, where

the first skates were made of the shin bones of the deer

or sheep, bound upon the foot with sirips of skin. This

must have been hundreds of years ago. as mention is

made of skates in one of the ohlest Scandinavian poems.

In Northern Europe there is less snow than in this coun-

try, and skating is a universally popular amusement. In

this rountrv it has recently become fnshionalile for both

sexes and all ages to

skate, and ponds for this

puipose have been pre-

I'ared near most of our

large villages and cities.

^Ve have seen clergymen^

lawyers, doctors and their

fiimilies enjoying this re-

tieation, and all agree

tliat when properly in-

dulged in it is a most
lieallhful as well as pleas-

ant exercise. It has its

dangeis, however, against

which our young readers

c'-pecially should guard.

Skating should not be al-

I'.ivved 1o inteifere with

'.\ oik or study. Teachers
I'ften say ihey dread

,
smooth ice and pleasant

weather ; lessons are neg-

lected and the minds of

tilth- pupils go skating off

during school hours ; and
nut a few mothers have

had reason to complain

that their daughters found

the skaling pond too at-

tractive for the perform-

ance of home duties.

Some care is needed to

t-rcvcnt injury to health

from this exercise. Phy-
sicians report a large in-

ciLa^e in some disease's

in winter, since skaiing

tins come into fashion.

Avoid great exertion, as

in racing, by which the

body becomes heated, and

ihen suddenly cooled by
ilie keen air when the ex-

ercise is over. Never sit

down out of doors "to
cool ofiV A friend of the

writer nearly lost his life

from this cause, and is yet

subject to a troublesome

throat disease. Keep the

mouth closed while skat-

ing. Cold air freely taken

into the lungs while a per-

son is exercit-ing violent-

ly, may produce sudden

and serious illness. No
sensible boy or girl will under any circumstances en-

danger life by venturing into known danger to show
bravery. It is foolhardy, not brave, to skate over thin

ice, daring others to follow, or to go because others have

given the challenge. Keep your courage to face neces-

sary evils and be brave enough to bear foolish taunts,

Uitdergroiaiid Kailroads are liaving

a trial in England ; not the sort known by that name in

the United States, but the real article, with track and cars

complete. For one without a locomotive, a brick tunnel 9

feet high, 8 feet wide, and nearly a third of a mile long,

has been made under the surface near the Crystal Palace,

in which the track is laid. To the rear of the car is at-

tached a frame work of boards forming a piston nearly

filling the tunnel. The space between its edges and the

brickwork is made partially air-light by a thick fringe of

bristles. Near the entrance of the tunnel a stationary

engine drives a fan wheel 20 feet in diameter, which forces

air into the tunnel and against the piston, by which means
the car is driven along at the rate of 26:3 miles per hour,

with an atmospheric pressure of only 21 ounces. A some-

what similar arrangement is in use in London, for forcing

packages through smaller tubes, by exhausting the air in

front of the piston. This is the first attempt to carry

passengers underground by wind power. It may be suc-

cessful, but the prospect is dark, at least to the passengers.

A Sharp Customer.—A teller in one of the N.
Y. City Banks relates that one nt the depositors made a
practice of biinging considerable uncurrent money on

which he was charged one-tenth of one per cent discount.

One day he gravely informed the teller that he had found

a broker who changed his money into bankable at a cost

of only one eighth of one per cent, and insisted that the

bank should do as well by him. The teller accordingly

agieed to take the money on the same terms, and the

man went away entirely satisfied.—How much did he

lose on each one thousand dollars? He was probably

of the boys who didn't like his arithmetic at schooL
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Itoys a.iKd in iris in IfusiDess.

Thousands of subscribers are sent to- us every year by

young pe. ons. often by very little boys and girls. There

is always \ eculiar pleasure in receiving names furnished

by these young voluntary "agents." We love children,

and enjoy tiilking with them and having them talk with

us—by letter, when we can not meet them. Our title

page says "For the Farm, the Garden, and the House-

hold ;" what a sad cha,nge it would make to strike otf

ttie last word ; how sober the great Agriculturist family

would be if only grown persons weie aomilted ; it woOld

be like a field witliout flowers, or a forest without birds.

Our children and their Department could not be spared.

But there is another good reason for desiring to receive

subscriptions from the young. We like to see little girls

and boys learning to do business. We know families

where each child old enough to write is furnished with a

little book, in which they put down e\'ery penny received

or spent, and what it was for. This teaches them the use

of figures and how to keep accounts. It also makes them

more careful about spending money. A cent's worth of

candy, etc., very often written, does not look well in the

book- Here is a specimen from such a cash account

which we copy from a book kept by a boy of eight years :

1S64.
I
Mr. Cash, Dr.

\ \
Mr. Cash, Cr.

DeclJTo balance from
last month

1 Money from Papa
for gathering 16

bush. leaves
t Beating Papa in

dressing
Dec7j4 bushel leaves as

I

above
" 10| Weekly ailow'nce

Decs

Dec 3

,05

.10

10

lDec2]By money forbal
Dec 5 Paid yesterday to

S. S. Missionary
I Society. . .

.

Dec SiContribution to

Soldiers in Hos
I
pital

lOIAdmission to Mu-
seum

12lCandy bought

All the money received is put down on the I>v. side,

and all the money paid out, on the Cr. side ;
then at the

end of tlie month these columns are added, and the bal-

ance, or what is left on hand, is placed at the beginning

for another month. It would be of great ser\'ice to every

boy and girl in the country to keep such an account,even

thnugli their spending money were no more than a dime

a year. It is the best practical way of learning book-

keeping. And so in soliciting subscription. Every boy

and gill who engages in it is commencing business ; is

learning the art of persuasion, of setting forth the proper

merits and value of an article, and these are qualifica-

tions for business pursuits. Besides this, we offer fine

premiums for clubs of subscribers, as noted elsewhere in

this paper, and some of the articles can be secured by

young girls and boys. We have sent out thousands of

.'nrh premiums. Look over the list and try to obtain one.

The effort will not be useless, and one can hardly fail

who giics at it with the proper spirit, determination, and

prrseverance. Few men will refuse the request of a

cliiid to subscribe, when they can not only gratify the

young canvasser, but at the same time get something

worth more to them than its cost. Why. the beautiful

picture on page 16 is worth more than the cost of the pa-

per half a year to those who study it enough to take in

all its meaning. Let our young friends in getting sub-

scribers, take this number, cut it open, display its beauty,

its pictures, its multitude of valuable articles on various

subjects, and they will find many w ho will want this and

the other good numbers of the paper to come this year.

Was lie Tipsy ?—An oflicer in Georgia relates the

following conversation as occurring one evening in the

army : (Artillery Captain,) " Corporal, do you see

that light yonder ? (Corporal,) " Ves sir. " (Captain,)

*' Can't you train your gunto put a hole through it? "

(Corporal, looking carefully through the trees in the di-

rection of the light,) "Why, Captain, that's the moon
just rising." (Captain,) "Don't make a dit o* bifference,

put a hole right through it I

"

God's Organ.—During a terrible thunder storm,

tlie schclars in a country school-house gathered round

their lady teacher, and as many as could do so. buried

their heads in her lap. Presently the lishtning struck a

barn near the school-house. The children all screamed

but little Hattie, a sweet four-year old maiden, w ho, turn-

ing to her sister, said in a clear voice, " Don't be fright-

ened, sister Mary, it is only God playing on his organ.

lUusiness Notices, $1.25 Cents per Line of Space.)

From the Independent. Oct. 27, 1864.—" It is no

part of our business to advocate tlie merits of advertise-

ments in our paper ; but having used Mr. Pyie s Salera-

ixis. Cream Taitar. Soap, Blueing Powder, etc., for sev-

eral years in our families, with satisfaction, we feel called

upon to encourage deserving enterprise by directing our

readers to the source from whence we think their house-

hold interest may be best served. A long and tried ac-

quaintance with Afr. Pyle gives us unqualified confidence

in bis integrity, as well as in tlie quality of his produc-

tions. He, like scores of our citizens, came to New-
York friendless and penniless, and by persevering honest-

ly has attained an eminent position in his line of business."

Fasliions and Fire»des.
A neat thing for the ladies to look at over the family

fireside is Demorest's. " Illustrated Monthly and Mirror

of Fashions," conlwining a little of everything, from the

latest novelty in New York costume to the laiest effusion

of the American Muse. The number for January is issued

in the highest style of pictorial illustration, together with

valuable literary contributions from famous writers, in-

cluding a gem from a popular living poet—N. Y. Tribune.

Soniethinar Wew—For Every Lady.
THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT, SAY THEY LIKE IT.

THE SEWING RIPPER recently invented takes out a

seam faster than a sewing machine can make it, with less

danger of cutting than by knife or scissors.

Try One.

Price Fifty cents, sent post-paid by mail. Reasojis

for advance. 1st, a superior article is furnished. 2d—At

30 cents they will not pay. Liberal discount by the doz-

en. Address H. LEE, 111 Fulton-st.. New York City.

P. S.— The admission of this advertisement to the busi-

ness columns of the Agriculturist will, of course, be con-

sidered a sufficient guaranty to the Public of the advertiser's

responsibility and integrity.

For Cocgbs, Colds and Xliroat Disorders,

use " Brown's Bronchial Troches,'' having proved their

efficacy by a test of many years. The Troches are highly

recommended and prescribed by Physicians and Sur-

geons in the Army. Soldiers and officers being exposed

to sudden changes, should always be supplied w^ith "TAe

Troches," as they give prompt relief.

Holiday Presents orAffeetiou
and Cliarity.

WHEELER & WILSON'S HIGHEST PREMIUM

LOCK STITCHi
SEWING MACHINES.

No. 625 JECroadwa}", Ne^v-York.
£3^ See Wheeler & Wilsan's Buuon-liole Machine.

PRUVCE & CO'S
Patent Meloedons and Organs,

at the Old Melodeon Mend Quarters,

Price List sent free on application. All orders and
communications should be zpddressed to

F. P. WHITING,
No. 87 Fulton-st., New-York.

Rats, Cockroaches and Bu^s
are infallibly exterminated or driven away by Isaacsen's

Remedies, and they leave no scent behind,—so says Mr,
Judd in the American Agriculturist. For rats, mice and
cockroaches, tiy a box of Phosphoric Paste, 60 cents,

large size $1.25 ; for bugs, ants, etc., use a bottle of In-

sect powder, at same prices. Send to

ADOLPH ISAACSEN, 40 Fulton-st„ New-York.
Principal Depot for Chicago and the Northwest at

BURNHAMS & VAN SCHAACK, Wholesale Brug
Store. 16 Lake-st., Chicago, Illinois, Sole Agents for

the North West.

Henry A. Heisei- & Sons,
NO. « PDJE-STREET.

Dealers in
GOVERNMEIVT SECURITIES,

BUY AND SELL
QUARTERMASTERS' CHECKS AND VOUCHERS,

5-20 BONDS,
1-YEAR CERTIFICATES,

7-30 LOAN, AND EVERY FORM OF U. S. SECU-
RITIES.

We invite the attention of Banks and paities desiring

short investment to nui assortment of United States Six

per Cent. Debt Certificates. We have them on hand due

in every month of the year, at rales that pay better in-

terest than any other security in the market.

FOR SALE—The tinclividcd half of a well estab-
Uslieil luirsorv. near liocliestcr, N. Y. Capital rcqmred,

from $6,000 to iS.m. Addess P. O. Drawer, 90, Rochester, N. Y

.

ANTED l.WO to 2000 Am. Arbor Vitnj Ileilsro

plants, 3X to 3 ft, Wil. DAY, Morristown, N. J,w

JAiliUAIfW i\in»IBERof tbe 20th Annual

Volume of

THE HORTI0ULTUB.IST
Is Now Keady, and contains articles from the Author of

" My Farm of Edgewootl,"
From the Author of

" Ten Acies Euougb,"
From E. S. KAND. Jr., Author of

" Flowers for Paiior and Oardcn,"
From A. S. FULLEn, Author of the

" Grape Ciilturist,"

Hon. JOHNS. I'.EID, of Indiana, I:. BUCHANAN, of Cincin-
nati, and others of the best practical ability, iu fitut culture,
gardening, and Km'al Art pursuits.

Published monthly at T1\'0 DOI.l,;VRS per annum.
Vols. 1862,- 1S63 and ISOi bound and post-paid, and nnm-
bers for 1865, SEVEN DOLLAUS.

Send X-weiily Cents for January
I\unil>er, post-paid.

Geo. E. & F. W. "^Voodwara,
Publisbers, 37 Fark Row, New York.

6* JX '»»'IEE I»AY."-Ai;euts Wanted to
sell How to Wrile, Talk, Behave and do Business.

$2.C5. Send stamp for particulars, to MESSRS. FOW-
LER & WELLS, 389 Broadway, New-York.

INDIARUBBER GLOVES
Are a certain cure for Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, etc.,

and an excellent protection for the hands in Housework,
Gardening, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $1.50 fot

Ladies' sizes, $1.75 for Gentlemens', by

GOODYEARS I. R. CLOVE MF'G CO.,
205 Bioadway, New-York.

Further Contributions to the American
Agriculturist Sanitary Fund for Soldiers.

...Snffolk " .

...St. Lawrence '* .,

.. Oswciro.... " ..

...Franklin '* ..

...Hampden Mass.

Pa..

...Mo..

FOK U. S. SANlTAP.y COMMISSION.

„,, Names. County. SUM.
Thos. Rusher New York N Y
A. Houirh Chautauqua... .

"
I.ewisHowe Montgomery "
Hiram Schuyler '• •»

Caleb H. Merry •• ""."
•• "

James Herrick " "* "
Jolin L. Sweet *• " "
Anderson Francisco " ..'.'.'.', "
"VVm. Voorhees " .'.'" "
John N, Vischerr " ' "
Wm. Caster " "* « "
Z.H.Barney. " "'

' "
E. A. Brown •• ...". " "
Mrs. David Johnson..
n. B. Ervan
James Burnett
Mary G. Wells
Lewis Sheldon
Chas. O Newton..
G. G. Merrick
T. V. Nichols Worcester,
John linger Bradford..
J. L. linssell Erie
VMM See Buchanan.
Mrs. Asenath See " "
A. C.See .

E. D. Reiley " "
Geo. Jeffries " » .

Jos. Leyman • " .

Lemuel C. Lemone " " .

Mrs. Elizabeth Laymon " " .

Charles McCray " " .

Ransom Ridae . " '*
,

Mrs. Elizabeth Ridge " "
Mrs. Elizabelli Jeffries " "
I-Mwin Snyder.: " '." "

Mrs. C. H. nalsley ••

Mrs. L. E. Adams •' ••
.

Lucinda I. Cole "White Ind..
J. A. Espy Peoria 111..
S. P. Manwaring Pulaski " .

.John Ollis Hancock " .

Ilenrv A. Broad McLean '*
.

A. B. Wliite Highland O...
M. Hildreth Knox
James P. Hebard Des Moines Iowa.
J. F.Hunt Lee .. "
Oscar Sheldon Racine Wis.,
And. Frederickson .^..Winnebaco.. "
Ales. Teller Juneau
M. J.P Pepin " .

Thos. Mallalleu Kent Md
Jarvis Cable Lake Cal..
Mrs. Veghte Somerset N. J..

FOR U. S. CHRISTIAN COMMISSION.
Mrs. Beni.P. Stone Merrimack N. H.
Michael Ulnih Lycoming Pa
"^\ m. L. Patteraou Carbon.. "
Mrs. Miles Jov Mercer "' "
Mrs. Ada Blake Litchfle'ld.

..'

Mrs. J. N. McGinert Columbia...
James B.McGilTert
Wm. C. MrnifTr-rt "
EdiarN. MilJiHert " " "
Mafr^le C. McGiffert " "
Mra.Veslite Somerset '.!!'n. J"
Mrs. Miles .loy Wavne Mich..
Geo. Van I?iper Cass .

"
J. F. CanfleUl Sangnmon... '..'.'..Ill

'.'.

H. G. Harrison New Haven Ct...
Mrs. A. M. Lay ••

., »
Mi. Brinsmaue Fairfield ,

' "
Myr. Brinsmade " . '" "
A, li. Durlin Cfwroll iiiMd...

Ct..
...N. Y.,

.»! Ill)

. 1 Oil

. !) 00

. 3 00
. 1 00
. S 00
. 1 00
5 00

. 3 01)

. 1 00

. 1 00

. 2 00

. 3 00

. 1 00
. 3 2.1

. 2 00

. 1 00
. 700
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 00

. 1 00

. 1 00
. 1 no
. 100
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. so
. 1 00
. 1 no
. 1 00
. 5 oil

. 1 00

. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 50
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 1 00
. 100
. 1 00
. 2 90
. 1 00
. 100
. 50
. 1 00
. 1 5U
. 1 00

. 5 00

. 2 00
, 1 00
. 268
. 3 15

. 5 00

. 1 00

. 100

. 1 00
. I 00
. 1 00
. 500
. 2 00

1 1

, 2 00
.2 00
, 1 OO
1 00
I 00

..S 50
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Back Volumes &; Numbers Supplied.
We have complete sets of Vols. IG. 17. IS, 19, 20. 21.23, and 23,

unbound, and bound in neat covers with giU lettered backs.

Prices at the office: bound f2.00 ; unbound f;J,50 each.

Back Volumes are sent prepaid by mail, (thei/ can not

go unpaid,) if bound, fi2.45 each ; if unbound; $1.74 each.

Single numbers of any of the above Volumes, 15 cents each.

Binding.—Sets sent to the oflice will be bound up neatly

(in our regular style of binding) for 75 cents a volume.

Prepared Covers.—Covers for binding, neatly made, with

title, etc., gilt upon the back, ready for the insertion of the

sheets by any bookbinder, can be furnished for Vols. 16, to 23

Inclusive, at 43 cents per cover. Covers ca7i not go by mail.

^biiertinments.

Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE tke lOtli of the preceding month.

N. B.—i\7j Advei-ti^sement of Patent Medicines or secret

remedies desired. Par-tie.'i unknown to the Editors personal-

ly or by reputation, are requested tofurnish good references.

We desire to be sure that adi^ertise7's will do what they prom-
ise to do. JJ'/ living up to these requirements, tee aiin to

make the advertising pages valuable not onli/ to the readers,

but to the advertisers themselves.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, (14 lines in an inch), for each insertion.

One half column (74 lines), $65 each insertion.

07ie whole column (14S lines), $120 each insertion.

Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

JSaraiiniN Oreat American Museum
Amusements for Old and Young,
MOKAL AND Insteuctite, all that is

WONDEUFtJL AND CURIOUS. IN NATURE, ANIMATK
and INANIMATE, g.ithered from the

Four <|taarters of the Globe,
MAY HERE BE SEEN.

In addition to the other innumerable attractions have just

been added

Xlirec ^laiuaitotla Fat CSirl*^, weii^bing-

One 1'ou - . . - SOOO Pounds.
THREE MONSTROUS GIANTS

OVER 24 FEET.

X^vo I>>vai"fT'* - • IS I*OMDi4ls cacli.

TO THE NATURALIST THE MENAGERIE OF LIVING
ANIMALS EXHIBITS RARE SPECIMENS TO BE

&EEN IN NO OTHER COLLECTION.

To amuse and delight

LADIES, CHILDREN AND" FAMILIES
daring tlie holiday season,

A splendid collection of

FRENCH MOVING FIGURES
consistinc: of Musicians, Birds, Fountains. Ships, Mills, Rail-

roads, Steamboats, Balloons, Dancing Ladies, Performing
Monkeys and a thousand other curious Mechanical Repke-
BEFTTATiONS OP ANIMATED NATURE lias bceu cxprcssly im-

ported at a cost of several thousand Dollars.

O-KE-NA-WA-KAS TRIBE OF INDIANS COMPRISING CHIEFS,
^Faeriors, and Squaws, are engaged and represent their

habits, customs War Dances, Scalping Scenes, &c.

THE BEAUTIFUL AGUARIA,
or River and Ocean Gardens, first introduced into tliis coun-

try by Mr. Baruum. in which thousands of Rare Fish are

seen sporting in Crystal Ponds, afford an entirely new pleas-

mo, alone worth twice tlie price of admission to the Museum,

TUe I>raniatie EiiterCaiiimeuts
are always chosen with care.

The Advantages of Honesty and Virtue are yiytd-

LY contrasted with the misery entailed by a Life op
Dishonesty and Crime.

To AFFORD an OPPORTUNITY FOR Ladies and Children to

avoid the crowds at the atternoon and evening entertain-

ment, a Performance is given every Morning at 11

O'CLOCK, at which time no extra charge to Lecture
Room will be made.

Moving^ IVax Fi^Hves.
Circassian Girl, Albino Boy. Living Otters. Leaen-

3ED Seal, Kangaroos, a Menagerie op 50 other Living
Animals, and A Million of Curiosities.

Admission 30 cts. Cliildren under 10, 15 rents.

REEN'S PATENT ROOFING
Consists of a stout Canvass, impregnated with a per-

fectly water-proof and incorruptible comfjound. covered on
both sides with a stout fabric made water-proof bv a solution
€< INDIA RITBRKR. and hardened by a coating o'fPATENT
METALLIC PAINT.

It is thoroughly WATER-PROOF.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of oil-cloth.

It makes the best and most durable READY ROOFING
ever introduced.

It is dcsisned for DWELLING HOUSES, BARNS, SHEDS,
STEAMBOATS and RAILWAY CARS.

It can be laid down bv anv sensible working man.
It ^CHEAPER than anv known ROOFING OF EQITAL

DURABILITY. HENRY SMITH. No. 129 Pearl st.

W/"ANTED two or three crood Nurservmcu. Ad-
dress or call on JOHX WAMPLEIi. Dayton, Ohio.

F" ARMER WANTED.—One capable of taking
char^re of a vegetable farm. EnclLsli. Scotch or German

preferred. Aadresa F. A. STOW, Trby, New York.

CABINET ORGANS

Respectfully invite the attention of the Public to the fact

that the

UIVEQlJALiED REPUTATION
of their instruments is attested.

1. ISy tite almost unaninions oj>in-

ions €>^ disting'uislied Organ-

ists and ITInsicians.

More than two hundred, including the majority of the or-

franists of .greatest reputation in New York, Philadelphia,

Boston. Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago, and other principal

cities of the Union, tog;ether with nearly all the very eminent
Pianists of thft country, as GoTTScn.\LK, Wm. Mason, Mills,
San-dekson", Stkakosch, &c., &c. ; also of the most noted
JIusical Directors, as Maeetzek, EicHBrEO, Thomas,
Ferrahn. &c., the most popular composers, as Lowell Ma-
son', BRADBTTKr, ROOT, HASTINGS, and Others ; in short, in-

cluding acreat majority of those In the whole country whose
judgment is most valuable in such matters, have given theli-

written testimony that the instruments made by

!^In§on & Manilin,

Excel all others of their class.

S. Xiy t!ie a-^varsl to tliem of titirty

C«oid and Silrer medals, or

oalaer Eirst 5*remiBUiis

-witliin a fer\x years.

These have been from the principal industrial fairs in va-

rious parts 01 the country, at which these instruments have

heen exhibited in competition with Instruments from all the

best makers.

MAy)N & HAMLIN'S iustruments are, indeed the only

ones of this class to which a Gold Medal has ever been
awarded in this country.

3. Ky tlic numerous imitations in

A^'lueh otiier IVIanuracturers

tbemselves bear 'n'itncss

to tlie enTia1>le reputa-

tion of tlie

CABIIVET ORGANS.
A few years since when M. & H. introduced the CABINET

OR0AN.no instrunipnts of this class in the country were
known as Cirgans, thonzh many Harmoniums were made.

Since the CABINET ORGAN has attained so wide a reputa-

tion, these Harmoniums liavenearlyall changed their names,

and are now presented as "Organs" of some sort.

The public are respectfiiUy informed that

THE CABINET ORC^AST
Is essentially different in important parts ftom all other Or-

gans or instruments of its class. Its superiority, which is so

evident to musical experts as to elicit the almost unanimous
testimony alluded to, arises

1. Pi-oni important dilfercnees of construc-

tion ^vliicli, being patented, can not be used

by otlier nialcers.

S. From excellence of materials and perfec-

tions of vrorkmansliip in every detail*

By neither of these esclosively, but by both combined,

the excellence of the CABINET ORGANS is secure,^

, Mason & Hamlin
have fl-om the beginning of their career as Manufacturers,

made it an invariable rale to aim at the

VERY HIGHEST EXCFLLENCE
in every respect. In their factory, economy of manufacture

is never consulted at the slightest expense of excellence.

Circulars with full particulars as to styles and prices, and
many particulars as to points of excellence in this class of

instruments, and directions for selecting them, will be sent

gratuitously to any address.

Salesrooms :--No. 7 Morcer-st,,New-York,
No. 274 "Wasliin^jton-st., Boston, ITIass.

ItlASON &: HAITILIN.

For Thorough Instruction in Vocal Music,

*.
tTse Eassini's Art of Sinking : an Analytical and Prac-

tical System for the Cultivation of tho Voice This work is
prepared on a rigidly scientific basis, and universally admit-
ted to be the most desirable work for teachers and scliohM-3
Price, for Soprano Voice Complete. $4.00. Abridged, $3.00.

IPX^ ^^']^^^ ^S'^viV-
V*"^- ^*'^"ed post-paid. OLiVer DIT-SON & CO.. Publishers, Boston.

Consisting of 90
beautiful copies on
cai-dboard slips, illus-
trated by 60 cuts and
a chart. A skillful
hand taught without
teachers or schools.
Its surcess has beer
wonderful, " f haste,
beautiful andsimple.'*
—N. r. Evangelist.
"The most beautiful
and scientific of sys-

tems—an editor has pronounced it—magnificcut. and worth
\o, instead of fl 50;'-.Jonr. and Mess. Splendid terms to
T^ii^-^ ^'^"^P' post-nidd, $1 50. Published by BABBITT &
\^ ILT, Principals of Miami Commercial College, Dayton, O.

66 1>ASHFULNESS," " SENSITIVENESS," and
-'*-*" DIFFIUENCE."-Causes and Cure.—How to Pre-

vent and overcome them; given in JAN. NO. PHRENO-
LOGICAL JOUBNAL. 20 cts. by first post. Please
Address S. R. WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, New York.

£sta)[ili§]ied la 1835.
^v^^^l,^^^^^*^ Volume of HOVEY'S MAGAZINE OF HOR-TICULTURE, a monthly Journal of Horticulture. Flori-
culture and Landscape Art. commences on the 1st of Janu-
ary, IS65. Terms %l a year in advance. Four Copies S6.
SiJtjcunen Nos. forwarded on the i

' ^ --^
Address •

; receipt of 20 cts. in stamps!
HOVEY & CO., Boston.

M-|ERRYMAN'S MONTHLY, a lar^e
l^** Magazine, devoted to fun and lecrtation,

40 to 90 illusti-ations each month. Acknowl-
edged to be the best and cheapest publica-
of the kind ever issued. |^~ Puzzle

Department, Pri^e Ifebus, and Valuable Pi'izes ei'efy month.
ff^ There is still time to compete for our great prizes. In
consequence of the great cost of paper, &c.. and expensive
improvements, our terms for.lSfi5 will be ?l 25 a year, but all

eubscrioiions sent in this month will be received at $1 a year.
Sold bv all newsdealers. J. C. HANEY & CO.. 109 Nassau
St. N. Y. [Editors wishing to X will please send a paper.]

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS.—ProEreny
Hogs that have taken State and United States Preniinma

sent by' Express in pairs (not akin) to all parts of the United
States. Canada. Cuba, and South Alnerica. For Circulai-s,

prices, &c., Addi-ess N. P. BOYER & CO., Coatesville, Penn.

PURE Wbitefaced Blaclc Spanisli fowls shipped
to order at $4.00 a pair. Addrp^s

LEWIS ESSIG. Canton, OMo.

Choice and Reliable Seeds*

SEEDSMAN AND FLORIST,

SpriBig:ficl4l, Mass.,
Would respectfully inform all who love the culture of

Flowers and Vegetables that the Eleventh Edttton of his
SEED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S (U'lDE to thePUnVEK A^D KITCHKN GARDEV—is now in
press and will be issued almut Uie Mtli of .lanmirv. Ii will
contain nearly Onk HrNDUEu P.ages of closely printed
matter. I>e:iiiiifiil1y illii««tra4t(l ; with a descriptive
List of upward of Two Titors.wo Vakieties of Floweh
AND Vegetable Seeds, with explicit directions for their
culture. Also a list of the clioicest varieties of SMALL
FRUITS with much other tiisuful inlormation upon the
subject of Gardening gencrallv. It will be mailed post-
paid to all applicants enclosing 25 cents. Address as above.

Tree and Fruit J!iceds by Mail.
Postage 1-2 Cent per Oz.

Pear at S." 50 ; Apple and Red Cedar, 50 cents; Norway,
Spruce and Yellow Locust. ?! 50; Holly, §1 ; Scotch Pine, $2
50; Balsam Fir. $3; White Piue. $5 ; Hemlock, Spruce and
American Arbor Vitas, |6—all per lb. Many others in cata-

logue. THOS. MEEUAN, Germantown Nurseries, Pa.

THE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY for Octo-
ber planting, for Upland and cardeu culture, and for

swamps. Under mvmctliod of cultivation Uie yield Inst sea^
son on Upland was over 400 bushels per acre. Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nursery
catalogue complete, will be sent to any address.

B. M. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

AVillo-*v, for sale at low rates in large or small quan-
tities. Address M. ALLEN, "The Willows,"

Jlendota, Illinois.

MYWnOLESALK and RETAIL PRICED LIST
of Garden and Tree Seeds is now ready.

B. M, WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plj riioutli, Mass.

BRUCE'S
CONCENTRATEO FERTILIZER.
THE BRUCE FERTILIZER CO., noder the

charge of Mr. Duncan Bruce, continue to make this
valuable article for farmers. In addition to the large per
centage of ammonia, it contains over fortvpcr cent, of Solu-
ble Bone Phosphate of Lime, equivalent to sixty pounds of
Bone to every hundred pounds of the Fertilizer". Mr. B, has
disconiinued the use of gypsum, as it was found to give too
much weight without a corresponding value. For sale by
leading dealers in Fertilizer and AgrieultTiral Wares Tba
trade supplied by GEO. E. WHITE & CO.. 55 Cliff-st
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Agriculturist Strawberry.
Havinj; purchased of Mr. Jurtd his entire stock of plants

for sale, of this most remarkable Strawberry, we are prepared

to receive orders for large or small quantities.

Circulars issued this mouth and sent to all applicants.

J. KNOX.
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GREAT

AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY
I am now prepared to take orders for plants of this remark-

able variety, to be delivered in rotation as ordered in early

Spring. One of the original plants, from which my stock

has all been produced, was exhibited at the Agriculturist

Office loaded with enormous fruit, some of the berries weigh-

ing over one ounce each. Notwithstanding the remarkable

production of the original plant. It last season showed de-

cided improvement. I exhibited at the Office of the Agri-

culturist in .lune last, a single plant but ten months old, with

324 perfect formed berries on it, proving that it is not only

the largest but the most productive berry known. I have a

large stock of very flne plants at the following rates:

2 plants, $1.20; 6 plants, $3.00; 12 plants, $5.00; 100 plants,

$-35.00 ; 1000 plants, $200.00.

All orders addressed to WM. S. CARPENTER,
3-J9 Greenwich-st., New Tork.

Agricultural College of Pennsylvania.

The Session of IS05 will open on Tuesday, February 2Sth,

and close on the second Wednesday of December. Students

over fourteen years of age, from any part of the country,

with s.atisfactory testimonials of character, are admitted at

any time to such classes of the Preparatory School or CoL

lege, as they may be qualified to enter. It will be for their

advantage to arrive on the day of opening or as soon after

as possible.

The full course of instruction will extend through four

years and Include the English Language, and Literature,

Military Tactics, Logic, Rhetoric, History, Political Econo-

my, Mental and Moral Philosophy, Agricultural, Constitu-

tional and International Law, Natural Theology, Evidences

of Christianity, Mathematics, Mechanics, Astronomy, Agri-

cultural Engineering, and Geodesy, Botany, Entomology,

Zoology, Anatomy, Animal and Vegetable Physiology, Vet-

erinary Practice. Chemistry with its Applications to Agricul-

ture, and the Mechanic Arts, Mineralogy, Geology, Physical

Geography, Scien-tillc and Practical Agriculture, Horticul-

ture and Arboriculture.

The College Is ten miles from Bellcfonte, In Centre County,

and may be reached by the Pennsylvania Railroad to Ty

rone, or by the Sunbury and Erie to Lock Haven, and from

Tyrone or Lock Haven by the B.ald Eagle V.alley Railroad

to Bellefonte, and thence by stage or livery conveyance.

The charge for Board, Washing, Room rent, Fuel, and

Tuition Is $200 for the Session of ten months, payable one

Iialf in advance, and the other half on the first of July.

Every Student is required to work on the farm three hours

daily, and should have an extra suit of clothing adapted to

the woi'k.

Students are supplied by the College with single bedsteads,

mattresses, and bolsters. They will supply themselves with

a pillow and bed clothing.

For further information, or Catalogue for 1864, address the

undersigned, or Prof. J. S. WHITMAN, Agricultural Col-

lege. Centre County, Penn.

WM. H. AliLEIV, President.

THE

Reciprocity Mining Co.,

ChaudiercDUtrict^ Canada £ast.

OFFICERS:
Ex-Gov. JAMES POLLOCK. Director U. S. Mint, Pliila.

Hon. \V. (i. MOOHHEAD ... Prest. Phila. & Erie R R. Co.
C. B. WlilUHT. Esn. ... Of C. B. Wrislit & Co.. K.inkers.
HENRY SHELDON, Esq Of Stanton. Sheldon & C0..N.Y.
W. li. HATi.'H, Esq Of Fiiirbanka & Co., N. Y.
T. B. BUNTIXG, Esq Of T. B. Buntin" & Co.. N. Y.
L. E. CHITTENDEN .Lute Register UTS. Treas'y.

100,000 Sliare.s Par Value $50 eacli.

jMtuUsrription Price ^30.

Property 14,770 Acres, all known to be

ricli in Gold.

The present issue of Stock is limited to Twenty Thousand
Slmres, and will constitute a Preferred Stoce, All divi-

dends lire to be declared and paid upon these shares alone,

until the amount so divided shall equal thefull amount paici

in by the subscribers thereto, after which they will partici-

pate in all future profits equally with any portion of the re-

niaini; shares that may be issued.

Thirty dollars per sliai-e entitles the subscribers to the pre-

ferred stock to certificates for full paid shares of |;50 each,

the balance of the 20.000 shares may be subscribed for at the

Company's OflBce, or at the

OFFICE OF FISK & HATCH,

BANKERS FOR THE COMPANY. No. 38 WALL-STREET.
L. E. CHITTENDEN, President.

FOR SAff. E.
FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY,
THE SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farniina: and market gardenini:. in quantities to snit

purctiasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and Burling:ton,

on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad, mid-
way between New-York and Philadelphia, at $10 per acre.

In addition to all the common products of a farm, these lands

are valnable for ijrowins cranberries, sweet potatoes, peach-
es, srapes, tobacco and hops. All crops ripen ten days ear-

lier tlian on Lone: Island. Squankum ni.irl is delivered at

anv point on the railroad at one dollar and fifty cents per
ton, and fertilizes the land for seven vears after its applica-

tion. The lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber,
suitable for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recentlv cut oft', leading the land ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. "Price of cedar rails, $5 per 100. Cord wood,
at any railroad station. $3 per cord. A portion of tlie lands
contain a larjre quantity o^ the best potters' elay yet discov-

ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-mill within
one mile of Khamons; Station. A sood hotel at Shamonc:, on
the lands ofiered for sale. The location is very he.althy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with pood mill-sites and water-power for man-
nfacturing purposes. The whole purchase money may re-

main on mort^ace for a term of years if desired, 11: the pur-
chaser cultivates the land.

For further particulars applv to
F B. CHETWOOD. Elizabeth. N. J.

WM. O. GILES, 70 & 72 Franklin-st., New-York.

TO OWNERS OF FARMS find country resi-

dences. One of the best nl.ins to sell is to reprlster your
prenertv for sale, with the price, terms, how far depot, i&c..

with .J. "CJ . FOWLER. No. 77 Cedar street. New-York ; and if

vnu want to purchase, is the verv best place. Is giving his

snpcial attention to buving and selling country property.
Will attend to the advertising and selling of all property that

is to be sold at auction. J. Q. FOWLER.
Auctioneer and Real Estate Dealer,

77 Cedar-st., New-York.

"MARYff.ANI> FARMS."
We are agents for the sale of nearly

Fonr Hundred Farms
in this; State. A printed list of them can be obtained by
sending postage stamp to

R. W. TEMPLEMAN & CO..
No, 4S Lexingfon-st., fnp stairs) Baltimore City. Md.

The Best and Cheapest Farming
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF

NORTHERN MISSOURL
Kebels are moving away and are sellinir for whatever they

can get. An extensive imniieraliou from the Northern
States and from Europe alreadvbc^un. will soon occupv that
part of the State and develop* its inniiensc natural wealth.
Free and full information eiven on application to

ELI TIL\YEIi, 1 Park Place, New-York.

FOR SALK AT A BARGAIN—A FARM CON-
tainins SO Acres. 60 under fence. 20 Acres voung Timber.

Dwelling House and Barn, K mile from R. R. station and
Village, "tVonting a Turnpike, onlv "0 dollai'e per acre.

J. H. COKFIN, FranklinviUe. N. J.

^IIP1^B£10R FARM L.*.!^ H>!—SO.OOO
V-^Aeres at low prices and aceonimodating terms.— Franlc-
linville Tract.—Gloucester Countv. Xew.lersey, 35 miles
south of Philadflphia. on Railroad running Ironi Philadel-
phia and Camden to Cape Mav. in lots to suit purchasers.
Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry,
and others, with full information, sent free bv addressing
JoriN H. COFFIN & CO., FranklinviUe, New-Jereey. Also
Improved Farms from 20 Acres upward.

^^INELAND LANDS—TO ALL WANTING
" FARMS.—Large and tliriving settlement, mild andhe;ilih-

ful climate. 30 miles south of Pliiladelphia by railroad. Ricli
soil which produces lariie crops, which can now be seen
growins:. Ten, twentv and fifty acre tracts at from $35 to S".t

per acre, pavable within four years. Good business openin^ss
for manufactories and otliers: churches, scliools and trood
society. It is now the most improving place East or West.
Hundreds are settling and building. The beauty with which
the place is laid out is unsurpassed. Letters answered. Pa-
pers containim; reports and givins full information will be
sent free Address CIIAS. K. LANDIS, Vlneland Post-Offlce,
Cumberland Co.. N. J. From Report of Solou liobinson.
Agricultural Editor of The Tribune: It is one o^the most
extensive fertile tracts, in an almost level position and suit-

able condition for pleasant farming that we know of, this
side of the Western Prairies.

rWMlE MODEL MAGAZINE OF AMERICA.

BFMOREST'S
ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY and Mme DEMORKST'S
MIRROR OF FASHIONS^ 23 cents; yearly, with valuable
premiums. J.S. Novelties m every department, original sto-

ries, poetry, fashionable music, useful recipes, and the latest
fashions. The brilliant January number now ready. Speci-
men copies mailed free on receipt of the price. Office 39
Beekman-street.

GREATEST WARRIORS of the WORLD.—
Hannibal. Caesar. Pizarro, Charles XII.. Frederic the

Great. Cromwell. Wellington. Napoleon. Scott, &c„ In tlie

.Jan. Pictorial Double No. PHKENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
20 cents. Newsmen have it. FOWLER & WELLS, N. Y.

6fc-pHYSI0GN0MY ILLUSTRATED."—Alex-
BT andra. Princess of Wales, Miss Sailv Mugtrins, Miss

Fuij, and Florence Nightingale—with "SIONS OF CHAR-
ACTER," and how to read them in Jan.—double—No. PHRE-
NOLOGICAL JOURNAL, 20 cents, or $2 a vear. Address
Messrs. FOWLER & WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, l^ew York.

THE FRANKLIN ALMANAC AND DIARY for
ISfi-S is now ready. Price 35 cts. a copy; ten copies $3.00,

eighteen copies. $n. Sent by mail port.^ge paid on re-
ceipt OF PiticH. Multitudes who annually buy this exceed-
iusly valu.able work, sav they would not be without it for
FiTK TIMES ITS COST. Acldrcss all letters to the Pnlili^iher.

B. F. SANFORD. Ciucinnatl. Ohio.

Arthur''s 'STafiazine deservedly eujnys the reputation of
beincr one of the beM moral literary Magazines pitblished in
America,— Coburg Sentinel, V. IP.

Arthur's Home Magazine.
Edited by T. S. ARTnyB and Viroinia F. Townsexd.
The HOME MAGAZINE for 186ri will be enlarged and jm-

proved, and made still more worthy of the eminent favor
^vith wliieh it has been received. Its character as a HIGH-
TONED PERIODICAL, claimins public favor on the jrround
of real merit, will be carelnllv maintained; while for variety.
interest, usefulness, and all the attractions of literature an"d
art essential to a true Home Magazine, the publishers will
aim to make it SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
A FINE Steel Engraving, and two pages of Music, will

appear in every number, besides choice pictures, croups and
characters, prevailing fashions, and a large variety of pat-
terns for garments, embroidery, etc.. etc. In allrespcrts
we shall give A FIRST-CLASS MA<;AZINE. at a price with-
in the reach of every intelligent family in the land.
A new story by T. S. ARTHUR will be commenced In the

January number.
Yearly Terms, in Advance.—One copy. $2.50; three cop-

ies, $6.00; five copies, and one to the jretter-upof club, $10.00;
nine copies, and one to setter-un of club. $1.'>.00.

[TF" A beautiful PRE^rI^M PLATE, entitled " THE fN-
FANCY OF SHAKSPEARi:." will be mailed to each per.'^on
who sends ns a club of subscribers. It will also be mailed
to each single subscriber from whom we receive $2..iO.

2^^~ For $4.50 we will send one copy each of Home Maga-
zine and GoDEY's Lady's Book for a year.

Address T. S. AltTHUR & CO..
323 Walnut-street, Philadelphia.

66rw^HE HUMAN HEAD."—A Poem by Wil-
-H liam Ross Wallace. Phrenology, in the Encvclo-

pedia Britannica. Effects of Mind on the Body. " Tklade
Wtiole by Faith." Vairaries of Self-Esteem. Plirenology in
Scotland, in Jan.—double—No. Pukenological Journal.

MESSRS. FOWLER A WELLS, No. 389 Broad-
way, have all works on " Phosographt," "Hydro-

pathy," Purenology. Physiology, Anatomy. Medicine-
Mechanism, and the Natural Sciences generally. Also, Pho-
tographic Views, Albums, Portraits. Busts, Microscopes, etc.

66 4-^OLD FEET"—HOT HEADS"—Rules for^ ' regulating them—Badjfcnells-Howto prevent then;,
Mental Hygiene. Bad Breath^^re we Deterioriating ?—The
Wild or Holf Man of the Forest—in Jan.—double No.—
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAI^20 cents, or $2 a year.

THE

JOURNAL,
AND FAMILY VISITANT,^

Is a Monthly Magazine for Mothers and the Household. With
nothing light or trashy, it is practical in purpose, substantial
in matter, attractive in style. To aid Motlievs in their noble
bnt difficult work, and to make the houseliold healthy, hap-
py, useful, and good, is the object of tlic .Journal. One
Dollar and a half a year. Five copies $7. Single Numbers,
Fifteen CeiiU each. Sent free to Cleigvmen who circulate
it in theircongregations. Some are wanted in every Church,
Town, and Village, to get up a Club. Direct to MOTHEUS'
JOURNAL, 335 Broadway, New-York.

NEW ILLUSTRATED ANNU.IL OF PHRE-
NOLOGY AND PHYSIOGNOMY, for ISCo, with "SIONS

of CHARACTEK." Tlie Five Races of Man; Forty engrav-
ings and an Almanac for 100 years. Newsmen have it. Bv
first post, 12 ots. Address Messi's. FOWLEB & WELLS, 389
Broadway, New York.

BASHFULNESS. Diffidence, Sensitiveness.—
Catlses and Cure. AVhy are von timid and embarrassed ?

How to aeciuire confldeucc. See Jan.—double—No. Illus-
trated Phrenological JouRNAT.. only 20 cents, by first post.
Address FOWLER & WELLS. 380 Broadway, Sew York.

mfARRYING FOR SHOW—In Love with the
lYiL Parson-—Mrs. (Irundy and Our Girls—American V. S.

—

European Ladies and Ktiguette—Home Courtesies—Family
Intercourse—Hints to Husbands and Wives, in Jan.—double
No. Pictorial PHRENOLOGICAL JOUP.NAL.

A STRANGE STORY.
-™- A STRANGE STORY.

A STRANGE STORY.
BEADLE'S NEW DIME SERIES.
BE.\OLE-S NEW DfJIE SERIES.
BE-VDLE'S NEW DIME SERIES.

LARGE OCTAVO FOIiM—DOURLE COLUMNS.
LARGE OCTAVO FORM-DOUBLE COLUMNS.

THE M.4RKED BULLET,
THE MARKED BULLET,
THE MARKED BULLET,
THE MARKED BULLET,

A TAI^E OF THE EARLY OHIO SETTLEMENTS.
A TALE OF THE EARLY OHIO SETTLEMENTS.

One of the most captivating books of the day is the first

issue of Beadle's new Dime Octavo Series, viz.

:

THE MARKED BULLET,
A Romance of the Settlements, as full of mystery as Bnlwer's
celebrated "Strange Story " itself; and so refreshing in its

delineation ot backwoods life as to rendei it enjoyable in

every line.

Sold generally by newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of price—TEN CENTS. Address
BEADLE & CO., Publishers.

No. IIS William-st., New-York.

SUPERSTITIONS, SIGNS, WONDERS .-md
K^ TOKENS.—.\11 the popular notions about the Moon,
Weather. Itching Ears. Hanils and Feet. Cutting Finger
Nails. Looking Glass, Salt Cellar, Dish Cloth, Shoes. Sneez-
ing, Bridal Dresses. Marriage. Fairies, etc.. in Jan.—double-
No. PICTORIAL PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. 20 cents,
by first post. Newsmen have It.

FOWLER & WELLS, N. Y.
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New Work by the Author of

"My Farm orsielgewood," &:c.

C. S. SCniB^'Ei;, 124 Graud st., Xcw York, has now ready

Wet Iliiys at Edgewood.
1 Vol. 12mo. Trice $3.00.

This work gives a hiief survey of the whole subject of

Agricultur.ll and Rural Literature down to the present

ceutui-3', and abounds with pastoral gems li'om the Poets,

thrown in by way of interlude.

By genial and acute criticism and appropriate extracts,

the reader is brought face to face with the olden worthies

of the Agricultural world—smiles at their quaint pecu-

liarities, and learns to appreciate the practical wisdom
they display, though, perchance, in an uncouth garb.

The work is unique in our literature, and throws round

a familiar subject a halo of scholarship and poetical feeling

TviUf a singularly attractive result.

NO country resident should be without this resource

for his "Wet Days," that the writer found so eflectual in

dispelling the tedlura of a rainy season.

It forms a very natural complementary volume to the

"Farm of Edgewood," by the same author,

Also a Ne>v Edition of

" My Farm of Eilgewood," 1 Vol. $2.00.

Copies sent by Mail post-paid, on receipt of price.

IN EVERY COUNTY
IN THE

L.OYAL STATES.
FW\0 SELL BY SUBSC]#PTION a work intensely

interesting and very popular, entitled THE INDIAN
15ACES OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA, including

an acount of the Sioux Massacre in Minnesota, written by
Hon. J, T. Headley. This work is well adapted to the wants
of the masses, and is destined tomcet with a large sale. For
particulars apply to or address

HURLB0T, SCRANTON & CO.
No. 148 Aeylum-st.,

Hartford, Conn.
Agents will please state their address.

;; Books by BSetarn Mail."
Any Uook, Map, Chart, Portrait, Album, Magazine, or Pa-

per, sent *'BT RETURN OF FIRST POST," at Publisher's

Prices. Editors, Agents, Preachers, Teachers, and others

supplied. All works on Phonoueapht, Htdropatht,
Anatomy, JUbdicine, Mechanics, Dictionaries, Gazet-
EERS, Knctclopedias, aud on the Natural Sciences.

Address MESSRS. FOWLER & WELLS, Purchasing Agents,

3S9 Broadway, New York. P. S. All the New-York Expresses

call at our House, 339, daily.

AGENTS WANTED to sell the "NURSE AND
SPY," a new, iiishly exciting, and richly embellished

work, embracing the adventures and experieuceof a woman
in Hospitals, Camps and F>attle fields, as "FIELD NURSE"
and "SPY." Just the book Ihe people want. Energetic,.
persevering men. Teachers, Ladies, and especially returned
SOLDIERS will And a rare opportunity to make money
by encaging in the sale of this thrilling work.
'For terms, which are very liberal, apply to or

' ' --- W. S. WIXLIAMS & CO.,Address

December 2d, 1864.

152 Asylum-st,, Hartford, Conn.

A Pictorial I>oiibBe IVuiiiber.

New Vol. THE ILLUSTRATED PHRENOLOGI-
CAL JOURNAL for Jan., contains portraits of Tenni-
son, Silliman, Sheridan. Cobb, Pliiliips, the mother of
AVesley, sm Indian Chief, Franze Muller, Miss Muggins,
Miss Fury, The Princess of Wales, Florence Nightin-

gale. A group nf Warriors, Hannibal, Julius Casar, Pi-

zano, Cromwell, Charles XII, Frederick the Great,

Winfield Scott, Wellington and Napoleon, with Ethnol-
ogy, Phrenology, Physiology, Physiognomy, and
Psychology. By first post, 20 cts., or $2.00 a year.

Address MESSRS. FOWLER & WELLS,'
389 Broadway, New-York.

SPLENDID NEW-YEAR'S NOA^LTIES. —
t^DEMOIiEST'R IT.l.rSTnATETI MONTHLY and MME.
llEMOFvEST'S MlKKOi: OF FASHIONS combined. A
SPLENDID PliOGIIAMMK o! ENTKIiTAlNING. AUTIST-
IC, and USEFUL LITEliAIlV MATTEIi lor iSr)5. Single
copies, 25 cents ;

yearly, ^\ with a valuable premium. Office,
No. 39 Beekman street. Do not fail to see this model maga-
zine. Specimen copies mailed free on receiiit of price. Tea
dollars* worth of FULL-SIZE FASHIOXABLE PATTEItNS
for ladies' and children's dress, and three dollars' worth of
new and orig:inal music will be given during the year. The
splendid Jannarv number, with an iirtistic and entertaining
poem, bv THEODORE TILTON, and other brilliant nov-
elties noV ready.

Songs for Soldiers and Their Friends.
The Ti"uinpf't of Freedom, Containing. Soldier's

Clmnis; \'iva la America; MollK-r when the war is over
;

Mount. i!ovs. Mount; Picket Guard; Not a Star from our
Vlrtg; Volunteer's Wife; Ked, Wtiite and Blue; To Canaan •

Do thc'V prav for me at Home ; How do vou like it. Jeflerson
D: Battle Hymn of the Republic; Clorv H.illelnjah; (iari-
baldi Hvmn. and otlier popular Songs. Ducts, &c. will be
sent, post-paid, for 40 cents. OLIVER DITSON & CO,, Fub-
lifihers, Boston,

INVENTORS, MECnANICS, AGRICUL-
TDRISTS,

ANNUAL PROSPECTUS
Of the cheapest and best MECHAXICAI.5 JOURNAX

in the World.

A new Volume of which commences January l, 1865,

sriEiNTiFicmmm
This is uncniestionaMy the

I must popular and interestin;j
journal of its class in tbo
world. It has been published
aeveuteen yi^ars and has a
larger circulation than any

similar .iournalin existence.
"Itia a weekly paper of 16

-padres, and is devoted to Sci-
ence, Discovery. Inven-
tion, MECnANICS, Manffao-
TURE9, and the whdle ranso

of Industrial art. Most of the Inventions patented la
the United States are illustrated in its columns, the En-
gTavings being most superb and beautiful. Each number
contains 16 pa?:es of matter and from S to 10 Eneravincrs.
The numbers for a year make a splendid volume of ft''>2

pages of useful and entprtainiog matter, and about 50(J

Engravings. A full report of all the Fatent Claims aro
published odaciaJly each week.

It is printed weekly on fine paper at the marve!ou?Iy
low price of $3 per year, or SI tor four"months. Specimen
copies sent free. Address—

HTONW & CO.,
No. 37 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

ATENT AGENCY
OFFICES.

BstaMisbed in 1846.

lilESSKS. MUNN & CO.,

^l^^W^̂ Ms!9X^^L Editors of theSdeniificAmerican,

A^SS^^KKwR SOLICirORS OF A.MERICAN
& EUROPEAN- PATENTS, -

With a Branch Othce at Wash-
li:gton. During the past seventeen years MEbbRri. MUNN
& CO. have acted as Attorneys for more than 2U,000 in-
ventors, and statistics show that nearly one-third of all
the applications for patenta annually made in the Unitwi
States are solicited through the 8cientilic American Pat-
ent Agency. All business connected with the Examina-
tion of Inventions, Preparing Specifications, Drawings,
Caveats, Assignments or Pat(.'nts, I*rosecuting R^ected
Cases, Interferences, Re-issues and Extensions of Patents,
and Opinions of the Infringement and ^'alidity of Patents,
will receive the most carelul attention.
Patents secured in England, France, Belgium, Austria,

Russia, Prussia, and all other foreign countries where Pat-
ent Laws exist. A Pamphlet of "Advice How to Secure
Letters Patent," including the Patent Laws of the United
States, furnished free. All communications confi,den-
ti&I. Address—

MUNN & CO.,
No. 37 PARK ROW, NEW YORK:

The Oldest, Cheapest, and Best.

MEREY'S MUSEUM,
The Oldest and most Favorite Juvenile Magazine published.
Vol. 50 commences January, 1S64. Full of Stories, Pictures,

Puzzles, Letters from the Young Folks, History, Biography,
Natural Science, Prizes, Hieroglyphics, etc., etc.

A fine steel engraving of Uncle William given to all new
subscribers in the January Number. '

Tersis, $1.50 a year, in advance : 12 cents single number.
Send for it. j. N, STEARNS, PuWisUer,

111 Fulton Street, New York.

The Herald of Health
AND

Journal of Physical Culture.
THE HERALD 01' HEALTH AND JOURNAL OF

PHYSICAL CULTURE, will be Ibund valuable In every fam-
ily where there is an invalid, a child whom its parents desire
to have grow into sound robust health, or a single person
who would improve in form aud bodily symmetry. Price
$1.50 a year, I.t cents a number. Address MILLER AND
"WOOD. 15 Lalght-street, New-Tork.
We also publi-sh the NEW HTGIENE Cook hook contain-

ing several hundred recipes lor cooking the most healthful
lood, worth its price in gold to the sick who would get
well, and to all those who would know how to serve up
wholesome and substantial food. Price by mail :J0 ceuts.
Send a stamp lor our book circular containmg a list of our^ ,„_,._ MILLER AND WOOD,

15 Laight street, New-Tork.

Sorgo Joiii-ual & Farm IfEacliiiiist.
Devoted to Northern Cane culture, Improved Farm Ma-

chinery and progressive Husbandry. This work affords the
latest and most reliable information upon all matters relating

oSru-'ft 6,°,?,'"^^,'.V,5'',S?,,<'."i?'''"''^'''
ihclurting the subjects ofSEED, SOIL. CULTIVATION, and the ojierations of Har-

vesting, Grinding, Defecating, Evaporating, Refining, Grain-
ing, &c. 3d volume commences in January. A good time to
subscnbe. Monthly, $1.00 a year. Liberal terms to agentsand Clubs. Sample numbers tree. Address

SOKGO^ JOURNAL AND FAliM MACHINIST,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

^END 20 CENTS for JAN. No. ILLUSTRATED
•^ PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, containing Portraits,
Biographies and Characters of Poets, Philosoprees, War-
EIORS, CiviLtANS, MUEDEKERS; the good and the bad. the
high and the low. To secure the PICTORIAL DOUBLE
NUMBER, with PHYSIOGNOMY, ETHNOLOGY. PHYS-
IOLOGY, and PSYCHOLOGY, send at once. Single No. 20
cents. For the year, $,'.00. Address Ucesj-B, fOWLEK &
WELLS, 889 Bi-oadway, New Tort.

Uealtli publications.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of tlie Agriculturist at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price. AUoI
these books maybe procured in making up a library. We
indicate our opinion of their value by one or more Stars.]

These prices are only good for orders sent previously to

February 1st.

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture * % \ 50

Allen on the Culture of the G-rape l 50

AUeu's (li, L.) American Farm Book* i 50
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00

American Farmer's Encyclopedia, 6 00

American Rose Culturist, bound 50

Artof Saw Filing ...(Holly? 60

Barry's Fruit Garden—*•* 1 .50

Beecher's (Hy Ward) Fruit Flowers and Farming 1 3.5

Bement's Poulterer's Companion... •* 2 00
Bemcnfs Rabbit Fancier 30

Blake's Farmer's Encyclopedia 1 so
Boussinganlt's Rural Economy 1 50
Brldgeraan's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 75
Bridgeman's Young Gardener's Assistant 2 00

Bridgeman's Kitchen Garden Instructor 75

Bridgeman's Florist's Guide 75

Brandt's Aep of Horses (Ensrlish and German)....*.... ."iO

Breclv's Book of Flowers • .. 150
Browne's American Poultrv Yard J 25
Browne's Field Boot of Miinures 1 50
Burr's Veijetables of America— • 450
Carpenters and Joiners Hand Book, .(Holly) 60
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide. 75
Cole's (S. W.^ American Fruit Book * 60
Cole's Veterinarian 60
Colraan's Agriculture 500
Copeland's Country Life 3 ."iO

Cotfage Bee-Keeper 75
Dadd's (Geo. II.) American Cattle Doctor • 1 50
Dadd's Anatomy of the Horse— (colored) 5 00

" — (plain) 3 50
Domestic Poultry . . 30
Downing s Cottage Residences * 2.50
Downins's Fruits nud Fruit Trees of America •*•.... 3 01/

Elliott's Western Fruit Book 1 50
Emplovment of ^A omen—By Virginia Penny....* 1 56

Everv 1-ady lier own Flower Gardener 3»

Farm Record for S years 3 0'

Fessenden's American Kitchen Gardener ^I't

Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener 1 ^C
French's Farm Drainage * 1 ,i0

Fie^M's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 '^5

Fish Culture '. 1 50
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses....** 2 00
Fhnt'8 Milch Cows and Dairy Fai-raing ***... 2 00
Fuller's Grape Culturist ***

l 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist. *. ., .

, 20
Goodale's Principles of Breeding, . .**.,.. 100
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol..***.

,

4 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 00
Gucnon on Milch Cows "0
Hall's CMiss) American Cookery 1 35
Haraszthv Grape Culture, &c 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain.....** 3 .-0

do. do. do. do. colored plates.** 4 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsckeepers....*** \ 50
Hints to Riflemen, by Cleveland 150
How to Buy a Farm and Where to Find One 1 "Hi

Jennings on Cattle, Sheep, &c .. 150
Johnston's Catechisms 01 Agrienltural Chemistry SO
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry l 2.1

Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 00
Langstroth on the Honey I^ee ...-**

1 .^iO

Loudon's (Downins's) Ladiee' Flower Garden *.,.. 1 75
Lencliar's How to Build Hot-houses 1 51)

Licbiar's Familiar Letters on Chemistry
, sn

Liebiir's Modern Agriculture 1 25
LmslRv's (D. C.) ^lorgan Horses 150
Manual of Agriculture by G. Enieison and C. L. Flint. 1 00
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor *** 350
Mavhew'3 Illustrated Hoisc Management •**. .. 3 50
McMahon s American Gardener * a 50
Miles on the Horse's foot 50
Mistakes of Educated Men **

60
Morrell's American Shepherd 1 25
Munn's Land Drainer 75
Mv Farm of Edgewood— **— 2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record **

, 1 50
NeiU's Practical Gardener— (Pardee) 1 50
Norton's Scientific .'^cricultuve 75
Oleott's Sorgho and Imphee 1 25
Onion Culture ...***.. 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c * (paper) SO
Our Hardy Grapes . 25
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Rose 1 50
Pedder's Farmer's Land Measurer 50
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves.. .. 1 50
Quinby's Mvsteries of Bee keeping ** 1 50
Quincy on Soiling Culture... .(paper) S5
Rabbit Fancier SO
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 OO
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden *• 8 oO
Rich's American Architect 6 oO
Rivers' Orchard House 40
Rural Affairs (bound)—3 Vols each 1 50
Saxton's Farmers' Llbrarj'. .set of 3 Vols morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols. .cloth 8.50
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book ; 60
Skillful Ilousewite . 50
Smith's Landscape Gardening .. .. 7 50
Spencer's Education of Children** 1 35
Stephens' Book of the Farm. ..2 Vols 6 00
Stewart's (Jolmi Stable Book 1 50
Ten Acres Enougli . . 1 50
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agricultnre 2 50
Thomas' Fruit Culturist l 50
Thomson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture .-.*•* 25
Todd's rS. E.) Young Farmer's Manual....** 1 50
Tucker's Resister Rural Affairs— * go
Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3 oo
Walden's Complete Soil Culture 1 -,o

Warder's Hedses and Evergreens 1 50
Warintr's Elements of Asricultnre- 1 00
Watrions American Home Garden....*** 2 00
Wax Flowpi-R CAi-t ol Making) 1 5,)

Wheat Plant (John KlinP'irt's) 1 50
Viile Collese Agricultural Lectures po
Yonatt and Spdoner on the Horse 1 ^q
Youall and ^laltin on Cattle -^ 50
Youatt on llie Hog. ...*.. 1 oO
Youart on Rheep ] oO
Youmans' Household Science—***

1 75
foumans' New Chemistry.., ,•,,.,.,,, .,,. j 75
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GUTXA PERCHA CEMENT ROOFlTVft
Is Fire and Waterproof, aDcl can lie a|)pliecl hv any lahorer.
It costs about one-third as much as tin. and is "more durable.

GUTTA PERCHA CEMENT PAINT
As applied to leaky roots of all kinds, will render them per-
fectlv* water-tight. It is put up ready prepared for use,
This'paint is particularly adapted for paintin,!? Out-houses,
Barns, Fences, &c.. &c.,
These materials have been tested on more than twelve

thousand roofs durins the past six years.
Full descriptive particulars furnislied bv the

JOHNS & CROSLEY MAN LTFACTtJUING- CO..
(Sole Manufacturers,) 78 William-st.. New-York.

THE FATOKITE BlJRi^ER.
No class chimneys needed.

"VTe are now manufaciarins
our unrivalled non-chimney
Burner in such quantities as
to be able to offer it to all who
rsE lamps. It is the onlv re-
liable non-chimney Burner.

I
It makes a clear, soft and

i steady lisht,without smoke or
' odor, consuming the carbon
by jets of air entering the
interior of the flame. It holds
the flame and can be carried
about like a candle. It saves

the eyes, the fingers, half the oil, and all the expense of
chimneys. It is the best night lamp, and is perfectly safe
and reliable in every wav. It is simple in operation, and
never gets out of order It will fit your lamps, as the screws
are of uniform size in the lamps now made. You can buy
directly of us, throush t!ie mail, without regard to dealers,
who make their profits mainly from the sale of chimneys.
Mailed, postaire i)aid, to any address on receipt of seventy-
five cents, with wick ready for use.

IV, B.—For thirty-five cents additional we will mail, post-
paid, one year's suppiv of wicks. Write to

HUTCHINSON & CO., Cayuga, N. Y.

STAMMERING.—For a Physiological Treatise
i-^ou its " CAUSE and CUP.E." Iiv Vetiirn post, send 30
cents to S. li. WELLS, No. 389 Broadway, New-York.

IviiiN Patent Hair Crimpers*
iMtliex t7-f/ T/iem. They will make vour hair wave beauti-

fully without hcalinc: it, Forsale at Variety Stores tlirou<rh-
OTit thH countrv. lietail merchants will be supplied by any
Drst-class Jobber of Notions In New-York, Philadelphia, Pa.,
or Boston, Mass.

The Childrens Ba-
zaar and Riding
SchOOljKo. 510 Broadway,
N. Y. Holiday and Birthday
irifts for the youns. Crandall's
Patent Spring Rocking Horses,
McKensie's Patent Cantering
Horses. Brown's Patent Baby

i::^ Tenders, Self-operating Swings,
;-^Sleds. Carriages. Velocipedes,
ir^Invalid Chairs, Baby Jumpers,
—^ Parlor Skates, Negro Dancers,

Dollsthat Walk and Dolls that Talk, and Toys in variety,
send stamp for Circular and Prim Li^i,

LEWIS TIBBALS. 510 Bioadway. New-York,

Stammering,
rnrpd bv Bntes* Patent Applinnoes. For (descriptiTe)

pnraplilet intl diawings. ^dilress H. C. H. MEAKS, Tu West
28(l-st., New Tork.

$275. SEVEN OCTAVE.

ROSEWOOD PIANOFORTES.
GROVESTEEN & CO., 409 Broadway, N. Y.

New. enlarije'l Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirty years' experience, with eveatly increased facilities

for mariufacturinii, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the World's Fair, and for five successive vears at
the American Institute. Warranted five years. Terms
i€'t Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

The Nonpar Ef^iLf 4
Washing MachineJ

l8 the only entirely reliable "Washing Machine in existence.

It has been in constant use in the family of Mr. .Tndd, the

Proprietor of tliis .Journal, and in that of Mr. Munn, proprie-

tor of the Scientilic American, since 1S61. For description

see advertisement in preceding numbersof the Agriculturist.

tW Snid for free Circnlar to
OAKLET & KEATING, ISl Water-street, New-Tork.

Hay and Stalk Cnttei's,
Corn Sliellers, Hay Presses, Cider mills, &c.

JOHN VANDEItBILT,
23 Fulton-st, near Fulton Market. N. Y.

Putnam Clothes Wringer!
• IT IS THE ONLY RELIABLE

SEIiF-ADJrSTIlVG \f RINGER.
NO "WOOD-WORK TO SWELL OR SPLIT.

NO THUMB-SCREWS TO GET OUT OF ORDER.
"WARRANTED WITH OR "WITHOUT COG-WHEELS

It took the FIRST PREMIUM at Fifty-seven State and
County Fairs in 1863, and is, without an exception, the beat
Wringer ever made.
Patented in the United States, England, Canada, and Aus-

tralia. Agents wanted in every town and in all parts of
the world.

No, 2, $8 00. No. 1, $9 00. No. F, $10 OO,
No. A, ?11 00.

JIanufactnred and sold, wholesale and retail, by the

Putnam Manufacturing Company,
NO. 13 PLATT STREET, NEW YORK,

—AND—
CLEVEILAND, OHIO.
S. C. NORTHROP, Agent.

WHAT EVERYBODY KNOWS. VIZ:
That Iron well galvanized vm.!. not rust;
That a simple machine is better than a complicated one ;

That a Wringer shofld be self-adjusting, durable,
and EFFICIENT;
That Thumb Scracs and FasteiHngs cause delay and

TROUBLE to regulale and keep in order;
That wood soaked in hot water wtll swell, shrink and

split ;

That wood bearinss for the shaft to run in virrLjj taenr out

;

That the PUTNAM WlilNGER, with or without Cog-
wheels, WILL NOT TEAR the clothes;
That Cog-wheel regulators are not essential;
That the PUTNAM WRINGER has all the advantages,

and 7iot one of the disadvantages above-named
;

That all who have tested it, pronounce It the best Wringer
ever yet made

;

That it will wring a TJiread or a Bed Qnilt without
alteration.

PORTABLE PRINTING OFFICES !—
For sale by the ADAMS PRESS CO., 30 Ann-pt New-

^ nrk. Circnlar sent free. Specimen Sheet of TYPE, CUTS
&c.. six cents.

IniproYecl stanchion
OPENER AND FASTENER FOR

PATENTED MAT 31, 1864.

Before the cattle are let into the stable, the lever O.Is
moved to the right, then the lever F is moved to the riglit

;

then lever F is thrown to the left. When the cattle liave
taken their places. lever O is moved to the left, which fastens
them all at one time. To fasten them over night, a pin may
he placed over the lever O, or a hook maybe used. Tliis
works at either end. One or more can be opened hy raising
chain I. When they are open, one or more can be shut by
pushing up stanchion B, as without it. TIte bar H, is hung
higher at one end; by this means the cattle are let out one
at a time by moving lever H slowly to the risht. Pm E,
should be pat near the inner edge, so wlieu block K rises
stanchion E will fall hack. Any ^irl or boy can work this
and keep dry and clean. This arrangement can be placed on
anv stancliions. Warranted to work 150 feet long.
For further particnlars or the purchase of risht. address

CHARLES EDWARD PETRIE.Tfatentee.
Cherry Valley, Ashtabula County, Ohio.

i^GERS0ijL^S~iMPR0ilEiB>
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES'.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner ttiroughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 1200.

The Horse Power is worked by either wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those' wanting such machines to write for a catalogue
containing full information with cuts, prices, &c., or call and
examine personallv.
Orders promptlv'attended to. by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint. Kings Co., L. I.

Metallic Rake Rods Tor the
\¥heel Horse Rake Teeth.

ALSO.
TERRITORIAIi RIGHTS FOR THE BEST
and most popular WHEEL RAKE.
For circulars apply to

ELBERT WHITE, Stamford, Conn,

FLAX ATVI* HEMP DRESSERS
are no longer an esperiraent. Over 200 No. 1 Brakes have
been sold and arc in

PRACTICAL trSE.

A pamphlet will be sent free of charge by writing. \

JOHN W. QUINCT. AGENT, !

No. 98 William-st., New-York.

TESTIMONIALS.

Httntingdon, Penn., March ^fith, 18&I.

Messrs. Mallory and Sanford :

Gk:jtle5ien.— It gives me great pleasure to testify to the
general excellency of your Patent Flax Brake. I have been
operating one for the past four months, and am satistied it

will do all that is claimed for it. Thev readily break the
nuTiiber of pounds perdaywiiich you claim in vour pam-
phlet, and the flax leaves the machine perfectTv siraiglit.
The Brake can readily he adjusted to hard or tender flax as
the case may he, and with ordinary attention, I consider the
probability of the machine getting out of order verv remote.

I am very truly yours, Horatio G. Fishee.

Sttttstille, N. Y., March 28th, 1864.

Messrs. Mallory and Sanford;
Gentlemen,—You ask our opinion in regard to vour l-nax

Machine; we can say with pleasure that we a're htglily
pleased with it ; we find no difficulty in breaking for four
dressers, and thev say they never dressed after so perfect a
machine lor breaking. As this is the first season of our expe-
rience in tlie Fhix business, we are not qualified to speak of
our own knowledge of its superior qualities over the old
machines. Yours truly, &c.,

Atwood a Bridenbeckek.

KlNGWOOD, HtJNTERDON CO., N. J., April 3, 186i.

Messrs. Mallory and Sanford :

Gentlemen,—I have been using your valuable Patent
Flax Brake for the last three months to my entire satisfac-
tion. I have more than realized my oxpecta'tions both in re-
gard to the quantity and quality o"f work done. I regard ic

as one of the greatest inventions of the present day. " From
experiments made I believe the savins to be fullj' one fourth
in fibre over the old liand-hrakes heretofore in use in this
part of the country ; it not only increases the quantitv hut
It greatly improves the quality- of flax, which enable's the
seller to obtain the highest market rates. Another import^
ant consideration is the small amount of power it requires
to break a given amount in a given time.

Yours respectfully, Wilson Beat.

Woodstock Flax Factort,
Milton, Morris Co., N. J., March 26th, 1S&4.

Messrs. Mallory and Sanford :

Gentlemen,— I have used one of your Patent Flax Brakes
(No. 3) since the first of January last, and can say That it far
exceeds my expectations ; it not only breaks the straw thor-
oughly but it keeps it perfectly straight without any waste.
Anoth"er great advantage it possesses is that two boys, 11 and
13 years old can break as fast as ©ne man can scutch the
sanie. I consider it one of the greatest saving niacliines of
the age. Wishing yon success in this great invention.

1 am truly yourB, Elias C. Talmadge.

;

Office of the Cooesbukgh Flax Woeks,
John W. Qulncy, Esq. March 26th, 1S64.

Dear Sir,—Your favor just received asking my opinion
of your Brake. It affords me much pleasure to do this fa-
vorably. After running five of your No. 1 Brake in the Flax
district of Ireland and successfully competing with sixteen
difl'erent machines, I returned to tins countrv and started a
mill in All^any County, New York. We worked all kinds of
straw, rorted, unrotted, and over-rotted, never injuring the
fibre, giving the Flax a soft silkv feel and better spinning
quality than could be obtained on anyotlier Brake. We
liave fun our Brake nearly six months, jiart ot the time night
and dav, and have had no breakdown ; we consider the ma-
chine as ffood to-day as when we purchased it. I am confi-
dent that there is a larsre saving in fibre and the value of the
flax is verv much enhanced by its use. I think It useless to
say more on the subject ; all that is necessary is for a man to
see it work to be convinced that it is the best Brake in use.
Wishing you success, I remain yoni-s truly,

Edgar Fowes.

Coiiistoek's Motatt'y Spader.
Having purchased the exclusive right to manufacture and

vend this great Ag^ricultHral ^vant (throughout the

United States, excepting the New England and some of the

Atlantic and Pacific Statesi, which has been so thoroughly

and satisfactorily tested, I am now prepared to receive

orders for them.

A hoy 15 years old with 4 good horses can spade 6 to 8 acres

per day, S inches deep, leaving the field in the condition of a
garden bed when forked.

Depots will be established at Chicago, Milwaukee, St.

Louis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and other Western and
Southern Cities, and I shall endeavor to meet the demand
by manufacturing extensively, but orders should be sent early

to avoid delay and disappointment.

For further information, price, »S:e.,'send for circular.

November, 1S64. J. C. BIDWELL,
Pittsburgh (Pa.,) Plow Works.

^Vm. II. KAI^LEXX, Arcliitect.
Hohokus, Bergen Connty, N. J.

Aniinoniated Pacific Guano.
A real guano, containing from seventy to eighty percent

of Phosphate of Lime ; to which has been added hy a chem-
ical process, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that it can not evaporate, making it equal, if not snperio- to
any other fertilizer. Price $80 per nett ton. A liberitt dis-

count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass.

State Assayer, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimonials
from scientific agriculturists, showing; its valae, can be
obtained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Sellins Agents.

131 Pearl-st., New-Vorlf.
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B R U C E'S

CONCEITRATED MANURE,

For the Farm, tlie G^ardee, tlie Vineyard, and Lawn.

Brace's Concentrated Manure is

no longer an experiment. Three years' trial

has proved its superiority over all other fertil-

tilizers. It is not because of its

VAIiUABIiE COMPOUNDS
alone, that v,'e claim its

Great Fertilizing Power
;

It is also in the Patent process througU

wbich it passes in its mannfactnre,

by which we are enabled to CONCENTRATE

the NECESSARY FOOD for VEGETATION.

Bruce's Concentrated Manure

was first brought to the notice of the Agricul-

turists of this country in the year 1862. About

Fifty Tons were sold durhig the year, di-

rect to farmers, with satisfactory results. The

following year (1863) orders came in to the

amount of Four Hundred Tons, only

Two Hundred of which could be fur-

nished. The past j-ear (1861) we sold nearly

Six Hundred Tons, and notwithstand-

ing the severe drought it has more than

met our expectations. In order to supply the

demand the coming season, we have been

obliged to enlarge our Factory, and with im-

proved Machinery and enlarged facilities, we

hope to be able to manufacture,

T-wo Tlioxxsantl Tons.

Those who have already proved the value of

Bruce's Concentrated Manure,

and those desirous of testing its

Fertilizing Power,

are CAUTIOIVED from purchasing an ar-

ticle bearing the name of Bruce's fertilizer;

supposing it to be simon pure, as sold by

us. The article sold by us is branded on

each barrel,

Bruce's Patent Concentraleil

Manure.

C. W. VAN DOREN & CO.,

GBIFFING BROTHER & CO ,

58 & 60 Courtlandt-st., N. Y.

We give below a few of the many testimo-

nials sent to us.

READ AND BE CONVINCED

:

Glens Falls, N. Y.,

Nov. 14th, IS'U.

Messrs. GrifHng Brother & Co.

Gents,—The "Bruce's Concentrated
l^Iaunre " which I purchased of you I

used on corn in this way. I mixed two bushels

of Nova Scotia Plaster, to one of the manure,

and dropped about a tablespoonful in llie hill

before planting. Its effect was equal to my
expectation, and I think added one-third to the

crop. I had other corn raised in the same field

upon shares, to which the manure WAS XOl'

APPLIED, and the difference between the two

crops was perceptible during the entire season.

I also used the same mixture upon my garden.

It made the cabbages snap while growing, and

crack when fully grown. The eight barrels

you sent me were burned in our great fire, but

I saved the manure and used it after it had
passed through the fire. I shall want Ten
Tons for next spring's use, and would like to

know if I can have it on the same terms as

last spring.

The corn I raised on alight sandy soil, and
the crop manured with " Bruce's Concentrated

Manure," was the subject of wonder to every

one who saw it.

Yours truly,

E. H. ROSEKRAUS.

NoRTHFiELD, Richmond Co., N. Y.,

Nov. 9th, 1864

Messrs. GriiBng Brother & Co.

GENTLEifEX,—The two tons of BRUCE'S
CONCENTRATED MANURE, which
I purchased of you, I aiiplied to my oats last

spring, at the rate of TWO HUNDRED POUNDS
to the acre, on nine acres. The ground, having
previously produced a crop of wheat, was in

tolerable condition. The yield of grain and
straw exceeded anjnhjng of the kind I have
ever seen; the OATS WEIGHED THIRTY-
FOUR POUNDS to the bushel, and tlie straw
was upon an average five feet in height. The
balance of the two tons I have this fall applied

to a portion of my wheat crops, the growth of

which has been thus far, rapid and luxuriant.

I also applied a small quantity to corn and
beans in May last, with satisfactory results.

From my experience, I consider TBIS MA-
NURE THE BEST AND CHEAPEST OF ALL
THE CONCENTRATED MANURES IN THE
MARKET

Very Respectfully Yours,

David L. Gardner.

MoirsT Lebajton, Columbia Co., N. Y.,

Nov. 2, 1864
Grifflng, Brothers & Co. •

Friends—Your favor asking our opinion

about " Bruce's Concentrated Manure" is receiv-

ed. I in reply would say that we have used it the

past season with the most gratifying results.

The season was so dry that we could not test it

as we would have wished. We used it on our

potatoes, hoeing it in after they were up, and
the yield was greater than by any concentrated

manure we have ever used. It has well paid

the investment on our gardens. For most crops

we prefer it to the No. 1 Peruvian Guano. We
sh.all want more of it the coming season. Have
you it on hand ? and what is the lowest price.

Respectfully yours,

D. C. Brainard.

Mr. D. C. Brainard, the writer of the above

letter, is one of the New Lebanon Shakers—a prac-

tical man, and one who thoroughly understands

agriculture in all its branches, and can appie-

ciate a good fertilizer. Mr. Edward Fuwler, also

one of the New Lebanon Friends, wlio is known
throughout this country as an expert in Agricvl-

iure and Horticulture, a large producer of all

kinds of seeds for the farm and garden, also

herbs for medicinal purposes, in answer to our

enquiries says, send me another ton, and puts

down the money to pay for the same. Mr. F.

had already used several tons ; we want no bet-

ter proof of its value from one so well posted.

Griffing, Bro. & Co.

Notwithstanding the heavy advance of from

TWENTY-FIVE TO FIFTY PER CENT.

in the price of materials, we sh.all sell

BRUCE'S

COfflENTBlTED MANURE,

at the low price of

^50 per Ton.
It is packed in barrels weighing 370 lbs. each.

AftElVTS WAIVTED,

for all the large Towns and Cities in the

XJ IV I O ]V.

Send for Circular.

SEND YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO

ORIFFING BROTHER & CO.,

58 &, 60 Courtland-st.,

New-York.
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NOTICE TO SHIPPERS
OF

Tallow, Lard, Bacon, Pork, Beef

GENERAL WESTERN PRODUCE.
Theanrlci-sicrnert pay tlieir particular attention to the sale

of tlie above articles, and
Consignments sent to tliem will be

PROMPTLY DISPOSED OP
AND

qriCK RETURIVS MADE
on very advantajreous terms.

Orclers for Soda Ash, Sal-Soda,
Caustic Soda, and all kinds of Alkalies,
Candle Wiclis, and all materials used by

Soap and Candle makers, promptly filled, at the

lowest niarUet prices.
We isoue a WEKKLT PIUCE CURUEST of tlie ahove ar-

ticles which we mail gratia to those sending their address.

ABR.47I Kr«IOHT & SO.^S,
3*3 "Water-st.. New-York City.

A. M. HAIiSTED,
]Vo. 67 Pearl-street, Ne-w-Yorlc,

Produce Commission Merchant,
FOR THE SALE OF

xn 'fi t 1-'

?; H cf X a 2 » § g & ^ ^ a g a S

. . _ « BS S^ H ^ 2 . ^,

REFERENCES.—Beni. Loder. Esq, N. T.. Es-Pres't. Erie

R. i:.. Fred. Bissell, Esq.. Toledo. <)., Crasin & Co., N. 1 ,

and Chicago. 111., Geo. M. Todd, Bnrlin^ton. la.

IS?" Send for weekly Price Current and Marking Plate.

Farmers, Countrymerij and
Country Merchants

Can send their

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, L.ar(l, Tallotv, Beans,

Hop", Flax, (oKon, Flour, Grain, Meal,

Oreen and Dried Fruits, Furs, Skins,

poultry. Game, Provisions, Seeds,

Sorgliiini, Wool, PotasU, Tobac-
co, Oils, and otlicr produce to

JOSIAM CAI2PENTER,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,

323 Wasliington-street, Neiv-York.
Near Erie Rail Uoad Depot.

To he sold at the hi^jliest market price. Every shipper to

him will receive his valuable Weekly Price Current of the

Kew York Marke t free.

S. B. CONOVER,
Coiniiiissioii Dealer,

2S0, 261 & 26i West Wasliingiton Market,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.
Kefers to the Editor of the American Agriculturist.

LANE'S PURCHASINCt AGENCY.
HARVEY B. LANE,

151 Nassau-street, Nenr York.

FOR PURCHASING

Articles of Mercbandise, Implements for the

Farm, Garilen and Household,

Seeds, Trees, Grape Vines, &,c.,

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING,
Boots and Shoes, Hardware, Groceries, &c., &c..

Good Fertilizers, purcliased of the most
reliable Dealers, Fruit and Ornamental
Trees and Plants—In short, anything to

be procured in New York City and at other

accessible points.

Special attention will also be Ejiven to procuring Sewing
Machines; Pianos and other Musical Instruments; Philo-
sophical and Astronomical Apparatus; Boolis for Schools
and Colleges, and School Furniture.

PARSONS & CO.,
offer

VINES
of all the leading varieties of excellent quality.

Among them are

each, pel- am. perWO. pcrViW.

lona $1.50 $15.00 $100

Allen's BIybrid. 75 7.00 40

Concord, 1 year.. 25 2.50 13 $100

2 " 50 4.00 25

Delaware 50 5.00 25

Foreign Vines of all the sorts and finely grown at

1 year. $5 per doz, ; ^ per 100.

2 years, S " " 50 " "

In addition to tlieir other

FRUIT TREES
They offer PEAIi TREES of extra size.

Thej' commend to the special attention of nurserymen their

stock of choice

embracing nearly 200 varieties, which they offer at low rates:

among thera are

Ct:pr.Essu8 Lawsoniana $6 per doz.

THnOPSIS BOREALIS G " "

Junipers $35 per 100

Aeeoe Vit^, Siberian 10 " "

do American 6 ** '*

PiCEA NORDMANIA 50 " "

Pines, Austrian 20 " "

do Scotch, lar^e 20 " "

Upright Tew, quite hardy 35 *' **

NorWAT Spruce 12 " "

Golden Tew
STKEET TREES, Inrge and handsome.
FLOWERING SHRUBS in great variety.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, on their own roots, and grafted

or budded. ?20 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in excellent health.

STOVE PLANTS in variety.

RHODODENDRONS, botli seedling and worked plants, and
in great variety of color.

For varieties and prices they refer to their Catalogues for

which address tlte:ii at

Flusliin^, near New York,

Our present stock of plants is the largest and best we have

ever offered for sale.

Descriptive Catalogue issued this month, and sent to all

applicants enclosing stamp. J. KNOX,
Box 155. Pittsburgh, Pa.

1$
UCKTHORN SEED WANTED—A few bushels
or less, by L. M. WALliEK, Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y.

lONA ISLAND VINES.
The price List for Spring of 1SC5 is now ready, and will be

sent for a two-cent stamp, either alone or witii a proposition

for formation of clubs, or t\*ith the sixteen p.ige pamphlet
wliich gives an account of our four best native kinds, includ-

ing a full description of the lona and Israella,

In this connection I would call particular attention to an

article in the December number of American Agriculturist,

page 311, signed H. P. Byrara, in wliich he makes very grave

charges against me, wliicli, if true, would not only justly de-

stroy my reputation and business, but render me liable to

prosecution by fevery purchaser of Israella Vines.

He says " I state these facts from ray own personal obser-

vation, and they were known to every intelligent cultivator

on the place at the time."

Now I would declare that all of his allegations against me
are utterly false.

In the first place he never saw an Israella vine in bearing
and never saw a buncfi of the fruit. He never tasted any
except a few very imperfect berries and long out of season.

No such "forcing process" as he describes, or any other,
was emploved la'^t season, or has ever been employed lor
hastening the maturitv or improving the quality of the Isra-
ella Grapes. These vines have always "been grown in the
open ground and in the usual manner." except that the
mother vine has been greatly exhausted by having lavei-s

taken from it through a succession of years lor propagation.

The sheltering process of which H, P. Byram attempts to
speak, has been fully described in my Illustrated Cat:iioirue
during the past five years, but has n^ver been applied to one
Israella vine.

Now I have thought " it an act of simple justice to the pub-
lic " and all concerned, first to ask >Ir. Byram to publish
a full retraction of these and all the other false statements
wliich he has made concerning me, and on his refusing to do
this I have thought in trie second place that justice require
that I should commence prosecution againt him and tnose
who have uttered his statements, which has been done
accordincly.
The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogues are bound to-

gether in flexilile paper covers and constitute the most
thorough and complete treatise on the vine in the language.
Sent for flity cents. They contain more than one hundred
and fortv of the best engravings ever prepared for illustrat-

ing the tre.itment ol the vine. Illustratea Catalogue, eighth
edition sent for tv^'entv-five cents. Descriptive for ten cents.
The last contains more than sixty fine engravings. Pam-
phlet of sixteen pages with price list sent for two-cent stamps.

Address C. W. GRANT.
lona Island, near Peekskill, "Westchester Co., N. Y.

I> E ^^ 12. SEED.
c. RAorx,

86 Cedar-st. New-York City.
Will receive and transmit to Enrope. as usual, orders from

American Nurserymen. Will, also, contract to Import nur-
sery stocks, at his cost and risk, and to deliver thera safely
atppeclfied prices, times and places.—For Sale. A com-
Plete copy. 14 years, of the Flore des Serres et dcs Jardins de
Europe. Fresh Pear and Mahaleb seeds.

50.000 COICORD YIMS.
5,000 ROGERS' HYBRID'S.

Send stamp for Wholesale or Retail Catalocufi, containing
cut of Rogers' No. 19. The Special Premium Grape
of the Pi'nn, Horticultural Society, whicli is the best new
hardy Black Grape vet introduced. We have the whole
stock from original vine. Address

WM. PERRT & SON, Bridgeport, Conn.

^" I C Iv ' S
3llu3trattii Annual Catalocine

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
AND

Ciiiide to the Flon^ei* Garden,
FOJR 1865; JS IfOW PUBLISHED.

It Contains Accurate Descriptions of the

LEADING FLORAL TREASURES of the WORLD,

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS FOB

Son'ing Seed,Transplanting, & After-cnltnre.

This beautiful and useful PliORAL GUIDE consists

of about 70 pages, beautifully illustrated with over Thirty
Engravings and Two COLORED PL.ATES.

It is published for the information and benefit of my
customers, and to those it is sent F15EE. To all others,

price 10 cents, including postage, which is less than the

actual cost. Address

JAMES TICK,
Rocliester, I\. Y.

Hardy Fruit for the North West!
Would ye# learn the hardv. earlv bearing, most productive

sorts of fruit, how to plant ;' also tlie hardy Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs as lesten in 23 vears' nurscrving at the West?
Sends red stamps for the (IStJS) Catalogues of the Blooming-
ton Nnrserv—13th j'ear, 220 acres of Fruit, Ornamental and
Nursery Slock—Root Grafts, Stocks. Cuttintrs. Scions, Fresh
Apple (fS 50 bush), and Pear Seeds ($3 50 !b.). Green-house,
Garden and Bedding Plants.

Apple and fear Trees, Dwarf and Standard, an im"
mense Stock, Plum, Cherry, Peach, Apricot, Nectarine,
Small Fruits.

Grapes.—15 acres;, including Adriondac. lona, Israella,
CroveliiiLT. Allen's Hybrid. 7 of Rogers' Hybrids, Norton's
Virginia. Union Village, Hartford Prolific, with superb bear-
in-r lavcrs of Delaware and Concord, 1 year Catawba per
l.dOO. 'Early Richmond and Osage Orange in moderate sup-
ply.

Evei'greens.—20 acres mostlv medium and small sizes
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Ro.ses—Over 4 acres of
over 400 sorts, many very new—few belter stncks and roUcc-
tions. Dahlias. Phlox, Chrysanthemums. Gladiolus. Lilies,
itc. Five large Greenhouses with frames covering over 10.000
square feet of glass are uscfl.

Packing bj' all routes carefiiUv done in moss.
Prices i-easonable. Terms casn.

BL003HNGT0N. ILL. F. K. PHCENIX.

Knox Fruit Farm and Nurseries.
<»iir Xew Catalogue for Spring of 1865, will

be issued this month, and sent to all applicants enclosfng

stamp. J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

C'TRAWBERRT PLANTS for snle. Five nf the
^best varieties of plants for cultivation, viz. : Rnssel's Pro-
lific and Buflalo Seedling at %'l per 100 : French's Seedling
at $5 per l.flOfi ; Cutter s Seedling and Downer's Prolific at ?S
per 1,000. Also other varieties at reduced prices.
For sale by

THOS. C. ANDREWS.
Slorristown, Burlington Co., N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS for sprinsr Petting ; all
^fhe most promising varieties, including FRENCH'S SEED-
LING, noted for earliness, vigor and productiveness. Cata-
logues free to all applicants. SA^fL. L. ALLEN.

Cinnaminson P. O., Burlington Co., N. J.

S Onion Seed& Onion
SETTS. My Onion Seed is warranted fi-esh and pure ; On-

ion Setts are a fine sample, and In fine order for shipping.

Prices on application to

ROBERT BUIST, JR,
Seed WAREHorsE 922 & 924 Slarket-si..

PniLADELPHIA, Pa.

Garden Seeds. Garden Seeds,
The greatest care is taken that all seeds sold by me shall

be pure, choice and reliable. Dealers fhrnlshed on the most
favorable terms. JOHN VANDERBILT,

23 Fulton-st., New-Tork.
Wliolesale and Retail price list furnished on application.

AGENTS AVANTED for sale of Trees, Plants and
Seeds, in all the loval States B. iL WATSON.

Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Slass.

Hot Water Furnaces
for TVarmIng Green-liouscs, Conservato-

ries. Graperies, &c.
WEATHERED &. CHEREVOV, 11" Prince-st., New-Vork.
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GJ^ItEETITS^GH

Now is a time for mutual congratulations, and nowhere

do kinder feelings prompt these, than among a company

associated for a twelve-month. With a full heart the

Publisher tenders the Compliments of the Season to each

and all of his large circle of patrons. The past year has

had its serious drawbacks, its struggles against advancing

prices after contracts for a year at a fixed rate had been

entered into with suclx a multitude of readers, and this

too amid the calls of duly to the field of strife, and the

subsequent bodily sufferings experienced. But the year

closed without serious pecuniary difficulty, and indeed

more prospei'ously than expected—thanks to the good

will of our readers manifested in extending the circula-

ation of the Agriculturist quite beyond any former limit.

Our good Agricultural Ship now begins its Twenty-

Fourth Annual Voyage, well refitted, and with more pas-

sengers, fuller freight, larger crew, and more complete

appointments in all respects, than ever before. May the

favoring gales of a just public opinion waft it onward to

a more tlian ever successful cruise. No efforts are spar-

ed by the Publisher, or by his unsuipassed Editorial StaflF,

to make this a first class periodical. That these efforts

have been successful and duly appreciated, is evidenced

by the fact that the Agriculturist has risen to a circulation

at least three-fold that of any other agricultural period-

ical in the world, and to many thousands more than the

combined circulation of all other similar journals

in this country. This furnishes the facilities for still

further improvements, and a wider field for gath-

ering material from the experience and wisdom

of our readers, who are sea tiered through all parts of our

broad continent. We respectfully solicit a continuation

of the favor and support , so generously bestowed hith-

erto. A feast of good things is in store, an instalment of

which is presented herewith. Our accommodations are

ample, and every present guest is invited to bring along

a friend or two, to enjoy and to profit by what may be

spread out before them in our pages during tS65.

$200 for laformation about

HOI^S AIVI> FLAX.
The great demand for practical information upon the

culture of Flax and Hops, has induced the Publisherof

the A7». Agriculturist to ofl^er the following 'cash prizes:

FLAX CULTURE.
For the Best Essay, as described below./ $50 00.
For the second best do. do 25 OO.
For the next bestj?u£ Essays, ($10 each) 50 00.
The essays should not exceed 20 pages of foolscap

each, and should be written on one side of the paper only.

HOP CULTURE.
For the Best Essay, as described below S40 00.
For the second best do. do 20 00.
For the third best do. do 15 00.

The essays should not exceed 15 pages of foolscap

each, and should be written on one side of the paper only.

Those will be considered best which give the greatest

amount of information, clearly expressed, in the smallest

space, including all necessary items from preparing

the ground to marketing the crop , in short, such informa-

tion as is desirable for novices in the business. The
pamphlets on tobacco and onion culture, published .at this

office, will indicate what is wanted. The essays should
be accompanied by draw ings or sufficiently clear expla-

nations, so that when published they may be illustrated

by engravings as fully as can be desired.

The Essays must be received at the Office of the Ameri-
can. Agriculturist before the 15th day of January, 1865;

the name and Post Office address of the writer to accom-
pany each in a sealed envelope. They must be written

by practical men. Good information from experienced

men will be considered of more value than mere literary

style, which, if necessary, can be amended by the editors.

All manuscripts offered will be considered the property

of the publisher, one or more to be printed in the Amer.
Agriculturist, and if desirable, in a book or pamphlet form.

If used in the latter way, half a dozen copies of the publi-

cation will be presented to the writer of each essay con-
tained therein. The essays will be submitted fo4' care-

ful examination and for the award of prizes, to the best

Committee of practical men that can be obtained.

Is it Worth a " York Shilling
!"

'The highest cost of this number to single subscribers,

is a "York shilling," (12>^ cents), and currency at that.

To clubs, the cost is only 8)i to 10>^ cents. Please look

through the whole of this January number, for example,

—at the scores of items and articles, and'at the thirty or

more engravings, and then say whether the shilling or

less that it cost, was well invested. We know what the

verdict will be. The Publisher would be glad to have

each reader show the paper to a neighbor who has not

taken it, and explain to him what the paper is, and what

it costs. There are eleven numbeis more to come this

year, and no one of them to be of less value than this.

Please help us roll up the list of those who will be

pleased, and benefited by reading the -4gTicu/furis/. The
larger the list, the better for all. Take an illustration:

That beautiful engraving on page 16, costs more
than all we will receive for l.OOU copies ; yet we can
afford such things, when the cost can be divided among a
hundred thousand or more. The more there are to share

the expense, the more can we do for all, and this is a
strong reason why it is advantageous to concentrate the

mass of readers upon a few leading journals. Will the

reader please help swell the list by adding a name or two ?

Money Ijetters—Curiosities of One
Day's MaU.^AUusion has frequently been made to

the letters received at the office of the American Agricultu-

rist containing subscripfions, without giving the addresses

of the subscriber^^hd to those which say "address as

before," "as usual," "addrer^s unchanged," etc. A few
days since, to satisfy curiosity, an account was kept and
we found 32 money letters in which no Post-office ad-

dress was given ; 2 without signature ; 1 without signa-

ture or address (in this letter the name of a town was men-
tioned but the postmark was different), 1 unsealed and
the money safe, and 1 was unsealed but the money gone.

Such letters, are received by the thous:ind in the

cou rse of a year, but an account of those received in any
one day has never before been taken. If the writers of

these letters all receive their papers, they must thank the

very persevering gentlemen in charge of subscription

bonks, and the kindness of sundry postmasters wlio take

much pains to ascertain for us the omitted information.

Xlie AdTertisemenfs—Ho-vr ftir K««
dorsed.—Our readers understand that a considerable

class of advertisements are rejected from this paper, anil

many have hence concluded that every' advertisement
inserted is indorsed by us. This is partly tiue and partly

not. While we shut out humbugs, patent medicines,

etc., we insert the advertisements of articles concerning
the utility of which we differ in opinion with others, as

for example, books on Phrenology and other " ologies,"

certain classes of fertilizers, etc. Our rule amounts
to about this: Things positively reprehensible are
excluded. Next we shut out all parlies whom we
liave reason to believe will not do just what they adver-

tise to do ; in other words, we admitonly those u>e would
be willing to patronize and to forward money to if we
wanted anything in their line, of the kind and quality,

and at the price advertised.—The readers will find it pro-

filable to look through all the advertisements carefully,

and see what is for sale, by whom, and at what prices.

When ordering, or sending for a circular or catalogue,

please always state where the advertisement was seen,

both as a source of gratificition to the advertisers and
as an assurance to them of confidence in their upright

dealing from the fact of their advertising in this journal.
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Notes and Suggestions for February.

Winter wanes slowly. The early riser finds

the dawn gradually encroacbLng on the pro-

longed darkness; here and tliere an untimely

lamb sends forth a piteous wail, and occasion-

ally an hour of sunshine speaks warmly of ad-

vancing spring ; but lowering clouds and fitful

storms quickly warn the impatient buds to bide

their time and not trust the apparently relent-

ing heart of -^vinter. These hints of the coming

season should not be lost. If a full plan of

operations for the year be not perfected, lose no

time in its completion. A map of the farm will

be of great assistance in this work. It need not

be an accurate survey of each lot, though this

would be more satisfactory ; a plain outline of

boundaries and measurements taken with a

marked pole, will be sufficient. Great caution

should be exercised in making radical changes.

Many have been tempted by the high price of

sheep to sell out an established dairy, or to seed

down their green fields, and are uji to their

eyes in wool, if indeed it has not been pulled

over their eyes. An article on this topic In the

present number contains timely hints. Equally

unwise is an immovable conservatism, that cac

not be attracted from following the " good old

ways." Many will find sorghum culture worth

a trial; an acre or more of roots for next

winter's feeding should not be forgotten; per-

haps less grain and more fruit will give better

returns. The most successful campaigns are

always first developed on paper in good plans.

Animals of most kinds kept on farms at the

North are in an artificial condition, to wliich

however they have become habituated by long-

training. It should be the aim of the owner to

make their circumstances as nearly natural as

the case will permit. Thus, succulent food, in

the shape of roots, should accompany dry fodder;

shelter should not preclude fresh air ; oppor-

tunities for exercise should be allowed ;
warm

litter for comfortable rest is essential ; in short,

comfort and profit are almost inseparable. The

morak of the stock yard should be carefully

watched. A vicious horse or unruly steer is

intolerable. Prevention is easy ;
train up young

animals with kindness, and they will return it

with interest ; send to the slaughter pen incorri-

gible brutes, though made so bybad management.

Advertisements are profitable reading. They

usually indicate what progress the world is

making. To farmers they are invaluable.

Notes on tools, seeds, stock, trees, plants, etc.,

should be made, and further information gained

b}' sending for circulars of trustworthy parties.

The Agriculturist aims to admit no other class.

Ashes, fresh from the fire, should not be emp-

tied into wooden smoke-houses. A few smould-

ering sparks may be sufficient to fire the struc-

tm'e, destroy its contents, and cause great loss

;

at least the lower part should be brick or stone.

Apples.—Sort over those commencing to decay

and feed, if no better use can be made of them.

Bags, Barrels, Baskets, etc., used for marketing,

or kept at home, should be plainly marked with

the owner's name and residence. A branding-

iron or marking-plate and brush, will save much
loss. Improve leisure by putting all in repair.

For convenient bag-string, see p. 139, last year.

Buildings.—Clear roofs from too heavy snow,

stop leaks, keep eaves-troughs free, paint where

needed, fasten loose boards, keep manure away
from sills, oil rusty hinges, see that fastenings

are in order, and all repairs promptly made.

Get out timber for sheds sufficient to shelter all

stock. Study economy and convenience in plans.

Birds.—Prepare neat houses for martins,

bluebirds, and wrens, to be put up about the

house, fruit yard, and farm. The occupants

next season will pay good rent by destroying

multitudes of insects, and sing grateful thanks.

Butter brings golden prices ; make the pro-

duct of the same color, with carrots strained

into the milk through the stomach of the cow.

Calves dropped in February will bring large

•trices in March, but at present prices of butter

and milk, will cost lai'gely to fiit. If to be

raised, wean earl}', and feed well with skimmed
milk, clover tea and gruel. Keep well shelter-

ed. Wheat flour boiled in milk checks scours.

Coios.—Dry off' six to four weeks before calv-

ing. Give generous feed of hay and roots, but

not much grain. Cut hay or straw steamed,

and a little bran or meal added, is profitable.

Keep the skin liealtby by frequent carding and
brushing. Those about to calve should be
turned loose into separate, roomy stalls. Watch
their time, to give assistance, if needed, but do
not interfere, unless absolutely necessary, and
then use gentle means. Allow the calf to have

the milk im- a day or two. Its effect is medi-

cinal and necessary to the new-born animal.

After calving, give the cow a warm bran

mash, made with scalding water, and afterward

her ordinary feed, increasing the amount of

roots and grain to promote the flow of milk,

and prevent the exhaustion of the animal.

Dells contracted before the war can now be

paid at half price; that is, owing to high prices

half the produce required then will suffice now.
Lift mortgages rather than buy carriages or

other non-essentials. A pinching time will come.

Dogs.—Unite with your neighbors in urging

your representatives at the Legislature to pro-

tect sheep raising from the ravages of destruc-

tive curs, by strong laws. See article on page 42.

Farmers' Clubs.—The meetings may be made
interesting by committees appointed to investi-

gate and report on various subjects ; as new
crops proposed, new implements, the condition

of farms in the vicinitj-, etc. ; by correspondence

with other similar associations, and occasional

joint meetings of the clubs of a township. New
facts and experience worthy of general notice,

should be communicated to the public journals.

Food for cattle and hogs will be improved
and economized by steaming. A good appara-

tus, especially for this purpose, will pay where
many animals are kept, A large kettle will do.

Grain.—Carefully study price lists, and im-

prove good weather for marketing produce.

Horses.—A few carrots with their grain will

aid digestion and appetite, and improve their

coats. Exercise daily. Train colts so that no
breaking will be needed, either of spirit or of

harness. Keep working and carriage horses

sharp shod, well groomed, and blanketed when
standing out, or in cold stables after exercise.

Ventilate stables, and abolish high feeding racks.

/ce.—Secure a full supply, if not already

done. In good weather an ice-house may be

made and filled within a week. One will pay

on a dairy farm, and be convenient everywhere.

Manure.—Mix plenty of muck, especially with
that from the horse stable, to prevent fire fang-

ing ; or, in absence of this, fork over the pile to

prevent too great heat. All deposits now made
in readiness for use in spring, will respond to

drafts to be made for good crops next fall. Keep
a heavy balance in your favor to draw upon.

Money lent to the government on its bonds,

repays good interest, is safe, and may be readily

called in under any emergency, in addition to

furnishing strength for crushing the rebellion

and securing permanent peace and prosperity.

Maple Sugar.—The high price of sugar should

stimulate the largest possible production. The
first fiow of sap is the richest ; make prepara-

tion to secure it during the open weather, which
often occurs in Pebruaiy. See article on p. 40.

Poultry.—Insist on having eggs. Warm, clean

quarters, cooked grain and potatoes, scraps of
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meat, powdered bones, or lime, gravel, ashes and

warm water, are the convincing arguments.

Boots.—Sort over, remove decayed ones to be

cooked and fed immediately, and keep a supply of

the soundest for breeding animals, or those failing

in appetite, as spring approaches. No decayed

turnips, rutabagas, or cabbages should be fed to

milch cows,or bad flavor will be imparted to the milk.

Stieep.—Exercise and fresh air are essential to

their health. Shelters must be well ventilated, not

crowded, and the sheep turned out daily, except in

severe storms. Roots, fed with grain, will be re-

turned in wool and mutton. Pre,gnant ewes should

have little if any grain, but roots with hay. Those
3'eaning early will need separate, clean, not over-

littered apartments, and careful attention, that the

lambs be not fatally chilled. See pages 43, iS.

Swine,—Keep them at work among the muck and

manure. Allow breeding sows, near farrowing,

potatoes or other succulent food, with bran or lin-

seed me.al. Give them clean, well littered sties, but

not straw enough to endanger the young by over-

l.aying of the mother. A projecting shelf, eight

Inches high, on the sides of the pen, will allow the

pigs to escape much danger from this source.

Tools and Implenumtx.—Have all in repair and

readiness for spring work. In the end, buying is

cheaper than borrowing. Consult advertisements,

send for catalogues and circulars for information

about new implements, and ahv.ays get the best.

Wood.—Save many late dinners, and much need-

less scolding, aud annoyance in the household, by

having a year's stock cut and stored under cover.

Work in the Orclinrd aiKl iViirsery-

—Read over the notes of last mouth, aud see if

there is not some hint there given that may be fol-

lowed with advantage. The season precludes mncl<

in the way of work, but allows time for abundant

planning. Do not postpone selecting fruit trees,

and sending orders, beyond this mouth. Take ad-

vantage of a damp, warm spell, if one occurs this

month, to give old trees a good washing and scrap-

ing. A tiorough application of soft soap, made

tliiu enough with water to work with a broom, will

be death to insects and moss, and will make the

old trunk look like a new one. Continue root graft-

ing, cut clous, and look after seeds stored in sand

for spring planting; see that mice do not trouble

them. Among other applications to prevent rabbits

from gnawing trees, we find a wash made with

lime aud strong tobacco w.iter recommended. Ap-

ply a poultice of cow dung and loam to barked trees.

Do everything uow that will save a day in April.

Kitrlicii Garden.—Generally the gard-

ens are, during this month, covered with snow, or

frozen so hard that nothing cau be done. The
work of preparatiou hinted at last month, ought

not to be forgotten, and everything that can be

done in gettingtools, seeds, manures and all imple-

ments in readiness, should be well attended to.

In family gardens it is not necessary to start the

hot-bed until next month, but where very early

vegetables are required it may be done sooner.

The market gardeners around New York start their

hot-beds about the middle or end of Februarj'.

The plants are, however, transplanted into other

beds, or potted and kept under glass until the

weather allows them to be put into open ground.

Six weeks in advance of the time at which the

plants can be set out, is a safe rule for the hot-bed

in the family garden. Stable manure is the main

reliance as a heating material, but may be mi.xed

with leaves or spent hops from the breweries.

Sash 6 feet long and about 3 feet wide, are usually

employed, but the width is governed by the size of

glass. The frame is of stout boards or plank, 1 foot

high at front and 2 or 2)^ feet at back, and of a

sufficient length to accommodate 2, 3, or more
sashes. A detailed description was given in March
last. The bed of manure should be at least 18

inches wider and longer than the frame, aud built

up at least 2 feet high, the manure being spread

evenly, and made compact by beating the layers

down with the fork. Set on the frame, and put in

6 inches of rich earth, which should have been

made ready last fall. The temperature of the bed

will at first be too violent, and the sash must be

raised during the day for several days. When the

temperature moderates to about 70° the seed may
be sown. The manure, by using it for a hot-bed,

is brought into most excellent condition for appli-

cation to the garden later in the season.

Forcing of Asparagus and Rhubarb may be prac-

ticed by those who have the conveniences. Roots
of either may be placed in a hot-bed, or fermenting
dung may be placed around them where they stand

in the beds. We have seen excellent rhubarb stalks

from roots placed in a barrel in a warm cellar.

Dig Horseradish, Parsnips, and Salsify whenever
the ground is open. Lay in a stock of seeds for the
reason suggested on page .53. Haul out ma-
nure while the ground is still hard.

Fruit Garden.—The out-door work is

limited to fewthings. If grape vineswere neglect-

ed last autumn, they may be pruned in mild weather
this mouth. If any dwarf trees are of unsatisfac-

tory kinds, look out for cions of choice varieties to

graft them with. Cuttings of currants and goose-
berries may be made and saved in the cellar until

pl.inting time. Pruning dwarf trees may be done
with the knife. See that the covering of straw-
berry beds does not get removed by the storms.

Flower Garden and Luivn—-Make
and perfect plans for the improvcmeut of the
grounds. Some hints for front yards are given on
page oO. Draw all ]>lans to an exact scale. Give
air to plants in cold frames on mild days. Prune
aud thin out shrubbery that has become overgrown.
Rhododendrons aud other broad-leaved evergreens
need protection from the great .alternations of tem-
perature which occur as spring approaches. Ever-
greens must not be allowed to break down from
the weight of snow. Trellises, v.ases, and other
garden ornaments and appliances can be made at

leisure. See desigus given last month. Hot-beds
for starting .annuals, etc., should be prepared for,

but next month will be early enough to start them.

Green and Hot-Houses.—Admit air

freely to all hard-wooded jilauts, whenever the
atmosphere is clear aud the outside temperature is

8 to 10 degrees above freezing. During damp,
foggy spells, a little fire should be used, even if

the temperature does not appear to I'equire it.

A<:himene.s, Gesmi-a.'i and Gloxhiiaa.—Place some
in pots, give bottom heat, and start for eaily bloom.
Azahaa and Camellias.—Those intended for late

blooming should be kept as cool .as possible, with-

out injury by frost, and shaded. Those just open-

ing their buds, put in warmer part of the house,

and give manure water. They repay any attention.

Bulbs.—A succession of flowers should be kej^t

up These will like liquid manure.

Cinernnas.—These bloom best in small pots.

Those intended to bloom later should be kept
growing, by shifting them to larger pots. Give

weak manure water to those already in bloom.

Deut-.ia yraiilis and Scahra.—These hardy shrubs

make fine green-house plants, when forced. They
need a warm pl.aee to start them.

Dieentra.—Plants of this in pots may be brought
into a warm part of the house, aud they will soc'J

show their beautiful bloom.

Fnchxias.—Some of these may be started for

early flowering by cutting back freely, and giving

them a little bottom heat at first. Do not repot

until they have made a new growth.

In.-seds.—Cleanliness .and cultivation will do much
towards keeping them down. Crush each one as

soon as seen. If necessary to resort to fumigation,

do not wait until they have half killed the plant.

Manure Water.—This is beneficial to growing
plants, if not used too strong. Half a bushel of

sheep or cow droppings to a hogshead of water will

be strong enough. It should be clear when used.

Primula,'!.—The Chinese Primroses, especially

the double ones, are line ornaments to the house,

They keep longinbloom.ifnot exposed to extremes

of temperature and are benefited by manure water.

j

Scarlet Qe)-aniums.—Old plants which have been
stored away for the winter are apt to become damp
and mouldy. Remove all decayed portions and
bring to a drier and warmer place.

Succulents, such as Cactuses audMesembryanthe-
mnms, need little w.ater, except they are growing.

Water only when the soil is getting dry, and then
copiously with that .at the temperature of the house.

Apiary in January.—Prgjared 5i/ 3/ Quin-

by.—If the weal her is sufficiently warm for the bees

to come out when there is a newly fallen snow, the

directions for last mouth should be observed.

Keep open the air passages. Sweep out dead bees

and filth, whenever .all frost leaves the hive. If any
stock is to be changed to a new stand, arrange it

now before the bees fiy out to mark their present
locality. Place stands at leasl six feet apart where-
ever there is room. A less distance is allowable
only for want of room, or when a fertile queen cau
be provided for swarming hives. Indeed, orna-
mental bee-houses, so strongly coveted by some,
in which the hives are set quite close together, can
be made nearly .as profitable .as any, if queens are
furnished ; but the movable comb hive of some
kind is required for this purpose. When standing
thus, the hive may be .allowed to swarm, .and sevea
d.ays afterward, before any of the young queens
hatch, the roj-.al cells should be removed, and the
queen introduced. If this system of management
is contemplated for the coming season, or if the
Italians are to be propagated, the boxes for raising

queens should be made now. Make a miniature
hive less thau six inches square, of the pattern ot

any movable comb hive used, and containing not
less than three combs. Fit clean worker combs in

the frames, and expose to severe freezing, to kill

all moth eggs that may be in them. For method
of Italianizing bees in box hives, see page 43.

Twenty Good Premiums
For Volume 24.—1865.

The following excellent premiums are continned. Tbey
are worthy of strong effort. For full particulars, see
page 2ii(l of January number. There is no change in the
lei ms. except that the Book list of this month (page 63,)

is to be refeneil to instead of that of last month, as prices
have changed somewhat.
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Commercial Notes—Prices Current.

New-"Vokk, Jan. 20, 1665.

"We give herewitli seven very comlensed and conveni-
ent tables, the first two referring to the transactions in
the New York markets during a month ending January
16, to which date they are made up. Tliese tables have
been carefully prepared, specially for the American Ag-
riculturist, from official and other reliable souices, in-

cluding the notes of our own reporter. They will be
found highly interesting, as showing the course of trade
and giving a general view of the condilion of our bread-
stuff supplies. They will also be valuable for reference
in after years During the past monih, there has been
little noteworthy in the Breadstuff Markets. The prices

have varied from day to day. with the rise and fall of
gold. The price table herewith, shows a little decline,

and as gold is *' weak " just now, rates are tending down
ward rapidly. The same is the case with other produce,

eolton, etc. If the military successes continue as they
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promise to do, gold must go down malerially, and carry
down with it the prices of farm produce, dry goods, etc.

1. TBANSACTION8 AT TaK NBW-YOEK MARKETS,

RECEIPTS. flour. Wieat. Com. Rye. Barley. Ou».
28(t»ys«isin'th.231.00O 11.000 137.000 10.500 2-1.000 1TS.0OO
21diiy»;a4<m'th.4S7„'iOO 1,78'J,000 317,000 63,000 6SS,000 i,S13,000

Sales. Flour. Wieat. Corn. Hue. Jiarlei/.

^iaya this mmnh, 267.000 461.000 3S4.000 33..i00 141,000
24 days last mouth, 416,000 1,061,000 655,000 104,000 4*1,000

9. Comparison tciUi same period at thin time last year.
KKCKlPTS. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats

11.000 137.000 10.500 24.000 178,000
11.500 96,000 7,500 53,500 273.000

tjALKB. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley
28dayslS)65 267.000 461.000 3S1.0O0 33.500 141000
24daysl8(>4 297,500 2,573,000 1,467,000 29,000 102.700

3* Exports from New-York, January 1 to January 20.

Flour, 'Wheat, Corn, Kve, Oats.
bbls. bus. bus. bus. bus.

!|« «,742 43.8S4 5.530 141
1864 90,334 633,800 4;7'J3 —

—

28 days 1863 . .231.000« days 1864 232,000

35

1,825
647

ISCI
1860,

lt>59.

Exports from New- York- during each o/6 years past
Flonr, Wheat, Corn, Kye, Barley, Oat.«

bus. bus. bus.

846,831 58S 1.50

7,5Si,431 416.369 5a,4;j'9

I2.030,S)S 1,041.,>19 " 44001
12.S39,S.50 1,000,405 3,927
4,OS5.0S-> 450 S.2S0
497,386 6.550

bbls. bus.
18ei....l,918,.592 12,193,433
186S.... 2.527.338 1.5,42I.S39
ISe-i ...2,961.518 2.5.564.755

3.110,346 23,393.314
,1,926.203 13.533.039
033,516 297,587

12'

bus.

42.135
'

" i56

210.(;«9

1 60.825
103.076

2,368

5. Stock of Flour in New-York City, January I.

Western Canal Flour, bbls 447,056' ifSm M?0*7

Southern Flour, bbls 36,956 28,500 35 100

1SB5.
465.S35

4,950
37,463

Total 495,113 i-^2:il 607,257 50S,24

6. Stock of Grain in New-York, January 1.

iri,„,. , ,
„**•»!• 1863. 1863. 1864. 186.'5.Whra

,
bushels.... .3,535,741 2,046,052 4,731,817 5.510,44-1 1,807.3.56Corn husliels 2,712,000 5,.57:?.911 4,3-S,013 1,731.320 164 414Rye, bushels 26,400 5,S500 3i,27l) 37,409 212 298

'.S'ili **'--'"^ i'**''.-! 584.700 304,161
. 491,790 774,375 531,312 3,541,836 3,018,301

Barley, bushels.
Oats, bushels...

1860.
1361.
1863.
1363.
1361.

Receipts of Breailstuff's at Albany, by the Erie and
Champlum Canals m each of the lastJive seasons.

Flour, Wheat, Corn, live. Barley, Oats
hbl. buah. bush. bush. hush. bush

''U?'™ n.!76.00fl ll.l.55.,500 322,100 2.967.600 6.490,900

J'iB'rS f^-?*-'"''*'
»3I2,.331 83>.;92 2.235,850 .5,973.333

WS-'B. *i.667,8li6 23.809.882 748.897 2.56>.659 6 990,028
l,Db0,800 22.206.900 20.603.600 470..500 3,lil0,500 12,13.<.500
1,184,300 15,165,600 10,352,400 620,300 2 405 900 12 177 500

CUKKE.VT Wholesale Peioks.
Dec. 16.

Floue—Super to K.xtra State »9 83 ®10 60
Super, to E.\tra Southern 10 85 ®I5 00
K)il:a Wustern 10-25 @13 50
K.vtra Genesee 10 60 @13 25
Superfine Western.. 9 85 ®10 10
UVE Flol-e 8 50 9 50
Coux .Meal 7 75 @ 8 60Wheat—All kinds of White.. 2 50 ® 2

""

All kinds of lied ' '"

Corn-—YelloMT
Mi.xed... 1 DO @ 1 91
Oats—M estern 106 @ l 07
Slate 103 @ 1 04
Kve 1 ?2 (§,
Baeley 173 @200
Co-rroN—MiddUnss, per lb.. . 1 32 (ij 1 13
Hops, crop of 1361. per lb 30 @ 52KFkatuers, Live Geese, p. lb. ^ % SI
Skbd—Clover, per lb.. .. '24 @ 25
Timotliy, per bushel 5 75 @ 6 12XFlax, per bushel.. 3 45 @ 3 70
SuoAE-Urown, per lb 16^(^ 24K

to 50
10 50
10 10
10 .50

950
825
7 75
2 50

Jan. 20.

@I0 40
®I5 00
®13 00
®13 00
® 9 85
@ 9 25
® 9 OO
' ' 70

2 25 tS) iblii 2 20 ® 2 52K
1 70 ® 2 00 1 80 ® 1 ,82

1 SS
1 06
1 05
1

® 1 90
® 1 07
@ 1 06
® 1 70

MoLA88Es.Xew.Orlean3, p.gl.. 1 lo'"@ 1271^
Coffee, Klo, per lb ,. 44)<® 48
Tobacco—Kentucky.&cp.lb.. 12M@ 40
Seed Leaf, per lb., 16 ® 65Wool—Domestic fleece, p. lb.. 90 ® 1 Vi\<
Domestic, pulled, per lb 70 @ 1 02U
California, unwashed 25 @ 67W
Tallow, per lb . . 17""
Oil Cake, per tun 80 50
Pore—Mess, per bbl 37 50
Prime, per bbl 35 00
Beef-Plain mess 18 50

1 85 @ 2 05
93 ® 1 OO
23 ® 52K® 80
23 ® 26

3 75 ® 7 00
3 60 ® 385

17 a 23
1 .SO ® 1 50
42 ® 46

12H@ 40
16 ® 65
90 ® 1 12X
72>i@ 1 02)4
23 ® 65

Lakd. in bbls., per lb
BnrTEE—Western, per lb..
Slate, per lb
CUEESE
Bean-s— per bushel
Peas—Canada, per Bushel
Eggs—Fresh, per dozen....
Poultry-Fowls, per lb..

.

Turkeys, per lb 21

Potatoes—Mercei-3. p. bbl... . 3 Oi

Peach Blow, per bbl 2 7;

Apples—per bbl
Apples, K.I. Greenings per bbl 3 75 ® 5 50
Apples—Uussets, per bol S 73 ® 4 50

li)i® 18X 16J4® 17M
@92 50 75 00 ®80 00
®4I 50 40 50
@36 50 33 50
®21 50 20 00
' Ua 20

35
45
13

3 00
2 20

43
15
18

3 50
3 00

35 ® 50
43 @ 58
13 @ -24

75 ® 2 90
Nominal.
37 @ 42
IS ® 21

2g ® 23

3 00

®41 50
<S,.H 00
®22 00
® 24
® 48
@ 60
® 24
® 3 50
® 2 35
® 50
® "il

§24
5 00

@ 3 50
5 00 ® 7 00
6 00 ®7 00
5 00 @ 3 50

:>'. V. lAirc Stock ^Markets.—Beef
Cattle have been less abundant, averaging 4,342 head
per weeli. or 1,566 less titan in previous month, with
small supply Jan. 17. Prices range at 21c. (2)230. per lb.
csliinated dressed -weight, for best or extras ; 19c.fa'2'ic.
for very good ; and so down to I4c. for the poorest.
Average of all sales 15.!^c. or 16c.

^lilcli Cotvs.—Average weekly receipts 6.3,
with small demand. Very good milkers $70@J90. Ex-
tras, $100 and upwards. Common to poor, $65®$45 each.

Veal Calves are in less supply, averagiu"
511 per week, and hiehertiiis week. The best I3c.fo>14c!
ft>. live weight, and thence down to 10c. for poor.

Slieep come in freely for the se;v<on, averasin^
14.594 per week. Wiih a good demand the last salel
weiel4c per lb. live weight for extras ; the poorest 9Xc. ;

other grades betw-een these figures, according lo quality!

Live Hogs not .aljundaut, receipts aver.iginn-
only 14,962 per week for the moiilh past. Last sales at

14e.® 14>ic. per lb. live weight for best corn-fed ; 13ffi)I4o.
for mferior to good corn-fed ; lie. for poorest still-fed.

Live Stock Trade in N. Y. City, for 1864.

As a matter of general interest, and for future refer-
ence, we give our ususal summary of the Live Stock
Tr.ade during the past year, taken from the records of
our own reporters who have been at the principal mark-
ets every Jlonday and Tuesday, the regular days of sale.
These figures we have already furnished toother jour-
nals, but repeat them here for the benefit of the readers
of the American Agriculturist, and to thus preserve them
in a permanent form. The principal places of sale are
at Allerton's Yards on 44th-street, near 4th Avenue ; at
Brownings and O'Brien's, on 6tli-street, near 3d Avenue

;

at Chamberlin's. on Robinson-street, West of the City
Hall

; at the Bergen Yards just over the Hudson river,

where they are landed from the Erie Railroad ; and at

the Western Hog Yards, foot of 40lh-street, on the Hud-
son. Our tables include only the receipts at these regu-
lar market places. Many Calves an<l Sheep are sold
from barges at the wharves, and some animals of all

kinds are taken directly to the butchers. These are
probably balanced by those taken out of the city again
on Government account and by farmers, and by butch-
ers in neighboring towns and cities, so that our figures

below give a fair showing of the actual consumption for

food and for packing purposes, in New--York and its sub-
urbs, BroolUyn, and Jersey City. First we have the

WEEKLY EECEIPTS OF LIVE ANIMALS FOR 1864,
Week

endiii'j

Jan. 5..

.

.Ian. 12..

.Jan. 19..
Jan. 26..
Feh. 4..
Feb. 9...

Feb. 16...

Keb. 23 .

.

Mar. 1.

Mar. 8..,
Mar. K...
Mar. 2'3...

Mar. 29...
April 5 ..

April 12...
.\pril 19...

April 26...

May 3...
Mey 10...
May 17...
May 24...
May 31 . .

.

•June 7 . .

.

June 14...
Jane 21. ..

June 2S. ..

July 5..

.July 12...
July 19...
July 21! .

.

Aug. 2...
Aug. 9..
Aug. 16...
Aug. 23...
Aug. SO...
S,;pt. 6. .

SepL 13...

Bept. 20 ..

Sept. 2T...
Oc-. 4. .

.

Oct 11...
OcLlS....
Oct. 25....
Nov. 1...
Nov. 8...

Nov. 15. .

.

Nov. 22...
Nov. 29..
Dec. 6...

Deo. 13
Dec. 20
Deo. 27...

Totals .

.

Weekly av

Rets of
CaJtle.

4,022
4,149
4.S45
6,3l'3

8,21)0

4,3.52

4.679
4,^45
3,291
4,5-3

5,S27
3,V>9
5,05S
3,4S7
4,-244

4,,596

4,1(IS

3,900
3,917
4,969

8,814

8,579

4,629
4,417
4,1 -69

4,71S
3.5I-4

4,975
3,766
5,202

5,561

4,466
5,290
5,373
5,714
5,S66
7,i'32

5,567

6,j95

6,260
6,437

7,6SS
6,511

6,115
7,1.34

6.476

7,413 ,

6,597

5,777
6,'245

7,020
4,787

Ket
Price.

267,068
5 136

lOi
11

10}
lot
10

10}
la
V2i
13

13

13i
14
15
15
14*
14i
I5i
16

16i
18

lU
16*
16

14}
16
15}
16
16
14}
1-4
15
15}
15}
16;m
15
14
13)
14.1

14
13
14
18

13}
14

1:3}

14}
15
15}

Milc/il Veal

14'

L Olcs.

115
1113

1.50

144
163
14-3

1,56

146
212
213
264
2:J7

179
180
iia
203
1-24

184
196
1-29

173
216
ISS
229
203
143
110
16S
162
144
158
1.34

137
89

1.30

122
140
149
127
101

108
140
113
94
97

117
102
98
93
80

Calres.

7,5T6
146

621
46S
401

329
869
496
867
8S9
499
510
598
508
834
832

1,872
1,732
1,879
1,'206

1,270

1,21)3

1,000

1,897
1,521

1,404
1,8-24

1,511

1555
2,r09

2,705

2,312
2,S.s3

2,704
2,^36
2,099
2,94-*

2,1113

2,370

2,799

2,133
2,192

2,U7S

1,50S

1,953
1.1158

1,S86
2,029

1,965
1,814
1,275
1,393
1,025
844

.Shf£p

<fc L'bs.

76,861

1,469

9,561

10,473

15,394
7.781

14,979
11.1.32

1-2,281

12,862
11.777

9,015
14,672

5,511
12.430

8,673
9 676
7,825

lo.lSO

10 917
7 405
5,637
5.162

8.043
8.613

18.326

11,952
18,372
U.iid
11,134
14,147
19,7-2u

1!J,"47

16.3.59

15,440
l!<,6-2ll

21,279
16,996

21,11S
27,051

20,603

22,614
22,-247

24,707
2.3,840

17,062

28,271

19,432
25.512

21,851
19.274
18,165
22,6:57

16,4S6

777,990
14,961

Live
JTogs.

9,933

6,863
6,160
6,640

15,796
5,:t77

6,297
7,603
S,S44

7,220
9,960
6,776
8,861
6,862

11,379
11,232
8,814

1.3,3:32

13,598

12,877
11,113
10,614
14,-221

13,512

10,035
11,364
14,287

18,376
13,360
8,894
6,.560

8,920

6,577

6,143
9,833
6,281
8,11.36

11,105

14,240
14,635
14,140
11,7:33

19,704
23,6.59

32.3S5
2S,7'25

24,973
22.479
26,436
24,267
15,884
16,496

The second column gives the average net price of all

the beef cattle sold each week, the prices for the dif-

ferent grades, running 2 to 5 cents per pound above and
below this average, according to quality. The prices
here are always based upon the estimated net or dressed
weight of the four quarters, or Ihe cost of the dressed
c:ircass to the butcher. The skin, head, feet, loose tal-

low, etc., called the " fifth quarter," in ihe market,
are reckoned against the expenseof killing, dressing, etc.

Total 3filch Veal Sheep £ Live AU
Beeves Cows Calves Lambs Bogs Kinds.

1864 ... 267.068 7,576 76,861 777,990 657,' 92 1.786.037
1863 ... 26:3,229 0,715 86,2=8 522.311 1,006.7731,924,598
1862 ... •235,660 5.2,5:3 3»,-.>.53j 175,722:1,- 93.712 1,845,605
1861 ... 226,028 5,316 83.833' 527,35- 59-,599 1,8S7,327
1860 ... 226,747 7,154 4",162 514,191! 319,6-231,107,882

Comparative Receipts. — The above table shows
the annual total receipts of each kind of animals for

five years past, and the lolal of all kinds of animals.
Beef Cattle have increased in numbers each yc-jr.—
ililch Cows decreased in supply after the -war upon the
swill-milk establishments in 1860-1, but during the past
year the receipts have exceeded even those of I860.—
Veal Calves were crowded in very freely last summer,
owing to the high price of beef, the short pasturage, and
the advance in dairy producls, which led farmers to save
all the milk possible. The receipts exceeded those of
1863, by over 40,000 head. This will tell materially upon
the future supply of full-grown stock, especially in 1867-8
when these calves, if raised, w-ould appear as beef cat-
tle, working oxen, and milch cows—10,000 being neaily
one-sixlh of the total number of beef cattle received dur-
ing a whole yed.T.—Sheep and Lambs have also been sent
to market more largely than in pi evious years, but the
increase is about in the ratio of Ihe increased product ol
sheep throughout the country.—Lmjc Hogs.—Tbe re-
ceipts for 1864 fell off to less than two-thirds those of
each of the two preceding years—due partly to the lack
of corn to fatten them, and partly lo the resumption of
pork-packing in Western cities, especially along the
Ohio river where the incursions of the enemy in
1861-2-3, materially diminished this branch of business.

Beeves Cows Veals

1,469

Sheep

14,961

Swi?ie

12,636

All Kinds

1864. 5,136 146 84,3431863 . 5,062 129 693 10.044 21,092 37.0171862 . 4,532 101 5-2 9,149 21,1-20 85,4921861 . 4,268 110 630 9,950 11,292 26,1761860 . 4,360 183 772 9,883 6,147 21,805

.\VERA0E Weekly Receipts.—This table gives the
average weekly receipts for the whole of 5 years. The
first table, above, shows the receipis at the different sea-
sons. It will be seen that the supply of beef runs pretty
uniform for this standard meat, seldom sinking below
4,000, and a few times running up lo 7,000, but usually
running only a little above or below the average of about
5,000 head, as given in Ihis table.—Veal calves of course
Ciime in most freely when lliey had a few weeks' growth,
and especially when the dry pasture season arrived. The
receipis of sheep began to be large snon after the June
shearing. Hogs were sent forward in unusual numbers
in May, June, and July, when farmers began to fear the
failure of the corn crop—the largest receipts being of
course after the cooler packing season opened in aulumn.

Prices of Beef Cattle.—The following figures show
the average wholesale price of all the Beef Cattle sola
during each of the past five years, the figures being the
cents per pound for the estimated dressed weight. I'.

1864. 1863. 1862. 1861.
l-Uc 91c. 7|c. 74c.

1860.
84c.

will be noticed that during the past year the price war
fully 50 percent above the preceding year, and very near-
ly double that of 1862. Olher meats have advanced in
about the same proportion, excepting swine, of which,
in 1864, Ihe average price nearly doubled lh,at of 1863.

Total Supply of Beef.—Estimating the cattle to
dress an average of only 700 lbs., Ihe 267.068 head yield-
ed over One Hundred and Eighty-six million pounds of
beef (186,947,600 lbs). This at the average
wholesale price of 14Jj'c. is neariy Twenty seven Million
Dollars (S26, 795,823)—a nice sum logo to the coun-
try from this city for beef alone—lo say nothing of mut-
ton, veal, and pork.

Where the Beef Comes From.—Of the 267,069
Beef tattle recorded. 185,556 were yarded at 44th-street,
and of these we have records showing the States to

which they were credited, thus

:

From No. of CatlW From N^o. of Cattle
Illinois, 93,210 Michigan 1280
New-York, -37,7741 Pennsylvania, l']48
Ohio, ^ 24,215i Connecticut, 920
Kentucky 9,,345i New-Jersey, 353
Indiana^

6,979J Massachusetts, 292
Missouri, 3,.351 Kansas " 149
I"wa 8.282' Wisconsin '. 126
Canada 8,0161 New Hampshire U

Here w-e have 93,210 set down as coming from the sin-
gle State of Illinois. Some of these were doubtless from
Wisconsin and Iowa, but many more of those credited
to New-York, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan, came orig-
inally from Illinois, and were pastured for a season in the
former States. Illinois is a great Slate in more respects
than one. If any doubt, let them ride over her magnifi-
cent lines of railway, running North and South, East and
West, indeed in all directions, and they will see where
the cattle grow, and where the corn is raised to fatten

them with. Our citizens who learn where the beef comes
from, and our Western farmers who see where it goes to,

and the money that it returns, will know how to appre-
ciate the great lines of railroads stretching from this

city away to the Mississippi, and beyond, and to be thank-
ful to those who have invested their funds, and often

sunk them in building up these great public enteiprises.
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Containing a ^eat variety of Items, including inanif

good Hints and Sm^ffestwns which we throw into sjnall

t>j}ie and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

A ** IVisconi^iiK SorgliiitH Coiivew-
tiou" is lo be lield in Mfidison, Feb. 7, at 10 A.M.

JTIirliigau As:rlcitltural College.—
The aiinoiuicenient of this College is given incur ad-

veitif^ii:g coliiins. Tliis is tlie oldest institution of the

kind in the country, has an excellent corps of professors,

and ample means of instruction. To Western stu-

dents it offers opportunities for acquiring a scientific

and practical education, wliich they should not allow to

pass unheeded. As compensated manual labor is a fea-

tnte in this college, a student is able to complete his

course with comparatively little expense.

AgficMlturul Colleg-os.—" Sophomore,"

Louisville, Ky., asks how these differ from other colleges

and wliat arc the principal studies taught in them. The
course of instruction in Agricultural colleges is arranged

with special leference to the wants of the farming popu-

lation, and will be more or less extensive, according to

the views prevailing in the commiinily where the college

is situated. Chemistry, animal and vegetable physiology,

and siicli other sciences as have a relation to agi icullure,

are tlioroughly taught, wluie the languages and the purely

literary studies receive less attention or are altogether

omitted. The only Agriciiltuial colleges yet in operation,

as far as we know, are (hat of Pennsylvania, advertised

in the January AS^'icuUurist, and that of Michigan, ad-

verlisedin the present paper. There is also one in Mary-

land, but, judging from its catalogue, its course does not

essentially differ from that of other colleges.

^Vliat Constitutes » €Sood Compost
Besides Stable ITIaunrc ?— H. M. C, Middlesex

Co., Conn. A compost is a manure from a mixture with

the excrements of other ingredients than thelitier bedding

of animiils. If the dung and urine of animals is the basis

of a compost, it will, of necessity almost, be mixed with

the litter and the waste of the fmlder, etc. To this may
be added three or four times as much dry swamp muck
or peat broken down quite fine, parings of roadside tuif

or headlands, or any other vegelable substances, as saw-

dust, chip dirt, etc. A smaller quantity of gt)od soil does

very well, and even sand is often employed as an ab-

sorbent of liquid mannre, and as an ingredient of the

compost. Bones pounded pretty fine, gypsum (plaster),

leached ashes, leather scraps, bone nr horn turnings,

woolen waste, hen manure, house slops, chamber lye,

brine, etc., are all valuable additions, and make the

thorough working over of Ihe heap, and a corresponding

increase of more inert suiistances desirable. Lime or un-

blenched ashes are not suitable to mix with animal ma-
nures, but maybe previously mixed with the muck to lie

awhile before adding it to the manure compost, etc.

Editorial Quarrels — Xrue Ambi-
tion*—The long time readers of the Agriculturist will

bear witness that we very seldom have any disputes with

our contemporaries. We confess to an ambition, in com-
mon with others, to have our journal occupy the highest

rank, but we scorn to seek to stand uppermost, by pulling

others down below our own standard. That is a low am-
bition which leads one to carp at and pick flaws in his

neighbors, in order to show oflT by contrast his own su-

perior merits. If any one sees the slight^t leaning in

that direction in this journal, he will do us a great favor

by pointing it out. The true way to pre-eminence is

through superior energy, enterprise, and intrinsic merit.

.

We repeat then, tliat we will not, and can not stoop to

fault finding, to p-ying into tlie concerns of our contem-

poraries, and as a rule, only refer to them and their do-

ings when some error of statement or opinion Is likely

to lead the public astray.

Stop Xliut Falseliood.—We notice that a

few jealous journals, in the spirit referred to above, have

industriously circulated a falsehood in regard to this

paper, \\hich we have so far passed by as unworthy of

notice ; but as it is kept up, and concerns the infegrity of

the Publisher, we notice it briefly now. It is asserted

that " last winter, when the price of paper rose, this jour*

nal was reduced lo 'half size.' "—Another says " greatly

reduced;" that the "half sheet was advertised at full

rates ;*' and, increasing in the boldness of the statement,

it is next asserted that "the half"—"the reduced" sheet

—is offered at an advanced price. The truth is, no re-

duction was made "last winter," nor until Septem-

ber, and then but a slight one, In three numbers, and it

was then stated that the advertising space would be less-

ened, and extra efl!brts be made to condense the matter,

so as to give about the usual amount of information. So

little was the contraction, that only two readers com-
plained of it, and one of these said he did not notice it

until informed of it througli one of our jealous contempo-

ries. The whole reduction of size during the entire year

amounted to just three-fourths of one number. Second:
When the sm.dl advance in price was made, it was dis-

tinctly staled Ihat it was done in order "to be able to

maintain the full size of the paper, and keep up its pro-

gressive character," and this size w as restored before tiie

advanced price took effect, and before any of our jealous

friends uttered their slurs—or to be plain, their falsehoods.

Until September, and since November, the paper has been

as large as it ever was. We have no idea of making it

smaller, and think it is improving in intrinsic value with

each nuEiiber. We have no hopes that the vilifiers will

retract their false statements, but we Shall not quarrel

with them, nor, if they behave civilly, point out their nu-

merous deficiencies, the kind of advertisements tliey ad-

mit, to meet expenses, etc. One of them would better let

others alone, and attend to his own business, so as not to

stop liis paper again when the subscription money is all

in for a year ahead, and also settle up his unpatented

patent operations, so as to die in peace.—If our reatlers

are satisfied, it is enough for us. If they are nut, they

will of course go where they are better treated, and they

ought to. We shall not complain, and scold our contem-

poraries for being superior, but rather praise them for it.

Fortunately for us, our readers seem to be more than

satisfied, which they manifest by bringing along many
others—for which we thank them.

Aslies ou Potatoes.—Hard wood ashes

are one of the most valuable kinds of manure, especially

adapted to potatoes, which nowadays are so sensitive

to decaying manures. Chester Belding, of Orange Co.,

M. Y.. writes that he applied " unleached ashes to the

potato hills after first and second hocings, at the rate al-

together of about 15 barrels per acre. Two rows through

the center which were not ashed, yielded at the rate of

197^^ bushels per acre, while the others produced at the

late of 2S0 bushels per acre. There was no perceptible

din*erence between rows ashed once and those ashed

twice. Will ashes continue to be beneficial if applied ?

and how many years will one application be beneficial ?

A dressing of ashes will show its good effects several

years on grass, grain, etc., and marked good effects will

be noticed from liberal applications each year on the

same land—but tliis is usually not an economical practice.

Farm Inipleiuents Cheaper I\ov«'

Tliau Tliree Years Ago.—The manufacturers

of the Buckeye RIower have prepared a table showing
that their $175 machine costs the farmer less now than

in 1861, when a similar mower was sold for $100. Taking
from the November Agriculturist of 1861 and 1864, the

New York prices of farm produce, they reckon that it

required to buy the mower in

lbs. ffti>/. ^V7leat. Corn. Butter. Che^M. Wool
1S61 f?inO).14,300 77buah. 152 bush. 6-i5 Tbs. 16^7 lbs. 223Tb9.
1864 (fl75).ll,000 69bush. 92 bush. 350 lbs. 800 tbs. i;5Ibs.

Similar figures apply to other proiluce and other im-

plements, as well as to relative prices in other places.

—

They apply still more forcibly to onr own subscription

rates. While improvements have been made, and print-

ing paper costs nearly three times as much, the rates are

raised but one quarter to cluts, and one half to single

subscribers, owing mainly lo increased circulation.

Thus a single subscription, cost (at N. Y. prices) in

Hay. Wheat. Corn. Butter. Cheese. Wool.

ISfil ($1.00).. 143 lbs. 25 quarts 4Sqnarts 6lbs. Ifilbs. 2!^ n-s.

18&i ($1.50).. W lbs. ISquarts 25quart8 3lb8. "lbs. i;^ lbs.

Barley on I^ig^lit, Gravelly Soil.—
"Subscriber." Barley delights in a gravelly loam, not
very light, however. Sow as early a? the soil can be
worked, on ground manured last year for some hoed
crop, or on a sod turned under last fall. TJie crop will

not bear heating manure, but on land in poor heart, such
applications as seaweed or muck compost, marl, leached

ashes, gypsum, or lime, are useful. Barley is liable to

smut and rust, but less so than most varieties of wheat.

Apples fi>r Ho^s.—Daniel Emerson, of
Summit Co., Ohio, writes to the American Agriculturist

:

" In my youth, my grandfather, one autumn weighed four

bhoats and put them up to fat. I gathered sweet apples

and fed to them. At killing time the hogs were again

weighed and were found to have gained two pounds per

day each. They were fatted only on apples, and the

pork was very nice, sweet, and sufficiently firm. This

year I kept my pigs penned, and during the summer daily

gave them weeds from the garden. From the first of

August for two months they had nothing but sweet and

grafted sour apples, and since then, apples and corn.

The largest came lo the knife before the first of Decem-
ber, very fat, and made most beautiful and sweet pork.

A farmer in a neighboring town pronounces an acre of
even indifferent orchard to be equal in value for hogs to

an acre of the best corn, year by year.*' Why not plant <:

sweet apple orchards for hogs and for cows also ? /

llog-i^ Poisoned l»y Salt.—"U.," West-
chester Co., N Y., says many hogs have been lost in

that County, through having too much salt fed lo them
ignorantly, and asks a cine. Old brine is very poison-

ous to swine. Salt can haidly be calJcd poisonous un-
less it is taken in large quantities. In either case, we
would give the hog a warm bath, clean nest, and a diet of

raw roots, especially potatoes, mashed to u pomace. If

any of our readers have been successful with any p:n-

ticular treatment, they will favor the inquirer and oMiers

by communicating it to the American Agriculturist.

Wintering; Hogs on Xurnips.—" D.
D.," Lake Co., Ind., proposes wintering his hogs on tur-

nips, and asks " Will it do ?" We think so. Why not ?

40 Acre Clay Farm—Ayrsliire Bull,
etc.— C. A. Bruce. Fulton Co., III., who has such a farm.

naturally good for fruit and wheat land.asks : "Will It pay
to haul ashes w Inch have been exposed to the action of the

atmospliere for two or three years, a mile and a half, for

the purpose of enriching oi' loosening the land?"—Yes.
"Will subsoiling w.iihout umlerdraining beef any per-

manent value ?"—Doubtful—ceitainly not if Ihe land is i

wet...." Can you inform me at what price I would be
likely to obtain a good Alderney or Ayrshire bull calf,

or a yearling, next spring ?"—$25 to $75, according to

quality— "I have an interval of 2 years in my file of

i\\Q Agriculturist, iii what price can I obtain the vol- ,

umes for 1858 and 1S59 ?" Sent by mail, bound for $2.44

each, unbound, $1.74 each. He adds :
" The December *

and January Nos. of the Agriculturist are splendid, and

I wish I could send you a hundred subscribers."

A Cliiclccn House for the l*rairies.
Mrs. R. J. Trine, writes to the Amtrican Agriculturist

:

"Avery good, but cheap chicken house can be made,
thus: Build a rail pen, leaving an opening at one cor-

ner for access; and cover, and stop the cracks with prai-

rie hay or straw. With such a hennery, and with plenty

of frest meat, vegetables, grain^ fresh water, gravel, elc.

hens can be induced to lay all^through the winter."

Ho"»v to Ilrcalc Steers.—la answer to

J. W. Brown, of Cecil Co., Md., and others: Steers

have by no means so nervous a nature as horses. They
will sooner yield to force, and accommodate themselves

to what appears to them unavoidable necessity. So they

do nol need so much careful reasoning with, so (o speak.

It is best to begin with them as calves, and let the boys

play with them, and drive them tied or yoked together,

taking care that they are not abused. When a pa*^of
old steers are to be put together and broken to the yoke,

or a pair of bulls, as not unfrequently happens, i* is usu-

ally best to yoke them, and tie their tails together, in an

extempore stall, in a well fenced yard, and then turn

them loose in the yard, which should not be large enough
for them to run in and get under much headway. If

the tails are not tied together, Ihey will frequently turn

the yoke, which is a very bad habit. After half a day's

association, the lesson of " ye up !" and *' whoha,"
may be inculcated—and when well learned—probably the

next day," haw " and " gee." The daily lesson should be

given after they have stood yoked awhile. They should

not be taken from the yard until they have become used

to the yoke, and are no longer wild and scarey, as they

are apt to be at first. Each day all previous lessons

should be repeated. Put them before an ox sled or a

pair of cart wheels at first, rather than to a stone boat

as they are apt to step on the chain, and that frightens

them. All treatment should be firm but mild, and no
superfluous words should be employed.

Quinces in Clay Soil. — C. Holland,
Peoria Co., III. A rich, deep loam is to be preferred, but

the trees will doubtless do well on the clay, if it is ameli-

orated by draining, deep working, and by the uso of

coarse manure. The addition of salt would be of doubt-

fiil utility. Experiment with it In moderate quantities.

Stra^vberry Plants for Subscril»-
ers— Explanation. — To the numerous inquiries

from new subscribers, we answer generally; The " Agri-

culturist Strawberry" was offered free, and sent to all

subscribers for 1854, who applied for it according to the

rules. This done, the new growth of autumn was sold

to Rev. J. Knox, of Pittsburg, Pa., who, being by com-

mon consent the "Strawberry King" of the country,

was anxious to secure this Queen of the strawberries, and
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have the plants for snie. All orJeis sent to us are turned

over to him. The plants remain in nur grounds, whence

Ihfcy will betaken in spring, as called for by customers.

He will.doubiless, meet with ready sate fnr all the points

he will have, a5^, l-y universal consent, this is the mnst

remarkable variety of this fruit that lias yet been pro-

duced. In the sale, we reservud a limited number for

distribution among our readers the coming spring, a large

portion of which have already been called for by new

subscribers and others. When an application comes

along with a subscription letter, so as to beentere<i down

with it, and accompanied with five cents tor postage and

packing, the name is recorded. The plants will be sent

in order uf application, as soon as spring weather admits,

uniil the reserved supply is entirely exhausted. Rev. J.

Knox, box l»5, Pittsburg. Pa., will respond by circular,

or otherwise, to all in»iuiries in regard to purchasing

plants,

Jatpviug- Kiiadius tlie I»cacU.—J. B,

Richardson, 111., asks if buds can be cut in winter and

successfully preserved and inserted in spdng. Spring

budding is sometimes practised, but we never knew it to

be done with the peach. The buds are apt to remain un-

til late before they start, and the wood does not become

sufficiently ripened to endure the following winter. If

any have experience, we shall be glad to hear of it.

Black IVapIes C'lirrant- — J. Gruble,

Buchanan Co., Mo., wishes to know if this variety is

worth cultivation. It depends upon whether one likes

black currants. While some consider them a valuable

fi-uit. others (including the writer), regard them as dis-

agreeable and worthless. Naples is the best of the black.

Crop for a Peacli OrcUni-d. — N, A.

Halbert. Erie Co., N. Y. Cultivators differ as to the

propriety of taking any crop from the land except peaches.

In New Jersey it is the general custom to grow buckwheat

in the peach orchard, to keep down weeds. Plowing it

in before it matures would increase the fertility of the soil.

East^rood on tlie Craiil>ei-ry.—This

is probably the must complete work on the subject, and

the Department of Agriculture seem to think so, as two

of the engravings are taken from the work to illustrate

its report for 1S63. Tliis, considering that the work is

copyrighted, is rather cool. There is a new edition now
in press, and it wilt be ready in a few days. Price, 75 cts.

lUIag-g-ots in Beans,—J. S. Browcr, Mon-

mouth Co., N. J.. It is difficult to say why these insects

should suddenly appear. It is not probable that anything

used upon the soil has anything to do with it. We know

of no remedy, except to destroy all infested seed before

the grubs turn into beetles, and procure seed from

localities where the insect is not known.

Rlintoarb.—S. H. Mitchell, Perth Co., C. W.,

asks what kind of Rhubarb to cultivate for medicinal

pui-poses. We doubt if it is worth wliile to cultivate any

sort for its root. In England, a cut-leaved species

{Rheum palmatnm), is grown, bul it gives a vei^y indiffer-

ent product, and one which has but little value, except

to use in adulterating the powder of Asiatic Rhubarb.

SUaile Trees-—It is a great mistake to

choose large trees from the forest. Take, instead, small

tiees, and those from open fields. By careful treatment,

they will soon overtop the tall spindling trees from the

woods, and will be handsomer and better specimens. It

would be better still, for them to have a year or two of

nursery culture before being set in their final position.

Hon. :?Iarsliall P. ^Vildcr.—All who
are interested in horticulture will be glad to know that

this distinguished pomologist still retains his interest in

rural affairs. In renewing his subscription to the Agri-

cuUurixt, he s.ays : "My health is slowly, but my physician

says surely, improving. I hope that it may prove so, and

that my mission is not yet ended."

Tritonta Uvaria.—This is a very pretty

plant, and the Prarie Farmer, of January 7th, has a very

pretty picture of it. but it would have been pretty in the

Farmer to have said that it was taken from the jlg->-icj(/-

/«ris( of November last. Mr. Farmer, it is'nt pretty for

you to gobble up our original pictures, and never say

thank you.

l<ooalEty for ijirnpe Cnltnre.—A sub-

scriber, ill Buffalo, sends us a detailed desciiption of a

certain locality, and then asks us if grapes grown there

will yield a juice which will make wine without the ad-

dition of sugar. It is Impossible for any one to answer

this, and many other similar questions, in any other than

the most general terms. The Delaware and the Catnwba,

where they will ripen, will make wine without sugar.

The Concord varies in value as a wine grape, the sugar

seeming to increase the further West it is grown.

Hedges in I\e^v Jersey.—W. T., Mun-
nioulh Co. We think that the Honey Locust will do best

in your locality. The Osage Orange would be hardy,

but it Is almost impossible to get citner seed or planls.

Ne'W Veft-etaWes,—From inquiries among
seedsmen, there seems to be an unusually small number

of new varieties of vegetables to be br<JUglit out the

coming spring. Of course there is tlie usual a?sortment

of new Peas—ihose we have in numbers every year—but

the only novellies we have noticed, thus far, are Ever-

green Pole Beans, said to keep well in the pod for use in

winter, and the Valencia Cluster Tomato, which is said

In be l:irye, smooth, red. and very fine.

Hon^t Send Money to Thomas Boult &
Co., (an illegal lottery operation)—to George C. Ken-

neth, ihe promises to lie for $10, and no doubt will)—to

S. B. Goodrich (another lotteiy swindle)—to C. W. While

(he says he has made $50,000 by selling recipes, and

wants to sell more— for almost every thing, from yellow

butter to white brass and gold coins)—to James Conway
(he has a package in his care, for which he wants 46 cts.)—

to Hammett & Co.. Seymour <fe Co., Brown, Sherman

& Co.. (professed lottery dealers)—to J. T. Small {Uniim

Relief Association, with lots of prizes')—to Charles A,

Herbert (another $10 liar)—nor to any other humbug-

ging sharpers who flood the mails with their circulars,

promising to give more than a hundred cents worth for

a dollar. They cati't afford to do it, and they will not do

it; let no Agriculturist reader be caught with such chaff.

I^oolf Ont Ibr tl»e CJenerons Pedler.
A subscrilicr, in Western New-York, gives an acd'urtt of

how some of his neighbors were "taken in and done

for," by a smart chap, who is yet on his travels. He
drove into the village, dressed inburlesque Yankee style,

and commenced selling worthless jewelry. To each

purchaser he returned the money, and allowed them also

to keep the article bniight. Presently he sold a J5 green-

back (genuine) fnr $4, then $1 for 90 cents, and 50 cents

for 25, after which he scattered a lot of small change
among the crowd, and drove on slowly. People thought

him crazy, and a throng followed to watch his operations.

Presently he stopped again, and began selling gilt lockets

for $3 each, which were rapidly taken as before. When
about forty were thus disposed of. he said :

" Gentlemen,

I have sold you those goods at my price ; I am a licensed

pedler ; and now, if I give you your money back, you will

think me a lunatic ; I wish you all success in your ordin-

ary vocations.^* And away he drove, leaving his dupes in

doubt whether to rave at him, or laugh at each other.

The lockets were worth, perhaps, 10 cents each.

lIoAV to Coolc Kale. — A Simple
Way.—Take the leaves and the head or heart (which

is the most tender part) wash all sand or dust carefully

off, by using fresh water, three or four times. Then put

in boiling water, with a handful of shU to about a pailful

of kale, till it is cooked perfectly tender, place in a cul-

lender, press the water out, and put info a stewing pan,

with a piece of butter, gravy, or fat, according to the

quantity cooked, or richness required : let simmer for ten

minutes, and then serve for dinner.

Hard Soap.— If any one has a process by
which good hard soap can be easily and economically

made in the family, he will confer a favor on many
others by communicating it, with ful! particulars.

Catalogrnes "Received.—The nurserymen
and seedsmen seem to be unusually late with their cata-

logues this season. James Vick, of Rochester, N. Y.,

sends his ' Illustrated Catalogue and Floral Guide."

wliich is a work of more importance th:ui seed catalogues

usually are. It has two colored and numerous uncolnred

engravings, with descriptions of the best varieties of

flowers and vegetables, and directions for tlieir culture.

Peter Henderson, of Jersey City, N. J., issues his

17th annual catalogue of plants, which includes all the

standard varieties and many novelties. Mr. H. has re-

cently succeeded Mr. Davidson, in the firm of Fleming «fe

Davidson, and, as one of the firm of Henderson i Flem-
ing, carries on the business of seedsman, in addition to

that of florist... -F. Trowbridge, Milfuid, Conn., sends a

catalogue of tiees, and a treatise on the culture of the

cranberry— F. K. Phoenix, of BInominglon, HI., is out

with his catalogue of general nursery slock. He Is very

much in earnest about planting trees on the prairies.

He says: "Buy or not, but plant I O, Reader I at least

seeds, cuttings, or trees from the forest! They grow
I while you sleep ' "....The old and well-known house of

J. M. Thorbiiru &. Co.. New-York, have ppihlishcd ihcir

catalogue of vegetable and agricultural seeds. A glance

at it .shows that prices avfiagealiout fifty per cent, higher

than in former years, but this w as to be exp-ectcd. Don't
buy poor and old seeds at any price.

*' ^Vet l>ayM at Kd^'o-^vood : with Old
Farmeus, Old GARDENEns, and Old Pastorals," is

the title of a work by Ike Marvel (Donald G. Mitchell)

just issued by Scribner. Those who liave re.ad the au-

thor's pleasant account of his " Farm of Edgewood," will

liave a desire to possess these gleanings from his rainy-

d.ay readm^s. The work gives sketches of Ihe writers

on ruial affairs, from Hesiod and Homer down to Cob-
bett and Chai les Lamb, and all told in the charming style

so characteristic of the author.

"I-tessons for Every Sunday in tUe
Year."—A series of 208 lessons (52 in eai;h of four

books), taken from Ihe whole of the Old and New Testa-

ments, all arranged in order of time, with a brief, but com-
prehensive history of the entire Bible, and accompanied
by appropriate and suggestive questions and instructive

rules, references, etc. ; adapted to scholars of all ages.

No. 1 , on the Four Gospels and Acts ; No. 2. from the
Birtli of Christ to end of Revelations, mninly on the
second half of the New Testament ; No. 3, the Period
from Adam to Elijah : and No. 4, from Elijah to Christ.

The value uf these books is indicated by the f.act that

though but recently published considerably over 100,000

copies have been asked for. Nos. 1,2, and 3, arc now
ready. Price of each. 15 cts., $1 50 perdozen, or $12per
100. If sent by mail, 4c. per copy exl^a for postage,

or 3 c.,each in packages of 10 or more. No. 4 is not yet
in print. Superintendents, teachers and parents are

invited to examine the peculiar plan and merits of this

series. Nos. 1, 2 and Swill be sent post-paid for 50 cents.

WoodlaAvn Cemetery is the latest born
oi these rviral repo>itories for the dead. It is upon the

line of the Harlem Railroad, seven miles beyond Harlem
River, and can be reached in a half hour from the

depot in Twenty-sixlh-street by the cars. It is designed

to accommodate New-York City and the numerous vil-

lages along the lines of the Harlem and New Haven
Railroad. Facilities arc furni^-hed to attend funerals by
steam cars, which are found to be vei-y much more com-
fortable, as well as more economical, than the ordinary

mode. We learn that the association have already ex-

pended some fifty thousand dollars in improTements, be-

sides the purchase price of the land, nf which they have
over three liundred acres, with the permission to hold

five hundred. We are specially interested in this new en-

lerpriae in our subuibs, as it is under the supervision of

one of our editorial corps. Rev. W. Clift, recently of

Stonington, who has been for many years associated with
the Agriculturist. Our readers will profit by his re-

moval to this new field for the exercise of liis rural tastes.

"WorlfN on Flax and Hop Cnltnre.
—The offer of premiums fnr essays upon the culture of

flax and hops has been responded to by a good number
of writers, and the essays are now being read. We have
no doubt that we shall be able lo offer a manual on each
of these subjects that will be of great practical value,

Sor$!:1inni Cultnrc and Profit-—Many
reports come to us of success with this important crop.

S. P. Jones, of Hamilton Co., Ohio, cultivating like corn

and using a good dressing of stable manure, obtained of

good thick molasses at the rale of 225 gallons to the acre,

which at the retail price there (1.50 per gallon), would be

worth S337 5(1 Another subscriber has made 5,000 or

6.000 gallon's', much of it from cane of excellent quality,

but some from green, frosted and mouldy lots, and all

purifi^ without the addition of " chemicals." Another
reports 14,000 gallons made in the town of N, Haven, Ct.

5000 Gallons were made in Meriden. Conn., 3000 in

Berlin. 1000 in Southington. and large quantities in New
Britain, and in other towns in the same Stale.

I&n.sl4*Xearing: ITIacbine ^Vanted.—
Several subscribers inquire if there is any good machine
for tearing corn husks to prepare them for bed mattresses,

etc. We can not answer—perhaps others can, and give

cost, etc. Mr. Thos. E. Pearsall. of Brooklyn, L. I.,

speaks of a contrivance got up by himself, and unpatent-

ed, which is somewhat similar to a threshing-machine,

but it does not tear them quite fine enough for beds.

Xo Keep Rats from Harness.—E.
Snow, Poweshiek Co., Iowa, asks: "Will some reader

of the American Agriculturist tell me what to put into

harness oil that will prevent rats and mice gnawing the

harness? " Won't it do for the EdiJor to suggest the ad-

mixture of a moderate quantity of good strong snufT?

We shall be glad to hear from our readers also.
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Calced JSag:s—Garget.—M:iuy of the

applications which are used cffentively to reUeve the

acute diseases of men and animals savor strongly of

quackery: yet they are so efficient that the recipes are

treasured as of great vahie. Here is one such :
*' Take

chamber lye. hot as hand can bear, and bathe the parts.

Then take a large, smooth stone, wrap it in flannel, and
rub firmly all over for ten minutes. Then rub well with

hot lard and molasses. Do this every hour. Cows with

very tender bags give every evidence of enjoying the

operation." We wovild substitute brine for urine, and

gentle rubbing and kneading with the hand for the stone,

and effect the same results. Bathing in waim arnica

water—either the aqueous extract or the tincture dissolv-

ed in water—we have found very efficacious.

Kicking: Cows.—J. P. W., Tipton Co.,Ind.,

writes: **A leather strap buckled tightly around the

loins of the * kicking cow* succeeded admirably with

me, and I recommend it as simple and easily apphed."

F'lax SHives—t.inie Waste on*aper
IVills and. Gas Work*.—" Enquirer," Livingston

Co,, N. Y,, asks the value of these articles. We advise

this experiment. Takethree-fourthsor four fifths flax

shives, and one-fourth or one-fifth lime of either sort, or

both mixed, and lay up a compost heap, which open and
work over after a few weeks, working in more shives,

according to your judgment. Gas lime needs thorougli

pulverization, and months of exposure to the air before

it will do to bring it in close contact with growing crops.

And we presume bleachers' waste needs similar exposure.

Broom Corn Briisli.—C. G. Eggleston,

Peoria Co., III., asks about the price and demand for this

article in our market. Thej-e is a brisk demand for a

good article. It should be bright, light colored, long and
put up in compact, strongly wired bales. The prices

quoted for medium to prime are $16 to $18 per cwt.

Xlie CiisKCO Potato.—This one of Good-
rich's seedlings seems to have given large returns in

many hands. E.C.Allen, of New Haven Co., Conn.,

reports 11 bushels from 4qiiarts, cut to single eyes as

nearly as possible—equal to an increase of 80 from 1....

J . Tracy, of Grant Co., Wis., received by mail 4 potatoes
of this variety, which cut up into one-eye pieces, yielded

400 potatoes averaging larger than the original four,

and measuring 3 bushels. This is 100 for 1.

Potatoes—Ijarge or Small Seed.—W.
H. Cook, SufTolk Co., N. Y., reports 260 bushels of large

potatoes to the acre, raised from small seed.

Biillcley's Seedliii;^ Potato. —J. T.

Mapes. Orange Co., N. Y. We have not heard of this

variety for the past two years. Perhaps some of our
readers can tell about it.—We knew it by no other name.

Injured PeacH Trees.—G. R., Berrleu

Co., Mich., has bought a place, upi>n which is an orchard

of peaches, the trees in which have been injured by
cattle, and asks what he shall do with them. The treat-

ment will depend upon the age of the trees, and the ex-

tent to which they are injured. If they are young and
vigorous, and shnols can be obtained from above the

junclion of the bud with the slock, they may be headed
back, and one or three shoots allowed to grow to renew
the head. It is no objection that the head is formed
cldse to the ground. The work may be done at the time

the buds swell, as at that time the dead and living por-

tions are best distinguished.

Exposure fov Pear Trees.—" JToung
Orchaid," Sandy Hook, Conn. Any other than a full

Southern or Eastern exposure is to be preferred, it being

generally admitted that one source of disease in pear

trees is the sun's action upon the naked and frozen limbs.

A Productive Plot of Oronod.—"We
receive statements of the great returns from small parcels

of ground, too numerous for publication, but they are all

interesting as showing how much good management,

with high manuring, will produce from a small area, and

teach a lesson that may be profitably considered by farm-

ers as well as gardeners. One of our correspondents

forcibly states that "retail manuring and wholesale crop-

ping don't pay." A subscribev. in Westchester Co., obtain-

ed from a plot of ground, 12x24, tomatoes which sold for

$14.50, at which rate an acre would yield over $2,000. In

statements of this kind, we seldom have the cost of pro-

diicti.in given, nor any intimation whether the crop was

sold at wholesale or retail prices.

cut work, which does not require to have the logs drawn
to and moved up to the saw, but which may be drawn
to the logs and will cut them as they lie. It may be tliere

are such saws. If so, they shou Id be advertised. At any
rate, here is an opportunitj' for inventors.

Horse-PoTver Saws.—James A. Mitchell,

Park Co., Ind., inquires for a horse-power saw, for cross-

A. JTIacUiue for grinding or tearing up clods,

bogs and other such like things, used to increase and im-
prove the manure product of the farm, is called -for by J.

Hodges. We know of none such in this country. It is

not unusual to make the compost heaps so large and flat

that they may be plowed and harrowed. The advantage
to be gained by having these materials made fine by one
operation, and at once, as in the way suggested, is a gain

of time only ; for in the course of 6 to 12 months the use
of lime, or fermenting manure, or often by the weather
alone, tough bogs and sods may be made fine and soft.

A ** ITIaniiiaetiiring: JVIachine. '—
That is, a machine which makes things btf hand ; for

manu-facturing means simply making by hand. True, we
use these and similar words very carelessly, but really a

manufactory is a factory where hand labor is chiefly em-
ployed. Tlie above curious expression we notice used

in a mechanical jouinal of wide circulation, an:l similar

expressions are common, but none the less incorrect.

Rurning' Ijinie.—"D. B."asks for informa-

tion in regard to the most economical way he can burn

lime with wood. Practical hints on this subject will

doubtless be acceptable to many.

Ashes Tor Asparag;ns.—John MiUen, of
Highland Co., Ohio, covers his beds with 3 or 4 inches of

leached ashes, and finds the crop better than with any
other manure—weetls are completely suppressed.

Harness lEticlcles and Trimming's.
—A subscriber asks how harness trimmings wliich have
lost their placing may have their beauty easily renewed.

Is it a, False J^otion ?—An Old Farmer,
of Brady Co., Pa., says he plants Ins corn upon hnd
plowed, the last lime, East and West (probably not har-

rowed), and holds the opinion that fields thus planted

come forward earlier and yield better than those planted

on furrows running North and South. It may be that

soil plowed thus receives more warmth from the sun.

Keeping Cions. — J, Woodward, Wayne
Co., Pa., says that cions cut " in the old of the moon in

February," put in a large glass bottle, corked tight, and

placed in the cellar, will keep better than in any other

way. WitSiout any reference to the age of the moon, a

bottle may often be the most convenient vessel in which
to put grafts, to keep them from drying, when it is not

practicable to bury them. When sent by mail, cions

should be wrapped in oiled paper or cloth, and if packed
with a litlle damp moss there will be less danger of

their drying. If to go great distances, pack in sand in a

tin case, which is to be soldered up tight. Cions put up

in this way usually come from Europe in good condition.

StraAvl>erri€S tor i\e^v Jersey.—The
Fr\iit Growers' Association, of West Jersey, hehl an ex-

hibition of Strawberries, in June last, at Morristown, at

which tlie value of the different varieties for cultivation

was discussed. Mr, Clayton Lippincott, one of the

officers of the society, sends the following account of

the vote taken to test the estimation in wnich the varie-

ties were held by tlie members: Russell's Prolific. 11 ;

French's Seedling. 15 ; Downer's Prolific, 15 ; Wilson's

Albany, 4 ; Cutter's Seedling, 14 ; Lady Finger, 7 ; Hovey,

7 ; Leed's Prolific, 6. The vote was taken by each mem-
ber selecting the five he considered best. There being a

tie upon Hovey and Lady Finger, another vote was taken

on these two, which resulted in 17 for Hovey and 9 for

the other. Russell's Prolific, French's .*^eedlir.g. Down-
er's Prolific, Cutler's Seedling and Hovey's Seedling are

considered by the West Jersey Association as the five

best market varieties for cultivation near Morristown.

'What are Remontant Roses.—J. L.

Remontant is a name given to those roses which bloom

more than once in a season. They differ from the per-

petuals in having several distinct periods of flowering.

Cliina GJrass.—A. J. Aldrich, Worcester

Co., Mass. The fibre is evidently that of China Grass,

and is from a nettle-like plant, Boehmeria nivea. It is

largely cultivated in India, but we are not aware of any

trials here. The fibre is from the tough bark of the stem.

Stra-vrl»erry Hropas-atioM- ~T. R.

Payne, of iScott Co.. Iowa, asks us if it is true that plants

from lateral runners will produce fruit inferior to those

from the main runners. Without having tested this point

by growing beds propagated in both ways, side- by side,

we should, on general principles, say, that one runner
was as good as another, if as strong and healthy.

Bulbs.—W. H. Orr asks what he shall do with
a lot of Hyacintlis. etc., which were received too late to
plant out of doors. Pot them and keep them in a dark
and moderately warm place, until the ground opens,
and then turn them out without disturbing their ronls.

Pansies, etc.—T'rancis W. B. Robbins, Suf-
folk Co., N. Y., asks if Pansies, Forget-me-nots, and
Violets, are the same plants. Pansy is Viola tricolor, and
the cultivated blue and fragrant Violet is Viola oUorata.

They are both violets, but different species. Forgpt-me-
nots is Myosotis palustris, of an entirely different family.

Pea for a I\anie.—E. C. Clark, Harford
Co., Md. The pea called " Coffee" is the old Chick-pea,
Cicera rietinum. Thongh considered less digestible than
ordinary peas, there is nothing deleterious about it, and
it is largely used as food in various parts of the world.
It is said to be a good sub-^titute for coffee, and as such
the seed has been sold at a high price. We have no ex-
perience with it as a "coffee" plant.

]VIassaclinsetts Coffee.—J. L. has seen a
notice in a Worcester paper, that some one in that vicin-
ity had raised four poundsof good coffee, and asks us how
to cultivate coffee. The "coffee" in question cannot be
the true article, as in our climate this can only be raised
under ghiss. It is impossible to guess which one of the

many substitutes for coffee may have been referred to.

Kyanizing:.—"M. P.,"Concord,N.H., -writes

to ihe A merica7i Agriculturist: " My method of "Ky-
anizing," may be more practicable for farmers or garden-
ers who wish to prepare a few stakes, than that given in

i^e Agriculturist for October. I dissolve blue vitriol in

water, at the rate of one pound to five gallons, in an iron

kettle. Then take well seasoned stakes and stand them
in the liquid for four or fij^e days, n little deeper than they
are to stand in the ground, and they will come out well
impregnated. Sometimes, when I have wished to pre-

pare long poles, I have cut the trees when the leaves

were on, and put them without much trimming, immedi-
ately into the vitrioUzed water. In a few hours the vit-

riol will have colored the wood and leaves to the top of

a twenty-foot pole. The saturation of the wood will of

course become more perfect if it remains in the solution

two or three days. The poles should then be allowed
to dry in the air before setting them into the ground."

ICe-sliarpening Files.—V. V. Deys, Jack-
son Co., III. The best way is to take the old files to a

file-cutter, and exchange them for new ones, or let him
make new files of them. One will thus realize all that

the worn files are worth. There are a good many file-

cutters in the country, but they are found mainly in large

towns, and we think, do not put themselves suflicienlly in

business communication with their neighbors who use

files. There is no acid or " solution" in which files may
be dipped and re-sharpened. If a file is made very clean
with ley or soap, and then dipped into nitric acid, for a
few seconds, it will appear to be sharper, but a little use
very soon will wear it down smoother than before.

Ice "Water Cistern.-"J. C. B.," Fond du
Lac, Wis, writes: "While in Iowa, last summer, I

drank cold cistern water which was very acceptable in

those hot days. Dye the bye, almost all, or at least a
great many use cistern water—one hundred feet not be-

ing an unusual depth required for wells. The cistern

spoken of was filled with snow last winter, and was kept
closed; the family could draw ice water at any time."

Frost in Pipes and Pnnips may he
removed by conducting hot water upon it, through a rub-

ber tube, such as is used for gas tubing now-a-days. Tho
best size is that with about 3-lfi bore, and 3^ inch walls.

Put a funnel in one end, and a piece of goose quill in the
other, (to prevent the pipe closing), then bimi this end
to a stiff, but flexible wire, or piece of ratao, or willow,

long enough to reach the ice. Pour in boiling water,
keeping the tube clo?e to the ice, which will thaw most
rapidly. Two pieces of rubber tube may be joined by
using a goose quill, or short piece of glass or tin tube,

to unite them, slipping the ends close together upon it.

Keeping- Iron Vessels Trom Rust-
ing.—" Subscriber " wishes to know how culinary ves-

sels may "be kept from rusting on the inside. It hasbeen
recommcntled to give them a thin film of beeswax. Heat
the vessel and rub on enough wax to fill the pores.

Boiling- Potatoes.—Where does the water
go ? Potatoes contain from 70 to 80 per cent of water.

We boil them in water, and this all disappears. Does
water extract water ? No. but the starch grains (which
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nny one can see by rubbing a bit of raw potato on glass,

and lelting it dry) absorb it, just as when starch or flour

pasle is boiled, only the starch in the potato is in cells,

which, with the albumen also, prevent it forming a jelly.

When all the 75 per i-ent of water in the potato is ab-

sorbed they boil dry; if some of the cells burst they

:ire " mealy ;" but when all of the water is not absorbed,

and the cells do not burst, they are "waxy." Pnlatoes

:iie more digestible when boiled, steamed or roasted than

uhen fried, which makes the surface tough, and slowly

permeable by water or the fluids efTecting digestion.

Caiidy fron* Sorg:Uum.—A subscriber

Rslts liow to make " Taflfy " candy from Sorghum gyrup.

The method with New Orleans molasses is, to boil 1 pint

of molasses and X ll>- of butler together until it hardens

when cold. Those who have experimented with sor-

ghum molasses can say if any different way is necessary.

Old Hoop Slcirts.-C. T. Starr, Chester

Co.. Pa., suggests that old hoop skirts may be used to

make trellises for climbing and other plants, in the same

manner that rattan is often used. That will dispose of a

few, but what shall be done with the rest ?

Hang' Up tlie Brooms aud Xools.

—

" W." says :
" Why do 99 in every 100 housekeepers set

their brooms in the corner bmsk dowri ? Miserably slack

practice ! Put a half-cent screw eye in the liandle of

each broom, and suspend it by a nail ; and then tell the

man to serve every rake, hoe, etc., in the same way."

Water Pipes.—W. B. Waldo^ Duchess Co.,

N. Y., does not wish to use lead pipe through which to

pump water from his well. Iron pipe, "galvanized," as

it is called, that is, coated inside and out with zinc, is

probably the best pipe you can use. There is a kind

of wooden tube, bored out of 3x3 or 4x4 joists which

might do if coated inside and out with paint or cement.

Clean. Bottles and Vials,—A corres-

pondent writes to the Agriculturist : No vial or bottle

should ever be put aside, without cleansing it, ready for

use, and fitting it with a cork to keep out dust. Few
houses contain any convenience for draining bottles, etc.

Every one sAo«/ii have a board say 8 inches wide, and

ii^ig enough to reach across the sink, containing holes

boied 5 inches from centre to centre with a 1 5-8 inch bit,

interspersed with smaller ones, varying in size, or with

upright hard wood pins, 4 or 5 Inches high, for vials.

Tin Tree IL<al>els.—" A. M. W." says he

uses thera and likes them. The names must be scratch-

ed with an awl. The weather rusts the iron, laid bare

by the scratch, and thus brings out the writing clearly.

They will no doubt last several years, but the rust will

finally spread, and make the inscription quite indistinct.

Peach Trees for Pea Brnsli.—D.
Emerson. Summit Co., Ohio, says that he grows peach

li'ees in his garden for furnishing pea brush. The same
roots last for several years, and throw up a new crop of

shoots each year. In localities where suitable brush can

not be ublained, it may pay to raise it in this way. We
once used a lot of overgrown nursery stocks for peas, and

found lliem, as Mr. E. states, "liandy and symmetrical."

Protection ofMelon Vines Ag:ainst
Bugs.— E. B. Ester, of Essex Co., N. Y., states that

last spring he employed Benzine, such as is used by paint-

ers instead of turi^entine. dipping rags in it, and setting

them, held in split sticks, near each hill of cucumbers,

squashes, melons, etc. Before, the striped bugs or beetles

{Galerttca vitntta) were abundant, and doing great harm.

Afterwards^ they all disappeared.

Oas Tar ior Wasps IVests.—A small

quantity of gas tar poured into the nests after dark, is

said t't destroy the wasps before morning. A bit of turf

is laid over the hole after pouring in the tar.

Maple Trees and Peacli Trees
Growing from Ijayers.—W. B. Waldo sends the

following statement to the American Agriculturist :

"Years ago I gnt maple trees for the front of my house.

Tliey were quite large and tall. I feared they would

lean, on account of length and weight. My hired man
requested the privilege of planting, and I consented. He
set them so deep that the surface roots were a foot or

two below the surface. Every limb was pruned off. ex-

cept some little watery sprouts. The first year these

leaved out. The second, again. So for seven consecu-

tive years, I do no^ believe these trees added to (heir

weight three pounds apiece. The eighth year they

started and made limbs six or seven feet long. On ex-

amining below. I found the surface roots had started

very thriftily. The trees grew rapidly, and are now
large, healthy trees. I do not believe there is an original

root about the trees, but that every one is a genuine layer.

"I once planted a lot of peach pits, very carefully.

Some in the g:u-den were six inches underground. On
taking these up, I found roots protruding from the stem

several inches above where they should be. On split-

ting Ihem down through the pith, I found it dark yellow,

rusty, and unhealthy in appearance, I rejected every one
of these, for they were layers too, if stems striking root

are so. A peach pit, stuck point foremost in the ground,

throws a straight, smooth stem up, and its tap root down-
ward. Lay the pit on its side, it forms a crook and plants

badly, exposing in the short bend a convenient place

for the worm to attack."

A Boiible Hot-Bed.— Mr. J. McAfee,
Bristol Co., Mass., encloses his hnt-bed in another

frame. His outer frame is fix6 feet, 2)^ feet high in front,

and 3)^ feet at rear, with sash in the usual manner.
About the middle of February he fills this to within 8

inches of the top of the front with manure and leaves.

When the heat is up the manure is covered with lich

loam, and another frame, abo\it a foot shorter and nar-

rower, is placed upon it. This inner frame is covered

with sash, and has a space of about six inclies al I around
between it and the outer one, which may be filled with

manure, or left as an air chamber. Rlr. M. finds that

his seed bed, arranged in this way, is better protected

from frost, requires less frequent vvatering, and that the

plants are not so liable to be scorched by the sun.

Top Bressingp.—A stibscriber in Washini^-

ton Co., 0., expresses concisely a principle which farm-

ers are very apt to overlook, viz.: " In autumn the ground

takes up manure ; in spring the nir." Top-dressings of

solid manure are of much greater value in autumn than

in the spring. Fermenting manure ought really to be

covered, at least lightly, with soil if we would obtain the

full benefit of it. When top dressings with animal

manure are desirable, the loss may to a great degree be

prevented or compensated by employing an extempora-
neous compost of manure and soil or muck. The kind

of top-dressings which have an equal or superior effect in

spring to fall, are, liquid manure and sails of various

kinds which are readily dissolved and carried down info

the soil, such as gypsum, nitre, soda, saltpetre, sulphate
of ammonia, unleaclied ashes, etc.

Clover SoAvn ^vitli Oats,—C. L. Kiu-
man, Morgan Co., III., asks if it will do to sow red clover

with oats. We have never done it ; but clover is some-
times sowed with other spring grains, being bushed in

after harrowing in the grain, or even left on the surface

for the next rain to cover. It may be sowed by itself in

the spring, and do well on many soils, and we would not
hesitiite to sow with oats as above, if desirable. Any
testimony on the subject will be acceptable.

Fonr-leaved Clover.—"Mrs. M. L. Strohm
sending specimens of leaves, writes that she plucked
from a single clover plant 22 leaves of 4 or 5 leaflets each.

Red Sorrel.—N. P. Mix, Franklin Co., Ohio,
imported some red sorrel in clover seed a few years since.

Now it coveis more or less a quarter of an acre, and as

it is the only locality, in his neighborhood, of this pest of
eastern farms he desires to extirpate it. Whether tliis

can be done or not is very doubtful ; but the best thing to

do is to keep the patch in hoed crops, taking no grass or

small grains from the ground for some years— nor re-

moving the tops of potatoes or other rools in which the

seeds might be concealed. This will confine it to the
locality, .and go a good way towards ridding the land of it.

Cran.l>erries.—P. Birkenmayer. Cranber-
ries, from a very wet bog, would probably be less likely

to succeed on upland than those from a diier locality.

We have heretofore expressed our doubts that cranber-

ries can be grown upon ordinary soil with certainty and
profit. Mr. G. N. VVright, of New London Co., Conn.,

states that from two square rods of good garden soil he
gathered, in 1S63. four bushels and six quarts of cranber-

ries. Some of his plants were taken from upland and
others from low ground. They increased rapidly and
soon covered the ground. Last year drouth and worms
prevented a good crop on his ground.

Treatment of tlie OrcUard.-J. J.

Richardson, Bay Co., Mich., revives the old question as

to the cultivation of orcharls. The general practice erf

good orchardists is to cultivate the ground, while the
trees are ynung, with hoed and heavily manured crops,

and when the trees become large to sow it to clover or
grass, leaving a clean circle around each tree. In culti-

vating an orchard, every precaution should be used to

prevent injury to the trees from whiffletrees or chains.

The Israella and lona Grapes—An Ex-

planation, and a Wrong Righted.

It would be strange indeed, if in an independent journal
of the character of the ^^ricu//«ris/—discussing as it does
agreat variety of topics, and its Editors receiving every
year many thousands of communications—there should
not sometimes occur an error of statement or opinion.
It is a source of special gratification to us, that not half
a dozen times in twice as many years, has there been any
retraction needed. While seeking first th6 public
good, we aim to be always just to individuals, and if

through oversight, a wrong impression is conveyed to

our readers, no pride of opinion or position will prevent
a proper correction. We hold that a higher, noblercour-
age is indicated by a change from false opinions, or by
the correction of one's own errors, llian by a dogged per-

sistence in them. With these views, we hasten, on un-
derstanding the facts, to offer the following exr.'arntion

In the December Agriculturist, ^^^'petwed a communi-
cation over the signature of H. P. Byram, the material
point of which was, that Dr. Grant's new grape. th*» Isra-

ella, would not prove elsewhere so early as had been
promised for it, or as It did at lona Island, because, as
Mr. Byram alleged, the vines were forced into two or
three weeks earlier ripening by the use of glass in front,

and piolecling and heat-reflecting wooden screens at

the back. In the January Agriculturist, both Dr. Grant,

(in an advertisement), and his foreman, Mr. BushneU,
(in the reading columns), denied in toto Mr. Byram's
statements and allegations. We had published Mr. By-
ram's communication in good faith, supposing him to be
a man of truth, as he had for a long titne stood in good
repute as an editor, and among horticulturists generally.

He professed to write only for the public good, and ex-

hibited no appearance of being governed by malice or
ill-will. The question of the value of these new candi-

dates for public favor, the lona and the Israella grapes,

was a proper subject for discussion pro and con. When
Mr. Byram's letter was received and passed to the prin-

ter, it did not occur tons that it contained statements
which, taken in connection with what Dr. Grant had
publishei elsewhere, implied want of integrity or hon-
esty on his par;. With his advertisements. Catalogues,
and other information now before us, Mr. Byram's letter

appears in a very ditTerent light, and we are satisfied that

its publication by us was wrong, and are glad to avail

ourselves of this opportunity to make reparation, and to

set Dr. Grant right before the public.

After the above positive denial of Mr. Byram's state-

ments (last month.) we suspended judgment, and asked
the public to do so, and we set about an inquiry into the

facts. Mr. Byram adhered to his former statements, and
referred us for proof to persons employed at lona. We
sought the evidence of these persons, with that of others,

which is given below in a positive, verified form. We con-
fess to surprise, mortification, and indignation, at the result

of these inquiries, and at the strong evidence that Mr.
Byram had previously tln-eatened to injure Dr. Grant
through his own influence with the press of the coun-
try. An attempt by any man to covertly use our columns
for any such ends, is a fraud and imposition, upon the

publisher and editors, and upon the readers. We leave Mr.
Byram, in view of the testimony below, to settle the

matter with his own conscience, and with Dr. Grant.

We should perhaps add. that Dr. Grant, while not ex-

cusing the motives of Mr. Byram, is yet charitable

enough to explain that sashes and screens were used with
a few Delaware vines for experimental purposes, but

none with the Israellas, and none on any vines in the

manner alleged by Mr. Byram. Pdbusher.

[Copy.]

Westchester Co.. ss.— We, tlie undersigned, being
duly sworn, do depose and say, that we were employee!
at lona Isfend. through the growing season of 1864. :\nd
daily saw the management of the vines there ; we have
also' read the letter of Mr. H. P. Byram. in the Dec. No.
of the American Agriculturist, and declare all his state-
ments in regard to the use of *' glass and screens," for
hastening the ripening of the lona and Israella grapes, to
be entirely false.

Subscribed and sworn') Alvah Bushnell, Foreman.
to be/ore 7ne, this \Zth I Jacob Heufeley, Cai-penter,

dap ofJan.. 1865.
J-
Patrick Savage. Propagatuf,

Thos. a. Whitney, j Woolsev Weyamt. Planter,
Justice of the Peace.} Ralph Isham. Trainer of Vines.

[Copy.] New York, Jan. 17th, 1865.

Tn v:hom it may concern :~l would state that I have
read the communication of Mr. Bvram, in the Agricitltu-
risf of December, and also the one signed ' Peconic," in
the Ohio F:irmer. I have been at lona Island from early
Spring to laie Autumn, and during the growini: season
almost weekly, from two to ff)ur days in the week, en-
gaged in tlie critical study of the vines, making accurate
drawings of them. I know that no such appliances as
Mr. Byram as'^erts to have seen in use there, were so. My
visits to the vines have been so frequent, and my observa-
tion so thorough, that I could not have overlooked the
matter by any possibility. I have read Dr. Grant's state-
ments arid know them, in this respect, to be tnip.

Henry Holtok.
Sworn to be/ore me, this I'th day of January, 1S65.

Wm. M. jMtRTiN, Notary Public.
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About Advertising and Advertisements.

Some Mints to Business Miit, to Contemporaries,

and to Onr Jtmilers.

A man may have good and useful things to

sell, but of what benefit will they be to himself

or others, if lie only knows of it? It is a duty to

himself to advertise his wares in some way, and

if they are specially useful to the public, it is

his positive duty to advertise them as widely as

possible. In illustration, take the history of

this journal. It was one of the first good

papers of its class isssued, and had it gone into

every family in the land, it would have aw.akened

thought and experiment, and have benefited

the country untold millions. Yet for ten years,

comparatively few thousands knew of its exist-

ence, or that it would be beneficial to them,

and its influence was therefore limited. A
few years ago the Publisher concluded that if

patent medicine men could thrive by boldly

advertising nostrums, then something really

worthy of public regard .should succeed by the

same means. He therefore began to advertise

largely in other journals, and by handbills, post-

ers, etc. To enlist others in introducing the

paper, desirable premiums of good kinds were

offered. By these various efforts, together with

the fact that the journal itself has been maintain-

ed and increased in excellence, it has secured

a far larger circle of readers than any other

similar journal. Is it too much to claim that

this has been a public benefit, as well as to the

advantage of the proprietor ? Tlie millions of

copies of this paper, sown broadcast over the

land, have without doubt done much to aw.aken

interest and promote improvements, and thou-

sands have actually thanked the publisher for

leading and almost compelling them to read,

and to think about their own calling. Thus our

double object is gained ; we advertise, offer pre-

miums, etc., " to do good and make money."

In further illustration of the desirableness of

advertising, take the case of a good nurseryman

—one who starts with the determination to do a

straightforward, honest business. It may cost

him $10,000 a year to keep up his establishment,

and he may sell just enough to meet expenses.

If he had customers he could produce and sell

$10,000 worth more of trees without increasing

his annual expenses by $3,000. Would it not

pay to spend |2,000 or $3,000, or nrore even, in

making his business widely known ? There are

plenty of people already interested in horticul-

ture who would like to know all about his

stock; others would be led to think about trees

and then buy them, if our good nurserymen

would advertise so strongly as to compel atten-

tion. An honest nurseryman should above all

others advertise so largely as to get the start of

dishonest dealers. So with seedsmen, and almost

every other class of respectable business men.

In these remarks we have no " ax to

grind". All our available space for advertising

is taken up early, frequently overcrowding the

reading matter more than we desire. This

would not be permitted were not the advertise-

ments valuable to our readers. As it is, we are

compelled to shut out many for want of room.

And now a word to some of our contempora-

ries. If they would only exclude worthless ad-

vertisements, good dealers would more readily

patronize their columns—those who dislike

to appear among quactks, " gift enterprise men,"

etc. Some say they can not live without taking

such advertisements. Better die at once theti^

than live as the agent of such parties. Others

say they can not decide between the good and

the bad. If an editor can not, with all his

means of information, it is hard for his readers.

But it is not difBcult. The editor in charge of

our advertising department is instructed to ad-

mit no person whom he would not be willing to

patronize, if wanting the articles advertised. By
scrupulous care in this respect, this department

of the paper has come to be relied on by the read-

ers almost as much as the reading columns. And
in this matter honesty has proved the best pol-

icy. To our agreeable surprise, what we thought

at first would be a sacrifice, when refusing

advertisements which could pay us best, has

really jiroved the most profitable course, for

reasons already set forth.

A word more to the readers. At the urgent

request of customers we have omitted some
reading matter, to make room for business no-

tices. But perhaps the space is best filled thus.

By this means a great 'variety store' is brought

to the door of each reader, from which he can

select what he desires, and easily procure it by

sending according to directions given. Adver-

tisers are alwa3's gratified to know where their

advertisement were noticed, and readers will

confer a double flavor by always mentioning the

name of the paper that gave them the informa-

tion when addressing parties for circulars, or

sending in orders.

SAP BOILER.

Maple Sugar Making.

In answer to a request last month from prac-

tical sugar makers, W. B. Wentworth, Allegany

Co., N. y., writes to the American Agriculturist

as follows :
" I make from 1,400 to 3,000 pounds

of maple sugar per year, according to the flow

of sap. First, for spouts: I think the sumach
best, the pith of which can easily be burned out

with a piece of wire of proper size. Tlie spouts

are then sharpened to fit a i inch hole. I bore

the trees with a i inch bit (a little smaller will

answer as well), and put two spouts in a tree,

unless the tree is quite small. When the holes

become dry, I ream out the holes with a pod bit

a little larger than the first, and the sap will

often tlow as freely as at first. The sap is

gathered and boiled in sheet iron evaporators,

the best of which I think are made of two sheets

riveted lengthwise, and one across the end.

This is turned up six inches, and if made of good
iron, with a i inch wire put in around the top,

or a strip of band iron 1 inch wide and J thick

riveted around in place of the wire, it will need

no other support. Bars of iron should not be put

under the pan, as they would cause it to burn out

much sooner. An evaporator made in this way,

of good material and well taken care of, will

last fifteen years. The syrup should be boiled

until it will break in scales from a sheet iron

dipper. Then strain through flannel into a tub

largest at the bottom, and let stand a few hours

to settle. Milk may be used to clarify the syrup

when sugared off. The milk should be put in

when the syrup is cool, and thoroughly mixed
with it. A good vessel to finish off sugar in, is

made also of sheet iron, about 2i feet long, 14
inches wide on the bottom, and 1 foot high—

a

little larger at the top—with wire put in to

strengthen it, and handles on the ends.

"A very nice way to prepare the sugar for

market is to run it in moulds made in boards of

of cherry (which I think best), or good pine will

do. They are made with a tapering center-bit,

which makes them 1 j inches on the bottom and
enough larger at the top to make them come
out readily, and nearlj' one inch deep. It should

take.ibout twenty such cakes to weigh a pound.

Pour hot water over the boards, and then let

them get nearly dry. The sugar should be done
quite dry, and then stirred until it is just cool

enough enough to run smoothly. Let it stand

in the moulds until nearly cold, then turn them
over and rap on the board, and they will come
out nicely, and can be packed in boxes for mar-
ket. Saleratus and candle boxes for pocking in

can usually be bought at the stores and grocer-

ies cheaper than new boxes can be made."

A Sap Boiler.—Joel Page, Windham Co.,

Vt., in a long and interesting letter, for which
we have not room, sends a description of an ar-

rangement for boiling down sap, which he says

is much used and liked in that vicinity. The
engraving gives a side view. C, D is an " arch " or

walls of brick work. C is open within to re-

ceive the fire, and I) is solid, except a flue at the

top (F), to allow the smoke to pass to the chim-

ney, R Cast iron bars are placed lengthwise of

C, a few inches from the ground, for the wood
to lie upon. The fire box, C, is opened and
closed by an iron door in front, not shown in

the engraving. A sheet iron pan, A, of 65 to 75

gallons capiicity, is set with the bottom about

two inches below the top of C. A second sheet

iron pan, B, of like capacity, is set on the part

I) ; and back of this, next to the chimney, E, is a

heater, II, holding 15 or 20 gallons, i?" rests in

the opening of an iron plate made for the pm'-

pose, just as a boiler is set in a cook stove.

Faucets in ffana iJ allow the hot and partially

reduced sap to pass into A, where the boiling

is finished. The flow may be regulated so that

a stnall, constant stream will just supply the loss

from evaporation. The mason work of the arch

should be carefully put up to support the weight

of the pans, and also to ensure a strong draft

through the flue. The best situation to place

such an apparatus is on a hill-side, where the

top of the arch may be 7 or 8 feet below the

store tubs which receive the sap as it is brought

from the trees. One of these properly placed

m.ay be furnished with a faucet, through which

a regulated and continued stream may be dis-

charged into the heater. The whole should be

properly protected from the weather. Such an

arrangement will answer equally well for boil-

ing sorghum syrup. Mr. Page s.iys that cast-

iron pans require less continued watching to

prevent their being spoiled by burning, but sheet

iron are the best evaporators. The above ar-

rangement is greatly superior to the old-fash-

ioned, huge, open kettles, slung on a stick

supported by crotches, which were formerly

used
;
probably, however, some of the evapor-

ating pans introduced for sorghum boiling are

better yet. Those wh > engage largely in the

business of sugar making will find it convenient

to study the various plans offered, and adopt

the one best suited to their circumstances.—At
the present and prospective prices of sweeten-

ing, it is worth while to provide in season for

producing all the maple sugar possible.
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Cheap Frame House, with Specifications.

Tlie house plan lierewilh presented is sent to

tbe American Agriculturist by a practical buiUler,

Jlr. J. P. Hopper, Godwinville, N. .J., and is,

with a few slight modifications, preciselj' as fur-

nished by him for a house in Hobokeu Town-
ship. The specifications were calculated ou

prices prevailing hero a 3'ear ago, so as to bring

Fi?, 3—FlKST Fr.noE, ok okotind Plaic. A„ Hr>U ; B., Sitting

lioom or Parlor : C, Kitciifn; D., Bedroom; E., Bed-
room or Store Iloom ; JV., JV., Closets, sizes indicated.

the cost within $1,GOO, which price would, how-
ever, be considerably exceeded now. The
house fronts toward the north, having a piazza

on the front and east sides, shown only on the

front in the plans (figs. 3 and 3). The front

door, 4 feet 8 inches in width, opens into an

cnti-y sufficiently capacious, containing the stair-

case. From this wc enter the silting room or

parlor on tlie left, or pass through to the kitchen

in the rear. On the right of the passage is a

room entered fronr the kitchen, answering the

double purpose of store room and kitchen closet

or buttery. A small bedroom on the same floor

communicates botli with the kitchen and the

parlor. There is a cellar under the whole

house, the stairs to wliicli descend just outside

the backdoor. The house is 26 by 28 feet;

height between joints is as follows: cellar 7

feet, first floor 9 feet, chamber floor 8 feet.

" SPECIFICATIONS

of materials and workmansliip required in tlie

erection and completion of a dwelling house

to be huilt according to accompanying plans

;

all materials to be of merchantable quality, and

all work to be done in a

good and substantial man-

ner, and the ground cleared

of rubbish and left in good

shape, etc., etc.— Cellar to

be made 41 feet deep

;

foundation walls to he stone,

laid in lime and sand nior-

tar,18 inches thick and 7 feet

high, and neatly pointed.

"Windows in cellar 4, 10 by
15 glass, 3 lights wide

Frame, 20x38 feet, with IS

feet posts and hip roof, of

sound, spruce or hemlock

timber; posts and sills 4

by 8 inches ; the tics and
plates 4 by G ; rafters 2 by

C ; studs 3 by 4, and 2 by 4 ; all beams 8 by
8; second floor ceiling pieces 2 by G inches. The
wliole to be well framed and braced ; all beams
and rafters 24 inches between centres ; studding

and second story ceiling pieces 16 inches be-

tween centers. . . . Outside, to be of good narrow
siding, say 5 or 6 inches to the weather, and
lappiug 1 inch, with close joints, and nailed to

each post, brace and stud.—Water-table, cor-

Fi;;. 3.—Second Flooe, on CiiAUnEn Plan, IT., Iltill ; J., K.,

L., M., Bedrooms of the sizes indicated; 2i\, JV., Closets.

ners, window and door casings, Ij inches thick,

the water-table rabbeted. The cellar stairs to be

inclosed with narrow beaded ceiling boards. . .

.

Cornice, according to plan (fig. 4) ; that on piaz-

za \ smaller than that of main roof. . . . finz^n.

—Rafters 2 by 4, planed smooth, covered with

narrow beaded ceiling stuff; gutter formed to

discharge the water at two points. Columns
and caps according to fig. .5 Roof and back

stoop rafters, covered with 1 inch spruce or

hemlock boards, with close joints and well

nailed on each rafter. Gutters formed to dis-

charge the water at two points by leaders to the

ground. Hoofing.—Any good cement or other

roofing, the cost not to exceed 5 cts. per square

foot. . . .Floors.—IJ-inch spruce orpine, wedged
tight and well nailed. The divisions into rooms,

etc., to be according to the plan. . . .Boors.—All

1st stoiy doors to be IHn. thick, double faced

and moulded, and 7 feet high ; 2d story doors,

single faced and moulded, G feetS iu. high. Fixed

lights over front and back doors. . . . Windows.—
2 first story windows with 7-ineh muUions,

lights 10 by 15, 8 in each half; 3 windows with

12 lights of the same size each ; 3 second stoiy

windows with 7-iuch muUions, lights 10.\21, 8

in each half, and windows of 12 lights each, of

same size. All Ij inch sashes, counter checked,

Fig. 5—COLUMN.

Fig. 4—CORNICB.

hung with cord weights, .and pro-

vided with sash n^stenings. Glass,

first quality American. . . .Stairs, to

have l.J inch siring and steps, i

inch riser.s, wedged, glued,blocked, and strongly

back nailed, with a 2i by 3i moulded black

walnut rail, G inch fancy-turned newel post, and
li inch fancj'-turned baluster... Trimmings.—
Parlor and front entry trim-

med witli 5k inch casing
" coved out " to the bead

;

moulding and back band 7

inches wide; kitchen, bed-
rooms, etc., with beaded
casings and back moulding.

Base 7 inches wide, with

Grecian ogee moulding.

Closets, with plain casing

and base, shelved and fur-

nished with clothes hooks,

as owner may direct. Step-

ladder to scuttle in roof.

. .. Plastering.—All the rooms and closets plaster-

ed throughout; parlor and entry receiving a

good sand " skim." All other rooms, two coats,

even laid . . . . CItimney carried up from cell.ar,

with two 8-iuch flues, topping at 20 by 28 inch-

es, and 3 feet 8 inches aljove the roof. . . .Ilard-

tcare.—Locks all mortise loclcs
;
porcelain knobs

and key plates, and 3i-inch loose-joint butts to

first story doors; mineral knobs and 3-ineh

butts to second story doors. Bolts to outside

doors. Judd's axles and pulleys, and Japan sash

fasteners. Five doz. clothes hooks. . .Painting.—
Two coats white lead .and oil outside and inside."

Tliese particidarswill be of value and interest

to many readers, and the technical expressions

will be easily understood by those at all familiar

with building terras. The house would be

made warmer were it lined with brick between

the lathing and clapboarding. This would add
considerably to the expense, but more than

proportionate!}' to comfort. The bricks for fil-

ling iu may be laid iu a clay or " dirt" mortar.

Gravel Wall Houses and Barns, Etc.

Winter is the time when former folks discuss

building, and we have numerous letters asking

our opinion of gravel wall and concrete houses.

The subject is a very important one to all wlio

build dwelling houses, or erect any masonry
structures in a country where stones and gravel

are abundant. At sundry times we have con-

sulted good masons and house carpenters in

regard to the value of concrete for house

walls, and invariably had assertions like the fol-

lowing most authoritatively made : That tlie

whole thing was a humbug; that the walls

would not stand ; that they would absorb mois-

ture like a sponge, and go all to pieces after a

severe freezing and thawing ; that, even if they

stood, the houses would be damp, the walls

" sweating" on the inside; that they could not

be built with any regularity or evenness ; that

they would always look unfinished and patchy

if indeed, they stood at all, and it was clearly

proved (if we would accept their premises) that
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they would cost a good deal more than wood-
fully as much as well laid stone or brick, and

not be nearly so comfortable. This is, we be-

lieve, the experience of those wishing to employ

this material, who consult builders about it. The

few who persevere, and because they can not

get regular mecbauics to do the work at reason-

able prices, do it themselves, often meet at first

with the accidents and mishaps to which all in-

experienced persons are liable when they un-

dertake to do work at which a regular appren-

ticeship ought to .be served. The walls being

carried up too rapidly, crush with their own
weight ; sufficient care not being taken in re-

gard to a dry foundation, water freezes in the

wall and makes trouble ; and so careless work

produces its legitimate eEFects in other respects.

The writer's knowledge of this mode of building

is founded upon the testimony of friends and ao-

quaiutances who have used it, and now occupy

concrete houses. "We advise no one to under-

take to build a concrete house who can

not superintend it himself, and in fact do

a good part of the work, and no one who is in

a great hurry should even think of it. The work
• should be done iu fine weather, and in stormy

weather the walls should be well covered. The
lime used should be uniform in quality and

fresh ; the sand and gravel clean, and trials

should be made beforehand, to know the most

desirable proportions of lime, sand and gravel.

The quality of lime varies very much, but when
the best quality of building lime is employed,

(which is not advisable, because too expensive,)

one part (say a bushel) of unslacked lime is said

to make 35 parts (bushels) or more of concrete.

A friend of large experience, whom we have

consulted, says :
" By all means advise whoever

wishes to build a gravel wall house to put up
some small building or an L first, so as to learn

all those little matters of manipulation which

can not be well described ; and fairly get his

hand in before he undertakes to put up a house

of considerable size," and we entirely believe iu

the wisdom of the suggestion. The subject can

not well be treated in the limits of a single arti-

cle in our crowded columns. Another month
we may discuss some of the methods of putting

up the walls, materials, etc. ; adding here that

we have repeatedly seen properly built houses

of this kind where the objections specified

above were without foundation. Jlr. W. B.

Waldo, one among many witnesses we could cite,

writes :
" I have had some experience with con-

crete or gravel wall, having built a small house

for a tenant, and a fence around my barn yard.

I am no mechanic, but I did the work with the

help of a young German (who had never laid a

stone except to repair an old fence), who has since

occupied the house five years. We did the whole,

wood work and all. Any common, neat work-

man can -build a very good-looking and desirable

house for himself, buj-ing only a little lime,

some joists and planks, floor boards and nails.

The best large barn, and the best two-stoi-y

dwelling house iu our town are built of this ma-

terial. I think you cannot better serve your

readers than by instructing them in the art of

gravel building. It is fiir easier than to lay a

commonly good stone fence, which neither the

German nor I could have done."

£.MBABao ON Hay.—The Maine Farmer re-

ports that the War Department has issued

special orders prohibiting the exportation of

hay from that State, except for 6overn,ment

account. The immense supplies of hay re-

quired for forage in the army makes this stej)

necessary. The Government will purchase all

hay not needed for consumption in the State,

paying therefor a fixed rate per ton. Several

large lots in process of shipment for Europe

were recently taken possession of and immedi-

ately forwarded to the army. The price paid is

$36 per ton, for common pressed hay, and $33

for Beater-pressed, the latter being preferred for

transportation. See last volume, page 236.

Milk-Beef-Labor. . • .II.

Ad.vptation to TBtE Land.—For whatever

purpose cattle are raised, regard should be had

to the character of the soil, the climate, and

the topography of the country. Although the

various breeds of cattle will maintain their pe-

culiar characteristics for several generations,

whether they be kept on the rich plains or

rough and sparsely grassed mountains, yet as

we all seek the greatest profit, we must know
the adaptation of each breed to our own local-

ity, and be guided accordingly in their selection.

The adjective lordly has been well applied to

the Short-horns—the breed which may be con-

sidered as showing the greatest elfects of culture.

They are of the largest size, well boned, but not

coarse, with small heads, large carcasses, straight

backs, wide iu the pelvis, deep in the flank, ma-

turing very early, lajing on flesh and fat with

great rapidity, and when slaughtered, remarka-

ble for the smallness of the ofi'al. In order to

exhibit these qualities in any thing like perfec-

tion, they need good feed and plenty of it, all the

time, shelter iu cold weather—iu fact, good sta-

bling—and the better care they have, the more

rapidly will they grow and fatten. There is no

reason why the breed should not be perpetu-

ated in perfection on the blue-grass pastures of

the West, or iu the clover and red-top of the

rich intervals of the Middle States, and in

other such choice spots as occur in the valley of

the Connecticut, and elsewhere in New-Eng-

land. As it is, within the past 50 years the

Short-horns have been gradually disseminated

more or less all over the United States and

Canada, producing a great improvement up-

on the common stock of the country. The
"grades," that is, half-bloods, quarter-bloods,

etc., being the product of crossing the bulls

upon common or half-blood cows, possess the

external characters and feeding qualities of their

sires to a great extent,

Veiy different are the characteristics of the

Devons (sometimes called North Devons, though

the South Devons as such are not known in this

country nor bred distinct in England.) They
are much smaller, much more active, tougher,

able to get a good living where a Short-horn

would almost starve, not so early in coming to

maturity, but being serviceable proportionately

longer. The cows give richer milk than the

Short-horns, and a good supply ; they require

less care, and with fair treatment remain pro-

ductive and healthy to a great age. This breed

adapts itself peculiarly to the rough parts of

New England, and many portions of the Middle

and Northwestern States—especially where the

steers are used in the yoke or find a ready sale

as working oxen. Their qualities in the yoke

will be discussed in a subsequent article. When
put to feed, they fatten rapidly, and many con-

noisseurs think they furnish the most delicious

beef which we ever have in our markets.

The Ayrshires, Alderneys and Dutch cattle are

peculiarly milk breeds, having been bred chiefly

for Dairy purposes for many generations. The
Dutch cattle are large, great milkers, slow and

logy in their motions, good feeders, and are

adapted for similar situations to the Short-horns.

The Ayrshires are much more active, smaller,

not above medium size, thrive in good pastur-

age, but sustain themselves very well on " short

commons." They give large quantities of milk,

but not rich in quality. The Alderneys are even

more active than the Ayrshires, but are great

eaters; they need therefore good and abundant

pasturage, not of the juicy succulent sort, but

sweet and fine. They are not adapted to general

dairy use, but particularly for families keeping

one, two, or three cows for their own use, or for

dairies where very choice butter, a " fancy ar-

ticle," is made. The oxen of these breeds are not

esteemed, because too small for heavy work.

The Herefords are adapted to a wider range of

pasturage than the Short-horns, not so active

as the Devons, but are large, excellent for beef,

of not mucli account for the dairy, but good

workers. They mature early, and of course like

the Short-horns are most profitable on fat past-

ures. On good fair farming land, any of the

breeds will do well, but as we depart from this

toward either extreme—toward the rich prairies

and intervals, or sparse pasturage—we must ex-

ercise judgment in selecting a proper class of

cows, and suitable bulls for their improvement.

Profits of Sheep—Dog-laws,

Sheep raisers have found the business veiy

profitable for the past few seasons. Fine wool

sheep have been in great demand, and immense

numbers have gone westward from New-York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Vermont. There has

been a very nearly equal demand for mutton

breeds. The markets for wool and mutton

have been good and the seasons favorable on

the whole. A correspondent in Susquehanna

Co., Pa., writes to the American, Agriculturist

:

" I know a farmer in the township of G, in

this County, who had a fiock of twenty-four

sheep at the setting in of the winter of 1863-4.

They all lived through and had a common in-

crease in the spring. Immediately after shear-

ing, a part of the wool was sold at what proved

to be a low figure, but brought $37.60, and 38

lbs. wa5 used in the family, which at the former

price was worth $19.60. During the summer
sheep and lambs were sold out of the flock to

the amount of $35.00. All the above amounts to

$93.30, and the flock now numbers 36. What is

there that pays better than sheep? Yet the

damage done and liable to be done by dogs de-

ters many farmers from entering extensively in-

to sheep raising. There has been a law passed

within a few years past for this and several otli-

er counties in this State, levying a tax on dogs
;

but the tax is so low that it has reduced the

number of the dogs very little. The fund so

raised goes to pay in whole or in part for slieep

killed by dogs, any surplus going to the school

fund. Now if every man who reads the Agri-

culturist would interest himself in this matter

and circulate petitions to the Legislatures of

the several States for laws levying a tax so

heavy that it would materially reduce the num-
ber ofdogs it would be far better for our country."

Our correspondent subjoins a form of petition

which may be used in bringing the subject be-

fore the law-makers of any of the States.

There has not as yet been a single State through-

out which a good dog-law has been weir en-

forced. That the thing is not impracticable has

been proved by the enforcement of dog-laws in

certain counties, to the great advantage of the

agricultural interest. The half-way work of
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permittiug towns or counties to legislate on the

subject for themselves—that is to enforce a law

against dogs, or not, according to whether the

dog intei-est or the sheep interest is strongest,

is making a farce of legislation.

FORM OF PETITION.

To the HonoraUe Senate and Souse of Bepresenta-

tives, of ilie State of

The undersigned, inhabitants of the County of

, in the State of , re-

spectfully represent: That many of us suffer di-

rectly and personally, and all of us indirectly,

from the destruction of sheep by dogs, and that

tlie ravages of dogs are so great as to be a seri-

ous detriment to the prosperity of this State, by

preventing farmers from entering largely into

sheep raising. We therefore earnestly request

your Honorable body to pass a law for the reg-

istration of all dogs, imposing a tax upon every

dog and dog pup of not less than one dollar,

and upon every slut and slut pup of not less

than five dollars
; and at the same time urge

that the law be so framed as not to be easily

evaded, and that its accurate carrying out be se-

cured by rigorous penalties. To this end your

petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.

«-. m»^ I »

The Sheep Mania.

For several years there has been a gradually

increasing interest in sheep raising, which seems

now to have reached nearly its height in a

mania for paying most extravagant prices for

fine wool sheep of different breeds. The rise

and course of this mania—for such it now really

amounts to—has been marked by much more
common sense, practical views, than those which
prevailed when the delicate little Saxony sheep

sold for so much, and infused their next to

worthless blood into most of the best flocks in

the country. The exquisite fineness of their

wool had been produced at the expense of

the constitution of the breed, and the result of

this extensive importation and dissemination of

the Saxons in this countiy was to degrade the

vigor of oiu- merino flocks, reduce the weight of

the fleeces, not increasing the fineness in pro-

portion, and on the whole greatly to discourage

the efi'orts making for the improvement of our

fine wool flocks. This taken in connection with

the uncertainty of our tariff laws, was sufficient

to bring the fine wool sheep into discredit.

Now, however, it is very different. A breed

of very great excellence has been virtually

originated among us, and become extensively

disseminated. This breed of American merinos

we have before repeatedly alluded to—com-
bining as it does the excellences of the Spanish
merino, with larger size, better form, heavier

fleece. It is not remarkable that upon the in-

creased demand for wool, and the inflation of

prices brought about by the war, the trade in

sheep should have received a great impetus. At
the same time almost, one of our enterprising

breeders obtained at a World's Fair in Germany
the highest prizes for some of these same sheep,

thus giving them a world-wide reputation, which
brought to a certain extent a foreign demand, in

addition to greatly increasing the demand for

the American Merinos at home. We hear of

sales of rams for $800, $1,000, $2,500, and ewes
and lambs in proportion. It is even reported

that Mr. Edwin Hammond, of Vermont, refused

to take $10,000 for his ram " Golden drop."

Many people have taken to sheep raising who
were entirely ignorant of the business, and
every animal which had the look of a Merino
and a greasy fleece has had a ready market. If

a young man, with a good farm, well adapted

to sheep culture, with a free capital of $50,000

to $2-00,000 to start business, and -ft-ithal hav-

ing knowledge of farming, a good business edu-

cation, and love for animals, wishes to begin to

breed sheep, with a view to establishing a flock,

and making breeding and improvement of sheep

a life-business, he can afford to pay very high

prices for his original stock, and for such ani-

mals as he deems, necessary to improve his

flock in any important points. Others, who
breed for the current profits less than for ulti-

mate reputation, can not afford to pay these

high prices. They will never get their money
back, except in the cases of some owners of

extensive flocks, upon which the influence of a

few rams of good quality maybe very great.

In view of the fact that the use of well-bred

males is the surest method of improving any of

our domestic animals, it is safe to assume that

there will constantly be a demand for good
rams at remunerative prices. Sheep raising

within easy reach of good markets ought to

have reference to them, and to the pro'duction of

flesh, rather than wool. The price which the

coarser kinds of wool have brought the past

season will impress this upon sheep breeders.

So great has been the demand for certain grades

of coarse wools that they have brought higher

prices than superior grades of Merino and
other fine wools, and have met with a much
quicker and more advantageous market. The
price of sheep for slaughter has been high, keep-

ing pace fully with the cost of corn and hay.

What are Goats Good For ?

" Good for nothing !" exclaims the down-
town citizen, as he takes his airing along the

Avenues leading to the Park, and spies the

beasts nibbling stramonium, dock, thistles, and
other coarse herbs in the vacant lots. " A per-

fect nuisance !" cries the up-town housekeeper

as she ejects them forcibly from the front yard,

or snubs their noses with a broom stick, when
they are poked through the fence. She is about

half right. An animal out of place is a nui-

sance, as a plant out of place is a weed. A pig

in a flower garden snutBng the perfume of

mignonette and roses is decidedly objectionable,

though he might be a gem of a brute thrusting

his unjewelled snout into a muck heap, and
feasting upon larvse and bugs.

There can be no doubt that the thousands of

goats that roam unmolested in all the suburbs

of our cities are great torments to all civilized,

orderly citizens. They are thieves and burglai-s

breaking into your premises at night, crawling
through the smallest possible liole, and climb-

ing over the most exemplary fences. You plant

a favorite shrub in your yard, the gate is left

open by some careless visitor, the goat enters,

and your darling is stript in an hour of every

thing that made it valuable. If it escape death
not a flower bud is left upon it ; and hardly a

twig smaller than a pipe stem. You have goat

tracks, filth, and destruction, instead of your
pretty flowers. Unless you are a Christian

very much subdued and resigned to earthly

losses, you will have indignation and wrath,

heart burning and harsh words for the poor
Bridgets who pasture their untidy flocks on your
green area. No doubt this nuisance ought to

be abated as much as mad dogs.

But the question has another aspect to the

Squatter Sovereigns who rule in our suburbs.
" In faith sir, the baste gives the richest of milk,

and what d'ye think is a poor man's tay worth

widout a sup of milk? Don't ye see that the

goat turns every praty peeling into milk, and it

don't cost me a penny." Patrick's view of the

case from his side of the question is a very sen-

sible one. These animals turn every foul weed,
and every waste of the shanty into wholesome
food for his children, and their chubby cheeks,

flaxen hair, and rolling blue eyes, full of frolic

and fun, are a good certificate for the alimentary

value of the article. What does he care for the

trouble his brutes give his rich neighbors ?

Don't he live in a free country, and don't the

grass grow for the good of every body, and
wouldn't the grass and weeds run to waste if

his goats didn't eat them ? The goat is a very
useful animal to the Squatter Sovereign, and he
will not give up his chattels until the strong

arm of the law compels him to. There ought
to be a tax of ten dollars levied upon every goat
kept upon New York island. Perhaps that

would right this great public wrong. While
the Squatters can get their tliree quarts of milk
a day from each new milcli goat, they will not

be likely to give up their privilege.

Among civilized people the goat is a useful

pet for'children—a sensible substitute for a dog,

inasmuch as he draws a wagon better and don't

bite so hard. He does not get rabid and impart

his virus to 3'our child. If he butts him over, the

fall is not apt to be dangerous, and rarely comes
unprovoked. He is also a good substitute for a

grub hoe and bush scythe. If you want clean

work made with a rocky Inish pasture, put in a

flock of goats. You can sell your scythe for old

iron. But before you make your investment in

goats, please remember that they are death on
fruit and ornamental trees as well as bushes.

Italianizing Bees in Box Hives,

BY M. QUIMBY.

Many bee keepers would introduce the Ital-

ians in their apiaries, if it could be done with
the box hive. I will give a method, by which,

with only one movable comb hive, a small

apiary may be Italianized in a season. First,

introduce an Italian queen into a colony in the

movable comb hive. No matter about the bees

being all changed ; if the queen is inaugurated,

it is all right. Drive out all the bees of some
good stock into an empty hive, and set this on
the stand. Take the hive from which the bees

were driven, with its contents, to the stand of

the one with the movable combs. Lift out

the combs and shake or brush the bees down
by the box hive, into which they will enter im-

mediately. Now take the movable comb hive

with contents to the other stand, and shake that

colony into it, and you have simply traded

hives for each colony, and each will carry on
the operations of the hive, the same as if it had
always been there. The one in the movable
combs can now be controlled. After a few
hours, when the bees have become quiet, take out

the combs, find and destroy the common queen.

In a week cut out all the queen cells, and in-

troduce an Italian queen, and when she has

filled the comb with eggs, four or five days

after, this colony may be transferred also. The
process maybe continued until all are changed.

The cells cut out being Italian, may be put into

the rearing boxes to hatch. I have given this

method—perhaps vtuseasonably—that it may \ i

be understood, and one or more movable comb
hives be prepared before the season to operate.

Make a man think he is more cunning than

you, and you can very easily outwit him.
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Some Notes on Potatoes.

¥\g. 1—COTTAGE.

potatoes as niiwortliy

Of late 3"eai's new varieties of potatoes liave

multiplied with a rapidity only equalled by

that of new grapes. Some of the varieties of

comparatively recent introduction have been

sufficiently tested to show that they possess de-

cided merit, and deserve to be widely known.

There is, perliaps, no crop more affected, in

botli quality and quan-

tity, by the character of

the soil and climate

than the potato, and no

kind can be said to be

equally good in all lo-

calities. The first re-

quisite in a potato is,

that it should cook dry

and be of good flavor.

If for marketing, it

should be white-fleshed.

There are some who dis-

card all yellow-fleshed

of cultivation—a con-

clusion with which we cannot agree. Though

potatoes of this character will not bring the

higliest price in the

New York market, yet

there are several hav-

ing yellow flesh which
are valuable for the

table, and on account

of their large yield,

profitable varieties. The
size and depth of the

eyes are of importance,

aa in sorts with deeply

set eyes there is great

waste in peeling. The
keeping qualities and

freedom from disease,

as well as the produc-

tiveness, are all import-

ant, and any variety I'ig. 3—eaklt siiaw.

deficient in these is imflt for a field crop, al-

though a moderate bearer may possess other

qualities which make it desirable as a garden

sort. With potatoes,

as with fruits, there

is mucli confusion as

to names,—a very

widely disseminated

varie^' often has sev-

eral local names, and

a well established

name is frequently

used to aid the sale

of indifferent sorts.

As it is difficult to

describe varieties in

a way that will allow

them to be identified with any certainty, we have

had engravings made whicli will give a much bet-

ter idea than could be conveyed by any descrip-

tion, however carefully written. The figures,from

average specimens, are one half the natural size.

Early Cottage, Fig. 1 : This is said to have origi-

nated in Albany County, about the year 18.58.

The vine is very strong and vigorous. The
yield is large, early, and the tuber keeps well.

Early Shaio, Fig. 2 : This was introduced to

the cultivators around New York by one of our

editors, who obtained it in Michigan. It is said

to have originated there, in Lenawee count}',

and to be a seedling of the Mercer. Perhaps

some of our Michigan friends can give the true

Fig. 3—samahitan.

Fig. 4—JACKSON wnrxE.

account of its origin. From the fact that there

is an English potato known as Shaw's Early,

whicli is a fiivorite early kind in the London

market, we had sup-

posed that the story

of their Michigan

origin was an error,

and tliat the English

variety had been in-

troduced into that

State by way of Can-

ada. As two Eng-
lishmen, both of

whom were familiar

with the English

sort, assure us that

our Early Shaw is a

veiy different potato from theirs, it seems prob-

able that the variety did originate in Michigan,

and that it unfortunately received a name which

had already been bestowed upon another potato.

The vines are not very vigorous, nor is the yield

large, but the tubers are very uniform in size.

For earlin.ess and excellence, we have not seen

its equal. Even when taken very young, the

potatoes are of good quality. The skin is

wholly or partially covered with a characteristic

roughness. While its moderate yield will pre-

vent its being a popular market sort, it is an ex-

cellent variety for the family garden. Fig. 2

gives the shape and also the comparative size.

Early Samaritan, Fig. 3 : This originated in

the western part of New York. Is early and

of good quality : does

not yield as abundantly

IS the Early Cottage.

Jaclison White, Fig. 4

:

Supposed to be a seed-

hng from the Carter,

and to have origin-

ated in Maine. It is one

of the standard market

varieties, and though

not as early as either of

the preceding, its good
quality, iiiir yield, and
good keeping, make it

deservedly popular. The
form is more irregular

than in the varieties al-

ready enumerated, and
its eyes are more deeply

sunken. Though the

flesh is slightly yellow-

ish in the raw state, it

is white when cooked.

EluJie, Fig. 5: This Fig. 5.—fluke.

is a remarkably neat-looking long potato, some-
what flattened

; has a smooth skin, and eyes not
deeply set. It is late, yields largely, and keeps
well. A friend, who tries every variety of po-

tato he can ob-

tain, says that the

Fluke "is the best

potato in exist-

ence." It has

not been grown
as yet extensively

enough at the

East for us to

recommend it for

general cultiva-

tion, but at the

West it is highly

valued. It is dif-
Fig. 6—DOVER.

ficult to see how any potato can be better than

a properly baked Fluke, as we have eaten it at

the West. All potatoes have their quality more

or less injured by exposure to the light and air,

but tins variety is very delicate and more rapidly

deteriorates from this cause than almost any
other. It has been confounded with both the

Prince Albert and the Mexican, both of which
it resembles in form. Its eyes are less prominent

than those of the Prince Albert, and the skin

smoother than in the Mexican.

Dover, Fig 6 ; A very marked variety, its large

and deep-set eyes serving to distinguish it from

all others. Where several eyes come together

at the " seed," or " blossom end," the depi-es-

sion and irregularity are even more striking

than is shown in the figure. The other potatoes

noticed above are white, while this has a light

red or pinkish color. It is of excellent quality,

but is late, though it may be eaten whenever
the tubers are of sufficient size. As it is not a

large cropper, and its form is not pleasing, it is

not a good market sort, but by many it is pre-

ferred to all others for their own family use.

Driving Horses and Oxen Tog'etlier.

S. Edwards Todd, writes to the Agriculturist

:

" In many parts of the country, horses are

often hitched forward of oxen, when plowing,

suljsoiling, trenching, or performing mauj' other

kinds of farm or highway labor. Whether the

driver be by the side of the oxen, or behind

them, the horns and head of the ox on the

near side, will often interfere witli the reins

;

and if the driver is small in stature, the difflcul-

t}' is increased still more. Moreover, a man can

not drive horses as well, while he is traveling at

one side, as he could if his reins were to go di-

rectly back from the horse for a few feet. My
practice has been, when accustomed to drive a

yoke of oxen and a span of horses together, to

fasten a piece of board, to the front of the ox-

yoke, with four wood screws—as shown in the

accompanying engraving—through the holes

near the top of which, the reins are allowed

to play. The board is about one foot long,

and sis inches wide ; and the holes for the lines

not less than one and a fourth inches diameter,

and reamed out so that the lines would play

easily back and forth through them. When a

man uses only one horse in front of a yoke of

oxen—as many farmers are accustomed to do

—

this simple contrivance for holding the lines in

place, will always be found very convenient ; it

can be easily removed, when it is not needed.

" An Important Discovery.—
A ITero Era in the Manufacture of Sugar—A Prom-

ised Revolution in Commerce—-i Golden Road
to Wealth."

Such is the heading of an article, which orig-

inated in Buffalo, and is copied into papers in

various parts of the country. The article goes
on to tell how one Prof. F. W. Goessling has
discovered a process for obtaining sugar and
syrup from Indian corn, that at least three and
a half gallons of syrup are obtained from a bush-

el of corn, with " an equivalent amount of gran-

ulated first quality sugar,"—if any one can tell

how much this is. We learn that a company
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has been formed and has purchased the patent

for f;600,000. There being a "Couipanj'," there

will be stock to sell and many people tvIU be

Bold. Starch sugar is an old story,—making

caue sugar from it is altogether anotlier matter.

»-« ^^^ .-»

A Talk About Grass 1st Article,

Several requests have been made for a series

of articles upon the various grasses in cultivation.

Although grasses are among our most common

as well as most useful plants, there is a great

lack of definite knowledge concerning them,

and the same grass is in different parts of the

country known by different names, or the

same name is applied to very different species.

The ordinary grasses are readily recognized by

farmers, but if asked to describe Red-top or

Blue-grass in a way that would

enable another to know them,

lliey would find it a rather diffi-

cult matter. The leaves and

stems of the different kinds of

grass are so much alike, that it

is very difficult to give such de-

scriptions of them as would en-

able a person to recognize them bj' any pe-

culiarities these present, and we are obliged

to go to the flowers to find tBose distingushing

marks which will allow us to identify the differ-

ent sorts with any certainty. Unfortunately, the

flowers of grasses are very small, and so unlike

the flowers of other plants in appearance, that

they are at first sight rather difficult to luidei'-

stand. Still, with the aid of some enlarged

drawings, we hope to

show the structure of

the grass flowers, and

then it will not be diffi-

cult to trace it out in the

grass itself Let us be-

gin the study with a

head of Timoth}', which

can readily be pulled

out of almost any hay-

mow. The head con-

sists of numerous little

chaffy bodies, closel}-

placed around the stalk

;

these are the flowers.

Carefully remove a por-

tion of them from tlie

head and spread them out on a piece of white

paper. Those which have not been broken

up iu the removal will appear like fig. 1, and

consist of two chaffy scales, folded together

and very much compressed or flattened, fur-

nished upon the back with bristly hairs, and

each terminated by a

slilf bristle or awn.

Fig. 1 is what is cal-

led a S2'ikelei; the two

scales are ghones. It

will be noticed that

one of these glumes

is outside of, and folds

over and covers the

edges of the other,

and that the inner one

is attached to the min-

ute stalk a little high-

er uj) than the other, Fis. ;

as will be seen in examining the real flow-

er, though it can not easilj- be shown in the

drawing. In describing a grass, the ylumes are

spoken of as lower and upper. In order to sec

what is inside of the glumes they must be care-

ftilly separated. This is best done by means of

two needles, fixed in

small wooden han-

dles, to answer as

pickers. In examin-

ing a fresh grass it is

easy to spread the

glumes apart, but the

dried specimen must

be soaked awhile in a

little water ; this will

make the glumes flex-

ible and allow them
to sjiread as in a, 6,

fig. 2. Whhin the

glumes are two other smaller scales, c, d, fig. 3,

of a more delicate texture, which are cal-

led pale(e. Iu the figure they are shown de-

tached, or lifted out of the glumes. The paXeie

have the same position with relation to each
other as the glumes ; that is, one is outer and
lower, and the other inner and upper. The
upper one is almost always smaller than the

other, and is usually marked with two lines

(nerves) running through it, while the lower one

has from one to several of these nerves. The
shape and markings of the glumes and palea

serve to distinguish species. In the case of the

TimotIi3',the bristle-pointed and flattened glumes
and the delicate small palea? are characters by
which it is readilj' recognized. AVithin the

paka; are the pistil and stamens, which will be

described presently. Examine now a spikelet

of Red-top, fig. 3. Here

we have a similar ar-

rangement of parts,

though they differ in

shape and relative size.

The lower and upper

glumes, a, and b, arc

without the bristle-

points and hairs of the

Timoth}-, while the pa-

les are more unequal in

size, the lower one, c,

being much longer than

the upper one, d.—Fig 4

gives the parts of a Red-top flower all separated

from one another; «, 6, lower and upper glumes;

c, d, lower and upper pales, while the stamens

and pistil are shown above. In the dry speci-

men it will be difficult to make out the stamens

as they are delicate and readily broken. They
are shown in figs. 3 and 3, at e, e, and consist

of an oblong case or anther, supported by a

very slender thread or filament. The anthers

of the Timothy are light purple and make the

head quite showy when in flower. The sta-

mens are also shown in fig. 4. The pistil, as

seen in fig. 4, is a little egg-shaped body, which

is the ovary and will become the grain, with

two feathery appendages, the styles, proceeding

from its upper portion. Those styles are also

seen in figs. 3 and 3.—In fig. 4, a couple of

small scales are shown just below the stamens

and pistil, which in a popular account of grass

structure may be left out of consideration. The
examples here given are among the simplest

forms of grass-flowers; if the description of

them seems dry, the looking out of the parts in

the real specimen will be found interesting.

Fig. 4.

Road Scraper—R. I. Bent or Blue Grass.
m »

An active farmer friend of ours in Rhode Isl-

land, often urged to furnish lor the A/jriculturist

some of his practical notions, writes: "Rather

than write, I would like to mix up a kettle of

hot paint and apiily to the wood work of my

CONVENIEST KOAti SCltAl'ER.

new road scraper—or see whether a pair of sled-

runners can be got out of a " crook," I cut

yesterday—or rub over the hams and shoulders

again—or pack the sausages in snow—or ride

up to Greene, the sawyer, and stir him up
about that stuff for a portable fence—or sharp-

en the wood saws—or drive the oxen to the

village for shoes—or forty things beside. Ac-

tion forever I General Grant (God bless him !)

will find his pastime, after the w-ar, in clearing

up a stump or Canada thi.stle farm, I'll warrant.

My mind will run back in spite of me to that

road scraper. Let us work it out.

EO.VD SCKArER.

"There is no patent upon this tool, I believe,

and it can be built by any one who can make an

ox-yoke. A chestnut or oak log, of 3 feet or so

in diameter and 6 feet long, is worked out in

the manner indicated in the cut, with a twist,

gaining about a foot in the si.x feet length—so

that when the tongue, which is inserted diagon-

ally, is iu the yoke ring, the riglit-hand cud will

meet the ground like a plowshare, while the

oilier falls away to the rear with a twist like a

mould board. It is faced with an old saw plate,

and is good for raising the road bed of a new
road, or for smoothing the ruts of an old one.

Large staples are inserted on the share or

tongue to receive handles. It is a combination

of scraper and plow Since writing the

above I have applied a hot coat of gummy,
cheap linseed oil and redding to the wood
work, and mean to give it two more.

n. I. BENT IDENTICAL WITH KY. BLUE GRASS.

"The farms of Rhode Island have a grass

which they call "R. L Bent." It is highly

prized as a pasture grass upon lighter soils,

making a compact, permanent and productive

sod, under very ordinary conditions of fertilitj',

and'is used for lawns. I have studied it among
Naragansett farmers for four seasons past,

using my eyes and asking lots of questions.

Chas. L. Flint, iu his 'Grasses and Forage

Plants,' classes it with Red top—for which I

can find no foundation. All the information I

can collect from my .-eighbors, points to a very

common grass, of habits and ajipcarance identi-

cal with what Mr. Flint calls ' Green Meadow
Grass, June Grass, Common Spear Grass, Ken-

tucky Blue Grass, &c. (Poa piratensis),' and says it

grows all over the Northern States. This grass

is a great favorite with me. I find it in all hand-

some roadside or pasture sod in Rhode Island

and Connecticut, and during a recent journej-

through New-York State I found my old ac-

quaintance in all directions. Near Cauaudaigua,

hearing a farmer boasting of a field he had iu

Blue Grass, I was at some pains to verify the

familiar matted aftermath under this name. Il

is not easily eradicated from land, nor easily in-

troduced ; that is, if you plow an old pasture

or meadow containing it, and take off a crop or

two of grain or potatoes, manuring light!}-, seed

enough will be left in the laud to bring in the
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old sod again in the course of two or three years.

On the other liand, if sowed on very rich land,

with spring graui and other grass seed, it would

be choked out by the greater luxuriance of the

other seed. I would sooner risk the seed

bushed in upon an old meadow where Timothy

and clover-were failing, or alone in September.

Almost every farmer has this grass, and such as

graze sandy and gravelly land can well afford

to cultivate it, I propose sending you a sod of

"RI. Bent" next summer, in bloom. If we

can drop some of the above names all the better."

•-• —j^ —I »

For the American Agriculturist.

Expensive Shelter-

la a recent ti-ip over the Harlem Railroad, I

saw sights that made me feel quite at home, and

ashamed of ray birth place. Connecticut ideas

must have emigrated long ago across Byi-am

River, and established themselves in Westches-

ter, Putnam, Dutchess and Columbia coun-

ties, and it had been fortunate for the countiy

if they had stopped east of the Hudson. Snow

covered the ground, and a bleak northwester

swept over hill and valley. There stood the

cattle by the stack yard, working oxen, steers,

cows heavy with calf, and heifers; their feet

drawn up close together ; their backs arched

;

their hair erect—shaking pictures of discomfort

and misery. They were not just let out of the

barn for an airing ; for there was the pitchfork

sticking in the hay, showing that they had been

foddered there, and the bare spots upon the

ground, where they had lain down, melting the

snow under them. These were unmistakable

signs that these cattle took the air for twenty-

four hours in the day, without respect to ther-

mometer or weather guage.

I wanted to get out of the cars, and take the

owner by the throat, and say to him, "You
miserable Connecticut sinner, what do you mean

by tormenting these dumb brutes in this way ?

Do you ever go to church ? Do you read your

Bible, touching the ' merciful "man showing

mercy to his beast ?' Do you ever read Shake-

speare to learn that the ' quality of mercy is not

strained?' Yours is strained so tight that it

never gets out of you, and you torment these

poor creatures with the slow tortures of frost

and tempest."

Is it not astonishing that farmers will prac-

tise this barbarity, after all that has been said in

the Agriculturist and other papers against it for

the last dozen years and more? Is it not a

marvel that close-fisted farmers, with a keen

scent for the fraction of a copper in trade, will

waste hundreds of dollars in this wretched slip-

shod custom ? If any thing is demonstrated in

the experien ce of our enterprising farmers, it is

the economy of stabling cattle in the winter,

from November to April. At least one-third of

the fodder is saved by it, and the cattle come
out in much better condition.

"What would be thought of the wisdom of a

farmer who should build a separate small barn

for every animal upon his farm, instead of build-

ing one large one to accommodate the whole ?

It would be a terrible waste of lumber, and a

monument of his folly. Yet he might better do

this than to attempt to shelter and warm each

by itself at the stack-yard, by superabundant

hay. AVhat would be thought of the man who,

instead of building his little barns with lumber,

should make them of the best hay, thatched

from top to bottom? Yet this is just what the

farmer is doing who follows this barbarous cus-

tom. The thatch is applied inside of the animal

in the shape of fodder, instead of outside in the

shape of shelter. The hay is consumed by slow

combustion to keep up the animal heat, and

how much of it goes, you may judge, who have

watched the consumption of fuel on a zero

night to keep up the heat of a room. If the an-

imal does not have hay enough, the flesh and

fat gathered in summer, go to make up the de-

ficiency, and the creature pines, the ribs stick

out, the hide grows rough and bristling. The

brute is tortured, and the owner's purse depleted.

Make an estimate of the loss of this barbarism.

If it takes two tons of good hay to winter a cow
in a barn, it takes three to carry her through at

the stack. With hay at thirty dollars a ton, here

is a dead loss of thirty dollars. With ten cows

the loss is three hundred dollars, to say nothing

of the diminished mUk, butter and cheese next

summer. Is not hay applied at the stack-yard a

very expensive shelter? CoNNECTictrT.

What a Patriotic 'Woman Can Do.

The beautiful picture, "Farmer Folks in War

Time,'" published last month, was no mere fancy

sketch. Numerous letters received at the Ag-

riculturist office show that the women of Ameri-

ca are worthy descendants oftheir heroic grand-

mothers, who gave their husbands, sons and

brothers to their country, and themselves filled

the vacant places in the more peaceful, but not

less important, fields at home. Below we give

extracts from a beautiful and touching letter by

such a woman. The hand writing and general

style evince high culture and refinement, but

these have only brightened, not impaired the

strength of character exhibited :
—

" My husband

and self were both teachers until house duties

called me out of the school room. Having a

great taste for rural occupations, we rented a

farm one mUe from town, and while my hus-

band pursued his school duties, I spent my time

in farming on a very small scale. Thus happily

the time wore on, until our country was reeling

in the agonies of this dreadful rebellion. At the

beginning of the war, we gave up our only two

brotbers, who, thank God, have lived through

the fearful three years of service, and returned

home this fall from Atlanta. As the thousands

of men were called out, the deep love of my
husband for his family held him back, but pat-

riotism filled his manly breast to overflowing

;

neither night nor day could he rest until he too

went forth in answer to his country's call. One
year ago last August he was commissioned as

Captam of Co. E, Fifth United States Colored

Infantry. Through all the hardships of their

vigorous campaign he led his men unshrinking-

ly, as his many fellow ofiicers testify, without

one murmur. After he entered the army we
bought the farm which we had rented, and he

left me as the manager, unbiased and free to do

as I thought best. I hired a hand, and to the

best of my ability, and by the aid of the Agricul-

turist, I succeeded pretty well, considering the

terrible agony of suspense that racked my soul

through all those days of terrible assaults upon
the works of Petersburg. He kept me up by

his words of hope, love and cheer, and willingly

I labored, until my labor became a pleasure, to

lift the heavy payments at the appointed time,

and make as many improvements as possible

before his return. It was joy to gather around

our new house tliat which I knew would please

him. In the spring I paced the long rows of

eight acres, dropping all the corn, in order that

it might be in season. To be sure there were

frequent showers, but I managed to scare away

the clouds with the 'family umbrella,' and I

have a nice little crop of corn of near 300 bush-

els. My farm lies in the edge of a large white

oak swamp, and needs drainage very much,
which, as yet, I have not been able to give it to

any great extent. Twelve acres of meadow
were cut, and two acres of oats. Last winter I

had my ground put in excellent order, and
helped to plant out a choice orchard of apple,

pear—dwarf and standard—and cherry trees, laid

out in quincunx style. A new stable floor was
laid; timber for a new wood-house, 20 by 23

feet, was cut, hauled and sawed, the house

erected and nearly finished. I raised I acre of

sorghum, stripped and cut it myself, and have
the pleasure of a nice barrel of molasses.

Fences were reset, and when I thought the

work was going on too slowly, I donned my
bonnet, and tried my hand at helping to set

stakes and build a new fence. I do not wish to

boast of my feeble efforts, but these were my
eraplo3'ments the last year, while my soldier

Captain was risking his life in his country's

warfare. While digging my fifty-two bush-

els of potatoes, and gathering my pump-
kins, etc., etc., my thoughts were /ar,/a>- awoj//

On the 28th of July my husband was
mortally wmmded. He lived nine hours, and then

gave up his noble spirit to God, for the sake

of our Country, Union and Liberty. His body
was embalmed and sent home. Oh ! that com-
ing home—my heart is broken, but I have

three little children, for whom I know I must
labor yet a little longer. My hopes are now all

in Heaven ; but although earth has grown dull

and lonely, I love my country none the less, but

all the more for the sacrifice of all that made life

dear to me. Heavy debts are hanging over me,
but patient creditors are favoring me. In doing

for my little family, I hope I am serving my
country as every patriotic woman should do, iu

trying to raise food for the ' thousands in the

field,' and the thousands more to go."

Tim Bunker's Raid Among the Pickle

Patches.

Mr. Editor :
—

" What is in the wind now ?

"

asked Seth Twiggs, as Mrs. Bunker and I start-

ed off down the Shadtown road.

" Smoke," said I, as Seth pulled out his stump

of a pipe, and blew a puff into the air like a

small locomotive just firing up. Old Black

Hawk has n't been used much lately, and he went

off considerable gay, as we struck the turnpike

on Seth Twiggs' corner. Seth did not follow his

big-bellied Dutch pipe a great while, but fell

back upon his own tried and trusty clay stump.

It is mighty hard for old dogs to learn new
tricks, and Seth is one of 'em. My letter agin

tobacco didn't have any more efl'ect on him,

than peas rattling on a tin pan.

"Well, I didn't mean that," said Seth,

" Where are you gwine ?
"

" I am going down to Shadtown, to take the

boat," said I.

"Then where?" asked Seth, perseveringly.

" And then to New York, and up into West-
chester county, visiting. And if any of the

neighbors get into a quarrel, jest tell 'em they'd

better make up, for I slian't be back under a

week, and there won't be any court."

You see the wa}' it came about was this :

—

Sally got a letter a few weeks ago from her

cousin, who married Noadiah Tubbs, thirty

years ago, and moved off to Westchester.

Cousin Esther and Sally used to be about as

thick as blackbirds in the pie, before they were
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married, but haven't met often of late. She

liadu't more than read the letter, w hen she said

:

" Timotliy, it is a dozen years since I have

seen Esther, and she used to be the best friend

I had before I found you. And if you feel as

if you could spare the time, I should like to go

down and see her this winter ?
"

"Agreed," says I. And we got ready and

started otf the next week.

Noadiah Tubbs (they call him Diah, for short,

and sometimes. Uncle Di,) lives on the banks

of the Bronx, about a dozen miles from the

city. He is what they call in Hookertowu a

case, or hard customer. How in this world

Esther came to marry him I never could see,

and I am a little more than ever in the dark about

it since our visit. Perhaps he's grown worse

since he got married, or else I've grown better.

I ought to be a good deal better after living so

many years with Sally Bunker. At any rate,

Diali and I seemed to be farther apart than

ever. Why ! the creature don't go to meeting

more'n once a year, and then it is when he is

going to be put up for representative or sheriff,

when he thinks, may be, he'll get a few votes

from church people, if he goes to meeting. I

am sorry to say there is rather a bad state of

morals all round Diah's neighborhood. The

Westchester sinners, from what I see of 'em, are

not a liit better than Hookertown sinners.

The folks don't seem to have much idea of

Sunday, except as a day of visiting, hunting,

and fishing. Rum-holes are plenty, and I guess

this state of morals accounts partly for the feet

that Diah Tubbs has so run down to the heel.

But you need not suppose that Uncle Di is a

fool, because he uses rather coarse language,

and goes to the tavern oftener than he ought to.

He is a pretty fair farmer, or would have been

called so a dozen years ago. He knows a heap

about raising cucumbers, which theycaU.pickles

in all this region. Whether they have heard

that the world uses any thing else besides

cucumbers for pickles, I couldn't say. I used

to tlunk, before I took to writing for the paper,

that I had learned about all I could on farming

matters, but I find, as I go about, that every

region has some new kink in farming, some

special crop that I've never paid much attention

to. All around Diah's they grow cucumbers by

the thousand. Almost every farmer near a

railroad depot puts in an acre or two, and gets

about as much clean cash from the patch as he

does from the rest of the farm.

I see very soon that Uncle Di knew some
things that I did n't, and as I wanted to learn I

got him started the first evening after I got to

his house, on his favorite topic, raising pickles.

There was a large dish of apples on the table

when we began, but not many of 'em left

when we got through. Says I, " What do
your folks call this the pickle crop for ?"

" Wal," said Diah, "I don't zacktly know,

but guess it's 'cause its shorter than cowcum-
ber. May be it's 'cause they grow 'em more for

the pickle factories than to eat up fresh."

"Do they have factories for this business?"

" Sartain, big five story house over the river,

where they make 'em up by the million."

"And how many pickles do you suppose

they raise in your town ?"

"Wal, I could not tell, but it is an awful

sight—enough to sour the crop of all creation,

you'd think, if you should happen to be here in

August, and see 'em going down to the depot.

Most every farmer goes into it more or less, and

would raise a great many more if he could get

help just when he wanted it."

" How do you prepase the land for this crop ?"

" Wal, there ain't much of a knack about

that. I fix it pretty much as I would for corn,

only I take more pains to make it mellow and

light. If a green sward, it must be harrowed thor-

oughly, and the lighter you leave it the better."

" Is there any particular advantage in having

the land fresh ?"

" I never could see as it made much differ-

ence. Neighbor Bussing has 'em on the same

land sometimes three years running. I 'spect

more 'pends upon the dung than any thing else,

and where you have pickles, you calculate to

manure pretty high, and a good deal is left over

for the second year."

" What kind of manure do you use ?"

" Any I happen to have in the yard. It wants

to be well rotted, and if ain't fine I fork it over

until I make it so. Coarse stuff won't answer."

" How much, and how do you apply it ?"

"If I have plenty of manure, audi believe in

that article if I don't in any thing else, I spread

on a good lot broadcast, and plow it in. I don't

'spose the crop gets the whole the first year.

Then I put a good heapin shovelfuU in the hill."

" And how far apart are the hills ?"

" I run the furrows pretty deep, just four and

ahalf feet apart both ways, and make the hill at

the crossing. One man drops the manure, and

another follows with a hoe, mixing it a little

with the soil, and covering it an inch or two."

" What time do you plant?"

"When I raise for nothing but pickles, I plant

about the last week in June."

" Suppose it is a dry time. What then ?"

"I give the manure a good soaking. It is

pretty important to have the seed come right

up. You see the cowcumber is of such a jjature

that if it gets sot, it is of no use to tiy to start

'em. You must push 'em right along."

"And what variety do you plant?"

"We ain't got any pertikelar name for 'em.

They ain't Clusters, nor London Greens, nor

Russians. I guess they are a sort of mixture,

for every man raises his own seed."

" Is there any particular knack in doing that?'

" Yes there is. More 'n half the battle lies in

raising the seed. I tried some seed I got in the

city once, and didn't have any luck at all. It

won't do to take the odds and ends for seed. If

you want a lot of pot-bellies and nubbins, plant

the seed of such, and you'll get 'em. I general-

ly take the cucumbers that grow on the second

and third joint, and let them ripen for seed, and

don't allow any body else to see to 'em. I put

'em where I can find 'em in the summer."
" How many do you have in a hill ?"

" I plant from five to ten, and thin out at hoe-

ing time to five or six."

"How many times do you hoe ?"

" I cultivate and hoe but once, and it is pretty

important that that should be done at just the

right time. A day too late makes a great deal

of extra work. I run a plow about three times

between the rows just before the vines fall over

and begin to run, then dress out with a hoe."

But I see that I can' tell you all that Uncle

Diah said in this letter, and if your readers'

teeth are not all set on edge, next month I'll

give 'em some more pickles.

Hookertown, Conn., i Yours to command,
Jan. 5th, 1865. \ Timothy Bunker Esq.

An In-door Smoke Hoitbe.—Whoever wants

a cheap and convenient smoke-house, let him
make it while building his kitchen chimney.

After carrying the chimney up to the chamber
floor, or the garret if preferred, build a tight

closet of brick, well plastered, adjoining the

chinmey and connected with it by openings at

the bottom and top. If the hight of the kitchen

is high enough to cool off the smoke from the

fire below before it reaches the closet (for you
don't wish to fry the hams just yet,) the smoke
may be diverted into the closet from the flue

just above the ceiling, and then let off into the

chimney again through an opening at the top.

Otherwise a small fire must be made in the

closet. Of the material for making the smoke,

we prefer corn-cobs, or maple, or hickory saw-

dust. Such a smoke chamber will not only be

handy in all weathers, and safe from thieves,

but furnish an excellent place for keeping

hams and dried beef in summer. An occasion-

al smoke can be made, or a rubbing over with

fine pepper may be given to keep away vermin.

One Acre Enougli—Sometimes.

An " Ex-Market Gardener" gives to the Anwr-
ican Agriculturist the following illustrations of

what can be done on a small piece of land,

by hard work and high manuring. The story

looks large, but we do not doubt its truth:

" On a fertile acre, within sight of Trinity

Church steeple. New York, but in the 'be-

nighted land of Jersey,' lives a man whom,
not to offend his modesty, I will call 'John
Smith.' John's neat cottage and acre cost him,

some eight years ago, $3,000—now worth $6,000.

"In the spring of 1864, he planted on his

acre 12,000 Early Wakefield cabbage plants,

which, by the first week in July, were sold in

the New York markets, at |S per 100, for $900
Between the rows of cabbage were planted, at

the same time, 18,000 Silesia lettuce plants,

which, at $1.50 per 100, brought $370. Both
crops were cleared off by 12th July, the ground
again thoroughly plowed and harrowed, and
planted with 40,000 celery plants, which were
sold before Christmas of same year, at $3 per

100, for $1,200, making the total receipts $2,430.

His expenses were :
" Manure $150 ; keep of

horse, $300; interest on $6,000, $420; hired

labor, $400 ; incidental outlay, $100 ; amount-
ing in all to $1,370, which deducted from the

receipts gave him the net profit of $1,060.
" John is only a common-place man. Some

might call him a clod-hopper. He has no par-

ticular skill, no great share of " brains "—his

only prominent quality is untiring industry

;

but it would be difficult for any one, no matter

how endowed with skill or brains, to make
more of an acre than he has done.

"Another more ambitious friend, who thinks

ten acres no more than enough, has, with

nearly the same crop, laid himself liable to pay
Uncle Sam's 5 per cent, from his income on his

' truck patch,' his profits having been this

season, on ten acres of land, $5,700, over and
above household expenses. Both of the above

are exceptional cases, their grounds being in the

very highest state of cultivation. But it is a

fact beyond all question, that in what is known
as the ' Communipaw district' the net profits per

acre, for the past three years, have averaged $500.

"No greater mistake can be made, either by
farmer or gardener, than spreading himself

over a large surface. The market gardeners of

New Jersey, in the vicinity of New York, cul-

tivate from one to fifteen acres each. The most
successful are those who have been content

with six or eight acres. I believe their success

will bear favorable comparison with that of

the Long Islanders, whose farm-gardens contain

from ten to one hundred acres each. As a

class, they are hard-working and frugal, and

all who have weathered the storm during the

past dozen years are now independent."
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Thus far the winter has beea remarkable for

the long conliuuance of sleighing. No un-

usually heavy snow storms have occurred, but

the falls have been so timed that the winter

roads have mostly remained in admirable order.

Family rides and pleasure parties have made
the otherwise dreary hours briglit with enjoy-

ment; it has been spring time in the social

world, if not in the almanac. No field repays

cultivation better than the home circle. It can

scarcely be too often urged that the children

should e.x'pect and find greater enjoyment in

the company of their parents and each other,

than among strangers. The winter season is

especial!}' the time to strengthen home attach-

ments, because so many attractions abroad are

offered, and tlie comparative leisure gives better

opportunity for recreation. Books, papers, and
games within doors, rides in the family sleigh,

and other out-door pleasures, may and should

leave memories so bright that, in after years,

the hearts of the children will ever turn with

strong yearnings to the old homestead. The
commandment, " Honor thy father and mother,"

will be rendered easy of performance, if parents

do not neglect tliis essential part of duty.

Coal AsitES.—Let any one doubting the

value of hard coal ashes for manure, try them
foV walks. Dig out the soil three or four inches

deep, throw into the bottom any coal cinders,

oyster shells, small stones, or other rubbish, for

a foundation; then put on the ashes. Roll

them, and the walk will be smooth, bard, and

dry. If this does not quite satisfy one's taste,

let him just put an inch or two of fine gravel

over the ashes; then roll smooth and solid.

No wind will spoU such a walk, nor will it be

muddy. It is the cheapest of good walks.

A Live Farmers' Club—Sorgt iini in Mass.

The Springfield Republican piblishes some

of the doings of the wide-awake Farmers' Club,

of Wapping, in Deerfield, JI '.ss. Weekly
meetings are held at a school-house, which are

regularly attended during winter and spring,

by both sexes. At a recent meeting, " Sorghum
Culture" was under consideration. Last year

sorghum seed was received by the club from

the Department at Washington, and 3Ir. Hiram
Root offered to be at the expense of machinery

for producing syrup, if some dozen others

would each raise small plots, and give him half

the product for manufacturing. The plan was
agreed to, and the machinery, consisting of mill

and evaporator, were procured from Mansfield,

Ohio. Five or si.x acres of the cane were raised.

The results of the different plots were various,

but the whole was sufficiently remunerative to

encourage future trials. Mr. Root produced

lo-l gallons of thick, heavy syrup, from three-

fourths of an acre. This account indicates the

value of farmers' elubs, and also shows the ad-

vance being made in Sorghum culture. Many
similar successful experimcuts were made in

new localities last summer, and the day seems

not fiir distant when the whole land will be

sweetened with this nortlieru home-grown syrup.

How a Pioneer Established an Orchard.

:Mr. I. W. Rollins removed ft-om New Eng-

land to Minnesota, in 1835. AW that time the

locality where he settled was entirely new,

there being no land under cultivation in liis

neighborhood. He did not wait until he could

afford to invest in fruit trees before he provided

for an orchard, but sowed apple seeds the first

spring. In three years he had trees ready to

plant in the orchard, and in four years more
gathered his first fruit. He has now a healthy,

thrifty orchard of 300 ti-ees just coming into

bearing. Many persons after they establish a

new farm wait more than nine years before they

are ready to plant an orchard of young trees, and

then several years more for it to yield returns.

A little providence at the beginning in starting

the seedlings, a little skill in budding or graft-

ing, and care in setting and protsctiug the young
trees, are all that is needed to soon give the poor-

est settler in new countries a valuable orchard.

—.

—

I m

The too frequent use of authority impairs it.

If thunder were continuous it would excite no

more sensation than the noise of a grist-miU.
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Fig. 1.—BCTTEKFLT FLOWEU,

Some Curious Vegetable Forms.

All plants are engaged in performing the same

general work—that of converting the crude ele-

ments of the earth and air into oi'ganized pro-

ducts fit for the food of animals. This might

have been done equally well had the plants

been made all of the same form, instead of with

that great variety which now surrounds us.

The study of plants shows us the wonderfully

varied means employed to attain the same end.

Though all the parfTof plants show great diver-

sity in form, this is most

strikingly seen in the flower,

in whicli every conceivable

modification of shape as well

as of color, is wrought.

Among the most interesting

flowers are those whicli re-

semble more or less closely

some kinds of animals. The
Calceolarias, looking very like large fat spiders,

and the common Canary-bird flower (Tropceolum

peregrinum), which by the aid of a little imagi-

nation looks like a bu'd, are

among the more common of

these curious forms. To see

the most striking ones we must

go to the rare collections of the

hot-houses, where among the

members of the Orchis Family

will be found flowers of strange
= • shapes and brilliant colors.

The Dove-flower of Central America, which has

what appears like a beautiful little white dove

nestling witbia it, was figured in these columns

Fig. a.

a few years ago, and

we now give a draw-

ing of the equally re-

markable Butterflj'-

flowcr, Oncidium pa-

pilio. This plant is a

native of Trinidad,

and like many others

of the same family it

is an Epiphyte, i.e., it

grows upon other

plants, to which it at-

taches itself by closely

clinging roots, and

draws its nourish-

ment from, the air.

The engraving shows

a cluster of the bulbs

of the plant upon a

piece of a limb, one of

them bearing leaves.

On account of the

great length of its

stem, the flower can

not be shown in its

proper position, but

is cut olf and shown

lower. The whole is

drawn about half the

natural size. There are

some insects which

veiy closely resemble

leaves, and it would

seem that to balance

the account. Nature

had made this flower

as much like an in-

sect as possible. It

resembles a butterfly

not only in shape, but

in its brilliant colors,

and the illusion is the greater from its being

perched upon a very slender stem, so that when
moved by the wind, it has the ap-

pearance of a butterfly hovering

in the air. This plant thrives only

in a warm and moist atmosphere,

and can not be grown except in a

hot-house. It is not flowers alone

that simulate animal forms, but

fruits sometimes put on grotesque

shapes. The Snake cucumber {Tri-

chosanthes cohihrina), with fruit sev-

eral feet in length, and shaped like

a serpent, is frequently grown in

green-houses. A nut from Dcma-
rara, called the Snake-nut, has a

most curiously twisted kernel,

which when removed fiom the

shell, looks very much like a small

serpent. Figures 2 and 3 give two
views of this kernel, and show its

snake-like form. The tree which
produces it is related to the Horse-

chestnut, and bears the rather form-

idable but descriptive botanical

name of Ophiocaryon paradoxum.
o

The Difference between a
Fkuit akd a Vegetable.—A Lady
asks us how she shall reply to the

question: "What is the diS'ereuce

between a fruit and a vegetable ?"

This is a rather diflioult question to

answer with precision. In one
sense, all fruits are vegetables, and all the

vegetables used as food by men and animals

are fruits. Horticulturally, those products in-

tended for the table which first go through a

preparatory operation in the kitchen, are called

vegetables, although many of them, such as to-

matoes, squashes, etc., may really be fruits,

while melons, grapes, etc., eaten without prepa-

ration are fruits. Some, like the tomato, may
be eaten either as a fruit or as a vegetable. Bo-

tauically the word fruit means the ripened ovary

and its contents, together with whatever may
be connected with it, as receptacle, calyx, etc.

The Trumpet Honeysuckle.

{Lonicera scmpervirens.')

Among the woody climbers, the difi'erent spe-

cies of Lonicera or Honeysuckle occupy a prom-

inent place. The Woodbine, so woven into

English poetry, is a well known species valued

for its fragrance ; and there are several others,

the flowers of which are both beautiful and

highly perlumed. As a covering for trellises,

walls and fiat screens, the honeysuckle does not

answer as good a purpose as several other vines.

Its nature is to wind or twine about some sup-

port like a pole, pillar, or trunk of a tree. As

an ornament for pillars or poles, no vine is more

suitable. The posts of a veranda or summer-

house can be speedi^- covered by them. Sup-

ports of au ornamental sort are often made

of cedar or pine, the shaft being about ten feet

high, three inches in diameter at the base and

tapering to two at the top. Short, transvere

rods are run through them at about eighteen

inches apart, and the honeysuckle allowed to

twine about them. If one has a heap of bould-

>=*.

ers, or a rocky ledge in his grounds, that he

wishes to hide or embellish, let him set a scarlet
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or yellow Trumpet Honeysuckle at the base,

and they will trail over tlie rocks very soon.

The honej'suckle may be trained and kept as a

standard five or six feet high, by simply cutting

off the leading shoot every year. It will then

throw out laterals which will be covered with

flowers all summer. Set a stout post of cedar

or other imperishable wood in the center, to

which the main stem is to be tied, and then the

branches will hang down and trail upon the lawn

in a beautiful manner. The species figured

above, though not fragrant, is very showy, and

has the merit of being a native. It has fine dark

green leaves, the upper pairs being united at the

base so as to surround the stem. The flowers

are tubular, about two inches long, of a fine

scarlet outside, yellow within and very brilliant.

The engraving shows a portion of the plant of

the natural size. Though the specific name,

sempervirens, would indicate that it was an ever-

green, it is not so at the North, but it retains its

leaves during the mild winters of the Southern

States. The neighborhood of New York City

is believed to be the northern limit at which the

plant is found growing wild, but it is abundant

farther South. Several varieties diSering in the

size of the leaves and size and color of the flow-

ers have been obtained from seed. It may be

readily multiplied both by layers and cuttings.

Laying Out the Front Yard-

which a person of taste will observe, and to

which he will adapt his plans. There are some
suggestions however, which apply einiidly well

to large and to small places, and which should be

Fig. 1.

The space between the gate and the dwelling,

which in large estates is termed the approach,

is in those of moderate pretensions popularly

termed "the front yard." There is to most homes,

except in densely built cities, a greater or less ex-

tent of ground immediately in front of the house

which is not devoted to crops, but which is usu-

ally more or less embellished by the occupant

—

though it is sometimes left in a deplorable state

of neglect. Those who allow the grounds near

the house to become a hospital for dilapidated

vehicles and tools, and a ranging place for pigs

and poultry, need first to practise a lesson in ti-

diness and order ; but there are many persons

desiring to arrange the approach to the dwel-

ling in a neat and tasteful way, who apply to us

to furnish plans which shall aid them. In sev-

eral instances readers have sent us maps of their

places as they now are, with a request that we
furnish them with designs for their improve-

ment. For obvious reasons we can not give

these applications separate answers. Those

who are laying out new places, or wish to make
extended improvements in old ones, should either

engage the services of a landscape gardener, or

carefully study ihe works of Downing, Kemp,
Smith, or other writers of acknowledged au-

thority. Each situation presents its own pecu-

liar features, and the plan, especially if the place

is a large one, must be made with regard to the

nature of the surface, the views to be secured

or shut out, the trees, rocks and other natural

objects to be preserved, and other conditions

observed in plans involving the expenditure of

large sums, as well as in the more economical

ones. Simplicity, ease and convenience, are to

be sought, while stiflFness, formality and intrica-

cy are to be avoided. The prime essentials in a

front yard, ajiproach, park, or whatever name
-we choose to give it, are, a fine turf and roads or

paths. A lawn well made, and densely turfed is

an object of beauty in itself, and serves as the

setting for trees, clumps of shrubs, and flower-

beds, all of which have their beauty enhanced

by it. The roads or

paths must be per-

manent in character,

well made, well drain-

ed, and with their

edges well defined.

These two things be-

ing secured, the minor

details are easily ar-

ranged. A few plans

are given as sugges

tions to those persons

who wish something

to start from—it often

being easier to modify

a plan than to orig

inate one. The most

ditficult cases to man
age are where the j^s "

house is built so near the road that but

very little space is given in which to work.

In these the path runs directly from the gate

to the front door, which gives a stiS' and formal

appearance to the place, as the path divides

what little gmuuJ there is into two equal blocks.

Fig i.

Fig. 1, shows how this formality may be

broken up by placing the gate at one side, instead

of directly opposite the entrance of the house,

and allowing the path between the two to take

an easy curve. This will give an appearance of

greater extent, and it leaves the grass with a

pleasing outlme. A path at the left hand nuns

to the rear of the house. "Where the yard is

very narrow, it is sometimes laid out as in fig.

2, which requires two entrance gates. The walk
curves to the front door, and paths reaching the

grounds at the rear may be made as in the

drawing. This plan is rather formal, but it has

the advantage that it saves a considerable un-

broken extent of lawn in front of the house,

and there are cases in which it will be found to

be the best that can be adopted. The long and
narrow lots, common in villages, are quite difli-

cult to arrange in good taste on account of

their awkward shape. In these the house is

usually near the front of the lot, with kitchen

and fruit gardens and stable, to which it is neces-

sary to have a carriage road in the rear. One
method of treating these badly shaped places is

given in fig. 3, which shows the front portion of

such a lot. A road, S, is run at one side llie

whole length of the lot, or as far to the rear as

is necessary, leaving a border about 6 feet wide

between it and the boundary. The front por-

tion of this border may be occupied by orna-

mental shrubbery, while at the rear of the

house it will answer for vines or dwarf fruit

trees. From near the gate a pathway sweeps
toward the house, if the place is small, or if tlie

size will admit of it, this may be widened to a

carriage drive. At B, is a grass plot at the

rear of the house for drying clothes, which is

shut off by a screen or hedge from the fruit and

kitchen gardens, parts of which are shown at

E, E. A place of considerably greater extent

is given in fig. 4, where the carriage drive, B,

turns around an oval, E, and reaches the stables

in the direction of C. This plan is at once

simple and convenient, and is capable of being

adapted to large or small places. In this, as in

the other plans, the trees upon the lawn are put

in at the fancy of the engraver rather than as

indications where we would plant them. We
have not shown any flower-beds cut into the

lawn, except in fig. 2. A few masses of flowers

may be introduced with good effect, but where
there is suflicient land the general flower gar-

den should not be at the front of the house.

» I —awi —
The Sheldon Pear—Historical.

In the description of the Sheldon pear, in the

Agriculturist for November last, we gave the lo-

cality of its origin as cited by Downing. Since

then we have had several letters from difl'erent

parts of the country, each claiming to give a

correct account of the history and origin of this

pear. As these letters tell very difl'erent stories,

they are quite amusing as illustrations of the

difficulty in coming at the actual facts in so

simple a matter as the history of a fruit which
originated within the recollection of persons

now living. Mr. P. B. Sheldon, Steuben Co.,

N. Y., writes a very full account of the pear,

and as he is the son of one of the brothers

whose name is borne by the fruit, we select his

narration as most likely to be the correct one.

According to Mr. S., the seeds which produced
the Sheldon pear were brought from Connecti-

cut about 50 years ago, and were jilanted on two
separate but adjoining farms in Huron, Wayne
Co., N. Y., by the brothers Wareham and Ral-

seyman Sheldon. The singular part of the ac-

count is, that from this seed, four trees (one

upon one farm, and three upon the other,) of

the variety now called Sheldon, were produced.

It seems very strange that four trees should be

produced, the fruit of which was identical in

character, and it would be interesting to know
if the trees which have since been propagated are
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from a single one of these trees, or from all

four indiscriminatelj'. We liave heard only one

unfavorable account of this variety, and this

from an experienced cultivator in Conn. It

may he that the progeny of the different origi-

nal trees does not prove equally good, and that

the above exception "» the general verdict is

due to the fact that cions have been dissemi-

nated from more than one of the four seedlings.

As Mr. S., in his letter, speaks at one time of the

"original tree," and at another of "original

trees," we are left in doubt on this point. He
states that he has liad pears from the original

tree that weighed 18 ounces; that the tree is not

subject to blight, but that in some localities the

fruit is, at intervals of several years, of an insip-

id qualit}', and that this happens with the origi-

nal trees. It is singular that a fruit possessing

the marked high character of the Sheldon should

have been before the public for more than a

quarter of a centurj' and been so little dissemi-

nated, while during this period many foreign

sorts have been generally distributed and culti-

vated, and many of them abandoned. This

slow progress in popularity is attributed by Mr.

Sheldon to the fact that it has had no person

especially interested in its sale to puflF it, but

has depended entirely upon its own merits.

Some Weeding Implements.

Fig. 1—WHEEL HOE.

A large share of all the labor in the garden is

devoted to the destruction of weeds, and any-

thing that facilitates this work, is of great im-

portance to every one who has a garden. The
ordinary hoe has been more or less superseded

by weeding contrivances in great number, and

we give a few of the simplest, such as can

be made during the winter's leisure, with the aid

of the blacksmith. Mr. Wm. R. Tatem, Phila.

Co., Pa., sends a drawing of a "Wheel-hoe which

he finds very effective in working between rows

of onions, and other crops sown in drills, as well

as in cleaning paths. It consists of a V-shaped

blade attached to a handle with a wheel at one

end. The handle, the whole of which is not

shown in the engraving, is of Ij inch stuff, 4

feet 9 inches long, 3 inches wide at the lower,

and 14 inch at the upper end. A cross handle,

15 inches long, is attached at the upper end, to

allow the hoe to be worked with both hands.

The wheel is of cast ii'on, 10 inches diameter,

Fig. 2—MISSIONARY HOE.

with a rim li inch in width. It is attached to

tlie handle by means of a curved shank, having

two arms between whicli the wheel revolves.

The axle is fix^d in the shank, and the wheel

turns upon it. The upright of the blade is of

i inch iron, 14 inch wide, and 13 inches long

;

this is attached to the handle at 6 inches from
its lower end. It is found convenient to have

:3ome contrivance to altfjr the hight of tJis )joe

in order to adapt it to the use of a boy or man,

as may be required. It is used by means of a

backward and forward motion of the arms.

Fig. 3, the Missionary-hoe is an implement on

a similar principle, though differing in construc-

tion. A straight and narrow blade, about 8

inches long, is attached to a frame just behind

a wooden roller, which serves as a wheel to reg-

ulate the depth to which the blade shall enter

the soil. We have used this implement with

satisfaction, and found it the safest thing to put

Fig. 3—SCUFFLE HOE.

in the hands of an unskilled laborer. It is said

to have been invented by a missionary to some
of our western Indians, and in clean, mellow soil

it does good and rapid work.—Fig. 3, the Scuffle-

hoe, also called Dutch-hoe, and Push-hoe, is a

very convenient implement for destroying weeds.

A Boston correspondent, is so much pleased

with it that he is desirous that all our readers

should become acquainted with it. We give a

cut of one form of the Scuffle-lioe, and let our

correspondent speak its praises as follows

:

" Since I commenced its use I have kept my
garden free from weeds with so much less labor,

that it seems to make all the difference between

weeds and no weeds. It should not interfere

with the use of the hoe in loosening the ground
around hills of corn, melons, etc., but for clean-

ing off weeds and breaking the crust after a rain,

for running between rows of strawberry plants,

of beets, onions, and other root crops, etc., it

saves much hoeing and hand-pulling of weeds.

A hoe must be pressed into the ground with

considerable exertion, which is quite fatiguing

to most of the thousands to whom the posses-

sion and care of a kitchen garden should be

a luxury and a recreation ; but the Scuffler slides

just under the surface, pushing out the young
weeds, while it allows the body to be maintained

erect and requires but little effort. It is particu-

larly useful for scuffling close to a fence about the

posts, under currant, and especially about black-

berry, raspberry, or bushes of a briery nature.

To get the best advantages from it, one needs

to be careful about the pattern, as there are

many forms in the tool stores. I think the

blade should be just 5i inches, that is the hap-

py medium between too wide and too narrow

;

the handle should be long, say six feet, and the

blade must be set upon it with such a slant as

will enable a cut to be made either way, and the

tool to be used without leaning over, that is, so

that the blade may be flat on the ground when
the end of the handle is at the higlit of the

shoulder. If the ground has been allowed to get

packed hard, or tlie weeds become large, the

Scuffler won't answer, and one needs to brighten

his hoe, or turn all the soil over with a spade."

In July last we figured and described the

Ba3'onet-hoe, and since then several have writ-

ten in praise of this simple and useful little im-

plement. Mr. C. B. Meek, of Canandaigua, N.
Y., states that he brought one with him from

England, 38 years ago, and he has the identi-

cal hoe in use yet, it having been occasionally

relaid with steel. He says :
" I make all my

drills for seed with it, and by working it deep

between my growing crops, I can defy all

drouths." Mr. M. states that this hoe was in-

vented by the late Lord Vernon of Derbyshire,

J^iPg; and that the proper nam© is the Vernon

Hoe. We were aware that it sometimes bore

this name, and as it was earlier called the Span-

ish Hoe, we gave the name by which it is best

known in this country. Whatever may be the

oldest and therefore most proper name, it is

certainly a most valuable garden implement.

« I —--

Gardens for the Children.

A Michigan lady thus sensibly pleads the

cause of the young people :
" A great deal can

be done to encourage horticultural tastes and

industrious habits in children. Why don't

farmers fence off little gardens for their larger

boys and girls, and allow them to have all they

can raise from them ? Put agricultural papers in

their hands, and encourage them to try exper-

iments in wheat raising, cultivating seedling

fruits, etc. Put a good magnifying glass into

their hands, that they may become acquainted

with their insect friends and enemies. To those

old enough to appreciate and take care of them,

give choice plants to cultivate, or what would
perhaps sometimes be better, let them earn

money in some way and purchase them for

themselves. Don't turn them off with an Isa-

bella grape when it will not ripen for you ; let

them have a Delaware or a Concord, that they

may be more sure of a return for their labors.

So of strawberries and other things. Excite

in them a desire of excelling in raising fine

fruits and vegetables. Let them get up chil-

dren's agricultural fairs and horticultural socie-

ties for discussion, etc. Don't you think the Ag-

ricultural papers will be studied if you do this,

and don't you think you will raise a family of

intelligent and well-informed men and women ?

"So of domestic animals. If you have a boy a

dozen years old, give him a yoke of calves to

train
;
give the girls lambs, and let them have

the fleeces as a reward for good care, or allow

them to raise some fine cows for themselves.

Children need objects to love, and incentives to

faithful labor, and they will love home all the

more if you attach them to it by pleasant mem-
ories and good kind instruction."—Well said.

« I -m»^ .-«

A Diminutive Variety of Corn.

There are upon our Exhibition Tables some
ears of corn about 15 inches in

length, and we do not know
how much larger ears may be

produced ; but in the opposite

direction we think that the mini-

mum has been reached in an ear

sent us by Mr. A. Berry, Hamil-

ton Co., O., with the name of

"Brazilian Pop Corn." The
engraving gives the exact size and

shape ; the color is a fine gar-

net red. An experiment with

a few kernels shows it to be of

excellent quality for popping;

though it does not make as

large grains as some other kinds.

Mr. B. thinks he has acclimated

the variety ; at all events the ear

sent us seems to be perfectly

matured. It is recommended to

grow it in drills, leaving the

plants 18 inches apart. The
suckers are not removed, as they

bear as well as the main stalk,

and each plant yields from 4 to

10 ears, or even more, accord-

ing to circumstances. We are

not informed if the variety is in the market.
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" German IVy."

—

Senedo milcanoides.

. Under tlic name of " German Ivy " we liave

cultivated for several years a very quick growing,

but rather tender climber. In shape its leaves

somewhat resemble those of the true Iv)', hence

its popular name—but it is really neither an Iv_v,

nor German. The plant is from the Cape of Good
Hope, and belongs to the Composite family, one

which gives us but few climbers. It has had a

great variety of names—the correct one we be-

lieve, being Senecio mikanoides. Senecio is a very

large genus, containing species from all parts of

the world. The name mikanoides is given to the

present one from its resemblance in its climbing

habit to Mikania. Among other names for this

plant we find Senecio scandens, Delairea odorata,

D.scnndens, Breonia palmata, etc. When the plant

lias liberty to run to an unlimited extent, it sel-

dom flowers, but sometimes when confined, es-

pecially if grown in a pot where its roots be-

come crowded, it blossoms freely. We are in-

debted to a friend in Lawrence, Mass., for the

specimen from which the engraving is made.

The flowers are of a lively yellow, and fragrant

;

the}', as well as the leaves, are shown consider-

ably less than the natural size. The chief use

of the plant is to form a leafy screen, a purpose

to which its large foliage and rapid growth well

adapt it. It answers to cover unsightly objects

in the grounds, and makes an excellent window
plant within doors. It grows with the greatest

ease from cuttings, every joint making a plant.

When is a Tree Grafted?

A correspondent in Whiteside Co., 111., writes

to the Agriculturist : "We have a few R. I. Green-

ing trees which were bent down when small,

and layers were made of them ; therefore, the

trees we now have are all grafted, roots and all.

I wish to know whether the seed from the fruit

of these trees will produce the same variety or

not." The writer of the above does not seem to

have a very distinct idea of what grafting is,

and, in common with many others, supposes the

term grafted applies to a quality of fruit, instead of

to the process by which varieties are propagated.

The trees lie re-

fers to, instead of

being any more
completely graft-

ed than trees usu-

ally are, in fact,

are not grafted at

all, but are mere-

ly R. I. Greenings
" on their own
roots," as the gar-

deners saj'. If

cions from a very

indifferent " na-

tural" tree were
to be inserted in-

to these Greening

trecs,thc fruit pro-

duced by them
would be "graft-

ed fruit," not with-

standing its infe-

rior quality. As
we are in the ha-

bit of perpetuat-

ing onlj' choice

varieties of fruit

by grafting, many
take it as a mat-

ter of course that

fruit thus propa-

gated must be of a superior qualitj', which is in

some way derived from, or imparted to it, by the

operation of grafting. Tliis impression is aided

by the fact that budding is also called inocula-

ting, and as this latter term is also used for vac-

cinating it has probably given the idea that the

character of a tree is modified by the introduc-

tion of some virus or principle into its S3'Stem.

Tlie error of this impression will be manifest

when we compare the operations of grafting and
budding with other modes of propagation. In

making a laijer, a branch is partly buried iu the

earth, and it remains more

or less in union with the

parent plant until it makes
roots of its own. In propa-

gating by cuttings, the branch

is completely severed from

the parent, and planted iu

the ground to strike root and

form a new individual. In

grafting, a cutting is planted

in another tree, with which

it unites, and uses roots al-

ready provided, instead of

making roots of its own.

The cion or cutting used in

grafting has several buds

upon it, while in budding a

single bud is employed. The
future growth from the cion

or bud partakes of the char-

acter, good or bad, of the

tree from which it is taken
;

and, though the fruit may
be somewhat modified by
the character of the stock

upon which it is grafted or

budded, we believe the influ-

ence is always confined with-

in ratlier uari'ow limits.

fruit districts, as lias formerly been done:
A2)ples.—'Ear\y Harvest, Red June, Sweet

June, Early Penuock, Maiden's Blush, Rambo,
Snow Apple, Jonathan, Yellow Bellllowcr,

Talman, Rawles' Janet, Willow Twig, Wine
Sap.. .Peara.—White Doj'eune, Flemish Beauty,
Seckcl, Duchess, Jersey, Easter Beurrc, Bart-

lett, Osband's Summer. ..C/iCTries.—Eaily Rich-

mond Grapes.—Concord, Uartford Prolific,

Delaware, Norton's Virginia, Clinton, Ilerbe-

mout Quinces.—The Orange Quince . . .Black-

berries.—New HocheWe.. .Baspberries.—Dooliltlc's

Purple Cane, Ohio Ever-bearing... S(»aw6e)Ti6s.

—

Wilson's Albany, Iowa.. . . Gooseberries.—Hough-
ton, Upright Cluster, or Pale Red... Currants.—
Red Dutch, White Dutch, Grape, Victoria.

A new " Everlasting Flower."

(Helipterum Sanfordii.)

Those flowers having that peculiar papery
texture which enables them to preserve their

forni and color upon being dried, are de-

servedly popular. Besides being useful in the

garden, they are valuable for dry bouquets,

which make very pretty winter decorations.

The number of these has been much increased

of late years, and wo now have a quite full

assortment of colors, from the pure white of the

Ammobium and Ac7vclinium, to the purple ofsome
of the ITelichrysums. Last autumn we saw ai

the collection of Mr. James Vick, at Rochester,

a fine golden yellow everlasting flower, the hab-
it and color of which were very pleasing. It

was the recently introduced Uelipterum Sanfordii,

which is a very pretty border plant and when
dried, holds its color remarkably well. Like all

the rest, when intended to be preserved iu the
dry state, this should be picked as soon as the
flowers expand, or before they are fully opened.
Mr. Vick has sent us a specimen and we give
an engraving which shows a cluster of the nat-

Pruits for Illikois.—At
a recent meeting of the Illi-

nois Horticultural Soc'y the

following fruits were recom-

mended for general cultifation, without dividing

the State into Northern, Central and Southern

HELIPTERrrM SANPOBDII.

Ural size, and at the left a much reduced figure

showing the manner of growth of the plant
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Garden Seeds—Look Out for Them Now.

Every good gardener should now be looking

after the seed Ihat he is to sow next spring. Of

the imported varieties, the supply will probably

be much less than the demand, and even of

home-grown seeds the stock frequently gives

out by planting lime, as was the case with onion

seed last year. It is scarcely necessaiy to in-

sist upon the importance of good seeds—good

not only as being of a good sort or strain, but

good as to their germinating power. Old seeds

are often a source of great loss and disappoint-

ment, and many are sold each year which are

only fit to be thrown into the fire. It is espe-

cially difficvilt to procure at a distance from

seedsmen of reputation, seeds on which one can

rely with confidence. Seedsmen put up their

boxes of seeds with a flaming printed label,

" Warranted Fresh." All very true and fair for

the first year ; but when these boxes of seeds

are brought out year after year for many years,

it is neither true nor fair. Many kinds of seeds

will not vegetate after the first or second year.

The only honest way is for the dealer to label

his boxes with the year in which they were put

up, leaving it to the purchaser to decide for

himself whether or no they are "fresh" enough

for his use. Test by sprouting a.few of each lot.

Propagating Hyacinths,—

•

Hyacinth bulbs are imported from Holland,

where large fiirms ai'e devoted to their propa-

gation. Our correspondent, F. Scholer, of Long
Island, states that he can raise bulbs as good

as the foreign ones, and nearly as cheaply as

onions. Having some bulbs in which the heart,

or central bud had decayed, he planted them in

autumn, and found in spring, that numerous

small bulbs were formed around each old one,

in one case to the number of 34. These when
taken up in .July were found to be about the

size of one's thumb; they were planted again in

autumn, and the following summer when they

were lifted, were found to be equal in size and

quality to the imported ones. Acting otl this

hint, he afterward removed the central bud from

bulbs by means of a knife, and succeeded in get-

ting a crop of small bulbs. The experiment is

easily tried, and we see no reason why, if suffi-

cient pains be taken, good bulbs may not be

as easily grown in our own gardens as abroad.

How to Begin Housekeeping

" Molly Homcspuu " writes to the American Ag-

yiniltnrisl : " Something more is required in honse-

kceping than recipes for civkcs and cookies, though

tlicse arc very good, but rattier costly these times,

with sugar at 30 cents a pound. I write for young

housekeepers, and commence with the kitchen,

the most necessai-y room in a house. Before going

to housekeeping, the young wife should know just

how much can be afforded to furnish the house with,

and then commence at the kitchen, instead of the

parlor; and every mcirricd woman, rich or poor,

should know what is needed there for order and

despatch. The kitchen should be as large as can be

.iflforded. Nest, have plenty of good soft water, if

you can get it. Have a pipe come up over the top

of the sinlj, with a faucet to draw the water from.

Let the sink be large, aud on one cud have three or

four slats nailed crosswise, to set dishes in to drain.

This will save many hours labor in the course of a

year, besides the wash and wear of a dish wiper,

^MgBhllMiilllii^miia.i
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A CONVKMENT KllL'IIKN SKvK,

the w.ishing of which is quite an item, if it is

alw.ays kept clean ; and allow anything else in the

kitchen rather than a dirty dish-wiper. Have a

board on one side of the siuk to put the dishes ou

after draining. This will also be convenient for

dishes while serving up a dinner, and will answer

every purpose of a table to mix and iron on, and

for many other little things which require a table."

Our artist has sketched such a convenient ar-

rangement, with one ortwo .additions. Two faucets

are represented above the siuk. In many dwellings,

arrangements are made for a flow of either hot or

cold water, which is greatly desirable. A shelf un-

der the siuli is convenient for pots and kettles, aud

a small cupboard under the draining board will not

come amiss. The waste pipe uaderneiitb has an
" S " curve, or trap, to prevent a draught of foul

air rising through the drain. The entrance to the

waste pipe in the sink should be covered with

wire netting, or perforated metal not easily rusted.

»-< •-•

Economical Cooking.

How to live cheaply and at the same time health-

fully, is a problem which many would be glad to

solve. A few hints in this direction may be of ser-

vice. Flour or some equivalent is an essential, but

superfine wheat ilour, for constant use, is not essen-

tial, and quite an item may be saved by purchasing

whe.at,instcad of barreled flour, and having it ground

without bolting. The use of this wheat meal a

portion of the time, will conduce to health, and

perhaps save another item in the doctor's bill.

Uye flour is not near as expensive as fine wheat

flour, and corn meal is considerably less also

;

it will pay therefore to use to some exteut the good

old fashioned rye and Indian bread. A very sweet

bread may be made of com meal alone, with no

addition but pure water, if baked quickly in thin

sheets. If you have milk to use with it, there are

many excellent ways of preparing corn and corn

meal, to accompany it, and this grain m.ay proper-

ly be used largely in winter. Many have forgotten

how people used to hull corn by the use of we.ak

ley, and what an amount of good solid food may

be prepared thus from two or three quarts of corn.

New Dent corn makes excellent hulled corn, and

eaten with cream and maple sugar, or with milk,

or milk and butter, or cream alone, is good enough,

and very nutritious. Butter and lard are very high

;

it may interest some to be reminded that butter-

milk with a slight addition of butter or other short-

euing—that which comes from boiled beef should

not be overlooked—makes a healthful and very

good pie-crust. For pics, if apples are scarce, re-

member the pumpkins and squashes ;
good pump-

kin pies can be prepared without eggs, by making

the milk used, or a portion of it, into a flour por-

ridge before stirring the
pumpkin into it. Custard

pie m.ay be made without

eggs also, from milk flour

porridge, by adding the

necessary pastry and sea-

soning. Custards may he

made in the same way,

or with Irish moss, or ren-

net. Samp from Indian

meal makes a very palat-

able pie in imitation of

rice. B.aked apples are a

good and most wholesome

substitute for pics, and

they save sugar. Good
cake may be made with

thin sour cream and soda,

without eggs, or butter-

Mince pies, to be very

good, need not have all

the customary ingredients

—dried berries may he

substituted for raisins,

and if you have blackberry

pickles, try them—they

are good. Grecu Hub-
bard squashes prepared as pumpliins are fixed

for pies, are relished by some, and it is a very

good way to use them up. Rutabagas cost much
less than potatoes, per bushel, and are certainly

good food. Beaus are high, but they give more

nutriment for the same money than many lower

priced articles of food. Onions eaten with pota-

toes are a good substitute for meat. With plenty

of vegetables, milk, and fruit, meats are not essen-

tial. Health and strength can be maintained with-

out pork, notwithstanding the high opinion many
have of its strength-producing quality.

How to Make Good Bread.

The subject of making good bread was pretty

thoroughly discussed in the Ameriran AfjrtcuUurtst

last year, by various correspondents. But as we
can scarcely have too much light ou such a subject,

and especially for the bcneflt of thousands of new
subscribers, we iJublish the following plain aud
practical hints contributed l3y a lady who has always

made her own bread, and made it good, for years :

"Of course we want good flour to begin with,

and I always want some good potatoes, and hops

also. Then I make what I call ' stock yeast ' which

I always take rare to keep on hand, as it will keep

good from four to six weeks—aud I have kept

it eight, but think it better not quite so old—it is

easily done. It is made as follows : Boil two or

three handfuls of loose hops in two quarts of water,

one and one half hours, then strain the liquor ou

two tablespooufuls of Hour previously wet with

cold water, to prevent its lumping ; stir well aud

let it stand until milk warm. Add two thirds of

a cup of yeast, let It ferment twelve or fifteeu hours

In a warm room, then bottle for use. Any sweet

hop ye.ast will do to start the above, after which

brew before you are out, and start from the same.

Sh.ake this yeast well when wanted to use.

I then malie a ferment which I use to raise the

bread, as follows: Wash clean, .and boil soft, say

two quarts of potatoes, mash fine with one half the

quantity of flour while hot, reduce with cold water

so as not to scald, add half a cup of stock yeast and

let It ferment eight or ten hours or until It begins

to fall at the top, when it is ready for use. It may
be strained before or after fermentation. I usually

strain It through a colander. It will be about as

thick before fermentation as dough prepared for

fritters. We may use any quantity of this we choose,

as it has no bitter or unpleasant haste, of course

the more we use, the quicker the bread will rise.

This will keep in cold weather about two weeks,

In summer not as long. Yeast and ferment should

always be kept in a cool place ready for use ; freez-

ing or scalding will entirely destroy their virtue.

In the evening I Lay my sponge, using one third
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ferment, oue third water, oue third milk—if I have

it, if not, two thirds water—and a little salt. Cov-

er with a cloth and let it stand in a warm place un-

til morning, then knead until it works free of the

hands and board. Let it rise again in the pans and

bake. The sponge should be made a little too soft

to mould, but the more flour is used the longer it

will take to rise ; in summer it should be made
quite EtifE It should always rise until it has a del-

icate, silky touch to the hand, or until it begins to

fall at the top, which is always a sure test. If

worked too soon, the bread will be tough and dark

colored, if baked without kneading, it will be coarse

grained, while that which is thoroughly kneaded

has an opposite appearance. A good loaf will al-

ways be fine grained, still very light and showy. I

always keep my bread when cold, in a stone jar,

then it does not get dry.

I have been married six years, have always done

my own work unless I was sick, and during that

time I can safely say I have not failed one time out

of twenty five to have my bread all right. I have

not used the value of half a pound of saleratus, .and

have never lost my stoclc yeast.

Out of curiosity I tried the hot bricks as recom-

mended by " Hatt," in the July number last year.

The bread was sweet, but not so bulky by one
fourth, coarse grained, and not as good nor hand-

some—if I may use the expression—as if kneaded

thcsecond time, and I am quite sure it did not go
as far. I think it better to use a little more ' leaven'

and not quite so much force, at any rate I felt near-

er ' Paradise ' when I had seen the last of it and re-

placed one of my loaves on the table."

»-< « I »

A Bachelor's Opinion of "Recipes."

The editor who usually attends to the House-
hold department was much occupied just as matter
was wanted to complete these pages ; so he handed
a large file of recipes, which had been contributed

by the kindness of our readers, to one of his asso-

ciate editors with a request that he would select

some of the best and prepare them for publication.

This associate is a bachelor, and as a matter of

course, he thinks that he knows more about house-

keeping and bringing up children than those who
have tried both. He returned the documents with

the following notes

—

:
" Here you have at least a

hundred recipes, and probably not five things fit to

cat can be made from them. Well, that is proba-

bly about the usual proportion, as one of the best

housekeepers in New York told me that she

bought every new cook book, and felt quite con-

tented if she could find five good things in each.

Some of your recipes have been read, and others,

like the bills in Congress, have been ' read by title

and passed.' People are puzzled to know what
shall be done with the leading rebel when caught.

If it wouldn't he too cruel, I would make him try

the different recipes that come to this office. He'd
never rebel any more, I guess Here is one for

pork apple pie, and another for apple pork pie. No,
1 thank you. The sight of that big hog exhibited

in the office of the Americmi Agriculturist has been
pork enough for the rest of my life. But, seriously,

do people ever eat pork in apple pies ?—do they

put in any saleratus ?—Herds a woman who sends

a recipe for a pudding ' which can't be beaten.'

—

As there are no eggs in it, I don't see why it should
be. Soda—soda—cream of tartar—saleratus—no, I

won't publish any of these, and induce people to

turn their kitchen into an apothecary's shop.—Here
is a recipe to 'keep sausage meat,' The best way
is to ha\e no s.ausage meat, but if you do happen
to have some about the house, lock it up in a chest

and lose the key—or do any thing but eat it.

—

' Keeping eggs'—better keep hens and use the eggs.

—I never saw an egg improve much by keeping.

Here is something about 'bread making.'—As we
havu't said much on that subject, it would be well

to publish this.—Pshaw! it has 'salt raising.'—Now
how can people spoil flour in this way, and call it

bread ?
—

' Poor man's fruit cake.' Pray what busi-

ness have poor folks with fruit cake ?—but let us

Bee what it is made of: flour, eggs, pork fat and

soda. That '11 do.—If poor folks have pork fat and

soda, let them make soap and take in washing, and

then they won't be poor. My washerwoman gets

a dollar a dozen, and dresses better than my wife

—

could if I had one. Poor folks' cake indeed !—
' Rhu-

barb mince pie'—This must be a good idea.-I used

to be foolish enough to eat mince pie, and then I

had to take the rhubarb the next day ; here the two
are combined in one dose.—Oh ! it means pie-plant,

and that is out of season.—How can I publish any

of these recipes ; cake I never eat, puddings I ab-

hor, sausages I detest, and mince pies I abominate,

and you knew it when you put the job into my
bands—about as sensible as to turn a bull into a

china shop. I have looked over the whole

batch of recipes, and though I don't doubt they

are good of their kind, it is the kind that don't suit

me. The only thing the title of which tempts me
at all is Johnny cake. I open the recipe, and find

that though the mixture may be good, it is baked
in au oven ! Shade of my grandmother ! a Johnny
cake in an oven ! Don't you see that when it is

baked in an oven, though it may be something

good, it isn't Johnny cake. That must be baked on
the middle piece of the head of a flour barrel

(Beach's brand preferred), with a hole in the north-

east corner. The cake is placed on this, and set

up against a flat iron in front of a bed of hickory

coals, to bake, and nothing short of this can be

Johnny cake—but as I sometime intend to make a

cook-book, I won't say anything more about it.

—

If I do make a cook book, I won't have any mince
pies, any sausages, nor cakes, nor puddings, nor

anything sweet, nor any saleratus ; but just you
wait and see what I do put in."

All of which goes to show how " Doctors dis-

agree," especially bachelors. Well, perhaps food

that common folks find agreeable ought not to

agree with a bachelor. At any rate, our readers will

agree that our bachelor is spicy enough, and that

the best thing he can do before writing his cook
book will be to take lessons in a few first principles

from some competent lady. At present we hand
him over to the tender mercies of our fair corres-

pondents. When time permits, some of their much
abused but good recipes will be published.

—

Ed.

Household Depaktmknt, (whoever lie may be.)

^ I M > Ml »-•

Household Notes for February.

Look to the children's boots and shoes which may
be wearing through by this time. Do not allow

them to go with damp feet. 'Whole boots are not
always water-proof Prepare spring and summer
clothing, before the garden and dairy claim atten-

tion. Study what improvements can be made in

the garden the coming spring, and by what means
the products of the dairy can be increased iu this

time of high prices. Is the dairy room suitable ?

Is the water right ? Do you understand the best

methods of making butter and cheese ? Give at-

tention to the poultry. Can you not raise some
very early chickens, for the table, for market, and
for next winter's layers? Do not neglect the minds
of your children. What advancement are they

making at school ? Give them home instruction.

A blackboard is a very useful piece of household
furniture, affording a means of teaching children

m.any things, and furnishing them with pleasing

employment. Teach them common things. Chil-

dren are often very eager to learn about things
around them, and if properly taught, will treasure

up a great deal of scientific knowledge Take
the fresh air daily ; do not let the cold weather make
a dormouse of you Try and get sometime to

brush up the chambers of your own mind. Try to

keep the heart young, warm, and bright, and the

children cheerful by your own sunshiny presence.

Do not let the " cares of this world " or the " de-

ceitfnlness of riches " cheat yon out of the bles-

sings of a glorious and eternal future.

Smokt Protjes may be made palatable by cover-
ing with boiling water, stirring them quickly, and
draining it ofE Do this three times in succession.

Practical Odds and Ends.

Sent by Subscribers to the AmeHcan Agrictdlnr-

ist. Please send plenty more of the same sort.

Greasing Dishes, griddles, etc., for cooking is

done most easily with a swab made by winding a

strip of clean cotton cloth on the end of a stick,

and fastening it with twine.

To Save Suqab in Apple Satjce.—Use half sweet
and half sour apples. After washing, soak them
separately over night, then stew them in the same
water iu which they were soaked. Put in the sweet

apples first, and when they are tender add the sonr^

ones. Mem. Next fall dry plenty of sweet apples.

To Clean Bottles.—Partly fill the bottle with

,

soap suds, drop iu one or two dozen tacks, or^

some small nails, and shake them up briskly.
^

Shoe Stbdjq Tags are apt to come off speedily.

A blow or two with a hammer to bring the sides i

together will keep them in place.

Buffalo Robes.-A subscriber asks how they

may be made soft and pliable after being wet and
hardened. Will some one please inform us.

Itching from poisoning or other cause may be
relieved by rubbing with cloths dipped in water as

hot as can be borne.

Dried Apples may be easily removed from
strings by cutting the knots at the ends, and soak-

ing the fruit in water a short time. Such fruit

should always be washed clean before cooking.

Hints on Cooking, etc.

Breakfast Corn CaJtc— Contributed
by Mrs. F. E. H. Kingsbury, Suffolk Co., Mass.
Put 2 cups of Indian meal (or 1 of Rye and 1 of
Indian), J^ cup of flour, and X cup of sugar into a
dish, and add a good sized teaspoonful of saleratus.

Stir them together a little, then stir in 3 cups of
sour milk, the sourer the better, and bake iu a

shallow tin, or one two inches deep. As no eggs
or shortening are used, this is very economical,

and when rightly made, it is also a very nice cake.

Oood " i^iitcakes."—Contributed by Mrs.
S.J.Damon, Plymouth Co., M.ass. Mix 3 eggs, 1 cup
sugar, 1 cup sweet milk, butter the size of an egg,

3 teaspoonfuls cream of tartar, 1 of soda, a little

nutmeg, and flour enough to roll out. Cut in

rounds, making a small hole in each, then drop
them into hot fat and fry to a light brown.

Farmers' Cake. — Contributed by L. J.

Farrand, Lamoile Co., Vt. Mix 1 cup of cream, 1

of sour milk, 3 of sugar, 3 eggs, 1 teaspoonful sal-

eratus, and 1 of salt, with flour sufficient to make
a good batter. This will make two fair sized cakes.

Improved Hasty Piiddiiie-.-Contrib-
uted by "R. A." Sift the meal and make a bat-

ter of meal and cold water. Heat water boiling
hot, salted to taste, and gradually stir in the batter
until just thick enough for the mush to hop and
sputter while boiling hard. Let it boil from one
to two hours over a slow fire ; it burns easily, and
is spoiled if scorched. Do not add any meal after

the batter is all in. Make it free from lumps.

Unbolted tVIieat Bread.—Contribnted
to the American Agriculturist by Mrs. H. N. Low
Salem Co., N. J. Mix one quart of warm water, a
teaspoonful of salt, with fine wheat flour enough to
make a thin batter. Let this stand uncovered over
night. The next morning stir in half a teacupfnl
of molasses, a tablespoonful of salt, and mix with
unbolted flour into a dough stiff enough to knead
without sticking to the pan. Let it rise moderately,
mold it over, place it in a greased pan, and when
entirely light, bake it about three quarters of an
hour in a moderiitely hot oven.

Pickling for Hams or Beef.-Con-
tributed to the American Agriculturist by D. Nice
Bennington Co., Vt. For each 100 lbs. of meat,
take 7 lbs. coarse salt, .5 Ibe. brown sugar, 3 ounces
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saltpeter, J^ ounce soda or saleratus, and 4 gallons

water. Boil and skim the mixture, let it cool, and

when cold pour it upon the meat, which should be

weighted to Ijeep it down. Leave common sized

hams in pickle 4 to 5 weeks. Beef can be kept un-

til used up, if the brine be scalded occasionally.

Baked C7avrots are much sweeter than

when boiled. A Hubbard squash when baked pre-

serves its peculiar aroma and sweetness much bet-

ter than when boiled. In northern latitudes it

does very well as a substitute for sweet potatoes.

Soda, Craclievs. Contributed by Mrs. C. F.

Noble, McHenry Co., 111. Flour, 3 quarts ; butter,

1 cup ; water, 1 pint ; cream of tartar, 3 teaspoon-

fuls ; soda, 1^^ teaspoonfuls. Mi,^ the cream tartar

thoroughly with the flour ; then rub in the butter,

and add the water and soda together. Knead about

the same as pastry for pie. Roll out a little more
than .an eighth of an inch thick, cut in squares, and
prick them all over. Bake in a hot oven about

twenty minutes or till dry. Wash the oven bottom
clean, and put the crackers on it ; for they will not

b.xke well on tins.

Parsnip Croquettes.—Boil the parsnips

until tender, and mash them. Flour a dish thiclvly,

drop a spoonful of the parsnip on the flour, and

roll it in the flour with a spoon until it is form-

ed into a ball. Repeat this process until you have

used up the parsnips. Have a frying pan of lard

hot, drop the balls in, and boil a light brown. The
lard must be boiling hot, and enough of it to float

the b.alls. This is excellent, and has been eaten by

those who thought they could not eat parsnips.

Codfish Balls.—" A Gratified Reader" war-

rants the following to be-superior: So.ak and boil

the fish, and pick it into small shreds the same as

for ordinary fish cakes. This is to be done over

night. In the morning boil and mash potatoes, and

while warm mis well with the fish, and mix into

hflUs. In the meantime have lard heating in a fry-

ing pan, and when this is boiling hot, drop in the

fish balls, and cook to a light brown. The balls

should be as hot as possible, or they will cool and
then absorb the fat, which will spoil them. There

should be sufllcient lard for the balls to swim in.

IBDYS 4 MIRM' ©(DILWMUS,

Nonietliiug About I>rea,ius.

The writer believes in dreams, that is after his own
fashion. He does ?iot believe that one can tell from

dreams what is about to happen. Strange stories are told

of things occurring after certain dreams, but nobody knew
what the vision meant until after the event came to pass,

so that the dreamer was no wiser than the people. Any
one who should tiy to do business by following his

dreams, would soon have po money to dre.im about. Of
course we do not refer to the visions which the prophets

had in olJen times, but to the ordinary dreams which
every body has. Our belief in dreams is, that pleasant

ones are very desirable, that they amuse and recreate tiie

mind during the hours of sleep. The poorest man may
enjoy unbounded wealth for eight hours out of the twen-

ty four, if he be a good dreamer, and all things which the

heart can desire may come without an etfort. Thus at

least one third of life may bring pleasure, and this is as

large a portion of enjoyment as moat men have.

A hearty meal shortly before retiring, very great anxi-

ety, too heavy press of business, or whatever disturbs

bodyor mind during sleep, will often bring torment to the

dreamer. He will be attacked by wild beasts, or fall

from precipices, oi' be drowning, or in some other terri-

ble situation. Pleasant dreams usually attend sound
healtti, a proper mode of life and a quiet conscience ; all

of which will add to happiness by day as well as at night.

The most important dreams come when people are wide
awake. Columbus dreamed in this way, that there was
a Western world, and then he went to work to find it.

Jefferson Davis and others dreamed that they could have
greater power in a Southern Confederacy, and they are

endeavoiing to make it come true. Thousands of boys
and girls, men and women, are every day dreaming of

bet'oming rich or famous, but, they do not go to work to

bring it about, and so their dieauis only make them dis-

contented. Here then are three things to be noticed :

1st, daydieams are useful if they are to good purpose.

2d, bad dreams can, and should be dismissed ; and 3d, to

accomplish anything.dreamlng must be followed by doing:

<'ir Y^on EiOT^e Ifle, I^ean Hard/'
The Boston Recorder relates the following: "Miss

Fiske, while in the Nestorian Mission, was at one lime

in feeble health, and much depressed in spirits. One hot

Sabbath afternoon, she sat on her mat on the chapel

floor, longing for support and rest, feeling unable to

maintain her trying position until the close of worship.

Presently she felt a woman's form seated at her back,

and heard the whisper ' Lean on me.' Scarcely yielding

to the request, she heard it repeated, 'Lean on me.'

Then she divided her weight with the gentle pleader, but

that did not suffice. In earnest, almost reproachful tones

the voice again urged ' If you love me, leankaril.' " This

incident is worth a whole volume of commentary on the

nature of true love, wliich Is happiest when it can do

most for the loved one.

Colored lYIen in tiae Army.
A friend recently returned from service with the Chris-

tian Commission In the Army of the Potomac, relates

several amusing incidents of the coloied men in and

around the camp. One of them, a soldier, was on guard

at the City Point wharf. Presently an officer approached,

smoking a cigar. Politely giving the military salute the

dusky sentinel said, " Smoking on dis dock is forbidden

sah !" Is that the rule, asked the officer ?—" Yes sah."

—

*' A very good rule," replied General Grant, for it was he,

and he immediately threw his cigar into the river.

A happy darkey was enjoyiug himself perched on a high

fence when a squad of rebel prisoners passed, and
John's former master was among them, " Why John,"

exclaimed he in surprise,"are you up there ?" " Yes, mas-
sah," said John, " and you's down dere." One of them
was heard earnestly praying " Lord bress Massa Lin-

kum, and douse his head wid Tt'isrfom."—Another thus

gave the well known passage " Paul may plant and
ApoUos water, but God giveth the Increase. "Paul may
plant and polish wid u-aler, but it woTi't do.''*

Slieridnn An&oug; his Soldiers.

A gentleman recently from Winchester, Va., relates

the following incidents which he witnessed just after the

famous battle of Cedar Creek, where Sheridan had turned

disaster Into an overwhelming victoiy.—The wounded
were being brought in and attended to by the surgeons.

A soldier was having an arm amputated ; chloroform had
been administered to render him Insensible to pain, but
he recovered consciousness just as the surgeon was saw-
ing througli the bone. Yet without seeming to pay any
attention to this, he looked around and exclaimed, " Boys
isn't Phil. Sheridan a perfect brick ? Didn't we give it

to the Johnny's ?" and his eye lighted up with the fire of
victory. Not far from him our friend noticed two whose
wounds had been dressed, (one had lost an arm, the oth-

er a leg.) lying face to face on adjoining cots, earnestly

discussing the events of the battle and praising "Phil"
Sheridan, with whom and for whom they both wanted to

fight again. The same entluisiasm pervaded the entire

hospital, and the groans of the suffering were hushed by
the exulting shouts for their leader and their success.

Petroleniu—How a, Farm ^ras Sold.

A correspondent of the American Agriculturist gives

an account of an instance of pretty "sharp prac-

tice" in the oil region of Pennsylvania. A widow,
who owned a farm In a locality bordering upon, or rather

within the bounds of Petrolia, procured a barrel of the

genuine oil, and poured a few gallons upon the surface

of several small ponds of water on her domain. The
barrel was then secreted in some brush near a small rivu-

let, and a minute opening was made, so that a few drops
constantly escaped, an I floated down upon the surface
of the water. The bait soon took with one of the roving
seekers after hidden wealth, who contracted for the farm,
hastened East, raised a company, and returned with
ample funds to pay $100,000 for the farm, and to begin
operations. The widow, of course, found it convenient
to immediately change her residence to an eastern city.

—The unusual sequel of the story, which we can not

vouch for, is, that by chance, this turned out be a capital

oil farm, and is yielding large returns to the company.

AnsiFers to Problems aud Pnzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

January numoer, page 23. No. 111. Illustrated Rebus.—
Do nou!;kt leaves on g two birds a I onenor bee ewe t of sol

twojlowers; or Do not leave song to birds alone, nor
beauty of soul to flowers No. 112. A Curious Word.—
Carp* ; add *, and it makes carets. . .No. 113. Xovel Sub-
traction.—Should have been take two letters from a word
containing five, and leave but one. The word is stone

;

take away si and one remains No. 114.—Charles H.
Thorp, sends the following solution. Ten acres is a plot

measuring 660 feet on a side. As no vine is set nearer

than one foot to the fence, they are to occupy a plot 658

feet square. 658-?-6 gives 109 spaces between the

vines or 110 vines on a row, and 110 rows If they

are set in square form. 110x110 gives 12,100 vines

for the plot when planted in square order. In

the Quincunx order there will be 110 vines on each
row one way. The distance between the rows will form
the perpendicular of a right angled triangle having a
base of 3 ft., and a hypothenuse of 6 ft., or 5 and 2 tenlhs

feet, nearly. 658-H5.2 gives 126 spaces or 127 rows the

other way. 110x127=13,970 vines in Quincunx order,

or 1870 more than in the square No. 15. Mathematical

Proi/f 771.—99 ft. 10 in. and IIS ft. 5 in No. 109.—.1f«//i-

emntical Puzzle (Dec. No. page 349).—The word is Palin-

erson; the figures are 587019x3624=2127356856. The
folhiwing have sent in correct answers up to Jan. 10.

"Exepo," lOS; David Dickey, 108; B. T. Fisher, lOS
,

Flora McKay, 108; Austin Leonard. 108, 109; " C."

Phila., lOS; I. A. Mitchell, 108 ; Mary E. Graves, 108,

109; John S. Starbuck, lOS : H. Hudpens, 108, 109; Geo.

W. Read, 109; H. G. Kingsleys, 108, 110; J. G. Bunnell,

108; Wesley Harvey, 108; "R. N. M," lOS ; Charles L.

Gartman, 108; Ezra M. Smith, lOS, 109 ;
" H. P. S.."

109; R. xM. Leele. 109; Ellas Stevens, 109 ; Daniel S.

Carver. 103; Claikson Johnston 109; E. Bishop, 108,

lOy ; Eliza Gillingliam, 108; Augustine J. Pocock. 108 :

Pldlip Lounsberry, 108; J Madison Sanlee, lOS ; 0. B.
Gibson. 109; Atherton Sweatt. 109; H. P. Smith, 10^;
A. S. D. Demarest, lOS ; Mary Lovejoy, lOS ; Edward A.
Down, ins ; David H. Trenlly. 108 ; J. C. Browning, 109

;

Marv N. Rice. 108. 109; Samuel C. Carter. 109; C. Ar-
thur' Totlen, 108. 109; S. Farquer, 109; Olyvia Lybarger.
109 ; John N. McGiffert, 109 ; F. H. Brown. 108 ;

" X". L.
T.," 109 ; W. C. Sharpe. 109 ;

" Grace." 108 ; Laura Wil-
liams. 108; Sturges Green. 109 ; E. W. Miller, 108. 109;
Susie Maxwell, 108; R. F. Maxv\eil and Zachary Tav-
lor. 108; Neftie Robinson, 108 ; James W. Logan, 103

;

Amelia W. Thompson, \v.8
; H. F. Brayton, 109 ; Joseph

Holsineer, 109: E.J. Davis, lOS ; Robert Schotield, 108;
S. H. Grundy. 109; S. B. Barker, 109; Joseph Smith,
1119: George Tomlin?on, 109; Cordelia Baker, lo8 ; Wm.
E. Baldwin, 108: "-L. S. F.." lOS ; Sarah and Orpha B.,

lOS; Clarence U. Meigs. 109; Rufus G. Fuller, H)8 ; J,

B. Burt, 108: D. R. Hosteman. 108; H. Zavala. 108; J.

S. Burgess, 112 : Duane W. Wilber, 112 ; Edm'd P. Bark-
er, 109: J. W.Wiiians, 109, 114, 115 ; J. B. Hatch, Jr., 119.

Ne^v Pnzzlcs to l>e Ans-^rered.

No. 116. Historical Questions.— l. What General took

the City of Dublin, A. D., 1116? 2. On what day did

James take possession of the throne of England? 3.

What was the iirst name given by Europeans to Maine
and New Hampshire ?

No. 117. What fruit is mentioned in the Bible as grow-

ing on a stick without root or branch ?

2.000 and

No. 118. Illustrated RfJif*.—Adapted to the times.

No. 119. Mathematical Problem.—Proposed by Chas.

F. Erhard, Queens Co., N. Y. A racecourse forming a

perfect circle is just one mile long along the centre line

of the track, wliich is 20 feet wide. The enclosed circu-

lar piece of ground has a good crop of grass, and this

has been bougjit by 3 men paying equal shares. They
wish to divide the land in three equal parts by two strait

parallel lines. How is tliis to be done and how many
acres will each part contain?

No. 120. Geographical Rf/)«s.—What four Capital

Cities are represented in the above engraving ?

No. 121. Mathematical Proi/fm.— Suppose a heifer, at

three years old, produces a calf, and one yearly after-

wards, till she is twenty years old. Suppose her p(iieny

to be females (through all the generations), and that each

invlividual increases as the mother did. that is, a calf

each year, commencing at the tliird, whatv^ill be the

number of the herd when the old cow is twenty years old ?

No. 122. Mathematical Kcius.—Contributed to the

American Agriculturist by " William.'* Kirkiand, N. Y.

Please read it and find the answer to the problem.

I 2 A A V <fe 000

OX2BitIXTUn2D
Now let 2+4=6 scholar "^ &c
How THE 7+2=9 I un 2 the 3.

No. 123 Conundrum.~~W\\y is Neptune like an Alche-

mist? This will require a good deal of guessing.
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Mary entered tlie hatl. iind

overheard the lady of the

se exclaim " If it wasn't

servant girls I might

I

have some comfort, I do

'''I'illllllllliif
^^*'^^^ ^''^y ^^"^ =*" '''^'l^e-*

|l^ll_H I ll_Mill||IJ I The poor girl's heart sunk
within her, but she immoili-

ately resolved that she would
try and prove that one at

least could be failliAil. Dur-

ing the morning she was
sent up stairs to sneep a

room. In moving the fnrni-

turc she overset a small

bottle which had been care-

lessly left near the edge of a

table ; it fell to the floor,

broke, and spilled some ink

on the carpet. She stood a-

ghast. What could she do ?

She hastily gathered up the

pieces, threw them out ol

the window, wiped up the

ink, and then stopped to

think. 'She won't see it

very soon, and when site

does she may think it was
the other girl," was the

first thought. " But yon
did it, and you ought to tell

her of it," whispered con-

science. "I'm sure she'll

turn me away, what shall I

do ?" " Go and tell her
;
you

can't help the slain on the

carpet, but you can keep the

stain of a lie from your

soul," said conscience.
" Yes, and I will," said Mary
aloud, and without stopping
*" flunk further, she went to

the lady whom she met
ing up stairs, and to

m she related the acci-

.
'* X believe I can trust

Mary," was the reply, so

ly made, that the girl

d not keep back her

I. " You are the first

girl I have had," continued

the lady "who would con-

fess a fault, and I hate de-

ceit. Try and be careful, but

'! above all, be truthful." Mary
did not forget the lesson ; she

kept her place unlil her mar-

riage several years after-

ward, and found that though

her employer was strict, yet

she had no better friend.

When templed lo untruthful

ness to hide a fault, let our

young readers remember the

"stain on the soul," and

dread that more than any

bodily punishment feared.

THE" FISHER IiIAN*S RETURN, — Engraved /or the Ameriam Jgricvttnrii,t.

Our young friends at the West may not take in all the

meaning of this beautiful picture, at first sight. The
scene will be familiar to the boys and girls in 'Nantucket,

Cape CML and all along shore' away up to Nova Scotia,

Cape Biw^n Island, and Newfoundland, where thousands

of the Agriculturist family live. Many of their parents

are fishermen. Instead of wheat-fields, meadows, pas-

tures and woodlands, rich in grain, cattle and game, they

love to plow the blue fields of the sea, with schooner and

sloop, where the cod, mackerel, herring and their finny

neighbors yield both sport and gain. But it is not all sport.

No farm labor is harder or more unpleasant tlian that

performed by the fisherman. It is no easy task to pull up

a ten to twenty pound codfish from seventy feet below

the surface. The excitement might make it pleasant for

a few times, but to keep at it all day is harder than chop-

ping wood or hoeing corn : neither is it very agreeable to

pull the nets in which the smaller fish are caught. Add

to this the frequent dangers from storms, fogs and ice-

bergs, and most boys would prefer a life of less hardship.

Those who are brought up to the business, grow strong

and hardy enough to bear the severe exposure and toil

without flinching ; their frames are tough as white oaU,

and the palms of their hands as hard as sole leather.

But this does not make them hard-hearted. The picture

shows this, and evei ybody, east, west, north or soutlv, can
understand and enjoy ihe affection which sparkles in the

eyes of the children, and gives real beauty to the rugged
face of the father.

Tlie Stain on tlic Carp<^t.
Mary, an orphan, was hired by a lady to help do house-

work. " I pity you" said a girl whom she met coming
from the door, as she was going to her new place. "Wliy?"
asked Mary—"She's just the most particular body vou
ever saw. She turned me away only because I spilled a

little oil ; but I wouldn't stay if I coutd." Just then tlie

door opened, and the girls separated, one to look for a
new situation, the other with many forebodings to com-
mence service. The parlor door was partly open as

Fireside Oames--
A Phonetic Play.—At a

recent evening gathering we

saw an amusing illustration

of the efl'ect of a combination

of sounds. The company of

some twenty or more was
To the first section was

and to the

divided into three sections

given the syllable /sft ; to the second ^sft

third Osh. At a signal, (the striking together of the

hands of the leader, after counting three,) each division

pronounced its syllable in a loud voice, so that the three

syllables were uttered at the same instant. The result

was a sound like a tremendous sneeze by one person.

The Gossip's Surprise.—This game is best played by
a large company, but it will affoid amusement to ci^ht or

ten. The leadei' ivhispers a short story, in the ear of his

next neighbor, containing as many different particulars

as possible. The one who heard the story now repeats it

(in a whisper as before,) to his neighbor, aiming to

tell it correctly, but in different words; and so it is

passed around the entire company. The last one who
heard it then repeats it aloud, after which tlie leader

gives llie story as he started it. The strange differences

which sometimes appear, show how careful every per*

son should be in reporting what he has heard, particu-

larly if it is calculated to injure the character of another.
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JH e r t i s e m e n t s

.

Advertigements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 1 0th of the preceding month.

\. B.— -V'-* Advej'tisement of Patent MecUcine-s or secret

}-emfiliei dr-sired. Purties unknown to the Editors personal-

ly or hi/ repiitulion, are requested tofurnish good reference.^.

We .le^ire U} be nure that advertisers icilt do ichat they prom-

ise to dn. Bij living up to these reguirement% ice aim to

make the advertising pages valuable ?wt onli/ to the readers,

but to the advertisers themselves.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, (U lines in an incIO, for each Insertion.

One half columfi (T4 lines). $65 eachinsertion.

One ichole colutnn (113 lines), ?V20 each insertion.

Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

Rare and Beautiful
FlOAVcrs.

B. K. BLISS,
SEEDSMAN, ETC., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

would respectfully invite the attention of all lovers of Flow-
era to the lollowins choice assortments of

French aod Oeriuan Flower Seed«,
saved by tlie most successful European cultivators, contain-

in" only the most beautiful varieties in packages, in which
are enclosed four, six. elglit, ten or more separate papers,

each containing seeds of a diffeient color or variety ol the

same plant.

French and German Asters. Kose and Camellia Howered
Balsams, German, Ten Week, Intermediate and Bromptou
Stocks. Larkspur, Alpine Plants, Dianthns. Everlasting Flow-
ers HolUiiocKS Iponiea, Jacobea, Lupins, Marvel of Peru,

Nemopliiia. Ornamental Grasses, Ornamental Gourds, Portu-

lacca. Petunias, Scliizantluis, Pansies, Scabiosa, Tropceoluni,

Wallflowers. &c., &c.

Amon" the improved varieties of Florists* Flowers, the

quality of the foUowiui; cannot be surpassed : Auricula, Cin-

eraria, Calceolaria, Cockscomb. Carnation and Picotce
Pinks Fuchsias. Geraniums. Gladiolus. Gloxinia, Mimulus,
English and New Fancy Pansies, Polyanthus, Petunias, (Jlii-

nes'c Primi-ose, Stocks. Perfection and Auricula Uowered
Sv/cet Williams, &c., &c.

All of the seeds named In the Cataloirue will be mailed
post-paid to any address in the loyal States, upon receipt of
the price alfixed.

Thk Elkventh Editiox of his celebrated Seed Cata-
logue and Guide to the Flower AND Kitchen Gadden.
beautifully illustrated, will be mailed to all applicants en-

closing -'3 cents. Address as above.

Choice Seed.
With the return of another season I would invite the at-

tention of the public to my Annual Catalogue of reliable

Garden Seed, including over 200 varieties, many of which are

of my own raising. I would call particular .attention to the

following list ol new, rare or very desirable vegetables:

L'annou Ball Cabbage (new, early, the heads arc as round
and about as hard as a cannon ball) ; Marblehead Mammoth
brumhead Cabbage (tlie largest in the world)—Stone Mason
Cabba-'e cthe best of all winter cabbages, put up in half oz.

packages, and sold bv tha pound if desired)—Learmand's
Slammoth Cauliflower (the largest of all ;—Mammoth
French Squash (weiglis from 100 to 260 Ibs.j—Mammoth
Sweet Corn (the largest sort known, selected Irom ears

weigliln" from two to three pounds, very sweet, excellent

fur the table)—Yokohoma Squash (new from Japan)—Amer-
ican Turban Squash (new, the dryest, sweetest and best of all

fall squashes, first rate)—Striped Gaudaloupe Egg Plant
(quite ornamental)—New York extra large purple Egg
Plant (the lar;;est of all varieties)—Ornamenliil Kale (several

varieties in one package ; flne lor either the flower or kitcli-

en "-arden)-Pierce's American Cauliflower {the standard
late sort in Boston Market)—Early Paris Cauliflower (im-

ported seed, the best early sort)—Waite's New Alma Cauli-

flower (a popular new English variety)—Early White Japan
Melon (new, very sweet, fine)-Ward's Nectar Melon (tlic

sweetest, spiciest, best of all the green fleshed varieties)—
Caterpillar Plant (a curious vegetable ; several varieties in

one package)-Vegetable Snails (another natural curiosity).

Each of the above at 25 cents per package. Forty Days'
Corn (extra early, about 10 days earlier than Darling a

Early)—Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all varieties of

tahlecorn)—Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine)-Hubbard Squash
Seed((r»e.- I introduced this)—Cow or Tree Cabbage (for

stock)—Yard Long Bean—Extra Early York Tomato (very
earlv, very proliflc, of good size and excellent quality)—
Cook^s Favorite Tomato (a very early apple tomato, prolific,

of excellent quaiitv)—Yellow Lupins (the plant so highly re-

commended for subsoiling in a recent Patent Oflice Ueport
—also liigbly ornamental)—Tom Thumb Pea (very early,

erows 10 inches high, very productive)—Drew's New Dwarl
Pea (new. very dwarf, very prolific, peas egg shaped, each
plant forms a bush, but one pea bein^ required to about one
loot of row)—Brown's New Dwarl Early Marrowfat l*ca (a

new variety which may be relied upon, as both the earliest

and most dwarf Marrowfat grown; very prolific)—Improved
Lon"' Green Cucumber-Six finest varieties ofCabbage Lettuce
in one package. True Boston Curled Lettuce (the most elegant

of all, quality good)—Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in

one package—Spotted Sieva Bean, Concord Bean (a new pole

bean, remarkably early, quality first-rate)—Extra Flat Beet
(new very early, about as flat as a turnip, quality excellent)

-Chick Peas (two sort mixed; extensively used in Europe as

a substitute for cofl'ee)—Chinese Sugar Cane (imported seed)

New Jersey Ilj'brid Cucumber (one of the largest and best

varieties cultivated)—Lester's Perfected Tomato (very large

and tluck raeated)—Sutton's Student Parsnip (new. recently

ori"'inated in England, desirable)-Chinese Uose Winter
lliidisli (decidedly the best of all the winter sort, an acquisi-

tion)—Hood's Dwarf Imperial Purple Celery (new, superior)

—Indian Chief Bean (a pole bean ; can be used as a string

bean much better than any other variety ; very productive.)

—Eftcli of the above at 15 cents per package. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who received it last season will re-

ceive It this without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GUEGOKY,
Marblehead, Massachusetts.

WANTED.—A competent person to take chcvr<re

of an established nurserv. Must have a thorough
knowledge of the business in all its branches, including man-
agement of green and propagating houses. Also, wanted, a
responsible traveling agent: one who has had some experi-

ence preferred. Address "NUKSERY," Wilmington, Del.

THORBURN'S CELEBRATED

GARDEN J?iEEDS.
Our Descriptive Catalogue

of every Standard and Improved
Variety

OF

VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL

S E E I> S
FOR

1865,
WITH DIRECTIONS FOR THEIR CULTIVATION.

Has just been PublisUed,

AND WILL BE MAILED FIIEE

oji application to

J. M. THORBURJV & CO.,

15 John-street,

New-York.
Trade CatalogTie for Dealers only,

is also ready.

Our stock of plants tills season is the largest and best we
liftve ever offered, and Includes the :

AGRICULTURIST. For which we paid Mr. Judd the

highest price ever paid for a Strawberry.

GOLDEX SEEDED. The best early.

RUSSELL-. Very good and enormously productive.

FILLMORE.
BUFFALO. '• "

FRENCH'S SEEDLLVG. Very popular at Philnd'.a.

BRITISH Q,UEEN. Large, and of flne flavor.

TROLLOPE'S VICTORIA. Lale, and very good.

TRIOJIPHE DE GAIVD. Invalu.ahle with us.

"IVILSON'S ALB.iNY. The best for canning.

And all the old and new varieties of any merit.

Send for circular giving all desired Information.

J. KNOX.
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRAPES.
We have a very large and snperlor stoclc of vinos, grown in

the open air from the best hearing wood, mostly taken from
onr own vineyard, including :

CONCORD. The very best for table and market.

I>EL..\AVARE. The best for wine.

DIANA. The best keeper, good for wine and the table.

HARTFORD PROLIFIC. The moat profitable,

V67'i/ early.

CREVEIilNG. Early, and of excellent quality.

UNION VIIiLAGE. Enormously large, oeaucifm. and
of Isabella flavor.

HERBEiMONT. Wine and table, very good.

ei.,si\(;burgh. *' " "

adiro.vdac.
lONA.
ISRAELLA.
And all other desirable kinds.

ALSO
Sthawrerry, Raspberry, Blackderbt, Currant, and

Gooseberry plants, &c., &c.
Send for Circular, enclosing stamp.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Fa.

GREAT
AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY

I am now prepared to take orders for tlils remarkable va-

riety, having a large stock of very flne plants. For further

particulars see January Agriculturist. Plants delivered in

rotation as ordered, at the following rates: 2 plants, $1.20;

6 plants, $3 ; Vi plants, $5 ; 100 plants, 925: 1.000 plants, $200.

All orders addressed to WM. S. CAKPENTER,
329 Greenwich-st., New York.

Early Vegetable Seeds for
Hot Bed§.

The following seeds for earlv sowing will be mailed post
paid to any address in the Union upon receipt of the price
affixed

:

Per Oz. 4 Oz.
Cabbage, Earlv York, Large York % 25 « 75
Cauliflowers, flalf Early Paris, packet. 25 2 00 6 00
Cucumber, Extra Early Russian 25 75

" Enelish and German Frame Varieties p'k't. 25
EfTE Plant, Improved Large rurple 75 2 23
Lettuce, Early Curled Silesian : Butter Salad 25 75
Radish, Early Scarlet, Olive shaped 15 45
Pepper, Large Sweet Mountain, Spanish 50 150
Tomato, Extra Early: Early Apple 80 X 00

•' Lester's Perfected; Favorite, p'k't 10
" New Erect French, grows upright like a

bush : flue flavored, very ornamental
p'k't 10
Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

JJllustvatcJt '[Annual (Hatalociue

OF

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
AND

<Kiiide to <he Flower Garden,
FOU 1SG5; IS l^OW FVBLISEED.

It Contains Accurate Descriptions of the

LEADING FLORAL TRE.\SLRES of the WuRLD,

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS FOR

Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &Aftcr-cnHnre.

This beautiful and useful FLORAIj GUIDE consists

of about 70 pages, beautifully illustrated with over Tliirty
Kngravings and Two COLORED PLi.\TES,

It is publislied for the information and benefit of my
customers, and to those it is sent FREE. To all other.s,

price 10 cents, including postage, which is less than the
actual cost. Address

JtAMCS TICK,
Rocliestcf, ]\. V.

Seed Catalogue for 1865,
My Seed Catalogue, embracing over 200 varieties of fresh

garden seed, many of which are of my own growing, will be
mailed free to all applicants. Those who pui-chased seed last
season will receive it this season without writing for it. As
the original introducer of tlie Hubbard Squash. Marblehead
Mammoth Cabbage, &e„ &e.. I invite the patronage of the
public, JAMES J. H. GREUORT,

Marblehead, JIass.

Vines at Tl'^holesale Rates to

Clubs.
Propnsilions for the formation of chilis, by which all can

obtain vines at wliolesale prices, with olher advanta2;cs, will
be sent lor a stamp. Tlie propositions may accompany tlie

price list and twenty-four page pamplilet) or any of tlie cata-
log;nes, without cost of stamp ; and I would invite tlieaticn-
tion ot everv pnrcliaser to them for their great advantages.
Tbe excellence and importance of the new icinds, lona and

Israella, are now so well understood and appreciated that
there is but one voice in regard to tliem, and that of earnest,
entliusiastic praise from all quarters where tliey are known.
These can be very cheaply obtained by clubs who buy not

less than fifty of the vines. Earlj' orders are necessary to
secure tbe best plants.

ENGRAVINGS OF THE lONA.
A limited number of fine lithouraphic colored eniiravin<js

of the lona. Grape have been prepared at jireat cost, by an
eminent artist, which exceed in truth and beauty .anvthin^
of the kind that has l)een produced witliin our knowledae. in
any country; greatly surnassing those of the celebrated
Frencli artists, Grobon and Poiteau, in tbe brilliance and
delicacy of their coloring, by which the transparencv and
iridescent play of lifrht is represented. As a work of art, it

is worthy of a place in any portfolio, or of an eleg;int frame
for the walls of the library or parlor.
These engraviuKs are furnished only as premmmswith

lona vines. For particulars see propositions to clubs. As our
artist was able to complete but a limited number, we can not
agree to furnish them throughout tlie entire season. All who
are desirous of securing them to aid in canvassing will do
well to send an early remittance, according to one of tlie
"special propositions."
Has the eakly ripen-ing of the Ioxa. and Israella

Grapes been obtained by ant forcing appliances or
by any othep. means than that of ordinary cultiva-
tion in garden or vineyard?
A communication has appeared in the Oliio Farmer, signed

"Peconic," but acknowle<lged bv Mr, II. P. Hvram, and ;in-

otlier in tlie American Agrtculturi^t, in which "he s^iaa'-; that
"to his own personal knowledge the early i-ipcning nf buih
these kinds is obtained by a forcing process, by wliicli their
maturity is hastened by three M'eeks," After" having been
shown that his statements were utterly Ii\lse in everv partic-
ular, he persisted in relnsine to make any retractio'n, and I

found myself under the painful necessitv of prosecuting him
for both communications. I would here state tliat both of
these kinds liave always been grown in full exposure in the
open ground and in the ordinary manner, without any forc-
ing appliances whatever. They have always been open at
all seasons, and at every stage of growth, and continue to be,
to the inspection of all that desire to see them. For a full
account of the whole treatment and manairement of every
one of these vines on the Island, with two engravings, sen'd
stamp.
For Club Propositions send two cent stamp.
For Price-List and accompanying Twenty-four page

Pamphlet send two-cent stamp. Ti'iis contains a description
of the stock of Vines for sale at lona, with some account of
our four best hardy kinds with a very valuable Chapter en-
titled, "What Kinds to Plant; or. Grapes for Family and
Dessert." by Mr. Mead. It states clearly the distinctive ad-
vantages ot the Israella, and also those of the lona, and its
superiority over every other native grape, and gives the full
history ot the manner in which they were produced ; in
whicli will be found hints for the production of seedlings In
general, and of grapes in particular. It contains also a full
account of the management of all of those vines from their
first bearing to the present time, with full tables of contents
ofilie Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogues.
The Descriptive Catalogue is sent for ten cents, and tha

Illustrated for twentv-five cents.
These two bound 'together in flexible paper-covers, and

called "Manual of the Vine." are sent for filtv cents.
The Descriptive exhibits thepriuciiiles and general consid-

erations which form tlie basis upon which Gl-ane-cultnre Is

to be successfully conducted, and is illustrated with many
very flne and life-like Engr-svings. It also contains full and
accurate descriptions of all our native kindsthat are worthy
of notice, with a clear representation of their relative value
with a chapter on "Wine Making." Also a lecture by Mr.
ilead.
The Illustrated (eighth edition) treats Iboroughly of prac-

tice and of practical results, illustrated with about eighty en-
gravings. The two together constitute the most thorough,
practical and comprehensive treatise on the Vine in the lan-
guage. Tlie conditions of the full measure of success are
clearly stated, and the precise manner of performing every
operation is so clearly shown ns to be easily intelligible to
every reader. C. W. GliANT,

lona (near Peckskill), Westchester Co., N. Y,
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LANE'S PURCHASING AGENCY.

HARVEY B. LANE,
151 Nassau-street, New York.

Fresli Onion Seed.
Extra Conn. Seed Leaf Tobaceo Seeds.

Olioiccst Garden and Floiver Seeds.

Fanitly Size SI 2.

Hardy Fruit for the North West

!

WoiHil von Icai-n the liarrtv. carlv licavinir. most prodni'tive

sorts of n-uit. how to plant :'alsotlie liarrty Ornamental Trees

and Slirubs as tested in 23 years' nnrseryuii: at the West.'

Rend 2 red stamps lor the (18115) Cataloeues of the Bloomini-

ton NnrserV-lSth year, 220 acres of Frnit,- Ornamental and

Nnrsery Rtoek-Koot Grafts, Stocks, Onttinffs, Scions. Fresh

Apple (fS so bnsh), and Pear Seeds (lf3 50 !b.). Green-house,

Garden and Deddinj Plants.

Apple and Pear Trees, Dwarf and Standard, an Im-

mense Stock, Plum, Cherry, 'Peach, Api-icot, Nectarine,

Small Fruits.

Oranes.—15 acres, inclndlns Adirondac, lona, Israella,

CreveTiiii' Allen's Hylnid. 7 of Holers' Hyhrids, Norton's

Virsinia Union Villase. Hartford Prolilic. with superb hear-

In" layers of D.'laware and Concord. 1 year Catawba per

1,000. Early Richmond and Osage Oranje in moderate sup-

ply.

RvererctrTis.—20 acres mostly medium and small sizes.

OrnanieiTtal Trees and Shrubs. 'Roses—Oyer -l acres of

over 400 sorts, many verv new-few better stocks and collec-

tions. Dahlias, Phlox, Chrysanthemums. Gladiolus. Lilies

&c Fiye large Green-houses with Irames coverinK oyer 10.000

square feet of fflass are used.
Packin''- by all routes carefully done in moss.
Prices reason,ible. Terms cash.

pnfFMnrBLOOMtxfiTox, III. t. iv.l H(J<.ni.\-

30,000 CONCORD GRAPE VINES.
No. 1, One Tear old, $10 per 100 ; or »00 per 1000.

" 2, $8 per 100; or $70 per 1000.

2 Tear old, $10 per 100; or $180 per 1000.

Delaware Grape Vine Layers, $6 per doz.

Union Village, $'i per doz.

ROCiER$«'' HYBRIDS.
No.'s 4, 15 and 19, wo haye fruited the past 3 years, and

they have done finely.

We haye also No.'s 1. 3. 33. SO. Price $9 per doz.

GEO. SEYMOUR & CO.,
Sontli Norwalfc, Conn.

EverScreens I Evergreens!
"We haye an immense stock of NoR\y.\T Spritce, Balsam

FlES, Scotch a\T) Adstrian Pixics. .\merican Arbor Vi-

T.K (White Cedar). Sibekian Arbor ViTvE, &c , &o., from

small to large sizes. All have been transplanted ONCE, and

Uielarger sizes T%yo to THREE times in the nursery, so that

success Is ensured In plantinp:. They are olfered at low
BATES per doz., per 100, or per 1,000, and prices will be given,

packed In a superior manner, delivered at Depot In Roches-

ter, or otherwise. FROST & CO.,

Rochester. N. Y.

Copartnership ]¥oticc.
The undpi-'iiorned. have this (I;iv entered Into a Copartner-

ship, under ttic n^nie and lirni of BIIILL & litTMERLE. for

the piu-pose of can-yinu on a General Seed and Nnrsery
Business, in the establishment formerly conducted by the

Inte Geo. C. Tliorhurn. Seed Store and Warehouse, 153

Broad-st... Newark, New Jersey.
FRANCIS IIUILL,

Seeda;rower and Nnrserjnnan,

JOHN U. KUMEIiLE. Seedsman,
formerly with the late Geo. C. Thurbnrn.

Address orders for Catalogues, &c., as aliove.

Seeds ! Seeds ! ! Seeds ! !

!

Catalogues of GRIVUIIVE Garden, Field, and
Flower Sec<ls, *fee., Frnit anil Oriiaineiifal
Trees, Shvnbs, Vines, STRAWBERRY Plants,
&c., &c., furnished free to all applicants. Address

BRILL & KUMERLE, Seedsmen, &c..

153 Broad-st., Newark, New .Jersey.

SEEDS FOTt Xf^GS.
Our stock of Seeds for 18(35, carefully grown expressly for

our trade, embracing all the yalnable yarleties of Vegetable,

Flower. Fruit and Ornamental Tree Seeds, is now nearly

complete, and .all orders will be promptly and faithfully at-

tended to. R- H. ALLEN & CO.,

ISO & 191 Water-st., New-Tork.

SEE13S!
The subscriber has now In store, his usual supply ot fresh

and genuine GARDEX VEGETABLE, FIELD
AND FLOIVER SEEDS.
New priced Catalogues, on application.

ALFRED BRID6EMAN,
No 876 Broadway, New Tork City.

20 BUSHELS OF PRIME AWl^K SEEW
the growth of 18(14, for sale at $(1 per bushel.

.JAMES A. ROOT, Skaneateles, N. T.

SEEDS OF ALL KINDS BY MAIL. B. M.
WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.

Be nnre aud get tlie Best.

A superior lot raised expressly for the subscriber by one
of the most snrrpssful cnltivators in the Valley of the Con-
necticut.—Packets witli full directinnsi for culture, caring,
packina, dcc.,\s\\\ be mailed, post-puid, to all applicants at

the following rates: 1 onnce. 50 cents; 4 ounces. $1.50 ; 1

pound, %\ Address B. K. BLISS, Springlleld, Mass.

^ Choice Tomato Seeds. ^
' The Cooks Favoettr," very solid, smooth, frood for early

or late use, 2?) cts. per paper.'ulso Extra. Karlt, Kejee
ISLA.KD ; and Dwarf or Tree Tomato Seeds, each 10 cts. per
paper. For a lull list of Vkgrtahle and Flower Skeds,
See Dbeer's Garden Calendar for 1S6;j, now published
and forwarded on receipt of a postage stamp.

HENRY A. DKEEl^. Seedsman.
711 Chestnut-st., Pliihi.. Pa.

dooilrioli's IVcw Seedling Potatoes.
I shall send out in early Sprins; for the late Rev. Channcev

R, (ioodrlch'-i family tlie three new var4eties. tlie Goodrich
Calico, the Earlv Goodrich, and -the Gleason. The first two
will be sold at "$1.50 per peck each, or $5 per hnshel. while
the Glpason will he S'i per peck. Cash orders will be filed

and lllled strictly in the order received until the limited stock
of tubers is exhausted, when tiro public will be informed.
No charge for package nor cartaire.

D. S. HEFFRON, Agent, Utica, N. T.

WANTED—Every reader of Ibis pnper who
owns a farm or carden to trj Goodrich's Scpdlins Po-

tatoes this year. Reports from Maine to Wisconsin this sea-
son fully cbnllrm all claimed for them in last vol., pairr lOii.

All who want good table potatoes, hardy and productive
should try them, 4 lb. packages by mail. A cheap and
PATrNG investment; avoids exorbitant express and Ireiirht

charges aud delays. For circulars nf terms, testimonials,
&c., appl-y immediately to E. WILLIAMS, Mont Clair, N. J.

IVetv Crop Onion Seed,
The foUowintr varieties will be mailed, post-paid, during

the month of February, upon receipt of the price affixed:
Per Oz. 4 Oz. Pound.

Yellow DanversOniou 50 cts. ^1 75 $G 00
Yellow Putch Onion 45 1 .nO 5 00
Ked Wetbersfield 45 1 50 5 00

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Frnit and Tree Seeds.
Pear Seeds $3.50 per lb. Norway Spruce, $1.50 per lb., and

many others. See Catalogue gratis.

THOMAS MEEHAN. Germantown. Pa.

FLOWER SEEDS BY MAIL.—The subscriher
raises about one hundi-cd kinds of Flower Seeds, select-

ed from over one thousand varieties, of the most showy and
attractive. He will furnish, neatly put up, any 32 kinds on
the list for $1, and send by mail, with postaire prepaid,

G. R. GARRETSON. Flushing. N. Y,

By Iflail. The New Strawberries, Grapes,
Currants, Sec,

Priced descriptive list will be sent to anv address,
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries. Plymouth, Mass.

Five Hundred Tliou§and

(.100,000.)
CRANBERRY PLANTS,

for sale by GEO. A. BATES. Bellingham. Norfolk Co., Mass.
Send for Circular on the Cranberry Culture.

CRANBERRY PLANTS in c.Teat variety, send
for Circular. 3,000 Concord grape vines 1 to 4 venrs,

strong boariug vines. Grafting Wax in 1, J^ and j^" Ih. Rolls,
for retailing, a superior article prepared by F. TROW-
BRIDGE, Milford, Conn.

THE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY for
Spring planting, lor Upland and garden culture, and for

swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last sea-
son on Upland was over 400 bushels per acre.' Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nursery
catalogue complete, will be sent to any address.

B, M, WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale. Five of the
v^hest varieties of plants for cultivation, viz, : Russell's Pro-
line and Butialo Seedling at §i per 100; French's Seedlin'.:
at $5 per 1,000; Cutters Seedling and Downer's Prolilic at ^:i

per 1,000. Also other varieties at reduced prices.
For sale by

THOS. C. ANDREWS.
Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

AGENTS WANTED for sale of Trees, Plants and
Seeds, in all the loyal States B. M. AVATSON.

Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

MY SMALL FRUIT CATALOGUE contains a
description and price list of varieties, and instruction

for growing strawberries, &c,. &c. Send for a copv,
A. M. PURDY, South Bend, Indiana.

^WEET POTATO SEED.—Improved Nansemond
^^Seed potatoes for sale in lots to suit purchasers, .J. C.
THOMPSON, Tompkinsville, (Staten Island) N. Y.

DWARF BROOM CORN SEED.—I will send
the genuine Dwarf Broom corn seed, post-paid, at the

following rates, K lb. 50c.. V4 lbs. $1. 5 lbs. fS, 10 lbs. $5.
ELIAS REED, Waterville, Lucas Co., Ohio.

CREVELING VINES! 0000 first qnality, one
year old, $5 per doz.; $;50 per lOO. $250 per 1000 ; 5000 2nd

quality, $20 per 100
;
$17.Mier 1000. for spring of 1SG5.

F. F, MERCERON, Catawissa, Pa.

DWARF BROOM CORN SEED FOR SALE.—
Warranted a pure article. Address W. HAKKER,

Macomb, Macdonough Co., Hlinols.

Onions and How to Raise Them.
What soil is best; how to prepare it ; how to manure it

;

bow to tell good seed from bad; how to plant it ; how to
grow onions trom seed, potato onions, onion setts, shallots
and top onions ; when to pull onions; how to store them ;how to prepare for market, and wiien and where most profit-
able to market them ; what onions to select for seed, and
liowto grow it, and a hundred minute details so valb.ible to
beginners, with many facts relative topeculiarlties of onion
raising in the Southern. Eastern and Western States of valuf
to old growers. Illustrated with original engravings of the
"Dave Warren" Onion, Eai-ly Crocker Onion (new), Rcrl
Wethersfield aud Potato Onion, Sowing and Weeding Ufa-
chines. In paper covers, forwarded by mail, prepaid br
the subscriber at 30 cents each. Seedsmen and Bnoksellei"s
supplied at wholesale rates. .TAMES J. H. GREG()RY,

Seedsman, Afarblehead, Mass.

STRAWBERRIES.—The favorable weather last
f^ autumn enables me to ofl'er plants of fine quality at
prices that cannot fail to give satiaiaction. Also Grapes, Cur
rants. Raspberries. &c. The Lindley Raspberry is dardt
PHonrcTivK, excellent and very peomtsinq. Fine plants
by the dozen or 100. For prices, etc.. address

E, WILLIAMS, Montclair, New Jersey.

CiTRAWBERRY PLANTS for g:eneral Cnltivation.
^^ Ten of the best varieties for sale at the lowest rates.
Price list sent ftee to all applicants. Varieties warranted
true to name. JOHN' S. COLLINS.

Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

irrxi:\'G?* ortJio c;K:\tJii\E ^viiite
"WilloM', for sale at low rates in large or small quan-

tities. Address M, ALLEN, "The Willowb,"
Mendota. Illinois.

O FUDIX ORO^VERS.—The Gothic
Fiuit Box Company invite attention of Fruit growers

to their Patent Frnit Box. on Exhibition at the Ofllce of the
Agriculturist. For Circulars, sivins: full description and
prices, Address H. B. LANE. 151 Nassau-st.,

New-York City.

The Best and Cheapest Farming
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF

NORTHERN MISSOURI.
Rebels arc moving away and are selling for whatever they

can get- An extensive immiKratiou from the Northern
States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupvthat
part of the State an(l develop its immense natural wealth.
Free and full information civen on application to

ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place. New-York.
' FOR SALE.

FARMING AND
MARKET GARDENING

L A^ ]V D S
IN NEW JERSEY.

THE StTBSCRTBEKS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD
Land for farming and market gardenincr, in quantities to suit
purchasers, situated in thecountle=of Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bav Railroad, mid-
way between New-York and Pliiladelphia. at ?I0 per anre.
In addition to all the common products of a farm, these lands
are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet potatoes, peach-
es, grapes, tobacco and hops. All crops rlnen ten davs ear-
lier than on Long Island. Squanknm marl is delivoi'ed at
any point on the railroad at one dollar and fiftv cents per
ton. and fertilizes the land for seven years after its applica-
tion. The lands are mostly covered with vellowpine timber,
suitable for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut off", leaving the land ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rails, $5 per 100, Cord wood,
at any railroad station. $3 per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a large qtantitv ot^ the best potters' clay vet discov-
ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-inill within
one mile of Sbamong Station. ' A good hotel at Shamons, on
the lands offered for sale. The loeation is very liealthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailintr streams,
and supplied with good mill-sites and water-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. The whole purchase money may re-
main on mortgage for a term of years if desired. If" the pur-
chaser cultivates the land.

For further partrrnlars applv to
F. B. CHETWOOD. Elizabeth. N. J.
WM. O, GILES. 70 & ?2 Franklin-st.. New- York,

O OWNERS OF FARMS and conntry rest-
dences. One of the best plans to sell is to register your

prepertv for sale, with the price, terms, how far dcpot.'&c.,
with J. . FOWLER, No. 77 Cedar street. New-York; and If

you want to purchase, is the very best place. Is giving his
special attention to buying and selling country property.
Will attend to the advertising and selling of all property that
is to be sold at auction.

"

.1. Q. FOWLER.
Auctioneer and Eeal Estate Dealer.

77 Cedar-sL, New-Yoik.

SUPERIOR FARifl I^AI\l>!-30,000
>^Acrcs at low prices and accommodating ternis.—Frank-
linville Tract,—Gloucester County, New .Tersev, 25 miles
south of Philadelphia, on Railroad 'running iroiu Philadel-
phia and Camden to Cape Ma5'. In lots to suit purchasers.
Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson. Hon, Wm. Parry,
and ntliers. with full information, sent tree by addressing
.lOHN H. COFFIN & CO.. Franklinville. Gloucester Co/,
New-Jersey. Also Improved Farms from 20 Acres upward.

"MARYI.A1VD FARMS."
We are agents for the sale of nearly

Fonr Hnudrecl Farms
in this State, A printed list of them can be obtalnerl by
sending postage stamp to

R. "W. TTTAfpLEMAN & CO.,
No, 48Lexington-st.. (np stairs) Baltimore City. Md.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—A FARM CON-
tainlng 80 Acres. 60 under fence, 20 Acres voung Timber,

Dwelling House and Barn, M mile from R. R. station and
Village, frontintr a Turnpike, only fiO dollars per acre.

J. H. COFFIN. Franklinville, Gloucester Co., N. J.

FARMERS HAVING FINE HORSES to sell in
spring, which can be fullv recommended for gentlemen's

carriage liorses. can find ready sales, at good prices by ad-
dressing with full description. J. Q. FOWLER. 77 Cedar-st„
N. Y. City. N. B.—Only a reasonable commission charged.

REMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
For Circulars and prices, Address IN. P. BOYER & COm

Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.
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THE lONA AID ISBAELLA VINES,
And matters connected with them of Importance to Purchasers

of Vines.

1st. The charges against C. AV. GRANT, of

stupendous fraud in liastening the rlpenins of the

lona and Israplla grapes by means of "forcing arrangements

of glass," etc, " which hastened their maturity three weeks

In advance of those grown without sucli arrangements."

/3d. The publication of these charges in the

Olkio Farmer, under the signature of "Pccouic," and In

the American Agriculturist, by the same party, over his own

name.

3d. The Greeley Piiies, and the aivard of

the One Hundred Dollar Prize to the lona.

The charges, or, rather, insinuations by Mr. Byram that

this award was dishonestly and corruptly made, implicating

the Committee, Mr. Greeley, and C. W. Grant, in the perpe-

tration of a gross fraud.

4th. The same charge, more covertly made
in tike American Agriculturist, when Inti'Oduclng

the accusation of Mr. Byram.

5tJi. The claim of the American Agricul-

turist that it should not be held as a prin-

cipal Party In the Libel against C. W, Grant, Implying

its right to publish accusations the most destructive to repu-

tation and business, under the plea that It does not know

them to be false, and that it entertains no malice against

the accused.

6th, The fallacy and ^vrong of this Flea,

and the Opinion of one of the most able Le-

gal gentlemen of Nc'w-Yorlc upon the subject.

7tli. Tbe accusations of ** Piracy '* and
"Humbugging" against C. "W. GRAJVT, for al-

leged copying and imitatiu:^ plates, and also of using some

of the identical plates of a book Published by A. S. Fuller,

on the Vine, In his own (C. "W. Grant's) Publications, named

severally, Descriptive Catalogue, Illustrated Catalogue, and

Manual of the Vine. The trutli shown to be quite the

reverse.

8th. Charges of Deception and unbusinesslike

conduct In claiming to prodnoe better vines, by additional

care and expense for garden and vineyard, tlian those ordi-

narily produced by nurserymen.

9th. Concerning the advocacy of new and
peculiar theories, and new and peculiar methods of

c«ltlvatiug and training Vines in garden and vineyard.

10th. Is the present desire to plant the best

Icinds for family supply an<l for market, and
also for ivine, unreasonable, and ^vhat will

be the result of it T

lltli. "Where can be found, precise, accu-

rate and intelligible Descriptions of all of

our Native Grapes, that are worfliy of notice, so stated

that an ordinarily intelligent reader may learn their char-

acter, quality and relative value.

ISth. tTpon %vhat peculiar conditions of

merit arc the claims to Public Attention of

the Descriptive Catalogue, Illustrated Catalogue and Man-

ual of the Vine founded, and which are said to constitute

them a thorough and comprehensive treatise on the vine?

The foregoelng twelve heads require each an extended

chapter for the fall consideration, which tlie subjects em-

braced at present demand. This would require more room
than the advertising columns of a periodical not specially

devoted to the Vine, can furnish. There are other heads of

equal, or even greater interest, not named. One of which

is the History and Management of all of the Israella and

lona Vines, at lona Island, showing fully and fairly their

deportment under given circumstances, from the beginning,

up to the present time. Another is, an account of the man-

ner In wliich these Seedlings were produced, by which hints

will be furnished to others of the course ot proceeding to

produce other improved kinds by "thorough breeding,"

which Is undoubtedly the only method by which a hardy

stock, perfectly adapted to this country can be obtained.

I have prepared a pamphlet of twenty-four pages in wjiich

all of these matters are briefly, but clearly treated, and in a

manner calruhit'-d to give a true Impression in regard to

Grape Cnlture in all its aspects, whether for wine or for ta-

ble—for market or for family supply.

In this pamphlet, the distinctive characteristics of the

lona and Israella, In which they greatly excel all other

grapes for market and for table use, are clearly represented.

The Israella being the earliest grape of excellent quality,

and at the same time a good keeper, producing abundant

crops unfailingly, as grown In the open ground under the

ordinary circumstances of cultivation, or rather under cir-

cumstances less favorable than those of ordinary garden or

vineyard culture.

The lona is also represented as very early in ripening, and

as the only American Grape of large size that is equal to the

best European kinds, in sweet, rich pmity of flavor, and uni-

form tenderness and excellence of flesh quite to the center,

and at the same time remarkable fortheearliness and abund-

ance of production, and its certainty of perfect ripening un-

der the conditions of ordinary cultivation in full exposure In

open air. Mr. Byram states that " to his personal knowl-

edge" this earliness and excellence of quality was produced

liy "forcing arrangements of glass and walls, or screens

combined, by which the quality of the fruit was greatly Im-

proved, and the time of ripening hastened at least three

weeks."

These charges, if substantiated, fix upon my character

an accumulation of guilt that is most painful to contemplate,

comblping falsehood in its most treacherous form, with cheat-

ing that is worse than robbery. The effect upon the Public

will be to destroy general confidence in all engaged in the

business, and upon myself, the Ineffaceable brand of Infamy

will be stamped, involving in lasting shame all that own
any connection with me.

These accusations were published in the Ohio Farmer, un-

der the signature of "Peconic," and in the Amerinan Asrrlcnl-

turist by the same party, under bis own name, H. P. Bj*ram.

One of the prizes ofTered by Mr. Greeley, under certain

conditions for the leading fruits. Apples, Pears and Grapes,

was awarded to the lona Grape, by the Committee of the

Fruit D epartment of the American Institute, in Sept. last.

The award of this important premium of One Hundred
Dollars Mr. Byram represents as having been dishonorably

and corruptly made, implicating the Commit tee, Mr. Greeley,

and C. W. Grant, itt tlie perpetration of a gross fraud. The
charge Is pointedly made, but the precise form of the crime
is not given. The same cliarge, more covertly, but not less

certainly, is made by the American Agiiculturist. Tliis

is also a matter of much importance, and I would hereby
call upon the whole Committee to state to the Public not
only whether any dishonorable or corrupt action or influence

was manifested by myself, or in my behalf, but wliether any
such influence came to their knowledge t>'om any quarter,

and if so, what was the form and purport of it.

I would here state, that no such transaction as is repre-

sented, ever took place between Mr. Greeley and myself, and
that I never paid, or procured to be paid to Mr. Greeley, or
to the Tribune Association, any money except what was ap-

plied for advertising, for which I have sent several sums of
One Hundred Dollars each, and often much larger.

Tlie claim of the American Agriculturist, that it should
not be held as a principal party in the libel against C.
W. Grant, is not to be entertained for one moment, and
the plea that a character blighted, and a business destroy-
ed, can be restored by a discussion on equal terms witli

tlie destroyer, with the Editor's whole weight thrown
adversely at the beginning, and tlie calumniator placed with
his falsehoods and wicked purposes, not only before, but
also above his victim, by giving the presumption in favor
of the accu'ser. The Editor Is forgetful of the principle
upon which the proverb of acknowledged wisdom is

founded: "A malicious lie will travel many leagues, while
truth is getting ready his sandals, and will be hospitably
entertained where truth will be shut out."

A case in point is ready at hand. A few weeks since a
report was published in a leading paper representing me as

a falsifier and swindler on a large scale. A full and com-
plete refutation followed immediately, prepared and signed
by men disinterested and of high and well known character.

The malignant part of the report was copied in all parts of

the country, with added venom, but the refutation not once.

The fallacy and injustice upon which the plea of the Agri-

culturist is founded, are well disposed of in the following

letter from one of the most eminent gentlemen of the New-
York Bar, having this particular case in mind.

NEW-roRK, Jan. 12th, 1865, No. II PIne-St.

Dr. C. W. Grant.

Tfear ,5i7'.—Nothing can be better established in law than
that the Editor of a paper Is responsible for everything that

he admits into its columns, whether he is the author or not.

If he permits libellous matter to be published, he must re-

8i>ond in damages to the extent of the injury inflicted, what-
ever that may be.

He is not permitted to shield himself by the fact that the

injurious publication was made without his knowledge or
consent, for the conductor of a public paper is bound by the
highest obligations, to see to it that so powerful an engine as

the press is not used 'by others, for wicked purposes. Ho Is

bound to know before he suffers anything to be published
that it is (rHC, and must answer for it If it is not, though
actual malice on his part, can not be Imputed to him. If the

publication isfulfie. malice is always presumed from that fact,

and the PIditor wlio lends his columns to the defamer can
overcome that presumption only by showing a degree of

carelessness on bis part which is equally obnoxious to the law.

Tours truly, "WlLLtAM FtrLLEKTON.

In defending myself against the charge of unfairness and
dishonesty, under the Tth head, I must necessarily become by
Implication the accuser of A. S. Fuller. My publications con-

taining these plates were chiefly made years before his

book appeared, and of course could not have been taken
from it. On the contrary, so many of the plates on the man-
agement of the vine were my own fused without permission

or one word of acknowledgment)—that If these were taken

from his book, together with those copied or closely imi-

tated, few of much value would be left. To my mind It Is a
flagrant case of violation of right, that should have been pros-
ecuted. Concerning the numerous erroi's into which he has
fallen through ignorance and inexperience, i shall speak
elsewhere.

In answer to the 8th I would say that T was not only the
first that practised the method of propagation that by
tliorough trial is proved and admitted to be the best, but was
for several years alone In it, and that all of the numerous im-
itations now found in different parts of the countrv niav be
said to have grown out of mine. I may also safely sav that
no one has nearlvetinalled mine in extent and means of pro-
ducing the best vmes for garden and vineyard planting.
The idea and purpose upon which I engaged in the under-
taking, and to which I have persistently adhered, w^as the
PRODUCTION' OP THE BEST PLANTS TO BE AFFORDED AT TUE
ruEAPEST rates to the people generally, makine the business
a SPECIALTY, and giving abundant means, with my whole
care and attention to that end.

When after lone study, careful observation and extensive
trial. I have learned what is best for those who wish to plant
for any given purpose, and have produced a stock of surpass-
ing nualitv, there is no way apparent to me by which the
public may be reached to enable it to be benefitted by them
except bv'stating truly and precisely the character of what I

have to offer. I have done this so long and so extensively, and
by doing so have disseminated such a vast number of vines
thronsnont every part of the country, that my jurors (the
Furcliasers) must now be ready for remleririg a vei'dict.

have recommended first class vines (that have been
produced with great care and cost, and such as I felt assured
were of unequalled qualilv). as the best and cheapest to pur-
chasers for vinevards. as well as for gardens. 1 have produced
large stocks of Delaware vines of this class for many years,
increasing the number as the demand consequent upon their
goodness and reputation increased.

Last fall MOKE than sit entire stock of DELAWARE AND
Diana vines for vineyard planting were ordered at
THE BEOiNNiNO OF THE SEASON. This I acccpt as a vcrdictiu
mv favor, and above all as a sood omen for the succi-ss of
viiie culture. Tlie demand for vines of the best class of these
kinds for family supply has also vastly increased, as was to
have been expected from the education of the public taste.
This is not surprising to those who have learned the excel-
lence and value of good grapes.

As to the flth I can only say here the subject of vine cul-
ture has been of exceeding Interest to me from mv child-
hood, and that I had long been familiar with the principles
and practice of the cultivation of both native and foreign
kinds before saying one word to the public concerning
either, and when I spoke it was according to my own care-
fully wrought out experience, the reproach of which is not
severe to bear. Mv publications have been the outgrowth of
mv own personal practire,and made because I thought them
suited to the punlic need at the time. I have never ad-
vocated any new theory, nor have I claimed the invention
of any new system or methods of training. My labor has
been to explam and teach to bcirinners those wliich have
been well known and established for ages.

I have scarcely touched upon the subjects of the three last
heads here, but the matter is fully treated in the pamphlet.
All of these minor imputations have been in circulation a
long time, being thought unworthy of notice; but when tiiey

culminated in charges of stupendous fraud I could no longer
forbear. C. W. GRANT,
lONA, Jan. 18, 1865.
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50,000 CONCORD YINES.
5,000 ROGERS' HYBRID'S.

Send stamp for Wliolesale or Iletail Cataloirue, containing
cut of Koseib' No. 10. Tlie Special Preiiiiiim Grape
of tli(; I'enn. Horticultural Society, whidi is tlie best new-
hardy Ulack Grape yet iutroduced. "We have tlie whole
stock from original vine. Address

VM. PERP.r & SON, Bridgeport, Conn.

Our Dei«criiitive Catalogue
OF

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

IS NOAV READY,
and will be mailed to all applicants.
PETEU HEXDEltSON. ( HENDERSON & FLEMING,
JAMES FLEMING. f 07 Nassau-st.. Now York.

THE VENEER FRUIT BASKET.
Pattntert May 31st, 18G*.

We offer to the trade
lor tlie year ISC'), the
celebratefl Veneeb
Fruit B a 9 k e t,

^hich has been so
pxtenaively and sat-

islactorily used the
past season. To those
who have used it, it

recommends itself

;

to others wc claim
for it superiority
over the many kinds
now in use for the
followins; reasons

:

It is broad at the bot-
tom and not easily
upset, Sliallow anci

therefore prevents the pressure on the lower tier of berries
when being: transported to market, nests closely together
when empty, and is neat, stylish, durable and cheap.
For Circulars of price and description, address the Manu-

facturers. C. EEECHEK & SONS, Westville, Conn.
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Tills Burner can be filled, trimmed, and lishted without

removing; the chimney or unscrewing the Burner.

It is not clogged by crust. It gives the best light, and pro-

daces no odor. The short chimney is seldom broken by
heat, and can be easily cleansed. The Burner can be fitted

to all ordinary lamps.

An attachment of small cost gives ready means of heating

water, making it invaluable in the nursery or sick room.
Send for Circular, and Address orders to

DIBTZ ^ CO., 132 &134:'William-st.,
New-Yorlc City,

.A.gT'ieia.ltixT'al Collegfe
of tlie State of I?Iic1iigan.

The classes for the term of 1S65 will be organized on "Wed-

nesday, March 1st. This Institution is supported by the Slate,

and has a full corps of Professors, a Farm, Gardens, Fine

Stock, an excellent Chemical Laboratory, &c. Students are

received to a lull course of four years, or to a select coui-se

of any length. The course of study is intended to furnish a

thorough English and Scientific Education.

Students are required to work three hours a day on the

farm, and a moderate compensation is allowed for each

hour's work.
Tuition Is free to Students from the State— to others $20

per Annum. Board is furnished at cost : during the last half

of 1S61. it was at the rate of $? 50 per week, nearly one half

of which was in most instances paid by the labor of the Stu-

dent. For further Information, or Catalogue, Address
T. C. ABBOTT, President,

Lansing, Michigan.

«EO. A. PRIXCE & CO.'S

PATENT

AUTOMATIC ORGANS!

^S»;3 to ^S33 Eacli-
39 Varieties, with Patent Basso Tenuto or Sub Bass.

SCHOOL ORGANS AND MELOOEONS,
FINISHED IN

Elegant Rosewood, AValniit or Oak
Cases.

EVERY (NSTRUMENT WARRANTED FOR
FIVE YEARS.

No Charge for Boxing or Shipping.

ct^35,ooo NOW rv rsE.
JkN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, CONTAIN-
"^^ing full description of style, and testimonials of the

most eminent Musicians, as to the superior excellence of our

Instruments—will be sent free to any addre^^.

THE AITOMATIC ORftAX.
In presenting the Automatic Organ, we boldly announce

the greatest triumph in musical instruments of the age.

During the past half century, the French and Germans have

manufactured reed instruments with double bellows, and

two pedals for the feet to operate, but the want of the re-

served or Exhaustion Eello\vs, (which is the only bellows

used in our instruments), made it Impossible for them to

produce the mellow, rich and musical tone for which our

instruments are celebrated.

Another objection to this method of blowing wm that

both feet being occupied, no opportunity was offeriy for the

management of the swell. Within the past two years, instru-

ments consti-ucted on the European plan of "double blow-

ers," have been manufactured in this country, and to coun-

teract this difficulty (w.int of a swell) a lever has been pro-

jected from the centre of the instrument, to act upon the

swell, and operated by the knee. The inconvenience and

contortion necessary to effect this object are disagreeable

enough to a gentleman, but to a lady the use of such an ap-

pendage is nearly impossible.

Our Automatic device obviates the difficulty entirely, the

simple act of blowing with more or less force giving the de

sired increase or decrease in the volume of tone. We pre-

dict for this Invention a brilliant future.

THE MEIiODEOIV AND
{SCHOOL. ORGAN.

For seventeen years the superior excellence of our Melo-

deons has not been questioned, and for two years past the

enormous demand has made it impossible for us to meet our

orders promptly. With our increased facilities, we feel war-

ranted in assuring our patrons that their orders will be

promptly met, and solicit a continuance of their patronage.

CEO* A. i»ki-^c:e & CO.

CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
All our instruments have upon the name board, in full,

"GEO. A, PRIXCE & CO." When a dealer represents any

other instrument as " the same as ours," it is usually a mere
attempt to sell an Inferior instrument, on which he can make
a hirge profit.

P_ s.—A liberal discount to Churcbes, Clergymen, and

Schools- Addre?s

OKO. A. I»Kli>CK & CO.,
JSniralo, I\. Y.

GEO. A. I»KI>CE & CO.,
Cliic^gfo, III.

Or CHAKI^ES E. BACO.>,
543 Broad^vay, New-YorU City.

Ripley Female ColIc§^e.
Spring Session commences Februarj" Sfh, ISi'i-". TlioronjiU

drill in English Branches. Preparatory, ACAdeniic, and Col-
legiate Departments. Superior tacilities for French and
Mnsic; two Professors being exclnsively ticvoted to the
Piano. Splendid brick buildings, elegantly furnished (whole
cost, $73,000) ; numbers limited. Send for Catalogue.

Address P.ev. JOHN NEWMAN, D. D.,

Poultney, Vt.

EDUCATIONAL AGENCY; for siipplyinsr Teach-
ers, Male and Female, for schools and Families, with

best means forjudging of character and Qualifications. All
books mailed free on receipt of retailprice. Circulars at re-
quest with stamp. Address J. A. NASH. 5 Becknian-st., N. T.

THE UIIVERSAL
Co§:-^^Sieel Clotl es Wriiig-er

was pronounced superior to all otliers at

Tne World's Fair, in London, 1862,
received the BP.ONZE MEDAL (Ijigliest premium) at the
(ireat Fair of the

American lustitnte, In New York City, in 1863.
It has also received the

FIRST PREMIUMS
at the following STATE FAIKS:NEW YOKK 1S62 1863
VEIiMONT 1863
PKNNSYLVANIA 1863 ... 1864
MKJIIGAN 1864
IXDI.WA lS63......186t
ILLINOIS 1863 1864
IOWA .1863 1864
WISCONSIN .1864
CONN. niVEU VALLEY FAIU 1864
CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAIR 1864
and at the nrincipal COUNTY and INSTITUTE FAIRS
throughout tlie land.

Opinion of Orange «7ndf1, Esq., Editor Amer-
ican Agriculturist.

It Is, in reality, a Clothes Saver.' a Time Saver.' and a
Strength Saver! We think tlie machine more ihanjaays/or
itself every year, in the saving of garments ! There are sev-
eral kinds, nearlv alike in general constiuction. but we con-
sider it important that the Whikger be fitted with COGS,
otherwise a mass of garments mav clog the rollers, and the
rollers upon the ciank-shaft slip, and tear the clothes. Our
own is one of the fii-st made, and it is as good as new, alter
nearly four years" constant use ,'

ltj?~ See also Premium list in tins paper and advertisement
in hack numbers of the Agriculturist.
Prices for the best famUy sizes—WITH COGS—No, 2. $10.

No. IM. *12. On receipt of the price from places where no
one is sellin*:, we will send the U. C. W, fi-re of expense
B3r EVKUY WIlINGEIl WITH COGS IS WAliUANTED'
Good canvassers can find profitable eniplovmeut selling

the U. C. W. For terms and Circulais addressK C. BliOWNING, Genl. Ag't, 347 Broadway, N. Y.

Ivin'§ Patent Hair Criiupci-s.
Ladies trn Them. They will make vour hair wave beauti-

fully without heating it. For sale at Variefv Stores through-
out the countrv. lletail merchants will be' supplied by any
first-class Jobber of Notions in New-York, Philadelphia, Pa.,
or Boston. Mass.

stamiwirmgr
Cured bv Bates' Patent Appliances. For pamphlet, ad-

dress H. c; H. MEAliS, 277 West 23d-st., New York.
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$1. Preserve Your Eggs. $1.

Perkins' Patent for Preserving Egs«. Meats,

&e., April 19tli,lS04.

Individual Rights to Farmers for $1.00.

Apply ro the Agent ixclosixg tue Above Sum.

Kverv person bavins half a dozen liens slionl.l

rilht to use this process, anil tlLiis always serine the lux

ot" fresh e

selves to every or
The ailvantat'cs will at once eomniem tl

c, as the preseivins of e^'gs Ironi plen iiiil[11 pi

[intl lieretu-

t is the only
ared hv the rateiitce

IS months old.
the

liavc failed, this iini-

to scarce seasons has been tlie siihicet ofiiiaiiy, (

lore unsuccessful) experiments. Perkins J aun
successful process yet known, eirps prepared

and Aicnt have proved perlecty sound "he
This process has been well and thorou"lil.\ tiled c u n

last 3 years, and while all other means have lailed, thii

formlv preserves the ess, and is at once. Cheap, (Mnip
1 ml Sure The Asont and Patentee have dcterniiii

olfcr this valuable process for preserving esirs

the Farmer.?, and at a price that all eau alh

it trustius thcv will not be slow in avallini:. tL'

the advanlafes ottered. A|iply
osins On^ ,

Fica ADDF.Ess distixctlv. aiul in the order of anplicamu:

the rlL'lit will be mailed with full directions, and the nictlio.

or preparing the ess shown by an eniravins.

HENUY E. mCHARDS. rdoomfieUl, N .1..

A^entfor JAMES PEI'.KIXS. Patentee,

to
etlv to

I I" have
n-i-lves ot

to'HENI'.Y'E. IIKUAKDS,

Eegs prepared under this Patent are on cxiiibltion at the

fflce of the American Asrieulturist.office ot the American A,

BUY THE BEST I

ON THE ItOAD.

liUCXHElMli'-
AND REAPER.

f C. AULTMAN & CO., Canton, Oliio.

Manufactured by <

^ADKIANCE, PLATT & CO..

1G5 Gi'ccnwicU-st., New-York.

In reply to many inquMes, we have to announce that,

UKTIL FUKTUER NOTICE, oi'ciers Will be veceivcd ivt the fol-

lowius NET CASH PRICKS ;

Machines Delivered at Canton, Ohio.

Junior Mower 4 ft. 1 inch cut $175

Senior Mower, 4 "8 " " 200

Mower and IIeapek.., 6 " *' Hear Delivery. 230

... 6 " " Side " 250

" " ... 6 '* " Dropper 250

aoriai^cje:, jpi^axx & co.'S
Machines Delivered at New York or Po"keepsle.

No. 2 Mow^r 4 ft. 1 inch cut !^iT5

No. 1 Mower 4 ft. 8 inch cut 200

No. 1 Mower and Ueaper, 5 ft. cut in Reaplns 210

A LESS AMOUNT OF FaRM PRODUCE PAYS FOR A MA-

CHINE AT THESE PRICES THAN WAS REQUIRED WHEN

PRICES WERE NOMINALLY THE LOWEST.

By the beginning of Spring we were obliged to stop receiv-

ing orders, last year, and the demand Is greater and earlier

this season.

By ordcrinpc at once the Farmer not only makes sure of the

BKST BIACHINB, but avoids the risk of a farther ad-

vance ia prices.

Circulars can bo obtained of any of our Agents, or will be

forwarded by mail.

Seeds, Implements,

Plants
Of every variety for sale by

Fertilizers.

JOUN VANDEKBILT,
23 Fultou-9t., New Vork.

VALUABLE
Corn Husking Machine, pat

American Bee Hive, patented No .. __ ^.

.

best Investment for capital and enterprise, OlOV IG & CO.,
Patent Exchange, 329 Broadway, N. Y. City.

PATENTS FOR SALE.—Case's
pafpnted. Dec. 1S64. Earhart's

Amerlran Bee Hive, patented Nov., WA. A goorl patent the

XJTVIOJV

MOWING MACHIXE.

This Machine has been in use four successive harvests, and

has met with tlie hearty approval and well merited praise of

practical farmers. AVe call the attention of farmers to our

Mower for 1S65, of superior manufacture, and possesiug

i\e-\v ami valuable improvements.

SKXD FOR A CIRCULAR.

AGENTS WANTED.

WniTCOMB'S
Hoi'se Hay .Raise.

Seud for Circular. Agents AVautcd.

CLiEMENT'S
Improved Hay Fork.

0-

Tlie L.IGHTKST, SIMPLEST most COMPACT
and CONVENIEJTT FORKin use. Is made entirely of

Iron and Steel, in tlie most durable nuuiner, having no

wooden head to split and allow the teeth to get loose.

Ageuts Wanted.

SHARE'S Patent Coulter Hai-row
" " Hoer and Hiller.

HAI.STED'S Cultivator and Seed Drill.

BROAV-\'S lee Cream Freezers.

Agrieultural Implements of all lands.—Seeds, Fertilizers, &c.

HAINES & PELL,
27 Courtlandtrst., New-York.

Vt.MM.MMKMMM MMMMMMM>-
1 1"H E NONpXr E I L
SWASHING Machine

Is the only entirely reliable Washing Machine In existence.

It has been inconstant use in the family of Mr. Judd, the

Proprietor of this Journal, and in that of Mr. Munn, proprie-

tor of the Scientific American, since 1S61. For description

see advertisement in preceding numbers of the Agriculturist.

K^" Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING, 1S4 "Water-street, New-York.

$275. SEVEN OCTAVE. ^275.
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., 49» Broadway, N. Y.

New, enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirtv vcars' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for manufacturing, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the World's Fair^and for ttve successive ye
the American Institute, warranted Ave years. T^

THE FAVOKITE BlTRi\ER.
Ko glass chimneys needed.

We are now manufacturing
our unrivalled non-chimney
Burner in such quantities as
to be ahlc toolti'r it to all who
isK laiui'S. It \^ tiie only le-
liatile noii-chimiicy Burner.
It makes a clear, soft anrl
klr.Trly light.without smoJcp or
iidor.* consuming the carbon
liv jets of air enti.-iin^ the
interior of the flame. It holds
the name and can he carried
about like a candle. It save?

Xho eyes, the linieis. half the oil. and ail tlic expense of
chimnevB. It is the best niijlit lamp, and ic* perfectly safe
and reliable in every way. ^It is simple in operation, and
never gets out of order It will fit your lamps, as the screws
are nf uniform size in the lamps now made. You can buy
diroi'ily of us, thrniieii the mail, without regard to dealers,
wli') make tiicir profits mainly I^rom tlio sale of chimneys.
Mailed, postace paid, to any address on receipt of seventy-
tive cents, with wiek renilv fi>r use.

[V. B.—For tweutv-ilve'-rnts :nUlitional we will mall, post-
paid, one year's sa]>ph nt'wic;-,-;. Wilte to

Hutchinson & co., Cayuga, n. y.

Iflallory &: SaiiTord^i^

FLAX BRAKE.
Wltat it will Do.

Read tUe followiii;*- Letter froni a man-
ufacturer,

Salem, N. Y., Nov. 30, 1804.

John W. Quincy, Treasurer, &c.
I started a new Flax Mill this year, and feeling that the

price of your Brakes was so high, thought I would econo-

mize by purchasing an improved old-fashioned Brake, which
I did, and placed it in my new mill, and run it four days.

After running two days, I was determined to test it thor-

oughly with the two Brakes I pnrcliased of you, two yeara

since, and have been running in my old mill at Lake, ever
since. My tests are as follows

:

On average rotted straw, your Brake would give every
time full 100 %s. more of dressed flax to the ton than I could

with the greatest care get from the old Brake. On over-

rotted straw I got over 200 ffis. more thixn I could get by the

•Id Brake. 1 stopped dressing and went to figuring, and
found that to dress the flax I now have, with the old Brake,

would cost me over $8,000 (loss). I therefore want you to

ship one of your Improved No. 1 Brakes by Express, as my
men will dress no more flax in this mill until the new Brake
arrives. Kncloeed please find check for $455.

Yours respectfully,

P. T. BURDICK,

For further particulars of this case and many similar ones,

and for full information concerning the M, «& S. FLAX
BRAICK, send for Circular to

JOHIV W. QUIXCY. Treasurer,

98 AVilliam-st., lVe%v-York City.

net Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

ears at
"'erm.s

GREEN'S PATENT ROOFING
Consists of a stout Canvas, impregnated with a per-

fectly waterproof and incorruptible compound, covered on
both sides with a stout fabric made water proof i)V a solufinn
of INDIA HirBBKI!. and hardened by a coating ofPATENT
MKTALLIC PA IN 'I'.

It is thoroughly WATEII-PIIOOF.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of oil-cloth.
It makes the best and most durable KEADY ROOFING

ever introduced.
It is desiirned for DWELLING HOUSES, BAKNS, SHEDS,

STEAMBOATS and RAILWAY CAIiS.
It can belaid down by anv sensible working man.
It isCHEAPEIithan anv known HOOFING OF EQUAL

DUHABILITY. HKNHY SMITH. No. 129 Pearl St.

LEAKY SHINGLE. CANVAS or FELT ROOFS
can be made water-tii:;ht bv \W\uz the GUTTA PEIICHA

CEMENT. LEAKY TIN P.OOFS will wear five times as
long if coated with the GUTTA PKHTHA CHMENT PAINT,
the best Paint for A^rieullnr;il Iniplenients. out-buildings,
Fences, »fcc.. &c Manuf;n'iurfii re:\iiv im- use hv the

JOHNS & CliOSLKY MAXUVA'Tt'IilNG CO.,
No. TS William-st.. ci>r. I-ibertv, New-York.

Sole Manufiicturers of the Gutta Percha Cement Hoofing.

Patent Gum Spring Grain Drill.
The shovels of tliis Drill have a Patent Gum Spring attach-

ed, wliich enables the Drill to pass over rocks, stumps and
other obstructions, witliout stoppage or breakage. The seed-
ing apparatus also consists simply of two vulcanized India
Kiibber lioUers revolving together, and passing down the
grain with perfect regularitv, and without bunching or chok-
ing. Sowa ALL KINDS OF GKAiN. Hundred* of these Drills
are now in use in Pennsylvania, where they are preferred to
any other drill, Hetail price *1 00. Orders addressed to F.
GAKDNEK & CO.. Cariisle, Pcnn., Manufacturers. Local
Agents wanted, and State and County Rights for sale.

A Perfect Willo^v Peeler.
Peels rapidly, lUms easily by hand or Horse power, -will

not injure tlic Willow in tlie least. A durable
and honest article. Send with stamp for Circular, with de-

scription and price. Made and sold by
,

EASTEHBROOK & EHONSON, Geneva, N. Y. '

Hot Water Furnaces
for Wanning Green-houses, Couservato

rles. Graperies, Sec,

WEATHERED &, CHEKEVOT, 117 Prlnce-Et,, New-York

PORTABLE PRINTING
F

OFFICES !—
For sale by the ADAMS PKESS CO.. 26 Ann-st.. New

York. Circular Bent free. Specimen Sheet of TYPE, CUTS,
&C.I 6l2 cents.
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8awin^ Machines :

In nddition to the manufacture of Steam and Horse Power
Thrashins: Machines, wc arc huildinc extensively Cross-

cnt and Circular Saws. T)ie Cross-cut or Drag Saw is intend-

ed to attach to Horse Powers of all kinds, and will saw from
iO to 40 cords of stove Avood in one day. We build two sizes

of rowers suitable to run them. One is a two-horse Power,
while the other iii heavier and is deMcned for either two ur

four horses as may be desired. These machines are in gen-

eral use and everv farmer should have one.
Our Circular Sa'w for cuttius cord wood, limbs and poles

into stove woo'l is the best ^rran^jed and most desirable

Btylc in use. Our niachinerv is not only substantially built

out of the best of material, But is finished otf in a very tasty

mauuer. Address .JONAS W. YEO.
Proprietor Robinson's Machine Works.

iiichuiond, Ind,

A. M. HALSTED,
IVo. 67 Pearl-street, Neiv-Yorlc,

Produce Coinniission I?Iereliant,
FOR THE SALE OF

. a B H J *' s 5 r;W^ J M S y ?• Q P- KK §H H Q * . . „ - „

REFETIENCKS.—Beni. Loder. Esq., N. Y.. Ex-Pres't. Erie
li. H.. Ered. Bissell. Esq, Toledo. ().. Craain & Co., N. Y ,

mid Chiciiso, 111., Geo. M. Todd, BurliiiKton, la.

j:^ Send for weekly Price Current, Marking Plate and
Circular, with Packing and Shipping directions.

S. B. CONOVER,
Coiiiiiii?!^8ioii Dealer^

2G0, 261 ^ 'l^i Most AVashingtoa Market,

FOOT OF FULTOX-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.
Refers to the Editor of the American Agriculturist.

FarmerSj Countrymen, and
Country Merchants

Can send their

Uiitter, Cbeese, E^^^ii^, ILard, Tallow, Beans,
Hop«, Flax, Cotton, Flour, Grain, Meal,
Green and Dried Fruits, Furs, Skins,

Poultry, Game, Prorisions, Seeds,

Sorgliiini, M'ool, Potasli, Tobac-
co, Oils, and otUer produce to

JOSIie CAKFEXTKR,
C(>m:\[ISSION MERCHANT.

323 AVaslungtou-street, New-York.
Near Erie Kail lioad Depot,

To he sold at the highest market price. Every shipper to

him will receive his valuable Weekly Price Current of the

Kew York Market free.

FERTILIZERS S !

Lester's Pure Ground Bone.

Pure Peruvian Guaiio.

E. F. COE'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
JBruce's Concentrated Fertilizers.

IPlaster, IPoudrette, etc.
For sale in quantities to suit purcliasers. Sexd ln youb

Okdsrs early.
K. H. ALLEN & CO.,

1S9 & 101 Water-st., New-Toik.

Poudrette! Poudrette!
The r.ODI MWUPACTURING COMPAXV ivUU

an experience of Twenty-five years, bein^ the ohle-'it Jfanu-

facturers of fertilizers in t fte United States, again o^'er (ov

sale a uniform article of Poudrette at low prices. While the
price of other manures has advanced from 25 to 30 per cent..

we have only advanced our article .=iO cents per bbl., and the
experience of thousands of customers who nave used it. at-

tests the fact that it is now h;/ far the cheapest and very best
manure in market, and particularly adapted to Tobacco.
Corn, Potatoes and Garden Vegetables.

The Company manufacture also Bone Tafeu (a substitute
for Superphospliate and Guano) from bones, blood, oli'al.

night soil, and Peruvian Guano, ground fine. Price $50 per
ton.

A pamphlet containing directions for itse, prices. &c.. may
be had free bv addressing a letter to the O&ce of the Com-
pany, 66 Courtlandt-strcet, New-York.

Aniinoniated Pacific €ruano.
A real guano, containing from seventy to eishty per cent

ofPhospliate of Lime; to which has been added bv a chem-
ical process, a lame percentage of actual Ammonia, so tixed
that it can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to
any other fertilizer. Price |S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-

count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass.

Plate Assa>'er. and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimonials
irom sciehtiflc agriculturists, showini its value, can be
obtained ftom J. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Aeents.

131 Pcarl-st., New-York.

B R U C E'S
fOlEfflRATED MANURE,

Unices* Concentrated Manure Is no longer an
experiment. Three years' trial has proved its superiority

over all other fertilizers. It is not because of Its

VALilJABIiE COJttPOriVDS
alone, that we claim its

Great Fertilizing; Povrer
;

it is also in the Patent process througU ^vhich it
passes in its ntanufacture, by which we are ena-

bled to coicetUrate the necessar-y food for vegetation.

Bruce's Concentrated manure
was first brought to the notice of the Agriculturists of this

country in the year 1862. About Fifty Tons were sold

during the year, direct to farmei-s, with satisfactory results.

The following year flS63) orders came in to the amount of

Four Hnndred Tons, only Two Hundred of
which could be furnished. The past year (1S64) we sold near-

ly Six Hundred Tons, and notwithstanding the severe
drought it has more than met our expectations. In order
to supply the demand the coming season, we have been
obliged to enlarge our Factory, and with improved Ma-
chinery and enlarged facilities, we hope to be able to man-
ufacture,

Two Tlxoxxsancl Tons.
Those who liavc already proved the value of

Bruce's Concentrated Manure,
and those desirous of testing its

Fertilizing Poorer,
are CAUTIONED from purchasing an article bearing

the name of Bruce's fertilizer ; supposing it to be siiunu

pure, as sold by us. The article sold by us is branded on
eacli barrel,

Brace's Patent €'oncen<ratecl

]flaiiiire.

C. W. VAN DOREN & CO.,

OKfiFFII\G BROTHER & CO ,

58 A 60 Courtlandt-st, N. Y.

MoiNT Lbbanon, Columbia Co.. N. V„
Nov. 2, IS&J.

Grifflng, Brothers & Co.

Fbirnds—Tour favor asking our opiuion about "Bruce's
Concentrated Manure " is received. I in reply would say
that we have used it the past season with the most jiratify-

m% results. Tlie season was so dry that wc could not test it

as wc would have wished. We used it on our potatoes, hoe-

in? it in after they were up, and the yield was greater than
by any concentrated manure we have ever used. It has well
paid the investment on our gardens. For most crops we
prefer it to the No. \ Peruvian Guano. AVc shall want more
of it the comins season. Have you it on hand-' and what
is the lowest price. Kespectfully yours,

D. C. Brainaed.

Mr. D, C. BK.M.v.vnD. the writer of the above letter, is one
of the New Lebanoji Shakers—a practical man, and one who
tlioroughly understands agriculture in all its branches, and
can appreciate a good fertilizer.

Griffinq, Bko. & Co.

Notwithstanding the heavy advance of!

TWENTY-FIVE TO FIFTY PER CENT.
in the price of materials, we shall sell

BRUCE'i^
Concenti'atecl ]Vranxxi"e,
at the low price of

^50 per Ton.
It is packed in barrels weighing 270 lbs. each.

AGEIVTS IVAXTED,
for all tlic large Towns and Cities in the

XJ IV I O TV.
AGENTS FOR PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

MICHENER & TOUNG,
206 Market-street.

GRlFFli\G BROTHERS CO.,
(jleueral Agents,

5§ & 60 Courtlandt-st.,

New-York.
Scud for Circular.

mVENTORS, MECHANICS, AGRICUL-
TURISTS,

ANNUAL PROSPECTUS-
or the cheapest and best MECHANICAL JOURIVAI.

in the 'World.

A new Volume of which commences January 1, 1865.

J,. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

This Is unquestionably the
1 most popular and interp'sting
journal of its class in the
world. It has been published
seventeen years and has a

• larger circulation than any
similar journal in existence.
~It is a weekly paper of 16

p pages, and is devoted to Sci-
BNCE, Discovert, Intbn-
TioN, Mechanics. Makctao-
TtTREa, and the whcfle ranM

of Industrial abt. Most of the Inventiona patented In
the United States ari* illustrated in its columns, the En-
gravini^a being most superb ami beautiful. Each number
contalufl 16 paces of matter and from 8 to 10 Engravinga.
The numbers for a year make a splendid volume of 5^
pages of useful and entertaining matter, and about 500
Engravings. A full report of all the Patent Claims are
published odicially each week.

It is printed weekly on fine paper et th? roarvelouBly
low price of iS per year, or $1 for four months. Specimen
copies seat free. Address—

MUWN & CO,,
No. 37 PARK ROW, XEW YORK.

ATENTAGEA^GY
OFFICES.

£staMislied in 1846.

iilESSRS. MUNN & CO..

'i^ditOTAoftheScienlincAmericau,

SOLICITORS OP AJdERICAN
& EUROPEAN PATENTS,

With a Branch Office at Wash-
ington. During the past Fcventeen years MESSRiS. MUNN
4 CO. have acted as Attornc-ys for more than 20,000 in-
ventors, and statL^tics show that nearly ONE-xmRD of all
the applications for patents annually made in the United
States are solicited through the Scicntitic American Pat-
ent Agency. All business connected with the Examina-
tion of Inventions, Preparing Specifications, Drawings,
Caveats, Assignments oi PatV-nts, l*rosecuting R^ectea
Cases, Interferences, Re-issues and Extensions of Patents,
and Opinions of the Infringement and Validity of Patents,
wUl receive the most caretui attention.
Patents secured in England. l-Yance, Belgium, Austria,

Ruflsia, Prussia, and all other foreign countries where Pat-
eat Laws exist, A Pamphlet of " Advice How to Secure
I-elters Patent," including the Patent Laws of the United
States, furnished free. All communications confiden-
tiaL Addreas—

MtJNlV d: CO.,
No. 37 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

IVcw^ooks or PoiHilar liu«>iic

i'ov the

FLUTE, VIOLIN AND ACCORDEON.
Winner's Excelsior Collection
FOli THE FLUTE,
FOR THE VIOLIN.
FOU THE ACCOUDEON.

Price 75 cts.
Price 75 cts.
Price 75 cts.

Each of these books contains nearlv One Hundredand Fifty Popular Melodies, comprising Waltzes,
1 oikas. Soiiottisrhes, Marches, Quicksteps. Kedowas, Cotil-
lions, Gallons, licels. Jigs. Hornpipes. Fancy Dunces, etc
Copies will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.

OLIVEU DITSON & CO.. Publishers,

277 Washiugton-st., Boston.

A year with the Bovs and Girls

MERRY'S MUSEUM,
The Oldest and most Favorite Juvenile Magazine published.
Tol. 50 conmiences January, 1S65. Full of Stories, Pictures,
Puzzles, Letters from the Young Folks, History, Biography,
Natural Science, etc., etc. The best writers for children in
the country will continue to enrich its pages, and make it a
welcome visitor in every household in the land.

A fine steel engravingof Unxle William given to all new
subscribers in the January Number.
Terms. $1.50 a year. In advance; 12 cents single number.

Send for it. J. N. STEARNS, PublisUer,
111 Fulton Street, New York.

nno FARMERS AND GARDENERS.

The Field and t^ardeii
VEGETABLES OF AIUEKICA.

BY FEARING DUKli, Jk.
Being a perfect description of all known Vegetables—each
kind. &c. : best soil and mode of cultivation. Fully and
elegantly Illustrated.
The most perfect work on the subject ever printed.

READY SHORTLY.

J. E. TILTOIV Sc CO.,
Boston, Publishers.

HRISTIAN UNIONIST, desiirncd to promote
Christian Union, and advance the spiritual interests ol

the people of God of everv name. Sample number free
Address CHKISTLAN UNIONIST, Detroit, Michigan.
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TWEXTIETH iu\MAL VOLfJIE.

THE HORTICULTURIST,
A Monthly Magazixe Devoted to

Grape Culture,
Fruits,

FloWC 1*8,

Gai-deiiin;;,
Kui-iil -Vrchitocttire,

Ijaii(l>«'npr Adoriiiitcnt,
;iit(l Kura.1 Ptarsuits,

Formin-j an Aniui:il Volume oi 400 lioyal octavo pa^es,
haiulsoniely Illustratcil.

TWO [)OLLAi:s iier.'\nniini. TWENTY CENTS pernuniber.
All arUcleit ttv" froia thf he-nt pro'-U'^nl talent in the country.
Volumes i:^t>-'. IMV;. H>U, hound and po^t paiil. and numbers

for 1865. SEVI:N DOI.LAKS. 1700 pasr*?, nOO Eiiu'iaviDgs.

GEO- E. & F- W. WOODWARD,
Pnblishor*, 37 Park Ro«-, Nciv York.

IN- EVERY COUNTY
IX THE

LOYAL STATES.
rpo SELL BY SUBSCRIPTION a work intensely

interesting antl very popular, entitled THE IXDIAX
UACES OF NOFlTH AND SOUTH AMEFJCA, including

an acount of tlie Sioux Massacre in Minnesota, written by

Hon. J. T. Headley. Tliis work is well adapted to the wants

of tJie w;isses, and is destined to meet with a large sale. For
particulars apply to or address

HURLBUT. SCRANTON & CO.

No. 14S Asyluni-st.,

Hartford, Conn.

Agents will please state their address.

Demorest's Illustrated Monthly
and Mme. Demorest's Mirror

of Fashions.
A briliant, spicy, artistic, and valuable Ma,2;aztne, with

extraordinary attractions, and novelties for

1865. Coraprisin? original Stories, Poems. IVnsic,
Recipes, Splendid Kngrarings, and other enter-
taining and nsetnl literature, elegant and leliable FasUion
Plates, and full size Patterns. The Model Parlor
Magazine of Amt-iica, and a Mnsrazine of rxiLiTV and ak-
TisTic EXCELLExcE. Yearly only $3.00 with a large and
Matruifirent Parlor bteel En2;raving or a p.ickace of two
dollars' worth of ftill-size patterns, as a PRKMUtNl to each
subscriber. Splendid Premiums and Terms for Clubs.
Single Copies 25 cents, mailed free on receipt of the price.
The Feb. No. with rare, artistic, and splendid novelties now

ready. Uy a recent very liberal arraosement made with the
Pnblisherof the AgricuUurist, we propose to furnish our
Illustrated -Monthly and the Astricultoi-ist one year at $3.7.i,

either TO commence with any number, and to include tlie

valuable premiuui we are oliering to earh subscriber.
Address W. .lEXNINCS DEMOREST,

39 Beekuianst., New-York.

The Evening Post, New-York,
FR.VMv, FEARLESS and INDEPENDENT,

In its Editorial a(h ocucy of the great principles of Univer-
sal Freedom :

ACCURATE and EXPLICIT in its Financial and
Market Reports:

INSTRIX'TFVE and INTERESTING in its Lit-

erarv Reviews and Selections, it invites comparison with any
newspaper published on this Continent.

TERMS: Daily. $ri a year; Semi-TTeekly, $4 a year;
Weekly, $2 a year. Specimen copies containiUK full Club
rates sent free.

"WM. C. BRYANT & CO.. Publishers, New-York.

M
THE

JOURNAL,
AND FAMILY VISITANT,'

Is a Monthly Magazine for Mothers and the Household. With
nothinc light or trashy, it is practical in purpose, substantial
in matter, attractive in style. To aid Mothers in their noble
but difficult work, and to make the household healthy, hap-

£y. useful, and good, is the object of the Jofenal. One
lollar and a half a year. Five copies $7. Single Numbers,

Pifteen Cetii-s each. Sent free to Clergj-men who circulate

U'ln Iheircongregations. Someare wanted in every Churcli.

Town and Village, to get up a Clnb. Direct to MOTHERS'
JO0UXAL, 335 Broadway, New-York.

\1/'ANTED—Aireiits tlirouuhout the Loyal States
»» to sell bv suhsrriptiou our new and highly popular

book, "Morgan' and His Captors," by Rev. F. Senour, of
Rockford. 111. Complete in one elegant octavo vol., with
steel portrait of Morgan. Price ?1 'h. One agent reports 9S
subscribers out of PtO people solicited to subscribe. An-
other. X> out of every 40 solicited, and an average of'.i5 sub-
scribers per day. Two others obtained 60 subscribers in a
dav and a half. It is really one of the best apencybooks ever
punlishcd. No circumstances of the Rebellion have develop-
ed better material for an interesting and instructive volume
than the great raids of John Morgan. Exclusive tcrritnry
given, antl verv liberal terms oflered. C. F, VENT & CO..
Publishei-s, .SS \Vest 4th-Bt., Cincinnati. O., and 12 Dearborn-
St.. Chicago, HI.

HE TRIBUNE ALMANAC for 186.5.—This
Popular Annual is now ready, and contains besides the

usual statistical and miscellaneous matter, the full oJflcial

Presidential and Congressional vote of all the States. Price
—Single copies 20c. : 7 copies, sent hy mail, free of postage,
$1 : 100 copies, by express, fli. Address

THE TRIBUNE, New-York.

rpHE TRIBUNE FOR 1805.

PROSPECTUS.

The Military and Naval successes of 1S&4. with the auspi-
cious result o'f our Presidential contest, have lifted a hea\'y
weight from the breasts of the Loval Millions ot our coun-
trymen. It is now felt even bv those who have been dis-

trustful and faint-hearted, that the Union is to emerge
triumphant fto-u the deadly strife whereinto she was so
wickedly precipirnted bv her assailants, and that Slavery, her
relentiess foe, is to encounter the fate of Haman. The perils
of foreign intervention and of Western insurrection are safe-

ly passed; Abraham Lincoln, no longer assailable as the
choice of a minority, holds the helm of State for four years
longer ; tlie Rebellion, palpably weakened by its defeats and
losses during the vear now closinG:—with its credit so re-

duced that its purse-bearer otficially declares that its Treas-
ury Notes can only be exchanged for coin at the rateoftwen-
tv-flve for one, while its bonds command but six cents on
the dollar—but awaits the blow which shall soon strike the
sword from its parricidal hand, and remit its master spirit to
the Justice, or it mavbe to the clemency, of a soreiy wrontred
and justly incensed'but forbcjiring an'd magnanimous Peo-
ple. Such are tlie auspices which justify o\ir faith that the
year soon to open will see the Stars and'Strines float unchal-
lenged from everv battlement in the Republic, and the per-
fect law of LibcrtV for AJl immovably imbedded in the Con-
stitution of our Union.
THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE, founded in 1841. will enter

upon its tweiitv-fniirth vear with quickened hopes and en-
larged means oi'usefulncss. Its principles need no restate-
ment ; its aims are the diffusion of Intelligence and the in-

culcation of a spirit of Freedom and Humanity, When this
trutli shall have been generally recognized and established
as the basis of our institutionsahd polity, that injustice to the
poorest, the weakest, the most despised, is a fearful mistake
-that no coramunitv or State can aftbrd to wrong even its

humblest member—then ^vill our land bask once nibre In the
calm sunsliine of peace and prosperity.

THE TRIBUNE has for the last year been published with but
small profit to its proprietors, compared with the vast outlay
and labor deyotedto its publication, solely because of the de-
preciation of our Currency below the specie standard, com-
pelling us to buy paper and other materials at a cost con-
siderably above tlie full amount received from our subscri-
bers. On our weekly edition, the uet loss has amounted to
many thousands of "dollars; while our large receipts from
Advertising iiave been absorbed by the extraordinory ex-
penses for Correspondence, Telegraphing, &c., devolved on
us by the War, As we do not suppose our patrons de.-^ire we
should work for them at our own cost, ana prefer no' to be
patronized by any wlio mnt/ desire it. we have somewhat
advanced for "the ensuing year tlie prices of our Semi-Weekly
and Weekly, as we have already done with those of our
Daily editions. This increase is purely nominal : there never
before was a time when the farmers of our country could
buy THE TRIBUNE for so little of their own products or
labor as they can by the following

TERMS.
DAILY TRIBUNE.

Mail subscribers, 1 copy, l year—311 numbere SIO 00
SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

Mail subscribers,! copy. 1 vear—104 numbers 4: OQ
do 2 copies, "do. do 7 GO
do 5 copies, or over, for each copy 3 00

An extra copy will be sent to every club of fifteen.

WEEivLY TRIBUNE.
Mail subscribers, Finale copy. 1 year—52 numbers 3 50

do Clubs of five..' 10 00
Persons remitting ^20 for 10 copies, will receive one copy

extra, gratis.
Persons remitting $40 for 20 copies, will receive one copy

Semi-Weekly, gratis.
Pereons remitting $80 for 40 copies, will receive one copy

Daily, gratis.

To Advertisers.
Mercliants, Manufactnrers, Inventors, Real

Estate Owners, Seliools, and all Otiiers
Avlio Desire to Reacli Cnstouiers in

all Parts of tl»e Country, ^viU
Find it to their Interest

to Advertise in
THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE.

The circulation of The Tribvne is larger than that of any
other Newspaper, and it is read by the most enterprising,
thrifty and industrious classes. Advertisements inserted in

each of the editions of The TRrBrxE-Daily, Semi-Weekly
and Weekly—will be read by nearly a million of people,

and no investment pays a man so well as the money he
spends in judicious advertising. The investigation by the
Mayor and Controller of the city resulted in naming Tbe
Daily Tribitne as being one of the two papers having the
largest daily circulation, and its weekly edition is acknowl-
edged to be far greater than any other Newspaper.

DAILY TRIBUNE.
KATES OF ADVERTISING IN THE NEW-YOKK DAILY TRinVNE.
Ordinary advertisements, classified under appropriate

heads, 15 cents a line per each insertion. Nothing inserted
for less than 50 cents each insertion.

SEMI-WEEEiY TRIBUNE.
Ordinart Advertising—Twbsty-five Cents a line

each insertion.

Item—CAdvertisement]—Fifty Cents a line each inser-

tion.

THE WEEKLY TRLBUNE.
Ordinary Ad^'krtising—$1 aline each Insertion.

Item—In the News Column, prefixed by the word (Adver-
tisemeHt]—11 25 a line each insertion. Nothing inserted for
less than $5.

No less by the quarter or year.
Address THE TRIBUNE,

No. 154 Nassau-st., New-York,

46 rpHE HlIinAN FACE DIVINE."—J ISeiu
M- Siistem of P/iyiio^nomti^EtffS, Ears, .Vose, Lips,

Moutk. Head, Hair, Hnuds, Fett. .S7/h, }vitk all "Signs
OF Character." and How to Read Them, s'ivni in
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE ILLUS-

TRATED for 1^6.-.. S. R. WELLS. Editor. Portraits of Re-
markable Men. in every calljuLr. illustrating; diflerent phases
of Human Character, the sane and tin- insane, the virtuous
and the vicious—Physiognomy, Ethnology, ]*iirenolooy.
Psychology, etc., in each number. New Volume, 41at, for
18*0. Monthly. Only ?2 a year. "Now is the time to sub-
scribe." Sample nunibers bv first post. 20 cP'iits. Please Ad-
dress Messrs. FOWLER & WELLS, 3S*) Broadway. New-York.

BOOKS rOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

( 1 50

1 50

1 on

600
30

60

1 50

1 25
2 00
30

1 ."iO

1 50
75

2 00
75
75
50

1 50
1 50
4 50

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice ot the Agy-icuUurist at the prices named, or tlicy will be

forwarded by maW, posl-puid, on receipt of the price. All of

these books maybe procured in making up a library. We
Indicate our opinion of their value by one or luore Stars.]

These prices are only good for orders sent previously to

March 1st.

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture '

Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Hook*
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Farmer's Encyclopedia
American Rose Culturist

Art of Saw Filing. , ..(Holly)

Barry's Fruit Garden ...*•*

lieecher's (Hy Ward) Fruit Flowers and Farming
Bemeut's Poulterer's Companion ••
Bement's Rabbit Fancier

,

Blake's Farmer's Encyclopedia
,

Boussingault's Rural Economy
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual

.

Bridiieman's Youug Gardener"* Assistant..
Bridgeman's Kiiclien Garden Instructor.
Brideeman's Florist's Guide
Brandt's Aire of Horses (En^rlish and German) *....
Breck's Book of Flowers *

Browne's Field Book of Manures
Burr's Vegetables of America
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book.. (Holly)
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide. . ..

Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book....*
C'ole's Veterinarian
Clolman's Agriculture
Copeland's Country Life
Cottage Bee-Keepcr
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
na»l<rs (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor •

Dadd's Anatomyof the Horse (colored)
" " " (plain)

Domestic Poultry
Downing s Cottage Residences *•

Dowiiiiig's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. ...*••..

Emploviiieut of Women—By Virginia Penny....*
Every t.ady her own Flower Gardener
Farm Record for R years —
Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener.,
French's Farm Drainage *

Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture
Fish Culture
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses •*

Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming *•*..,......

.

Fuller's Grape Culturist **•

Fuller's Strawberry Culturist *...

Goodale's Principles of Breeding. .
.**

Grav'sManual of Botanv and Lessons in one Vol..***..
Gray's How Plants Grow

,

Guenon on Milch Cflws
Hall's (Miss) American Cookery

,

Harasz.thy Grape Culture, &c.
,

Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, jilain ••

do. do. do. do. colored plates.*'
Herbert's Hints to Hoi-sekeepers ***

Hints to Riflemen, by Cleveland
How to Buy a Farm and ^^i!ere to Find One ,

Jennintrs on Cattle. Sheep. &<
Johnston's Catechism ot^ Acricultural Cheni'stry.
Ji^nston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry!
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Lamrsiroth on the Honev Bee ...**

Loudon's fDowning's) Ladies' Flower Garden *....
Leucliar's Howto Build Hot-houses
Liebiff's Familiar Letters on Chemistry
Liebis's Modern Agriculture
Linsley's (D. C.) Morean Horses .

M;inu;il of Agriculture by G. Emerson and C. L. Flint.
.M;i\iii'w's Illustrated Horse Doctor *•*
M:n}ir;y's Illustrated Hoi-se Management ••*, ..

Ml Nl;ilion's America.! Gardener . .*

Mi-!:ikos of Edueateil Men •"

Mnrrell's American Shepherd
Mv Farm of Edgewood **

National Almanac and Annual Record—**

Neill's Practical Gardener (Pardee)
Norton's Scieniilic Acriciilture
Otcott's Sorgho ann Iraphee
Onion CuUiire ...*••

Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c....* (paper)
Our Hardy Grapes
Pardee on Strawberry Culture
Parsons on the Rose
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves
Quinbv's Mysteries of Bee keeping **
(3uincv on Soiling Cattle (paper)
Rabbit Fancier
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden—•*

Rich's American Architect
Rural Affairs (bound) 3 Vols . each
Saxion's Farmers' Library.. set of 3 Vols, .morocco

do do do" do 3 Vols.. cloth
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book
Skillful Housewife
Smith's Landscape Gardening —
Spencer's Educarion of Children*'
Stephens' Book ot the Farm- ..2Vol8
Stewart's (John ) Stable Book
Ten Acres Enough . .

Timer's (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture
Tobacco Culture .,*••

Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual....**
Tucker's llegister Rural Affairs , . -

*

Vaux's Villas and Cottajres
Walden's Complete Soil Culture
Warder's Hedges and Everjrreens
Waring's Flleriients of Agriculture
Watson's American Home Garden...."*
Wax Flowers (Art of Making)
Wheat Plant (John Klippart's^
Yale Colle're Agricultural Lectures
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse
Youatt and ^lartin on Cattle
Youatt on the Hog *...

Youjjrt on Sheep
Vonmans' Household Science - .

.***

Youmans' New Chemistry *

60
5 00
3 50
75

1 50
1 50
500
3 50
30

^50
SOO
1 50
30

300
1 =,f)

1 50
1 25
1 50
200
2 00
150

^0
1 00
400
1 00
75

1 2.T

5 00
3 ?fl

4 50
I 75
1 50
1 75
1 50
30

1 ^5
200
200
1 75
1 50

50
13.>
150
1 00
350
350
li 50
60

1 75
, 200
1 50
1 50
75

1 25
20
30
25
75

1 50
1 50
1.W
35
30

1 00
5 00
6 00
1 50
950
8 SO
63
50

1 50
1 25
6 00
1 50
1 50
250

25
1 50
SO

SOO
1 50
1 50
1 00
200
1 50
1 50

GO
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 75
1 75

BAs^HFCLNESS. DiFpn>ENCE, Sensitiveness.—
Causes and Cure. Why are vou timid and embarrassed ?

How to acquire confidence, ^ce Jan.—double—No, Illus-

trAt*^d PHRENf^i.cGir.vL Jorr.NAL, only L'O cents, by fii-stpost.

Address FU^vlkr * WELLS, S-9 Broadway, New York.

^Krf^ C:\sli will be p:\i(l for an Oriirinal Puzzle
?POMior MKIIRYMAN'S MONTHLY. For description

of what is wanted see present number at all Newsdealers.

Terms $1 a vear, until April 1. after that |1.25. J. C. HANEi
& CO , 109 Nassaust., New-York,
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•

Adverlisments ami Adrenisers 40

Bachelor's OpiniiHi of Recipes S4

Bees—Apiary in February^.. J4

Bee5-Itali«niziiig in Box Hives. .. ,
43

Bovs and Girls' Columns—SomeliiinR About Dreams—
"If You Love Me. Lean Hard "—Colored Men in the

Army-Sheridan Among his Sokheis-Petroleuin ;

Hovva Farm w;.s Sold— I'roblems and Puzzles—The
Fisherman's Return—The Suiiuon the Carpet-Fire-

side Games 2 Illustrations .
. 55, 56

Bread—Hon' to Make Good 53

Coal Ashes for Walks . 4S

Commercial Noles—Prices Current S4

CookinK -Economical ..-
,V," .".'j'-',

Corn-Diminutive Variety Illustrated.. i>l

Curious VepetaWe Forms 3 Illustrations. 49

Dog Law —Form of Petition 4'.

Farmers' Club—Wapiuiig ..
. • 4°

Flower Garden and Lawn in February . . . ... .......... 34

Flower-The Bulterfly ^. • • '"'«":""'"'
'l"

Flowers— Everlastins (Heliplerum Sanfordit). .Illus
.
.5i

Flowers-Trumpet Honeysuckle Illustrated. .Vi

Fruit and Vegetable -The Difference 49

Fruit Garden in February.

Fruits lor llimois r-

Gardens for the Chihiren JJ
Garden-Kitchen in February

,V,' 'V.y l.-i

German Ivy {Smrr.io Mtkanotdes) Illustrated .

.

52

Goats-Wliat are thev Good For? 43

Grafiiiig-When is a Tree Grafted ? 52

Grapes-Ioua and IsraelU—Explanation 39

Grass-R. I. Bent and Kentucky Blue .... . ... «
Gra"es-IIow to Distinguish S>pecies..4 IUustrations..ii

Gravel Wall Houses, Barns, etc 41

Green and Hol-Houses in February J4

Hay- Embargo by Governineiit ..4^

Holses and Oxen-Driving Together Illustrated..

U

Household Noles for February .

Housekeeping—How lo Begin-.

House Plans and Specifications.

Hyacinths—Propagating
Implements for Weeding. . . . . . .^IUustrations..b\

Live Stock Trade in New-York for 18b4... ........... .3a

Maple Sug.ir Making Illustrated.. liO

Milk, Beef, Labor, No. II....

Notes and Suggestions fur February

One Acre Enough—Sometimes
Orcliard and Nursery in February

54
53

.,5 Illustrations . .\\

63

42
..33
..47

...34

Orciiard -How Established by a Pioneer 48

Pears, Sheldon—Historical Notes. 5U

Potatoes—Notes on Varieties. 6 Illustrations .
.M

Practical Odds and Ends for Household 54

Premiums for Subscribers in l^Co.^. . . .
..... . . ... • J4

Uecioes-Breakfast Corn Cakes—Good "^utcakes

Farmei's Cake—Improved Hasty Pudding—Unbolt-

ed Bread-Pickling Hams or Beef—Baked Carrots-

Soda Crackers—Parsnip Croquelles—Fish Balls. .54-55

Road Scraper—Convenient Illustrated.. ii

Seeds—Care in Selection Necessary 53

Sheep Mania -Timely Hints «
Sheep— Profits of .

'-

Shelter for Animals—Expensive ........ ..4b

Sink for Kilchen-Coiivcment Illustrated .53

Sleigh Ride-Familv Illustrated, .i^

Smoke House—in-duov ;-;;,"; •;•":";>
Snake Nut •2 Illustrations..

A^
Sorghum Culture in Massachusetts 4»
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[Business Notices.]

JMore IVe^v IMaps, Charts and I*i'ints-

^as- The Bfew Maps are Ready.
And we are ready to give exclusive County Rights lo the right men for our

Great Township Maps of New York aud IVeiv Jersey.
These are the largest, latest, fullest, and in every way by far the best Maps of these States extant.

-A-gents "Wanted. Everywhere for onx* IVe>v

Panoramic and Military Maps of the U. S.
We think there IS no jnore plainly printed, ornamental, useful, or accurate U. S. Map yet published, than this.

The U. S. and N. Y. I\[aps are each about six/t, square. Price $7 each. Size of y. 7., about 5x6 ft. Price $6. Each

is mounted on muslin, in the best manner. Either Map sent by Express on receipt of the price.

In addition to these and other expensive Steel and Copper plate Maps, v.e pledge ourselves to keep tlie

Hdargest^ IV'ewest, Cheapest, most attractive aud Salable
ASSORTMENT OF

CHEAP, COLORED MAPS, CHARTS AND PRINTS TO SUIT THE TIMES,
to be found in this country.

inen aud 'Women who want Good Work and Good Pay, should not fail to see our new Price List

and Circular.

H- H. LL0^4^I> & CO., ai John-st., IVew-Y^ork.

6fc "|T W"ILL FAY .\GENTS WANTED to

sell How to Write, Talk, Behave and do Business.

$2.25. Send stamp for particulars, to MESSRS. TOW-

LER & WELLS, 389 Broadway, New-York.

PARSONS & CO.,
offer

VINES
of all the leading varieties of eicellent quality

Among them are

each, per doz. per 100. per 1000.

loua 11.50 115.00 $100

Allen's Hybrid. 75 7.00 40

Concord, 1 year.. 25 2.50 13 $100
3 '' 50 4.00 25

Delaware 50 5.00 25
Foreign Vines of all the sorts and finely grown at

1 year, ^ per doz. ; %So per 100.

2 years. S *' " 50 " "

In addition to their other

FRUIT TREES
They offer PEAK TBEES of extra size.

They commend to the special attention of nurserymen their

stock of choice

embracing nearly 200 varieties, which they offer at low rates

:

among them are

CupKESSus Lawsontana |6 pcr doz.

TnuIOPSIS BOBEALIS 6 " "

Junipers $35 per 100

Arbor Vit.,e, Siberian 10 *' "

do American 6 '* "

PiCKA NORDMANIANA 50 " '*

Pines, Austrian 20 " "

do Scotch, large 20 " "

Upright Yew, quite hardy 35 " "

Norway Spruce 12 " "

Golden Yew
STREET TREES, large and handsome.
FLOWEKING SHRUBS in great variety.

ItOSES, Hybrid Perpetual, on their own roots, not grafted

or budded, $20 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in excellent health.

STOVE PLANTS in variety.

RHODODENDRONS, both seedling and worked plants, and
in great variety of color.

For varieties and prices they refer to their Catalogues for

which address them at

Flushing, near Sfew York.

Heitry A. Ueiser Sc Sons,
NO. U PINE-STREET.

Dealers in

governhent securities,
BUY AND SELL

QUARTERMASTERS' CHECKS AND VOUCHERS,
5-20 BONDS,

1-YEAR CERTIFICATES,
7-30 LOAN, AND EVERY FORM OF U. S. SECU-

RITIES.
We invite the atlention of Banks and parlies desiring

short investment to our assorlment of United Slates Six

per Cent. Debt Certificates. We have them on hand due

in every month of Ihe year, at tales that pay better in-

terest than any other security in the market.

A Neglected Cough, Cold, or Sore Tliroat,

which might be checked by a simple remedy, like

" Brown's Bronchial Troches," if allowed to progress

may terminate seriously. For Bronchitis, Asthma,

Catarrh, and Consumptive Coughs, " The Troches " are

used with advantage, giving ofteDtimes immediate relief.

B. li. BLISS,
Seed Catalog-ixe and.

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden.
The Eleventh Edition enlarged and improved, just

published, contains One Hnndred Pages of closely
printed matter, with many beautiful illustrations,
and a descriptive list of upward of T*vo Thousand
varieties of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, In.

eluding many charming novelties, now offered for
the first time in this country, with explicit directions lor

their culture, also a list of upwards of

One Hundred varieties of French Hybrid
Gladiolus, aud oilier .Summer Floivcring Bulbs—
to which is added a list of a few of the choicest varieties ol

Grapes, StraAvberries, Raspberries, and other
small Fruits, Bedding Plants, etc., etc., culti-

vated at his gardeus; with much other useful information
upon the subject of gardening generally, which will be tountl
useful to the amateurs, as well as those wlio are about to
commence the delightful occupation of gardening. It will
be mailed post-paid to all applicants enclosing 25 cents.
Address n. K. BLISS . Springfleld, Mass.

The Patent Sewing: Ripper
Takes out a seam taster than a sewing machine can
make it, with less danger of culling than by knife or
scissors. It rips machine or hand sewing equally well.
Every Lady wants one. Great chance for Agents.
Price Fifty Ccuts, sent post paid, by mail. Lib-

eral discount by the dozen.

Address il. LEE. Ill Fullon-sl., New-York City.

ISAACSEN'S PHOSPHORIC PASTE,
For the Destruction of Rats, Mice, and

Roaches. Depot 40 Fulton-st, New York.

HE HERALD OF HEALTH AND JOURNAL
OF PHYSICAL CULTUr.E should be in the handset

every mvalid in the land, and all who value Physical perfec-
tion arid bodily symmetry. It treats on all subjecis relating
to bodily development and the laws of life, »l .50 a year 15
ct8. a number. Send for it lor 18G5. and vou will never'be
sorry. Address MILLElS <t WOOD,

15 Lalght-st.. New- York.

SCOTCH PLOW, new, first premium taken at
World's Fair, for sale. Address J. McCLEVE, Hastings-

upon Hudson, N. Y.
t &

%mx\fSi\\ Agriculturist.
For the Farm, Garden, aud Houseliold. •

A THonouoH-ooiNa, RELIABLE, and PR.\CTICAL
Journal, devoted to the different departments of SOIL
CULTURE—such as growing field CROPS ; orchaud
and ounsEN FRUITS; oakden VEGETABLES and
FLOWERS ; trees, plants, and flowers for the
LAWN or YARD; care of DOMESTIC ANIMALS,
etc., and to HOUSEHOLD LABORS, wiih an interesting,

instructive department for CHILDREN and YOUTH.
The Editors are all pniCTiCAL WORKING MEN.
The teachings of the Agriculturist are confined to no

State or Territory, but are adapted to all sections of the

country— It is for the whole American Continent.
TERMS (in advance); $1..50 per year; Four

Copies one year for S5 ; Ten Copies one year for $It;
Twenty or more Copies one year for $1 each,

[y Add to the above rates: Postage lo Canada, 12 cents;

to England and France, 24 cents ; to Germany, 36 cents.

Postage anywhere in the United Slates and Territories

must be paid by the subscriber, and is only three cents a
quarter, if paid in advance at Ihe office where it is received.
Address communications to the Publisher and Proprietor,

ORANGE JUDD, 41 Fark-Row, New-York City.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.
•

—

Dreary winter is passing away, and joyous

spring again comes to clieer and gladden. In

many localities, where the March number of tbe

Agriculturist will find its way, the music of the

groves and the sound oflowiug herds and bleating

flocks may be heard, while in other regions the

fields and meadows are covered with snow, and
desolation reigns. With March, farmers in some
of tlie States commence farming operations,

while in others chilling winds and pelting storms

confine the husbandman to the in-door labors

of the farm. In one State the soil will be plowed
and the seed put in for various crops, but in

some others the fertile fields and the babbling

streams will still be bound in icy fetters. Every-

thing should be on the inarch towards improve-

ment. Should the programme of farming ope-

rations for the season not have been already com-
pleted, let it be done without delay. If a good
system of rotation has not been already adopt-

ed, plan it at once. Where no field labor can

yet be performed, put every thing in order to

do it as soon as weather and soil are favorable.

There are hundreds of good formers who do

not know the great value ofa crop of peas. They
have never raised a crop, and they do not un-

derstand how to use them up advantageously.

Procure good seed, in time to have it ready to

sow when the soil is dry enough to plow, and
put in a few acres of peas instead of barley,

oats, or Indian corn. Peas will leave the ground
in an excellent condition if the soil be well

prepared for them, and if sowed at the proper

time. They will be found excellent food forall

kinds of stock, and there is no better meal for

feeding milch cows, or sows that are raising

young pigs, for the purpose of producing an

abundant flow of milk, than an equal quantity of

good peas and Indian corn ground into meal.

What Crops will you Raise f—What will

your soil produce; or what kinds of grain,

grass, or roots appear to be best adapted to

the kind of soil, or what kinds of grain or

other crops liave grown for several 5'ear3 past

on the soil ? Tliese are the questions that every
farmer ought to consider before he decides what
kind of crops he will raise during the coming
season. A farmer should endeavor, as far as may
be practicable, to adapt the right kind of crops

to his soil rather than to adapt the soil to the

crops. If the soil is not adapted to either winter

or spring wheat, do not attempt to raise it. If

the soil is a good wLeat soil and it has produced
more wheat in years past than any other grain,

it may be well to try some other crop that is

also adapted to the soil, which will return per-

haps as much, or more than a crop of wheat.
Draining.—Before the soil is fit to plow, let it

be examined for the purpose of ascertaining

whether or not some portions of it may not be
drained very advantageously, wliere it is ex-

cessively wet. Let wet portions of a field be
staked out and drains cut for tile, stone or wood.
During the mouth of March a long line of under-
drain may be made before the soil is fit to plow,
if the proprietor only has energy enough to lay

out the work and commence it at once. If it be
delayed until the soil is fit to be plowed, and
other work begun, the draining will not be done.

Cattle.—Begin to increase the amount of meal
fed daily to all fattening animals. Bullocks and
dry cows that are designed for early beef should
be well fed, watered and protected from storms
during this month. Indian meal and oil meal
fed now to fattening animals will start them right

and return a good profit next June in early beef.

Morses.—Give horses daily exercise, either by
turning them loose in a yard for a few hours, or
by driving them in the harness. Mares with
foal should be handled with great care, and if

there is much snow and ice they should be sharp
shod to prevent their slipping down, which
would be very liable to cause slinking. Feed
breeding mares a pint of unbolted wheat flour

daily in connexion with their other food, as a
small quantity of wheat flour is more highly es-

teemed than any other grain by experienced
horse breeders for developing the growing feetus.

Souses.—Paint dwelling houses .and any other
buildings during this month as the pores of the
wood and sun-shrinks are now closed and the
paint will form a more durjible coating on the

surface than if applied in hot weather.

Implements and Tools.—Begin in good time to

procure new tools and implements of husband-
ry, and to repair old ones. Todd's Young Farm-
er's Manual treats of the mechanical part of ag-
riculture and edge tools and implements of hus-
bandry, giving many useful hints. See book list.

Manures.—Spread horse manure over the
heap and never allow it to heat and become fire-

fanged. Haul manure to distant fields while
there is sleighing, or before the ground has
thawed, when the soil would be so wet that it

would be injurious to drive over it and when a
te,am would be unable to haul off a load. See
that the rain from the eaves of buildings or from
any other source does not wash away the solu-

ble portions, the best part of barn yard manure.

Peas and Oats.—The oats keep the peas more
erect than they would otherwise grow, and
as they both ripen at about the same time,

the yield per acre is usually much greater than
if either were sowed alone. There is no better
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feed for young swine, horses, neat cattle of

all kinds, and sheep, than peas and oats. Seed

may be obtained by the barrel or sacli of seed

dealers in most cities and large towns.

Ibtatoee.—Assort potatoes and feed out the small

ones to stock ; lay the best aside for seed. See

some hints on how to raise early potatoes under

the Kitchen Garden Calendar.

Jiools.—Every animal should be fed a few roots

daily. Save a few of the best to be planted out

for seed. If you have never yet raised roots, pro-

cure seed and make arrangements for an experi-

ment with a crop of them the coming season.

Stmies.—Both large and small ones may be hauled

off the field as soon as thawed loose, before the soil

has become soft. If the ground is soft, pry up the

large stones on meadows and place billets of wood
or small stones beneath them so that they may be

hauled off as soon as snow has fallen, or the ground

will bear up a team. Remoye brush, logs, and

other rubbish from fields, if likely to be in the way

of the plow.

;Swi)ie.—Separate sows that will farrow this

month, from other swine. At least two weeks be-

fore their time prepare a warm and clean sleeping

apartment, and make the bed of cut straw, in the

middle of the floor, to prevent overlying of the

young pigs. Do not feed too high before the young

pigs are ten days old, but give a few feeds of raw

roots of some kind before and after farrowing.

scabies.—As the warm weather comes on, see that

"itables are thoroughly cleaned out and well littered

and ventilated, but horses should not be exposed

to cold air currents, especially at night.

Sheep.—Take extra care of sheep during this

month. Separate all feeble ones from the main

flock, so that every one may receive a little grain

and roots daily in connection with other food.

See article on page 75. Remember that every early

lamb is worth raising even at some extra care.

Trees.—As soon as the frost is out of the ground,

ornamental trees may be transplanted, and if the

soil is in order, fruit trees also. Drain the soil

thoroughly, and pulverize deeply for all kinds of

trees and shrubbery, manure will usually be needed.

Water.—Look carefully over the farm when there

is a great amount of surface water, and see that it

does not run across recently plowed fields, and

wash away the soil. Turn small streams of muddy

water from highways upon meadows and pastures
;

they carry with them much fertilizing matter, aud

will increase the crop of grass for years.

TVTi^ai.—Procure in time good seed of spring wheat,

of the best farmers. Get the last year's wheat flour-

ed in order to have bran for feeding.

Wood.—Improve every stormy and leisure day in

preparing fire wood for next summer. See page 75.

Weeih.—Rally all the available force of the farm,

and with sharp hoes cut all the bull thistles, tea-

sels, mullein, and other biennial plants that will

mature the seeds the coming season. Cut them

about two inches below the surface of the soil ; the

surface water will stand in the little excavations

and enter the roots and destroy them.

Work in the Orchard and Nursery.
—Trees at planting time excite our li-veliest sympa-

thies, for between the hard usage they get in being

taken np in the nursery and the neglect they re-

ceive at the hands of many planters, they often

have a hard struggle for existence. At the ordina-

ry prices for trees, we can hardly expect of the nur-

seryman more than ordinary care, and under the

best circumstauces a tree comes out of the ground

with much fewer roots than it had while it stood in

the nursery row. This root pruning would not be

of so much consequence if the majority of people

did not set it out just as it is received and leave it

to survive or perish. When it is considered that in

the growing tree the absorbing surface of the roots

is in exact relation to the evaporating surface of

the leaves, it will be seen that, when in taking

trees up we cut a part of the roots, this balance is

destroyed. When such trees are planted out, the

the roots are unable to supply the demand of the

leaves produced from the numerous buds upon the

branches. The consequence is, each bud puts out

a few leaves, and though the tree may retain its

vitality through the season, no vigorous growth is

made, and it is often some years before the tree

recovers from the shock of removal. While we do

not mean to say that nurserymen never send out

worthless stock, we believe that much of the poor

growth of young orchards is due to want of care

and knowledge on the part of the planter. Those

who buy trees are apt to look more to that which
is above ground than to that which goes below the

surface, and are more taken with quantity of

branches than quantity and quality of roots. It is

difficult to convince such persons that the tree will

be all the better at the end of the season if it is

made to show less of branches at planting time.

Get all the roots possible from^the nurseryman, cut

off all the bruised ones and smoothly cut the ends

of those severed in taking up. Then after remov-
ing any useless branches, cut back all of last year's

growth, leaving only one-half to one-third. It

will come hard to do this, but it is necessary to get

a good growth. In cutting, have reference to the

future shape of the tree, and cut to a bud pointing

in the direction where a branch will be most desir-

able. Don't bay cheap trees; it is poor economy
to save a few dollars on an orchard by getting poor-

ly grown trees to start with. Don't believe the

large stories told of new varieties by glib-tongued

tree peddlers who showa collection of highly color-

ed plates and talk fruits wisely, though they may
have never planted a tree in their lives.

Cherry Trees.—Plant early if the soil is open, and

attend to any grafting the last of this month or early

in next month. The cions should be freshly cut.

Cuttings from currants and shrubs, started thus,

must be made before the buds start. Plant out those

made last autumn as early as a place can be prepared.

Oirdled Trees.—These may often be saved by the

use of a piaster ofcowdnng and clay or loam bound
on with a cloth. Put on a pleuty to retain moisture.

Grafting.—Root grafting should be got out of the

way as soon as possible, and preparations made for

grafting trees in the ground. Cut cions, and see

note on cions and grafting clay given on page SI.

Insects.—If any of the twigs appear as if they had
a swollen place upon them, an examination will

probably show that the apparent swelling is a clus-

ter of the eggs of the tent caterpillar. This insect

glues its eggs to the twigs, in a broad ring. If these

are found, remove at any cost of time and trouble.

Manure.—Surface manuring is now practised by
our best orchardists. The manure may be carted

out and applied while the ground is frozen.

Orchards.—Wash the trees, if the weather is suit-

able, as recommended last month. If pruning must
be done before summer, do it now. The weight of

authority is in favor of summer pruning.

Planting.—The trees should h.ave been ordered by
this time, but if postponed until now, do it at once.

In ordering apple trees it is well to recollect th^

value of sweet varieties as food for stock. Drain-

ing will always pay in the orchard, and the drains

should be made before planting. The land may be

staked out aud the holes made at any time when
the season is mild enough.

Seeds.—Or&er tree seeds for planting this spring.

Those kept over winter in boxes of earth should

not be sown until the soil is warm.
Stocks.—Those budded last year may be cut back

to within three inches of the bud where the bud re-

mains bright and appears to have united or "taken."

Transplanting of all hardy shrubs and trees may
be done as soon as the soil is in working order.

Kitchen Garden.—As we write the

calendar for March, there seems but little prospect

that gardening operations will commence early, as

the weather is that of mid-winter, and we have let-

ters before us from places where snow is five feet

on the level. Our directions are made to be in or-

der whenever winter breaks up and the ground
opens, and it is not to be supposed that the calen-

dar will be followed blindly for out-of-door work.
Usually there is little gained by too great a hurry.

Artichoke.—'Rem.oyn winter protection and fo."k

in manure. If more plants are wanted, remove off-

sets and set in rich soil, 4 feet apart each way.

Asparagus.—Rake the coarser part of the cover-

ing from old beds and carefully fork in the finer

portion. In making new ones it is best to plant in

narrow beds 5 feet wide with two feet alleys be-

tween. This enables the crop to be taken and the

beds to be cared for without trampling on them.

Work the soil 18 or 20 inches deep and put in an

abundance of manure. Set one or two-year-old

roots one foot apart each way, making three rows

to a bed. Set crowns 4 inches below the surface.

Beets.—Sow EarlyTurnip or Bassano in a warm rich

spot, as soon as the season allows, in rows 1 foot

apart. It is best to sprout the seed before sowing.

CaMctsre.—Sow in hot-bed. The Early York is

the common market sort, but the Cannon Ball is

highly recommended. Winningstadt is fine for a

succession. Give young plants a dressing of ashes

and plaster. Set out cabbage stumps for greens.

Carrots.—?>ow Early Horn, as directed for beets.

If some are wanted extra early, sow under glass.

Cauliflower.—Sow Early Paris and Early Erfurt in

hot-bed to furnish plants for the first or early crop.

Cefer!/.—Plants for the first crop should be start-

ed in a gentle heat or under a cold frame, in light

rich soil. Early White Solid is the best early.

Cold i''mmes.—Give air on warm days and cover

securely on cold nights. See article on page 83.

Compost.—"Yhs heap of refuse accumulated last

season will need turning over and to be made uni-

form. Pick out sticks and other rubbish, and if not

well decomposed, mix with manure to ferment.

Cress.—Sow and cover lightly.

Cucumbers.—Sow under glass. If intended for

transplanting, sow on the under side of pieces of sod

about 3 inches square, and set in hot bed or room.

Drains.—Most gardens will be all the sooner ready

to work if drained. Drain the wettest places first.

Ikjg PlanX.—1\as needs more heat than cabbages

and lettuce, and should go in a hot-bed with pep-

pers. The Long Purple is earliest. The N. Y. Pur-

ple largest and best for main crop.

Fences.—Put in condition to keep out all animals,

and hang gates so that they cannot be left open.

fforseradish.—Make beds in rich soil and plant

pieces of root an inch long in holes made a foot

deep with a dibble.

Mot-beds.—Brief directions for making these are

given in last month's calendar, and an account of

cheap turf frames will be found on page 83. In the

management, avoid sudden alternations of tempera-

ture. Remove the mats or other covering some-

time before giving air, in order not to cool the

plants too suddenly. Where many sorts are sown
in a bed, the seed must be in rows, but when a

whole bed or a division is given to one kind it may
be sown broadcast, and thinned out afterwards.

Leeks.—Sow in rich soil, in rows a foot apart.

Lettuce.—Sow under glass. The Silesian is best to

sow thickly and pull when young. Butter lettuce,

and other sorts are best to transplant for heading.

It needs plenty of light if grown with bottom heat.

Manure.—Secure a good stock for the garden,

and for later hot-beds. Spent hops from the brew-

ers are very valuable, either when allowed to ferment

alone or made into compost with stable manure.

Cart out manure while the ground is frozen. Save

hch and pigeon droppings .as something precious.

Melons.—Treat like cucumbers.

Onions.—The potato variety is useful in the gar-

den. The sets may be put out 4 inches apart, in 15

inch rows, as soon the frost is out. Cover with litter.

Parsley.—Plant seed in a cold frame.

Parsnips.—Dig wherever the ground is open. Save
the finest for seed.

Peas.—The early sorts may go in soon. A row or

two which can be covered with a board or other

cover at night may be coaxed for extra early.

Potatoes.—Get in some early sort as soon as the

ground serves, but plant deep. Have some litter

to cover over the rows if it comes on cold weather.

Badishes.—Sow in hot-bed, and in a warm light

spot in open ground. Early Turnip is one of the best.

Elivbarb.—Fork in the manure on the beds. Set

crowns with a piece of root in well manured soil.
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tkeils.—See our advertisements and order an early

supply of those needed.

.S^i;ui<-A.—Uncover that started last fall and stir

the soil. Sow seed in rich ground.

Tomatoes.—Sow in hot-bed and transplant to a

gentle hot-bed when two inches high. The plants

will be all the better and stockier if transplanted

trfo or three times before the final planting out.

Tu'iiips.—Sow spring sorts early in » warm spot.

WirHer Cherry.—Ireat in the same way as tomatoes.

Fruit Garden.—The advantages of hav-

ing the fruit garden separate from the kitchto gar-

den have been often insisted upon. ^STierever there

is sufficient space, the trees and shrubs should have

a place to themselves, and not be subject to have

their roots disturbed by the frequent spading nec-

essary to prepare the ground for vegetables. Under

this head we notice shrubs and dwarf trees ; standard

trees are included in the directions for the orchard.

Planting may be commenced as soon as the frost

is well out. The soil of the fruit garden should be

drained, enriched and deeply plowed or spaded.

Blackberries.—Set the improved kinds 6 feet apart

each way, cutting back the canes to 6 inches.

Currant's.—Prune, and make cuttings of last

year's wood. Transplant already rooted plants.

Dwarf Trees.—The remarks upon cutting back at

the time of planting, apply with even more force to

dwarfs. Now is a good time to commence to form

dwarf pyramids as described in January, page 17.

Oooseberries.—Treat as currants. The Houghton
and American seedling are the only reliable sorts.

Grapes.—If the vines were left nnpruned last

autnmn, attend to them early. Those which at the

fall pruning had extra buds left on the canes may
be now cut back to the bud intended to grow.

Plant new vines. There is scarcely a yard or gar-

den that has not room for from one to a dozen

Tines which will fill up spaces now unoccupied.

Recollect that a vine may be grown to a single

stalie, or may be made to spread over a large space.

Raspberries.—Do not uncover too soon. Plant

new vines, especially the Black Caps, which are

prolific and hardy, and good for home use or market.

Stratoberries.—Prepare ground for new beds in

time for planting. Use old manure ; spade deeply.

Flower Garden and Eiairn.—Spring
work may commence this month, or the severity of

the season may put it over to April. The Calendar

suggests the earliest work, but the time of doing it

will depend upon the character of the season. It

is not well to be too much in a hurry. The ground

must be dry and warm before growth will com-

mence. Much clearing up will be required wher-

ever this was neglected in autumn, and new borders

and walks may be laid out and prepared.

Anmtals.—While many consider that the trouble

of raising annuals is all out of proportion to their

value, yet there are some which no one would wil-

lingly do without. Asters, Balsams, Double Zinni-

as and Petunias as well aa many others are needed

in every garden. The list of annuals is very large,

and the best way is to send to a seedsman for a cata-

logue and make a selection. Start those designed

for early blooming in the green-house or hot-bed.

Cannas.—If space permits, have a mound-like bed

of these in the lawn. They may be started from

seed, but a quicker effect may be had from roots.

Start the seeds in heat and do not put out plants

until settled warm weather.

CTim6«rs.—Introduce these wherever it can be

be done with good effect. The Honeysuckles,

Climbing Roses, Wistaria and Trumpet Creeper, are

good if flowers are wanted. If a dense green screen

is needed to cover a trellis, nothing does better

than a vine of Concord, Hartford Prolific, or some
other vigorous growing grape. It must be grown

without reference to fruit, but merely for wood.

Clematis.—This is a most valuable genus of plants;

some of the newer ones, such as Helena, Sophia,

and Sieboldi are beautiful low climbers. They

are propagated by dividing the root.

Edyingi.—Reset box as soon as the ground opens.

Qravel Walks.—Qo over with a heavy rake and

add fresh gravel, if needed, and roll. Make new
walks, putting down coarse stones before adding

the gravel, in order to secure good drainage.

Sedges.—Set deciduous hedges, if they are pre-

ferred to evergreen, which must be deferred until

in growth. Tamarisk, Barberry, Privet, and many
other shrubs may be made into a garden hedge.

Serbaceous Perennials.—Every good garden should

have a stock of these. The finer Phloxes, Dicen-

tr.a, Columbines, Herbaceous Spiraeas, and many
others, give an abundance of fiowers by simply di-

viding and resetting every two or three years.

Sot-beds.—Prepare for starting seeds of annuals,

cuttings of bedding plants, dahlias, etc.

Lawns.—Top dress with wood ashes or nice com-
post which is free from weed seeds.

Manure.—For the main purposes of horticnlture,

this must be well decomposed. Save the hot-bed

materials for the flower garden. Decomposed sods

or leaf mould from the woods are always useful.

Hoses.—Cut back the strong stems of Perpetuals,

China and Tea roses severely, and they will bloom
all the better. Thin out small and useless wood.
Cut out old wood from climbers and leave only

strong and vigorous shoots.

Shrubs.—These are so useful both in large and
small grounds that we cannot too often recommend
planting them. The volume for last year contains

notes on many fine native and foreign species.

Prune, if it has been left undone until now. It

will not do to cut back all shrubs indiscriminately.

The Lilacs, Weigelas, and many others, flower only

from the buds formed last year, and if these are

removed in pruning, no flowers will be had. Shrubs

of this kind need only a judicious trimming. On the

other hand the different species of Euonymus, Hi-

biscus, (Althea) etc., produce flowers on the growth
of the present season and may be cut back closely.

Trees.—Make preparation for planting ornamen-
tal trees, not only upon the lawn but along the

roads. Nitrsery trees are better than those from
the forest, as they have better roots ; still trees from
the edge of the woods, or from open grounds, and
the tops freely cut back, are much better than none.

Green and Hot-Houses.— The in-

creasing heat of the sun will, on warm days, ren-

der fire heat unnecessary, but some fire must be

kept at night. Sudden changes must be watched
and guarded against by judicious firing. Air freely in

fine weather. Prolong flowering by shading the glass.

Annuals.—Sow seeds in pots.

Azaleas are now coming into full bloom, and will

need free watering and syringing before the buds
open. Repot young plants.

Beddi'ig Plants.—The stock of these must now
be provided for, such as Verbenas, Salvias, Helio-

tropes and all the things bo useful in filling the bor-

ders. Put in cuttings.

Begonias.—Repot in soil largely of leaf mould.
Camellias.—Place in a warmer situation those be-

gining to push a new growth ; syringe frequently.

Chnjsanthemums.—Propagate by cuttings to get

a stock for next autumn's blooming.

Cinerarias.—These are very subject to the attacks

of the green fly, and will probably need fumigating.

Keep rather cool, with plenty of light.

Dahlias.—Those for early blooming may be start-

ed into growth, dividing the roots and potting
them as soon as the sprouts show themselves.

Fuchsias.—These may be started into growth,

giving a moist atmosphere and plenty of pot-room.

Bring into good shape by pinching in young growth.
Japan Lilies.—These are often grown in pots, but

may do better in the border. Pot them at once.

Pelargoniums..—Give water freely, and place as

near .is possible to the glass. Tie out the branches

so as to give a line shape for blooming.

Sepotting.—Those plants about to make a new
growth will need to be shifted. If it is not desired

to increase the size of the pots, wash the soil from
the old balls, and carefully repot with nearly dry

earth, then water freely and keep shaded a few days.

Cold Grapery.—As a general thing it is

not best to uncover the vines until April. Keep

the house cool by opening doors and ventilators,

unless the weather be very severe. Those wish-

ing to erect a cheap house are referred to page 84.

Apiary in March.

—

Prepared byM.Quinby.
—There are several things to be ascertained as soon aa

the weather is sufficiently mild for the bees to fly freely.

See if there are bees enough in each hive to secure it

against robbers, and whether they have stores to carry

them through till flowers yield enough; whether they have

a queen ; whether there is any moldy comb ; whether any
bees have been frozen, or starved, and left in the combs
to decompose. When bees first fly out in spring, it is not

unusual (especially with such as have been in the house,

and are changed to some new stand, when taken out,) for

part of the bees belonging to one hive to desert and join

another. To ascertain the true condition of things, on a

clear morning turn the hive over, and let the sun among
the combs, and see how far the cluster extends. Do not

mistake a cluster of dead bees for live ones. Enough to

fill a pint raeastire would not defend the hive against rob-

bers, or warrant any expectation of a swarm, unless such

hive can be isolated, and free from all molestation by

others. If it has a queen, it may serve to furnish some
queenless colony with a mother; or a hive with more than
Its share of bees may be taken, and the bees equalized

by changing the hives each to the other's stand. If the

colony is nearly out of stores, and you cannot tell by

lifting it, it is now a good time while the hive is inverted

to look for sealed honey. If there is any it may be seen

near the top and outside. As long as any can be seen,

they will not be destitute In two weeks unless robbed.

The time which it is thought the honey will last should

be marked on a label, and attached to the hive. When
necessary to feed, it is safest for those not familiar with

the process, to take the hive to some dark room till all

that is given them is stored. The least trouble is to in-

vert the hive, and lay a piece of comb honey directly on

the combs ; if strained honey Is to be fed, set a saucer

on the combs, pressing it Into the combs till it rests firmly,

then pour in the honey, and cover with short pieces of

cut straw. Honey thus fed should be scalded and

skimmed, with the addition of a Utile water. Nearly all

stocks should commence raising brood early in March.

To ascertain the presence of a queen, look fiist for

Immature bees on the floor of the hive, then for the eggs.

If none are found, then with smoke drive the bees from
that part of the comb where they have clustered, and look

for sealed brood. If no indications are discovered, and
the colony is weak, provide a queen by uniting with this

the bees of some other colony that has one. If the

movable comb hive is queenless, it Is ascertained at

once by lifting out one or two combs. While inspecting

the hive, it w ould be well to look for moldy cagib. When
veiy bad, cut it out, but a slight affection may remain.

Also, if any of the bees have been frozen, or starved,

they should be removed with a coarse wire bent into a

hook at the end. It is unnecessary to look for frozen

bees when they have been wintered in a warm room.

Such are generally either all dead or all alive. Those
that have been housed^ould be set out the first warm
clear day, even if there is snow. If it has lain a few days

It will do no harm. Put out only eight or ten at once,

and two or three hours afterwards as many more. Look
at the hives just at sundown, and the loss of the queen is

often indicated by the uneasy movements of the bees. If

the queenless colony be removed, save the hive and con-

tents undisturbed for a swarm. Should worms hatch out in

the empty hive when the weather becomes warm, smoke
with brimstone to destroy them. In sections where the

bees do not find plenty of pollen, the flour substitute

should be provided. See directions In March, 1864.

Unreliable Advertisers in onr <JoI>

ninns.—We spare no reasonable effort to sift our ad-

vertising columns from all unreliable parties, and gener-

ally succeed. There are, of course, dilficulfies in the

way, but we prefer to come pretty near the standard rather

than open our columns to all sorts of business which will

pay for the space. Here is an example of one of tlie

difliculties. A commission house offers an advertise-

ment. We inquire about the parties, and the appearances

and references are all so favorable, that we would our

selves employ them. We admit the advertisement, and
all goes on well for one, two, or three years. Bye-and-.^

bye a complaint comes of apparent wrong dealing. We
make inquiries, and all is explained satisfactorily, appar-

ently at least. Afterwaids, another complaint comes,

then another, and another. We call on the parties, and
they tell a diflTerent story, and claim all to be fair. With-

out devoting a week to the subject, calling witnesses, and
holding *' court," we cannot decide whether the parties

complained of are really dishonest, or the contrary. The
shortest way Is, to do as we have lately done in two
cases, with a commission house and a tree seller, viz.,

exclude them from our columns, until proved worthy
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BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the foUowins books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the AgricuUuri'it at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These

prices are positively good to April Ist.]

Allen's (L. F.) Rnrnl Architpcture....* % I 50

Allen's (K. L.) Americnn Fiu-m Book* 1 50

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00

American Bird Fancier SO

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00

American Rose CuUurlst 30
American Weeds and useful Plants .T... 1 75
Art of Saw Filintr ..(Hollv) 60
Barry's Fruit Garden '•**

1 75
Beecher's (Hy Ward) Frnit Flowers and Farming 1 25
Bement'8 Ponlterpr's Companion *• 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30
Blake's Farmer's Encyclopedia 1 50

Boussinganlt's Rural Economy 1 50
Brldseman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 75
Bridsreman's Youne Gardener's Assistant,. 2 00
Brid^eman's Kitchen Garden Instructor. 75
Brideeman's Florist's Guide . 75
Brandt's Atre of Horses (EnsUsh and German) * 50
Breck'B Book of Flowers * 1 50
Browne's Field Book of Manures 1 50
Browne's Poultry Yard 1 25
Bnlst'B Flower erardfn Directory 1 50

" Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Barr's Vegetables of America * 4 50
Carpenters and .Joiners' Hand Book. .(Holly) fiO

Chorl ton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's fS. W.) American Fruit Book. . . .* 60
Colman's Agriculture 5 00
Copeland'3 Country Life 4 50
Cottage Ree-Keeper — 75
Cotton Planters Manual (Turner) 1 50
Dadd'8 Modern Horse Doctor ,,, 150
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor, . . .* 1 50
Dadd's Anatomy of the Horse (colored) 5 00
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) 1^0

Domestic Poultry 30
Downlnps Cottage Residences *• 2 50
Downlng's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America ••*.... 3 00
Kastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Employment of Women—By Virtrlnia Penny..,.* 1 5()

Every Lady her own FInwef Gardener 30
Fe^senden's Complete Farmer and Gardener 1 50
Flax Culture (Keady next month)
French's Farm Di-alnage • 1 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture , 1 25
Fish Culture 125
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses....*" 2 00
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farminjj **• 2 00
Fuller's Grape Cultnrist.. .

*'"' 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Cultnrist •.

. . 20
Goodale'B Principles of Breeding . .**.. 100
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol..*"*.. 4 00
Grav's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gnenon on Milch Cows 75
Hflll's (Mtss) American Cooltery 1 25
Haraszthy Grape Culture, &c 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain •• 3 ?0

do. do, do. do. colored plates,*" 4 50
Herbert's Hinis to Horsekeepers....**" 1 75
Hints to Riflemen, by Clavplimd 150
Hop Culture (Reativ last of March) 40
How to Buy a Farm and \^hcre to B'Ind One 1 75
Jaques's Fruits and Fruit Trees CO
Jennings on Cattle. Sheep. &c 1 .'^0

Johnston's ^riculturnl Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's ^renienfsof Agricultural Chemistry 1 25
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 00
Lanrsn-ntli on tlie Money Bee ...** 2 00
Loudon's (Downine's) Ladies' Flower Garden *.... 2 00
Lenchav'p Howto Build Hot-bou<*e8 150
Lleblg's Familiar Letters on Chemistry.. 50
Liebig's Modern Agriculture 1 25
Llnslfiv's (D. C.) Morcan flovsps 1 50
Manual of Agriculture by G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 00
Mavliew's TlluFitnited Horse Doctor **• 3 50
Mavhew's Illustrated Hoi-se Management ***. ,. 3 50
McMahon's American Gardener, ... .* 2 50
Miles on the Horse's foot 75
MorrelTs American Shepherd 1 25
My Farm of Edgewood *•

2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record **

1 50
Nelll's Practical Gardener (Pardee) 150
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Olcott's Sorgho ano Imphee 125
Onion Culture ...***, 20
Onr Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c....* (paper) 30
Onr Hardy Grapes 25
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Rose

, 1 25
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves 150
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Onlnbv's Mvsterles of Bee keeping •• 1 75
Rabbit Fancier 30
Randall's SheepHusbandry 1 50
Randall^! Fine Wool SheepHusbandry 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden
Rich's American Architect ,

Richardson on Dog
Rivers' Orchard Houses
Rural Affairs (bound) ?Vols ...each

300
6 00

30
50

1 50
Saxton'a Farmers* Library.. set of 8 Vols morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols.. cloth. 8 50
Schenck'fl Gardener's Text Book 60
Shepherd's own Rook 2 25
Skillful HonspwUe 75
Smith's I-andscape Gardening 150
Spencer's RMncatlon of ChiUn-en*" 1 CO
Stewart's (Johni i^rable BooK 1 50
Ten Acres Enough, . — 1 50
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture 2 .50

Thomas' Fruit Cultunst 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 OO
Tobacco Culture . .

*••
25

Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual ••
1 50

Tucker's ReglstPr Rural Aflairs . , ,
.* 80

Vanx's Villas and Cottages 3 00
Walden's Complete Soil Culture 1 50
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
TTaring's Elements of Agriculture 1 oO
Watson's Amerimn Home Garden....*** 2 00
Wax Flowers CArt of Making) 1 50
Wheat Plnnt fJobn Klinpart'a) 1 50
Woodward's Conntrv Homes 1 50
Yale College Agricultural Lectures 60
Youatt and Snoonet- on the Horse 1 50
Youatt and Alartin on Cattle 1 50
Youatt on the Hog—• 1 oo
Youatt on Sheep 1 00
Toumans' Household Science ••*

1 75
Toamans* New Chemistry • 1 75

Important Work on Flax Culture.

The attention directed to these subjects by our recent

offer of prizes has called out a great amount of infoima-

tion, in just that form most suited to the public wants, for

while many are anxious to learn more respecting the grow-

ing of these important products, many others desire to

know whether they can profitably commence the culture.

We have the plain, full directions, given by a large

number of practical growers of long experience re-

siding in different parts of I'je country. Any item omitted

by one is sure to be brought out by others. We give one

of the Hop-growing essays this month. Next month we

shall give the best one of between thirty and forty good

Flax essays. In order to place the mass of this inform-

ation within the reach of all, as we cannot print a tenth

part of it in the Agriculturist we shall get out as soon as

possible a well-printed but low-priced pamphlet or book,

containing the essays on Hop-culture—costing about forty

cents. We hope to liave this ready as early in March

as the 15th or 2Qth. A similar work will be prepared from

the great mass of information in all departments of Flax-

culture, and dressing it for market. This will be in simi-

lar form. We shall try and keep the price as low as 50

cents. This will be ready in April if not before.

U. S. 7-30 LOAN.
By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the un-

dersigned has assumed the General Subscription Agency

for the Sale of United States Treasury Notes, bearing

seven and three-tenths per cent, interest, per annum,

known as the

SEVEN-THIRTY liOAN.

These notes are issued under date of August 15th, 1864,

and are payable three years from that time, in currency,

or are convertible at tJie option of the holder into

U. S. 5-20 Six per cent.

GOLD-BEARING BONDS.
These bonds are now worth a premium of nine per

cent., including gold interest from Nov., which makes

the actual profit on the 7-30 loan, at current rates, in-

cluding inleiest, about ten per cent., per annum, besides

its exemption from State and municipal taxation, which

addsfrom one to three per cent, more, according to the

rate levied on other property. The interest is payable

semi-annually by coupons attached to each note, wliich

may be cut off and sold to any bank or banker.

The interest amounts to

One cent per day on a $50 note.

Two cents ' ** " $100
Ten • '• " " $500
20 " " •' " $1000
$1 " '< « .< $5000 ."

Notes of all the denominations named will be prompt-

ly furnished upon receipt ot subscriptions. This is

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET
now offered by the Government, and it is confidently ex-

pected that its superior advantages will make it the

GREAT POPULAR LOAN OF THE PEOPLE.

Less than $200,000,000 remain unsold, which will pro-

bably be disposed of within the next 60 or 90 days, when
the notes will undoubtedly command a premium, as has

uniformly been the case on closing the subscriptions to

other Loans.

In order that citizens of every town and section of the

country may be afforded facilities for taking the loan,

the National Banks, Slate Banks, and Private Bankers

throughout the country have generally agreed to receive

subscriptions at par. Subscribers will select their own
agents, in whom they have confidence, and who only are

to be responsible for the delivery of the notes for which

they receive orders.

JAY COOKE,
Subscription aqent Philadelphia,

BANKERS,
'AND DEALERS IN

GOVERXMEMT SECVRITIES.

38 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
ARE

U. S. GOVERNMENT A«ENTS,
FOR THE SALE OF THE

Popular 7-30 Loan.
Under the recent arrangement of the Treasury Depart

ment with Mr. JAY COOKE, General

Subscription Agent.

Checks and Drafts on New York, Legal Tender

Notes and National Bank Notes may be remitted in

payment. We also receive all Legal Tender Five Per

Cent. Notes, and allow the accrued ^interest to date of

subscription.

The 7-30 Notes will be forwarded by Express, free of

charge, to all points reached by the Express Companies.

Orders may be forwarded to us direct, or through your

nearest Bank or Banker^

Persons visiting the city will find a full assortment of

the Notes on hand at our Office for immediate delivery.

Orders by mail should be accompanied with the address

in full to which the Notes are to be forwarded.

We also keep on hand, and buy and sell at market

rates, all kinds of

UI^ITEI> STATES SECURITIES.
Accounts of Banks, Bankers, and individuals received

on favorable terms.

FISK & HATCH,
BANK^ERS,

as ^Vall Sti-eet, TSevr ^ox-lt.

Commercial Notes—Prices Current.— —

-

New-York, Feb. 18.

We give below condensed and convenient tables refer-

ring to the transactions in the New York Produce mar-
kets during the month ending February 19, to whirli date

they are made up. These tables have been carefully pre-

pared specially for the American Ai^riculturist, from offi-

cial and other reliable sources, inclufling the notes of our
own reporter.

1. TRANSAOTrONS AT THE NKW-TORIC MAREKTS.
Receipts. Flour. Wlteat. Com. Rye. Barley. OaU.
2lrtay8I»ism'th.l07.000 2,100 185,000 6.250 27.000 2,'i5,000

28 days tosl m'tli.231.000 11,000 137,000 10,500 24.000 178.000

Sales. Flour. 'Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

24 d.lysl/iis month, 221,000 434,000 196,000 31,000 87,000
28days (ns< raonth, 267,000 461,000 884,000 83,500 141,000

2. Comparison with same period at this time last year.

RECEIPTS. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

21 rtavslS65 ...107.000 2,100 185,000 6.250 27.000 255,000
28 days 1864 ... 808,000 20,500 191,000 6,500 68,000 282,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley
24 days 1865 221,000 431,000 196.000 31.000 37.000
28 days IStH 415,500 3,891,000 1,853,000 13.400 98.500

3. Exports from New-York, January 1 to February 18.

iFlour, Wheat, Corn. Eye, Onta.
bbls. bus. bus, bus. bus.

1865 193.225 69.444 63.404 141 9.298

1864 261,249 2,115,441 18,318 255 3,142

The tables above show the amount of transactions, and
the price table below gives piesent prices and changes
from last month. The prices are mainly regulated by
the value of gold ; breadsluffs. meats, etc., are relatively

lilgher than they would be but for the very limited sup-

ply in the city, the severe winter having greatly im-
peded the bringing forwaid of freight.

Current Wholesale Prices.

.Ian. 20 Feb. IS.
Flour—Super to Extra State $9 50 laio 40 ipio CO ©10 80
Super, to Extra Southern 10 50 @15 00 11 10 @14'!iO
Extra Western 10 10 (al3 00 10 65 @12 50
Extra Genesee 10 50 (al3 00 10 85 012 50
Superfine Western 9 50 ca 9 85 10 10 ®10 45
Hye Flour 8 25 9 25 7 75 ® 8 75
Corn Meal 7 75 Ci 9 00 7 75 @ 8 65
Wheat—.411 kinds of White.. 2 .50 ® 2 70 2 45 @ 2 65
All kinds of Red 2 20 ® 2 52)< 2 10 @ 2 45
Corn—Yellow 1 80 @ 1 82 1 72 @ 1 70
Mixed... 188 @ 1 90 1 8S ®
Oats—Western 1 06 ® 1 07 110 @ 1 10)<
State 1 05 ® 1 06 1 OS ® 1 09
Ktk 1 68 ® ] 70 1 60 ® 1 6»
B.^ELET 1 85 ® 2 05 1 85 ® 2 03
Cotton—Middlings, per lb.... 98 ® 1 00 85 ® 87
Hops, crop of ISOC per lb 23 ® 52K 25 @ M
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Feathkrs. Live Geese, p. lb.. ® 80^ 75 @ 76
Seed—Clover, per lb 25 @ 26 25 @ 26
Timotliv, per bushel 573 @700 600 @6 75

FLA.X. per bushel.. 360 @3S5 350 @365
Sugar—Blown, per lb - 17 @ 23 16 @ 22
WoLASSK.^.New-OrIeans, p.gl.. 1 30 @ 1 50 1 35 @ 1 50
CoPFKE. llio. per lb ...

.

42 @ 46 39 @ 44
Tobacco—Kent ucky,&c,p.lb.. 12>^@ 40 10 @ 45

;

St-etl Le^r. per lb. . IG @ 65 9 @ 50
Wool—Doitipstir fleece, p. lb.. 90 (^ I 12!^ 87M@ 1 10
Domestic, pulled, per lb T^5^rta 1 02>^ 65 @ 1 04
Calironiia, unwashetl.. , 25 @ 65 22>i@ 63
Tai.low. per lb le.SrO) 17>i; 15^® 165^
Oil Cake, per tun 75 00 @80 00 70 00 @"S 00
PoKK—.Mess, per bbl... 40 50 @41 50 34 00 @(36 75
Prime, per bbl 33 50 @34 00 29 00 @30 00
Beef—Plain mess 20 00 @22 00 18 00 @2:i 00
LATtn, in bbls.. per lb 20 @ 24 19K@ 24
Bi-TTEK—Western, per lb 35 @ 48 S'i}4<^ ^1%
State, per lb 45 @ 60 42J^@ 57!^
Cheese 15 @ 24 14 @ 24
Beans— per bushel 2 73 @290 SOO @3 55
Peas—Canada, per Bushel, .. Nominal. 2 SO @ 2 35
EoGS—Fresli, per (iozen 37 @ 42 45 @ 47
PouLTTiY—Fowls, per lb IS @ 21 22 @ 25
Turkeys, per lb. . 20 @ 23 24 @ 25
Potatoes—ilercers. p. bbl.... 3 00 @ 3 75 3 75 @ 4 20
Peach Blow, per bbl 2 75 @ 3 00 3 75 @ 4 00
Apples—per bbl 6 50 @ 7 00
Apples—Kussets. per bbl 3 75 @ 4 50 5 50 @ 6 00

Xlie N. Y. tiive Stoclc Markets have
been very lightly siipplieii for a month past, owing to the

blockade of the railroad by snow. Beef Cattle this

week sold higher than ever befoie. Prices spasmotiic

ranging fioia l^c.'S^lCc. per lb., estimated dressed weight

for very poor cattle, to25c.fS)2"c. for extra animals. Oilier

i.=ve stock have been almost as high proportionally. The
regular supply is so disturbed by the weather that the

present rates are no criterian for a week or two hence.

Live IIoos are very scarce, the best bringing HcSH^ic
per lb., live weight. Milch Cows have ranged all the

way fiom $50(®$60 for oidinary to $SOi®$90 for very good
and even $100 and upward for extra.

New York State Agricultural Society.

The Annual meeting of this Society was held on the 8th

and 9ih ultimo, at Albany. A severe snow storm delayed

the trains in almost all directions, so that the attendance

was small, and the exhibition of dairy products, etc., mea-

gre. The cordial greeting of the veteran Secretary, Col.

Johnson, and the pleasure of meeting with so many of

the tried friends and officers of the noble Society, aside

from the interest attaching to the exercises, were

pleasant. We ought to have more farmeis' gatherings.

Certainly there is no class of the community more bene-

fitted by a holiday, or who enjoy social intercourse more
than intelligent farmers. But we heartily wish this

Annual Meeting, calculated as it is to be very interesting

and instructive, could be held at a season of the year

wlien farmers might risk a journey of a hundred or two

miles, with fair ability to calculate within forty-eight

hours when they would get there, and when home again,

and where they could get board for less than $5 a day.

We had the pleasure of meeting several gentlemen from

without the State, distinguished for their writings or in-

terest in Agriculture. Among them Dr. J. A. Warder,

of Cincinnati ; Col. Stone, of Vermont ; Col. Harris, of

the Ohio Farmer; and Mr. Greer of Ohio.

The officers elected for the present year, are : Pres't.

Hon. T. C. Peters, of Darien, Genesee Co. Vice PresVs.

Thos. H. Faile, Jr., West Farms, Westchester Co. Sara'l

Thorne,Washington Hollow, Dutchess Co., Hon J. Staun-

ton Gould, Hudson, Columbia Co., T. L. Harrison,

Morley, St. Lawrence Co., John Butterfieid, Utica, Onei-

da Co., Wm. Ely, Binghamton, Broome Co., D. D. T.

Moore, Rochester, Monroe Co., Homer S. Huntley, Ca-

taragus Co. Cor. Secretary, Col. B. P. Johnson, Albany.

Rec. Secretanj, E. Corning, Jr. Treasurer, Luther H.

Tucker ; Execittive. Committee, Elon Comstock, N. Y.,

Geo. H. Brown, Dutchess Co., Clark J. Hayes, Otsego

Co-.H. J. E. Foster. Senaca Co., L. Blakesley, Oneida Co.

Uticais proposed as the place of holding the next fair,

tiut the decision is with the executive committee. Dr.

Fitch continued his reports on noxious insects, treating
of the hop-louse, currant worms, enemies of the potato,
and the " bee-killer" fly. Dr. Warder and Mr. Gould eX'
plained the efforts making to prepare flax so that it can
be worked on cotton machinery. After the eveninc: meet-
ing of the first dav, the members of the Society attended

the reception of Gov. Fenton by special invitation. On
the -seconit day a discussion was had in the' hail of the

Sncif'tv. in resard to the best wav to establish a good dai-

rv herd, at which was elicited interestins information, and
after which the follow int; resolution was passed, viz.:—
"That it is both excellent and profitable for the dairymen
of the State of New York to pursue the policy as far as

practicable, of obtaining their cows bv rearing their own
slock for dairy purposes ; and that heifers should be al-

lowed to have calves at tv\o years old." In the evening

the retiring president gave the annual address.

Notice—Increasing Clubs.

Any number of subscribers can be added to a Club al-

'eadv sent in, at the same rates as the original Club, if

the added subscriptions begin at the same time. Thus,

to a Club of four names at $5, other names can be added

at %\ 25 each ; and so of other rates. Can not each of

our present Club subscribeis add another name or two?

We have stereotyoe niates to print all back Nos. desired.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into small
type and cujidensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

The Stra-wbcrry Plants will be Bent

out to subscribers early in April to the warmer sections

of the country, and later to the colder regions. Par-

ticulars given next month. For all information about

purcliase of plants, see Mr. Knox's Advertisement. The
Publisher has no plants of any kind to sell.

Cattle Breeders Associatiou.—The
Annual meeting takes place on VVetlnesday, March 1st,

at the City Hall, Worcester, Mass. Numbers of repre-

sentative breeders of each class of well bred cattle are

expected to be present, the discussions will be valuable.

Deatli ofa Veteran Agricultural Elditor.
Hon. EzEKiEL Holmes, M. D., Editor cf the Maine Far-

mer, died at his home in Winthrop, Me., on the 9th ult.,

in the 64th year of his age. His life has been a very useful

one. He has been the Editor of the Maine Farmer since

its commencement in 1833, and identified with Agricul-

tural progress in his ow n State, and throughout the coun-
try. The loss of his counsels and co-operation will be

very seriously felt, especially by the agriculturists of

Maine and New-England, and his memory will be hon-

ored by all who have ever known him.

Xhis IViimber ofExtra Size.—In order
to make room for the lengthy and valuable article on
Hop Culture, without curtailing other matter,we add four

extra pages this month at large expense. Probably this

may be done in other. numbers, especially next month,
when we shall give a prize chapter on Flax Culture.

^jrlanderecl Horses Trom tlic Army.
This terrible disease is fearfully prevalent in some of

the Government Horse Hospitals. We have feared that

it would spread from them, and now publish a commu-
nication from J. C. Meyer, V. S., Cincinnati, O.. which
asserts that it has spread most alarmingly. He writes us :

" I would direct your attention to a great evil, which by
your extended influence, you may be able to check some-
what. Since the Government has been selling its unser-

viceable army horses, the glanders have made their ap-

pearance in my practice, and are extending to such a de-

gree, that I fear, if the sale of such sick horses is not

stopped, not only an immense loss will be sustained by

the State, but also, that in a short time we may be unable
to obtain the necessary horses for war purposes. Some
regulation prohibiting the sale of such horses, which
would be respected by the Government agents, as well

as by private individuals, is most desirable, as the lives

of men as well as horses are jeoparded thereby."

Petroleum Advertisements—IVhy
not Admitted.—The newspapers are getting rich on
the broadside advertisements of Petroleum Companies ;

some of the Daily papers of this City receive $1000 to

$2000 a day from this source. We have a full share of

these offered at tempting prices, which we would gladly

accept, not only for the profit, but because the discovery

of Petroleum is a good thing—we may say a providen-

tial interference in behalf of the country, as the heavy
exports of this article are materially aiding our National
finances at this eventful period. But we are not able to

distinguish the good Companies from the bad, without
more personal investigation than we can possibly find

time for at present. The best Companies are usually

those which make the least show in the newspapers ;

the operators who know they have a good foundation
generally try to keep the stock in the hands of them-
selves and friends. So, to avoid the danger of leading

our readers into unprofitable or fraudulent enterprises,

we feel compelled to decline all these advertisements.

An Interesting- and Valual>le de-

partment of this paper the present month, is the adver-

tising columns, which are filled with the business an-

nouncements of reliable dealers. No advertiser is ad-

mitted whom we would not send an order to. If wanting
what he advertises, and at the prices asked. Large
numbers have been excluded, and we are sorry to say

that many columns from good men were necessarily left

out because they came after all the space we could pos-

sibly spare was filled up. See what a store of good

things are offered to select from. Seeds and small plants

go so cheaply by mail (only 16 cents per lb. to any place

in the United States), that one taking the Jgriculturist

in hand and looking through the advertising pages will

find himself almost as well accommodated as if most of

the leading establishments in the country were brought

together at his door. It is well to look all through the
business pages ; they are made up at the convenience of

the printer, so that one place is as valuable as another.

—

When sending orders, or for circulars, catalogues, etc.,

please remember the previous request to state where the

advertisement was seen. Several business men have
expressed great pleasure at hearing from the Agricultur-

ist subscribers in every part of the country—from away
dovm in Maine and Nova Scotia, to the most distant

hamlet in the far West. Said one of these to us, *' Until

I heard from my advertisement in your journal, I had no
adequate conception of the vast number of people inter-

ested in growing fruits, and planting seeds— I never
before so fully appreciated the greatness, the boundless

extent of our country, and the unity of interests and pur-

poses pervading the whole— I have heard from thou-

sands of individuals on a single subject, and they all

unite and seem to think alike. How in the world the

Agriculturist found its way into so many thousands of

the most distant towns, is more than I can imagine— "

Why, we advertised it everywhere, just as we should

advise any man to do who had an unlimited supply of a
good thing—let all the people know it. I( your neighbor
close at hand wants it, so does your neighbor in Iowa,
and Nebraska, and way beyond.

ITIaple Sng'ar.—Mr. Joel Page, Westmin-
ster, Windham Co., Vt., sends us a few more hints on
sugar-making. He constructs his molds for caking the

sugar as follows : He takes a plate of sheet-iron or zinc

18X by 25 inches, nails cleats about 1 inch wide and

^

inch thick, thickest at the bottom, around the edges, and
four lengthwise, equally distant, across the plate. The
long divisions thus made he subdivides by zinc slips

1 inch wide and 3^3 inches long into small spaces of con
venient size for cakes. Mr. P. has 11 molds one way,

and 6 the other on one plate. In sugaring off he boils,

stirring carefully till a drop on a bright ax-blade, when
cold, will slide off without leaving a trace ; then sets the

vessel oflf the fire and stirs till the sugar begins to granu-

late finely, when it is poured into the mold, which is pre-

viously wetted, and set aside to cool. When the molds

are inverted on a clean table the cakes drop out easily.

Tlie American Rose Cnltnrist.—
This little handbook contains the necessary directions

for planting, pruning and propagating the Rose, and will

be found convenient for the amateur. The list of

varieties is a few years behind the time, as is the case in

all works enumerating the sorts of those flowers which
are yearly changing and improving. The cultivators*

annual catalogues give the newest varieties.—A new
edition, in neat paper covers, just ready. Price 30 cents.

dliott^s ^Vestern FriUt CJro^rers'
Guide.—This has long been a favorite work of refer-

ence, especially among Western fruit growers. Its de-

scriptions are brief, and it has a list of varieties which
have been found unworthy of cultivation. A new edi-

tion has been prepared to meet the demand. Price $1 50,

Catalo^ne!*^ etc.. Received. — The
catalogues of nurserymen and seedsmen are, at present,

often more than mere price lists. They frequently contain

descriptions of plants, with useful directions for culture,

and in many cases are illustrated wiih engravings. B. K.

Bliss, of Springfield, has issued his Spring Catalogue and

Amateur's Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden. It

contains the newest seeds and is very full of description

and illustration. One commendable feature is, that it

tells the extent of ground a given amount of vegetable

seeds will sow The catalogue of A. M. Purdy, South

Bend, Ind., contains a good selection of small fruits. ...

. .The catalogues of Alfred Bridgeman's well-known

establishment, at 876 Broadway, contain all the standard

varieties of flower and vegetable seeds, as well as the

novelties. ..J. W. Cone, Vineland, N. J., sends price

list of grapes The different catalogues of EUwanger
and Bari-y, Rochester, N. Y., would, if bound together,

make a good sized volume. They seem to contain

everything in the way of trees and plants John Van-
derbllt, 23 Fulton street, N. Y., has a full assortment of

agricultural implements, and choice flower and vegetable

and tree seeds, as set forth in his catalogue J. M.
Jordan, St. Louis, Mo., offers a good selection of nursery

seeds, and in his catalogue sensibly commends the vari-

ous agricultural and horticultural papers to his custom-

ers The Reading, Mass., Nursery of J. W. Manning,

has the usual variety, together with several Down-east
specialties Henry A. Dreer, Philadelphia, publishes

his Garden Calendar for 1865, being a catalogue of seeds

and plants, with notes on their culture Reid's Nur-

series. David D. Buchanan succeeds the late William
Reid in the proprietorship of these celebrated nurseries.

In his cataloRue. he prnmi^^es to maintain iheir leputa-

tion for accuracy and good stock J. M. Thorburn &
Co., have issued their catalogue of flower seeds, and

Fpring bulbs. It comprises a full assortment.
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Xlie "J^ative" Breed of Cattle.—
At the Annual meeting of the Cheese-makers' Association

held recently at Rochester, this resolution was enter-

tained. " Resolved, That Native cows are the best and
most profitable for dairy purposes." The discussion

which followed was upon Durhams, Devons, Ayrshires,

Aiderneys, and tlieir grades, but the so called " natives "

were not discussed at all. It seems strange that an asso-

ciation of sensible farmers should attempt to discuss a

resolution advocating the merits of a breed, that not one
among them could describe the characteristics of, and
the very name of which conveys only an idea of a class

of animals of the bovine species with no uniformity of

character, except general inferiority, combined occasion-

ally with special excellences, such as milking qualities.

$37,500 Horse.—The famous tliorough-

bred race-horse " Blair Alhole," was sold not long since

in England for 7,500 guineas, which is equal to the above
named price in Federal currency (gold).

Four Ijambs at one Birtli.—E. F. Mc-
Crea, Shelby Co., Ind., writes that a ewe, owned by a

neighbor of his, recently diopped three white lambs and
one that was jet black, and that they were all living at

the time of writing. Four lambs at one birth is not a very

great novelty however. We have seen five, and know
of seven having been dropped at a yeaning.

XUeFoodofAnimals.— The little book
by Dr. Thomson, of Glasgow, on the food of animals
and man, contains a great deal of true philosophy, which
is applicable to the every day practice of American
farmers. The views expressed are, to a great extent,

based upon a a series of experimental researches under-
taken by order of the British Government a few years

ago. Price $1.00.

Xo Keep Rats Trom Harness.—Ia
response to a query in the February number of the Agri-
culturist we can lay before our readers the following

recipes and statements: One correspondent says, "Take
about a tablespoonful of good cayenne pepper, and
mix thoroughly with eveiy quart of oil used. This will

prevent the rats and mice from gnawing the harness, and
also prevent horses and colts from chewing their halter."

Another signing himself " Sadler" writes; "Aloes incor-

porated in oil, will prevent rats and mice from injuring

harness ; 4 oa. to one gallon of oil will suffice" John
Griest, of Jay Co. Ind., says :

" Thirty years ago a Dutch
neighbor of mine told me, I could prevent rats eating my
harness if I would put a small quantity of pine tar in the

oil, but not much, as it would cause dirt to collect. I

think I have not used as much as a tablespoonful to a

quart of oil. When I did so, my harness was not trou-

bled, and when I neglected it for a year or two they were

badly eaten." L. S. Lichtenwallner, of Lehigh Co.,

Pa., uses a gill of tar to the quart of oil ; C. Schutt puts

a teacupful to 2 quarts and " C." has a rat-terrier dog.

Cow IVlilkingr Herself.—" J, B. C," of

Dover, Del., says he tried the tongue-slitting operation

described in the November Agriculturist, and it did not

work. He could not have done the work well. A split

tongue cannot suck. It probably closed in healing.

Steers Turning: Xbeir YoliC—" Sub-

scriber," of Howell, Mich., writes : **I take a stick of

light wood, of sufficient size for strength, put two holes

near each end, to correspond in distance with the bow-

holes in the yoke, then strap it, not too tight, to the fore-

head of each steer. This will not only prevent turning

the yoke, but effectually remedy the habit of one hook-

ing the other while in the yoke. When tying tails is

practised, should they, by any chance, be unyoked with-

out untying, any one may Imagine the consequences,"

I>ncl£s—Aylesbury—Kouen—Cayuga Black.
—" G. H. I. W.," asks which are the best, and who
has them for sale at the Westt We favor the Rouen, but

are not so set in our way as not to admit good arguments

against our pets and in favor of others. It is not *' rule

or Rouen" with us exactly. Sellers unknown.

Soaring Clover -w^itli Oats.—A call for

testimony in regard to the practice of seeding clover

with oats, made last month, has elicited many responses.

It seems that in many parts of the country, where winter

grain is constantly grown, the custom prevails of sowing

clover upon the rye or wheat, and with barley, but not

oals. Throughout the wheat regions of the middle

States, where this grain is sowed upon a clover ley, turn-

ed under in the summer, the clover seeding is usually

done with oats. When clover is sowed on winter grain,

hard freezing once in a while, after it has sprouted, kills

it. Sowed with oats, the trouble is, that as the crop is

very leafy, it is apt to chbkfe the clovter, and make rt

grow spindling; then the oats arc inclined to shell, and
the stubble fields often grow a rank crop of young oats,

which seriously hinder the grass ajid clover stocking.

Itulkeley^s Seedling' Potato,—Mr. J.

W. B. Manning, of Reading, Mass., states that he culti-

vated this variety for one year, and that although the

yield was good, the potatoes were of poor quality, and
not fit for the table when many belter ones are to be had.

Mr. Wm. F. Barrett, Atlantic Co., N. J., writes that in

1862 he planted Bulkeley's seedling, obtained from Mr.
Bulkeley, and Garnet Chili from Mr. Goodrich, side by

side, and that no difference could be seen in the vines,

or the resulting tubers of the two varieties. Mr. Barrett

states that he wrote to Mr. Goodrich upon the matter,

and the latter informed him that he had giveif Mr. Bulke-

ley, some years previously, specimens of his seedlings

—the Garnet Chili among ihem. We have before

had it staled that the Garnet Chili and Bulkeley's seed-

ling were the same potato, and It is very possible that

Mr. Bulkeley in cultivating a great many varieties mis-
took the Garnet Chili for one of his own seedlings.

Finite Potato.—We have numerous inquir-

ies for this variety. It is common about Rochester.

Those who have any for sale should advertise them.

An Experiment With Potatoes.««
Isaac Hicks, Long Island, writes as follows :

" A neigh-

bor last spring cut out all the eyes but the strongest one,

and planted the potaloes in a row, giving them the same
chance as others planted in the usual way. When dug,

these potatoes, Peach Blows, yielded by weight double

the quantity of the same variety growing adjoining Ihem.

They.were also of larger size. His theory is that one

good strong shoot, takfng its support from a large potato

when it begins to grow, will produce much more than

when the substance, or food, is divided among several

shoots, or even one shoot with but a small piece of potato

to commence its growth with. As this was the fact, will

it not be a good plan for others to try the experiment?"

Wheat withont Plo-w^ng.—John Ma-
lony, Dubuque Co., Iowa, asks how it will do to put in

wheat on corn stubble, without plowing the ground in the

spring. If the soil were light, friable, in a good state of

fertility, and free from weeds, he could raise a fair crop.

But it would pay well to plow before sowing, whatever
might be the quality and condition of the soil. If the soil

were rather heavy, it would probably, not produce half

an ordinaiy crop without plowing. We have tried sow-

ing barley, wheat and oats in the spring, on fall-plowed

ground, without plowing again, and we were satisfied

that if it had been plowed again in the spring the crop

of grain would have been considerably larger.

Plaster and Ifione I>nst.—'* W. B. M."
of Plymouth (no State given), asks, " will it answer to

sow plaster or any other manure with bone dust ?" Yes.

Sow plaster with anything you please, it will do no harm,

and is an advantage with ammoniacal manures. Bone
dust may be mixed with anything except ashes and lime.

Plaster and bone are an excellent mixture. It is usually

best to apply plaster with guano. Sprinkle it over

manure heaps, and about the stable, under cattle and

horses. It will repress an odor of ammonia at once.

I>^varf Rroom Corn.—E. M. Graves,

Erie Co., Ohio, gives his experience with Dwarf Broom
Comas follows: "One of your subscribers writes

that he has raised Dwarf Broom Corn, and the tall

variety for several years, that he likes the Dwarf much
the best. His experience is different from mine. I have

planted it and the tall variety every year for three years,

and like the tall kind much better, and shall not raise any

more of theDwarf. The brush is generally one-third of it

too limber to make a good broom—about like a mop. It

is about two weeks later in gelling ripe, and I cannot get

nearly so many brooms off an acre as I can of the tall

kind. For seed, the balance is in favor of the tall.

ff'ine Indian Corn,—Mr. J. L. Husted,

Fairfield Co. Conn., has put on exhibition at this oflSce

some remarkably fine corn. The ears average about a

foot in length, and are well filled with white flinty kernels

having a slight dent. In 1839, Mr. H. purchased an ear of

the " China Tree Corn," a variety which was highly

praised at that time, but which has nearly passed out of

cultivation, and by each year selecting the best for seed,

he has established a variety which, with ordinary culti

vation, gives him 75 bushels of shelled com to the acre.

Iflanurin;^ "With CJreen CIoTer.—
Friend Preston Eyre, of Beaver County, Pa., writes; " I

have never failed to raise a heavy crop of India corn

when I have plenty of old clover stalks to plow under.

My plan is to let the clover get in bloom before turning

the cattle on it. They will eat the finest, and tread the

rest down. Then if there is 40 bushels of lime applied

per acre, the fertility of the soil will be kept up, and good
crops will be produced, I think it a wrong practice for

farmers to put on so much stock as to eat all grass off

close to the ground."—On some soils it will not pay to

apply iirae. The true way to determine whether it will

pay, is to experiment with it upon small plots of ground
where different kinds of crops are grown.

Ijeather Scraps as a Mannre.—Mrs.
E. J. McLaughlin, Clark Co., Ohio, Leather scraps,

composted with fermenting stable manure, will decom-
pose and form a valuable manure for giapes, applied upon
the surface, and worked in with the hoe or •cultivator,

So^ving^ Oats After Oats.—Preston
Eyre, Beaver County, Pa., inquires how it willdo '* to

sow oats after oats ?" and if it will pay better than to

plant India corn after oats ? Oats will do well after oats,

on good soils, for several successive seasons. But it is

bad management to grow the same crop twice in close

succession, unless the land is well manured. In case a
farmer has little or no manure, as Friend Eyre suggests,

instead of sowing oats after oats, we would plant Indian
corn, and manure it in the hill with good superphos-

phate, and it would be much better for the soil. In some
localilies in the State of New-York nothing but oats are

grown for six or eight seasons in close succession, and
with apparent profit to the proprietors But it would be

far better both for them and their farms to raise other

crops in connection, establishing a systematic rotation.

Plowing- in Snperphosjjhate.—A
subscriber inquires if "it will pay to sow about three

hundred pounds of superphosphate per acre, broadcast on
sod ground previous to plowing it for a crop of Indian

corn?" We would not, as a general thing, apply super-

phosphate thus to corn, but would rather put it in the hill.

Then it will be sure to benefit the young corn, and give it

an early start, whereas otherwise it would not tell until

later, when the roots have spread well. When it is ap-

plied In the hill, it is much better to sprinkle tlie

handful over an area a foot in diameter, than to throw it

in a heap as most farmers usually do.

» Applying Coarse Mannre.—A cor-
respondent inquires " which is the best way to apply
manure to gravelly soil—draw out the long coarse
manure in the spring, and apply it directly to the soil, or
pile and rot it, and apply it in the fall?"—If a crop of
Indian corn or potatoes is to be raised, apply the coarse
manure in the spring. For growing either winter or
spring wheat the manure ought to be well rotted before

it is applied, as coarse unfermented manure is not the
right kind of fertilizer to apply to wheat, barley, oats and
flax. In case a sandy soil is to be summer fallowed, it

would be belter to pile the coarse manure, or compost it

and apply it in the fall to winter wheat, or the following

spring to such crops as are to be raised, than to mingle it

with the soil 8 or 12 months before the seed is sowed.

'* Onglit Farmers to I^abor ?"—
This absurd question is being seriously discussed by the

contributors to some of the agricultural journals. The law
regulating the reward of labor, viz., supply and demand,
seems to be overlooked, as well as the principle which
underlies all just governments, that all men have a right

to amass property, seek their own happiness, and con-

duct their own affairs in their own way, provided they do
not interfere with other people doing honestly the same
thing. If a farmer's labor in the field is worth $2 a day,

and if he can earn three times as much, in managing his

business, buying stock, selling his products, and over-

seeing labor, of course he will hire an extra man, put

him into the field and clear $4 a day by the operation.

It will almost always be necessaiT^ for every farmer to do

some work—at any rate it is a great advantage for a farm-

er to be able to do any kind of farm work, and to do it as

well or better than any man he can hire, and to this end
he should " keep his hand in."

Canada Xhistles.—D. L., of Wood Co.,

Ohio, writes: "I knew a man to kill ten (10) acres of
Canada Thistles in one summer, and the field was so
covered with them that a person could scarcely get
through. He plowed them once each month during the

growing season." Our correspondent adds :
*' This

plowing was done when the sign was in the heart." An
important (?) fact—but these thistles were "heartless

intruders."

Fence Posts Top End Up.—C. Fro-

vines, Indiana, writes: "Some strange ideas prevail

here in regard to fence posts. Intelligent farmers tell me
that posts will last as long again by being well seasoned

before they are set, and the top ends being placed in Ihe

ground. And I see all the fences built in that way,* He
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asks, "Will some one explain why ?"—There Is no

strong evidence that posts thus set will last longer than

if they were set with the top end up. Until the evi-

dence is produced, no reason need be sought why a post

will decay sooner when it is placed top end up, than

when it is set (he other way. To test this, we once set

fence posts alternately top up and top down, in the same
fence, and there never was any perceptible difference in

the time of their decaying.

Sa-wing Tl^oocl ^ritli Horse Po"%ver.
A Subscriber in Darlington, Pa., writes: "I saw my
fire-wood with a circular saw, driven by a two-horse

railway power, and I find it such an advantage that I

never intend to saw any more wond by hand. It pleases

the women very much to have plenty of seasoned wood,
partirolarly when baking buckwheat cakes." "VVe are

acquainted with a young man in Cayuga Co., N. Y., who
was accustomed to do all his threshing with a flail, and
sawing wood by hand. At our suggestion, he purchased
a two-horse threshing machine and wood saw. When
he performed all this work by hand, he was obliged to

labor very hard all winter. Now he does his own
threshing and wond-sawing, and threshes for some of

his neighbors. He sawed over 300 cords of wood for

them during the past year, besides doing all his own
work. He finds much more time to rest and read, and

not half the amount of hard labor that was required

when he threshed and sawed by hand. He saws, usu-

ally, three cords of hard wood, twice in two, per hour

ninning time. This practice of making the horses do the

hard work, is worthy of almost universal adoption.

Iflannre ft>r Onions.—B. Gardner, Hamp-
den Co.. Mass. If you have plenty of night soil composted

with loam and well rotted stable manure, you need not

buy either guano or phosphate. An equivalent to 25 or

30 bushels of night soil, or 20 to 30 loads of stable manure,

should be used to the acre. The Wethersfield Red is

perhaps the best market sort. Yellow Danvers is very

productive. The white varieties produce less, but bring

a higher price. Our Pamphlet on Onion Culture is in-

valuable to a beginner.

lIoTV Mncli Seed ?—The following table

is frnm the new Seed Catalogue of Henderson & Flem-
ing. N. Y. It will be found useful in determining how
much seed to order, making allowance for defects, etc.

I ounce of Asparagus ryid Cardoon. about 500 plants,

do Broccoli, Cabbage. Cauliflower. Egg-
plant, Kale. Tomato, Leek, and Pepper, 3000 "

do Celery, Endive, and Lettuce, - 6000 "
do Okra, and Spinach, mav be allotted for ev'v 100 ft. row
do Beet, do do do' 150 "

do Onion, Radish, and Salsify, do do 175 "
do Carrot. Parsley, Parsnip and Turnip, do 200 *'

do Cucumber, is sufficient for 150 hills

do Muskmelon, " 100-125 "
do Watermelon. " 40-60 "
do Pumpkin and Squash, " 40-80 "

1 quart Field Pumpkin, " 400-500 "

do Dwarf or Bush Beans " 900 ft. of row or 300 "
do Pole " 200 " or 200-300 "
do Peas ** 150-200 ft. of row.

RmsliTor Veas.—J. Cotton Eastnaan. The
tall growing peas do better with brush. The medium
sorts will, perhaps, fruit as well, but are more difficult to

pick, if allowed to fall over. For garden culture the

dwarf sorts, such as Tom Thumb and Bishop's Dwarf are

convenient. Drew's new Dwarf, is a new sort said to be

very good. We are always glad to hear from young far-

mers, and to aid them when possible.

Xhe l>epartnient of Affricnltnre.
—If the agricultural community have any interest in the

appointments of the new administration, which will be

inaugurated on the 4th of this month, it is in reference to

the Deparlment of Agriculture. They expect, and justly,

that this Department shall have a fair chance to show its

usefulness, and not be a subject of ridicule. They ex-

pect the appointment of a head who is sought for by the

place, and who does not seek the place. They look for

a man who stands in intimate relations to the agriculture

of the country, and not one whose chief claim to the

place is his personal services to one particular family.

They expect a Commissioner of broad views and execu-

tive ability, who can devote his time to the interests of

the country, and not to maiiing favor with members of

Congress. They expect to see an experimental farm,

which shall contain the best kinds of stock, and where
their comparative value shall be established by accurate

experiments. They expect that the mails will be no
longer weighted down with rubbish from old Philadelphia
seed stores ; that tropical seeds will not be sent to Wis-
consin, and that useless seeds will not be sent at all.

They expect that reports shall be made which shall not
he diluted by writers by the page, but which shall give

results, and be worth more than a yearly volume of any
tfood agricultural paper. In short, thev expect that some

one will be appointed to the head of the department who
will get out of the old ruts, and start on a new track; and

they don't wish the head of the Department to have a

seat in the Cabinet.

Soaliin^ Peas,—"Subscriber" asks if it is

well to soak peas. They will come up sooner if soaked

a few hours in warm water, and it is quite an advantage

to treat them this way, if the ground is dry. If the peas

have buss in tliem, pour on scalding water enough to

cover them, and let them cool. This will kill the bee-

tles, and not hurt the peas.

Tlie Concord Pole Bean.—Two Massa-

chusetts subscribers who have cultivated this new variety

have w ritten in praise of it. One says :
" It is very ele-

gant in appearance, the earliest pole bean I have yet

found. It is good as a string or shell bean, very pro-

lific, averaging a pint ofthe dried beans to the pole. Mr.

Burr (author of Garden Vegetables of America), in a re-

cent article in Hovey's Magazine, gives a very high rank

to this bean, and I think justly." We have received a

sample of this bean, and it appears like what it is claimed

to be, a cross between the London Horticultural and

White Pole Cranberry, two excellent varieties.

Cnnlifloorers in IVinter.—P. Whitter-

say. New Haven Co., Conn., writes that he is now en-

joying fine, large cauliflowers, which came from small

and poorly formed ones planted in the cellar last autumn.

We have often advised this plan.

Onion CHlfnre. — Numerous inquiries

are made about tlie culture of onions. For all general

information we refer to our book on Onion Culture, which

gives the experience of numerous growers. See book

list. A. C. Hayes, Washington Co., Iowa, asks if we
would advise him to try an onion crop. No one should

undertake to raise onions who cannot command plenty

of help, as there is a great amount of hoeing and weei.iing

to he done in order to succeed. Better try a moderate

extent of ground at first to learn the routine of culture.

New land is not suited to onions, but they should follow

roots, corn or other hoed crops. Great quantities of ma-

nure mi>5t be used, but the same land maybe cropped

year after year. In the warmer section of the Middle

States the season is too hot and dry for onions from seed,

and there, sets must be grown in autumn, and kept through

the winter for early spring planting. Where onions have

not been before, it is advised to sow alternate rows of car-

rots, as the onions are not injured, and if they chiince to

fail, a good crop of carrots pays for the labor expended.

Upland Cranberry,—R. Hanford, Mon-
mouth Co., N. J., has confounded two things under

the name of " Upland Crant>erry." The name is ap-

plied by cultivators to a variety of the common cran-

berry which they consider best adapted to dry localities.

It is also one of the popular nanies of Uva Ursi, a Bear-

berry. It is a great misfortune that many of our native

plants have several popular names.

Castor Oil Bean for Moles.—C. F. Ray-

mnnd, of Fairfield Co., Conn., states that a dozen castor

oil beans planted in his garden drove out the pioles, and

that they staid out for some years. The plants were al-

lowed to grow during the season. Others say the samo.

Orass <br a I\anie.—J. Straur, Tabotville,

C. W,, sends Phalaris Canariensis, or Canary grass, the

seed of which is used as food for Canary birds. It is

often found growing wild in waste places where rub-

bish from bird cages has been thrown.

Plant for a I^ame.—R. L., Boston, Mass.

The specimen of "Fox plum," is MitcheUarepens^ usually

called Partridge berry,sometimes Twinberry. and Tallow-
berry. Probably is of too slow growth for a hanging bas-

ket, and we doubt if it will endure the dry heat of a room.

XHe Oreeley Prnit Prizes.—It will be
recollected that the Hon. Horace Greeley last autumn
offered a prize of $100 each for the best variety of grape,

apple and pear for general cultivation. These prizes

were to be awarded by the Horticultural Committee of

the American Institute. The notice given having been

too brief for general competition, the premium? are kept

open for another year. At a recent meeting of the Com-
mittee the following judges mere appointed for the award
of these premiums : Doctor J. A. Warder, Cincinnati,

Ohio, Chairman ; Charles Downing, Newburg, N. Y. ;

Dr. I. M. Ward, Newark, N, J.; L. Ferris, Throg's

Neck, N. Y. ; Dr. E. W. Sylvester, Lyons, N. Y. ; P. J.

Quinn, Newark. N.J. ; P. B. Mead, and W. S. Carpenter,

New-York City. Three exhibitions will be held In

September. October and November next, the conditions

of which will have timely publication. This arranqe-

Hient is made with the consent of Mr. Greeley, and will.

doubtless, be satisfactory to fruit-growers generally.
—In this connection we add, that in a recent communi-
cation which we have not room for, Mr. Byram distinct

ly disclaims any intention in anything he has previously
Bald or written, of attributing to Mr. Greeley, any but
the most noble and philanthropic moti-/es in offering

those prizes. He says :
*' Mr. Greeley is too noble and

high-minded to lend his aid to any dishonorable or cor-
rupt measures to advance his own interest or tliat of his

best friend."

Fine Camellias.—Mr. Wm. Chorlton, of
Staten Island, has a way which we commend to the con-
sideration of other florists. Every winter he makes a
show upon our tables of the most beautiful Camellias.
Those exhibited this year are of the finest varieties, and
beautiful specimens. As Mr. C. is not a commercial
florist, he does not do this as an advertisement, but just

for the love of it, and in so doing he gratifies hundreds
with a sight of excellent specimens of this costly flower.

Orapes <br Michigan.—J. G. M., Oak-
land Co., Delaware, is the hardiest of the good grapes.

Concord and Hartford Prolific would doubtless do well
with you, and are good market varieties^ It makes but
little practical diflerence whether stakes or trellises are
used, provided the training is properly carried out. Be-
fore investing much in a vineyard it will pay to visit

Kelley's Island or some other locality where there are
established vineyards, and study operations there.

I>elaTvare Orape From Cntting^s.
—J. M. Cook, Ottawa Co., Mich. Cuttings of the Dela-
ware so seldom succeed in the open air, that it is about
useless to try them. If buried in the fall below the reach
of frost and then put in a warm and moist place, a few
may grow, but more likely all will fail. The nursery-

men use single eyes, and start them in sand by means of

bottom heat. The details, which would occupy too

much space, are fully given in Fuller's Grape Culturist.

Tlie Peach on tlie WilIo>r.—The con-
tributor who sends us a description of the manner in

which peach trees are grown in California, by grafting

them in a split willow, is informed that he has been
hugely humbugged by some traveller's yarn.

Xhe Xrihnne Stra-wberries.—T. L.

Stringer and others. These were sent out numbered
1, 2 and 3, by notches upon tlie tallies, which were at-

tached. Thenames are: first, Col. Ellsworth; second,
Monitor ; third, Brooklyn Scarlet.

ISlaclc j^aples Carrant.—Several sub-
scribers think that we did not deal justly by the Black
Currant in last month's basket. We there expressed
our opinion that it was a disagreeable and worthless

thing, and now wc let others say that it *' makes a good
jelly, fine jam and excellent wine ; that it is belter foi

tarts, pies and preserves than the white currant." Medi-
cinal qualities are also ascribed to it. Now both sides

are given, and let those who like them grow them.

Pears on the Thorn.—J. G. D., McLean
Co., III., has tried grafting the pear on the wild thorn
with fair success. The trees produced moderately, and
the fruit was good. He thinks that it may be made to an-

swer a good purpose where other stocks cannot be had.

The grafting should be done on the root.

*'Animohium" wishes to know how to make
the seeds of AmTnobium alatum germinate. We never had
any difiicilty with it when sown in the ordinary way.
Probably the seeds were covered too deep—a common
cause of failure with most flower and other seeds.

Cnltivation of Bnlhs.—C. C. Smith,
Marshall Co., Iowa ; Bliss of Springfieldi Mass.; Vick of

Rochester, Thotburn, and Bridgeman, both of New
York City, and others, publish special bulb catalogues,

which contain directions for the culture of each sort

and which will be sent on application to them.

Fnller is Going;.—A. S. Fuller, the well-

known nurseryman, finding his place in Brooklyn too

small, has taken extensive grounds in New Jersey. His

address until May 1st. will be Brooklyn, and after that

date, Godwinville, N. J.

IVovelties Among Floorers.—B. K.
Bliss advertises a pure white Dicentra spectabiUs, -wyixch

by the way, florists will persist in calling '* Dif/y^ra."

Under either name it will prove valuable if it is as good
as the original. Peter Henderson comes out with a new
Pansy, which rejoices in the name of "Good Gracious."

Despite the odd name it is very double and verv pretty.

We shall next have flowers labelled " How you talk ;"

" I want to know," and" You don'tsay so."
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Spring: «reeiis.—Those who prefer dande-

lions to other greens can lake a hint fron:i Daniel Emer-

son, Summit Co., Ohio. He says, " I let a few dozen

damlelion roots grow in the richest part of my garden,

and cultivate them from year to year. Very early in the

spring, our neighbors see with amazement that we have

greens long before they have begun to think of them."

A New Camellia.—Mr. Isaac Buchanan, of

Astoria, has raised a new red seedling, which is quite re-

markable for its size, and very rich color. The flower

measures over five inches across, and the petels are

over two inches broad. Mr. B. names it Camellia

TtiuTberi; it is a very striking variety.

Successftil Orape Orartiiig.—Mr. H.

Tronsue, Northampton Co., Pa., stales that he followed

the instructions for grafting the grape given in the Ag-ri-

culturist for Sept. 1863. In March 18(54, he set a graft of

Concord and Maxatawney into two common grape roots.

The Concord made 35 feet and the Maxatawney 62 feet

of lipened wood, and large and vigorous in proportion.

The process is recommended to bsdone in early wimer,

before the groimd freezes, but it may be done very early

in the spring. ^Remove the earth for a few inches around

the worthless vine, cut it off, and put in a graft of some
valuable sort. Let the cion be of one good eye and put

in like an ordinary cleft graft. Tie the stock with bass

matting or yarn and cover with eaith. Grafting is only to

be recommended where there is a valueless vine. We
would not set out a vine for the purpose of grafting it.

Xent Caterpillars.—An experienced fruit

grower on Long Island, sends tlie following seasonable

item :
' Last year we had a hard job to destroy all their

nests in our orchard, but we succeeded with the excep-

tion of perhaps half a dozen. But the moths came from

the wild cherry trees and otliers' orchards near by, and

laid their eggs on Die outside rows. One pleasant day of

last month, after a rain, we went aiound, and in about

three hours collected 300 nests, containing about 100,000

eggs. I look tliern to the Farmers' Club, gave a history of

their habits, and presented them to tlie members to ex-

amUie, in order that they might destroy tlie eggs on their

trees, as it takes much less time than when hatched."

Keeping' Smoked ITIeats. — Philip

Fischer, Clark Co.. Ind„ asks ;
" Can you not give us

a goud method for keeping smoked meats in summer ?
"

(1) Pack in dry salt, V-) Let them hang in a tight smoke
house, and make a smoke once in a while, especially in

fly time. (3) Pack in tight barrels, and fill up with

strong brine. The first way named is probably the best.

Ackno'n'ledgiiieiit. — We have received

and handed to the U. S. CHRISTIAN COMMISSION,
$78 80, from B. O. Stephenson, the proceeds of a festival

in behalf of Sick and Wounded Soldiers, held in Nevins-

ville, Adams Co., Iowa; also $1 from J. H. Fowler,

Westchester Co., N. Y. ; 50 cents from Francis Turkel,

Guernsey Co.. 0.—Forthe U. S. SANITARY' COMMIS-
SION: from"G," Green Co., Wis., $3; from H. Groen-

wold, Stephenson Co., III., 60 cents ; from W. G.Talbul,

Huron Co., Mich., $1 ; Watson Robinson. $1 ; Mrs. G.

Marshall, 50 cents; Easterbrook, $1; Thos. Philip,

$1; John Peacock, 50 cents, Mr. Whitelam, 50 cents.

Book for Kee-keepers.—No book that

we have ever read gave us so much information in re-

gard to the habits and nature of the honey-bee as the

work of Mr. Langstroth. This book with the monthly

hint under the head "Apiary" in each number of the

Agriculturist will furnish as good a guide as the bee-

keeper need to have. See book-list.

^evrtott's l^cn^spaper, or Uncle
Sam's Journal,—The concern which under the

name of the Department of Agriculture, uses up a goodly

share of the taxes paid by hard-working farmers, has

lesumed the issue of an Agricultural paper under the

name of Monthly Report. We should not so much mind
this if it went to those who paid for it ; but as it cannot go

to every farmer, we object to publishing a paper for the

favored few. Tliis monthly report is so cumbersome,

that according to the Commissioner, " it requires from

fifteen to twenty days to have the reports printed, folded,

stitched and trimmed." Stop them altogether, and save

fifteen to twenty days of valuable time, and also of paper

which in its white state has a decided market value, but

in llie shape of a " report" is of precious little use. It

may interest the people in,Clinton, 111., to know that

there was " bright zig-zag lightning in the Southeast at

7 P. M." on December 2d, and for the people in Otiawa, in

the same Slate, to have it recorded Ihat on December
4tli, there were " wild geese flying eastward this morn-
ing." But farmers most prefer to wait until war expenses

abate before these geese or any other are brought be-

fore the public at their expense. The report contains an

article on hops, an excellent specimen of job work made
up mainly from European authorities, and containing

much that is incorrect. New-York hop growers will be

glad to hear from this paper that they can learn the soil

and manure best adapted to the growth of the hop from its

analysis, which is all very scientific, but not very prac-

tical. If the Commissioner must come before the public

every month, all that is useful in his report may be put

in a single sheet, which might be issued from any New-
York office in a single day.

Hook for Sap Buckets and other
purposes.—A subscriber in Otsego Co., N. Y., sends

one of the hooks he uses to support his wooden sao buck-

ets. The hook made twice the size here shown, is driv-

en inverted firmly into the tree ; the edge of the buck-

et is then placed between the hook and the tree, and

pulled out slightly so that the tooth on the honk shall

take hold a little. Thus it

will be held perfectly se-

cure. Tliis is probably the

most convenient way to

suspend buckets when they

must be hung high above

the reach of cattle, etc. Sap
flows equally well at a hight, as near the ground This

contrivance is applicable to hang buclsets in other places.

"XeacUers* Agencies."—Wc have oft-

repealed inquiries from different parts of the country

respecting llie value, the reliability, etc., of this, that,

and the other *' agency " for securing teachers, which it

is usually impracticable to answer. We can conceive

of such an agency, conducted honestly and economically,

as being of material advantage to both teachers and em-

ployers—a sort of Intelligence ofiice, where is kept a

record of vacancies and unemployed talent. We would

not advise a teacher to send $5 or $10 to unknown par-

ties, merely to have a name recorded among a great

number of others. Let the agency assume some risk
;

a nominal charge of 50 cents or $1, for postage, trouble,

etc., is all that should bo made, -until something is

actiially accomplished for the teacher. When a place is

secured, a small percentage upon the salary obtained

would be proper. There are a multitude of teachers re-

turned from the South, who are seeking occupation, and
it is hard upon such to send perliaps their last $5 to

some agency, with no certainty of having any retura. It

is proper that we should say. in this connection, that our

remarks do not apply to the advertisement, last month, of

the Educational Agency of Prof. Nash, formeily of Am-
herst College. From what we know of him, we believe

he is aiming to promote the best interests of both teach-

ers and employers, and at a very moderate remuneration.

Xhe 6iuii Spi"ing- I>rill9 advertised in

last month's Agriculturist, is sold atSlOO: aspreading

of the types made the price look like one dollar.

A W^ord to Coii'espontlents.—Very
many letters would have been answered had the basket

room been larger. Be patient. Please always give

full address, ^\hich will be omitted if desired. No
letters of a merely personal nature are answered, un-

less postage for reply is inclosed, and not then if the

information desired requires time for investigation. We
repeat that we cannot reply in " the next Agricultu-

rist" where to gel a hundred diflferent things. The seed-

men, nurserymen and implement-makers, who adver-

tise in our columns, all of them have all the usual .articles

in their line. Those who have specialties advertise

them. Inquiries about the potatoes figured in February
are informed that we know of no seed for sale.

Any one kaving Fifty Dollars or up-
ward, that he can possibly spare, should put it into one
of the 7..^0 U. S. Bonds, now offered. Not only will it

help to furnish the means of speedily finishing up the

war, but it will be a good investment. We urged our
readers to buy the old 5.20s, and all who did so have not
only drawn six per cent in gold, but they can sell the
bonds to-day for ten or twelve per cent advance. The
new bonds now offered bring 7-3-10 per cent interest for

2X years, and then every holder can have his money
back, or demand a 5-20,6-per cent gold bond, which are
likely to be quite as valuable as the old ones, because
having longer to run. Some prefer railroad and other
securities, lest reverses should happen to the Govern-
ment and depress its bonds. But should the Govemment
paper depreciate, all other values would go down with it.

We do not fear faihire. Our cause is just, and Provi-
dence will make it wholly successful, and this year, too,
we believe. Let every one who can, contribute towards
it by investing all the money he can spare, in the govern-
ment bonds. Most banks throughout the country will
furnish the Bonds. Those remote from banks can pro-

cure them through the Government agents, as noted in
the advertisements of Messrs. Fisk & Hatch, and Jay
Cooke, which from patriotic considerations, we give a
prominent position here in the reading columns.

An Excellent S. S. Paper.—" The Sun-
day/ School Tijnes", edited by John S. Hart and I. N.
Baker, and published weekly by J. C. Garrigues & Co.,
Philadelphia, at $1.50 per year, is a very valuable journal
for Superintendents and Teachers. It contains a large
amount of information, hints, and suggestions highly use-
ful not only to Sunday-School people, but also to teach-
ers in secular schools, and to parents. We often find in
it single articles, worth more than the annual subscrip-
tion. Send to the publishers for a specimen number.

CUIiTIVATIOlV OF HOPS.

Hop Essays—Award of Prizes.

A large number ot responses have been received to
the offer of prizes for (he best Essays on the Culture of
Hops, anil their preparalion for market. It was very
difficult to find practical hop-growers to whom the de
cision in regard to relative value of these essays could be
referred, and by whom the prizes could be awarded, and
have this Committee act in time to enable us to pub-
lish the first prize essay the present month. Tlje sub-
ject was, therefore, referred to Ihe Associale Editors of
tlie Agriculturist, who were happy in receiving llie as-

sistance of Hon. George H. Andrews, of the N. Y. State
Senate, in the decisions, especially upon one very impor-
tant point, viz.

: Whether an article advising the use of
certain patent rights and metliods depending on their
use ought to be entertained ? Mr. Andrews has long been
a cultivator of the hop, and for many years the editor and
publisher of "The Hop Growers' Journal" (now no
longer issued), and is probably better qualified to
judge than any one else in this country. Wilh his ap-
proval, therefore, we feel warranted in awarding the first

prize ($40; to Ihe writer of Ihe essay below given. It is

to be regretted thai it is not more fully illustrated. The
author, however, is preparing other drawings, which will
appear in Ihe book or pamphlet soon to be issued, em-
bodying all that is valuable in these essays, with much
additional information. The Second prize ($20) is awarded
to " E. O. L.." Vernon, Veiraont ; an excellent arlicle,
well illustrated. The Third prize ($15) is awarded lo
S. B. Ryder, Coventry, Vermont.'

Culture, Drying, and Ballug of Hops.
FIRST PRIZE ESSAY.

BY HERMAN C. COLLINS, MORRIS, OTSEGO CO., N. Y.

Varieties.— There are many varieties of hops cultivat-
ed in this country, but English Cluster and Grape Hops
succeed best. The Pompey Hop is very large, with
long arms, but it is more injured by rust and insects than
the first nienlioned, on which the hops hang in large
clusters, and both are early varieties.

Soil and Situation.—The situation for a hop yard
should be such that there is a free circulation of air-
never by thick woods in a valley, for there rust, blight,

mould, and lice most abound. They should have plenty
of sunshine, which is the surest prevenlive for all these.
The soil should be dry in winter, and have no water
on Ihe surface at any time. If not naturally rich enough,
it can be made so by manuring. Any soil where good
crops of corn or potatoes can be grown is suilable, but
it should be easily worked and kept mellow, as there is

much cultivation to be done. Where wheat will not
grow, the soil roust have lime, if hops are planted. In
central New-York, they are .raised on very high land,
where none but the smaller varieties of corn will grow.
Plantino.—The best lime lo plant a hop yard is in

the spring, as early as Ihe ground can be worked. The
ground should be plowed and made as fine and mellow as
possible ; then stake it ofl", and either mark it out wilh a
plow or line it, and plnnt wilh a -'dibble," which is tlie

surest way to have the planls all live. Corn, potatoes,
or any other hoed crop can be raised the first year wilh
the hops. The rnws should never 'be less Ihan 8 feet
apart, and on the ricii bottom lands of the West 9 or ID
feet is better. Make Ihe hills the same distance apart
both ways, and the rows perfeclly straight. It is a "rent
mistake to have the hills crowded, as they often are in

some yards, to 7 feet each way, or even less.

The sets for planting, are runners from old vinos,
which can be had from any old yard. Care must be taken
to keep the sets from male plants separate from the
others. The hop is a diacious plant, that is, having the
staminate oi- male, and pistillate or female flowei-s, on
separate planls. There should be about one male hiUto
every eight hills, each way, or one in sixty-four, making
from eight to twelve to the acre. These hills should be
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marked by a stake at planting, to enable one to dis-

tinguish them at a glance. The sets should be cut to

Ivvo pairs of eyes each, (if very short jointed, three pairs

of eyes may be left,) and three to five of these shouW be

put in a hill, according to the condition they are in.

They are usually planted in a furrow made by a plow,

which must be from 2 to 4 inches deep, riicording as

the soil is light or heavy. If planted too deep, they will

not come up well. Sets are usually sold by the bushel

;

2 to 3 busliels for an acre. "When yards are planted with

good, fresh sets, and it is done early, there is very little

risk of failure. Often large yards :ire planted without

losing a single hill. When the ground is very meUow,

with but few stones, dibble the holes just deep enough to

let the sets be under the ground, and 3 or 4 inches apart

;

press the soil around them, and mark the place with a stick.

Cultivation the First Year.—The cultivation con-

sists in keeping the weeds down, and the ground mel-

low. One day's work in season, is better than two later.

If good sets are used, and they are planted very early,

it will pay to raise a crop the first year, and the plants

will be the better for it. Set one stake to each hill, and

let all the vines run upon it. The stake should be but 8 feet

long, and set 1 foot in the ground: if longer than that,

the vines will not get to the top in season to ''hop" well.

It is best to stake the plants, because then they are out

of the way in cultivating the yard, and do not get torn

off. We raise from 200 to 400 pounds to the acre the first

year, at no cost, except picking and di-ying, besides the

cultivation, which must be done if even noi\e are raised.

The stakes may be pieces of old hop poles, or better, l':^'

inch square sawed stuff. 8 feet long (there is one foot

board measure in each stake). It pays well to get gas

tar, which costs but $1 or $2 per barrel. Heat it in a

pan made for the purpose, and dip the whole stake into

It while it is hot. This makes a firm coat of paint on the

stake, protects it from the weather, and at the same

time Is very offensive to insects, and plant lice will not

lay their eggs on it in the fall. In the autumn of

the first year, a covering of two forkfuls of coarse

manure should be given the hills, and if there is any

chance of water standing on the surface, furrows must

be plowed for surface drains, for it will kill the hills it

covers. Cattle should never be pastured in hop yards

in the fall, especially not in young yards. There should

be no grass for them to eat, though there too often Is.

Training.—Throughout the hop region of New-York,
young trees have been cut, for many years, for use as

hop poles. This has gone on until the price has risen

from 3 or 3 cents to 20 or 30 cents each, and large qnan-

lilies are brought from Canada and the wilderness of

Northern New-Vork, by canal and rail, and then drawn

with teams to the yards, frequently from 10 to 25 miles.

Hardwood poles last from 2 to 5 years, the best cedar

poles but 10, and many poles break down with their load,

or are broken down by the wind eveiy year, which

causes a total loss of the hops on them, and frequently

on one or two adjoining poles. The common method

allows two poles, 18 to 30 feet lone, to each hill. Being

so long, the wind whips them, breaking off many of the

arms, so that often a considerable part of the crop is

destroyed in this way. When the crop grown upon the

poles is picked, many hills are killed, and all are injured

by bleeding of the vines, which must be cut off.

HonizoNTAL Hop Yard.—There is a new method in

vogue in this State, which has been used in Otsego Co.

to some extent for three years past, and the last year it

was used all through this, and in some other States,

viz., " Collins' Horizontal Hop Yard." It was describ-

ed in the American Agriculturist for May, 1864, and

is illustrated in the opposite column. I shall confine

my directions for raising hops mostly to this plan, as

I consider it as far superior to the common plan, with

long poles, as the Mower and Horse-Rake are to the

haying implements used by tlie last generation. There
is but one stake to the hill, and this is 8 or 9 feet long,

and set 1 foot in the ground. The best and cheapest
stakes are li^-inch square sticks, sawed at any saw-mill,

left rough, and entirely coated with coal tar. Where
tliis plan is introduced into old yards, old poles, cut in

two are used ; yet it is far better to use the square stuff

above described, than to cut down a tree for each stake.

The outer row of stakes should be 8 or 10 feet outside

of the outer row of vines, and where next a fence, put

them on the line of it. These should be 2!^ inches square,

or if round, about as large as a common hop-pole, and set

a little deeper than the others. For the inside hills,

round stakes, an inch through, are as good as larger ones.

The tops of all the slakes are connected by a twine

running across the yard both ways—it is tied to the outer

stakes only, and wound once around the inner ones.

Use good twine—wool or broom twine, made out of

hemp or linen. At the present price of twine it Is best to

raise the flax and spin it; two or three threads making a

small twine that will measure about 700 feet to the

pound ; tliis is strong enough, and lighter is often used,

and If tarred with good pine tar it will Jast several years.

Tarred hemp twine at present costs 25 to 27 cents per

pound at wholesale in New York, and fi om 35 to 40 cents

through the country. A kind should be used that will not

weigh more than 25 pounds per acre ; but I like best a

good home-made twine at about 15 pounds per acre. The
cost for twine is at present from 6 to 10 dollars for

an acre, but four years ago it cost only 3 or 4 dollars.

At the male hills, put one tall pole about 18 feet long, so

that the male vines will run up it, and the wind can blow

the pollen over the yard. The string should pass these

poles free, so that the wind will not break the twine.

The cost of preparing a yard in this manner is as follows :

750 feet lumber for stakes, at $15fa)*20 ;
gas tarring stakes

$2 ; 25 pounds twine, at 30 cents, $7 50 ; setting stakes $1 ;

putting on twine 50 cents ; right per acre $10. Total cost

after setting vines $36. Cost of yard with long poles,

1,400 poles, 20 cts. each, S260 ; sharpening $10 ; setting $7.

Total cost, not counting hauling—after setting vines, $297.

Second Year.—In spring the yard, as soon as dry

enough to work, must be grubbed. Hoe the dirt from the

hill without injuring the crown of the root. With a knife,

cut off all the old vines smooth, and any runners that are

seen. Never tear them off nor cut them with the hoe.

At the same time examine whether there are any grubs

in the hill, and kill all found. There are two kinds of

grub, one which makes a beetle, with a dark hard head,

and white body, with legs all on the forepart of the body.

It is always found doubled up like a horse shoe. The
other is a caterpillar which makes a butterfly. Both must
be killed wherever found. Leave the hill nearly bare.

If the stakes are in the yard they must now be set, but if

not, it is best to plow first. In setting, use a common
light crowbar, and set about a foot deep, rather deeper

for outside hills, and nearly twice as deep for the long

pole at the male hill. Then plow out the yard, and after

plowing take out the runners or sets. These are only

Fig. I.—HORIZONTAL HOP YARD,

found in a yard after the second year, and if well saved,

are worth from 50 cts. to one dollar and a half per bushel.

Break Ihem as little as possible, and do not let them lie

long in the sunshine, nor be frozen while out of the

ground. In setting the stakes, all the holes should be on

the same side of the hill, so that in plowing you can tell

how to guide the horse that he may not step on the crown.

After taking oatthe sets, hoe the dirt back upon the hills

so that the ground will be nearly level, and put on the

twine. When the stakes are but seven feet high, a man
can easily put it on from the ground, but a boy or girl

can do it with alight stool. The twine is carried in a

basket slung over the shoulder out of the way. Never

tie the twine except at the end stakes, and only wind once

around the others, passing at the tall polls at the male

hills. Have all stakes the same length. When the vines

get up two or three feet high, they must be tied. Tie four

to each stake except in the outer row of hills where five

or six may be tied, so as to fill the strings to the outer row
of stakes. Put the vines around the stake the way the sua

goes, or they will not run, and tie with soft bass matting

or old woolen yarn.

Cultivate often, for it will save a great deal of hoeing.

The five-toothed cultivator is best, but when the yard

gets grassy, the plow is the only thing that will do the

work; never let the weeds get the upper hand. The
vines will need tieing up as often as any leave the pole,

but it must never be done on a cold day, nor early in the

morning, as then they will break, and whenever one has

its head broken off, it must, if not up to the strings, be

taken down, and another vine from the ground be put in

its place. When the smallest vines have got a good

start, three feet or more, bury the refuse vines at the foot

of the slake with two inches of dirt, and never pull or cut

them off, as is usually done. In a few days the leaves

will rot, making manure, and the vines will make cheap-

er food for the grubs than those running up the stake.

These vines throw out small roots, and help to make the

crop for the year ; besides they are the best kind of sets

for anew yard the next year. Mix air-slacked lime and

unleached ashes, and put on about a pint to each hill ; this

will help to keep away grubs, and serve as manure.

When the tallest vines are up two feet above the tops

of the slakes, go through the yaid and lay them on the

strings, winding them loosely once or twice around.
Put the vines on the strings, while they are growing
very fast, about twice a week, or when they are two or

three feet long. letting them hang dowTi six inches. When
the vine has passed the first space, let it run past the

stake, on to the string having fewest vines on it, and
when it gets to the middle of the second string, let it hang
down like an arm. Sometimes I have seen vines stopped

when at the second stake, but I do not like the way so

well as to let them run further.

Never put the arms upon the strings, but let them hang
down or wind into each other ; they will not break by

hanging, and will be more exposed to sunshine and air.

When they are so long as to brush the ground, lay them
up on others, winding once around, and they will stay.

If the vines have been so planted that the male vines

cannot be told, let them run up on the strings, but mark
them in the fall, so as to put in a tall pole, for, if grown

in this way, the pollen will be belter distributed.

Picking.-The hop Is ripe, when on opening It the seed

Is hard, and of a purple color. After that, they turn

brown, and the seeds drop out, and there is a great loss

both in quality and weight. Of course. In a large yard,

all the hops cannot be picked at exactly the right time.

If the yard is a large one, the hops will be ripe sooner in

some parts of it than in others, and should be picked first,

and indeed some must be picked rather too early, in order

that none may be left much too long. Commence when
the seed begins to gel hard, and but few are yet purple.

In horizontal yards this is about a week earlier than

where long poles are used, and as there Is no cutting oflf

vines, they do not bleed as in the old way.
At first do not hurry up the picking too fast, as while

the hop5«re rather green the kilns must not be filled more
than ten or twelve Inches deep,

and It takes longer to dry them

than those that are riper. After a

few days, when the hops arc fully

ripe, it is best to get one-half more

pickers than at first, as on a good

kiln the hops c.in be dried from

sixteen to twenty-four incl^ps

deep, and two kllns-fuU can be

dried in a day.

Those conditions of the air which
produce rust in wheat, seem to

have the same effect on hops.

It sometimes comes on very soon

after a warm shower. High land

Is most free from rust ; the worst

place is a deep narrow valley near

a stream, and sheltered by woods.

Hops can be picked from the strings, either in the com-
mon way with boxes and box-tenders, or by girls with
baskets without help. I like the latter way best, as it

saves three-fourths of the time usually spent in tending

box. and the hops are picked cleaner and faster. I will de-

scribe both ways : First, with light "willow baskets which
will hold three or four bushels, commence at the ripest

pajt of the yard, loosen the strings from the stakes, and let

them drop until held by the vines ; they will then be about

five feet high, and can be pulled lower as wanted. A
large girl, or a man, can take the strings off the stakes.

Pick clean ; put the fingers through between the hops In

the bunch, instead of around it and stripping, as is often

done. Put in all the hops, but none of the large leaves,

and as few of the small ones as possible. Often there is

no care taken to keep out small leaves, but for a prime

article very few should go in, and no bunches of more
than three hops should ever be allowed in the basket.

The owner, or some reiy careful man, should empty

the baskets into sacks as they are filled, and see that all

are picked well. Where any are found with bunches of

hops, or any large leaves, the picker should sort them,

and pick them all out. For this the most careful man is

required, and every careless giil in the yard will abuse

him as much as she can. Good pickers will gather 25 to

30 bushels per day well, but wages should be based on
about 15 bushels for a day's work, as many girls will not

pick more than that.

Sacks for canying the hops to the kiln should hold

about ten or twelve bushels w ithout packing, as the hops,

if pressed in, will soon heat and turn black. The bags

must never be left full of hops over night. Burlaps make
good cheap sacks, and once made they last for many
years. The vines are left on the strings so as to mature

the root for another crop, until they are killed by the frost;

then it Is best to take them down, strip them off the

strings, and bum them. In this way the eggs of the plant-

lice are mostly destroyed. Where the picking is done
with boxes, these are made of various sizes— 16,S72 cubic

Inches is the size required by a bill proposed in the last

Legislature of New York, but the bill did not pass. The
boxes, usually holding from seven to ten bushels, are
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made about three feet Ion?, with a partition through the

middle, and two of these double boxes, with a platform

three feet square between them, make a "set" for four

pickers. Tliey are of half-inch basswood, with handles

at each end. A man (or a girl) called a "box-tender,"

who has a large basket, knife, and light stool, pulls off

the ai-ms from the vines, (they break out easily by a

pull towards the root of the vine,) and with the knife

cuts off tlie end of the main vine, which hangs down.

set" for four pickers.

As fast as he fills his basket, he empties it on the plat-

form, thus leaving the main vine with most of its foliage

entire, and preventing any bleeding.

When the hops are good, and the strings not more than

seven feet high, one man can tend two sets of pickers,

eight boxes, as easy as he can one where they are nine

feet high. The man who tends box should never be

required to sack the hops. Broken arms are to be thrown

away when the liops on them have turned brown : for if

put in, they will injure the sale of all. A man who has

the reputation of picking his hops clean, and putting them

up nicely, will get a little extra price for them, and find

quicker sale when hops are low. The difference between
" Fancy" hops and " Common sorts'' is always enough to

pay the whole cost of raising the crop. Only the best

hops have the advantage of a foreign market. The price

for picking varies from 20 to 50 cents per box. ^Owners

usually board the pickers, and if they are treated well, he

will find it all the easier to engage them another year.

Drying the Hops.—The Kiln should be proportioned

to the amount of hops to be dried. It is usually divided

into four rooms. The stove room, where fire is made,

should be not less than 14 feet high, and 16 or 18 feet is

better, with stone or brick walls and no floor ; if the walls

are of wood, they must be plastered to the top of the

room. At the bottom of the walls there should be six

air holes, one by three feet, with doors to close them tight

w hen necessary, and if the kiln is very large there must be

more than six. The stoves, usually two, are large enough

to luke in three-feet wood, with grate bars at the bottom,

and yery large doors ; the pipes aie carried once or twice

across the room, as near the level of the top of the stove

as possible, and then go into a chimney on the outside

of the building. Great care must be taken not to have

the pipes touch the wood-work, as it is kept so hot for a

long time, as to set fire to any wood work near it. The

pipe is often run several feet from the building and turned

up like the stnoke-stack of a steam boiler, to make a good

draft. There is a door from the stove room into the baling

room, with a light of glass, so that the man who attends

the drying may see the state of the fires witnout going in,

and on the inside of the glass is a Thermometer to show

the degree of heat at a glance.

The drying room is over the stove room ; usually there

are joists laid across the top of th« stove room, and

wooden slats, one inch by two, are laid on them on edge,

two and a half inches apart. On this there is laid a car-

pet—usually made of flax or hemp with small threads,

twisted hard and wooven loosely, so that the spaces be-

tween them areabout l-16of an inch or more, allowing air

to pass through it freely. It should never be of cotton.

The best kiln I have ever seen. Is one which has a mov-

able carpet, invented by Edward France. Wires, like

telegraph wires, put three or four inches apart, are used

instead of slats, and no joists are used, but the wires are

stretched tight by a nut on tlie end. The hops are put

on it from a movable walk ; a plank 2^i feet above the

carpet, supported from the rafters by wire suspension

rods, and when the hops are on, the plank is turned on

edge. When the hops are dry, the carpet is rolled off by

a shaft In the store room, so that all the hops are taken

off in less than five minutes, and the carpet put back

ready for a new charge, witliout losing the heat or let-

ting the fires go down. No sweeping is needed with this

kiln, nor does any one step on the carpet.

The roof should be carried up very high, so as to have

the ventilator as high as possible, and make a belter draft

to the kiln. This is made with a cowl which turns by

the wind, or a slat ventilator is used, arranged so as to

keep out the rain, while the air can pass up freely.

The store room is next the drying room, but the floor is

from three to eight feet lower than the carpet, so as to

make plenty of room to store hops in bulk until they are

ready to press. It should have but one window, which

should have a shutter to keep the room dark, while the

hops are in it. They will turn brown if exposed to

light. Have boards to set up, and make the end of the

»torc room farthest from the drying room into one or two

brge bins, so that any damaged hops can be kept separate,

Under the store room is the baling room ; it has a tight

floor, and is used to bale the hops, store the hop press,

together with any tools not in use in the yard.

At first picking, put on the hops not more than twelve

inches deep, and start the fires. Use only dry wood, as

more heat can be had from dry than green wood, and
where the stoves are large, the fires last better if large

wood is used. Open all the air holes, so there will be a

good draft through the hops. When the fire is first made,
the steam passes off from the hops very fast. Keep the

temperature as regular as possible. About 180° or as near

that as may be, with as good a current of air as you can
get, will dry them rapidly. After making the second fire,

take a pan of coals from the stove, and put on a quantity

of sulphur. If the hops are nice and free firom rust or

mould, one pound is enough for bleaching a kiln, but

when very rusty, from two to five pounds are sometimes
used. Put the pan in the centre of the room, and shut

the door—the fire must be well made, for it cannot be
mended for half an hour. When half the stems will

break on bending them, the hops are dry enough. This
will be ii^rom eight to ten hours.

In using the common kiln, the doors are thrown open,

the fire goes down, and the kiln is cooled for two hours,

so that a man can go in to shovel off the hops, which he
cannot do while it is hot. With a rake, shovel and broom
he throws the hops off upon the cooling floor of the store

room, and sweeps the carpet off clean. He must
wear shoes without nails, or he will tear the carpet.

Much of the flour, or LupuUn, always falls through into

the stove-room—sometimes two or three pounds from
each kiln full. What falls on the stoves and pipe must
be brushed off or it will smoke the next charge. With
the France kiln there is no sweeping ; the hops are

taken off when first dry, no flour falls through and the

hops are left whole ; the next charge of hops Js put o»,

and the heai is mostly saved, the fires nv'i being allowed

to go down at all. Two men have charge of the drying,

w^here the kiln is run all the time, each working half the

time. The hops should be left on the cooling floor, where

they are thrown, until the next charge is nearly done; they

are then shoved back a little, to make room for more,

and so on until they get into the bins at the end of the

room, two or three charges being in this way kept

spread as much as possible all the time.

When the hops have been neglected by the dryer going

to sleep, or any other cause, they become too dry, which

is known by their feeling harsh, and most of the stems

snapping. Shut the air holes, put a quart or a little

more of salt upon a pan of coals in the stove room, and

let the charge stand a short time—this will toughen them.

It is best to have pickers enough to keep the kiln run-

ning all the time. Be careful to get hops dry enough.

Baling and Pressing.—The baling should be done in

from four to six weeks; we usually take a rainy time

when nothing else can be done, as then hops handle best.

The Harris Press is the best I have ever seen for bal-

ing hops—it is made by Seneca Gifford, WatervUle,

Oneida Co.. New York. It Is cheap and good—costing
now but fifty dollars. Baling cloth is made on purpose

for hops. A good quality should weigh about one and

one half pounds per yard. Nevet use Gunny-cloth nor

Burlaps. Twine for sewing should be small, strong and

free from bunches. so as to sew easily; the needles used are

common bent sail needles. A dozen pointed iron skewers

are wanted to hold the cloth while sewing—use tallow

instead of wax upon the thread, so that it will slip easily.

Cut the sacking for the bottom piece one yard longer

than the bottom of the press, and the upper one six inches

shorter ; save one piece of each kind until the last bale,

for a measure, so as lo have them all uniform. When a

nice hop is grown, it should be kept as whole as possible.

Have side boards to fit in from the top of the press to a

trap door in the floor of the store room, and a wooden

box there of the same size to shovel them into. The
side boards to come out when the hops are below them.

Take care to fill the comers of the bale full, so as to make
a square handsome package. Bales are all the same size,

weighing from 150 to 240 pounds, according to the de-

gree they are pressed and how well seeded they are.

The baled hops, If kept stored long, must be in a

dry room set on end, and a few inches apart, so that

the air can circulate between them.

Selling.—When hops are high, almost any will sell,

but when they are low only the best sell readily. At two

years old they are worth but half price, and are worthless

at four or five years. Always sell the first rear.

By keeping the run of the market, both in this country

and Europe, the grower can form an intelligent opinion

of what the price should be. It varies from eight cents,

at the lowest, up to fifty or sixty cents, as at present, for

very fine qualities, but the average for the last 40 years

has been IT to 13 cents. The cost of raising in the man-

ner described Is from 4 to 6 cents per pound. The
average crop all through the country is near 1000 pounds

per acre (when the work is well done), but I have seen

2500 pounds per acre raised on a large yard. Oa two

large yards in Morris, Otsego Co., N. Y., the average for
'

four years past has been 1700 on one, and 1600 on the

other, both being trained on strings.

Insects.—For two years past, the hop crop has been
very much injured, even ruined in some places, in New
York, by th»Hop Louse. This comes early in July, and
unless prevented, it increases until it ruins the crop.

I insert from Harris' "Insects Injurious to Vegetation"

a part of the description :—•* The winged plant lice pro-

vide for a succession of their race by stocking the plant

with eggs in the autumn ; these are hatched In due time

in the spring, and the young lice Immediately begin to

pump up sap from the tender leaves and shoots, Increase

in size and in short time come to maturity; in this state

it is found that the brood without a single exception are

females, which are wingless, but are in a condition to

continue their kind Immediately. Their young however
are not hatched from eggs, but are produced alive ; and
each female may be the mother of 15 or 20 young lice in

a single day. The plant lice of this second generation

are also wingless females, which grow up and have their

young in due season—and thus brood after brood is pro-
duced even to the seventh generation or more without
the appearance or intervention of a single male through
the whole season. This extraordinary kind of pro-

pagation ends in the autumn with the birth of a brood of

males and females, which in due time acquire wings and
pair. Eggs are then laid by the females and with the

death of these winged individuals, which soon follows,

the species becomes extinct for the season."

The bark of poles, and any old rubbish, vines etc.. in

the hop yard, will be covered with the eggs of these plant

lice. When sawed stakes are used and coated with gas

tar, not an egg will be laid on them. The old vines should
always be burned up in the fall.

The enemies of the louse are the Lady bug (Coccinella)

while in the larva slate. It Is a small fattened grub, of
a bluish color, usually spotted with red or yellow, and
has six legs near the fore p»rt of the body ; "they are

hatched from yellow eggs laid among the lice in clus-

ters". Another Is the grub of a *' golden-eyed lace winged
fly" ; "it is a long slender grub with a pair of large,

curved, sharp teeth". Harris says It will kill one louse a
minute—"its eggs are on short hairs among the lice".

" Small two winged flies, black, with yellow bands, lay

their eggs among the lice—they make maggots which
destroy large numbers."

By taking care to save what are found of these. I think
the lice will be kept down so as not to ruin yards as Is

done In tome cases now. Every hop grower should have
Harris' book. The insects which prey on his crops are de-
scribed there,wilh some hints towards their exteiminatlon.
Ants should be kept out of the yard as much as pos-
sible ; they are said to take care of the lice, while they
are few, and transport them to vines where there are

none. Drive away by coal oil or gas tar put on their hills.

After the first year,Lady-bugs and other enemies of the lice

increase so much as to save the yard from much damage.
There are several Caterpillars which live on the hop
vines, but I have never seen them plenty enough to do
much damage, except the one which lives In the ground
and eats the roots and the vine near the surface.

If the grower examines the hop yard closely, he will

soon learn to tell his enemies from his friends. Crows
and other birds arc of great use in eating beetles and
grubs, and snakes also devour large numbers of them.

Last spring, I found more than half the hills In our yard

dug into by skunks, searching for the grubs, and where
they had been I could find no grubs. The little harm
they do in sucking eggs, is far more than made up by their

work. A family of skunks will do as much towards tak-

ing out grubs, if you will protect them from the dogs, as

a man can do. They work in the night.

Bam swallows were on our yard last summer all the

time and appeared to live there, going only from the

bam to the yard, where they got their whole living.

Mandrino.—Every fall the yard should have two fork-

fuls of coarse manure on top of the hills, partly as a pro-

tection to the vine, and from the first to the middle of July

it should have as much, or, if the ground is poor, more
well rotted fine manure, which has been fermented
enough to kill any seeds which were in it. This should
be put on, and covered immediately with an inch or two
of dirt—ashes are oflen mixed with the manure, but I

prefer using them with lime on the surface of the ground.

I have seen plaster used with good effect. Old bones are

good to bury In the yard, where any amount of them can
be had. So also are the sweepings of blacksmilhs* shops.

In this country hops are now mostly raised in Central

New York, some in New England, and a few In the

Western States. I have seen them growing wild in

Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas fully as fine as the cultivated

ones; they grow wild on all creek bottoms, where the

soil is not overflowed In the winter, and where they are

not killed by fire, producing best in those bottoms formed

by the wash of limestone hills. The few yards In Iowa and
Wisconsin produce large crops of the best quality ofhops.
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American Merino Sheep.

Tho engraving herewith presented is a por-

frnit of a pair of ewes, bred and owned by Mr.

George Campbell, of Westminster, Vt.,—the

breeder who gained ftrr American Merinos so

much credit at the Hamburgh World's Fair, in

18C;1. Twelve of his sheep, competing with

the best flocks of Europe, took two first prizes,

for length of staple and weight of fleece, not-

withstanding the number of entries in the Mer-

ino class was 913. This breed of sheep, then for

the first lime brought prominently before the

public, have very rapidly risen in favor, and the

American Merinos, especially as bred in Ver-

mont, are greatly sought for to improve flocks

of fine wool sheep all over the w^orld. Among
the older and most noted breeders are Mr. Ham-
mond, Mr. Sanford, the Messrs. Cutting, Mr.

Wright, Mr. Saxton, and others, in the Western

portion of the State, and in the Eastern part,

Messi-s. Campbell, Cushing, Bridge, Perkins,

Fuller, and others—the great pioneers in the im-

provement of the original Spanish Merino.

These flocks principally originated from the ear-

ly importations of Col. David Humphreys, of

Connecticut, jrr. Hammond and others, in Ad-
dison Co., made their purchases of the Hum-
phrey's stock of Mr. Stephen Atwood, of Con-

necticut, principally in the years 1844 to 1846.

These sheep have been so much improved,

by Vermont breeders chiefly, that at a late

meeting, held at White River Junction, for

the purpose of foiining a New-England Wool-

Growers' Association, it was thought proper to

give them the name Improved American Meri-

nos, in place of Spanish Merinos. This Con-

Tentiou passed the following resolution:

i "Hesolved—, That in consideration of the great

advance which has been made in the breeding

of Merino sheep, in the United States, since

their first introduction here, we hereby agree

to adopt the name of Improved American

Merinos, as most appropriate to the thorough-

bred Spanish Merino sheep of these States, and

we recommend that this name be adopted by
ogriciiUural societies in offering premiums."

The improvements are in their form, constitu-

tion, and fleece. Formerly the wool on their

bellies was short and thin, and there was scarcely

any on their legs. At the present day, they are

much stronger made, of better form and pro-

portions, and are tliickly covered with wool

down to their feet. There is one disadvantage

in having the sheep so thoroughly clothed on

every part with wool, viz., that before dropping

their lambs it is necessary for the shepherd to

cut away the wool from the udder, so that the

lamb may be able to find tho teats. If the wool

is left on, and the lamb left to take care of itself,

in many instances it would perish. These cir-

cumstances would not be as liable to occur in

summer as in winter, for the reason that nature

has provided a remedy. After the sheep go to

grass, the greater flow of milk, with the warm
weather, causes a little feverishness in the bag,

and the wool starts ofl", leaving the teats free.

• r ^•m I 1.

March and April Lambs.—
In order to raise lambs as early as March and

April, the ewes should be in good condition.

To have the lambs dropped strong and healthy,

the ewes should have had plenty of gentle

exercise. To make them grow, good early cut

hay should be provided,—clover is best for milk.

For grain, feed oats, shorts, and oil-meal, and, if

possible, provide plenty of roots, of which beets

are best. A warm barn or shed is of importance,

for no prudent man will attempt to have early

lambs without a comfortable place for them.

A few small pens, sufliciently large for one

sheep and lamb, say 3i by 3 feet, ought to be

provided, and as soon as the lamb is dropped it

should be put, with its dam, into one of these

pens. If the wool has not already been cut

away from the teats, this must be done at once,

if necessaiy, and the shepherd should see that

the lamb sucks. After remaining separate from

the flock for a day or two, if the lambs become

strong and suck well, they can be taken out

and put with the flock of ewes with young

lambs, leaving the pens for younger ones. It is

not well to allow ewes with lambs to rvm with

those that have not lambed.—To make the small

pens, take sound boards and match them to-

gether, so as to make the pen 3 feet 8 inches high,

7 feet long, and 3 J wide. Make a little feed rack,

1 foot wide and 3i long, and set in the ccntoi-,

and you have two good pens 3 feet by 3J each.

If the weather is unusually cold, make a cover

to these pens and cover them over when j'OU

have fresh lambs,—they need no bottom.

After the lambs are three weeks old, they

should be separated from their dams a part of

the time. This prevents the lambs from loaru-

ing to eat wool from the sides and legs of the

sheep, as they frequently do when left to them-

selves. Another advantage in separating tlicni

is, that they can be fed with a little grain and

roots and a few choice locks of hay, all of

which they will soon learn to eat. Tlic ewes

will also do better when the lambs are kept

away from them a portion of the time each day.

To separate them, let the shepherd stand in

the doorway, with the door open just enough

to let one sheep pass out at a time ; a boy going

behind the sheep drives them out while tho

shepherd keeps the lambs back. If the sheep

are well trained, they will readily pass out, and

the iambs will learn to stay back. If they have

not been handled much, and are inclined to bo

timid, be gentle with them, and in a short time

they will learn their duty. Good lambs can bo

raised at any time in winter, by the above plan.

Look Out Early.

—

Several indications point to a pretty large

demand for implements, seeds, trees, etc., tho

coming spring and summer. Money is more

abundant than labor ; labor is high, and imple-

ments have not advanced in price so much as

farm products. Any thing that will help out

work, and increase the products of the soil, will

be eagerly secured by sensible formers. There

is a possibility, rather a probability, that con-

siderable portions of some Southern States may
be sending for implements which they formerly

procured mainly from the north. So there is

danger of a short supply. The suggestion we
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would offer is, that enterprising men (and our

readers are all of this kind, of course), should

be on the lookout early. This month they can

cast about, discuss with their neighbors the

utility and value of different implements and

kinds of seeds, correspond with dealers and

manufacturers, and examine their advertise-

ments, catalogues, and circulars, which are usu-

ally furnished free, for a stamp or two, and in

this way get ready to order early. The last

pages of this paper probably offer the most

complete Directory to a class of good dealers

that can be anywhere found.

»-• «» m

Eeclaiming Bog land.

A correspondent of the Agriculturist, writes

over the signature of " Hermon," communicat-

ing the following practical hints, and promis-

ing more on the subsequent treatment of the

reclaimed bog land.

" Reclaiming swamp lands is of importance

at all times, but especially so, when the price of

hay is such, as to render the undertaking doubly

remunerative, especially as the immigration of

foreign laborers is greater now than usual, and

they can be employed by the month, to perform

the work, and also be at hand, when harvest

or other business requires a full force of hands.

I propose to give my experience during a few

years past, that others may try what has been a

benefit to me, and to caution them to avoid

errors that I have fallen into. During the winter

is the time to make arrangements, engage help,

survey the swamp to find the full descent, de-

termme the number and location of the principal

ditches, and have tools and every thing in readi-

ness, so that no time need be lost after the

weather becomes fit to commence operations.

The prime requisite is a main ditch of sufficient

depth with a slight and uniform foil, to secure

which, it is often necessary to begin the outlet

ditch many rods from the lower part of the land

to be drained. Hence the propriety of having

a competent man to determine the actual descent

in the land to be dug across, in order to find

at what distance it will be requisite to com-

mence, to obtain the desirable depth and fall.

Cutting the main ditch is the first business to

be done, that the swamp may become dry

enough to admit of cutting and burning the

bogs before the season is far advanced. Do not

be afraid to dig the outlet deep enough and wide

enough; better begin a little farther off than

appears right, thereby securing an extra depth

to compensate for the settling of the land, as it

parts with its water and becomes more firm and

solid. The ditch should not be less than four

feet deep, and if the swamp is large, five would

be better ; for the water should have greater fall

in ditches, especially in blind ones, than the

general surface of a swamp presents, so that

when the drains are dug to their termini, they

will be a little more than three feet deep,

shallower than which, no blind ditch ought to

be, if a greater depth can be obtained. None

of the earth thrown out of the main ditch shoidd

be left to press upon the banks, making them

more liable to fall in, but should as soon as

practicable be moved back with a team and

scraper, spreading evenly as possible, for the

earth and marl from the bottom frequently

form a valuable amendment lo the surface soil.

In scraping, try to improve the shape of the

banks by rounding off the edges ; this removes

a part soon acted upon by the frost and thrown

into the ditch, adapts the surface better to the

pcytlie, and gives it a finished appearance.

All ditches to remain open should be dug

with very slanting banks ; but those to be filled

should be dug square down, which involves less

labor. In some places tiles are used to form a

passage for the water [and are generally to be

recommended, ed.], but when small stones are

abundant, it is customary to use them, thereby

clearing them from the surface of neighboring

fields. When stones are used, they should be

put in so carefully, as not to break or jar down
fragments of the banks. Always begin to fill in

stones at the highest point, that is the upper end

of the ditch, and never allow one larger than

one's fist to be within a foot and a half of the

bottom ; some use a sledge to break any that

are too large, throwing in the pieces. Two feet

is a suitable depth to fill with stone, and the

best possible covering for them is the small bogs

and wild sods of the swamp. These, stamped

down, will keep the dirt in place and not be

touched by the plow when breaking up ground.

If help enough has been employed, the bogs

should be all cut and burned, except those need-

ed for ditches, and much of the ground plowed

by the time the blind drains are completed,

which should be in time to sow buckwheat, and

before you need the hands in the hayfield."

The White Willow.

The season of the year approaches when
willow cuttings are best set. The White Wil-

low should not be indiscriminately recommend-

ed for all soils, nor at all for hedges, properly so

called. Its chief value, no doubt, is upon the

moist, rich, naked prairies, where for shade, wind-

breaks, and loood, its-rapid, clean growth will

commend it ; sometimes, also, it will be found

useful for these purposes where timber abounds.

On low, moist grounds, common hedge pjlants

usually fail, and ordinary fences are often liable

to be washed away, while the willow will thrive

and may be so set as to form, in a few years, a

permanent, living tree fence, which will turn

cattle, stop ice and drift wood, and make itself

generally useful. The Yellow, or "Golden"
Willow, will grow equally well, but it is less

liardy, not so erect in its habit of growth, nor

so useful for timber—that is, for fencing stuff,

etc. The White is more highly esteemed also

for basket making, though inferior to the Osier

Willow in this respect. It is for. the ooen prai-

rie country of the West that its good qualities

are most apparent, and our views, in regard to

the value of the White Willow, for live fence,

soft timber, wind-breaks, etc., as expressed more
than a j'ear ago, have only been confirmed as

testimony has accumulated. There has been

much disappointment, it is true, among those

wlio have bought the cuttings and set them out

for hedges or live fences. Too many small cut-

tings have been planted, and not unfrequently

frauds have been practised, and cuttings of

other sorts furnished for the White Willow

;

but the great cause of disappointment has been
poor preparation of the ground before planting,

with poor care afterwards. This, in connection

with the dry springs and summers we have had,

was enough to ruin the prospects of many plan-

tations which might have done tolerably well if

they had had to contend with either neglect or

drouth singly. So far as we have been able to

ascertain, no fence well planted and attended

has tailed to answer reasonable expectations, if

on soil adapted to the White Willow.

Good strong cuttings, of a foot long, ought to

be secured, and the ground should be plowed at

least four feet wide, turning the furrows together.

We would use a double plow, and put it down
10 inches,—and it would be all the better to

run a sub-soil plow 10 inches deeper through

the center furrow. The cuttings being set as

early as the ground can be worked, and cared

for as well as a row of beans, the weeds being

kept down, and the ground open and loose, we
should expect very few to miss, and few not to

make a good growth. Our recommendation for

the willow is only for locations and uses to

which it is especially adapted. For our views

in regard to other trees, and the great import;

auce of growing some kind of timber on the

prairies, we refer to an article on page 86.

•-• » ——
Side Hill or Horizontal Wells.

The title is strange, and the idea doubtless a

novel one to most of the readers of the Agri-

culturist. It is well worthy their consideration.

Mr. W. H. Gardner, of Muskegon Co., Mich.,

thus writes :
" One would think from the in-

variable rule of digging down for water, that it

could be found in no other direction. In many
localities it may as I'eadily be found by digging

up, as down, and the labor of drawing water

ever afterwards saved, as well as much of the

labor of digging the well. We have seen many
wells in the States of New York, Wisconsin,

Michigan etc., which could have been started

horizontally into the hill-side, and reached water

within but little greater distance horizontally,

than was dug down into the earth perpendicul-

arily to find it. A horizontal well has the fol-

lowing advantages : It can be dug at any time

or season ; the earth can all be taken out in a

barrow, however far horizontally the "level"

is driven ; a great saving of labor and time ; by
keeping a gentle ascent from the opening, the

water will draw itself, running out as from a

natural spring ; they are more easily stoned, less

dangerous, and can be deepened at any time.

The question which first suggests itself is

:

where can such a well be dug ?—We answer

:

anywhere, at the foot of a hill of forty or more
feet in bight, or on the side of a hill. In sink-

ing shafts in mining, or digging railroad tunnels,

water is very readily and almost uniformly

found, digging horizontally, and often in great

abundance—the horizontal shaft cutting offmore
of the veins of water percolating through the

earth, than a perpendicular one would." It is a

matter of common experience where extensive

draining operations are carried out, that living

springs are cut so that water flows perpetually

from the drain. When no such permanent

sources of water are encountered, the flow from

drains may be made to supply all the needs of

a family and stock yard, except for a few months

in the heat of summer.

I »»» •-•

What of the Ailanthus Silk-Worm ?

A few years since much interest was excited

in France, by the introduction of a new silk-

worm (Saturnia Cynthia), obtained from China,

which fed upon the Ailanthus, and produced a
coarse but strong silk. The insect was figured

and described in the American Agriculturist, Vol.

XX., page 81. A few parties in this country
experimented with the insect, and it was hoped
that their efforts would be successful. Such,

however, appears not to have been the case, a?

will be seen by the following communication
from Rev. Jno. Q. Jlorris, D.D., Librarian of

Peabody Institute, Baltimore

:

Sear Sir: In answer to yours of the 19th, I

would state that I now believe the cultivation of
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the Ailautlnis Silk-worm can not be successfully

pursued in this country. I have tried the ex-

periment for three or four consecutive years,

and, to my chagrin, discovered that the worm
degenerates; that multitudes perish without

any assignable cause,—that they do not copulate

freely, and thus thousands of unimpregnated
eggs are laid. I do not know why it is, con-

sidering that our climate and that of China are

so similar, but I have abandoned the work in

dispair, and, indeed, I believe that the whole
race is e.xtinct in this country. Guerin de

Men^ville's experience in France is precisely the

same. I have a letter from him stating that,

whilst for the first few years, the worm thrived

in Paris, and a great deal of Frenchy fuss was
made about it, companies established, and whole
plantations of Ailanthus laid out, yet that the

whole affair is " a failure," and he could not

sii|iply even a few eggs and cocoons. And yet,

I should like to see some one else undertake it,

and probably, by proper application at the

Jardin des Plantes, in Paris, a few cocoons

might be procured. As for myself, I have en-

tirely given it up, and think that a good, sub-

stantial, though not as glossy and fine a silk,

can, without any trouble, be raised from two of

our native moths, viz., Attacus Cecropia and A.

Polyphemus.

" I J e K-»

Milk.-Labor.-Beef.. . . .III.

The profits of raising neat cattle depend upon
their many different products, which alike influ-

ence the modes of farming, and are reciprocally

influenced by them, as well as by soil, climate,

market, etc. Tlie title of these articles does not,

by any means, express all the sources of profit,

but only imperfectly classifies them. Under
milk are included all dairy products, even

whey-fed pork and chickens ; and under beef,

of course, veal and hides, tallow, etc., etc., which
all beef cattle, sooner or later, come to. In con-

nection with all stall-fed or stabled animals,

another product not included in our enumera-
tion, ought to be considered, viz., manure— that

product without which, in many parts of this

countiy, and still more in Europe, it is impos-

sible to realize any profit from keeping cattle.

This most important problem is therefore pre-

sented to the farmer, in connection with what-
ever object he feeds cattle for :—to secure the

largest quantity of manure, and of the best

quality, consistent with the amount of labor

he can afford to lay out for this purpose.

In Some parts of South America, and per-

haps still in California, cattle are herded and
cared for, for the sake of their hides alone, or for

their hides and tallow. In Texas, their beef

has value also, and so throughout the prairie

States, at present, cattle are raised for beef^in
some districts, tlie chief business of most of the

farmers being to raise young cattle, which are

sold to others, who fatten them for market.

Here it is that some of the steers must bear

the yoke, and cattle are worked two or three

years, or until their sale is likely to be too much
affected, when they are put off to the feeder.

As we approach the longer settled States, or

come into the neighborhood of large cities, the

demand for milk, and the improved modes of

farming, which render it possible to make butter

and cheese with profit, lead farmers to value
the daily qualities of cows in proportion, while
the feeding and fattening qualities of the differ-

ent breeds are not less prized than elsewhere,

nor is the fitness of the males for the yoke
overlooked even la such districts.

There are two classes of working oxen,

namely, those required and adapted to draw
heavy loads, at a slow pace, and those of an

active, sanguine nature, quick walkers, and

fitted to draw moderate loads, at a brisk pace,

and to throw themselves with great vigor into

their work. Between the two extremes there is

every variety of course. As a type of tlie

slow, powerful ox-team, we have the short-

horns, or rather grade short-horns,— cattle of

magnificent proportions, getting their full

growth and perfection at about 5 to 6 years

old, weighing from 3,000 to 4,000 pounds per

pair in good working order, and being ser-

viceable 5 years longer, but if worked much
more than this, liable to be laid up a good part

of the time from some ailment coming to one or

other of a pair. The longer they are worked,
the poorer beef they make; for though they

fatten readily enough, yet the beef is tallowy,

and will not bring so good a price as tliat of

younger animals. There is, indeed, a great dif-

ference in oxen, j'et it is especially true of the

short-horns, and their grades, that the period of

making flesh and fat together passes away at a

comparatively early age, leaving a capacity to

fatten, but not to make marbled beef.

Among the mongrels which go by the name
of "Natives," we not unfrequently find light

pairs of cattle, which for spring, quickness, and
nerve, can hardly be excelled, but nevertheless,

the Devons, as a breed, are decidedly-superior

to all others in this respect, and very handsome.
They are usually put to light work at 3 years

old, but do not get their full growth and
strength before they are 7 or 8. They remain
serviceable for many years—if well treated, may
be worked till 10 to 20 years old, though this is

seldom done, because with age come infirmities

and inaptness to fatten readily and uniformly.

For ordinary farm work, especially if they are

to be used much on the road, a pair of red cat-

tle three-fourths or seven-eighths Devon, and
weighing together 2,200 to 2,600 pounds, is about

as pleasant a team as a man can have or desire.

The white-faced Herefords, and their grades,

make powerful oxen, not so lazy nor so tender

as the short-horns, nor possessed of anything

like the snap and vivacity of the Devons, but

excellent for common farm work. For cattle to

sell, large pairs of short-horns, 4 or 5 years old,

well matched, with as much red as possible, and
weighing above 1,.500 pounds apiece, are per-

haps most profitable, at any rate, they bring

the highest prices ; but the smallest Devon cat-

tle, of bright but dark mahogany red color, with
long white horns, well matched in looks and
weight, and turning the scale with something
over a ton to the pair, are the farmers' favorites,

especially in the hilly sections of the country.

Bad Management in Cultivating Oats.

The sytem of management which is adopted
very extensively in many parts of the United
Slates, is decidedly bad, not only for the imme-
diate pecuniary interest of farmers, but for the

productiveness of their farms, and for the coun-

try. It is bad for farmers, because they receive

only a light crop, when their soil is capable of

yielding, in many instances, twice as much as it

has formerly produced, with the same amount
of cultivation. It is bad for the soil, because it

is kept in a very foul condition, which, of course,

renders it less productive. And it is bad for the

country, because field agriculture is the great

motive power of the nation, and anything that

tends to diminish the quantity of grain will

tend to cripple the resources of government.
We refer, particularly, to the practice of

growing oats for many years in succession on
the same soil, by plowing it only once, and
seldom returning anything, in the form of fer-

tilizers, to compensate for the crops that have
been removed. Thousands of acres of excel-

lent land for agricultural purposes are cultivated

in this way, until Canada thistles, wild mustard
horse dock, and many other noxious weeds have
taken almost entire possession of the soil ; and
one of the worst features in this system of man-
agement with the oat crop is, all the weeds
mature their seed before the oats are ripe enough
to cut, and enough is shelled out, when the oats

are harvested, to seed the soil for seven years

to come, and the Canada thistle seed is blown
all over the country. In all such localities,

if farmers will discontinue oats, and raise a
crop of Indian corn one year, and a crop of
buckwheat the next season, and apply all the

manure they are able to make, they will soon
find that it will be for better, and more profit-

able, to adopt some short rotation system, even
where oats hove been considered the most profit-

able crop to raise, for several years in succession.

It is quite impracticable for a farmer to avail

himself of the great benefits arising from clean

cultivation of the soil, when it is plowed only

once each year, and then in the spring.

Root Cutter.—"We advised the use of a

spade to cut roots in our last issue,

not because it is the best thing, but

because it is one of the handiest.

Here is a very simple contriv-

ance for cutting roots which can
be made by any good blacksmith.

It consists of a knife in the shape

of a letter S, {A, and B, in the figure),

a handle being inserted as shown
in the accompanying cut. At 0,

is shown a form of double knife

preferred by some, and no doubt
capable of doing more rapid work.

These knives are much in use in

Germany, and the engraving is from

a sketch made there some years ago.

Where many roots are fed, it will

pay to procure some one of the machines, made
specially for this purpose, which cut beets, tur-

nips, or carrots in thin pieces, and very rapidly.

They cost all the way from $15 to $50, or more.

Eemoving Fence Posts.

When posts have been a long time in the

ground, it is a difficult matter to remove them in

the usual way, by working with the crowbar and

spade, especially if they are

largest at the lower end.

Mr. R. S. Hubbard, of Mid-

dlesex Co., Conn., suggests

a plan for removing them
very easily with the aid of a

,

yoke of oxen and chain.

The chain is hitched to the

post close to the ground,

and passed over a post or

stout plank three feet long, -

which leans toward the :

post to be drawn. A pull
'

of the cattle upon the other end of the chain

will easily lift the post. The drawing will show
the manner of arranging the chain.

" i » —I »

Most men will have a living if they die for it.
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Small, Convenient, Cheap Houses.

BV NARKAOANSET.

Snu!^, convenient, and clictip cottages, fur

pooiilo of small means, arc a great (Icsiflci'atum.

Tliey who have wealth in alumdanec, can build

large houses and provide for every luxury. But

is it impossible that the poor nnm sliould have

a comfortable, convenient home ? Prom tlio

many ill-contrived, small dwellings that li.avc

been carelessly thrown together for the discom-

fort of those who inhabit them, it might be in-

ferred thai, in the poor man's vocabulary, were

no s\ieh words as "com/orf" and " convenience."

Because a house is small, it need not be incon-

venient. But to combine desirable conveniences

within .a limiled and economical space, requires

more thoughtful study than where .an abundance
of room is at one's command. And this

thoughtful study the poor man often has not

lime to bestow ; those he may employ to con-

struct his dwelling may bo too incompetent

(n- iudilTi'rent to supply it, and tbc result is,

that when the building is completed, it is lack-

ing in many of those little coutrivanccs which

so much contribute to the comfort of a family,

and which, if seasonably provided for, might

have been enjoyed without any additional cost-

There have been, from time to time, nurny

little bits of Krnciful architecture placed before

the public, under the stylo of " Cottages for the

Poor;" but, while charming to look upon ex-

teriorily, they have, for the most part, tuithin

been destitute of those essenti.al features that

contribute to the re.al wants of those who would

live respectably, but who must live economically.

With no disposition to disparage the attempts

to n\ake a house externally attractive, we deem
it of still higher importance to provide for its

interior convenience ; but we believe that

neither point need bo sacrificed to the other.

In illustration, we present a plan for a cottage,

adapted to the wants of any laboring man, with

a family of four or five children. In this plan,

covering 18x30 feet, we have the following ac-

commodations :—A large living I'oom (i), serv-

ing as parlor and kitchen ; a good sized bed-

loom (/!) opening fron\ it, witb a clothes-closet

(0) of good dimensions,—a convenience often

wanting in small houses,—and a snug little

closet, with shelves, by the chimney. There

is a spacious pantry (P), where stores may
1)0 deposited, such as flour and meal barrels,

etc. On the opposite side of the sitting room
)3 a convenient Gliina closet (Ct*), with a slide

connecting it with the back cntrj', in which a

sink {S) is placed. The window here may
be of less dimensions than the others, only fur-

nishing sufficieut light for the sink; the space

beneath the sink should bo closed up as a

kettle closet, From the back entry is a

descent to the cellar. From the fnnit entry

is the stairway to the attic (.1), closed from the

entry by a door at the foot of the stairs. Above

are two large bedrooms (B, 7?), each of which is

supplied witli a good closet, and each, when

necessary, can have the comfort of a fire. Over

the front entry is a large linen closet (C), which

may be supplied with shelves, and used for the

packing away of bedding, etc. In the outer attic

is a space, sueh as every house reiiuircs, for put-

ting trunks, chests, stoves, etc., when out of use.

Any one who has lived in a house, where, iu

case of sickness, it was impossible to kindle a

fire in a bedroom, for the want of a chimney,

will appreciate the conveniences which this

plan affords. They, also, who have been obliged

to garnish the walls of their sleeping rooms

with the various articles of their wardrobe, will

understand the comfort and great convenience

which the closets afford. And every good

housekeeper, though she bo pecuniarily poor,

will know liow to value the spacious pantry

and convenient china closet. AVe have made

no provision for a parlor, separate from the

living-room, for in families whose wants this

plan was designed to meet, little use is made of

such a room. They ordinarily keep but one

fire, and live in one roou> ; and, with the con-

veniences furnished by closets and pantry, the

living-room may always be kept iu a prcseut-
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able condition. Willi the convenience of a

back entrance, the front entry may always be

kept clean and neat. It affords space for cloak-

hooks and umbrella-stand ; and, with a bit of

oilcloth upon the floor, may be as genteel as

many of much larger dimensions and more am-

bitious pretension. Against the blind end of

the house, (having only an attic window,) if ex-

posed to the south, a trellis might be raised,

and a grape vine trained, which would be at

once fruitful and ornamental also.

While we have aimed mainly at internal con-

venience, we think, also, that the exterior of

our cott.age is not without attraction. What
every building requires, to give interest to its

outline, is expression,—something that shall break

up the monotony of a plain, dead surface. This

we have secured by the little front gable, the

projecting roof, and the simple hoods above the

doors and windows,—which are plain pieces of

2-inch plank, supported by the simplest form

of a bracket underneath, as shown in fig. 3.

These do for the house in regard to expres-

sion, what the projecting lines of mouth, chin,

nose, and eyebrows do for a man's face. They
cast shai^mvs, and thus, though inexpensive, give

character and expression to the building, and im-

part an interest it would not otherwise possess.

A man's face might be as flat as a board, and

his eyes, nostrils, and mouth but so many per-

forations through it, and they might still answer

every absolutely necessary purpose of his physi-

cal being. It is the projecting

lines of his features, across

which play the light and shade,

that allbrd that variety of ex-

pression, of the study of which

wc never tiro. By the applica-

tion of this same principle, a

house may be made more in-

teresting than a mere sugar-

box. In the above design, the

posts should be at least twelve feet, the lower

rooms nine feet between joists, and the roof be

pitched at a right angle,—as they say, at a

quarter pitch.

3. WINDOW CAP.

Gravel-wall, or Concrete Buildings.

No one will seriously consider the erection cf

gravel-wall buildings for his own use, who is

not situated where sand, gravel, and larger

stones may be readily obtained. Where these

are at hand, the subject is well worth the con-

sideration of every one who is going to build.

First, decide who will do the work. If yo;;

must trust it all, or chiefly, to a professional

stone-mason, brick-layer, or builder of any

kind, lake his advice and uso stone, brick, or

wood. If you cau attend to it yourself, and, at

least, siqH-rintend the whole, you will do well,

The materials rerinisite are sharp sand (frco

from dirt), gravel (free from dirt), and well-burn-

ed lime. The presence of stones, even of the size

of one's fist, among the gr.avel, is no disadvant-

age, and, if not present, they may be added. If,

however, no stones of an intermediate size be-

tween small gravel and large flat stones exist,

as is very often the case, the stones may be

broken up, or laid in the wall with the mortar.

Such a wall, however, is a departure from the

proper concrete wall, though perhaps equally

good, if well laid. It may be laid in " flasks,"

or " curbing," like concrete. The lime need

not be of such quality as is necessary for fine

smooth mortar ; no matter how coarse it is, if

it be only freshly burnt, and capable of making

a strong mortar. If it sets quickly, so much
more rapidly the work may be pushed forward.

Oyster-shell lime answers perfectly well. It

ought to bo thoroughly burned, and unslaked.
I

Do not buy and transport the slaked shell
;

lime with one-fourth of its -weight of water, i

When the ground is dry, and well-drained
|

naturally, the foundation may be of concrete,
j

made by using one-third good hydraulic cement t

with the lime. A wide course of flat stones
j

is perhaps the best arrangement to base a
(

foundation wall upon. In case springs arc en- 1

countered, or the ground is of a wet nature,
j

it is well to lay a tile drain outside the founda-
f

tiou. With proper care, even in such a soil,

hydraulic concrete may well be used, but it is \

usually better to lay a good stone foundation i

where the soil is veiy wet. I

There are several methods of carrying up }

tlie walls, which are worthy of attention. Tho
simplest consists in placing a "curbing" of

boards on each side and puttiug In tho concrete

thus formed, where it sets. With a little con-

trivance, corners m,ay be turned very accurately

and well. The difficulty with this method is

the care requisite to carry up a smooth, even

wall, with square corners. Another method.
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highly recommcudetl by some who have had

expeiience in this matter, is to construct regular

" flasks," or moulds, made, say 3 feet louir, H
inches high, as wide as the wall is thick, and

made to take apart easily. In these the concrete

is placed, and -when it has set, the llasks are re-

moved, and after a few days, these artificial

stones become sufficiently firm to be handled,

when they are laid in the wall, in mortar, ex-

actly like hewn stones. One advantage claimed

for this method is, that the work may go on

during storms or rainy weather, as well as at

any other time, for it is done under sheds. Other

advantages are, that the walls arc evener, and

that they may have more the appearance of

stone work—which is perhaps no recommen-

dation. The blocks may be formed round a

"core," or cores, and thus the benefits of a

hollow wall secured, possessing the advantage

of flues for ventilation, and chimney flues, in

any part of the house. These, however, are

easily provided in the common way of mak-

ing the concrete wall, at the time it is laid.

Yet another method is to lay up stone or brick

" piers," at the corners at least, and perhaps at

other points in the wall if it have a great

length. Between the piers the wall is laid of

concrete, the boards, or " curbuig," being kept

in place by the piers, so that the irregularities

incident to careless work, when no piers are

built, are avoided. The use of the blocks of

concrete above described, instead of stone or

brick, to lay piers, has been recommended, and

would, doubtless, be an excellent and very con-

venient way to secure perpendicular corners and

regular walls, without the use of stone or brick.

Wo are inclined to commend this idea, for, if

properly carried out, it will enable one to finish

the wall very roughly, while the corners and

piers are smooth, the effect of which is very

agreeable, and the false look of stucco, blocked

off to represent hewn stone, is" avoided. No
matter how simple or elaborate the structure,

any false representation is a fault. Wood should

be wood, and nothing else, and stone, stone.

When we represent stone work by wood, the

appearance may be good at a distance, but the

near view reveals the fraud. It is only the con-

stant employment of these architectural frauds

that leads us to tolerate them. In another

article, we purpose to consider the best way to

make the " curbing," how to keep it m place, and

how to make an even, regular, substantial wall.

Talks About Grass II.

{Continued from page 45.)

In an article in last month's Agriailturist, we
gave a description of tlie general structure of

the flowers of grass, and took those of Timothy
and Red-top for illustration, they being of the

most simple character.

As it is designed to

make these articles

practical, as well as

partly botanical in

their character, no

particular order will

be followed, but we
shall notice first those

about which most in-

quiry is made, and en-

deavor to give such

descriptions, divested

of such technicalities,

as far as the nature of the subject will admit,

as will enable one to recognize the species,

and also some notes on their uses and culture.

Fig. 3.—RED Tor.

OnciLUiD Grass.—Sadi/hs ghmtrata. Fig. 5.

This is a very vigorous grass, has a perennial root

and stout stems, which grow about three feet

high, and even five in rich soil. The stems, where
the grass docs not grow very thickly, are often

bent at the base towards the ground, and then
rise pcrpendicularlj'. The leaves are ft'om 6 to

18 inches long, broad, and rougl^on both sides.

The panicle or flower cluster is of a bluisli

green, often tinged with purple, and somewhat
one-sided. The general appearance of the plant

is given in the engraving, where, to economize

space, the stem is cut o3' and doubled up. In

order to describe the structure of the flowers,

we must employ the terms defined in the first

article, and, to aid the description, the spike-

let of Red-top used there is reproduced here.

It will be recollected that the parts, a, fc, Fig.

3, are glumes. What is within these constitute

i]iQ fiord, which is made up of the two paleoe, c,

d, and the stamens and pistil which they enclose.

By comparing this figure of the Red-top with

that of the Orchard grass, fig. 6, the difl'crencc

will, at first, appear greater than it will really be

fovmd to be after a careful examination. We
have, in the flower of the Orchard grass, the

pair of glumes at the base of the spikelet, cor-

responding to a, 6, of fig. 3, and inside of them,

instead of a single floret, there are three, placed

upon opposite sides of a short stem within the

glumes. Each of these florets, as in case of

Red-top, consists of the paleic which are shown
here as nearly closed together. The lower

palea has rough hairs upon the back, and ter-

minates at the apex in a short, bristle-like point.

With a magnifier, five lines, or nerves, may be

seen upon the lower palea. Sometimes the

spikclets, instead of being three-flowered, as

shown in the engraving, liave four flowers or

florets. We« have been thus minute in th«

description of the structure of the flowers of

these two grasses, as they serve as types of two

divisions of grasses. The Red-top being an

example of the general structure of the one-

flon'cred grass, or those with one floret within

the glumes, while the Orchard grass serves to

illustrate the many-fiowered species, or those

of which the glumes enclose two or more flowers.

The generic name Daetylis, is from the Greek,

meaning a finger's breadth, and is supposed to

refer to the size of the clusters of spikclets, and

ijlomerata, its specific name, describes the manner

in which the spikclets are glomerated, or crowd-

ed together in little bunches. This grass is a

native of Europe, and was early introduced into

cultivation in this

country. There is

perhaps no grass

concerning the value

of which such wide-

ly varying opinions

liave been entertain-

ed, a diversity which

is owing in good part

to the fact that the

grass takes on a

quite diflereut char-

acter according as

it grows thickly or

thinly. The experi- F'S- 6.—orchard grass.

ence of one of our editors has been quite in

its favor, but the remarks concerning its cul-

tm-e must be deferred imtil another month.

Kentucky Blue Grass.—Green Meadow
Grass.—June Grass.—Poaprateiisis.—That this

grass should have received several popular

names, shows that it is widely known, and also

serves to indicate the fact, which botanists have

long recognized, that it is a species so changed

in general appearance, by soil and situation,

that the grass growing in one locality is regard-

ed as a distinct species liom the same thing

growing in another. Indeed, botanists, who are

supposed to be more accurate than ordinary

Fig. 7.—KENXucKr blue ouass.

observers, and to be able to give a reason tor

their views, have called the samc^thiug by half
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a dozen different names. The general appear-

ance of the plant is shown in fig. 7. The root

is perennial, and tlirows off numerous and long

creeping root stocks, wliich enable it to form a

dense matted turf, and also serve to distinguish

it from tlie nearly related Rough Meadow grass

{Poa trivialis). The leaves are quite narrow, but

their luxuriance varies greatly with the soil in

which they grow. The stems are from 1 to 3

feet liigh, slender, smooth, and round. This

cylindrical form of the stem serves to distinguish

this from another species often cal-

led Blue grass, Poa comjyressa, which

has a stem so strongly flattened as

to be at once recognized. The

form of the panicle, or flower clus-

ter, is shown in fig. 7. Its branches,

however, are often five or seven

from the same point. The spikelets

are one-twelfth to one-sixth of an

inch long, three to five-flowered,

and of the shape of the magnified

one shown in fig. 8. The palea, Fig. 8—blue
in common with many related gras-

geass.

ses, has a tuft of cobweb-like hairs at the base.

In addition to the names for this grass above

quoted, an intelligent Bhode Island correspon-

dent states, in last month's paper, that he has

satisfied himself that this is the grass known as

Rhode Island Bent, a name whicti iias usually

been considered as a synonv^ of Red-top. This

is a valuable grass, a*:^,, on account of the

dense turf it make., is especially adapted for

lawns. But our reiuarks on the agricultural

value of this, as well as of Orchard Grass, must
he reserved for another article.

A Convenieat Portable Swill-Barrel.

The accompanying illustration represents a

Portable Swill-Barrel, evenly balanced on a

pair of light wheels, which ought to be about 3

feet in diameter. The spokes and fellies of the

wheels should be made of the best timber, in

order to secure great strength and lightness.

Dress out a stick of tough wood for an axletree,

about 2 inches square, and make an asle-arm

on each end of it, to fit the wheels. The length

of the main part of the axletree, between the

wheels, should be about 30 inches. Make a

square mortise through two opposite sides of

the barrel, just large enough to receive the axle-

tree. Let the work be done neatly, so as to

secure a good fit, and calk the cracks with tow,

or with the strands of a rope picked to pieces.

Two straight sticks for thills, with a cross-piece

connecting the forward ends, are bolted to the

axletree with small carriage bolts. The axle-

tree should pass through the barrel, a little be-'*

low the biige, provided the wheels are high

enough to swing it clear from the ground.

The advantages of such a portable swill-

barrel will be readily appreciated by every one
who desires to keep tlie offensive odor, which
always arises from the piggery, at a distance

from the dwelling house. The barrel, wheeled to

the door of the kitchen, may receive the swill,

and can then be trundled back to the piggery.

Thus we dispense with all the disagreeable

handling and spilling of swill, unavoidable

when a swill-barrel is stationary and the swill

is carried in pails from the kitchen to the sty.

Another very important consideration is, that

if an inclined plane be made for the wheels to

run upon, the contents of the barrel may be

poured directly into another barrel, or into the

feeding trough, by simply elevating the shafts

so as to turn the barrel over backwards. A
barrel may be supported on wheels in this man-
ner, for the purpose of carrying water to stock

of any kind, or for any other purpose where it

is usual to carry water, liquid manure, etc., in

pails. A lid should fit the top of the barrel

closely, to keep the liquid from slopping over.

Tim Bunker's Kaid Among the Pickle

Fatclies.—

(

Concluded fiom page 46.)

Mr. Editor.—I began to give you sorne ac-

count last month about the way Noadiah Tubbs
raised pickles up in Westchester County. I

n'anted your readers to hear him out, for when
you get an old farmer to talking on a subject

that he feels at liome in, he always has some-

thing to say worth hearing. Daniel Webster

learned something about growing turnips from

the formers of Old England, and a very plain

boatman taught him incodfishiug. Diah's mor-

als don't exactly square with my notions, but I

am svilling to own that he knows more than I

do about raising pickles. So you may just im-

agine that he sits thei-e cocked up in his flag-

bottomed chair in the comer, squirting tobacco

juice into the sanded spit box and "pickle ed-

dication " into Tim Bunker.
" I wonder you don't cultivate your crop

more, what is the reason ?"

" Wal," said Diah, " There's two or three rea-

sons. You see, you don't plow the ground till

the weediest^art of the season is over, about
July 1st. Then the cultivating comes along the

last of the month, and before it is time to culti-

vate agin, the vines are in the way. And be-

sides I allers sow turnips at the time of cultiva-

ting, to lake the ground when the vines have
done bearing. And in this way I often get a

half crop of turnips and kill two birds with one
stone, if not more ; for the turnips take the

place of weeds, don't tax the ground anymore
and are a great deal better for the cattle."

" I hadn't thought of that, I declare. When
do you begin to pick pickles ?"

" It won't vary much from six •weeks from the
tmie of plantin."

" And how long does the season last ?"

" It will hold on for six weeks or more, until

frost comes sometimes."

"What do you do to keep the bugs off? I am al-

ways pestered to death with bugs on my vines."
" That is pretty easily managed where you

have so many vines. Bugs might easily eat up
a dozen hills in a garden where they would
more'n have their mouths full in a two acre lot.

I generally sprinkle on a little plaster as soon
as they get up in sight, and if this don't stop
the bugs I go over them once or twice more.
The plaster is good manure for 'em any way,
and I s'pose a pinch of guaner in it would
be better still. If I had hen manure plenty I
should jest as lives have that. I calculate to
keep the vines growing so fast that the bugs
can't catch 'em."

" Thai's a good idea. I s'pose that accounts
for the fact that we don't see so many vines de-
stroyed in wet seasons as in dry. I never thought
of that before. Now I should like to knew a

little about marketing the pickles, and as them
apples are gittin rather low I'll let you rest."

" I ginerally make a market for 'em with some
pickle maker in the city or over on North river.

He agrees to take 'em delivered at the depot at

so much a thousand—assorted in barrels. We
make three sizes. The big ones are for eating

fresh, and I s'pose are sold in market by the

pickle men for that purpose. The other two
sizes are just the thing for pickles and go the

factory. These are the fellers you see in jars

in all the corner grocery stores. We pick all

sizes together, and carry them to some conve-

nient place under a shed, at the edge of the

pickle patch, and there they are sorted and put

in barrels and sent off to market."
" How often do you have to pick 'em ?"

" Every other day is the rule. But sometimes
a rainy day comes and stops the picking, which
makes trouble. The pickles git a great deal

bigger and it lakes about a third more barrels

to hold 'em, and you don't git any thing extra

for your trouble. Some folks stop for Sunday,

but that don't make any difference with me.

I never could see but what pickles pick'd Sun- '

day brought jest as good money as any other."

" Wal now I don't believe that suits Esther." i

" No it don't. She and the parson and all thel

children have a runnia fight with me on that

subject."

" I guess when you come to foot the bills in

the final account, you'll find that all the money
you've made by Sunday work has burnt a hole

in your pocket and dropped out. But liow many
men does it lake to attend to a pickle patch ?"

" You ought to have at least four to the acre,

and they'll have to be pretty smart to keep up
with the -work. It is hard on the back until

you get used to it. You can work in boys pret-

ty well, as they don't have so far to bend. You
want to pick one half of the patch one day, and
the other half the next, and so on."

" What do you make your shed out of?"

"Most any thing will do for that. Four
crotched slicks and two poles with rails laid

across, and buckwheat straw or any refuse hay
put on to make a cover, and shed rain will

answer very well."

"How many pickles can you raise on an acre ?"

" Well there is about as much difference in

pickles as there is in any thing else. Your suc-

cess depends some on good seed, some on ma-
nure, and some on care, and a good deal on luck."

" Just what do you mean by luck ?"

"It's what man hasn't any thing to do with.

Some would call it the season, and some Prov-
idence. I call it luck."

"I guess there is a Providence in the pickle

crop as in everything else, and if the Almighty
don't send rain you'll come out at the little end
of the horn."

" Well, it may be so. If every thing works right

you may calculate on getting about Ihree hun-
dred thousand pickles to the acre. Sometimes
I have known 'em to get four, but they must
manure high and have uncommon good luck
to do that. A good many fall short because
they don't understand the business."

" About what do you get for your crop taking
them by the season ?"

" I sold them last year for fourteen shillings a
thousand, but some got as high as two dollars.

I calculate I got a thousand dollars for my two
acres, and the expenses were less than four
hundred, and I had to hire every bit of labor.

With good management and luck I should say
a man might clear about three hundred dollars

to the acre, to say nothing of the turnips which
come mighty handy."
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" And what is tlie effect of the crop on the

land ? For I find that is a matter to be taken

into the account. Some crops run the Land ter-

rible hard, and if you don't manure high, they'll

make a desert of it."

" That's so. Tobacco for instance. I've tried

it time and agin, and it like to have spiled my
farm. It took about all the manure I could

rake and scrape for two acres of tobacco, and

the rest of the land went dry. It ai'nt so with

pickles. They are pretty much all water, and

a good deal of the strength of the manure goes

over to the next crop. Then if they are well

attended to, they leave the ground pretty clean.

You see the weeds are all turned under the last

of June, and agin, when you cultivate the last

of July. Then the turnips sown between the

rows get the start of tlie weeds, and when these

are pulled in November, you have a pretty clean

field ; I have allers noticed that grass and almost

any other crop did well after pickles."

Esther's apple dish got low about this time

and Diah's pond of pickle knowledge was iu

the same condition. I pumped him dry.

Hookcrtovm, Conn., i Yours to command,

Feb. lOrA, 1865. J Timothy Bunker Esq.

Preparing for Field Labors.

During the month of March, farmers should

make all necessary preparations for performing

the labors of the iield, as soon as !he soil has

become sufficiently dry to be plowed, and the

season is right. Even on small farms, as well as

on large ones, there is much preparation to he

made. Old plows should be put in order, and

new ones should be purchased ; and it is im-

portant that a little effort be made to secure, as

•far as practicable, those plows that are best

adapted to the kind of plowing to be done.

Harrow teeth should be sharpened ; rollers,

cultivators, seed-drills, spades, hand-hoes, and

all tools and implements should be put in work-

ing order, before the time arrives for using them.

Some farmers are always behind-hand, not

only during seed time, but with their haying

and harvest ; and one prominent reason for it

is, their tools and implements are not put in

order in good time. Our own practice always

was, to have every tool and farm implement in

vorking order several w'eeks previous to the

time when it was to be used.

An English Market Farm.

The London Agricultural Gazette gives an

account of one of the large farms which supply

that city with food, from which we condense

some interesting particulars. The farm is that

of Mr. W. Adams, at East Ham, and comprises

about 800 acres, upon which he pays rents,

taxes, and tithes to the amount of soine $25,000

annually. Seventy horses are employed, and
the annual bill for labor exceeds $30,000. These
expenses, together with the amount paid for

manures and commissions on sales, make up

the total annual payments to about .$100,000 a

year. The above amounts are taken by reckon-

ing the English pound at $5; in our present

currency, they would, of course, be more than

double. The chief crops are cabbages, carrots,

potatoes, and onions, of which, in the mode of

culture followed, from six to eight crops are

taken in four years. During this four years, the

land gets about 120 tons of manure per acre,

and at least eight thorough plowhigs. The land

is kept continually at work, the only "rest" it

has is being occasionally .allowed to produce a

crop of grain or peas. Cabbages are the main

product, and of these sometimes three crops are

taken from the land during the year. This

heavy cropping demands heavy manuring, and

80 tons per acre are not unfrequently used

during the year. Notwithstanding the enormous

amounts of produce yielded annually per acre,

a proportionate amount of fertilizing material

being added, the land actually improves under

the treatment. The instance given here, and

the market gardens near our own large cities,

should serve as a lesson to those farmers who
scatter a few small loads of manure each year,

over a great surface, and then expect large crops.

A Word about Roses.

A pleasant writer on rural affairs, says:

"There are recipes in the cookery books for

green-pea soup without peas, and turtle soup

without turtle, but we know of no recipe for a

garden without roses." The Rose needs no ad-

vocate, for there is scarcely a person, who, if

limited to only one plant, would not select the

Rose. The ettl June Roses are being neglected

for the Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons, and Teas.

Yet we confess to a liking for the old favorites.

In their season, they bloom in the greatest pro-

fusion, and one has roses enough, and to spare.

Then they are so sweet, and smell as roses

ought to smell. Still the others have their ad-

vantages, and we suppose that our old favorites

must stand aside for the new sorts. "Whatever

kind of roses are planted, they should have a

deep, good, and rich soil, moist, but not wet.

In old gardens, it is nmch better to remove the

soil to the depth of a foot, and replace it with

earth from an old pasture, working in some
well-rotted manure. Cut the plants to two or

three buds, at planting. The Hybrid Perpetu-

als comprise some of the finest roses. They are

not perpetual, however, but bloom profusely in

June, and give a smaller crop of flowers in

autnmn. The second blooming may be render-

ed more abundant by picking off h.alf of the

buds formed in June, and removing the flowers

as soon as they fade, in order that the plant

may not exhaust itself in ripening useless seed.

Among the standard sorts of this class are.

Giant des Battailles, General Jaqueminot, Baron

Prevost, Pius IX, Madame Plantier, etc. This

class are hardy, but bloom all the better with a

slight protection. The Bourbons are tender,

and must be protected during winter, but their

constant bloom repays the extra trouble.

Souvenir de Malmaison, Hermosa, Souvenir de

I'Exposition, and George Peabody, are good

representatives of these. The China, or Bengal

Roses, are also free bloomers ; they are adapted

to pot culture, as well as to the garden, where

they will bloom all summer, and, after being pot-

ted and cut back, they will flower in the house.

Agrippina, Louis Phillippe, and Mrs. Bousan-

quet, are well known Chinese sorts. The Tea

Roses are of great beauty, and of most delicate

perfume, but they are more tender than the

others, and must be housed in winter. Among
the choice kinds, are Adam, Safrano, La Pactole.

Isabella, Caroline, Madam Bravay, etc. The

Moss Roses are a distinct class, and are general

favorites. The Climbers should not be forgot-

ten ; of these is a great variety of Prairie Roses,

Ayrshire, Boursalt, etc., all good and desirable.

If but one climbing rose can be had, the Balti-

more Belle may be selected. In the names

above given, we have only indicated some old

and readily obtained sorts. There are many
others as good, and new ones of great merit are

yearly added to the list. Whatever roses are

planted, let them be on their own roots. While
it may be that many sorts bloom more freely

when grafted on the Mannetti stock, they are

only suited to professional gardeners, and people,

in general, will find them productive of disap-

pointment. Enough desirable sorts may be had
on their own roots, without bothering with the

grafted ones.

The Time to Cut Cions.

The question whether cions for grafting

should be cut early or late has been discussed

to some extent in the agricultural papers, and
was the subject of a communication read at a

recent Fruit-Growers' meeting. The fact is,

that success depends much more upon their

proper keeping than upon any particular month
of cutting. The cutting should not be delayed

until the tree awakes from its dormant condition,

as then the bark loses more or less its adhesion

to the wood, and is apt to slip in working. The
present is a favorable month for securing grafts,

and they may be preserved in Siind, soil, or any

other medium that will prevent them from dry-

ing. The writer of the letter above referred to

keeps his in saw-dust from green wood. He
finds that it contains just the proper amount of

moisture to preserve the cions in good condition.

What shall we do for Grafting Wax?—»—
The Crimean war had its influence upon horti-

culture; the Russian ports being closed, we were

cut off from the supply of bass matting, and

were obliged to look elsewhere for t}-ing mate-

rials. In a similar manner the w'ar of the rebel-

lion has shut up the sources, from which we
derived our rosin, and this essential ingredient

of grafting wax has become so enormously ex-

pensive, that those who have to do much graft-

ing, are looking for a substitute. In operating

on small stocks, a wax of some kind is almost

indispensable, but on large ones the old fashion-

ed grafting clay may be employed. This was
in use centuries before grafting wax was invent-

ed, and many old gardeners claim that it is

superior to any of the modern compositions.

While it is less pleasant to work with, it h.as

the advantage, that it retains moisture, and the

cions are not so readily injured by drying, and

the wood, to which it is applied, is said to heal

over more readily than when wax is used. To
make grafting clay or mortar, two parts of clay

or stiff clayey loam and one part of cow dung,

free from litter, are thoroughly mixed and beaten

togetljer, adding some very fine hay, cut short,

to give toughness to the mixture. The mass is

to be worked over and tempered in the same

manner as mortar, adding water if necessary to

bring it to a proper consistence. The clay

should be prepared some weeks before it is

used, and it will be all the better if it is worked

over several times. The mass may be made into

a compact heap and covered over to prevent

drying. If it is disposed to become too dry, a

cavity may be made in the top of the heap and

filled with water. When applied in grafting,

the mass should form a coaling at least an inch

in thickness and be smoothed off with the hand.

»-. —m-9-^ —"

When a man chooses the rewards of virtue,

he should remember that to resign the pleasures

of vice is part of his bargain.

It is much better to sleep in peace on the

bare ground, than to lie unquiet on a soft bed.
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Preparing Fire-Wood.—•

—

la most parts of the Empire State, as well as

in some of the Eastern States, many farmers are

busy a portion of the time, fiom January to

April, in cutting and hauling their fire-wood

for next year. For the most part, it is sawed,

split, and piled, during the wet and stormy

weather of March and April, when workmen
cannot engage in field labors. This is a good

practice, and worthy of adoption by scores of

slip-shod farmers, who commence a j'ear before-

hand to prepare their fire-wood for a year to

come, but who are never able to get it split and

piled in time to allow it to become well seasoned

before it is to be burned. There is much bad

management with fire-wood. ' Allowing it to

remain for several months exi^oscd to the

weather, after it has been cut and split fine

enough for the stove, is a very bad practice

;

because its quality will be injured, more or

less, and it will never make as much heat as

though it had been piled under an open shed,

as soon as split, and before it was seasoned.

The labor of splitting fire wood for stoves

may be greatly facilitated by using a splitting

bench, which is represented by the accompany-

ing figure. It is made in the following man-
ner : procure two
small logs, or round

sticks of wood, about

three, or four feet

long, and six or eight

inches in diameter.

: Connect the two logs

with a two-inch

wooden round, near each end, as shown by the

engraving, so as to form an opening, about ten or

twelve inches square. Place this frame on four

strong legs, driven firmly into the logs, in the

under side. Place billets of wood in the bench,

standing on one end, and apply the ase. The
object of the bench is to keep the wood erect,

while it is being split. When a splitting bench

is not used, the workman is obliged to set up the

billet every time a stick is split off. Conse-

quently, he will spend as much, or perhaps

more lime, m simply setting up his sticks, in a

proper position for splitting, than he will in

splitting them. After a billet of wood has been

l>l«»'ed in the splitting bench, a man may split

three, or four of them fine enough for the stove,

about as soon as he will be able to split one

stick, without using such a bench. The hight

of the bench should be about two thirds the

length of the wood that is to be split. A split-

ting bench of a different style may be construct-

ed, by using the crotch of a tree, with a slick

fastened across the two branches. In using

any kind of a wood splitting bench, care must
be exercised not to allow the a.\e to pass

through a stick so far, as to permit the Itdve

to strike on one of the sides of the bench,

as one careless blow would break it. Let the

blows be applied in such a manner, that the

edge of the axe will pass through the upper end
of a billet of wood, and strike the side log.

There are many pleasing incidents and asso-

ciations connected with' haiiling wood, in the

manner represented by the accompanying illus-

tration. Our thoughts revert to the days of

boyhood, when we were accustomed to haul

fire-wood with the oxen and " ox-sled." The
sled was made entirely of wood, with not a

single naU, bolt, band, or strap of iron about it

;

even the shoes were made of some kind of very

hard wood, which had been seasoned not less

than one year, expressly for that purpose.

These hard-wood shoes were fitted neatly to

the runners, and fastened to them with wooden
pins. In many of our Northern States, we meet
occasionally with one of these sliding vehicles,

in all its primeval rudeness, and it will compare
with the strong and neat double sleighs, that

are now in use, about as the neat and effective

steel plows do with the rude bull plows that

were in use on many farms about forty years

ago. These rude sleds are made by our back-

woodsmen in the following manner:—A tree,

which has a suitable crook for the runners, is

cut down and spht into two parts, which are

scored and hewed, like sticks of framing timber.

Then the beams are fastened to the runners,

with wooden pins. All the tools required are a

choppmg axe, a carpenter's adze, drawing-knife,

two augers, and a hand-saw. But improved

sliding vehicles have nearly supplanted the

" Yankee ox-sled," even in the newly settled

portions of the Northern and Eastern States.

Tricks and treachery are the practice of

fools that have not wit enough to be honest.

New Varieties of Tomato.

A friend in Massachusetts, who
tries all the new vegetables, has

at our request given his expe-

rience with some of the new
Tomatoes. lie sa3-s of the

Valencia Cluster Tojiato:
"A flat, smooth sort, of good
market size, growing in closely

jammed clusters much like the

extra early York. It is a hand-

some tomato, but against it lies

the fatal objection of being ter-

ribly late—the latest by far of a
dozen varieties cultivated last

season. Some of the vines ex-

hibited the peculiarity of very

light colored leaves at the ex-

tremities of the shoots, having

a half bleached look, like the

head of a Blumenthaler Savoy
Cabbage.

—

The Cook's Favor-
riE. This variety is a very

vigorous grower, ripens very
early, and is prolific. The foliage

is of a handsome light green.

It is an improved sort of the apple tomato, giv-

ing a larger proportion of large handsome apple-

shaped fruit, thau any of the common sorts;

the fruit ripening to the stem, and being full

meated. The tomatoes are of fine size, and of
good flavor. On the whole it is decidedly the

best variety of the apple tomato in the market.

Extra Early York Tosiato. This is mostly
a flat-round, slightly scolloped form. It is quite

early, yields its fruits in clusters. It does not

run to vine so much as most varieties, the

plants growing to about two-thirds the usual-

size. It ripens its fruit to the very extremity of

the branch. The quality is excellent, and it very

seldom decays on the vine. I have found no
tomato, in my testing of over a dozen varieties,

that will yield so much ripe fruit to a given area

as this. This and the Cook's Favorite with some
large later sorts would leave nothing further

to be desfred for standard market tomatoes."

The Yokohama Squash.
- -

Mr. J. J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass.,

to whom we are indebted for the Hubbard, and
who is acknowledged authority on squashes,

sends us the following notes of his experience

with the new variety of Jajxiu Squash. "It re-

quires a larger season to mature than any of our

standard sorts ; it should therefore—in the

latitude of Boston—be started under glass. It

is prolific, grows to an average size of about 7
pounds, is very dark green, while growing, and
begins to assume a dull copper color near the

stem and calyx end as it ripens, and gradually

turns wholly this color. It is very flat in shape,

and remarkably thick meated laterally. The
outside of most of them is covered with small

blisters, reminding one of a load's back ; there

appears to be another variety in which these

blisters are wanting. This squash is deeply
sutured. The shape of the leaf, the habit of
growth, the seed and the quality of the squash
ally it very evidently witli the Crook-neck family,

with which I have no doubt it will cross. The
quality of this squash, when fully ripe, is ex-

cellent, being very fine grained, having a very
smooth taste, sweet and rich, it being like the

best specimens of Canada Crook-neck, combined
with a nice marrow. It will doubtless prove

a great favorite with a large class of persons.
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How to Uake a Cheap Qardeu Fit or

Frame.

Where anything but the rv-lest cardening is

carried on, some appliances are in use to protect

tender plants during winter, as well as to start

tUcm into growth earlier in spring than they

can safely be exposed without protection. Last

month, p. 34, we described the ordinary hot-bed,

with its plank fi-ame to support the sash. This

may be used, with a bed of fermenting manure,

to accelerate growth, by the artificial heat it

affords ; or the frame and glass may be used,

without the heating material, when it forms

what is called a cold pit. By use of a cold pit,

seedlings may be advanced very materially, as

the heat of the sun, received upon the sod with-

in it during the day, is prevented from passing

off during the night, and thus the average tem-

peratm'e greatly increased. Those to whom the

expense is no object, will have regular hot-bed

sash, with a strong plank frame ; but there are

many who, not being able to afford these, would
be glad of a cheap substitute. Any one who
can pick up a few old window-sashes can have
a tolerable cold frame, or hot-bed, with but little

cost. In the Agriculturist for December last, we
gave an illustration, showing how channels, to

carry off water, could be cut in the frames and
crossbars of a window sash, when used for

garden purposes. The sash being procured, a

frame for it may be built up of turf, which, if

the sod is good, will not only be durable, but

will keep out frost better than a wooden frame.

The size of such a frame will depend upon the

number of sash at command, and the uses to

which it is to be put. For a simple cold frame,

to get cabbage and tomato plants earlier than
they could be had in the open ground, a frame
of sods large enough to accommodate the sash

may be built, the pieces six inches wide, neatly

laid up, forming an enclosure, the waUs of which
shall be nine inches high in front and eighteen

inches at rear, the front being towards the

south. The turf and sash being at hand, the

whole can be made in a short time. The frame

should be placed on a well di-ained place, and
on rich soil. The earth being well spaded and
raked, the sashes are to be put on, and covered

in the afternoon, by means of board shutters,

straw or other mats, and uncovered in the

morning. The soil will, in a few days, become
warm enough to receive the seeds ; and young
plants, ready for transplanting, may be had some
weeks in advance of those raised in the -open

ground. It will, however, generally be better

to make a more permanent structure than the

one just described, one which will answer for

protecting half hardy plants during the winter,

as well as for starting seeds in spring. As
before, the size will depend upon that of the

sash, and it will be all the more satisfactory if

long sash, such as is made for hot-beds, can be

had. To make a pit ; after having determined

upon, its size, drive stakes at the corners, exca-

vate the earth to the depth of a foot, use sods

nine inches in width, and lay them up with

care, obsemng to " break joints" at the cornei-s.

The walls may be high enough to give an inside

depth of two feet at fi'ont and three feet at the

rear. The walls should be neatly trimmed, and

if a coping of boards is placed upon the top,

the structure will be all the more diu'able.

Roses, cabbages, and cauliflowers may be win-

tered in a pit of this kind, and in spring it may
be converted into a hot-bed, by nearly filliug it

with fermenting manure, upon which is placed

a layer of six inches of soil to receive the seeds.

The Chinese Wistaria.— {Wistaria Sinensis.)

Those who live in cities, or in those commu-
nities where horticulture has made some pro-

gress, may think we are occupying space use-

lessly in figuring and describing so old and

well known plant as the Chinese Wistaria. Al-

though it has been so long in cultivation, for

some reason or other it has become less wide-

ly disseminated than one would suppose, and it

has so much of beauty to recommend it, and is

so easy to cultivate, that we wish it to be more
generally introduced. In older books it is called

Glycine, but Nuttall found it to be different from

that genus, and he gave it a new name, and

dedicated it to the late

Dr. Wistar, of Philadel-

phia. The vine is a rap-

id grower, and with a

little aid will climb al-

most anywhere. Wo
know of a vine in New-
York which reaches to

the chimneys of a three-

story house. The flow-

ers are borne in the

greatest profusion in

May, before the leaves

are fully developed.

They hang in large

clusters, and are very

much in appearance

like those of the Locust,

except that they are of a

fine light purple. There

are a number of old

vines in New-York City

worth going far.^0 sec,

when in bloom. The
engraving shows the

shape of the flowers and

youug leaves. It will

be recognized as belong-

ing to the Legumi7ws<e,

or Pea family, which

includes the Locusts,

Laburnum, and many
other ornamental trees

and shrubs. Though

beautiful under any cir-

cumstances, it shows at

its best when trained

horizontally, as along

the edge of a balcony

or upon a horizontal

trellis. It is well adapt-

ed for training to pillars.

If allowed to run up a

support of red cedar, up-

on which a foot or two

of the limbs remam, the

effect is very fine.

Though disposed to

ramble, it bears severe

checking; we have seen

it grown to a stake 6 or

8 feet high, and kept

closely pinched, show-

ing a mass of flowers

from top to bottom.

The plant was carried

from China to England

about fifty years ago,

and was for some time

treated as a greenhouse

plant. It proves per-

fectly hardy in the cli-

mate of New-York and Southern New-Eng-
land. In those localities where the winters are

very severe, it will be necessary to protect it

;

in this case it should be trained in such a man-

ner that it can be taken from its support and

laid down and covered with a few inches of

earth. It grows readily from layers and from

cuttings. Plants are sold at the nurseries at

about fifty cents each. A white variety has been

recently introduced, but is rather rare as yet.

It has long clusters of pure white flowers, and

will, in time, become very popular. Soma

other varieties are mentioned in the catalogues.

A native species. Wistaria frutescens, is found in

Illinois, Virginia, and southward. This is also
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kept by the niirseiymeu, and, though not so

showy as the Chinese, is worthy of more notice

than it has received. It has shorter and compact

clusters, and often flowers twice in the season.

Early Bearing Apples.

To persons just planting orchards, especially

in a new country, those kinds which yield fruit

soonest after planting, are very desirable. We
note the following:

—

Kesioick Codling: This is

not a first-rate apple for dessert, but is excellent

for pies, and is one of the earliest bearers known.

Tender, juicy, sour, of medium size, ripe in

August and September.

—

Sops of Wine : A good

apple, of middle size, dark crimson, an abund-

ant bearer, ripe in September.

—

Spice Sweet:

Large, pale yellow, sweet, tender, good for

eating or baking, profuse bearer. September.

—

Drop cCOr, or Cloth of Gold: Large, yellow,

Bweet, with a sub-acid tiavnr. Early and abund-

ant yield. September and October. To these

we ra^y add the Early Harvest^ excellent for

cooking, and, wlien fully ripe, for eating. All

these are not only early bearers, but good, sub-

stantial fruit, worthy of a place in the orchard.

Experience with a Cold Grapery.

The following description of the erection and

working of a cold grapery, by Mr. Aaron Low,

of Essex, Mass., tvill be interesting to those

who wish to erect structures of this kind. The
cost of the house, based upon the price of ma-

terials and labor, in 1862, was $160, but this

was at a time when prices were much lower

than at present. Though a house like the

one here described would doubtless give paying

returns, the border is too small for the best

results. Our correspondent gives a sketch of

the routine of the care of the house for three

years, but as the whole article is rather long, we
give, at this time, his manner of building his

house, and the operations of the first year,

reserving the remainder of the account for

another month:

"After selecting the spot, and deciding that

my house should be 50 feet long, by 13 feet wide,

I took out the soil to the depth of two feet, with

a gradual slope from tlie back to the front of

the pit. I then filled one foot in depth with

small stones, and on them a covering of leather

chips and clam shells, to keep the soil of the

borders from working down and obstructing

the drainage. A two-inch tile drain in each

corner, and one in the middle of the front side

of the pit, running to an outlet 30 or 40 feet

from the house, render the drainage complete.

The House.—For the back of the house, 9

feet high, stout cedar posts 14 feet long,

are set about 8 feet apart, and 5 feet in the

ground, so as to be sure to be out of the influ-

ence of frost. The 4 by 6-inch plate is spiked

on to the head of each post. Girts, 3 by 3

inches, are placed 8 feet apart, on the back side,

and let in with a shoulder, and spiked on to

each post. The covering consists of hemlock

boards, covered with spruce clapboards ; the

boards running down to the bottom of the pit,

the clapboards extending to the ground level.

The front is 3 feet high from the ground level,

and has 6 glass windows, 1\ feet long, and 2

feet wide. They are made of 2-inch plank, for

the outside frame, with an inch style running

lengthwise, taking two lights in width, of 8 by

10 glass. In other respects, the front is built

the same as the back side.

The ends are built the same, except instead of

the cedar posts, spruce joists, 3 inches by 4, are

framed into a sill at the bottom of the pit and

the end rafters of the roof There is a door in

each end. The one next tlie street is part glass,

the other is a common board door.

The rafters are of white pine, 15 feet long, 2 by
6 inches, placed 3i feet apart, and matched to

front and back plates with a shoulder, and bolted

on. Purlins, 2 inches by 3, are mortised into each

rafter, 3i feet apart. They extend through li

inches, and are fastened by a strong oak pin, on
the opposite side. Four stiles, 1 inch thick, by
3 deep, are placed between each pair of rafters,

each resting upon the purlins, being let in with

a i inch gain, and fastened in place by a nail.

There are 5 rows of 8 by 10 glass to each bay.

All the rafters and stiles are ploughed i of an
inch deep, and the glass, instead of lapping, is

slid up and butted, one pane against the other.

This is much more convenient than the old

method, and, where the glass is true, it will not

leak enough to do any hurt. To support the

vines, white oak treenails, 10 inches long, are

driven into inch holes, bored in each rafter, 3

feet apart ; holes ^ of an inch are bored in the

lower end of the treenails, through w-hich com-

mon sized telegraph wire is run lengthwise of

the house. No. 19 wire runs parallel with the

rafters, to fasten the bearing spurs to. The
wires are 14 inches from the glass.

The top ventilators are seven in number ; one

to every other bay, and are made 2 feet wide,

and 46 inches long, resting on the rafters on the

outside, being hung to the casing of the plate

by butt hinges. They are raised by a narrow
strip of board fastened by a hinge to the

lower inside edge of the ventilator, that being

fastened by another hinge, making a loose joint,

to a strip of board sliding through two grooves

on the back of the house, and reaching down
low enough to be convenient in opening them.

The front windows are opened when bottom

ventilation is wanted. There are two tanks,

holding about 600 gallons, one being inside, and

connected with the outside one by a lead pipe.

The water from the roof fills the outside tank,

and is drawn into the other as wanted.

The Borders.—The borders are wholly on

the inside, and were made of the top soil taken

out of the pit, mixed with pasture turf and

muck that had lain in heap six mouths, with

the addition of about a sixth part of fine old

manure, and a small portion of air-slackened

lime and ashes. The heap was dug over and

made very fine, before putting it in the bor-

ders, which were but 3 feet wide, and 3 deep.

The vines, 34 in number, there being 17 on
the front border, and the same on the back, were
one year old, and were set out on the 4th day of

May, 3 feet apart, and 1 foot from the front of

the house. They soon started growing, and as

soon as they had made 3 or 3 inches, all but the

best shoot were rubbed off. The house was
kept quite moist, by syringing every night with

water kept in a shallow tank, 1 foot wide, and
8 inches deep, running the length of the house.

One great advantage in the shallow tank is, you
always have water of the same temperature as

the air in the liouse, to syringe the vines with.

The top ventilators were opened every fair

day, as soon as the temperature of the house

commenced rising, and were kept open till the

latter part of the afternoon, thereby letting the

temperature rise and fall gradually. The vines

grew rapidl}', and were trained carefully to the

wires, until they had grown the length of the

rafters, when, about the 1st of September, they

were stopped, to hasten the ripening of the

cane, for next year's fruiting. The borders were I

watered once a week, till September, when it

was gradually withheld, and the front ventilators

opened daily, to give a free chculation of air."

" After the leaves had follen in November, the

vines were taken down, and the strongest cut

back to 5 feet, the weaker to 3 feet. They were

then laid down on the borders, and covered

with forest leaves sufBcienlly to keep out the

frost, and remained undisturbed till spring. The
house was kept cool in the winter by leaving

the doors open in fair weather.

A Country Parson on the Chinese Winter

Eadish, and on the Value of a Garden.

The following, from a " New-York Dominie,"

who lives in a village near this city, is given

as a specimen of many letters we receive upon

the success of small gardens and the pleasure

derived from them. The Radish, which he does

not too highly praise, was figured and described

in September last. The seed is sown in August

and September:—"I am a kind of 'Country

Parson,' and take great pleasure in cultivating a

small garden. I find it a source of recreation

and of health, amid other and weightier labors.

On the recommendation of the American Agricul-

turist, I procured, last summer, a package of the

new Rose-colored Chinese Radish, for fall and

winter use. They have proved so good, and I

have had such complete success in keeping them,

that I want to tell you about them. This radish

is so much more sweet and tender than the old

Black and White Spanish sorts, that I am sure

no one will cultivate either of the latter after he

has tried the former. My family have enjoyed

them as a real luxury. They are beautiful to

look upon, and still better to the taste. As a

new one is cut open, revealing its beitutiful and

juicy surface, the frequent exclamation is,

' What an excellent radish !
' I had a couple of

quite old persons, over seventy years of age,

staying with me. One of them without a tooth

in her head, scraped and ate them with a

relish that would have done you good to see.

"Let me tell you of the plan that I hit upoD
to keep them for winter use. I have learned so

many eood things from the Agriculturist, that 1

want to tell you this in return. I first dug a hole

about two feet deep, and wide enough to hold

upright a common flour barrel. I then took an

old barrel, with both the head and bottom out,

and stood it in the hole. I put my radishes into

the barrel, on the ground, and banked up
the barrel, on the outside, about to the top. I

pushed a small bundle of straw into the barrel,

and down upon the radishes, and then laid an
old door over the top of the barrel, to keep out

the rain and snow. When wishing to get the

radishes, we have only to push the hand down
between the straw and tlie side of the barrel.

We are now in the second week of January,

and have had some severe freezing weather. 1

have not found one frozen, and they are as fresh,

and crisp, and sweet, as when first pulled.

"My whole lot, with about one quarter of it

occupied by the house, is 75 feet by 125 feet I

have a beautiful bed of Asparagus and another

of Strawberries, of my own planting; about

twenty Grape vines, of seven different sorts

;

Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, Pears,

Cherries, Peaches, almost all of my own ])]ant-

ing in less than six years past. And besides

these, I manage to get a good many vegetables

out of my garden in the spring and summer.
I have learned many very important things from
my garden. I have had pleasure and enjoyment
from it, and have, I trust, neglected no duty to
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others from attending to it. Perhaps I ought to

.i.iy th.-it I live in a parsonage, and so do not

know how long it may be mine. But may not

we dominies practice what we preach to our

people,—to plant and sow good seed for those

who are to come after us ?
"

Grape Planting this Spring.

If the "grape mania" did not culminate last

autumn, it will certainly do so this spring
;
and

the only limits to the amount of planting will

be the ability of propagators of approved sorts

to supply plants. Many vines are already set

and many more will be, and it is all well. We
wish every farmer, and every one who has even

a good sized yard, to have grapes enough for his

family, and some to give to his less fortunate

neighbors. Grapes in many localities are grown

not only at a profit, but the land devoted to them

gives better returns than any other crop that

could be raised upon it. Knowing of these

successes in grape culture, several have asked

our advice about entering into it largely as an

investment. Did we look only at the paying

vineyards, there would be no hesitation in en-

couraging these enterprises, but recollecting

more than one melancholy failure, and having

last summer seen the mowers among the posts

of an abandoned vineyard, we are obliged to

use a word of caution. Grape growing or any

other culture, is a business to be learned, and we

would no more advise one without experience

to go into this, than we would counsel him to

open a store for the sale of books, hats or any

other commodity, without first learning the

ways of the trade. One of our Ohio friends has

a vineyard, which, according to all figuring,

should have given this year a profitable crop,

but it did not yield a bunch. It is easy to say

what a vine ought to do the third year after

planting, but sometimes it won't do it. Capital is

not all that is required for success in a vineyard.

©ne great obstacle is the difficulty of procuring

skilled labor; while unfavorable seasons, insect

enemies, rot and mildew often render the most

carfully tended vineyard unjiroductive. " But

shall we not plant vines?" Yes, by all means.

He who has ten, and finds them profitable, will

not need to be persuaded to plant fifty, and he

who already has his acres will know whether it

will pay to double their number. To those who

Lave no vines we say plant five, ten or twent}-,

or even one, if you can do no better. These will

show the adaptability of location and will serve

far better to gain experience upon, than five or

ten acres at the start. We hope to see grapes

the cheapest of fruits, but it will not promote

this end to advise those who have never grown

vines, to plant extensive vineyards at once.

With regard to soil, while it seems to be set-

tled that the grape will grow on any good soil,

there is still much discussion as to whether cer-

tain varieties do best on light or heavj' lands.

While this subject still remains unsettled, there

is one point upon which all are agreed, viz.,

that whatever the nature of the soil, it must be,

naturally or artificially, well drained. The soil

should, of course, be in good condition as to

fertility, and it must be worked by the spade or

plow to the depth of 18 or 20 inches. Our

views, as to selection of varieties, have already

been given. While we regard the Delaware as

the best grape which has been largely tested,

and the hardiness of which has been thoroughly

proved, its slow growth, and the care it requires,

have t*ot given it tliat popularity it will in time

attain. The Concord has been so often £,tyled

" the grape for the million," that the phrase has

become hackneyed. It seems to be better

adapted to general culture, and such treatment

as nine out of ten will give their vines, than

an}' other sort; consequently we have advised

the Concord, if dependence is to be placed upon
a single sort. It is hoped, however, that none

will be contented with one single kind, but that

the taste of the readers of the A'jriculturist will

lead them to plant several of the established

varieties. Where the Catawba will perfect

itself, this favorite variety will not be easily

supplanted by any other. At the winter meet-

ing of the Fruit-Growers' Society of Western

New-York, held in January last, a vote w'as

taken upon the best grapes fur a succession,

which we publish as showing the estimation in

which tlie different kinds are held by the horti-

culturists of that part of the country. Thirty-one

members voted, and the result was as follows

:

Delaware, 30|Rebecca, 21
Diana 26lConcord,'- 14
Isabella, 2.5 Creveling, 12
Hartford Prolific, 23|Catawba, 9

lona, Perkins, Allen's Hybrid, To Kalon,

and Northern Muscadine, each 2 votes; and
Lydia, Adriondac, and Israella, each 1 vote.

Rogers' Hybrid Grapes.

In the grape notes of last year, after testing

these varieties pretty thoroughl)-, we stated that

we had not seen a first class grape among them.

By this it was meant that none of them, in our

estimation, were equal to a Delaware, lona, Al-

len's Hybrid, Diana, or eveu a perfect Catawba.

Some have thought that the opinion above quo-

ted did not do justice to these new candidates

for public favor. So far from wishing to do
injustice to these or any otlier new grapes, we
should be happy to be able to say that the whole

fifty were each and every oue an improvement

on any other grajie now in cultivation, but so far

our experience with them does not warrant it.

What has already been said was not the record

of the opinion of oue individual upon a sin-

gle specimen, but a deliberate judgement made
up after testing them in company with a num-
ber of experienced horticulturists, at different

times, both in the vineyard and in the office.

Another season we hope to make an equallj'

careful examination of them, and shall be glad

if we are able to change our opinion. Those
who think our judgement unfair in this mat-

ter are referred to the following extract from

tlie proceedings of the Fruit Growers' Society

of Western New York, held in January last.

We quote from the Country Gentleman: "Rog-
ers' Hylirids had been fruited by several, but

they were not highly commended. President

Barry doubted if any would be superior to the

Concord. In replv to an inquiry, he said it was
his opinion that the Rogers' grapes were only

seedlings of the Fox, and not hj-brids. C. L.

Hoag, of Lockport, had fruited them for two
years, and he thought very highly of some of

them—while all are strong growers."—The
followuig testiraou}' in the case, is from the

Report of the Fruit Committee of the Massii-

chusetts Horticultural Society, for 1864

:

" Several of Rogers' Hj'brids have been seen

on our tables, such as Nos. 1, 4, 1.5, 19, 4.3, and
others, but your Committee do not feel disposed

to give a decided opinion on the merits of any
of these. It has already been said, that some of

these varieties did not ripen early enough to be

valu.able; and it may be added, that, as tested

by us, they were found to h,ave a h^rd pulp, and
to be of inferior quality, e?[cef«t No. 4, a black

grape, of fair qualitj', which ripened well ; but
as the specimens we have tried have been mostly
produced on j-oung vines, it is unfair to fully

decide upon their merits. It would be strange,

indeed, if, among so many, there were not some
good ones. We would, however, advise the

public to plant rather sparingly of all the num-
bers until they have been more fully proved."

To Manage Evergreen Hedges.

The ground being well prepared by digging,

or plowing and working it into fine tilth, the
plants, if of arbor vitiE, or hemlock, not more
than eighteen inches or two feet high, should be
set two, or two and a half feet, apart. Norway
Spruce m.ay be three feet high, and set three

feet apart. Cut out the leading shoots, so as to

make them bushy at the base. Mulch the ground
with old straw or leaves, or spent tan bark, and
the trees will take care of themselves for the
first year.—In spring of second year, prune off

the strongest leading shoots on every side, but
have the lower branches longer than the upper.
This pruning should not be done until after

severe frosts are past, say the middle of April.

If grass or weeds have encroached upon the

line of the hedge, clean them out, and keep the

ground well worked through the summer,
though without disturbing the roots. In the

autumn, cover the soil around the plants with

a light dressing of old manure. Every spring,

after this, prune the hedge into shape, keeping

the base about four feet wide, and thence

sloping up to the top, which should not be

thicker thau one foot, if of Spruce, or six

inches, if of arbor-vitae or hemlock.

After the hedge has nearly reached its desired

height, its growth should be checked by sum-
mer pruning. In July or August, cut back all

the strong growth to the desired point. This

summer pruning must now be kept up from

year to year. As a further check to strong

growth, let the grass grow around to the

steins of the plants, and withhold all manure.

Let it always be borne in mind, that the great

secret in making a good hedge is, to start it well

with a strong, bushy base, and then to keep it

in shape by pruning the upper branches shorter

than the lower. If the lower branches are al-

lowed to be overhung at all by the upper, they

are then deprived of the sunlight, rain and dew.

The reason why evergreens in the forest lose

their lower branches, is because they are over-

shadowed. In the open meadow, or pasture,

the branches grow as low as the " browsing

line;" and in the lawn, where cattle do not

come, and where the axe is kept away, the

branches spread themselves luxuriantly upon
the grass. Lank, lean, bottomless hedges, al-

ways proclaim the neglect of their owners.

Let the rules we have given be observed, and
good, useful, handsome hedges of hemlock and
other evergreens will become more common.

Doctoring Pear Trees.—At the recent

meeting of the Ohio Pomological Society, Dr.

Kirkland expressed strong confidence that the

use of a solution of copperas upon the leaves

and bark, and the application of blacksmiths'

sweepings to the roots of pe.ir trees would be

found a complete remedy for the fire-blight

On the other hand an intelligent friend ot ours

says that he has faithfully doctored his trees

with iron but has failed to see any benefit.

Let us have the experience of others, whether

a success or failure. The subject is one of •

considerable injpoxtance to all fruit growers.
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The Climbing Fumitory or Alleghany

Vine,—{Adlumia cirrhosa.)

In most sections of the country, but especially

at the West, there is found growing in shady

places a vine which, by its delicacy and grace,

attracts the attention of the lovers of wild

flowers. Its merits have long since given it a

place in our gardens, and we illustrate it here

to bring it to the notice of cultivators, as well

as to answer several who have enclosed us spe-

cimens, asking its name. The plant is biennial,

and, like others of its class, is neglected by those

who are impatient to have flowers the first year.

It is a very slender vine, climbing by means of

its tendril-like leaves. What appear in the

drawing like several small leavQp, are really

parts of one much divided leaf The flowers,

of the size and shape shown in the engraving,

arc while,, more or less tinged with rose-color,

and are produced in great profusion. The

tender green, thin texture, and fine division of

the leaves, together with the pendent clusters

of delicate flowers, give the plant an airiness

and delicacy possessed by few climbers. It be-

longs to the Fumitory family, and the resem-

blance its flowers bear, iu shape, to those of the

showy Dicentra, will at once indicate the two

to be near relatives. The name Adlumia was

given in honor of Major Adlum, a botanist of a

past generation. In addition to the common
names given at the head of the article, the plant

is sometimes called Mountain Fringe. On ac-

count of the delicacy of its foliage, the vine does

best in a somewhat shaded place. It climbs to

the hight of 10 to 15 feet, and should be pro-

vided with a trellis, or support of some Idnd.

The seed is sown in the spring, where the

plants are to stand ; the roots need no protec-

tion through the following winter. Sometimes

the plants bloom the first year. In looking over

the catalogues for the price of seeds, we find

that B. K. Bliss, of Springfield, Mass., is tlie

only one wlio announces it, at 10 cts. per paper.

KxNOa ought to be Kings In all things.

Trees upon Prairies-

A correspondent in Il-

linois writes :
" You

can not do your west-

ern ijrairie readers bo

great a kindness as to

induce them this coining

spring to take hold of

tree-planting in earnest,

with whatever of seeds,

cuttings or trees most

convenient." This sug-

gestion is a timely one,

and although the matter

has been advocated by

us iu former years, the

sulvject is one that can

not be too frequently nor

too strongly presented.

Those who live in the

tree-less parts of the

country need not be

told how necessary are

trees for shelter, timber

and fuel. Even those

who dwell in regions

, , , , „ ,, N^^i^x formerly well wooded,

(^^y i^^^^^J find that the forests are
V-^ //K-J\ so rapidly disappearing

that it is time some steps

were taken to replace

them. With those who wish to plant trees, the

questions of first importance are : what kinds

shall I plant, and how shall I get them ?

Leaving the AVhite Willow, which is discussed

in another column, out of the question, the two

trees which seem best adapted by the rapidity of

their growth and value of their timber, are the

Black Walnut (Juglans nigra), and Silver Maple

(Acer dasycarpum). The seeds of the former are to

be planted where they are to remain, but the Ma-

ple may be raised in nursery rows and trans-

planted. The Peach, is highly recommended

to grow for fuel even where it will not produce

fruit, and would doubtless be found valuable;

it has tlie advantage of rapid growth and

the seeds are easily obtainable. Black Cherry,

Birches, and Larches are all hardy and desira-

ble. The Cucumber-tree (Magnolia acuminata),

White-wood, Osage Orange, Honey Locust,

Chestnut and deciduous Cypress, are all suited

to mild climates. All the above may be raised

from seed. The White and other Willows grow

readily fi'om cuttings, as do the Cottonwood

and other Poplars. The Evergreens are of

rather slow growth, but they should not be neg-

lected on that account. The Norway Spruce

is among the most rapid growers and valuable

for its hardiness. The Red Cedar, Arbor Vita^,

and White Pine are all desirable evergreens.

While our Western fiiends advocate the Cot-

tonwood, which is as nearly worthless as a tree

can be, they quite ignore the Ailanthus, which
has merits enough to outweigh its faults. It

will grow readily from seeds, and live where
another tree would starve. Give the seed only

a little dust to cover it, and it will grow. It is

especially adapted to poor soils, and will grow
with great vigor in rich ones. So abundantly

does it spring up between the bricks and pave-

ments in New-York City, whenever anything

sheltei's it from injury, that it is estimated that,

should the city become suddenly depopulated

by a pestilence, its site would, in a few years,

become an impenetrable thicket of Ailanthus

trees. The wood makes fair fuel, when well

seasoned, and its timber would doubtless be

servicable iu many ways, though statistics arc

wanting concerning its durability. The chief

objections to it are the unpleasant odor giv-

en oflf in flowering time, its tendency to suck-

er, its lateness in pushing its leaves, and its

naked look in winter. Although all these, espe-

cially the first, have weight when the tree is

used merely for ornament, they amount to but

little where utility is the main consideration.

Many others might be added to the list, but

those already named include the more available

ones, and the question now is : how to begin.

The easiest way will be to procure a stock of

young trees from the nursery, and perhaps this

is generally the safest way with evergreens, but

most persons will find it inconvenient and ex-

pensive to buy their stock and must raise it.

Mr. F. K. Phoenix, a well known Illinois nurse-

ryman, takes so much interest iu tree planting,

that he devotes the cover of his Catalogue to an
essay on the subject. Although in the trade, he
says :

" You need not call upon the nursery-

men—send to some reliable friend in a timbered

region to get you out such seeds, cuttings or

forest seedlings as you may require."

We repeat, get trees or seeds somehow ; if

seeds cannot be had this spring, make it a point

to find out where fruiting trees are, so that they

can be collected as they ripen. Upon consult-

ing the catalogues of seedsmen, we find they

have the seeds of Ailanthus, several species of

Ash, Honey-Locust, Cucumber Magnolia, sever-

al Pines and Peach Pits. Besides these the

seeds of many of the slower-growing and more
ornamental trees may be had at once. We hope

to recur to this subject at the proper season.

The Chinese Magnolias.

The city gardens of New-York—there are

gardens here—are very gay in spring, and they

owe much of their beauty to two plants from the

Celestial Empire. The Wistaria is the most

conspicuous of climbers,—noticed in another

article—and the Chinese Magnolias are among
the most showy of shrubs or small trees. The
Magnolia conspicua, called the Chinese White
Magnolia, or Yulan, grows in its native country

to the hight of forty or fifty feet, and forms a
fine pyramidal tree. As it flowers freely, when
quite small, it is more generally seen as a shrub
with us, but there is a specimen upon tho

grounds of Charles Downing, Esq., at New-
burgh, which is some thirty feet in hight. Tlie

flowers appear in April, before the leaves unfold,

and, from their great size and pure whiteness,

give the plant such a showy appearance that it

well merita the specific name— conspicua. Each
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flower is four or five inches long, and looks so

like a white lily that it is not strange that the

Chinese call it Yulau—or lily-tree. Not only

are the flowers beautiful from their brilliant

whiteness, but they have a most delightful

fragrance. Tlie tree is also a pleasing object

after the flowers are succeeded by the leaves, as

its foliage has a healthy and vigorous look.

The shape of the flowers and leaves is shown
in the engraving. The fruit, for the reason that

only a portion of the seeds perfect themselves,

is curiously contorted and variable in shape.

The tree will grow in any good soil, and is per-

fectly hardy at Newburgh, and probably further

North. In the nurseries it is propagated by
grafting on Magnolia acuminata, one of our

natives that grows readily from layers. It may
also be grown from seeds, but grafted plants are

more readily transplanted. Another Magnolia,

much resembling the foregoing, also frequently

cultivated, is calletl Magnolia Sotilangcana. It is

a variety of M. conspicua, and believed to be a

cross between it and a purple Japanese species,

M purpurea. It gets its name from having

originated on the grounds of JI. Soulange

Bodin, near Paris. The tree has almost pre-

cisely the same appearance as the other, but the

flowers are tinged witli purple and bloom a

little later. Several other varieties of M. conspi-

cna are to be found in the catalogues, the tree

having a tendency to sport when raised from

the seed. The trees are to be had in all first-

class nurseries at about $1.50 or $3, we believe.

Makino Flowers Usefdi,.—According to

La Belgique Ilorticole, anewculturehas sprung

up near Nuremberg. The flowers of the very

dark variety of hollyhock, which appear nearly

black, are found to contain coloring matter in

such quantity as to render them valuable as a

dye. The flowers are sent to England where
they are used in dyeing cotton, and the culture

is said to be quite a profitable one in Belgium.

A Home-made Easy-Chair.

A subscriber to the AgricuUurisl describes an

easy chair which almost any one can make with

materials very easily procured. Take a good flour

barrel, cnt away a few

staves at the bight of

a common rocking

chair, then make a

deeper cut about afoot

higher to form the

arms, as shown in the

engraving. Nail in a

circular board for the

bottom ; then make a

suitable cover of any
kind of cloth, stuff it

well with hair, moss,

tow, or other proper

material, and it is com-

plete. A sm.all open-

ing or door can be made under the seat, which will

furnish a convenient work box. Before commene-
iug to m.ake a chair of this kind from a barrel, it is

necessary to nail all the hoops securely, especially

those which are to be cut, to each of the staves.

I^imc ft>r 'Wliltcwaf-tU in the spring

bIiohUI be slaked now. Take quick-lime in lumps
;

start the slaking with hot water, and add more as

needed to bring it to a creamy consistence. Do
this in a half barrel or similar vessel ; stir it well,

cover and leave it in a still place, undisturbed until

wanted for use. A crust of carbonate of lime will

form on the surface ; this will have to be skimmed
off. Lime prepared in this way becomes smoother

and softer, the gritty portions and particles imper-

fectly burned settle to the bottom, and tlie slak-

ing is more complete than if slaked at the time it

is used, and fur nice work it is much preferable to

lime slaked at the time it is wanted for application.

Washing Machines.—A Good One.

The meshes of cloth catch and hold many sub-

stances which do not belong there. These are usu-

ally made up of various matters floating in the air,

or gathered by contact with dusty surfaces, and in

wearing apparel, exhalations from the body help to

soil the cloth. Water, properly applied, carries out
some of the foreign particles mechanically, others

are dissolved, and thus separate chemically. Hot
water acts more readily than cold, but even when
it is heated, some substances do not yield to it, and
soap, or other chemical additions, are necessary to

prepare them for separation from the cloth. To
wash clothing effectually, it is necessary to bring

the water and soap, or other detergent, into repeat-

ed contact with every fibre, and the hotter the bet-

ter ; and the process, or machine, which does this

best, and with the least labor, is first in excellence

and most desirable, provided it is not too costly.

Above we have illustrated a Washing Machine

invented by Mr. Wm. M. Doty, which, in our judg-

ment, combines the desired points in an excellent

manner. It consists of tub. A, nearly square, but

with the front and rear ends eloping toward the

bottom. A movable wash-board, £, is suspended

within the tub, by means of pins, on the two up-

right side-pieces into which the board is mortised.

The clothing is placed between the wash-board, B,

and the sloping side. A, and the wash-board is

swung against it by means of a frame, or handle,

with its lower ends entered into slots in the upper

end of the side pieces. A brass spring at C, be-

tween the side piece and the side of the tub, and

fastened to each, brings the board back after it has

been forced against the clothing by the downward
motion of the arms. The wash-board is placed to

strike the clothes, so that they are kept rolling

over and over, and a new surface is presented for

e.ach blow, thus operating on the principle of a

fulling mill. A cover for the tub is provided, to

keep the water hot, which is an important addition.

The tub is readily emptied by a faucet in front, not

shown in the engraving. The family size of this

machine will take the bulk of sis shirts at a time,
and wash them in three to five minntcs, with much
less wear to the clothing than by rubbing over the
board. Our estimate of the value of this household
implement may be judged liy the fact that, after

several mouths' trial in the family of the Proprietor
of tljo AyrieiiUurhl, by the side of several others,

this was finally selected to offer .as a premium to our
friends sending subscribers. The machine is also

being introduced for w.ashing wool, and is

much liked for this use by those who havo
tried it. Subscribers west of the Ohio rivei

can be supplied with these machines by
Messrs. Doty Brothers, Janesville, Wis.,
others by H. B. Lane, Agent, 151 Nassau-et,

New-York City. The arms and legs aro

easily removed, and the whole readily pack-

ed in small comp,ass for shipping. With
the handles slipped out, and a cover laid on
it answers as a small t.able in the kitchen.

The price here is $13, at Janesville, %W.r,0.

This low price is a prominent consideration,

and recommends this m.achine to the public.

Our Bachelor in the Household.

The publication of the Bachelor's crusade

agninst the recipes we placed in his hands

has, as we anticipated it would, brought

down upon him the just indignation of sev-

eral of our lady friends. This has evidently

had an effect, as he is moved to reply as

follows ;
—" Now, Mr. Householder, you

h.ave done it ! .and my ' private opinion, pub-

licly expressed,' has gone forth in your soap

and salcratus columns. Judging from the

letters which you have handed me, there

must have been a flutter in more than one
kitchen, when the last Agriculturist came to

hand. Tou seem to have taken a malicious

pleasure in setting forth and emph.asizing

the fact of my singleness, and then have
done all you can to prevent my bettering my con-

dition (or otherwise), by making public my views on
some domestic matters.

Well, I accept the situation, and take the let-

ters of indignation as the reward which those

who try to reform popular abuses always reccirc.

But I am happy to know that all the housekeepers

are not irate, and some have written sensible letters,

which aro good to read, and one lady has sent me
her cook-book, with a request to exchange. Let her

wait till mine is out, and she shall have two copies.

As to your fling at a bachelor's knowledge of cook-

ery, it is merely a specimen of the airs of superior-

ity which married people are apt to indulge in. A
man no more need be of the matrimonial persua-

sion, before he can judge what is good and whole-

some food, than he need be a gardener to know a

good rose, a fiddler to judge of music, or a painter

to be able to appreciate a good picture. But I be-

lieve that I do know something about culinary art.

Once in my life, I was some years where cooks were

not to be had, and was obliged to investigate the

subject myself, or eat my food raw. I found that

the great essentials were : something to cook, some-

thing to cook it in, a fire, and common sense. The
first three are easily obtained everywhere, but the

last and greatest of these is as rare in the kitchen

as elsewhere. Now if I could ouly teach people

that fat pork, seven days in the week, w.as neither

necessary nor healthful ; that a good breakfast may
bo made without meat ; that when water boils it is

as hot as it ever will be ; that a rich mince pie or

pudding, after one has eaten meat to the limit of

his capacity, is one thing too much ; that alkalies-

soda and salcratus—when they meet with fat—short-

enins—will form soap, which, though good in its

place, is not good in bread and cakes ; that peas,

asparagus, and other delicate vegetables, are rained

if boiled with pork, or other meats, and a hundred

other such obvious and commonsensic.al things,

they would be prepared for my coolv-book, to which

I jocularly referred. Seriously, I am glad that your

good lady friends send in their recipes, for it shows

that they think that what we eat is of some conse-
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quence, and though I may let off a little harmless

fun at some of them, I trust none will think it ill-

natured. Oue great cause of our indifferent cook-

ery, as a people, is, that we have regarded eating as

a necessity of our nature, but something unworthy

of any serious thought. Now, as we are obliged to

have three meals a clay, I consider that they should

not merely serve the wants of the system and ap-

pease hunger, but that they should be made actually

enjoyable. The whole family are gathered at the

table ; indeed in many cases the hours spent there

are the only ones of family reunion. Here is the

family council, the place where lessons of wisdom
are taught, and all home ties strengthened, and it is

too much to expect of poor human nature to be

good, wise, or happy over poor and indigestible

food. If some Girard or Cooper would found a

school for ladies, in which cookery should be raised,

if not to the dignity of an o.'cact science, at least to

that of a useful art, it would be a national blessing.

Ton ask me to contribute occasionally to the

columns of your department. I make no promises,

but if I do write for you sometimes, I must have

leave to say my say in my own way, and no lady

must bo offended. "j

.m-. —» I »

What Shall I get for Variety 1—

•

" Are you awake ?" said I to my wife, as the clock

struck five. "Yes," she replied quickly ; and, "I
have been thinking for nearly two hours what I can

get up for a variety on the table. It is nothing

but beef, pork, mutton, fish, and chicken ; and

then, chicken, fish, mutton, pork and beef."—"Do
you need a better variety than that?"—"If our

boarders (two bachelors) were not so observing

and very particular about every dish that would do."

" Let me give you a programme for a week. Now,
if you have beefsteak and mutton for breakfast,

make a meat pie, just as a chicken pie is made, for

dinner; and, slice up some cold ham, or mutton, for

those who think meat pie is not enough. For a

dessert, make apple dumplings instead of so much
pie, pie, pie, at every me.al. That's good enough

fur one day. To-morrow, for breakfast, cook fresh

fish, and make fresh-pork dumpling, by dipping

the thin slices in a batter made of eggs and flour.

This dish may be varied by using salt pork, some-

times, instead of fresh. For dinner, have roast

beef, or mutton, with baked beans, and salt pork.

" Wh.at shall we have for supper ?"—" In addition

to good white bread, and Graham bread, have white

biscuit one evening; Graham biscuit the next

evening ; the next evening make buckwheat cakes

;

the next, make Canaille cakes. (Canaille is the

coarse part of wheat flour.) At another time, make
cakes of equal quantities of Indian meal and Gra-

ham flour, and bake on a griddle, and serve with

butter, or cream and syrup. For variety in the line

of sweetening, dissolve a few pounds of maple su-

gar, in hot water. These dishes will always be ex-

cellent. One day have .apple pie; the next, mince
pie; the next, pumpkin pie; the next, custard pie

;

and, for Sunday, nothing will eat better th.an a pie

made of a Hubbard squash. The next morning

fried chicken, and baked potatoes, and pork, .and,

if potatoes will not be enough, add turnip, or

squash. At noon, make a meat pie. It appe.ars to

me, that so many good dishes can be varied so that

none of us need get tired of either of them. T.

v-< »» .

Suggestions about Houses.
m

Molly Greenfield writes to the American Agricul-

turist: "Published plans of houses arc all well

enough, .as being suggestive, but a person should

not follow them heedlessly. A house well adapted

to one situation, may be very illy suited for another.

A house just right on a North-and-South road,

might be just wrong on an East-and-West one, or

even on the opposite side of the same road. One
thing, I think, receives less attention than it de-

serves, that is, the lighting of various parts of a

dwelling. Now I want a kitchen with light from

the East. I would like it to be bright and sunshiny

In the morning, when I have to work there. I want

no room that is to be much used for sitting or

sleeping, to have only North windows. A pantry,

if to be used for milk iu summer, should be lighted

from the North, and the next preference is from
the East. From the South and West the sun is

very hot on summer afternoons. If only for a

winter milk room, it may be lighted from those

directions. I would have opportunity to enjoy the

glories of sunset from a Western window in my
sitting room or parlor, and would have the soft

dawn of morning enter my sleeping room. A little

right calculation will make a great difference in the

pleas.antness of a house.—The family sleeping

room should be large enough for two beds, or have
a second bedroom adjoining, and be arranged for

warming. I would prefer a fire-place. It ought
also to have, as adjuncts, at least a small dressing

room, with clothes-press, and a bath closet. Ad-
joining the sitting room, I would have a small study,

and somewhere, if I could, a convenient place for

house plants, and, when building, would get in all

the closets possible, at least one for every large room.

About the wood-house. My plan is to have this

located at a little distance from the dwelling, say

a rod or two, connected, perhaps, with a d.airy, or

other workhouse, and with the dwelling by a

covered passage. The wood yard is to be on the

opposite side, away from the dwelling, and filled

from that side, but with a door toward the house,

through which to carry the prepared wood. This

might take some more steps than the usual method,
but would they not be fully repaid by the tidiness

around the dwelling, and, perhaps, its increased

healthfulness? Who knows what disease may
not have found its way to the household from the

decaying chip manure, at the very back door?
With this plan, you can have flowers and shrub-

bery, and vines, all around your house."

it boil up thoroughly, set it .away to cool, when it

can be cut out and dried ready for use."

I\o. 4. Take about 13 quarts good soft soap,

add 1 teacupful of fine salt, bring it to a boil while

stirring, and set away until cold; then take off the

top, bring it up to a simmer, then strain, put it on

a board to dry. Cut it up and turn while drying.

Practical Odds and Ends.

How to Make Hard Soap-

The request in the February Agriculturist for

directions to make hard soap, has been answered
by a generous pile of letters, for which our thanks

and those of our readers are due. More than a

dozen send No. 1, following ; one sends a sample

of the article, which is superior to much that is

sold at the stores, and is quite cheaply made.

No. 1. Pour 4 g.allons of boiling water over 6

pounds of washing soda (sal sod.i) and 3 pounds of

unsl.icked lime. Stir the mixture well, and let it

settle until it is perfectly clear. It is better to let

it stand all night, as it takes some time for the

sediment to settle. When clear, strain the water,

put 6 pounds of fat with it and boil for 2 hours,

stirring it most of the time. If it does not seem
thin enough, put another g.allon of water on the

grounds, stir and drain off, and add as is wanted to

the boiling mixture. Its thickness can be tried by
occasionally putt'ug a little on a plate to cool. Stir

in a h.andful of salt just before t.aking off the fire.

Have a tub ready soaked, to prevent the soap from
sticking, pour it in, and let it settle until solid,

when you will have from the above quantity of in-

gredients about forty pounds of nice white soap.

No. 3. Dissolve 1 pound concentrated potash,

in 2 quarts of boiling water, in a small kettle by
itself In another kettle, boil about 5 pounds of

clean fat, or tallow, or its equivalent of soap grease,

with 2 gallons of soft water. As soon as the grease

is melted, gradually add the dissolved lye from the

small kettle, about a gill at a time, until all the lye

is used, constantly boiling and stirring over a slow

fire until the whole becomes thick and as trans-

parent as honey. During this process, sufficient

water should be added occasionally to replace what

has boiled out. If using fresh grease, add 4 ounces

of salt. Let it stand till it gets cold, then cut into

bars, and put .away to dry. The concentrated pot-

ash, oriye, can be obtained at any drug store, and

usually in country stores where medicines are kept.

No. 3. Another correspondent writes : "Hard

soap is made the same as good soft so.ap, by the

union of grease and strong lye; the clearer the

grease, the better the soap. They are boiled up
together ; when they boil up thick, then add salt in

the proportion of 3 quarts to 8 gallons of soap. Let

Contributed by Subscribers to the American Agri-

culturist. Please send plenty more of the same sort.

A Black Board should be in every kitchen,

not to mark with chalk, but to place pots and ket-

tles on when removing them from the fire. Make
it about a foot square, and 1 inch thick. It need

not be washed often merely for looks, as the cor-

ners will be unsoiled. Its use will save the ta-

bles, floor, sink, etc., from many unsightly marks.

To Peel Onions Cheerfully.— Sit before the

draft of a fire on the hearth, orwith the pan on the

stove hearth, with the front doors open, and you
may peel any quantity, without shedding a tear.

To Keep Sausage Meat.—Prepare it in small,

round cakes, fry them as for the table, pack them

closely in an earthen jar, pour the fat from frying

over them, and put a weight on them to keep them

down until cold, then remove the weight, and cover

the top over with lard. Keep in a cool, dry place.

Geese Eggs carried to the cellar as soon as laid,

and kept there, will hatch well. They should be

turned over once a day. Above stairs, the temper-

ature is uneven. Number the eggs as laid, that the

first goose setting may have the eggs first laid.

Varnished Furniture is sometimes disfigured

by heat, which causes white spots ; to remove these,

touch them with fiannel slightly dipped in alcohol,

and rub till the whole surface is dry and warm.

Apples, quartered and cored, sprinkled with

sugar, and cooked in a close dish, in the oven,

require less sweetening, and are preferable to those

stewed in the ordinary way.

«-• ^a^i 1 »

Hints on Cooking, etc.

Cream Pie.—Contributed by A. M. Turner,

Litchfield Co., Conn. Mix 1 egg beaten, 2 table-

spoonfuls corn starch (flour will answer,) 2 table-

spoonfuls sugar, a little salt, a te.ispoonful extract

of lemon, and 1 pint of milk. Bake the two crusts

separately ; boil the custard, and when cold lay it

on one crust and cover with the other.

Anotlier Cream Pie. — Contributed by
Mrs. H. Drinker, Susquehanna Co., Pa. Take 6

eggs, two small cups of sugar, 3 cups of flour, 1 tea-

spoonful of cream of tartar, }^ teaspoonful of

soda. Dissolve the soda in a little hot water ; mix
the flour, sugar, and cream of tartar ; whip the

eggs separately ; mix all the ingredients well to-

gether, and pour into two plates of moderate size.

Cream for the Pie.—Take 1 pint new milk, 1 small

cup of sugar, 2)^ tablespoonfuls of flour, and 3
eggs. Beat the eggs, sugar, and flour together;

stir them into the milk when it boils
; let it remain

over the fire until it thickens, but do not let it boil.

Flavor with vanilla. A few minutes before dinner,

split the cake, by cutting around the edge, and
pulling off the upper half; pour the custard on th«

lower half, and cover with the other.

Spanish Cream.—Make a soft custard of 1

quart of new milk, and the yolks of 6 eggs, with 6

tablespoonfuls of sugar. Dissolve % ounce of gel-

atine in 14 pint of water, add it to the custard

when hot, flavor to the taste, pour into moulds,
and put in a cold place.

Oood Bread Pnddiii;;, without eggs,

mny be made by stirring into it good, tart apples

(pared and quartered, or sliced), when ready for

the oven.

Chocolate Blanc Wlanare.—Take 1 quart

of milk, and )4 pound of unsweetened chocolate

made fine; boil together for a few minutes, and
sweeten to your taste while boiling. Put ini
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while hot, X of a box of prepared gelatiue, and

stir until dissolved. When cool, add a small table-

spoonful of vanilla extract, and pour into moulds

to cool. It 13 better made the day before needed.

I>i<«lics for the Sick Koom—Crust-
Porridge-—Coutributed by Liua May. Take a

thick slice of bread, or what is better, a light-baked

crust, aud boil it in a quart of water 20 minutes,

adding a little salt. Season according to the condi-

tion of the patient ; butter will improve the taste.

^Vatcr Oruel.—Mix 2 tablespoonfuls of

wheat flour, 3 tablespoonfuls of Indian meal and

1 te.aspoonful of salt with a little cold water, care-

fully mashing all lumps. Pour this into 3 quarts

water, and cook 40 minutes, skimming it occasion-

ally. A few raisins thrown in while boiling im-

prove the flavor, aud are usually harmless.

Milk Gruel.—Prepare the same as water

gruel, except using only 2 quarts of boiling water.

Simmer for 20 minutes, stirring it often ;
then add

I quart of milk and let the whole scald five min-

utes. Great care must be taken to prevent burning.

Corn Bread.—Stir well together 1 pint each

of water, Indian meal, and wheat flour, 1 table-

spoonful of sugar or molasses, H teaspoonful each

of soda and salt, and 1 teacupful of yeast bread

sponge. Place it in a 2-quart basin that has been

well greased, and let it stand in a warm place until

light. Then set the basin in a steamer over a ket-

tle of boiling water, and let it steam two hours,

after which put it in the oven for 20 or oO minutes,

to brown over, and dry out some of the moisture.

]B®YS <& MM^^' mV^WM^.

What Makes the Wind Blo^r ?

If the qviestion were, *' Who makes the wind blow,"

all ovir young friends would have a ready answer ; they

know that God controls all the forces of nature. But he

uses means. The sun is His great wind-maker. To under-

stand its action, think of the air as a great ocean like wa-

fer, but much lighter, entirely surrounding the globe. The

sun shines upon this ocean of air, and through it on the

earih, liealing them both, and imparting most heat at

the earth's surface. But the sun's rays shine more di-

rectly down on some parts than on others, and therefore

heal them more. Thus, it is always hotter in the re-

ginn of tlie equator, than at the poles. Now heat expands

a fluid, making it lighter, and when part of the air is ex-

panded by heat, it rises, and the cooler, heavier sur-

rounding air rushes in to fill its place, and thus wind

is produced. The following simple experiment will show

just how this works. Fill a large tin pail with water in

which scatter some fine bread crumbs. Place a burning

lamp under the middle of the pail, and the crumbs will

soon begin to rise, carried up by the heated column of

water, and then making a curve toward the siiles, will

sink downward, and pass in a liorizontal direction along

the bottom, just as wind drives along the earth's surface.

In a room containing a hot stove, drop into the air in dif-

ferent places bits of light cotton, or dry thistle blossoms,

and you will see how the air is moving at each point.

If tlie earth were all a plain, and each part received a

regular Unchanging amount of heat through the year, the

currents of air or winds wouhl always move in one direc-

tion. Bat many things prevent this. The land is moie
heated than the water by the sun's rays ; some soils also

absorb heat more readily than others ; then at night and

during cloudy weatlier when the source of heat is cut off,

the heat is radiated or passed out unequally from different

localities, and this produces variations in the currents.

Mountains, and valleys also, change the courses of the

winds, and other causes, such as the varying moisture in

the air, and probably its electrical condition, still farther

operate to cause them to slitft and change, so that no one

can predict with certainty which way the wind will

olow to-morrow, and *' fickle as the wind," has come to be

a proverb. On the ocean where no mountains intervene,

and where the heat is quite uniform, currents of air

cidled trade winds blow steadily in one direction. Their

course in the northern hemisphere is from north-east to

south-west, in the southern hemisphere from south-east

to north-west. These steady winds are of great service

in navisation or trade, as ships are some times enabled to

glide before them for weeks without changing a sail.

New discoveries are being made almost every year, and

perhaps at some lime in tlie future men may be able to

foretell the direction of the wind ; at present, we can

only tr7 and make the best of it from whichever quarter

it comes ; though that is a little difficult on some March

days, when it seems to blow from all quarters at once.

Book-keeping: for Itoys and Oirls*

The boys and girls' Cash Account Book described in

the Jhn\iAi"^ A griculturist, has set many readers to think-

ing. It is easy to tell what subjects interest our reailers

from the letters received. We like to have tliem express

their opinions fully in criticisms and suggestions, as well

as in praise. One gentleman writes about the Cash

Account, "I wish every boy and girl in the land were
required to keep a neat and exact account of receipts

and expenditures. It would induce habits of careful-

ness, iniliistry and economy, that in a few years would

tell on the welfare of the nation, for its moral as well as

its financial prosperity." He suggests the following

method of keeping the account, which has some advan-

tages, being concise and economical,

I
1664. Cash Account. 1864.

Dr.
II

Decemtier. Cr.

$1| 27

To balance from hist month....

—

By money for bail

Money from Papa for leaves gath-
ered. 16 bushels, (a) 2c

Paid Sunday Sclicol Mi^s. Society..
Bpating Papa in diessing
Gathering 4 bushels of leaves
Contributed to sokliers Hospitals...
Weekly allowance
Admission to Museum
Candy bought

Balance carried to January 1865.

$1

The left hand columns are for the Dr. account, or

money received, with a column for the date of the entries.

The right hand for the Cr. account, or money paid out.

Supposing the account for tlie month to be completed.

I have stiuck the balance, which is ready to be carried lo

the account for the next month. In this way eaeh page

of the account book can be filled up. and no broad spaces

left blank." The young beginner will be more likely to

make mistakes by this method than in using the form

given in January. This, however, will teach carefnlness,

and so perhaps in the end be an advantage. Let no one

be discouraged by mistakes ; the fact that they are made
is the strongest reason for persevering, so that they may
finally be avoided.

XIic Ctire of tlie Di-nnkard*
A man long noted for intemperate habits was induced

by Rev. John Abbott, to sign the pledge "in his own way,*'

which he did in these words, " I pledge myself to drink

no more intoxicating drinks for one year.'* Few believed

he could keep it, but near the end of ilie year he anain

appeared at a temperance meeting, without having once

touched a drop. *' Are you not eoin'^r to sign ai-ain ?'*

asked Mr. Abbott. " Yes," replied he. if 1 can do it in my
own way, and accordingly he wrote " I sign this pledge

for nine Imndred and ninety nine years, and if 1 live to

that time, I intend to take out a li/e lease .'" A few days

after he called upon the tavern keeper, who welcomed
him back to his old haunt. " Oh ! landlord," said he, as

if in pain, " I have such a lump on my side 1" '' That's

because you've stopped drinking," said the landlord, "you
won't live long if you keep on."—" Will diink take the

lump away ?"—" Ves, and if you don't drink you'll soon

have a lump on the other side. Come let's drink togeth-

er," and he poured out two glasses of wliiskey.—" I guess

I won't drink," said the former inebriate, "especially if

keeping the pledge will bring another lump, for it isn't

very hard to bear, after all," and with this he drew the

lump, a roll of greenbacks, from his side pocket, and
walked off leaving the landlord to his sad reflections.

Bragglng.--A foreigner who had heard of the

Yankee propensity for bragging, thought he would beat

the natives at their own game. Seeing some large w a-

termelons on a market-woman's stand he exclaimed,

"What! don't you raise larger apples than these in

Ametica?" The quick-witted woman immediately re-

plied. " Apples I any body might know you were a for-

eigner ; them's gooseberries "•

W^hat Kind of Puzzles to Send.
Our young friends, and many not young in yeans, kind-

ly send frequent contributions to the puzzle department,

for which they will please accept oui' thanks. Of course

all can not be published. Iheie would not be room for

half of them, even if all were suiiable, and so the best

are selected in addition to original ones furnished by the

editor of this department. We invite our fi lends to send

plenty more, to give a full assortment from which to

choose. In every case send tlie correct solution with the

problem, or puzzle. Let them he original ; if a spice of

fun can be worked in, all the better. Rebuses and char-

ades are not desired : enough are on hand to last a long

time. Malliematical, Giammatical, Geogiaphical puz-

zles, and others which instruct while they amuse, are

most welcome. They should not be made too diflficult,

but enough so to require thought, patience and persever-

ance. Puzzles of various kinds, vvith strings, blocks of

wood, etc., etc., are acceptable, if new, and will be

properly illustrated, where it is desirable.

Al>out Pnblisliing- Names.
Up to the present time the names of those correctly

answering the problems, etc., have been published in

these columns. This gave pleasure to those who were

successful, and we were happy thus to acknowledge

their efforts. But recently the number has increased so

much, that at the present rate we shall s«)metimes have

to give up a large part of the boys and girls' columns

to names alone, or not publish any. As ihe grcHtest

good to the greatest number is our rule, we find we can

not always give the names. The pleasure and benefit

of studying out the puzzles will be just as great, how-

ever, and there will also be room for more problems,

stories, etc., to please all who love to read this part of

the paper, and that we believe includes most readers.

Ans-^rers to ProMems and Pnzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

February nnmber, page 55. No. 116. Historical Ques-

tions.—\,R(}^enck ; 2, May 7th ; 3, Franconia— No.

117. Aaron's Rod bore almonds No. 118. Illustratei

Rebus.—Warm a ruin thousands and yet {in the end oj

ten) ba b less eye in g \ or War may ruin thousands, and

yet in the end often be a blessing.... No. 119. Mathemat-

ical Problem.—'^one have answered tltis correctly, and

it is left open for another month— No. 120. 1, Dublin;

2, Concord; 3, Augusta; 4, Hartford.. . .No. 121. Math-

ematical Rebus.~l owe to A a V (5) and ciphers three ;

Owe ten to B and ninety unto D ; Now let some scholar

cipher up and see, how great the snm I owe unto the

three No. 122. CommrfrMm.—Because he is a sea king

(seeking) what never existed.

Ne"W^ Puzzles to l>e Ans-*vered.

No. 124. Illustrated Rebus.—A very common proverb.

No. 1-5. Mathematical Irohlem.—A circus company
hired a triangular fieM each of wliose sides measured

300 feet. 1st. How large in diameter can they make iheii-

ring in the field ?—2nd. How many feet o gioutidinii?

No. 126. Curious tVorrf.—Wliat is the only word in the

English language that can be written without pen, ink,

pencil, or any other instrument?

J^D

No. 127. Illustrated iJciux.—What every body hopes for

Ko. 128. Abbreviation.—Row c&r. you inquire after a

person's health with only three letters?

No. 129. Anagrams.— \, Nice red hams. 2, Go nurse.

3, To sin far more. 4, Cover not a sin. 5, Move it cool.

6, Miss no trains.

No. loO. Conundrum.—What part of a fish is like the

end of ,the war ?

No. 131. Mathematical Problem.—A garden lies In the

form of an equilateral triangle measuring 100 feet on
each side. A tower 25 feet high stands three feet from
the center on a line toward one corner. How far is it

from the top of the tower to each cornei?

No. 132. Ethical Mathematics.—Suppose A, tells the
truth 4 times out of 5 ; B. 5 times out of 6 ; C, 6 times
out of 7. Then if A. and B, make a statement which C
denies, in whose favor is the preponderance of truth?
Please give solution and reasons with the answer.

No. 133. Charade.—My first is insane ; my second is a

vowel; my third gives light; my fourth Is a carriage,
my whole Is an island.

No. 134.—Purr/*.—10015150 is what all young people
should be, to gain the good opinion of others.
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THE ORGAN UUINDEU AND HEK VET.—Engraved for Iht American AgricuUuriai.

Organ grinders were formeily seen almost wholly in

large cities, but of late years we liave met them far out

in the country, where they seemed pleased to receive a

bowl of milk or a plate of food, instead of the customary

penny. They are a wandering race, somewhat like the

gipsies, and are as strongly bound together by ties of

clanship. It is said that they never cheat each other, and

as a class they bear a good reputation for general honesty.

Most organ grinders are natives of Italy, many of them

from Savoy. Savoy you may remember formerly belonged

to Northern Italy, but in 1860 was annexed to France.

A few Germans have taken up the trade of making cheap

music on hand organs, but the Italian members of the

craft look upon them as interlopers, and will not associ-

ate with them. It is estimated that at least three to four

thousand Italian organ grinders have emigrated to this

country. Most of them are poor, for the business does

not pay very well. Occasionally one of fnem snows con-

siderable entei-prise and talent in bringing out new fea-

tures, and is rewarded by quite a harvest of pennies.

Some of this class accumulate enough to buy several

instruments which they let out to their less fortunate

brethren. Frequently gills travel about with organs,

often in pairs, one playing an accompaniment with a tam-

bourine. If they are neatly dressed and attractive in

personal appearance like the one in the picture, they

may earn large wages. A well trained monkey is a great

addition to the music-maker's stock in trade, as its comi-

cal tricks are quite sure to attract a crowd. Some of

these animals educated for this purpose sell as high as

lifty to a hundred dollars each.

The Italian organ grinders of New York City live to-

gether in a block of poor rickety buildings in one of the

filthiest and most poverty stricken streets. They are

huddled together six to twelve In a single room, with lit-

tle or no furniture. Yet they are not without their en-

joyments. Every year they have a grand ball to which
only members of the profession are admitted, and where
it Is said there is as much pride of rank as among the

most aristocratic circles. Some of them claim relation-

ship with noble families in their own country, and they
are looked up to accordingly by their companions.
The few organ grinders who acquire competence usu-

ally return to their native land to which they are passion-

ately attached. All through long years of toil and priva-

tion they are cheered by the bright vision of home in the

distance. Although they are vagrants, let us not judge

them too harshly. They bring much pleasure to the chil-

dren of the poor at least, and the melodies they play are

often the finest compositions, which in some degree aids

in giving correct musical taste to the hearers. Surely

they are better thus employed than in simply oegging.

The Fate or tlie Elm.
A thrifty young elm sprang up near the edge of a forest.

The surrounding trees cared for it tenderly. They shaded

it from tl^e rays of the burning sun, caught the heavy pour-

ing rains which might have drowned it in infancy, and

gently bathed it with careful drops ; no harsh winds

could penetrate ttte kind shelter they gave, and when
winter came they dropped down their leaves to protect

Its roots from the frost king. It grew rapidly. Soon it

looked down upon the ferns and azaleas, then It over-

topped the hazels, and ere long it stood strong and grace-

ful, its head so high that it could look far out of the forest

into the wide fields. Then it began to complain. "Oh,
that I could see more of the woild ; the flowers of the

plain are more beautiful than those which grow here in

the shade ; I am tired of this dreary darkness ; I long to

play with the free winds." And thus it had no pleasure

in the good things around it. One day a strange sound
was heard in the forest. Blows of the ax fell thick and
fast, and tree after tree came down with a crash before

the industrious workmen. "'We will leave this hand
some elm," said the owner, " it mil ornament the field.

In a flw months it stood alone ; its companions had
all been removed, and grass and flowers were springing

at its feet Its wish was accomplished ; but a wise man
that lay beneath its shade one hot day heard it sigh, as

the wind tossed its branches. " I am fitted for better so-

ciety ; men seldom visit me ; coarse animals rub against

my trunk ; nothing but daisies and clover live here ; by
the side of yonder mansion are noble lords of the forest,

rare flowers surround them, and beautiful ladies sit in

their shade." Thus the unhappy tree found no pleasure

in the beautiful field. In autumn workmen removeil

the graceful elm to the coveted place near the owner's
dwelling. It was planted where the light streamed upon
it through the windows of the kitchen, from the blaze in

a large open fireplace. For a little season it seemed
content. But soon came the murmur, " Why am I con
demned to stand here like an outcast? The angry blast

chills my bare limbs ; all around me is desolate ; I can put

forth no le.aves, while those insignificant roses, helin

tropes and geraniums are tenderly cared for, and kept
blooming in their summer home within doors. Thus tho

tree moaned unhappily through the winter. Spring came,
tlie trees awoke and put on their new I'obes to hail tho
season, all but the poor elm, which showed only here
and there a feeble leaf. Presently the owner, while
walking through his gi-ounds, said, " See, this tree is

worthless, its heart is cankered ; it is no longer an orna
ment, take it away." Tlien it was cut down, prepared
for fuel, and when cold weather came, it was burned in

the room which had excited its last discontent. And an
old man who one night sat dreamily by the fire was heard
to say, " See my fate in these expiring embers ; all my
life I have despised the good of the present, and pined
for the future, until now the past years ai-e all a waste,
and consumed by discontent, I can only give to others

the possessions which might have brought joy to myself."

A Useful Dream.
Some months since a gentleman forwarded a club of

subscribers to the American Agriculturist directing them
to be sent to Springfield, giving neither County nor Stale.

The clerk entei-ed the names and money on the books,
but as there are tuienty-four Springfields in the United
States, he thought possibly he might not guess llie right
one, and therefore waited for further instructions—per
haps a scolding—before sending the papers. Recently a
letter came from the same place, comphiining that the
papers had not been received, this time giving the Stale.

Thousands of subscribers had been received and enter-

ed since tire first letter, and the clerk was puzzled to

know whei-e to look for this " needle in a haystack."
After some huntinir, and a good deal of vexatious think-
ing, he left it for the time. Tire same night he dreamed
the whole thing over, remembered where the first entry
was made, and early in the morning turned at once to the
place he had dreamed of, where sure enough every thing
was plainly recorded. Subscribers should not be en-
couraged in carelessness by this incident, as it is hardly
fair to expect our clerks to work all day and dream all

night, to keen their books straight.

The Beroic Switch Tender.
The following incident is related in a European paper

as having lately occurred in Prussia. A switch tender
had just taken his place to change the track, in order to
turn a train which was In sight, so as to prevent a collls
ion with another train from an opposite direction. At
this critical moment, on turning his head, he discovered
his little boy playing on the track of the advancing en
gine. He might spring to his rescue and remove him
safely, but then he would not have time to turn the switch,
and hundreds of lives might be lost by his neglect. In
an instant his resolution was taken. " Lie down !" he
shouted to his boy, and the child happily accustomed to
obedience, promptly threw himself on the ground, and
the whole train thundered over him, the passengers little

dreaming how much their safely had cost that father.
The trembling man rushed forward, fearing to find only
a mangled corpse, but no words can express his joy at
seeing his child alive ,and unhai-med. The next day, the
liing having heard of the ciicumsLince, sent for the man
and presented him the Medal of Honor for his heroism.

Tongh Pies.—Army pies are so terribly tough that
soldiers call them leather-pies, A poor fellow of Grant's
Army, probably a shoemaker formerly, whose arm had
just been amputated, w.as being cari-ied past a "stand"
the other day where an old woman was selling pies, when
he raised himself In the ambulance and called out,

"I say old lady, are those pies sewed or pegged?"
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(Business notices $1 25 per line of space.)

Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, most be re-

ceived BEFORE the lOth of the preceding month.

\. B.—jVo Advertisement of Patent Medicines or secret

remedies de-sired. I\jrtie.i unknown to the Editors personal-

ty or by reputation, are requested tofurnvth good references.

We desire to be sure that ailvertisers will do what they prom-
ise to do. By living up to these requirements, tee aim to

make the advertiMng pages valuable not only to the readers,

but to the advertisers themselves.

G£0. P. BIHSKLL & CO.
Hartford, Conn.

Bankers and I>ealers in
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES.

U. S. 5-30 and other Bonds bonght and sold on the most
favorable terms. 7 3-10 Notes ready for delivery, and a

dtacount allowed. Parchaserg are assured that we will fur-

nish Government Bonds on as favorable terms as they can
get thera from New York,

CONNECTICUT STATE BONDS, HARTFORD CITY
BONDS, and a large assortment of flrst class securities on
hand for sale at all times.

The highest possible premlam paid for Gold and Silver and
U. S. Coupons, also for Coupons not yet due. We are also

Agents for the Government for the sale of Revenue Stamps
of all tinds. Interest allowed on deposits from the date of
deposit till date of withdrawal.
The long and snccessful Banting experience of the Senior

partner of our house (extending over a period of nearly

twenty years), and our rigid adherence to the principles of

sound Banking, enable us to give the greatest facilities to

our customers, and warrant us in saying that It is our aim
to have our House rank second to no Banking establishment

in the country for soundness and stability.

Business sent us by mail will receive the same prompt at-

tention that is given to those who come in person,

&EO. P. BISSKLEi Si CO.
(KETCHUM SON & CO., New-York.
\ HAKTFOUD BANK, Hartford. Conn.Refers to

B. li, BLISS,
Seed. Catalog-Tie and.

Gnide to the Flo^vcr and Kitchen Garden.

The Eleventh. Edition enlarged and Improved, jnst

pablistaed, contains One Hundred Pages of closely

printed matter, with many beautiful illustrations,
and a descriptive list of upward of Two Thousand
varieties of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, in-

cluding many charming novelties, now offered for

the first time in this country, with explicit directions lor

their culture, also a list of upwards of

One Hundred varieties of French Hybrid
Gladiolus, and otherSummer Flowering Bulbs—
to wliich Is added a list of a few of the choicest varieties of

Grapes, Straw^bcrries, Raspberries, and other

small Fi-uits, Bedding Plants, etc., etc., culti-

vated at his gardens ; with much other useful Information

upon the subject of gardening generally, which will be found
useful to the amateurs, as well as tliose who are about to

commence the delightful occupation of gardening. In con-

sequence of the great advance in the cost of paper, printing,

etc., we can not offer it gratuitously, EiCEPrrNQ to ouk
REorLAB CUSTOMERS. It Will be mailed post-paid to all ap-

plicants enclosing 25 cents.

Address B. K. BLISS. Springfield. Mass.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.

Be sure and s^t the Best.

A superior lot raised expressly for the subscriber by one
of the most successful cultivators in the Valley of the Con-
necticut.—Packets with full direx^tions for culture, curing,
packing, (fee. will be mailed, post-paid, to all applicants at
the following rates: 1 ounce, 50 cents; 4 ounces. $1.50 ; 1

pound. $5. Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield. Mass.

Wbat Every one HariDg a Garden Shonld Bay.

One of PARR^S GARDEN CHESTS, fitted with
tlie mo?t approved gardening implements in ordinary use.
The articles requiring along handle such as Grafting Saw,
Tree Scraper. Hoes, liake, &c., are all made to fit into an
Improved screw jointed handle, Jointed in lengths to fit la
the Chest.

Parr*8 Horticultural Chest.
A larger size of the above with drawers and partitions to

contain seeds, &c.

Parr's Children's Oardcn Setts.
Consisting of Hoe, Rake, Spade and Garden Fork with

long handles also.

Tool Cliests of all sizes, with tools suitable for farmers
use.
For sale by all respectable Dealers in Hardware, Yankee

Notionsand Agricultural implements andseeds whose atten-
tion is called to the immense demand for these goods.
Send for Illustrated Circular to the ManufactureEv

OEO. PARK. Bufl'alo. N. Y.

£conoinical Housekeepers Use
Pyle'a Saleratus. Pyle's Creaiu Tartar.

Pyle^s Bakiug Soda. Pyle's O. K. Soap.
Pyle's Blueiug PoAvder. Pyle'» Stove Pol-
Isli. Articles designed for all who want the best goods,

full weight. Sold, by best Grocers evei-ywhere. Eacii

package bears the name of JAMES PYLE, Manufac-

turer, New-York.

EED8 OF ALL KINDS BY MAIL. B. M.
WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries. Plymouth, Mass.

Just Published.

WOODWARD'S COUNTRY HOMES,
A NEW, PRACTICAL and ORIGINAL WORK ON

BURAL ABCHITECTURE,
BY GEO. E. <fe F. W. WOODWARD, Architects. \

Elegantly Illustrated, with Designs and Plans of Houses

of moderate cost, and a fall Illustrated description of the

manner of constructing Balloon Frames.

12 mo. Price $t 50, post-paid to any address,

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD. Publishers,

37 Park Row, New York,

Office of the Horticulturist.

THE March Number of the Twentieth Annual Vol-
ume of

" THE HOBTICtJIiTtJBIST,"
Now Ready, contains the Snd paper from the Author of

" MY FARM OF EDGEWOOD," Illustrated, and oth-

er articles from the best practical writers, East and West,

on Grape Culturb,
Fruits.

Flowers, Gardening,
Rural Architecture, and Landscape Adornment. Two
Dollars and Fifty cents per Annum. Twenty five cents

per number. Volume 1S64, bound and post-paid, and

numbers 1S65, $4 50. Volumes 1862, 1863 & 1864, bound

and post-paid, and numbers 1865, $8.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD. Publishers,

37 Park Row, New York.

Specimen Copies sent free of postage on receipt of the
price. The AGRICULTURIST and DKMOHEST'S MONTH-
LY one year for $3 75. Tlie Splendid March No. with Bril-

liaiU and Extraordinary Novelties, and Splendid Spring
Fasnlons now Ready, Back No.'s as specimens 10c. post free,

EVERY FAMILY
^

SHOCXD HAVE

Webster's New Dictionary,
WITH 3000 ULUSTRATIONS.

Call and examine, at any Book Stores.

The New Illustrated Edition of Webster's Dic-
tionary.—This seemingly dry and certainly ponderous book
has its peculiar charms. Here Is collected and tersely set
down, a vast qaantityof various and uselul knowledse. sucli
as is Indispensable to educated men and women. Here are
an hundred and fourteen thousand words, defined with a
clearness, fullness, precision and wealth of Illustration, that
denote the soundest sctiolarship, and the most entire fidelity
to laborious details.
Altogether tlie work Is a marvelous specimen of learning,

taste, and thorough labor. We praise it heartily, because
we believe It deserves the heartiest praise.—JV. 1'. Albion,

PubUshed by G, &. C, MERRIAM, Springfleld, Mass.

Sold by all Booksbllkes.

Fort Edward Collegiate Institute.

Send for latest Catalogue of the best sustained Boarding
Seminar}' In the State or Nation, Superior accommodations
at moderate rates. Graduating Course for Ladles as well as

Gentlemen. Thorough Commercial College Course, one,

two, or three terms for $25, Languages, Music and Painting

equal to the best. Spring Term, March 23d.

Address Rev. JOSEPH E. KING. D. D.,

Fort Edward, N. T.

Brown's Bronchial Troches, for Pul-
monary and Asthmatic Disorders, have proved their

efficacy by a test of many years, and have received

testimonials from eminent men who have used them.

Those who are suffering from Coughs, Colds, Hoarse-

ness, Sore Throat, &c., should try •' The IVocAm," a

simple remedy which is in almost every case effectual.

6^ -[T WILL PAY."—AGENTS WANTED to

*sell How to Write, Talk, Behave and do Business.

$2^5. Send stamp for particulars, to MESSRS. FOW-
LER & WELLS, 389 Broadway, New-York,

H. H. LLO^^r> & CO.,
21 JOHN STREET, NEW-YORK.,

Publish the Largest, Latest, Cheapest, and most At
traclive and Reliable, salable Assortment of Colored

MAPS, CHARTS, AND PRINTS,
To suit the Times, to be had in this Country.

XTNtTSUAL OFFERS TO AGENTS.
SEVERAL NEW WORKS JUST OUT.

A CARD.
Reasons which are well known and appreciated at the

office of the Agriculturist, compel us to advertise that

we have no relationship, and never had business connec-
tion or acquaintance of any kind whatever with a person
who advertises maps under the name "J. T. Lloy^.'*

We do not wish subscribers to pay for our maps before

receiving them.

Editors who feel called upon to notice him, as many
have of late, will do us only justice by inserting after his

name " {not H. H. Lloyd <k Co., 21 John St., N. Y.)"
because mankind are prone to forget initial letters, and
many old friends have supposed us to be the party aimed
at by the Tribune and other papers. As a party well
known to Editors and Publishers, we refer to Messrs. S.

M. Pettengill <t Co., Newspaper Advertising Agents, 37

Park Row, New-York.

The Patent Seivin^ Ripper
Takes out a seam faster than a sewing machine can
make it, witli less danger of cutting than by knife or

scissors. It rips machine or hand sewing equally well.

Every Lady wants one. Great chance for Agents.

Price Fifty Cents, sent post paid, by mail. Lib-

eral discount by the dozen.

Address H. LEE, lU Fulton-st., New-York City.

YOUNa MEN AND MEN OF
MIDDLE AGE WANTED.

By an arrangement with gentlemen at Washington, and

through agencies established in different cities, I am now
prepared to furnish lucrative and honorable situations

for every young man, or man of middle age, who com-

pletes, (in a thorough, satisfactory manner,) the course of

ACTUAL BUSINESS TRAINING at Eastman Nation-

al Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. But a small

portion of those who graduate desii e the assistance of the

College In this matter, and the demand for Spring and

Summer business is greater than the supply. The great

preference exhibited by the business community for those

who qualify at this Institution, is owing to the fact of

their being so thoroughly drilled in ACTUAL BUSI-

NESS OPERATIONS. It Is this that has given the

College such wide spread reputation, and placed it so far

in advance of all the Commercial or Business Schools.

Reference Is given to two hundred graduates now in the

Government Department? at Washington, more than four

hundred In banks, offices, and mercantile establishments

in the city of New-York, and to Merchants, Book-keep-

ers, Accountants, Salesmen, Telegraph Operators, and

Business Men in the different Cities, who have been

PRACTICALLY educated here. Associalions of the

graduates have been formed in Boston, Washington,

Chicago, Philadelphia, New-York, and other cities. The

entire expense of the Course, Including Board, Tuition

Fee, and incidentals, is from $80 to $90. Applicants are

admitted at any time. Full particulars may be had by

addressing. H. G. EASTMAN,
President National Business College,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y,

FOR SALE—or to let for a term of years—12
acrei adapted to fruit. In the best fruit district In New-

.Tersey. House, comniorfious and genteel, good barn and
shed. &c. Price, $10,000. Rent House and '4 of the land $500.
Apply to " W.," Lane's Agency, 151 Nassau-st., New-York.

FARM FOR SALE.—The subscriber offers for
sale his farm located on the Amiterdam and Galwajr

stage route, two miles from Amsterdam. N. Y. Containing
about one hundred and twenty acres of laud, fifteen of which
are timber. For further particulrrs Inquire of the suUacrl-
her on the premises. DAVID MAIWELUS.
Kefer* to Jno. McDonald, Esq.. Prest. Bank of Amsterdam.

WATER POWER FOR SALE.—One of the best
In Sullivan Co., Tactory 50x25 feet; Ist class Dwelling,

Blacksmith's Shop, about 12 acres of land ; valuable contract
for timber. Near Delaware and Hudson Canal, and N. T\,
and Erie K. B. Address O. £. CRANDALL, Montlc«Uo, K.T.
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How to Get a Farm, and Where to Find

One.

The following interesting article on '* Illinois, its Cli-

mate, Soil, and Productions", which we take from a

work just published by J. Miller, and for sale by D.

Appleton & Co.. enlilled. "How to Get a Farm, and

Where to Get One," by the Author of " Ten Acres is

Enough," is worthy of the careful perusal of those who
are desirous of securing for themselves and families a

home which they can call their own.

Tke West— Illinois Central Railroad Lands—Climate,

Soil, and Productions,—The vast region popularly known

as "The West," has been so often travelled by thousands

from the older States, and so repeatedly described In

print, that all must have a general knowledge of its char-

acter and capabilities. Little, therefore, remains for me
on these subjects, than a nompilation of details appro-

priate to the matter in h.ind—where to find a farm.

In the very heart of the great valley, midway between

the Arctic and the Tropic, the Atlantic and the Rocky

Mountains, lies the State of Illinois, the young Hercules

of the West, touching Lake Michigan on the north, and

the lower Ohio on the sovUh, with the majestic Mississippi

washing her entire western border, and the Wabash skirt-

ing her for more than half its length on the east. Her

growth, during the last decade, has been really more

rapid and considerable than that of any other State,

though some of the newest have increased in population

by a larger percentage than hers. Her population has

all but doubled during the last decade, having risen from

some 900,000 to about 1.700,000.
*****

In 1850 Congress granted to the Illinois Central Rail-

road Company 2,595,000 acres of land to aid in building a

railroad, which would soon open up for sale and settle-

ment a much greater adjoining: area belonging to Govern-

ment ;the quality of the land being undoubted, it being

prairie and rolling land of well ascertained fertility. * *

Three years after the Central Railroad Company began

their operations, their sales of land amounted to 1,319.373

acres, realizing a total sum of $16,663,823. The terms of

sale are probably more liberal than are elsewhere to be

found. Had they been otherwise, it would have been

impossible to attract to a new and wholly unsettled

country the largest body of settlers ever voluntarily col-

lected on one spot within so short a period. The buyer

has his choice among a million of acres, still unsold, and

may take land at from $7 to S12 and upward per acre,

according to location. He may pay for it in cash, if able

to do so, and thus obtain a discount of twenty per cent.

;

or he may take land and be allowed four, five, six. and

seven years in which to pay for it, but paying the interest

yearly in advance. He may buy as small a tract as forty

acres, or one as much larger as his means will justify.

The land grant to this Company was the first public

gratuity in aid of railroads. When first made, the central

portion of Illinois was an unoccupied prairie, as fertile

as any soil in the world, but wholly unavailable. It now
swarms with population, that along the railroad having

trebled within ten years. Great towns have sprung up

along its track, and the annual growth of population and

wealth is enormous. Here the enterprising man will be

sure to find a farm, and the Railroad Company will show

him how to get it. Their road is 704 miles in length, and

extends from Cairo, in the extreme southern part of the

State, to Dnnleilh, in the northwest, with a branch from

Centralia, in the centre, to Chicago, on the shore of Lake

Michigan. For all the purposes of agriculture, these

lands are equal to any in the world, producing wheat,

barley and oats in the north ; corn and wheat in the cen-

tre ; and wheat, tobacco, and cotton in the south. In

all parts of the State vast numbers of live stock are pro-

duced. A healthy climate, a rich soil, and railroads to

convey to market the fulness of the earth—all combine

to place in the hands of the working man the means of

independence. Nowhere can the farmer, the mechanic,

the manufacturer, and the laboring man, find surer

rewards of industry. With 12.noO common schools. 21

colleges, 48 academies, and a liberal fund for the support

of learning. Illinois oiTers the means of education such

as few States can boast. All the conditions favorable to

prosperity are to be found here.

The climate of Illinois is healthy, and the mortality is

less than in almost any other part of the countiTr. The

immigrant seeking a location regards the healthfulness

of the district as a matter of primary consideration, and

Illinois, so far as its sanitary condition is concerned,

ranks with the most favored States of the Union. The

vital statistics collected in 1860 show that in this Slate

the deaths per cent, to the population were in that year

only l.U, while the average of the whole counti-y was

1.27. Extending 380 miles from north to soulh. Illinois

has all the varieties of climate to be found between

Boston, in Massachusetts, and Norfolk, in Virginia; in

the southern part, the genial climate of Virginia, Ken-

tucky, and Tennessee, and in the northern section more

nearly resembling that of Pennsylvania, Southern New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The soil in the different parts of the State presents vcr>'

marked characteristics. From the latitude of Chicago as

far south as the Terre Haute and Alton Railroad, the

country for the most part is open prairies, with here and
tliere groves of timber, and timbered on the banks of the

various streams. The soil In this region consists of a

rich, black loam, and is remarkably adapted to the pro-

duction of com, sorghum and tame grasses. For stock-

raising no better land can be found. South of this line

the soil is lighter, and of a grayish tinge—the country is

also more broken, and the timber more plentiful. The
small prairies in this region produce the best of winter

wheat, tobacco, flax, and hemp. From Centralia to Cairo,

in tlie south, the country is heavily timbered. In this

district fruit, tobacco, cotton, and the different produc-

tions of the Border States, are largely cultivated and
highly remunerative, A large number of sawmills are

erected near the line of the railroad, the lumber from

which commands at all times a ready sale.

Indian corn is, perhaps, the most important crop in the

country. It is applied to so great a variety of pui-poses,

and is so indispensable an article for foreign consump-
tion, that however abundantly it may be produced, the

constantly increasing demand will press heavily upon

the supply. Jn 1859 the United States yielded 827,694,528

bushels, of which Illinois contributed 115,296,779, about

fifty millions of bushels more than any other State. Illi-

nois stands pre-eminently first in the list of corn-pro-

ducing States.

For the culture of wheat, the lands of the Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad are in all respects equal to any in the State.

One great advantage which these lands have, is tlieir

nearness to the railroad, by which the purchaser has the

means of putting his crop In the market at the earliest

or most favorable time, and at a cheap rate of transpor-

tation. During the year 1862, the stations on this road

sent forward to market 4,688,755 bushels of wheat, besides

567,627 barrels of flour. In Southern Illinois, winter

wheat is almost certain to yield a good return to the

grower. The reaping, threshing, and cleaning machines,

now so generally in use, have made wheat-growing a

source of great profit to the farmer.

It seems well established that cotton is to become a*

remunerative crop in the southern part of Illinois. It

was cultivated in 1862 in almost every town south of Cen-

tralia, and, if we regard the planting as an experiment,

the result Is completely satisfactory. It would be a low
estimate to assume that in that year 5,000 bales of ginned

cotton were grown. There was a large demand made
upon the neighboring States (particularly Tennessee) for

cotton seed, and more than one hundred tons had been

sent forward from Cairo and distributed.

The rapidly-increasing cultivation of sorghum in this

country deserves particular notice. In another year Illi-

nois will send to the eastern market thousands of barrels

of sorghum molasses, besides retaining sufllcient for

home consumption. In 1859 this Stale produced 797,096

gallons, and at that time attention had only just been

directed to sorghum. Since then its cultivation has been

increased tenfold. A prominent sugar refiner estimates

the annual consumption of molasses in the United Stales '

at 80.000,000 gallons, and of this vast quantity of sweets,

it is safe to say the free States consume 60,000,000 gallons.

He goes on to say : "This enormous and increasing con-

sumption of molasses and syrups In our Northern States

should encourage the western cane growers in their

efforts to produce crops of western cane syrups, with the

certainty that they will find a ready sale for all that will

be produced of merchantable quality and In good
packages."

Hemp and flax can be produced In Illinois of as good a

quality as any grown in Europe. Water rotted hemp
from as far north as Sangamon County, when submitted

to Government tests, compared favorably with Russian

hemp, and exceeded in strength the standard fixed by

the Government, in some instances as high as twenty per

cent. Good corn lands are good hemn and flax lands,

and. therefore, we may safely conclude that Illinois

can produce these important articles much cheaper than

they can be imported. If the fabrication oflinengoods

has made but little progress in this country, it is be-

cause the raw material has been grown in but limited

quantities. In many parts of the West, farmers have

raised flax simply for the seed, and thrown away the

fibre as valueless, under the mistaken Idea that flax

which produced seed could not be worked Into fine linen.

In the Chicago market, hemp and flaxseed are now sold

at from three to five dollars per bushel. The Lockport

(N. Y.) Flax Cotton Company have contracted with as

many farmers of Niagara County as desired to do so,

for their crops of flax straw at $10 per ton. In Illinois,

with heavy seeding, twenty bushels of seed and three

tons of flax straw have been gathered from an acre. This

was an extraordinary yield. The average crop in Nia-

gara County, New-York, in 1862, -was one ton of straw
I and fourteen bushels of seed to the acre.

Much attention is directed to Soutnern Illinois, on ac-

count of its peculiar adaptation to fruit raising. It has

the advantage of early season, as well as a soil espe-

cially suited to the growing of fruits and vegetables, to-

gether with unequalled railroad facilities, by means of

which the product is brought to the very door of all the

great markets of the Northwest. Fruit placed upon the

cars in the evening will reach Chicago the next morning.

St. Louis is still nearer than Chicago; and strawberries,

tomatoes, &c., are supplied to Cincinnati nearly a fort-

night in advance ofthe ripening of these luxuries in the

immediate neighborhood of that city. II is the early mar-
ket that gives the greatest profit to the fruit grower.

Strawberries from Cobden and Makauda are placed in

Chicago as early as the 14th ofMay. The Railroad Com-
pany supply every convenience for transporting fruit to

market. Cars are run with especial reference to this

branch of traffic, and the time of running the trains is so

adjusted as best to suit the requirements of shippers.

Southern Illinois has become the best fruit-growing re-

gion of America. While every part of Illinois Is to some
extent adapted to fruit culture, it is only in the south-

ern part of the State that all conditions are found in the

highest perfection. Pears, apples, peaches, grapes and
strawberries, are produced in all abundance. During the
last year, upwards of 200,000 fruit trees were planted in

orchards south of Centralia, within six miles of the rail-

road track ; but no matter to what extent they may be
multiplied, the demand for fruit will always be in ad-

vance of the capacity to furnish what is wanted.
Pork packing has become an immense business in this

State, the number of hogs packed in 1862 amounting to

1,484,834 head, half a million in excess of Ohio, which
until the last year or two has stood first among the pork-

producing States. The following table, giving the num-
ber of hogs packed in seven States in 1862, shows a won-
derful result

:

niinois 1,484,834
Ohio 981.683
Indiana 587,528
Iowa 403,899

Kentucky 130,920
Wisconsin 196,745
Missouri 284,011

Total 4,069,6i!0

Illinois is the great stock-raising State ofthe country

—

sending two thousand head of beef cattle a week to the
New-York market. In the census return ofl850 the live

stock in Illinois had a valuation of $24,209,258, and in

1860 it had increased to $73,434,621—only two States

(New-York and Pennsylvania) exceeding that amount of
value. The raising o( stock for market has been the

source of many fortunes In Illinois. The Company have
large tracts of land well adapted by nature to the rais-

ing of catlle, sheep, horses and mules—better adapted,
indeed, than are the lands of almost any other State of
the Union. Duritig the year 1962. the Illinois Central
Railroad brought to Chicago, from various stations along
the line, upwards of 30,000 head of beef cattle, and about
10,000 sheep. Wool-growing is a branch of industry that

cannot be overdone and will Inevitably be largely in-

creased.

The immense coal deposits of Illinois are worked at

difl'erent points near the railroad, and thus the settlers

are enabled to obtain fuel at the very cheapest rate.

Du Quoin and St. John, in Southern Illinois, and La Salle,

are the principal places from which coal is distribvtted.

The statistics of coal produced in the United States

for the year ending June 30, 1860, place Illinois third in

the list of coal States—Pennsylvania being first, and Ohio
second. In the period named, the coal rained in this

State amounted to 14,906,643 bushels, valued at more than
a million of dollars. The production at the present time
is largely in excess of this amount.

To whatever extent the resources of this State are de-

veloped, there can never be any very great accumulation
of breadstuffs in this country. It Is impossible for Eu-
rope to yield enough wheat for its three hundred mil-

lions of people, and the soundest writers upon the sub-

ject assert that even with the most favorable harvests
three-fourths of the population are inadequately fed.

With cheap means of transportation to the shores of the
Old World, it is believed that five hundred million

bushels of breadstuffs would be annually purchased
from the United States. But it is not alone to wheat and
corn that the export trade Is confined. In Illinois

almost everything that contributes to food for man is

produced in excess of the wants of the population, and
finds a profitable market in the Eastern States and in

Europe.

The Central Railroad Company have given no en-
couragement to speculators, few of whom are either per-
manent or Improving owners. Their effort has been
to secure the actual settler by offering him extraordi-
nary inducements, for it Is he whose labors enhance
the value ofthe neighboring lands, and contribute to the
traffic of the road. The good effects of this policy have
long been apparent. More than a hundred cities and
villages now line the railroad, with populations vary-
ing from 200 to 10,000 or more, having factories, mills,

stores, post-offices, schools, churches, and newspapers.
They rapidly Increase in numbers and wealth, dis-

tributing the comforts and luxuries of civilized life to

the settlers, while they open up unlimited opportunities

for profitable employment to the business man, the trader,

and mechanic.

—

Appletori's Railway Guide.

I
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^ b li e r t i s c nu n t s
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TERMS— (cash before insertion) :

One Dollar per line, (14 lines in an inch), for each inserUon,

One half column (74 lines), $6."> each insertion.

One rchole column (US lines). $r^0 each insertion.

Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line,

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER
\

SEEDS BY MAIL.
The FOLLOWING ASSORTMENTS have been sent ont from

this Kstahlishraent for the past Eleven YEAB^ and are fa-

vorahlv known in every section of tfie country. They con-
tain only the most showy viirieties of the e;isi**st cnlture. and
«re well ;ida|)ted for those who are unacqnainted with the
ditlerent varieties of flowers. Fnll directions for culture
will accompany each package, which vfiU be sent, post-paid,
to any address in the Union, at the following prices:
No. 1—Contains twenty choice varieties of Annuals $1 00
No. 2— " " " of Biennials and Perennials.. 1 00
No. 3—Contains ten extra line varieties of Annuals and

Perennials, embracing many of the new and choicest
in cultivation 1 00

No. 4—Contains five verv choice varieties selected from
Trizb Flowers of £ngjish Pansies, German Carna-
tion and Picotee Pinks, verbenas, Truffaut's French
Asters, Double Hollvhocks 1 00

Any one remitting ^^3 00 will receive the four assortments
post.-ige free.

The following additional assortments ^

the prices .aunesed. free of postage.
No. 5—Contains fifteen very select varieties of Green-

house Seeds. $3 00
No. C—Contains one hundred varieties of Annuals, Bien-

nials, and Perennials, including many new and
choice varieties ". 5 00

No T—Contains fifty varieties of Annuals, Biennials,
and Perennials 2 50

No. S—Contains twenty varieties of hardy Annuals. Bi-
ennials, and Perennials, for sowing in the autumn.. 1 00

The seeds contained in the above assortments are of our
own selection. Purchasers who prefer to make their selec-

tion from the Catalogue, will be entitled to a discount pro-
portionate to tlie quantity ordered.
The Eleventh Edition of his celebrated Seed Catalogue

and Guide to the B'lower and Kitchen Garden, containing a
descriptive list of upwards of 2.000 varieties of Flower and
Vegetable Seeds (with full directions tor culture,) beautifully
illustrated, will be mailed to all applicants enclosing '4^ cts.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Bedding Plants, &.C., by Mail.
strong and healthy Plants of the following varieties will

be securely packed and mailed postpaid, to any address in
the L'niteti States, upon receipt or the price atfiied.
12 Monthly C;u-iiatious. iu diticrent varieties $3 00
Vi Harclv i^arniuiuns and Picotees, in ditferent varieties. 2 50
Vi Flori'its'PinUs, do do 2 .^0

12 Pomponc Clirysanthemums, do do 2 .=»0

12 l..ar2e Flowering do do do 2 50

12 Double Feverfews, do do 2 00
12 Fuchsias. do do 2 50
tVi Scarlet Geraniums. do do 2 50
'l2 Heliotropes, do do 2 00
12 Lantanas, do do 2 00
12 Petunias, do do 2 00
12 Phloxes, do do 2 OO
12 Pansies, do do 2 50

6 Salvias. do do 1 ^5
12 Dahlias. (Pot roots.) do do 2 50
12 Liliipnt Dahlias, (Pot roots,) do do 3 00
12 Verbenas, do do 1 .50

25 do do do 2 75

8 do New Italian do do 3 75
3 Tritoma Uvaria, do do 1 75
6 Pot lioscs. do do 2 00
6 Hardv Climbing Roses, do do 3 00

6 Hybrid Perpetual, do do 2 50

12 Gladiolus, linest varieties, mixed , 2 00
12 Double Italian Tuberoses 2 00
3 Jap.ui Lilies, Kubruni, lioseum. Album 1 50
1 Lilium. Auratum 5 00

The selection of varieties to be left with us. No orders will
be filled for less than the amount specified. Orders to be
accompanied with cash. Address B. K, BLISS,

Springfield, Mass.

Splendid. IVovelties-
Nc^v A\Tiife THelytra.,— (.Vielijtra Spectabilis alba.)

"We take much pleasure In announcing to our patrons that
after several inefteetual attempts, we have succeeded in pro-
curing this desirable plant; a tcliite rarietf/ of the well
known Dielytra Spectabilis, which it resembles in every re-

spect, with the exception of color of the flower, whicii on
first expanding, is of pure white, afterward changing to a
very ile.Ucnle shade of blunh. forming a beautilul contrast to
the original variety. Plants ready for delivery the 20th of
April, at fS 00 each, or 2 plants for'SS.OO, mailed postpaid.

liilinin Aur&tuni.
New Golden Striped LiUj frovi Japan.

Thus described by Dr. LIndley, iu the London Gardeners'
Chronicle. " If ever a flower merited the name of glorious.
It is this, whicli stands far above all other Lilies, whether we
regard its size, its sweetness, or its exquisite arrangement of
color. From this delicious flower there arises the perfume
of Orange blossoms sulflcient to fill a largr loom. but so del-

icate as to respect the weakest nerves." U 1:* ouite hardy
and deserves a place in every collection. Fiowerlng Bulbs
mailed to any addre.=s upon receipt of t^ 00.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Itlass.

Potatoes for Seed.
perbiL^h.

Early Slovt-ns—A new variety from Northern Ver-
mont, vt-rv earlv. excellent quality, very productive $2 00

Karly Sovtrrign—A favorite early sort, of good
qualiiv. keeps welt 2 00

Early "Wendell—one of the largest of the early va-
rieties, very productive, and uniformly of cood quality 2 00

D'-linaUey, a new second early varictyfroui Ireland,
meiUuni size, of excellent flavor, very productive 2 50

Jackson AA'liite—An excellent second early sort,
much cultivated in New England, flesh very white, and
of line flavor 2 00

OoodricU's Garnet Chili—Large, very productive,
keeps well, fine for ceneral crop 2 00

Goo*lricli'sC«ze6— White flesh, of good size and fla-

vor, enormously prodoctive 2 00
Packages containing 4: Pounds of either of the above

varieties mailed post-paid upon receipt of One Dollar.
Address B. K. BLISS. Sprlngfleld, MOsb.

SI*LElVI>ir> IVOVELTIES.

FLOV^EB SUDS ®V MMU POST-FAI©.

B. K. BLISS,
SEEDSMAN AND FLORIST, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

Would invite the attention of all lovers ot Flowers to the

following list, comprising many of the choicest varieties

named in his Catalogue, the quality of which can not be

surpassed. Novelties not before ofl'ered in this country.

Agrostenima eoeli rosa, dwarf fringed. A fine pkt.

variety of Agrostemma cocli vo3a*of a dwarf com-

pact growth, very graceful habit — 25

Antii-rliinuni majns Tom TUunib.—A very

handsome dwarf Antirrhinum, of compact, globular

growth, only 1 inches high 25

Asters, New Hose Flowered—Flowers large, of fine form

a valuable acquisition, eight varieties mixed— 25

Asters, NewTurbau.—Leaves dark brown, flowers dark

red and white intersecting 25

Asters.—Original varieties from China. These varieties

(Ave distinct colors), have been grown from seed re-

ceived direct from China, and are very curious speci-

mens of the well known China Asters 25

Callirlioe Involncrata.—This splendid Malvaceous

plant is remarkable for the deep crimson purple color of

its numerous flowers, which are produced from July to

October, until checked by frost 25

CampanulaAttica.—A profuse flowering very hand-

some Campanula from Greece. . 50

ClirysantUemnni carinatuin atrococcini-
uni.—Blooming in the most various shades from light

scarlet red to dark blood red 50

Clirysantlieinuni carinatnm pnrpnreum.—
Beautiful crimson and purple \iolet blossoms— 50

ClirysantHemnui tricolor Dannettii, fl. pL—
Snow white 50

Clarkia Integripetala, fl. pi.—The bloom is very

double, large, of a rich mai^enta color 50

Clarkia pnlcliclla alba, dwarf white.—Dwarf com-

pact habit, very floriferous. and will prove a very valua-

ble acquisition for borders, etc 25

Cleome Mnricata.—A new variety of this beautiful

annual, almost white blossoms — 50

Datura fastnosa Hntocriana.—A splendid and
eff^ectivc variety with dark purple stalk and branches.. 25

Godetia Lindleyana, fl. pi.—Color a rich rosy pur-

ple, blossoms perfectly double and produced in the

greatest profusion 50

J>Iiniulns cupreus liybridns.—Flowerslarge, well

shaped, spotted, stained, marbled, speckled, dotted and
blotched in the most striking manner 50

Godetia rosea alba Tom Tliumb.—Pure white,

with a brilliant rose blotch at the base of each petal,

hight 1 foot, a profuse bloomer 25

Reseda Crystallina, From the North of Africa,

very peculiar 50

Rccinns nanns niicrocarpus.—A genuine dwarf
Recinus, 2 to 3 feet high 25

Tropoeoltim, King of Toni TUnmbs (Nasturti-

um).—This variety is by far the finest of all 50

Tropoeolum majus pnrpnjreum,—Color, rich

plum, verging toward purple 25

Veronica Glanca.—A pretty little annual, Speed-

well from Greece 50

Viola tricolor maxima, Faust, large flowered. New
improved large flowering of the variety Faust intro-

duced some years ago 50

\VaUfloAvcr—Young's Blood Red.—A charming
deep blood red variety of this favorite flower, very de-

sirable. 15

Waitegia Am*ea.—A handsome yellow everlasting

from Swan River 50

AVaitegiacorymbosa.—A variety of the above, with
flowers of reddish purple 50

"Wliitlavia gi-andiflora alba possesses all the

merits of the grandifiora with the additional value of
being pure white in color 25

For a more minute description and method of culture,

see Catalogue. The collection of '47 varieties, S8.00.

FLORISTS' FliO^VERS.

Raised by the most successful growers and Exhibitors in

Europe. pit.

AsTiRRrriN'UM (Snapdraffont, finest hvbridized. 25
Asters. Trt'FFaut's Peony flowered, the finest grown... 25
ArnicrL.^. from the finest 'prize varieties 25
B.VLSAMS, Glenny'sand Smith's prize, unequalled, each.. 25
Bellis Pkrexius, (Double Daisy), a general favorite 25
C.vLCEOLAUHs, Herbaceous and Shruoby varieties saved
from most beautilul spotted and mottled flowers, each . 50

Ci.NEKARtAS, from the newest and best named sorts 50
Cockscombs producimr immense corals 25
Caksatiox & PicoTEB Pinks, from named varieties, each 50

do perpetual flowering for pot culture 50
GEBANiTJiis, Scarlet, from finest variegated foliaged vars. 25

do from finest Enclish and French prize flowers. 50
GLADtoLrs, from a collection of 125 varieties 25
Gloxinias, from the finest erect anddrooping varieties.. 50
Hollyhocks, from our own collection of i5 varieties pro-
ducing flowers fully doubled of every shade of color... 25

Lantana. from named flowers 25
MiMULUS. from the finest new hybridized varieties 25
Pansiks. from the finest English show^- flowers 50

do New Kancv. beautifullvedceil marbled and vari^g'd, 50
do Blue, Yellow, White. Black, Bronze. Striped yellow

margined, Violet, bordered with white, marbled pur-
ple, in separate packets encA.. 25
The coUectiou of II varieties of Pansies $2 50

PETrxiAp, Double, carefully hybridized by a noted Ger-
man Florist 25

Petfxtas, Buchanan's Hybkid, from the finest mottled
and variegated varieties 23

POF.TXiLACCA. New Double. in many colors, producing
fiowers as double as Roses, a most desirable acquisition 50

pRiMTiLA Sinensis (Chinese Primrose\ saved from the
finest fringed varieties, Hose and "White 50

Stocks, New German, large flowering, finest mixed 25
do Scarlet and White Intermediate, Connt Gasdeu va

riety each.. 25
do New White Wall-flower leaved, fine lor pots 25

Sweet Williams. Hunt's Perfection and Aueiccxa
FLOi\'ERED, beautifully margined, laced and mottled,
unequalled for beauty each.. 25

Trop<eolum, finest hybridized bedding varieties of every
sh ade 25

TEopffiOLUM LoEBiANUM. and its hybrids for green-hoase
culture, many colors mixed 25

Wallflowers, finest double, much improved 25

The foregoing collection of 44: varieties for SIO.OO.

Seeds for the Farm and Garden.
The following seeds, the purity and vitality of which can

be confidently recommended, will be mailed, post-paid, to

any address in the United States, upon receipt of the price

affixed. oz. 8 oz. lb.

Beets—Earlv Bassano 15 GO 1 00
Early Blood Turnip, Orange Turnip.
Long Blood 15 45 80

Wliite^Sugar, Long lied. Yellow Globe,
Mangel 10 40 75

Cabbage—Early York, Larce York, Drum-
head :. 25 I 50 2 50
Sugar LoaC Bergen Drumhead 30 2 00 3 50
Premium Flat Dutch, Ked Dutch,
Wakefield 35 225 400
French Ox Heart, Stone Mason, Pome-
rain 40 2 50 4 50
Drumhead Savoy. Green Globe Mason,
Victoria Pumerain 40 2 25 4 00

Improved American Drumhead Savoy,
extra 50 S 50 6 00
AVinniugstadt, Little Pixie, New Dwarf
Ulm 50 2 "5 5 00
Marblehead Mammoth, very large and
solid .pkt. . 25

Cauliflower.—Early Paris. Half Early
verv larce. Late, andsolid $3 10 00 18 00
Eai-IvDutch, Asiatic, London 75 5 00 SCO
Carter's Mammoth, Early Erfurt, Lener-
mand -P^'^- ^^

Celery—Sevmour's White,Chry8tal white
Ked. solid 35 1 75 S 00
Incomparable Dwarf, Crimson, Dwarf
Imperial, purple pkt.. '^i

Carrot.—Improved Long Orange, extr*
deep color .25 1 25 2 00
French Long Orange, White Belgian,
AltriuErham 15 80 1 50
ExlraEarlv Short. Early Horn 20 1 25 2 00

Cdcumbek—Extra Early liussian. Long
Green Turkey.., 25 125 2 00
Early Frame, White Spine, Skiit Green 15 75 1 25
English Frame varieties lor forcing7)ti ','5

Egg Plant, Early Lonsr, N. York purple. 75
KoriL li.vBi, Early White Vienna. Large

Purple 25 1 75 3 00

Lettuce, Early Silesia. Summer Cabbage 25 1 75 3 00
Large India. Wheeler's Tom Thumb... 40 2 25 4 00

Muskmelon. Green Citron, Nutmeg 15 75 1 25
New Hybrid, AVhite .lapan .pkt.. 15

Watermelon, Slountain Sweet, Black
Spanish 15 SO 1 50

Onion. Yellow Danvers, White Portugal,
Early Red 50 8 25 6 00

Ked Wetherstield. Yellow Dutch 45 2 75 5 OO

Parsnip, Lone White, Hollow Crown 15 50 80

Sutton's Student 30 S5 1 50

Peas. Extra Early, Dan'l O'Kourke, Tom
Thumb, per quart 75

Champion of Eng., Prince Albert, pr qt To

Pepper, Large Sweet Mountain, ext. fine.. 50 3 00 5 00

Radish, French Turnip, Olive shaped,
Long Scarlet 15 75 1 25

Salsify, A Vegetable Ovster,.. 30 1 50 2 50

Spinacu, Kound and Pncklv 10 50 75

Squa&u, Summer Crookneck. Early Bush. JO 60 1 00

Boston Marrow. Hubbard 20 125 2 50

Yokohama, Turban pkt.. 25

Tomato, Extra Earlv Ked, Early Apple... 30 2 25 4 00

Large Red. Smooth Hound Ked,Yellow 25 1 75 3 00

The Cook's Favorite, a new and supe-
rior vartctv ..pkt.. 25
Lester's Perfected. Fejee Island. ..p*(. . 10

New Erect French, grows upright like

a bush, useful and ornamental ..pkt.. 10
TtTKNiP, Earlv Mat Dutch. Early Red Top

Large Yellow Globe, Cow Horn, Long
White French, Yellow Aberdeen 10 CO 100

RtJTABAGA, Skirving'sPnrpleTop. Lning's 10 60 1 00

Sage. Summer Savorv. Sweet Marjoram,
Thvme, Basil. Lave'nder, etc vkt.. 10

No o'rder will be exccutt-d at the above rates for less than
the amount specified When smaller quantities are ordered
they win be sent at packet prices

Collcctious of Vegetable Seeds by Mail.

15 Varieties, our selection ,
, $1 on

33 " " 2 00
The above contain the leading varieties usually grown in

our gardens. To those who desire larger quantities, we
would recf-mmend our collections at ?20 00; or $15: or ?10;
or f.'>, and 5^% which can be safelv lorwnrded by express to
all parts of the world. A list of the contents of each collec-

tion will be found iu our New Catalogue and "Guide to the
Flower and Kitchen Garden," which will be mailed to al",

applicants upon receipt of twenty 'five cents. In conse-
quence of the scarcity of many varieties of Seeds, we can
not he bound by the above prices after the first of April,

Orders received after that date will be executed at the low-
est market prices. All orders to be accompanied with the

cash. Address B. K. BIiISS, Springfield, Mass. j
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Caaliflower certain to Head.

J. M. THORBURN &, CO.,

beg to call the attention of Amateurs and Market Gardea-

ers to their Celebrated

NONPAREIIi CAUIilFLOWER SEE:I>.

25 ct3. per paper ;
?150peroz.; or ^0 per lb.

We can conjldently recommend the above as Vie very heH

variety in cultivation.

ALSO
Bxtra. Early Peas.
Early Cabbage Seed.
Early and Late Celery.
English Frame and otiier Cucnmbera.
Early and Late Lettnce.
Wbite Japan and other Melons*
Red, "White and Yello^v Onion.
French and Chinese Radish.^
Upright and other Tomatoes.
Karly Plat and other Turnips.
Tree Seeds in great Variety.

For Varieties, Descriptions and price of ali Seeds,

Send for the Catalogue of Vegetable and
Agricultural Seeds.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

15 John-street,

New-York.

I^EW FiO?^IB SEEP3,
J. M. THORBURN & GO'S

Annual Descriptive Catalogue
OF

FL.OM'ER SEEDS AND
SPIMTVG^ BULBS,

Containing all the desirable novelties of the season

for 1865,
has Just been pabllshed and will be mailed free on applica-

tion to

J.'M. THORBURN^ CO.,

Groovers and Importers of Seed,

15 John-street, Ne^v-Yorlc.

The New Zinnia Mexicana, 25 cts. per paper, by mall.

Choice and Rare Seeds.
McELlTAIN BRO'S

Illnstrated Aunnal Catalon:ue and Veget*
able and Plo^ver Garden 3Iannal for 1SG5,
will he published early In February. It contains a descrip-

tion of the most valuable and popular varieties of Flowers
and Vegetables in the world with explicit directions for their

treatment and culture, comprising about 75 pages of closely

printed matter. BEAUTIFULLT ILLUSTRATED.
It will be forwarded to all applicants enclosins 15 cts.

Address McELWAIN BRO'S, ^
Springfield, Mass.

Jllttstratcb :2lnimttl Catalogue

or

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
AND

Guide to the Flower Garden,
FOR 1S65; IS KOW PUBLISHED.

It Contains Accurate Descriptions of the

LEADING FLORAL TREASURES of the WORLD,

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS FOR

Solving Seed, Transplanting, & AXter-cnltnre.

This beaatiful and useful FLORAL GBTDE consists

of about 70 pages, beautifully iUnstrated with over Thirty
Engravings and Two COLORED PLATES.

It Is published for the information and benefit of my
customers, and to those it is sent FUEE. To all others,

price 10 cents, iucludlng postage, which is less than the

actual cost. Address

JAMES TICK,
Rocliester, ^. T.

Drcer's Garden Calendar for 1863,
Contains practical directions for the cultivation and man-

agement of tlie Esc'iteiH and Flower Garden. Also select
lists of Vesetahle and Flower Seeds; witli recent introduc-
tions, NeV Hoses. Dalilias, Gladiolus, etc., mailed to all

who enclose a postage etatnp. Address
HENRY A. DREER, Philadelphia, P».

8EED! 8EED: ^EED!
FOR THE

1865.
For the present planting season, we offer a choice assort-

ment of seeds, the quality of which is very fine, and in gen-

eral, the supply good, but owing to the very severe drouth

of the last summer, some sorts are scarce.

"We have

Early and Dwarf Peas,
ITIedJum and Late Peas.

I>Avarf Beans, Pole Beans.
Extra Earlr Dwarf Sugar Corn,

Mammoth Sugar Corn.
All valuable sorts of Beet, Cauliflower, Carrot, Cucumber,

Melon, Lettuce, Paraslp, Radish, Squash, Pumpkin, Tomato
and Turnip.

OXIOX SEEO.
Early, Globe and Flat Red, Globe Danvers, and Tellow

Flat Dutch. Early White, and "White Portugal.

OIVIOX SETTS.
Yellow and Wliite.

HERB SEEDS.
ThjTne, Marjoram, Sage, Savory, and all other sorts.

FRUIT SEEDS.
Apple, Pear, Quince, Cherry, Apricot, Corrant, Gooseberry,

Easpberry, Strawberry.

GRAIIV.
Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Poland Oats, Buck-

wheat, White Flint Corn, Yellow Flint Corn, Dent Corn,

King Philip Corn, Flour Corn.

CLOVER, ORASS SEEDS, &c.
Red Clover, White Clover, Lucern, Timothy, Red lop,

Bent, Kentucky Blue, Fowl Meadow (this is the true kind).

Sweet Vernal, Perennial, Kye, Italian Rye, Italian Millet,

Hungarian Millet, Sainfoin, Spurry, Vetches, Flax, Chinese

Sugar Cane, Broom Corn, Tobacco, Long and Short Staple

Cotton, Grafting Wax, Oil Soap, etc.

Catalogues sent to all wlio Apply.

Dealers supplied with assortments of packets for retailing,

their own selection, or In quantities in bulk, at lowest
Wholesale rates.

R. H. ALIiEIV & CO,,
189 Sc 19t TTatcr-st,, New-Yorlc.

Choice Seed.
With the return of another season I would Invite the at-

tention of the public to giy Aunual Catalogue of reliable
Garden Seed, including over 200 varieties, many of which are
of my own raising, I would call particular attention to the
following list of new, rare or very desirable vegetables

;

Cannon Ball Cabbage (new, early, the heads are as round
and about ashard as a cannon ball) ; Marblehead Mammoth
Drumhead Cabbage (the largest in the world)—Stone Mason
Cabbage (the best of all winter cabbages, put up in half oz.
package?, and sold by the pound if desired)—Learniand's
Slaiumoth Cauliflower (tlie larsest of all ;—Mammoth
French Squash (weighs from 100 to 260 lbs.)—Mammoth
Sweet Corn (the largest sort known, selected from ears
weighing from two to three pounds, very sweet, excellent
for the table)—Tokohoma Squash (new from Japan)—Amer-
ican Turban Squash (new, the dryest, sweetest and best of all

fall squashes, first rate)—Striped Gaudaloupe Egg Plant
(quite ornamental)—New York extra large purple Egir
Plant (the largest of all Tjirieties)—Ornamental Kale (several
varieties in one package ; fine for either tlie flower or kitch-

en garden)—Pierce's American Cauliflower (the standard
late sort in Boston Market)—Early Paris Cauliflower (Im-

Sorted seed, the best early sort)—Waite's New Alma Caull-
ower (a popular new EusUsh variety)—Early Wiiite Japan

Melon (new, very sweet, fine)—Ward's Nectar Melon (the
sweetest, spiciest, best of all the green fleshed varieties)—
Caterpillar Plant (a curious vegetable ; several varieties in
one package)—Vegetable Snails (another natural curiosity).
Each of the above at 35 cents per package. Forty Days'
Corn (extra earlv, about 10 days earlier than Darling's
Early)—Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all varieties^ot
table corn)—Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine)—Hubbard Squash
Seed {true; I introduced this)~Cow or Tree Cabbage (for

stock)-Yard Long Bean—Extra Early York Tomato (very
earlv, very prolific, of good size and excellent qualitv)—
Cook'3 Favorite Tomato (a very early apple tomato, prolific,

of excellent qualitv)—Yellow Lupins (the plant po highly re-

commended for suDSoiliug in a recent Patent Oftice Report
—also hiirlily ornamentar)—Torn Thumb Pea (very early,
grows 10 inclics hiah, very prodnrtive)—Drew's New Dwarf
Pea (new, verv dwarf, very prolific, peas esg shaped, each
plant forms a nush. but one pea bein": required to about one
foot of row)—Brown's New Dwarf i.arly Marrowfat Pea (a
new variety which mav be relied upon, as both the earliest
and most dwarf Marrowfat grown ; very proli flo—Improved
Long cireen Cucumber-Six finest varieties ofCabbage Lettuce
in one package. True Boston Curled Lettuce (the most elegant
of all, quality good)—Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in
one packase—Spotted Sieva Bean. Concord Bean (a new pole
bean, remarkably earlv, quality first-rate)—Extra Flat Beet
(new, vcrv early, about as flat as a turnip, quality excellent)
—Cliick Peas (two sort mixed; extensively used in Europe as
a substitute for coffee)—Chinese Sugar Cane (imported seed)
New Jersev Hvbrid Cucumber (one of the largest and best
varieties cuUivatid)—Lester's Perfected Tomato (very large
and thick meated I—Sutton's Student Parsnip (new, recently
oriirinated in England, desirable)—Cliinese Rose Winter
Radish (decidedlythe best of all the winter sort, an acquisi-
tion)—Hood's Dwarl Imperial Purple Celery (new, superior)
—Indian Chief Bean (a pole bean ; can be used as a string
bean ranch better than any other variety ; very productive!)
—Each of the above at 15 cents per package. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who received it last season will re-

ceive it this without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead. Massachusetts.

Green Houses for sale In a good location with no competi-
tion. Addrees G. £. ADAMS, Logansport, Ind^ Box 239 P. O.

MARKET GARDENERS,
And all others who wish pure and reliable Seeds, should

purchase

which are grown by the Sui
,

a Selected Stock, and
are always Warranted as Kepresentcd. Price List,

with Bnist^s Garden Manual for '65, mailed to all

who enclose stamp for postage.

ROBERT BUIST, JK.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Garden Seeds ! Flower Seeds !

The greatest carets taken that all iSe<«te sold by me shall

be pure, choice and reliable (send for a Seed List).

FAKM AlVD GAKDEN OIPIiEISIENTS
of every variety.

Bone Dust, Guano, Poudrette, Bruce's Concentrated

and other manures.

Plant*, Trees, &c. For sale at wholesale and retail,

at low prices.

Orders by mall with remittance will receive prompt atten-

tion. JOHN VANDERBILT.
23 Fulton-et., New-York.

SEEDS :

The subscriber has now In store, his usual supply of fresh

and genuine GAJIDEN "VEGETABLE, FIELD
ANU FLOAVER SEEDS.
Kew priced Catalogues, on application.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN,
No. 876 Broadway, New York City.

Garden Seeds. Garden Seeds.
The subscriber has been engaged over thirty years In rais-

ing all kinds of Garden, Vefietnble and Flo^ver
Seeds, and ha\ing over one buntired acres devoted to that
§urpose, is enabled to ofi'er as good a stock of seeds as can
e found in the country. Dealers can be supplied in any

quantit}', either by the pound, bushel, or neatly put up in
small papers snita'ble for retailing. A list of prices will be
sent to all applicants. G. R. GARRETSON, Flushing, N. Y.

Seed-S. Seeds. Seecls-
Fresh and reliable—

At GRIFFING BROTHER & CO.,
53 & 60 Courtlandt-st., New-York.

Collection of Vegetable Seeds by Mail
20 Choice varieties for $1.00; 45 Choice Varieties for $2.00

Notwithstanding the great advance In the prices of most
kinds of seeds since last season, we shall continue to furnish
the above collections at our former liberal rates. They con-
tain only those varieties that are most valuable, and enough
in quantity to seed an ordinary sized gaiden. Any person
sending for these collections can not "liut be well pleased,
even tbougli they use less than half the varieties. Those
who desire larger quantities will find our Collections for $5.

$8, $15, $"^0, $25, equally desirable and economical. For list

of the contents ol the"se, and a great variety of Vegetable
and Flower Seeds, see our

Illustrated Catalogue
which will be forwarded to all applicants enclosins 15 cents.
To our regular customers it will he seut free. Address

McELWAIN BKO'S, Springfield, Mass.

Copartnership Notice.
The undersigned, have this dav entered Into a Copartner-

ship, under the name and firm of BRILL & KUMERLE, for
the purpose of carrying on a General Seed and Nursery
Business, In the establishment formerly conducted by the
late Geo. C. Thorburn. Seed Store and Warehouse, 153
Broad-st., Newark, New Jersey.

FRANCIS BRILL,
Seedgrower and Nurseryman,

JOHN IT. KUMERLE. Seedsman,
formerly with the late Geo. C. ThorbUTD.

Address orders for Catalogues. &c., as above.

Seeds ! Seeds ! ! Seeds ! !

!

Catalogues of GEJTUIIVE Garden, Field, and
Flo'wer Seeds, t^tec. Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Shrnbs, Vines, STRAAVBERRY Plauts,
&c., &c., furnished fl-ee to all applicants. Address

BRILL & KUMERLE, Seedsmen, &C.,

153 Broad-st.. Newark, New Jersey.

Seed Catalogue for 1865,
My Seed Catalogue, embracins over 200 varieties of fresh

garden seed, many of which are of my own growing, will be
mailed free to all applicants. Those who purchased seed last
season will receive it Ibis season without writlns for it. As
the original introducer of the Hubbard Squash. Marblehead
Mammoth Cabbage, &c„ &c., I invite the patronnse of the
public. JAMES J. H. GliEGOKY.

Marblehead, Mass.

FLOWER SEEDS BY MAIL.—The subscriber
raises about one hundred kinds of Flower Seeds, select-

ed fi-om over one thousand varieties, of the most showv and
attractive. He will furnish, neatly nut up, any 32 kinds on
the list for $1, and send by mail, with postage prepaid.

G. R. GARRETSON. Flushing, N. Y
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Onion Seed Growth of 1864.
"We have a fine Btock of Onion Seed which we warrant to

be trne to name and sure to germinate. As the American
crop is quite short it will be necessary for those In want of
the oest seed to secure it early. We will furnish at the fol-

lowing rates until March 20th.
oz. lb.

Early Red 40c. $5 50
Large *' 40c. 5 00
Yellow Danvers 50c. 6 00
White Portnsal 50c. 6 00

Orders for K lb. sent at pound prices. The above will be
forwarded post-paid, to anv address, upon receipt of the price.
Address McELWaLN BKo'S, Spriogfleld, Mass.

Garden Seeds ! Flo*wer Seeds !

Oar Garden Seeds were mostly ^own by Francis Brill,

and therefore we can warrant them genuine and sure to grow.
Our Flower Seeds we procure from the most reliable

American find European growers, and offer a fine assortment.
SEEDS BY MAIL.—We send Seeds by mall pre paid, on

receipt of price for which see Catalogue, furnished free to
all applicants. BKILL & KDMERLE.

153 Broad-st., Newark, New-Jersey.

I9£art>Iehead IVIammotli Cabbage.
My Cabbage Is the largest in the world ! In favorable lo-

calities it will grow to weigh from thirty to sixtv pounds a
head, and wherever it has been Introduced it has leit all oth-
or varieties far in the background. They have been raised
In every loyal State and in the Canadas. weighing from 20 to
60 lbs. each. They are not only of enormous size, bnt very
h;^rd headed, very tender and sweet. The calls for seed have
been so extensive that for the past two years I have been
unable to supplr it I can this season snpnlv packages con-
taining seed sufficient for 500 plants, with full directions for
cultivation, sent bv mail, post-paid by me, for 25 cts. each ;

five for $1 00 ; one hundred for $15 00. Also Caxnon Ball
Cabbage, an early sort, making the roundest and hardest
head of any cabbage grown. Per package 25 cts, ; five pack-
ages $1 00, Stone Mason Cabbage. This is a very large
drumhead, remarkably reliable for"heading, and first rate for
a general crop. H oz„ 25 cts. ; 1 oz., 50 cts. ; 1 lb.. ?4 25, post-
paid to any part of the United States, or Canadas.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

Onions and How to Raise Them.
What soil ie best; how to prepare it ; how to manure it

;

how to tell good seed from bad; how to plant it ; how to
grow onions trom seed, potato onions, onion setts, shallots
and top onions : when to pull onions; how to store them

;

how to prepare for market, and when and where most profit-

able to market them : what onions to select for seed, and
how to grow it. and a hundred minute details so valuable to
beginners, with many facts relative topeculiarities of onion
raising in the Southern, Eastern and Western States of value
to old growers. Illustrated with original engravings of the
"Dave Warren" Onion. Early Crocker Onion (new). Red
Wethersfleld and Potato Onion, Sowing and Weedinc: Ma-
chines. In paper covers, forwarded by mall, prepaid by
the subscriber at 30 cents each. Seedsmen and Bookeellera
supplied at wholesale rates, JAMES J. H. GREGORY.

Seedsman, Marblehead, Mass.

liar^e Red Ti^ethersfield
OXIOX SEED.

My Onion Seed was grown from Selected Stock, and Is

Wan-anted fVesh and pure. Price List on application.

ROBERT BUIST, JR.,

PHILADELPHIA.

EEDS BY MAIL, PRE-PAID.—All the most
»^ profitable and successful sorts of Ontons, Bkzt, Cab-
bagb. Melons, Squash. TuRyTP, and other seeds, at lowest
S

B. M. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

Sor^hain and luiphee Seed.
We have on hand a large supply of Sorghum and Imphee

Seed of the best varieties, to which we respectfully call the

attention of those interested in the Cane culture. We have

taken great pains to procure good choice seed ; and believe

we have the purest lot in the country. Those wishing seed

will do well to order early and thus guard against disap-

pointment such as was experienced by many la&t season.

Cook's Evaporator, Cane Mills, Corn Crushers, Sawing Ma-
chines, &C., Ac, for sale. Seed Circular and Sorgo Hand-
Book sent free. BLYMYER, BATES & DAY,

Mansfield, Ohio.

Pure Cane Seed for 1865.
lUgular Sorgo.—By Mail (prepaid), 30 cts. per lb. By Ex-

firess, 10 lbs. or less, 2o cts.; 10 to 40 lbs., 20 cts. ; and over 40
bs., 1.T cts. per lb.

Early Sorgo. Oom,ie&ana and yeezana.—"By 'SisAX fprepaid),
40 cts.. per lb. Bv Express, 10 lbs. or less, 30 cU.; 10 to 40 lbs.,

25 cts.; and over 40 lbs.. 20 cts. per lb.

Liberian ra new and Superior Variety).—Bv Mail (prepaid),
60 cts. per lb. By Expres.«, 10 lbs. or less, .^0 cts.; 10 to 40 lbs..

40 cts.: and over 40 lbs„ 30 cts. per lb. Package included.
The above Seed was raised with special reference to purity.

Address, Claris Sorgo MacUine Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hubbard, Turban, Yokohama !

I am receiving letters daily from all parts of the United
States, from Farmers, Gardeners, and others, who pronounce
my Turban to be the drvest, sweetest, finest grained and
most delicious fall squasli thr-y ever ate. The Hubbard is

univernallv ackuowledized to be the best of all winter squash-*
es, while the new Japan Squash, the Yokoliama, is pro-
nounced tbe verv best of its class. / tca» the original intro-

ducer of thu B'wba?'d and Turban sguaJihex. Packages of
seed, (all of my own growing.) sent by mail, with full direc-
tions for cnltivatiug, for '^ cents each for Turban and Yoko-
hama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five packages of Turban
or Yokohama, $1.00.—Hubbard by mait postpaid by me,
$2 62 per pouud.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

Chicory Seed.
Tlic Great Substitute for Coffee.

A supply of the genume article just received by the Sub-
scriber, and will be mailed, post-paid, to any address upon
receipt of the price affixed.
P;tr,kcts containing 1 ounce, 20 cts. ; 8 ounces, 80 cents ; 1

pound, $\ 50. Directions for culture and curing accompany
each package Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

To Market Gardeners.
300 Bnaliels Imported Kxtra Early Daniel

O^Rourke Peas, just received. Market Gardeners who
wish a pure Extra Early Pea should purchase from this lot.

Prices on application to ROBERT BUIST, Jb.,

PHILADELFHLA.

ALSIKE OR SWEDISH WHITE CLOVER.—
I can furnish enough post-paxd by mail, to sow oxb

KOD of ground, for 25 eta, or enough for lotir rods of ground,
for 50 cts., enough for one-eighth ol an acre, for $2. K. P.
KIDDEK, Burlington, Vermont.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco.
"We have a good supply of genuine Seed Leaf Tobacco

Seed grown expressly for us from selected plants, by one of
the best cultivators in the Valley. Packets containing 1 oz.
with full directions for cultivation will be forwarded to any
address for 50 cts. Prices for larger quantities will be given
on application. Address

^
McELWAIN BRO'S, Springfield, Mass.

Teiibrook, Pierce ec Co.,
fSuccessors to John W. Tenbrook,) SWEET POTATO CTJL-
TURISTS, Rockville. Ind., Vincennes, Ind., and South Boss,
111. Nansemond Sweet Potatoes.
Our Stock of the above named variety of Sweet Potatoe,

fin store for this spring,) is unusually large and of the best
quality. The completion of our Mammotd Sweet Potatoe
House, at Sonth Koss, 111., on the 111. Central Railroad, will
enable us to fill and forward promptly all Cash. Orders,
with which we may be favored. Shipments will be made
from either of the above named places, as purchasers may
desire. Responsible Agents "Wanted in every
County, Town, and Village, to sprout our Potatoes on
shares. Address TEN'BROOE, PIERCE & CO, Rockville,
Ind.. or South Ross, 111.

]^ANSEMON0 SWEET POTATOES for SEED.
-1-^ Price |6 per single bushel, ?15 per barrel of 3 bushels.
Reasonable discount on large orders. Plants, also In proper
season. This variety is successfully grown at the north.
Send for circular of directions, etc. Address

MURRAY & CO., Fosters Crossings, Warren Co., Ohio.

^"U^ET POTATO SEED.—Improved Nansemond
^Seed potatoes for sale in lots to snit at J6 per bushel

;

a bushel will produce from 3000 to 5000 plants. J. C. THOMP-
SON, TompMns^ille, (Staten Island) N. Y.

OODRICH SEEDLING POTATOES for Seed.
Orders for the Pinkeye Rusty Coat, Cuzco. and Garnet

Chili varieties, carefully selected, will be filled by the sub-
scriber, when the weather admits, at five dollars per barrel.
Enclose the money with order. E. C. ALLEN, west Meri-
den, Ct.

6' Ifie GOODRICH'S SEEDLING POTA-
J|PlJ9e TOES FOR $1, by mail pre-paid, Garnet

Chill. Cuzco, and Pink-eve Rustv-coat, 2 lbs. of each variety,
800 bushels Seed potatoes for saTe. Price ?3 50 per bbl. Cir-
culars free. P. SUTTON. Ransom, Susquehana C o.. Fa.

CEED POTATOES BY MAIL, the most popular
^thing out. A liberal postal law enables farmers, however
distant, to try the new varieties at trifling expense. For tes-

timonials, terms. &c.. address E. WILLIAMS, ilont Clair. N.J.

Dwarf Broom Corn Seed.
A genuine article sent by mall at the following rates : for

KB>., 25 cts.; Kft.. 45 Cts.; 1 lb., 80 Cts.; 13^ lbs., $1, by
D. REDFIELD, Scotchtown, Orange Co., N. Y.

WARE BROOM CORN SEED.—I will send
the genuine Dwarf Broom corn seed, post-paid, at the

following rates. >; lb. 50c., IH lbs. $1, 5 lbs. $3, 10 lbs. $5
ELIAS REED. Wa'ter\'ille, Lucas Co., Ohio.

D

NEWELL & STILES

u^^^iUFACTURffts
OF MERCHANO^tt.

PLANTSVILLE, CONN.

All sizes of Cloth. Paper Parchment, and Manilla Tags
made and printed to order, at lowest prices. Send for Price
List,

Corn Planting I^^Tiiue Saved.
Every farmer should have one or more of Thos. B. McCon-

aughey's Patent Corn Droppers. They will positively save
one half the time, over the old way of "dropping corn.
For Three Dollars I n'ill send one Dropper to any address

free of Express ch.arges.
A liberal discount made to them that bnv to sell again.
Address THOS. B. McCONAUGHKY,

Newark, Delaware.

Hot Water Furnaces
for ^Vanning Greeu-Iionses, Gonserrato-

ries. Graperies, 6cc,

WEATHERED & CHEREVOT, 117 Prince-st. New-Tork

FERTILIZERS ! :

Lester's Pure Ground Bone.

Pure Pernvian Guano.
E. F. COE'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
Bruce's Concentrated Fertilizers.

Plaster, Poxxclrette, etc.
For sale In quantities to salt purchasers. Send in TorE

Obcebs basly
b. h. allen & co..

189 Sc IM Water-st., New-Tork.

Pittsl)m^gli,Pa.is^

Great Agriculturist.
It Is claimed for this New Seedling that It is of unequalled

size and productiveness, single plants producing as high as
2W berries, many of them weighing one ounce each, of bright
glossy crimson color, very firm, high flavored, and a first
class mark't berry. For an account of its origin ; intro-
duction

;
purchase bv us ; character and productiveness of

the plant ; size and character of the fruit, and other infor-
mation, see our circular. We have bought of Mr. Judd his
entire stock of plants for sale, and are now able to furnish
them at the following prices

:

1 plant $ 751 saplanta S 13
2 plants 1 20 100 " 25
6 " 300 500 " 135
12 " 5 OO'lOOO " 200
Our stock of Strawberry plants this season. Including

Grolden Seeded, the best early ; Russell and Fill-
more, of wonderful size and productiveness ; Frencli*8
Seedling, Trioniplie de Gand, 'Wilson's Al-
bany, and all other desirable kinds, is the largest and best
we have ever offered.

Strawberry Plants by mafl.
"We will send safely packed and post-paid by mail
For $1, 1 Agriculturist, 8 Golden Seeded.

For $2, 2 Agriculturist, 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Kussell.

For ?3, 3 Agriculturist, 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Koaaell, 12
Fillmore.

For $5, 6 Agricultnrlst, 12 Golden Seeded. 12 Ruseell. 12
Fillmore, 12 French's Seedling. 6 Kitlej-'s Goliah.

For $10. 12 Agriculturist. 24 Golden Seeded, 24 Russell, 24
Fillmore. 24 French's Seedling, 12 Kltley's GoUah, 12 Lea-
ning's White.

For description of above, and many other kinds ; our se-
lect lists; mode of culture; prices, &c. See oar illustrated
catalogue.

Grapes.
Oua vines are grownln the open air. from the best of bearing
wood, taken from our own vineyards, and are greatly supe-
rior to those raised under glass with their roots cramped in
pots. They are healthy and vigorous, have remarkably good
roots, and give entire satisfaction in their growth, when
planted, which is the true test of a good vine. We offer la
large quantity the following:

Concord. Montgomery.
Delaware. Taylor.
Hartford. Elsingbnrg.
Creveling. Herbemont.
Diana. Allen's Hybrid.
Union Village. Rebecca.
lona. Israella.

Adirondac, and other desirable kinds.

Raspberries.
Our collection ts unsurp.issed, if equalled anywhere, and

Includes

:

Hornet.—The largest of all, and of great excellence.

Pilate.—Very early, and valuable.

Imperial.-Very productive and fine.

Sonebelt.—Very beautiful and good.
Joaet. •* " "

Brinck.le's Orange,—Finest flavor.

Franconia.—One of the very best.

Improved Blaclc Cap.—Hardy and very profitable.

Pbiladelpbia, Allen's Hardy, &c.
BlacUberries.

fiew Rochelle, Dorchester, and Nevrman, in any
quantity.

Currants.
We have taken special pains to collect the best varieties ot

currants, and have a very large supply of:

Cberry, Largest and best for Jelly.

"WTiite Grape, Best White, very fine.

Victoria. Productive and latest.

Short Banch Red, Productive and very good.
Marsaillnise, Very large, and best quality.

G-oeeberries, Asparagn«, I^inncens Rhnbarb,
&c., &c. Send for Catalogue enclosing stamp.

J. JEtNOX, Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Great A^i'iciilturist.
Another year's trial has proved this Strawberry to be one ol

the most productive as well as the larp:est iu the world. Jly

stock for the cominj; spring is lar?;e, and the plants are very

fine. Delivered in rotation as ordered. Two plants. $120;

Six, $3 00; Twelve, $5 00; 100, $25; 1000, J300. The following

are tlie sreat prize berries in Europe for 1S63, Lucidaper-

fecta. Bijou, Haquin, and Souverln de Kief, at $2 per dozen,

or the four for §G 00.

The foUowins; S varieties are the prize berries of Belgium

and France, for ISO,'. Orb, Lucas, La Kegress, FroKmore
late Pine, Exposition de Chalons, Madam Cologne, La De-

licieose, Quinquefolia, at $1 per doz., or the S for $6 00.

Russell's 50 cents per doz.: or $2 per hundred. French
Seedling, the best early berry, and Buffalo Seedling, ?1 per

doz. Lenning's White, Dcptford White. White Pineapple.

75 cents per doz.; or ^i per hundred.

All orders addresspd to IVM. S. CARPENTER,
3r-i9 GreenwicU-st., Nevv-YorK.

All persons desiring to purchase Stra'wberi-y Plants
are requested to send for my Price List of all the hcav and

leading varieties. Plants taken up and packed with much
more than usual care, as letters from my customers in all

sections amply testify. EDWIN MARSHALL,
Po'keepsie, N. T.

AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY,
I have a stock of unusually Strong Planis of this

celebrated variety, which I will send post-paid to any P. O.

address, packed with unusual cave, as toUows ; 2 plants, $1

;

6 plants, |2 50; 12 plants, ®5. Order early.

EUWIN MARSHALL.
Po'keepsie, N. Y.

SXRA^VKEBtUY I»t.A:irXS, Fritit .lad

Ornamental Trees, Shrnhs. Vines, and a general assort-

ment of NurseryStock. Catalogues mailed to all applicants.
FRAXCIS BPlILL,

Nurseryman and Seedgrower, *
Newark, New Jersey.

N B —My Seed businew will hereafter be conducted under
the name and style of BlULL & KUMEKLE, 153 Broad-st.,

Newark, N.J. PT?AN:f-TQ ri>ttt,FRANCIS BRILL,

f5
TRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale. Five of the

. -'best varietiesof plants for cultivali.tn, viz. : Russell's Pro-
lific and Buffalo Seedling at $3 per TOO: French's Seedling
at $5 per 1.000; CuUers Seedling and Downer's Proline at $3
ner 1,000. Also other varieties at reduced prices.

For sale by,
THOS. C, ANDREWS,

Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

Russell's Seedling Strawberry.
One 7)011:11- ri"!' 1™ pliints.

Nine Dollars per 1,000

EDW'AKD MEKRITT, Pouglikeepsle, N. T.
March Ist, 1865.

fiSTRAWBERRY PLANTS for general Cultivation.3 Ten of tlie best v.irieties for B;Ue at the lowest rates.

Price list sent free to all applieants. Varieties warranted
true to name. .KillN S. COLLINS,

I^foorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

OR THE BEST SELECTED STRAWBERRIES,
Kaspberries and Blaeklicrries. wliicli yielded for me last

summer over 1,500 busliels of Fi-iiir, send for Catalogues
pratis. WM. PAIiUV, Ciunaminson, N. J.

STRAWBEERY PLANTS FOR SPRING SET-
tina- most of the promisingr and new varieties, including

Frencli's Seedling, T. de tiand, and otUers. Send for a cata-

logue free to all. S.\M'L L. ALLEN, Cinnaminson, y J.

TRAWBERRY PLANTS of best qunlity and va-

'rieties. For prices, etc., AddrcBS E. WILLIAMS,
ilout Clair, N. .1.

s;

GRAI*E Vi:\K!Si.—The undersii^ncd bep:s

leave to call tlie attention of dealers and planters to liis

larse and well seU-cted stock of Crane Vines, and feels fully

convinced that he will ^ive satisfaction to all who favor him
with their orders. Send for Price List.

Clintox Grape Vine.s.—A few thousand Grape Vines ot

this variety for sale at $6 per 100; S4o per lOOO. Address
G. E. MEISSENEK, Richmond P. O., Staten Island, N.T.

Tines at TTholesale Rates to

Clubs.
Propositions for the formation of clubs, by which all can

obtain vines at wholesale prices, with other advantages, will

be sent for a stamp. The propositions may accompany the

price list and twenty-four page pamphlet, or any of the cata-

logues, without cost of stamp ; and I would incite the atten-

tion of every purchaser to them for their great advantages.

The excellence and importance of the new kinds, lona and

Israelis, are now so well understood and appreciated that

there is but one voice in regard to them, and that of earnest,

enthusiastic praise from all quarters where they are known.

These can be very cheaply obtained by clubs who buy not

less than fifty of the vines. Early orders are necessary to

secure the best plants.

ENGRAVINGS OF THE IONA.

A limited number of fine lithographic colored engravings

of the lona Grape have been prepared at great cost, by an

eminent artist, which exceed in truth and beauty anything

of the kind that has been produced within our knowledge, in

any country ;
greatly surpassing tliose of the celebrated

French artists, Grohon and Poiteau, in the brilliance and

delicacy of their coloring, by which the transparency and
iridescent play oflight is represented. As a work of art, it

is worthy of a place in any portfolio, or of anelegant frame

for the walls of the library or parlor.

Those engravings are furnished only as premiums with

lona vines. For particulars see propositions to clubs. As our

artist was able to complete but a limited number, we can not

agree to furnish them throughout tlie entire season. All who
are desirous of securing them to aid in canvassing will do
well to send an early remittance, according to one of the

"special propositions,"

Has the eakly bipening of the Ion a and Israella
Grapes been obtained by any forcing appliances or
by any other means than that of ordinary cultiva-

tion in garden or vineyard?

In answer, I would say both of these kinds have always

been grown under very moderate circumstances of cultiva-

tion, in full exposure in the open ground, and without any
forcing appliances whatever. Their surpassing productive-

ness, as well as unequalled quality, are from the excellence

of the kinds as may be clearly seen by any one who will

call and examine.

They have always oeen open to the inspection oi the pub-

lic at all seasons, and will continue to be eo.

A Pamplilet of Twenty-four pages gives the full state-

ment of the manner in which these vines were produced
;

iu which will also be found hints for the production of

Seedlings of all kinds, with a view to improvement. It con-

tains a full account of the management of all of those vines

from their prodaction from seed to the present time It Is

sent for a two cent stamp, and I commend it to the attention

of all who have any interest in planting vines in garden or

vineyard. It contains also, full Tables of Contents of the

Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogues, with Price List of

Tines of all kinds.

The Descriptive Catalogue is sent for ten cents, and the

Illustrated for twenty-five cents.

These two bound together in flexible paper-covers, and
called " Manual of the Vine," are sent for fifty cents.

The Descriptive exhibits thepi-inciples and general consid-

erations which form the basis upon which Grape-culture is

to be successfully conducted, and is illustrated with many
very fine and life-like Engravings. It also contains full and
accurate descriptions of all our native kinds that are worthy
of notice, with a clear representation of their relatiyc value

with a chapter on " Wine Hiking." Also a lecture by Mr.

Mead.

The Illustrated (eighth edition) treats thoroughly of prac-

tice and of practical results, illustrated with about eigh;y en-

gravings. The two together constitute the most thorough,

practical and comprehensive treatise on the Vine in the lan-

guage. The conditions of the full measure of success are

clearly stated, and the precise manner of performing every
operation is so clearly shown as to be easily intelligible to

every reader.

p, s.——The supply of colored engravings of the lona is

at present exhausted, but another limited supply is in pre-

paration, and will be ready in a few days.

I would call the attention of all interested in good grapes

whether for family supply or for market, to the distinctive

excellence of the lona and Israella.

The lona as a grape for late keeping, as well as for its ear-

lincss, and for its quality, in which it has no competition,

will soon render all of the inferior kintls (which are now
recommended only for market, and not for usn), of very lit-

tle value. The vines are offered at extremely low prices, as

will be seen by consulting Price List and Club Propositions.

I would also call attention to the advantage of obtaining

vines grown from strong mature wood that has been pre-

pared for that special purpose.

C. ^^. GRANT,
lona (near Peekskill), IVestchester Co., N. Y.

A CARD.
fVe take this method to inform our friends and customers

that our large stock of grape vmes is entirely sold, and we
were obliged to shorten the orders of many of our best cus-
tomers. We sell only vines crown bv ourselves, none have
been sold at auction or by agents, and we have advertised
but little. Our plants are good, fitronc and henUhv enough
to sell without pufling. ,I. F. DELIOT & RYDEPs

Vine Growers, Sing Sing, N. T.
N. B.~I built two green-houses 100 feet long last fall, and

expect to put up two more this spring, especially forraisiug
vines, to which I devote mvself wliolly, and I hope to have
a full supply of fine \'ines next fall.

J. F. DELIOT, Vine Grower, Sing Sin g, N. Y.

30,000 CONGO IID GRAPE VINES.
Ko. 1, One Tear old, .$10 per 100 ; or $M per 1000.

" 2, $8 per 100 ; or STO per 1000.

2 Tear old. $J0 per 100; or filSO per 1000.

Delaware Grape Vine Layers, ?*) per doz.

Union Village, $6 per dpz.

ROOERii^' HVBRIDS.
No.*8 4, 15 and 1^, we have fruited the past 3 years, and

they have done finely.

We have also Ko.'s 1, 3, 33. ?0. Price $0 per doz.

GEO. SEYMOUR & CO.,

^__ Soiitli NorAvallc, Conn,

20,000 Concord Grape Tines.
Our vine-^ are groicn in open field, all over one year are

tramplanted and will bearat o»c^..—Concord 1 to 3 veara, 25
to .'iO cts. each ; $10 to ifSO per 100; $75 to $175 per ifiOO. 1000
Roger's Hybrid (mostlv No. 19^. 75 cis. each : $8 per doz. A
few bearing vines, .*l 50 each

; $12 per doz.: origin, Salem,
Mass., 1^ miles from us. Creveling, extra sli'ong vines. Diana,
Delaware, Harttord Prolific, Dracut Amber, this is much the
earliest grape of my 50 bearing varieties.—Also Allen's Hy-
brid, lona, Israella, Adiroudac. 30,000 liusseH's Proline
Strawberry plants, ¥2 per 100; $18 per 1000. 20 other Straw-
berries.—20,000 Currant bushes, new varieties. A new Goose-
berry.—Large and Small Fruits generallv. Shrubs, Shade
Trees, Evergreens, &c. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue

J. ^y. MANNING, Heading, Mass.

50,000 CONCOED YIMS.
5,ooo rooe:k§' HYBRID'I^.

Send stamp for "Wholesale or Kctail Catalogue, containing
cut of Rogers' No. 19. The Special Premiiiin Grape
of the Penn. Horticultural Society, which is the best new
hardy Black Grape yet introduced. AVe have the whole
stock from original vine. Address

"WM, PERRY & SON. Bridgeport. Conn.

GRAPE VINES, &c.
Three good 1 year old Delaware Grape Vines, or 2 Ci'evel-

lug, or 2 Maxatawuy, or (> Concord, or 2 New ,lapan Varie-
gated Honeysuckles, Tvill be sent post-paid to the address of
any one sending a $1 Greenback to

MAHLON MOON, Morrisvillc, Bucks Co,, P;v.

r;i RAPE VINES FOR SPRING 1865,—A cl iron due.
^^lona, Israella. Allen's Hvbrid, Delaware, Concorrt. I.ol'--*
ers' Hvhrids, No. 15 and 19. Hartford Prolific and Clinton
For fiale at low prices bv J. W. CONE, Vineland, N. J. For-
merly Norfolk, Conn.
The above vines are of best quality and warranted true to

name. Samples sent on receipt of price per dozen. Vines
sent by mail post-paid, when so ordered.

THE VENEER FRUIT BASKET.
Patented May 31st, 1864.

Weofi'ertothe trade
lor the year lS6.=i, the
celebrated Veneer
Fkuit Basket,
which has been so
extensively and sat-
isfactorily used the
pastseason. To those
who have used it, it

recommends Itself;
to others we claim
for it superiority
over the manv kinds
now in use for the
following reasons

:

It is broad at the bot-
tom and not easily
upset. Shallow ana

therefore prevents the pressure on the lower tier of berries
when being transported to market, nests closely together
when empty, and is neat, stylish, durable and cheap,

P'or Circulars of price and description, address the Manu-
acturers, A. BEECHER & SONS, 'Westville, Conu.

By mail. The New Strawberries, Grapes,
Currauts, &c.

Priced descriptive list will be sent to any address.
E. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

riv(! Iliindred Thousand
(500,000.)

CRANBERRY PLANTS,
for sale by GEO. A. BATES, Bellingham, Norfolk Co., Mass
Send for Circular on tlie Cranberry Culture.

HE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY for
Spring planting, for Upland and garden culture, and for

swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last sea-
son on Upland was over 400 bushels per acre. Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nursery
catalogue complete, will be sent to any address.

B. M. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

CRANBERRY PLANTS.—The best bearinir vines
and no others, can be had, not bv the Thousand "but bv

the barrel. Enquire of Doct. B. H. S'TEVENS, Esses, Conn.

CHOICE CAPE COD CHERRY CRA~NBERRY
VINES-famous bearers—jihini p. riih colored fruit, for

sale by J. F. WOOD, Middleboro, Mass. Send for Circular.

AGENTS WANTED for eale of Trees, Plnntsand
Seeds, in all the loyal States B. M. WATSON,

Old Colony Nurseries. Plymoijtb, Mass.
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PARSONS & CO.,
-^ offerVINES

of fill the leading varieties of excellent quality.

Among them are

each, pei- doz. per 100. per 1000.

ffona.- $1.50 $18.00 $125

AUcii's Hybrid. 75 7.00 40

Coiicoi-d, 1 year.. 35 3.50 13 $100
2 " 50 4.00 25

I>elaware 50 5.00 25
Foreign Vines of all the sorts and finely grown at

1 year, $5 per doz. ; $35 per 100.

2 years, 8 " " 50 " "

In addition to their other

FRUIT TREES
They offer PEAIi TREES of extra size.

Tliey commend to the special attention of nnraerymen their
Block of choice

embracing nearly 200 varieties, which they offer at low rates

:

among them are
CupREssus Lawsoniana |6 per doz.
TnUIOPSI3 BOBEALI3 6 " "

JuNrpEKs $35 per 100
Arbok Vit^, Siberian 10 " "

do American 6 " "

PlOEA NORDMANIANA... 50 " "
Pines, Anstrian f. 20 " "

do Scotch, large 20 " "

Upright Tew, quite hardy 35 " "

Norway Spruce 12 " "

Golden Yew
STREET TREES, large and handsome.
FLOWERING SHRUBS in areat variety.

ROSES. Hyhrid Perpetual, ou their own roots, not grafted
or budded, $20 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in excellent health.
STOVE PLANTS in variety.

RHODODENDRONS, both seedling and worked plants, and
in great variety of color.

For varieties and prices they refer to their Catalogues for
which address tiiem at

Flusguiig-, near New York.
Fruit and Ornaineutal Trees

For 8i>rin^ or 1865.

Respectfully announce that their stock of

I^ritit and Ornamental Xrees
for Spring planting is very large and complete in every
Dep!irtmont.

Planters, Nurserymen, and Dealers in
Trees, are invited to examine the following Catalogues
whicli give full particulars, and are sent pre-paid to ap-

plicants upon the^ceipt of postage stamps as follows, viz.:

Nos. 1 and 3. ten cents each. No. 3, five cents. No. 4, 3 cents.

No. 1—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Orna-
mental Trees, Shrubs, Roses. &c., &c., &c.
No. 3.—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Petunias, and

select new Green-house and Bedding Plants, published every
spring.

No. 4.--A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, published
every autumn.

ELL^VAI^GEU & BARRY,
ITIonnt Rope Nurseries,

Rocliester, N. T.

Hardy Fruit for the North West

!

Would you learn the hardy, early bearimr. most productive
sorts oi'fi-uit, liow to plant ; also tlie hardy Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs as tested in 23 years' nurserying at the West?
Send 2 red stamps for the (1365) Catalogues oltlie Blooming-
ton Nursery—13th year, 220 acres of Fruit, Ornamental arid
Nursery Stock—Root Grafts, Stocks, Cuttincs, Scions, Fresh
Apple (*8 50 bush), and Pear Seeds ($3 50 tt.), (ireeu-house.
Garden and Bedding Phiuts.

Apple a.n<l Pear Trees, Dwarf and Standard, an im-
mense Stociv, Plum, Cherry, Peacli, Apricot, Nectarine,
Small Fruits.

Cirapcs.— 15 acres, including Adirondac, lona, Israella.
Crevpliiis. Allen's Hybrid, 7 of Rogers' Hybrids, Norton's
Vir'.riiiia, Union Village, Hartford Prolific, with superb bear-
iui: lavers of Delaware and Concord. 1 year Catawba per
l.OUO. Early iiiclimond and Osage Orange in moderate sup-
ply.

Evergreens .^20 acres mostly medium and small sizes.
Ornamental Trees and Slirubs. Roses^Over 4 acres of
over 400 sorts, many very new—few better stocks and collec-
tioni. Dahlias, Plilox, Chrysanthemums, Gladiolus, Lilies,
&c. Five large Green-houses with frames covering over 10.000
s»iuare feet of glass are used.

Paclcing by all routes carefully done in moss.
Prices reasonable. Terms cash.

Bloomington^, III. F. K. PHCENIX.

To ^Vhoni it may Concern !

The Subscriber desires to form a partnership with some
Nurseryman who wishes to enlarge his business, who oper-
ates strictly for casli, who has no debts hanging over him,
mid is a thorough master of his profession. State the amount
ot money required, location and condition of business, and
submit references. All answers to this advertisement will be
m-omntly responded to, J. E. MERRIMAJ^, Lock Bos SOI,
Memphis, Tenn.

New Apple<^ and Pears.
The constant Inquiry after the fruit's that I have under

cultivation, indnccB me to ofler cions to all who desire new
and improved varieties. My collection consists of over 500
kinds 01 apples and pears, 100 of each may be selected which
are very beautiful and good. The following 12 varieties of
apples and pears are the most promising.

APPLES.
Topsey, the earliest of all apples, ripe July 1st; Vermont

Beauty and Vermont Strawberry, these two are very large
and beautiful, and of the finest quality, Sept. to December;
Vermillion, Washington Strawberry, Granite Beauty, Kirt-
land, Park Apple, Blooming Oraugfe, Franklin, Juices, and
Lincoln.

# PEARS.
Halstead Benrre. equal to the Lawrence, keeps UHtll April,

Dana's Hovey, Leggett, Bergan, Shoemaker, Beui-re Coit,
Eopes, St. Dorothea. Detongres, Wilmington, Dudley and
American Beautv. Cions, 2 and 3 buds to each, will be fur-
nished at the foHowing rates; 2 varieties, 3 cions each. $1

;

13 varieties, $5 ; 25 varieties, $8 ; 50 varieties, $15 : 100 varieties
25 ; no orders received for less than two varieties. Address

WM. S. CARPENTER.
329 Greenwich St., New York.

Evergreens ! Evergreens

!

We have an immense stock of Noeway Spbuck, Balsam
Firs, Scotch and Austrian Pines, American Arbor Vi-

TJS. CWhite Cedar), Siberian Arbor Vit^, &o., &o., from
small to large sizes. All have been transplanted once, and
the larger sizes two to three times In the nursery, so that

success is ensured in planting. They are offered at low
rates per doz., per 100, or per 1,000, and prices will be given,

packed in a superior manner, delivered at Depot in Roches-

ter, or otherwise. FROST & CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

CJ. MARC'S
Catalogue of Choice Roses, Pear Trees,

Vines, &c., &e.,

Is now ready, and will De sent free to all who may apply,
150 Varieties Hardy, ever blooming Roses, including Presi-
dent Lincoln and Geokgk Washington, and several
other new varieties ; also Tea and Bourbons.
Standard Roses, just imported, extra fine plants, among

which are the two above named sorts. Moss Roses, just im-
ported, on own roots, very fine, and of most selected sorts.
Pear Teeks, dwarf and standard, 2 to 5 years old, in bear-
ing. Apples, Coeeey, Peach, Cuerants, Gooseheeries,
&c. Grapes, in best native sorts, such as Iona, Iseaella,
Adirondac, and other good varieties.
Send for Descriptive Catalogues to G. MARC, Astoria,

L. L. New-York.

Reid's Nurseries, Elizabeth, New Jersey.
David I>. BiicUanaii, successor to Wni. Reid.
Offers for sale this Spring a large assortment of Dwarf and

Standard Pears, Apples, Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, Apri-
cots. Currants, .Gooseberries. Raspberries, Grape Vines, &c.
Also a fine collection of Hardy Evergreens, consisting of

Norway Spruce, Arbor Vitass, Irish and Swedish Junipers,
Cypresses, &c., &c.
Ihe stock of Deciduous Trees, such as Maples, Elmg, Lin-

dens, Oaks, &c., is fine and can be furnished in any quantity.
Orders by mail, addressed as above, will meet with prompt

attention.
N. B.—Priced Catalogues just published, forwarded on re-

ceipt of stamp.

Van Rtireii's Ooldcn D^varf Peacli.
A true Dwarf, from 28 to 36 Inches liigh, productive, and

good fruit. Also quite ornamental. Price $1 each. Send
tor Circulars. Address

HENRY A. DREER, Seedsman and Florist,
714 Chestnut-st.. Philadelphia, Pa.

WHITE WILLOW.
Genuine Cuttings of superior growth, shipped to any ad-

dress at $1 per thousand. Address J. H. GRAVP;S,
Dement, Ogle Co., Illinois.

ATIVE EVERGREENS AT $7 PER lOOO,
5 to 12 inches liieh, of the following varieties: Balsam

Fir, White Spruce, Hemlock, White Pine, and Arbor Vitie.
Packing free. JAMES A. ROOT, Skaneateles, N. Y.

WANTED.—A competent person to take cbarce
of an established nursery. Must have a thorough

knowledge of the business in all its branches, including man-
agement of green and propagating houses. Also, wanted, a
responsible traveling agent: one who has had some expert-
en^ preferred. Address "NURSERY," Wilmington, Del.

WANTED.—By a yonng man a situation with
some good Nurseryman, or stock-raiser, where a pre-

vious literary education might be of some advantage. Satis-
factory references given and required. Address A. M., Box
159, Shelbyville, Ky.

LODI POUDRETTE.
THE LODI MA^rUFACTURIIVG

CO., with an experience of 24 years, again
ofler a uniform article of Pondrette, pre-

pared from the iiigUt soil of the City of
New York.

Tlie experience of thousands of cnstom-
era attests to the fact that it is Ihe cheap-
est and the very best fertilizer In market.

It Is particularly adapted for Tobacco, Corn, Potatoes, and
Garden truck. A pamphlet containing directions lor use,

&c., may be had free by addressing a letter to the

LODI MANUPACTURIXG CO.,
G6 Coui-tlnndt-st., New-York.

Aininoiiiated Pacific Cruauo.
A real guano, containing from seventy to eighty per cent

of Phosphate of Lime; to which has been added by a chem-
ical process, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that it can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to
any other fertilizer. Price $80 per net ton. A liberal dis-
count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass,

State Assayer, and Dr. Lieble. of Baltimore, and testimonials
from scieuiihc agriculturists, showing its value, can be
obtained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents.

181 Pearl-st., New-York.

UNION MOWINCt machine.

This ^Machine has been in use four successive harvests, and
has met with the hearty approval and well merited praise of
practical farmers. We call the attention of fanners to our
Mower for 1865, of superior manufacture, and possessingnew and valaalile iniproveineiits.

Price, No. 1, 4 feet 6 inclies cut .^100 00
" 2, 4 feet "

,. 170 00
'• " 3, 3 feet 6 inches "

. 160 00

WMITCOMU'S
Hoi'se Hay IRakie.

Send for Circular. Agents Wanted.

CLEMENT'S
Improved May Fork.

ikl. i»

a ^
- eO

3 jim>^ ^ a

The LIGHTEST. SIBIPiEST most COSrPACT
and CO!VVE!VIE\T PORKiii use. Is made entirely of
Iron and .Steel, in ttic most dnrable manner, having no
wooden head to split and allow the teeth to get loose.
Agents ^V:inted.

A new and valnable Farm Implement. Something that
every farmer will appreciate.

It will save the l.aoor of three men every day when work-
ed—and with care will last yon many years, who would be
without

Patent Revolving Hay and Grain Stacker,
AND

CLEMENT'S IMPROVED HAY FORK.

p/i^:\4iai

„ ^ tm

PRICE. COarPIiETE, S50.
Any Carpenter with a model and dimensions, wliicb we

will lurnish, can build them.

AGENTS AVANTED
In every town in the State New- York, to manufacture and

set up, to whom a liberal discount will be made. Send for
circular, terms, etc.

SHARE'S Patent Conltcr Harrow.
Hoer and HiUer.

HALSTED'S Cnltivator and Seed Drill.
BROAVN'S Ice Cream Freezers.
Agricultural Implements of all lands.—Seeds, Fertilizers, &c

HAINES & PEL,!,,
87 Courtlandt-st., New-Torlt.
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THE UNIVERSAL
Cog-Wlieel Clothes Wringer

was pronounced superior to all others at

The World's Fair, in London, 1862,
received the BRONZE MEDAL (highest premium) at the
Great Fair of the

American Institnte, in New York tity, in 1863.
It has also received the

FIRST PREMIUMS
it tlie following STATE FAIRS:
NEW YOliK, 1863 1863
VERMONT, 1863
PENNSYLVANIA, 1863 18W
MICHIGAN,. 186-1

INDIANA 1863 1864

ILLINOIS 1863 18&1

IOWA 1863 1864
WISCONSIN -..18r>t

CONN. RIVER VALLEY FAIR 1864
CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAIR 18&4
and at the principal COUNTY and INSTITUTE FAIRS
throughout the laud.

Opinion, of Orange «Tadd, Ksq., Kditor Anici--
ican Agriculturist.

It is. In reality, a C^o/A?-** 5arer/ a Time Sarer ! and a
Strength Suver I We thlnl; the machine more \\\?knpayHfor
itself every year, la the saving of garments! There are sev-
eral kinds, nearly alike in general construction, but we con-
sider it Important that the Wringkb be fitted with COGS,
otherwise a mass of garments may clog the rollers, and the
rollers upon the crank-shaft slip, and tear the clothes. Our
own is one of the flret made, and It is as good as new, after
nearly four years' constant use !

td9^ See also Premium list in this paper and advertisement
In back numbers of the Agriculturist.
Prices for tlte best family sizes—WITH COGS—No. 2, $10.

No. l}i, $12. On receipt of tlie price from places wliere no
one is selling, we will send the U. C. W, fi-ee of expense.
B^- EVERY WRINGER WITH COGS IS WARRANTED!
Good canvassers can And profitable employment selling

the U. C. W. For terms and Circulars address
R. C. BROWNING, Genl. Ag't. 347 Broadway, N. T.

The Nonpareil WasHing Slacliine,

Is the only entirely reliable Washing Machine In existence.

Geared to run three tttrns of the crank to one turn of the

hand.
It has been In constant use in the family of Mr. Judd, the

Prtprietor of this Journal, and In that of Mr, Munn, proprie-

tor of the Scientific American, since 1861. For description,

see advertisement in preceding numbersof the Agriculturist.

Z^ Send for free Circular to
OAKLfEY & KEATING. 184 Water-street, New-Yorfc.

Thirty Gold or Silver

Medals, or other first pre-

miums, have been award-

ed to Mason & Hamlin

within a few yeai«. Their

Cabinet Organs are de-

clared the best instru-

ments of their class in the

world by over 200 of the

most eminent musicians

in the country.

Circulars with full par-

ticulars free. Salesrooms,

274 Washington Street,

Boston ; 7 Mercer Street,

New York.

S. D. & H. W. SMITH'S
'

AHERICAIV ORGANS.
Pronounced bv more than One Hundred of the best Organ-

ists of tlie country to be Superior to any other Reed In-
atrument yet produced, and have received the First Pre-
mium whenever exliibited.
SIBERIA OTT, Wholesale Agent. No. 743 Broadway. N. Y.

$1.00—Preserve Your Eggs.—$1.00.
One Dollar will procure the riehttonse Perkln*8 Patent

for preserving Eggs. Meats, «fec. For fall partlcolara, bco ad-
Terusemcnt in Feb. number of American Agriculturist.

Apply to HENRY £. RICHARDS, Bloomlleld. N. J

The First Premium was Awarded to the

AJVIERICAI^ ORQANJ9
At the New York State Agricultural Fair held at Rochester,
September 1864. over the whole catalogue exhibited. Includ-
ing instruments from the most celebrated makers.
Exclwtive Territory secured to Dealers mid large diacounts.
Send for lllnstrated Pilce Circulars and address all orders

SIBERIA OTT, 7-18 Broadway, New-York.

noAKDifiAiv, c;ray & CO.,
PIANO FORTES.

Orders for these celebrated and Superior Instrnments
Bhould be addressed to the Wholesale Agent. •

SiBEiilA OTT, 743 Broadway, New York.

$275. SEVEN OCTAVE. ^275.
ROSEWOOD PIANO-rORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., 499 Broadway, N. Y.

New. enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirty years' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for manufacturing, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
nnusunlly low price. Our instrnments received the highest
award at the World's Fair, und for five successive years at
the American Institute. Warranted five years. Terms
net Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

The ]Host PopuUir Piano Song^s.
'Twas K-T-ening at fHe Window. Hoffman. 30

" 'Twas evening, at the 'window
Were we, my Love and L

Do tliey Pray for me at Home. Flske. 30
*' O oft in foreign lands

As I see the bended knee.
Comes the thought, at twilight hour.
Do they ever pray for me.

I'm lonely since rxvy Mother died. Thompson. 30
"I'm lonelv since niv mother died,

Tho' friends and kindred gather near."

I live for tliose who love me. Clark. 30
"For tlie wrong tliat needs resistance.
For the cause tliat lacks assistance,
For the dawning in the distance,
And the good that 1 can do."

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. Kittredge. 30

One of the very best soldier's songs published.

I*d Choose to be a Baby. The best Comic Song of
the Season. 30

Copies sent by mall, post-paid, on receipt of price.

OLIVKR DITSON & CO., PubllaherB, Boston.

]Vislii¥itz's Monitor Moirer
and Reaper.

The success of the Monitor is without parallel. It em-
braces every point necessary to make a Perfect Movr-
cr and Reaper. It recommends itself to every fnrmer
for the simplicity of its construction. It is proved to be the
I^ightest Draft. It takes the preference for dura-
bility, ease of management and good work.
Four diflerent sizes. FnlJy warranted. For circu-

lars giving full description, references, &c.. Address
P. NISHWITZ, Manufacturer,

Willlamsburgh, L. I., N. T.

J. IV. CLOYES,
(General Agent, Central and Western N. Y".,) Utlca.

P. S. MESEROl^E,
(General Agent, 111., and the Weet,) 204 Lake-st.. Chicago.

§ HAIiSTED'S
« PAT. IMPEOVED
§ HORSE
o Hay Fork
a<

B
•i-t
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After Its extensive introdnction end use laet year, la now
oileied to the public In Its improved form. Agents wanted.
Town, County, and State Kienfs for sale. Send for a circular.
Address A. M. HALSTED. 67 Pearl-st., New-Tork.

Hnssey's Celebrated Plows !

Manufactory at North Benvlck, Me.
These Plows are celebrated for their superior turning ca-

pacity, easy draft, ease iu holding, steadiness In the ground,
strengtii and durubility.

" Having thoroughly tested these Plows we take pleasure
In reconiiiiending them to i he public."—William F. KsTKa,
Prest. N. H. State Ag. Soclctj-, Dover. N. H,
Mkkrill Bailey, Trustee of Shaker Society, Alfred, Me.
Circulars, Price Cards, &c., sent gratis on application.

Address TLMOTIIT B. HUSSEY,
Koi^i Berwick, Me.

AXT£NTION, BEAtERS IN WI1Ee£
STOCK.

THE JACOB'S WHEEL COJIPANT
are prepared to buy seasoned WHEEL STOCK OF PRIME
QUALITY FOR CASH, In any quantity, such 03 hubs,

spokes, felloes, bent rims, hickory plank, &c. Address the

JACOB'S WHEEL COMPANY, No. 99 Wall-Bt., or N OS. 145

and 147 Bank-Bt., New-York.

HURD'S PATENT

American Hog Tamer
To Prevent

HOGS FROM ROOTING.
FTcry Farmer Slionid Have It.

IT SAVES MANY TIMES ITS COST.

Price, with S Knives, delivered free at
nearest Express Office, $3.00.

Address EMERY & CO., Chicago, 111.

Saning^ Macliines :

Tn addition to the manufacture of.Steam and Horse Powei
Thrashing Macliines. we are builriinEt extensively Cross-
cut and Circular Saws, The Cross-cut or Drag Saw is intend-
ed to attach to Horse Powers of all kinds, and will saw from
20 to 40 cords of stove wood in one day. We build two sizes
of Powers snitable to run them. One is a two-linrse Power,
while the otliev Is heavier and is desiirned for eiilier two or
four horses as may he desired. These machines are in gen-
eral use and every farmer should have one.
Our Circular Saw for cutting cord wood, limbs and poles

into stove wood is tlie best arraneed and most desirable
style in use. Our macliinery is not only substantially built
ont of the best of material, but is tlnislioVi oil' in a very tasty
manner. Address JONAS W. YEO.

Proprietor Robinson's Marliine Works,
Kiehmoud, Ind.

Every Farmer Should have
HARPJNGTOK'S Combined Seed Sower and CulUvator.
BAKEK'S Patent "Weeding Hoe.
GKIFFING'S Steel Clipper Plow.
CAHOON'S Hand Broad-Cast Seed Sower.
SenU for Circular; North IMver Agricultural Warehouse.

GRIFFING BROTHER & CO.. PROPKntTOBS.
38 & 60 Courtlandt-Bt., New^Yorlc,
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I3(GERS01>I."S IMPROTEO
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested In the most tlioronch

manner tliroiighout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 1200.

The Horse Power Isworted by either wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantases. We
invite those wanting such machines to write for a catalogue
containInK full information with cuts, prices, &c., or call and
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to. by addressing

INGEltSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint.~Kinfr8 Co..L. I.

A Perfect Willow Peeler.
Peels rapidly, Kuns easily by hand or Horse power, will

not injure the Willow fn tUe least. A durable

and honest article. Send with stamp for Circular, with de-

scription and price. JIade and sold by
EASTEKBROOK & BRONSON, Geneva, N. T.

Sorghum Sugar and Syrup.
Tht' subscribers are Aijenya lor tbe sale of COOKY'S SU-
GAR EVAPORATOR and CLARK'.S CANE
MILLS, the best in use, and are also prepared to supply
farmers and others ^ith clioice selected v;irietie8 of SU-
GVR CAIVE SEED. Kor further pjirticulars and de-
scriptive pamphlets address BREWSTER & BOAK,

Scotclitown, Orange Co., N. Y.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS FOR Sale.
The Ho;i Breeders' Manual, a book every farmer should

have, wltli circular and prices of pigs, sent gratis, please en-
close stamps. Address N. P. BOTER & CO., Gum Tree. Ches-
ter Co., Pa. Photographs of Chester White pigs 50 cents eacb,
sent by mail.

FOR SALE.—A pure bred AlderneyBull, 3 years
old next June. Price $300. For particulars, enquire of

I. PENZ, 155 South-st., New-York City.

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR SALE, from the
most celebrated importations. For partlculara address

K. P. KIDDEI^ Burlington, Vermont.

THE BEST MOVABLE COMB BEEHIVE IN
the WORLD. Send stamp for Book Circular. K. P,

KIDDER, Burlini^ton, Vermont.

" TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN."

BRAHMA FOWLS FOR SALE. ADDRESS
J. S. EAGON. KossviUe, St;iten Island. N. Y.

Flax Seed, Clover Seed, &c.
Consignments of Seeds and general merchandise solicited,

and HigUe^t Prices Gnnrantcred, bv F. A. WHIT-
ING & Co., Gpmmission Merchants, 101 Water-st„ New York.
Sole Agents tor Government White Lead and Color Works.
Linseed nil and all otlier Oils, "Linseed Oil Substitute,"
Paints, Putty, Varnishes, &C., &c„ at Manufacturers' lowest
rates.

SiiaMaering'
Cured bv Bates" Patent Appliances. For descriptive pam-

phlet, address H. C. L. MJiAliS, Ttl West 23d-st.. N. T.

Bruce's Patent
Concentrated Manure

MAJN^UFACTUKED FROM
Animal fibre, Blood, and Pure Bone,

Sold by our Agents.

JOHN M. KICHAKDS, HI Commerclal-st..

Boston, Mass.

MICHENEK & YOUNG, ^06 Market-st.,

Philadelphia, Fa.

SEND FOR AGFJCTJLTURAL ALMANAC.
GlilFFING BROTHER & CO.,

58 & 60 Conrtlandt-st., New York.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UKITED STATES.

Tlie Best Fei^ilizei*.
FLOUR OF BONE, unbiirned, contains more Ammonia

and Phosphate of Lime than any other Fertilizer.
"Bone oust Is the asent best adapted to supplv Phosphate

of Lime to the deeper layers of the arable soil, for which
thf. Siipeypho><phate!i aye not suitable.
One pound or Bone produces In three seasons, ten pounds

of Corn, one pound of Guano, in the course of five years,
makes five pounds of corn."

—

Leibia.
" I find the Flour of Bone, made by tbe Boston MUlInfr and

Manufacturing Co., to contain 41.7-10 per cent of Phosphate
of Lime, and :ii..T-IO per cent of dry animal matter. The de-
composition of the latter in the soil furnishes Ammonia. It
also contains one half more Phospliate tlian Guano."
Boston, Jan. lSt«. A. A. HATES, M. D., State Assayer.

" I find the Bone Flour manufactured bv the Boston Mil-
ling and Manufactnrlnc Co.. to contain 41.5-10 per cent of
animal matter, and 12 per cent of Phosphate of Lime."
Boston, Jan. 1SG5. CHAS. T. JACKSON. M. D.,

Stare Assayer.
Prenaredonlyby the BOSTON MILLING AND MANU-

FAUTUaiNG CO., and for sale bv their Asent.
CHAS. A. GARDNER.

117 Front-s:.. New-York.

S. B. CONOVER,
Commission Dealer,

260, 261 it 262 West Washington Market,
FOOT OF FtTLTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all klnda of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.

liefers to the Editor of the American AKricoIturlat.

IflOORE'S

RURAIi ]VEW-\ORKER,
The leading and far largest circulating Agricultural,

Horticaltitral, Literary and Family News-
paper in Americn, has become so popular that various

persons are defrauding: the people of several States and Can-

ada by pretendint; to be traveling agents. Beware of all

such strollers, for they are swindling sharpers. The Kuual

Nkw-Yorkek has no traveling agents—only local Clnb

Agents. The safest way to secure the paper is to remit di-

rect to the Publisher or join a club being formed by some

one you know.

The Rueal New-Yorker Is a large and beautiful Double

Quarto Weekly, printed and illustrated in superior style.

Compare its Contents, Appearance, &c., with any other jour-

nal of equal or less price and decide upon its merits. Vol-

ume XVI commences with Jan., 1865, and hence Now is the

Time to SuBsCRroH. Terms, in Advance :—Only $3 a year;

less to clubs, and liberal Inducements (Including $1,000 IN
CASH PRIZES,) to Club Agents, Specimens, Show-

Bills, Inducements, &c.. sent free on application. Back

numbers of this volume can still be supplied.

Address D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y.

RANDALIi'S PRACTICAL SHEPHERD, the

great American work on Sheep Husbandry (of which over

Twenty Editions have been Issued in one year,) is published

by D. D. T. Moore, Rochester, N. Y., and sold only by the

Publisher and Club Agents of the Rural Nkw-Yokker, (ex-

cept in a few counties.) It Is a large 13rao. volume of 454

pages, handsomely illustrated, printed and bound. Price %1,

on receipt of which a copy will be sent post-paid to any ad-

dress in the Loyal States or Canada. Furnished to Club

Agents of the Rural at wholesale price.

Albums for the Million.
We <:pnd onr 10 picture
POCKET ALBl'M by
mill Pc^t Pai<l, for
75 cents, aud our 24
picture Album for £1.00.

JIST THE THING

FOR SOLDIERS,

samnel Bowles & Co.,

ALBUM
Manufacturers,

SpnxGFiELD, Mass.

Excelsior Photogpraph Establishment.
Card Photographs of all Prominent GeneralSj and dls-

tinguislied characters, and a large variety of miscellane-
ous subjects. Sent post-paid, at 10 eta. each.—"SpeciaLt-
TiES."—The finest card pictures in the world—at 15 cts. each.
Card Photographs colored. 20 cts. each. PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUMS, holding from 12 to 200 Pictures, at 65 cents to $18
each. Also, Rustic Frames and other articles in this line at
low prices. Dealers supplied at the very lowest rates. Cat-
alogues sent fiee. F. P. "SVHITING.

87FuUon-8t., New- York.
Also, Agent for PRINCE & CO.'S Celebrated Melodeons,

Automatic Organs and Scliool Organs.

Babbittoi&ian Peniiian^liip.
"Beautiful copies for practice.— .^cff;;?//?'.' American.
"Best arranged and most scientilic svstem extant."—M. J.

Fraxcisoo. Pfe^ft. Francisco's Bii>=:ine.ss College.
"Far in advance of other systems."—R. M. Boggs, Spen-

cerian Penman.
"Most beautiful and scientific ofsvsteras."

—

Journ &Mess.
"Chaste, beautiful and simple."—X 1'. Evangelist.
" The superiority of this plan is, that by a new method of

models and directions, any one twelve years old can make a
first class penmanwithout schools or teachers." Chj-is. Herald.
Gold and Silver Medals oflered for the greatest improve

ment from tliese copies. Splendid terms to Agents. 7'ue set,
complete, consisting of IK) copies on card-board slips, illus-
trated by 60 wood cuts and a Chart, sent post-paid for $1 50.
The beautiful Babbittouian Extra Fine Pens, or Business
Pens, post paid for %\ 50 per Gross, or 50c. for 36 pens. The
Penmanship and 72 pens sent for *2. Address BABBITT &
WILT. 37 Park Row. N. Y., or BABBITT & WILT, Miami
Commercial College, Dayton, Ohio.

The ~\e\¥ Y^ork Day Book.
FOR WHITE StJPREMACY, STATE SOV-
EREIGNTY, AND FEDER.II. UNION.
The only paper that explains the Negro question. Made

up expressly for weekly circulation—not re-printed from a
dailv.
TERMS : $2 50 per vear; Three Copies, $6 00. Specimen

Copies, containing full Club rates, sent ftee.
Address VAN ENRIE HORTON & CO., Publishers.

162 Nassau-st., New York.

Jan n ary. Kfl»ma,ry. Ma roll.
Curing Colds. Cold Feet. Neuralgia.
Weak Eyes. Costiveness. Sick Headache.
Bodilv Carriage. Dyspepsia. Catarrh.
HALL'S JOUR. HEALTH, N.Y., $1K yearly ; single 15 cts.

Send for Another Circular
Of the Claremont MAjmEAcrrtrRDJG Go's (Claremont, N.
H«) Dollar Packages of Paper ajid Eirrsi^Ofss. Or
seod a dollar and try one pacliage.

Improved places

PORTABLE PRINTING OFFICES !—
For sale bv the ADA31S PRKSS CO., 26 Ann St.. New-

York. Circular sent free. Specimen Sheet of TYPE, CUTS.
&C., six cents.

CiEND 15 CENTS FOR A SPECIMEN COPY of
,^^lhe HERALD OF HEALTH AND JOURNAL OF PHYS-
ICAL CULTURE, and 30 cents for tbe NEW HYGIENIC
Cook Book, with more than 500 receipts for Cooking the most
wholesome food for invalids. |^ for a H;ind Mill for prepar-
ing Hominy, Cracked Wheat, etc.. and $3 forthe best syringe
for preventing and curing constipation, dvspepsia. and Liver
Complaint. We publish a large list of Health books which
every invalid who would be led away from a constant de-
pentfence on drugs and qu.'ick medicines to nature's remedies
should read. Send 3 cents for Circulars. Address MILLER,
WOOD & CO., 15 Laight street. New York.

REEN'S PATENT ROOFING
Consists of a stout Canvas, inipregnated with a per-

fectly water-proof and incorruptible compound, covered on
both sides with a stout fabric made water-proof bv a solution
of INDIA RUBBER, aud hardened by a coating ofPATENT
METALLIC PAINT.

It is tborousrhly WATER-PROOF.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of oil-cloth.
It makes the best and most durable READY ROOFING

ever introduced.
It is desi£ned for DWELLING HOUSES, BARNS, SHEDS,

STEAMBOATS and RAILWAY CARS.
It can be laid down by any sensible working man.
It is CHEAPER than anv known ROOFING OF EQUAL

DURABILITY. HENRY SMITH, No. 129 Pearl st.

VIIVEIiAlVD
FARM A!^I> FRi;iX I.A:\I)S, in a

mild and healthful climate. Thirty miles wtith of Phila-
delphia by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same line of lat-
Itaae as Baltimore, Md.
Tlie soil is rich and productive, \a.ry\t\z from a clavtoa

sandy loam, suitable for Wheat, Grass." Corn, Tobacco, P'ruile
and Veeetables. This is a great frnit coiintry. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards have been planted out by ex-
fierienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears, &c„ produce
mmense prolits. Vineland is already one of tlie most beau-
tiful jilaces in tbe United States. The entire territory, con-
sisting of forty-five square miles of land, is laid out lipon a
general system of improvements. The land is onlv sold to
actual settlers with provision for public adornme'nt. The
place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
tages has become /Ae resort of people of taste. It has in-

creased five thousand people within the past three vears.
Churches, Stores. Schools, Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constanllv set-
tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
it is estimated that five hundred will be built during the sum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward. ^25
per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than in

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va
for sale.
Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Manu-

factories. Foundries. Stores, and tlie like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,
and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abound-
ing in fruits and poss<^ssing all otlier social privileges, in the
heart of civilization, it is worthy of a \isit.

Letters answeced and the Vineland Rural, a paper giving
full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.
Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, Ylneland P. O., Landls

Township, New Jersey.

From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor
of The Tribune : It is one of the most extensive fertile
tracts, in an almost level position and suitable condi-
tion for pleasatH farming that we know of this side of
the \Vestern Prairies.

FOR SALE.
FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING
IN NEW JERSEY.

THE SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD
Land for farming and market gardening, in quantities to suit
purchasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bav Railroad, mid-
way between New-York and Pliiladelphia, at $10 per acre.
In addition to all the common products of a farm, these lands
are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet potatoes, peach-
es, grapes, tobacco and hops. All crops ripen ten days ear-
lier than on Long Island. Squankum marl is delivered at
any point on the railroad at one dollar and fifty cents per
ton, and fertilizes the land for seven years after its applica-
tion. The lands are ninstlv covered with vellowpine timber.
suitable for lumber and cn'rd wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut ofl". leaving the laud ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rails, ^'j per 100. Cord wood,
at any railroad station, $3 per cord. A portion of the landi*
contain a large qLantity of the best potters' clay yet discov-
ered, for tbe manufactiire of yellow ware. Saw-mill within
one mile of Shamong Station. A good hotel at Shamong. on
tbe lands offered for sale. The location is very beaUhy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with cood mill-sites and water-power for man-
ufacturins purposes. The whole purchase monev may ro-
main on im^rtsasc for a terra of years if desired, it" the pur-
chaser cultivates the land.

For further partirnlars applv to
F. B. CHETWOOD. Elizabeth, N. J.
WM. O. GILES, 70 & T2 Franklin-st., New- York.

"MARYLAND FARMS"
We are agents for the sale of nearly

Fonr Hundred Farms
In this State. A printed list of them can be obtained by
sending postage stamp to

R. W. TEMPI.EMAN & CO.,
No. 48 Lexlngton-st., fup stairsj B.iltimore City, Md.

SUPERIOR far:vi r.Aivi>!-2«7ooo
1^ Acres at low prices and arconimodating terms.— Fraik-
linville Tract.—Gloucesler County. New Jersey, .v miles
south of Philadelpliia. on Railroad running from Philadel-
phia and Camden to Cape May. In lots to siiit purchasers.
Circulai-s with report^ of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry,
and others., with full information, sent free hv addrcssine
JOHN H. COFFIN & CO., Franklinville. Gloucester Co7.
New-Jersey. Also Improved Farms fiom 20 Acres upward.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—A FARM CON-
tainiuE 80 Acres, GO under fence, 20 Acres voimg Timber.

Dwelling House and Barn. ^^ mile from R. ft. »:tat.on and
Village, frontlne a Turnpike, only 50 dollars per acre.

J, H. COFFIN, Franklinvllle, Glouceeter Co., N. J
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THE PROGRESS OF FLAX CULTURE.

IMPROVED MACHINERY.
SANFORD &, MALLORY'S

FLAX BRAKE.
Tangled Straw Made Valuable.

Neiv and Desirable Implement.

THE STRAW STRAIGHTENER.

While cotton held undisputed sway at the

head of textile materials, it was difficult to

attract public attention to tlie less apparent but

rapidly increasing necessity for the more ex-

tended culture of flax. For a long period the

home-grown supply had each year been less

adequate to meet the growing demand. Cheap

eotton goods had supplanted homespun linen,

and other crops had consequently taken the

place of the small plots of flax which formerly

yielded the home supply, and gave a small sur-

plus for the factories. Although flax manufac-

ture had not at all kept pace with other branches

of mechanical industiy, nor with the require-

ments of the country, yet manufacturers could

not procure enough of the raw material for their

own limited wants ; so that, even without the

extraordinary demand created by the shorten-

ing of the cotton supply in consequence of the

war, there was pressing need for the extension

of flax culture. One great obstacle however
was to be first overcome. The old methods of

preparing the fibre for market were tedious, ex-

pensive, and unpleasant. Enterprising men ac-

customed to moweis, reapers, threshing ma-
chines, etc., could not be prevailed on to adopt

the slow process of hand pulling, or to take hold

of the antiquated handbrake and swingle, and

hence where flax growing had been found pro-

fitable for the sake of the seed alone, the straw

was neglected and either burned, or suffered to

accumulate in unsightly lieaps. About the time

SAJTFORD & MALLORY'S PLAX BKAKE.

the war broke out, and just when the need of

improved machinery began to be most severely

felt, the new and improved Flax Brake, invent-

ed by Messrs. Sanford and Malloiy, was brought

before the public. Its importance justified the

favorable notice made of it at the time in the

Agriculturist and other leading journals, and its

subsequent successful working has more than

confirmed the good opinion of it then enter-

tained. Prominent manufacturers who have
put these brakes to practical test for two or

ijljree years, are unanimous in their testimony

to its great superiority to the brakes formerly in

use, both in the amount of work it performs,

and in the saving of stock. Another feature of

hardly less importance is the fact, that while the

use of the old brake required skilled labor, and
that even with this there was danger to life or

limb of the operator, the new machine can be

run with entire safety by any ordinary farm

SANTORD & MALLORY'S

hand. In the November Agriculturist is an

account of its being successfully worked by the

daughters of a gentleman who exhibited it at the

New York State Fair. This enables the far-

mers of a neighborhood who engage in raising

flax, to unite in purchasing a brake to be run
with horse power by themselves, and thus^ to

turn their straw as well as seed to account. At
present rates, the straw will give the largest re-

turns, and none can afford to let it go to waste.

Enterprising men are entering the business of

flax dressing, contracting for the straw and pre-

paring to dress it for the manufacturers' use,

and there can be little doubt that they will find

it most profitable. In France this preparation

of fibre forms a distinct branch of labor, en-

trusted to men called liniers, and by this division

of labor the work can be more easily and suc-

cessfully conducted. The new machinery will

do much toward establishing such an arrange-

ment in this country to the benefit of all parties

concerned.

Hardly second in importance to the improved
brake is a new machine, called the " Straw

Straightener," just brought out by the same
inventors, for the purpose of preparing tangled

straw for the brake, and thus making available

the supply which is raised only for seed and

threshed out by horses or otherwise. We give

an illustration of the implement above; It con-

sists of a revolving skeleton cylinder, armed
with teeth set at a proper angle, which take

hold of the tangled straw as it leaves the feed-

ing board. The top of this cylinder is enclosed

by a concave cast iron cover, provided with

groves through which the teeth of the cylinder

run. At the rear of the machine opposite the

middle of the cylinder and parallel with it, are

two fluted rollers, between which the flax passes

as it leaves the cylinder. These revolve a little

faster than the cylinder, so that they slightly

draw the flax over the teeth and through the

grooves in the cover, and by this action, together

with the revolving of the cylinder, the tangled

straw is straightened and prepared to pass at

riglit angles over the fluted rollers of the brake,

so that it may be broken as perfectly as straight

STRAW STRAIffHTENER.

hand-pulled straw. This machine was visited

by three editors of the American Agriculturist in

company with several gentlemen engaged in the

flax business, who examined it carefully while

in operation, and all agreed as to its efficiency

and great value. Perhaps the best evidence of

its excellence is the fact, that fifteen of the ma-
chines were at once ordered by manufacturers

upon the first inspection, and before any cir-

cular or advertisement of it had been issued.

This implement is all the more valuable, be-

cause it can be used as an adjunct, to prepare

tangled straw for any style of brake now in use.

Cotton was introduced because it was cheaper
—not better—than flax, and now that by the

aid of these iiuprovements flax can be produced
cheaper than cotton, the scale must again turn,

and those who engage in the business will reap

the profits. Already since the introduction of

these brakes, the production of dressed fibre

has more than quadrupled, being 30,000,000 lbs.

now, against 7,000,000 formerly. The seed alone

will handsomely pay for raising a crop, leaving

the lint to greatly increase the profit. The
market can not be overstocked for years, as

new uses are constantly calling for increased

supply. A single India rubber belt manufac-
turing company, in New York City, now use

flax annually amounting to more than one
seventh of the entire product of the whole
country before the war ; they find it better than

cotton, and will never return to their former
method of manufacture. While those who now
engage in flax raising and flax breaking, will

reap splendid profits, the return of low prices

will not ^ause failure, as the demand and price

will inevitably continue remunerative. Thus
a most inviting field is open for capital and
enterprise, which for the good of the country as

well as individual profit should be at once en-

tered upon.

Full and interesting details concerning the

above machines are given in a pamphlet issued

by the Sanford & Mallory Flax Machine Co.,

which may be obtained by addressing

Mr. JOHN W. QUINCY,
Treasurer, 98 William St., New Tork City.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

With the advent of April, all animated nature

merges from the long reign of "ivinter and com-

mences life anew. In this latitude the tender

grass comes springing up everywhere ; in seclud-

ed nooks of the fields and on the sunny hill-

side flowers are opening their petals to catch the

sunshine. The song of the blue bird—"Tliere'll

be no more winter"—admonishes us that it is

time to prepare for field operations, and all the

forces of the farm have already commenced, or

are just beginning the labors of the season.

Animals.—April is one of the most critical pe-

riods of the year with our domestic animals, es-

pecially with the females. H.ive a care before-

hand tliat none suffer from lack of a sufficiency

and variety of feed. Let roots be fed at least in

small quantities wherever practicable. Use the

card and brush freely on horses and neat stock,

and see to it that the active fermentation which

the warm weather will cause in the manure does

not affect the stock unfavorably. See "Basket"

item on vermin. Mares, cows, ewes and sows,

are all liable to slink their young at this time of

the year, unless they receive constant care, not

once a week, but several times a day. It is an

erroneous notion that the causes of abor-

tion are very obscure. It is unnatural for ani-

mals to bring forth prematurely, and the reason

for their doing so is often plain. Sometimes it

is caused by lack of suflicient nourishment, water

and feed, sometimes by ergot, and perhaps smut,

or poisonous fungi in the hay ; sometimes by

over-exertion, by slipping down, or by some act

of violence, such as a kick in the flank with a big

boot, a severe hooking, or worrying, or some-

thing else. Mares and cows frequently slink

their young in April for want of water and

sometimes from being compelled to drink im-

pure water, especially that impregnated with

manure—either upon the surface, or from

wells in the barn-yard into which the leachings

run. Feed whole grain to no animals, ex-

cept sheep h.tving good teeth. See that enough

coarse grain is ground to last teams and stock

until pasture time, so that it will not be neces-

sary to go to mill when teams should be plow-

ing. As the warm weather comes on, and ani-

mals begin to slied their hair, they will consume

as much feed as in the winter, if it be good.

Barley.—If the soil be in a good state, sow as

soon as the ground will do to plow. If possible,

obtain seed free from oats, buckwheat and

spring wheat, as all such grain is a nuisance

when the barley is malted. In the best regions

for barley, good farmers are so careful to keep

the crop free from oats tliat they will not allow

unground oats to be fed to their teams while

they are preparing the .ground or putting in the

seed. Always keep the two-rowed, four-rowed,

and six-rowed barley separate, because, during

the malting process, different kinds will not

malt in the same time. Old bailey should never

be mingled with new when sold, as the two

will not malt alike, and' a loss must be sus-

tained by the brewers to the farmer's discredit.

Birds.—Whatever havoc birds may make among
the fruits in summer, during April and May
they live upon insects, and the number they de-

stroy is immense. Happy is he who has Jiis

garden full of them. Wrens and bluebirds

especially should be courted and funiislied

with houses of appropriate sizes ; for wrens,

boxes 4x4 with an inch hole for entrance two

inches above the floor; for bluebirds, GxG with

li inch hole. Colonize the different birds in

separate places, for the wrens are quarrelsome.

Cattle.—Cows that have not yet calved should

be allowed to stand several hours daily in large

sunny yards. Ifthe calves be removed from milch

cows as soon as dropped, the cow is less wor-

ried than if they are taken away after she has

become attached to them. New milch cows

ought to have roots or some green succulent

feed at this season : what is called "slops," sup-

plies the place ofmore natural and better things.

This is one of the worst months for caked bag,

garget, milk fever, etc.; watch for the first symp-

toms and check the disease if possible. Beeves.

Increase the amount of meal fed to fattening

bullocks. Do not require them to eat too

much cut straw with it. Coarse meal will

digest more readily if soaked over niglit.

During April, bullocks three years old

should receive from ten to fifteen pounds

of fine corn meal mingled with wet straw

during the day. Meal fed at this season of the

year will prepare them to lay on fat and flesh

when they are turned to grass. This is equally

tnie of fattening sheep designed for early mutton.

Working Oxen.—See that the yokes are right

and bows are not so short as to choke them.

Feed working cattle well and handle them care-

fully, and they will grow fat every day' and be

worth more for beef next summer than they

may be bought for now. Oxen will endure the

heat nearly as well as horaes if fed as well and

not abused and worried by bad driving. Always
allow them at least two hours during tlie mid-

dle ofthe day for rest and chewing the cud—time

for which is quite as necessary as time to feed.
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Carrots—May be sown as early as the ground can

be put in so"f' order. Tlic Lonp; Orange is the

favorite ticUl variety, though the White Belgian is

said to be move productive; and, if so, it is better

for feeding, but not for market. Sow 2 pounds of

seed to the acre by hand, and 1 to 1^ by machiue.

Cellars.—Do not neglect to clean them out tho-

roughly, removing all decaying vegetables, wood,

etc. Where cabbages or potatoes have lain and

decayed in part. It is -well to sprinkle dry ashes or

fresh loam, removing It after a day or two. White-

wash every part, except the floor, which may well

be spriukled with lime. See article on page 123.

CI(n>er.—See article in the Basket.

Drairiinff.—This is the best season to see where

drainage is needed, and to appreciate its advantages

as shown in land well uuderdrained, though the

maximum effect may not be seen for a year or two.

If there is any time to spare from other and more
Important work, push forward the dr.ains. Round
tiles with collars are the best, but not easy to get.

FcTices, Ihsis, and Oates.—See article in Basket.

Fotvls.—Collect eggs of all kinds before evening,

lest they be injured during cold nights. Place

those designed for setting in a pan of bran or oats,

little end down, to keep the yolk from the side and

adhering to the shell. Hens and other female birds

turn over their eggs frequently, both before and

during the period of their incubation. Mark
choice eggs with red chalk or pencil.

Orain Fields.—As soon as the frost is out, and the

ground Is settled, it is well to go over the land and

pick off the stones that have been heaved up. On
much land the grain is benefited by rolling, espe-

cially when it has been thrown out by the frost. On
other soils this is injurious. Top dressings of ashes,

ashes and pl.aster, superphosphate, guano, ammoui-
acal salts or similar subst.ances which can be sowed
by hand, usually produce good results, especially if

the grain is winter killed in spots or does not look

thrifty. Coarse weeds may often be pulled easily

or out up with a "spud" at this time.

JTogs.—Secure a good stock of pigs or sboats for

manure makers. Give good care to brood sows.

See hints in last Agriridturist about farrowing.

Horses.—While they are shedding their coats the

sluu makes heavy demands on the org.aus of nutri-

tion ; it is peculiarly sensitive to cold, to wet and
drafts, and horses .are liable to take cold. They
should, therefore, be well fed, and groomed, and
blanketed when exposed, quite as well as in mid-

winter. Be careful about letting horses that are

shod get loose in the lots together. They are play-

ful, and in their play often kick one another severe-

ly. Horses intended for the market should never

be used before the plow nor for hard labor.

Neither should those used for fast work on the

road, nor showy carriage horses ; it makes them stiff

and awkward and will seriously affect their value.

Irrigation.—Tons of good fertilizing matter are

•arried off in small streams, which might be con-

ducted over our farms, especially grass lands with

great profit. Turn streams of muddy water from
the highway on fields so that it will spread over

n large surface. Fine earth, horse-droppings, etc.,

washed from the beaten ti'ack will increase the

quantity of grass quite as much as a top-dressing

of manure, and the water, aside from what is sus-

pended or dissolved in it, is of great benefit.

Implements.—Purchase no new kinds but those

that have been well tested. Look out for such as

will require the least force to work them. If

possible, procure those made near home, that in

case of a break-down they maybe repaired at the

least expense. If a wheel of a reaper or mower
"were to break, and one were obliged to send four

or five hundred miles to the factory for a new one,

he would pi'obably sustain much loss before it

could be put in running order again. Protect all

tools and implements from rain and sunshine.

Jmprnvetne^it.—This should be the watchword of

farmers during the entire year. Improve the fer-

tlllly of the soil by a better system of management,
and by making more manure. Improve stock by
disposing of inferior animals, substituting better

ones ; and improve the manhim<elf by reading good

agricultural papers, and in every way gaining and

eommuuicating useful knowledge.

Itanure.—If possible spread a good dressing of

barn-yard manure upon corn ground unless you
have a short supply, and it is fine enough to be ap-

plied in the hill. When barn-yard manure is

hauled to the field several weeks previous to being

plowed under, put it in close heaps to prevent loss

by evaporation, and if possible shovel a little soil

over it. Spread no faster than it can be plowed in.

Make a compost rich in manure, when fine muck
can be obtained, for manuring Indian cor& in the

hill. Where dung heaps beat, devise some means for

pumping the liquid over it,which leaches from it.

Meadows.—Keep all kindsof animals off meadows
in the Spring if you would have a good crop ol

hay. Better pay double price for hay than to

allow animals to graze on meadows. Make a light,

long-handled mallet, and knock to pieces all the

drop])ings of animals on meadows and pastures.

Pick up small stones in heaps, and haul off as soon

as the soil will bear up a team. If ashes, leached

or unleached, gypsum or lime, or ground bone is to

be sowed, the soouer it is done the better.

Oats.—Sow as early as practicable. Drill in both
ways using half the desired quantity each time.

Sow not less than three bushels per acre, with all

the light kernels and foul seeds removed.

Pastures.—Never allow animals to graze on newly-

seeded pastures before the grass has a good start.

The feet of heavy anim.als destroy much grass. At
first let cattle graze about two hours, then yard

them. On new land where the blue grass starts

soon, feed it off early in the spring, and keep it

short; few animals like it after seed-stalks appear.

Flowing.—Never plow heavy soils when wet, be-

ca«se as soon as the surplus water has settled away
they will be as compact as before. Plow dry por-

tions of a field first, and aim to pdow heavy soils

when they are just moist enough to pulverize well.

Never plow with a dull share or point ; and grind

every part of the plow until the earth will slip off

readily. If earth adheres, a plow runs harder,

holds harder, and does its work imperfectly.

Potatoes.—If it has not been done already, select

the best for seed. As the largest eyes are best for

seed, save the seed ends of those that are used
for coeking, and start them in small flower pots, or

oyster kegs, placed on the shelf in the kitchen.

They can be turned out of the pots and trans-

pl.auted in drills as soon as danger from frost is

p.assed. Better pay double price for ripe seed of

fair size selected when dug, than to plant potatoes

that have not been raised and assorted with care.

Eye.—Sow spring rye as soon as the soil has set-

tled and is dry enough to plow. The straw will be
needed next fall for binding corn stalks, and it is

considered better thau other straw to cut for

horses. The grain makes the best kind of me.al for

teams. Seed can be obtained iu most seed stores.

Soots.—Every farmer ought to raise roots enough
to feed his horses and neat stock, including calves,

from a peck to half a bushel a day, on an average,

and have enough for his sheep besides. Calculate

to get, with good cultivation, 800 to 1,000 bush-
els to the acre. Begin in April to prepare the soil,

manuring well, plowing deeply. Harrow thor-

oughly. Sow parsnips .and carrots in April and
mangels iu Al.ay, rutabag.as in June and sweet
turnips in June or July. Select a few of the best

beets, turuips, carrots and parsnips before they
are fed out, and transplant them for raising seed. It

.is quite as important to raise and select seed for

roots with care as it is for a crop of cereal grain.

Sheep.—Keep their yard dry and well littered,

and protect them from cold and wet storms. Sheep
dislike wet yards and leaky roofs as much .as a cat

hates a wet floor. Give them a few hemlock or

pine boughs to browse at least twice a week, even
when they receive a daily allowance of roots. Keep
a watchful eye on early lambs. When chilled,warm
them thoroughly by the fire. When they cannot

stand, put them iuto a tub of tepid water and rub

them with a soft cloth till they revive, then rub

dry and feed with warm sweet milk, and put the

dam in a comfortable place. Itis an erroneous no-

tion that chilled lambs must not be near the fire.

Sunshine.—Every animal should have the benefit

of the sunshine as well as light. Such as have been

kept in close quarters all winter should be allowec

to go out and bask in the sunshine every day

Sunshine in the spring is a great luxury for all kinds

of animals, and promotes their health and thrift.

Wheat.—T\i& varieties of spring wheat that appear

to take the lead at present are the Scotch Fife,

Golden Drop, the Canada Club and the China Tea.

In different localities one kind appears to suc-

ceed better than another. When none of these

kinds can be obtained in the country, get them of

dealers in seed in the large cities. Prepare theseed

as directed on page 113, aud drill in, or sow in good

season. If sowed early, unless the land is very

wet, the young plants will root deeper, tiller more,

.and the yield of grain will be larger.

Wood.—Read remarks on fire wood and wood-
houses in the Agriculturist for last month. Saw,
split fine and pile before both the hands and the

teams are required in the field.

Work in the Orrliard and Niii'§ei'y.

—April is usually a busy month with the iiursci7-

man, and he will now appreciate the value of all

prepanations made in advance to meet the rush of

business. The purchaser of trees, if he has pre-

pared his lands, staked out the places for the

trees, and eveu made the holes to receive them,

will flnd the work of ]>lantiugan orchard more than

half done. The general remarks of last month's
calendar should be heeded now. We repeat the

caution to exercise the greatest care in ju-ocuring

trees from a reliable source. An orchard is to last

for a life-time, and we well know the disappoint-

ment which is felt at finding trees which have been
carefully planted and brought into bearing, untrue
to name. No honest nurseryman will object to this

advice, and we wish to encourage such only.

Almonds.—These will grow and fruit wherever
the peach will do well. Plant early.

Orafting.—The proper time is when the buds
show signs of bursting. Cions put- in too early

often dry out before they form a union with the

stock. It is not practicable for us to publish each
year full directions for grafting and similar opera-

tions. A very fully illustrated article was given in

the issue for March of last year, which m.ay bo pro-

cured by those new subscribers who have had no
practice in graftiug. Directions for grafting clay

were given last month, to be used in place of graft-

ing wax, now so expensive on account of the high

price of rosin. Those who live where B.alsam Fir

Trees grow, can make use of the resinous exuda-

tion furnished by these, known as Canada Balsam.

A correspoudent in Chester Co., Pa,, uses four

parts of beeswax to one of balsam, the w.ax being

melted and the balsam stirred in until thoroughly
incorporated. He finds it to be an excellent com-
position to be used by itself or upon cloth. In re-

newing old trees itis sometimes advisable to bead
them back a year or two before grafting, and graft

into the the shoots which start.

Insects.—Xiook out for eggs, and destroy as di-

rected last month. A strong solution of soft soap,

as before recommended, will remove scale insects

and destroy parasitic vegetable growths.
Manure may still be applied to trees. See p. 120.

Planting.—When trees are received from the
nursery, do uot hurry the planting any fastei

thau it can be done properly. Heel them in by
making a trench deep enough to receive the roots,

aud set the trees in it close togethei', and cover the
roots. Iu this way they m.ay remain a long time
without injury. Presuming that the land is drained,

manured, aud well plowed, the holes should be
opened with a liberal hand, not a mere po^t hole
iuto which tlie roots can be crowded, but one large

enough to allow the roots to be spread out well.

Make a bed of good soil at the bottom to receive

the roots, and sufficiently deep to bring the tree to

the proper hight, then place the tree with thcroots

spread as much as possible, having previously

pruned them if they have been mutilated. Throw
on some fine soil aud work it In between the

roots with the fingers, and gradually fill up the

hole, pressing the earth down with the loot. The
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tree should stand a little above the general surface,

to nllow for settling. Put a mulch of some kind

around the tree. If properly he.ided back, aa ad-

Tised lust month, no staking will be needed.

Feac/i Trees.—These need a well-drained new soil.

Probe for borers, and put on a paper or some other

protection. Ashes is a good manure to apply

over the roots of unhealthy trees.

Seeds.—Those of fruit and nursery trees, includ-

ing pits and nuts of all kiuds, may be planted as

soon as the ground is ready.

Kitchen Garden.—As we write by the

open window the air feels spring-like, and every-

thing betokens an e.irly season. When the ground

can be worked, the prepar.itory operations of clear-

ing up, plowing, and spading may be pushed. A
goed gardener, whether he works on the large or

small scale, has his plans all laid beforehand, and

has made up his mind what to plant and where to

put it. Some hints upon the arrangement of

farmers' gardens will be found on page IIS.

Astparagiui.—Remove the coarser portion of the

manure, and fork in the rest. See last month's

calendar, and an article on page 117.

Eeanx.—ln those localities where there is no

longer any danger of frost, the early sorts m.ay be

planted. Start Limas on pieces of sods in hot-

beds. Secure a stock of poles for running kinds.

Beels.—%ovt Early Turnip or B.ass.ano, In drills,

12 or 15 inches apart. Soak the seed in warm

water for 21 hours, pour off the water, and keep

covered in a warm place until the sprouts just

show themselves ; roll the seed in pl.ister and sow.

JBi-occo;;.—This is grown by those who think

they cannot raise cauliflower. Treat like cabbage.

BrmseU SproiU.i.—A variety of the cabbage with

small heads on the stalks, and grown like cabbage.

C«&6o</«.—The plants started in hot-beds will

need an occasional sifting of ashes to keep off in-

sects. Thin them, and set the surplus plants in a

cold frame. Plant out where the season will admit.

Sow seed in open ground. See article on page 121,

for early varieties. If we could h.ave but one cab-

bage, for early and late, it would be Wiuingstadt.

Canvl.—Early Horn is the best early. So.ik the

seeds as directed for beets, and sow in 15 inch

drills, in a mellow, deep, well-worked soil.

CaiiliflDircr.—Attend to plants in hot-bed as di-

rected for cabbage. Sow Early Paris in open

ground. Early Erfurt is said to be very early.

Celery.—Plants in the hot-bed are often injured

by the sun. Sh.ade the glass during the heat of the

day, and air. It may still be sown in a mild hot-bed

or cold frame. Do not sow in open ground until it is

well warmed. Early White Solid is best. Celeriac,

or Turnip-rooted Celery, is sown in the same way.

Cold Frames.—lu many jilaces at the North these

will still be found useful. See p.age 83 (last mouth)

for a cheap plan. They are very convenient a.s

places in which to set plants from the hot-beds to

gradually harden them off. Most plants are beue-

fltted by this second transplanting. A frame which
can be covered with boards at night is better than

nothing. Give the plants free air during the day

whenever the weather will allow.

Cress, or Peppergrass.—Sow early and cover lightly.

Ciu-nmbevs.—Start 6eed.s on pieces of sods, or in

small pots, as recommended on page 121, Early

Russian is earliest ; "White Spined, largest and best.

Egg Flanta.—These are provokingly slow in their

early growth, and need a good deal of coaxing.

When large enough to handle, put them in small

pots, »r ti-ansplant to a gentle hot-bed. Sow seed

in hot-bed, if not already done.

O.irfic—Break up the bnlb, and plant the sets six

inchc.-i apart, in rows a foot apart.

Hol-b'ds.—In the colder parts of the conntry, the

present mouth is quite early enough to start the

hot-bed. See calendar for previous months, and

page §.3 of last month. Those already in oper.ation

need care. Air should be admitted during the day,

whenever the outside temperature will admit, by

opening the sasli a few inches, or removing it alto-

gether, according to the activity of the heating

materials, and the warmth of the sun. If neces-

sary to keep the sash on, shade in the middle of

the day. Weed, thin the plants, stir the soil among
them as needed, and use water slightly warmed.

KoM i?a6t.—This is a variety of the cabbage,

witli a turnip-shaped, eatable stem, and it is sown
and treated afterward precisely like cabbage.

£«<;;>.—Sow in light, rich soil, in drills 15 inches

apart or broadcast in a bed, for transplanting.

Manure and Compoxt.—It is presumed that the

needs of the garden have been anticipated, and that

a he.ap of refuse of the garden last year, sods,

ashes, manure, and fertilizing m.aterials generally,

has accumulated. The heap should be looked to,

and if it has not sufficiently decomposed, build up
a new heap, using the materials of the old one,

with fresh stable manure, to start fermentation.

Brewers' hops, and sprouts from the malters, are

valuable for the garden. Night soil should have

been prep.ared before. Even now, it will pay to

prepare it with a plenty of soil as heretofore

directed. Provide a tank of some kind for liquid

raannre. Clean out hen roosts and pigeon-house,

barn-yard and pig stye, privy and sink drain

;

every deposit of fertilizing material should be used.

Lettuce.—Transplant from hot-bed, and sow seed

in open ground.

Mustard.—Sow early for salad or greens.

Melons.—A few for early maybe sown on sods, or

in pots, .as directed for encumbers.

Onions.—Potato Onions, Sets, and Top Onions

are to be planted in rows, a foot apart, putting

only one bnlb in a place. Sow seed as early as the

ground can bo prepared, manuring highly with

well decomposed m.annre, ashes, hen-manure, or

any strong fertilizer. Burn brush over the bed to

destroy weed seeds, and sow in drills, 15 inches

apart. Onions from seed do not usually do well

much South of the latitude of New-York City.

Ihr.'<lei/.—The seed is some weeks in germinating.

Soaking for 12 hours will help It along.

Pxrsnips.—Sow last year's seed as early as may
be, in deep, rich soil.

Peas.—Sow every two weeks for a snccession,

first soaking the seed In tepid water. D.aniel

O'Rourke is one of the standard early sorts, and
several uew ones have appeared this year, with

great claims. The Dwarfs are h.andy. Provide

brush in readiness for the tail growing sorts.

Peppers.—Sow in hot-bed or cold frame.

Ihtatoes.—The early sorts should be put in the

ground .as soon .as the frost is well out of it.

fitting and Pricking Out.—It is a good practice

to transplant toni.atoes, egg plants, cauliflowers,

etc., from the hot-bed to small pots. These are

set in a gentle hot-bed, and when their roots fill

the earth, shift them to larger-sized pots, and set

in a cold frame. By the time they can be put out

with safety, they will be stocky plants, and ready

to turn out without disturbing tlnir roots. Similar

advantages may be obtained l>y preparing a cold

frame over a rich spot, and setting, or "pricking

out" tlie plants into it, at 4 iuchcs apart. Both

these methods give better results than transferring

piants directly from the hot-bed to the open ground.

Padis^es —Sow in any spare places in tlie hot-

beds, and in light quick soil in the open ground.

A sandy soil, if rich, is best. Sow at intervals of a

week or ten days for succession.

Phubarb.—Treat as directed last month.
Sahlfij.—Sow in the same manner as parsnips.

Spinach.—Sow the Round-leaved. Stir the soil

among the plants which were wintered over.

Sirerf Corn.—Seed for a few hills of Extra Early

may be placed in hot-beds on sods. See Cucumbers.

Seeds.—Follow the hints on raising given on p. 117.

Swks Cliard.—Sow like beets. The leaf of this

variety of beet furnishes most excellent greens.

Siceet Potatoe.'i.—When small quantities are grown,

it will be cheaper to buy the sets of those who
raise them for sale. The pl.ants are started this

month in hot-beds. Cnt the potatoes through

lengthwise, and lay them, cut side down, on the bed,

and cover them with rich soil to the depth of two

inches, when the slioots have pushed above this

another inch is added. The plants are to have the

usual treatment of thsse in hot-beds, being water-

ed, aired and covered as needed. The sprouts,

when well rooted, are slipped off and the younger
ones allowed to remain until they are tit to remove.

Tomatoes.—Pot or prick out the plants when they
have made three rough leaves. Sow geed under
gl.ass, or in pots or boxes in a sunny window in the

house. Give the young plants plenty of light and air.

Tooh.—Much of the comfort of working in the

garden depends upon good tools A spading-fork

is better than a spade for preparing soil. This and
a bayonet-hoe are indispensable. If the garden is of

considerable extent it will pay to get a seed-drill of

some kind. We have found the Wethersfield seed-

sower to give complete satisfaction.

Turnips.—Sow the Dutch or some early sorts as

soon as the frost is out, in foot-drills. The Teltow
is a very small early sort with a high flavor, and is

prized by Germans. It is excellent to put into soups.

Flower Garden and Laivn.

Have the prepai-atory work done up as soon as

possible. For new lawns, prepare the gronnd and

seed early according to hints on p.age 122. Fork
over and manure the borders as soon as the ground
will do to work. Many hints in the March Calen-

dar are timely for this month.
Annuals.—Do not sow the seed of tender sorts

in the open border until the soil is warm. Start

seed in hot-bed, cold frame or green-house. The
hardier kinds, such as Gilias, Whitlavia, and the

California annu.als gener.ally, may be sown early.

Pulbs.—Uucover those which were protected by

manure. Stake the tall-growing Hyacinth and

Crown Imperials if needed to prevent falling over.

Climbers.—A free introduction of these adds much
to the beauty of a place, and they can frequently

be made useful in shutting out undesirable

views. See notes given in last month's paper.

Edgings.—Old Box edging needs to be taken up
and reset every few years. This will not endure

very severe winters, and then grass, Dwarf Flag,

or some other substitute must be used.

Frames and Pil.t.—The plants in these must bo

gradually prepared for i-emoval to the borders by
removing the sashes and giving air every warm day.

Gravel Jleds.—Make new and repair old ones.

Coal ashes are excellent upon gravel that will not

pack, and where gravel cannot be had, coal aslics

make a good wallv by themselves. Do not forget

the notice of coal tar and sand given last year.

Jjawns.—Root out all large weeds and give a top-

dressing of compost, bone dust, or ashes. Trim all

the margins along paths or beds neatly. If there are

any depressions or unsightly elevations, pare off

the turf and fill in or remove earth as tlie case may
be, and replace the sod. Sprinkle seed on thin

places, and to make smooth work, roil thoroughly.

I^rennials and Biennials.—Sow seeds in an out of

sight bed for a stock for next year. Take up old

roots and divide ; transplant last year's seedlings.

7?osf5.— Prune the strong branches of perpctuals

to three or four buds. Thin out the wcalcer

branches. Cut old superfluous wood from climbers.

Shrubs.—See last mouth's Calendar.

Trees.—Plant deciduous sorts upon the lawn and
along the roadside, exercising the same care in

setting as is indicated elsewhere lor fruit trees.

Green and Hot-IIonse$.— The fires

in the hot-house may be much diminished, and in

the green house may be discontinued altogether,

unless a cold snap comes on. Ventilate freely

every pleasant day to harden the plants.

Bedding Plants.—A good stock of these should be
coming forward. Pot off the rooted cuttings, and
when they become established, gradually harden

them by exposure in a cold frame.

Bulbs.—Turn those which have finished bloom-
ing in the house into the open border.

Camellias.—These are mostly through flowering.

Prune into shape ; they bear cutting freely ; syringe

and keep the foliage clean. Cuttings may be made.

Fuch.vas—Cuttings of the new growth will make
good plants for summer blooming. The old plants

will need w.ater as they are now growing rapidly.

Insects.—Keep them in cheek by free use of the sy-

ringe and occasional resort to tobacco fumigations.
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Potting.—Those plants which are now Btartin^

into growth will need repotting. If not desired to

increase the size of the pot, put the ball of earth

into water and wash the roots clean. Carefully re-

pot with dry earth, which is to be well worked

among the roots. Water and shade for a few days.

Pi-unii\g.—Head back those plants which have

made a feeble growth, and thus induce the starting

of a new top. Thin out all the surplus limbs.

Seeds.—Those green-house varieties, such as

Calceolarias, Lobelias, etc., with very small seeds,

Ehould scarcely be covered or they will fail.

Cold Grapery.—The experience of Mr.

Low given in the last and the present number, will

afford useful hints to beginners. Every one growing

grapes under glass should use Chorlton's Grape

Growers' Guide as a hand-book, as it gives the re-

eults of the long experience of one of our most suc-

cessful horticulturists. The vines are to be uncovered

and so attached to the wires that they will bend like

an arch. As the buds begin to swell, this position may
'

be altered bo as to induce them to break evenly.

The tendency is, if the vine be put in place at once,

for the upper buds to start first and get the ad-

vantage of the lower ones. Fork over the border,

nnd syringe the interior of the house to make a

tnoist atmosphere. If the vines have been injured

during the winter they will show it by bleeding

from cracks caused by excessive cold. In this case

it is best to cut the vine back to one of the lower

shoots, which must be trained to replace the por-

tion removed. If the vine is in good condition, put it

up to the wires after the shoots have made a

growth of two or three inches. Keep the tempera-

ture at an average of 65 o , until toward the end of

the month when it may be allowed to reach 70 = , or

even to S0°. Avoid drafts, and syringe the wood-

work of the house as well as the vines, morning

and evening when the temperature increases.

Frnit Garden.—The notes of last month

will in most places be as applicable now as then,

and the notes on grape-planting on page 120, leave

but little to be said in this department. Dwarf

trees m.ay be grafted as noticed under orchard.

Planting of all kinds is to be done. Uncover rasp-

berries and fork in manure around their roots. Re-

move the mulching from strawberries, exposing

their foliage to the sun and air but keeping the

ground covered. Prepare beds for planting by

manuring well and working deeply. Beds four feet

wide with three rows of plants eighteen inches

apart each way are best for gardens. Plant them

When practicable as soon as the hard frosts are over.

is always a freshness and familiarity introduced. Every-
body is invited, and all enjoy equal privileges in exhibit-

ing fruits, and in soliciting and giving infornnalion.

Apiary in April.—This month the bees

are usually very busy gathering pollen. Sometimes

severe weather temporarily cuts off the supply, and

then there is danger of the ever busy bees, rob-

bing. Keep a watch upon them. Spread finely

ground unbolted rye flour in the vicinity of the

hives. The bees will use it instead of pollen. If

bees are suspected of robbing, kill one or two leav-

ing the hive, and see if their honey sacks are full

—

if so contract the entr.auce. If the robbers all come
from one hive, it may be ascertained by sprink-

ling flour on those that are leaving, and then w.atch-

ing the other hives to see where they enter. It is

sometimes well to change the robbed hive to the

stand of the robbers, placing the latter upon the

stand of the former. This will often equ.alize matters.

Colonies short of stores ought to be fed. If not al-

ready done, lift and clean out all hives. See hints for

last mouth. Employ spare time in repairing old

hives, cleaning them out, and making them, with

new ones needed, ready for swarming time.

Tlic Frnit Growers' iVIeetinj^s, held in

the Office of the Agricultvirist, at \)i o'clock, P. M., on

Thursdays, are increasing in interest, and the attendance

of late lias been quite large. Persons interested in fruit-

growing come togetlier and have a free familiar talk

about different fruits, best varieties, modes of culture,

etc. A new Chairman and a new subject for talk, are

chosen at each meeting, for the next week, so that there

Sti'a-«vl»erry Slio^v in June.—We pro-
pose to have as usual our "American Strawberry
Show" at a favorable time in June, probably on Thurs-
day, the 13th, or the 22d, accopding to the season. These
exhibitions have excited very much Interest in years
past, and have come to be looked upon as the great
Strawberry Shows of the country, both in intrinsic merit
and for the influence exerted bv them.

Commercial Notes—Prices Current.
New-York. March IS.

The conoenseo ana convenient taoies oe.ow, snow the
trans.acnons in the N. Y. Produce markets during a
month past. They are carefully prepared specially for the
American Agriculturist, from official and other reliable
sources, including the notes of our own reporter.

1. TRAK3ACTI0NS AT THE KSW-TORK MARKETS.
Receipts. Flour. ^Vhe!U. Corn. Rije. Barley. Oall.
23days(Afem'th.ll9.000 15,500 216,000 7.500 27.500 314.000
2) days test m'th. 107.000 2,100 185,000 6,250 27,000 255,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Ki/e. Barley.
22dayBtt(S month. 191.000 S52.000 .193,000 27,000 69,000
24 days tasi month, 221,000 434,000 196,000 31,000 37,000

a. Comparison icith same period at this time last i/ear.

EacEiPTs. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rj/e. Barley. Oats.
22<1ay3lS65 119.000 15.500 216.000 75.000 27,500 814,000
24daysl8C4 201,000 40,500 147,000 6,100 91,000 222,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. Corn. Eye. Barley
22 days 180.5 191.000 852,000 195.000 27,000 09,000
24day8lS(;4 432,000 2,501,000 1,154,000 10,500 287,000

3. Exports from New-York, January 1 to March 18.

Flour, Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats.
,„., '"''''• bus. bus. bus. bus.
Iff, 274,759 128,960 101,046 141 16,643
!»M 437,534 3,319.1S0 58.519 405 9 875
1863 514,710 3,150,890 1,398,054 59,106 961382

'•Sell as soon as you can get a fair price," is the standing
advice of this Journal. That it is risky to "speculate on
a rise," is shown by the present condition of the markets.
Since our last, gold has slid down from 204 to 157 (on
March, ITlh). and Produce of course goes down with it,

though not quite so rapidly, except in the article of butler.
A subscriber visited the city to see about selling his
butter. He asked our opinion, and we advised him to ac-
cept the offer of 57>fc per lb., and gave our reasons: but
he "hoped it would go higher," and held on ; he will be
lucky if he gets 37Xc. Prices of every thing are very
unseltled, and we can only give the rates current now.
There is an extensive effort now making among holders
of merchandise to run gold up again, so as to keep up
the prices of their stocks until disposed of, and these
efforts may be temporarily successful; but if the military
victories now looked for are realized, it will be impos-
sible to prevent a pretty heavy decline in gold. Until a
decided decline is established, business will be stagnant,
for few viill dare to buy anything beyond what is actually
needed, until people cease to expect a further fall in prices.

CtTREEirr Wholesale Pkioes.

„ „ Feb. IS. Marcli 18.
FLOtTB-SupertoExtraStatellOOO ®10 80 »9 80 @10 50
Super, to Extra Southern .... 11 10 ®14 50 10 40 ©13 50
titra Western 10 65 ©12 50 10 30 all 75
Lxtra Genesee lo 85 @12 50 10 50 (5112 00
SuperBne Western lO 10 @10 45 9 85 @10 15ItYEtLOCK 7 73 ® 8 75 7 30 ® 8 60Corn Meal... 7 75®865 725 08 00

T'.PPFr-^M'!;*^ of Wblte.. 2 43@265 230®2 60
AUklndsofKed 2 lo ® 2 45 195 @ 2 30COKN-Tellow 1 73 ® 1 76 1 52 @ 1 57
Mixed.. 188 ® 153 aOats—Western 110 ® 1 10), 110 ®
State 1 03 ® I OJ 1 07 @ 1 09
I'VE 160 ® 1 63 150 ® I 55Bablkt... 1 83 ® 2 05 1 90 ® 2 15Cotton—Middhntjs, per lb... . 85 ® 87 65 ® 66
Hops, crop of 1864, per lb 23 ® 50 15 ® 43K
Feathers, Live Geese, p. lb.. 75 ® 76 73 @ 73Seed—Clover, per lb 25 ® 26 23 @ 24V
Timothy, per bushel 6 00 ® 6 75 5 50 ® 6 50
Flax, per bushel 3 50 ©365 330®3 50Sugar-hrown, per lb 16 @ 22 12 @ 18
MoLASSES.New-Orleons, p.gl.. 133@I50 125®l45
COFFKK. lilo. per lb ... 39 ® 44 34 ® S'.u
TOHACCO—Kentncky.&cp.lb.. 10 ® 45 10 @ 45
Seed Le.if, per lb 9 ® 50 9 @ 50Wool—Domestic fleece, p. lb.. 87M@ 1 10 85 @ 1 07M
nomestic, pulled, per lb 65 ® 1 04 65 ® 1 00
California, unwashed 22K@ 65 25 @ 65
Tallow, per lb 15X® 16>i 13 ® 13K
Oil Cake, per tun 70 00 @78 00 60 00 @63 00
Pork—Mess, per bbl 34 00 @36 75 30 75 @33 75
Prime, per bbl 29 00 @30 00 28 25 ®'28 50
13EEF—Plain mess 18 00 ®33 00 16 OO ®19 00
Labp. in bills., per lb 19K@ 24 17 ® 21
Butter—Western, per lb 325^® 47J< 15 ® 25
St.itc, perlb 42>J@ 57>i 23X® 33
Chresb 14 @ 24 14 ® 24
Beans— per bushel 300@355 2 75®2 80
PEAS-Caii.lda, per Bushel... 230@235 2 30®2ai
EQGS—Fresh. per dozen 45 ® 47 31 @ 32
Poultry—Fowls, per lb 22 ® 25 24 ® 25
Turkeys, per lb 24 ® 25 25 ® 28
Potatoes—Mercers, p. bbl... . 3 75 ® 4 20 3 50 @
Peach Blow, per bbl 8 75 @ 4 00 2 50 @ 3 00
Apples—per bbl 6 50@700 6 50@700
Ne^v-YorU tiire Stock Markets.—

Beef Cattle have come in much more freely and uni-

formly for four weeks past than previously, averaging

6,708 head weekly. The snow and frost troubles on
railroads are over, and Western animals now come
directly through. Prices were higher, but range this week
at 24c.fa)25c. per pound, estimated dressed weiglit for

extra beeves; aic.OSSc, for first quality ; 17c.(o)20c., for

good ; and down to llc.lSlSc, for the poorest. See
"Basket" note on Beef for Soldiers.

mtlcb Coivs,—Average weekly receipts, 204. Prices

have changed but little since last month. There is little

call for cows, owing to the high price of city feed. Rates
range from $50, for poor, to $80/a)90, for good milkers,

and $100, and upward, for extra.

Veal Calves come in less freelv at this season, the

weekly average for four w-eeks past being only 610. The
best bring 14c.f5)15c. per pound, live weight ; common
to poor, 13c.(S)Ilc., per pound.

Slieep arrive in quite large numbers, the weekly aver-

age being 13,382. The demand has been quite large, at

l^)^c.{a)H}2C,, per pound, live weight, for extra, and
down to 10c.©lie, per pound, for poor animals.

IjiveHogs have been in small supply, and high, but

have arrived more fieely at this week's market, though

still scarce. They find ready sale, at 13?,^c.f5)14^ic.. ner

pound, live weight, for prime corn-fed.

Good Premiums.
The following good premiums are still open to all wish-

ing them. We desire those having commenced premium
lists, to fill them out and receive the articles offered. New
clubs may also be commenced at this season. We are

constantly increasing the value of the paper. The prize

articles on Flax and Hops, the many other valuable hints

and suggestions, the numerous engravings, etc., can but

commend the paper to every one, and with a copy in

hand to show, a large number of our readers can, in a

brief time each collect names enough to secure for him-

self one of the desired premiums.

Table ofPremiums and Terms, t?

For Volume 24.

Open to a.11—No Competition.
E5-

Names of PremUnn ArticJes.

1—Good Books—* See (erju-t below —
a—Case ol' Drawing Instruniente.., $8 00
3—Best Family Clothes-Wringer 410 00
4—Doty's WiishlriK Machine ...|l2 00
5—Sewing Machine, fWheeler & Wilson)., fSS 00
6—Four Octave Melodeon (best) ?67 00
7— Five Octave Melodeon (best) $113 00
8—Bro^\Ti'8 Baby Tender $30 00
&—Brown's Baby Tender 842 00
10—Woodrutrs ftfercmial narometer..C2) . JlO 00
H—WoodruITs Mercurial Barometer.. (1).. $15 00
13—The Aquarius $13 00
13—Ladies' Rosewood Writing Desk $ri 00
14—(gentleman's do do do $li 00
15—Any back Volume Agriculturist, "1

.'2'S *l M
16—Any Two do do do S = *3 00
17—Any Three do do do >

^o $4 50

18—Any Four do do do Ss $0 00
19—Any Five do do do J C;to $7 50
ao—Strawberry Plants-• See Terms below

g|

60
70
80

S(W
400
COO
ISO
2M
70
90
80
SO
90
20

l^'No charge is made for packing or boxing any of the

articles in this Premium. List. The Books, also Premiums
2, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, are delivered to any part

of the United States and TerritorieSy free of all charges.

The other articles cost the recipient only the freight af-

ter leaving the manufactory of each. H^ Every article

offered \s new and of the very best manufacture.

Send along the names as fast as obtained, that the

subscribers may begin to receive their papers promptly,

When any list is completed, notify us which of the arti-

cles is desired, and it will be promptly forwarded. To save

mistakes and the keeping of money accounts, send with

each name or list of names the exact subscription money.

To avoid errors and save unmense labor in looking over

our books, It 15 absolutely essential that every name design-

edfor a premium list be so marked when sent in, (Such

names will be credited to the sender in a separate book, as

fast as received—ready for instant reference.)

Old and new subscribers will count in premium lists,

but they should be partly new names, for it is to obtain

such that the premiums are in part offered. Premium
clubs need not all be at one Post office. Of course

only one premium will be given far the sume subscriber.

E^^For full description of the other premiums see pages

2 and 3 o( Ja.n[i^y Agriculturist. We have room for only

• Pjreminm 1.— Good Books.—Any person sending
25 or more subscribers, may select Books from the list

on page 105, to the amount of 10 cents for each subscriber
3eat at $1 : or to the amount of 60 cents for each name at $1 50,

The Books will be sent by mall or express, prepaid by vs.—
This 19 a good opportunity for the farmers of ft neighbor-
hood to unite their efforts and get up an Agricultural Li-

brary for general use. Many Farmers' Clubs have done so.

•* Freminin 30.—The *' AgricriUurtst Strawberry
P/an(5."—Any person sending 25 subscribers at club rates ($1
each) will be presented with one dozen of these plants.

For 15 subscribers at regular club rates ($t 20 each) we will

send Aaya dozen plants; and for over 25 names, plants at

the rate of a dozen for 25. These will be sent out early this

spring, free of expense to premium takers. Independent of
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the above, any new subscriber may have a plant, if 5 cents

be sent for expense of pactlnf; and postage—bat o;Wy on
condition that the application comes icUft the subscription,

(to saye looking np the name)

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the followlne boots can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the Agriculturist at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price. Theso

prices are positively good only to May let.]

Allen's (L.F.) Rural Architecture $ 1 50

Allen"? (K. L.) Amerlcnn Karm Book 1 50

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00

American Bird Fancier 30

Aiiiciican Rose Culturist 30

American 'NVeeds and useful Plants 1 75
Art of Saw Filing ... (Holly) 60

Barry'a Fruit Garden 115
Beecher's (Henry Ward) Fruit, Flowers and Farming., 1 25

Bement's Poulterer's Companion 2 00

Bemenfs Rabbit Fancier 30

Blftke's Farmer's Encyclopedia 1 50

Biidseman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 75

Bridceman's Young Gardener's Assistant.. — .* fO

Bridseman'9 Kitchen Garden Instructor :">

Bridirenian's Florist's Guide 15

Brandt's Ace of Horses (EngUsh and German) 50
Breck'8 Book of Flowers 1 50

Browne's Field Bonk of Manures 150
Browne's Poultry Vara.. 1 25

Bnist'8 Flower garden Directory 1 50

Bulst's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Burr's Vesetablcs o{ America 4 50
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book.. (H»Uy) 60

Chorl ton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett'9 American Gardener 75
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book 60
Colman's Agriculture 5 00

Copeland's Country Life 4 50
Cottage Bee-Keeper 75

Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) 1 50

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 150
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 1 50

Dadd's Anatomy of the Horse.... (colored) 5 00

Dana's Muck Manual 1 35

Doff and Gun (Hooper's) 30
Domestic Poultry 30
Downlntr 8 Cottaije Residences. 2 50

Downin^'s Fruits'and Fruit Trees of America 3 00

Eastwood on Cranberry 75

Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Emplovmentof ^omen—By Virginia Penny 1 50

Every Lady her own Flower Gardener 30
Fcssenden 8 Complete Farmer and Gardener 1 50
Fl ax Cnltnre (Ready next month) 50
French's Farm Drainage .... 1 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Fish Culture 1 25

Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 00

Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 00

Fuller's Grape CuUurist 1 50

Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Goodale's Principles of Breeding 1 OO

Gray'sManual otBotany and Lessons In one Vol 4 00

Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25

Giipnon on Milch Cows 75
Ilnll'e (Miss) American Cookery 1 25

llaraszthy Grape Culture, &c 5 00

Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 3 ?0

do. do. do. do. colored plates... 4 50

Ilorbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75

Hint's to Riflemen, by Cleveland 150
Hop Culture (Ready April 15th) 40

How to Fnv a Farm and Where to Find One. 1 75

Jaques's Fruits and Fruit Trees 60

.lennings on Cattle. Sheep, &c 1 50

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75

'ohnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 25

Kemp's Landscape Gardenmg 2 00

I.aniTstroth on the Honey Bee 2 00

Loudon's (Downing's) Ladlea' Flower Garden 2 00

L''nchar'5 Howto Build Hot-houses ^ 1 50

Llphis's Familiar Letters on Chemistry. 50

Liebig's Modern Agriculture 1 25

Linslpy's (D. C.) Morgan Horses 1 50

M;\nnal ol Agriculture by G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 00

Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50

Mavhcw's Illustrated Horse Management 8 50

MrNlahon's American Gardener 2 50

5(iles on the Horse's foot.. 75

Morrell's American Shepherd 1 25

My Farm of Edgewood: 2 00

National Almanac and Annual Record 1 50

Neill'B Practical Gardener. ...(Pardee) 150
Norton's Scientific Asrlculture 75
Olcott's Sorgho and Imphee 1 25
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 30
Pardee on Strffwberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Rose 125
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton LeaTea. . .. 1 50
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Ouinby's Mysteries of Bee keeping 1 75
Rabbit Fancier SO
Randall's SheepHusbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine wool SheepHusbandry 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00

Kive r»' O rchard Houses 50
Rural Affalrs....(bound)....3 Vols ...each 1 50
Saxton's Farmers' Library. .set of3 Vols .morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols, .cloth 8 50
Pchenck's Gardener's Text Book 60
Shepherd's own Book. 2 25
Skillful Housewife 75
Smith's Landscape Gardening 1 50
Spencer's Education of Children ' 1 50

Stewart's (Johnj Siable Book 1 50

Ten Acres Enough 150
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agrlcolture 2 50
Thomas' Fruit Cultunst 1 .50

Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture 25
Todd'» (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual 1 50
Tucker's Reeister Rural AlTairs 30
Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3 OO
W;il den's Complete Soil Culture 1 50

Vardcr's Hedges and Evergreens 150
Waring's Elements of Agriculture 1 00
Watson's American Home Garden...., 2 00
Wax Flowers (Art of Making) 1 50
Wheat Plant (John Klinpart's) 1 50
Woodward's Couutrv Homes 150
Yale College Agriculturiil Lectures 60
Touatt and Snooner on the Horse 1 50
•Youatt and Xiartin on Cattle 1 50
Youattoa the Hog 1 00
Youatt on Sheep 1 00
Youmans' Household Science 1 75
fotunans' New Ciiemlstry 1 15

"Cheap Lands on the Atlantic Coast."

There are considerable tracts of uncultivated lands on

the Atlantic Coast—in southwestern Massachusetts, on

Long Island, in New Jersey, and further southward—
which have never been brought under cultivation. Dur-

ing a few years past these have been extensively ad-

vertised, sometimes in large blocks, and at others cut up
into small plots or farms. A question naturally arises,

why have these lands lain so" long in a comparatively

wild slate, if they are half as valuable as now repre-

sented by parties interested in their sale, situated as they

are near good markets, and surrounded with enterprising

cultivators. This is a very reasonable question, and
one which properly places them in the position of a sus-

pected man, who is required to prove his good character

before being admitted to confidence. There is this to be

said, however, that portions of Ihem were purchased

cheaply in large tracts, many years ago, by foreign pro-

prietors who have given little or no attention to them in

some cases, and in others the titles have been a long time

in dispute, and it is only on the settlement of their owner-
ship that they can be offered to the public. But in

reality, a large proportion of them were not worth culti-

vating, while cheap good lands could be obtained by
going only a moderate distance westward, and while

farm produce was less valuable than now ; and, further, a

good deal of this kind of land Is not now, and never will

be, worth buying for cultivation. It matters not at how
low a price land maybe offered, nor how favorably it

may be situated, if it will not give a reasonable return

for the money, labor, manure, and seed expended on it.

A prominent defect in these lands is their light,

sandy character, not only upon the surface, but especially

in the subsoil. The whole region referred to, good and
bad, rests upon a bed of porous sea-sand of unknown
depth. The top of this underlying sand bed is very

uneven, sometimes comingup to the surface, and some-

times five, ten, twenty, a hundred, a thousand feet, or

more, below. For example, we have found it in one place

by digging 10 feet, while less than a dozen rods dis-

tant, it was not struck nearer than 18 feet from the top.

A neighbor on one side, on much higher ground, found it

within 12 feet of the top ; while one in the opposite di-

rection, on much lower ground, fou*nd It 27 feet

down. Its surface forms frequent basins, sometimes half

a mile or more across, and sometimes only a rod or two.
At different points on Long Island and New Jersey we
have found the sand-bed running generally on or near the

top, but with frequent depressions of from one to ten or

fifteen feet. Wherever there is found, over this sand
layer, a depth of five or more feet of good, firm soil, it is

worthy of cultivation. Three feet may answer in an
ordinary season, but not in a very dry one. The trouble

is, that this sand-bed carries off the water reaching it.

There must be over it a sufficient depth of firm, water-

holding soil to supply moisture to plants during dry sea- "

sons. It is this lack of moisture that produces the growth
of short, stunted, dwarf forest trees and bushes on
much of the land in question, eyen where there is a layer

of good soil upon the surface. In examining these lands,

the only safe rule is, to first find a gooi surface soil, and
then dig into it at several points, or examine cellars,

wells, and other recent excavations, to ascertain the

actual condition of the sub-stratum. Right in the midst
of a wide barren tract, one may find a small or large plot

having a sufficient depth of good soil to make it valuable

for cultivation. If there is not enough of this good land

to make a farm, and if not near other good land, so as to

form a neighborhood, it will be of little value. We advise

any one prospecting or contemplating a purchase in any
part of the regions referred to, to make thorough ex-

amination of the subsoil by digging into it four or five feet

at different points. If there is found within five feet of
the surface a bed of gravel or sand, one may be cautious
in making a purchase. It may be well for such persons to

consult an article in the AffricuUurist for May, 1860, re-

ferring to Long Island lands. The statements there ap-

ply to a good deal of land along the Mid-Atlantic coast.

-«««

To Advertisers, and to Oar Eeaders.

The business columns of this journal have become a

veiy important department, both to the readers and to

the advertisers. But for the additional income from this

source, it would be utterly impossible to furnish, at the

present subscription rates, so large and expensive a

journal—one so carefully prepared, so well printed, and

so fully illustrated. Further, the character of the adver-

tisetnenls makes them of great value as a reliable source

of information, in regard to supplies of seeds, plants,

trees, implements, etc., etc. As our rules to advertisers

are quite strict, we like to have our readers let them
know that their advertisements are appreciat«d by

noting where they were seen, when writing to tbem.

That this medium is valued by business men is abun-
dantly shown, not only by the crowd of unsolicited good
business cards, especially from those who have been the
longest and largest advertisers, but also by numerous
incidental statements that reach us. Here is one ex-

ample; Mr. R. C. Browning writes, March 14, " The

t^OQ paid the Agriculturist in lS6i, brought me more an-

swers to the advertisement of the ' Universal Clothes

Wringtrj* than were receivedfrom the $10,000 spent in ad-

vertising the same article in other papers.''*

Messrs. Biiss, Parsons, and many others, speak similar-

ly. This is not at all surprising to us, as from the best

information we could gather at the close of the y&ar, the

circulation of the Agriculturist probably exceeded the

combined circulation of all other agricultural and hor-

ticultural papers in this country ; while from the censor-

ship exercised, the readers are tlie more ready patrons of

those who are admitted to our business department.

And here let us call the attention of advertisers to our
rules: I. We want no patent medicines, and nothing of

a secret character. No remedy, for man or beast, or

other compound, "can be admitted, until we know and ap-

prove the ingredients.— II. Doubtful or suspicious enter-

prises, involving much hazard, cannot be admitted.—III.

Distant parties, or those unknown to the Editors per-

sonally, or by good repute, are expected to furnish satis-

factory references, or other evidence that they will

honestly and promptly perform all they advertise to do.

We do not of course undertake to decide that any thing

and every thing here advertised is worth the price asked

for it, but we desire to have sufficient well-grounded con-

fidence in every advertiser admitted, to warrant us in

sending or advising our friends to send him orders or

money, if we wanted his articles at the price asked.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestiotis which we throw into small
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere,

CLUBS can at any lime be increased, by remitting,

for each addition, the price paid by the original members,
if the subscriptions all date at the same starting point.

The back numlsers will of course be sent to added names.

Another Extra I\muber,—Lest any of

our jealous contemporaries shouldnot be so prompt, as

they were last year, to inform the unobserving readers of

any slight change in size of this journal, we wouUl direct

their attention to the fact that this number, like the pre-

vious one, contains 36 pages '. We add these extra pages

in order to give the valuable prize Essay on Flax, with-

out curtailing the usual variety. If any other journal

furnishes an equal amount of valuable, original matter,

for the same money, we would be glad to see it,

Cro"wded Out.—Notwitlistandiug tlie iu-

creased size of this number, the long Flax article crowds
out a large number of "Basket" articles, already in

type, which we will try to make room for soon, if paper

enough can be found in the market to print them on,

"^VlKen?—All Subscriptions Oate at
the beginning of the volume (January), unless otherwise

specially ordered, and the back numbers are forwarded.

These are printed from stereotype plates as needed.

Xhe Oerman Edition oftlus Jour-
nal, {Der Amerikanische Agriculturist,) coftlains all the

principal articles and illustrations of the English edi-

tion, and, in addition, a Special Department edited by
Hon. Frederick Muench, of Missouri, a well known and
popular writer and cultivator. The pape^- is of special

value to all Germans who cannot read the English Ian

guage, and particularly so to new comers from Germany.
It is, we believe, the only such Agricultural and Horticul-

tural paper published in this country. We shall be glad

to have our readers call the attention of Germans to the

matter. Many take this edition for their German gar-

deners and farmers. Price $2 a year ; four copies $7.

Fr.AX and HOPS, hoTr to €}row
them !—We have in the printer's hands two most
valuable woiks on these subjects, giving full details of

every part of the treatment, from preparing the soil to

harvesting and marketing the crop, being the practical

directions of a large number of experienced cultivators

residing in different parts of the country. No equal

works on these subjects have ever been issued. They
will be in cheap form, on large octavo pages, with many
illustrative engravings. Price of Flax Culture, 50 Cts,

;

Hop Culture, 40 Cts, Sent post-paid, also, at these prices,
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SSicep an«l Vences.—A " Counecticut"

conesiioiKientwho approves of dog laws and their rieid

enforcement, writes feelingly in regard to his neighbors'

sheep, which range his rye fields, and feed down his pas-

tures, bringing pond returns lo their owners, but none to

tiiose who pasture them. This we agree is not fair. In

fact the whole theory of making farmers fence their

faims, adjoining proprietors doing half the fencing, is un-

fair and wrong. Every man should fence in his own

animals o;- control them in some way. It is unjust to

make any man fence out his neighbor's cattle on the

highway or anywhere else. The laws enforcing it are

arbitrary, not naturally right, and should he changed.

^Volves siH4l Gopliers.—J. Molouy, Jr.,

Dubuque Co., Iowa, finds that he does not succeed in

destroying these enemies by means of strychnine. Can

anyone give him a better remedy? Will the Kansas

contributor send on the drawing of his gopher trap ?

IflsinHi-e for si Garden.—" O. W." and

several others ask about fertilizers for a garden, as they

object to stable manure on account of the weeds it brings

in. Spent hops and the barley sprouts from breweries

are both good manures. Where circumstances wiil allow,

home-made pondrette should be made. Hen manure

will be useful f"r many strcmg growing plants. Bruce*s

manure has a gnud reputation, but we have not tried it,

and are very cautions about recommending any fertilizer

of this kind. Cow manure can be used in the liquid

6tate, without danger of bringing in weeds, and ground

bones are always a strong and valuable manure.

IVillo-w' FraiKl!^.—We coutinue to hear of

frauds practised upon farmers by selling common swamp
Willows for the White (or Gray). The fact that when

the cuttings grow they are recognized as a familiar kind,

is not, however, proof of fraud, for this willow is com-

mon in many parts of the counlry—not wild, but grown

in neglected and swampy places, or for charcoal.

Xurpeutine iroini I*itcli Piiie.—John
Haist. The Pitch Pine does not afford a resinous juice

in sufficient quantity to pay to tap the trees. Some time

ago a paient was taken out for distilling the wood, but

we have not heard of its successful application.

Sor^liinii in CUina. — Mr. Goverueur

Emerson, of Pa., stated in the Office of the American

AsrricuUurist last month that Rev. Mr. Williams, a Mis-

sionary in China, wrote in answer to some inquiries of

his own : 1st, that Ckinamen do not make sugarfrom the

cane and do not even make syrnp. 2d, that it is largely

cultivated, the leaves and stalks being used for fodder.

From the seeds a kind of spirituous drink is made. The

slalks are also used for thatching buildings, and for fuel.

It 1e very extensively used for these purposes, and in

some sections the people could hardly live without it.

Reportfii of tlie Commissioner of
Agriculture,—" How can a man who has no ac-

quaintance in Washington procure a copy ? " asks " W."
—Answer: Write direct to the Commissioner, by his

title, and ask for one, giving your own address in full.

Xlie Coi-U Oalc.—J. H. Morrie, Orange Co.,

N. Y. The tree is a native of Southern Europe and

Northern Africa, and it is doubtful if it would be hardy

in the Northern States. An experiment was made with

it in California, and the young trees did well for some

years, but we have not heard about Ihem recently. The

bark or cork is taken from the tree once in 7 or 8 years.

Ij*'Estraft'on.—" J- L." wishes to know the

English name of the plant the French call L'Estragon.

It is Tarragon, a perennial herb, which has aromatic

leaves used for flavoring salads. It is bolanically Arte-

I misia Z>rnc»nLU?ws. and own brother to the Wormwood
t and Southernwood, but quite different from either in

flavor. Thorburn advertises the seeds with a note that

they are very scarce. The plant is hardy and wlten

once obtained may be multiplied by dividing the stools.

wa>TUjpsxrIi Kow " not "I*ark: l^lace/"—
^I&ny persons address us at 4! Park Place, and tlie Office

is sometimes lookod for on that street, instead of on

Park Row. Park Row runs along the southeastern side

'Of'City Hall Park, from Broadway at llie Astoi" House
''Hlld Barnum's Museum, to the Times and Tribune ofllices,

I'i S'Tvhei'e Chatham street begins and extends on to Bowery

X >n at Chatham square. Park Row is one of the busiest short

/I
: streets In the city. The Office of the American Agricul-

i . turixt is at No 41, adjoining the Daily Times office on

Printing House Squ:tre, as the triangular space is called.

at the junction ui Park Row, Nassau, Spruce and Chat-

ham streets. It U an Interesting fact that the first Office

of this journal was opened 23 years ago in Ihe Basement

of the buildings occupying the very site of the present

magnificent " Times Building," the first floor of which is

now the Headquarters of our journal. The Office was

subsequently removed to 189 Water street, where it re-

mained until 1860, when we secured a len years* lease of

the present convenient location. Our business office ex-

tends eighty feet through from Park Row to Nassau

street, opposite the American Tract Society buildings.

Our folding, stitching and mailing rooms occupy the

whole basement—a busy bee-hive llie last half of every

month. The composing (type-setting) is done in upper

rooms. The stereotyping and piess-work are done at

the largest establishment of Ihe kind in tlie country, we
believe—that of iMessrs. John A. Gray & Green, corner

of Frankfort and Jacob street, a fourth of a mile cast-

ward. Park Place is a short street beginning at a

Point on Broadway across the Park, opposite our of-

fice, and running westward towards the Hudson River.

Small <)fladioins Bnll>s.—Mr. T. P.

Nelson, Putnam Co.. Pa. The little bulbs, about the

size of wheat grains, will grow and make large bulbs, but

according to Rand, they need to be kept out of the

ground a year, otherwise they are not apt to grow.

£lccampaue as a "^Veetl.—James Mc-
Clure, Logan Co., Ohio, is troubled by Elecampane inliis

pasture, and wishes to know liow to eradicate it. Does

any one know any better way than to grub it up?

lligrlVame for a Seed.—J. G. F., Phila.,

has a package of seed marked, "Pied d' Alouette vivace

agrandfleur." "Delphinium elatum et grandiflortim,"

and wislies to know if it is anything good lo eat. All of

this French and Latin stands for twii very common kinds

of Larkspur. Both are perennials for ordinary culture.

Improving' Itlack Cvirrantw.—To the

writer's taste they need it.—Mrs. C. E. Pond, says it is

done by pouring boiling water upon them, leaving until

cool, and then drying, which will remove the rank disa-

greeable taste.

Xhe Bene l*lant, — Daniel Bender, Wil-

liams Co., Ohio, has received from the U. S. Patent Office

some bene seed, and wislies to know what to do with it.

The seeds furnish oil, but at the North the season is not

long enough to perfect them. The only use made of the

plant among us is a medicinal one. The fiesh leaves

when placed in cold water, render it very thick and ropy,

like gum water. Two or thn-e leaves will convert a

tumblerful of water into a mucilaginous drink, which may
be used instead of gum-arabic, or otiier bland drinks, in

dysentery and other bowel complaints. Sow when the

ground is warm, and thin to about 8 inches apart.

91asi!iac1ii(sctts Co0ee,—A Boston friend

informs us that the ^ticle called *' Massachuselt's Cof-

fee," alluded toon page 38, (February,) is the common
field bean, universally grown in Great Britain, and

known there as the *' Egyptian" or "horse" bean. Our

informant last spring purchased a pint of these Ijeans for

halfa dollar—not knowing that the bargain was to turn

out an old acquaintance with a new name. Fifty cents

would almost purchase a bushel of such 'coffee* in

any English market.

E-verlasting: Klo^rcrs,—If any one does

not know how pretty these are, he should see a bouquet

made from these and ornamental grasses, which Mr,
James Vick of Rochester has sent us, and wlwch now
adorns our new exhibition tables. The plants are all

hardy annuals and easily grown, and they make most
beautiful parlor ornamenls.

A IVtonstrotis Capacity any one miist

have who can swallow the statements made in the "Good
Samaritan," professedly published by Dr. E. Andrews,
and sent out by the thousand for distribution by Post-

masters principally at the West. The "Doctor" who
"edits" tlie concern, offers to do almost any thing for

money—to cure all diseases ; tell how to make poap
;

pander to licentiousness ; make fraud easy by enabling

persons to remove ink and signatures from every kind of

paper by invisible means ; to make ink at one cent a

gallon; to do all sorts of impossible things. Humbug!

^' A Cat in Unloves Catches no
Mice," runs the old adase, but that was before India

rubber came into general use. The " Goodyear Rubber
filove Company" manufacture gloves, of which some
are so thin and elastic that they would be no impediment
to feline hands. We have received some samples, two
for gentlemen and two for ladies, designed specially for

work in the garden. They afford admirable protection

against wet and cold, and are yet so pliable that one can
work with them among plants almost as delicately as

without anything upon the hands. One pair of each
kind is lined wiih flannel, for cold weallier, for driving,

etc. These gloves will prove a blepsing in one respect,

at least ; they will induce ladies afraid of soiling their

hands to engage more frequently in the heailhfipl and en-
joyable exercise of working in the garden. They are
sold at a reasonable rate, lower than "kids", we believe.

and can be obtained in the usual places for such articles.

We advise dealers in seeds, implements, plants, etc.. to

keep a supply, and induce their customers lo try them,

Blumbng;.—Mart <fe Co. offer to send for 1(3

cents a certificate entitling the holder to buy a fine gold
watch, a silk dress, a piano-forte, a gent's vest chain^

locket, pin, ring, etc., etc, for $1, i/his ticket draws tlie

name of such an article from a lot of envelopes contain-

ing them. One misht as soon expect to catch a pearl
cyster with a pin-hook in "0 feet water on the codfish
banks, as to get his money's worth iu such a venture.

Bevrare of tlie 4)iip.*!»ies* Cliarms.—
£. F. Mayo wants to humbug the public by selling them
" Secret Charms." He says they are in liquid form, pre-
pared from certain roots, and are to be rubbed on the
hands and forehead, " as the forehead is the grand cen-
ter of thought and feeling together with the five senses
of the human system "—including tasting and hearing
of course ! These wonderful liquids "make you as it

were a telegraphic battery to send out and receive com-
munications of thought" ! For all these wonderful pre-

parations he wants fifteen dollars, which foolp. and fools

only, will perhaps send him, and buy hard experience,

IloM'ard Association.—Tbid a humbug-
ginp concern. One of the letters from a so-called '* doc-
tor," attached -to it, has been sent. Aside from the stupidity

of professing to cure diseases by letter, he recommends
things which have no existence under the names he gives

them. He repeats the old story, " you will consult your
own inteiest by obtaining the necessary medicines from
the Association, as but few of them are kept In the common
drug stores, and I find it impossible to administer them
successfully unless prepared under my direciions." Of
course not—and he will send the s-tuff by mall for $20.

Of course he will. J. Skillin Houghton, either dropyour
*' M. D." or stop writing such nonsense and humbug.

F'arms in lo'n^a. Rosewood Piano Fortes,
Gold Watches, and any quantity of Pistols, Jewelry, ©tc,
are lo be sold at $2 to $5 each, provided you get one of D.
McDowell's Business Cards, containing the right numbers.
Of course he wants the money in advance. His circular

comes to us from tiie town of Big Flats, vihere, being a

sharper, he had sent it hoping to fleece some of the inhab-

itants ; they were not tlw fiats he took them for ; tii«y read

the American Agriculturist.

Sorry to See our neighbors of the Country
Gentleman and Rural New-Yorker Kdvertising a cheap
jewelry establishment, where you pay for a certificate

enclosed in a blank envelope and then buy what the

certificate calls fur. Humbugs of this sort should be ex-

posed, not encouraged, by journals professing to give re-

liable reading to farmers. They have repeatedly been
shown up in this paper.

Vineftar in Cement Cisterns.—Geo.
Nelly, of Burlington, Iowa, inquires " if common ce-

ment cisterns will keep cider for vinegar through the

winter without damage to the cider or cistern ?" They
will not. The lime In the cement would unite with tl)e

acid of tlie elder or vinegar, and destroy the solidity of
the cement, and also spoil the liquid. A large wooden
tub, about four feet high, and five or six feet in diameter,

would be quite as cheap and much better. The cider

needs exposure to the air to change into good vinegar,

but it should never freeze.

l£ees>ing: Iron Vessels from Rnst.—
" E. E. M.," writes tliat after the vessels arc clean and
dried while still warm, she pours in a little sweet milk,
rubs it in well, then dries again, with care not to scorch.

S>veet Cider.—A. M. Ward, Hartford Co.,

Conn., writes : "After years of 'fussing' with cider to

' make it good' I have this season fmnd the short road to

perfection. Took cider direct from the press, heated !t

nearly to a scald over ti«e fire, returned it to a barrel, and
have since made daily use of it with great satisfaction."

How to IPIant Sorgflinm.—J. L. The
,

culture of this may be precisely the same as IndlanJ
corn. When the plants first appear, the leaf is

small, and may be mistaken for that of a coarse grass,|

Osier "^^illo^vs.—" Bowriug." These are

never raised from seed. Most nurseiies supply cutting^fl
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Woodvrard's Counfi-y Houses.—
Geo. E. A F. W. Woodwurd, Architects of this city,

hiive just issued a little work very tastefully gotten up, on

country dvvellinRs. It coniains thirty or more original

designs, including cotl:iges, gurJens, houses andvilUs,

R country church, fences, gates, etc., with a valuable

chapter en balloon frames, ftilly illustrated. Price $1.50.

:Ve>v Magazine-—Messi-s. Chas. Scribner &
Co., announce a new- .Magazine, called "ifoMri at Home."

Jt is to be distinctively religiotis in character, and, as

wili be seen by tlie advertisement, many prominent

clergymen and laymt'n are engaged as contributors.

Starting Sweet Rotatoe*.—" J.W. C,"
Salem Co., N. J., sends us an account of the method he

has followed for the past 24 years. He commences early

or late in April, according to the season. The hot-bed is

made by digging a trench 6 feet wide, 2 'a feet deep, and

one foot in length for each bushel of potatoes. The

trench is filled with stable litter, well trodden down,

:md watered with one bucket of warm water to every 2

feet of bed. A layer of the best horse manure is spread

over this, to the depth of 4 or ^ inches, and over this, -1 or

& inches of light, rich soil. The potatoes are then laid

upon the soil, nearly touching each oilier, and are covered

with the same kind of soil, to the dt- pih of l}4 inch. The
whole is tlien covered with hay, to the deplh of a foot on

the edge, and fot ming a heap 5 feet high in the middle of

the bed. The heat of the bed is tested at the end of three

days, by running ihe ann tluough the hay, and if the soil

Is found 10 be more than blood warm, the hole left by the

arm is left open, and if the heat continues to increase, the

hay is turned over and shaken up. If the heat increases

loo violently, take ofT the hay, put some rails across the

bed, and place the liayover them. Be careful not to cool

the bed loo much, as it is difficult to restore the heat if

once lost. In lo or 15 days tlie bed is uncovered, to give

the plants air and sun. Leave it uncovered for two

hours daily, at first, gradually increasing the exposure

until past danger of frost, when they may be left open

night and day. The plants will be ready by May 15.

Iflails IVont tUe Pactlic <Joast
Greatly Delayed. — On March Sth. we received a

very large batch of letters, with money for subscriptions

and books. Many of these date back as far as Dec. 12.

This extraordinary delay explains our late responses.

A Xraniiifpareiit S^team Hugrine.—
One of the prettiest and most instructive things we have

ever seen in Barnnm's American Museum, is a late addi-

tion In tiie form of two complete steam-engines made
almost wholly of glass, one a high-pressure and the other

a low-pressure engine. The formation of the steam

In the glass boilers, its course in the pipes, steam chest,

condensers, etc.. as it drives the whe'els, are all visible

to the eye. It affords a capital opportunity for grown up
people, as well as children, to study and understand this

most interesting source of power, in practical operation.

I>oty*s WasUing i?lacliinie.—The pio-

prielors write that they can supply orders west of the

longitude of Washington, tnost cheaply from tiieir head-

quarters at Janesville, Wis. This includes part of the

territoiy assij;ned to Mr. Lane, of New-York, in the

notice of the Washer in March A^icuUurist.

Ijand AdvcrtiMemcnt^.—This cl;iss of

advertisements we a.lmit to our columns without special

care or examination, where no money is asked of parlies

at a distance, for the reason that it is not supposed tliat

any one will buy a faim or plot of land without a per-

sonal examination both (<f the character of tlie land and

the title, and therefore there is no such danger of parlies

being imposed upon as ihnre Is when one sends money
or orders lor seeds, plants, etc., to unknown parties.

Oood Books.—Any one desirinij good books
on Agriculture, Horticulture, and Domestic Economy,
can receive a descriptive trade list with an account of

some fifty different books, by addressing this office.

Catalog^ues, &.c,^ Received.—Tiansac-

tions of the American Pomological Society, 1664. This

volume gives the revised list of fruits, as well as the dis-

cussions which took place at the meeting held last

autumn, and Is a valuable work of refei ence to the fruit-

grower. .. The Tiansactions of the Massachusetts Hor-
ticultural Society gives, besides the reports of the

thirty-fifth year of this pioneer inslitulion, an account of

the laying of the corner stone of its new Horticultural

Hall. ..Brill & Kumerle. a ne%v firm at Newark. N. J.,

send their catalogue of vegetable and flower seeds, and

Francis Brill, of Ihe same lirm, issues a catalogue of

small fruits, containing all the novelties F. K. Phce-

nlz, Bloomington (.111.) Nursery, is out with a catalogue

which, besides the usual price lists, contains much lively

reading. Our friend Phcenix is always ve:y much in

earnest The Greenvale Nurseries of W. D. Stronger,

Oswego, N. Y., offer a general assortment of nursery

stock The seed list of James J. H. Gregory, Marble-

head, Mass., contains the usual assortment, besides a

number of Mr. G.'s specialties, some of wiiioh we have

already noticed McElwain Bros., Springfield, Mass.,

send an illustrated vegetable and flower seed catalogue.

C. B. Sciiotte & Co., Humboldt Gardens. Armstrong

Co., Pa., oiler a select list of fruit and ornamental trees.

Vilmorin, Andrieux «Sc Co., the world-renowned

seedsmen of Paris, send their catalogue of novelties,

most of which are announced by our own dealers

J. Knox, Pittsburgh. Pa., has issued his small Auit cata-

logue. Grapes and strawberries are specialties with

Mr Knox, .and his list includes all the desirable sorts.

—This most vahiabl

print for some time,

engravings, at theg

has been so scarce,

pei copy has been

tained. The illustr

nnw edition is now
the last of April.

I^aud^cape i^ardening;.
e and beautiful work has been out of

owing to the burning of many of the

reat Frankfort street fire. The book

and so highly prized, that $10 to $13

readily paid for all that could be ob-

ations are nearly re-engraved, and a

In press. It will probably be ready

Tiie price Is reduced to $6 50,

<jsood Beef Ibr our Soldiers !—At the

pret^ent time, a larjae proportion of the fresh beef for our

principal armies, in Virginia and Norlii Carolina, c.tu be

best forwarded from this City, the cattle beiog sent on

steiimers (transports). A government contract, under

heavy bonds, has been taken by Ileniy Westheiiuer, to

furidsh all the beef cattle rcquirei,! at this point, from

March loth to June 15th. The cattle are to be strictly

Jirst quality, and without the slightest imperfection or

blemish ; every lot is to aveiage 1300 lbs., live weipht, and

no single animal to be taken weighing under 1250 lbs.

on the scales, nor under three years old. All the animals

are to be examined by the government inspector, and they

are to be delivered at such points in or near New York
City, and in such quanlilies, as may be ordered by the

Commissary of supplies, from time to time. We notify

Ihe contractor and the in.^pector that there are several

friends of the soldiers wjio intend to watch over the

matter, and see that the inspection be rigid. The price

will pay for good cattle. Tlie contr:tct price of $1.3.49

per lOU lbs. live weiglit is equivalent to 2ic(a)'2oc per lb.

for llie dressed or net weight, as bullocks of the required

quality should dress full 56 lbs., to 100 lbs. live weight.

Premliinis ibr every* one.—We invite

special attention to the premiums on page 104, which

have been omitted, but are restored again tliis month.

The ai tides offered are all very good, and worthy

of no little effiDrt to secure them. See particular des-

cription of each article, on page 2 of January number,

which we cannot spare room to repeat. Partially com-

pleted premium clubs can be filled up, and new clubs

started now. The spring woik in field and garden, now
beginning, will lead many to feel the want of a journal

like this. There are many thousands who would get

some hints or suggestions from these pages, that would

in the end be worth far more than the cost of the paper.

Aside from the piemiums. we solicit a good word from

each of our rea^lers. An invitation to neighbors or

friends, will often lead them to subscribe—to their own,

benefit as well as that of the Publisiiei'.

Sell tlie Rag:<» ^'o-w.—The papermakers
don't fall a peg on the price of paper from last December
rates, but rather go up as gold goes down. They say

rags are scarcer and higher than ever. Better take them
at their word, and sell every white rag that can be

gleaned up. These prices can't hold long,

Xlie As'riciiltitrist Stra^vl>erry
Plants tosio out tliis inoutli.— With the present

prospect of good weather. WK liope to begin mailing the

Strawberry Plants soon after April 3d. They will be first

sent to the more southern points, and on northward as the

season allows—probably to the most northern regions ilie

last of April. Those to receive them, will do well to ar-

range to get them soon after their arrival. Open the

parcel, and if ready, set them out at once. If not ready,

set the roots into moist earth. Have a plot of ground for

each plant, lightened a Utile, if needed, by black earth

from the woods, or rotten muck, and a little well-rotted

manure, well mixed in. Set the plants neaily even with

the surface, but not so that water will wash In soil up*3n

tliecrown when they settle. Only have theeround damp ;

too much water is injurious to any pl-mt. Spread out ilie

roots. This spring, we shall remove all the foliage. The
experience of last fall w,ts th;il the attempt to send out

the leaves on, furnished too large evaporating surface.

I The best planters always remove nearly or quite all the

leaves in transplanting stravvberries. The main point is

to have a supply of fibrous roots, and an uninjured crown.

Plants look small with the leaves off, but we shall follow

our best judgment, even if they do not show so well.—

Many who thought their plants dead last fall, simply be-

cause the leaves did not always come fresh, will find the

plants alive this spring.—We only send the plants where

they were specifically asked for at llie lime of subscrib-

ing, and the 5 cents extra enclosed for postage and ex-

pense of putting up. On counting the applicants so far,

we find we shall have some more plants for the first new
subscribers applyins for them.—Aside from the reserva-

tion made for subscribers, as previously announced, our

entire stock was sold lo Mr. Knox. (See his advertise-

ment.) We have no plants or seeds of any kind to sell.

Premiuiit Stra-*vl>erry lt*lants.—For
terms see last item under " Good Premiums," page 104.

Tol>acco — Seed Beds. — "J. F." The
seed beds are generally prepared in the warmest, sunni-

est spots, where the ground is rich, dry, and free from

weeds. Its soil Is manured and well worked, by spade or

plow, then brush with straw and other light stuff. i«

burned upon it, which not only gives a dressing of ashes,

but destroys weed seeds, and warms the soil. The bed is

made smooth by raking and rolling, the seed sowed,

lightly brushed in, and the surface patted with a board,

or rolled with a hand-roller. The seed should be tested

beforehand, and It mny be kepi mixed with moist soil, In

a warm place, a few days, till U nearly sprouts. When
sowed, tobacco seed ouglit to be moistened at least, and

rolled in plaster, so that the sower may see where it

falls. A tablespooniul of seed to the square rod, and a

rod of seed bed to the acre, will furiush plenty of plants.

Tobacco.—IloAV to CJroM' it.—Thebe&t
possible information on all dfpartments. from selecting

seed, through the harvesting, curing and marketing the

crop is given in the Book containing the practical dlree-

tions of fourteen experienced growers. Price 25 Ct«.

ESSAYS OIV FLAX CULTURE.

A-n-ard or Prizes.
Thirty-five essays were presented, in response to the

offer of prizes made in November by ihe Publisher of the

American Agriculturist. The writers of the essays, as

well as our readers, are equally fortunate in that we were
able to avail ourselves of the services of a Couimlilee of

extensive practical experience and scientific knowledge.

The report of the chairman (Dr. Warder, of Ohio), is a

valuable document, but too extended for publication

here. We are happy to have been able, following a sug-

gestion of Dr. Warder, to secure the services of the

writer of the first prize essay, to assist in preparing tlift

other essays for pubiiciition in hook form, and wc hav«

also now made arrangements with him to become one of
the editorial corps of the AsricuUurtst.

Report.— " The Committee award as follows : For the

best essay. No. 33, by S. E. Todd, Auburn, N. Y. (now
of New-York City). $60. For tlie second best. No. 24, by

James Cairns, Ballydurane, Clonokiity, County Cork.

Ireland, $40. For next five which were consiilered better

than any of the remainder, $10 each ; these are respen-

tively. No. 17, by G. S. Kuester. Newca.'^tle. Lawrence

Co.. Pa. ; No. 5, Dy Wm. H. White, So. Windsor. Hart-

ford Co.. Conn.; No. 18, by Hugh McKee. Norwich,

Canada West; No. 19, by James Barker, Hoosick Falls,

Rensselaer Co.. N. Y. ; No. 20, by John E. Stewart,

Redding Ridge. Fairfield Co., Conn.

"All which is respectfully submitted by your Com-
mittee." [Signed,! John A. Warder, CAajnnan.

CincinnaU, Feb. 18th, 1865.

First Prize Essay.

The subject of flax culture may be properly considered

uniler three parts : 1st. Tlie preparathm of the soil.

2nd, The seed, the growth and culturp of llie plant and

hai*vesting. 3d, The rutting and dressing for market.

The first two parts belong particularly lo the tiller of the

soil ; while the third is mure properly a process of mann-

facture. and though very dii^tinct from each oiher, they

are frequently performed by the farmer. Flax Is grown

sometimes for the seed only, ami sometimes for both

the seed and lint. The seed yields a drying oil of llie

best quality for painters' purposes, the residue being oil

cake, used for feeding stock and the straw yields lint of

two qualities, called flax and tow. Flax is the long,

slraieht fibre, and tow consists of the short and tangled

fibre, which separates in dressing the long Unt. Some-

times, however, the entire fibre is piep:ired as low. The

lint that is separated from the long fibre, when Ihe flax

Is dressed, Is called in market, "fijie tow"; it. is man-
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ulactured into low-cloth, or into small ropes and cords.

The flax is made Into linen thread, and linen cloth.

"Coarse tow" consists of the entire fibre of flax, the

shives having been simply removed. This is pressed

Into bales, weighing 300 to 400 pounds each, and is

sold in most of our large cities, at 2 to 6 or more cents

per pound, according to the locality and the demand, for

stuffing the cushions and backs of carriages, and house-

hold furniture, for making ropes, coarso cloth, etc.

There Is always a good demand for flai fibre, whether it

is in the long-line commonly called " flax," or fine tow, or

coarse tow. Consequently, a farmer can always dis-

pose of his crop of lint with a little labor, at low price ;

or he can bestow much labor in preparing it for market,

and receive a proportionately larger compensation. This

Is one of the excellences of the flax crop ; and for this

reason there is no other crop that may be raised in our

grain-growing regions—where a three, four, or five-years

rotation of crops has been adopted—with more profit to

the farmer, and more advantage to the soil. If a farmer

desires to raise It for seed only and get quick returns, it

can be done with a limited amount of labor; but if he de-

sires to have work for his laborers at those seasons of the

year when nothing can be done in the field, he will al-

ways find it profitable, If he is a good manager, to grow

ft crop of flax every year, and prepare the fibre for market.

Characteristics of the Plant.—Flax has one very

Important characteristic, an understanding of which is

of great practical advantage. When a flax stem is

growing alone, it will throw out numerous branches,

many of which will be as large as the main stem ; as

shown by the accompanying engraving, fig. 1 ; and

each of these will produce other branches, all of which

will yield seed. On the contrary, when the seed is sown
thickly, each seed will produce only a straight stem, with-

out any branches, with but little seed. The practical

point is, to decide before the seed is sowed, whether the

purpose be to raise flax for the seed chiefly, with coarse

low in connection, or principally for the fibre. See para-

graph upon thick and tUin seeding in another place below.

Soils.—Flax will flourish wcil on any soil that will

yield good crops of cereal grain, and some soils thsit do
not produce abundant crops of certain kinds of grain,

will produce an excellent crop of flax. Flax likes a

deep, fertile, and mellow loam, and on such a soil a

heavy crop of both seed and lint may be produced, pro-

vided there be not an excess of water in the soil. These
river bottoms, and uplands where the predominating

characteristic of the soil is black muck, if fertile

enough to produce heavy grass, will yield a good

crop of flax fibre, and a small crop of seed. But. if the

soil is in a good state of fertility for yielding potatoes,

oats, Indian corn, or rye, the yield of both seed and fibre

will be large. Flax will not flourish on wet soils of any

kind, and the crop will be light on heavy, slippery clay

soils, unless thoroughly underdrained, well pulverized,

and enriched with fertilizing materials. A good crop

of flax can not be produced on a poor, wet, and half-

pulverized soil, any more than a good crop of wheat.

Preparing the Soil.—There Is no kind of grain,—

wheat not excepted,—for which the soil needs as much
preparation as is required for a good crop of flax, and

there is no crop that farmers are accustomed to raise,

that will pay better for fertilizing and pulverizing the

soil. Not only will the seed be better, but the fibre also,

when the flax is grown on soil that Is verj' fertile, and has

been kept clean by thorough cultivation. Weeds and

grass will not only be a nuisance when the fibre comes to

be rotted and dressed, but they will seriously injure its

growth. And if the dressed lint, the tow or the flax, have

grass, straw or weeds in it, the value will be greatly reduc-

ed. My own practice in getting the soil ready for a crop of

flax has been, to commence its preparation at least three

years before, with especial reference to flax. I have al-

ways raised it in rotation, with Indian corn, barley, oats,

winter or spring wheat, and red clover. A clover sod,

well manured, would be plowed for Indian corn. If the

soil were a heavy, slippery clay, or a gravcily, calcareous

clay, it was plowed In the fall. If there were any w ei

places in the field, they at least would always be under-

drained. The corn was kept clean, and no weeds allow-

ed to go to seed. The next year, a crop of barley was
raised, and as soon as the barley was harvested, the

soil was well harrowed with a heavy harrow, or culti-

vated with a wheel cultivator, for the purpose of covering

the seeds of all noxious weeds, so that they would vege-

tate and die before winter. In October, or November,
the soil was well plowed ; and if deep, we used a
double team, and a Michigan double plow. The dead
furrows were cleaned out, so as to carry off the sur-

face water. If the soil were light and porous, and
not disposed to bake in the summer, we would never
plow it in autumn. Where black muck predominates in

the soil, or where it is a very porous, sandy, or gravely
'cam, or a light alluvial deposit, it should not be plowed
m late autumn, but rather in August, or September.
Then, if any weeds come up before winter, use the har

row, or the cultivator to destroy them.—In the following

spring, as soon as the ground has settled and become

suflicienlly dry, we plow it, cutting narrow furrow slices,

as deep as it has previously been plowed ; and always

t ake especial pains not to have any balks or holes between

Fig. ].—KLAX PLANT QROWIMO ALOMK.

the furrows. After the grouna Is plowed, we harrow it

twice, and then roll previous to sowing the seed.

The great object in harrowing and rolling before sow-

ing the seed,' is, to have the surface of the ground as

smooth and uniform as it can be made, so that the flax

may get an even start, ana grow more uniiormiy, anu me
surface of the ground be better to work on when the

flaxispu/ied. If the seed is sowed on an uneven sur-

face, where there are lumps, eodi, and little furrows and

holes, much of It will be buried too deep, and conse-

quently, the growth of the straw (and fibre) will not be

uniform, and the seed will not mature alike. In case

there are no lumps, the roller should not be used, but

the soil should be gone over with a harrow having nu-

merous small teeth. Where the soil has been cuitivatea

as it should be, while a crop of Indian corn, or barley,

or potatoes was growing, the surface of It will be as free

from lumps as a neatly prepared carrot bed. On such

soils, flax will often grow from three to four feet long;

the seed will be of a superior quality, and the lint will be

heavy and of great length. Where the soil is well adapt-

ed to laising potatoes and other roots, if it is well ma-
nured about two years beforehand, and the weeds thor-

oughly eradicated, the proprietor may be sure of a heavy

crop of both lint and seed. Thoroughly rotted manure
is quite as essential for flax, as it is for wheat ; but. coarse

unfermenled manure produces a rank growth of straw,

not much seed, and the flax Is very liable to rust.

When there are many stones in the soil, the larger ones
should be removed, and the smaller ones may be pressed
down with a heavy roller, before the seed is sowed,
for the purpose of making a smooth surface to work on
at harvest time. In some portions of the country, a black
muck soil rests directly on a stratum of lich clayey loam.

Now, by using a double team and a Michigan sod plow,

or any other plow turning a deep furrow well, and
by turning up two or three inches in depth of this fertile

subsoil in late autumn or winter, so that the rains and
frosts will thoroughly pulverize it before the next spring*

then plowing and harrowing as just directed, a very

heavy crop of lint, and a fair crop of seed may be raised.

But It must be kept in mind, that a large crop of seed can
not be raised on an inferior soil, without good manure of

some kind. Clean culture, a deep soil thoroughly pul-

verized and in a good stun; of fertility, will always pro-

duce a good crop of botli lint and seed, if the season l8

at all favorable for other crops. Flax will do as well as

oats, biirley, or wheat, when sowed on sod ground.
|

Eradicating Small Weeds Before Seeding.—After

the foil has been well prepared fur the seed, let it remain
about ten days, when nearly all the seeds of noxious

weeds will have vegetated. Now, on the day that the

seed Is to be sowed, give it a thorough harrow ing, for the

purpose of destroying the Utile weeds that hare appeared

in the "seed-leaf." In case lumps of earth, or small

stones are harrowed up, the surface must be rolled. And
while the surface of the soil is fresh, let the seed be put

in as speedily as possible, because flax seed, or any

other seed will germinate much sooner thus, than if put

Into soil that has not been disturbed for a number of days.

Proper Selection of Seed.—Most farmers appear to

think that flax seed is all of one quality, so far as its pro-

ductiveness is concerned. There is just as much differ-

ence in the productive quality of flax seed as there is In

Indian corn ; and a large proportion of that which Is sold

in market is no more fit for seed, and no more produc-

tive than Indian corn would be, were all the half ripe

ears shelled with the good ones for seed. No good farm-

er would ever think of planting such corn, because, al-

though it might vegetate. It would not, and could not

produce a good yield of grain. Half-matured flax seed

cannot produce a good crop of either lint or seed.

But unless farmers raise their own seed they will be

obliged to take up with such as they are able to find In

the market, whether good or poor. My own practice has

been to obtain the plumpest and brightest seed to be

found. Then run it through the fanning mill twice ; and

blow out all the light seed, by a heavy blast. Then
at harvest time, select those slooks of flax that grew
on the best ground and that ripened first, and keep them
separate from the rest. Thresh off only about half of

the seed, and save It for sowing the next season. Con-

tinue this practice for a few years, and even on the same
soil, with the same cultivation, both the quality and

quantity of the seed will be greatly improved; and the

length and excellence of the fibre very much Increased,

The seed first matured—which will be the plumpest, fair-

est and most productive-will be shelled out first. Every
Intelligent farmer will readily perceive the Importance of

growing his own flax seed when it can be done with so

little trouble anu expense.

Thick akd Thin Seeding.—Flax may be sowed loo

thick as well as too thin. The correct quantity de-

pends upon the object for which the flax is raised.

If we desire to obtain the largest yield of lint, we must
sow the seed veiy evenly, and as thinly on the ground as

It win grow and not throw out branches, as shown In fig.

1, but having the branchless habit shown in fig. 2, If the

object is simply to raise ««d and coarse tow, it maybe
sowed very thin—say from half a bushel to one bushel

per acre. The old rule Is, half a bushel per acre, but

in my experience half a bushel is not enough, be

cause, when it stands so thin on the ground, new branch-

es, and new bolls will continue to grow, and when much
of the seed is ripe, many bolls will be only half-ripe.

And besides this, the fibre of such large branched flax

will not make as good lint as the longer less branched

stalks. It may be worked Into coarse tow ; but it is

not so good for dressed lint as the straight stalks. There
is aiso a difference in the lint of the single stalks. If the

flax seed be sowed at the rate of three or four bushels

per acre, the stalks will be very small, and the fibre fine

and thin, and very sofl. But If only one bushel and-a-halt

be sowed per acre—if it be sowed as evenly as it should

be— all the stems will be of a very uniform quality ; the

bolls will grow for the most part near the very top end

of the stalks ; and consequently the seed will ripen more
evenly, and the crop will be better in every respect thanil

thicker or thinner. The habit of flax is such that it will

accommoJale itself to the fertility of the soil better -than

most other plants, when the quantity of seed per acre i?

too small. If the soil is in a very good state of fertility,

and one bushel of seed be sowed evenly on an acre, aj

most every stem of flax will throw out only two or thre»

branches close to the ground. When flax forms branch
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es we have the assurance that the seed ought to have

been sowed a little thicker in those places. But when
no branches are formed

near the roots, it is a sign

that there was as much
seed sowed per acre as

could grow profitably ;

and if the stalks appear

small and slender, we
' need no better evidence

tliat the seed was sow-

ed too thickly. My own
practice has been to sow

about one bushel and a

half of seed per acre,

whether the chief object

was seed or lint. I have

always thought that this

amount of seed would

produce a better yield of

seed and lint than any

other quantity per acre.

Testing the Seed.—

Many dealers in flax seed

will contend that, as flax

seed contains so much oil,

it will not lose Its vitality

in many years. But my
long experience justifies

me in stating that It will

sometimes lose its vital-

ity in only a few years.

Several years ago, I pro-

cured a two bushel sack

of Russian flax seed, at a

large price, and not a

single seed germinated,

although the soil was well

prepared before it was

sowed, and the seed was

put in when the surface

was fresh and mellow,

and the seed possessed all

the external appearances

of the best. It was of a

livelyj brownish color,

very plump, and heavy,

but its vitality was gone.

To test seed, select a few

grains and sprinkle them

between two thin pieces

of sod laid earth sides to-

gether, and put them on

a shelf in the kitchen

where they must be kept

warm and not allowed

to dry. In a few days

every seed that has not

lost its vitality, will ger-

minate. Then by count-

ing them, we readily as-

certain about what pro-

Fig. 2.-THICiC SEEDING.
^^^^^^^ ^j ^^^^ is gOod.

When to Sow,—Almost all writers recommend put-

ting in the seed as early in the season as practicable.

But my experience and extensive observation warrant

me in saying that flax seed is almost always sowed too

early. A certain season of the year that would be con-

sidered early in one locality, might be very late, one or

two hundred miles distant in either direction. Therefore,

to fix a definite period for every locality, I would say:

Sow when the soil has settled, and is warmed by the influ-

ence of the sun, and weeds and grass have begun to

spring up, and the leaves of trees begin to unfold.

If sowed too early in the season, much of it Is liable to

be stunted ; late frosts are very apt to injure it, more

or less ; and noxious weeds are sure to get the start of

it, unless extra pains have been taken to destroy them.

The soil should not be at all adhesive or sticky when

the seed is sown. The very best time, with reference

to the condition of the soil, is, soon after a shower, when

the small lumps will crumble at a very slight touch, and

the entire surface is friable and " lively." Tlien it will

germinate in a few days, get the start of weeds, and keep

the ascendency through the season. By this means a vast

amount of weeding will be saved, the fibre will be more

abundant, the seed belter, and the yield greater.

How TO Sow Flax—Every practical man knows that

flax seed is very slippery grain to sow by hand. Conse-

quently, unless a man take great care, the seed will be

sowed very unevenly. As It is so very slippery, it is not

practicable to sow it with a grain drill, nor with any kind

of broad-cast seed sower, that we have ever met with.

The details of my own practice, which I have never be-

fore put on paper, are as follows : After the soil has been

harrowed as directed above, mark out the ground two

ways, in lands about 18 feet wide. This breadth is wide
enough to sow at one round, or at two casts. Let the

seed be soaked in warm water, about two or three hours,

and then rolled in plaster or gypsum. Then count the

lands both ways, and make calculation to sow a given

quantity of seed on each land, each way. Take as much
seed as you can hold conveniently with one thumb and
three fingers. If you are liable to take too much seed,

hold a small round stone in the hand while sowing.

The object of rolling the seed in gypsum is, to render

it less slippery. I could always scatter the seed much
more evenly by sowing a few rods wide all one way, in-

stead of going directly back and forth. This I did, by
going around a land about five or six rods in width, as in

plowing. The best way to mark out flax ground is, to

drag a log chain behind you across the field, from one
stake to another. It will pay well to carry out all these

practical details in full. As flax seed is much more diflS-

cult to sow than most other kinds of seed, it is very im-
portant that none but an experienced sower, one able

to move with a very steady and uniform gait, and to cast

every handful with the accuracy of machinery, should be

employed to sow flax seed. If the ground be marked out,

the sower can always see where his seed falls. But,

when he sows by means of stakes, a deviation of only

a few inches, to the right or left, will drop the seed too

thin in some places, and too thick in others. The sower
slioutd always set a small stake where he commences
to sow, at both ends of the plot, so that he will be sure

that no strip will anywhere be sowed too thicker too thin.

How TO Cover the Seed.— I never would allow a

team of any kind to pass over the field, after the seed has

been sowed, for the following reasons : If the soil is at

all light and porous, a team would, with their feet, bury

much of the seed so deeply that it would be several days

behind, and would never be able to attain an equal

growth with the rest of the field. Another reason Is,

when the seed Is buried so deep, the flax will puil much
harder. Flax seed requires but little earth to cover It deep
enough to vegetate In a short time, and by depositing It

all on a smooth surface, where several seeds will not be

gathered into depressions in the soil, it will all vegetate

alike, will stand evenly on the ground, and pull easily,

may be cut with scythes, cradles, or horse mowers, close

to the ground, and the straw artd lint will be of a uni-

form length, and quality. My practice has been to

" bush in" the seed by drawing a brush-harrow by hand.
With a suitable brush, one man would bush in four or

five acres per day, and do the work well. Such a har-

row covers a strip about five feet wide, and an active

Fig. 3.—BRUSH-HARROW.

man or a strong boy would cover the seed nearly as

fast as he could do It with a team, and much better.

To Make a Hand Brush-Harrow.- Procure a piece

of hard-wood scantling, or a round stick, about five feet

long, and three by four inches square, for tlie brush head,

put two thills into it, and bore two sets of three-quarter

inch holes through it, for receiving the but-ends of brush
which are f:istened in the holes with nails. Brush about
two feet long should be selected, and after the holes are

filled with them, another course may be nailed on each
side of the brush-head, if necessary. This will be found
a most complete implement for covering flax seed.

The effectiveness of such a brush-harrow may be in-

creased at pleasure, by lashing billets of wood to the up-

per side of it. The length of the head may be greater or

less, according to the evenness, or the unevenness of the

surface of the soil. If it should be somewhat uneven, it

would be better to make two such harrows, four feet long,

for two men to use, than one h-irrow, eight feet long, to

be drawn by two men, because a short one would adapt
itself to the ineaualities of the surface of the firound,

and cover the seed much better than a long one.

Such a brush-harrow will always be useftil to have at

hand for putting in many other small seeds.

Fig. 4.—effect of beep and shallow sowing.

The accompanjing illustration represents five young
plants of flax, three of which are about three or four

inches high, the seed of which was covered about half

an inch deep. The seed of the one at the left hand was
buried nearly two inches deep : and the one just in the
seed-leaf was buried still deeper. The illustration is de-
signed to show the importance of covering all the seed
of a uniform depth, in order to have all the stalks as

nearly of a uniform length as practicable. When some
of the seed is buried too deeply, those plants that spring
from such seed as may be covered only half an inch
deep, will get the start of the other by several days'
growth, which will produce stalks of various lengths.

This ought carefully to be guarded against in putting
in the seed. Moreover, when a flax seed germinates,
the kernel is carried on the end of the stem to the sur-

face of the ground, where it forms two leaves, as shown
by the smallest plant. When seed vegetates in this man-
ner, it is longer coming up than when only a spear is

sent up, like Indian corn, wheat or oats. The difficulty

is greater on heavy than on a light soil. And if flax seed
be covered deep on a heavy soil, and the weather be
somewhat dry, it will be impossible for it to come up,
while oats or wheat would come up with no difficulty.

Weeding Flax.—If the soil has been prepared, and
the seed put in at the time and in the manner directed in

foregoing paragraphs, very little weeding will be re-

quired; but if Canada thistles, dock, wild mustard
or other noxious weeds should show their heads, let a

careful man, shod with two or three pairs of old woolen
socks, remove them when the flax is eight or ten

inches high. A lot of boys, or heedless men should nev-

er be allowed to go among flax, unless when it is

very young ; because if it is trodden down after it has
grown a foot or more in hight, most of it will never re-

cover its erect position. The object of covering the feet

with something soft is, that the plants may be injured as
little as possible. Hard boots and shoes will crush the
stems so badly that if they should straighten up again,

there would be a bad spot in the fibre. The weeds should
be cut off close to the surface of the ground, gathered in

the arms, and carried to a pile—not thrown down. If

pulled up, much of the flax will be rooted up with them.
In some parts of the Old World, men, women, girls

and boys do the weeding, when the flax is only a few
inches high ; they sit flat on the young flax, hitch along,

and weed on each side of them as far as they can reach.

It is better to destroy the weeds before the seed is

sowed, and keep every thing ofl" the young flax. >

When to Pull (or Cut).— As the time of ripening
approaches, the observing farmer will appreciate more
than at any previous period, the importance of the de-

tails heretofore given. When the seed has been harrow-
ed in and burled deep by the feet of teams, the flax will
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ripen very unevenly ; and a portion of it will be very

green, while the remainJer will appear fully ripe. Un-
der such circumstances it will be necessary to estimate

what proportion of the heads are fully ripe, and how-

large a proportion are still too green to be pulled. When
the bolls have assumed a brown color, and the leaves

have died for one-fourth the length of the stems at the

butt ends, and the stems have changed from a dark
green to a light yellowish color, then the flax is fit

to pull or to cut. At this stage of growth, it will yield

more and belter fibre than if cut at any other period.
In case it is too green when pulled, there will be a great
loss both in quantity and quality. If the seed be pui m
as directed, almost all the bolls and stems will ripen uni-
formly ; and it will be very easy to decide as to the best
time for pulling or cutting without incurring any loss.

When a man has a number of acres of flax to be pulled.

Fig. 5.—STOOK OF FLAX.

he should not wait until it Is all ready before he com-

mences, lest much of it become too ripe. Should the

soil be variable in its character, the flax will ripen un-

evenly, and the ripest portions may be pulled first.

When flax is allowed to stand until It is all dead ripe,

the seed will be of a superior quality, but the fibre will

not be 50 heavy, strong, or soft, as if cut earlier.'

Pulling Flax.—When flax is pulled by hand, each

laborer takes a strip about four feet wide, and either

spreads it in a swath behind him, or throws it down in

gavels, or binds it himself, as fast as he pulls It. The flax

is grasped just below the bolls, with both hands, and pul-

led up with a sudden jerk. If it be pulled slowly, a

much larger quantity of earth will adhere. As soon as

one handful is pulled, it is set on the ground close to the

standing flax, and held wilh one hand, while the other

gathers as much as can be held conveniently ; then both

hands grasp the whole and pull. When enough has been

pulled to make a gavel as large as the puUer can grasp

with both hands, which will make a bundle about five

Inches in diameter, it is "butted" once or twice on the

ground, to even it. Any scattering stalks, standing or

lying on the ground, are gathered for bands, and the

gavels are bound at once. This mode is usually adopted

in preference to spreading in swaths. If the weather be

wet and lowery, it will be better, at any rate, to bind the

flax as fast as pulled, and to set the gavels in long stocks,

as shown in fig. 5. These should always be set up North

and South, so that the sun may shine on both sides of the

slook in the course of the day. Before the gavel leaves

the hands of the puller, he should strike It once or twice

on the ground, or on his foot, to knock off the dirt.- In

case the weather is pleasant, it is always better to spread

out each gavel, as it is pulled, about one inch thick, for

the purpose of sunning it. After it has lain in the sun

from half a day, to a day, it ought to be turned over, to

sun both sides. An expert puller will throw every gavel

down in such a manner, that they may be readily taken

up when cured enough to be bound. As flax will hang

together, if in a continuous swath, it is better to leave a

space of two or thiee inches between the spread gavels,

and sometimes they are laid alternately heads and buts.

This is important, so that thev may each be turned over

readily, or taken up and bound, without tangling. When
it is bound as soon as pulled, and set in stocks, it will re-

quire from one to two weeks to cure, before it will be fit

to stack or mow. When it is bound as fast as it is pulled,

the outside of the flax will all appear sufficiently cured to

be stacked, in only a few days, while much of the middle

of the bundles will be too green. It is quite as important

to cure all the stalks and seed bolls thoroughly, before

stacking, as to cure hay, or any kind of grain. The ques-

tion is frequently asked, why it is not as well to cut flax

as to pull it ? The fibres of flax diminish in size, tapering

from a few inches above the root until they run entirely

out at the root of the plant. It will, therefore, run much
smoother when spun, and will form a cleaner and smooth-

er threaJ than if the fibre is cut in two. If the stalks can

be cut within an inch of the root, nearly the entire

length of the fibre will be secured, as well as a part of

the advantage of this tapering of the fibre. In some
parts of our country, dealers make a difference in the

price between "reaper-cut" and pulled fiax.

Pulling with Machines.—Several different machines

have been invented for pulling flax, which have done

tolerably good work, when the ground was smooth, level,

and s® dry that but little earth adhered to the roots,

Most of thera injured the fibre more or less, and some
could not be adjusted to puU short and long flax equally

well, neither would they always deliver it evenly ; and

when much earth adhered to the roots, it would either

obstruct the machinery, or too much hand labor was re-

quired to remove the dirt before it came dry. In some
instances where the soil was prepared with much care

and the seed put in as previously directed, the writer

has seen flax pulled in a neat manner at the rate of three

to four acres per day, with two hands and two horses.

But, flax-pulling machines have not been introduced ex-

cept to a very limited extent.

Cradling and Mowing Flax.—When the soil has

been prepared, as previously directed, and the surface

made very smooth, if the flax stands up well, an expert

cradler will cut it very close to the ground, and lay it

evenly in a swath. But I have always found that I could

cut it closer with a scythe than with a cradle, do it with

less fatigue, and at the same time lay it in a swath quite

as evenly as it could be done with a cradle. Tlie scythe

must be placed flat on the ground, and both heel and point

kept well down, not only when it is set in. but in pointing

out. I was always accustomed to cut a swath about IM
or 8 feet wide, and to jerk the point of the scythe towards

me, when pointing out, as soon as the last stalks were cut

off. This motion of the scythe tended to straighten the

under side of the swath, and by bringing the heel around

just so far everytime, and giving the scythe just a certain

motion, I could always lay the flax as straight as if it had

been pulled, and, if the ground was smooth, could shave

it within an inch of the surface. The small amount of

fibre that remained in the stubble would not be an equiv-

alent for the greater expense incurred by pulling. When
any of the flax has grown so large that it falls down, it

can be cut with a scythe much better than wilh a cradle.

If it is very long and heavy, when it is down it will be

better to pull such plots, than to mow them. Let the

swaths be turned over after they have been sunned suffici-

ently. In turning use a pole, let it be thrust under the

swath, and everytime turn only enough to make one

bundle, keeping the divisions distinct. Whether the flax

is pulled, cradled, or mowed, it is important to keep the

buts as even as practicable before binding the gavels.

Assorting Flax.—When flax of various lengths is

bound together, a large portion of the fibre of the short

stalks will be separated from the long fibre, in the dress-

ing, and be wasted in the tow. Furthermore, when the

seed is threshed off, if the short stalks be bound up with

long ones, many bolls will not be threshed, and all their

seed will be lost. For these reasons, it is important that

the long flax should not be bound in the same bundle

with short flax. If it be pulled by hand, it will be very

easy to assort it, when pulling it, by pulling a handful of

the long, and then of the short, putting each in separate

gavels. When it is mowed, or cradled, by taking a little

pains, the short stalks may be laid, for the most part, in a

swath by themselves, and the long ones in another swath.

Long bundles and short ones need not be kept separate.

It is only necessary to keep the long stalks and the short

ones in separate gavels, in order to dress those of the

same length together.

STACK OF flax.

Manner of Stacking.— It is not always convenient

to put flax in a barn, and it is jmpoitant to keep it

where hay seed, chaff, and straw w ill not be mingled w ith

it, and where mice and rats will not work. The best

way of stacking it is, to make a long stack-bottom, by

placing three poles, sticks of timber, or plank, side by

side, from two to three feel apart, according to the length

of the haulm, and one foot above the ground ; and then

lay two courses of sheaves, with the tops together, and

with one course above another, as represented in fig. 6.

As flax haulm will hang together so well, the ends of the

stack may be carried up square, without any posts or

stakes. In order to give the sheaves a good pitch, the

heads of a few of the top courses may be laid on each

other. Then cover it with canvas, or with boards, as re-

presented in flg. 6. If barn room can be had, let all chaff

and hay seed be swept away before the flax is hauled in.

Tangled Flx.—When flax is mowed by hand, or with

a mower, and the stalks are not kept straight, it is called

tangled flax. My own practice, which coincides with

the practice of other farmers wlio aie accustomed to

raise flax, was, to cut it as close to the ground as possible,

and cure it, rake it, cock it, and slack it, or put it in a

mow, just as if it were hay. When it was mowed with

scythes, I let it remain about one day in Ihe swalh, and
then turned it over. As soon as it appeared sufficiently

cured, I raked it into bunches with hand or horse rakes.

If the weather were favorable, we were always accus-

tomed to let it remain in bunches about as large as a

man could pitch at one forkful. When flax was man-
aged in this way, we were always accustomed to put

it in the barn, in preference to slacking it. When it is

stacked, how*ever, the top of the stack should be built

sloping, instead of pointed, like a roof, and covered

with sound boards, or with canvas, as a stack of

tangled flax will not turn rain so well as hay. When
the flax was to be cut with a reaper, and it was
desirable to keep the stalks straight, we put on the plat

form as for reaping grain, forked off the flax in gavels,

and let them be set on the but-ends, as soon as cut, as

illustrated by fig. 7, which represents a gavel of flax

placed on the end. Sometimes

the flax is so long and heavy
that it will not be practicable

to rake, or fork it off, while the

reaper is in motion. In such

a case, as soon as enough for

a gavel has been cut, stop the

machine, remove it wilh the

hand, and set it on the buts,

and let anotlier hand straighten

it up. A little longer time

will be required, if the reaper

is stopped for every gavel,

but tlie work will be done ^^^' '-—gavel.

enough better to compensate for the extra* pains to

keep the stalks straight, and time will be gained in the end.

Threshing Flax.—When flax Is bound in small

sheaves, we used sometimes to take a bundle in both
hands and strike the heads on a large stone, or plow
turned upside down on the barn floor. Sometimes the

seed was threshed off with flails. If tlie sheaves are

not too large, the best way is to whip it out on a large

boulder. Strips of canvas, or blankets, should be hung
up on three sides, to keep the seed from flying beyond
the floor. When the seed is whipped out on a stone,

all the loose seed will of necessity be separated from
Ihe haulm ; but when it is threshed with flails, the sheaves

require much shaking to separate the shelled seed.

Moreover, flails will break the stalks, more or less, which
works an injury to the fibre during the rotting process.

When the seed is whipped out on a stone, tlie stalks

will not be broken, and a man can thus whip out more
seed tlian he can thresh with a flail. Another way is,

to thresh with a common threshing machine. If the

cylinder Is what is called an " over-shot " cylinder, raise

the concave so that the ends of the spikes in the concave
and in the cylinder will just meet, but not pass between
each other. If the concave is beneath the cylinder, and
can not be lowered, adjust the feeding table so that a

b'lndie of flax may be thrust directly against the middle

of the cylinder. This done, thrust the top of each bundle
against the cylinder when it is in motion, and be careful

not to let it be snatched out of your hands. The bundles

should not be held to the cylinder, after the bolls are re-

moved, as the spikes would lacerate the fibre. Thrust
the bundle against the cylinder, and withdraw it, turning

it partly over, and give it another thrust, until all the

bolls are removed. We never unbind our bundles of flax

to thresh them with a machine.
Tangled flax is sometimes threshed wilh horses by

treading it out, and sometimes it is run through a thresh-

ing machine, as oats and wheat are threshed. But the

concave must be raised, or lowered, as the case may be,

from the cylinder, so as to make as much space as pos

sible between them, and stili thresh clean. When the

concave is not adjustible, some threshers take out half or
two-thirds of the spikes in the cylinder. As flax seed
will thresh very easily, it is not necessary to set the con-
cave as close to the cylinder as to thresh cereal grain,

and, furthermore, wlien it is set close to the cylinder the
machine will not thresh one half as fast. In case the

flax is long and damp, the machine must be fed with
care, or it will wind up on the cylinder, and choke the

machine, or damage the fibre.

Rippling.-Rippling and threshing are frequently used
In America, as synonymous terms. In the Old World, the
bolls are usually separated by rippling, which is done as
soon as practicable after the flax is pulled, and before it

has been allowed to cure. The flax is pulled while a
portion of the seed is yet in the dough state, and the tops
are drawn through a rippler, a coarse halchel, or comb,
with long, sharp-pointed iron teeth, which tear off all

the bolls and chaff, whether green or matured, and the flax
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is hurried away to be rotted as soon as practicable, before

it has been allowed lo cure. The bolls, seed, and

chaff aie all spread out on a floor and dried, and mingled

with oats or barley, and ground into meal for feed. This

constitutes the diffeience between rippling and threshing.

Both green and dry bolls may be separated from the

haulm by rippling, but green ones can not be threshed.

Rotting or Retting.—After the seed has been sepa-

rated the stalks are passed into the hands of the

manufacturer, whose business it is to prepare the fibre

for market by rotting and dressing it. If the r-roducer

desires to perform a portion of this labor himself, he

should understand what to do and how to do the work.

The stalk straw or hatilm of flax consists of two parts,

the fibre, which is the inner bark, and the shives, which

is the woody interior portion, and which is also frequent-

ly called shoove, shove, boon and hurl. The fibre ad-

heres firmly to the stalk by means of a glutinous sub-

stance, and the object of rotting the stalks is to

dissolve and decompose the mucilage which holds the

fibre and the woody parts so firmly together ; and when
the flax is properly rotted, the shives will separate from

the fibre as readily as bark will peel from a young willow

sprout in early summer. There are two ways of rot-

ting flax, preparatory to dressing it. One is called aeri-

al lotting, and the other water rotting or steeping.

Aerial or Dew Rotting—This is accomplished by

spreading the flax on a smooth grass plot in long

straight swaths, about half an inch thick. A lad goes

before the man who spreads the flax and divides the

bundles into handfuls, throwing them down where the

swath is to be made. The spreader either bends his

body forward, or squats down with the tops of the stalks

toward him ; and with a quick motion spreads the

handfuls as fast as they can be thrown to him.

There are only two things to be observed when spread-

ing flax, which are, to keep the butts even, and to spread

it of a uniform thickness. Some men spread the swaths

so closely that they touch each other. But I always pre-

fer to leave a space of a few inches between the

swalhs to prevent the tops of one being tangled with anoth-

er. After it has lain a week or ten days, it should all

be turned upside down, by running a long slim pole, say

twenty feet long, beneath the swath, near the top ends

of the flax, and let a man and a boy turn over a section

of about twenty feet at once. I have always found that

two hands would perform this part of the work better

than one man could do it with a short pole; because

every time a portion of a swath is raised, unless some

one stands on the swath where the separation is to be

made, it will be more or less tangled.

The length of time required for rotting will depend en-

tirely on the slate of the weather. If alternate rains

and sunshine prevail, two, three, or four weeks will be

sufficient. The length of time that flax has been spread

must never be relied on as a correct guide for determin-

ing whether or not it is rotted enough. There are cer-

lain rules which all experienced flax growers understand,

which will enable a beginner to determine correctly,

when it is sufilciently rotted. The most reliable rule is,

the stalks when dry if bent with the fingers, will snap

like pieces of glass, and the shives separate freely from

the fibre. Beginners should watch their flax everyday

and apply this test, lest it be rotted too much,

which will cause a great waste of good fibre. When
flax has rotted loo much the fibre will separate from the

shives at the junction of the main stem and brunches
;

and sometimes the fibre of the main stems will separate

from the shive; and portions of the stem will be seen in

the form of an Indian's bow, when adjusted for the ar-

row. It needs a Httle experience to determine the point

at which flax is sufficiently rotted.

Steeping or Water Rotting.—The true way of rot-

ting flax is to steep i*. in water, because it cannot be well

done by dew rotting If the weather be ever so favor-

able, a good proportion of it will be rotted too much if it

be kept on the ground until all the stalks are rotted

enough. But when flax is steeped or water-rotted , there

is greater uniformity in the process. In case it is kept in

the water just long enough, it will all be rotted alike, and

it will be done very much belter than it can possibly be

accomplished by dew rotting. Moreover, flax can be

rotted very much sooner by steeping, than by dew rotting,

the object being simply to dissolve the mucilage that

holds the fibre and woody parts together, so that they

will separate readily as soon as the flax has been dried.

Prepare a pond of water in the same way that a mill

dam is constructed, with a waste gate in the dam, to let

the water off at pleasure. A suitable place can be pre-

pared on almost every farm at a trifling expense. The
bundles must held in an erect position, a few inches from

the ground, so that the water may pass both beneath and

above them. For this purpose a platform may be made
of rails or boards, and fastened down with stones or

stakes. Then set up the bundles and drive down stakes,

and nail strips of boards from one to {he other, ovui the

tops of the bundles to keep them from rising out of the

water w hich should be a few inches deep over the flax.

Then shut the waste gate and let the pond fill. Some-

times a crate is made, and launched on a mill pond and

the bundles secured in it, when it is floated into deep

water and sunk sufficiently with stones placed on

the crate. Soft rain water is superior to spring water for

rotting. While it is in the water a partial fermentation

commences which must be arrested at the proper time,

or the fibre will be damaged in proportion to the degree

of fermentation beyond the proper state.

When to Remove from the Steep.—As the process

of fermentation will progress very slowly in cool weather

and rapidly in warm, it is impossible to state any definite

period of time for keeping it in the water. If the water

were of the correct temperature, the process of rotting

would be completed in six or seven days. The cooler

the water is the longer the flax will be in rottine. After

it has been steeping about five days it should be examined

carefully every day, for the purpose of ascertaining when
it is rotted just enough. Pull a few stalks out of diflfer-

ent bundles in several places and break into pieces a

few inches long and pull out the shives. If they separ-

Fig. 8.—HAND-BRAKE.

ate very freely from the fibre, the water should be let off

without delay, and the flax spread out on clean grass to

dry; and as soon as dry enough, It should be bound
in large bundles and housed.

BBEAKmo.— TAe Hajid-Brake,—Tig. 8 is a cheap hand-
brake. The lower part consists of three slats of hard

wood, 4 feet long. 5 inches

wide, \}i inches thick, fas-

tened firmly into the post of

a building, at one end, and
the other ends mortised in-

to a frame. The upper edges
of each slat should be dress-

ed to an edge. Two blades of

the same form and size are

bolted in long mortises in

the post, as shown, and the

outer ends of these slats are.

fixed in a block. Set the two
upper opposite tiie spaces be-

tween the lower slats ; and the

edges of all, when shut to-

gether, should be on the same
level. A wooden pin in the head above the blades serves

for a handle. The slats in brakes of this form are some-

times made to shut betv\een one another, as a knife blade

into its handle. This is a wrong construction, because

when the edges of the slats pass by each other, they

stretch and tear much of the fibre, and break out the

shives no better. In using such a brake, crush a handful

of straw between the slats, w^orking the upper p;irt

up and down, moving the handful along, and turning it

over, until the shives are well broken from end to end.

Fig. 9.—GAVEL HOLDER.

Fig. 10.—POWER BRAKE.

For convenience in holding a handful while breaking It,

make two sticks, (fig. 9,) about a foot long, and three-

fourths of an inch in diameter, and tie them together,

about 15 inches apart, with a small cord. The cord is

Fig. 11.

—

scutching board. Fig. 13. SWIHGLE.

passed around the handful of flax, as shown by the dotted

line, and the two sticks are grasped with one hand. By this

means a man can hold the flax firmly and keep it even,

which he can not do with his hand alone,

The Horse-Brake.—YX^yMe 10, shows a cheap revolving
break, which is driven by horse, or water-power. It con
sists of two fluted, or corrugated rollers between which
the bunches of flax are passed repeatedly, until the stalks

are broken so finely that the shives may be readily separ-

ated by shaking and with the scutcher. The rollers are

about two feet long, and six inches in diameter. The
lower roller is stationary, and the bearings of the upper
one play up and down in slots three inches long. This

roller is held down to the other by iron rods, or sti'ips of

band iron, which pass over the gudgeons and beneath a

stick, which holds a tubful of stones. The weight can
be increased at pleasure. A large driving pulley on the

journal of the lower roller, gives them avelocity of about

one hundred revolutions per minute. The rollers may
be made of cast iron, or of wood covered with iron ridges,

screwed firmly to its surface. A handful of flax is placed

on the inclined feeding table, and a man catches it as

the rollers bring it through toward him. He then places

it again on the feeding table, and continues to run it

through until it is thoroughly broken. After the flax is

broken, the loose shives are shaken out, and the remain-

der are scutched out.

ScuTCHiNO.—Figure 12 represents a hand scutcher, or

swingling knife. It is of hard wood, 2 feet long, with two
edges. The hand scutching board is about 3 feet long, and

one foot wide, with a notch as shown in the cut, and fasten-

ed securely to a heavy block as shown in fig. 11. The
length of the scutching board is regulnted by the stature of

theman whouses it. Ahandfulof flaxisheld by the op-

erator in one hand in the notch of the scutching board,

when the knife is

struck on it as if it

were to be cut off

on a line with the

svirface of the

board. The hand-

fuls are turned

over, and both ends

are scutched until

the shives are re-

moved, A revolving

power scutcher is

shown in fig. 13.

This consists of a

wooden shaft, with

a system of scutch-

ing knives set in it,

like the spokes of a
wheel.These knives

have but one edge
;

and they must re-

volve as true as a Fig. 13— power scutcher.

mill stone. The shaft should make from one hundred
and fifty to two hundred revolutions per minute ; it may
be of any desirable length, with scutching knives every
four feet. The knives revolve close to a scutching board.

After the bunches have been well scutched, they are

hatcheled. The teeth of a fine hatchel are about six

inches long, one eighth of an inch in diameter at the large

end, and taper to a sharp point. About 10 of these are

set about one fourth of an inch apart, in a hard board,

and the fibre is drawn through them until it is sufficiently

lacerated and combed. The handfuls are fhen twisted a

little, and packed in a clean box for market. In some
markets, however, hatcheled fibre will command no

larger price than the unhatcheled. because the process

of hatcheling is the business of the spinner, and requires

skilled labor to do it pioperly. An inexperience hatchel-

er will waste a large per centage of good fibre. For this

reason, flax growers should aim simply to remove the

shives or " boon,'*, and leave the fibre as whole and long

as possible, and let the spinner perform the hatcheling,

unless dealers make a great difference in the price be*

tweien the hatcheled and unhatcheled fibre.
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Selecting Seed Corn,

"When seed com has not been saved in .autumn,"

Tvrites an experienced person, "it should be se-

lected from the crib with much care. Choose

the long cars, -with large kernels an\l small cob.

Let ever}- ear be broken in two, before shelling.

If the pith and cob be bright, the seed will vege-

tate; but if they appear to have been water-

soaked and are dark-colored and somewhat

mouldy, the vitality of the germs has been in-

jured, if not entirely destroyed. Then with an

ax cut off an inch of the top end of the ears

selected, and all the irregular kernels at the

large end. They can be cut off quicker than

shelled off. The small kernels on the tip, and

irregular ones on the butt of the ear will not

produce as much, nor as handsome grain as

those that grow in the middle of the cob. By
continuing to plant the sm.all kernels of the

little end of ears, for a few years in succession,

the ears will be shorter, and the kernels small-

er; and the irregular kernels of the butt end

will produce ears destitute of kernels in rows.

The writer once planted irregular kernels for

a few successive years, and the product was

short, thick ears, the kernels of irregular form,

not in rows, on large cobs. When seed corn is

obtained from another part of the country, it

will usu.ally ripen earlier when carried south of

the locality where it grew. A few miles, how-

ever, would make no perceptible difference.

The practice of some farmers in Central New-
York is, to obtain seed that grew near

the shores of lakes and rivers, which bad

ripened ten to fourteen d.ays before that grown

on the upland. By this means their corn is

usually fit to cut up a few days sooner than

It would have been, if they had planted their

own seed, and will often escape early frost."

Preparation of Wheat for Sowing.—•

—

Adjust the fanning-mill to give a light shake,

and heavy blast, and put in the screen-board to

carry the grain outward, to drop within three

or four inches of the end of the coarse screen,

which will allow all the small kernels and seeds

of various weeds to fall into the screen-box.

The wheat sieve should be set in the slanting

gains, for carrying off the oats and other foreign

matters. Most of the light wheat will also be

blown over the screen, and the largest kernels

will run down through the mill to the floor.

The grain that is blown over, as well as that

which goes into the screen-box, will make good

flour, but is not good for seed. If the oats be

not all blown out of the seed, at first a wheat

sieve of perforated zinc, or pressed wire cloth,

must be put in the slanting gains, the screen-

board removed, and the seed run through

again, with light shake, and slow feed. The
holes of the perforated zinc, or meshes of wire

clotli, should be just large enough to allow the

wheat to pass through. Then, if the shoe of the

mill be adjusted to shake level, the remaining

kernels of heavy oats will slide over the boles,

and fall beyond the sieves. By this means, all

the half-ripe and shrunken kernels, not fit for

seed, will be separated from the large ones,

which will produce earlier and better grain.

These directions are applicable only to those

farmers who have nothing but an ordinary fim-

ning-mill. In some of the improved grain-sepa-

rators, with only once running through, nearly

every kernel of oats will pass over the screen,

while the wheat will be neatly assorted and

dropped into four different boxes, the largest

kernels, most suitable for seed, being deposited

in the first box, and the sm.illest in the fourth

box. Before sowing, prepare a strong brine.

Half a barrel will be needed to pickle as little

as 4 or .5 bushels of grain, but of course, would

answer for much more, and to this quantity add

half a pound of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper).

A portion is done at a time, stirring it well, and

skimming off all that floats, dirt, foul stuff, smut-

ty grains, etc. As fast as each portion is soaked,

throw it out into a basket to drain. The pick-

ling should be done 4 to 12 hours before sowing.

Just previous to sowing, the grain should be

spread out upon a clean floor and rolled in

lime slaked to a dry powder, stirring the heap

with rakes. Wheat should always be drill-

ed in where this is practicable.

Soils for Spring Wheat.

Wheat, whether winter or spring, does best

in soils in which there is a good portion of clay.

When the soil is composed for the most part of

muck, as occurs in many places in New-York,
Canada, and some of the Western States, it re-

quires much preparation before it will produce

well, and such soils can only be made to yield

heavy crops of wheat, with profit, when claj',

in some form, can be supplied. A firm, fertile,

and dry soil, is particularly adapted to wheat,

and such soils as have been under-drained are

more productive, and require much less manure.

In many places, where a black, mucky soil,

several inches deep, rests on a heavy sub-soil,

by turning up two or three inches of the latter

in autumn, and mingling it thoroughly with the

soil, draining if nccessar}', and manuring, a

very good wheat soil may be formed in a few

years. Where the muck is so deep that the

clayey sub-soil cannot be reached with a plow,

and clay can be obtained within a distance of

half a mile, it will pay to apply eighty or a

hundred loads per acre. The best time to

spread it is late in autumn, or in winter, that it

may be acted upon by rains .and frosts. Still, if

applied in the spring, and plowed in, the effect

will be good on the crop the same year. Por-

tions of fields frequently are very heavy, while

other portions are composed, for the most part,

of vegetable mould. The practice of the

writer has been to haul mucky soil and spread

it on the heavy clay, and in all cases the applica-

tion has produced an equal or better effect for

wheat than a liberal application of good barn-

yard manure. As there is a great difference

in muck, this might not tilways be the case.

Such compact, heavy soils contain a large

amount of wheat-producing material, but need

to be made light and porous, so that the roots

of the wheat plants can permeate the entire soil

as deeply as it has been pulverized. The best

preparation of the land for wheat, is a dressing

of well-rotted, or composted, barn-j'ard manure.

Unrotted manure tends to produce a heavy
growth of straw, which will be liable to rust,

and yielj less grain. The best practice is to

.apply it late in autumn, simply harrowing it in

after the land has been well plowed. B}' spring

it is well decomposed. Where it is desirable to

apply the manure in the spring, scrape the hog-

yard for it with broad hoes, and use heaps of

fine manure previously collected, and if the soil

be compact and heavy, add well-rotted chip

manure. On soils in which there is a great

amount of vegetable matter, never apply any

b.arn-yard manure, unless it has been thoroughly

composted, or rotted. On land where there is

usually a great growth of straw, wood ashes,

either leached or unleached, applied at the rate

of 10 or 12 bushels per acre, of the unleached,
or any quantity of the leached, will go far to

correct the evil, and the heads will be better

filled, and the kernels plumper. The writer

has experienced great advaul.age from the use

of liquid manure, especi.illy on light soil. It

was pumped into a large hogshead, on a stone-

boat, or on wheels, at the barn-yard, and dis-

tributed from a trough filled with small holes.

If the hogshead be on.wheels, this application

may be made any time before the grain is six

inches high, and always gives greater stiffness

of the straw, and increases the amount of grain.

«- —^— I »

Tie Best Large Breed of Swine.

Several inquiries have been received from
subscribers as to what are the best hogs. Per
haps there is no large breed that will be found
superior, or even equal to the Chester White,
for general purposes. Of course when we say
Chester White swine, we me.an nothing but
that breed in its purity. There are thousands
of swine that are sold at exorbitant prices for

Chester Whites, that have only a large infusion

of the Chester White blood. We would not be
understood as stating that such swine are best

for formers, or for any one. Tlie Chester Whites
are often denounced as an inferior breed, and a
common complaint is, that they do not do as well

as they did a few years ago. The fault is not in

the swine, but in their management. For ex-

ample, a man procures a Cliester White boar
which has proved himself to be an excellent

animal for transmitting his good points to his

progeny with great uniformity. He serves a
large number of sows which possess only a limit-

ed infusion of Chester White blood. Their pro-

geny, to appearance, may be in every respect

equ.al to the full blood Chester AVhites ; and they

may possess fattening qualities quite equal, .and

sometimes a little superior to the Chester

Whites. Therefore, as farmers reason that

"like will produce like," they breed from the

best specimens of this grade, and they find

that all their care and efforts to improve their

swine by breeding from such animals, carries

them farther and farther every year from the

point of improvement at which they were aim-
ing. This failure to improve the breed, when
one has an excellent animal to begin with, has

a great tendency to discourage faimers in their

efforts to render good swine a little better.

Breeding In-and-in.—Nothing is more common
th.an for men of limited experience in raising

improved stock of any kind to attribute every

failure to breeding in-and-in. They guess, they

think, or they know, that such a failure, or such

a development of form in a young animal, is in

consequence of breeding in-and-in, when the

truth in the fact is, they know nothing at all

about it. Sometimes the dam and sire are both
good grade animals, but their offspring will sel-

dom be equal to either of them for fattening

purposes, and never will they prove to be as

good for breeders. Consequently, the numerous
failures in raising improved stock are much
more attributable to breeding from grade ani-

mals than to breeding in-and-in. A grade ani-

mal may be quite as profitable for beef, mutton,

or pork, as a full-blooded one, but they are not

the kind for breeders. Those who attempt to

raise improved stock of any kind should be
careful not to impute the development of certain

b.ad points in their animals to in-and-in breed-

ing, when it is the natural and certain result of

breeding from animals that are said to be full-
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blooded, -nhen really they are nothing but

grades. In-and-in breeding may be practised

with the best of results, ivith proper care ; but

breeding from grade male animals never. When-

ever possible always employ well-bred males.

•»-* Ml <^ I *

How to Plow Corn Ground.

We commend to our readers a practice T\-hich

we have followed with great satisfaction in

plowing corn ground, whether it was sod or

stubble, namely : by what is called " back-fur-

rowing "—commencing in the middle of the

field, turning the furrows iim-anl, thus plowing

the entire field " geeing round." Find the mid-

dle of a field with a measuring pole or tape and

set a stake. Then turn a ridge of two furrows

in a straight line from each corner of the field

to the stake. These ridges will enable a plow-

man to do his work well at the turning points.

The advantages of plowing in this manner arc,

there will be no dead furrows in the field. A
row of corn, if planted in a dead furrow will

not amount to much, except for fodder. When
a field is plowed in lands, the soil will not be

thoroughly broken up beneath the ridges. When
a field is plowed by going around the outside

and finishing in the middle, there will be a

dead furrow from each corner to the middle of

it. The team, moreover, must turn on the

plowed ground, which treads down a wide strip

from the corners to the middle of the field.

But when a field is plowed by beginning in the

middle, the entire team, whether double or sin-

gle, always turns on the uuplowed ground, and

it is easier for the plowman to turn out and set

in his plow at the corners, than when he turns

the furrow outward. By plowing in this way,

the surface will be kept level, and the work

performed in a more workmanlike manner.

In order to have every side of the field fin-

ish alike, measure each side from the plowed

ground to the outside of the field every da.v.

Then the furrows may be varied in width, or

omitted on one side, while the plowed plot is

small. Aim always to keep the furrow slices

of a uniform width.

Broom Corn.

There are two kinds of broom corn, dwarf

and tall. Both kinds are good, but no well-

conducted experiments within our knowledge

have proved which is superior. Many think

that the dwarf is most profitable ; while others

prefer the tall. If proper care be taken to se-

cure good seed, there will be but little difference

in the amount and quality of the brush. There

is much bad management in planting half-ripen-

ed seed, which produces weak and slender brush

fit only for small brooms. Of course, all such

brush will lessen the value of the crop ; and if

!he common careless practice of saving seed be

pursued from year to year, an increasing pro-

portion of the brush will be inferior. Good

brush is long, thick and uniform. The way to

secure good seed is to tie a colored string to

those long straight panicles that begin to ripen

first. The seed of these should be kept separ-

ate; and before planting run it through a fan-

ning mill, that all the small, light seed may be

blown out. By adopting this practice for a few

years, seed may be obtained that will mature

earlier, and thus probably escape early frosts

;

and the brush will be prevailingly thick, heavy,

and nearly two feet in length.

The soil for Broom com should be prepared

just as for a crop of Indian com. As the plant

is very slender, the seed should not be placed too

deep ; the soil should be made very mellow,

and the seed put in freshly stirred soil. The best

time for planting is immediately after Indian

corn, or as soon as the ground has become

thoroughly warmed and trees are in full leaf.

If it be planted too early, it will be a long time

coming up, and weeds and grass will get the

start of it. Barn-yard manure ought to be ap-

plied a year beforehand, as much rank manure
tends to make a coarse brush. The seed may
be planted in shallow drills, or in hills. If the

soil be foul, it is usual to plant in hills, so that

the horse-hoe may be worked both ways, to

save hand hoeing. But if the soil be free from

weeds, much more broom corn will be produced

if planted in drills. In hills, six stalks are

enough, as they will yield better brush than a

larger number. If in drills, the stalks may be

four, five, or six inches apart. When the dwarf

broom corn is planted, the drills may be about

two feet sis inches apart. But for the tall

kind, they should be not less than three feet, or

three and a half feet apart. Let it receive the

same—level—cultivation as is given to Indian

com. Directions for the securing and manage-

ment of the crop will be given at a future time.

Raising CMckens—A Word in Season.

Last year the subject of gapes, especially the

method of curing the disease was a good deal

discussed in this journal. There is no doubt

but the ailment comes from little worms, the

larvae of some fly or other insect, which are

found in considerable numbers in the throats of

the chickens and cause their death. These

flies or insects no doubt abound about fowl

houses and yards, so that keeping the chickens

in places which fowls do not frequent, and where

they have not before been kept, goes far toward

protecting them from the evil. A correspondent
" Coxsackie," writes as follows :

" About a year

ago I communicated to the A(jr>culturist a ceriaiii

mode of treating chickens, to prevent gapes.

Since that time I have seen various modes sta-

ted to cure the ailment. Now, 5Ir. Editor, I in-

sist upon it that ' an ounce of prevention is bet-

ter than a pound of cure.' There is no need of

having gapes at all. Last year I raised nearly

one hundred chickens, and had not a sign of

gapes among them. Jly method is as follows :

When the chickens are in condition to take

from the nest, I put them with the hen in a coop

with a board bottom, so as to keep the young
ones from the cold and damp ground. They are

fed with Indian meal on which boiling water

is poured from the teakettle, well stirred and al-

lowed to cool. I believe the whole secret is to

keep the chickens dry and warm when quite

young, and give them cooked feed."

»-<— »»» I —

How Much Hay Will Cattle Eat?

There has been a vast amount written on the

above subject, which has tended to mislead,

rather than to in,struct. Some writers have en-

deavored to fix a certain number of pounds as

the usual standard that a cow or a bullock will

ordinarily consume. But some cows, as well as

some bullocks, will require twice as much,

dail}', as others. Ordinarily, a good-sized cow
will need about twenty pounds of hay per

day, when she has a supply of roots, or is

"slopped." Some cows will consume thirty

pounds, and some oxen will eat even more than

that amount With yearlings and calves, the

amount will vary, just in proportion to the size

and feeding condition of the animal. This is

the writer's own experience.

S. S. Whitman writes to the Country Gentle-

man that : For several 3-ears he kept cows, and
sold the milk ; and much of the hay fed to

them was purchased by the ton. He often noted

the quantity, and the time of consuming it, and
it varied so little from twenty poimds each per

day, that he fixed on that number of pounds as

the necessary daily amount of hay for a cow,

in addition to slops sufficient to suppl)' the

ordinary draught made upon them by milking.

.John Johnston— whose authority is often

quoted as final on such subjects—says: " It is

all nonsense to talk of those Hohenheim oxen

eating sixty-si.x pounds of hay per day ! It

must be different bay from any that I ever saw,

if they would eat half that amount. Twenty
pounds per day would satisfy any cattle that I

ever have fed."—The quality of the hay will

also make a difference in the amoimt. If

the grass were not cut until the seed had well

matured, the hay would not of course bo so

palatable as though it had been mowed when it
,

was in full bloom. A cow, or bullock, there-

fore, will consume several pounds more of good
hay than of poor hay, on the same principle

that a man will eat more good beef than poor.

Nevertheless, the amount that an animal needs

depends upon the demands made upon its diges-

tive organs, dependent upon its size (weight),

the demands made upon it for labor, for milk,

in parturition, etc., and to sustain its animal

heat—an animal exposed to the weather eating

more than one stabled and warm.

Warbles in Neat Cattle.

Several subscribers to the AyricuUurH have
inquired as to the cause of, and manner of treat-

ing this affection, which is common to ne.at

cattle. When we pass the hand along the back
of some cows, bullocks, oxen, and, in some in-

stances, yearlings, we feel numerous little

bunches upon the back. This is called "the
warbles," and cattle in the best condition are no
more exempt fiom it than those that are very

poor. The word " warbles " is applied also to

hard lumps which form in the skin under the

saddle of horses. A correspondent, who has

been familiar with the warbles for thirty years,

and says he has never known neat cattle to ex-

perience any serious harm from them, writes

:

" No doubt everj' obseiTing farmer has noticed

that, during the months of Juh' and August in

our latitude, neat cattle are much annoyed by
the stings of a large, dark-colored fly, called the

Gad Fly ((Esirtis Bcmis), which will often light

on the backs of cattle, and put the whole herd

on a gallop ; and sometimes they will drop on
the backs of oxen and horses, while at work,

and, in a moment of time, render them as un-

managable as if they had disturbed a hornet's

nest. This Gad Fly punctures the skin of the

animal—fat animals are better than lean ones

—

and deposites an egg, which produces a maggot
that continues to grow for nearly a year in

the flesh of the animal, when it emerges through

the skin and falls to the ground, secretes it-

self beneath some protection, and, in a few
days, commences its attacks on the cattle.

During the months of April, May, and June,

in our latitude, these bunches on the backs of

cattle will continue to enlarge, until the black

head of a large grub will have worked its way
through the skin of the animal's back. In this

condition they will live and develope them-

selves for several weeks, with their black heads
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just protruding through the skin. I have seen

hundreds of them on the back of a single ani-

mal ; and I have seen leather that was made of

the skin of an animal that was afflicted with

the warbles, that ajipeared like perforated tin.

My opinion always has been, that such maggots

—to say nothing of the great annoyance by the

severe bites of the flies—are quite as injurious

as lice. My practice always was to kill every

Gad Fly, if possible, as soon as I would a snake.

Then, the backs of my cattle were carded fre-

quently, and as soon as a maggot's head ap-

peared through the skin, it was drawn out

with a pair of tweezers. In warm weather,

when cattle were not handled much, we would

thrust a needle into the heads of the maggots,

before they had worked through the skin. Gad
Flies are usually not very numerous ; therefore,

if a little pains be taken to kill every one, and

if the maggots are all destroyed before they

leave the cattle, they will not be a source of

serious inconvenience to them. In case maggots

are removed in wet and cold weather, the ani-

mals should be protected from cold storms, be-

cause it might prove injurious, if much rain

were to fall before the deep holes close, from

which grubs had been withdrawn. S. E. T.

Spaying^ Cows.

This delicate operation may be successfully

performed liy any man of nerve and caution.

The best time is within si.Y weeks after calving.

It is necessary to study carefully the relation of

the parts, and the feeling of the ovaries in place,

in a slaughtered animal ; and well, also, to

practice the administration of chloroform, till

familiarity with this desirable preliminary is

gained. Tlie cow must be firmly held, so that

she will stand, if possible, and should have fast-

ed twenty-four hours. The incision is made in

the loin, just iu front of the haunch. Such
incisions, where the skin is loose, are made by
first shaving off the hair, an inch or more wide,

on tlie line of the proposed cut; then making
a fold of the skin, at right angles to and across

tlie middle of the shaved place, the operator

grasps this in his left hand, on one side of the

line, and gives into the right hand of an assist-

ant a simihxr grip of the fold on the other side,

leaving the shaved line exposed. Then a quick,

strong stroke with a sharp knife across the fold

will, if properly directed, make an opening

through the hide of about the right length

(five inches), clean and true. Should an artery,

or large vein, be cut, it must be taken up
(the end found, drawn out and tied with a

thread), or, if a small one, twisted up so as to

stop the flow of blood. Cutting through into

the cavity of the abdomen, the hand is intro-

duced, and the ovaries felt for, found, and
worked off with a strong thumb nail. A " steel

thumb-nail " is sometimes used to advantage.

Care should of course be taken not to tear the

parts, nor to make the incision too large, nor

too low. If too low, the contents of the

abdomen will interfere. So, also, if the intes-

tines are full, they wdl fill up the abdominal

cavity, and seriously embarrass the operation.

When the ovaries are removed, the wound is

wiped with a damp cloth, and closed with

sutures—which are single tied stitches. Stout

linen thread is used, well tallowed, and a curved

sail-needle, new and bright. The sutures are

placed an inch and a half to two inches apart,

and tied loosely, only so as to bring the lips of

the wound together ; they will swell so as to

close perfectly. It is well to leave the lower

part of the wound sufliciently open to allow

pus to discharge freely, and always encourage

the wound to heal from the top downward, for

the same reason. Protect with a greased linen

cloth laid over the woimd, and a blanket or

sheet, according to the weather. The cow
should be kept stabled, and her diet should be

simple, and loosening rather than heating, con-

sisting of roots, with cut and soaked hay, or

cut grass in the spring, and with a warm, thin

mash of wheat bran now and then, perhaps.

A Cheap Stump Machine.

Inquiries are made for " a cheap stump ma-
chine, such as a farmer can make with the ex-

penditure of a few dollars, and with which he

can extract stumps that a yoke of oxen can not

remove with a straight pull." The accompany-

ing illustration represents a very convenient and

efficient stump puller, for such stumps as are not

very firmly rooted, and especially for those of

which the small roots have decayed. It will be

seen by the engraving that a strong . chain is

first placed around the stump, with a rolling

hitch, and the other end is then fastened to the

large end of a stiff pole, 20 or 30 feet long, and

a team is hitched to the small end, and driven

in a circle around the stump until it is turned

or twisted entirely loose. About the only ex-

pense of such a stump pidler will be a strong

chain, with two very heavy hooks. When the

stump is a small one, let the chain be passed

twice or thrice around it, before it is hitched to

the pole. By cutting off a portion of the large

lateral roots, a green tree of large size may be

uprooted in a short time, especially where the

principal roots do not strike very deeply.

For such heavy work verj' strong hooks are

required, as they will usually break first. A
large hook of the best form which will be equal-

ly as strong as the chain, is shown in the illus-

tration. But very few blacksmiths know how
to make a good hook. Procure a bar of the

best Swede's iron, one inch thick by two and

a half inches wide, and draw the end to as short

a point as can be made, and admit a bending

of the right shape ; aud make the inside circle

of the hook just large enough to hook on to the

middle of the chain. Bevel off the back side

of the hook at the widest place so that it will

be not less than three inches wide where the

greatest strain comes. Hooks usually break a

little beyond the middle of the turn towards the

eye ; here they shoidd be wide aud strong.

Orchard Grass.—{Dactylic glomerata.)

The excellence of Orchard Grass, both for

grazing and for hay, has not only been very
much underrated, but a great many farmers

do not even know the grass when they meet
with it. In the Agriculturist for March, figures

and descriptions were given which will enable

any careful observer to recognize this species.

In some localities, good farmers esteem it as

superior to almost any other grass. Wherever
Red Clover and Timothy flourish well. Orchard
Grass will not fail to be most luxuriant. As
Orchard Grass will mature about the same time

with early Red Clover, we have always found it

very much superior to Timothy (Phleum pratense)

to sow with clover, whether for grazing, for

feeding green as soon as large enough to mow,
or for early haj'. For a number of years the

writer has tried various kinds of grasses, in

Central New-York, to obtain such as would
afford early pasture, as well as excellent hay,

and has found that Orchard Grass and early

Red Clover, when sown in about equal quanti-

ties, would always be fit for pasture, or for

mowing, from eight to twelve days earlier than
any other mixture experimented with. It is nu-

tritious, well adapted to .all soils that will pro-

duce good crops of cereals, and in orchards, or

shaded fields, it is superior to any other grass

that we are familiar with. When farmers wish
to feed a few bullocks for early beef in spring,

or wethers, or dry ewes, for early mutton, if

the soil be not wet, and is in a good state of fer-

tility, and the Orchard Grass and Red Clover
have not been eaten off late in autumn, it will

be fit to graze very early, besides which, two
good crops may be mowed in a season, and it

will also furnish much fall feed in addition.

Another consideration in favor of Orchard
Grass is, it will endure the drouth of summer
with much less injury than almost any other

kind of grass. When Timothy has ceased to

grow, Orchard Grass will continue to send up
new spires until the moisture of the soil ap-

pears to be entirely exhausted. As Orchard
Grass is disposed to grow in tussocks, if it

be sowed alone there will often be spots of bare

ground between the tussocks. But, if some
Kentucky Blue Grass seed and Red Clover be

sowed, the entire soil will soon be covered

with a swarth turf, and the quality of the

Orchard Grass will be much better.

In some parts of the country, there exists

more or less prejudice against Orchard grass,

for both pasture and hay, on account of its

coarseness. But this is the fault of the farmer,

not of the grass. If the soil is kept in a good
state of fertility, and there is not an excess of

water in it, and Kentucky Blue Grass and Red
Clover be sowed with it, the Orchard Grass will

not grow so rank and coarse.

As DxTLL AS A Hoe.—Why should the hoe
be made the whipping post for so many blunt-

edged scythes, axes, knives, and other tools?

As dull as a hoe I Many a farmer works the

year through with a hoe whose edge is thicker

than an old-fashioned copper, when a few min-
utes turning of the grindstone would put it in

good working order. A sharp hoe saves time

aud strength, and does one's work better than a
dull one. No farmer will mow ordinarily

longer than a day, without grinding his scythe;*

why not always keep an edge also upon the hoe ?

It behoves us to ever pay respect to old age,

because we are all desirous of attaining to it
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Fig. 9.—SWEET-SCENTED TERNAi GRASS.

Talks About Grass III.

In tlie article l;ist mouth upon Orchard and
Kentucky Blue Grass, some practical remarks
upon their culture were promised. These are

given elsewhere in separate articles. One grass

chosen for description, at the present time, is

the Sweet-scented Vernal Grass

—

Anthoxanthum

odoratum. This can hardly be called a valuable

grass, yet it is one we would not willingly do

without, as it is this which fills the air with

fragrance, when " The ripe harvest of the new-
mown hay gives it a sweet and wholesome odor."

It is a grass which readily " comes in " upon
meadows, and growing here and there in tufts,

imparts its peculiar odor to the hay with which

it is cured. It has a perennial root, and its

foliage appears very early in spring. The en-

graving, fig. 9, shows the manner of flowering,

the flowers forming a loose spike, appe.aring

in Maj". When the structure of the flowers or

spikelets is examined, it will be found to be

quite different from that of either of the grasses

already described in these articles. In fig. 10, a

magnified spikelet is shown at the top of the

figure, and below its parts are shown separate

and still more enlarged. The glumes, a, b, are

as in theother figures ; within these arc a couple

of empty palese, c, d, without any stamens or

pistils within them, and each furnished with a

long bristle or awn ; above these are shown two

palete, e, /, of a different shape, which enclose

the stamens and pistil, g, h. Comparing this

with the enlarged figure of the Orchard grass

(fig. 6 of last month), it will be seen that it is a

Ihree-flowered grass, of which only one flower,

the central one, is perfect, i. «., bears stamens,

and pistil, while the side flowers, c, d, fig. 10,

are abortive, and each reduced to a single empty

palea. This grass does not find much favor

among our farmers, but in England it is valued

to mix with other grasses for pasturage, both on

account of its earliness and the late feed it fur-

nishes in deep, moist soils. It has been asserted

that the high flavor of the butter produced in

certain locali-

ties is due to

the abundance
of the Vernal

Grass. The pe-

culiar vanilla-

like odor is most

perceptible if

the grass be a

little wilted. In

some parts of

theWest, where
this grass has

not made its

way, we have

noticed that the

hay fields are

quite without

the delightful

fragrance that

they have in

older parts of

the country. It

is the odor, as

well as the ear- Fig. 10.—spikelet of fki. 9.

liness of the grass, which gives the popular

name of Sweet-scented Vernal Grass. The name
Anthoxanthum is from the Greek, meaning " flow-

er of flowers," while the application of the

specific name, odoratum, is sufficiently obvious.

Another grass often seen in our fields may be

noticed here, as, like the Sweet-scented Vernal
Grass, it becomes readily introduced. It is the

Velvet Grass, or Meadow Soft-Grass (Hokus
lanatus), which is readily distingnislied by the

velvety character of its stem and leaves, and
the very pale and whitish color of its flower

Fig. 11.—VELVET, OK JIEADOW SOFT-RRASS.

clusters. The general appearance of this grass

is shown in fig. 11. When the spikelets are ex-

amined, they are found to be two-flowered ; the

lower flower having both pistil and stamens,

while the upper one is imperfect, producing
stamens only. The lower palea of the upper
flower bears a short awn or bristle. This grass

is veiy little eaten by cattle, and it is usually

regarded as a worthless intruder. It is said to

be valued in some of the Southern States, lyhere

good grasses are exceedingly scarce, but no

Northern farmer would think of cultivating it.

Kentucky Blue Grass.—Culture.

This kind of grass flourishes well in all our

grain growing regions; and in man}- places

where the soil is better adapted to dairying than

raising grain, Kentucky Blue Grass has no suc-

cessful rival, except where there is an excess of

moisture in the soil. On the table lands and
river bottoms of Central and Western New-
York, and on the wheat soils of Ohio and other

Western States, where the land has been under-

drained, or is naturally dry enough for raising

good crops of grain, this grass grows luxuriant-

ly. On the slopes of the Lakes in the State of

New York, it grows well ; and where the soil is

naturally fertile, it will takecomplete possession

as soon as the timber is removed. Where the tim-

ber is tall, and there is little shrubbery and under-

brush in the woods, Kentucky Blue Grass often

forms a beautiful tender turf all over the forest.

In those grain-growing localities where a crop of

Red Clover constitutes one of a four, or five years'

rotation, this grass is sometimes a little trouble-

some, as it will often supplant a large proportion

of the Red Clover; and when Indian corn, jiota-

toes, or otlier root crops are grown in such

fields, the Kentucky Blue Grass will often spring

up in a few days and cover the surface of the

ground. But if it be not allowed to cast its seed,

and the soil is cultivated everj' year, it will be

no more troublesome than Red-top or Timothy.

The chief excellencies of the Kentucky Blue

Grass are : it starts very early in the spring, thus

affording early pasture ; it will grow veiy rap-

idl}^ after it has been grazed off; it will furnish

more late fall feed than most other grasses ; and

it is better than almost any other grass to sow
with either Red or White Clover and Orchard

Grass, for forming a good sod, which is so desir-

able in pasture fields, especially where heavy

animals are allowed to graze. It will not

flourish as luxuriantl}' on our heavy clay soils,

as it will on light soils ; and we would not

recommend it as a good grass for heavy soils,

except when the object is early pasture or early

hay ; and even then it should be sowed with

clover and Orchard Grass. When it is de-

signed for bay it should always be mow-
ed early before the seed has matured, as the

seed stalks will be very wiry and tough if they

are not cut while they are quite green. In case

a field is to be pastured, it is important to graze

it off early in the former part of the season, and
not allow it to grow large before stock are turned

on it. Kentucky Blue Grass is very nutritious.

All kinds of stock like it well, and it will afford

a large amount of good pasture if it receive

the proper management. For hay, Timothy is

much superior to this grass, especially for mark-

et. Where the soil is not wet, and is in a good

state of fertility, and grass is desired for dairy

purposes, it is probable no other pasture will

yield a larger quantity of butter and cheese,

than Kentucky Bine Grass and Red and White
Clover, with the addition of Orchard Grass.

Tliickly seeded, and kept closely mowed, this

grass is almost unsurpassed for the lawn.
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Tim Bunker oa " Striking He."

" Have you hee'rn the news, 'Squire Bunker ?
"

asked Jake Frink, as lie came into our Louse

last evening, after a long absence.

You see Jake has been mighty shy of our

house ever since my trip to Washington, and the

upsetting of his light-house, etc. It took some

great excitement like the present oil fever to

bring hira round.
" No, I haven't. It is the latest news, neigh-

bor Frink, to see you here. You're welcome."

" Wal," says Jake, " they du say that Deacon

Smith has made five thousand dollars on ile

within the last few weeks."

"And how did that happen?"

"It didn't happen at all. He made it by

speculation in ile stocks. Ye see, he and a

few men in Wall-street bought a lot of land for

forty thousand dollars, and then bought an ile

well, jest to sweeten it, and sold out sheers enuff

to come to a quarter of a million, and talked

about a -working capital of a hundred thousand

dollars, and all the work that capital did -ivas

jest tu n'ork money intu their own pockets,

and the Deacon's share of the spiles was five

thousand dollars. I guess I shall want to hear

the Deacon pray arter this !

"

" Hear him pray ! " exclamed Sally, taking off

her gold-bowed spectacles, "Little chance of

that, Jake, for you haven't been inside of a

meeting house in a year."

Jake did not heed that shot, but proceeded.

" Now I should like to know. Squire Bunker,

n'hether there is anything in this ile business, or

whether it is all bosh. Did you see any ile

when you was in the city ?
"

" Lots of it, neighbor Frink, and heard a great

deal more than I saw. There is no kind of

doubt that tlie bowels of the earth is full of ile."

" And do you suppose, Timothy, it is prepared

for the great conflagration of which the Bible

speaks ? " interrupted Mrs. Bunker.
" I couldn't say as to that. I guess it will

light up a good many parlors and kitchens be-

fore it will help burn up the world. You'd be

astonished to see the quantity that comes into

the city from the West, and the quantity that

goes out of it to the East. Why, what a change

it has made iu all our houses ! Just think of

the different sorts of lights we have had since

we went to housekeeping. Tallow candles,

with tow wicks that you used to spin from the

tow from my hatchel, dipped in tallow about

Christmas ; then candles with cotton wicks,

and run in moulds, six in a bunch ; then whale

oil lamps; then camphene and burning fluid,

and lastly, kerosene, the best of all."

"Du tell if kerosene is the same thing that

comes out of the ile wells? I thought they

called it ketrolura, or some sich name."
" That is it, neighbor Frink, only kerosene is

Petroleum, after it is purified at the factories."

"Wall neow, du ye think there is any chance

for me to make money easy in these ile compa-

nies?"
" I shall have to say yes and no according to

circumstances
;
just as I would say about gold

mining. There is, no doubt, plenty of gold in

California, Idaho, and the Rocky Mountains in

general. But it is my private opinion, that if

all the money and labor expended iu those re-

gions had been applied to the soil in regular

farming, or other common industrial pursuits,

they would have produced more property and

more happiness than can be found in those

countries now. A few lucky adventurers have

made fortunes, but the most who have gone

thither have either failed, or got a bare support.

Thousands upon thousands have lost capital

and labor, and life itself, in the vain pursuit of

sudden riches."

" I'm sorry to hear you t.alk so. Squire. Ye
see I have tried the plan of slow riches for

more 'n forty years, and it's no go. I've dug

airly and late, and stuck tew my business as

close as the next man, and I aint out of debt

yit. And now if you say there is no chance

for sudden riches, I am done for."

"Perhaps if you had stuck to the farm more

and to the bottle less, the result might have been

different."—" I don't see that," said Jake, gruffly.

" Well, your neighbors do, and it is no use to

try to shift off' the fiiults of the man upon the

farm, or the business of farming. Nothing pays

better in the long run. There is money in ile,

just as there is in gold, only the ile business is

not quite so risky. To those who know the

ropes, I suppose there isn't any risk at all. The

men who buy the land, and get up the compan-

ies, as a rule, make money. In the present

fever heat of the business, there is no trouble

about selling shares, and they mean to sell

enough to pay for the land, and line their own
pockets, whether they ever strike a drop of ile

or not. If they are fortunate enough to strike

ile, they make a good thing for their sharehold-

ers. If they do not, their stock is not worth a

chaw of tobacco. They do not tell that it costs

four or five thousand dollars to sink a well, and

that thousands of these wells are bored without

ever returning a red cent for the labor. They

do not tell how many wells yield lots at first,

and, after awhile, 'kind o' gin out,' like the

Paddy's calf. And what is a hundred acres of

land ivorth, with a dozen dry wells on it?"

It is astonishing, Mr. Editor, to see how crazy

people are getting on this subject. The Multi-

caulis fever, thirty years ago, wan't a priming to

this. When I went through your city a few

weeks ago, I did not hear much of any thing

else talked about. The war was nowhere;

dry goods didn't amount to much, and I could'nt

get even a butcher to talk of beef cattle more

than five minutes. Every old acquaintance I

met offered me oil stocks, as if it was a medi-

cine and I was ailing badly. I was told they

were going to get up an exchange on purpose

to sell ile stocks. The papers were all full of it,

advertising companies with a capital anywhere
from a quarter of a million up to ten millions.

And it is not much better out here in the coun-

try. These things are advertised in the religi-

ous papers, holding out to everybody the pros-

pect of sudden riches. The women get hold of

the papers and read these advertisements just

as if they viere law and gospel, being in a re-

ligious paper, and indorsed by the editors, you

see. I am afraid they read more about ile than

they do about religion. It does seem as if

everybody's face was .shining with ile. They
get all stirred up, and half the time forget to

wash the dishes, or get the dinner into the

wrong pot. They carry the matter to the min-

ister, as they do all their other troubles, and he

thinks there may be something in it. Then they

tease their husbands to buy stock, and dream of

rivers of ile and fine houses. " What is the use

of scrubbing away at the wash-tub, or grubbing

with a hoe, when you can have somebody

pump money into j'our pocket just as easy as

you pump water into a pail ?"

Now you see, Mr. Editor, this business has

gone about far enough. It is unsettling the

foundations, as Mr. Sjiooner would say. It is

well enough for people who have got money to

throw awaj', to go into these speculations. They
may make a heap of money, and they may
lose every cent. Farmers, generally, are not of

this class. There is nothing we want so much
as more capital in our business. If I put a

hundred dollars into tile drains, or into a mow-
ing machine, or a stone digger, I am sure to get

a good dividend. If I put it into ile stock, I

may get three per cent, a month, but more
likely I shall not get three cents ia as many
years. Keep your capital where you can watch

it. Drive at your business, if you would prospei

In faiming, there is no ile like elbow grease

Hookertown, Conn. \ Yours to command,
March 10th, 1665. i Timothy Bunker Esq.

Cows—Painitr '" Old Style's " Advice.

GOOD RESULTS AT CAL^VING-TIME.

Mi: Rliiar :—I am an enthusiastic farmer and
gardener Being a reading man, in general farm

operation? I take the key-note from Solon Rob-
inson. I have despised the antique, and hugged
radical reforms to my bosom. " Dig Deeply

!

"

In trenching fud burying manure, 1 foUo^sv

Downing and G'''ant, and Beecher and Pardee.

A museum of broken ox-vokesand plow-beams

testifies to the dei''h of my plowing. "7fc:se

Hoots!" Havn't I—mtil mv cellar was full,

and the house dripped vith moisture, and the

wall-paper tumbled about my ei,rs, and wife's

best gown got mouldy !
" Ea''':e Green Corn

Fodder I " Acres of it—so that my co^5>-s u»edod

no water, nor did their milk. O, I hny. le-

sponded to the shouts of all the banner-bearers

in improved culture, bj' practice. I have echoed

the shouts, too, and, thanks to patient Nature,

have taken a deal of comfort in my single blun-

dering successes in dozens of failures. Before

my neighbors, I carry a " stiff upper lip" still,

but inwardly, I am modesty itself, in view of

my farming experience, and when I advise as to

the road to success, I point out so many routes,

that I'll defy anj' man to say I sent him wrong.

I was pleased to observe, last spring, a slight

wail among our writing fiirmers, concerning the

cows. Miscarriage—failure to deliver the pla-

centa, and so on. It did me a deal of good to

have company iu my misery—for that's the

trouble with my co\vs. Fat and sleek cows, too,

apparently without blemish, and cared for in

the full blaze of agricultural light ! In my
desperation, I have thought of going back to

the "barbarous practices" of my neighbors.

They have no trouble with calves, or their

dams—the latter are lean and the former arc

fixt; and there is no trouble about their cleaning.

Their cattle get the range of bfeak pastures

and mouldy fodder from frozen stacks.

It was a little tough, but I flung away pride,

went and told one of my old style, skin-flint,

fiirming neighbors of my difficulties, and frankly

asked his opinion as to the cause.

" O, you nuss yer keows le-w much, 'Square,

—

raor'n what's nal'ral—with 3-cr tight stables, and
rules. Rules aint nat'ral feed for a keow,—and
j'cr fine hay and meal, and warm slops, spile

their constitooshuns. Turn yer cattle eout,

Square, 'u' let 'cm git their livin along under
the ivalls, with a 'c.asional bite of suthiu rough,

—corn-butts, or sich. Do you give your keows
any nubbins o' corn, just afore you 'spect 'cm to

cum in, 'Square?"
" Why no. Why should I give an extra feed

when they are in such good condition ?"

" I don't keer noth in' for condition. My father

alius gin his keows nubbins o' corn two or

three weeks afore he 'sp'ected 'cm to come iu,

—
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'ii' his keows clone well,—'n' that's the way I

sarve miue."

Drowuing men catch at straws. I tried the

feed of corn upon the ear, last spring, and

whether by chance or not, the calves all drop-

ped without any trouble, and I am trying the

same "superstition" this year. One of my

finest cows, I will add, had given me a deal of

trouble each of the two previous years.

Eaising Garden Seeds.

The ease with which the different vegetal)le

. seeds can be raised, varies considerably. AVith

cucumbers, tomatoes, and many others, we have

only to select the earliest and finest specimens,

and the variety can be kept true year after year

with but little trouble. With biennial plants,

more care is required, and unless especial ixiins

are taken, the sorts are apt to degenerate if pro-

pagated from home-grown seed. Hence cab-

bage, onion, turnip, and many other seeds of

this class are usually procured from seedsmen,

who obtain them from persons who make it a

business to grow them upon a large scale,

and wlio are careful to produce a reliable article.

For those who wish to grow their own seeds, a

few liints upon the treatment of the leading

sorts will be timely, as the season is now at hand

when biennial roots, bulbs, etc., are to be set

out for seed. It must be borne in mind that

all our finer sorts of vegetables are in an unna-

tural state of development. Tliey have been

brought to their present excellence by carefully

propagating from those plants which present

the desirable qualities of size and form, and

these peculiarities can only be continued by ob-

serving the same conditions. Hence the plants

from wliich seeds are to be raised must be the

best of their kind, and must be placed under

the most flivorable conditions for devclopement.

Onioss.—There is no crop more affected by

care in seed raising than the onion. By a pro-

per selection, the shape of the bulbs may be

modified from very flat to globular, and by

choosing the earliest ripening bulbs for seed,

the maturing of the crop may be appreciably

hastened. At the time of ripening of the crop,

the earliest, as well as the largest and best formed,

should be selected for seed-bearing ne.\t year,

and preserved, with good ventilation, during the

winter. As early as the ground can be worked,

a plot should be prepared, by heavy manuring

and deep plowing. Drills are made about three

feet apart, and five inches deep, into which the

onions are set, at four or five inches apart, cut-

ting off any long sprouts at the time of plant-

ing. Cover the bulbs with fine earth, which is

to be gently pressed over them. AVhen the

tops appear above ground, clean out the weeds

with a hoe, and draw the earth towards the

onions; this should be done at each lioeing, so

that by blossoming-time there will be a hill

eight or ten inches high around them. After the

onions blossom, the roots should not be disturb-

ed bv working among them. If properly hilled,

the stems do not usuallj' need any support, Init

if they are inclined to fall over, a line, or strips

of wood, may be placed at a proper hight to

hold them up. When the seed pods begin to

crack, or the stalks turn yellow near the ground,

cut otf the heads, with about six inches of stem,

and expose tliem on a cloth to dry. A large

portion of the seed will rattle out, and the rest

may be removed by rubbing with the hands, or

thrcsliing with flail. By placing the seed in

a vessel of water, tlie good will sink, and the

imperfect may be separated. The seed which

sinks should be thoroughly dried in the sun be-

fore packing it away, else it will deteriorate.

C.^^BBAGES.—The great difficulty in raising

cabbage seed is in keeping the heads in good

condition during the winter. The manner de-

scribed in November last (p. 308), is the one

followed by seed-raisers. In the spring, the

cabbages are set up to the head in rows, in very

rich soil, and a cross-like incision made through

the outer leaves to facilitate the escape of the

flower stalks. All but the strong central shoots

should be cut out, and any of the weak branches

of these must be removed.

Beets, Ttjbnips, and Carrots.—The best

developed specimens of these are to be selected

in autumn, and not cut so closely as to destroy

the tei-minal bud, or crown. They are best pre-

served in sand, but may be kept in holes, in the

cellar, or in any way which will preserve them

from wilting or decay. Set them out in well

prei)ared soil, remove all secondary shoots

which start up, and, if need be, give the stems

some kind of support to keep them from falling

over. In order to keep varieties pure, the dif-

ferent kinds should not be set near each other.

Parsnips and Salsify.—In digging from

the bed, the best should be preserved for seed,

and they may be left to flower where they

stand, or be removed to a more convenient spot.

The parsnips should have the later flower

bunches cut off, and only the seed from a few

ot the earliest allowed to perfect. The salsify

should be cut, with the full length of the stem,

as soon as the seeds are plump and full, and

placed in an airy room. If left until quite ripe,

and the involucre which surround the seeds

opens, the birds will take the most of the crop.

Celery.—The seed of this is raised from

strong plants, which have been well kept

through the winter. The stems usually need

stakes to prevent them from falling down.

»-.— j»— -^

Asparagus.

We cannot let the spring go by without say-

ing a word for this old-fashioued vegetable. It

affords one of the earliest products of the

garden, and every family, large or small, should

have a bed. The plants can be raised from seed

sown in a bed by itself, in the spring. The

seeds are slow to vegetate, but are quite sure to

come up in three or four weeks. Plants one to

three years old can be had at the nurseries. In

making a bed for the permanent occupation of

the roots, choose a dry, well-drained spot, open

to the sun, and if sheltered on the north side,

all the better. Suppose the plot is to be four

feet wide, and sixteen long—a good size for a

small family—mark it off with stakes at the

corners. Remove the top earth to the depth

of a spade, and lay it at one side of the bed.

Wheel in coarse manure, to cover the bottom,

three inches thick, and spade it in. Having

trodden this down moderately, to prevent much
settling afterward, throw back the top soil, and

spade three inches more of fine old mamire into

this. Work the whole intimately together. If

convenient, two or three inches more of rich,

sandy loam may be spread over the plot, to re-

ceive the roots, though this is not essential.

The bed, when finished, should be several

inches higher thaii the walk. Three rows of

plants, lengthwise of the bed, and eighteen

inches asunder, each way, is a suitable distance.

The common mistake is to set the roots too

near together, making them crowd one another,

and speedily exhaust the soil. Cover the

crowns about four inches deep with good soil.

No cuttings should be taken off the first year,

and never, until the plants are three years old

from the seed. Keep the beds clear of weeds
throughout the summer, and in the fall remove
the tops, spreading over the crowns about three

inches of manure. The coarse parts are to be

raked off in the spring, and the finer carefully

forked in. Asparagus beds are benefited by
an annual coat of salt, just enough to cover the

ground like a white frost. Soap suds, and other

slops from the kitchen, may be applied occa-

sionally with profit. A bed well made and

cared for, will produce well for many years.

Perennial Herbaceous Plants.

The growing fondness for "bedding-plants,"

is somewhat likely to lead to neglect of the old-

fashioned perennial flowers. Surely, we are

not of those who would disparage the fii-st

named ; for who could get along without the
Verbena, Petunia, Heliotrope, Lantana, and oth-

ers of this sort ? But there is one great defect

in these "bedders"; being tender, they cannot
safely be put out in the border until, or after,

May 20th, and then it takes several weeks for

them to get established and come into bloom.

Now, every lover of the garden wants a set of

plants to supply this lack of flowers between
the first of April and the middle of June. How
can he do this, save by having a good assort-

ment of perennials? And we urge the cultiva-

tion of these plants, moreover, because they are

such old friends, and because their management
is so simple and eas}'. All they require is a lit-

tle manuring every other season, and a division

of the roots, and a re-setting once in twoorthree
years. Any one who is unwilling to take this

little trouble, doesn't deserve to have a garden.

How different this slight labor aiid care from
the animal potting and re-potting, the housing

in winter, and replanting every sjjring required

by the tender bedding plants I Leaving out of

question the Bulbs, such as Snow Drops, Hya-
cinths, Crown Imperials, and others which
should have been planted last autumn, we give

a list of common early blooming herbaceous

perennials, which, if set this spring, will give a

fair bloom that will increase in beaut)- and
abundance in following 3-ears : Violets, blue and
white, single and double, and very fragrant

;

Daisies, Polyanthus, Creeping Phlox, Colum-
bines, Pulmonaria, Lily of the Valle)-, Coreop-

sis, Fraxinella, Pinks, Dodecatheon, Lychnis,

Oriental Poppy, Potentilla, Ranunculus, Lark-

spurs, Valerian. Of these, all come into bloom
between April and June 1.5th, and nearly all

have numerous varieties. It would be a great

loss to our gardens to be deprived of them.

-

—
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Bones For Poultry.

Fasten pieces of wide boards on three sides

of a hard stone, and with a hammer break the

bones from the kitchen in small fragments, not

larger than peas. Hens that are laying will eat

them with avidity. Bones from fresh meat, if

broken fine so that hens will swallow the pieces,

are excellent to make them lay. Poultry of all

kinds should be well supplied with sharp gra-

vel also at this season of the year. Pounded
oyster shells, where they can be obtained, afford

one of the best means of supplying lime.

—

»
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Good men have the fewest fears. He has but

one who fears to do wrong. He has a thousand

who has overcome that one.
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Yolk of Wool—Greasy Fleeces.

There exists in all animals a provision fjr

softening and lubricating the hair, wool, fur, or

feathers, without which their coats would soon

become harsh, stiff, and brittle ; the skin would

become dry, and dust

and dirt easily working

through the diy cover-

ing would adliere to

the cuticle, and disease

would ensue. In sheep,

this oily and luljricating

substance is called the

yolk; it is possessed of

remarkable qualities,

and is of inestiniablo

value. It consists of an

oily soap, which exudes

pure and limpid like

oil from the skin, and

coats the fibres of wool.

As it is drawn up by

capillary attraction to-

wards the surface of the

fleece, it soon begins to

thicken, in some cases

quite uniformly, until

it agglutinates the ends

of the wool fibres on

the surface; in others,

it accummulates in an

oily mass in the wool, or

it fills the wool with

specks like gummy,
greasy dandruff; while

in other cases, especial-

ly with the long-wool

and hairy sheep, it is

never found in consider-

able quantity, but only

manifests itself by its

odor, and b}' giving a

greasy feel to the fleece.

When a mass of wool

or fur is wet and pound-

ed, or kneaded in the

hands, the fibres work
together, and finally

form a compact mass,

called felt. This felt-

ing property is possessed by the finest wools

in a much greater degree than by coarse ones,

arid is the property which gives to broadcloths,

beavers, etc., the beautiful firmness and close-

ness of texture which they possess, making it

difiicult to part the threads of the cloth. Tlie

presence of the yolk in these fine wools entirely

prevents the wool felting on the sheeps' backs

—

tfiough occasionally it does so, to a small extent,

when severe storms have washed it out from the

Burf\ice, and the sheep have crowded and rub-

bed against each other while wet. The protec-

tion the j'olk affords to the wool in this way, is

scarcely less than that which it gives to the skin,

by its forming a barrier which dust and dirt

cannot pass. These substances being arrested

on the surface of the fleece, by the yolk, assist

in forming the coating which the clotted yolk

makes. It is of no use whatever to the manu-
facturer, except perhaps as its soapy nature

may make the yolk and gum of some fleeces aid

in washing others. The quantity of yolk found

in the wool of some of the llerino fiimily

amounts, sometimes, to several pounds in a

single fleece, and such is the heedlessness of

wool-buyers, that they pay just as much, as a

general rule, for wool thus overloaded with

grease, if it be only called " washed," as for that

which will cleanse with much greater profit to

manufacturers. It is, therefore, an object with

shepherds and farmers to wash their wool little,

and to encourage the production of as much

now
Farmer; *^ Twenty-six

of it 'clear He.' Thai's

TIIE "INFANTADo" AND " TAULAR " FOLKS "STRIKE I

and three-quarter pounds, good weight .'" New-Yorker :

Tnore oil and less wool {to pull over peoples' eyes,) than

yolk as possible. In the earlier part of the

present century, farmers and sheep-breeders

conscientiously studied the interests of manu-
facturers, and tried to produce fine fleeces, and
to put them into market well washed ; now,
however, they are driven, by a reasonable re-

gard to their own interests, to the opposite

course. The results are likely to be, as we con-

ceive it, most unfortunate. Our breeders have
improved greatly upon the form of the original

Merino ; they have increased the weight of the

carcass, and have not suffered the fineness of the

wool to deteriorate, but they have increased the

weight of the fleece chiefly in the vast quantity
of oil the animals exude from their skins, and
which dries in the fleece. "We hear of fleeces

of 18 to 37 pounds weight, and when we con-

sider that without doubt such fleeces would
often diminish in cleaning to 4 or 5 lbs. each,

and perhaps less than that, and that one-fourth

part of the yolk which so abounds in them
would be abundant for the purposes for which
it is so indispensable, we must say that there is

a very considerable waste of vital power in the

production of this article, which, by judicious

management, should be turned to better account.

On this subject, Hon. H. S. Randall writes:
" I esteem it particularly fortunate for the

preservation of the intrinsic value of our Merino
sheep, and fortunate for the public interest, that

it is already incontestibly ascertained that the

greatest amount of yolk is not consistent ei-

ther with the greatest

amount of wool, or with

the greatest aggregate

amount of both yolk

and wool. The black,

miserably ' oily,' ' gum-
my' sheep, looking as if

their wool had been

soaked to saturation in

half inspissated oil, and
then daubed over ex-

ternally with a coating

of tar and lamp-black,

never exhibit that max-
imum of both length

and density of wool

which, with a proper

degree ofyolk, produces

the greatest aggregate

weight. And animals

exhibiting this marked

excess of yolk, are in-

variably feebler in con-

stitution, less easily

kept, and especially

less capable of with-

standing severe cold.

Such excessive secre-

tions appear, then, to

cause or else to be the

results of an abnormal

or defective organiza-

tion. For these reasons,

those comparatively

worthless animals, once

so eagerly sought, have

already gone out of use

among the best inform-

ed breeders ; and where

they linger, it is, like

antiquated fashions, in

regions where the cur-

rent ideas of the day

penetrate slowly ! "—
This was written some

time ago, and now we really fear that our

American Jlerino breeders are losing sight of

the truths inculcated. In these oil times, the

engraving our artist presents this month, not

inaptly institutes a comparison between two

equally mad kinds of speculation. We hope

the lesson may be heeded and practised upon.

m I -mmm >-m

Farmers' Gardens.

'And twenty-two pounds
we use in Wall street.

Perhaps one reason why farmers' gardens

are so neglected, is this : they think they must

be laid off into formal beds or departments, and
kept up with a great deal of sj'stera and care.

They imagine they require much time and skill

in sowing and planting, in weeding and training.

Now, of course, much time may be profitably

spent in the garden, if one's taste and desires

so incline him, but tliis is not necessary for rais-

ing a large quantity of good vegetables. Let

us see what can be done in an easy way : If the

plot needs manuring, no farmer will object to

giving it. Plowing it needs of course, deep

plowing, and then harrowing. All this can be

done in the spring, when the team and hands

are doing the same kind of work In the field,

I
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As for planting : a part of this can be done

early before similar worlv will begin on the

farm. For example : take the driest end of the

garden and plant it with early peas, and early

potatoes. In some warm corner, prepare a bed

for a little lettuce. This is the first job, and it

can all be done up in some odd halfday early

in April. After the farm work has proceeded a

few days, give the garden an hour, to put in

some early sweet corn and potatoes. Plant

in drills about 3 feet apart. The farm work

may now take another jog of a week or there-

abouts, when the garden will need a day's work,

to finish up the major part of the planting.

Mark off the land in drills about three and a

half feet apart, and plant more com and pota-

toes. Put iu a second crop of peas. A few

beds will be needed for beets, onions and such

roots. Arrange these to occupy about the

width of two drills, so that the cultivator, as it

goes among the rows of corn and potatoes,

may pass along the alleys of these beds. Cu-

cumbers, squashes, etc., will require patches by

themselves, but the larger part of the ground

can be so planned as to be tilled by the horse-

cultivator, which will save much time and labor.

Such a garden will yield greater returns than

any corresponding part of the form, and be pro-

ductive of health and comfort for the family.

daphnt; \rEZEREmr.

The Shrubbery in Spring.

With a little care, a variety of shrubs can be

selected, which will give a succession of bloom

throughout the season. Early flowers, whether

produced on shrubs or herbaceous plants, have

a charm which is not possessed by later bloom-

ing ones. We watch the spring flowers as a

floral index to Icaru how the season is coming

on. The Chinese Mag-
nolia was noticed last

month as one of our

early flowering favor-

ites, and we are also

indebted to China for

another hard}' spring

flowering slirub, the

Forsythia, whicli now
hangs out its golden

bells before the leaves

have found out that

it is spring-time. We
have a strong liking

for the floral friends of

our early days, and though we may much admire

new things, we have not the love for them which

we feel for those old and tried friends. Among the

old-fashioned early spring shrubs, we hold the

common Daphne (Daphne Afesereum) in especial

estimation. It is a low shrub, about four feet

high, and a native of Northern Europe. In

England it flowers all winter, but in our colder

climate it awaits the first warm days of spring,

when it suddenly clothes its branches in " blush-

ing wreaths" of small pinkish flowers, whicli

are often so thickly bestowed as to quite hide

the stem. The engraving shows the summit of

a stem, with the flowers of the natural size.

The flowers have a pleasant fragrance, and

are succeeded by red berries. Thus far, we
have only spoken well of our old friend

Daphne, but to tell the whole truth, it must

be stated that its bark is found in the drug

shops, and it consequently has some bad quali-

ties. The fresh inner bark, when applied to

the skin, produces blistering, and if chewed,

causes a great irritation in the mouth and tliroat,

and if taken into the stomach, produces violent

effects. In England the plant ia sometimes cal-

led " Garland Tree," but in this country it is

usually known as Daphne, or Mezereum. There

is a variety with white flowers, and one with

purple foliage. The plants are sold in the nur-

series at 50 cents each, and may be raised from

seed, or bylaj'ers. Sow seed as soon as ripe, or

they will not germinate until the second j'ear.

Our native Spice-bush (Benzoin odorifer'.im),

which has its slender twigs covered with small

j'ellow flowers, is very common in damp woods,

and should be introduced into the slirubbery

where there is a rather moist and shady locality.

« I —•-»

Harkness' Nursery Tree Digger.

Mr. S. T. Kelsey, McLean Co., 111., sends us a

drawing and description of an implement used

in western nurseries, for digging up trees as

they stand in nursery rows. The machine was

invented by Mr. Edson Harkness, was brought

into use and improved by Mr. C. R. Overman,

and further improved by :Mr. Kelsey. We
allow Mr. K. to describe its merits in his own
language, with the remark that the machine is

not patented, and that, while it is used In some

large western nurseries, the eastern nursery-

men do not think fiivorably of digging in any

other way than by the spade. The engraving re-

presents the machine drawn to a scale. " The

plate, o, is of steel, i inch thick, and bent, as

shown in the sketch, it being 28 inches wide be-

tween the upright portions. The point in fiont

of the blade serves to steady it ; it should be

bent a little downward. The blade passes

through the earth, under and along each side of

the trees, at any desired depth, cutting off the

roots with a clean, smooth cut, without injury

by breaking or mutilation. The iron bars,

HABKNESS' NTJRSERY TREE DIGGER.

b, b, are | inch thick, and 3 inches wide, and
bent outward, so that the whiffletrec hooks are

36 inches apart. The handles are set so that

the bows are 4 feet apart. Two sharp knives,

f, c, serve to cut any rubbish wliich would
otherwise clog the digger. If kept sliarp, they

seldom pass over any rubbish without cutting

it, and, being i">laced obliquelj', they never clog.

The whiflietrees are 15 inclies long, and are the

same as used for ordinary nursery work. The
plate must be polished smooth and bright, and

sharpened with a file. It is well to carry the

file along while using the machine, so as to

sharpen it as needed. The machine is drawn
by four strong, steady horses, with a gait as

nearly alike as possible,—in heavy digging, we
have used six. The hind team is hitched so that

a horse will go each side of the row. The head

team is hitched to the same whiffletrees, in front

of the other by lengthening out the tugs by

means of ropes or chains, which are kept out of

the way by fastening them up to the harness of

the hind horses. To work the machine, a man, or

good boy, is required on each horse, and a man
at each handle. The " boss " of the work should

be a man of good, practical common sense, and

have charge of one of the handles of the ma-

chine The digger is set a few feet back from

the end of the row, in order that it may run

deep enough when it comes under the trees, and

the horses should all start together, at a steady

walk. The men at the handles guide the digger

and see that all goes right. If the blade runs

too deep, lower the front end of the bars, and

raise them if it runs too shallow. This can be

done by changing the attachment of the bars, b,

to the ui^right portion of the blade which has

several holes, to allow the bolts to be placed at

different bights, as showh in the engraving. If

there is not room at the end of the row to allow

the team to pull the digger through, the remain-

ing trees must be dug with a spade. Willi a

team and men, as above described, we have dug

40,000 heavy 4 year old apple trees in a day, but

25,000 is a good average day's work. We have

dug maples, 3 inches through, with 4 horses.

The digger now costs $40 or ^50 to make; it

would probably work well in sandy soils, but

not among gravel or stones. The advantages

of using the digger are: 1st. The trees can be

dug at one-fourth tlie expense of digging with

spades. 2d. They can be dug in a very short

time, and there is no delay in filling orders.

3d. It does the work better than it can be done

with spades. 4th. The trees are dug and heeled

in at the same time. The roots being simply

cut at a distance from the stem, the tree is left

standing, with the earth undisturbed around its

fibres, and may be left, with perfect safety, over

winter, or through the next summer. Any tree

can be taken from the row without disturbing

the others. 5th. We can dig evergreens, and if

we do not wish to take them all out, we can
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leave a part, which will be finely root pruned,

without the expense of transplanting them."

, » 1 Mie^ —»-» •

Experience with a Cold Grapery.

(^Concludedfrom March Agriculturisl, page. 84.)

Second Ye.yh.—The last of April the vines

were uncovered and fastened to the lower wire,

letting the top end fall down in the form of an

arch. The borders were then cleaned,forked over

and watered. In a few days and after the buds

burst strong, the vines were put up. As soon as

the bunches appeared, three of the best were left

on the strong vines, and one on the weak vines

;

all the rest were taken off. The upper shoot

was left to grow for next year's bearing cane,

and carefully trained to the wires. All the

other shoots were pinched when they had form-

ed the fifth leaf The laterals were checked

twice during tlie season, always leaving one

leaf of the new growth. When the grapes

were the size of peas, they were thinned, taking

out about half on each bunch, leaving room for

the remainder to grow to good size, without

becoming crowded. During the growth of the

grapes, the vines were syringed nearly every

day, and good air secured by opening the top

ventilators in the day time, but closing at night.

When the grapes commenced coloring, syr-

inging was discontinued, and water gradually

withheld from the borders, as a dry atmos-

phere hastens the ripening process. The grapes

were all ripe on the 1st of October, there being

CO lbs. of good-sized, well-colored grapes, mostly

Black Hamburghs. After the grapes were cut,

the front border was extended from 3 to 5 feet,

with a compost prepared like that used at first.

The vines were then taken down, the side spurs

shortened to 2 buds, the leading cane to 10 feet.

They were then laid down on the borders, and

covered tlie same as last year. The house was

kept cool during the winter, by leaving the doors

open in fair weather.

TmRD Yeae.—The first of April the vines

were uncovered and washed with a mixture of

soft soap, sulphur, and warm water, to clean

and soften the bark. The borders were then

cleaned and forked over, and watered with

liquid from the barn-yard. As I uncovered the

vines sooner tliau usual, and fearing there might

be some cold, frosty nights, I put in the house

a common coal stove, to be ready, if occasion

should require it, to guard against frost. The
vines were fastened to the lower wire, leaving

the upper part swinging in the form of an arch,

which causes the buds to burst more uniform-

ly than if fastened directly in their place.

In a few days the buds commenced swelling,

and burst strong and evenl}'. Tlie top ventila-

tors were kept open in fair weather, never let-

ting the temperature get above 80°, until the

vines had made 3 or 3 inches of growth, when

they were fastened to the wires, and the tem-

Ijerature gradually increased to 100", in the

middle of bright, sunny days. The vines were

syringed every warm day, until they commenced

blossoming, when it was withheld. As the

blossoms expanded, I went over the house

every morning, and gave the bunches a slight

shake witli tlie finger, to assist in distributing

the pollen, and thus enable the grapes to set

with more certainty. After blossoming was
over, the vines were thoroughly syringed, to

clean off any portion of the flowers which

might cling to the bunches. As there were

many more bunches on the vines than they

ought to bear, I took off all but 12 -or 15 from

each vine on the front border, and from 10 to

13 on tlie back vines, leav-

ing of the largest and hand-

somest bunches one on a

spur. As the house was

quite moist, with a good de-

gree of heat, the berries swel-

led rapidly. The bunches

were thinned twice during

the season, taking about half

from each bunch, but I found

when they commenced rip-

ening, if I had taken out

more, the berries would have

grown some larger. The
grapes commenced coloring

by the middle of August, and

by the second week, or on the 10th of September,

the grapes on the White Frontignan vine and

the Chasselas Fontainbleau were ripe ; the rest

being Black Hamburghs, were not fully ripe till

October. The treatment of the vines this sea-

son was the same as last year, though from a

half dozen of the Hamburgh vines I have raised

strong canes to fruit next year, cutting out the

old ones to the base of the new cane, at the fall

pruning. Aside from these six, the rest of the

vines are pruned on the common spur system.

I have not had any trouble with mildew,

or the other diseases common to grapes raised

under glass, though, as the vines grow older, I

do not always expect to be as fortunate as now.

Perhaps my taking the precaution to scatter

flower of sulphur on the borders, in July, may
be one great reason of my being entirely ex-

empted. After the frost had bitten the leaves

in November, the vines were taken down, prun-

ed, laid on the borders, and covered as last year.

I find, on referring to account with grapeiy,

the cost of the house and fixtures, with vines,

all planted, to be $160 ; care of house for 1863-

3-4, $100 ; widening front border, in 1863, $10

;

total cost to this time, $370. I have receiv-

ed for tomato plants raised in house, $53

;

grapes in 1863, $25 ;
grapes in 1864, 350 lbs.,

$150 ;
grape vines 1864, $50 ; total, $380.

MAKKER OF PLAKTIKG A GEAPE VINE.

four to six inches below. Set stout a 6 or 8-fool

stake in the center of the hole, then place the

vine beside it, spreading out the roots equally in

every direction, as in the figure. Cover the

roots carefully with fine soil, and then fill up the

hole and press down the earth with the foot.

In spring planting, it is well to leave a depres-

sion around the vine to allow the rains to

sink into the soil. When the buds start, rub

off all but the strongest one, and afterward

keep the shoot from this tied up to the stake.

Short Directions for Vine Planters.

It is presumed that every one who has not a

vine but has room to put it, will plant one this

spring—and more if space and means allow.

The following brief hints will answer for a sin-

gle vine or for an acre: Having determined

on the varieties, procure them from some grow*

er who has a reputation for quality of stock

and correctness as to varieties. The soil must

be drained, if at all disposed to be wet. More
failures result from the neglect of this than from

any other cause. The soil must be enriched and

well worked to the depth of 20 inches or two

feet. If sandy, the character of the soil must

be amended by the addition of leaf mould, or

other vegetable material. Do not over manure,

but enrich the ground with well decomposed

manure to give the vines a good start. Yines

of the age of two years from the bud or cutting,

are old enough, and of the quick growing sorts,

those one year old will answer. Vines are sent

out with as long roots as possible. Tliese are

to be cut back to about 18 inches before plant-

ing, and the top is cut back to three buds, if the

nurseryman has not already saved the trouble.

Dig a circular hole large enough to allow the

roots, after pruning, to extend in every direc-

tion, making the surface of the earth in tlie hole

convex, so that the ends of the roots will be

from sis to ten inches below the surface, while

the point fro'm which they st^rt will be frotn

The Cultivation of Fruit Trees.

In looking over a file of letters containing

queries upon fruit culture, we find that the ma-

jority of them may be summed up in the ques-

tions: "What will make my pear trees bear?"
" What shall I do with my old apple orchard ?"

The gi'eater part of these numerous inquiries

may be answered by commending the writers

to the experience of two correspondents whose

letters are found in the same file. As the com-

munications arc rather long, we extract their

essential points. Mr. D. W. M., of Adrian,

Micliigan, planted some years ago a number of

pear trees along his garden fence, where the

ground soon became covered with a tough sod,

and tliose trees which survived this treatment

at the end of eight or ten years were not worth

as much as when first taken from the nurserjf.

Having occasion to move the fence, it became

necessary, in order to bring the ground into

better shape, to plow around the pear trees,

and the space near them was devoted to a hoed

garden crop. This treatment caused such a

marked improvement in the trees that Mr. M.

was encouraged to further efforts. Accordingly,

in the autumn he dug a trench around each

tree, about two feet from the trunk, and 15 to 18

inches wide and deep. These trenches were

filled with scrapings of the barn-j'ard, and as a

consequence, the trees were tlirowu into vigor-

ous growth. Ever since, the space around the

trees has been manured and occupied by some
light garden crop that needed frequent hoeing,

and the trees now bear an abundance of fruit.

A good share of the unsatisfactory pear trees

are just in the condition of those above cited

—

that of starvation and neglect. Surface manur-

ing and mulching would have produced the

same effect, and it is not too late to apply this

remedy now.—Another matter of complaint is,

that dwarf pear trees are disposed to make
a too vigorous growth of wood, grow out of

bounds, and cease to be dwarfs, while they bear

little or no fruit. In many instances this ram-

pant growth arises from the fact that the tree is

set below the junction of the quince and pear;

as roots strike from the latter, the early bearing

quality induced by growing solely on quince

roots, is Ictet. If tre'e's are wanted in miniature.
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they must be kept dwarf bj' a persistent course

of summer piucbing, and to this may be added

root pruning as described on pages 17 and 18,

(Jan.) of tlie current volume. Mr. L. B., of

West Nottingham, Md., some ten years ago

came into possession of an old and partly neg-

lected orchard. Since talking tlie trees, which

were from 20 to 2.5 years old, tinder his care,

cacli one lias received a load of manure year]}-.

Some rows of potatoes or otlier crop demanding

care are planted between the trees, not for the

sake of profit, but to ensure the cultivation of

the ground. The result is, from three to seven

barrels of marketable apples from each tree,

and a large quantity of the less handsome

fruit is made into cider. While all tlirough his

section of country a good crop of apples is the

exception, his crop is generally abundant, and

last autumn, which was not generally a good

fruit season, he gathered about 1500 bushels of

fruit from four acres of orchard, the trees of

which were mostly planted 40 feet ai^art. The
necessity for manuring trees which afford a crop

year after year, would seem to be so obvious that

it is unnecessary to insist upon it
;

yol a

well cultivated orchard of any kind is the ex-

ception, and not the rule throughout the country.

Plant Currant Bushes this Spring.

Strawberries and raspberries, like all delicate

and delicious things, are soon gone and then we
fall back on the substantial and ever refreshing

currant. This fruit is so healthful, so generally

liked, and so easily raised, that no farmer nor

any one who has a garden spot, need be without

it as long as the season lasts for it in the fresh

state, and an abimdance of preserves can be

made for the winter. There is no plant more
easily grown from cuttings than the currant.

The cuttings are best set in autumn, but may
be put out now with a prospect that a majority

will make plants. Six inches to a foot of the

wood of last year's growth makes a cutting'.

Set them early and leave one eye above ground.

Much of the success with cuttings depends upon
having the earth closely in contact with them.

Open with a spade a shallow trench, deep

enough to receive the cuttings, set them six

inches apart, and put on a little soil, and then

with the edge of a board, or some similar im-

plement, crowd the earth firmly about their

lower ends. As to the form of bushes, they

are sometimes grown in a tree form, with a sin-

gle stem ; or vase shaped, with several stems

arising from the ground. The latter form is

preferred by many good cultivators, as there is

less difficulty from the breaking down of branch-

es, and if the bush is kept open by pruning, good
results may be obtained. The subject of varie-

ties was discussed at a recent Fruit Growers'

meeting, and it was the opinion that the Cherry

and Versailles were the best for red, and the

White Grape the best white variety. The Prince

Albert was recommended for its late bearing.

St.VRTING VEGET.U3LE SeEDS IN PoTS.—

A

hundred or tw'O pots will cost but little. A
quantity of these, filled with good surface soil,

mixed with well-rotted manure, may be plant-

ed with various kinds of vegetable and flower

seeds some weeks before the open ground

is warm and dry, and set together on the south

or east side of a building or fence, where they

can be watered as needed, and covered with a

blanket, carpet, or stra"w, on cold nights. The
plants will bo well up, and ready to plant out

as soon as the ground will admit, and two to

five weeks in time be gained. Small, cheap

pots, with one plant in each, are most desirable.

Cranberries in the Garden.

In reply to inquiries, it lias been more than

once stated in these columns that we had seen

no attempts at growing Cranberries upon dry

soil which would warrant its practice upon the

large scale. That Cranberries will grow, and

sometimes bear fairly in ordinary garden soil,

we have no doubt, and while we would say noth-

ing lo deter those from making the experiment

who have space and means, we have consider-

ed it a duty to our readers to caution them
against those interested parties who would ad-

vise them to plant by the acre, as a profitable

investment. That some variety of the Cran-

beny may be so far changed from its ordinaiy

character as to fruit with certainty in dry soil,

wo hope, and even believe, may be done, but

thus far, we have not seen this desired result.

One of the most favorable accounts of the

garden culture of the Cranberry is given by Mr.

B. H. Stevens, of Middlesex Co., Conn. Some
years ago, he planted out 10 square rods of

cranberries in his garden, where the soil was

rather moist, but still such as would grow corn

and potatoes. The bed gave a return of one

bushel of ft'uit the second season, wdiich increas-

ed each year until the crop harvested amount-

ed to fourteen bushels. The only failure was

last season, when the drouth reduced the crop

to one bushel. Mr. Stevens has experimented

with man}' different varieties, and has promised

an account of his results, which .we shall be glad

to receive. Those who wish to make the experi-

ment, should procure vines from the drier part

of bogs, or those which have become somewhat

acclimated by cidtivation in dry localities. The
plants should be set in a moist place, about a foot

apart each way, and kept carefully w'eeded until

they take complete i)ossession of the ground.

Notes on Strawberries.

As the season for planting is now at hand,

and mauy are still in doubt as to what varieties

they shall select, we shall endeavor to aid them

by brief opinions of varieties condensed from

remarks made at some of the recent Fruit

Growers' Meetings. It is to be regretted that

the Triomphe de Gand, which has so many good

qualities, has in some localities proved a total

Aiilure. In places far inland, it seems to succeed

better than it does near the coast. Mr. Cavanagh

places the Monitor and Brooklj'ii Scarlet very

high for quality and productiveness. The Brook-

lyn Scarlet will doubtless prove a good market

fruit, as its brilliant color is veiy attractive.

Doct. E. Ware Sylvester, of Wayne Co., N. Y.,

regards Burr's New Pine as llie best amateur

berry. This variety lias a remarkably high

flavor, but, according to Dr. S., it is very difficult

to procure true to name. The Austin he re-

gards as a profltalile berry for a near market,

but is too soft for distant transportation. Feast's

Fillmore is a fine variety in his locality.

Mr. E. Williams, if confined to but one vari-

ety, woitld choose Downer's Prolific, which is of

excellent quality, and an abundant bearer, and a

good market fruit. It continues a long time in

bearing. Judge Vanderpool, of New-York, ob-

jected to Wilson's Albany, at the present price of

sugar, the fruit being so acid as to require a

great amount of sugar when eaten. He had

been better satisfied witirthe old Hovey's Seed-

ling than with the newer sort's he had tried.

Sir. W. S. Carpenter considered that the

Hove}' had had its day, and though in some
seasons it bore well, it must give place to better

sorts. Russell's Prolific will, in his opinion, be-

come very popular. It is a great bearer, but

has the fault of not holding up its fruit. He
had seen nothing among the new varieties tliat

would compare with the "Agriculturist," it be-

ing the most beautiful, hardy, and the greatest

bearer. Jlr. C. thought that Lennig's White
had not received the attention that its good
qualities deserve. It is the best white variet}'

yet introduced. For a selection for fitmily fruit,

he would choose Wilson's Albany, Russell's

Prolific, Downer's Prolific, and Lennig's White
from among the generally known varieties, but

he believed the " Agriculturist " would prove

itself in every respect superior to either of these.

Some Notes on Cabbages.

Noticing that Mr. Gregoiy, of Marblehead,

Mass., advertised a new early cabbage, the Can-
non Ball, we requested some account of it. It

is to Mr. G. that we are indebted for the Marble-

head Drumhead, and other valu.able winter

varieties, and from the excellent qualities of

these, we look with interest upon his attempts

to introduce a new early sort. Of the Cannon
ball, he says: "This matures about 10 days

later than the Early York. It is remarkably

round, hard-headed, and heavy for its size,

being about as 'round and hard as a cannon

ball,' excelling in hardness every known variety

of cabbage. It is of good ciuality, and perfectly

reliable in heading. The size of the head will

depend somewhat on tlie soil, manuring, dis-

tance apart, and cultivation. AVith me it grows
from 6 to 8 inches in diameter. It may be pro-

nounced a first-class cabbage, among the early

sorts, for market purposes. It is somewhat
singidar that, with such varieties as this, and

Winningstadt, Early Wakefield, and 0.\-lieart,

the flabby trash called Early York should be

cultivated so extensively."—We hope that none

of our cabbage-loving friends will forget the

Savoys. They are so different from, and supe-

rior to the ordinary cabbages, that English

writers treat of them under a separate head.

To those who do not know them, we can say

tliat, next to a cauliflower, a Savoy is the

richest and most marrow -like of all tlie numer-

ous sports of the cabbage. It is a remarkable

variety of the cabbage, with its leaves very

much wrinkled and blistered, and in point of

flavor and richness is vastly superior to any of

the drumhead kinds, while in hardiness it ex-

cels them. The original Savoy has been much
improved upon, and has given rise to many
sub-varieties. While that was late, small, and

uncertain in heading, we have now an Eaily

Savoy, a Late Drumhead Savoy, and the Im-

proved Green Globe Savo\-, extending the sea-

son of this choice class of cabbages, and giving

us all that is desirable in regard to size and

certainty of heading. While we would have a

stock of the Drumhead sorts for slicing raw, we
would not, for cooking, grow any for family

use but Savoys. AVhenever the soil is in good

condition, the seed of the early sorts may
be sown this month, tliough where there is a

hot-bed the jilants should be well along by this

lime. In garden, as well as in field culture, cab-

bages are not likely to do so well on land that

has been cropped by them within three or finu'

years, as upon a fresh spot. Give an abundance

of good, well-rotted manure ; that from the

hrig pen answers well for this crop.
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The Claytonia, or Spring Beauty.—
Besides the Wood Anemone, figured on this

page, another favorite of our early rambles in

the woods is the Spring-Beauty (Claytonia Vir-

ginica). This genus commemorates the name
of Clayton, one of the early American botanists.

The botanical name is, iu this case, a smoothly

sounding one, and we wish it could be generally

adopted, as we like to have the memory of

those old fellows kept alive, and their names
pass into the popular language. However, the

plant merits the name of Spring-Beauty, as it is

just as pretty as a flower need be, and were it

not to be found so commonly in our moist woods,

especially at the West, our liorists would think

as much of it as they do of Cyclamens and

other exotics. The engraving shows its under-

ground tuber, from which arise the two long,

narrow leaves and slender stem. The flowers

are of a pale rose color, and marked with deli-

cate veins of a deeper color. It belongs to a

very hardy family, the Portulaccas, and would
doubtless make itself at home in the garden.

Making a Lawn or Grass Plot.

What a carpet is to well-furnished rooms, a

lawn is to the grounds, be they large or small.

As the finest furniture looks finer upon a well-

chosen carpet, so every plant, whether the

humble annual, or the stately evergreen, shows

all the better when it is set off against a well

kept turf To make a good and permanent

lawn, the preparation must be thorough.

Drainage is all important, and if needed for

the adjoining garden, it must be provided for

the lawn. The pre-

paration of the soil

must be as carefully

attended to as if for

some garden crop.

Trenching must be

practised on small

places, and deep plow-

ing on larger ones.

By the use of a sub-

soiler, or by running

a plow two or three

times in the same fur-

row, sufiiciently deep

tilth may be secured.

Manure will usually

be needed to enrich

the soil, and when the

work of preparation

can be begun sufli-

ciently long before-

hand, a crop of oats

may be sov/ed in the

spring, and plowed

in, to be followed by

one of buckwheat

which is also to be

turned under. Thor-

ough harrowing is re-

quired, and all inequalities of surface must be

remedied, by the use of the shovel or scraper.

In small plots, the final dressing of the surface

can be done w ith the hoe and rake. Sow the seed

as early in spring as the ground can be made
ready, and roll. Mixtures of grass seeds are

sold by seedsmen as lawn-grass seed, but our

experience with these has not been fuvoiable.

Some consider that Red-top and White Clover

in the proportion of three of the grass to one

of clover, make the best mixture for a lawn,

but our own experience agrees with those who
prefer a lawn of one kind of grass only. Wher-
ever it will flourish well, the Kentucky Blue

Grass (see page 115) forms a most perfect turf

Whatever seed is used, it should be sown very

thickly, as the closeness of the sward depends

on thick seeding. Three or four bushels of seed

to the acre are none too much. It often helps

the grass much to give it a top dressing of

plaster, when it has made a growth of one inch

or so. Weeds will make their appearance

from seeds already in the soil, and from those

sown with the grass seed. It will save nuich

after trouble to remove the weeds while young.

When the fine lawns on Central Park were

first established, long lines of men could be

seen upon their knees, removing every weed
that sprang up among the young grass. When
the grass has become well established and of

sufficient length, it may be mowed, leaving the

mowings as a mulch to the roots. It is advis-

able, whenever the lawn borders on a walk,

road, or flower-bed, to lay down an edging of

turf, six or eight inches in width, as this gives a

much neater appearance, and enables us to

keep the edge of the lawn well defined. Small

grass plots are more readily made by laying

close and fine turf from an old pasture, but the

same care should be given to preparing and

levelling the ground, and the sod should be laid

in a neat and workmanlike manner. If the

piece to be covered is not very large, strips may
be cut to reach across it. Provide a board 9 to

12 inches wide, and with a sod-cutter, or a sh.irp

spade, cut by each edge of the board through

the turf Then loosen the strip at one end,

sliding a spade under it, and roll it carefully, and
convey it lo the place where it is to be laid.

The Wood Anemone, or Wind-Flower.

" Do tell us more about wild flowers," writes

a correspondent, who is enthusiastic upon the

subject. If we had unlimited room, we would

gladly devote more space to illustrating the

beauiiful natives of our woods and fields, but as

it is, few can be described aside from those which

we can recommend for cultivation in the garden.

The request shall be gratified so far now as to no-

tice two of our earliest and most beautiful spring

flowers. The Wind-flower, or Wood Anemone,
(Ammone nemorosa), is always a favorite, both on

account of its early appearance and its delicacy

and gracefulness. Its name. Anemone, refers to

the wind, from some old notion that it opens

only when the wind blows. However this may
be, its slender habit and its ligjitness make it the

sport of the winds of spring, and it might, for

this reason, if for no other, be properly called

Wind-flower. A simple stem bears three deeply

cut leaves, and above these, on a slender stalk,

is the flower, which, before opening, is a

pretty white bell, often tinged with pink.

Doubtless the flower might be cultivated, if

proper care were taken to give it a suitable

place, but we much prefer to leave it in its na-

tive woods, where its wild look is more in keep-

ing with its surroundings than in the garden.

The other flower, the Spring-Beauty, is figured

and noticed In the left hand column of this page.
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How to Whitewash.

Procure fresh-burnt lime, not that partly air-slack-

cd. The large lumps are best. The fine portions

and small lumps will not make a wash that will

stick well. For this reason, lime that has been

burned several months is not as good as th.at just

from the kiln. Put a pound or two into a vessel,

and pour on boiling water slowly, until it is all

slacked, and is about as thick as cream. Then add

cold rain water until it will flow well from the

brush. Stir often when using it. A few drops

of blueing added will give it a more lively color.

One or two table-spoonfuls of clean salt, and one-

fourth pound of clean sugar to a gallon of the wash,

will make it more adhesive. If the walls have

been whitewashed, let them be swept thoroughly,

and if colored with smoke, wash them clean with

soap suds. A brush with long, thick hair, will hold

fluid best, when .applying it overhead. If a person

has the wash of the right consistence, and a good
brush, he can whitewash a large parlor without al-

lowing a drop to fall. When it appears streaked

after drying it is too thick, and needs diluting with

cold water. Apply the wash back and forth

in one direction, and then go cross-wise, using a

paint-brush at the corners, and a thin piece of

board to keep the brush from the wood work, or

the border of the paper. Coloring matter may be

mingled with the wash, to give it any desired tint.

To make a light peach-blow color, mingle a small

quantity of Venetian-red. For a sky-blue, add any
kind of dry, blue paint, stirring it well while

mixing To make a wash of a light straw-color,

mingle a few ounces of yellow ochre, or chrome
yellow. The coloring matter should be quite fine

to prevent its settling to the bottom of the vessel.

How to Paper a Wall.

Hanging wall-paper is light and easy work,

which may be done by females, as well .as males,

and as females are usually neater than the other

sex in performing such manipulations, they should

have the privilege of doing this work, instead of

calling men from their urgent business. The
materials necessary for papering are : a papering-

board, ten or twelve feet long and about two feet

wide, plaued smooth; a large paste-brush, a pan of

paste, a pair of long shears, a light, straight-edged

pole, and a soft brush-broom. Now take a roll of

paper, and measure around the room, to ascertain

how many whole strips are required for the walls.

Cut the desired number of Strips of the right

length, so th.at the edges will m.atch, and lay them
.all on the board, with the wrong side up. If the

wall has been whitewashed, sweep it thoroughly,

and wash it with vinegar .and water. If the vinegar

be strong, mingle three quarts of water with one
of vinegar. When the wall is dry, sweep it again.

Previous to putting on the paper, paste the wall.

Then apply paste to a strip at pajjcr, and turn up
the lower end about two feet, the pasted sides to-

gether, and hang the strip as quickly as possible.

As paste expands paper, and renders it tender, it

must not be put on until the wall is ready to receive

it. When the paper is so tender that it will hardly

hold itself together, double the upper end of a

strip over a smooth stick. Begin in one corner of

the room, and let the strip hang perpendicularly,

ind as soon as it is right, stick the top fast to the

wall. Instead of using a bunch of cloth to rub It

on with, sweep it on with a soft brush-broom, by

commencing at the top, .and sweep downwards and

outwards from the middle of the strip. A bunch
of cloth will sometimes blot the colors, but a soft

broom will not. Run the back of the shears along

the upper edge of the base, or mop-board, and pull

the lower end of the paper away from the w.all, and

cut it off, and afterwards sweep it on. When a

strip does not hang exactly plumb, take hold of the

bottom and pull it from the wall, until it hangs

only by .an inch or so at the top. Then adjust it,

and sweep it on again. When there are uneven
places in the wall, so that the paper will not adhere

without a blister, or wrinkle, cut through the long

way of the blister, .and sweep it on again. When
turning a corner of a room, it will be more conve-

nient to cut a strip of paper in two, lengthways, so

that the joint wiLl come ex.actly in the corner, than

to attempt to put on a whole strip by bending it in

the corner. After all the whole strips have been
put on, the piecing can be done around the doors
.and windows. New paper can be pasted over the
old, if that be on tirmly. Otherwise, it should be
pulled off. Sometimes, by washing old paper with
so.ap suds, two or three times, it will peel off with
little labor. New walls need not be pasted pre-

vious to papering. It is better to apply the paste

to the paper th.an to the wall only, as dry paper is

elastic, and will not adhere until it has become wet.

For the American Agriculturist,

Cheap Socks.—Use for Old Cloth.

The time was when the " rag bag " was an insli-

tulion to be found in every family. It was the re-

ceptacle for all odds and ends of calico and other

cotton fabrics. According to my best recollection,

the rag bag was .almost always stuffed full, with

the fragments of its contents protruding through

the rents and holes, and once a qu.arter they were

emptied out, douc up in a convenient bundle, and

sent to the store to be exchanged for goods. But

now, though it may hang in its accustomed niche, it

contains little but dust and lint at the bottom, the

collections of the last quadrennium, with scarcely

a rag big enough to tie arouud a sore finger. Not
so is it, however, with respect to woolen rags.

These, in the shape of pants, coats, cloaks, and
" wrap-rascals " generally, being unsuitable for the

manufacture of paper, and no one feeling rich

enough now-a-days to undertake a rag carpet, have

increased during the last four years to an alarming

extent, and lie in heaps in the kitchen chamber,

threatening to engross the whole space to the ex-

clusion of every thing else. Now to what use can

these garments be economically applied ? I answer,

for making men's socks. Above is a reduced pat-

tern, which the writer prepared for his own use.

One patteru answers for both feet, by simply in-

verting it. I take an old pair of pants, rip open
the two outside seams, spread out I he cloth on the
t.able, lay on the pattern, and cut out the clnth,

with or without the lining, according .as I want
warm or cool socks. Next sew the two edges, a, a,

and a, a, by lapping one edge upon the other, and
sewing through and through. This makes the least

objectionable scam. In like manner sew the edge,

6, to 6 ; c , c, to c, c ; d, d, to d, d ; e, e, to e, e ;

.and g, r/, to ff, g. The edges /, /, are not sewed,
but folded, one over the other, and tied with strings.

I have worn cloth socks, m.ade as above, for several

weeks. They are rather light for winter use, but
for spring and fall use I prefer them to the common
knit socks. If made by a correct patteru, they will

not wrinkle under the feet, as other socks do,

especially if a little too large. It is not claimed
th.at they will wear as long as socks which have been
knit,—though their wear depends a good deal upon
the quality of the cloth,—yet, as an offset to this,

they are made with the greatest facility. I presume
that any woman, who is expert with the needle, can
cut out and sew up twenty, and perhaps thirty

p.air in the time it would require to knit one pair.

Knit socks, in these days when wool is worth a

dollar a pound, cost money, but socks made of old,

cast-off garments, which have no exchangeable
value, of which a whole family supply for a year

can be made in a day, may be considered the cheap-

est article of apparel that can be worn, especially

in hard times. To m.ake a correct pattern for a

given foot, is rather nice work, yet it need be

made but once, as it can be preserved. o. B.

The Fashions.—Comfort and Health.

There are happy people in this world, living lu

the free country, so far from busy cities, up-start

villages and towns, dull and fashionable in stagna-

tion, who may and do live so independent of the

changes of the fashions, that, except when they

make a journey out of their happy world into that

ruled by "shoddy," and Paris milliners, they do not

know or care what the fashion is. The rest of us

are compelled to heed the laws of this tyranny, or

submit to the worse thraldom of the feeling th.at

we are dressed noticeably unlike other respcctaljle

people. All that we can do is, to avoid being OK(re

in dress, and clothe ourselves so as not to attract

.attention in modifying the fashions. We may even

sometimes dress in an old-fashioned way till some
especially outrageous style has passed away. We
commend the following sensible views of a cor-

respondent of the Independent

:

"The dress of woman will never be rid of its

present absurdities—its cumbrousness, its extrava-

gances, its elaborate nothings, its meaningless

changes, and its still more meaningless attachment

to preposterous styles—until the objects to be se-

cured in dressing are understood and placed in

their proper order. These are (after a mere protec-

tion to the body): let, health; 2d, comfort; 3d,

beauty. Of two styles equally healthful, that

which is the more comfortable is to be preferred

;

of two equally healthful and comfortable, the more

beautifui should have the preference; but we
should never sacrifice the comfortable to the

beautiful, nor the healthful to the apparently

comfortable. For, although an unhealthfnl dress

is never really comfortable, yet custom, or whim,

will often make a person insist that it is so ; as to

those unused to a pure atmosphere, warm, vitiated

air seeems more agreeable than cool, pure air.

"These rules are generally inverted in woman's
dress, and yet they are in essence the same as those

.applied in every department of art and manufac-

tures. What would be thought of an architect who
should sit down to plan a church with but the one

idea of beauty in his mind ? What kind of a struc-

ture would a bridge be, if the primary regard were

paid to making it agreeable to the eye, and only a

secondary or remote attention given to the uses it

w.as to subserve ? Yet churches, bridges, furniture,

machinery are all made handsome when desired, by

adapting the ornamentation to the object orna-

mented, and not the object to the ornaments. So
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is it in nature. Every blade of grass, every corolla,

however fine its texture and delicate its tint,

answers a purpose, is made for some end, and must

fulfill that end. But in the dress of woman, it is

required tliat the eye be satisfied at any cost; con-

sequently health is disreg.ardcd, comfort and use

unthought of. Yet, notwithstanding this supreme

regard—in fact, because of it—we get not even

beauty itself; for that apparel is beautiful which

sots off the fivco and figure to advantage, and how

will our common fashions stand this test ? How
would they look in sculpture? A few persons have

features and forms so fine that no style of dress

could make them look otherwise than attractive,

while .some others have such exquisite taste that,

whatever the style, under their manipulations, it

seems the most graceful possible to be worn ; but

the vast majority of women of all stations fail

utterly of grace in their daily dress, and, gaining

neither of the other two desiderata, they thus se-

cure no other end above that of the semi-civilized

—the simple one of having the body covered.

" One would suppose iu the oppressive number of

interests at the present day—amid all there is to do

and to learn ; all there is to see and to hear ; all

the people there are to help, and all the books to

read—woman would like that which is so strictly

person.al as their own garments, to combine the

greatest amount of health, comfort, and beauty

with the le.ast outlay of time, labor, and expense.

Instead of that, they have an attire which sacrifices

health, is entirely inconsistent with comfort, as

boys and men uuderstand comfort, and at the same

time requires, to make it presentable, the greatest

possible expenditure of thought, work, and money.

Is this a consummation devoutly to be wished?

" If woman had always worn a suitable dress, no

gane man wotild ever think it worth his while to

speculate whether, such and such alterations chang-

ing it entirely, it would not look better. He would

take it for granted th.at an ideal dress might be de-

vised for some ideal being that would show off

fabrics finely, but he would recognize that—given

a being with a head and body, two arms and two

legs, intended to tallc and walk and sew ; to cook,

to wash, to sweep ; to nurse the sick, to tend the

store, to keep the house ; to go up and down stairs,

to *in, to skate, to walk out in rainy weather ; iu

short, in the pursuit of some avocation, to use

every muscle of her body, and use it to the best ad-

vantage—no other style would answer the purpose,

and he would never ask for any other, but would

rest content wilh that forever, only requiring that

it should be so modified as to be made as becoming

as possible to each wearer. As it is, no thought is

given to the real requirements of the case. Does a

milliner sit down and consider that, the purpose of

a bonnet being to shield the head from the element.',

and shade the eyes from too great a glare of light,

she must first devise a frame which will accomplish

these ends, and then select such materials, such

colors, and such ornaments as, combined, will har-

monize with each other, and suit the complexion,

figure, etc., of the person for whom this special

head-gear is designed ? Not at all ; but she says,

" People are tired of last year's shape, and we must
have a change." So she pulls out here and pushes

in there, has her cape twice as large, or takes it off

altogether ; makes the " ears " longer or shorter,

and the whole more distressing and useless, if pos-

sible, to the head than before ; and forthwith every

wom.an rushes to buy a bonnet after the new pat-

tern. Ih lino disce omnes. "When women shall have

learned in time to put the objects of dress in their

right order, there will be seen a greater revolution

in the form of their apparel than the world has

yet dreamt of in its philosophy." o.

Xaintetl 9Ieat, Fish, or Poultry.—
The following directious in regard to the use of

charcoal, in cookery, are given by " Perscrutatio"

:

"When meat, fish, etc., from the heat of the

weather, or long keeping, are likely to spoil,

powdered charcoal, sprinkled over it, will not

only stop the progress of putrefaction, but it will

sweeten that which has already become tainted.

If meat, or fish has acquired an unpleasant flavor,

or does not smell perfectly fresh, when prepared

to boil, by tying up a few pieces of charcoal in a

small cloth, and putting them itto the pot while

boiling, it will remove everything disagreeable.

The addition of a teaspoonful of saleratus, instead

of the charcoal, will remove any unpleasant taste

or smell, unless it is very bad. Poultry some-

times becomes tainted by being kept too long

;

to make it sweet and good, put some powdered

charcoal in a piece of cloth, and put it in the inside

of the fowl for sometime before cooking: it will

draw out all the bad smell, as may be perceived by

smelling the cloth, which is often most offensive."

Management of Carpets.

All kinds of carpets will wear much longer if

fine straw be spread evenly on the floor, about half

an inch thick, before they are fastened down.
When they lie on the bare floor, the gritty dust

worlvs through them to the floor, and .as they are

pressed down on and among it, they will be worn
out much more than when kept up from it by

straw. To aid in drawing carpets close up to tlic

base board, preparatory to nailing them, drive 8 or

10 small nails into a piece of wood, allowing them
to extend about three-eighths of an inch bcyoniL

the surface, similar to a weaver's stretcher, and file

them to a sharp point. With such an instrument

.as this, having a long handle, one person can thrust

the side of a carpet up close to the base board, and

hold it with ease, till it is nailed. There is some
science also in the manner of sweeping carpets

correctly. Instead of inclining the handle of the

broom forward, and rolling the dirt along and

pressing it into the carpet, by bearing down on the

broom, the handle should be held nearly erect, and

the dirt brushed along, by touching the carpet very

lightly. In this way, both broom and carpet will

be worn less, and the sweeping be done better.

Soda, Saleratus, Quick Yeast, Baking-

Powders, etc., for Bread-Making.

with beeswax, so they will not untwist. They are

then ready for the mould. I claim that the caudles

will last much longer, and will give a brighter and

better light, resembling sperm candles. Impurities

in the tallow will not affect the light, .as is usual.''

The question is asked us, how one may know
that too much alkali is used in bread, rolls, or

biscuit, made with soda and other alkaline car-

bonates. Bread which is yellow at all, or has

that peculiar "soda-biscuit odor "(to most intensely

disagreeable), h.as either too much alkali, or not

enough of acid. Cream of tartar, buttermilk,

sour millv, molasses, or sour dough, each contain

an acid which, when it unites with the carbon.ate

of soda, sets carbonic acid gas free ; and when well

stirred into a dough ofjust the right consistence, it

pufis it up uniformly and makes it light. The art

of the cook is shown in putting in just enough, and

never too much soda for the acid which she adds,

or which the dough contains. One teaspoonful of

soda should, in a fresh dough for bread, or a batter

forcal<es, always be used with Um teaspoonfnls of

cream of tartar. "When sour milk, or molasses,

or anything else of the kind is used, the proportion

must be guessed at ; but always guess so that the

soda will be more than neutralized, for a little acid

will not be perceived, while an excess of alk.ali

gives rise to dj-spcpsia and indigestion. The prin-

ciples upon which depend the rising of dough have
been often explained in these pages. Now, there-

fore, we only say, avoid as poison yellow bread,

orthatwhicli has the alkaline odor. Even vinegar

may be used to neutralize soda, when other prefer-

able acids can not be readily obtained.

Xallow Candles. — If people must use

tallow candles, in these days (nights rather) of

bright kerosene, the following, from our corres-

pondent "*," of Macoupin Co., 111., may throw

some light (star-light) on how to make good ones.

Mr. Star writes :
" In return for hints about hard

so.ap, I will suggest an improvement in making
' tallow candles.' Double the wicks, as is usually

done, and twist until tolerably tight, then w.ax them

Practical Odds and Ends.

Contributed by Subscribers to the American Agrt-

cuUiirist. Please send plenty more of the same sort.

Harb Putty around broken window panes is

quickly softened by pouring kerosene oil on it.

Pdttt is made by mixing " whiting" with linseed

oil, to the consistence of dough. Every farmer

should keep a supply.

The Cement used to fasten glass lamp burners

in place, is made of calcined plaster and water.

Mix them thin and apply quickly, as it " sets "soon.

This plaster is the same as used by masons, stereo-

typers, etc.

A SoLDEEiMG Iron, which isnot iron but mpper,

is a convenient money-saving implement. Practi-

cal instructions for its use were given in the Agn-
cuUurist, Vol. 18, page 3i3. (Nov. number, 1859.)

Frozen Cream should he jilaccd near the fire,

gradually thawed and then allowed to become very

warm, not hot, then churn it, and bring the butter

easily. The churn should be warmed to prevent

chilling the warm cream.

To Prevent Flannel Shrinking.—Put it into

cold water, place over the fire, and boil half an hour.

To Remove Fruit Stains.—Dip the stained part

into boiling water, and hold it over the fumes of

burning sulphur, until the stain changes color, then

wash in clear water. Boiling water alone will re-

move many fresh stains, especially of cooked fruit.

Hints on Cooking, etc.

S-»veet Apple Syrnp.—Contributed by

Elizabeth Carlton. Nicely wash a qu.antity ol

sound sweet apples, put them in a steamer and

coolv until tender. Then press out the juice and
boil it until quite thick. For many uses it will be

found greatly preferable to New Orleans molasses.

Potato Soup.—Peel and slice 6 large pota

toes, boil them 20 minutes in 3 quarts of water.

Then mash them finely in the water, salt to the

taste, stir in a heaping fablespoonful of flour, well

beaten in a teacupful of cream, and add about ?

ounces butter. Let it cook until the ingredients

are well incorporated together.

Cliecse Omelet.^Entter the sides of a deep

dish, cover the bottom with thin slices of cheese

place upon this very thin slices of bread, well but

tered, a liille red pepper and mustard, another layei

of cheese, and, just before put in the oven, beat the

yolk of .an egg iu a cup of cream and pour into the

dish. Balce h.alf an hour, or until nicely browned.

Craclccrs.—Contributed by E. Allen, Lake
Co., O. Take 3 teacupfuls of sweet milk, 1 of but-

ter, 13 of flour, 4 teaspoonfnls of cream of tartai-,

3 teaspoonfuls oi soda. Dissolve the soda .and a

little salt in the milk, put the cream of tartar into

the'flour, and also rub the butter into the flour,

then mix with the milk. Roll very thin, prick very

thickly, cut into squares, and bake in a quiclc oven.

Potato "Veast.—Contributed by a subscriber,

who says she " can safely recommend it, as she

never uses saler.atus for raising bread, nor has any

sour :" To % of a cup of hops, add 1 quart of

water; when boiling, pour it on one cup of raw

potato, grated ; to that add }^ cup of sugar, }4 cup

of salt, and when cool add 1 cup of yeast to raise

it. The salt in the yeast seasons the bread enough.

Mrying SqiiasU or Piimpliin.—If

squashes are wasting by dccfiy, remove the seeds,

piare, slice, and put in a kettle with a little water.

Boil until the water is out, then slowly simmer

and stir to remove all the moisture possible

without burning, and spread the paste half an

InehfWck on buttefed plates. At first these can'
'
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be set iu tbc stove ovcu with the doors open, tak-

ing care Trben it -is almost dry not to let it born.

If dried too slowly it may sour. Nest spring or

Eummer this will m.alcc as good pies as fresh squash

if prepared as follows : Rinse the dried squash in

cold water at night, pour on sufllcient boiling wa-

ter to cover. In the morning simmer a few min-

utes and stir until all seems softened, then sift and

proceed as with fresh squash.

Ualct^d Hubbard Sqnnsli.—Contributed
by T. Haskell, Essex Co., Mass. Cut off a piece at

one end, sufllcient to make an opening to admit a

spoon, and scrape out the seeds and the libers sur-

rounding them. Pour half a teacupful of water iu

a spider, put the squash iu open side down, and

bake one hour in an oven rather hotter than is

needed for loaf bread. Remove from the oven,

scrape the squash out of the shell with a spoon, and

all will like it who are fond of sweet potatoes.

A1>o«at tiae Iflontli or April.

The monlh of April w;is representeJ by the ancients as

ft playful dancing boy with a rattle in his hand. Chil-

dren are easily made to smile or to cry, and the figure

was therpfore quite appropriate, as we expect sunshine

and rain to follow each other in quick succession during^

the present month. The name April, it is sai<I, is derived

from the Lntin word aperire, which means to open, and

at this season the buds and blossoms are opening under

Ihe warm sunshine and frequent showers. The Dutch

eall it the Grass month. It will be interesting to our

young friends to observe each year at what lime the va-

rious trees and plants in their neighborhood first open

their buds, and to write dnwn the dates. See how much
earlier the lilac bush in the front yard puts forth leaves,

than does the apple tree in the orchard ; and so wiih oth-

er shrubs, trees and plants. Such a record kept from

year to year will show the comparative earliness of

the different seasons. It will also lead tlie observer to

notice other facts about vegetation, all of which will

furnish most agreeable employment for leisure hours.

The first day of April is known as April Fools* day, and

all over Euiope, us well as in America, the custom pre-

vails of sending people on foolish errands or playing oth-

er practical jokes, and then laughing at the victims.

How this singular practice originated is not certainly

known. Some think it first prevailed among the Hin-

doos, who keep up similar performances at a feast called

huli ; this however does not account for the origin of the

custom. Others, perhaps with more truth, say it is kept

«p in commemoration of our Saviour being sent back and

forth between Herod and Pilate at the time of his trial.

"Whoever attempts to play a trick upon another should

make it a pleasant one ; such for instance as was carried

out by a party f>f young men on a poor neighbor, whose
corn needed hoeing badly, while he was sick. Some
twenty of them assembled one fine moonlight evening

and by 10 o'clock had it all in prime order. You can

imagine the poor man's feelings a few days after when he

crawled out to try and do a little for his suffering crop.

I9Ialcc Friends Among; the ISirds.

Birds can provide quite well for themselves, but they

are very thankful for any assistance. The robin asks

only to be let alone and he will be likely to choose

some snug covert in the branches of an evergreen, or

other thick foliaged tree near the house in which to com-
mence housekeeping. He and his mate may be made
very tame by frequently scattering bread crvimbs and

other dainties near their haunts. They have been ren-

dered so familiar by such means, that they would come
when called and feed at the feet and in some cases

from tlie hands of their friends. The blue birds will hunt

all about the premises for some suitable hollow with a

narrow opening in which to build their nests. They
some times choose very singular dwellings. An old boot

hung in the wood-house was for years a favorite nesting

place for a pair of these birds. A workman once left

his coat hanging on the fence in a back lot. Several

weeks after, he remembered it, but found other claimants

In possession, two blue birds being very busy rearing a

family in one of the sleeves. A few plain boxes witli en-

trance holes just large enough, placed in ti ees or on the

buildings, will attract Ihese pleasant visitors. The pert

and lively wrens, will quickly occupy similar accommo-
dations, and give much pleasure with their sprightly

songs and noisy cliatterings. The martins go in flocks

and will require larger accommodjilions. A box three

feet long, sU to nine inches wide and a foot high, with

openings six inches apart will suffice for a small

colony. The barn swallows will find quarters in the barn,

if openings be left in the gable end, and the mud swal-

lows if undisturbed will make quite a cornice under the

eaves. All these birds will work faithfully for the neigh-

borhood where they are encouraged. iNIoths, caterpil-

lars and worms will be devoured by wholesale where

birds abound, .ind Ihe music they make will cerlainiy

afford more pleasure than can be derived from shooting

or stoning such innocent creatures. If our young read-

ers desire feathered pets in a cage, let them procure a

pair of Canaries, which have always been accustomed

to such a life, and not rob the free field birds of liberty.

Perhaps before the summer is over, some of the boys or

girts will have pleasant stories to tell of their success in

making friends with the birds ; we should be pleased to

liear and if of enough interest to publish them.

Be^vare of a Prevalent "Vice,

Boys, if by a few earnest heartfelt words you maybe
induced to keep clear of a vice now fearfully prevalent

in this country, it will be worth more to you than a large

present in money. We refer to the use of profane lan-

guage. It is almost the only sin that has neither excuse,

pleasure, or profit. Offensive alike to God and good men,

it marks a vitiated taste, a want of refinement, and a dis-

regard both of virtue and the feelings of others. Instead

of relieving the passion of anger as some declare, it only

strengthens it by giving it expression. If it be urged that

it is a habit difficult to be broken, this is a confession that

disregard of right has become a settleci part of the char-

acter. No boy old enough to know the meaning of

words, utters his first oath without a shudder ; if by rep-

etition he is able to swear withont compunction, it is not

that the sin is less, but because his own sense of right has

been blunted ; the crime and its penalties are the s?me.

But the habit can be subdued. Scarcely a boy or man
will use profanity in presence of his mother ; then, if lie

will, he can restrain it at other times. Let every boy re-

spect himself too much to yield to this habit, but lebuke

profanity wherever heard, by expressive silence and

a good example, If not by words.

Xltc I»Iay of €liarade§i.

This amusement is quite common in many localities,

but may be new to some. A director is chosen who may
employ as many assistants as he needs. They retire

from the room, and select some w ord w hich is to be acted

out, part at a time, or otherwise, in pi esence of the com-
pany, and the spectators are to discover the word from

the acting. Thus, suppose the woid "Alternate" be

chosen. The director may come in and make on a slate

or paper a large figure 8 ; then each of his assistants

turns eight over ; that is all turn eight (alternate). The
word "Intemperance" may be divided into four parts

or acts. The first to represent a scene at an inn : next a

display of temper ; then a meeting of aunts, and finally

a representaliou of the whole word, by a person feigning

intoxication, etc. If the words are well chosen, and the

actors ready with suitable impromptu dialogues, this play

maybe made very entertaining, and often instructive.

A <i<oo<l Hint tor the Itoys and Oirls.

Miss "Hattie" writes to the Airterican Agriculturist :

"Sweeping is unpleasant and unhealthfnl work. Dust

was not made to be breathed. Now, nearly or quite half

the usual amount of sweeping can be avoided. How?
Keep the litter and mud out of the house. Do not bring

it in on your shoes : then it will not have to be pushed

out with a broom. The next time you go to a neighbor's

keep your shoes as clean as possible, but if you get them
muddy, look for a scraper and mat to wipe them, and

if you can find none, don't go into the house unless it is

necessary ; do your errand at the door, and say, *' my
shoes are muddy, I will not go in ?'* If you are particu-

lar to clean your shoes, other boys and men will be so,

when they come to your house. Anl as ihe piice of

brooms is now very high, you may save as much as three

cents a week on the wear of them, just by keeping your

shoes clean ; I think you will save more than that on your

shoes, for the cleaner they are kept the longer they last.

The mud takes the oil from them, renders them very

hard and unpleasant to the wearer, they will soon crack,

and you must have a new pair. Now, instead of all this

trouble you cause your mother, in removing dirt by
sweeping, show her that you can do something to lessen

her labors by learning to be always neat and tidy."

Damagfcd Glass,— F. S. Mitchell, sends the fol-

lowing to the American Agriculturist. His man Sam
and wife were unpacking a box of glass fruit jars. While

taking them out one by one, Sam would say, " Here is

a good one." or " This one is broken, or cracked," as it

happened to be. He found one that had been somewhat
flattened on one side in making it. He says, " Here is

one that is not cracked, but Is badly bruised," He evi-

dently did not understand the nature of glass.

AnsT^^crs to Problems and Puzzles*
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., In the

March nnmber, page S9. No. 124. lUuslrated Rebus,—
Aivls tueal tU at ends well, or " Ail's well that ends well."

No. 125. Matkeinatical Problem.—Diameter, 173.2 ft. ;

Whole area, 985.8 ft No. 126. Curious VVorrf.—The
word '^Written." No. 127. Illustrated Rebus.— Rebel

lion will B over throne and piece re T urn two cheer

our country ; or Rebellion will be overthrown, and peace

return to cheer our country No. 128. Abbreviation.—

R. U. L No. 129. Anasrants.—1, Merchandise ; 2, Sur-

geon ; 3, Reformations; 4, Conversation ; 5^ Locomotive;

6, Transmissioji No. 130. Conundrum.—The Jin is

(finis) No. 131. Mathematical Problern.—GO.lO ft. to

one comer, 64.34 ft. to each of Ihe others ...No. 132.

Ethical Matkeynatics.-The preponderance of truth is in

C's favor. . ..No. 133. Charade.—Mad-n-gas-car.. . .No,

134. Pu2z/e.—C (lOO)-I CD-V (5)-I (D-L (50).=Civil.. ,.

The following sent correct answers up to March 10th :

E. Prevost, I--'4 ; R. H. Wilson, jr., 127 ; Harry, 132; M.
E. Waring, 124, 127. 145 ; Eddie Sheiden, 128 ; Augusta

Brigham. 117. 128, 133 ; Arthur Shriver. 124, 127, 128, 130,

132,133,134; " Subscriber,** 124, 127,128,130,133, 134;

Lucy R. Weeks, 124, 125, 127, 128, 130, 133. 134 ; Robt. G.

Weeks, 127, 12S, 130. 133 ; George F. Weeks, 127. 123;

Budgar, 124, 127, 12S, 130, 133. 134 ; J.is. H. Chidlaw, 127 ;

D, Sheaffer, 1'.'4, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134 (well done).

]\c^v Puzzles to he AusM'ored.
No. 135. Illustrated /veftus.—Something to remember.

No. 136, French Riddle.-Jc suis capitaine, de vingt-

quatre soldats. Sans moi Paris serait pris.

No. 137. Latin Sentences for translation.—1, Equus est

in stabulo, sed noii est. 2, Mea mater sus mala est. 3,

Pugno pugnas pugnat.

E^

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

No. 138. Illustrated Rehuses.—Y\g. 1, A French sen-

tence. Fig. 2, Advice for business men. What are they?

No. 139. Charade.— }\y first denotes company; my
second shuns company ; my third calls company, and my
whole delights company. What is it?

No. 140. Conundrum.— VJhvii light is most generally

diffused throughout the world ?

No. 141. Word Puiz/e.—Behead a small wild animal,

and leave a large, strong useful domestic one.

No. 142. Illustrated Rebus.—.Kr\ important truth.

No. 143. Geographical Names.—1, Part of the body and
a small pond. 2, Men of high rank and a weight. 3,

Strife and a tool. 4, A lady, a taste, and a pie.

No. 144. Philosophical Question.—Suppose the earth

to cease its annual motion around the sim, but continue

its daily revolution. ^Vou^d it be necessary to lengthen

or shorten the pendulum of our clocks to make them keep

correct time? ^Vhy ?

No. 145. Geographical Question.— A.t what line on the

earth does the Christian Sabbath begin?

No. 146. Planting Problem.—Uow may twenty-four trees

be planted In eighteen rows, with four trees In each row T
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DON'T LIKE TO BE
IVo Hand ]L<lke a Motlier's.

This picture certainly speaks for itseif; at least the

little fellow who is vainly struggling to escape his morn-
ing bath is speaking fur himself most lustily. It looks

like a little thing tu make such a fuss about, but to him it

is a serious matter. The water is cold, he dreads the

shock it will give him, but that is not all ; he is not in the

hands of his mother. She would [nanage it so gently and
pleasantly, that it would almost be a frolic for hira ; but

the servant girl is rough and careless, and seems to enjoy
his struggles. There is no hand like a mother's. A story

is t<»ld of a young soldier who lay sick in one of the hos-

pitals. His mother left her distant home to nurse him,
and arrived at the hospital at night. Slie was told that

lier boy was sleeping, that she must not disturb him. "Let
me only sit by him and watch him," she pleaded. The
request was granted. The boy lay in a feverish, uneasy
slumber, and the mother gently passed her hand over his

forehead. *' Whose hand is that 1" he eagerly exclaimed
;

"it feels like my mother's." He knew the touch of affec-

tion that had often before soothed him. It was betterthan

medicine and aided in bringing back his wonted health.

A CinLniu;!^ Old Rat.
A. Connecticut subscriber, *'F.G. H.," sends to the

American Agriculturist an extended account of the art-

ful proceedings of a rat. the substance of which we give

below. He first attracted notice by diving through the

wall paper -with which an opening had been covered. A
trap was set at night to capture him. It was of the kind

In which a stout wire moved by a spring, flies down upon
the animal and drives him upon sharp spikes. It was
carefully baited with a kernel of corn, so that a slight

touch would spring it. The rat. however, succeeded in

removing the corn, leaving the spring undisturbed. The
next night several kernels were strung upon strong linen

twine, and lied to the catch. In the morning, the string

was cut, the corn gone, and the rat too. A piece of cat-

gut was substituted for the string, but with the same re-

sult. Then a bit of copper wire was used, and the shrewd

E D !
"

—

Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

story to illustrate my mean-

ing." Harry brightened up.

" Not long since," continued

his father, " a gentleman

bought a book, feeling sure

it would be both interesting

and useful to his son and

daughter at home."—Harry-
moved a little uneasily on

his seat.—" Carrying it home
he presented it to them with

the remark, ' Read this my
children, and give me your

opinion of it.' ' O yes father,

thank you,' they both ex-

claimed, 'We shall surely

be delighted with it.* And so

they were. Now the young

lady was passionately fond

of reading ; it was tlierefore

but a pleasure to her to sit

down and read the book be-

fore she slept, and she gave

her father her opinion of the

work next morning in glow-

ing terms.' Harry glanced

!it his sister and laughed.

" The son, on the other hand,

though always pleased to

listen to reading,was seldom

ready to take a book and

master its contents for him-

self. Isuspecthe was natur-

ally a little indolent. *But

now he said to himself ' my
father has kindly given me
this nice book, and wishes

me to read it, and I will—

I

am determined I will.' A
duty attempted in earnest,

brings its sure reward, and

this boy, although he fell

asleep over the first chapter

once or twice, soon became
interested, and actually fin-

ished the book in a week,

well pleased with his suc-

cess. Now my son," contin-

ued Mr. Nash, *' wherein

lies the greater virtue, in the

act of the young lady, who
swallowed the interesting

volume at one sitting, or in

that of the boy who conquer-

old fellow wouldn't meddle with it at all. Finally the

trap was baited with a kernel of corn, and a shingle laid

with one end resting on the catch,so that the rat must step

upon it to reach the bait, which would let the spring go.

This proved too much for his cunning, and the next

morning he was found caught by the neck, having paid

the penalty of his numerous offences."—There are other

recorded instances of intelligence and cunning on the

part of rats that would almost seem to indicate the pos-

session of reasoning powers. Our young friends will

find both interest and instruction in studying the acts and
habits, not only of rats but ofmany other familiar animals.

Harry's lUost Succcssiul i:0brt.

Contributed to the American A gricuUurist hy 'Lizzie

Nevins : All through one fine October day, Harry Nash
had followed the plow up the lot, and down the lot, be-

hind the old farm horses, and now as the sun was setting

. he was getting so foot-sore and weary that several times
he nearly fell asleep in his monotonous walk. " There
goes the horn at last," he exclaimed, as the welcome
sound broke the stillness, Hari7 did not wait to listen to

its echoes, but quickly " turning out " he soon presented
himself at the supper table, looking tired, it is true, but
with a cheerful face, made more bright and shining from
an intimate acquaintance with soap and water, and a
coarse towel. " You have got over quite a large strip

to-day, my son," said Mr. N. kindly, as he helped Harry
to the plain but wholesome fare with which the table was
spread. The boy looked pleased with this commendation,
bulsaid ingenuously. " I'm afraid I haven't accomplished
much for the last hour or two ; I was so tired I could
scarcely walk." "On the contrary," said his father,"!
think you acccomplished more in the last two hours, than
during all the rest of the day." Harry opened his eyes
in astonishment, as he called to mind the straight, neat
furrows of which he was so justly proud in the early

morning hours, and contrasted them silently with the
shallow and uneven track he was leaving behind him
when called to supper. Mr. Nash enjoyed his son's per-

plexity for a while and then said, " I will tell you a short

ed his natural indolence, and laboriously mastered the

book recommended by his father?" It was amusing

to witness the various changes which passed rapidly

over Harry's face during this recital. At the closing

question, he looked up quickly and exclaimed " I haven't

read the book yet." " O !" said Mr. Nash, "Wife,

where is the milk pail ?" and rising he took the pail

from that lady's hands, and went to milk the cows.

I^ook Out lor tlie 'IVealc Point.

The old fable of Achilles should be remembered by

every boy and girl of whatever age. The ancients said

that when he was a babe, his mother held him by one

heel and plunged him into the river Styx, which made
him invulnerable, except tlie small place on his heel

which her liand kept from being wet. He became a noted

warrior, and as no weapon could wound his body, he
made great havoc among his enemies ; no one could stand

before him. But at last one of his foes finding out his

weak point, shot him in the heel with a poisoned arrow,

which caused his death. If Achilles had properly

guarded his heel, he might have escaped such a fate.

Every person has some w eak point, very few have only

one. Here are two illustrations. Thomas is a cheerful,

sprightly, wide-awake boy, ready for any kind of work
or play, a favorite with all his companions ; but he is

fond of change. He does not stick to a thing until it is

finished. He is ready to run after every novelty. This
is his weak point which w ill prevent him from ever hav-
ing much success in life. Susan is very pretty, very
pleasant, neat as a pink, and a great help to het mother

;

yet she has a very weak place in her character. She is

vain ; she loves to dis^play her good looks and accom-
plishments, and is always seeking a compliment. She
is fond of showy dress and jewelry, and of whatever will

attract attention to herself. This feeling may prove her
ruin ; thousands have lost honor and happiness by such
a weakness. What is your weak point? Impatience?
Angry passion ? Indolence? Exaggeration? Stub-

borness ? Negligence? Whatever it may be, give It

especial attention at once and try to correct the failing.
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^^ For otlier "Business Notices" see last page (136).

(Business notices $1 25 per agate line of space.)

FlSIi & HA-TCH,
BANKERS,

AND DEALERS IN

GOTERNMEi\T SECURITIES.

38 WALL STREET, NEW YOEK,
ARE

FOR THE SALE OF THE

Popular T-30 Loan.
Under the recent arrangement of the Treasury Depart-

ment with Mr. JAY COOKE, General

Subscription Agent.

Checks and Drafts on New York, Legal Tender

Notes and National Bank Notes may be remitted in

payment. We also receive all Legal Tender Fti»« Per

Cent. Notes, and allow the accrued interest to date of

subscription.

The 7-30 Notes will be forwarded by Express, free of

charge, to all points reached by the Express Companies.

Orders may be forwarded to us direct, or through your

nearest Bank or Banker.

Persons visiting the city will find a full assortment of

the Notes on hand at our Office for immediate delivery.

Orders by mail should be accompanied with the address

in full to which the Notes are to be forwarded.

We also keep on hand, and buy and sell at market

rates, all kinds of

U:^IXEI> STATES SECURITIES.
Accounts of Banks, Bankers, and individuals received

on favorable terms.

FISK & HATCH,
BAIVKERS,

38 IVall Street, New Yorfc.

G. S. ROBBINS & SON,

54 William Street, Corner Pine,

NEW YORK.
DEALERS m

Gorernnicnt Securities

OF ALL OESCRIPTIONS.

New 7-30 liOAN for immediate delivery in sums

to suit, in denominations of $50, $100, $500, $1,000 and

$5,000, bearing date August 15, 1864.

Banks and Bankers supplied at usual discount.

U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness Bought and Sold.

Stocks purchased and sold at Board of Brokers.

Business paper discounted as usual.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY HERALD
ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE TEAR.

Three Copies for one year $5

Fire copies for one year ^ 8

Ten copies for one year 15

Any larger number addressed to names of subscribers

$! 50 each. An extra copy will be sent to every Club of

ten. Twenty copies, to one address, one year, $25, and
any larger number at same price. These rates make it

the cheapest publicatiou in the United States,

All who are in want of a Cheap Family Paper, the

contents of which embrace everjlhing that man, woman,
or child desire to read, will subscribe for this publication.

Address

WEEKLY HERALD,
New York City,

THE me NfflOML BAM
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

CAPITA!., $1,000,000, PAID I>,

nSCAL AGEiYT OF THE tXITED STATES,

And Special Agent for Jay Cooke, Scbsceip-

TiON Agent,

Will DeHrer 7-30 Notes, Free of cliarge,
by Express, in all parts of the country, and receive in

payment Checks on New York, Philadelphia, and Boston,

Current Bills, and all fire per cent, interest Notes, with

interest to date of subscription. Orders sent by mail

will be promptly filleJ.

This Bank receives the accounts of Banks and Bank-

ers on favorable terms : also of Individuals keeping

New York accounts.

J. T. HILL, Caskier. J. V. ORVIS, President.

Fourteenth Annual Report
OF THH

MANHATTAN
LIFE INSURANCE COMPMY,

Nos. 156 and 158 Broad-n-ay,

NEW YORK,
JANVART I, 1865.

Net Assets, January 1, 1864 $1,478,968 59

Receipts during the year 973,534 02

$2,452,502 61

Disbursements 461,277 38

$1,991,225 23

Assets $1,991,225 23

Life policies are issued, payable in annual, or in one,

live, or ten annual installments; also non-forfeiture en-

dowment policies, payable in ten annual payments,

which are paid at death, or on arriving at any particular

age. Life insurance as an investment has no superior,

as it has saved millions of dollars to the insured, and

thousands of families from ruin. Dividends are paid to

policy holders, thus enabling them to continue their

policies, if otherwise unable to do so.

HENRY STOKES, President.

C. Y. VVEMPLE, Secretary.

J. S. HALSEY, Assistant Secretary.

S. N. STEBBINS, Actuary.

ABRAM DU BOIS, JI. D., Medical Examiner.

WHO ABE THEY?
Our Peace Makers

is the title of onr last new colored Chart, size 28x38
inches, giving five heads, life size, of

Grant, Slierman, Farragnt, Sheridan and
Tliomas, engraved from the most recent Pholograpiis,
with a brilliant Head Piece, sliowing the capture of Fort
Fisher, and numerous elegant ornamentations. A sam-
ple sheet sent post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.
We assure those who can sell anything, that they can

maiie large wages by selling this and our other works.
Such should send for our new Price List and Circulars
of new Maps, Charts and Prints.

H. H. LLOYD & CO.,
21 John-street, New York.

We call the attention of Traveling Agents to

our large assortment of new and popular

Maps amd Religions Cliarts.
" The American Continent,'* large Map showing the

whole United States and adjacent Territories. Drawn
by Col. Rosa, 60 cts. " The last Ditch of Rebeldom,"

25 cts. " IMap of Ireland," 35 cts. " Incidents in the

Life of Christ," 30 cts. " The Holy Family," 30 cts.

' The Sacred Heart of Mary," 40 cts. " The Sacred

Heart of Christ," 40 cts. " The last Supper of our

Lord," 40 cts., etc., etc. Write for Catalogue.
CHAS. LUBRECHT & CO.,

Publishers of Popular Maps and Charts,
12 Frankfort street. New York.

"A Slight Cold," Coughs, Feiv are aware
of the importance of checking a cough or " slight

COLD " in its first stage ; that which, in the beginning,

would yield to a mild remedy, if neglected, soon

attacks the lungs. " Broum's Bronchial Troches," give

sure and almost immediate relief.

mmME. DEMOREST'S IMPERIAL DRESS ELE.
VATOR.—To raise the dress in graceful folds,

and let it down at will. Price 75 cents. No. 473 Broad-

way. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

FOR TUE VINEYARD, ORCHARD, GARDEN,
GRAPERY AND ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS.
TWENTIETH ANNlAIi VOIUME OF
THE HORTICULTURIST, 1865.
TT.ro Dollars and Fitly Cents per Annum.
Two specimen numbers sent for Twenty-five Cents.

Vols. If62. 1S63, lf64 bound and post-paid, and Nos. 1665,
Eight Dollars.

1,700 loyal oclavo pages. 600 engravings.

Woodward's Country Homes,
Showing Designs and Plans for Houses of moderate
cost, with Stables and Outbuildings, and manner of con-
structing Balloon frames. 12mo.. cloth ; 166 pages

i
122

engravings. Price $1 50, post-raid.
GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,

Publishers, 37 Park Row, New York.

Lung, Female and Chronic Diseases.

Dis. S. S. & S. E. STRONG, graduates of the New
York Medical University, and Proprietors of the Reme-
dial Institute, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. give special at-

tention to the above diseases. In addition to the Medical

and Surgical agencies, they employ Gymnastics and all

kinds of Baths. They refer for evidence of skill and re

liability to

E. Nott, D. D., L. L. D., President Union College.

M. Simpson, D. D., Bishop M. E. Church, Philadelphia.

Rev. J. Jl. Sherwood, Ed. Presbyterian Quart'ly Review.
J. M. Ray. State Bank, Indianapolis, Ind.

Prof. H. M. Seely, Middlebury, Vt.

Hon. J. B. jilcKean, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
For full infonnation, send for a Circular.

RIP I KIP ! RIP ! RIP !

THE PATENT SEWING RIPPER has proved one
of the most acceptable new inventions. It takes out a

seam more rapidly and safely than knife or scissors ,

being used for that only, is always in order; is small and

neat ; an indispensable for the work basket and especially

where a sewing machine is used.

Price 50 cents. Sent post-paid by mail. Liberal dis-

count to dealers. Agents wanted everywhere. Address

II. LEE, Fulton street, New York City.

The Celebrated Craig Microscope
Is mailed, prepaid, for ?2 50, or with 24 beautiful mount-
ed objects for $5 50. Also the Novelty JMichoscope,
for examining Insecis, Flowers. Seed, Biink-Bills, Linen,
etc., is muited for $2. or, with 12 objects, J3 50, bv

HENRY CRAIG, ISO Centre street, New York.

dcoiiomical Housekeepers Use
Pyle's Saleratns. Pyle's Cream Tartar.

Pyle's Bakiug Soda. Pyle's O. K. Soap.
Pyle's Blueing Powder Pjle's Stove Pol-
ish. Articles designed for all who want the b^st goods,

fall weight. Sold by best Grocers every where. Each
package bears the name of JAMES PYLE, Manufac-

turer, New-York.

VIlVELiAiVD
I^ARM ANO FRUIT B-A:\I>S, in a
*- mild and henlthful climate. Thirty miles south of Phila-

delphia by Railroad, In New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and prodwcWr^, varying from a clay to a

sandy loam, suitable for ^Vheat, Grass. Com, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vegetables. This is a great frvit country. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards hare been planted out by ex-

perienced fruit powers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears, &c., produce

Immense profits. Vineland is already one of the most beau-

tiful places In the United States. The entire territory, con

sistin.g of forty-five square miles of land, is laid out upon a

general system of improvements. TI*e land is only sold to

actual settlers with provision for public adornment. The
place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
tages has become the resort of people of taste. It has in-

creased five thousand people within the past three years.

Churches. Stores, Schools, Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
it Is estimated that five hundred will be built during thesnm-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and npward, $J5

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than In

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved placea

for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Man:i*
factories. Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,

and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abound-
ing in fruits and possessing all otiier social privileges, In the

heart of civilization, it is worthy of a ^•isit.

Letters answered and the Vineland Rural, a paper giving
fall information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LAiJDIS, Vineland P. O., Landl3
Township, New Jersey.

From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It is one of the most extensive fertile

tracts, in an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we know of this side oj

iht Western Prairies,
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A Novel Enterprise.

Upon the line of the Cape May Railroad one of the

laifiest enterprises of this most active period is thus re-

ferred in a new work—" How to Get a Farm and Where
to Find One," by the author of " Ten Acres Enough."

As il has uniformly been in the West, on the opening

of a new railroad, so it was in New Jersey on the open-

ing of that from Camtlen to Atlantic City. Enterprising

men were drawn to the region thus inviting speculation,

Investment and Improvement. They brought capital,

skill and energy, and quickly maJe an impression. Among
the earliest and most thoroughgoing of these was Mr.

Charles K. Landis, of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. This

gentleman was impressed with the great value and avail-

ability of organized colonization. He secured five thous-

and acres on the railroad at Hammonlon, and in 1858 his

colony was fairly under way. His ideas with respect to

colonization appear to have outstripped all others for

comprehensiveness, whilst his plans were definite, prac-

tical and liberal. He sold to none but actual settlers,

telling the mere speculators to go elsewhere, and gave

special encouragement to fruit growing. He introduced

the New England School system, and kept out the sale

of liquor.

He laid out streets and roads, and in other ways ex-

pended money liberally in promoting the welfare of the

settlers. These were of the best class, principally from

New-England ; intelligent, tasteful and industrious.

Home manufactures of various kinds were introduced,

churches and school-houses were built, good crops were

yielded to the farmer, and a general prosperity prevailed

wlrich astonished ail who witnessed It. The settlement

speedily numbered two thousand persons, who now pro-

duce more food than they need, and ship large quantities

lo New-York and Philadelphia.

The experience acquired in settling Hammonton en-

larged the views of Mr. Landis, showed him his omis-

sions and mistakes, and gave him ideas which he consid-

ered so valuable that he determined to carry them out

on a wider field. Accordingly, In 1861 he secured 25.000

acres in. one body in Cumberland county, all in the same
wild and uncultivated condition. This tract of waste

land lay on the then newly opened railroad from Camden
to Cape May, passing through MilvIIIe and Glassboro',

It covered an area of forty-five square miles, with the

lailroad passing through it, and was within thirty-five

miles of Philadelphia. This settlement he named
VINELAND.

In thl9 great undertaking his plan was to establish a

perfect, regular and comprehensive system of public Im-

provement, for the benefit of the community to be there

located ; to found a town in connection with and as an

adjunct to an agricultural settlement ; to develop therein

a system of home manufactures and industry ; to promote

religion, morats and a high standard of education, and to

provide homes for intelligent and worthy families who
might be seeking them.

It was a gigantic project, such as no other Individual

In this country had ever undertaken to carry out. It re«

quired experience, Incessant personal attention, great

administrative and engineering ability and the expendi-

ture of a large capital. There have been owners of

tracts as large, but none who undertook to transform them

from a desolation into a populous oommunily. The lay

of this land was such as to admit of its being plotted out

as the owner desired. There were no rocks to blast, no

mountains to remove, no unwholesome swamps to drain

or to fiU up. He began the enterprise amid the gloom

which overspread the public mind immediately after the

outbreak of the slaveholders' Rebellion. His friends

predicted difficulties and discouragements, while all ad-

vised him to wait before commencing such an undertak-

ing.

But his confidence was not to be shaken ; he knew
that the very convulsion against which his friends were

warning him, was one of those which, of all ethers, in-

duce men to look for pecuniary safety by purchasing

land.

In August, 1861, Mr. Landis went upon h-is new pur-

chase with a surveyor, for the purpose of locating the

first street that was to cross the railroad, since called

Landis Avenue. As there was no carnage road either to

or through the woods, they traversed the narrow cow-

caths afoot until they reached the spot where the sur-

veyor was to plant his first stake. A profound stillness

reigned around them ; nothing could be heard beyond the

rustling of the leaves , there was not a house within

several miles. While the surveyor was planting his

stakes, an old dweller among the pines and scrub oaks

of that region came up to them, looked at the instruments,

and inquired of Mr. Landis what they were doing. He re-

plied that they were locating an avenue a hundred feet

wide for a new town, and that within two years he would

see the spot they then stood on, surrounded with build-

ings for miles, with farms and orchards where now the

forest alone could be seen.

The man turned away incredulous, and pitying the In-

fatuation of the projector. No wonder ; he had lived

seventy years in that particular locality as a wood-chop-

per, had never been to Philadelphia, did not know how a

city looked, and considered the Idea of building one in that

wilderness as tlte dream of a lunatic. But the town was
laid out, with many five and ten acre lots, and many
farms. Miles of spacious streets and roads were open-

ed, public squares and a park. Every purchaser was re-

quired to plant the front of his property with shade trees,

to build a house within a year, at a certain distance from

the roadside, and affording room in front for shrubbery

and flowers. Unity of plan was thus secured, insuring

the utmost neatness and the highest embellishment. It

was to be, in fact, a vast assemblage of beautiful cottage

residences.

Mr. Landis has already, at his own expense, opened
nearly eighty miles of streets and roads, building bridges

wherever needed, cleared out acres of stumps and rub-

bish, established the grade, and on many other improve-

ments expended thousands of dollars in making his great

enteiprise acceptable to the numerous families who have
located on his property.

I visited this remarkable spot In the summer of 1864, to

examine its condition and surroundings. I had known
and passed over the spot years before, when it was a

perfect solitude, with neither hut nor clearing. It would
be Impossible within these limits to specify the marvelous

changes that had been made. The forest had disappear-

ed, and in its place was to be seen a settlement contain-

ing some six hundred and fifty houses and four thousand

inhabitants. There was a rapidly growing town, having

churches, schools, stores, mills, and other conveniences.

I conversed with numerous settlers as to whence they

came, and how they fared In their new location. As a

body they belong to the better class of citizens, are edu-

cated, intelligent, moral and enterprising. The drones

which infest other communities are never found in hives

like this. Great numbers of them are from New-Eng-
land, while the neighboring States and even the West
are largely represented in this common centre. Many
have built costly and elegant houses. Many are profes-

sional fruit-growers and gardeners. Those who buy
farms are practical farmers. There arc wealthy families

in Vineland who remain there because of the mildness

of the climate and healthfulness ol the place. Taken
altogether the settlement has an old and cultivated look

already.

The soil of this great tract varies from a sandy to clay

loam. Is retentive of manures and abundantly produc-

tive. It produces from 100 to 250 bushels of potatoes per

acre ; 15 to 25 of wheat, though the premium crop for

wheat in Cumberland county, In 1855, was 44 birshela per

acre. Of shelled corn, 50 to 75 bushels Is the ordinary

crop, and two tons of grass.

Fruit trees and vines bear abundantly. I saw new
peach orchards of thrifty growth, some trees showing

fruit, and grape vines giving promise of abundant crops.

The winters are so mild as to allow of out-of-door work
nearly all through them. Mr. Lanws told me that for

seven years he had not known the ploughing to be Inter-

rupted by reason of frost, for five days in any one winter.

All kinds of fruit are cultiyated, the five and ten acre

lots being mostly devoted to the Bmaller descriptions.

All such are pi-anted so that the picking will come in suc-

cession; thus, strawberries, raspberries, blackberries,

peaches, grapes, apples, etc.

In driving many miles over Tineland, I entered Into

conversation with numerous settlers at work by the road-

side. Most of these happened to be farmers from the

West, New-England, and Western New-York, All were
busy on their growing crops, sometimes In groups of two
or th ree, in the rornfieJd. Not one of them but exj'ressed

his preference for his new location over the bleak climate

he had left. I saw but one desirous of selling and re-

moving, and but one house having on It a handbill as

being in market. Most of these farms were just carved

out of the woods, showing ^iies of roots that had been
grabbed up. They are, of course, rough looking, like all

new clearings in a new country ; but the hand of Industry

was rapidly taming their wildness, and bringing them in-

to prime condition. The general testimony was, that

one day's labor on this soil would accomplish twice as

much work as if expended on the heavy or strong soil

from which they had migrated.

Such was the -condition of the farms bought within six

months or a year. Those which had been taken up by

the first settlers, those of two and a half years ago, pre-

sented a very different appearance. The genial and
tractable soil had enabled their owners to work a great

transformation, even In that brief period. From most of

these the stumps had disappeared. Great fields of grain

were whitening to the harvest ; many acres of peach and
apple orchards were to be seen, the former promising to

yield a crop the coming season. Gardens were full of

fine vegetable?. The front upon the road had been
trfmmed up and seeded to grass, while shrubbery and
flowers were visible on many of the lawns.

Of the thirty-acre farm of Mr.William O. H. Gutnneth
a brief notice may serve as an illustration. This gentleman
is from Boston, and was among the earliest of the settlers.

He bought thirty acres, then utterly wild, now completely
tamed. His dwelling house is so beautiful a structure as

to command admiration anywhere. He has planted or

chards, now growing finely, and has acres of excellent

wheat. His large corn field showed as fine a growth as

farmer could desire, and so also did his clover crop. I

walked over his ample garden, vineyard, and fruit

grounds. Every kind of ordinary garden truck W'as

growing with a luxuriance altogether unexpected, and
fully equal to the average of that on lands that sell read-

ily at seven times the cost of his.

Several hundred grape vines, Concord, Isabel-la, and
Catawba, two years planted, showed such an excess of

fruit as to compel Mr. Gutnneth to remove at least half.

In no section of New-Jersey have I seen the g-rape vine

grow so rampantly as in this ground. Cherry trees,

pears, and other fruits flourished equally well. It was
the same with strawberries, gooseberries, and blackber
ries. This ground had not received a particle of ma-
nure. What it now Is, affords a practical illustration of the

real value of this section of New-Jersey. Three years

ago a forest, now the productive and really elegant home
of an intelligent and accomplished family.

On reaching the extreme boundary of the Vineland
tract, I called on Mr. Robeut G. Brandrtff, who has
here cultivated a farm of ninety acres during the last

eleven years. This length of tillage I judged likely to

show what was the real stamina of this soil, whether it

had any enduring heart In it, or whether it would speed-

ily run down to barrenness. '

As Mr. Brandrifp's land was of even lighter character
than that of Vineland, its behavior under long cropping
would afford a favorable test for the whole neighbor-

hood. He gave me, without reserve, all the partlculari

of a truly remarkable history, with permission to use

them. Eleven years ago this farm was covered with
forest. The owner offered It to Mr. Brandriff for foui

hundred dollars for the ninety acres, and an ample time

for payment, and being a storekeeper, a few miles off,

added the important help of a credit on his books for sup
plies for family use, and materials for building to the

amount of six hundred dollars. At this time Mr. Bham-d-

RIF7 was not possessed of a dollar, but he went to work,
cleared up his land little by little, a few acres yearly, and
thus conquered all difficulties, until now he has sixty

acres In cultivation, from which his receipts In 1863 were
two thousand dollars.

His family consists of six persons, who have lived well
during this time. His fences and buildings cost him some
$1600. He keeps four cows, pigs, and one horse, by
which all the work on the easily tilled soil of the farm is

done. He hires but one man, except in busy limes. For
the wants of his fajnily, and the prosecution of other im-

provements, his annual outlay is fl,000.

Mr. Brandbifp showed me his account-book for the

eleven years he had been at work, in which all his re-

ceipts and expenditures were clearly entered, with the

balance accurately struck at each year's end. His farm
is now worth $6,000, and he has abundant property out-

side of it to represent any debt he owes. His residence

here has not been the humdrum existence of a mere
sandpiper or woodchuck. He is a keen sportsman with

line and gun. At fhe proper season, he plunges into the

forest that covers much of this section of New-Jersey,
camps out at night as naturally as an Indian, considers

sleep of no consequence when compared with a cp.on

hunt, and Is a dead shot at any unlucky deer that crosses

his path. The huge antlers hanging up in his shed afford

evidence of his skill with the rifle. At other times, he

visits the neighboring waters of Delaware Bay, where
squadrons of wild ducks make generous contributions lo

his fondness for the gun.

Mr. Brandriff sells hi« crops at Milville, two miles

from his farm. His wheat crop hae been twenty bushels

per acre, seventy-five of shelled corn, two hundred ol

round potatoes, one hundred of sweet, five hundred and
sixty of carrots, six hundred and twenty of turnips, while
his cabbages pay one hundred dollars per acre, and ol

grass the yield is two to three tons. For manure, his

main dependence is on the home product, sometimes
using the fertilizers. The particulars of his experience
have been thus recited as affording unanswerable evi

dence of the character of nearly all the land in this here-

tofore neglected region of New-Jersey. Much of It Is

superior to this particular farm.

The visitor to Vineland cannot fall to notice the absence
of fences, even in a ride of fifty miles. No IHrms have
been fenced in, and not a dozen town lots. It had been
calculated that five million dollars would be required to

do the fencing of the whole tract. To save the settle-

ment from this useless tax, Mr. Landis invoked the aid

of the Legislature. A new township was erected bearing

his name, in which the running at large of cattle and
swine was prohibited, thus each settler fences In his own
etock only, and is saved the great cost of fencing out tho
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vicious road thieves of his neighbors. No other town-

ship in New-Jersey is found with a similar regulation.

Another peculiarity will be noticed, the total absence

of giog-shops, with gangs of Inafers congregated about

their doors. The law erecting Landis township gave to

the people the power of sa>-ing whether rum should be

sold or not. So far, tliey have rigidly refused to have it

among them, and the character of the settlers coming in

will guarantee exclusion in future. The fine hotel which

accommodates strangers, has been at no expense for

either bar or toddy-stick. These two enactments were

portions of Mr. Landis' original plan, and afford satis-

factory evidence of the sound morals and practical good

sense which he has brought to bear in carrying it out.

No one can spend a day at this place without being

strongly impressed in Us favor, nor converse with its

proprietor without being struck with his remarkable ex-

ecutive capacity. His whole enterprise of settling a

tract of forty-five square miles of wild land has been

conceived and carried out on the most comprehensive

scale. It is now successfully established on what was

three years ago a perfect solitude, by the energy of a

single capacious mind. I have Been much of the process

of making new settlements on the waste places of the

earth, but no instance of methodical planning, of far-see-

tag judgment, of just calculation, of greater ends from a

great beginning, than Is here exhibited. The original

plan, as it was transferred from the projector's mind to

paper, can now be seen unfolded in all its symmetrical

vaslness. Even the details are everywhere \isible, all of

(hem in harmony with the whole.

That these results have been actually realized, is shown
by the rapid and astonishing success of the settlement.

Families are daily coming in from a distance, and select-

ing homes wherever they think best. As at the begin-

ning, the proprietor continues to convey these locations

at low prices and on liberal credit. Mere idle specula-

tors, the men who buy but do not improve, were not

wanted, and have been kept out. Many purchasers, be-

ing well supplied with means, paid cash for what they

bought ; but to many worthy families the credit given has

proved extremely useful.

The railroad from Camden through Milville and Glass-

ooro', to Cape May, renders the spot accessible to all.

Vineland is probably increasing as rapidly as any new
town in the West. In March last lots were selling so

rapidly as to insure the erection of forty new houses
every month, or four hundred andeiglity per annum. No
such annual growth as this was realized by William
Penw in the early history of Philadelphia. These new
buildings are not ephemeral structures, mere shanties to

keep off sun and rain, such as one connects with the idea

of a new settlement, but substantial and durable houses.

Some of tliem are truly elegant, such only as would be

built by men possessing means and taste. When the

whole tract has been disposed of, the population of Vine-

land will be 15,000. Now, the population of the entire

county of Cumberland, in 1860, was only 22,605, so that in

a few years more U will have been nearly doubled by the

energy and enterprise of a single individual.

Whichever way you turn, progress and improvement
of some kind are visible. Here a new house is going up,

there a new farm is being cleared. The settlement must
become in the end an immense fruit garden. Its pro-

ducts reach the two great cities, over cheap and rapid

railroads, and command cash at generous prices. Its

history shows the great public benefit that can be realized

from the ownership of a vast tract by one man, when the

man uses It and handles it as this tract has been managed.
Such wholesale colonization may have been attempted

by others, out it has nowhere been so successful as here.

No ducal owner of hereditary acres, either in England
or on ihe Continent, with an annual Income greater than

the value of the fee of all Vineland. has ever undertaken
a similar scheme of colonization. Such men devote their
enormous wealth to acquiring more land, not to sharing
their acquisitions with their less fortunate neighbors.

Instead of clearing forests and letting in population to
improve and beautify, and acquire permanent and happy
homes, they pUnt the already cleared ground with trees,
and shut population out, increasing the difficulty of the
masses for acquiring even the smallest freehold.

It has been left to a single American citizen to set before
all others thus extensively endowed with land, an ex-
ample which will add more largely to the sum of human
happiness^ the oftener it may be imitated.

As may be supposed, such a transformation as Mr.
Landis has thus effected has powerfully affecte<l the con-
dition and value of thousands of acres within miles
around Vineland. Prices have risen, settlers are coming
in from abroad, and the area of the great body of waste
land is annually becoming lessened by the creation of
new farms. The cloud of prejudice which overhung
this portion of New-Jersey has been effectuiilly dis-
persed. RailriKids have made it as accessible as any
other region. Within two hours* ride of it there is a
population of a million of consumers, whose consump-
tion of its products must annually increase. Within
such an atmosphere, these lands, which now sell at from
$20 to $30 per acre, must rapidly rise in value until they
reach the prices commanded north of Camden, where
having enjoyed railroad facilities foralonger period, they
bring from $100 to $800 per acre.
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ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

The WEEKLY HEEALD contains the Best Aiticlej on

every subject of any Journal in the Country.

It has the most comprehensive Review of Literary JIattors

—Domestic and Foreign.

It has the Fullest and Most Impartial Musical and Theatri-

cal Criticisms.

It has the Most Accurate Notices on Art.

It has the Most Keliablc Market Reports.

It contains the Best Articles on AgricuUm-al Mattei-8.

It has full Notices of all the Latest ScientLQc Discoveries

and Inventions.

It contains one or more Admirably Written Stories.

It has all the Kews of the Week up to the Latest

date.

It contains the only Maps Illustrating the Movements

of our Armies.

It la alive to all the Great Interests of the Country.

It embraces everything that a first-class Weekly should

contain, and all for Two Dollars.

Wlule all the otlier Weekly pa-

pers Iiave increased tUeir subscrip-

tion price from Xiventy-fire to 'r«-o

Hundred per cent., tlic 'tVEEKLiT

IIERALiU is mailed at tlie old rates.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ADDRESS
rV. Y. 1VEEKI>¥ HERALD,

Ne-w 1'orlc City,

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

The WEEIiLV lIEII.iLD contains tho Best Articles on

every subject of any Journal In the Country.

It has the most comprehensive r.cview of Literary Mat-

ters—Domestic and Foreign,

It has the Fullest and Most Inipnrlial Musical and Thcatl'l-

cal Criticisms.

It has the Most Accurate Notices on Art.

It has the Most Uellablc Market Reports.

It contains the Best Articles on Agricultural Matters.

It has full Notices of all the Latest Scleutiflc Dicover-

ies and Inventions.

It contains one or more Admirably Written Stories.

It has all the News of the Week up to the Latest

date.

It contains the only Maps lilustrating the Movemcuta

of our Armies.

It Is allvo to all the Great Interests of the Country.

It embraces everything that a flrst-class Weekly should

contain, and all for Two Dollars.

W^bile all tUc other tVcekly pa-

pers have increased their subscrip-

tion price from Xwcniy-five to Two
Hundred per cent., the IVEEKEY
HERAL/I> is mailed at the old rates.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ONLY TWO DOLLARS FOR ONE YEAR.

ADDRESS
N. T. IVEEKEY HERAED,

New ir«rlc City.
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g^bbertisements.
TBR.3IS— (cash before ineertlon)

:

One Dollar per line, (14 linen in an inch), for ench insertion.

One half cnltimii (74 lines), $a5 eacli intjiirtion.

One irh'oie column (148 lines), ?130 each insertion.

Busiueaa NoticeB, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

Advertisomentg, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the lOtK of the preceding^ month.

Seeds that can be De-
pended npon*

Lovers of Flowers, Lovers of Vegetables,

find fill who are Intereetcd In the culture of tho Farm
or Garden, in want of RELIABI^E: SEEDS, will

please refer to the advertisements of B. K. BLISS, in the

March No. of the Agriculturist, where may be found a

PRICE LIST of many of the moat desirable varieties of

Vegetable and Flo-vrer Seeds.
For a more extended Hat send for

TO K. BLISS'

Seed. Catalog-tie and.
Onicle to tlie Flower and KitcUen Garden.

The EleventU Edition, enlarged and Improved, just

published, containing One Hundred Pages of closely

printed matter, with many beautiful illustrations,
nnrt a descriptive list of upward of Two TUousand
varieties of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, in-

cludiufj many charming novelties, now offered for

the first time in this country, with explicit dli-ections lor

their culture. Also a list of upwards of

One Hundred varieties of French Hybrid
Gladiolus, and other Summer Flowering Bulbs—
to which is added a list of a lew of the choicest varieties of

Grapes, Stra^vberries, Raspberries, and other

Small Fruits, Bedding Plants, etc.. etc., culti-

vated at his gardens; with much other useful Information

upon thosuhject of gardening ?:enerally, which will be found

usciul to the expericiuccd amateur, as well as those about to

commence the delightful occupation of gardening. In con-

Bequonce of the very great advance In the cost of paper,

printing. &c.. we cannot afford It gratuitously, (as we
have heretofore done) excepting to our regular customers.

A copy will be mailed, post-paid, to all applicante enclos-

ing 35 cents. Address

B. IC. BltlSS, Springfield, Mass.

Connecticut Seed Leaf Tobacco Seed.

Be sure and Buy tlie Best.

A superior lot raised expressly for the PubRcriber by one
of the most successful cultivators in the Valley of the Con-
necticut.—Packets with /nil directions for culture, curing,
pacl'lng, (tc. will be mailed to all applicants at the fol-

lowlne rates: 1 ounce, 50 cents; 4 nunres. $1.50 : 1 pound,
$5. Address B. K. BLISS. SprlngOeld, Mass.

Chicory Seed.
The Great Substitute for CofTee.

A supply of the genuine article just received from Ger-
mftnv by the Subscriber, and will be sent by mail to any ad-
dress upon receipt of prices affixed. Packets containing
] ounce, 20 cts. ; 8 ounces. 80 cents ; l pound. $1 50. Direc-
tions for culture and curing accompany each package.

Address B. K. BLISS. Springtleld, Mass.

THE VENEER FRUIT BASKET.
EEECHEli'S PATENT May Slst, 1864.

All Fruit Growers and Dealers who have small fruits that
they wish to put into market economically, and in the best
condition, and most siileable manner, should use the cele-

brated VENEEli FK-UIT BASKET. For cut and descrip-
tion of Basket, see February and March numbers of Ameri-
can Airricultuvlat. Circulars of Basket and Crates sent on
application to us. A. BEECHEK & SONS.

Westville, Conn.

CHOICE ASTER PLANTS by mnil in May and
June. Twentv-six C2fi) plants from choicest imported

eeeds post-paid. $1.00. Every plant has been transplanted
and will belli' removal well. Orders solicited early. "Mr.
T. is justlv celebrated for the excellent plants lie furnishes."
Grecnfleld paper. JOSHUA THORNILEY. Greenfield, Mass.

Imported IVwrsery Stoeks.
Just received per Steamer. In prime condition, to be sold

bv the p:ie.kaLie onlv. and for cash,—Also a few boxes
L^Hoinme Lefort Mastic, for Cold grafting.
For a list of Sorts, quantities and prices. Address

C. KAOUX, S6 Cedar St., New York City.

Seecls. Seed.s. Seecls-
Fresh and reliable—

At GRIFFING BKOTHER <t CO.,

5S & CO Coiirtlandtst., New-York.

^EEDS BY MAIL, PRE-PAID.—All the most
|!^profitftble and snccessfnl sorts of Onions, Bekt. Cab-
bage. Mkloxs, Squash. Ti-rnip, and other seeds, at lowest
rates. B. M. WATSON, Plymouth. Mass.

Peach Trees. Sweet Potato Seed,
Sweet Potato Plants, and other Mot-Bed Plnnls.

1. J. SIMONSOK at GRIFFING BKOTHEU & Co..

Seed Warehouse. 60 C©urtland-st.. New York.

Green nouses for sale In a pood location with no competi-

tion. Addiess G.E.ADAMS, Logansport, Ind., Box 239 P.O.

SEED I seed: seed:
FOR THE

1865.
For the present planting season, we offer a choice assort-

ment of seeds, the qnality of which Is very fine, and In gen-

eral, the supply fjood, but owing to the very eevere drouth
of tlic last summer, some sorts are scarce.

We have

Early and Dwarf Peas.
ITlediuui aud Late Peas.

Dwarf Beans, Pole Bean«.
Extra Early Dwarf Sugar Corn.

ITIainniotli Sug^ar Coru.
All valuable sorts of Beet, Cauliflower, Carrot. Cucumber,

Melon. Lettnco, Parsnip, iladlsh. Bquash, Pumpkin, Tomato
and Turnip.

OWaON SEEI>.
Early Globe aud Flat Red, Globe, Danvers, and TcUow

Flat Datch, Early While, and White Portugal.

OIVIOIV SETTS.
Yellow and White.

HERB SEEDS.
Thyme, Marjoram, Sage, Savory, and all other sortt.

FRUIT SEEDS.
Apple. Pear. Quince, Cljerry. Apricot, Currant, Gooseberry,

Raspberry, Strawberry,

Spring Wheat, Spring Kyo. Bailey, Poland Oats, Buck-
wheat, White Fliut Corn, Yellow Flint Corn, Dent Corn,

King Philip Corn, Flour Corn.

CLOVER, CJRASS SEEfi>S, &c.
Ked Clover, White Clover, Lucern, Timothy, Ked Top,

Bent, Kentucky Blue, Fowl Mead«w (this is the true kind).

Sweet Vernal, Perennial, IIjc, Italian liye. Itidian Millet.

Hungarian Millet. Sainfoin. Bpurry, Vetches. Flax, Chinese

Sugar Cane. Broom Corn, Tobacco, Long and Short Staple

Cotton, Gralting Wax, Oil Soap, etc.

Catalogues sent to all who Apply.

Dealers supplied with assortments of packets for retailing,

their own selection, or In quantities in bulk, at lowest
Wholesale rates.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.,
1S9 A; 191 Water-st., New-York.

Choice Seed.
With the return of another season I wotild Invite the at-

tention of the public to my Annual Catalogue of reliable
Garden Seed, including over 200 varieties, many of which are
of my own raising. I would call jiarticular attention to the
following list of new. rare or very desirable vegetables:
Cannon Ball Cabbage (new. early, the heads are as round
and about as hard as a cannon ball) ; Marblehcad Mammoth
Drutuliead Cabbage (the largest In the world)—Stone Mason
Cabbage (tlie best of all wmter cabbages, put up in half oz.

Sackages, and sold by the pound If desiicfli—Learniand's
lanimotli Cauliflower (the largest of all ;—Mammoth
French Squash (weighs from 100 to 2W) lbs.)—Mammoth
Sweet Corn (the largest sort known, selected Jrom ears
weighing tVom two to three pounds, very sweet, excellent
for the table)—Yokohoma Squash (new from Japan;—Amer-
ican Turban Squash (new, the dryest, sweetest and best of all

fall squashes, first rate)-SJriped Gaudaloupe Egg Phint
(quite ornamental)—New i orK extra large purple figg
Plant(the large-stof all vjirleties)—Ornamental Kale (several
varieties in one package ; fine for either the flower or kitch-
en garden)—Pierce's American Cauliflower (the standard
late sort In Boston Market)—Early Paris Cauliflower (im-
ported seed, the best early sort)—M aite'e New Alma Cauli-
flower (a popular new English variety)—Early Wliite Japan
Melon (new. very sweet. liue)—Ward's Nectar Melon (the
sweetest, spiciest, best of all the green fleshed varieties)-
Caterpillar Plant (a curious vegetable ; several varieties In
one package)—Vegetable Snails Canother natural curiosity).
Each of tlie above at 25 cents per package. Forty Days'
Corn (extra early, about 10 days earlier than Darling's
Early)—Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all varieties ot
table corn)—Golden Sweet Corn (an early, prolific, sweet
table corn, of a bright golden color, fine)—Hubbard Squasli
Seed {true; I introduced ihls)—Cow or Tree Cabbage (for
stock)-Yard Long Bean—Extra Early York Tomato (very
earlv. verv prolilic, of good size and excellent quality)-
Cook's Favorite Tomato (a vei'y early apple tomato, prolilic.

of CKCellent quality)-Yellow Lupins (the plant co highly re-

commended for subsoiling in a recent Patent Oftlce Report
—also highly ornamental)—Tom Thumb Pea (very early,
grows 10 inches high, very productive)—Drew's New Dwarf
Pea (new. very dwarf, very proliflc. peas eicij shaped, each
plant foi'ms a oush.hut one pea being required to about one
foot of row)—Brown's New Dwarf Early Marrowfat Pea (a
new variety which may be relied upon, as both the earliest
and most-dwarf Marrowfat grown ; very prolific)—Improved
Lous Green Cucumlx-r-Six finest varieties ofCabbage Lettuce
In one package. TrueUo.^ton Curled Lettuce (the most elegant
Oi all, quality good)—Ornamental Gourds (many varieties in
one package—?^potted Sieva Bean, Concord Bean (a new pole
bean, remarkably early, quality flrst-rat«)—Extra Flat IJeet
(new, very earlv. about as flat as a lurnin. quality excellent)
—Chick Peas (two sort mixed; extensively used in Europe as
a substitute for cottec)—Chinese Sugar Cane (imported seed)
New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber (one of the largest and best
varieties cultivated)—Lester's Perfected Tomato (very large
and thick meated)—Sutton's Student Parsnip (new, recently
oi-lginat«"d in England, desirable)—Chinese Kose Winter
liadish (decidedly the best of all the winter sort, an acquisi-
tion)—Hood's Dwaif Imperial Purple Celery (new. superior)
—Indian Clnef Bean (a pole bean ; can be used as a string
bean much better than any otiier variety ; very productive.)
—Each of the above at 15 cents per package. Catalogues
sent gratis to all. Those who received it last season will re-
ceive it this without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GliEGOKY.
Marblehead, Massachusetts.

£mO^ BUSHELS FLUKE POTATOES will be
^v^^sent by Express or mail to any point, J. B. WIJv-
60N, Washington, Pennsylvania.

Iflarblelieatl Mamisioih Cabbage.
My Cabbage is the largest in the world ! In favorable lo-

calities it will grow to weigh from thirty to sixtv pounds a
head, and wherever it has been introduced it has lett all oth-
er varieties far in the backc:round. Thev have been raised
in every loyal State and in tlie Canadas, weighing from 20 to
60 lbs. each. They are not oniv of ononnou-' size, but very
hard headed, veiy teufler and sweet. The calls for seed have
been BO extensive tiiat for the past two years I have been
unable to supply it I can this season supidv pnckaires con-
taining seed sufllcient for 500 plants, with full directions for
cultivatioii. sent by mail, post-paid by me, for 25cts. ench;
five for $1 (>0 ; one hundred for $15 00. Also Cannon Ball
Cabbage, an earlv sort, making the roundest and hardefi
head of any cabbiige o^rown. Per package 25 cts. ; five pack-
ages $1 00. Stone Mason Cabbaee. This is a very large
drumhead, remarkably reliable for beading, and first rate (or
a general crop, l-i oz., 25 cts. ; 1 oz., SO els. ; 1 )h,. $4 25, post-
paid to any pait of the United States, or Canadas.

JAMES J. H. GKEGOKY, Marblehead, Mass.

Hubbard, Tiirbam, Tokobania !

I am receivinir letters daily Irom all parts of the United
Slates, from Farmers. Gnnleners, jind others, who pronounce
my Turban to be llie drvest, s%V('cte6t, finest grained and
most dplicions tall squ^is"!! thev ever ate. The Iliibliaid i---

univerftaU?/ acknowledged tobethe best of all winter sqn»-h
L'B, while the new Japan Squash, the Yokotiflma. Is pro
nounced the very best of Its class. / icafi the orinlnrtl Simo
ducer of the Hubbard and Turban Rquaahex. P;ickages o)
seed, (all of my own growing,) sent by mail, -with full direc-
tions for cultivating, for '05 cents each for Turban and Yoko-
hama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five packages of Turban
or Yokohama. $1.00.—Hubbard by mail, postpaid by me,
$2 62 per pound.

JAMES J. II. GliEGOKY. Marblehead. Mass.

G-arden Seeds ! Flower Seeds !

Of every variety, the utmost care Is taken to have them
pure, choice, and reliable.

FIELD AND GRASS SKED—SEED POTA-
TOES, &o.
FARM AND GARDEN TOOLS, of most approved

patterns.

GUANO, BONE DUST, PHOSPHATE.
BRUCE'S FERTILIZER, made under Mr. Bruco'a

personal supervision.

PLANTS, TREES, ROOTS, &c., for sale at whole-
sale or retail, at low Prices. JOHN VANDERBILT,

23 Fulton-st., New-York.

Choice and Pure Melon Seeds.
Mountain Sweet Water Melon.. per oz., 10c, and per Tb $1 00
Jenny Lind Canteloupe " " 10c, " '* 1 00
Netted Citron " " " 10c. " " 1 00
Pine Apple " " '* 20c, " " 2 00
Apple Pie and Green Citron preserving Melons, 20c per or.

HENKV A. DKEEK, Seed and Horticultural Warehouse,
714 Chestnut-6t., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pure Sorghum Seed,
GroT^Ti exprefsly for Seed, and warranted genuine. Price

25c. per B. A liberal disconnt bv the quantitv.
HENKY A, I>liEEIt, 714 Chestnut-sty

Philadelphia, Pa.

Turnip Seed.
New Sweet German (best late keeping winter, true.) and all

other best early and late Turnips, bj mall or Express. Piiced
catalogues to any address, B. M, WATSON,

Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth. Mass.

Garden Seeds ! Flower Seeds !

Our Garden Seeds were mostly grown by Francis Brill,

and theiclore we can warrant tliem genuine and sure toerow.
Our Flower Seeds we jirocure fiom the most r^-liable

American and Euroi>ean growers, and oflera fine assoi'lment.
SEEDS BY MAIL.—We send Seeds by mail pre-paid, on

receipt of price for which see Catalogue, furnished free to
all appUcanta. BUILL & EUMEKLE.

153 Broad-st., Newark. New-Jersey,

Seed Catalogue for 1865.
Mv Seed Catalogue, embracing over '^00 varieties of fresh

garden seed, many of which are of my own growing, will be
mailed free to all apnlicante. Those who purchased seed last

season will receive It this season without writing for It. An
the ori-rinal introducer of the Hubbard Squash. Marblehead
Mammoth Cabbage, &c„ &c., I invite tlie patronage of the
public. JAMES J. H. GKEGOltY.

Marblehead, Mass,

OI\tO> »KSi:i> ISV IflAIL..
Fresh and Reliable American Seed.

Ked and Yellow per lb $5 00
White Silver Skin " 6 00
In quantities of not less than }i %.

JAMES SHEPPAP.D & C0..2U Pearl-st,. New-York.

f-LWARF BROOM CORN SEED,—I will send-
.H>the genuine Dwfirf Broom corn seed, post-paid, at the
followini: r:iit's. ^ lb. .50c., m lbs, $1. 5 lbs. J3, 10 Iba. $5
ELIAS HEED. Waterville, Lucas Co.. Olii o.

CGOODRICH SEEDLING POTATOES for Seed.
^ Orders for the Piitkevi* Ilusty Coat. Cuzco. and Garnet

Chill varieties, carefully selected, will be llKed by tlie sub-
scriber, when the weather admits, at five tiolhtrs per barrel.
I'^nclose the money with order. E. C. ALLEN, West Meri-
den, Ct,

1^^N<5LISH FLUKE POTATOES FOR SALE.-
-^200 Itusliels of the above named popular variety. The

seed was imported from England. >\'arranted pure and
very fine. Price $3 per busliel. All cawh orders promptly
attended to. Address

BENJ. W, VALENTINE. South Amcnia.
Dutchess Co.. N. Y,

te^EED SWEET POTATOES,—For sale at $5 50
v^per bushel, and the sprouts after Mav Ist. at $5 00 per
thousand, safclv packed and delivered in >Ivw York free of
ciiarge. Address P. PHILLIPS,

Middlctown Point. New Jersey.

AMERICAN ARBOR VIT/E FLANTS, C to 10

j*ajnclies high, for H.ale at fri.OO per lOOU, For particulars.

Address L. B, CHAPMAN, ISS FuUon-st., (Up atairp) N.T,

I
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New Strawbcri-ies.

GREAT AGRICULTURIST.
Tlie largest Strawberry in tUe AVorld.

I exhibited in June laat at tlie omce of the Agriculturist,

41 rnrk Row. N. Y., at tiie great Strawberry Sliow, a plaut

less than 10 months old. with 204 perfect berries on it: tlila is

about twice as many as has yet liceu [iroduccd £votv tlie Wil-

son. Kiissell, or any other variety, iVoin a plant of the same

a^e. The plant exhibited wiis no more remarkiible in pro-

ductiveness than a hundred others in mygarden, which were

examined by Charles Downing, W. F. Heins. Prof. Thurber,

iiiid P. B. Mead. The berry is a briiijlit, glossy crimson, the

tUe IsJ enormous, the average berries exceeding anything

ever before seen in tlie Strawberry' line.

The plaut flora which my stock lias bRen produced, exhib-

ited remarkable bearing properties; nearly all the youuj

plants bore iVuit from June to October, the first season. Last

season the young plants were constantly fruiting every

month until frost. I have a large stock of prime plants at

the loUowlng rates: 2 plants $1.20; G plants J3.0C ; 12 plants

to.OO ; 100 plants $25.00 ; 1000 plants $200.

The following four Belgian Seedlings took tlie first prizes

.".t the great Belgian Show of 18^.

liijou Raised bydeJonghe.
Lucida Perfecta " '* Glade.
Haquin " " Haquln.
Bouvenier de Kleft" " " Jonghe.

Plants of the above, $2.00 per dozen, or the four varieties,

one dozen each, $6.00.

Also the following S varieties ft-om France and Belgium,

all of which took prizes in liitGS and 1S64.

Exposition Chalons, Lncas, La Delicieuse, Frogmere late.

Pine, Madame Cologne, Orb, La Negress, and Quintjuefolia.

Plants $1.00 per doz., or the 8 varieties, one dozen each. $6.

Kussell's Prolific, 50 cts. per doz., or $2.00 per hundred.

Fronch'a Seedling, the best early berry In cultivation, 60

cl8. per dozen, or $2.00 per hundred.

Lenning's White, tlie best White berry, fruit very large, a

great bearer, and flue flavored, one of flie most beautiful

berries fn cultivation, 75c, per dozen, $3.00 per hundred.

Deptford White, White Pineapple, and White Albion, these

are all very large and valuable, 75 cts. per doz., or $3 per IDO.

All orders addressed to WM. S. CARPENTER,
S29 Greenwich-st , New-Vork.

THE
GREAT BPFALO STRAWBERRY
SMITH'S BUFFALO SEEDLUSTG.

Oi-lg^inated iu 1857« In Btiffalo, N. V.
ABNGR H. BRYANT,.... Sole Owner and Proprietor.

This Strawberry is destined to take the lead of
ALL OXaER VAKIKTIES YKT BROUGHT TO PUBLIC NOTICK. IT

combines IN ITSELF AND DISTINCTLY AND PERFECTLY DK-
VELOPHS EVERY ESSENTIAL QUALITY THAT CAN BE FOUND
IN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES; IN FACT, IT IS NOT DEFICIENT
IN ANYTHING ESSENTIAL TO A SUPERIOR AND UNIVERSAL-
LY POPULAR Strawberry.
Having carefully tested its merits for seven years, T know

whereof I speak and am ready to defend the BUKPALOSTRAWBERRY from any attacks made upon it.

It's great producttvenesy. size, flavor, and firmness, and its
wonderful vUalityand liardiness, pei feeling its fruit even in
extreme drought, and enduring tlie winter without protec-
tion, make It the best Strawberry ever introduced, and I

challense the world to produce its equal.
(Extract from "Moore's llnral New-Yorkei," .Inly ICth,

3864. Mr. Bragdon having previously visited my grounds in
Bnfl'alo.)
"The plant Is evidently a stronsr grower, hardv, and has

\'1tality enouuh to perfect all its fruit." "The fruit Is more
ncid than the Trloinphe. and less than the Knssell. It is
both firm and solid. It is a firmer fruit than the Russell. It is

remarkaiily solid. We cnt open a hundred berries antl failed
to find one that was not nerfect in this respect. And this Is

Important to consnmer.i.' "It ia a very attractive berrj-—
far more so than tlie Wilson, and not Inferior to the Triom-
phe. In beauty and regularitv of form and brilliancy of col-
or, It excels the Kiiasell, as we have seen the latter."
(Extract from testimonlHl of Benj'u Hodge, Esq.. Buflalo,

one of the oldest and moat experienced fruit growers in the
State.)
"Its combination of superior qualiiies renders the 'Buffa-

lo Seedling,' in niv oninlun, the best Strawberry that has yet
been introduced to the American public."

From Lewis P. Allen, lisq.. Black Uock. N, Y.
"After making thoroush trial of the best of our popular

varieties, I do not hesitate to pronounce tlie ' Butl'alo Seed-
ling' the best I have known. I know of no strawbeirv
Which In all its combinations of excellence is eqiial to this.*'

Lewis F. Allen.
As some parties have advertised plants purporting to be

"Bnflalo Seedling." at a reduced price, to wliom I never pold
any, and asothcrs fi-om either ignorance or interested mo-
tives are endeavoiing to make it appear that the "Buftalo"
Is identical wltli the ^' Ku^sell " (which is absurd, thvrt^. being
no similarity in character and appearance of the fi'uit). I

advise all who want the gt'nuine article to send direct to me
for it. tlius avoiding all dancer of imposition.
LUhogrrtphs of Fruit and Descriptive Circulars containing

t<'stimoniai3 sent to all who request them,
I have a large stock of Plants for Fall and Spring sales,

and will fill orders for any quantity. 100 plants or less sent
by mail free on receipt of price.

$3 00 for 20 Plants.
$6 00 " 00
$10.00 " 100

Agents and AanrcuLTURAL Houses that purchase to sell
again, will he allowed a liberal discount

ABNEF. H. BiiYANT, Box 2759 P. O.. Buffalo. X. Y.

SXRAWKEKRV PI.AI^XS, Fruit find
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Vines, and a general assort-

ment of Nursery Stock. Catalogue.-' mailed to all applicants
FRANCIS KlilLl'.

Nurseryman inrl Seedi^rnwer,
„ „ -, Newark, New .Irrsrv,
w. B.—My Seed businesf? will hereafter be conducted under

tlie name and blylc of BRILL & KUMEHLK. 153 Broad-st
>ewnrk, N. J. FRANCIS BRILL,

OREAX

I have a stock of unusually Strong Plants of this

celebrated variety,warranted true to name which I will send

post-paid to any P. O. address, packed with unusual care, as

follows: 2 plants, ^1; 6 plants, %'i 50; 12 plants, $5.

ALSO
RUSSKLI^'S GREAT PROt-IPIC, 30 plants by

mail. $1. By Express. ^-3 per 100; $15 per 1000; $50 lor 5000.

Scud for my Price List, embracing all the very choicest and
newest varieties of STRAAVBERRIES and SMALL
FRUITS. Phuits taken up and packed with much more
than ssual care, as letters from my customers in all sections

amply testify. ' EDWIN MARSHALL,
Po'keepsie, N. Y.

SITRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale. Five of the
^3best varieties of plants for cultivation, viz. : Russell's Pro-
lific and Buttalo Seedling at $2 per 100 : French's SeedUntr
at $5 per 1,000; Cutter's Seedling and Downer's Prolific at $3
per 1,000. Also other varieties at reduced prices.
For sale by

THOS. C. ANDREWS.
Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

By llail.

GRAPES
CHEAPER THAN THE CHEAPEST. First

qaalify of Plants* One Year Old. Single Eye
Plants grown iii the open ground.

PRICES-POST-PAID, BY MAIL,
OnR. Two. Tliree. Six. Twelve

Artlrondac $3 00 $6 00 $9 00
Concord 30 55 75 $1 SO $2 M
Cievelin? 90 175
Cuvahosa 90 175
nelawai-e 50 100 150 3 00 5 50
Diana 40 75 110 S 10 4 UO
Elsini^bnre: 40 75
Hartford ProUflc 60 100
Herljemont 50
IJehecca 50
Taylor 50
Union Villaee 90 175

1) la 35 , 50 ; 100
Russell 30 45 fiO $1 .'iO $2 75
Fillmore.... 25 40 70 125 2 25
Gojdcn Seeded 30 50 SO 160 3 00.,

TriompUe de Gaud & Wilson. 20 35 60 * 95 140

Three. Six. Twelve
40 60 Jl 00
50 90 1 50

, 30 50 80

Brinkle's orange
Franconia
Improved Black Cap and Fastollf.

,

Bv mail, postage paid. No order for less than $1 received
Descriptive catalogue of Grapes sent free.

Address J. H. FOSTEIi Jr.,
Boy: G60. West Newton P. Q., West'd Co., Pa.

AdiE*oiidac Grape Tines.
each, doz.hnn'd.

1 year. No. 3, layers from small wood $100
X " No. 2, Strong, pot vines and layersii^ 00 $18 00 HO
1 " No. 1, Verv Strong- layers 3 00 30 OO 210
2 " No. 2, Strong Vines 4 00 86 00 SSO
2 " No. 1, Very Strong Vines 5 OO 48 00 3.^0

Also, lona, Israella, Allen's Hybrid, Creveliufr, Concord,
Delaware. Diana. Hartford Prolific. Northern Muscadiue,
Kebecca, Rogers' Hybrid, and To Kalon.
Priced Circulars will be sent on application.
Will bo forwarded, securely packed in boxes, without

charge, or small packages by mail, pre-paid, if soordered.
The discoveiy and introduction of the Adirondac Grape Is

an event of the highest importance to fruit gi-owers, and the
greatest advance yet attained in Native grapes.

Its peculiarities are. extreme earliness, large berries and
clusters, tender and thin skin, melting without any percep-
tible pulp, and of the most delicious and delicate flavor,
remindinsr one of that splendid H'U-lIouse Grape, the
"Black Hamburg." Address JOHN "W. BAILEY,

Plattsburgh, Clinton Co., N. Y.

Hale's Early Peach.
This new peach stands nnrivnlled for its earliness, produc-

livcne^is and earlv bearing qualities.
The IVuft resem'bles the "t-arse Karlv York." and ripens 6

to 10 days cai-lier than "Troth's Early Red," hitherto the
best vei'i/ early variety.
Price of good size yearlings, 50 cts. ; small yearlings, 42 cts.

AUSTIN J. ROBERTS.
"Pe.\cu Okctiakds," Lakeville, Mass.

f^ RAPE VINES FOR SPRING 1865.—Adirondfic,
vTjona, Israella. Alien's Hybrid, Delaware. Concord. Rog-
er.^' Hybrids. No. 15 and 19. Hartford Prolific and Clintou.
For sale at low prices by J. W. CONE, Viueland, N. J. For-
merly Norfolk. Conn.
The above vines are of beat quality and warranted trne to

name. Samples sent on receipt of price per dozen. Vines
sent by mail post-paid, when so ordered.

THE HOLCOMB BLACKBERRY.—'* A very fine
fruit indeed : in fact the tlnei^t of the three blackberries."

HovEV.—"Tlic Chair concurs."—Prest. Wilder. Now otter-
ed to the public, for the Brat time. Four for $1.00: Ten for
ROD. Conn. Ilort. Agency ; Hartford, Conn. D. S. DEWEY.

THE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY for
Spring planting, for Upland and carden culture, and for

swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last sea-
son on rpland was over JOd bnslicls per acre. Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nnrsery
catalogue complete, will be scut to any address.

B. M. WATSOy, Old Colony Nurseries, PljTnonth, Mass.

Biiv the Lig^hte^t—llal!!ited^s«

PARSONS & CO.,
offerVINES

of all the leading varieties of excellent quality.

Among them are

each, pel' doz. per 100. per\(ji)Q.

loiia $2.00 $18.00 $125
Aliens Hybrid. 75 7.00 40

Concord, 1 year.. 25 2.50 13 $100
2 '' 50 4.00 25

Delaware 50 5.00 25
Foreign Vines of all the sorts and finely grown at

1 year, J."* per doz. ; ^35 per 100

S years, 8 " " 50 " "

In addition to their other

FRUIT TREES
They ofler PEAK TREES of extra size.

They commend to the special attention of nurserymen thsir
stock of choice

embracing nearly 200 varieties, which they offer at low rates :

among them are
CuPKESBUs Lawsoniana . .|5 per doz.
ThUIOPBIS BORKALIS 6 "

Junipers j35 per 100

Arbor Vit^, Siberian 10 " "

do American 6 " "

PrCEA NORDMANIANA 50 " '*

Pines, Austrian 20 '* "

do Scotch, large 20 " "

Upright Yew, quite hardy 35 '* "

Norway Spruce 12 " "

Golden Yew
STREET TREES, large and handsome.
FLOWERING SHRUBS in great variety.

KOSES, Hybrid Perpetual, on their own root*, not grafted
or budded, $20 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in excellent health.

STOVE PLANTS In variety.

KHODODENDRONS, both seedling and worked plants, and
In great variety of color.

For varietieB and prices they refer to their Catalogues for
which address them at

FEiasliing, near 'Sew York.

^ Trees and TiBieSo ^
The undersigned, having entered into a copartnership with

LiNDLEY M. Ferris, Nurseryman of Ponghkcepsle, N. Y.,
to which place he will remove his Nursery Stock at the open-
ing of the Spring, would call the attention of his customers
and the public to their extensive stock of EvEr.anEENs,
Deciduous and Ornasiental Trees ; Apple, Pear, Cubs-
KY, Plum, and all the smaller Fruits.

Witii our ample propagating and growing houses, we hope
to offer as large a supply of the best and most rare varieties

of Grape Vines, as well as the leading kinds now cultivated,

at as reasonable prices as they can be obtained elsewhere.

As it is necessary to clear a portion of our Nursery grounds
this spring for other purposes, on which are Apple, Pear,

Deciduous, and Evergreen Trees, inducements will be offer-

ed to those who wish to purchase. A. J. CAYWOOD.
MODENA, Ulster Co., N. T., Feb. 1. 1865.

Address FERRIS & CAYWOOD,
" DcTcuEss Nursery," Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Evergreens ! Ever§:rcens!
We have an immense stock of Norway Speuoe, Balsam

Firs, Scotch and Austrian Pines, Aimbrican Arbor Vi-

T^ (White Cedar), Siberian Arbor Vit^, &c, &o., from
small to large sizes. All have been transplanted once, and
the larger sizes TWO to THREE times in the nnrsery, so that

success iB ensured In planting. They are offered at low
RATES per doz., per 100, or per 1.000, and prices will be civeu,

packed in a superior manner, delivered at Depot in ICocheB-

ter, or otherwise. FROST & CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Reid's Nurseries, Elizabeth, New Jersey.
David I>. Buclianan, sncce:3Sor to AViu. Rcid.
Offers for sale this Sprint a large assortment of Dwarf and

Standard Peai*s, Apples, Peaches, Plums. Nectarines, Apri-
cots, Currant.s Gooseberries. Raspberries. Grape Vines. &c.
Also a line collection of Hardy Evergreens, consisting of

Norway Spruce. Arbor Vltses, Irish and Swedish Junipers,
Cvjiresses, &c., &c.
The stock of Deciduous Trees, snch as Maples, Elms, Lin-

dens, Oaks, &c.. is fine and can be furnished In anv qufintitv.
Orders by mail, addressed as above, will meet with prompt

attention.
N. B.—Priced Catalogues just published, forwarded on re-

ceipt of stamp.

Onions and How to Raise Them.
What soil Is best; how to prepare it; how to manure it

;bow to tell good seed from bad; how to plant it ; how to
grow onions trom seed, potato onions, onion setts, shallots
and top onions : when to pull onions; bow to store them ;

how to prepare for market, and when and whei'e most protit-
able to market them what onions to select for seed, and
how to grow It, and a hundred minute details so valuable to
betrinners, with many facta relative to peculiarities of onion
raising in the Southern, Eastern and western Stales of value
to old growers. Illustrated with original encravin-rs of the
"Dave Warren" Onion. Earlv Crocker Onion (new). Red
Wetherstleld and Potato Onion. Sowing and Weeding JI»-
chlnes. In paper covers, forwarded bv niiiil. prepaid by
the subscriber at 80 cents each. Seedsmen nnd Pooksellcra
supplied at wholesale rates, JAMES J. H. GliEGORY,

Seedsman, MarblcJicad, Mass.
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IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS FOR FARMERS.

This Machine is

as Perfect a l»Iow

er as any Single

Mo'wer now offer-

ed for 1805.

t is the most per-

fect Reaper and

has a Self Rake

z> irhich care Hni>

"* T e r s a 1 satisfac-

tion in over 2,500

cases last year.

for Mower No. i ; $2J0 for Mower with Uimd-Kake ; but the best of all, the cheapest of all, and embracing all, is lUe fecir

Raker, only S^65.

SMALLEyS CORN PLOW AND CULTIVATOR

on w'tFols Driver's Scat, does the work of Harrow. Shovel Plow, Cultivator, Stubble plowins. ami Drill. Wilh two horses

am! » bov all tJiia work can be done and ride comfortably twice as .fast and much better (ftoji formerbj. Clieapcst Imple-
ment considerinf: its uses and durabllitv, ever made. lilde when you plow corn. &c.. hencefonli. Cash Price, with 7 Steel

Cultivator Teeth and four Cast Plows. $ijS. Improved by nsins Steel Plows, polish in any soil, ^?i.

AUDr.ESS AXD Obder IJIJIEDIATELT, for A!;ents who sold 16 last year order now 100 to 300.

J. W. BAIN, Prest. American Agricultural Works,
17 Courtlandt-st., New York City.

All kinds of Implements and Machinery at Manufacturers' prices. Sell-Acting Gaa Slachines for from 10 to 300 Uurners.
Warranted entirely satisfactory.—Preserve this advertisement.

Union Mowing ITBachine.
Thii Machine has been In use four successive harvests, and

has met with ttie hearty approval and well merited praise of

practical farmers. We call the attention of farmers
fo our Mower for IStiS, of superior manufacture, and pos-

eessilig ne-tv and valuable improvements.
Price, No. 1, 4 feet 6 inches cut $100 00

" 2. 4 feet " no 00
" " 3, 3 feet 6 Inches " 160 OO

AGENTS -WANTED.

WHIXCOMB'S
HORSE HAIT RAKE.

PIIICE 840.00.
AGENTS AVANTED.

We call attention to

HAIiSTED'S Patent Hand Cultivator and Seed Drill
combined

SHARE'S Patent Coulter Harrow.
' " Hoer and Hlller,

BROAVN'S Ice Cream Freezers.

NEW \VORt.I> 1VRINGING BIACHINE.
Agricultural Implements of all kinds.—Seeds, Fertilizers, &c.

HAINES & PELL,
27 Conrtlandt-st., New-York.

-nj-IRE FOR HORSE RAKJES, beet
WW ouftlity, at lowest rates. For Sale bv

JOHN V. QIJINCr,
98 WUUam-st., New Tort City.

The Clipper one HorseMower
is adapted to every yariety of surface, and to cutting every
kind of grass.

This Machine is capable of cutting three-fourths to one
acre of the heaviest grass per hour, and can be drawn as

easily by one horse as ordinary two-horse Mowers by two
horses.

The height of cut can be varied by the driver while the
Machine is in motion, and without leaving his seat. It is

simple, durable, and not likely to get out of order.

Two-Horse Mowers and combined Machines of the same
pattern. R. H. ALLEN &. CO.,

189 & 19i TVater-st., New Yorlc,

Clement's Improved Hay Fork.
This Fork, having been thoroughly tested. Is now recom-

mended to Farmers In Its IMPROVED form, as the
SIMPLEST and MOST DI'RATSI.E. as well as the
MOST COMPACT and CO>VE\IE\T FOHK in
use. It is so balanced that It C.\N.\OT DRIBBLE the
Hay from the point of the tines ae Is the case wltli almost
every other Fork in use. It is made of Iron and SIcel,
In the most DITR-\BLE manner, having no wooden head
to split and allow the teeth to get loose.

Price, Two Tined, with Pulleys and Books, $14 00
Three " " " 16 00
Four " " " 17 00

AGENTS AVANTED. SEND tor a CIRCULAR.
Agricultural Implements of all kinds.—Seeds, Fertilizers,

&C, &C, HAINES A PELL,
va Courtlandt-st., New Tork.

W. & B. DOUGLAS'
PATENT ROTARY BARREL PUMP.

Arranged with the Patent Harrel Attackiiient. the most
complete and perfect article ever invented for pumping oil
and ALL KINDS OP LIQUIDS fiom BARRELS and other casks
up into CANS, TANKS, &c. A most invaluable Fixtnre for oil
STORES, OIL EEFINEBIES, DRUG STORES, PAINT MANTJTAGTO-
BIES. &c., &c. Vfe make two regular sizes of tlila Barrel

Pump, viz.: Nos. 1 and 2. No. 1 will pump from 8 to 10 gal-

lons, and No. 2, from 16 to 20 gallons per minute. Orders re-

spectfully BolicUed byj

W. & B. DOUGLAS.
MIDDLETOAVN, CONN.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of the article.

Branch Ware Ilonse, 87 John-st., N. Y., where samples ol

these and our various other kinds of Pumps. Hydraulic
Hams, Garden Engines, Ship Pumps, Oil Well Pumps, Power
Pumps. Chain Pumps, Iron Well Curb?, Iron Horse Posts,

Grindstone Trimmings, Wrought Iron Butts and Hinges,

Ac, can be seen.

All the principal Hardware MERcnANTa. Plusibers,
Tinners, and AORicrLTURAL Dealers in this and other
Countries, keep our JIanufactukes, or will order them
from us when called for

Mal!ory & SnndrorcFs

FLAX BRAKE.
What it Avill I>o.

Read the folloAvIng iDterestiiig; Letter
from a ITXaunfacturcr.

Salem, N. T., Nov. SO, 18M.

Mr. John W. Quincy, Treasurer, &c.
I Btartf'd anew Fins Mill this year, and feeling that the

price of your Brakes was so high, thought I wouM econo-
mize by purchasing an improved old-f;vshioncd Brake, which
I did, and placed it in my new mill, and run it four days.
After running two days, I was determined to test it thor-

oughly with the two Brakes I purchased of you. two years
since, and have been running in my old mill at Lake, ever
smce. S!y tests are as follows

:

On average rotted straw, your Brake would give every
time full 100 fts. more of dressed flax to the ton than I could
with the greatest care pet from the old Brake. On over-
rotted straw I got over 200 lbs. more than I could get by the
old Brake. I stopped dressing and went to figuring, and
found that to dress the flax I now have, with the old Brake,
would cost me over $8,000 (loss). I therefore want yon to
ship one of your Improved No. 1 Brakes by Express, as my
men will dress no more flax in this mill until the new Brake
arrives. Enclosed please find check for $455.

Tours respectfully,

P. T. BUKDICK.

For further particulars of this case and many similar ones,
and for full miormatlon concerning the M. & S. FLAX
BRAKE, send for a circular.

N.-B.—UKAD last month's AGRIOULTURrSX FOE DE8CB1P-
TION OF A NEW AND VALUABLE FLAX MaCITINE, AND NBXT
month's fob AJJOTHEB.

Send for Circular to

JOHN W, aUINCY, Treasurer,
98 AVilliaiu-st., New-York City.

To Farmers and Bulcliers^.
The following, from H. S. Ward. Esci., of Deep Kiver. Conn

explains Itself:—"Messrs. Goldsmith «fe Greirorv. Sirs- Plfase
find enclosed $2 for two oi your Hor-CatrliiuC' iiniilcincnts.
for my neighbors. The one I received from you works to a
charm—a decided success." Everv farmer slfould Imve one
Price $1 ; 6 for $4. IlluBtratcd circulars f^cnt. Agents w.tnt-
ed. • GOLDSMITH & GREGOUY. Goshen. N. T.

Every Fanner should have
ouG of Ualsted's Horse Hay Forks.
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MERCHANT TAILORING

THINC; ESTABLISHMENT.
ABBATT& MOORE,having for many years paid

particular attention to the manufacture of Boys*

Clothing and attained a de^rae of excellence

rarely equalled, would call the attention of Pa-
rents and Gnarclians to the large and attractive

stocfc they are now offering for the Spring and Sum-

mer Trade. The CUSTOM Department l9 sup-

plied with Choice Goods for those who prefer to

have their Clothing MADE TO ORDKK.

IWEN'S CliOTHING
READY MADE

AND MADE TO ORDER.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS PAID

to MILITARY CI.OTmi\«
and UNIFORMS for

SCHOOLS.
FUENISHING GOODS

IN OSEAT VARIETY
ftlw.iys on hand.

ABBATT & MOORE
No. 507 BROADWAY,
Under St. Nicholas Hotel,

IV. B—Persona In the country, by sending to ns,

n-iU be furnished with plain directions for.tating

such measuves, aa are necessary to insure a good fit,

and the article will be sent by Express. Samples of

goods also sent on application.

IVisliwitz's Monitor Mower
and Reaper.

The Bnccess of the MonKor is without parallel. It em-

braces every point necessary to make a Perfect Mow-
er and Reaper. It recommends Itself to every farmer

for the simplicity of Its construction. It is proved to be the

Lightest Draft. It takes the preference for dura-
bility, ease of management and good ^vork.
Four different sizes. Fully ^van-anted. For circu-

lars giving full description, reicrences, &c.. Address

F. NISHWITZ, Manufacturer,

•Williamsburgh, L. I., N. T.

J. N. CliOYES,
(General Agent, Centra, and Western N. V.,) Utica.

P. s. mi:se:roi.e:,
(General Agent, 111., and the West,) 201 Lake-st., Chicago.

HAL.STED'S
PAT. IMPROVED
HORSE

Hay Fork

Drake's Sine Qua Xou Bvaporator.
The nnders!<ined desires to call the attention of the Grow-

ers and Manufacturers of Sorghum SjTup to the F. D. Drake
EvRporalor, feeling lully assured by six years' experience in
the business that it is to their Interest to Investigate Us merits
before adoptim; any other.
Any one desiring Inforniatton on the subject will be fur-

nished nith circular containlns; certificates frommauyper-
sons who have fully tested them to their entire satisfaction.
Address JAMES CLOUD.

Cochranville, Chester Co., Pa.

NATIONAL
AGRICrLXrRAL. WORKS

27 Courtlandt Street, New-York,
SEND FOR A CIRCULAR OF THE

PATENT
RETOLVTVG HAY STACRING 9IACH1?fE,

AND
OLBsrmrr'a ikpkovid hat fobs.

After Its extensive introduction and nse last year, Is now
offered to the public in its improved form. Agents wanted.
Town, County, and State Kiglita for sale. Send for a circular.

Address A. M. HALSTED, 67 Pearl-st., New-TorJc

i^mm^

A new and vnlnable Farm Implement. Something
the farmer will appreciate. It ttiII save the labor of tliree
men every day when worked, and, with care, will last many
years.

Agents Wanted In every town In the State of New-
Torlc, to manufacture and set up, to whom a Liberal Dig*
connt will be made.—Agricultural Implementa of all kinds.

HALNE3 & PELL, 27 Conrtlandt-it.. New Tort.

STI^-^^WBEIM«,IES.

Great Agriculturist.
It Is claimed for this New Seedling that it is of unequalled

size and productiveness, single plants producing as high as

2ft4 berries, many of them weighing one ounce each, of bright

glossy crimson color, very firm, high flavored, and a llrst

class market berry. For an account of its origin ; intro-

duction; purchase by us ; character and productiveness ol

the plant ; stze and character of the ft-uit, and other infor-

mation, see our circular. We have bought of Mr. Judd his

entire stock of plants for sale, aud are now able to furnish

them at the following prices

:

1 plant Z 751 50 plants % 15
2 plants 1 20 100 " 25
6 " 3 00 500 " 125

12 " 5 00' 1000 '* ,... 200

Our stocfc of Strawberry plants this season. Including

Goldcu Seeded,;tbo best early ; Russell and Fill-
more, of wonderful sire and productiveness; Frencli'.s
Seedling, Triomplie de Gnnd, AVilson's Al-
bany, and all other desirable kinds, la the largest and best

we have ever oflered,

StraTvberry Plants by Hail.
We wiU send safely packed and post-paid by mail
For $1, 1 Agriculturist, 8 Golden Seeded.
For $2, 2 AgriculturiBt. 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Rnssell.

For $3. 3 AgriculturiBt, 10 Golden Seeded, 12 Kussell, 12

Fillmore.

For $.5, 6 Agriculturist. 12 Golden Seeded, 12 Russell, 18

Fillmore, 1-3 French's Seedling, 6 Kitley's Gollah.

For $10, 12 Agriculturist. 21 Golden Seeded, 24 Russell, 21
Fillmore, 34 French's Seedling. 12 Kitley's Gollah, 12 Leu-
ning's White.

For description of above, and many other kinds; our se-

lect lists; mode of culture; prices, &c. See onr illustrated

catalogue.

Send for Catalogue enclosing stamp.
a. KNOX, Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GROVER &, BAKER'S
HIGHEST PREiniUia

ELASTIC STITCH AJVD L,OCK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
459 BROADWAV, NEW YORK.

TRUE'S POTATO PLANTER SAVES THE LA-
bor of twelve men. Send for circulars.

J. L. TRUB, Garland, Maine.
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Corn Planting ! Time Saved.
Everv fjiniier sliould have one or more of Thos. B. McCon-

aiiEliov'3 Patent Corn Dropnois. Tliey will positively save
one Inill the time, over the old way of aropping corn
For 'I'liree Pollars I will send one Dropper to any address

free of Express charues.
A lil.eial discount made to them that biiv to sell asnln.

Address THOS. B. McCONAUSHEl,
Newark. Delaware.

V—-

—

'

Wliat Every one Having a Gardwi Shonid Boy.

One of PARR'S GARDEW CHESTS, fitted with
the most apiiroved ^ftvclcnlng Implements In ordinary use.

The articles requiring ii lonK handle such as Grafting Saw,
Tree Scraper. Hoea. Rake, &c., are all made to fit into an
improved screw jointed handle, jointed In lengths to fit in

the Chest.

Parr's Horticultural Chest.
A laratM- size of the above with drawers and partitions to

contain hc-pcIs, &c.

Parr's Children's Garden Setts,
Consietins of Hoe, liake, Spade and Garden Fort with

Ion? handles al^o.

T*ool CUests of all elzes. with tools suitable for farmers
use.
For sale by all respectfihle Dealers In Hardware, Tankee

Notions and Airricultural implements and seeds, whose atten-

tion is called to tlie Immense demand for tliese goods.
Send for Illustrated Circular to Manufacturer.

GKO. pari;, Buffalo, N. T.

THE UNIVERSAL
Co§-Wlieel Clothes Wringer

was pronounced superior to all others at

The World's Fair, iu London, 1862,

received the BRONZE MEDAL (highest premium) at the
(treat Fair of the

American Institnte, In New Tork City, In 1863.
It has also received the

FIRST PREMIUMS
at the followlns STATE FAIRS:
NEW Y0I:K,. 1862 1SG3

VERMONT, 1863

PENNSYLVANIA, 1863 1864

MICfllGAN, I«64

INDIANA 1863 1364

ILLINOIS 1863 1864

IOWA .1863 1864

WISCONSIN ..1864

CO N N. inVEU VALLEY FAIK,.. 1S&4
CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAIR 1864

and at tlie nrinclpal COUNTY and INSTITUTE FAIRS
tbroushout the laud.

Opinion of Orange Judd, Esq., Editor Amer-
ican Agriculturist.

It is, in reality, a Clothe-s Saver! a Time Saver! and a
Ftrength Savej-! We think the machine more than paj/»/or
Ufielf fveru year. In tlie aavin<i; of garments! There are sev-
eral kinds, nearly alike in general construction, but we con-
sider it Important that the Wrtnokr be fitted with COGS,
otherwise a mass of garments may clog the rollers, and the
rollers upon tliecranlc-shiUt slip, and tear tlie clothes. Our
own is one of tlie first m;idp. and It is as good as new, after
nenrlv four voars" constant use !

IT^ See also Premium list in this paper and advertisement
In liack numbers of the Ajrriculturlst,
Prices for the best familv sizes—WITH COGS—No. 3. $10.

No. IK. %\'l. On receipt of tiie pi-lce from places where no
one Is' selling, we will send the U. C. W. fi*ee of expense.

J^- EVERV WRINGER WITH COGS IS WARRANTED!
Good canvassers can find proiitable employment selling

the U. C. W. For terms and Circnlars address
K. C. BROWNING. Genl. Ag't. 347 liroadway. N. Y.

5- Th e N on pan E^liM
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The Nonpareil Washing Machine,
Is the only entirely reliable Washing Machine In existence.

Geared to run three turns of the crank to one turn of the

hand.
It has been In constant use In the family of Mr. Judd, the

Proprietor of this Journal, and in that of Mr. Munn, proprie-

tor of the Scientific American, since 1S61. For description,

see ad\-ertlsement In preceding numbereof the Agriculturist.

BSr- Send forft-ee Circular to
OAKLEY & KEATING, IW Water-street, New-York.

' A Capital Little Present to a Friend in the
Army."--Jtn>D'3 AmerirMn Agricutii&riH.

Farmer'8 ** Your Boy's Army outfit is -not
Complete without it."

" It contains a complete assortment Cover twenty) of Wri-
ting, Sewing and Toilet Ariicles.

"It will be In preat demand wlion once its real merits are
known."— iV. K Erangeli-it-.
" It Isbrimfullof just the articles a soldier or travelerneeds

for daily use."— />os?OJi Congreqationalifit.
" Light, compact, and elesani. can be carried In the coat

pocket, and is not affected by raiu or dampness."— PAi/a.-i'a.

Inquirer.
Price %'i 25. Sent to Army of Potomac free of postage.
Agents Wanted.—Send Stamp for Circulars,

D. B. BROOKS v<t BROTHER, Salem, Mass.

PORTABLE
PRII\TSi^^C;j OFFICES!

For sale bv the ADAMS PRESS CO., 3S Ann-street,
New York. Circulur sent fi-ee. Specimen Sheet ofTYPE,
CUTS, &c., six cents.

Iflillstone Dressin;:^ Diuinond§
Set In Patent Protector and Guide. For sale bv JOHN

DICKEN':;ON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds. No. 64 Nassau-st., New-
York City. Old Diamonds reset. N. B.— Send postage
Btarap for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser,

Perkins' Patent lor Preserving Eggs.
Agents wanted in every town tn pell Rrehts, Send stamp

for circular to HENRY E. RICHARDS. Bloomtleld, N. J.

astaintilWni
Curedliy Bates' Patent Appliances. For deseriptive pam-

phlet, address H. C. L. MEAllS, «T West 23d-st.. N. V.

Albums for the Million.
We send our 1(» picture
POCKET ALiBtlM bv
mall. Post Paid, for
T'j c<'lit'4. and our 24
picture Album for SI.OO.

^ JUST THE THINQ

ilaFOR SOLDIERS.
•J-

7^ Sanmel Bo^vles & Co.,

ALBUM
Manufacturers

Kpr.rNGFriCLD, Mass.

EXCELSIOR
Photographic Establishment.

Card Photographs of all Prominent Generals, and dis-

tinguished characters, and a largk tarietv of miscellane-
ons subjects. Sent post-paid, at 10 cfs, each.—"Spkctal-
TIK9."—The finest card pictures in tlie world—at 15 rts. each.
Card Photographs colored, 30 cts. each. PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUMS, holding from 12 to ^00 Pictures, at 65 cents to $1S
each. Also, Rustic Frames and other articles in this line at
low prices. Dealers supplied at the very lowest rates. Cat-
alogues sent free. F. P. WHITING,

R7FuUon-st., iNew-York.
Also, Agent forPRINCK & CO.'S Celebrated Melodeons,

Automatic Organs and School Organs,

FOR THE MELODEON
Instruments of the Organ Class.

Zundel'*»4 Melodeon Instrnetor. Contninln<r the
Elements of Music, Progressive Finger Exercises, and a large
collection of Choice Music, $2 .lO

New Method for the Melodeon. Selected mainly
from "Zundell's Instructor." and containing In addition to
Lessons and Exercises, a collection of Popular Songs, and a
variety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes. $1 50
Carhart's Melodeon. Elementary and Progressive

Studies, with a collection of Choice Vocal and Instrumental
Music. $1 50
Winner's Perfcet Gtiide for the Melodeon.

Desicned as a Self-Instructor, with Choice Music. 75
Melodeon \*'ithoi5t n I>5astev. 75

Ho^Te's Seraphine nnd Melodeon Instrnetor. 50
The instructions in eacli of tlie .ibove books are suited not

only to the Melodeon. but to all instruments of similar con-
slruction. Sent postpaid on receipt of price. OLIVER
DITSON & CO., Publishers. Eostou.

^Qty^ SEVEN OCTAVE, ^*>^^
ROSEWOOD PIANOFORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., .fl»» Broadway, N. Y.

New. enlarged Scale Piano Forte.s, with latestimprovements.
Thirty years' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for manufftcturino;, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the World's Fair, and lor live successive veaVs at
the American Institute. Warranted five years. Terms
net Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

Hot Water Fismaces
for Warming Greeiiliouses, Comservato-

ries. Graperies, &€•

WEATHERED &, CHEREVOT, 117 Prlnce-st., New-York

The Best Piano-Forte,
one that will last a lifetime.

WM. B. BRADBURY'S New
Scale Piano-Forte is pronounced
such by the best judges in the
musical profession. They " Ex-
cel all others in the Essentials
of a perfect Piano-Forte," viz.

:

in Tone, Touch, Power, and
thorough Workmanship. Call

or send for Circulars with Illus-

trations and Testimonials of the

most eminent artists and ama-
teurs, WM. B. BRADBURY,
427 Broome St., New "STork.

Iviu'i* P;itent Hair Crimpei\«.
Ladies try Them They will make vour hair wave benutl-

rully without heatln? it. For sale at Vaiietv Stores throuah
out the country. l;et.iil merclmnta will be'ennplied by any
nist-class Jobber of Notions in New-Yorlc Piilladelphia, P» .

or Roston, aiass.

$1.00.-Preserve Your Eg^s.—$1.00.
One Dollar will procure the riirht to n«e Perkln's Patent

for preservlne Effsa, Meats. &q. For full particulars, see ad-
vertisement in Fell, number of American Agriculturist.

Apply to HENRr B. RICnARDS. BloomfleW, N. J.

FERTILIZERS I !

Lester's Pure Ground Bone.
Pure Peruvian Guano.

E. F. COE'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
Briice's Concentrated FcrtiUzers.

P*la,ster, lr*oxid-i-ette, etc.
For sale in quantities to snit purchasers. Send in TotjB

Ordeks eaklt.
n. H. ALLEN & CO.,

189 & 191 Watei-8t., New-Ttfrk.

Britce's Patent
Concentrated fflannre

MANUFACTURED FROM
Animal fibre, Blood, and Pure Bone.

Sold by our At^enta.

JOHN M. RICHARDS, 111 Commerclnl-st.,

Boston, Alaes.

MICHENER & TOnNG, 206 Market-st.,

Philadelphia, P».
SEND FOR AGRICULTUnAL ALMANAC.

GRlFiriNO BROTHER & CO.,

58 & GO Conrtlandt-st., New Torlc.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNIT!!D STATES.

LODI POUDRETTE.
THE LODI MANUFACTURIIVG

CO., witli an experience of '^4 years, again

oGer a uniform article of Poudrette, pre-

pared from the nlglit soil of the City of
New York.

Tlie experience of thousands of custom-
ers Attests to the fact that it is the elieap-
est and tlie very beet fertilizer In market.

It Is particularly adapted for Tobacco, Corn, Potatoes, and
Garden trucic. A pamphlet contalnins; dli-ections lor lue,

&c., may be had free by addressing a letter to the

LODI MAIVUFACTURliVa CO.,
r>fi ConrtlaiuU-st., Ntw-YorU.

To Farmers and Others.
We continue to manufacture as usual.

Orouiift Bone, Pure niicl Fine.
Also the Geiiniiie FrcsU Bone SiiperpSiosphate

of Lime.
Address A. LISTER & BRO.,

Newark, New Jersey.

Liberal discount to the Trade.

Amnioiiiated Paeiloc C^uano.
A real c;nano, containlnp; from seventr to eighty per cent

of Phosphate of Lime ; to which has been added liy a chem-
inal ])rocess. a larije percentasre of actii;il Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, making it equal. If not superior, to
anyotlier fertilizer. I'rlce $S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-
count to the Trade.
Pamphlets wltli cdpies of nnalvsis bv Pr. Jackson, Mtiss.

State Assayer. and Dr. Liclui:. of Halthnore. and testimonials
frosn scientific agriculturists, showlnir Its valiif>, can be
obtained from J. O. BAKKIi &. CO.. Sellinc AltuIs.

IGl Penrl-st., >;ew-i'ork.

Buy the Best-—Halsted's.
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LANE'S PUUrHASING AGENCY.
KAB.VEY B. LANE,

151 Nassau-street, New York.

Garden, Field and Flower Seeds.

Frc§li Onion Seed.

Extra Conn. Seed I.caf Tobacco Seed.

Trees—Fruit and Sliado.

lONA AND ISKAEl,I.A GRAPE VINES.

Strawberries—Ajirlcnltui 1st and others.

Wetliersflcld Seed Sower. Price S8.00.

Sole Agent in N. V. for Doty's AVasliers.

AquarIus,,A Hand Force Pnnip,
Price $«3.«»0.

WoodruflT's Portable B.iromcter, etc., etc.

A. M. HALSTED,
167 Pearl-3t., Niiv-Yoik,

Produce Conimlssioa Merchant,
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KEFERRNCES—Benj. Lodor. Ean.. N. Y,. Ex-Pres't. Erie
R, R.. Fred. Blssell. Esq., Toledo O., Cra-jln & Co., N. Y ,

and Cliica^'O. III.. Geo. M. Todd, Biirllnston. Iowa.
Send for Weekly I'rick CuRnK.VT. .Markins Plate and

Circular with Packing and Shipriii.^ directions.

S. B. CONOVER,
Comiiiiissioii Dealer,

260, 261 & 262 West ffasliington Miirkct,

FOOT OF FCTLTOS-ST.

Partlcnlar attention paid to selling all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.
Refers to the Editor of the .\mcrican Agriculturist.

GEi\rERAIi
Pnrchasiiig' A§eiiey.
The undcrsisned will rurclmse to Order, on fnvoriible

tcnng, and at a uiodurivte commission, any articles of neces-
sity or luxiuy. of biiii;)1 or larixe value, snch ns Snppliea for
rainnie:*, Goodrt for Mercliaiits FMruiiTS. Mech;inic3, &c.
Moiiev sent hv mull or otlierwige, will he limnedi:itely ac-

knowledjTfd, ;unl ^oods promptly forw.arded as directed.

Letters of InquiryVlU receive iniincdiiite .ittention.

S. CONOVER. JK , 100 Fulton St.. New Yorlc.

Refers by permission to Opposite St. Paul's Clmvch.— I.E."- '- •- '' . - " " . - -

Wni. . Dodge. Jr.. Esq. : A. I>. F. lUndolph, Esq.

AMERICAN ROOFING COMPANY.
GIIEEN-S PATENT.

Tills Company la now prepared to furnish one of the best
artin'.esof liOOFlXG ever introduced, conslstlns of a STOUT
MATEUIaL made WATEU-PP.OOF liv a C()MPOUND of
INDIA IIUIIBEK. hardened by a coat of METALLIC FAINT,
prepared exiires^lv.
The WHOLE FAIJKIC has been tlior'oushly tested, is

WATEIIFIIOOF, and unaflected bychaui^ces of weather.
It rolls up ancl unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth.
It is designed lor coverins; IIAILWAT CAIiS. STEAM-

BOATS. DWELLINGS, liAUNS and SHEDS. It can be
laid down bv any sensible working man.

It Is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability.
It can be seen in use and samples had by applving at tlie

"-' " : Wallst.. New York.Office of the Company, iso. 94: ^

HENUY SMITH. Agent.

The Best and Cheapest Fanning
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST. ARE THOSE

OF NORTHERN MISSOURI.
Rebels are moving away and are .selling for whatOTer they

can get. An extensive Immigration froni the Northern
Stales and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy tliat

part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth.
Free and full information given on application to

ELI THAYER. I Park Place, New-York.

SECURE A HOME.—Lands for sale in the Cele-
bratcd Fruit Settlement of Hammonton, New Jersey, 30

miles Ironi Pliiladelphia. on Railroad, and near the New
York Railroad.—No better soil In the State.—For Finits,
Vegetables and Early Gardening, id tliu beat in the Union.—
Hundreds of Acres now prodnclr.g to be seen, on which Is

maile from $200 to $'»0 per acre. Mild and healthy climate.
Botl Water, Churches Schools. Mills, Stores. &c. Price from
$30 to $'.;.") per acre, for "^0 acres and upward. lOacre frnit
'iinni. $300. Term-i easv. Title perfect. For fnll Itiformation
Address ii. J. RVU.N'I'^fe. Hainmonton, N. J. Letters answered

Ularyflaiad Kjaucls tfbr Sale.
Northern men can secure in mihl climate and healthvloca-

lions. .Market Farm.^ Elegant Homesteads, and Fine Planta-
tions on the Chesapeake Bay and Pntomac River, near their
celebrated Oyster liedsantf Fisheries. Adapted to the cul-

ture of all Grains. Tobacco, FruHs and the Vine. Direct
Water Communication with grL-at Central Markets.
Free Mai-yluiid surpasses the West in climate and

Prod net ion^i.

Correiipondcnce solicited and information prompty fur-
nished. H. L. HASKELL, Iteal Estate Broker.

Upper Marlboro, Prince Georges Co.. Maryland.

clUPERioicnFAnM i..\:\»i-ao,ooo
^Acres at low prices and accoinuiodntlng terms.— Frank-
ilnville Tract.—Gloucester C'Minty. New.Jersey, 25 miles
•outh of PhilatU'lptita. on Kailroad running from Phikidel-

Ehla and Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purchasers.
Irculars with reports of Solon Robinson. Hon. wm. Parry,

and others, with full information, sent free by addressing
JOHN H. COFEIN & CO., Frankllnvllle. Gloucester Co.,
New-Jersey. Also Improved Farms Irom 'iO Acres upward.

FOR S A f. E .

FARMING AND
MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY
THK SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farming and market gardening. In quantities to suit

pnrcliasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and Burlington,

on tliQ line of the Radtan and Delaware Bay Rallrond, mid-

way between New York and Pliiladelphia, at $10 per acre.

In aadiiion to all the common products of a farm, these lands

are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet potatoes, peach-

es, grapes, tobacco and hops. All crops ripen ten days ear-

lier than on Long Island. Squankum marl is delivered at

anv point on the railroad at one dollar and fifty cents per
ton. and fertilizes the land for seven years after its applica-

tion. The lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber.

Buitable for lumber and ooVd wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut off, leaving the land ready for Immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rails. $;> per 100. Cord wood,
at anv railroad station. ¥3per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a large quantity of the best potters' clay yet discov-

ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-mill within

one mile of Shamong Station. A good hotel at Shanrong. on
the lands offered for sale. The location is very healthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,

and supplied with good m-ill-sites and wafer-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. The whole purchase money may re-

nuiin on mortgag^e for a term of years if desired, If the pur-

chaser ctvltiva-tes th^j land.
For further particulars a-pnlv to

F. B. CH'J':TW0(>D, Elizabeth. N. J.

"WM. O. GJLES. TO & 72 Franklln-st., New- York.

XHE
NORTHERIV ITIAGAZIIVE,

PirBLTSHED MONTITLT.

Price of Subscription for One Year,

Tlie Northern Magazine contains the prettiest pictures, the

best portraits, the most instructive designs, and the funniest

caricatures to be found anywhere.
The Northern Magazine contains the most able leading

articles, the moat Interesting sketches of natural history, the

most valuable biographies, the most beautiful poems, tlie

most funny stories, the most thrilling adventures, the most
valuable information, the most curious novelties, the most
pleasing family articles, and the funniest jests to be found In

any Magazinein Europe or America. _
the" celebrated PRIVATE MILES O'REILLY,

writes for each nirmber. Address FRANK BELLEW,
NORTHERN MAGAZINE. No. 39 Park Row, N. Y.

P S.—Persons can have three specimen numbers by sending
SOcentsto the Office by mail. Or may date their subscrip-

tions from the first of January.

rMiHREE REMARKABLE BOOKS.

Just Published by arrangement with the Author,

DIARY OF MRS. KITTY TREVYLYAN.
A Story of the Tlme.i of AVhitefleld and the Wesleys. By

the Autlior of the "Schcenherg-Cotta Family ;" with a Pre-
face by the Author for onr Edition.

One Volume. lOmo. 43S pp.
II.

THE EARLY DAWN,
Or CHRISTIAN LIFE IN ENGLAND IN THE OLDEN

TIME. By the Author of "The Schcenberg-Cotta Family."
III.

That Wonderful Book,
CHRONICLES OF

THE SCHCENBEHG-COTTA FAMILY.
Each of the above Works 1 Vol. large 12 mo. Price, $1 75.

M. \V. DODD, No. 508 Broadway, New York.
Fine Editions on tinted paper, beveled boards. Each $2.S0.

WANTED^
AGEfVT.S for onr new and important work. " English
AND Frexch NKUTR\Li'ry and the An'qlo-French Alli-
ance IN TUEIR RELATIOX3 TO THE UNITED STATES AND
Russia," By Rev. C. B. Boynton. D. D. One Vol. Royal
octavo. 57i; pages. Price $:? .'iO. Samjile copies sent free by
mail on receiptof price. The main object of this work is to
show the true meaning of the duplicity of France and Eng-
land, in tlicir Foreign Relations. More especially of their
hostile attitude toward onr own country during the struggle
in which we are now engaged. It Is a "Book born of the
times in which it was written, and is beginning to receive
the attention its true merits deserve." For terms with full

information, Addreaa
C. F. VENT & CO., Publishers,

SS West Fourth-st., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Or 91Dearborn-st., Chicago. 111.

Spring Fashions. Spring Fashions.
DE.MOREST'3 ILLUSTR.\TED MONTHLY, and MME.

DEMOREST'S MfRROR OF FASHIONS, with extraordina-
ry attractions in the April No., now ready. Including a Gor-
geous colored Engraving, with Elegant Fashion Plate.s, otig-
mal Music and eiitertaihing Literary matter. Single copies
2.'i cts. Mailed free on receipt of the price. Yearly $3.00, with
a valuable Premium. Address

W. JENNINGS DEMOREST,
39 Beekman-st,. New-York.

The AQBTcrLTpRiST and the MoxTnLv both for one year,
for Three Dollars and Seyenty-flve cents,

Sorg^o Journal & Faa*iii iYIacfliuiist.

This work affords the latest and most reliable information
upon all matters relating to the NoRTHEitN Cane Entek-
PKiSK. March number contains an accouut of the repeal ot
tlie Tai on Sorglinm, and the proceedings in Congress upon
the motion to refund the duties collected from operators,
also proceedingsof Sorgo Conventions and much interesting
matter. MONTHLY, |1 A YEAR.—Sample Numbers fkee.
AddiCBS SORGO JOURNAL & FARM MACHINIST,

Cincinnati, Ohio,

A'WEL.l. PAYING BUSINESS in their own
townships, and free from risk, is offered by the Auhum

Ptiblisliing Co., to 1000 Book Aseiifs. Please
scud foi a cii.-nlar. &c., to E. G, STOKICE, Aubuj-n,
N. Y., without delay.

AGENTS WANTED—In every city and town in
the United States. Fifty cents cash will be paid for

every subscriber obtained. Sample numbers free to any ad-
dress. Address, enclosing stamp, 'Publisher CHRISTIAN
UNIONIST." Detroit, Michigan.

'mmm
A Series of One Hundred Dollar Prize Puzzles ara now In

courae of publication in

mERRVIVIAN'S inONTIIIiT,
the best, cheapest, moat amuilng and highest toned Comic
Magazine ever issued. Each number contains 3'2 mammoth
pages of humorous stories. Jokes, wit, humor. &c., beside an

innumerable number of funny pictures, all by the best artists.

One of the most popular features of our Magazine Is the Puz-
zle Department, where every month will he found a choice
collection of Puzzles, Enigmas, Rebuses, Conundrums. Rid-
dles, &c., whirh win cause an immense amount of amuse-
ment. In atidltlon to onr regular monthly PiUe Puzzles, a
prize Is given each month to the person sending the largest
number "of correct answers to our miscellaneous puzzles.
We are constantly givlnc In this department, novel things In
the way of puzzle's that will be found In no other publication.
The other departments of >Ierryman are ablv edited and

will compare favorably with any other periodical of the kind.
The latest things in the funny world will always be fouml
here, and while we give our readers the very cream of cur-
rent Fun. we at'e carefui to exclude everything that can
have the least Immoral tendency. Our original articles are
from the pens of our most famous funny men. Including Bcl-
lew, Artemas Ward, Qnills, author of the ' Harp of a Thou-
sand Strings," Josh Billings, and. in short, nearly all who
are really talented in the Funny Way. Our illustra'tlons are
unsurpassed and we give as ma'ny, jf not more than any sim-
ilar publication. We can not give a fair Idea if the attrac-
tions of Merrtman in an advertisement-it must be seen to
be apiireclated, and those who fail to secure It. wl^l miss an
intellectual treat but seldom furnished. Call at any news-
dealers and take a look at It. Specimen copies sent free of
gostage, for ten cents each. No gratuitous copies furnished.
ent by mall to any address for $1 25 per annum ; two cop-

ies for ?2 25 : 3 copies for $3 00. Anv one sending five sub-
scriptions and $."1 at one time will receive a copv one year
free. Address all business letters to J. C. HANEY & CO.,
Publishers, 109 Nassau-st., New-York.

Merryman's Monthly.—The lovers of fun should have
Merryman's fund of humor always at hand for readv refer-
ence. The January number contains a ?100 Prize Muzzle,
and every Issue Is filled with wit, humor and oddities, enig-
mas, riddles and puzzles, such as would serve for pleaeaat
recreation and useful study in many a leisure hour.—Canton,
Mo., Press.

A Cnrlous Pnzzle.

Above we give a little diagram which doesn't appear very
wonderful, but which represents a feat which we challenge
the readers of the Agriculturist ("or any other man") to
fierform. Tlie thing to do is to draw the "above figure with
hree strokes of the pencil, without erasing any lines or go-
ing over the same line twice. Try It and see If vou can do
It. If you know of anybody who considers himself pretty
good at puzzles, just show bim this, and our word for it, be
will give it up. See solution In Merryman's Monthly.

A man was recently arrested forattempting to steal apack-
age of Merryman'8 Monthly from the American News
Co In New York. He stated in explanation that be had
seen advertisements asking people to "take Merryman's
Monthly." and that he was merely trying to comply with
the request.

Merrtman in the Armt.—One of the sreatest treaV? our
brave soldier boys enjoy is an occasional copy of Merrt-
man. which they are sometimes so fortunate as to secure.
Suttlers easily get twenty-five cents a copy, and even at this
price the soldiers are glad to obtain It. The pleasant stories,
comical pictures, and side-splitting jokes, help to keep up
their spirits while far from home and friends. Many wearv
hours of camp-life are lightened by onr puzzles, and none of
our readers take more Interest In this department of our
journal than "the boys In blue." Have you a brother or
friend In the army ? If so. Just send him a copy of Mkrry-
man : it will serve to wliile away an Idle hour, 'and serve to
show that he is not forgotten oy the loved ones at home.

i^T' We have some novel things In the way of rmzzlea, Ac,
wlitch will prove a treat to those fond of these thmirs. Just
keep your eyes open, and look out for Merrtman when tho
bell rings—and when it don't too.

The Army tbrsus the Navy.-There la no rtlstributloo
of prize money to the Army, although the sacrifices and en-
durance of the soldiers are often greater than those of sail-

ors. But this i? partially equalized bv the publishers of
Merryman. who propo."!? giving, every now and then, a
hundred dollar prize puzzle, competition free to all, by solv-
ing wliieb, the soldier will have an eqnal chance with the
sailor for prize money.

Draft.—Nobody wants to be drafted. There Is one ex-
ception. Iiowever.In the case of those "drafted for the dollar-
ous squad " for prizes In tho Puzzle Department of merrt-
man's Monthly.

Greenbacks for All !

A series of $100 Prize Puzzles are now In course of pub-
lication In Merryman's Monthly, for corrrct solutions to
each of which f 100 in Greenback.-! Is offerrrl. See present
number of this great comic Magazine, fnll of Fun. and every
thing to amuse vou. Splendid Puzzle Department, with puz-
zles, enigmas, riddles, conundrums. Ac, and a Prizk Puzzlr
every month. Don't fall to secure this splendid publication,
It Is the best of the kind ever issued, to sav nothliiir of tho
valuable cash prizes In the Puzzle Department. There Is no
deception about the prizes, as they are paid in monev. and
the names and addresses of the winnei-s published in ilie
succeeding number so that anyone can write or apply ti>

them. Letters of acknowledffeJnent from winners of pnzej
will be cheerfully shown on application. A prize of $.iO will
be paid for the best pnzzle ; see present nnmber. .Sperimens
free for 10 cents only, $1 2^ a year. Get it of yeiri^defth'tw if
t/iere are aui/ in i/o^ir toini. All yfiicsttea left ajul Book-
nellers have it, or will procure it f^r you. Write plaui-
ly. giving name and address in fnll. and Address

J. C. HANEY & CO., Puhlishera.

109 Nassau street. New York.

Burlesque Lives of Lincoln and McClellan (Old Abe and
Little Mac). Illustrated with 32 very fiiniiv pictures. Fun-
niest thing out. Both in one volume at the' trifling expense
of 10 cents. Free of postaice. Every one who relishes fun
should get this book. J. C. IIANEY & CO., lO'.t NaB:;au-8t.,N. k .
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Hours at Home.
A New Religious and Literary Monthly, by this name,

edited by J. iM. Sherwood, aided by a large number of our
most eminent wrileis, among which are Drs. Hunting-
ton, Sprague, Thompson, ScliafF, Adams, Bacon, Good-
win, Stevens, Gillelt, Porter, Prentiss, Palmer, Ander-
son, Profs. H. B. Smilh, Porter, Liniman, Stcever, Prests.
Woolsey, Wayland, Taylei", Lewis, L. L. D., and several
of ihe best female writers. It will contain also choice
selections from the English, French and German period-
icals. No pains or expense will be spared to make
" Hours at Home " the best (as it will be the cheapest)
Family Monthly in the land. It will steadily aim to pro-
mote a pure and.heallhy literature,and an Evangelical and
Catholic Christianity. The 1st No. ready April 1st.

Subscription price, $3 ; Club, $2 50 , 25 cents a number.
CHARLES SCRIBNER & CO., New York.

Sa1>batlt Scliool Superintenclciits
and Xeacliers will be interested in the series of

small, cheap, but comprehensive Lesson Books, on a

new plan, entitled •' Lessons for Every Sunday in thb
Vear." They are arranged in series of 52 lessons each,

with many notes, references, etc. These are selected

so that with the " Connecting History" they give a com-

prehensive and connected view of the whole Bible.

No, 1 embraces the period from the Birth of Christ to

the end of ^cts. No. 2 embraces the whole New Testa-

ment in its connecting history, but is mainly upon the

second part of the book. No« 3 extends from .Ndam to

Elijah ; and No, 4 (not yet ready) will extend from

Elijali to Christ. They are approved and used by all de

nominations ; and are adapted to scholars of all ages,

able to read the Bible. No«. 1, 2, and 3, are now
ready. As an evidence of their value, it may be stated

thatof No. 1, the first Issued, about 150,000 copies

have already been called for. Price of each series, 15

cents each
; $1 50 per dozen

;
$12 per 100, If to go by

mail, 4 cents each extra for postage; or, if in packages of

tenor more 3 cents each. As specimens, Nos, 1, 2, and 3

will be sent post-paid for 50 cents. Address Publisher of

American Agriculturist, New York.

The Pictorial Phrenological Journal
Contains Portraits of Tennyson, Sheridan, Cobb, Phil-

lips, Susanna Wesley—Mother of John—an Indian Chief,

Franz Muller, Miss Muggins, Miss Fury, the Princess of

Wales, Florence Nightingale. A Group of Warriors-
Hannibal, Julius Ciesar, Pizarro, Cromwell, Charles

XII, Frederick the Great, Scott, Wellington, and Napo-
leon. Great Surgeons—Harvey, Abernethy, Jenner,

Hunter, Cooper, Mott, and Carnochan. Also Lnndor,

Mrs. Farnham, Clark, Kilbourn, Morrill. The Human
Face ; with Ethnology, Phrenology, Physiology, Physi-

o^omy, and Psychology. Gov. Fenton, Everett, Aris

totle, Major Davidson, Charles Fourier, W. H. Fry;

The Races of Men : Caucasians. Mongolians, Ethiopians,

American Indians, Malays with Grouped Portraits of

each, and a map showing the Geographical distribution

of tlie Races. All Double Numbers for Jan., Feb., Mch.,

April, and May, with numerous Illustrations, sent by

first post, for $1, or $2 per year. Address Messrs. Fowler
& Wells, 389 Broadway, New-York.

^Vheoler Sc Wilson's

Sc^viii^ Iflachines.
Woman's Greatest Boon.—We would advise a man to fore-

go a thresher and thresh wheat with a flail rather than to

see the wife wear her health, vigor and life away in the ever-

lasting "stitch, Btltch, stitch," when a sewlns; machine can

be obtained. The Wheeler & Wilson la an Invaluable aid In

every household. We have had several difl'ei-ent kinds on
trial, and after six yeara' service the Wheeler & Wilson has

taken the precedence as the best, where all kinds of sewing

are to be done in afamtly.—American Agriculturist. Jan 1865.

India Rubber Grloves
Are a certain cure for Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, etc.,

and an excellent protection for the hands In Housework,

Gardening, etc. Sent by mall on receipt of $1 50 for

Ladles' sizes, $1.75 for Gentlemens', by

GOODTEARS I. R. GLOVE MF'O CO.,

205 Broadway, New-TorK.

THE "PRINCE OF WALES."—THE SUBSCRI
berhaving sold his farm.ofl'ers the above-named splendid

Black Hawk stallion for sale. He is five years old, sired by
VergenneB Black Hawk, by Hill's old horse, dam an Eclipse
blood mare. In coloi- a jet black, and unsurpassed in beauty
oi form, elegance of itvie, docility of temperaiid fine action.

His stock, yearling, and two year-olds reoiarkably exhibit
the striking traits oi the sire. uU entire get have been nialei

and in color black.
The owner would prefer to retala a part Interest If sold to

Address A. P. CUMMlNGS.a responsible party.
Mamaroneck, N, T.

THOROUGH BRED AYR8HIRES.—Bulls and
Ileifera for Sale by ALFRED M. TREDWELL, Madison,

Morris County, New Jersey.

FOR SALE.—A pure bred Ayrshire Bull, one
year old, and two bull calves. Also a purebred Jevsey

Dull, two years old. W. STANLEY. No. IG Wall-st.. N. Y.

1'TALIAN QUEEN BEES, from our recent im-
portations ; PURITY and 8A.VH ARRIVAL bv Ejcprcss ffuar-

anteed. Send for circular to L. L. LANGSTROTH & SON,
Oxford, Butler Couuty, Ohio.

Buy the 8iinplest-»-Halsted's.

Ayrshire^ at Auction.
Will be sold on Tuesday, April 11th, at Southboro, Wor-

cester Co., Mass., my entire herd of pure-bred Ayrshire Cat-

tle, comprising sixty-flve head of Cows, Helfere and Bulls,

Including; several valuable Imported animals, and the
choicest stock of my own breeding.

My farm is located three miles from Southboro Station, on
the Boston and Worcester R. R,
Sale to commence at 10 A. M. Catalogues ready March 10th

will be sent on application. HENRY H. PETERS.

Buchanan's New Yellowr Tea
ROSE—Catherine Sprunt.

A constant and abundant bloomer, with the habit and
growth of Tea Saffrons, of which It Is a seedling, and differ-

ing only In the color offioioer so far as I have been able to
judge from four years' cultivation.

The flowers are Invariably or a pnre deep sulphur yellow,
and contrast arlmlrably with tho Saffron buff of the parent.
This I consider the best Tellow Tea Rose yet offered to the
Public. Strong one-year-old plants grown in pots will be
sent out at two dollars ($2) oach ; 2 year-old plants, strong,

?3.00 to $.i.00 dollars each, as soon as subscriptions for

one thousand plants are received- Orders booked and sent
strictly in rotation. ISAAC BUCHANAN, Florist,

9 West 17th street. New York.

" Good Gracious."
The new DOUBLE PANSY, mailed free on receipt of $1,

together with my Descriptive Catalogae of new and rare
plants. PETER HENDERSON. Jersey City, N. J.
Sample Depot, and Seed Store, G7 Na&sau-at., New-York.

FliOST &^ CO.,
Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.,
Have nearly 4r00 ACRES occupied in the cultivation

of Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, Small
Fruits, Grapes, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Rosea, Plants, &c., which are packed and forwarded
to all parts of our country reachin.G; their destination In per-

fect condition. Orders for small quantities have careful

attention as well as those for larj;er amounts.
Priced Catalogues descriptive retail and wholesale,

sent on application, for flvc cents for each.

PEAR TREES. GRAPE VINES.
Nursery Stock Generally.

Cromwell's Patapsco Nurseries, one mile south of Balti-
more, Md. Klchard Vincent, Superintendent, oflers for sale
this sniiiig, ft superior lot of two year-old Standard and
Dworr Pear Trees of all the leading varieties; budded from
their own specimen bearing trees Also Grape Vines of
the following kinds, by the thousand, Imndren, or dozen,
viz.: Delaware, Diana, Concord, Kebecca, Union Village,
Logan, Catawba, Isabella, Alvey, Hartford Proliftc, P)urly
Amber, Kogers' Seedlings, and many others in smaller quan-
tities. Also Exotic Grape Vines, one and two years, most
all from their own Fruiting Specimun Vinery. Tliesc roots
are all sinRle pot grown, riirifty, well rooted and true to
name. For Prices and further inlorm.'ition. Address

RICHARD CROMWELL, Agriculturist and Seedsman,
46 & 48 Liglit-st., liaUimore, Md.

lona and Israclla Grapes.
HOVEY & CO.,

Offer for sale fine strong vines of these two new grapes,
also Adirondac, Crevellny, Delaware, Diaup, and other
grapes by tlie quantity. 5,000 foreign grape vines of all the
popular and choice lots, suitable for Graperies, raised from
bearing viues. Address HOVEi' & Co.,

53 Jlorth Market street, Boston.

CRANBERRY PLANTS.—The best bearing vines
and no others, can be had, not by the Thousand but by

the barrel. Enquire of Doct. B. H. STEVENS, Essex, Conn.

Five Hundred Thousand
(500,000.)

CRANBERRY PLANTS,
for sale by GEO. A. BATES. Bellingham. Norfolk Co., Mass.
Send for Circular on the Cranberry Culture. ~,".

TOBACCO DUST FOR SALE, an excellent arti-
cle for destroying vermin and insects, affecting vegeta-

bles, fruits and flowers. Price iJ^.OO per barrel,
R LOKILLARD, 16 & 18 Cliambers-st,, New-York.

SEEDS BY MAIL.
Offered by JAMES SHEPPAUD & CO

.

214 Pearl-street, New York,
Ptr Pound. Per Pound.

Bbkt,—Early Bassano ... $ 75 Cucumbir.—
Early Blood Turnip... . 75 Early Frame $1 20
Long Smooth Blood 75 Early White Spine X 25
White Sugar 70 London Long Green....! 75
Ked and Yellow Mangel Gherkin lor Pickling. . .3 00
Wurtzel 70 Lettuce.—Drumhead 2 00

Cabbagb.—Early York. . . 2 25 Early Curled Silesia 2 75
Early Large York 2 23 Koyal Cabbage .2 50

'* Battersea 2 50 Melon, Musk
** Sugar Loaf 2 50 Skillman's Fme Netted 1 00
" Wakefield 250Melon, Water

Green Globe Savoy 2 50 Mountain Sweet 100
Drumhead Savoy 2 25 Citron for Preserves 3 00

Large Late Drumhead.. 2 00 Parsley.—Plain , ,. 60

Ited Dutch Pickling.... 3 00 Curled.... 75
C^KROT—Long Orange.. I 50 Uadish.—Long Scarlet...! 00

White Belgian 1 23 Scarlet Turnip 1 00

Altringham ! SOSPiNAOH.—Uouud 60

Cauliflower. „^ FrickW...... 50

Half Early Paris IB 00 New Zealand 2 00

Cklery—White Solid... 2 75Squasu.—Boston Marro\v2 50

Turnip Rooted 2 00 Summer and Winter
Chicory for Coffee 80 Crookneck 1 00
Corn Salad or Fetticua. 90 Tobacco.—Havana 10 00
Leek.-Large Flag 2 00 Connecticut Seed Leaf. .3 so
>iot le»s tnan j^ibputup at above prices.

pLUTING—FLUTING.—The best aud lowest
price. Fluting done at MME. DEMOREST'S Em-

porium of Fashions, 473 Broadway, at the shortest pos-

sible notice. Fluting Machines for Sale. Orders for

Machines or Fluting attended to with promptness and
fidelity.

liabor lor Farmers.
The AMKRiOiN Emigrant Company is now prepared to

receive orders to Import through Ita extensive European
Agencies, Gardeners, Shepherds and Farm Laborers, cither
from Great Britain, Germany, Sweden, Belgium,
France, or Switzerland. Such orders will be promptly
and satisfactorily executed under tho provisions of the law
"To encourage Immigration."
Farmers In all directions of the country are afforded also

the opportunity of having newly arrived Emigrants carofnlly
selected and duly forwarded by the Conipany'.s Auency at
New York. Orders or letters of inquiry should l)e addressed
to JOHN WILLIAMS.

General Ae:ent for Emigration.
Office of the American Emigrant Company,^ ? uowlinK Green, New York.

Swedish Farm Laborers.
The American Emigrant Company Is prepared to re-

ceive orders lor a few thousand Swedish farm laborers lo be
luvnished during the mouths of June, July and Auirnst.
Farmers in the interior who desire to avail themselves of tiiifi

opportunity of supplying themselves with these desirabli.
men should at once make application to

JOHM WILLIAMS.
General Asent of Kmip-utiun,

^^^__ 3 Bowliiig Green. New York.

Sawing Machines :

In addition to the manufacture of Steam and Horse Power
Thrashing Machines, we are building extensively Cross-
cut and Circular Saws, The Cross-cut or Drag Saw is intend-
ed to attach to Horse Powers of all kinds, and will saw from
20 to 40 cords of stove wood in one day. We build two sizes
of Powers suitable to run them. One Is a two-liorse Power,
while the other is lieavier and is designed for eitlier two or
four horses as may be desired. These machines are in gen-
eral use and every farmer should have one.
Our Circular Saw for cutting cord wood, limbs and poles

into stove wood is the best arranged and most desirable
style in use. Our machinery is not only substantially built
out of the best of material, but is finished off in a very tasty
manner. Address JONAS W, YEO.

Proprietor Robinson's Machine Works,
Uichmond, Ind.

£very Farmer Should have
HAKRINGTON'S Combined Seed Sower and Cultivator.
BAKEli'S Patent Weeding Hoe.
GRIFFING'S Steel Clipper Plow.
CAHOON'S Hand Broad-Cast Seed Sower.
Send for Circular : North River Agricultur.-\1 Warehouse.

GKIFFING BliOTHEi: & CO.. PRoi'RiETons.
5S & CO Cuurtlandt-3t., New-York.

O AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MANU-
FACTUREKS!—The subscribei-s wish to contract for tho

manufacturing of two hundred for more) of UULLAUO'S
PATEMT HAY TEDDER, the subscribers to furnish the
castings. A sample Machine can be seen at the ORI':gON
IKON FOUNDRY of HKRRING & KLUVD.

7-10, 7-12 & 7-W Greenwich-st., New York City,

Sorghum Sugar and Syrup.
The subscribers are Agents lor the sale of COOKVS SU-GAR EVAPORATOR and CLARK'.S tAJVE

Millies, the best in use, and are also prepai-cd to supply
farmers and others with choice selected varieties of SL'-GAR CANE SEED, tor further particulars and de*
scriptive pamphlets, address BREWSTER & BOAK,

Scotchtown, Orange Co., N. V.

MS%€\ MARYLAND FARMS.—GEOGHAPHI-
^*^'^-'cal description of Maryland, with Catalogue of
Maryland Lands, for sale by

R, W. TEMPLEMAN & CO.,
Land Af^ents*

48 Lexington-street, (Up atali-s,)

Baltimore City,
Embracing a description of the Soil and Products of

Maryland.
Send Twenty-five Cents fur a Copy.

yS Afl^ NORWAY MAPLE, 1 year.
• **^WV2OOO " " 8 to 12 feet.

For sale low by J. A. LEWIS, Wlllimantlc, Conn.

AGENTS WANTED for sale of Trees, Plants and
Seeds, In all the loyal States. B. M. WATSON,

Ola Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass

GENUINE WHITE WILLOW CUTTINGS.—
100 pi-e-patd by mail, for $1. 1000 boxed and delivered

on cars, *3. 5000 for «13 To, or 10.000 for *-^j. Also the French
Ozier or Basket Willow at same piice. Address MARTIN
ALLEN, "The Willows." Meudota, Illinois.

""

Destroy Rats aud Roaches
with ISAACSEN'S Phosphoric Paste. Depot 40 Fulton

street. New York City.

BRAHMA FOWL AND EGGS FOR SETTING
for sale by B. W. PERSONS. Providence, U. I,

WANTEp, eggs of the Silkworm {Bomhyx More).
Parties keeping anypiejise ofi'er. Box 5602 P. O., N. V

Catarrh. Rheumatism. Sick Headache.
Neuralgia. Premonitions Three Health Items.
Nursing. Erysipelas. Presence of Mind.
Eating. Air and Health. In March No, (15c.) of
Poisons. Vice of Youth. Hall's Journal of Hcjilth,
Apples. Follies, 15. $1'^ yearlv. New York,
Three F's. \ Diet for Sick. 12 Union i^quare,
Catarrh and effects,Ap'l No.by Prof. Daniels.

^RAND OPENING OF THE SPRING PAT
^"^TERNS at MME. DEMOREST'S Emporium of

Fashions, 473 Broadway, New York. Plain and ele-

gantly trimmed Patterns of the most recherche style.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

In our latitude, May is the month of toil and
care with farmers. Tlie weather is variable, and
they are in the midst of seed time. In addition to

the labors of the field, stock of all kinds require

more personal attention than at any other time.

From the early dawn of day till night, good
farmers find enough to do, in planting corn,

potatoes, sorghum, roots, etc., and preparing

the ground for other crops. Besides, grass

seed, gypsum, lime and ashes are to -be sowed
this month; and the farmer must bestir himself

and see that nothing is neglected. " What-
ever is worth doing at all is •worth doing
well." If you slight plowing, harrowing, or

any kind of preparation of the soil, failure or

partial success may be expected. Farmers are

co-workers with Nature, and must do their own
part well ; and they can not do their work over
again, if it is has been poorly done. The soil

must be properly prepared, and good seed must
be put in, for the best treatment that the crops

can have will not make up for negligence and
inattention to these preliminary operation?.

Animals.—Every animal needs as much at-

tention and as good care this month, as during
the winter. See that they all have a good sup-

ply of feed regularly, at least twice a day, ac-

cess to clean water and salt, and a comfortable

place to stand and lie in. Cold, wet ground at

this season of the year often produces colic,

scours, or some other disease, which might be

prevented by keeping stock in comfortable

quarters, until the ground becomes quite warm.
Ewes will bo yeaning this month, and should

receive personal attention—not of heedless

boys, but of careful men, and there is no eye

like that of the owner. Watch breeding animals

closely, whose time is near, visiting them late

at night and early in the morning. A little

timely aid will often save a valuable animal.

It is bad policy to feed cows short just before

they are turned to grass. If possible, feed some

cut roots daily, to prepare thorn for green feed,

and to keep up the flow of milk.

Beeves.—Increase the quantity of meal a few
pounds per head, every dii}'. If the weather be
pleasant, allow fattening bullocks or dry cows
to exercise in a small yard, several hours daily.

As the warm weather comes on, their thrift

will be promoted by carding, as often as once a
day. As soon as grass is large enough, let them
graze about an hour daily; tlien return them
to the yard; but do not diminish the quantity

of meal. At this period, beeves will fatten

very fast, if managed rightlj-. If meal be dis-

continued they will not fatten much, till their

bowels become accommodated to green feed.

Buildings.—Remove earth and manure from
sills, or other wood work of buildings. Paint

in cool damp weather, so that the oil will re-

main on the surface, and not be absorbed by the

dry and porous wood. AVhen buildings settle

unevenly, let them be levelled up at once, as

standing on an uneven foundation strains every
part and breaks the nails and cracks the walls.

Birds.—Spare the birds, for they are great

benefactors to farmers and gardeners. Do
nothing to frighten them from your grounds

;

they destroy legions of insects that are ready
to injure your fruit and fruit trees.

Bee.s.—The profits attending bee-kecjiing,

ought not to be disregarded. Abundant direc-

tions are given in " The Apiary" every month.

Bones.—Collect every bone possible; pay
poor children for collecting them in the village;

(25 cents per bushel will p.ay them well, antl

you too ; and they will be glad to do it for less).

Calves.—Give calves a comfortable yard or

pen, whether raised by hand or the cow. Con-
fined in close quarters, the floor beneath should
be cleaned often and littered abundantly. It

is as cruel as unprofitable to keep them tied

in cold, filthy places. Two calves may often be
profitably raised on one cow. Always scald or

cook meal for young calves, before mingling it

with any kind of milk or feed, as raw meal is

very liable to produce scours.

Carrots.—Do not ftiil to sow early, some long

Orange or white Belgian in well prepared soil.

Put in at least a quarter of an acre, aud belter

all you can take care of.

Cranherries.—If swamp laud has been " pared
and burnt," the present is tlie best time to

plant cranberries. Obtain the plants, free from
weeds, in any productive cranberry swam!i, and
set them uniformly all over the land, from M to

18 inches apart. The land should be so Ijta'.ed

that it may bo flowed in winter.

Cmm.—The season at the East is early. I'here

is danger of a cold May. Have at hand early

maturing seed, to plant in case that first planted

fails. It is poor policy to be in haste about
planting corn. It comes up much surer and
does better, planted after the ground is warm,
when hot weather is not far in the future.

^Bsm. SSEHBi
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Drains.—T^x&xnine under-dralus all over (ho farm

in wet weather, and see that surface water does not

work in and displace the tiles or fill the channels

with earth. Shovel away all sediment at the out-

lets, so that the water will flow out freely. A half

day's work cleaning out ditches and surface water

channels, may be very profitably laid out on every

farm. Mark the spots which need draining most,

and lay ouiwork for n»xt fall.

Flax.—See article in April number, and " Prize

Essay pamphlet " for full directions for culture, etc.

,
Fence-rows and Hedge-rows.—See page 149.

Gfrain J^VeJffo.—Top-dressings of " hand-manures"

(plaster, ashes, guano, nitrate of soda, superphos-

phate, etc.,) may often be applied early in this month

to good advantage.

Orass Seed may be sown upon grain or alone, if

it be done early, but much seed must be used.

Hemp.—Sow on good soil, in drills or broad-cast,

1 or IX bushels per acre, if broad-cast—in drills less.

Horses.—Loo^ to having well fitting harness,

sponge the shoulders, legs and feet of hard work-

ing horses, nights and mornings.

Hoes.—See that every laborer has a good one. A
poor hoe is like a poor ax. A man who attempts

to work with either, will, in a short time, expend

time and strength enough to no good purpose, to

purchase a new one. See that they hang correctly,

are made of good material ; that they are kept

sharp, the surfaces bright, that they may be applied

with skill and efficiency.

Horse-Hoes, etc.—Select good, well made, strong

implements, of a pattern which you are certain

about. Run no risks. There are many good ones.

Some which we like, will finish both sides of the

same row at once, which has several advantages.

Lime.—It is well to keep a supply of lime on

hand, but not much at a time. It assists greatly in

ameliorating stiif clays, in composting muck and

weeds, etc., and checks the ravages of insects.

Machines.—Decide at once, what kind of ma-

chines and implements will be needed the present

season. Reapers and mowers, threshing machines,

cider and wine mills, should be ordered in time, so

that there need be no delay. A long time often

elapses after such machines are ordered, before

they can be forwarded. It is far better to receive

them before they are needed, than to be obliged to

wait for them. Mowers especially should be or-

dered without delay, as early grass will be fit to

cut next month. See item on prices in " Basket."

Mangels.—This variety of beet is one of the most

productive and valuable to the farmer, as food for

stock ; it keeps well until grass. Sow in deep mel-

low land, in rows, 2 feet or 2 feet 6 Inches apart, to

be thinned to 8 to 13 inches in the rows, accord-

ing to vigor of the plants and strength of soil.

Manure is like money. No farmer ever has

too much of it, who appreciates in what his wealth

lies. The days of profligate waste of manure,

even on the prairies, are fast coming to an end.

Manure hoed crops heavily, especially corn. Sor-

ghum should have a similar preparation of the

soil. It is better to use a fine manure for roots, and
potatoes in localities where the rot is feared, will

not bear that in a state of active fermentation.

Superphosphate, ashes, etc., are good substitutes

on the last named crops. Make a tank for liquid

mannre, to save all that leaks from the dung heaps

and all the urine of animals, to be pumped over

the h»apB again, or used in the liquid state diluted

with water, being applied by the field sprinkler.

Mowings.—Buy hay, rather than pasture the mow-
ing lands. Top-dressings of soluble fertilizers such

as gypsum, guano, ammonia salts, ashes or liquid

manures, arc effectively applied now, much more
60 than stable manures, or vegetable and animal

composts. Irrigated meadows may be manured
by putting well rotted manure (dung and straw)

into a pool from which the water, after becoming
charged with its soluble portions, may be spread

over the field—the best method of manuring grass.

Oala.—lt oats cannot be gotten in before the cold

rains and wet weather we usually have in May, It

is Often best to devote the laud to corn or roots,

Oats sown late make good hay, and the grass seed-

ing does better than if they ripen.

Onions.—Take pains to get good seed, the supply

is very limited. Sow early, 4 lbs. of seed to the

acre, in drills 14 inches apart. If the land is now
first used for onions, sow carrots in alternate rows.

lias or Ras and Oats.—It is best to plow in the

peas, and harrow in the oats lightly. Sow before

the middle of the month. Peas alone may be sown
later on good soil. The mixed crop is satisfactory.

Ihtatoes.—Plant early—use no heating manure.

Poultry.—Confine as soon as the garden is sown,

or keep them out of it. Put hens (in coops) and

young chickens in the garden. Turkeys' eggs ought

not to be set before the first of May ; when hatched,

put the brood in a dry, warm shed, where no other

poultry have been in the habit of frequenting, and

keep them out of dewy grass for a week.

Pumpkins.—On under drained manured land,

pumpkins do not interfere with the corn corps.

They do better alone. Probably the cheese pump-
kin is the most market.able and best.

Jiakesi^-'Do you own a horse rake ? If not, it is

time to procure one for raking hay and grain stub-

ble. There are a large number of wheel rakes,

with a seat for the driver, most of which will do
good work. As a horse rake is used only a few
days in a year, it will be a matter of economy to

employ a pair of light buggy or carriage wheels

for carrying the rake, and the axle arms may be or-

dered to fit such as you have. By procuring a good
wheel r-ake, a lame man, or an active young woman
can do all the raking. No wire rakes do the work
so well as the wooden toothed ones.

2iacks.—As soon as the foddering season is over,

remove the feeding racks from the yard to some
place where they will not be damaged during sum-

mer. Stored under shelter, they will last years.

Itoad.'i.—Level down the sides of the beaten track

of the highway, and sow grass seed. In many
localities the sides of the highway are mowed, and

the grass yields a good burden of h.ay. Where the

earth is liable to be washed away during heavy

showers, sow Kentucky blue grass or red top and

form a sod, so that transient streams of water will

not wash gullies in it.

S?ieep.—Make timely and suitable preparations

for protecting all kinds of sheep froqj the cold

storms of rain and snow, which are usu.ally called

" May Lamb Killers." If sheep have been turned

to grass, they ought to be allowed access to a good

shed, during most of the time, while such storms

prevail. Also, to prevent scours, caused by chang-

ing from dry feed to grass, let them have only .a

small quantity of grass daily for several days, at the

close of the foddering season. See grain for sheep,

page 153. Shear early, and without washing.

Tobacco.—Weed plants in seed beds. Sprinkle

with liquid manure in showery weather, with pure

water in dry weather. Plow and harrow the field.

Work in the Orcliar«l nnd ]Vur§ery.
—The very open spring has caused the press of

work to come earlier than usual in the nursery.

It is not altogether to the advantage of the pur-

chaser of trees to have a forward season, and we
have already, in the middle of April, seen trees sent

out with their buds well advanced. The present

uncertainty in forwarding freight, owing to the

crowded condition of the r.ailroads,will doubtless

cause many lots of nursery trees to be injured by

long delay in reaching their destlnivtion. By prop-

er management, trees that appear to be ruined, may
be saved. If the trees have become so dried that

the bark is at all shrivelled, we repeat the advice

to bury them for a few days ; light sandy soil is

best, as they can be removed more easily. Dig a

trench, lay the trees in with the roots all one way,

and gradn.illy cover them so that the soil will sift

in among the branches and come in contact with

them. Place a stake to mark the position of the

roots as a guide in removing them. Allow the

trees to remain thus buried for three or four days.

or a week, according to their dryness, when they
may be taken np, pruned, and plaE*ad. It some-
times happens, that trees during their transporta-

tion push out a growth of several inches from their

upper bud.s. In this case cut back to a bud that
has not started, before planting. The suggestions
about planting, given last month, will still be time-

ly in cold localities. In pLinting do not allow the
roots to become dry, but cover them with earth if

only half an hour is to elapse before they go inln-

the ground, and do not be afraid to cut back freely.

Budded Stocks.—Those stocks which were work-
ed last year, upon which the buds have " taken,"'

are to be cut back to within a few inches of the bud,
leavinga support to which to tie thegrowingshoot.

Cuttings.—Any cuttings, the planting of which
had been delayed, should be put in at once. See
article on currants on page 121, last month.

Mergreens.—These are not only valuable for

ornament, but of increasing importance as shelter.

People are beginning to learn that they can, within
certain limits, modify their climate, and that they
can, by the aid of a belt of evergreens, not only help
their orchards and gardens, but that the protection
they afford is of essential comfort to the inhabi-

tants of the house and barn. May is the month for

transplanting. We repeat the caution to protect the
roots, for if once dried, no subsequent wetting will

ever soften their resinous juice. In sandy soils it

is wellto enrich the holes with peaty earth or muck.
With large evergreens, which are planted singly, it

is better to anchor them, by means of large stones-

placed on the ground, than to stake them. Stones,

placed in this manner, besides the mechanical sup-
port they give to the tree, are useful inasmuch as
they cover the ground and serve as a mulch. The
Hemlock is growing more into favor as a hedge
plant. The proper time to remove this is when the
new growth is well started. The Hemlock, Norway
Spruce, and Arbor Vitse are the three favorite ever-

greens for hedges and screens ; they all bear cutting

to any extent, and are perfectly hardy. The Arbor
Vitie, when planted closely, will sometimes die

out and leave a gap which is difficult to fill. Surface

manuring is beneficial to e.^tablished evergreens.

Oi-afting.—This may still be done if the cions

have been well kept. See previous numbers for

hints upon grafting and substitutes for grafting

wax. Root grafts should have been put out as soon
as the ground was ready. If It h.as been delayed

until now, lose no time, but get them out at once.

Recollect that much of the success depends upon
proper planting. The roots which have been graft-

ed have usually very few fibres, and it is necessary

to press the soil closely around them.

Drainage.—Many orchards, the unproductiveness

of which is ascribed to disease, are only troubled

with wet feet, and would be brought into fruitful-

ness if drains were laid midway between the rows

6f trees. There need be no fear of injuring the

roots in laying the drains. The slight root prun-

ing would be beneficial rather than otherwise.

Insects.—All the directions for destroying these

arcsummedupin " kill them." Whenfirsthatched,

one of the most destructive, the tent caterpillar, is

very inconspicuous, but a practised eye will detect

their small web, and with one operation of the hand
a whole colony may be crushed. Apply strong soft

soap wash to the trunks if it is not already done.

Layers of quince, grape vines, and of many orn-

amental shrubs may now be made.

Mulching.—Cover the ground around newly plant-

ed trees with some kind of litter, it does not matter

much what it is, provided it prevents evaporation.

Orchards.—Any hoed crop that will leave the soil

in better condition than it was befoi-e, may be
planted in a young orchard, always keeping in mind
that the cultivation is done for the ultimate benefit

of the orchard. Do not plant too near the trees.

Peach and Apricot Trees.—Probe for borers and

put a band of t.arrcd paper around the trunk near

the ground. Ashes will be found beneficial.

Ptow between nursery rows and keep weeds down.

Seeds.—Sow if not already done, in rioU and well
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worked soil. Peach and other pits buried last year

will probably have started, and in planting them,

care must be taken not to break the germinating

plant. Plant such singly. Seedling evergreens and

most young forest trees need shading.

Kitchen Garden.—May is the busy

month in the family garden With the exception

of a few very early things, it is better to wait till

the ground becomes warm before putting in the

main crops. Thorough preparation of the soil will

pay, even if it ia secured at the expense of a few days'

delay in sowing the seeds. In many localities the

hints of the April calendar will be timely.

Asparagus.—Cut with care, taking care not to in-

jure the buds which have not yet pushed. If there

is any to send to market, wash it, and put it in

neat bunches 4 to 6 inches in diameter, and tie with

a string at each end, and cut the but-ends square.

Beans.—Early Valentine and Early Rachel are

among the earliest sorts. If early plantings have

been destroyed by frost, renew them. Set poles

for running kinds, and if danger of frost is over,

plant Limas. Frames of lath, with the laths run-

ning lengthwise, and two of these set together like

a steep roof, form a very convenient support for

Iiima beans and tall growing peas.

Meets.—Sow early sorts and thin the plantings

already up. Try the Swiss Chard beet for greens.

It is the next best thing to spinach, grows well in

hot weather, and yields all summer

Jhrecole, Broccoli, and Brussels Sprouts.—Sow and
cultivate in the same way as cabbages.

Cabbages.—Those who live near cities, and have

no hot beds, will find it best to buy plants of some
of the early sorts. Sow Winningstadt for succession

and some of the Savoys and Drumheads for late.

See notes given last month. Set plants in rich soil

and cultivate well from the beginning.

Capsicums, or Fkppers.—"Vi hen cool nights are

over, the plants may be set out. Seed may be sown.

Carrots.—Sow if not already done. As soon as

the plants are up and the position of the rows can

be made out, p.iss some kind of a weeding im-

plemeut between them. When large enough, thin

out the plants to 4 or 6 inches in the rows.

Caidifiowers.—Seeds may be sown for the second

crop. Set out plants in rich soil. Hoe often, and

when growing rapidly, give them liquid manure.

Ceto-j.—Seed maybe sown as directed last month.

Cold F>-ames.—l( any plants remain, see that they

do not suffer from lack of water. Remove the

sashes during the day.

Cress, or Peppergras.i.—Sow for succession, and if

troubled by insects, sift on ashes and plaster.

Compost.—Begin a heap with the earliest garden

refnse. If there are .any damaged potatoes, turnips,

and the like, add them to the heap, and add ref-

tise animal and vegetable matter all summer.

Corn.—Plant as soon as cool nights are over.

There are so many local varieties that we are at

loss to say which is the best early sort. Darling's

is early and reliable, but Dwarf Sugar is sweetest.

Cucumbers.—Set out plants which have been start-

ed under cover, and sow seed when the ground is

warm. See note on the striped bug on page 155.

If there is likely to be frost after the plants are out,

provide a shelter of some kind. A newspaper

will afford protection against a quite hard frost.

£^g Plants.—It is best to keep these under glass

until quite warm weather. If the plants are grow-

ing too large in the hot-bed, pot them or prick

them out in a cold fr.ime. Rich soil and thorough

culture and liquid manure are needed.

Oarlic.—Set as directed last month.

Herbs.—Make provisions for a good supply of

plants used for seasoning. See article on page 155.

Bb<-6cd'!.—Plants often get overgrown before they

can be set out with safety. Guard against this in

time by transplanting or pricking out to a cold

frame. If no frame is at hand, set them in a rich

«pot and contrive to cover the plants at night. See

that plants do not get burned during the middle of

the day. If the weather will not allow of remov-

ing the sash, lift it .and shade the glass.

Insects.—Young plants of cabbages and others of

the same family, as well as many others, are very

apt to be attacked by insects, and h.ave their early

growth seriously checked. A free sifting of a

mixture of ashes and plaster will help protect them,

at the same time It is beneficial as a fertilizer.

Kohl ijafti.—This is grown in the same manner as

cabbages, and would be more popular but for the

reason that it is generally allowed to get too large

before it is eaten. When well grown and taken at

the size of a teacup, they are very tender and de-

licious, if boiled and dressed like turnips.

Leeks.—Sow as directed last month.

Lettuce.—Sow in open ground and transplant from
hot bed or frame. Set the plants a foot apart each

way in good soil and hoe frequently. The two va-

rieties which have proved best with ns were the

Ice Drumhead and Butter, though there are other

fine sorts. The Boston Curled is a very showy kind.

Liquid Manure.—Remarkable results in the way
of vegetables may be obtained, even in poor soil, by
a free use of liquid manure. Save the slop water

from the kitchen, and use it to make an infusion

of any kind of animal manure.

Martynia or Martinoes.—The tender green pods
of these are used for pickles and are highly esteem-

ed by all who have tried them. Sow in rich soil,

in hills three feet apart and leave but one or two
plants to a hill, as they spread widely.

Melons.—Treat as directed for cucumbers. In field

culture the hills are put 8 feet apart and manured
in the hill. Put in plenty of seed to guard against

accidents. See article on Striped bug, on page 155.

Mushrooms.—Prepare manure and start beds.

Mustard.—Sow for succession.

Nasturtium or Indian Cress.—Sow ne.ar a fence
and train them up on strings, or supply them with
brush to climb upon.

Okra.—Sow the tall kind in a warm spot, in rows
3 feet apart, or the dwarf sort two feet apart. The
dwarf is best suited to short seasons.

Onions.—If the sowing is not already done, no
time should be lost. See last month's calendar.

Parslet/.—Sovr iu drills a foot apart, and soak the
seeds before sowing in gronnd free from weeds.

Parsnips.—Be sure to get fresh seed. A deep
mellow soil is needed. Roll the bed after sow-
ing, or tread the soil firmly over the seeds.

Peas.—Hoe those .already up and draw a little

earth to the stems, to prevent falling over. Pro-
vide the tall sorts with brush. Sow Champion of

Engkand, or some other of the wrinkled marrow
sorts for late. Sow dwarfs for succession.

Potatoes.—Finish planting the early sorts. Hoe
and give the hills a dressing of ashes .and plaster.

Radishes.—Sow at intervals of a week or two

;

when the plants are well up, give a dressing of ash-

es. A radish to be good must be grown rapidly, and
an occ.assion.al watering of liquid manure will help.

If the roots become infested with small worms,
destroy the crop at once.

Rhubarb.—Plants may be set, if they can be had
not too much advanced. Established plants will

now afford leaves. Never cut the leaves, but re-

move them with a sidewise pull. Do not take any
leaves from plants set this spring or last fall.

Salsify.—Sow in the same manner as carrots and
give the same culture. To get the best results, the

ground should be deeply worked and manured.

Seeds.—Roots and bulbs kept for seed are to be

put out. See article on page 117, hist month.

Spinach.—That which was protected last winter

should now give an abundant supply Leave some
of the best for seed. The staminate and pistillate

flowers are on separate plants, and after the seed is

set, the staminate or male plants may be pulled up.

Sow the round-leaved for succession, .and hoe, weed
and thin that which is up. The plants should st.and

at a distance of 5 or 6 inches in rows a foot apart.

Squashes.—The early kinds started under glass
may be put out .and seed sown in open ground in
well manured hills. The late sorts which run and
root at the joints, need a well manured soil. Keep
off the striped bug by the use of boxes. A dusting
of plaster or .air-slacked lime will serve in some
degree as a protection. After the plants have made 5
or 6 leaves, they are too strong to be much injured
by the striped bug, but the black squash bug must
be looked for and killed. They are found in the
morning on the underside of the leaves.

Sweet Pyfatoes.—Sn&c'ieTLt directions for the cul-

ture of them are given on page 154, and an ap-
proved method is described in a "Basket" item.

Tomatoes.—Sow seed for the late crop in the open
ground. As soon as cold nights are over, set out
plants from the frame. See article on a convenient
method of training npon frames on page 154.

Turnips.—Continue to sow early sorts and dress

with ashes as soon as up. Hoe and thin, and for-

ward their growth as rapidly as possible.

Waiermelo^is.—Treat the same as melons. Sow
when the soil gets warmed and put plenty of seed
in each hill, as much of it fliils to come up. A
warm, light soil, well manured, is best for them.

Winter Cherry.—This is much prized for pre-

serves, and is grown in the same way as tomatoes.

Weeds.—The hoe or cultivator should be set in

motion as soon as a weed shows itself. They are

hints that the soil needs working.

Flower Garden and lianm.—The
early spring has hurried the transplanting of trees

and shrubs, and the heavier work should be well

out of the way. It is well not to be too much in a

hurry with the tender bedding plants, and those

which have been started under glass, as a cold

night will give them a severe check.

Annuals.—Soyf the seed whenever the soil is warm,
and the heavy rains are over. Cold and wet ground
is not favorable to the germin.ation of delicate

seeds. Some new annuals are introduced this year,

for which we refer to the seed catalogues. The fol-

lowing list gives some of the most satisfactory and
reliable annuals: Sweet Alyssum, Antirrhinum or

Snap Dragon, Asters, Clarkias, Convolvulus minor,

Dianthus or Pink, of the Chinese .and Heddewigii
sorts, Gilias, Leptosiphons, Martynias, Marigolds,

Mignonette, Nemophilas, Pansy, Phlox Drum-
mondii, Portnlaccas, Petunias, Stocks, TropcBO-

lums, dwarf and climbing, Whitlavia, Double
Zinnias, Candytufts, etc. It is well not to use all

the seed at once, but to reserve a part to be sown
later, to guard against failures, and prolong the

time of blooming.

Bedding Plants.—These, unless one has a green-

house, are usually obtained from the florists. Th«
leading ones are : Geraniums, Verbenas, Lantanas,

Fuchsias, Salvias, Ageratum, Cuphea, Nelrembergia,

Gaz.ania, etc., .and m.any others can be had of the

dealers, who advertise in this sheet.

Bulbs.—As these pass out of flower, do not re-

move the leaves, as upon the nourishment afforded

by the growth of these depends the flowering

of next year. The flowers of Hyacinths, Tulips,

etc., may be retained much longer, if they are

shaded during the middle of the day.

Box Edging.—Propagate from cuttings set iu a

shaded place. Clip old into shape and set new.

Carnations.—Set out from the cold frame or

green-house; tie flower-stalks to stakes; sow seeds.

Climbers.—See that the woody ones are properly

secured to their supports. Provide for a supply of

the annual ones, by sowing the seeds ; Maurandias,

Cobosa, Sweet Pea, Canary-bird Flower, Morning
Glories, and Cypress Vines, are .among the well

known and satisfactory annuals.

Dahlias.—Set the roots in a gentle hot bed, or a

cold frame, and cover with rich earth. Or if these

conveniences are wanting, put them in a warm
border, and cover them at night. Remove and pot

the shoots from those already started.

i>i«m(ra.—Every garden should have a clump of

this. It is the most beautiful of our herbaceous
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perennials, perfectly hardy and easily propagated by

diTiding the roots.

^«i-^r«e>«.—Plant those of the pine family, aa di-

rected under notes for orchard and nursery.

Frames and Pits.—If any plants remain, do not

let them suffer from heat and dryness.

Fuchsias.—These make good border plants, if

not exposed to too much sun. Tie them to stakes.

Oeraniuma.—K the plants have been properly

hardened off, these may be set out. A fine effect

is produced by making a raised bed in the lawn,

and putting a row of the variegated leaved ones

around the margin, and filling the center with the

dark leaved sorts, planted rather closely.

Cannas.—These are fine plants for a mound upon

a lawn. Seeds may be started in heat, or roots

may be had of the florists at a moderate price.

Oladiolm.—Set the bulbs about a foot apart, and

two inches deep. Tie the flower stems to stakes.

Orasa Edgings.—VWf as soon as the grass is long

enough to out, uproot all coarse weeds, and

keep the margins neatly trimmed.

Oravel Walks.—Keep free of weeds, and roll often.

Japan Lilies.—These most beautiful and hardy

lilies are now cheap enough to be in every garden.

Set the bulbs early.

Labels.—Have a supply to m^k sowings of seeds,

and all other things, where it is desirable to record

the names of varieties. A smooth pine stick

emeared with a little white paint, and written with

a pencil before It dries, makes a very good label

which lasts well enough for a single season.

Lawns,—Mow evenly, as soon as the grass is long

enough to cut. Where the lawn is of much ex-

tent, it will pay to get a machine for the purpose.

Mulch.—Give a covering of some kind of litter

around newly planted trees and shrubs. The mow-
ings of the lawn may be used for this purpose.

Hignonette.—Sow where it is to grow, as it does

not transplant easily. It mixes well with candytuft.

i%(«miM.—Sow seed, and get plants of the finer

sorts from the florists.

Bosea.—Turn those in pots into the border.

Keep the climbers well tied np. Remove layers

made last year. If slugs appear, give them a

syringing with solution of whale oil soap.

yii6«-oses.—Plant the bulbs in rich soil. It is

better to get those which have been started in pots,

as they are more sure to bloom before frost.

Verbenas.—These give the best effect of color

when planted rather closely in masses.

Weeds.—Keep them out of the borders and from

beneath shrubs by free use of the hoe, and rake.

Green and Hot-Houses.—This month
the houses are usually emptied of all but the most
tender plants. The time for bringing them out will

be fixed by the warmth of the weather. Give the

house free ventilation to harden the plants and

prepare them for the change. Roses, verbenas,

geraniums and other hardier border plants are the

first to be removed. Those which are to remain in

pots, are to be placed where they will be sheltered

from high winds. The tropical plants which re-

main in the hot house, will need a little fire heat

and should have all the ventilation possible, with-

out too much reducing the temperature.

Cactuses.—These make a fine show in the border

or upon a rock work. Plunge the pots in earth up
to their rims. Make cuttings, allowing them to

dry a few weeks before potting.

Cam«Mias.—Syringe freely. When placed out of

doors they should have partial shade. Some florists

make a large arbor of lattice work for them.

Cuttings.—Provide fornext winter's stock of plants

by making cuttings. Many things difficult to strike

from hard wood do so readily from the newly form-

ed growth. Ordinarily they are struck in damp
sand in partial shade, and the air around them kept

close by a bell-glass. The plan of putting them in

sand kept very wet, and exposing them to full sun-

light U very successful, and it is easily done.

Puc?isias.—Turn out the hardy sorts into the

borders and make cuttings of the new growth.

Insects.—It will not do to allow the press of out-

door work to cause any relaxation of the war against

insects. Syringe frequently and use sulphur and

tobacco fumigations.

Oranges and Lemons.—Give the stems a brushing

of strong solution of soft soap to remove the scale

before they go out of doors.

FClargoniums.—Cut back into good shape before

they are put into the borders and use the prunings

for cuttings to make plants for winter.

Water.—The house should be syringed frequently

and the plants ought not to suffer for water.

Fruit Garden.—Whatever planting has
been delayed, should be done as soon as possible,

as the season is already quite advanced.

Blackberries.—Tie up to stakes or trellises. Cut
back to near the root any plants to be set out.

Currants.—These may be removed with safety

even after the buds have started. Set out cuttings.

Cultivate around established bushes. Watch for

and destroy the currant worm.

Orapes.—If the vines were taken up in season

and have been kept in a cool place, they may still

be planted. Directions for planting were given

last month on page 120. Set out cuttings of those

kinds which can be propagated without heat. Put

up vines to the trellis, and if the bnds have push-

ed, use great care in h.andling. Keep the new
growth of young or old vines carefully tied up to

the trellis or stakes, using some soft string. Bass,

old yarn or rye straw are used for tying. See note

on mildew on page 115.

Insects.—The rose bug is one of the great pests

of the fruit grower. When grapes are in flower

they do much injury. Hand picking is the only

remedy. See note in Basket on currant worm.

Layaing.—In propagating grapes in this manner,
prepare a trench about 6 inches deep, and put the

branch to be layered in it and fasten it there. The
branch should have been shortened at pruning time
to about 6 feet. When the shoots have made a

growth of S or 4 inches, remove all but the strong-

est, leaving them about a foot apart, and put a stake

6 or 8 feet high to each. When the shoots have
made a growth of about a foot, tie them to stakes,

and continue to tie them as they grow. Now
cover the layered vine in the trench with about an

inch of soil and at the Interval of a week or so, add
another inch and so an until the trench is filled.

Bcuipberries.—Manure the vines if it has not been
done,cut out weak canes and tie the others to stakes.

Strawberries.—Finish, planting of beds. Remove
the runners from those cultivated in hills. Pull

out the weeds that come up through the mulch,

and if there is no mulch, keep the plants well hoed.

Water.—If a dry spell occurs, water newly plant-

ed trees and shrubs and mulch them. Strawberries,

as they are swelling their fruit, will need watering.

Weeds.—Use the hoe freely to keep weeds out of

sight, and stir the soil around the plants.

Cold Grapery.—Last month's calendar

gave the treatment of the vines after uncovering

them. The vines may be forced or retarded, ac-

cording to the season and climate. Where late

frosts occur, keep the house cool, as it is not desira-

ble to start the growth until it can be pushed with-

out interruption. Keep the air moist by syringing

over the vines every mild morning, and sprinkling

the floor every morning. The manure placed on
the outside borders last fall is to be forked in, or

if it was neglected, fork over the bed and give a

dressing of manure. When danger of frosts is

over, the temperature of the house may be gradu-

ally increased until it reaches 85° at mid-day, open-

ing only tire upper ventilators. When the shoots

have sufficiently advanced to show their character,

select the best for fruiting and for next year's

wood, rubbing out all the others. The shoots are

very tender and great care must be exercised in

handling the vines.

The Apiary for Maj.—Prepared by M.
Quiiihy by request.—Tba prospect of early swarms
was never better than this season, where the weath-
er has been uniform during the winter and the
ground well covered with snow. So little of the
clover has been winter-killed, that the flowers will

appear several days earlier, and there will be little

interval between fruit and clover blossoms. Swarms
may be expected as early as the last of the month
where this st.ite of things obtains. Should the sup-

ply of honey from fruit blossoms be scant through
wet and cold weather, inferior stocks with little

honey may overtake and throw out swarms before

those which had a full supply ; they having econ-

omised their stores, while the strong stocks con-

sumed their honey by raising drones. If then there

should occur a dearth of honey, the drones may be
killed to save the rest, and where this occurs in any
hive, swarming is indefinitely postponed—but it by
no meaus follows that any such droneless colony

will not swarm at all. Should swarms issue just

previous to a period of wet and cold, they should
be fed, and it will be well also to have a care that

light hives do not suffer for a lack of honey when
a few days feeding will keep them in good condi-

tion. Few swarms may be looked for before white
clover is in full blossom.

Before a swarm can be reasonably expected we
usually observe an increase of bees, both of work-
ers .and drones. The colony makes preparation to

provide a queen to take the place of the one which
will leave with the swarm, and builds queen cells.

These may be seen usually without difficulty by
blowing in a little smoke, inverting the hive and

examining the edges of the combs. When a queen

cell is discovered sealed up, a swarm may be looked

for at once, and will be very likely to occur the first

bright day. There are usually several queen cells

started as swarming time approaches, and should

one or more be found nearly closed, it is fair to in-

fer that there m.ay be others quite sealed. Swarms
usually issue between 10 and 3 o'clock. Italians,

however, may be expected both earlier and later,

but never before the bees get well engaged at their

doy's work. When the queen leaves she takes with
her almost all the bees that are left in the hive,

except the very young ones, trusting to the absent

ones to maintain the old colony. The bees depart

loaded with as much honey as each can fly with.

The swarm usually settles on some tree or bnsh
not far from the hive, where they will stay usually

more than an hour (sometimes more than 34 hours),

though in case the sun comes to shine very full

upon them they may move very soon. The noise

of tin pans and bells does no good whatever in in-

ducing the swarm to alight, though should a swarm
move to fiy away from its first settling place, the

throwing of dirt into it often apparently confuses

the bees, so as to induce them to settle again at

once. Paint no hives at this season. A hive should

contain about2000 cubic inches of clear comb space,

(this is the entire space in a box hive, but in a

movable comb hive it includes only the space inside

the frames,) and should be scrupulously clean and

sweet, or the bees may not stay when hived, and
moreover, it ought to be cool when the bees are

put into it. It is immaterial how the bees get into

the hive provided they are put in or induced to go.

They may be jarred into a bag held under them, or

into the hive, or any box, or the branch may be cut

off and the bees laid upon a sheet on which the

hive is placed, into which they may be directed by
the hands. They are so full of honey that they can

hardly sting if they would (except the Italians).

Manage to get every small cluster outside the hive

to go in by some means, lest the queen be left out,

and subsequently depart with the swarm. When
the swarm ;s hived, place it on its stand and keep it

shaded; in fact all hives ought to be roofed or

protected from the sun in some way.

It is seldom worth while to put on surplus boxes

till dandelions are out of bloom, as the honey stored

at this time is of poor color, if not bad flavor, yet it

is well to put on a single box to give the bees a

place to work. Immediately after,—certainly aa

soon as white clover begins to bloom generally,

—

put on as many boxes as the bees will work In,

A
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Containing a great variety of Items, includi7ig many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into small

type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Delayed.—Tlii6 number is issued later than

usual. Just as we were preparing to go to press, the

news of the terrible assassination came to hand, and as a

mark of respect, business was nearly suspended for more

than a week in this City. Even had we not consulted our

own feelings, the delay would have been unavoidable.

All Unusual Variety and amount of im-

portant business items are found in our advertising col-

umns, which will well repay examination by all readers.

Annual Fair of tlic I\- Y. Slieep-
Brceders' Association.—This first Fair of the

society is announced for the Jih, 10th, and lUh of May,

at Canandaigua, N. Y. Liberal prizes are olTered in

five classes, for I. American Merinos; II. Fine Merinos;

III. Delaine Merinos; IV. Long-Wools; and V. Mldiile-

Wools. We hope our Eastern mutton sheep-breeders

will be present in force (as it will be to their advantage),

that the Merinos may be convinced that Soulhdowns,

Cheviots, Oxfords, Cotswolds, Leiceslers, etc., still live

and are worthy of consideration. D. D. T. Moore, of

the Rural New-Yorker, offers a prize of $50 for the

heaviest fleece sheared and cleansed on the ground, the

age of the fleece, which must be of about one year's

growth, and the weight of tne animal, both being taken

into consideration. A very important premium.

l>o'%rnins;'s Liandscape Oardenin^.
—We are gratified to be able to announce that tlie prom-

ised new edition of this work is at length ready. The

delay has been occasioned by the necessity for re-engrav-

ing the greater part of the illustrations. The work upon

its first appearance, Immediately took rank as the stand-

ard work on the subject upon which it treats. It has

that happy blending of pleasant writing with practical

hints that characterize its author's productions, and its

reissue will be welcomed by all interested in rural

afl^airs. Its Illustrations, by Steel plate, Lithograph, and

Wood-cut, are numerous, and the work will be an orna-

ment to the table or Library of every possessor. The
binding is superior to the previous edition. Price $6 50.

-Sent by mail, post-paid, at this price,

Vineland,-To several iaq.uircrs. The "Novel

Enterprise" published last month, was not an " editorial"

article, but simply an advertisement, as we supposed all

would understand from its position In the paper. We
neither endorsed nor condemned it. As stated elsewhere

In the same paper we do not scrutinize farm or land ad-

vertisements very closely, because no man would be fool-

ish enough to buy a farm without seeing it for himself.

"Vineland" has some good features doubtless, but we

are not prepared from personal knowledge to endorse

or condemn It. (See Agriculturist, for May 1863, p. 153),

We intended to return that way last year, for a thorough

personal examination, but were prevented by illness.

Unfair-^rice of Agrricultnral Im-
plements.—It strikes us that the prices of farm im-

plements, are very high when we first hear them, and In

fact they are when counted in dollars : but we urge farm-

ers not to refrain from purchasing, with the expectation

that they will be lower. Let us consider rather, the

prices we have, as a class, been getting for what we have

had to sell, and how easily we have earned the green-

backs which we must now pay out. Compare the prices

of all these things, and of books and agricultural papers

too, with the prices which corn, wheat, beef, butter, poul-

try, etc., have been selling for all winter, and the prices

which are likely to prevail, at least if the hopes of the

fafroers are realized. No man now-a-days can afford to

use poor implements. It is unfair to apply a measure to

others' prices, with which we will not measure our gains.

Blood and Bone SpaTin are very dif-

ferent pathological conditions of the hock joint ; the

former is a distension of the membranous sack which

surrounds and connects the bones forming the hock joint,

occasioned by an excessive accumulation of the fluid

iSynovia), by which the joint is lubricated. It takes its

name Blood Spavin, because a large vein passes over

the sack on the inside of the hock ; the vein has nothing

to do in producing the disease, but It sometimes sufl^ers

and becomes enlarged by pressure from the sack. The
tieatment for Blood or Bog Spavin, as it is also some-

times called, is to allay acute inflammation by cooling

applications. If this fails, Etimulating liniments, and

the various compounds of Iodine, with continued pres-

sure, may succeed. The disease is, however, apt to re-

turn. Bone Spavin is caused by an inflammatory condi-

tion of the periosteum, bones, and ligaments of the hock

joint, producing more or less disorganization, and gener-

ally terminating in a union of the bones, and an enlarge-

ment of bone. It Is generally caused by violence and

over-exertion. The treatment is, in the early stages, to

check Inflammation, by cooling appliances to the joint,

and oy rest ; this failing, repealed blisters, followed by

an ointment of Ihelalniodlde of mercury, and other com-

pounds of iodine, and, as a last resort, the actual cautery.

We are led to this discussion of Spavin by the receipt o!

a recipe for its cure, sent by Harriet Garlock, with an

interesting account of her horse and her management.
She will observe from the above, that the apothecary ad-

vised judiciously when he recommended the Iodine. He
can also supply, when you again require It, as you prob-

ably will, a much safer and better blister than the one

you have named, if you ask for the Ointment of Can-

tharides. If this be found too hard for application, add

a little sweet oil. The swelling left after the acute In-

flammation subsided in your horse, was fibro-plastic

matter. The iodine assisted nature In its absorption.

^Vliat Ailed My Horse?— Geo. Lusk
describes minutely the disease by which his horse died.

It was characterized by dullness, stiff"ness, and swellings

of the legs, formation of pus In the neck, ulcers on the

body—up to which time his appetite was quite good.

After some time this changed, and he ate tittle or nothing

—labored heavily in breathing, and shortly after died.

A gentleman, on whose veterinary knowledge we place

great reliance, says of that case :
" After a careful con-

sideration of the case described by your correspondent,

I consider It an analogous type to these diseases known
as glanders and farcy. These diseases, spoken of as

separate, are really one and the same. The disease may
remain in a latent state for some time, but little aflfecting

the animal, until excited into an active condition by some
unknown Influences. The treatment must be strengthen-

ing—not depletive. Tonics and difi'usible stimulants,

w ith generous and nutritive diet. Such cases are gener-

ally fatal, and are also dangerous to man. In all

suspected cases of glanders, the animal ought to be iso-

lated, and. if the suspicions are confirmed, destroyed."

Animal Piiotog^raplis.—There are many
difficulties in photographing animals so that a correct and
agreeable likeness can be obtained. We all want to see

the good points, and are only too willing to liave faults,

though characteristic, extenuated, even out of sight. The
result of this is that animal portrait painters have pand-

ered to the wishes oi iwners till the public Is In a mea-

sure satisfieil with little headed, big square bodied, slim

shanked diminutive hoofed caricatures of horses, cattle

and sheep, which are absolutely hideous to anybody who
knows not what points a breeder values, and to what he
would be happy to have his stock approximate, but who
only knows animals as the creator made them. The
photographer of animals labors uiih many difficulties.

They do not stand still long. It his hard to give them
pleasing and natural backgrounds, to make them assume
agreeable, spirited attitudes, and especially difficult to

place them In such lights, that their best points will come
out. Great success in this way has been attained by

Rldgeway Glover, of Philadelphia, whose card is in our

advertising pages. He has made the subject one of

especial study, and specimens of his work in our office

will go far towards convincing breeders of Improved
stock that sun-light well managed will almost ''flatter."

Carrots.—Sow so as to Mow the Tops.—
Lyman Harrington, of Bennington Co., Vt., writes to

\\\e Agriculturist :
'* Many who raise carrots cut the tops

off with a knife, which takes much time. To avoid

this, the ground should be made very smooth when
sown, and kept so, and no stones left on It. When ready

to dig, let a good mower cut one swath (say 4 to 6 rows),

rake oflf the tops, bearing heavily on the rake. All re-

maining uncut will be drawn, or leaned, one way. Then
having his scythe very sharp, he can easily cut what re-

mains, by sliding the point of the scythe close to the

ground by the side of each row. A skillful man, used to

it, can cut and dig from 50 to 100 bushels per day. I have

practised It for many years, with much saving of time."

miionld ITIeado-ws 1»e Pastured?—
The temptation to a farmer to turn his stock into his

meadows both in fall and spring is great. But Is it not a

mistaken policy? If the grass could be allowed to grow
after haying time until winter, and then lie and protect

its own roots in winter, and, at the same time, slowly

rot, the annual crop of hay would be much increased.

If the regular pastures give out, provide some fresh cut

feed for the stock. The best thing for spring feed is

roots ; for summer and fall, corn sown broadcast at in-
,

tervals through the summer, and cut up green, as wanted.
Sow a quarter, or half an acre at a time, ^i intervals of

ten days or a fortnight. Grass lands fo favored, would
require less top-dressing, and lees frequent plowing and
re-seedIng, and the hay crop would bo largely augmented.

Xlie Early Shaw Potato.—Mr. J. W.
Helme, of Lenawee Co.. Mich., furnishes us with the

history of this valuable early variety. It Is a seedling of

the Mercer, and was raised by Mr. Bradly Shaw, of the

township of Dover m Lennwee Co. According to Mr,
H., It yields equal to the Peach Blow, if grown In rich

soil, and Is preferred by him both for quality and yield

to any variety with which he is acquainted.

Xlie Currant Worm.—Mr. Otis Bigelow,
of Onondaga Co., N. Y., gives the following account of
the appearance of this pest, and the manner of combating
It. It is likely that this scourge will increase the area of

Its desolation each year, and all growers of currants

should be on the lookout for its first appearance. " About
three years since, people in this vicinity were surprised

to find their currant and gooseberry bushes suddenly de-

prived of their leaves. On examination we found the

bushes covered with a myriad of green worms, speckled
with black spots on the back and sides, and about K of

an inch long when full grown. As soon as the leaves

start in the Spring, a fly appears and lays Its eggs along

the stems on the under side of the leaf, or some of the

leaves In the middle of the bush ; these soon hatch and
devour all the leaves clean, for about a week, when they

change their skins to a pale green, and falling to the

grouna dlsappea- By sifting the earth under the bushes,

they will be found enclosed in little balls of It. In three

weeks they come out as flies; the size of a common fly,

which they nearly lesemblc, excepting that they are more
slim and have a yellow abdomen. The reproduction

of these worms Is continued until all the leaves are de-

stroyed.—Remedy.—Dig up all the bushes that cannot be

personally attended, and trim the remainder so as to

leave them open and accessible. Visit them at least once
every day. Look for leave." with little holes In them.

The little holes indicate the presence of the newly
hatched worms, which are not seen unless the leaf is

turned up, as they always begin on the under side. By
destroying four or five leaves on each bush per day the

whole may be saved, as only a few leaves are selected

by the fly to deposit her eggs. The worms never touch
the fruit, and the stripping of the leaves does not prevent

a new growth the same season, but these will no sooner

appear than they are destroyed."

A Orcat Poultry ShoM',—Mr. Barnum
(of the Museum) announces a great Poultry, Pigeon,
and Rabbit Show to take place at the Museum the last of

April. We go to press too early to do more than state

the fact. Liberal prizes are oflered, under the auspices

of the "National Poultry Society."

A Free Advertisement.—Many of our
subscribers may receive circulars from the parties

named below, who are doing a large business appar-

ently, judging from the great number of documents they
send out through the mails. Those who patronize them
may be sure of not getting their money's worth. There-
fore, bewiiie of Kendrick, Harmon & Co., P. Hoff'man

& Co., J. M. Percival, Thomas Boult & Co., Hammelt
& Co., Fletcher Brothers, Fletcher & Co., Egerton

Brothers—all professed lottery dealers. Most of these

promise that, if the first package of tickets is not sue

cessful, they will send another package In their lotteries

for nothing. No doubt of it ; a ticket In a lottery for
jiothtng would be as valuable as most of them are.

Look out also for the following dealers in " Jewelry,"

on the prize, or "grab" system: Marriott & Co., King-
horn & Co., McConnell & Co., A. P. Coburn, etc., etc.,

and all who promise to give more than a dollar's worth
of any commodity for a hundred cents.

Xlie Arctic Cream Preezer.—By re-

quest, Mr. Torrey brought in one of these, at the close of

the Fruit Growers' meeting, April 12th, and before a
large company, repeatedly demonstrated its ability to

reduce cream of ordinary temperature to a frozen state

In less than four minutes. The society unanimously
testified by a formal resolution to the smoothness and ex-

cellence of the cream, and the efficacy of the Freezer.

For particulars see advertisement in this number.

Crood Music—Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., who
advertise regularly in the Agriculturist, rightly enjoy the

reputation of sending out first class music of every de-

scription. Some of the most popular songs and melodies,

have emanated from their establishment, and our musical

readers who patronize them may rely on having their

orders by mail promptly and satisfactorily filled.
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Remedy for Kickiu;; Coms.—Cows
seldom kick without some good reason for it. Teats are

sometimes chapped or the udder tender, harsh handling

hurls them, and they kick. Sometimes long and sharp

finger nails cut their teats, and sometimes the milker

pulls the long hairs on the udder, while milking. Shear

off the long hairs, cut long finger nails close, bathe

chapped teats with warm water, and grease them well

with lard, and always treat a cow gently. She will never

kick unless something hurts her, or she fears a repetition

of former hurts. When handled gently, cows like to be

milked. When treated otherwise, they will kick and

hold up their milk. It is quite as consistent to whip a

sick child to slop its crying, as to whip or kick a cow, to

prevent her kicking while being milked.

Cure for Iiice on Stock.—1.' Wash tlior-

oughly with strong soap suds. 2. Wet every part of the

animal with a strong solution of alum in water, well

sopped in. 3. Take of mercurial ointment {Unguentum

Hydrargyri) a portion as laige as a filbert, mix it with five

times as much lard, or more, apply it rubbing it in behind

the horns on the neck and dewlap and along the spine

till all disappears. Keepthe animalhousedduringstorms

or cold weatiier, and apply again at the end of a week.

The last is a very dangerous remedy if not used with care.

Sheep Palling their 'Wool.—A sub-

scriber inquires :
" What causes sheep to pull their

wool ? *' It is often attributed to high feeding, and as

often to keeping poorly. It is a skin disease, probably

caused by some parasite, like the itch, or mange insect,

and developed by too much exposure to cold and wet

storms, foul yards and sheds, a lack of succulent food,

and the want of a good supply of water and salt. There

are remedies for the disease, such as a decoction of to-

bacco water, or mercurial ointment, applied to the skin.

But there is some danger in applying it to breeding ewes.

\. sure preventive is clean apartments well littered

with straw, two or three feedings of roots every week,

access to clean water and salt, and hemlock or pine

boughs, fed occasionally during the winter.

Xo Make a Evre Own a Strange
l^atnb.—Ewes recognize their own lambs by a peculiar

odor, and by their voice, color, and foim. Sometimes a

good ewe loses her lamb, while another one has two. In

snch instances, it is much better to let the ewe that has

lost her lamb have one of the twins to rear, instead of

allowing them to suck their own dam, while a good ewe
has no lamb. To make a ewe own the lamb of another,

tie her in a close pen and put the lamb with her. If she

is inclined to butt, or kick it, tie her head to the rack,

and her hind feet about four inches apart. If she will

not butt the lamb, her .head need not be tied. In a few

days she will own it, and it will forget its own dam. By
putting one of a pair of twins on a ewe that has lost her

Iamb, she may be saved serious injury from garget.

A plan often successful is to remove the skin from the

dead lamb, and place the whole, or part of it, upon the

lamb to be introduced in its place.

Dipping Sheep- Lialor's Compound.
—A most important operation for the health of the sheep

and their freedom from vermin. Where there is the least

tendency or cause to fear such, or where sheep have been
pulling their wool, make preparations to dip the whole
flock. When the sheep have ticks only, within a few
weeks after shearing, they will all, or nearly all, be found

on the lambs, and these should be dipped, though the

entire flock ought to undergo the operation as often as

once in two years. The dipping liquors used are tobacco

water, arsenic water, and sundry other violent poisons,

into which the sheep, especially the heavy ones, must be

dipped with great care. We have abundant testimony

from those who have used the slieep-dipping compound
advertised by Lalor Brothers, of its great efficacy, and of

the excellent condition of their flocks. Mr. Lalor in-

formed us of its composition before we took the adver-

tisement. It is, of course, poisonous, taken internally,

and painfuUn the eyes or mouth. Used with the cautions

enjoined, it will, we doubt not, remove scab, lice, ticks,

etc., thoroughly, without hurting the fleece.

Old Sheep for 'IVool.—W. Farmer, Jcf-

fei son Co., Ind., inquires if old sheep will yield as much
wool as younger ones, how many years they may be kept

for wool with profit, and if their age can be determined
by their teeth? Young sheep that have attained their

growth, will yield more wool than old sheep that have
lost a portion of their teeth. The fi ont teeth are a very

certain index to the age of sheep, until they are eight to

twelve years old. As soon as the front teeth begin to

fall, it is more profitable to fatten the older ones and
keep younger ones for wool.

Stretches in Sheep.—When sheep are

fed no roots, apples, or evergreen boughs, they are very

liable to costiveness, and when this is extreme, it in-

duces cholic, or "the stretches." A prevention is much
better than a remedy. Fattening wethers and ewes that

are kept, for the most part, on straw and corn, and oil

meal, ought to have a feed of roots, at least two or three

times a week, as a preventive, and hemlock boughs

may be fed freely to advantage— and the same things are

curative, if the disease is already apparent. Two or three

tablespoonfuls of raw linseed oil, given clear, relieve

ordinary cases. More active purgatives are often used.

Beans for Sheep.—" Subscriber," Portage
Co., O., asks :

" Are beans good for sheep—for wool, for

fattening, and for breeding ewes?" There is no better

feed for any kind of sheep than beans, and they are even
superior to peas for producing a large flow of milk. Fed
to fattening ewes and wethers, one pound each daily,

with some hay, corn stalks, and bright straw—or nothing
but beans and straw—they will make good mutton in a
short time. After ewes have dropped their lambs, feed half

a pound of beans daily. Breeding ewes, however, should
not be fed with beans until after they have yeaned, as
such feed, by producing a great flow of milk pievious to

parturition, may induce garget. Beans should always
be steeped ten or twelve houis before feeding, especially

if sheep are aged or have poor teeth.

l>og- ILia'vi's of rVew-Jfersey.—" J. O."
writes :

" By the laws of New-Jersey the assessors en-
roll all the dogs ; the bills for sheep bitten by dogs are
brought in the first Monday in October, and the amount
is assessed on dog-owners"— as it ought to be.

Profit of Sheep in 18«4I.— "J. O.,"
Somerset County, N. J., writes :

" In the fall of 1863, I

bought 28 sheep out of a drove, at $4.25 a piece ; kept a
ram lamb of my own, worth $6, which made the cost of
flock $125. Sold to the butcher 26 lambs, for $143 ; 4 old
sheep, for $32, and the buck for $13. Killed 1 lamb, $8,
and sold 84 pounds of wool for $64.68, (which was sold
too soon, as it advanced 30 cents per pound) making in

all $258.68, which is gross profits, cost of keeping not be-
ing deducted. I now have left 24 ewes, which last fall

were worth as much as the 28 were the year before, and
21 lambs, which I expect to sell by the first of May for

$8 or $10 a piece, which will bring the receipts on account
of the flock up to $326, or more,

Syi-np from Corn.—J. H. S., Stillwater,
Minn., writes that some one advertises to send a receipt
for one dollar which will Instruct one to make syrup from
corn.—Don't do it. If anyone has a process of any value
he will go into the manufacture himself and not peddle
his process for a low price. There are only two ways in
which corn syrup can be made. One from the stalks

before the gi.ain is ripe, by expressing the juice and treat-

ing like sorghum ; and the other, from the starch in the

grain itself, which is a chemical process requiring a large

outlay for apparatus to get a product of doubtful value.

Preserving Butter.—J. H. Becktel iu-

quires for *'the best method of preserving butter made in

June or July for winter use ?" When butter comes hard
and yellow, and is well worked, salted, and packed in

stone pots, and covered with a wet cloth with a layer of
clean salt over it half an inch thick, and kept in a cool
cellar, where the air is pure, it will be first rate the next
winter. If it comes soft, as it sometimes does in hot
weather, and the buttermilk Is not all worked out, or if

it be not well salted, it will not keep well, and if packed
with good butler the whole will probably be tainted be-

fore the hot weather is over.

Ho-»v our Soldiers get Fresh Beef.
Comical Exblbitlons.—Among other supplies, a
drove of beef cattle is usually kept near each army or
division of the army, from which the requisite number is

drawn lor slaughter, from time to time, and served out
in rations. These droves accompany moving bodies of
troops, on foot. When there is a" water base of supplies"
the animals are taken on transports, usually large steam
propellers. The transports are anchored in ten or twenty
feet of water, a little distance from the shore; a side-door
"or gangway is opened, from the main cattle deck, usually
five or ten feet above the water. The animals are then
crowded against this, and they plunge into the water one
by one, often two or three or more at a time, and
usually head forward but not unfrequently sidewise or
backward. The animals ilisappear for a moment, but
always come up head first, and at once strike out for the
shore, where they land well washed from fillh, and re-

freshed by the ducking, especially in warm weather.
Though they look down very wistfully, when about to
plunge, they always seem to enjoy it afterwards. The
whole ])erforinance is very comical and always attracts

crowds of officers, soldiers, and others if near, who look
on by the hour. At City Point we more than once saw
Gen. Grant among the interested spectators—especially
toward evening. Sometimes two or three steamers were
unloading at a time, and half an acre or so of well wash-
ed cattle accumulated on the shore, before they were
started for the herd grounds. Though the tide often run
very strong, we never heard of a bullock being lost.

Cattle are good swimmers.

Covering Orass Seed.—W. R. Rough,
Mich., inquires whether the grass seed attachment to
grain drills should be behind, or before the drill ? Always
tekind, and never forward of the tubes, or teeth. If for
ward of the teeth, a large proportion of the seed will be
covered too deep. The rain will always cover it deep
enough. Such small seeds should never be covered
more than one-fourth of an inch. The seed has not
strength to throw up a stem through much depth of soil.

Plaster, or CJypsum.-It requires four
hundred and sixty pounds of water to dissolve one
hundred pounds of gypsum. It must be dissolved before
it can be of any service in promoting the growth of
plants. Therefore, see that it is ground as fine as prac-
ticable, and sowed early in the season. If ground coarse,
and sowed after spring rains have fallen, only a portion
of it will be dissolved in time to benefit the young plants.
Sow from one to three bsshels per acre on young clover.
There Is no danger from sowing it too thick. On some
soils, two bushels of gypsum per acre, and a half a
bushel of salt, sowed immediately after spring nheat has
been put in, have a good eff^ect on the crop.

Poultry Statement. —J. S. Watkins,
Bergen Co., N. J., says he keeps fowls for his own use
solely. He began in 1664, with 22 hens and 2 cocks, and
lost 8 by disease. " They laid 2,793 eggs, which, at the
average 18 hens, was 1S5 eggs each. They raised lou
chickens, which were hatched from 110 of the eggs.
The fowls are a cross between the Black Spanish and
the White Leghorn, and the hens will weigh about 4>i
pounds' e.ich. Every hen wanted to sit at least once,
and somo hatched two broods during the season."

Fences, dates, and Posts.—A lawful
fence Ir New-York is 4}', feet high. When repairing rail

fences, keep new rails together. If not peeled, always
put the bark side down, as they will last much longer
than with the bark up. A cheap board fence may be
made with three boards, six inches wide, with a ridge of
earth in place of the bottom board. Improve rainy days
in making gates. A laborer who receives thirty dollars
per month, and board, ought to be able to make a good
gate in a day, and set the posts and hang it. It will re-

quire not more than tw» hours longer to make a good
gate than a pair of bars. By making the gate to turn on
the heel stile, instead of iron hinges, the expense will be
only a little more than for a pair of bars.. ..Posts and
stakes will last many years loiiger, if well seasoned be-
fore they are set in the ground. Charred posts will not
last as long as those not charred. The bark should al-

ways be removed, as it h.aslens their decay. A heavy
coat of coal tar applied to posts a foot below and a few
inches above the surface of the ground, will keep them
from rotting longer than anything else, except thorough
kyanizlng. Posts or stakes made out of the but logs
will last much longer than the top logs. Bul-end or top
end down, will make no difference in durability.

Buckthorn. Seeds.—"W. A.," Marlboro,
Mass.—We have no doubt that the seeds from the berries
that have remained since autumn upon the bilshes will
germinate, as they will do so when exposed all winter
to the weather in a box of earth.

Diseased Apple Trees.—J. H. Taylor,
Siskyou Co., Cal., says that his apple trees are attacked
by a peculiar disease. The bark splits a few inches
above the ground, separates from the wood, and ulti-
mately the tree is girdled. It is impossible to tell the cause
of this without examining the specimens. As to treat-
ment, we should try heroic surgery. On the first appear-
ance of the trouble, cut out the affected part down to
sound wood and bark, and put on a liberal plaster of
grafting clay. This would probably be an effectual
remedy. If the trouble were caused by insects or fungi.

Yellow L,ocust for Timber.—Yellow
locust grows very rapidly, and the timber is valuable for
carriage hubs, for pins and wedges in building ships, for
fence posts, elc. It is often planted in vacant places in
the woods, and along the highways. When planted close
together they grow tall and straight. When standing
alone too much of their growth goes to branches. If
the seeds were not planted last fall, they must be put into

scalding hot water to soften the tough skin, otherwise
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rthey will not germinate the present year. Where tlie

whole groundls planted to locusts, they should be in drills

about tweh»e feet apart, potatoes, beans, or turnips being

• cultivated, between the rows for a few seasons, then thin

• out the younfi trees to about thirty inches apart, and

I prune off the lower branches to make them grow tall. The
•rfiVf.ges of the borer have been such in many parts of the

Ljoantry as entirely to discourage the planting of locusts,

s-fme plantations of young trees having been destroyed.

Qnince for StocUs.—W. B. Dayton, Ham-
ilton Co., Ohio.—The Angers quince is a variety which

originated in a French town of that name. It is distin-

guished by its rapid growth and is belt«r suited for a

stock than the slower growing kinds. Any free growing

variety will probably answer as good a purpose, and there

ar« tliose which arc preferred by some nurserymen to the

Angers. We have not h€ard that Rea's Seedling has

5)een tried as a stock. It is valued for the large size and

Une quality of its froU, but is rather scarce as yet.

9IaneCti StocU.—The Manetti rose, now so

largely used as a stock upon which to bud the finer sorts

•of roses, is a seedling variety, raised by a Signer CreTelli,

and namrl after Signer Manetti, the director of a botan-

coal |<*7den, near Lake Como, in Italy.

Ors&pes in Spring-.—In the middle of last

March, there were very perfect Isabella Grapes, as fresh

as if just picked, upon our exhibition tables. The speci-

mens are from Mr. John Cole, Staten Island, who states

Ills process as follows; "Select a clear day to cut the

irmU when every berry is perfect. Provide a box made

water tight, with the top lid to project over one inch all

-around to keep water out, then lay in the bunches care-

'i'uUy so that they will not touch one another, until the bot-

tom of the box is filled; then place some strips across

the box so as to just clear -the bunches, and thus fill up

the box. Put the cover on tight to prevent the water

from getting in, and place the box In the driest part of the

garden, down below the frost." Mr. Cole tried stone jars

but did not find them to answer as well as wooden boxes.

The gi-apes would doubtless have kept much longer.

*rheIsa1>eUa CJrape.—"A Reiider," Bris-

tol, Perm.—There is probably no help for an Isabella vine

".vhich will not perfect its fruit. If it has failed for seve-

ral years in succession, it is best to put a more reliable

variety, such as the Delaware or Concord, in its place.

Orape Xrcllises.—A. Kerl, Illinois.—No
doubt that the cheapest vine trellis is that described in

Fuller's Grape Culturist and in the Agriculturist for

August, 1863. Ifthe facilities are greater for making it

entirely of wood, the excellent plan of Mr. Knox will

fre found in the April number of the same-year.

Beans.—S. D. Rodman, Niagara Co. : The
Early Rachel and Refugee are neither of them valued

when ripe, and would not meet with a ready sale. The
only colored beans we have seen in the New York mar-

kets are a black variety, known as the " Turtle Soup

Bean," which is sparing-ly used for bean soup, and a

brownish sort known as French Beans, The demand for

either sort, as compared with that for the white beans, is

very limited, and confined to the seed dealers.

Onions ag:ain.-G. A. Harpinger, Snyder
to., Pa.—Generally onions cannot be raised from seed in

localities much south of New York City, but we are un-

able to designate the southern limits of successful onion

culture. In this vicinity and northward, large onions are

obtained the first year from seed. Where they will not

perfect, sets must be grown. In this case it takes two
years to raise the crop. Tlie seeds are early sown
thickly in shallow drills about 10 inches apart, and when
the crop matures, in July, the little bulbs are spread in an

airy room to keep until the next spring.

His Onions Stopped Gro^»'inB:,--A.
Pratt, Norfolk Co.. Mass., had the growth of his crop of

onions checked by drouth, and has a lot of small bulbs,

as well as a quantity of "bull-necks," or scallions.

The well developed bulbs may be planted as sets, and if

any of them throw up flower stems, they must be re-

moved as soon as they appear. A scallion will probably

never form a good bulb. It may be well enough to set

them out to pull for young onions, or " rare-ripes."

A Fine Floral ShoM'.—Mr. Wm. Chorl-

tnn, of Staten Island, has another splendid show of Camel-

lias at our office. The collection includes Prince Albert,

Ounlap's White, Binneyi, Carjdidissima, Imbrioata,

Mrs. Abby Wilder, Landrethii, Speciosissima, Fordil,

Myrtifolia, Fimbriala, Wra. Penn. Alba plena, Wllderii,

Formosa, etc., and other fine varieties,

Xlie Xrnmpet HoneysncUle.—" E. E.

M.," Minneapolis, Minn., in reference to the range of this

plant in the wild state says : "It is found here quite abun-

dantly in three varieties, yellow, scarlet, and dark crim-

son." As there are other species of Lonicera besides

the seinpervirens, it will be necessary for us to see

specimens before tlte fact of the far northern locality for

this plant can be considered established.

Bacha,nsin^s l^e^v Rose.—This new rose

which bears the name of Catherine Sprunt, has been

cnltivated by Mr. Buchanan for several years and is

now to be sent out as advertised last month. Rose
fanciers will value this as a welcome addition to the list

of yellow Tea roses, as it has all the good qualities

of its parent, the Safrano, with a much better color.

Xlie Ciiinese Frinu^ose.—Eliza Preston.

This is a biennial and suited only to green house cultire.

It is usually raised from the seed.

Extei*niination of the '%ViId ]9Iorn-
Ing Glory,— R. J. Kelly, Clark Co., O., says, that this,

which is a troublesome weed in some parts of the West,

may be exterminated by turning hogs into the field. He
had a lot badly infested and the hogs rooted them out.

Chicl£i;vee<l.—Miss M. E. Coolidge. This oc-

curs "as a nuisance" only in cold and wet soil, and its

presence is a pretty sure indication that draining is need-

ed. In old gardens it will frequently form a complete

mat over the surface in spring and fall, and is so tena-

cious of life that it will flourish when every other plant

is dead from the cold.

Unseasoua1)Ie Insect!^.—Mr. A. T. Fry-

lick of Hackensack, N. J., brought to our office in Feb-

ruary, a box containing grasshoppers, all " alive and
kicking." lie states that although there was snow upon
the ground these insects were around his house in

myriads. The question is: where did they come from,

and what becomes of them ?

I.arg;e Yield of Squash.—S. T. Ward,
Middlesex Co., raised from two seeds of Honolulu va-

riety 1,055 lbs. of squashes, and asks who can beat this.

DeatU of an Extensive Farmer.-
William Wickham Mills, of Smilhtown, Suffolk Co.,

L. I., died on the 6th of January, in the 69th year of his

age. He was one of the largest and most prosperous
farmers on the Island, having inherited the family estate

of 1500 acres, which had never been deeded. This he
increased to over 3000 acres. Mr. Mills was successful as

a stock breeder, famous for his fine horses and neat

cattle, and. we believe, was once President of the old

Suffolk County Agricultural Society.

I>ilfieult to Ans"%ver.—A gentleman in

Ohio writes: *' Please inform me how, at the present
prices of produce we can realize the largest profit next

fall from one acre"' a description of which follows. This
is a specimen of the many unanswerable questions which
come to us. Aside from the diihculty of seeing how the

present prices of produce are to be a guide to con-

clusions, thei e are many others in the way. If there is

but one acre, it will of course yield the most as a market
garden, and the articles to be grown will depend upon
the facilities for disposing of the product. The most
profitable piece of land we ever knewof, bore three crops

the same season ; lettuce in the spring, which was out

of the way in time for tomatoes and celery. An acre of

land devoted to any of the field crops will not amount to

much at any rate, but if one has the time to make a

garden of it, it can usually be made profitable. Cabbages
might pay better for either feeding or marketing than

anything else, and peas or lettuce might be taken oflT first.

ILioauing; tite Ag^rieultiirist.—A sub.
scriber in Charlestown, Ind., asks if it is right to loan

his paper to hisneighbors, and complains that his numbers
get worn out, while those who borrow them receive for

nothing all the benefit which he pays for. This is a ques-
tion which every one must decide for liimself, as in all

other cases of bestowing charity. If alms-giving en-

courages laziness it becomes wrong, while properly exer-

cised it does great good. We should cheerfully Joan the

paper to worthy people who were unable to pay for it,

and to those who were able to take it and did not, we
should loan this copy with this article marked, and
probably the trouble will cease.

Xodd^s Yonngf Farmer^s ^lanual.
-^The 2d and 3d volumes of The Young Farmer's Manual
are now in the printer's hands, and will be given to the

public before long, uniform with what must now be
called Vol. 1. The 2d is on—How to Make Farming
pay. The 3d—On The Cultivation of Various Crops.

A Hint to l-aw-Malcers.—W. G. G.
Gratacap sensibly suggests a source which has been
overlooked in the framing of our revenue laws. As
numerous two-legged marauders, without feathers, per-

sist in killing his two-legged feathered friends who de-

stroy the insects which prey upon his fruit, he asks that

there be a tax on promiscuous shooting, as well as upon
useful employments, and suggests that the place for

those who are so fond of pulling the trigger is at the

army front. Farmers, doctors, picklers, and all the

curing professions are taxed, and we do not see why the

killers should go free. Tax the bird destroyers.

About ** Earth Glasses."—A *^Dr.'»

Andrews sends out circulars offering for $10 and 23 three

cent stamps, to send a pair of " Earth Glasses," by w ear-

ing which he says one "can see into the ground and

through rocks, rubbish, water, Ac, just the same as we
usually see objects on the top of the earth, or as Owls,

Bats, &c., see at night." The Agriculturist is furnished

for $1.50 per year, and with it any one can see through

this and many other similar humbugs. Don't be swin-

dled by *'Dr.*' Andrews, or any of his class.

Mangoes.—" Subscriber,'* Delaware County,
Pa.—The pickles called mangoes are unripe musk-
melons, about the size of a large orange, stuffed with

chopped cabbage, horseradish, mustard seed, allspice,

and any oilier condiments that may be fancied.

Hard Noap. — Several contributors write

that having tried the recipe (No. 1) fur making hard soap

publislied in the March Agriculturist, they found it to

produce a good article, but not in as large quantity as

there represented. Instead of 40 lbs., only from 9 to 13

pounds are reported.

Onion So'wer ^Vanted.—W. Jackson,
Oneida Co., N. Y., inquires for an onion seed drill as de-

scribed by J. Dennis, writer of Essay No. 3, in the pam-
phlet on Onion Culture. Those having the article for

sale should advertise it.

Smoked Uleat Packed in Salt.—
*' S. W.," of Oyster Bay, writes :

** In the Afarch

'Basket* you recommend packing smoked meat in dry

salt. I tried it one year; the salt attracted moisture,

and kept the meat soft ; hence, when exposed, the flies

troubled it. Since then, I have hung it in a perfectly

dark, dry room, and it has kept satisfactorily."

Forty Million I%>M'spapers.—The
"American News Company," of this city, which supplies

dealers throughout the country with newspapers, maga-
zines, books and stationery, reports about forty million

newspapers as having been distributed by the 70 employ-
ees of the Company during eleven months of last year.

In that time the receipts amounted to $2,220,372, and the

packing paper and twine cost $12,000 !

Best Kind of Pumps. — Several sub-

scribers have inquired for " the best kind of pumps?"
For a pump out of doors, the common chain pump suits

us better than any of the same price, for wells of moder-

ate depth, as water will not freeze up in it. When the

combined suction and lifting pump is used where water

will freeze, careless people will not always raise the

handle to let the water down. For this reason, the

pump is often frozen up and the pipe bursts. If a well be

deep, and a small vent hole be made in the pipe of a

lifting pump, above the piston, the water will run out

sufficiently before it freezes.

Mother's Fictnre AIplia1»et*—Messrs.

Carleton <fe Porter have issued a most beautiful volume,
designed for small children just beginning to learn io read.

It contains 56 pages considerably larger than a large

school atlas, with a splendid full page engraving for each
letter of the alphabet, and a page of simple words in

rhyme opposite—the whole well calculated to *' stimulate

investigation, improve the taste, and give pleasant and
instructive employment." It is superior to any thing of

the kind we have seen in this country. It has been about

a year in preparation, and the engravings alone cost

nearly $2000. The price is $2.

CornHnsks Wanted.—Some of the pub-
lishers of newspapers in New-York City intend to test

the feasibility of making paper from corn husks or

shucks, and they advertise for a supply of the material.

A notice given in the daily papers says they wish " pro-

posals from every town, county and State in the United
States for supplying clean, sound and well dried husks,

as the same are stripped from the ripe corn—the husks to

be baled In even hundreds of pounds, and delivered at

railroad stations." Proposals to be addressed to Mr. D.

H. Craig, Agent of the Associated Press, H. V. <Uty,
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How to CultlT-ate S-weet Potatoes.
—The following, from Mr. J. C. Thompson, Staten

Island, came too Jatc to be used In the notes on page

154, and we give It here. Mr. T. Is one of the most

snccessful growers In the vicinity of New-York. He
requests us to say that he has no plants for sale ;

" For

garden culture, tine, well-rotted manure is deposited in

strips three feet apart, upon undug ground. Make the

ground fine between the rows of manure, and throw the

pulverized earth upon the manure, thus forming sharp

ridges about ten inches high. This should be dc-ne In

Ai>ril, or early in May, when the ground is In good work-

ing order. Let it stand till planting time,—from May
lOtli to June 10th,— then rake off tiie sharp edge of the

ridge, so that it is a little flat on top. Set the plants 12 to

Id inches apart. When they have run 10 to 15 Inches,

break down the ridges. Use a fork, and run it down quite

close to the plants, throwing the earth into the furrow.

This leaves the plants statiding on a thin ridge of earth.

Then, with the edge of !he fork, knock out the earth be-

tween each plant. E;''_-'i plant will now stand upon a

separate mound. This vrocess cleans them thoroughly,

and should he perfo'med in dry, hot weather. Make the

earth which has been removed as fii .as possible, and re-

form the ridges in an oval, or crowning shape, on top.

This moving and fineing the earth the second lime pre-

vents its caking, and gives just the condition required,

—

soft soil at the sides. As the vines run, lay them on top

of the ridges once or twice, and keep out weeds, and

they will soon cover the ground. Treated In this way,

dry weather does not affect them. I grew them at the

rate of over 400 bushels to the acre last summer."

Xo Hive a, S^varm of Bees.—Mr. Jones

of Dutchess Co., N. Y., communicates a convenient way
of hiving a swairn of bees. He says :

** Take a long pole

and make the small end bulky by wrapping paper around

it, making it about as thick as a man*s arm, and half as

long; then bind a black cloth around It, (I draw an old

woolen stocking over it,) and secure It with a cord, then

when the bees are swarming, as soon as they attempt to

settle, put that end of the pole In the place where they

are about lighting, and usually they settle on It Immedi-

ately, but should they persist in settling on the limb, or

whatever it is, jar it, so as to disturb them, and they will

leave It for the pole; then lay it gently down and set the

hive over them. Sometimes when fastened pretty firmly

on the pole it Is expedient to shake It a little to make
them leave it for the hive. We have tried this plan for

years, and have seldom failed in bringing them down."

Slcilled Lialtor lor tlie' Farm or
Garden.—American farmers need labor, and pay a

high price for it. Tliey are obliged to put up with a very

poor kind, and almost all of this foreign. We have long

needed the ability to select from the crowded labor

market of Europe just such men and women as we
want, without going there. There are thousands of

good farm hands, shefiherds, herdsmen, etc., gardeners,

and young men, with or without families, of every craft,

ready and anxious to come to free America, and would,

did they know that homes, witli steady employment, are

sure when they arrive. A company has been formed to

• do this really benevolent work, which bids fair to be

profitable to the company, and of great benefit to all

who Import labor through its agency. We have

watched this matter with interest from Its Inception,

and know ,1 (; be In responsible and excellent hands.

Persons who I; we been brought out to this country,

selected by the workingmen's committees and agencies,

with which the company is In connection, have given

great satisfaction. See last page of the April number.

Kefrigerators.—Housekeepers who do not

have a constant supply of ice on hand during warm
weather, are at their wits' end to presei-ve meats, fruits,

etc. Those who use ice, and keep it in home-made con-

trivances, are still very far from enjoying all its conveni-

ences and advantages. A good refrigerator Is essential,

for convenience, for economy of ice, for security in many
ways. There are many forms, but none more philoso-

phical or handy than the one advertised by Lesley &
Elliott,—the " Polar Refrigerator." This maintains a

1 dry and rolil atmosphere, preserves the ice from contact

} even with impure air, the water from the ice collecting

in a reservoir, while the situation of the ice-holder in

the middle divides the space into two chambers, which
are each furnished with locks. One side may thus be

opened without affecting the temperature of the other.

We speak from a year's ejperience in using one.

l.loyd IWtaps.—H. H. Loyd & Co. have sent

us a number of excellent and well-finished large maps,
including those of the United States, of New-York, of
New-Jersey, etc. We have already spoken favorably of

the reliable character of this house. P***) tiicir ad-

vertisement. (Note the tnllial letter? H, H.)

The Cireat Bereavement.

Before these words reach the eye of the read-

er, all that was mortal of Abraham Lincoln,

will have been laid in the earth. We do not

propose to write his eulogy, for it has been

spoken in every loyal dwelling throughout the

land, and the private grief in every household,

not less than the ostentatious motirning of this

great City, with its drapery of black, and the

almost total suspension of its traffic for many

days, tell how universal and sincere is the sor-

row of the people. Probably never did the

death of any one man come to the hearts of so

many as a personal bereavement. AVithout

brilliant gitls or great acquirements, of humble

birth, and no greater opportunities than are

open to every farmer boy who reads this no-

tice, he had a greater share of the love and trust

of the people, than was ever possessed by any

.single individual. The general deep grief at his

death enables us to see the great lesson of his

life : that sincerity of purpose, a determination

to do right, and a kindliness of heart, ennoble the

highest as well as the humblest. Without these,

Abraham Lincoln would have been officially

mourned as the President, but being true,

just and kind, all good people grieve. We
can not better express our estimate of the Na-

tion's loss, than by recording the just portrait-

ure of this greatest and best of American citi-

zens, in the words of a distinguished clergyman:

" Our beloved President, who had enshrined

himself not merely in the confidence, the re-

spect and gratitude of the people, but in their

very hearts, as their true friend, adviser, repre-

sentative and brother; whom the nation loved

as much as it revered; who had soothed our

angry impatience in this fearful struggle with

his gentle moderation and passionless calm

;

who had been the head of the nation, and not

chief of a successful party ; and had treated

our enemies like rebellious children, and not as

foreign foes, providing even in their chastise-

ment for mercy and penitent restoration ; our

prudent, firm, humble, reverential. God-fearing

President is dead

!

The assassin's hand has reached him who
was belted round with a nation's devotion, and

whom a million soldiers have hitherto encircled

with their watchful guardianship. Panoplied

in honesty and simplicity of purpose, too uni-

versally well-disposed to believe in danger to

himself, free from ambition, self-consequence

and show, he has always shown a fearless

heart, gone often to the front, made himself ac-

cessible to all at home, trusted the people,

joined their amusements, answered their sum-

mons, and laid himself open every day to the

malice and murderous chances of domestic

foes. It seemed as if no man could raise his

hand against that meek ruler, or confront with

purpose of injury that loving eye, that sorrow-

stricken face, ploughed with care, and watch-

ings and tears! So marked with upright patient

purposes of good to all, of justice and mercy,

of sagacious, roundabout wisdom, was his

homely paternal countenance, that I do not

wonder that his murderer killed him from be-

hind, and could not face the look that would

have disarmed him in the very moment of his

criminal madness."

Fourth Annual Strawberry Show.

The success of former Exhibitions has Induced thff

Proprietor of the Agricultural to hold another Show of
Strawberries the coming season, under the auspices
and direction of the Fruit-Growers' Meeting. At a re-

cent meeting, a Committee, consisting of R. G. Par-
dee, Wm. S. Carpenter, C. Taber, T. Cavanagh, and
G. W. Huntsman, wag appointed, to make arrange-
ments for the Exhibition. The Committee, In order to ac
commodate early and late varieties, decided to hold Ex-
hibitions on June 8th, and on June 15th, the two days
forming one Exhibition. The fruit must all be on the

tables by one o'clock on the days above mentioned. The
Secretary of the Fruit-Growers' Meeting will be in at-

tendance to take charge of the fruit. At one o'clock the
doors will be closed to allow the Judges to make their

examination, after which they will be thrown open to thw
public. The Judges will report aflerthe second Bx-hibii-

tion, and will make the awards to the best fruit shown ore

both occasions. The following gentlemen have heew
selected as Judges: S. B. Parsons, Chas. Downing,
B. C. Townsend, S. B. Conover, J. W. Degiaw.

SGHEDri.E OF PRIZES.
1.—Best Strawberry, new or old, size, beauty and ex-

cellence considered $5;
S.—Best IS approved varieties— (1 pint each) fi.
3.—Second do do 3.
4.—Largest and best collection of Strawberries S
5.—Best show of Strawberries in bearing (on plants). &
6.—Best market variety—(two quarts) S
7.—Heaviest three berries of one variety %
8.—Best pint White Strawberries <
0.—Best pint Alpines %
10.—Best new seedling, fruited at least two years, but

never offered for sale or exhibition, a bearing plant
to be shown 5

II.—Best collection of the newer Imported varieties. .• %
12,—Best show of Strawberries grown on a city or

village lot (25x100 feet)., <t
13.—For the best pint of Agricuitnn'st, Russell's Pro-

lific, Brooklyn Scarlet, Monitor, Col. Ellsworth,
Triomphe de Gand, Wilson, Hovev, Buffalo,
Burr's New Pine, and Hooker, $1 each It

C. TABER, Sec.o/Com.

The Stra-wberry Plants Sent.—Tha
distribution of these by mall began April 3d, and to-dajr

(April 21) we have sent off the last applied for to this

date—a little sooner than we expected, as the season is

fully a week earlier than usual. Above 20,000 of these
have been mailed In turned wooden boxes, made for us
by Newton * Thompson, of Brandon, Vt. The others,
going to clubs, or In parcels of four or more plants, have
mostly gone In paper packages. In both cases, the
plants were first enveloped In damp moss, and then
wrapped In oil-cloth. Those sent this spring, are, oB
course, smaller than those distributed in autumn, as.

those had a longer growth, but these now sent are vigor-
ous and i/>e/(-roo(eit. The boxes are partially an experi-
ment, but from our trials of keeping plants in them la
warm localities, and for several, days, and even weeks,
we have great hopes of perfect success. If those thui
packed now all go in good order, the plan will be an ex-
cellent one, and must come Into general use. We have
sent plants to all new subscribers (and those failing last

autumn) who have applied for them, and forwarded the
five cents for postage, packing, etc. Further applications
now coming in will be filled daily. N. B.—A plant
will be sent to every new subscriber now receiveil before
the plants become too far advanced to take up. If the ap-
plication be made, and the usual five cents be forwarded
with the subscription. These plants, thus offeied, are
each worth, at the market rates, half the subscription
price. Any person forming a club, or filling up a pre-
vious club to twenty subscribers, will receive a doien
plants, sent post paid.

Flax and Hops—Very Valuable In-
formatiou.—These Manuals have been pi epared from
the Essays on these subjects, with many instructive en-
gravings. Th.it on the Culture and Management of
Hops is ready for delivery. It contains the recorded
experience of eleven practical hop-growers, to three of
whom the prizes were awarded. The Flax-Book, con-
taining about 64 pages, will consist of the seven
Prize Essays, and the gist of some twenty more

,

the amount of labor required in its preparation has
delayed it a little, but it will be ready for delivery soon
after the 1st of May. These pamphlets will each con-
stitute the most complete hand-books for the American
farmer ever published on the subjects of which they
treat respectively. They are fully illustrated. Price of
the Hop Culture, 40 cents ; of the Flax Culture, 50 cents.
They will be sent by mail post-paid, at this price.

The Practical Farmer.—J. T. Mapi<8
and others, ask what has become of the Practical Farmer.
It died months ago, there not beiirg a demand for that
particular style of journal.

A
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Fig. 1.—LAPPED PURBOW SLICES.

Plowing Sward Ground.

Tlicre are three ways of turning under a

iwai'd iu common use, which we propose to con-

gider briefly. They are known as "lapped-

ftirrow plowing," " flat-furrow plowing," and
" plowing with thesod-and-subsoil plow," which
ought to be called " sod-and-decp-svil plow," for

they are not subsoil plows in any sense iu

which that term is properly used.

HOW TO PLOW WITH LAPPED FUKKOW SLICES.

This operation is illustrated by figure 1, in

which the slice is shown .as it would appear if

the plow were withdrawn from the furrow. The
slices being about 13 iuches wide, 7 deep, and

lapping about 3 iuches. S, S, S, are the slices

;

O, 0, O, the grass sides; F, the old furrow, F;
the new furrow. To turn lapped furrow slices,

if the team be horses, adjust the traces so

that the whifHetrecs will just clear their heels

when the team is turning round. Change the

land piu, dial clevis, or the inde.K at the bind

end of the plow beam, whichever may be attach-

ed, until the plow will run level and true di-

rectly after the team. The first furrow will

necessarily be tiu'ued flat. In turning the

second, drive the team close to the last furrow

slice and lean the plow handles to the left until

the furrow slice will just lap a little, say not

more than an inch ou the one turned first. If

the doul)le whiftletree, or "evener" be more

than thirty two iuches from the middle to the

point where the whiffletrees are attached to

it, it will be better to shorten it, as it is impos-

sible to make some plows run right by adjust-

ing the clevis, if the double whiffletree is a little

too long. If it is so, and the plow is adjusted to

cut a furrow slice eleven or twelve inches wide,

ihe ])low must move more or less sidewise,

which makes it hold harder and draw harder.

After one round has been plowed, the plow

must be adjusted \eiy gradually to cut a little

Fig. a.—FLAT PUKROW SUCES.

wider or narrower, deeper or more shallow,

as may be required to lap the last turned fur-

row slice abuut three inches on the other. The

plow should always be held as erect as practi-

cable. If llie furrow slice be left staudbg too

much on its lower edge, the plow must be ad-

justed to run more shallow until it will turn the

slice just right, or it must be made to cut a

wider slice and of the same depth, in order to

turn well. The form of the plow will always

determine which of these ways may be adopted.

If the mold-board be of such a form as is not

calculated for turning deep furrows, the plow

must be adjusted to run more shallow and to

cut narrower until it will turn the slices in the

desired position. It is always essential when
plowing sod ground either with lapped or flat

furrow slices, to have the plow cut a certain

depth and width in order to turn well, which

must be determined by the form of the mold
board. The most desirable form of a plow for

turning lapped furrow slices is wide at the base,

and proportionably narrow at the top of the

mold board, with a sharp coulter or a broad

and sharp wing on the point, for cutting the

furrow slices entirely loose.

now TO TURN FLAT FUBBOW BLICES.

The " flat furrow " involves a complete inver-

sion of the sod, as shown in fig. 3, which is par-

ticularly desirable on light loamy soils, where

very rapid decomposition of the sod is not sought.

For turning flat furrow slices, the plow should

be adjusted as for any other plowing, except

the coulter should be set so as to cut under a

little instead of straight down ; and the clevis

must be set so that the plow will cut not quite

wide enough when the handles are held straight.

In plowing, the handles must be inclined more

or less to the right. A plow having a narrow

Fig. 3.—DOUBLE FURROW SLICES.

base and broad at the top of the mold board,

is desirable. The width of the furrow slices

must be greater in proportion to the depth, es-

pecially when turned with certain plows. With

some plows it is quite difiicult to turn a flat fur-

row, while with others, either flat or lapped

slices may be turned as described. When a

plow runs seven or eight inches deep in order

to turn the slices flat, it must cut from fourteen

to sixteen inches wide. A skillful plowman

will soon learn how to adjust to turn a flat slice.

But, where it is desirable to plow much land

with flat furrow slices, a plow should be obtain-

ed that is better adapted to turning flat, than

lapped furrows.

PLOWraa WITH THE SOD-AND-DEEP-SOIL PLOW.

These plows are familiarly known as Michi-

gan, or Double plows. They Include all those

plows which have a small plow attached to the

beam in front of a large one, and are or should

be used only in deep soiL The engravings (figs.

3 and 4,) illustrate the working of these plows

when cutting a slice about as deep as wide.

The little plow, or "skimmer," as it is appropri-

ately termed, cuts a slice of turf about half the

width of the furrow and turns it over flal, layiug

two grasa sides together as iu 0, fig. 4. Then

the big plow follows, turning this doubled up
sod into the bottom of the furrow and burying
it (Z>) under the loam (E). When a propor-
tionally wider furrow is plowed, the same effe«*

Fig 4.—SECTION OF no. 3.

takes place, but with less regularity. If, how-
ever, the slice cut is so narrow that the skim-
mer slice is turned ofi' into the furrow, F, then
the sod is buried flat iu the bottom of the fur-

row. Thus used these plows are very useful iu

a sort of trench-plowing, where it is desirable

to bury the top soil, or a dressing of manure,
13 inches or more beneath the surface. The
top soil may be quite deeply and thoroughly
worked without stirring the sods or manure.

Draught of Heavy and Light Plows.

The momentum of a plow in its passage

through the soil is not an appreciable force.

There is no advantage arising from the use

of a heavy plow, from its relieving the team

iu overcoming obstacles. On the contrary,

there is considerable disadvantage ia the

draught of a heavy plow, as every unnecessary

pound absorbs a certain proportion of the etfec-

tive muscular force of the team. If a plow
weighing one hundred pounds, which is heavier

than many good plows, be suflicieutiy strong,

the addition to its weight of tliirty or more
pounds will tax the team to haul that unneces-

sary weight from day to day, to no purpose.

A dynamometer (or draft-measurer) is not deli-

cate enough to indicate the diflerence which
there actually is between the draught of light

and heavy plows. If a plow cuts a furrow slice

one foot wide, then iu plowing one acre, if it

weigh thirty pounds more than is necessary, it

will absorb an amount of the effective force of

a team sufficient to move 1,980 lbs., a distance

of one eighth of a mile, dragging it along on

the ground. These facts lead us to discourage

the use of unnecessarily heavy plows, out of

regard to the teams, if not to the plowmen.

•^i— >» >-»

The Agricultural Department.
— —

This concern, which seems to be a nonde-

script hybrid between a newspaper oflice and a

seed shop, still manifests its tenacity of life. It

still performs its functions as they are under-

stood by the individual at the head of the

establishment, and its monthly reports and
packages of seeds are persistently issued. The
" monthly report" for March is before us, and
taken as a specimen of a Government Agricul-

tural paper, which is printed out of the taxes

of farmers and others, and sent "free, gratis, for

nothing" to the friends of Members of Congress,

it is as good as could be expected. The spirit

of " hifalutin" still lives and spreads itself in an
article on the grasses, where we have quotations

from the Bible, Ruskiu, and the Highland Agri.

cultural Society of Scotland, strung togclhei' by

the finest kind of writing. In jiroof of which

see the fullowiug specimeu :

" VVIiat country is more adorned than that

which is covered with the grasses; the hill-sides

clothed in their green vestment, and the more
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level meadows of mingled grass and flowers,

giving promise of the abundant hay harvests,

whilst the wooded crests rustle their leaves to

the passing breezes, and protect the farm stock,

with their deep shades, from the mid-day sul-

triness ? And what man fitted for country life

but finds one of his highest and purest pleasure

when, of a Sabbath day, he walks among his

stock grazing on sunny slopes covered with

•green carpets, and adorned with the flowers of

May and the yellow dandelion? His cows,

fragrant with the grasses they have eaten, re-

pose beneath the shade of the trees, and his

fleecy slieep gather around him, testifying their

affection for him who provides these pastures

and guards them from danger. "Well indeed

might the angels rejoice, as, contemplating the

Almighty power, they beheld the dark land

clothed in living green, when the Creator com-

manded it to bring forth grass, the food of the

nobler and more useful animals that were to

follow."

Now that is what we call "pooty tasted."

This is not a country newspaper nor a school-

girl's composition we quote, but an official do-

cument, emanating from a Department of our

Government, printed on government paper at

government expense—or rather, reader, at your

expense. When some future D'Israeli makes

up the " Curiosities of American Literature" he

must not overlook the publications of the De-

partment of Agriculture. The attempt to issue

an agricultural paper at "Washington being a

failure, its efforts at conducting a government

seed business are not the less so. AVhile we

frankly admit that the seed shop is a decided

benefit to those who have gardens and truck

patches around "Washington, as the proprietors

of these can get seed without cost to themselves,

the concern is to other people a nuisance. A
gentleman of our acquaintance was informed by

the Department that it had sent him a valuable

collection of seeds. Being on the lookout for

novelties, we requested him to show us the

parcel when it arrived. The " valuable package

of seeds" came and here is a list of its contents

:

Double Curled Parsley, Tuscarora Corn, Apple

Pie Melon, Flack's Victory Pea, Long Red

Mangel-"Wurzel, Tuscarora Corn (this being so

"valuable" it was duplicated). Improved Long

Orange Carrot, Large "White Lima Beans,

"White Turnip Radish, Mountain Sweet "Water-

melon. Now, with the exception of Flack's

Victory Pea—which by the way is the wrong

name—there is not a thing which may not be

bought at any country store, out of the most

meagre assortment of Shaker garden seeds.

This is a fair specimen of what the Department

does in the seed business. The Department

knows that it does not meet the expectations of

the agricultural community, and it tries to make
capital among agriculturists by this kind of

seed distribution. Knowing the influence of the

local agricultural societies, the Department

makes them the special recipients of these "valu-

able seeds." "We have in mind the experience

of a friend, who was Secretary of one of these

societies, in one of our best agricultural com-

munities. From his oflicial position, our friend

was inundated with these " valuable seeds" by

the wheelbarrow load, and finding that he could

not get the members of the society to take the

old stuff from that Philadelphia Seed store off

his hands, he had to take some trouble to get rid

of it. A place was hired in a store in a neigh-

boring town and stocked with these " valuable

seeds" which were sold for the benefit of the

society, while the grain seeds he used to feed

his chickens, and very fat chickens he made at

"Uncle Sam's expense. A system so useless, so

Btupid, and so injurious to the seed dealers of

the country could not be persisted in, by any

one but the present head of the Department.

"We can scarcely take up an agricultural paper

without finding expressions of disapprobation

in regard to the mismanagement of its affairs.

The Prairie Farmer, whose editor has recently

passed some time at the Capital, says :
" Not

fully knowing the facts of the case, and wishing

to do no harm from over-zeal, we have waited

until now for our say, and after a week spent

in "Washington, in free intercourse with many

who are familiar with the institution, among

tliem many members of Congress (who would

demand the removal of the Commissioner, if

they thought such a demand would avail any-

thing), and from personal observations, we have

been compelled to the conclusion that the De-

partment can and ought to have a more com-

petent Commissioner, and one more acceptable

to the agricultural people of the country." The

agricultural press throughout the country has

expressed the wish of the agricultural people

that this thing shall be reformed altogether.

Eminent and scientificmen and influential mem-

bers of Congress are with the agricultural com-

munity in this matter, and we doubt not that

when the weightier national matters have ceased

to occupy the attention of the Executive that he

will give heed to their remonstrances, and a

person who is not suited to the position will be

no longer kept as an encumbrance on the work-

ing of the Department. Should all these fail it

only remams for the people to take the mat-

ter m hand and demand of their represen-

tatives that the Department shall have no

fiinds to squander, or that it be abolished.

Congress has given money enough and the

Department has an efficient corps of subordi-

nates, all that is needed is_ a head.

How to Plant Potatoes.

Potatoes require different management on

different soils. If planted as deeply on heavy

soils as on those lig'ht or sandy soils where pota-

toes are often made the staple crop, the yield

would not be so great, and much more labor

would be required to dig them. "When potatoes

are planted on heavy soils in sod, it is a good

way to plow the ground with lapped furrow

slices, and to drop the sets in the channels

formed by the lapping of one slice on another,

which will be equivalent to planting the pota-

toes 2 or 3 inches deep. The plowing must be

performed in a workmanlike manner, witli

straight furrows, 6 or 7 inches deep. This will

require a good plow with a sharp point, a sharp

and well-adjusted coulter, and a good plowman.

"With a reversible mold board plow, one should

begin at the side of the field and plow back

and forth until it is finished. "With a common
plow it is best to strike out lands six or eight

rods wide, to have few dead furrows, leaving

the headland about ten or twelve feet wide.

If it be desirable to have the rows 30 incites

apart, which is far enough for potatoes, adjust

the plow to cut a furrow slice ten inches wide
and five or six inches deep. This size of furrow

slice will be of good proportion to turn well.

The ground should not be harrowed after plow-

ing. If it be desirable to have the rows two
ways, the ground may be marked across the

furrows with a light horse-marker, or with a

log chain. A skillful workman will drop them
in straight rows without a mark, walking across

the furrows. "When the ground is not in sod,

plow with narrow furrow slices, harrow, roll if

there be lumps, mark out with a small plow,

and drop the sets as directed for sod ground.

"Whenever the place for a hill is not deepcnough,

the man who drops the sets may press each

one deeper into the soil with his foot. "When

the drills are not too deep it is well to al-

ways step on the sets as they are dropped.

How to Cover Tliera.
—"When the sets are drop-

ped as directed, they may be covered expedi-

tiously with hand hoes. But the covering may
be done very much faster and easier with a

horse and rude contrivance made in the follow-

ing manner: Fasten a chain to each end of a

piece of plank about four feet long and eight

or ten inches wide ; hitch a horse one side of

the middle of the chain, and drive him between

two rows, drawing the plank sidewise after

him, with a man standing on it. This will cov-

er two rows at a time veiy well. "Where the

ground is moderately mellow, and not stony

we sometimes turn a harrow upside down, using

two horses to cover three rows at once. The
crotch of a tree drawn either end foremost,

makes an excellent implement for covering pota-

toes, as it may be made large enough to cover

four rows at once, if the soil is not too hard.

But on heavy sod ground just plowed, the plank

above described will be found most effective.

« I— « » ——^
Kelative Profits of Hog and Cattle Raising.

The constant sale off the farm of animals

which were grown upon it is one of the most
surely and thoroughly exhausting practices,

for farmers thus remove just those elements of

fertility most readily exhausted and most ex-

pensive to replace. A correspondent, "J. S. B.,"

of M'Henry County, Ind., writes in regard to

the so-called "hogging" system of the "West,

as follows below. At the East hogs occupy a

very different position, being emphatically ma-
nure makers, and converting more inert vege-

table matter into good manure, than any other

kind of stock.

" It appears to me that the comparative ad-

vantages of hog-raising and cattle raising are

not fully understood, out here in the "West Our
ftirraers are looking to immediate results—to the

amount of money put into their pockets, rather

than to the condition of their farms, and the im-

provement of their lands. My observation is,

that although hog-raising puts money into

the pocket of the farmer for the present, it per-

manently damages him more than enough to

cover all his present profits. Dr. Franklin's

maxim, that continual taking out and never

putting in will soon find the bottom of the meal

tub, is applicable to the land, which must nec-

essarily be run down by continual cropping,

without making proper returns. The hog con-

sumes next to none of the rough feed of the

farm; must have the grain, the corn in the

ear; he eats neither the stalks of the corn, the

straw of the wheat, nor hay, but he must have
the best of every thing. A farmer in this vicin-

ity, who is a great hog-raiser, when asked by a

neighbor how he always had such good hogs,

replied that he always fed his hogs with a '^corn

sJwvel"—that is, he gave them plenty of grain.

Another who is equally famous for fine horses

and cattle, gave as the reason of his sitccess,

that he always rubbed his horses off in the

morning with locks of hay left in their man-
gers. Generous feeding in both cases. The
cattle and the horses consume the rough mate-

rial raised upon the farm, converting it into ma-
nure to be returned to replenish the exhausted

soil, while the hogs, as treated in the "West, make
little or no manure, and consume a greater and

more important and valuable part of the crops
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Thus it is that our westei-u farm3 are fast being

depleted, losing all of their virgin richness by

our persistent " hogging." The laud of the

above mentioned hog-breeder, is a fit illustra-

tion of this. Upon three farms he owns, there

is but one gate and not a single pair of bars.

His land is exhausted so it will not bring half

a crop of corn. Year after year the same fields

have been worn, and now they look white and

barren; yet he is said to make money. His

neighbor, the cattle breeder, can at any time get

double the price for his land, simply because he

has not "hogged" his farm. Is not the conclu-

sion just that hog-raising, although it m.ay bring

present gain, will result in permanent injury,

and that the western farmer through sheer ex-

haustion of his lands, will be compelled to re-

sort to cattle and sheep raising in imitation of

his eastern neighbors, to recvrperate the exhaust-

ed energies of his naturally fertile soil ?"

[Note.—The least exhausting system of farming

is, buying animals which have their growth and

fattening them for market. The most exhaust-

ing is selling grain and hay, without buying fer-

tilizers. " Hogging," as practised in many parts

of the "West, approaches very nearly to this lat-

ter course; and even were the manure all saved

and made the most of, the draught upon the

phosphates of the soil would be immense.]

Horses at Pasture.

Every horse in the country ought, if possible,

to have at least a few weeks run in the pasture.

It will do for him what no kind of medicine or

nursing can do as well. It will improve his

hoofs, his- hair and skin, his wind, digestion,

and blood, will take out stiffness and lameness,

and put on flesh, and infuse new life generally.

Before turning horses out, it is well to accus-

tom them gradually to that kind of food, by cut-

ting a little grass for them each day, or allowing

them to " bait " for an hour or so daily in the

back-yard. And when let out, they should not

have "flush" feed at first, as they will be likely

to over-eat, and injure themselves both in their

looks and their wind. The best grass for

a horse pasture is a mixture of Timothy,

Blue grass, and Red Top. Horses relish this

feed better when it is moderately short. When
they are to be turned out for any length of

time, and not to be used much in the mean-

while, they should have on only a light pair of

shoes. This will allow the hoofs to come in

close contact with the soft earth, and will pre-

vent contraction. Where horses can not enjoy

pasturage, they should have fresh cut grass as

often as convenient, and should have their stall

floors covered with tan bark, or better, have

the planks taken up and clay floors laid.

Management of Working Oxen.

It is not so much hard labor that heats oxen

and makes them loll in warm weather, as the

ill treatment of rough and abusive drivers.

Treat them with gentleness when at work ; feed

them well and regularly three times a day, with

cut hay and straw wet with water, sprinkled

with oat and Indian corn meal, at least twelve

quarts, besides some roots daily ; let them have

clean water as often as they are fed, and not

require them to drink that which is impure,

or stagnant
;
give them at least two hours after

feeding to chew the cud and rest, and they will

perform a v.tst amount of hard work, and In-

crease in flesh at the same time, and will usu-

ally be found to be more convenient for many

purposes than horses. Let it be reiterated that

it is not the hard labor that oxen perform that

exhausts their energies. Oxen were made for

hard service : and if treated kindly and care-

fully, they will labor hard every day, and still

grow fat. But when fed a stinted allowance of

poor hay and meal, worried and abused by a

bawling, ill-natured driver, who incessantly ap-

plies the lash or goad, and dragged out by
carrying on their necks a huge cart tongue,

from morning till night, their strength fiiils, and

sensible people are lead to conclude that they

cannot endure the heat like a horse.

^ « ^ p lip I ^

Beclaiming Bog Land II.

FRICTICAL NOTES BT *' HEBHOIf.**

If the operations recommended in a previous

number have been carried out, the subduing

effects of the buckwheat crop, together with the

atmospheric influence upon the upturned soil,

will have produced a great change in the fria-

bility of it, by the time the crop is ready to har-

vest. A piece of swamp treated in this manner
by me some years since, was planted the next

spring with early potatoes, and the crop dug in

time to sow Timothy and flat turnips—of the

former six quarts, of the latter one gill to the

acre—put in about the 10th of August. The
ground being in fine condition, both grew vig-

orously, and presented from the road a beauti-

ful and rather uncommon appearance, and elic-

ited numerous inquiries respecting what was
sown. The result was, there grew a fine crop

of very sweet tender turnips, which, at pul-

ling, appeared to be doing damage to the grass,

but the next spring those places all filled in,

leaving no vacancies to show where the turnips

grew, and a stouter piece ofTimothy I never saw.

Another piece of land treated as before, was
planted with late potatoes, yielding finely but

rotting somewhat ; followed the next year with

carrots in drills about twenty inches apart, and

the mold pressed upon the seed by running a

wheelbarrow lengthwise over each row, so that

the seed sprouted quickly and uniformly. Before

the plants made their appearance, a liberal dres-

sing of ashes was sown broadcast. In the after

treatment I followed the American Agriculturist,

and obtained a yield at the rate of one thousand

and fifty bushels per acre. They were pulled

with less than half the labor required on upland.

An experiment was tried, viz. : drawing the

logs when cut, and heaping them to rot on a

knoll, in place of burning them and spreading

the ashes over the mucky soil. The seeding

stood much better where the ashes were spread,

and the yield of hay was fully double.

The tendency of Timothy grass on all peaty

lands, so far as I am acquainted, is to run out

after the third year, but where the bank of

earth scraped from the open ditches contained

gravel, the grass has stood well for ten years.

This suggested an experiment I am now watch-

ing: Immediately after haying in 1863,1 had
about two acres of this run-out meadow hand-

somely turned over, and shortly after harrowed

smooth ; then before the fall rains set in, I

covered it evenly, with 850 loads of gravel from

an adjacent knoll, plowed it before winter and

left it in rough furrows. As soon as the

ground dried a little in the spring (April 6th),

I sowed with barley and harrowed well. The
expense of the job was $85.00, and as the crop

of barley was sold at $3.20 per bushel in Sept.,

it more than paid. Now the land is sowed with

rye and seeded to Timothy, both of which look

very finely. As a rule, however, I prefer sowing

the grass seed alone on such land and doing it

in August, when a good crop of hay may be
looked for the next season."

Washing Sheep.

It may be for the interests of dealers in wool,

and manufacturers, to have sheep washed pre-

vious to shearing. But the welfare of the flocks

and the interests of the owners of valuable

sheep, which are considerations of paramount
importance to everything else, are promoted by
not washing. The farmers' only reason for

washing sheep is, that, if the wool be thoroughly

washed, a man can shear a sheep sooner than if

it were not washed. Sheep hate wet in every

form. They dislike wet pastures, wet yards,

leaky sheds, and, more than all else, wet fleeces.

When they are washed, the water and the

weather are frequently quite cold, and as they

often become uncomfortably warm while being

driven to the water, and are plunged immedi-
ately into it, and kept there until quite chilled

through ; they are quite liable to contract

more or less cold, which will many times super-

induce some other disease. This is particularly

true if the weather continue wet and cold for

several successive d.ays after washing. This is

the great argument against the practice of

washing sheep in our changeable climate.

Every practice that endangers the health of

sheep ought, if possible, to be abandoned, and
not be made subservient to ordinary pecuniary

considerations.

Another thing against washing sheep is, that

cleansing of wool in this manner is often

of little real advantage, and frequently of none
at all, as it often becomes quite as dirty be-

fore shearing, as it was before the sheep were
washed. This is particularly true when sheep

are not kept in clean pastures after they have
been washed. Many times it is quite imprac-

ticable to confine every flock in pastures where
they cannot find some dirty places to roll in.

Sometimes shearers cannot be obtained at the

desired time, or the weather is too unfavorable

to allow the wool to dry sufficiently to be

sheared, and sometimes the labors of the field

are so urgent that shearing must be deferred for

a number of days. All these considerations are

in favor of abandoning entirely the practice of

washing sheep. Admitting that it costs more
per head for shearing unwashed sheep, the ex-

pense of washing will exceed the extra cost for

shearing without washing. Therefore, these

two items will balance each other. Then, when
the difference between the prices of unwashed
and washed wool, which is not definite, even

when the absurd one-third rate is insisted upon
by buyers, is contrasted with the injury which
may follow washing valuable sheep, it is safe

to assume that it is better to shear them un-

washed. Moreover, when flocks from various

parts of the country are driven to the same
washing-place, there is great danger that sound
and healthy flocks will come in contact with
the contagion of diseased sheep that have been
in the pens to be washed. Many an excellent

flock of sheep, which has been guarded with

vigilance by its proprietor, has been well nigh

ruined, simply by being yarded where sheep

having the fool-rot had recently been confined.

What is needed at the present time is, an un-

derstanding between wool growers that all will

shear their sheep without washing; then the

practice will soon be abandoned, as neither pro-

motive of the welfare of the sheep nor of the in-

terests of the shepherds nor of manufacturers.
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How to Drop Potatoes.

For tlie purpose of facilitating the hard labor

required in carryiug aud dropping potatoes,

we have prepared the accompanying illustra-

tion of a man in the act of dropping them. A
wide leather strap, or what is better, a strip of

webbing, with a hook attached to each end, is

thrown over the neck, and the basket of pota-

toes hung on the hooks. A basket or pail that

will hold half a bushel is sufficiently large to

contain as many as a laborer will desire to carry

at once. The top of the basket should be about

even with one's lower ribs. When a basket is

carried in this manner, both hands are free to

be used in dropping a row on each side, which
can be done about as quickly as one row when
the basket is carried on one arm according to

the usual custom. By this manner of carrying

a basket all the severe fatigue of the arm and

shoulder is avoided, and a laborer can always

walk erect, which is much easier thau to sup-

port a weight on one side. When potatoes

bound from their proper places they may either

be put in place with the foot of the man who
drops them, or with the hoe when covering.

m I —^ % ^ 1 m

Deep and Shallow Planting.

Some good farmers advocate deep planting

by far too indiscriminatelj', and they refer to

the result of well-conducted experiments to

prove that it is much better than shallow plant-

ing. On the contrary, other men will show by

experiments conducted with great care aud im-

partiality, that very shallow planting is best, and

the success of their crops appears to depend

upon it. The theory and practice of the latter

is quite as correct as the former, notwithstand-

ing they are directly opposed to each other.

But let those formers change places, and they

will change views with their farms, aud still be as

opposed to each other as before, yet both be

right. When the soil is friable, sandy, or very

light, it is best to plant seeds deep, especially in

dry weather, unless they are so small that

they would not be able to reach the surface.

This applies particularly to warm, light, sand}',

gravcll)' loams, which dry oul readily after

heavy rains. If Indian corn, potatoes, aud

peas be planted fr(?m four to six inches deep,

where the soil is pulverized to a good depth,

the roots being deep in the ground will absorb

moisture while the surface is quite dry. The
young plants thid but Utile difflcully in coming

up through light porous soils. But where there

is an excess of water in a heavy soil, if seeds

be planted deep, it is frequently impossible for

the little plants to force their way to the surface.

This is especially true of those plants of which

the cotyledons are carried up to the surface

of the soil, as beans, cucumbers, flax, and

many other plants. On many light, mellow

soils there is little danger of covering potatoes,

peas, corn and other cereals too deeply ; while

if covered shallow, unless the season be favora-

ble, and not too dry, the results will be less satis-

factory. On the contrary, if such seed be cov-

ered deeply in heavy soils where a crust oflen

forms soon after a heavy rain, many of them

could never force a passage to the surface. For

this reason, it is important on heavy soils to

cover the seed shallow, and still have it deep

enough to germinate.

«-t »»^—«—

Planting Large and Small Potatoes.

The writer has planted small potatoes, from

half an inch to an inch in diameter, which yield-

ed apparently as well as large ones for only one

season. He also planted small tubers of the size

mentioned, for five successive years, selecting

the smallest each year; and the fifth crop was

not worth digging, as the greater proportion

consisted of tubers no larger than those planted

;

many were no larger than marrowfat peas.

The conclusion was that small potatoes may be

used for seed a single season, with good results

;

but, if planted for sev-

eral years in succes-

sion, they will degen-

erate even with good

cultivation. On the

contrary, he has prac-

ticed cutting tubers

of the most desirable

form and size into

small pieces, with one

eye on each piece,

with two or three

pieces in each hill, or

if in drills, one piece

in a place, about six

or eight inches apart;

and the result has

been invariably a

good yield of large

tubers, with no signs

of degeneracy. 'Wheii

seed was scarce, the

tubers were always

cut as shown in the
«^nneu of cutting.

accompanying illustration : Beginning at the

root end, and cutting off a chip with one eye,

then, turning the tuber, others were cut off

until about half of it was used. These were
kept by themselves, and also those of the seed

end, and each kind planted separately. The sets

near the seed end will produce new potatoes at

least six or eight days, some say a fortnight, ear-

lier thau the sets from the root end. If the eyes

are very close together, it will be better to leave

two on a piece as large as the first joint of a

man's finger, than to cut the pieces too small.

This is the most economical mode of cutting

seed tubers; aud the writer has never been able

to discover any difference in the size of the new
crop, when the seed was cut in this way, or

when cut into quarters, or when planted whole.

More good potatoes can be raised from a bushel

of tubers by cutting them as shown by the illus-

tration and planting in drills about 30 inches

apart, and eight inches apart iu the drills, thau

in any other manner. When planted in this

way, a little more labor will be required to hoe
them, unless the ground is free from weeds.
This manner of cutting seed potatoes is not re-

commended as the best way of preparing tubers

for planting. The design is simply to show how
they may be cut economicall}', with good results.

Any one can try the experiment of planting a

few whole potatoes, a few others cut into four

equal parts directly through the tubers from
one end to the other, and an equal number chip-

ped off as shown by the illustration, without

any apprehensions that the new potatoes will

not be as good as if the sets were larger. The
only good objection to cutting seed so small is, the

plants do not grow as luxuriantly when small,

especially when the weather is cold and wet, as

if the sets were larger. The substance in a
small piece is soon exhausted, after which the

young plant must draw its nourishment from
the soil and atmosphere ; whereas, if the sets be

larger, the substance in them furnishes the best

kind of nourishment for promoting the growth
of the young plants. Probably the best and
safest way is, to plant uncut those tubers as

large as hen's eggs of an ordinary size ; and to

cut larger ones into pieces about the size of eggs.

Renovating Sterile Soils.

In many parts of the country soils are found
naturally so sterile, that it is difficult to grow
even a small crop of any kind of grain or grass.

When there are no beds of muck or peat with-

in conwinient hauling distance, and no foreign

manure is used, it is a tedious Uisk to render

such a soil even moderately productive. Still,

it can often be done with no other fertilizing

material than the farm affords. Take for exam-
ple, a shallow, calcareous, or silicious loam, in

which there is little or no humus or vegeta-

ble mold, and which has never produced much
except weeds. Soils of this description can sel-

dom be benefited by underdraining, because the

subsoil is usually so porous that the large

amount of water falling in the spring and autumn
leaches through the soil in a short time. If

there is surface water in certain places, of course

the first step will be to render it dry by thorough

draining. The next operation will be to obtain

a little mold, or humus, of which such soils are

destitute. If barn-yard manure, mellow earth

from the highways, or pond beds can be obtain-

ed, a thin layer over the surface will enable a
farmer to bring a sterile soil into a good state of

productiveness in a few years. Where nothing

of the kind is at hand, proceed as follows

:

Plow in autumn if possible, not more than six

inches deep, and plow again in the spring no
deeper than before, as soon as the frost is out

and it is sufficiently dry. The surface soil is

superior to that which is seven or eight inches

below, even where it is very sterile; and it is

important to keep the best on the surface. As
soon as the ground is sufficiently warm to plant

Indian corn, plow again in narrow furrow

slices, and sow broadcast, or drill in, three and a

half or four bushels of good grain per acre. It

is better to drill in two bushels per acre each

way, than to sow it broadcast, as it ^111 be cov-

ered of a more uniform depth, and will grow
more uniformly. Now, sow three or four bush-

els of gypsum per acre, and the more wood
ashes the better, even to one hundred bushels

per acre. If the work be well done, and the

soil unusually sterile, all that can be expected

will be a growth of green corn, from one to two
feet high. As soon as the tassels have appeared, .

which will be iu about seventy days, plow it UH-
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der, sow five to ten bushels of quick lime,

and harrow it in ; then drill in another four bush-

els of corn per acre to plow under just before

frost. By this means two coats of green manure

will be plowed under, which will furnish more

humus, or vegetable mold, than any other plants

will supply in one season. The spring follow-

ing, plow with narrow furrow slices, as soon as

the soil is dry, but no deeper than usual, sow

five or eight bushels of quick lime per acre,

harrow it in, and drill in one bushel of spring

rye per acre. Then sow eight pounds of Early

Red Clover seed and half a bushel, or seven

pounds, of Orchard Grass seed per acre. If the

ground be at all lumpy, roll it before sowing

the grass seed. As soon as the rye has come

up, sow two or three bushels of gypsum per

acre. The chief object of the rye is to shade

the young grass, should there be much hot

weather. As soon as the rye begins to head,

mow it all off with grass scythes, a foot or more

high, letting it remain where it falls. If the

rye be allowed to go to seed it will exhaust the

fertility of the soil. Keep all stock off the grass

that it may become well rooted. Sliould it at-

tain a large growth by autumn, it may be fed

off in part ; but in general it is best not to do so.

The next spring sow three or four bushels of

gypsum per acre, and all the wood ashes leached

or unleached that can be obtained, unless pre-

viously applied. If the grass be grazed off, it

should not be fed very close to the ground. It

Is better to mow it, make hay, feed it to sheep

or neat cattle, and return the manure as a top-

dressing for two years. Tlicn plow the usual

depth with a common plow, following with the

subsoil plow, and plant Indian corn one season,

sow peas the next, and feed out most or all the

crops to swine, sheep, or neat cattle, and make

as much manure as practicable to return to the

soil. The next season, if the soil be adapted to

wheat, winter wheat may be sowed after peas,

and the ground stocked down in autumn with

Timothy and the late kind of Red Clover ; the

next spring, there will be a sufficient quantity

of mold in the soil to commence a system of

rotation of crops. The best soil should be kept

near the surface. It would be bad manage-

ment to plow such soil deep with a common
plow, though the subsoil plow may in very

many instances be used to advantage.

Adams' Patent Weeding Hoe.

In the Agntulturist for February we gave

illustrations of several unpatented weeding im-

plements, and we now give one which is patent-

ed and therefore likely to get into the market.

Some of our correspondents were disposed to

blame those who patent simple contrivances,

but it is to be considered that one who patents

an article, usually takes pains to introduce it,

to manufacture it cheaply on a large scale, and to

inform the public where it may be had. When
an unpatented oontrivance is published in the

papers, but few persons are willing to go to the

trouble of having a single implement made, and

the thing does not become generally introduced.

It is with these views that we notice a simple

weeder made by Wm. C. Street, of Norwalk,

Conn., of which the essential parts are shown
in the engraving. It consists of a striight bladed

hoe, fastened to a shaft, to one end of which
a wheel is attached, and at the other end is a

handle, not shown in the engraving, for push-

ing it. The shank of the hoe is adjustable by
means of screws to allow it to be set at a proper

hight. It is used by a pushing motion and will

be found very useful in weeding onions, carrots,

and similar crops. A stouter pattern is made
for use upon garden walks, and carriage roads.

How to Pitch Manure.

As pitching manure is laborious work, it is

important to render the labor as easy as possi-

ble by the exercise of skill in liandling the fork,

or shovel. The accompanying illustration of a

laborer pitching manure with a long-handled

fork, will illustrate the manner of performing

easily willi skill what is usually done by
main strength. To pitch easily, thrust tlic fork

into the manure, and make a fulcrum of one

knee for the handle to rest on. Then a thrust

downward with the right arm will detach the

forkful from the mass of manure and elevate it

from one to two feet high, by tlie expenditure of

little muscular force. By using a fork like

a lever, as here represented, a man can pitch

larger forkfuls, and more of thorn with far less

fatigue, than he can without resting the handle

across his knee. When manure is pitched with

a short-handled fork, the force required to sep-

arate the forkfuls from the mass, as well as for

lifting it on the cart, must be applied by tlie

muscles alone. This often renders it fatiguing

and back-aching Labor. Moreover, when a man
pitches with a short-handled fork, he applies his

force at a very great disadvantage, as he is re-

quired not only to lift tlie entire forkful with

one hand, but to thrust downward with the

other one sufficiently hard to balance the force

expended in detaching and elevating the forkful

of manure. Consequently the arm nearest the

manure must expend muscular force sufficient

to raise the weight, say, of two forkfuls. This

principle is quite as applicable in using tlie

shovel as the fork. By resting the long-handle

across one knee when shoveling, keeping the

arms stiff, the body erect and straight, a slight

thrust of the body and knee will force the shov-

el into the earth with the expenditure of little

force. These suggestions, and the illustration,

will enable any one to expend his muscular

force to the best possible advantage in using

both manure-forks and shovels.

»-. ^«-v. ,-•

It is better to suffer the worst that may hap-

pen at once, than to live in perpetual fear of it.

In childhood always be modest, in youth

temperate, in manhood just, in old ago prudent.

The Best Corn-marker Yet.

Corn, potatoes, sorghum, etc., in straight rows,

not only look well and show careful work, but

are much more easily hoed and cultivated. A
good marker therefore is a very desirable im-

plement. The one figured below is of an ex-

cellent form. It consists of three runners, R,

four feet long, two inches thick, and eight inch-

es wide. The three runners are held together

by two hard wood bars, n, a, eight feet long,

four inches wide, and one inch thick. Mortises

are made in all the runners, two inches from the

top edges, through which the bars run. They
are pinned fast in the middle runner; but the

side runners are {listened with loose pins, so as

to be shifted and make marks at any desired

distance, from two to four feet apart. B, B, re-

present two strips of hard tough wood an

inch and a half thick, and three inches wide,

bolted firmly to the bars passing through the

runners. These strips receive the coupling irons

of a light carriage pole. A seat, <S, is fastened on

these strips, bolted to which are stout ash

handles connected by two " rounds" near the

upper ends. A gauge pole {O) is hinged by a

staple to the middle runner in front of the seat,

so that it may be turned on either side, and a

chain attached to it at the proper distance drags

in tlie last made drill. This marker may be

drawn by one stout horse if desired; it is easy

to make, and has points of superiority to many
other forms. The marking may begin at the

side of the field or in the middle, following

COnN MAKKER.

a row of stakes ; and after the first marking,

the driver should keep an eye on the gauge

chain, to see that it is drawn directly in the last

mark. At the same time he should cast his

eyes forward to see that his team is moving in

the right direction. It is important to keep a

steady rein on the team, and not guide them ab-

ruptly, to the right and left. A good driver lets

the horses move along with a slack rein, instead

of driving them with a taut line; and one

who is accustomed to hold a slack, and appa-

rently careless rein, will usually mark ground

in straight rows without worrying a team.

Weeds in the Fence-rows.—A fire will

often run very well in the old weeds and grass of

the fence-rows and along the walls, and at any

rate the bush-hook, or brush-scythe maybe used

to advantage in cutting every thing close to the

ground, so that the operation of mowing the

weeds off may be repeated as often during the

summer as the weeds make a good growth. The
burning is very desirable to kill the seeds, and

if watched, will not damage the fence. With a

stout team and i)low the fence-strip may be torn

up, where the land is not too stony, turning the

furrow outward, often better at this season than

at any other. Buckwheat sown in such ground

is one of the most effectual means of killing

weeds. It may be sowed early, cut when ripe,

and sowed again, or left to sow itself, the old

haulms being raked off. Shrubs, blackberry

vines, etc., are eradicated by the same means.
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Tarring Seed Corn.

Winnow the grain to remove all the heavy

chaff, and steep it in warm rain water about

twelve hours. If kept in the steep much longer

than this time, there is danger of injuring the

germs. Keep the vessel containing it in a warm
place, as the kernels will imbibe moisture much
sooner if the steep be warm. Then pour it into

a basket to drain for fifteen minutes. For half a

bushel of seed, use about a teacupful of warm,

but not hot gas tar, and stir with a smooth

stick, until every kernel is covered with a thin

coating of tar. By pouring the seed from one

vessel to another a few times, the tarring will

be facilitated. As gas tar will spread over a

much larger surfiice than pine tar, there is

danger of applying so much as to make it dis-

agreeable to handle, though it will not injure

the corn. Now roll it in gypsum, and plant as

soon as practicable. When the seed is in the

field, it should always be kept covered in a close

vessel, instead of a basket, to prevent it drying.

The object in tarring is to prevent the seed be-

ing pulled by crows, blackbirds, doves, and

domestic fowls. The tar appears also to repel

wire worms, until the corn is about a fbot

high. By this time, the influence of the tar

becomes inoperative in repelling wire worms.

When seed of any kind is coated with tar be-

fore it has been steeped, it will be a long time in

absorbing sufiicient moisture to make it germi-

nate. But when the seed is steeped previous to

tarring, germination is not seriously retarded.

Where birds, domestic fowls, or squirrels, do

not pull or dig up the corn, nothing is gained

by steeping and tarring. We once planted some
corn whicli had been well prepared by steep-

ing and tarring, most of which came up in ten

days. Four days after this was planted, we
sowed a plot of corn broadcast, in the same
field, and the dry, untarred, corn came up

well in five days. The soil was warm and

moist when the seed was harrowed in, and

had just been plowed the second time.

»-.——a«v -«

Use and Value of Gas Tar.

Gas or Coal Tar is a product accompanying
the making of gas from coal, and can usually

be obtained wherever gas is made, at $1 to |3
per barrel, or by the gallon. As mechanics

and farmers are beginning to learn its value for

preserving wood-work of various kinds and for

painting iron that is exposed to the influences

of the weather, the price has been for some
time gradually advancing. We have been ac-

customed to use it for twenty years past with

most satisfactory results. It is an excellent paint

for shiugle roofs but should become thorough-

ly dry before water is collected, as it not only

colors the water, but makes it taste very disa-

greeably. It is very useful applied to fence

posts to render them durable. Some men make
a deep box and dip the ends of the posts in it,

so as to smear the lower ends three feet or more
in length. But we have found it is quite as well

to tar the post about one foot below the surface

of the ground and a few inches above it, as to

tar the entire end, for posts always decay first,

near the surface of the ground. Our way to

apply it is, to set the posts and fill the holes with-

in a foot of the surface. Then with a whitewash

brush give each post a good coat, the thicker the

better, and then fill the hole with earth. The
writer has alwa3's found it an excellent material

for painting the joints of gates, and board and

picket fence, where two surfaces come together,

as well as for smearing timber of bridges and

buildings, where they are exposed to wet and

dry weather, as it excludes water more efi'ectu-

ally than the best oil paint. The sills and under

sides of plank walks, if smeared with a heavy

coat of coai tar, will last more than twice as

long as if not tarred. The upper side of timbers

and joists on wliich stable floors rest if tarred,

will exclude wot, and keep them in a good state

of preservation for many j^ears. In some in-

stances wooden pipe for conducting gas is sat-

urated with gas tar previous to being laid in the

ground, and such pipe has been examined after

having been in the ground 32 years, and there

were no signs of decay. There are many other

uses for this material which renders it valuable

to the farmer. It is a dangerous substance to

apply to fruit trees. The writer once applied a

small quantity to a valuable apple tree, where

two limbs had been sawed off, and the tree was

killed efl'ectually in a few months, by the poi-

sonous influence of the tar.

Culture of White Beans.

Several subscribers of the Agriculturist have

inquired for information on the culture of field

beans. If the soil be light, plow it when apple

trees are in blossom ; and in about two weeks

afterward harrow thoroughly and put in the

seed. If the soil be rather heavy, plow it twice,

once at the time mentioned, and again two weeks
after. Harrow and roll, if there are lumps, and

put in the seed as soon as practicable after har-

rowing. Beans, as well as other seed, will vege-

tate much sooner when planted in fresh soil,

than when it has been plowed several days. If

the ground be in sod, and a light open soil, plow
with a flat furrow slice, harrow, plant, and roll.

But where the soil is heavy, disposed to bake, a

little wet, and in sod, defer plowing until the

soil is in the best condition to pulverize well.

Then plow with lapped furrow slices, but not

deep enough to turn up any of the compact

subsoil. Harrow thoroughly, and put iu the

beans the same day the land is plowed, if prac-

ticable. By putting ofi' the planting until wet

ground has become warm, settled, and dry

enough to pulverize well, and planting as soon as

the ground is plowed, the beans will vegetate

in a short time, get the start of weeds, and thus

save much labor in hoeing.

There are several ways of planting beans.

One is to plant in hills, about two feet apart each

way. Another is in hills with rows only one

way. Still another is to put in the seed with a

single drill, or scatter the beans along in a shal-

low furrow a few inches apart. If the soil be

deep and mellow, and weeds have been pretty

thoroughly exterminated in previous years, they

may be sowed broadcast and harrowed in, if it

be done as soon as the ground is plowed. But,

if there be many weeds, it would not be well to

put them in broadcast, as weeds injure their

growth. The most expeditious way of planting

beans is, to put them in with a two-horse grain

drill, adjusting it so that every third tube or

tooth will plant a row. By this arrangement

the rows will be about two feet, or two feet and

a few inches apart, which will allow a horse

and cultivator to pass between them. The drill

should be adjusted to scatter the beans about

two inches apart. A greater crop can be pro-

duced in this way than to plant in hills, be-

cause the seed is distributed more evenly over

the entire ground. There is nothing gained by

planting beans too thickly, as four or five stalks

in a hill will yield a maximum product. The
quantity of seed per acre will depend entirely

on the size of the beans and the distance apart.

Usually, 3 to 4 bushels are required per acre.

«-4 »^ I «

Tim Bunker's Visit to Titus Oaks, Esq.

Mk. Editok:—You see I hadn't more than

got done with Diah Tubbs, and his pickle patch,

when I begun to grow uneasy for something

else to talk about. Some folks can set round

the file and talk with the women all day, but I

never could do up my visiting in that way. I

knew I had got about all out of Uncle Di in one

evening that I should get out of him if I pump-
ed him till doomsday. So the next morning,

after breakfast, I begun to inquire about the

neigliboring country and farmers. Says I,

" Uncle Di, your Westchester county is a

great countiy. I have heard of it clear up in

Connecticut. You ought to have some smart

farmers round here that go in for fancy stock."

" Jest so. We have lots on 'em. Fellers

that got rich in the city, and come out here and

spend their money and call it high farming.

I'll bet you a shad, every potato they raise costs

'em a dollar."

"How do you make that out?"
" Wal, ye see, they take perticuler pains to

buy the roughest, stoniest place they can find)

and next see how much money they can bury

up in it. They blow rocks, tear down hills,

drain swamps, fill up ponds that is, and dig

ponds that ain't, and call 'em Lakes ; cut down
trees that are stannin, and plant trees where

there aint none
;
put the surface sile down to

the bottom, and bring up the yaller dirt for the

sake of making it black, and raise Hob gener- J
ally with the land before they plant it. Here is ^
Squire Oaks, jest above me, that has been ri])-

pin and tearin with his land for a dozen years

and more, and I guess every acre he's got has

cost him tew huudred dollars, if not more, and

I can beat him on pickles, with all his manure

and sub-soiling."

" Well, now, 'spose we hitch up and go over

and see Squire Oaks' place this morning. I

want to learn something to carry back to Hook-

ertown ?"

" What do you say, Esther ? " inquired Uncle

Di, looking up to headquarters.

"I think," said Mrs. Tubbs, "that Sally

would like to see one of our country seats. Mr.

Oaks has a fine conservatory, and the flowers

are very attractive this winter." So it was ar-

ranged that we should visit the country seat ol

Titus Oaks, Esq., in full force.

I expected to find a man, city bred, with

gloves on, and stove-pipe hat, and gold-headed

cane, ordering men round, right aud left. In-

stead of that, I found a man that might have

been taken for a native of Hookertown, any
where on Connecticut soil, and driving away at

the dirt and stone, as if he wan't afraid of them.

"Good morning," said I, " Squire Oaks. I am
glad to find a Justice of the Peace in these

parts. I have thought that such an officer must
have a good deal to do in this region."

"You were never more mistaken in your

life," he replied. " Tliey call me Squire, but I

have no more claim to the title than my Alder-

ney bull. The office must have been abolished

some time ago around here. Every man does

about what is right in his own eyes."

" Excuse me, sir, I do not like to hear a man
speak evil of his birth-place."

" Praise the Lord, I was born in New-Eng-
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land, where a ' Squire' meant something, and

—

scoundrels got their dues."

" Now, Squire," said I, " what have you got

to show us. Any new notions around ?
"

"I tried an experiment last year on

CURING CLOYBR HAT,

and I would like to show you the result."

He tooli us out to the barn and showed us a

bay, perhaps twelve by thirty feet, from which

he was feeding his Alderney herd. It was well

filled with as handsome clover as I ever saw.

If I was not afraid of having my word doubted,

I should say the handsomest. It was cut down
in the middle with a hay knife, and you could

see just how it was managed. There was
about ten inches of clover, and then about two

inches of old salt hay, in alternate layers. The
clover had all the leaves on, nearly, and was as

bright and green as on the day it was put in the

barn. To show that the hay was as good as it

looked. Squire Oaks pulled out a lock of it, and

also a handful of Timothy from the opposite

mow, and presented both to an old cow. She

smelled of the Timothy first, and then opened

her mouth for the clover, without stopping to

take a second sniff. The same was done to an

Alderney heifer, who might not be supposed to

be so well versed in hay lore, with a like result.

There was no mistake. It was tip-top clover.

" Now," says I, " Squire, how did you cure

it? for this will do to tell in Hookertown."
" It is the easiest thing in the world," says he.

"I cut the clover with a mower, when it was

iust in blossom, and let it lie in the sun tUl

wilted. I then put it in cocks, and let it stand

until the next day, when I put it into the barn.

There was first a layer of salt hay, rather thin,

then a thick layer of clover. It comes out just

as you see it. I think one ton of that clover is

worth two of hay, as it is usually cured. All

the leaves and all the juices are there. The
salt hay, somehow, helps cure it I do not at-

tempt to explain the philosophy of it."

Farmers who have old stacks of this hay, and

heaps of refuse straw about the barn, should

save them, and try Squire Oaks' experiment. I

guess there is more virtue in the dry hay than

in the salt. It helps the ventilation, and makes

the curing complete.

A New MdIiCH for Strawrerries was
shown us in the garden. This consisted of sods

from a brake swamp, cut an inch or two thick,

with a spade, so that they could be laid between

the rows. He had been draining a piece of wet

land, and had a plenty of these on hand.

When fresh cut, they are free from seeds of

weeds, and so sour that nothing will grow on

them the first season. They are easily handled,

keep the ground moist, and the berries clean.

After a year's exposure, they may be spaded in,

or removed to the manure heap.

Trellis for Grapes.—Mr. Oaks has turned

his ledges to good account in training grape

vines all over them, by means of wires. These

ledges, some of them, present a bare surface,

of twenty or thirty feet, and as he could not

very well remove them, he covers them with a

mantle of green in summer, and has the purple

clusters in autumn. This is a timely hint for

the multitude of improvers in Westchester

county and elsewhere, who are troubled with

ledges. They were made on purpose for grapes.

How NATtTRE Plants a Tree.—He showed
UB an apple tree planted on Nature's plan

—

i. e.,

as near to the surfece as you can get it, and a

spot where a tree was planted on some garden-

er's plan—burying the roots in a deep hole.

The latter spot was vacant, while the ti'ce was

flourishing, and had made a very broad collar

just above the surface of the soil. Titus Oaks,

Esq., laid very great stress upon this mode of

planting. " Nature," says he, " in growing an

apple tree, first runs the seed through a cow's

stomach, and deposits it in a thick vegetable

paste, upon the surface of the earth, or a little

above it. The following spring the seed sprouts

and the roots find their way into the earth.

Such trees make the hardiest stocks, and are

the longest lived."

An Orchard upon a Gravel Bed.—This
he regarded as one of the triumphs of his art.

There was no mistake about the poverty of the

soil, for it was made up of sand and gravel, as

the adjoining bank showed. No one had ever

got a crop from it before. There was just as

little mistake about the apple trees. They
were very thrifty, well grown trees, and fruitful.

The gravel bed had been treated with muck
from an adjoining pond. That was the secret.

We left, highly pleased with Titus Oaks, Esq.,

and his notions. He made us promise that we
would not mention his name in connection with

his improvements, a promise which we keep by
taking his light out from under his bushel, and
putting it upon your candlestick.

Hookertown, Conn,, ) Yours to command,
April 1st, 1865. i Timotht Bunker Esq.
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Pulverizatioa of Heavy Soils Impracti-

cable if too Wet.

When there is an excess of water in heavy
soils it is utterly impracticable to reduce them
to fine tilth with plows and harrows. They
may be rendered somewhat fine by cutting and
tearing them to pieces ; but they can not be

pulverized any more than one can pulverize a

batch of dough. When a heavy soil is filled

with water instead of air, the more it is plowed
or harrowed the more compact it will be, when
the surplus water has dried out. Sandy soils

maybe plowed and harrowed in some instances

without injury, when they are quite wet; but

heavy soils must be sufficiently dry to crumble
readily when worked, or it will be impossible

to reduce them to that degree of fineness, which
is essential for the roots of plants to spread

through them. If a handful of heavy soil, in

which there is not an excess of water, be work-
ed with the hands, it will crumble, but when
so wet that it will knead like dough, the more
it is worked the harder it will be, when it

comes to dry, and the less suitable its condition

to promote the growth of plants. When a

heavy soil just dry enough to crumble well, is

plowed with narrow furrow slices, or spaded
finely, it will be about one fourth deeper than it

was before it was plowed. On the contrary, if

plowed when so wet as to knead and not crum-
ble, it will settle down at once to the same bulk
or depth that it had before it was worked.
The first thing to be done then toward a thor-

ough pulverization of heavy soils is, to drain

them. The next is to plow in autumn and ap-

ply barn-yard manure ; then, in order to increase

the quantity of vegetable mold, and keep them
light and friable, to raise crops of Red Clover

or Indian corn to be plowed under when green.

•-< M0 » -»

ToHAcco.—Those who will cultivate the weed
should, at this season, not only prepare the field

with care, much as advised for carrots in another

article, but particularly look to the seed beds,

directions for which are given on page 107. It

is not now too late to make thero. Watering
with diluted manure water, or gas-liquor, and

sprinkling with wood and plaster, are very bene-

ficial. As to the profit of tobacco culture in the

Northern States, we believe the majority of far-

mers would do better to put in roots or sorghum.

Field Culture of Carrots oe Heavy Soils.

Farmers generally do not know the true

value of a crop of roots of any kind, and in

many parts of our country the soil is in a state f

of cultivation quite too poor to produce good
crops. The soil for beets, rutabagas, parsnips,

and carrots must necessarily be in a good state

of fertility, well pulverized, and not excessively

moist. This is more particularly true of heavy
than of light soils. It is no difiicult task to

raise carrots on loamy soils, if one has a good
supply of manure, but on heavy soils, a deal of

good management is essential. It will be almost

useless to attempt to grow carrots on a heavy
soil where there is an excess of water, or that is

in poor condition, or overrun with weeds. It

would be equally unwise to attempt to grow
roots on a poor, light soil, without a good
manuring. On those farms where the soil is for

the most part heavy, there are places in almost

every field where an acre, or half an acre, can

be selected, which will yield a fair crop of

roots, with but little labor. The great difficulty

in growing roots on many heavy soils is in get-

ting the seed started. If such small seed be

covered with heavy soil, unless the weather be

very favorable, it will not come up well; be-

cause it cannot force its way up throsgh the

crust of compact earth. Consequently, if the

seed be checked in its growth, for a day or two,

just as it is about to appear on the surface, the

young plants fail to come up at all. But, when
the soil is light and mellow, it is not necessary ^

to guard against any such difiiculty. {

We have been accustomed to grow roots for

all kinds of farm stock, on heavy soils, where it

was often difficult to obtain mellow earth suf-

ficient to cover the seed. The practice is to

plow the ground in autumn, and apply a good
coat of manure, when it can be obtained in

the fall, and harrow it in; otherwise, in the

spring, when the ground is plowed the second

time. The first plowing is done with narrow
furrow slices, when we plow for corn. The
second, about two weeks after corn-planting.

The best kinds for field culture are Long
Orange and White Belgian. After harrowing

and volling the ground, where the soil is suf-

ficiently mellow for covering the seed, it is

sowed and covered with a seed drill. Some-

times, on very hard soil, we have hauled earth

from some other part of the field, which was
carried along in baskets, or on wheelbarrows,

and sprinkled about half an inch thick over the

seed. In some instances, sods from the high-

way, well decayed and pulverized, were used as

covering for the seed. On light, loamy, sandy,

and mucky soils, all this is not necessary.

When practicable, procure seed free from burrs.

We prefer much to soak the carrot seed nearly

to sprouting before sowing. This is done in a

bag kept moist and warm. Just before sowing,

it should be rolled iu plaster, and it may be

sowed with a good drill—equally well by hand,

and very conveniently through a tin horn.

With good weather, it will come up so as to

show the rows plainly before the weeds get a

start. The rows are close enough, if two feet

apart, and many good farmers put them thirty

inches, for greater convenience in cultivation.

These directions apply equally to the other

root crops above mentioned.
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The Wheaten Loaf.

There is probably no part of the United States

where general farming can be profitably con-

ducted, in which the farmers may not raise their

own wheat. Much as we may rejoice in our

golden harvests of beautiful maize, and in the

homely luxuries of corn bread, Johnny cake,

and classical "Hasty pudding," or delight in rye,

both in the field and upon the table, as associa-

ted with ideas of frugality and economic thrift—

we must still give to wheat the first place among

the cereals, as the exponent in agriculture of

fertile soils, good farming, and prosperity, and

in housekeeping of good, and even luxurious

living. Wheat is indeed the basis of all our

most delicate and nutritious articles of farinace-

ous food, but among the long list, wholesome and

palatable as they are, first and last is the Wheat-

en Loaf.—Bread, tender and white, light and

spongy, full of nutriment, and full of flavor,

is indeed the stafi' of life.

We liavc long had in contemplation to pre-

sent to our readers the pictorial history of a loaf

of bread. On the adjoining page, is the first

chapter of this history in the three landscape

views entitled "Seed Time," representing the

operations attending the preparation of the soil

and sowing the seed. The deep loam is well

manured, plowed, subsoiled, and harrowed;

then the grain is sowed by hand, and harrowed

in, or drilled in, and rolled. Our artist gives

the drilled field especial prominence, that we
may direct attention to the thousands of bushels

of grain annually wasted in the heavier seeding,

when it is sown broadcast, and to the fact that

the crop of the country numbers hundreds of

thousands of bushels less every year than it

would were all the wheat possible sowed in

drills. Next to rye, wheat is perhaps the best

of grains with which to seed down to grass.

So behind the harrow will be noticed a man
sowing grass seed, which falling among the still

moving earth is only slightly covered. The
wheat which is subjected to the whole operation

of the harrow being covered much deeper.

Grain for Sheep.

If there is one period more than another at

which sheep should have a little grain daily,

that time is in the spring, a few weeks previous

to being turned to grass. A small quantity is

good for them during the entire foddering sea-

son. Some farmers reverse this order, by feed-

ing grain every day, as soon as they commence
foddering, and then discontinue the grain a short

time before grass is large enough for pasturing.

As the warm weather comes on, sheep need a

little better feed than when the weather was
pinching cold. The appetite is not so sharp at

this season of the year; but a little grain if

not more than five or six ounces for each sheep,

will give an appetite and induce them to con-

sume more hay, straw and corn stalks than

would be eaten if no grain were fed. If "wet"

ewes be daily fed half a pound each of some
kind of grain in connection with hay, straw and

other feed, it will make their wool grow, fatten

their lambs, and keep them in a strong, thrifty

condition. Grain will not be thrown away
when properly fed to sheep, even if it com-
mands a high price in market. A certain

amount of fat is essential to good health in all

kinds of animals. It is exceedingly undesirable

and most unprofitable to have sheep or any
stock grow poor just before being turned to

grass, and this

they are apt to do,

unless they are

fed grain or roots

or both, during

the warm period

in the spring with

its consequent

lassitude, before

grazing time. The
farmer who with-

holds a few bush-

els of grain from

his sheep, because

it commands a

high price in mar-

ket, may rest as-

sured that he will

lose more in wool,

fat and flesh, and

in the size of

lambs than the

grain would be

worth. Even after

sheep have been

turned to grass,

it is well to feed

a little grain dai-

ly until they have become accustomed to

green feed. If the hay be all fed out, feed half

a pound of grain per head, and let them have

constant access to good straw, and to grass for

about one hour daily. When managed thus

they will not grow poor, nor have the scours.

The New York Flower Markets.

Though New York has not, like P.aris, a sep-

arate market for the sale of flowers, yet the

number of plants sold every spring is enormous.

In each of the principal markets there are sev-

eral dealers in plants, and during the season

there are venders at the corners of the streets,

besides frequent auctions in the business part of

the city. When we see plants offered for sale

at any of these places, we are both glad and

sorry : glad to see that even in a crowded city

like this there is a demand for plants with which

to beautify the small space yet uncovered by

buildings ; sorry to think that nine out of ten

who purchase the plants will be sorely disap-

pointed. The majority of those who buy at

these flower markets are tenants, who wish to

have something to beautify their yards for the

present year, without much regard to the future,

and they get that which gives them very little

satisfaction. This is in part the fault of the

purchasers who, having but little experience

in such matters, will only purchase plants in

flower, and to comply with this prejudice the

gardeners force a great variety of plants into

premature bloom and send them to the spring

sales. We find Deutzia gracilis, Dicentras,

Iris, Pansies, and numerous other things all in

full bloom, in which condition they meet with

ready sale. These plants, when set out, soon

pass out of fiower and spend all the rest of the

season in recovering from the eflfects of the

forcing process to which they have been sub-

jected, and the purchaser is, most generally

disappointed. To those who live in towns

where flowers are sold in the way we have de-

scribed, we say, if you buy plants in bloom,

make up your miudt that you see them at their

best, and though the plant is oflen worth the

price asked, merely for tne present enjoyment it

affords, it will in the majonly of cases fail to

bloom any more until anothei >-ear.

The Bladder-nut Tree.—(SKopXi/iea trifoUa.)

Along the edges of woods there is occasional-

ly found, in most parts of the country, a small

tree which has some qualities that ad.apt it to

the purposes of ornamentation. It grows only

to the hight of about 15 feet, but is quite tree-

like in its habit and may be considered as a

small tree or a large shrub. The trunk is of a

grayish color, marked in a characteristic man-
ner with white lines. The leaves are three

parted ; the shape of the young ones, and a

flower cluster of

the natural size,

are shown in the

engraving. The
flowers are pretty,

though not very

showy. They are

borne in pendent

graceful clusters

and are of a

greenish white

color, often tinged

with a pale rose

color. The most
noticable thing

about the tree is

the fruit, which is

shown of the na-

tural size in fig. 3.

It appears like

'S' three pea pods

grown together. The texture of the pods is thin

and bladder-like, whence the popular name.

Bladder-nut. The pods bear but few seeds, which
are about the size of duck shot, hard and polish-

ed. The seeds of a related species in Europe, are

strung and worn as beads. The tree is readily

transplanted from its native localities and may
be propagated from both seeds and cuttings.

^ I —.-•

' LrLiTTM AtTRATUM.—This splendid lily from

Japan, which only a year or two ago was so

great a rarity that the bulbs sold at $40 each,

is now oifered by florists at $5. It will doubt-

less soon become as abundant as the Liliumlan-

cifolium, now so generally known and admired

as the Japan Lily. This last, formerly held at

a high price, may now be had for 50 cents.
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Some Varieties of WMte Beans.

The knowledge of beans is generally supposed

to be so easily acquired that it has passed

into a proverb that one who does not " know

Fig. 2.—MABROW. Fig. 4.—PEA.

beans" must be of limited capacity. The
trouble experienced in procuring reliable speci-

mens of the leading field varieties has convinced

us that it takes some labor even to properly

"know beans." Beans not only differ in size

and productiveness, but there is also a difference

in the quality and the rapidity with which they

mature, the latter often an important considera-

tion in cold climates. The engraving gives the

four kinds sold in the New York market, and

shows their natural as well as their relative size.

The "White Kidney, fig. 1, is larger than the otli-

ers, being about three fourths of an inch long,

and kidney shaped. It is a good variety to use

green or dry. Next in size is the White Mar-

row, also called Dwarf White Cranberry, and

( White Marrowfat, fig. 2. It is of a pure white,

and of a very regular rounded egg-shape. This

is a valuable kind for the garden as v\'oll as for

field culture. Another variety known in this

market as the Dumpling, is highly prized for

the excellent quality of the beans. As we do

not find it described in any of the standard

works, it is probably a local name. The Pea-

bean, fig. 4, is the smallest of the market varie-

ties and is by many considered the best beau

for cooking. The seeds, though white, are des-

titute of the glossy surface possessed by the

above mentioned sorts. In New England a va-

riety called the Blue Pod, is extensively grown,

but it is not to be found among our seed dealers.

Its chief merit is its earliness, it maturing a

week or ten days sooner than those we have

figured. In quality it is considered inferior to

any of the varieties above mentioned. Colored

beans do not find a ready sale in the market.

Training the Tomato.

In cultivating the tomato in large market gar-

dens, the plants are usually pinched before their

final transplanting, and they are then left to

grow without any support ; but in small gar-

dens, not only is greater neatness observed by

taking some pains to train the plants, but the

fruit is improved both in quantity and quality.

There are several methods of training. One
which, if not altogether the simplest, is one of

the neatest, is described by Mr. G. M. Childs,

of Hancock Co., 111. " As soon as the plants

are large enough, transplant to rich, light soil,

one in a hill, and at least five feet apart each

way. At least once a week, scoop the earth

away from around the plant and pour on a

quart or more of soap suds. When the plant

commences to branch, cut off the outer branch-

es ; this will liave a tendency to increase the

size of the stock and cause it to grow bushy.

After the plants are 16 or 18 inches high, they

should be provided -with frames. I make mine

by splitting standards from pine boards, 5i feet

long, and sharpen their lower ends. To these

standards are nailed slats made by sawing 4 feet

laths into three pieces. The frames are made 16

inches square, nailing the lower slats at 15 inch-

es from the bottom of the standards, the upper

ones at the top, with others mid way between

the two. Frames made in this way l»ve been

in use five years, and with a little repairing will

last some yeara longer. AVhen the branches ex-

tend beyond the slats and over the top of the

frame, clip them, leaving one leaf above the

fruit stems, and continue to do this throughout

the season. The plant trained thus and show-

ing its ripe and ripening fruit, forms a most

beautiful object, and one tomato grown in this

way is worth a dozen as usually cultivated.

Last year I had 21 plants, from which I gathered

an abundance of fruit for table use and canning,

for a family of five persons, besides distributing

from five to six bushels among my friends. No
one need to be afraid of using the knife freely,

as there is no danger that the plant will not

fruit abundantly ; in my experience the diflicul-

ty has been to keep it from fruiting too much."

Cultivating Sweet Potatoes.

The many inquiries concerning the culture of

the Sweet Potato shows that there is an increas-

ing interest in this crop. There seems to be no

doubt that in favorable seasons, -with proper cul-

ture, a good crop may be grown as far north as

Wisconsin. The land should be warm and

light, and a plenty of manure supplied. In last

month's b.asket and calendar, directions were
given for starting the plants. Those who have

no seed potatoes from which to obtain plants

may procure them from persons in N. Y. State,

Ohio, and elsewhere, who raise them in large

quantities. The plants will go a long distance

by express without injury. There are two waj's

of planting : in rows and in hills. The ground

being in good condition, mark it off in three

feet rows and spread a good dressing of manure
along the marks ; then form ridges by turning

two furrows together over the manure. The
ridges should be 10 inches high, a foot wide, and

3 or 4 inches wide at top. Set the plants 16

inches apart in the ridges. In planting in hills

the following directions are by J. W. C, whose
method of starting the plants was given in last

month's basket. The manure, about 12 loads

to the acre, is turned over two or three times

before using, working m good soil so that at the

final turning the manure will be about one

third soil. The ground is plowed and harrowed
and marked out 2 J feet each way. About,two
quarts of manure are put at the crossings of

the marks, and a half hill formed with the hoe.

He prefers to delay finishing the hill until just

at the time of setting the plants, as they then

have the benefit of freshly stirred earth. The
plants are set from May 10th to June 20th, ac-

cording to the season. After the plants are

set, the ground is kept clean by the horse and
hand hoe. In setting the plants in hills or on
ridges, they should be put in with a dibble or

trowel, and if the soil is at all dry, the holes

should be filled with water before putting in the

. plants. Set them as deep as the first leaf and
press the soil firmly aronnd the roots.—Mr. R.

S. Smith, Ashtabula Co., O., apphes well rotted

manure and ashes, harrowing-in in autumn, and

lets the land lie until ready to transplant, when
he turns up the ridges as before described but

vrithout manuring beneath them. His rows are

34 fcet apart, and the plants are set 12 inches

distant in the rows. He makes holes an inch

in diameter, and 4 inches deep, fills the hole

with water and makes a mud around the plant,

but never presses the earth against it.—Mr. E.

Latham, of Long Island, recommends cutting

off the vines when they have reached the length

of 2 feet, and says he gets a good crop. This

practice is condemned by others, and our expe-

rience has been that the most luxuriant vines

jdeld the largest potatoes and the most of them.

A bushel of seed will produce from 3,000 to

5,000 sets, and an acre requires 6,000 to 12,000

plants, according to the manner of planting.

Herbaceous Grafting.

In ordinary grafting we use cions of ripe

wood, of the previous year's growth, in a dor-

mant condition, which are inserted in a stock of

one or several years' growth, and make the union,

either when both stock and graft are dormant,

or when the growing process in the stock has

already commenced. In herbaceous grafting,

both stock and graft are not only in the growing

state, but they are both of the present season.

Ordinarj' grafting is not successful when prac-

tised upon Chestnuts, Hickories, and other hard-

wooded forest trees, and as herbaceous grafting

is followed in Europe in propagating these, >•,

give Du Breuil's description of the process, in

order that those who wish to experiment with

it, may practise it. For the stock, the shoot from

a terminal bud is selected, before the wood has

become much hardened. This is cut off just

below the third or fourth leaf, according to the

strength of the shoot. The cut to receive the

cion is made as shown in the figure, at the base

of the leaf A. If, as is often the case, there are

three buds or eyes at the base of the leaf, the

cut is made between the central bud and one of

the latci-al ones. The cion B, is cut from a

shoot of the same size as the stock; it is in fact,

a bud with a large quantity of wood and bark

attached, rather than a cion. It bears a leaf,

C, with a good eye or bud at its base. The cut

surface of this graft is carefully applied against

the cut surface of the stock, tied with a woolen

thread, and shaded from the sun by a paper

shield. Five days after the operation, the cen-

tral bud at the base of the leaf A, is rubbed out,

and five days after this, the blades of the two

leaves below the graft are cut away, leaving

only their mid ribs, and at the same time the

buds at their axils are removed. If other buds

appear at the bases of these leaves, they are to

be removed, and at twenty days after the graft

is inserted, the blade of the leaf A, is cut aw.ay.

The gral\ will commence to grow about the 30th
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day, when the tying is loosened, but the paper

shelter is continued for a week or two longer.

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

The vine has become so important as to de-

mand a special department, and under this head-

ing we give, from time to time, notes of our own

observations, and such correspondence on the

subject as we think will interest our readers.

Care op Vines the first Season.—J. M.

Jordon, nurseryman and vineyardist of St.

Louis, Mo., sends the following timely hints:

" Keep the vines tied «;) t7ie first season, as it takes

two years to correct one year's neglect. Set

strong stakes, 6 feet high, to tie the vines to, and

let but one cane grow. Pinch in its laterals,

and it -svill make a growth of 4 to 8 feet, and

the second year after planting, will bear half a

crop. On bearing spurs, leave three 1 eaves be-

yond the last bunch of grapes. Two bunches

are better than three on each lateral. Never

disturb the inferior roots nor grow any other

crops in the vineyard. Stir the ground frequent-

ly in dry weather.
" The ^Iission Grape.—A. Taylor, Calaveras

Co., Gal. It will be of no use to send the

"Mission" or any other Californian grape to the

Atlantic States. All those varieties which suc-

ceed so finely there, are of European origin,

and are entirely unsuited to our climate.

Grapes for Cold Cldiates.—Several cor-

respondents ask what grapes they can raise in

"this cold part of the country." Doctor J. D.

Newbro, Ingham Co., Mich., which is about as

unfavorable a locality for the grape as any in

that State, succeeds well with the Hartford

Prolific, Concord and Clinton. He says : "the

Clinton is as hardy as an oak, bears well everj'

year, is liked by most people, especially after

one or two frosts." The Clinton we think has

not met with the attention it deserves. There

is no doubt about its great hardiness, and to

those who do not care for an over-sweet fruit,

it will prove acceptable. The Delaware is per-

fectly hardy, but it is of rather slow growth

when young, and will not generally give fruit

60 soon as the varieties above named.

New Varieties.—The attention now given

to the production of new seedlings will doubt-

less, in a few years, result in giving us varieties

superior to any we now have, though with the

Delaware, lona, and Allen's Hybrid in mind, it

is difficult to conceive what direction the im-

provements will take. While we record the ac-

cessions to the list of grapes, our readers are well

aware that we exercise great caution in recom-

mending them. In the last report of the Mas-

sachusetts Horticultural Society, tlie Dana is

described as a new seedling, so nearly resembling

the Rose Chasselas that it was mistaken for that

variety. The report says: "Tlie bunch was

medium size, shouldered, rather compact, with

a peculiar red stem, the berries of rather large

size, nearly round, red, with a rich, heavy bloom,

so that when fully ripe they appear almost

black ; as free from pulp as the Delaware ; not

60 sweet, but more spirited and vinous, and yet

not an acid grape." Ripe 20th to 2.5ih of Sep-

tember, and keeps till December. This variety

was raised by Francis Dana, who also presented

tlic Novantum, which is a black grape resemb-

ling the Isabella, but quite free from pulp. The

Miles grape is an early variety which received

favorable notice at the last meeting of the Amer-

ican Pomological Society. It was commended

by Chas. Do-\vnlng and others as a good grow-

er, hardy, early, productive and of good flavor.

Mildew.— Dr. Siedhoff, an experienced grape

grower in New Jersey, informs us that he com-

pletely prevents mildew by a free use of sulphur,

and that he even succeeds in preventing injury

to the foreign varieties by this treatment. The
sulphur is blown over the vines, three or four

times during the season, by means of a bellows

which will allow the application of the sulphur

to the under side of the leaves. Dr. S. applies

the sulphur as soon as the leaves appear; when

they are in blossom ; when the berries are the

size of peas, and as soon as they commence to

color. The same remedy is said to drive away

the thrips, which in some localities are very de-

structive.

Little Things in the Garden.

In planting the family garden, all the stand-

ard vegetables will suggest themselves as things

necessary to be provided for, but much of the

comfort afforded by the garden consists of the

numerous little things it affords—things which

In themselves can hardly be considered as food,

but which add to the attraction of the table by

rendering other food more palatable. Those

who are fond of pickles will in time provide for

Cucumbers, Martynias, Peppers, Green Musk
Melons, Refugee Beans, and all those things

which are used for pickling, not forgetting the

spicy Nasturtium. Parsley is valued by most

people as a flavoring herb, and it is very handy

to dress a dish of cold meat. The seeds are

very slow in germinating, and should be sowed

earl)'. Marjoram, Savory and Thyme, are the

popular flavorings for soups and stuffings, and

when cut in flower and carefully dried, and
then rubbed up and put into an air-tight box or

bottle, may be had in greater perfection than

any that can be bought at the stores. The first

two are annuals : sow the seeds in drills a foot

apart and thin or transplant to six inches in

the rows. Thyme is a small shrubby perennial

which may be raised from seed or propagated

by dividing old plants. There are very few

who know what an excellent flavor a pinch of

Spearmint gives to soup, or it would be more
generally grown. In the older parts of the coun-

try it is found naturalized in wet places, but it

will do perfectly well in the garden and then

we always know where to find it, as once es-

tablished it will remain for years. Sage is al-

ways in demand in the family for culinary or

medicinal uses, and can be had in the garden

with but little trouble. Seeds sown this spring

will give a fair cutting by autumn. It is very

readily raised from cuttings of old plants. Slip

off the young shoots which start this spring

from near the base of the plant, and set them in

sandy soil and put over tliera a frame covered

with common muslin ; they will thus be kept

moist and shady and will strike root readily.

The Preservation of Frtiits.

Various plans have been proposed for pro-

longing the time to which fruits can be kept,

but the only one which, as far as we have heard,

has been successful on the large scale, is that of

Prof. Nyce, of Cleveland, O. After many ex-

periments, he has settled upon a preserving

house which seems to combine all the requisites

for keeping fruit, viz., a low temperature, a dry

atmosphere, and exclusion of oxygen. The
house is constructed of double air-tight walls of

galvanized iron, three feet apart, and filled in

with sawdust, or other non-conducting mate-

rial. The ice is placed in a second storj', in a

mass five or six feet thick, and the fruit is

stored in the room below. A uniform tem-
perature of 3-10 is kept in the fruit room, and
the air is kept dry by the introduction of chloride

of calcium, which completely absorbs the mois-
ture given off by the fruit This absorbing
material is not, as some have supposed, the

article commonly known as chloride of lime,

but is quite different in constitution and proper-

ties. The chloride of calcium is a waste pro-

duct of the salt works, and is remarkable for the

readiness with which it takes up water. When
the fruit room is closed, the fruit absorbs
oxygen from the air, and gives off carbonic

acid (as always occurs in the ripening of fruits),

and in a short time the atmosphere is completely
deprived of o-xygen, an important agent in

hastening decay. We have the best evidence

that apples, pears, and grapes are kept in Prof.

Nj-ce's house with complete success. Some
grapes were exhibited at the Fruit Growers'
Meeting in April, which had been several days
on the journey, yet were as perfect in flavor,

and their stems were as green as if just removed
from the vine. We understand that tomatoes,

peaches, and berries of various kinds are pre-

served in large cans and the fruit is sold out in

the stores by the quart The subject has much
interest for both consumers and growers of fruit

The Striped Bug.

This little beetle, Oaleruca idttata, is one of

the annoying pests of the garden. It attacks

cucumbers, melons, and all plants of the squash
family during their early growth, often causing

a total failure of the crop. We have publish-

ed many of the " sure preventives" which have
been communicated and have several yet un- i

published ; these range from soaking the seeds

in turpentine, to sprinkling Indian meal around
the plants. All the applications we have ever

made of various powders, varying in potency from

black pepper to plaster, seem to have had only

a mechanical effect If the plants are kept

covered with any powder, the insects seem to

find it disagreeable, and one powder seems just

as good as another. Mr. S. H. Marrows, of

Androscoggin Co., Me., surrounds his plants by
boxes or frames, 8 inches square and 6 inches

high, and keeps them there untU the plants

reach above the tops of the boxes. They are

put on when the seeds are planted. Mr. M. at-

tributes the foilure of those who have been un-

successful with this plan, to the fact that they

make their boxes too large and put them on too

late. With him "it works to a charm." Wo
have successfully used boxes a foot square and
covered with some kind of gauze or open fabric,

and found it the only effectual method of keep-

ing off the bugs. Tlie correspondent above
quoted finds it unnecessary to cover them, and
states that few insects get over the barrier.

Tan Bark for Potatoes.—Tan Bark is

worth hauling three or four miles for covering

potatoes, particularly when the previously

sprouted sets are planted on heavy soils. After

putting the sets in the drills, sprinkle a quart or

so of tan on, and around each, and cover with

earth. This will keep the soil loose, and the

tubers will grow larger and less liable to rot

Sawdust is also good. On light soils sawdust

might work more injury than benefit We re-

commend a trial of this plan in localities where

potatoes are usually apt to rot badly.
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Somethinfi^ about Columbines.—

—

Eveiy one knows our common Columbine,

which delights to grow on rocky ledges where
its delicate foliage, and its slender stems sup-

porting the nodding flowers, present an air of

grace equalled by few of our garden flowers.

The flower of our native species, AquiUgia Can-

adetisis is given in the engraving, and serves to

show the general shape of the flowers of all the

species. Tlie petals are singularly formed into

ft long tube which is usually curved, something
like the t.alon of a bird of prey, a peculiarity

which suggested the name AquUegia, derived

from the Latin Aquila, an Eagle. Our native

Columhine makes itself quite at home in the

garden, and though the orange scarlet color of

its flowers is not as delicate as that of some oth-

er species, it excels them all in gracefulness.

Most of our garden Columbines are varieties of

tlie European AquHegia vulgaris, and they pre-

sent a great variety in color and marking.

Some of them are very double, though to our

taste the strongly marked single ones are nvire

pleasing than most of tlie double kinds. A va-

riety called Jucunda is very showy, its petals

being of tlie darkest blue, tipped with pure

white. A striped variety, called Striata, is cu-

riously variegated with stripes and spots. Tlie

Siberian Columbine, AquiUgia Siberica, is anoth-

er species, and has very dark flowers, erect on

stems about a foot high. The seeds of many
sorts are sold by the seedsmen ; they are to be

planted in an out-of-the-way bed, and the plants

transferred to the borders

in autumn, will where they

bloom the following spring.

Plants of the leading varie-

ties can be obtained from the

florists. The Columbines are

among our most reliable and

attractive herbaceous peren-

nials, and have not received

the attention they deserve.

o

Fseonies.

An old-fashioned flower,

the newer varieties of which

are very beautiful. A mass

of them, of different colors,

on a raised, oval bed, is one

of the most splendid sights

which the garden affords.

They are so hardy, so afflu-

ent in leaf and flower, so

brilliant and luxuriant, that

it is a delight to look upon

them. No plant is more easi-

ly propagated. Divide the

roots with a sharp spade. A
single bud, with a piece of

root attached, will make a

plant. It is best to set them

out in the fall, as they start

quite early in the spring.

Give them a deep, rich soil,

with a plenty of room on

every side. The different

kinds bloom along through

May and June. There are

two principal sorts, the herba-

ceous and shrubby. The first

includes the more common
kinds, which die to tlie

ground in the fall ; the second

includes the Moutans, or

Tree Pfeonies, which have

woody stalks, often two or

three feet high. Of the licrbaceons pKonics,

the old double crimson should never be omitted

in a collection. In color, nothing can surpass

it. Ii(Mea, Wanda, and rubra, are varieties of the

above, with different colors, flowering the last

of May. TenuifoUa, or Fennel-leaved, is very

pretty, though not double, blooming early in

May. The Cliinese Pseonies are another class,

among which are some splendid flowers. Tlic

best of tliem, in our acquaintance, are P. Wiitk-i/i,

with large, double white flowers; P. Eiimeii,

double, lilac red ; P. rosea, double rose-colored ;

P. Jiecvsii, semi-double, purple; P. Poisii, semi-

double, lilac rose ; P. sulphurea, pale yellow. Of
the Tree Pa;onies, the varieties are many. Tlie

Banksia is a general favorite, with its numerous

large, double pink flowers, varying on the same
bush to crimson. P. papaiieracea has large, white,

single flowers. Then there are Alba variegata,

Aretlinsa, Globosa, Mirabilis, Rosea odorata, and

many others, which we cannot now enumerate.

The Black Knot on Pi-um Trees.—Some
agricultural papers, who ought to know better,

persist in stating that the cause of this is not

known, and others attribute it to insects, dis-

eased sap, and every cause but the right one.

It was shown very plainly in the AgricxiUurist

for April 1863, that this is a parasitic fungus,

and magnified drawings were given showing

the plant and its method of reproduction. Its

fungoid character was made out many years

ago, but we believe that Mr. Austin, in the ar-

ticle above quoted, was the first to figure the

plant. From the presence of this parasite the

wood becomes diseased, and the trouble goes
on from bad to worse. Cut out the knot on it»

first appearane down to the sound wood and
burn tlie portion removed.

* « M%m 1 fc

The Jacobean Lily.—Amaryllis forinosissima.

*

—

This is one of our oldest spring bulbs, it hav-

ing been brought from Guatemala, over two
hundred years ago, yet it is seldom seen in cul-

tivation, though wherever it finds a place in the

garden, it is always an object of well merited

admiration. The bulbs are sold each spring by
the florists, and when planted in pots or in a
rich border they throw up a stem which bears

a single lily-like flower of the richest crimsou
color. The engraving shows the form of the

flower very much reduced in size. The flower

is bent to one side ; three of its divisions are

curved upward while the other three are bent
downward, and near their base they are curved
inward so as to surround the pistil. The flow-

ers appear in June, after which the leaves in-

crease in size, and the plant should have good
culture until the leaves wither. Tlie want of
success with this plant which is sometimes com-
plained of, and which is one of the reasons why
we do not see it oftener in our gardens, is due
to neglect to provide for the next year's bloom-

Jacobean lilt.—J maryllisformosissima.

ing by securing a vigorous growth of leaf. The
bulb will bloom in poor soil or even in sand or

wet moss, the first year after purchasing it, and
will fiiil to flower the following year for the rea-

son that it has not recovered from the exliaust-

ing effects of flowering. Give the bulbs a plen-

ty of well rotted manure, not so much as to se-

cure a strong bloom, but to induce the leaves to
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grow with vigor, and prepare the bulb for anoth-

er effort, and cultivate and water in such a man-
ner as will conduce to this end. Bulbs are sold

by the florists for about thirty cents each.

The Common Periwinkle.—

(

Vinca minor).

Scarcely any plant now cultivated in our

gardens has been longer known than the

Periwinkle. It is the Vinca Pervinca of Pliny,

which Latin name has been converted into Peri-

winkle. In this country, the plant is commonly
called Myrtle and Running Myrtle, names which
are incorrect and should be dropped. The
plant has nothing in common with the true

5Iyrtle, except both have smooth, thick, dark

green leaves. The figure represents the Small

Periwinkle, Vinca viinor, which is much more
common in our gardens than the Greater Peri-

winkle, Vinca major. The two resemble one
another in general appearance, but the last

named has much larger leaves and a more
erect growth. They both produce an abund-

ance of pretty blue flowers. On account of

their long, flexible stems, and bright green leaves,

they are very useful in making up wreaths. In

Italy, the large species is called " flower of the

dead," on account of its being used .is garlands

at funerals. Both species are natives of Europe,

and are quite hardy in tliis country. They are

evergreens, trailing on the ground, where the

prostrate stems strike root, and form a dense

mat, the foliage completely coucealing the stems

and the ground. The plant is generally put in

some out of the way corner, and left to itself,

but it is prstty enough to deserve more care

than it usually receives. A mound planted

with the small Periwinkle, is soon covered with

its rich, dark green foliage, and forms a pleasing

object. The plant is adapted to trail upon rock

work, and over the edge of a rustic basket. Its

greatest utility, however, is found in the fact

tliat it flourishes in the shade, and under the drip

of other plants, and it is often the most avail-

able thing to cover bare spots in those places

where it is difficult to make grass grow. There

are variegated sorts, of both species, which have

their leaves edged and marked with white or

yellow. One of the best of these is called by

th'; florists Viiicii dc^jiiatimmK. A bed of it

upon a lawu or elsewhetfii produces a fine effect.

What is Glycerin?

The above question is asked by a correspondent,

and as its answer may interest more than one read-

er, we give it in the household columns. Glycerin

is A remarkable contribution of modern science

to the arts, and as its utility for different purposes

has been manifested, corresponding improvements

have taken place in its manufactnre, and it Is now
produced in great purity and at moderate price.

But this is not telling what glycerin is. It is a

principle which exists in fats, and all fats are a

combination of glycerin and some acid. Lard, after

the lard oil has been pressed out, is mainly a com-

pound of stearic acid and glycerin. In the process

of manufacturing the finer kinds of candles, this

compound is broken up and the stearic acid is used

for candles, while the glycerin is purified and put

into the market. Glycerin is a thick, colorless

liquid, of a syrupy consistence, and when well made

has no odor. Its name is from the Greek word,

meaning sweet, and indicates one of its prominent

characters—its sweetness. It is remarkable for its

undrying qualities ; when spread out and exposed to

the air it remains for a long while unchanged. It

mixes readily with water and with alcohol, but not

with oils, and has a remarkable solvent power for

many substances. It is largely used in medicine as

a solvent for various drugs, and is also employed as

a substitute for sugar in medicin.il preparations.

In domestic use it forms a most excellent applica-

tion to chapped or inflamed surfaces, as it keeps

the p.arts from the air, and is free from the incon-

venience which attends the use of oily matters.

Properly diluted with water, it forms a popular h.air

dressing which keeps the hair moist, and is much
less objectionable than many of the preparations

sold for the purpose. As glycerin does not readily

evaporate nor freeze it is used in cities to put into

gas meters. It is also largely used in the place of

molafsses to mix with glue to form the rolls by

which ink is applied to type. These are among the

more common uses—others, such as in mounting

microscopic preparations, are of less general inter-

est. Doubtless many other useful applications will

be found for this interesting chemical product.

Mounting Maps and Pictures.

Maps or any drawings on paper are rendered

much more durable if they have a mounting or

backing of some kind of cloth. The operation is a

very simple one. The cloth, some inches larger each

way than the paper, is tacked upon an ironing ta-

ble or some smooth surface. The success of the

operation depends m.ainly upon the care with which

the cloth is tacked. It should lay square, aud the

tacks be put in very closely along the edges, not far-

ther than an inch apart. The selvage will give but

little trouble, but the raw edges will need to be

doubled overwhere the tacks are put in, to prevent

them from tearing out. The tacks are not driven

home, but are left with the heads high enough to

allow them to be removed by means of a tack lifter

or strong knife. The cloth, which may be any kind

of strong cotton fabric, being ready, lay the map or

whatever paper is to be mounted, face down, on a

cle.an surface, and give its back a good coat of stiff

flour paste, evenly applied. The paste should be

as stiff as will work with a brush, and be perfectly

free from lumps. In applying the paste, be sure to

get the edges well covered, and if any lumps, or

hairs from the brush are left upon the surface, re-

move them carefully by means of a case knife or pa-

per folder. The paper being tboroughly p.asted, let

two persons take it by the four corners and place

it, p.asted side down, upon the cloth. With a little

care it can be laid quite smoothly. If the paper is

very long, let the centre touch the cloth first, and

gradu.ally let the whole down on to the cloth.

Then take a perfectly cIcliu Uauilkerchief or soil

napkin and by .i swcepiug motion from the center

to the edges, press out any air bubbles that may
appear, and see that the edges of the paper are in

close cont.act with the cloth. As it dries, the pa-

per will appear badly wrinkled, .and the job will

look like a failure, but wait until it is thouroughly
dry, and if the tacking has been well done and the

paste good, the paper will be perfectly smooth.

We have laid considerable stress upon the tacking

for this reason : Wheu the paper is pasted, it

stretches, and in this condition it is applied to the

cloth. As it dries, it contracts with a great deal of

power, and the cloth must be thoroughly tacked to

resist this force. We have in this way mounted a

number of sheets 9 feet long, and .5 feet wide, with

perfect success. Wheu all is dry, remove the tacks

and cut the cloth down to the size of the paper.

Varnishing Furniture.

The appearance of furniture may be greatly im-

proved by a coat of good varnish, which a skillful

housekeeper may lay on quite as well as some
manufacturers of furniture. The proper tools and
materials are quite as essential as skill in order to

varnish neatly. A clean, light and warm room is

indispensable, unless it can be done in the open
air, in warm weather. When varnish is exposed
to sunshine it is apt to blister. If applied to

cold or greasy furniture sometimes it " crawls,"

and settles down in ridges. When furniture does

not take varnish well, rub it thoroughly with a

cloth dipped in alcohol, or benzine. Then keep it

in a warm room until all the wood has been well

w.armed through. When the varnish is being laid

on, let it be kept warm, by standing in a kettle of

water nearly boiling hot.

Procure a small varnish brush, not apaint brush,

for varnishing chairs, and take only a Email quan-

tity of varnish on the brush at once. Spread it

evenly and thin, and work it well with tbe brush

When entirely dry, apply another thin cont. A be-

ginner can do a much better job by laying on
two thin coats than only one heavy coat.

There is great difTercnce in varnish that is sold

for a given kind. Unless one has tested its drying

quality, it well be well to try it on a piece of cheap
furniture, to ascertain whether it will dry well.

Varnish that will stick to every thing that touches

it, is a vexatious nuisiince. Let such varnish or

paint be rubbed thoroughly with good benzine,

and afterwards two coats of good varnish applied.

Walls that have been papered, may be varnished

after a thin coat of glue-w.ater h,is been applied to

keep the varnish from striking into the paper.

When varnish is laid directly on the paper, most of

it will be absorbed, and there will be little gloss.

» I —» »

Suggestions About Carpets.

Our correspondent "T. G.," speaks of carpets as

follows :
" Carpets are a nuisance as they are or-

dinarily managed. They are tacked down at spring

cleaning .and serve as filters through which all the

fine dirt passes and remains as a subsoil of impal-

pable powder. At every sweeping some of the sur-

face dirt goes down through the carpet, and a por-

tion of that which was below is worked up through
it and difi'used through the room, and finally set-

tles on the furniture and in the air passages of the
occupants of the room. Let .any housekeeper

—

even the most scrupulously neat, take up her car-

pets after they have been down for the winter and
see what a stratum of dirt she h.xs been living

over. It is a peculiar Americanism to have every
room carpeted all over. The carpet is ccnsidered

as a mark of respectability, aud it will icquire a

courageous disregard for Mrs. Gruudy to receive

her in an uncarpeted room. Yet I believe that the

reform will come at length, and instead of putting

a carpet over tbe floor to cover unsightly carpen-

ters' work, we shall have neatly inlaid floors of col-

ored wood, which can be kept perfectly clesin and
look well. If a warm place is needed for the feet

in winter, several large rugs may be provided, ia

one pf the most cosy, best furnished rooms, i
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have lately seen, the carpet did not reach within

two or three feet of the sides of the room. A car-

pet like this can be frequently taken up and shaken,

and much of the dust which anuoys the house-

keeper be avoided. Who will inaugurate an eco-

nomical and healthful reform and abolish the

slavery to carpets ?"

—I —^
Our Bachelor's Wish Realized.

Onr bachelor's desire, expressed in April, that

some one would found a school of cookery, is at

length realized, and he erpresses himself as follows :

" Blessed be Blot, (pronounce that Mow, if yon

please,) for he has opened a Cooking Academy, and

some sixty of the ladies of New York attend his

lectures. Now I find by accurate computation,

that there are to beat least one hundred and twenty

people made happy—60 ladies will gratify 60 lords

—by presenting them with something eatable. The

thing will spread, these ladies will each show their

friends, and from this time we h.ive hope for the

American stomach. For this select sixty and their

disciples there will be no more beef-steaks Biddy-

fied in the frying pan, and that which goes on to

the Are as mutton, will not be leather, when it comes

to the table. No more " one hundred creeds and

only one sauce," for Mr. Blot is great on sauces.

There is a popular erroneous idea in regard to

French cookery, that ought to be dispelled. The
general notion is, that French dishes are of course

complicated, elaborate, and highly seasoned ; never

was a greater mist.ake. The French excel simply

in this : they study the best way to cook each thing,

and do not cook every thing in one way. No more

plain, healthful, and eatable cooking can be found

than that of the French. They bring thought and

experience to the subject, and the result is paLat-

able and economical food. The daily papers give

accounts of Mr. Blot's lectures, and I wish him
much success in his enterprise,"

Valuable Plain Recipes.

Since the Bachelor's onslaught upon Recipes, in

the February No., he has been receiving especial

attention from the ladies, as was expected, and as

he deserved. The following from " Nymphea,"

will interest the readers as well as the offender.

" I, too, pity your Bachelor editor of the House-

hold Department. I always do pity the b.achelors

a little (on paper,), and to show the sincerity of my
commiseration I have written out some recipes so

carefully that I doubt whether even he can find

much in them to grumble at. (I am not certain,

though, that he will consider (hat any charity, for

I am privately of the opinion that he likes to grum-

ble.) First of all I would like to find fault with

the millers. I think they are about as blameworthy

as the bakers. For my part, I find it almost impos-

sible to get hold of any good Corn Meal. This

article should be about half rfaj between the or-

dinary fine meal and that caPed "Horse feed," so

coarse that when pressed between the thumb and

finger, it will not retain the impression. Only the

coarsest part of the bran should be removed. This

article retains its sweetness longer, makes lighter

bread, and is in every way more wholesome. When
I can not have my corn ground to order, I get the

best ' feed' and run it through a large Iron coflfeo

mill, or grind up whole corn and mix this coarse

meal in equal quantities with the fine meal. This

is the kind used in the following recipes.

Vnlca-Fcned Rye and Indian Bread.
Take 2 parts coarse corn meal, scald thoroughly

with boiling water ; add 1 part rye meal or rye fiour,

and more water if necessary to moisten it. Stir

thoroughly together. It should be made as stiff as

it can be managed with a large iron spoon. Make
it into a loaf three or four inches deep and set it

upon a stove or r.ange hot enough to cook it slowly

upon tlie bottom. In an hour or more it will rise

some and crack the upper surface slightly. Then
b.ake in a slow oven three or four hours. I usu.ally

put it in about 7 P. M., let it acquire a rich brown
crust by 10 o'clock, then cover up the fire so that

it will keep all night and in the morning I take out

a nice warm breakfast loaf. It usually improves by

keeping three or four days, when it is delicious

sliced and toasted. Many prefer to have this bread

sweetened with molasses stirred in with rye flour.

Well boiled white beans make a very wholes^fne

addition. Even without these improvements the

bread is far better than the Boston brown bread of

the shops. No one who tries this recipe thor-

oughly will ever ag.ain put in yeast, which always

sours and spoils com meal.

Roiled Indian Pnddtng:.—(Good
enough for ab.achelor.) Scald half the meal and add

the other half, with cool water enough to reduce the

whole to quite a thick batter. Don't put in too

much salt. Add fruit, dried or fresh, whortleber-

ries, or currants, or cherries, or best of all, dried

pears. Put into a bag with room to swell, drop

into hot water and boil 2 or 3 hours. It is well to

put some bits of crockery under it to prevent its

sticking lo the pot. Then turn it out and eat with

cream, or maple mol.asses, or a dressing made of

the thickened liquor in which it was boiled, sweet-

ened, and seasoned with a dash of cinn.amon. If

no fruit was put into the pudding it can be eaten

with a fruit syrup.

Scalded 9Ieal Johnny Cake.—Scald

half the meal and add the other half with cold wa-

ter BufBcicnt to make a batter, the required con-

sistence of which will vary with different kinds of

me.al. " Bake before the fire on the middle piece

of the head of a particular kind of flour barrel."

Or if that can not be obtained ladies may try it on
shallow tins in a quick oven.

'Wheat and Indian Cake.—Scald one

part Indian meal as above, add one part wheat

meal (Graham flour) with water suflicient to make
a thick batter. Drop by the spoonful on a large

pan, or into muffin rings, and balce in a quick oven.

When taken out, cover close for 20 or 30 minutes.

This makes a most wholesome and palatable bread,

much lighter than the Johnny cake, and much bet-

ter when cold. It Is also very nice when rye is

substituted for wheat meal.

Apple and Pic Plant.—Stewed dried

apples, especially sweet apples, are greatly improved

by the addition o( 14 or }{ of the quantity of pie-

plant, either fresh, dried or canned. (Mem. Be sure

to put up a few cans of pie-plant in its season.)

Rye and Indian Apple Pudding.—
T.ake the crusts of your rye and Indian loaf and

steep them slowly in apple sauce until thoroughly

softened. This makes a delicious side dish to eat

with beans, or it may serve as a dessert to a hearty

farmer's dinner.

Bag's Ibr Keeping Hams.—T. Ray-

mond of Fairfield County, Ct., writes: " In the

March number of the Agriculturist I find three

ways for ' keeping smoked meats in Summer ;' let

me add a fourth. Take old muslin or any kind of

fabric, make a bag sufficiently large to admit the

ham easily, wet it thoroughly in pork or other

strong brine, wring and dry it ; repeat this once or

twice, then n-hen it is dry, drop the ham, (which

must have a cord attached to hang it by) into the

bag, tie the mouth closely around the cord, and

hang in a dry place. If the meat does not come
out all right, do not charge it to the fiies." An ad-

ditional precaution practised by some is to wrap
the meat in brown paper before inclosing in the bag.

DouBLK Heeling a Stocking.—Knit the first

stitch, slip off the next without knitting, knitting

every alternate stitch on the right side of heel, and

every stitch when knitting on the wrong side.

This makes the heel very thick.

•-.— >-«

Famtlt Jars.—" Jars of jelly, jars of jam, jars

of potted beef .and ham, jars of early gooseberry,

nice jars of mince-meat, jars of spice, jars of
orange marmalade, jars of pickles, all home-made,
Jars of cordial, home-made wine, j.ars of honey
superfine—would the only jars were these, that

were found in families."

Hints on Cooking, etc.

Cooking Tiithout Milk.—A California

subscriber "Aunt Lina," who lives where milk is

scarce, contributes the following to the Agncnltur-

ist. " Tea Cakes.—Stir to a cream \}4 teacupfuls of

sugar, }4 teacupful butter, half a nutmeg. Then
add 1 teacupful of water, 2 tcaspoonfuls of cream
of tartar, 1 teaspoonful of soda, to 1 quart of flour,

which should be put through a seive. Add flour

till stiff enough to roll thin ; cut into cakes, bake
in buttered pans, in a quick oven. This is econom-
ical, at least in California, where eggs are from 75

cents to $1 per dozen, and milk scarce.

" Pumpkin and Squash Pies, can be prepared also

without milk by using water and corn starch, say

for 3 pies, 2 teacupfuls of pumplvin, 2 eggs, 2 table-

spoonfuls of corn starch, allspice, and sugar to taste.

" Custard Pies, 4 eggs, 4 tablcspoonfuls corn

starch, 2 teacups water, sugar and nutmeg to taste:

this will make 2 pies. Mix the starch with a small

qu.autity of the water. Custards may bo made in

the same way. I use Oswego corn stai-ch. Ruta-

b.igas cost less per lb. than pumpkins or squashes,

with us, and make good pics, also can'ots and pars-

nips, by usiug the same as pumpkin, with the ad-

dition of a little flour, molasses and ginger."

Orahani Riscnit.—" Lizzie" writes that

these are recommended by a bachelor, and, there-

fore, must be good. Wet up Graham flour with

cold w.ater, adding a little salt, knead as stiff as

possible, make into small biscuits, and bake in a

very hot oven.

Poor Man's Pudding.—Three teacup-

fuls flour, one teacupful millc, one of chopped
raisins, one of snet, one of molasses, one teaspoon-

ful saleratus, nutmeg. Put in a bag and boil an

hour and a half. Serve with sauce to taste.

Steam Pudding.—Two cups flour, one of

milk, one-half cup each of molasses, chopped
rtiisins and suet, one egg, one teaspoonful saleratus,

one-h.alf teaspoonful soda. Steam one hour.

Mock Sponge Cake.—Two cups flour,

one of sugar, one of milk, one egg, one teaspoonful

saleratus, two tcaspoonfuls cream of tartar.

Apple Jonathan.—Fill a baking dish %
full of sliced tart apples, sweeten to taste; mix
wheat meal with water and milk (a little cream will

make it more tender) into a batter, pour over the

fruit until the dish is full. Bake until the crust is

of a handsome brown color.

Potato Cake.—Contributed by Miss Loui-

sa J. Wilson. Take a dozen of cold boiled potatoes

and mash them, add a small piece of dough, one egg,

and a little salt. Work it well with flour, cut in

squares, let it stand to rise, and bake half an hour

in moderate oven.

Rrcalcfast Cake.—Contributed by Mrs.

A. H. Bryant. Take 1 quart sifted flour, 1 table-

spoonful of butter, 3 tcaspoonfuls of baking pow-

der (which is soda and cream of tart.ar properly

combined), mix these thoroughly into the flour

with a tablespoonful of sugar, then add 2 well beat-

en eggs, and sweet milk sufficient to form a thin

batter. Bake in a moderately hot oven ; and with

a cup of coffee or cocoa and a boiled egg you will

find you have made a good breakfast.

1^'ice Rreakfast Wish.—Slice a few cold

biscuit, or some dry light bread, fry them slightly,

in a little butter, or nice gr.avy. Beat 3 or 4 eggs,

with half a teacupful of new milk, and a pinch of

salt. When the bread is hot, pour the eggs over it,

and cover for a few minutes, stir slightly, so that all

the eggs may be cooked. This is a nice dish, be-

sides saving the dry bread.

Substitute for Cream, for puddings,

cold rice, etc. Boil % of a pint of sweet milk,

new milk is best. Be.at the yolk of 1 egg, and a lev-

el teaspoonful of fiour, with sugar enough to make
the cream very sweet. When the milk boils, stir

this into it, and let it begin to simmer, stirring it,

let it cool and flavor to taste. For any pudding in

which eggs are used, this is almost as good as rich

cream (which many prefer to any other dressing),

and much better than thin cream.
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Itnslcs.—One pint milk, one cnp yeast, one

cup sugar, one cup lard, one egg. Add the egg

and sugar after raising once.

Pop-Corn I»utTtling.—Soak 2 quarts of

pop-corn, broken tiuc, in 3 pints of milk over night;

in the morning add 3 beaten eggs and a little salt

and nutmeg. Bake the same as a custard.

]B©Ys (& amm' (b©ilwims.

'••Richmond Is Ours!"— '* Lee has Surrendered!"

—

'* Peace Is Ne«r !" These welcome words still ring in

the ears and gladden the hearts of all men, women, and
children. April will henceforth be more tlmn ever a his-

toric month in the Republic, It saw the fall of Sumter,

it now hails the fall of the Confederacy. The "boys"

will come home again, and many a household will be

made happy. These war-worn veterans will everywhere

be honored ; unJer God they have saved the country from

Rebellion and anarchy. What stories thev will have to

tell of camp life, of weary mrtrches, fierce battles, and

glorious victories. Tens of thousands of our young

readers will share the joy which our heroes will bring

home. " Father Is away at the war," has often been

noticed in the letters sent to the Agriculturist, and we
rejoice in the happiness in store for those who will eie

long receive their loved ones. Some, alas ! will not re-

turn. They sleep in southern soil, martyrs to their

country's cause. A terrible price has been paid for Union

and Liberty, but the blessings bequeathed to their country

by those who have fallen, are beyond price. All honor

to those who have suffered more than death in the loss

of their heart's treasures. None love their country belter

than those who have given most for it, and they too re-

joice to know that the sacrifice has not been in vain.

Shall these be forgotten? If there be a soldier's widow
or orphan in your neighborhood, see to It that they ever

have special regard. We shall not deserve the blessings

of peace, if we forget to care for those by whose anguish

it was won. And let none neglect to praise the Ruler of

Nations, for these days of joy. We can never forget the

scene when news of the fall of Richmond was received

In New-York, and thousands were gathered in Wall
Street, the great commercial heart of the nation. After

singing patriotic songs, listening to stirring speeches and

cheering for hours, the whole assembly reverently remov-

ed their hats, and joined in singing again and again

" Praise God from whom a!l blessings flow," It was a

fitting key note for the songs of the nation.

Sometliin^ about tUe Haix*.

How many hairs on your head T The number varies

with different persons ; the average is stated on good au-

thority to be 293 hairs to every quarter of a square inch ;

fiom this each can calculate somewhere near the sum of

his owTi. Flaxen hairs are finest, brown and red next,

and black tlie coarsest. A space containing 147 black

would be occupied by 162 brown, or 182 flaxen hairs.

Each hair springs from a root imbedded in the skin. The
outside is composed of horny scales overlapping each

other like shingles on a roof, though not with the same
regularity, and these scales form a tube enclosing a mar-
rowy pith. The hair of different races of men, varies in

structure as well as in color ; thus that of the negro may
be /e/(e(£, that is, formed into a solid compact mass like

cloth. This property is owing to the prominence of the

scales composing it. Straight hair is nearly round, curly

hair is more flatlened, the most so in the negro, whose
hairs are nearly flat ribbons. The diflTerent colors de-

pend on minute particles of coloring matter within the

hair ; age, sickness, severe mental exercise, or sudden
fright may destroy the coloring matter, and cause the

hair to turn gray. In animals having " whiskers," as the

cat, tiger, rat, etc., the hairs are supplied with nerves,

which render them very delicate "feelers," by which

they are aided in stealing on their prey. In passing

through narrow spaces, these give notice if the opening

be not large enough to admit the animal's body. In some
forms of disease the human hair becomes extremely sen-

sitive at the roots, and liable to bleed. Frequent cutting

causes it to grow coarser, but not more thickly, and

those who desire to retain soft silky beards should not

shave at all. Oils, pomades, and such pieparations clog

the poros of the scalp and prevent the healthy growth of

the hair ; washing the scalp with water and thoroughly

drying with a towel, will keep it in excellent condition.

Human hair Is an important article of trade, tons of it

being sold every year. In large districts of Europe the

peasant girls are shorn of their locks annually, receiving

from two to twenty dollars each for the crop. RIost of

this Is used by those who can not grow enough of their

own, eorae of it for making jewelry and other ornaments.

Be Acquainted Tvitlt your I^eiglibors*

Thousands of carpenters, tailors, masons, spinners and
weavers, diggers, and other mechanics are at work in tlie

country, witli whom only a few persons are well ac-

quainted, yet they are next door neighbors to most of our

young readers. This is the more strange because many
of them have very mischievous habits. We have known
a company of them enter an orchard, attack the best

trees, bore them full of holes and entirely destroy them.

Others dig around the choicest vegetables and so mutilate

the roots that they are made worthless. Fruit, vegetables

and flowers of every kind suffer from their operations

;

whole fields of wheat are stolen, and extensive forests

are ruined by these marauders. Of course, insects are

the neighbors we are writing about. Every one of them

is a most interesting object of study, and if our young

readers will take pains enough they may find almost all

trades represented among these tiny creatures. One kind

of wasp Is a mason, that builds a very complete rnud cell

for its young, lays its eggs, and then packs it with spiders

which it has stung enough to benumb but not kill them ;

so that they remain torpid until the following year, when
the young wasps hatch out and find an abundant supply

of ready prepared fresh spiders' meat,—just the food they

like. Another species of wasp is a paper maker ; so is

the hornet. A kind of bee with Its tiny shears cuts out

circular bits of leaves as true as though they were mark-

ed with a pair of compasses, and uses them in construct-

ing its nest. Thousands of worms and caterpillars spin

curious bed clothing in which they tuck themselves snug-

ly and sleep through the coldest winters. The common-

est insect, if watched day by day, will do many things that

will surprise and interest the observer. Some repulsive

looking bugs, that girls and boys would either kill outright

or run away from, are real friends in the garden, where

they feed upon other insects that woQld destroy plants.

Begin with some one common insect, watch it through

all its changes from crawling caterpillar to butterfly;

notice what it eats, study its habits, and if possible at the

same lime read some book describing what others have

observed about it, and you may not only find great pleas-

ure, but perhaps be able to tell the world something new.

Selfisliness Properly Rewarded.

It Is related of an English Judge that being about to

hold his court at a distant point, his wife desired to ac-

company him. He gave permission, provided she would

carry no band-boxes in the carriage, as he greatly disliked

them. The day after starting, happening to place his

foot under the opposite seat, it struck against one of the

forbidden articles stowed there. Without a word the

judge seized the offending bandbox and threw it out of

the window. The coachman seeing It fall, stopped, and

the footman started to pick it up. " Drive on" ' furiously

shouted the judge, and the box was left by the roadside.

When at their destination, the judge proceeded to array

himself in his robes of office, and when nearly ready

called out, impatiently, *' Now then where's my wig ?"

" Your lordship threw it out of the window," was the re-

ply. Probably he was a little less hasty, if not less self-

ish after this occurrence.

Advice for Bots.—" You are made to be kind, gener-

ous and magnanimous," says Horace IVIann. "If there

is a boy in sohool who has a club-foot, don't let him know
you ever saw it. If there is a boy with ragged clothes,

don't talk about rags in his hearing. If there Is a lame

boy assign him some part of the game which does not

require much running If there is a dull one, help him

to get his lesson."

My Mother.—a Sunday-school teacher, speaking one

day to his children upon the depravity of the human
heart, asked them if tliey knew any one who was always

good. One of the class, prompted by simple and child-

like affection, instantly replied, "Yes, sir,—my mother."

Ansfvers to Problems and Puzzles.

The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., In the

April number, page 125. No. 135. Illustrated Rebus.—
Play in D eel in g eyes a jeio well ; or, Plain dealing is a

jewel No. 136. French Riddle,—The translation is, I

am captain of twenty four soldiers. Without me Paris

would be taken. Answer, the letter A: without which

Pari* would be pris (taken).... No. 137. Latin Sentences.

—I, Tlie horse is in the stable, but he does not eat. 2,

Hasten mother, the sow is eating apples. 3, He fights

battles with the fist No. 138. Illustrated Rebuses.—

Fig. If faime in six lances, or Taime m silence, •wV\q'U.

signifies, I love in silence. Fig, 2, Little and often fills

the purse.... No. 139. Cftararfc.-=^The word co-nun-drum.

No, 140. Conundrum.—The Israelite.... Tio. 141. Word
Puzzle,—Fox beheaded leaves ox... .No. 142. Illustrated

Rebus.—He hoo sivim e in s in will * ink m j or row ; or

He who swims in sin, will sink in sorrow No.l43.
Geographical Names.— 1, Liverpool ; 2, Kingston ; 3,

Warsaw ; 4, Mississippi No. 144 and 145.—No answers
received; try again No. 146. Planting Problem.~T\ie
accompanying figure gives

the method of placing the

trees. The following sent

correct answers up to April

10th. Samuel M. Hender-
son, 124, 127, 128, 133, 134;
George H. Ensign, 128, 130;

"P.J. E.," 124, 127 (the sap

runs up) ; C. J. Darrah, 125,

131 ; Wm. Dale, 125, 131

;

M. E. Dale, 124, 127; Charles L. Spooner, 124,126,127.
128, 131, 132, 133 ; Wm. R. Butler, 124, 127, 128. 133, 134
John J. Collins, 124, 127, 128; Fleming RatclifT, 124, 127,
128; "Harry." 132; "P. fi. P. & Co.," 124, 127, 128,
Cordelia Baker, 126, 127 ; George Streunnell. 124, 127
J. H. Getty, 119, 131 ; Bernard McGinily, 127, 128, 133 ,

" L. G. H.," 124, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131 ; Royal S. Owen,
127; D. Griffith, 117, 119, 125, 126, 128 ; L. F. Beard, 121 .Wm. F. Harvey. 124, 126. 127. 128. 133, 134 ;

" Boy Farm-
er," 124; "Wilkie," 136; E. Prevost, 136, 138; Annette
B. P. Taylor, 127 ;

" Little Boy," 121, 137 ; Isaac C. Mar-
tmdale, 135. 137. 138, 141, 142, 143, 146 ; Herbert Walker,
124, 128, 130 ; W. S. Scott. 139, 141 ; Wm. Nicholson, 141

;

Albert Whitehead, 135,142,143; '^J. D. R„" 136, 141;
Hasty, 141. 143; Luman Sloan, 121 ; Capt. S. Whiting,
27 C. B. Watson, 136 ; Henry Wheeler, 139, 141.

New Puzzles to be Answered.
No. 147. ProWcTn.—Proposed by A. S. Weeks, Draw a

figure like the illustration,

each division to be square,

and tlie side of the smaller

part to be just half the side

of the larger portion. How
can this figure be cut Into 3

pieces, which can be placed

to form an exact square T

No. 143. Curious Sentences.—Constrnci a question and
answer which together will contain thirty words, more
than half of which shall be the same word repeated, and
half the remainder, another word repeated.

No. 149. Illustrated Rebus.—Good advice for all.

No. 150, Word Puzzles.— 1, Behead every thing, and
leave nothing. 2, Behead a weapon, and leave a fruit,

3, Behead a perfume, and leave a coin. 4, Behead a seed,

and leave a grain.

No. 151. Anagrams.— l, A dry toil. 2, To gain rules.

8, I call my gin tea, 4, Lo ! I read it.

No. 152. French Riddle.—Je suis la chose du monde
la plus sainte ; 6tez mon cceur, et je suis le plus amere.

No. 153. Illttstrated Ke6u«.—Suited to the times.

No. 154. Mathematical ProfcZem.—Contributed by " H.

N. B." A tin pail with sloping sides measures 14 inches

in diameter across the top, 10 inches across the bottom,

and is 12 inches deep (perpendicularly). If 2 gallons of

water be poured into this pail, what will be the depth of

the water?

No. 155. Mathematical Problem.—At the beginning of

winter a man's stock of animals and his hay were of

equal value. When two sevenths'of the winter were
gone, thiee-elghths of the hay were consumed. What
portion of his stock should have been exchanged for hay
at the commencement of winter, so that the increased

hay would last the diminished stock the whole winter.
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THE YOUNG PERFORMERS. — Engraved for th€ American AgricuUurist.

About Keeping' the Balance.

The lad in Ihe picture is trying an experiment in Nat-

ural Philosophy, though perhaps he is only thinking of

playing. He is showing his younger brother and sisters

now he canmake things stand up, as he saw a man do at an

exhibition. His brother has just had a olow from the

falling umbrella, not hard enough to hu' dim much, but

it makes him scratch his head as thou , he had a new

idea about science. The little sister as been training

her doll to do the same thing, but she ,onld only make It

sit up and hold the sun-shade, and now she is trying the

experiment for herself.— It is easy to learn to balance

things on the hand, or on the chin as this boy Is doing.

The one thing necessary Is to keep the center of weight,

usually called the center of gravity, directly over the

base or part on which the balanced article rests. The

umbrella is held upright more easily when open, because

the wide-spread top is partly supported by the air. It is

more difficult to learn to balance one's self, yet by piac-

tice, men are finally able to walk on very narrow places,

guch as the edge of a thin board or rope. Some of our

young readers may remember the foolish performances of

Blondin, who perilled his life by crossing Niagara on a

rope. He carried with him a long heavy pole, which he

moved from side to side as it became necessary to keep

the center of gravity directly above his feet.

The hardest task of all Is for a child or man to keep

the character rightly balanced. Selfishness, pride, vanity,

anger, or any other passion, if not kept in proper bounds,

uill keep a man fiotn being upright. If a boy learns to

walk fearlessly and safely upon a narrow footing, it may
possibly be of service to him a veiy few times in life

;

but almost every day there will come temptations to

wrong-doing, the path will be very narrow, and unless

one learns and practices walking straight ahead with a

firm step, he will meet with many ruinous falls.

I\eM' Vork City at Hfiglit.

New York never sleeps. It is less noisy, and in most
parts less busy at night than by daylight, but at no hour

of the twenty four is there the quiet hush which In the

country tells that man and beast are resting. All through

the many miles of streets gas lamps are blinking, like

eyes weary with watcliing, but which must not close, and
there is light enough for those who will or who must
work while others sleep. These lights, seen from some
point where the eye can take in one or more long rows

of them, are a fine display of fireworks. They appear

very beautiful to a person sailing past Ihecity on the Hud-
son, or the East River ; line after line of them seem to be

mawhing and wheeling, like some vast army with torch-

es, out on a night expedition. Viewed ft-om a hight like

Trinity Church steeple. New York at night seems to be

mapped out with boundaries and divisions of fire, or as a

poetic friend says, like the Queen of America blazing

with jewels.— Until near midnight, the streets having

places of amusement are very lively. Carriages roll to

and fro, or stop lo leave or take up their gay occupants.

Often at the opening or near the close of some special

enteitainment, hundreds of coaches extend for several

blocks up and down the adjoining streets, the dnrers,

joking, laughing, shouting and quarreling. Thousands

of old and young seek pleasure at the numberless places

opened for their gratification and their money. From
eight to eleven o'clock, gaiety is at its hight. Begin-

ning at Barnura's Museum, the great attraction In the

lower part of the city, and walking up Broadway two

miles, scarcely a block, but has some place for pleas

ure seeking. Most of these are drinking saloons, some

of them of the vilest kind. It is sad to see the throngs of

young men here bartering away their characters and

future prospects, for a few brief moments of hilarity.

Toward midnight the pleasure seekers in the streets

decrease, although hundreds yet linger around the sa-

loons, many of which do not close until one or two

o'clock in the morning. But these are not the only ones

astir at the late hours of night. Bright lights stream from

the upper windows where printers are busy preparing the

morning papers ; gangs of sweepers are at work In the

streets ; policemen and private watchmen are pacing

back and forth to look out for fi.res, thieves, and dis-

turbers of the peace ; cars on the street railroads are

running, and thus all night long there ia moving life in

the streets. Some are willing and many are compelled
to turn night into day to get a living, but few can do so

without shortening their lives. Night was made for rest,

but " man made the town," and night and many other

wise arrangements of Providence are set aside, and will

be, while so many prefer the excitements of city life to

the healthful quiet of the country.

AlaUing: a Xall JVIan iShort*

This very laughable performance was recently de-

scribed in that entertaining Monthly, the Northern Maga-

zine, from which the accompanying illustration is taken.

The man or boy to be dwarfed leaves the room with two
assistants. The trick requires two light poles about six

feet long, two pillows, a sheet, and a pair of boots. The
dwarf (to be.) first thrusts each arm into one of the boots,

then one of the poles is laid on each of his shoulders and

also on the shoulders of an assistant. A pillow is placed

across the poles close behind the neck of the dwarf, who
throws his head back upon It, and brings each arm witti

the boots on, up over the poles, and resting on them, as

shown in the engraving. Then a pillow Is placed on the

poles between the two performers and near the chin of

the dwarf; this is to form the body. Finally a sheet prop-

erly folded Is thiownover the pillow to hide it and all

but the feet of the boots, and brought well up under the

chin of the dwarf, as shown below. The two then keej)

step and walk in before the company. The third one

may remain outside to convey the impression that he is

one of the bearers of the dwarf, with his head under-

neath the pillow. The effect will be better if the dwarf-

i

ing is done on some very tall person, and if the parties

are dressed alike. In a similar way a boy or short man
may be apparently stretched out, by having long poles,

fastening the boots where the feet should come, and prop-

erly building a body of pillows between them and the

head resting on the pillow as before. Properly managed
the illusion will be very complete and amusing.

A Farmek last summer required a number of reapers.

Several presented themselves and all were engaged with

one exception. The poor man thus omitted said : "Mas-

ter, won't you hire me !" " No,*' said the farmer. " Why
not ?" " Because you are too little." " Too little !" ex-

claimed the astonished Irishman i *'does yer honor reap

your crop at the top?" What could the farmer do but

laugh, and send the little man to join his comrades in the

field? He proved to be one of the best worKinen.
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(Business notices $1 88 per agate line of space.)

Do not Waste Your Money buying any of the

numerous worthless articles called Gold Pens which

have flooded the market for the last few years, when at

lower prices you can get pens which are acknowledged

to be the Best ik the World.

Arold the shameless Upslarts whose lack of brains

t-ompels them to attempt imitation, even to the adver-

tisement. If you want the full value of your money, see In

another column :
" The Pen is Mightier than the Sword."

GEO. P. BISSELIi & CO.
Hartford, Conn.

Bankers and Dealers in

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES.

V* S. 5-30 tvnd other Bonds boupht and 8oUl on the most

favorable terms. 7 3-10 Notes ready for delivery. »nd a

discount allowed. Purchasers are assured that we will fur-^

nlBh Government Bonds on as favorable terms aa they can*

get them from New York.

CONNECTICUT STATE BONDS, UARTFOUD CITY
BONDS, and a large aasortment of first class secuvltlcs on

hand for sale at all times.

The highest possible premium paid for Gold and Silver and

V. S. Coupons, also for Coupons not yet due. We are also

ARents for the Government for the sale of Revenue Stamps

of all kinds. Interest allowed on deposits from the date of

deposit till date of withdrawal.

The long and successful Banking experience of the Senior

partner of oar house (extending over a period of nearly

twenty years), and our rigid adherence to the principles of

Bound Banking, enable us to give the greateat facilities to

onr customers, and warrant us In saying that it Is our aim

to have our House rank second to no Banking establishment

in the country for soundness and stability.

Business sent us by mail will receive the same prompt at-

tention that Is given to those who come in person.

GEO. P. BISSELL & CO,
„ , .„ 5 KETCHUM SON & CO., New-York.
Kefer to | haKTFOKD BANK, Hartford, Conn.

THE mn NATIONAL Blffi

OF THE CITT OF NEW YORK.

CAPIXAX,, $1,000,000, PAID IN,

FISCAL AGENT OF THE TNITED STATES,

ASD Speciaj, Agent fob Jay Cooke, Slbscrip-

TiOK Agent,

Will Deliver 7-30 Notes, Free of charge,
by Express, in all parts of the country, and receive in

payment Checks on New York, PhiLidelphia, and Boston,

Current Bills, and all five per cent, interest Notes, with

Interest to date of subscription. Orders sent by mail

will be promptly filled.

This Bank receives the accounts of Banks and Bank-

ers on favorable terms ; also of Individuals keeping

New York accounts.

J. T. HILL, CasMer. J. U. ORVIS, President.

Fourteenth Annnal Report
OF THE

MANHATTAN
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Nos. 136 and tSS Broadtvay,
NEW YORK,

JANUARY 1, 1865.
Net Assets, January 1, 1864 $1,478,968 59

Receipts during the year 973,534 02

$2,452,502 61

Disbursements 461,277 38

$1,991,225 33

Assets.... 7 $1,991,225 23

Life policies are Issued, payable In annual, or In one,

five, or ten annual Installments ; also non-forfeiture en-

dowment policies, payable in ten annual payments,

which are paid at death, or on arriving at any particular

age. Life insurance as an investment has no superior,

as it has saved millions of dollars to the insured, and

thousands of families from ruin. Dividends are paid to

policy holders, thus enabling them to continue their

policies, if otherwise unable to do so.

HENRY STOKES, President.

C. Y. WEMPLE, Secretary.

J. S. HALSEY, Assistant Secretary.

S. N. STEBBINS, Actuary.

A.BRAM. DU BOIS, M. D., Medical Examiner.

U. S. 7-30 LOAN.
By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the

undersigned has assumed the General Subscription

Agency for the sale of the United States Treasury Notes,

bearing seven and three-tenths per cent, interest, per

annum, known as the

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.
These Notes are Issued under date of June 15th, 1865,

and are payable three years from that ti!»e, in currency,

or are convertible at the option of the holder into

U. S. 6-20 Six per cent.

GOLD-BEARING BONDS.
These bonds are worth a premium whicli increases the

actual profit on the 7-30 loan, and Its exemption from

State and municipal taxation adds frotn one to three per

cent, more, according to the rate levied on other property.

The Interest Is payable in. currency eeml-annually by

coupons attached to each note, which may be cut off

and sold to any bank or banker.

The Interest amounts to

One cent per day on a - • $50 note.

Two cents " .' " $100 "

Ten " " " •• $50O

20 '• " •* " $1000

$1 " " * " «5000

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly

furnished upon receipt of subscriptions, and the notes

forwarded at once. The interest to 15th June next will

be paid in advance. This is

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET
now offered by the Government, and It is confidently

expected that its superior aavantages will make it the

GREAT POPULAR LOAN OF THE PEOPLE.

Less than $300,000,000 of the Loan authorized by the

last Congress are now on the market. Tliis amount, at

the rate at which it is being absorbed, will all be sub-

scribed for within four months, when the notes will un-

doubtedly command a premium, as has uniformly been

the case on closing the subscriptions to other Loans.

In order that citizens of every town and section of

the country may be afforded facilities for taking the loan,

the National Banks, State Banks, and Private Bankers

throughout the country have generally agreed to receive

subscriptions at par. Subscribers will select their own

agents, In whom they have confidence, and who only are

to be responsible for the delivery of the notes for which

they receive orders.

JAY COOKE,
Subscription Aoent, Philadelphia.

WANTED.—EVERYBODY SEEKING PRO-
fitable employment, to introduce Popular Biogra-

phies and Standard Historical Work, written by the well-
known and popular author, J. T. Headley. Just the
books for the times. Sold only by Agents. To energetic
men nnd women, a rare chance is offered to make from
$50 to S150 per month.
For terms and territory, address

E. B. TREAT, Publisher, 124 Grand St..

Three doors East of Broadway, New-York.

'' Signs of Cbaracter," and How to Read
Tliem.—Physiognomy, Phrenology, Psychology, Eth-

nology, with Portraits and Biography, given in the

ILLUSTRATED PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
Only 20 cents a number, or $2 a year. The Pictorial

Double Numbers for Jan., Feb., March and April sent by

return post, for $1.00. Please address MESSRS. FOW-
LER <t WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York.

miuiatnrc Farming—''Our Farm of Two
Acres."—By Harriet Mabtineau. 48 pp. 16 mo.
Price 20 cents. Very entertaining and full of valuable

suggestions. Mailed post free on receipt of price.

BUNCB & HUNTINGTON, PubUshers, 540 Broadway
New-York.

How to make the aboTewlth manv more Fireside TrickB
and Parlor Games, see FIRESIDE AMUSEMENTS In the

NORTHERN MAGAZINE.
The best and cheapest lUuBtrated magazine In the world.

ONLY Sl.as FOR ONE YEAK.
Amnsement and Instruction combined.
Equally Interesting to ttio grandfather and to the grand-

child. Address FRANK BELLEW °

39 Park Row. KewTork.
N. B.—We will cheerfully give any one n year's subscription

gratis, who will show us as good a magazine at double the
price.

THE HOKTIClJL,TrKIST, 1865.
Monthly, Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per annum.
Two specimen copies sent, post paid, for Twenty-fire

Cents.

W^oodward's Country IIome§,
12mo. cloth. 132 Engiavings. $1.50. post paid.

Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural

Buildings,
12mo. cloth. 60 Engravings. $1.60, post paid.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,
Publishers, 37 Tark Row, New-York,

THE MJVCOIilV CHART,
containing a truthful

LIFE SIZE LIKENESS
with a highly finished pictorial border, showing the chief

scenes of the eventful

LIFE AND DEATH

THE MAN WE MOURN.
II.

Another new Chart called

XHE r.lFE AIVI> DEATH
of »

ABRAHAm I.ir«COI>I¥,
wherein will be preserved In elegant form, the most glo-
rious and tremendous events of his Life and Death.
Also Two Lithographic Prints—one showing his Assas-

sination—the other the Catafalque and Funeral.—Also an
excellent Crayon Lithograph Likeness.—Charts mailed
for 40 cents each ; the two for 75 cents.—Prints 20 cents
each ; the two for 35 cents. Crayon Likeness 25 cents.
These works with others will be ready about May 1st.

Oeneroiis Terms to Agents.
Orders filled in the order received. Address

H. H. I.LOTrD & CO., 21 Jobn-st., N. Y.

DOTY^ CR8 WASHERS.

About Four Thousand of these Great Clothes and Labor
Savers have been sold within the past and present years, all

with the privilege of returning and havins the purchasb
MONET BKFTjiTDED, If, after three weeks' fair trial, according

to the directions, the Washer proves unsatisfactory, yet not
ONB IN FIVE HUNDBED has ever been returned.

The Proprietors continue to guabantt satisfactioh,

therefore there la no reason why every Family should not

have one. Send S10.50 to DOTY BROTHERS,
jAjrasviLLE, Wis., and get a Machine that is warranted to

save from $10 to $100 worth of clothing yearly, besides mak-
ing Washing three times as easy. (See Editorial Illustration

and description In March Agricalturlst.) Circulars free, on

application. Agencies established at New York, Phlladel-

plila, Chicago, St. Louis, Buffalo, and other large cities.

GREAT
ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
The Dollar Weekly Mirror and Journal of

Agriculture published at Manchester, New Hamp-
shire, has a larger circulation than any other paper nnrth
of Boston. One quarter of the paper is devoted to Agri-
culture, wholly, and is edited by Hon. Chandler E.
Potter. The rest is devoted to news. Politics and Edu-
cation, and is edited by John B. Clarke, the propielnr.

It is not only a great family and farming paper, but. be-
ing piiblislied in a city only secon<l in cotton and wool-
en manufacturing interests in the United States, It has a
wide circulation in all other manufacturing cities and
villages in Ihe United States, Subscriptions $1,50 a year
in advance.
Only a small space is devoted to advertising. Terms :

Ten cents a line for each insertion. One column, 22^
inches long, one time, twenty-five dollars.

Refers to New York Times, Tribune, WiJke's Spiri*

and the Agriculturist ; to Gov. Fenton of New Yoik, and
General Bruce, State Canal Commissioner.
Addiess JOHN B. CLARKE.

Manchester, New Hampshire
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Commercial Notes—Prices Current.

New-York, Apiil 20.

The condensed anil convenient lables below, show the

transactions in the N. Y. Produce maikets during a

month past. They are carefully prepared specLally for the

American Agriculturist, from official and other reliable

sources, including the notes of our own reporter.

1, TRANBACTIONS AT THE NBW-YOBK MARKETS.

Keceipts. nom: Wlieat. Corn. Rije. Barlen. Oats.

24(lays«isra'tli.l97.0OO 9,S00 178.000 3,100 M.OOO 286.000

22day8(as<m'tli.ll0.000 15,S0O 216,000 7,500 27.500 314,000

Sales. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Kye. Earley.

24 clays Wis month, 191,000 523,000 318,000 46,000

22 days la»( month, 191,000 352,000 195,000 27,000 69,000

^. Comparison with same period at this time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bite. Barley. OaU^.

24 days Wffi 197.000 9,290 173,000 3,100 91,000 2.%,000

27 days 1861 209,000 156,000 285,000 7,500 126,000 353,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.

24 days 1865 194.000 62.8,000 318,000 46,000

27 days 1864 379,000 781,000 836,000 46.500 410,500

3, Exports from New-York, January \ to April 19.

Flonr, Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats.
bbls. bus. bus. bus, bus.

1865 S76..'i75 169,535 1.3-8,287 141 24,302

1864 601.7.56 4,095,375 90,6.84 405 12,645

1863 705,603 3,860,161 2,251,870 127,270 100,707

Influenced by the recent decisive successes of the

national arms in Virginia and elsewhere, gold receded

from 157, at the dale nf our last, to 143}, rallying since

only tol46>,'fflI47. With the fall in gold, prices of all

kinds of produce and merchandise declined materially,

especially those of flour, grain, provisions, wool, and

cotton. At Ihe reduced figures, a light business has

been transacted, buyers having been quite reluctant to

purchase freely, as tliey have been anticipating further

concessions from holders. The receipts of produce

have been moderate, but receivers have been eager sel-

lers. The available supplies of the leading articles here

are not heavy, but are in excess of Ihe pressing wants of

purchasers. Within the past weeit there has been a par-

tial suspension of all commercial operations, in honor of

the memory of our lamented President : and the markets

have been generally very dull and heavy, particularly for

flour and grain,—holders of which have been anxious to

realize, apprehending still more serious depression on

the resumption of canal and river navigation, and the

impending capitulation of all the organized forces of the

rebels, which will virtually close the war for the restora-

tion of the Union and the vindication of the national

authority. The canals of this State will be opened for

the season by about the 15th of May. and will greatly

facilitate the transportation of supplies of all kinds of

produce to markets on the sea-board.

CuEREXT 'Wholesale Prices.

March 18. April 20.

Flodk—Super to Extra State $9 SO @10 50 (7 CO ® 8 10

Super to Extra Sonthern 10 40 ©13 50 9 00 ®11 50
Extra 'Western 10 30 ®!I 75 7 70 ®11 50
Extra Genesee 10 50 @12 00 8 15 @10 00
Snperflne 'Western 9 85 @10 15 7 00 @ 7 50
Rye Floite 730aS60 5 50 ©6 50

Corn Meal 7 25 la 8 00 5 70 ® 6 50
Wheat—All kinds of 'White. 2 30 ® 2 60 1 85 ® 2 SO
All kinds of Red 1 95 ® 2 30 1 55 @ 1 85

CORN-Tellow 1 52 @ 1 57 1 27 @ 1 36

Mixed 1 5S @ 1 15 ® 1 30
Oats—'Western 110 ® 90 @ 91
State 107 ® 1 09 83 @ 30
Rte . 150 ® 1 55 100 @ 1 10
Barley 190®2I5 110@135
Cotton—Mlddlinss, S lb.... fti ® 66 3-J @ 37
Hops—Crop oflSM, ¥1 lb 15 a 42M 10 ® 40
Feathers—Live Geese, ^ lb. 12 ® 73 60 ® 62>^

SEED-Clover, ?< lb 23 ® >4K 29 ® 30
Timothy, ^ bushel d60®650 600®600
Flax, VI bushel 330 ®3 50 225 @2 50

Sugar—Brown, ?1 !b 12 ® 13 O,"^ ® 15)i
Molasses, New-Orleans, ?1 gl. 1 25 ® 1 45 80 ® 1 10

CoFFEK-Rio, «t lb S4 ® STi'A 18«® 21
Tobacco, Kentucky. &c., IP lb. 10 ® 45 9 ® 40

Seed Leaf. *i lb 9 @ 50 . 7)-;® 60
Wooi^Domestic Fleece,*! lb. 85 ® 1 07K 70 ® 85
Domestic, pulled, » lb 65 ® 1 00 60 ® 85
California, unwashed, 25 @ 65 13 @ 55
TALLOW.^ilb 13 ® 13S 11 ® "if
Oil Cake—Ston 60 00 ®05 00 50 00 ®55 OO

Pork—Mess. ?i barrel 30 75 @,s:l 75 24 50 ©27 50

Prime, lb barrel 28 25 @28 50 24 50 ©25 00

Beef—Plain mess 16 00 ®19 OO 12 00 ®16 00

Laed. In liarrels, B lb 17 ® 21 15K® 18
Bcttkr—Western, 1ft lb 15 @ 25 15 ® 25

State, fib 2;«@ S5 22 ® 33

CHEESE It a 24 14 ® SI

Beans—* bushel 2 75 @ 2 80 2 00 @ 2 50

Peas—Canada. *l bushel 230 ®2i5 200 ®2 10

EGQS—Fresb. I< dozen 31 ® 32 26 ® 27
Poultry—Fowls, ?i lb 24 ® 25 22 ® 25
TurkeyB,*lb 25 @ 28 24 @ 25
PoTATOE3-Mcrcers.Sbbl... 3 50 ® S 75 @ 4 20

Peach Blows, ?t barrel 2 50 @ 3 00 3 75 ® 4 00

-Apples—¥1 barrel 6 50 ® 7 00 6 50 ® 7 00

Nc-w-'VorIt I^iTC Stock Markets.—
Beef Cattle.—The average supply^of animals for the

month past Is much lighter than during the previous one.

The receipts average 4,071 head weekly. The cattle

bave come in vciy inegularly. on account of the damage

done to railroads by the destructive freshets. The
Ecarcity of cattle caused prices again to reach the high

figures of last winter, but they have now receded by the

regularity of arrivals, and at the last market were about

as follows: First quality, S2c.fS24c. per tt., dressed

weight ; good, 19c.®21o. ; fair, 17c.®19c. ; and poor to

common. He. ©16c.

nillcli CoTrs.—The weekly average of cows for the

past month is 163. The demand is light, and prices have

declined considerably. Rates range from $75ffl$80 each

for good milkers, and down lo $40 for poor.

'Veal CalTes are coming in much more freely this

month than last. The average weekly receipts are 1,907,

compared with 610, the average weekly arrivals for the

previous four weeks. Piices range from 10c. to 13,Vc.,

per lb., live weight, according to quality.

Sbcep come in much less freely than last month.

The number of shorn sheep ai'e increasing each week.

Prices (for unshorn) are about Ic. per lb., live weight,

below last month. Good sheep sell at 12>i'c.fi)13c., per

lb. ; fair, at 113aC.©12c. ; and common, lOc.fSllc.

Ijtve Hogs are still in small supply, the average

weekly receipts being only 3,764, hardly enough to supply

the regular city demand. Prices range from lUic. to 13c.,

per lb., live weight, for fair to good.

•-• « .--

The I\. Y. Xribitme, Herald, and
I>ay-BooR,—A few have protested against our adver-

tising these papers.—some objecting to one and approv-

ing another. We suppose the Tribune and Herald too

well known to need our special endorsement, or reproba-

tion. The Tribune, while professedly a newspaper, tries

also to lead public opinion, to bring others to adopt the

views which its editors believe to be right. The Herald.

professedly guided by no high moral principle, floats

upon the ever-changing current of popular impulses,

and is mainly a nru's-paper. As for the *^ Day-Book,"

we remember too well its articles abusing and misrepre-

senting the Norlh—which greatly aided to stir up bitter-

ness and rebellion at the South—to willingly give it any

space even in our advertising columns. The advertise-

ment recently admitted was inserted by an assistant, who
did not fully know the character of the paper.

%)ihtxVutmt\\is.
Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE tbe lOtb of the preceding month.

\, B.— -Vr? Advertisement of Patent Medicines or secret

remedies desiired. Parties unknown to the Editors personal-

It/ or by reputation, are requested to furnish good references.

We desire to be sure that advertisers will do what they prom-
ise to do. By living vp to these requirement'^, we aim to

make the advertising pages valueible not only to the readers,

biit to the advertisers themselves.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line. (U lines in an inch), for eacli insertion.
One half cohnnn (74 lines), };6.t each insertion.
One wholej^olumn (143 lines), $120 each Ineertiou.
Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

Edacntional Agency.—Supplies educated, skillful
Teachers for all branches, to schools and families. ClrcularB
for stamp. Address J. A. NASU, 5 Beeknaan-st„ Nevy-York,

FIa\ Seed, Clover Seed, &e.
ConaiglBhentB of Seeds and general merchandise solicited,

and Highest Prices Gnaranteed^ by F. A. WHITING
& CO., Commls«!ion Merchants, 104 Water st.. New York,
Sole Agents for Government White Lead and Color Works,
Linseed Oil and all other Oils, " Linseed Oil Substitute,"
Paints, Putty, Varnishes, &c, &c„ at Manufacturere' lowest
rates.

EVERGREENS, Arbor Vitre. Hejnlock, &c., Cat-
alogues ready. J. W. ADAMS, Portland, Me.

]Ve»F Stra^vl>erries.

GREAT AGRICULTURIST.
The largest Stra^vbcrry in tlie World, fine

flavored, and woudcrfully i)roductive. I have a large stock

of very fine plants, at tlie following rates: 2 plants, $1 20;

6 plants, $3 00 ; 12 plants, $.t ; 100 plants, $25 ; 1000 plants, $200.

I have several thousand second size plants, of the Gbhat
Aqkioulturist, at the following rates: 6 plants, $1.00; 12

plants, $2.00; 100 plants, JIO; 1000 plants, $75. I shall plant

the second size pkints.

Also the following splendid varieties, Rassell's Prolific, 50

cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
Buffalo Seedling, avery fine new kind, $1 pr doz., $5 pr 100

Frknoh Sbedllng, the beet early berry known, $1 per doz.;

$4 per hundred. Lennlng's White, a splendid, large, white
berry, a great aci;aiaition. 75 cts. per doz.; $4 per hundred.
Strawberry plants maybe successfully planted np to the first

of June. May is probably the very best time.

All orders addressed to WM. S. CARPENTER,
ff^g Greenwich-st , New-York,

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR SALE, FROM THE
most celebrated import^itlons. For particulars address

K. P. KIDDER. Burlington. Vermont.

HE BEST MOVABLE COMB BEE-HIVE IN
the WORLD. Send stamp lor Book Circular. K. P.

I KIDDER, Burlington, Vermont.

U The Pen is Mightier than

the Sword."

THE GOLD PEN—THE BEST OF ALL FENS.

MORTON'S GOLD PENS,
Xns BEST PENS IN THE WOKLD.
On receipt of any of the following eums In Cash, the sub-

Bcriber will send by return mall, or otherwise, as directed, a

Gold Pen or Vtns—selecting the same according to descrip-

tion, viz.:

Oold Pens >ritliout Cat^es.

For 50 cents, the Magic Pen ; for 75 cents, the Lucky Pen

;

for $1, the Always-Ready Pen ; for $1.25, the Elegant Pen;

and tor $1.50, the Excelsior Pen.—These Pens are not num-

bered, but correspond in sizes to Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, re-

spectively.

The same Pens in Silver-Plated Ex-

tension Cases 'With Pencils.

For $1, the Magic Pen ; for $1 23, the Lucky Pen ; for $1.50,

the Always-Ready Pen; for $2, the Elegant Pen; and for

$2 25, the Excelsior Pen.

These arc Well-Finished, Good-Writing Gold Pens, with

Iridosmln Points, the average wear of everyone of which
win far outlast a gross of the best Steel Pens ; although they

are -unwarranted, ajid, therefore, not exchangeable.

MORTON'S IVARRANTED PEMS.
The name "A.Morton," "Number," and "Quality," are

stamped on the following Pens, and the points are warranted

for six months, except against accident.

The numbers indicate size only; No. 1 being the smallest.

No. 6, the largest, adapted for the pocket. No. 4, the smallest,

and No. 10, the largest Mammoth Gold Pen, for the desk.

Oold Pens, -without Cases.

For $1 25 a No. 1 Pen, l.<;t quality ; or a No. 3 Pen, 3d quality.

For $1 50 a No. 2 Pen, Ist quali ty ; or a No. S Pen, 2d quality ;

or a No. 4 Pen, 3d quality.

For $2 a No. 3 Pen, Ist quality; or a No, 4 Pen. 2d quality;

or a No. 5 Pen, 3d quality.

For $2 25 a No. 4 Pen, 1st quality; or a No. 5 Pen, 2d quality;

or a No. 6 Pen, 3d quality.

For $2 75 a No. 5 Pen. 1st quality ; or a No. 6 Pen, 2d quality.

For $3 50 a No. 6 Pen ; $4 50 a No. 7 Pen ; $5 75 a No. 8 Pen ;

$6 50 a No. 9 Pen ; $7 50 a No. 10 Pen—all Ist quality.

Xhe same Oold Pens, in Silver Ex-

tension Cases -%vith Pencils.

For $2 a No. 1 Pen. Ist quality ; or a No. 3 Pen. Sd quality.

For $2 50 a No. 2 Pen, Ist quality ; or a No. 3 Pen, 2d quality

;

or a No. 4 Pen, 3d quality.

For $3 a No. S Pen, 1st quality ; or a No. 4 Pen, 2d quality

;

or a No. 5 Pen, Sd quality.

For $3 75 a No. -* Pen, Ist quality ; or a No. 5 Pen, 2d quality

;

or a No. 6 Pen, 3d quality.

For $4 50 a No. 5 Pen, 1st quality; or a No, 6 Pen, 2d quality.

For $5 75 a No. 6 Pen, 1st quality.

Oold Pens, all first quality, in Sil-

Ter-]YIounted JOesk Holders.
For $2 75 a No. 4 Pen ; for $3 23 a No. 5 Pen ; for $4 a No. ti

Pen : for $5 75 a No. 7 Pen.

For $7 a No. 8 Pen ; for $8 a No. 9 Pen ; and for $9 a No. 10

Pen.

The "1st Quality" are pointed with the very best Ividos-

min Points, carefully selected, and none of this quality are

sold with the slightest imperfection which skill and the
closest scrutiny can detect.

The "2d Quality" are superior to any Pens made by him
previous to the year 1S60.

The "3d Quality" he Intends shall equal In respect to Du-
rability, Elasticity, and Good Writing Qualities (the only
true considerations) any Gold Pens made elsewhere.

In regard to the Cheap Gold Pens, he bege leave to say that

previous to operating his New and Patented Machines, he
could not have raade as Good Writing and durable Pens, for

the price, had the Gold been furnished gratuitously.

Parties ordering must in all Instances specify the " Name"
or the "Number" and "Quality" of the Pens wanted, and
be particular to describe the kind they prefer—whether stlfl^

or limber, coarse or fine.

All remittances sent by mail in registered letters are at my
risk ; and to all who send twenty-cents (charge for register-

ing), in addition the price of goods ordered, I will guaranty
their safe delivery.

Parties sending Gold or Silver will be allowed the full pre-

minm on the day received.

TO CLUBS.—A discount of 10 per cent will be allowed on
sums of $12, and 15 percent on $24. and of 20 per cent on $40;

If Bent to one address at one time. Address

A. MORTON.
No. 25 Maiden-lane, Nev Tor^
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GfARDEN & CEMETERY
ADORNMENTS.

Sii.iTim.ei' Hotises,
ARBORS, CHAIRS, SETTEES, &,c.

WIME TRELLISES AlW ARCHES,

FOR VINES, FLOWERS, &c.

IRON FURNITURE,
Bedsteads of Every Description

For Dwellings, Public Institutions, Hospitals,

Prisons, &c.

Patent Spring: Beds, mattresses, dec.

STABLE FIXTURES
Hay Racks, Mangers, Stall Divisions, &c.

IRON RAILING,
For enclosins Cemetery Plots, Offices, Dwellings,

Public Squiires, &c.

Having purcliased tlie business of the New Tork "Wire

Railiu!; Company, Hutchinson & "Wickeesham lato Agents,

wo are now the exclusive Owners and Manufacturers of

Patent Wire Railing and Farm
Fencingj Window Guards, &.c.

And we oflfer to tlie public the largest variety of ORNA-
MENTAL IRON GOODS to be found in the United States.

Pwtloular attention given to Export trade.

CHASE & CO.
Warerooms 524 Broadvray,

Opposite St. Nicholas Hotel, NEW TORK.

AMERICAN ROOFING COMPANY.
GREEN'S PATENT.

This Company is now prepared to furnish one of the best
articles of ROOFING ever introduced, consisting of a STOUT
MATERIAL made WATER-PROOF by a COMPOUND of
INDIA RUBBER, liardeued by a coat of METALLIC PAINT,
prepared expressly.
Tlie WHOLE E'ABRIC lias been thoroughly tested, Is

WATER-PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth.
It is designed lor coverine: RAILAVAT CARS. STEAM-

BOATS, DWELLINGS, BARNS and SHEDS. It can be
laid down by any sensible working man.

It is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability.
It can be seen in use and samples had by applying at the

Office of the Company. No. 94: Wall-st., New York.
HENRY SMITH, Agent.

LEAKY SHINGLE, CANVAS or FELT ROOFS
can be made water-tight by using the GUTTA PERCHA

CEMENT. LKAKY TIN ROOFS will wear five times as
long if coated with the GUTTA PERCHA CEMENT PAINT,
the best Paint for Agricultural Implements, out-buildings,
Fences, &c., &c. Manufactured ready for use by the

JOHNS & CROSLKY MANUFACTURING CO.,
No. 78 William-gt., cor. Liberty. New-York.

Sole Manufacturers of the Gutta Percha Cement Roofing.

9Iillstoiie Dressing: I>iain<»acls

Set In Patent Protector and Guide. For sale by JOHN
DICKENSON. Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufactur*',r of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. G4 Nassau-st., New-
York City. Old DIamouds reset. N. B.—Send postage
stamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser,

Honsekeepers Take Notice

!

D. LAKE'S FLY TRAP
Patented June 21. ISfli. and Jan. 10, 1S85. Sent by express,

on receipt of |5. Address DAVID LAKE,
Smith's Landing, New Jersey.

Malsters, Bre-wers and Distillers

ihould use Stewart's Patent Wroueht Iron Tiles, manufac-
tured by T. G ARNOLD. 'ifl\ & 226 West 2l8t., New York.
Flat Sheet Iron for kilns perforated to order.
False bottoms for Mash Tubs.

IvtuN Patent Hair Crimpers.
Ladies try Them. They will make vour hair wave beauti-

fully without heating it. For sale at Variety Stores through-

SUt the country. Retail merchants will be supplied by any
t^t-clflSB Jobber of Notions In New-York, Philadelphia, Pa.,

or Boston, Mass.

W. &, B. DOUGLAS'
PATENT ROTARY BARREL PUMP

Ai-ranged with the I'ateiit Barrel Attachment, the most
complete and perfect article ever invented for pumpino oil
and ALL KINDS OF LIQUIDS from BAKREL8 aud Other CASKS
up into CANS, TANKS, &c. A most invaluable Fixtui-e for oil
8T0RK9, OIL KKFINERIKS, DRUG STORKS, PAINT MANUFACTO-
EiES. &c., &c. We make two regular sizes of this Barrel

Pump, viz.: Nos, 1 and 2. No, 1 will pump from 8 to 10 gal-

lons, and No. 2, from 16 to 20 gallons per minute. Orders re-

spectfully solicited by
W. & B. DOUGLAS.

MIDDLETOWTV, CONN.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of the article.

Branch Warehouse, 87 Johu-st., N. Y., where samples of

these and our various other kinds of Pumps, Hydraulic
Rams, Garden Engines, Ship Pumps, Oil Well Pumps, Power
Pumps, Chain Pumps, Iron Well Curbs, Iron Horse Posts,

Grindstone Trimmings, Wrought Iron Butts and Hinges,

&c., can be seen.

All the principal Hahdwarb Merchants, Plumbers,
TnoiBRS, and Agricultural Dkalkbs in this and other

Countries, keep ovr Manufaotukes, or will order them
from us when called for.

IVish^vitz's Mosii«©F Mower
and Reaper.

The success of the Monitor is without parallel. It em-

braces every point necessary to make a Perfect Mo-,v-
er and Reaper, It recommends itself to every farmer

for the simplicity of its construction. It is proved to be the

LiigUtest Draft. It takes the preference for dura-
bility, ease of management and good woi'U.
Four different sizes. Fully ^van-anted. For circu-

lars giving full description, references, &c., Address

F. NISHWITZ, Manufacturer,

Williamsburgh, L. I., N. Y.

J. N. C1.0YES,
(General Agent, Central and Western N. T.,) Utlca.

P. S. MESEIlOt.B,
(General Agent. III., and the West,) 204 Lake-st., Chicago.

Bullard's Patent Hay Tedder.
The attention of New Tork farmers is called to this new

invention for spreading and turning Hay; second only to the

Mower, In practical usefulness on the farm. It is simple in

its construction, effectual in its operation, and wonderfully

labor-saving. It has been thoroughly tested and has never

failed to give satisfaction. No farmer who wishes to have

well-cured hay can afford to do without it. Price for 8 Fork

Machine with Pole or Thills. $100. 6 Fork ones with Thills

$85, deliverable In Syracuse, N. T., or in New Tork City.

SILAS C. HEKP.ING, 251 Broadway,

Sole Proprietor and Manufacturer for the State ofNew Tork.

Swift's Lawn Mowers.
R. H. AL,1.EN & CO.,

189 Si 191 AVater-st., New-York.
SOLE AGENTS.

Buy the Simplest—Halsted's.

UNION MOWING MACHINE.

^^« .^'as.>^cs-

WIIITCOMB'S
Hoi'se Hay Italie.

Send for Circular. Agents Wanted.

CLEMENT'S
Improved. Hay Fork:.

35S

sss

Patent Eevolving

HAY & GRAIN STACKER,

tiJ^Wf-

SHARE'S Patent Coulter Harrow.
" " Hocr and Hiller,

HAIiSTED'S Cultivator and Seed Drill.
BROWN'S Ice Cream Freezers.
Agricultural Implements of all kinds.—Seeds, Fertilizers, Ac.

HAYNES & PEI.L..
27 Courtlandt-st., New-York-

IIVCiERSOl^L'S iniPROVED
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner tliroughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 1300.

The Horse Power is worked by either wheel or capstan*
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. SVe
invite those wantint; such machines to wi'ite for a catalonuo
containing full information with cuta, prices, &c., or call aud
examine personally.
Orders promptlv attended to. by addressing

INGEHSOLL & DOUGHERTT, Greenpoint. Kings Co., L. I.

THE BEST PLOIV OUT
TVITHOUT A DOUBT,

IS MEAD'S CONICAL PLOW.
For particulars, Eend for a circular to the manufacturer,

SOLOMON MEAD, New Haven, Conn.
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BUY THE BEST!

heaper at work.

EOaBfElWER
In excellence of material and workmanship, as well fts In

perfection of principle, the BUCKEYE la universally

recoj^nized as

THE STANDARD.
Orders will now be filled nt the following

NET CASH PRICES :

JTachinea aelivereil at New York or< Fo'keepnie.

No. 2 MoWKE, 4 ft. 1 Inch Cut $1"5 00

No. 1 •• 4 " 8 " " 200 CO

No. 1 MowEB & Reapek, 5 ft. Cut In Keaplng. aiO 00

Computed in Farm Prodiicc, or contrasted
^vitli tlie cost of Ijabor, our Machines arc

cheaper tlian wlnen prices were nominally
tlie lowest. The great BCiircity and lilgh price of l.-ibor

will compel farmers to rely almost enlirely upon Machinery

In gathering their hay and grain crops. As tlie Bnckeye
has always been sold out of the market greatly In advance

of all other M.achines, those farmers who mean to secure the

BEST, should order at once.

Circulars can be obtained of any of onr Agents, or will

be forwarded by mall.

ADRIANCE, PIjATT & CO.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors.

MANUFACTORY, Po'keepste, N. T.

OTTICE AND WAREHOUSE, 165 Greenwich St., New Tork

HAIiSTED'S
PAT. IMPROVED
HORSE

Hay Fork•iH
o

I
n*a
O
a

I
AHer extenalve Introduction and thorough trial, 13 now

offered to the public In Its Improved form. Agents wanted.
Town, County, and State Kielits for sale. Send lor a circular.

Address A. M. HALSTED.67 Fearlst., New-York.

CHAMPION SEED SOWER,
Planter and Cultivator Combined!
Drops and covers all kinds of seeds, from Corn and Beans

down to the smallest seeds. In hills or drills, at any desirable
distance apart, viz.: 7, 14, 21, 28, and 42 inches. In the most
Ferfect ana even manner. Is adapted to both Garden and
arm purposes.
We alao invite attention to our superior Changeable End-

lese Chain Railway

THRESHlNiMACHlNE
The Horse Power is unequalled for ease of team and

Bmouat of power, and hns never failed to take the First
Pbkmttjm over all competitors, wherever tested. The
Combined Thresher nnii Cleaner cleans equal to the best of
Fanning Mills, fit lor Mill or market. Turebhers, Separ-
ators, Fannino Mills, W<iod Saws, ifec, the best in mark-
et. Send in orders early, as we are Roverned by " first come,
first served."
For farther Information send for Circular.

Address R. & M. HARDER,
CoblcskllU SclioHarie Co., N. Y.

Corn Planting ! Time Sared.
Every farmer aliould have one or more of Thos. B. McCon-

aughey's Patent Corn Droppers. They will positively save
one half the time, over tlie old way of dropping corn.
For Three Dollars I will send one Dropper to any address

free of Express charges.
A liberal discount made to them that buy to sell again.
Address THOS. B. McCONAUGHEY.

Newark, Delaware.

Pioneer Sorgo Machinery.

COOK'S EVAPOEATOR.

first PremiMiiis at 35 ^tate Fa,irs.
The best apparatus.""Simple affair. Operates admirably.

—American Aariculturist.
"Of all the Kvaporatorswe have seen, the most satisfacto-

ry resultJi are from Cook's."— /*?*a(r).» Farmer.
"The only one wliich attained general success last year."—

Ohio Farmer.
" Six years' thorough trial demonstrates that It Is without

a rival either in the economy of its use, or the excellence of
its work."— Gen^scfi Farmer.

We manufacture a Pan for Brick Arcli on the Bame princi-
ple at about lialf the price of the Evaporator.
Sorgo Hand Book sent free.

BLYMYER, BATES & DAY,
Manufacturers of Evaporators, Cane Mills, &c-

Manslield, Ohio.

THE YICTOR CAIVE MIL.L..

" Our attention was arrested bvthe performances of a New
Sortjo Mill, shown by the inveutor, Mr. Clark, of the Clark
Sorgo Machine Company, of Cincinuati, Every effort was
mane to choke the mill, by crowding it to excess with cane,
bairasse, limbs of trees, nearly tlie size of a man's wrist, etc.

;

but Its motion was as steady and Inexorable as the wheel of
fate. The striking feature in the mill is the rejection of tho
scraper, or 'Dumb Return,' by which asaving of at least one
third of the power was effected. There Is not a key In the
whole mill; so that it can- be taken to plecfs and set up again
In a low miiiutea. The lower-journals rest In oil-tight boxes.
and the oiling arrangement is perfect. Spring scrapersclean
the back rolls, and a perforated plate or bridge prevents the
bagasse from 'mopnlug up' the juice as it leaves thejnill.
Nearly two thousana mills have been put out by the Clark
Sorgo Machine Co. during the last season. Such Is the pop-
ularity with which the new mill has been received. It merits
the attention of every Sorgo cultivator."—/7idirtHajDO/i5 Jour-
nal. (At the Indiana State Fair.)

Our Mills embrace no less than 11 different patents, which
cover about every excellence attainable in a mill. Send for
Sorgo Hand Book.

CLARK SORGO MACHINE CO..
Manufacturers of Cane Mills, Sawing Machines, *c., &c.

116 Main-st., ClnciuDatl. Ohio.

The Clipper one HorseMower
Is adapted to every variety of surface, and to cutting every
kind of grass.

This Machine Is capable of cutting three-fourths to one
acre of the heaviest grass per hour, and can be drawn as

easily by one horae as ordinary two-horse Mowers by two
horses.

The height of cut can be varied by the driver while the

Machine is In motion, and without leaving his seat. It Is

simple, durable, and not likely to get out of order.

Two-Horse Mowers and combined Machines of the same
pattern. R. H. ALLEN & CO..

189 & iguWater-st., New York.

PATENT

STEP LADDER.
MAKUFAOTITBED BY

W. T. & J. MEBSEEEAU,
No. 59 Duane Street, New York.

Strong^ Lights and Ornamental,

"Bold by all IIouBC-Furnibhing Agents

IRE FOR HORSE RAKE!^, best
quality, at lowest rates. For Sale bv

JOHN ^v. oniNcr,
Yc

-
98 Wllllam-st., New York City.

JB'ctD Uoik state ^yvicultnral iDorka.

wheeler, MELICK & CO., Proprietors.

ALBANY, N. Y.,

Patentees and Manufactubers ok

RAILWAY AND LEVER HORSE POWERS.
Combined Threshers and 'Winnowers,

Clover Hullcrs, Feed Cutters, Saw mills,
Shingle and Heading machines, Horse

Pitchforks, Horse Rakes, tec,
(See cuts below.)

SMITH'S GREEN MOUNTAIN
SHINGIE AND HEADING MACHINE.

ft-^
For Machines t address

^VHEEI^ER, IVIELICK A CO.
For Stafe and County Rights, address

F. KRUM & CO.,

Albany^ N. T.

Circulars and Price List sent ft-ee, on application.

American Agricultural Works
No. 17 CoQrtland-st..N. Y. Excla-
sIveManufactors of the new 2 In 1
Reaper & J^lower with Self-Hake
Tills Machine gives double ser-
vice and has a forward cut 4n
mowing, and 7'ear cut a?id side
d<?/uierv in reaping, and price no
higlier than first class Machines,
Also Snialley*s Coiiililncd
Corn Plo*v iind Culliva-
tor on wlieels, driver's seat, ti-nds
all crops, lias 7 Steel Cnltlvator
teeth, and 4 cast plows. |:6S,00.

Works tiDire as fa^t and better than any Instrument now
used. With 4 Steel Plows, $72. Cheap instrument. Illus-
trated In April number ot this paper.

J. W. BAIN, Prest. Am. Agricultural Works,
No. 17 Courllandt-st., New-York.

THE HYDROPULT, for sale at 254 Broadway,
New Yort, and old oDee made new ^by repacking and

attaching new hose. By
L. ROOD, General Agent
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Geared to give three turns of tlie Crank, or six

Hrokes of the pUtngers, for one turn of tUe hand.
Two-thirds the labor and time required In washing by hand

and ftU the wear and tear of the garments arc saved by the

use of the Nonpareil ; and it may be relied on to finish

the work without hana-rubt/ing. It Is simple in all Its parts

and strongly made ; andbylts superior mechanical construc-

tion, SPEED and POWER ;are secured with the least possible

expenditure of labor.

For free Circular, and Terms to Dealers, Address

OADCLET & KEATING. 184 Water-st., New- York.

THE UNIVERSAL
Cog-Wheel Clothes Wringer

was pronounced superior to all others at

The World's Fair, in London, 1862,

received the BRONZE MEDAL (highest premium) at the

Great Fair of the

American Instltate, la New Tork City, In 1863.
It has also received the

FIRST PREMIUMS
SfE^-'IS'^JS;.-^.'.^.^.™.^^"?'.; 1862 1863

VERMONT, .•• 18«3

PENNSTL'ifANIA 1863 1864

MICHIGAN -. 1864

INDIANA... 1863 1864

ILLINOIS 1863 1864

IOWA...... 1863 1864

WISCONSIN 1864

CONN. ItlVEK VALLET FAIU 1864

CHAMPLAIN VALLEV FAIR 1S64

and at the nrincipal COUNTY" and INSTITUTE FAIRS
throughout the laud.

Opinion of Orange Judd, Esq., Xklitor Amer-
ican Agriculturist.

It Is, in reality, a Clothes Sacer ! a Time Savfr I and a
Btrength Surer I We thint the machine more than payafor
itself every year. In tlie saving of garments ! There are sev-

eral kinds, nearly alike In general construction, but we con-
Biderit Important that the Wringkk be fltted witli COGS,
otherwise a mass of garments may clog tlie rollers, and the
roUera upon thecrank-shatt slip, and tear the clothes. Our
own Is one of tiie tlrst made, and it is as good as new, after

nearly four years' constant use !

tir See also Premium list In this paper and advertisement
In back numliers of the Agriculturist.

Prices for the best family size.s-WITH COGS-No.2, $10.

No IX $12- On receiptor the price from places where no
one Is selling, we will send tlie II. C. W. free of expense.

pr EVERY WKlNGElt WITH COGS IS WARRANTED!
Good canvassers can tlnd profltable employment selling

the U. C. W. For terms and Circulars address
K. C. BROWNING, Genl. Ag't, MT Broadway, N. Y.

MESfDEIVHAIili'S
PATENT HAND LOOM,

For weaving I'lax, Wool, Hemp, Cotton, and Silk. Be-

ing the only complete Loom ever Invented. For particular

enclose stamp for Circular, to the Manufacturer for the

Eastern States^ K. F. KIDDER, Burllneton, Yt.

READ PANS FOR making Sweet, Lip:ht,

wholesome bread without Yeast or Soda, or any delo-
terloQS Ineredient, for $1.25. Sent by Express by MILLER,
WOOD * CO., 15 Laigbt-at., NewYork.

BTJO GOaE.
GINGER SNAPS. A collection of Two Thousand

SoiNTiLLATiONS OF WiT. The Material Gathered and the

Whole Batch Baked by JO COSE.
This new book contains the Merribst THoronTS of thb

Merriest Men—short, enspy, pungent—all selected with
care so that they may be read by Men and Women, Boys and
Girls, at any time and place. It is a book for Farmkks *t
THEIR Noonings UNDER the Trees; for Folks at Home.
Travhlers in Cars and Steamboats, Uamblkrs at this
Seaside and in the Woods. Take it up at any time you
will find somethnis you have never seen before tliat will
make you shake with honest laughter. It contains 160 papes,
nearly 2000 Snaps. Price in fancy paper, illustrated corer,
red edge, only ^5 cts.: in boards, illustrated coper, red edge,
38 era.; in extra cloth, embossed and lettered, red edge, 50
cts. (a choice gift book). Which will you have? Send your
money and you shall have your "SNAPS." A very salable
book for Agents, Katlway Itookst'llers. and others, to whom
a discount on quantities will be made. Address

AMSDEN & CO., Publishers,
Boston, Mass.

Children's Car-
EiAGES, Spring Kockinq

Horses, Cantering Hoi-ses,

Brown's Baby Tenders, Self-

Operating Swings and Toys.

S. TIBBALS,
510 Broadway, opposite St-

Nicholas Hotel.

Send stamp for Circular.

^2T^ SEVEN OCTAVE. %^^^
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., 499 Broaaway, N. Y.

New, enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirty years' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for manufacturing, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the World's Fair, and for five successive years at

the American Institute. Warranted Ave years. Terms
net Cash.. Call or send for descriptive circular.

Popular Band & Orcliestra Mii§ic.

NATIONAL ORCHESTRA.-lst and 2nd Violins, Flutes,
Clarionet. Cornet and Bass. 33 Nob. Price of each, TO cents.

DITSON'S SELECT BRASS BAND MUSIC. Printed on
Cards, for 14 or less number of instruments. 47 Xos. Price
of each, $1.00. TERPSICHORE, for 5 to 18 Instruments.
Price for small orchestra. 60 cte. ; for large orchestra, $1.00.

A complete list of the pieces comprised in the above sets,

sent on application.

THE NEW GEUMANIA: A collection of Operatic Airs,
Marclies, Polkas. Waltzes, Quadrilles, &c.; for 5 and 6 Instru-
ments, by Burditr, |1.50.

STAR COLLECTION OF MUSIC, for Wind and Stringed
Instruments, by J. W. MOORE. Price $2.00.

Published by OLIVER DITSON & CO., 2n Washington
street, Boston.

MME. DEMOREST'S EXQUISITE AND UN-
equalled Toilet Preparations.—Lily Bloom, for impart-

ing a pearly whiteness and beautifying the complexion;
price 50 cents. Roseate Bloom, innocent as a rose, and im-

Sartlng to the complexion the charms of youth and health;
) cents. Curling Cream, an exquisite hair dressing for fix-

ing curls and beautifying the hair ; r>0 cents. Everlasting
Perfume Packets—all the popular odors; price 50 cents
each. Sold by all druggists and perfumers, or mailed free on
receipt of tha price, at Mme. DEMOREST'S Emporium of
Fashions, 473 Broadway, New-York. Dealers supplied on
liberal terms.

Every Farmer should have
one of Halsted's STorse Hay Forks.

Woodruff's Patent Portable

BAROMETER,
No 1.

Price $15.

No. 2
Price $10.

It will not be necessary

to point out to the readers

of the Agriculturist tlie

merits of this valuable in-

etrument. Having enlarged
our facilities for manufac-
turing, we are enabled to

meet promittly the very
rapidly increasing demand
for these Barometers at a
email advance upon former
prices. Circulars giving

full particulars sent IVce on
application by mall. In-

stances have occurred,
where farmers have saved
hundreds of dollars annu-
ally by its use, often more
than Its cost In a single in-

stance, and scientific men
have estimated a total Bav-

ing of FIVE PER cent, on
all crops by the use of a
reliable Barometer to foro-

tell Impending changes In

the weather.

Four years' experience
has Incontestlbly proved
this to be the most reliable,

durable, cheapest, and only
Portable Barometer.
Independently of Its prac-

tical value, It is well worth
Its cost as an ornamental
article of furniture.

"We recommend it above
all others for general use."

—American Agriculturist.

"It is really a good, prac-

tical portable Barometer."
—Scientific American.

" I would not be without

mine for $100."—O. JfTDD.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
Thermometers of all kinds and sizes and of superior ac-

curacy and finish constantly on hand.

Send Stamp for Circulars.

CHARLES WILDER, Peterboro, N. H.

J

Sure Fop on Rats and Roaches.
DrugRlata, Merchants and Peddlers find ready sale for

Isaacsen's Rat Paste and Insect Powder.
Keluil prices, SO cents, 60 cents, and $1 *^5. Orders lor K

gross or more at liberal discount, and sent free of express.
Address ADOLPH ISAACSEN, 40 Fulton-st., New York City,
or BUKNHAMS & VAN SCHAACK, IG Lakest. Chicago, 111.

GROVER &. BAKKR'S
HIGHEST PREKHVn

EliASTIC STITCH AlfD I.OCK. STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
4.59 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

India Rubber Crloves
Are & certain euro for Chapped Hands, Salt RUoum, etc.,

and an excellent protecllon for the hands la Housework
Gardening, etc. Sent by mall on receipt of |1.50 for

Ladies' sizes, |1.75 for Gentlemens", by

GOODYEAR I. R. GLOVE MF'O CO,
SD5 Broadway, New-YorK.
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A. M. HALSTED,
67 Pearl-st., Ne^v-Yorlc,

Produce Coinmis§ion Merchant,

Lalors' Sheep «& La,m.t>

FOB THE PALE OF

. H Q H » C ^
i I fi ^- M 2 «- 3 S 5 g g S g S g

^

UEFERENCES—Benj. Loder, Ebo., N. Y„ Ex-Pres't. Erie
U. It., Fred. Blssell, Esq.. Toledo, 0., Cragln & Co., N. Y.,
and Chicago, 111., Geo. M. Todd, Burlington. Iowa.
Send for Weekly Price Current, Marking Plate and

Circular -with Packing and Shipping directions.

S. B. CONOVER,
Coiniiii^^ioii Dealer^

260, 261 & 265 West Washington Market,
FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to Belling all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Prortnce.
KeferB to the Editor of the American AErlcoUurlst.

SWIFT &, DEZENDORF,
Produce Commission Merchants, No. 4 Broadway, New-York.

REFER, BT PERMISSION, TO
H. D. WalbridKB & Co., N. T.i King Brothers, Toledo, Ohio.
Bliven, Mead & Co.. " Kraua & Smith,
E. Blis3, Esq.. - V. H. Ketcham. Eaq., " "
John A. Gilbert. Esq. " ' G. P. Smith, Esq.,Cleverd "

W. G. Hibbard, Esq.. Chicago. IlUnoie.

Sent Free.
The large Illustrated

circular of The Bee Keep-
ers' Text Book Qwst pub-

lished. Price In paper
covers, 40 cents. Muslin,

75). AlBO of Italian Bees
and
The American

Nucleus Siivarming
Movable Comb

Bee-Hive.
Agents Wanted.

Terms Liberal.

Address

H. A. King & Bro.,
Nevada, Ohio.

ITALIAN QUEEN BEES, from our recent im-
portations; PtTRTTT and safe arrival bv Express guar-

anteed. Send for circular to L. L. LANGSTliOTH & SON,
Oxford, Butler County, Ohio.

Fancy Fowls for Sale,
I can furnish eggs or the Fowls of the following varieties.

White, Dominique and Silver Legliorns. White and Grey-
Dorkings, Black Spanish, Game rCuban, Can.idrt and Derby),
Bramah Pootras, bilver Spangled Hamburgs, Sebright Ban-
tams (Golden and Silver), Black African, Nankin and Game
Bantams. Kouen. Aylsburv, and Crested Ducks, China Geese,
White Turkeys, Bronze Wing Turkeys, Fancy Pigeons.

Address 'E. W. HAINES,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Sliver's IVeiF Poultry
BOOK, tells how to have fresh eggs every week
in the year. Beautifully illustrated with 70 en-

sgravlngs. Every body owning a pair of Fowls
ought to have a copy. Agents Wanted.

Sent postrpaid for 50 cents. Address
L. B. SILVER, Salem, Ohio.

ROUEUr DUCKS.—Pure Rouen Duck etrgs
will be sent to order until the first of August, at S3 00

per dozen. FKANK CAYWOOD. Po'keepsie, N. Y.

Brahma Pootra Hens.—Eo;o^s of this 6upp.rior
breed of Fowls carefully packed and sent to anv address

on receipt of $1 per doz. A. KANKIN, Rochester, 'Mass,

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ANIMALS of all etyles
and sizes, plain, or flni'^hed In Oil Colors, taken in the

best manner by RIDGWAY GLOVER, 818 Arch-st., Phila. Pa.

FOR SALE.—A full blood youn^: Alderney Bull.
Perfectly gentle. For particulars inquire ol E. H.

REEVES & CO.. Ascricultural and Seed Store, 185 Water-st.,
N. Y. City, or at Hugh Sutherland's, where the ball can be
Boen, foot of Cereret Av., on Bergen Point Plank Road,
Clareraont, 1^ miles from Jersey City, Hudson Co.

PURE ALDERNEY STOCK FOR SALE. Four
very superior cows with calves,

THOS. W. SATTERTHWAITE, 61 William-3t., New York.

THOROUGH BRED AYRSHIRES.—Bulls and
Heifers for Sale by ALFRED M. TREDWELL, Madison,

Morris County, New Jersey.

FOR SALE.—2-year-old tborough-bred Alderney
Bull, a superior animal. 3 three months calves, Mlilood.

For particulars apply to, or address GEO. E. LOCK WOOD.
Morocco Factory cor. Flushing & Classon Av's, Brooklyn,L.I.

AGENTS WANTED for sale of Trees, Plants and
Seeds, In all the loyal States. B. M. WATSON,

Old Colony Nurseries. Plymouth, Mass.

Bay the Best—BEalsted's.

Dipping Composition,
Cures SOAB, Ticks and Lice on Sheep or Cattle, adds

over a pound of wool to the fleece, Improves Its quality, and
adds to the general health of the sheep, without danger
from taking cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOK BROTHERS. Utica, N. Y.
Agents wanted for every State.

Also for sale, wholesale and retail by
GRIFFLNG BROTHER & CO.,

60 Courtlandt-st., New-Yort,
and H. B. LANE. 151 Nassau-st. New-York.

j^A l¥hittemore's Cure for
JPHJr FOOT ROT IN SHEEP, has been thoroughly test-^*ed and when applied correctly, has not failed of a
cure. Has been extensively used in Vermont with entire
success.—This Medicine is for sale by all Druggists and by
the following AVholesale Agents;
M. S. Burr & Co., Boston ; Favrand & Sheely. Detroit, Mich.;

John F. Henry & Co.. Watcrb'iry, Vt. ; N K. Brown, Mont-
peller Vt. ; Post & Bruff, Rochester. N. Y. ; Gale & Robin-
son, New York ; Eberback & Co., Ann Arbor, Mich. ; B. F.
Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. G. Wood & Co., Poughkeep-
Bic, N. Y. And by the Proprietor and sole Manufacturer,

F. W. WHITTEMORE,
Chatham Four Corners, Columbia County, N. Y.

Save your Fruit Trees.
To do this effectually, and protect them from Insects of all

kinds, wash and scruD them with

L. M. & C. ELKINTON'S
SUPERIOR SOFT TREE SOAP,

macle expressly for the purpose.
Particular directions furnished to each purchaser. Price

$5 00 perbarreL E. B. HAYWARD,
General Commission Merchant,

Sole Aeent,
No. 67 Murray-st., New-York.

THE VENEER FRUIT BASKET.
BEECHEK'S PATENT May 3]8t, 18&4.

All Fruit Growers and Dealers who have small fVuIts that
they wish to put into maiket economically, and in the best
condition, and most salable manner, should use the cele-
brated VENEEK FRUIT BASKET. For cut and descrip-
tion of Basket, see February and March numherB of Ameri-
can Agriculturist. Circulars of Basket and Crates sent on
application to A. BEECHER & SONS, Westville, Conn.
Baskets and Crates for sale bv W. H. CARPENTER,

90 Vcsey-fit., New-York, and other 'dealers.

GENUINE STRAWBERRY PLANTS by Mail,
of best quality and kinds put up In 6ft»i manner, safe ar-

rival guai-anteed, at the following low rates : Downer (ear-
liest), Cutter (excellent), Vicoiiiptesse (delicious). Ward's
Favorite (very tine). Hovey (an old friend). Trioniphe de
Gand (very nopularj, 30 cts. per doz., $1 per 100. J^ew Varie-
iie-')—Agriculturist, $3 for 6 ; $5 per doz. Buffalo, Garabaldi,
Monitor. $1 pr doz.. *5 pr 100. French's. 50c. pr doz. $2 pr 100.

White Vars 75c. pr doz ; $3 pr 100. Sent post-paid at the doz.
price, at the 100 price add 20c. pr 100. Address

E. WILLLA.MS, Mont Clair. N. J.

RED-ROOT OR LIE TEA, OR NEW JERSEY
TEA ( Ceanolhiis Ainericannx).—Tor particular deacrlp-

tlon see page 265 and 3G9 of the Agriculturist for 1863. From
one ton to fifty tons of the green leaves of this plant are
wanted. Also the Ledum LatifoUum or Labrador Tea. I re-
fer to P. T. Barnum, Proprietor of the American Museum.
New York, for my responsit»ilitv and good faitli. Send pro-
posals to A. B. SlJMMERFIELt), 8 Ann-st.. New York.

CHOICE ASTER PLANTS by mail in May and
June. Twenty-six (26) plants from choicest imported

seeds post-paid, (Jl.OO. Every plant has been transplanted
and will bear removal well. Orders solicited early. "Mr,
T. is justly celebrated for the excellent phtnts he furnishes."
Greenfield paper. JOSHUA THORNILEY, Greenfield, Mass.

Splendid Gladiolus.
French Hybrids, various colors. A fine assortment, from

25 cts. to 50 cts. each. Sent by mail, prepaid, on receipt of
remittance. Catalogues on application.

BRILL & KUMERLE, 153 Broad-st.,
Newark, New Jersey.

Triomphe de Oaii«l Strawberry
Plants, very fine, 75 eta. per 100 : $5 per 1,000 ; $40 per 10.000

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond, S. I., N. Y.

S^veet Potato Plants.
At 50 Cts. per 100 ; $3 00 per 1000, for sale by

FRANCIS BRILL, Newark, New Jersey.

Turnip Seed.
New Sweet German Chest late keeping winter, true,) and all

other best early and late Turnips, by mall or Express. Priced
catalogues to any address. B. M. WaTSON,

Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

SEEDS BY MAIL, PRE-PAID.—All the most
profitable and successful sorts of Onions. Bket, Cab-

bage, Melons, Squash, Turnip, and other seeds, at lowest
rates. B. M. WATSON, Plrmouth. Mass.

PARSONS & CO.,
at Flusblng, near ]Ve\v York.

Call attention to the planting of EVERGRKKNS for

which this month is the time.

No class of trees will so enllvea the lawn or pleasure
grounds during the winter season.
They offer nearly 200 varieties of fine Biro and form with

good roots. Among them are

Norway Spkucte.

Scotch Fir.
Austrian Pine.
Hemlock Spruce.
CuPRKSBue Lawsontana.
Irish Juniper,
Swedish Juktpbb.
Pyeasiidal Junipeb.
Bhotan Pdte.
Dwarf Pens.
Erect Yew.
Amkrioan Arbob Vit.«.

SrBKRLiN do do

Also of small size the following more rare yarletlea.

Dwarf Norway Spruce.
Weeping do do
Oriental Spruce.
Conical do
Cephalotaxtts.
Cunninghamia.
CHAilAECYPARIS VAEraOATA.
Juneperus oblonoa pendulv

do bquamata,
Pioea Nordmaniana.

do CKPHALONIOA.
do riOHTA,
do PIRMA.
do QRANDIB.
do NOBILIS.

PiNus unoinata.
do BTROBUa COUPACTTA.
do MONTICOLA.

PODOCARPUS.
ReTINOBPORA PISI7E&A.
TaXUS ADPRE88A.

do KLEQANT1SBI1£A.
do AURHA.
do EEICOIDEB.

Thuja aukea.
do PENDULA,
do HOVEYI.
do OCCIDENTALI8 COMPAOTA.
do PLICATA.

Thujiopsis BOBBAUS.
torreya taxtfolla.

ALSO
CAMELLIAS, In excellent health.

STOVE PLANTS in variety.

RHODODENDRONS, both seedling and worked plantt, and
In great variety of color.

For varieties and prices they refer to their Cataloguea for
which address them at

FlusKiiig^, near NeTV-Yorlc.

AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY, 25 cts. each
Osage Plants, 1000, $15 and J12. Grapes, largest, best

cheapest stock we know, lona, Adirondac, Israella, Dela^
ware. Concord, Hartford, Norton's Virginia, Crevellng, Dia-
na, Rogers' Hybrids, &c.. &c.. Catawba, 1 and 2 year, per 1000,
$iO to $90. Roses. 600 varieties, many very new and choice
Lilies. Gladiolus, Dahlias, Tiger Flowers, Tuberoses. 100 «3
to $6. Grkkn-House and Bedding Plants, an Immense
stock; 74 fine bedders, our choice, packed. $10. Garden
Plants.—Sweet Potato Nansemond, 5000 packed, |15, Cab-
bage, Tomato. Peppers, Egg Plants, &c., &c. Good Agents
wanted by the month. Address F. K. PHCENIX.

Bloomington Nursery, McLean Co., HI.

Hubbard, Turban, Yokohama

!

I am receiving letters dally Irom all parts of the United
States, from Farmers, Gardeners, and others, who pronounce
my Turban to be the dryest. sweetest, finest grained and
most delicious fall sqnaeh thev ever ate. The Hubbard is
univermlly acknowledgt-d to be the best of all winter squash-
es, while the new Japan Squash, the Yokohama, is pro-
nounced the very best of its class. / xcas the origijial intro-
ducer of the Subbard and Turban squaske-t. Packages of
seed, (all of my own growing,) sent by mall, with full direc-
tions for cultivating, for 25 cents each for Turban and Yoko-
hama, and 15 cents for Hubbard. Five packages of Turban
or Yokohama, $1.00.—Hubbard by mail, postpaid by me
$2 62 per pound.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

nPHE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY for
-- Sprlngplantlng, for Upland and garden culture, and for
swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield last sea-
son on Upland was over 400 bushels j.er acre Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nursery
catalogue complete, will be sent to any address.

B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

RANBERRY PLANTS.—The best bearing vines
and no others, can be had, not by the Thousand but by

the barrel. Enquire of Doct. B. H. STEVENS, Essex. Conn.

T^ANSEMOND SWEET POTATO PLANTS.—
-L^ Of beat quality, during May and June. Put up to
S?.r'"5' J^^J^^'y ^o"K distances. Prices, 200, $r; 1,000. *3; 5.000.
$13; 10,000, $25. This variety Is Iiardv. prolific, and profitablygrown at the North. Send for our circular of instructions
and experience of those growing them. AddressMURRAY & CO., Foster's Crossings, Warren Co O

PLANTS, PLANTS, PLANTS:
Sweet Potato. Tomato, Ess. Pepper. Cauliflower. CabbaEe.

and every variety of Greeu-Honsc. and Hot-House Plants
Sold by I. J. Simonson. at

GRIFFIKG BRO. & CO'S,. Seed Store,
CO Courtlandt-st., New York.

Hot Water Furnaces
for Warming Green-honses, Conservato-

ries, Graperies, ice.

WEATHERED & CHKRKVOT, 117 Frlnce-Bt,, New-T»rK
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BEST FARMING LANDS in the WORLD
FOR SA-IiE BY THE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.,
In Tracts to suit Purchasers, AT XiOW' FRICSS.

THE ILLISOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY HAVE FOR SALE,

000,000 ACRES of the best Farming Lands in the Country.

The road extends from Dunleilh, in the north-western part of the State, to Cairo, in the extreme southern

part, with a branch from Centraha, one hundred and thirteen miles north of Cairo, to Chicago, on the shore of

Lake Michigan—altogether a length of 704 miles—anS the land which Is offered for sale is situated upon either

Bide of the tract, in no instance at a greater distance than fifteen miles.

State of Illinois,

The rapid development of Illinoig, its steady increase in population and wealth, and Us capacity to produce

cheap food, are matters for wonder and admiration. The United States Commissioner of Agriculture estimates

the amounts of the principal crops of 18G4, for tho whole country, as follows: Indian corn, 530,581,403 bushels;

wheat, 100,695,823 bushels; oats, 170,690,064 bushels; of which tho farms of Illinois yielded 138,35&,135 bushels

of Indian corn; 33,371 ,173 bushels of wheal; and 24,273,751 bushels of oats—in reality moro than one-fourth of

the corn, more than one-flfth of the wheat, and almost ono-scvonth of the oats produced m all the United Slates,

Grain—Stock Raising.

Pre-eminently the first In tho list of grain-exporting States, Illinois is also tho great cattle Statooftbe

Union. Its fertile prairies are well adapted by nature to the raising of cattle, sheep, horses and mules; and in

the important Interest of pork packing, it is far in advance of every other State. Tho seeding of these prairie

lands to tame grasses for pasturage or hay, offers to farmers with capital the most profitable results. The

hay crop of Illinois in 1864 is estimated at 2,166,725 tons, which is more than half a miUiOQ toos larger than the

crop of any other State, exccjptiog only Now York.

Inducements to Settlers.
Tlie attention of persons, whoso limited means forbid tho purchase of a homestead in tho older States, la

particularly invited to ibcsc lands. 'Within ten years tho Illinois Central Railroad Company has sold 1,400,000

acres, to more than 20,000 actual settlers: and during \h& last year 264,422 acres—a larger aggregate of sales

than in any one year since the opening of tho road. The farms are sold In tracts of forty or eighty acres,

suited to the si::ltler with limited capital, or in larger tracts, as may be required by tho capitalist and stock

raiser. Tho soil is of unsurpassed fertility ; the climate is healthy ; tixes are low
;
churchoB and schools

are becoming abundant throughout the length and breadth of tho State ; and communication wilh all the great

markets is made easy through railroads, cauals and rivers.

PKICE3 AND TERMS OP PAYMENT.
TOio price of lands varies from $9 to $15 and upwards per acre, and they arc sold on short credit, or for

cash. A deduction of ten per cent, from tho sjiort credit price is made to those who buy for cash.

E X j^ im: I> rj E :

Forty acres at $10 per acre, on credit; tho principal one-quarter cash down—balanco one, two and three
years, at six per cent, interest, m advance, each year.

Interest.
Ouh Pft^nient:, $1S 00
Pftftncnt lu one jemr I'i 00

nrhe Same L.aud
Full information on all points, together with maps, showing tho exact location of Lands, will bo furnished

on application, in person or by letter, lo

LAND COMMISSIONER, Illinois Central R. R. Co., Chicago, Illinois.

PRINCIPAI.,
$ino 00
lODOO

waay be

Interest.
PaTment In tiro ^ears $6 00

" thriio 7eara,

Pnrchnsed for ®360 Caab.

Principal.
100 00
100 00

>§ RJrt MARYLAND FARMS.—6E0GRAPHI-
7"t""cal descrijition of Mjuyliuul, with Catalogue of
Maryland Lands, for sale by

R. W, TKI»rPLKMAN & CO.,
Lund Agi'iits*

48 Lexington-Street, (Up slairs,)
Baltimore City,

Embracing a description of the Soil and Producia of
Maryland.

Send Twenty-flve Cents for a Copy.

SECURE A HOME.—Lauds for sale in the Cele-
brated Fruit Settlement of Hannnonton. New Jerflev, 80

miles liom I'liltadelplii^t, on Hailroad, and near Wie Jjew
York Kallroiid.—No bi-tter soil in the State.—For Fruit?,

Vetretablps and Karly Gaideniiie, is the best in the Union.—
Hundreds of Acres now producing to be seen, on which is

made IVoni ^'JOO to $ij00 per acre. Mild and healthy climate.
Soft AVnter, Churches, Schools, Mllla, Stores, &c. Price from
ji'JO to $2.") per arre, for :^0 acres and upward. lO-acre fruit

raniia, $300. Terms easy. Title perfect. For lull information
Address II. J. liVliNKS, Hanimonton. N. J. Letters answered.

Chea|> MarylaBid Farms.
410 to f:^0 per acre, convenient to I'nilroad, Navigation,

rinirelics. Schools, ifcc, &c„ situated on' the Eastern Shore.
Many muthern tiiniilieaare settling here. PescriiHive circu-

lars civing all iuforniation sent free to all applicants.
Address H. P. CHAMBERS. Farm Agent.

Federalsburg, Md.

FARMS FOR S\l.E of 40 to 180 acres each, of
the richest ne"xultural land in Kock Co., Wis,, near

Janeavllie Clly. well timbered. The Madison railway runs
through, and the Soutliern Wliconsln on their border. Apply
to J. 1. R. PEASE, JanesvlUe, or to B. F. DAWSON, 9 East
Uth-street, New York.

FOR SALE.
TARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
THK SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farmln;; and market gnrdenin;;. In quantitieft toBult
purclmsers. situated in the conntleiiof Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Rarltaii and Delaware Bay Railroad, mid-
way between New York and Philadelphia, at f 10 per acre.
In addition to all the common products of a farm, fhese lands
are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet potatoes, peach-
es, grapes, tobacco and nope. All crops rlnen ten days ear-

lier than on Lone Island. Squankum marl is delivered at
any point on the railroad at one dollar and fifty cents per
ton. and fertilizes the land for seven years after its applica-
tion. The lands are mostlv covered with yellow pine timber,
BiUtable for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut oft'. lea\'ing the land ready for Immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rails, $.i per 100. Cord wood,
at anv railroad station, $3 per cord. A portion of the lands
conta'in a large qcantity of tlie best potters' clay yet discov-
ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-mill within
one mile of Sliamong Station. A good hotel at Shaniong. on
the lands offered for sale. The location is very healthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with anfailtng streams,
and supplied with good mill-sites and water-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. The whole purchase money may re-

main on mortgage for a terra of years if desired, U the pur-
chaser cultivates the land.

For further particulars apply to

r. B. CHKTWOOD, Elizabeth, N. J.
"WM. O GILES, 70 & T! Franklln-st., N«w-Tork.

^UPKRIOR FARM l.AI\l>:—30,000
i^Acres at low prices and accommodating terms.—Frank-
linville Tract.—Gloucester County, New .Tersty, 25 miles
south of Pliiladelphia, on Railroad running from Pliiladel-
ghia and Camden to Cape Mav. In lots to tuiit purcbuserp.
irculars wiili reports oi Solon Robinson, Hon. Wni. I'arrv,

and others, with full information, sent free by addressing
JOHN H. COFFIN & CO.. Franklinville, Gloucester Co..
New-Jersey. Also Improved Farms from 20 Acres upward.

JRUCE'S PATENT

Concentrated Manure
Is no longer an experiment. Three years' trial has proved
Its SUPERIORITY over all other MANURES. It Is com-
posed of

Animal Fibre, Blood and Pore Gronnd Bone.

It is not because of these VALUABLE INGREDIENTS
alono that we claim its

GREAT FERTILIZING POWER.
It ia also In the Patent process THROUGn utiich it pass-
KS In Its manufacture, by whicli we are enabled to

CONCENTRATE THE NECESSARY FOOD FOR
VEGETATION.

There Is a new lertilizer in market called by a similar
name, the agents ot which have taken from onr Circular of
1864 testimonials in regard to BRUCE'S CONCENTRATED
MANURE, and are using them to sell their article.

ORDEH DIRECT FROM US.
"We have Vko Agents in New YorU City, and gee

that the barrels are branded

BRUCE'S PATENT CONCENTRATED
MANURE.

C. W. VAN DOREN & CO.,
ORIFFINC BROTHER Sc CO.,

53 & 60 Co^rtland^8t^eet. NewTork.

We also sell at WnoLESALE and Retail
IjODI CO.'S Pondrette.
BXOEIiSIOR CO.'S Pondrette.
HOYT'S Superphospliate of Llrae.
PLASTER Si, Pare Gronnd Bom-.

GRIPFIPfGI BRO. & CO.,
58 & 60 Courtland-8t., IV. Y. City.

Amnioniated Pacitic Gnauo.
A real guano, containing from seventy to eijihty per cent

of Phosplmte of Lime ; to whicb bas been added by a chem-
ical proceas, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to
any other fertilizer. I'rico $S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-
count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analysis bv Dr. Jackson, Muss.

State Assayer. and Ur. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimonials
from scientiUc agriculturists, showing its value, can be
obtained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents.

13t Pearl-st.. Kew-York.

The Cienninc
BRUCE FERTIIilZER.

The best, as well as the clieapeet manure in the market,
made by Mr. Duncan Bruce, is for Bale by

GEO. E. AVHITE & CO., Sfi Cllff-8t.,
and by the principal dealers in Agricultural Wares.

Another of our regular Series of Great

$100 Prize Puzzles
appears, with numerous attractions, in the May number of

d^-MERRYMAN'S MONTHLY. _«3
the Great National Comic Magazine. $100 Prizes! jTiO Prizes!
$5 Prizes I $1 Prizes ! B^T* Prizes are paid in greenbacks, so
there can he no humbut;. Names and addrepse.s of winnera
are published in the next number. Don't fail to get the MAY
number of MERRYMAN. Price 15 cents. Sold bv News
Agents. Booksellers, Sutlers and all dealers. Sent post-paid
on receipt of price.

ilif" Make tliisj j [figure with three
strokes of the pen- cil, without eras-
ing any liiiee, or go-

1

I ilng over the same
lines twice. Averyt i i icurlous thing. Try
it, and ifyou fall (as you surely will),
see tlie full and com' !

^ !-plete solution in
MEliRYMAN. J^^ Three different numbers, as samples,
sent to any address post-paid for thirty cents. RSf A rare
chance to procure a good magazine verv clieap.

Address J. C. HANEY & CO.,
109 Nassau-street, Mew York.

The Herald of Health
AND

JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CULTURE Is Juet the thing for
every invalid, for parents who would bring up their children
in health with beautiful formi and elastic steps. Jan., Feb.,
March and April Nos. for GO cla, post free. 15 cents a number.
1 1 50 a year. First six Nos lor 18<15, and the New Hygiene
Cook Book, by Mattie M. Jones, M. D., all for $1 00. Cook
Book alone for 30 cte. Every person who would know how
to cook healthful food for sick or well stiould have It,

Address MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Laight-st.. N. Y.

LOVE ON THE BRAIN.—A ROLLICKING nnd
mlrtli-provoking Song that pleases overybodv. both

voung and old. Kisses, Blisses, Heart."!. Darts. Afomatio
Pain, Everybody's troubled once with Love on tho BRAIN.
Price SO cents. Published by W. Jennings Demorkst, No.
39 Beekman street, and sold by all Music Dealers. Slalled
free on receipt of the price.

I
Buy the Ligrhteisit-—Halsted's.
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BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any 01' tlie following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of tlie Agriciilhcrifit at tlie prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These

prices arc positively good only to June 1st.]

Allen's (L. F.) Kunil Architecture $ 1 50
Allen "8 (K. L.) Anierlciin Kami Boot 1 50
Allen's Disfuses of Ilonieatic An! inula 1 00
American liird Fancier 30
American Hose Culturist 30
American Weeds and useful Plants 1 75
Art of S:iw Fillnz . . . CHolly) 60
IJaiTv'a Fruit Garden 1 75
Iteecner'g ( Henry Ward) Fruit, Flowers and Farming., 1 25
Bement'^ Poulterer's Companion , 2 00
Bement's Uabbit Fancier 30
Blake's Farmer's Encvclopedla. 1 50
BoussinKavilt'a Uural Economy 160
BrklEeinan** Fruit Cultivator's Manual 75
Bridgeman's Touni: Gardener's Assletant. 2 00
Bridgeman's Kitr.lien Garden Instructor 75
Bridseman's Florist's Guide 75
Brandt's Aee of Horsps (EuRUsh and German) 50
Breck's Book of Flowers 1 50
Browne's Field Book of Manures 150
Bulst's Flower garden Directory ., ... 150
Bulst's Famllv Kitchen Gardener 1 00
- — " .... 4 50

60
7:1

60

Burr's VegetaMer* ol America
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Uook. .flloUy)
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's (S.W.) American Fruit Book
Colman's Agriculture 5 00
Copeland's Country Life 4 50

Cottage Bee-Keeper 75

Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) 1 50

Dadd'8 Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dadd's {Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor 1 5<

Dadd'8 Anatomy of the Horse. . . . (colored) 5 00
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dog and Gnn (Hooper's) 30
Downlng's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 50

DowninK's Cottat;e liesidences. 2 50

Downlns's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Eastwood on Cranberry 75

Elliott's AVeHtcrn Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50

Emplovmeut of Women— By Vlreinia Penny i .io

Every Lady her own Flower Gardener 30

Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener •.. 1 50

Flax Culture (Keady this month) 50
French's Farm Drainage 1 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Fish Culture 1 25
Flint (Charle.t L.) on Grasses.... 2 00
FlinOa Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 00
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50

Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Goodiile's Principles of Breedlns: 100
Gray'sManual ol Botany and Lessons In one Vol 4 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Guenon on Milch Cows ,

.

75
Hall's CMiss) Americim Cookery ; 1 25
Haraszthy Grape Culture, &c '. 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 3 f

do. do. do. do, colored plates... 4 50

Herbert's Hinis to Horsekeepers 1 75

Hints to Uifiemen, by Cleveland— 1 50

Hop Culture (Ready April 25th) 40

How to Buy a Farm and Whereto Find One 1 75

Jaques' Fruits and Fruit Trees 60

Jenninpe on Cattle, Sheen, &c 1 50

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75

Johnston's Elements of AB;rlcultural Chemiatry 1 25

Ken'p's Landscape Gnrdening 5 00

Lanesirothon the Honey Bee 2 00

Loudon's (Downhill's) Ladies ! lower Garden 2 03

Leuchar's Howto Build HoMiouses 1 50

Lleble's Familiar Letters on Chemistry 50

LieblE's Modern Agrlcnltnre 1 25

Llnsley's (D, C.) Morean Horses I 50

Manual ol Agriculture bv G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 00

Mayliew'a Illustrated Horse Doctor S iO

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management S 50

McMahon'8 American Gardener 2 50

Miles on the Horse's foot iS

Morrell's American Shepherd 1 i5

My Farm of Edgewood 2 00

National Almanac and Annual Record. 1 50

NellVs Practical Gardener... .(Pardee) 150
Norton's ScicntlOcAerlcuIturc 75

Olcott's Sorgho and Impheo 125
Onion Culture - 30

our Farmof Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 80

Piirdee on Strawberry Culture 75

Parsons on the Hose 150
Phantom Bouqnet, or Skeleton Leaves 130
Pedder'8 Land Measurer 60

Qulnby'B Mysteries of Beekeeping 1 75

RabbltFancler , 30

Kandall's Sheen Husbandry 1 50

liandall's Fine Wool Sliecp Husbandry 1 00

liand'B Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00

Rivers' Orcliard Houses 50

Rural Affairs.... (bound)....8 Vols ...each 1 «)
Saiton'8 Farmers' Library. . set of 3 Vols morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols.. cloth 8 50

Schenck'a Gardener's Text Book 75

Shepherd's own Book. 2 25

Skillful Housewife , t5

Smith's Landscape Gardening 1 50

Spencer's Education of Children 1 50

Stewart's (Johnj Stable Book 1 50

Ten Acres Enough.. :.

^

i ^
Thaer's (A. D.) Princljdes of Agriculture 2 50

Thomas' Fruit Culturist 1 50

Thompson's Food of Animals Iw
Tobacco Culture ^ - ^
Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Manual 1 50

Tucker's Kealster Rural Aflalra SO

Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3 00

Walden's Complete Soil Culture 1 50

Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Warlng's Element* of Agriculture, 1 00
Watson's American Homo Garden...,, 2 00

Wax Flowers (Art of Making) 1 50

Wheat Plant (John Klinparfs) 1 50

Woodward's Country Homes 1 50

Vouatt and Spoouer on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 50

rouatton the Hog 1 00

Voudtt on Sheep .•.. J
00

Youmana* Household Science -ioo

Youmans' New Chemistry 2 00

new plan, entitled " Lessons for Evbry Sunday in thk
YE\n." They are arranged in series of 52 le.<?oni5 each,

with many notes, references, etc. These are selected

so that with Ihe " Connecting History" they give a com-
prehensive and connected view of the whole Bible.

No. 1 embraces the period from the Birth of Christ to

the end of Acts. No, 2 enabraces the whole New Testa-
ment in its connecting history, but Is mainly upon the

second part of the book. No. 3 extends from Adam to

Elijah ; and No. 4 (not yet ready) will extend from
Elijah to Christ. They are approved and used by all de-
nominations ; and are adapted to scholars of all agea,

able to read the Bible. Nos. I9 2^ and 3» are now
ready. As an evidence of their value, it may be stated

that of No. 1, the first Issued, about 150,000 copies

have already been called for. Price of each series, 15

cents each ; $1 50 per dozen; $12 per 100. If to go by
mail, 4 cents each extra for postage; or, if in packages o(

ten or more S cents each. As specimens, Nos. I, 2, and 3

will be sent post-paid for 50 cents. Address Publisher of

American Agriculturist, New York.

FLAVOKIXG EXTRACTS.
These E.xtracls are prepared from selected materials,

and perfectly lepiesent the articles whose name they
bear, and are siiperi<»r to any similar preparations. The
following are put up in two-oiince bottles, and pncked in

boxes, to goby express: Vanilla, l<enion, Orano^e,
Nectarine, Rose, Bitter Almond, ITIace,
Nutnies>:, Allspice, Oing^er, and Celery.

Vanilla and Ro>c, 50 cents per bottle, $5.50 per doz.
All others. - 35 " " $4.00

Assoited to order at these prices.
Liquid Rennet, for making Curds and Whey. Junket,

and other delightful luxuries for the summer season or
the sick room. Put up in four-ounce bottles, at 35 cents
each, or $4 per doz. Address. P. W. BEDFORD.

Pharmaceutist, 7G9 Sixth Avenue, New-York.

$4»l>l>sitli i^cliool Superintendents
and Teacliers will be interested in the series of

small, cheap, but comprehensive Lesson Books, on a

E^" Economical Housekeepers Use
Pyle's SaleRatus.

I

Pyle'.s O. K. Soap.
Pyle's Cream Tartar. | Pyle's Blueing Powder.
Articles designed for all who want the beet goods, full

weight. Sold by bt<;t Grocers everywlieie. Each pack-

age bears the name of JAMES PYLE, Manufiictiirer,

New York.

RIP ! RIP ! RIP ! RIP !

THE PATENT SEWING RIPPER has proved one
of the most acceptable new inventions. It takes out a

seam more rapidly and safely than knife or scissors;

being used for that only, is always in order; Is small and

neat ; is Indispensable for the work basket and especially

where a sewing machine Is used.
Price 50 cents. Sent post-paid by mail. Liberal dis-

count to dealers. Agents wanted everywhere. Address

H. LEE, No. Ill Fulton street. New York City.

VIlVEIiAlVD

-*- mild and healthfnl climate. Thirty miles south of Pliila'

riclphia by Railroad, In New Jersey, on the same Unc of lat-

itude as BaUimore. Md.
The soil Is rich and ffrodwcfiw^ varylnpr from a clay to a

sandy lo:im, pultahle for Wheat, Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Frulia

and VetretableB. This is a great fruit rottntrj/. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards have been i)lanted out by ex-

perienced frnit growers. Grapes, Peaehen, Pears, &c., produce
immense proflta. Vlncland is already one of the most beau-

tiful places in the United States. The entire territory, con-

sisting of forty-flve square miles of land. Is laid out upon a
general system of improvements. The land Is only sold to

actual- settlers with provision for public adornment. The
place on account of Its great beauty as well as other advanr
tagea has become the report of people qf taste. It has In

creased live thousand people within the past three years.

Churches, Stores, Schools, Acadamles, Societies of Art and
Learnine, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been Introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling, Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
It is estimated that five hundred will be bnllt during thesum-
mer. Pi-icc of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward, $25
per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than In

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved places
for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Mana>
factories. Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,
and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abound-
ing In fruits and possessing all other socUil privileges. In the
heart of civilization, It Is worthy of a visit.

Letters answered and the Vineland Rural, a paper giving
full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, YIneland P. O., Landla
Township, New Jersey.

From Report of Solon Robinson. Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It rs one of the jnost extensive fertile

tracts, in an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we ktioxv of this side of
the Western Prairies.

Polar Refrigerator.
The BEST, tlierefore the cheapest.

LESLET & ELLIOTT, 494 Brondway.

TT EAVIS I,ADi»IlTS, DIAIIIONU
MJ DEALER AND JEWELER, 802
Chestnut street, Pliil.idelpliia, Fa., hns
HUvnvs on han<l a m:iRnifirent assort-

ment of DIAMONDS. WATCHES,
JEWELRY. AND SILVER WARE, at

mo'lerate piii^es. Old Gold and Silver, al.^o DianjcMid.-i,

bought for cash. Watches repaired and warranted.
Watches and Jewelry can be sent by mail witli safety.

liUiig, Female aud Cliroulc DIiieaHCs
treated successfully at Drs. S. S. & S. E. STRONG'S
Remedial Institute, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. See lust

month's No. of Agriculturist. For full information send

for a Circular.

Spring: Clotliiiigfor JMeii and Boys.
I.ARGE STOCK.

PRICES REDXJCED.
ABBATT & raoORE, No. 507 Broadway,

Under St. Nicholas Hotel.

HO! FOR RICHMOND!
ARTICLES FOR SOLDIERS

AT
Richmond, Wilnilni^ton, Charleston,
Savannah, and otiter Places should

be sent by

THE HMW EXPRESS,
No. 65 BroadAvay.

Arctic Cream Freezer.
These Freezers have now been four years before the Pnb-

lic, and although nearly fifty thousand have been sold under
the guarantee that the four smallest sizes will actually freeze

cream in four miriutes, we do not know of a single Inst.ance

where they have not given entire satisfaction,

SIZES AND PUICES.—1 qt. *3.00—2 qts. »4.00-3 qts. *5.00—
4 qts. $6.00-6 qts. $S.OO-S qtS. $10.00—U qts. $15.00—23 qt8. r^.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

E. S. & I. TOUitEY. T2 Maiden Lane, New-Vorlc.
Sole Mannfacturers.

BASHFULNESS.—HOW TO OVERCOME IT.
Bee PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. Jan. No. 20 ct8.

FOWLEK & WELLS, 3S9 Broadway. New-York.

Boys an«l oirls!—Parents!
THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE VISITOR is the

best Children's Temperance Paper in the World!
Monthly, 8 pages, witii Pictures, Slories, Music, Dia-
logues, Puzzles, elc. Premiums offered. 50 cents a
year. An agent Wiinted in every town.

Z. POPE VOSE, Publisher, Rockland, Maine.

Bade Volionc»$& I\niubei*s Supplied,
We have complete seU of Vols. Ifi. 17, 18, 19. 20, 21,22, and 2S,

unbound, and bound In neat covers with gilt lettered hacks.
Prices at the office: bound $2.00; iinbound $1,50 each.
Back Volumes are sent prepaid by mall, (the// can not

go unpaid,) if bound, $2.45 each ; if unbound; $1.74 each.
Single numbers of any of the above Volumes, 15 centa each.
For German Edition, add 50 cts. per volume to all the above.
Binding.-Setftsent to the oflico will be bound up neatly

(In our regular style of binding) for 75 cents a vohime,
FitKPABED Covers.—Covers for binding, neatly made, with

title, etc., gilt upon the back, ready for the Insertion of the
sheets by any bookbindor, can be furnished for Vols. Ui.to 23
Inclusive, at 45 centa per cover. Covers can not go by mail.

%mtic\cixn Jgritulturist."
For the Farm, Garden, aud Household.
A THonouoH-aoiNO, RELIABLE, and PRACTJCAl,

Journal, devoled to the diffcrejit departments of SOIL
CULTURE—such as growing pielb CROPS : ohciurd
and oiBDEN FRUITS; oarden VEGETABLES and
FLOWERS : TUBEB, pLiNTs, and plowers for tiie

LAWN or YARD ; care of DOMESTIC ANIMALS,
etc., and to HOUSEHOLD LABORS, with an Intereating,

instructive department for CHILDREN and YOUTH.
Tire Editors are all pRicncii. WORKING MEN.
Tlie teachings of the Aoiucultubist are coiijined to no

State or Territory, but are adapted to all sections of the
country—it is for the whole American Continkwt.

TERMS (in adv.-ince) : 81. .lO per year; Four
Copies one year for S5 ; Ten Copies oneyear for $18;
Twenty or more Copies one year for Si each.
p^Add to tlie above rates: Postage to Canada, IS cents;

to England and France, 24 cents ; to Germany, 36 cents.

Postage anywhere in the United States and Territories

must be paid by the subscriber, and is only three cents a
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

June is the month of most rapid growth and

the Maize fields, which have looked yellow and

poor during May, under the hot suns of this

month unfold their leaves like armies with

banners, and so other crops, if they are in

open and well-worked soils, push forward into

leaf, and blossom, and fruit. We have work
enough to finish planting, to keep down the

weeds, and to work the surface, so that the air

may always have free access to the roots of the

crops. The grass has made a great growth in

many localities during the past month, and

where mowing ground has been well prepared

for irrigation, the second heavy crop of h.ay is by

this time ready for the scythe. The forward-

ness of the sea,son has enabled farmers to get

well ahead with much of their work, and there

is less excuse than usual for lack of thorough-

ness of culture. The powerful rains which may
liave hindered farm work somewhat, are very

likely to be followed by dry weather in June,

for which deep tilLage and frequently working

the soil are the only remedies.

Barns and Sheds.—Sweep thoroughly and put

in order for hay and other crops. Where a

small quantity of hay or straw remains in the

bottom of the mow, pitch it up aloft, where it

may be used in the former part of th^foddering

season. Remove manure wherever it is in con-

tact with wood-work, and see that driving storms

do not wet the frame timbers. Clean and paint

eaves troughs, and remove limbs of trees with-

in a yard of the sides or roofs of buildings.

Barn-yard.—Turn all water from the roofs of

buildings or other sources away from the barn-

yard. If the ground be wet, make a good under-

drain entirely around, and excavate the middle,
puddling it with clay protected by cobble stones,

so .as to retain all the liquid manure.

Barley.—ScnA a careful man and pull all dock,

winter cress, wild mustard, etc., from the grow-
ing grain. If land is in good heart where winter
wheat has failed, barley may be sowed even in

June, and will yield a fair crop.

Beans.—Where a hill of Indian corn has failed,

plant three hills of early beans. If rows be far

apart, a row of beans is often planted between

them at the last dressing with a horse hoe.

Beets.—Mash lumps in the soil with a wood-
en mallet, a few hours after a shower—this

will be almost equal to a hoeing—pull up all

weeds near the young plants. Good crops may
be raised even when planted in June, if the soil

and cultivation be good.

Butter.—Give cows an abundance of sweet

grass and cle.an water, and access to salt; see

that boj's and dogs do not worry them ; milk

regularly with clean hands ; keep milk in clean

and sweet vessels, and in a cool, pure apart-

ment ; churn often ; work the butter well with
anything but the bare bands ; use only the

purest and best salt
;
pack in clean jars or

tubs ; keep cool, and the butter will be equal

to prime " Oraugo County."

Cabbages.—Put out the plants in good season

;

apply a heavy dressing of horse manure, well

worked into the soil ; hoe mornings while the

dew is on, working over the eartli a few inches

deep ; and we will almost guarantee large, hard

heads. Insects may make the result doubtful.

Carrots,—Pull all weeds near the young
plants when the soil is wet. Carrots require

clean cultivation. Where the seed failed to

come up, put in turnips or onions. See " How to

Raise Carrots" in Mtiy number.

Cheese.—Read article on Cheese, page 189.

Corn.—Keep cultivators and horse hoes in

operation until the corn becomes large enough

to shade the ground. Hot and dry weather is

the best time to subdue grass and weeds.

Read article on cultivating corn on ptige 178.

Glover Seed.—Read the article on the manage-

ment of Clover Seed on page 183.

Cattle.—See that all cattle have access to pure

water. Where they drink at a pond, large poles

or sticks of timber should keep them from going

into the water to stand, as they usually dung
immediately after drinking. Do not feed too

many animals on the same ground. One good
cow, well fed, will yield more milk than two
cows on short pasture.

Calves.—Keep calves in clean and dry yards

or pens, and mow a little grass daily for them.

June is one of the best months to commence
improvements in neat cattle. Where calves are

allowed to suck, put a little wheat flour in one

end of a small trough and salt in the other end,

where calves can reach it. They soon eat meal.
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Cellars.—C\enu house aad baru cellars ; wash the

windows ; whitewash the walls, and sprinkle quick-

lime where there is dampness or impurity.

Daii-y.—hook out for improTements in selecting

cows for the dairy as well aa making hutter and

cheese. Make a horse or sheep do the churning.

Flax.—See that water does not stand at all on

any part of the field. Pull large weeds while the

plants are small. Review the article on Flax Cul-

ture in the April number.

Grain Fields.—Keep fences in good repair around

them, and confine turkeys and all other fowls that

persist in going on the grass, as they will break

down and destroy more than they are worth.

Oi'oss Seed.—Fields may be plowed and sowed

with grass seed this month, without any kind of

grain. Still it is better to sow two or three pecks

of rye per acre, to partially shade the young grass.

Haying.—Commenee haying in good time. Where

there is much grass to cut, some of it must be

mowed before it is really fit ; otherwise a good pro-

portion will become too ripe. Grass will make the

best hay if cut when the stalks are full grown

and the heads are in full bloom. When there are

weeds among the grass, cut it before their seeds

are formed. Grass is much less liable to be injured

by hot and dry weather if cut when quite green.

Hoove.—Watch all animals that feed on red clover,

and prevent this dangerous disease which comes

from over-feeding. " See Basket."

Implements.—During rainy and leisure days ex-

amine mowers and reapers to see if they are in

running order. Take them apart ; remove gum.and
dirt from the journals and boxes; oil afresh, and

screw up all nuts and tighten loose rivets. The effi-

ciency of tools and implements depends almost

altogether on their condition.

Manure,—Prepare compost for winter grain and
top-dressing for grass land. Collect barnyard ma-
nure into covered quarters, or protect as much as

practicable from alternate rain and sunshine. Barn-

yard manure should be forked over to facilitate rot-

ting ; and where it is so deep as to fire-fang, water

or liquid from some part of the yard, pumped upon it,

Millet.—Where the soil is moderately fertile, sow

millet at any time previous to the 35th of the

month in our latitude. From 8 to Vi quarts per

acre is sufficient unless the seed be large. Millet

grows rapidly in mellow soil and bears drouth well.

Oats.—Mow off Canada thistles, and any other

weeds that appear above the oats. This so cheeks

their growth that they injure the crop but little.

Otcen.—^Feed workers a few quarts of meal every

day, whether they labor or not, as it will give them
strength, make them endure the heat better and

increase their market v.alue more than the worth of

the meal. Never allow ill-natured drivers to worry

and beat oxen while at work. Provide such teams-

ters with a soft leather lash and limber stock, with

which they cannot strike a hard blow.

Pastures.—Do not feed off permanent pastures

too closely the former part of the season, unless

there is a large proportion of Kentucky blue grass,

which is better to be kept short. If grass gets

the start of stock, and begins to head out, it will

make much better pasture to mow off all the seed

stems, as animals will not relish them; andwhen seed

is allowed to form, a large portion of the vital ener-

gies of the plant, which are exhausted in produc-

ing the seed and stems, would make excellent grass.

Bjtatoes.—Cultivate thoroughly and hoe well be-

fore the tops begin to fall over, and sprinkle a

handful of wood ashes around the stems of every

hai. Never allow careless Laborers to strike their

hoes into the ground near the hills, as roots that

would bear tubers, may be cut off. Potatoes do
not need root pruning If weeds close to the hills

are too large to bo covered with earth, pull them.

PouUi'ij.—To gratify the secretiveness of hens,

make nests where they can not be seen by other

fowls, when they are laying or sitting. If nests

be too deep, eggs will rest on each other, which
should never occur. See " Basket."

itas.—Sow a part of an acre the last of the month

for seed. If sowed soon enough to mature before

early frost, they will be free from bugs.

Poultry.—Feed well ; let them out of the yard

before sunset daily ; supply them with a box of

sharp gravel, where there is none in the soil. Whole
grain should be soaked at least twenty hours for

them ; and if ground, it will go much farther.

Ruta-Bagas.—Do not fail to raise a few square rods

of them for stock next winter. Pulverize the soil

thoroughly, manure it well, and sow the seed in

drills two feet apart, as soon as the ground is dry

enough to work after a good shower. Then a crust

of earth will not prevent them from coming up.

iJoo/s.—Examine roofs of out-buildings when it

rains. Leaky places will usually be found where a

shingle has been split directly over a joint of the

next course below. In such a case another shingle

may be driven beneath the split one.

Rye.—Spring rye, two bushels per acre, may be

sowed during this month, to be cut for horse-feed

before early frosts.

Rotation of Crops.—Raise crops that are best

adapted to the soil, rather than attempt to adapt

the soil to the crops. Every farmer should adopt

some kind of a rotation, if he has not already done

so, as this is one of the fundamental principles of

scientific agriculture. See " Basket."

Sheep.—Let sheep have access to salt in a water-

tight tub, or trough. When salted only occasional-

ly, t'hey consume too much for their health. Protect

from cold storms for some weeks after shearing.

Apply a little pine tar to their noses to repel the

fly. Separate bucks from ewes, or fetter their fore-

legs, about five or six inches apart, that they may
be impotent to harm. Designate the age and char-

acter of each sheep by significant marks on the

rumps or shoulders. A figure (1, 3 or 3, etc.) on

the shoulder may signify a ewe and her age, and

one on the rump, a wettK* and its .age.

Swine.—Pigs designed for pork next fall should

be separated from the sows as soon as they will eat

readily. Keep them in moderately close quarters
;

as, when running about in large enclosures, they

will expend a great deal of material, without adding

proportionately to their growth. There is nothing

better than milk, oat and barley meal and wheat

flour unbolted, to make pigs grow. It is sometimes

more economical to feed wheat flour than oat meal

to pigs. Where pigs are chiefly valuable as m.v

uure makers, see that they have enough muck, sods,

weeds, etc., to worlc over.

Sorghum.—^heu the plants are young they are

very tender. They need dressing and hoeing with

care. Careless men and boys will often retard their

growth by cutting oflT the roots, and burying the

le.aves. If the ends of the leaves be covered with

earth the growth will be checked.

Weeds.—Wage an unceasing warfare against weeds

and bushes this month. Mow them close to the

ground ; cut them with hoes, or pull them. It

injures Canada thistles, ox-eye daisies, and other

perennials materially to cut them close to the

ground just before they blossom. We tell work-

men in our employ that a sharp, steel hoe is poison-

ous to weeds, when it cuts them oflT below the sur-

face of the groflnd.

Wagons—Keep them well protected from rains

and sunshine, as the continued influence of these

injures vehicles more than the ordinary use. Rain

will hurt them but little if they are kept in the

shade. A liberal coat of linseed oil on the wheels

will often save dollars for resetting the tire.

Wool.—Keep the floor clean while shearing ; tie

it up neatly ; arrange the fleeces to show advanta-

geously ; and, keep it in a clean apartment where

mice or rats will not carry chatf and straw among it.

Work.—Keep in advance rather than behind your

work. Perform every operation in good time and

in a thorough manner.

Wood.—Split and pile whatever firewood is ex-

posed to the weather, so that it may dry out before

it becomes water-soaked.

Wheat.—Cut off all heads of rye, cockle, chess,

and pull gromwell (incorrectly called pigeon-weed),

from the growing crop.

Work in tfeie Orcliard and Nui-aery.

It seldom happens that the nurseryman is more
crowded than he has been the present season. The
sales were unusually large, and the time for filling

orders was, by the forwardness of the season,

rendered very brief The benefit of providing all

possible appliances for facilitating work, on the

part of the nurseryman, and the early sending in

of orders, on that of the purchaser, were never

more strikingly manifest than they were this spring,

and those who have suffered from past neglect

of either precaution, should profit by the lesson.

Birds.—Encourage the visits of insect-eating

birds, and destroy sap-suckers 'and birds of prey.

-" Black Knot.—The only remedy is the knife. If

it occurs on large limbs, cut it out when it first

appears, down to perfectly sound wood, and cover

the wound with grafting wax. If the trouble is

too deep for this, or is upon small limbs, off with

the limb and burn it at once, to keep the spores

from propagating. The knot is a minute fungus,

and all the talk about diseased sap and curculios,

as the cause, is fancy, opposed to established fact.

Budded Stocks.—These will need looking to, not

only to remove the suckers which spring from the

stock, but to see that the rapidly growing shoot is

properly secured ag.ainst breaking by wind, or from

its own weight. The portion of the stock left

above the bud is usually sufficient to tie the shoot

to, but where it is not, place a stake for tying.

Evergreens.—Im ordinary seasons, these may be

removed this month, but at the present time they

will probably be too far advanced. If the attempt
is made, the precautions given last month should

be followed. Keep the grass away from around the

newly planted ones. Trim and shape trees and
hedges as recommended on page 186. -ix-^'-

Orafts.—Those inserted this spring will need at-

tention, to replace the covering, if removed, and
support or check very rampant growing shoots.

Rub off any buds that shoot up near the graft, -i

Insects.—These are now making havoc with the

foliage. If a caterpillar's tent is observed, do not
rest until it and its builders are destroyed. Pulling

the nest off with the hand, .and trampling under
foot, is quite as efl'eetive as the use of the many
contrivances recommended. A swab, wet with
some disagreeable liquid, may often be used to ad-

vantage. See article elsewhere on the use of ben-

zine, and on the use of white hellebore upon the

curr.ant worm. Moths, which are .about looking

for a place to lay their eggs, may be killed in great

numbers by setting a lighted lamp in a large pan of

water at night. Jar the plum trees daily, .and catcb

the curculios on a sheet and kill them.

Layers.—The new growth of shrubs maybe treat-

ed as directed on page 187.

Labels.—Trees when sent from the nursery fre-

quently have the labels secured so firmly that

whenever the limb increases slightly in size, a

troublesome stricture is made by the wire cutting

into the bark. It is well to look .at once to the

labels of newly set and all other trees, and see that

no trouble can arise from this cause.

Manure.—A top-dressing of manure, spread over

the roots of fruit trees, will help the growth of

the wood and the developement of the fruit.

Mulch.—Newly planted trees, especially, need it.

Sufficient is said on page 186.

Pinching.—The shape of a tree is easily modified

by a little care when it is young. By removing
those young shoots not needed, .and stopping the

growth of those disposed to grow too long, by
pinching off the end, the form of the tree is quite

under control, and much pruning is avoided.

Seedlings.—Toung seedlings of forest trees, and
evergreens especially, need shading by some of

the methods mentioned on p.age 186. The little

evergreens will be benefited by sifting a layer of

sand, or light earth, over them, to cover the stems

np as far as the seed-leaves.

Thinning.—Do not allow any fruit tree to be in.

jured by over-bearing. It will pay besides, in the

increased size and beanty of the remaining fruit.
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Tl'eeds.—Nothing looks worse than neglected

nursery rows. Use the plow and caltivator so

risged that no injury can be done to the stock by

the horse or whiffletrecs.

Kitchen Oai'deii.—Everything, weeds
included, is now growing as if for the fun of the

thing. The very early start, in this neighborhood

about two weeks, rather disarranges our calcula-

tions in preparing the calendar, and could we
have known that the seixson would have got so far

ahead of time, our May directions would have been
rather more in accordance with it. Even in this

forward season, it is not too late to sow okra,

melons, and those things which grow all the better

if they have a warm soil from the start. An article

on sowing for succession, on page 187, may afford

some useful hints.

Asparagus.—The cutting ought not to be con-

tinued much after the tirstof June, the present ye.ar.

It is a mistake to exhaust the roots by excessive

cropping. Keep the bed free of weeds uuiil the

tops shade it.

' Scans.—Sow for a succession for stringing and

shelling. The main crop for dry beans may be put

in. Limas may still be planted.

Cabbages, Cauliflower, and Broccoli.—Set out as

directed on page 18G. Forward the growing crop

by frequent hoeing and liquid manure. Destroy

caterpillars when young.

Carrels may still bo sown. Hoe between the

rows as soon as the plants can be seen, and when
sufficiently large, thin to from 3 to 6 inches in the

row. See article on page 179.

Celery.—The earliest crop may be set in trenches

2 feet deep and one foot wide, with the soil at the

bottom well enriched. Water in dry weather.

Corn.—Plant every two weeks for a succession.

Capsiciuns, or Uppers.—Set in a warm, rich spot.

Cuc}i?iib€rs.—Plant the main crop for pickles the

middle or last of the mouth, putting in plenty of

seed to guard against loss from insects. Surround

the young plants by frames, as recommended last

month, page 155. Hoe until the vines are too large.

Hjjg Plants.—These need the best of soil and cul-

ture, in cold climates, to forward them so that the

fruit will perfect in season. Hoe the earth to-

wards the plant. Set at least two feet apart.

Eiulive.—Sow iu the same manner as lettuce, and

thin or set out the plants so that they will be a

foot apart each way.

Lettuce.—Transplant to good soil, and sow seed

frequently in a cool place to keep up a succession.

Melons.—Treat as directed above for cucumbers.

Onions.—Thin to 3 or 4 inches, and keep all weeds

from the bed. Watering with hot water and

with gas liquor, as well as heavy mulching with

sawdust, and sprinkling with salt and ashes, have

each been claimed as a " sure cure " for the mag-

got. If the potato, or other early sorts, show a

wilting of their leaves, it is an indication that they

are ready to pnll.

Ihrsnips.—As soon as the plants are large enough
to see the rows, the soil should be stirred, and
when large enough to handle, weeded and thinned.

Peas.—Sow for the late crop in deeply worked
soil. Set brush before the vines fall over. Save

the earliest and beJt of the early sorts for seed.

Ibtatoes.—Uoe and give a dressing of pl.ister.

BadWics.—Sow at intervals for succession.

Rhubarb.—Keep the beds clean, and cut off the

flower stalks as soon as they show themselves.

Dry or presers'e a supply for winter.

Ruta-Baga.—Sow in well manured ground, the

latter part of June. Bone dust is good for them.

Salsify.—Treat the same as carrots.

Spinach.—Sow for succession. The New-Zealand

is best for summer use.

Squashes.—PXiut iu manured soil, as last month.

•iwcet Bitatoes.—Prepare the ground and set the

plants according to the methods given last month
on p:^es 144 and l.'H,

Tomatoes.—Transplant and pinch in the ramp,ant

branches. See method of training described last

month on page 154.

Watering.—Do not water unless the plants are

suffering, except it can be continued until rain

comes. The proper use of the hoe will help pkants

through a drouth in a wonderful manner. In

watering with liquid manure, have it weak enough
and apply frequently.

Weeds.—These are blessings if hoed up, but they

punish the lazy and careless by condemning them
to e.at poorly grown vegetables. Hoe if the ground
is weedy ; hoe if the soil bakes after a shower, and
if neither of these reasons present themselves

—

hoe for the s.ake of the hoeing.

Flower Oarden and L.aivn.—Vege-
t.ation in this as in all other departments is advan-

ced beyond ordinar}^ seasons, and the work must be

pushed accordingly. Grass has grown at a pro-

digious rate, and the cutting should be more fre-

quent, in order to secure a close and velvety turf.

Annuals.—Sow the tender ones and transplant

those large enough. The bloom of many kinds

may be much prolonged by cutting off the flowers

as soon as they have passed their prime, and allow-

ing no seed to be produced.

i5t«?6s.—Continue the foliage of the spring bloom-
ing kinds in a growing state .as long as possible by
good cultivation, and when it withers take up the

bulbs, dry them and put them away in papers in a

dry place, free from mice, until fall planting.

Carnations.—Propagate by layers, as noted on
page 187, .and by cuttings. Keep flowering plants

well tied up. Sow seeds.

Climbers.—See that those which do not cling of

themselves, are properly tied, to prevent being
thrown down by winds, but avoid all stiffness in

training them. Sow seeds of annual ones. Be care-

ful to have the supports of all climbers strong

enough forthe weight of foliage, and to resist wiuds.

Dahlias.—Plant in rich soil. It is not well for

them to flower early, as I hey should be kept grow-

ing all summer, in order to secure a fine show of

flowers in fall. Water iu dry weather.

Geraniums.—Set out and keep them in good shape

by cutting,

Oiadiolus.—These are often thrown down by the

weight of the flower cluster. Stake the tall growers.

Brass, whether upon the lawn or in edging,

needs frequent clipping, and all margins neat trim-

ming. Root out all coarse weeds.

Gravel.—Hoe, rake and roll when weeds appear.

Hoe and Sake.—Use these implements, not only

to kill weeds, but to loosen the soil, and thus

obviate the necessity for much watering. If the

soil is disposed to b.ake on the surface .after a rain,

loosen it up with the rake.

Layering.—This may be doue on shrubs and
herbaceous plants at any time, when there are suit-

able shoots. The layer should be put in good rich

soil. See remarks on p.age 1S7.

Pjtted Plants.—These need shelter from the winds
and burning sun, as noted on page 186. Pots not
plunged mast have regular waterlogs, or the roots

will get dry and the plants suffer.

Phloxes.—Multiply the finer herbaceous sorts by
making cuttings of the stems before flowering.

Roses.—Shorten stems of perpetnals after flower-

ing several inches, and new shoots will start for

late bearing. Kill insects as heretofore directed.

Transplanting.—In dry weather it is necfessary to

fill the holes with water before setting the plants,

and to shade for a few days, but uncover at night.

Oreeu and Hot-Houses.—Everything

that is to be put out of doors, will probably be out

by this time. The house should be put iu complete

order and the plants that are left inside receive the

best attention.

Azaleas.—The new growth shonid be forwarded

by syringing and very weak liquid manure. Shape

the plants by pinching, and shade from hot sun.

Camellias.—Remove to a partial shade. See page
186. Syringe frequentl}-. Lookout for and destroy
mealy bug. Inarch when the wood hardens.

Cuttings.—Vrondc for a stock of geraniums and
such things by making cuttings.

Chinese Pi-imroses.—Sow seeds, divide roots, and
put established plants in a shady frame.

Bitting.—When shrubs make a sickly growth, re-

move the plant from the pot aud wash all the earth
from the roots, and repot with fresh soil. Secure
a good stock of sods and stack them up to decom-
pose for potting soil.

Seedti7igs—Pot off any that are large enough.

Water.—Keep the air of the house properly moist
by nsmg the syringe. Small pots dry out quieldy.

Fruit Garden.—From present prospects
there will be an abundance of fruit of most kinds,
to repay the labor of the cultiv,ator.

Curranls.—By removing superfluous growth as
it starts, much pruning will be saved. Take off
useless suckers. If, as is often the case, green fruit

will bring more than ripe, it is best to market it

early. See article on the currant worm on page
187. Keep the soil around the bushes well hoed.

Gooseben-ies.-These do better where they are
partially shaded. A free application of sulphur, or
water .as hot as the hand can bear, to which wood
ashes have been added, in the proportion of a quart
to a pailful, may be tried, if mildew appears.

Grapes.—il vines set this year show fruit, remove
it, however reluctant you may be to do so. All the
energies of the vine are needed to form wood and
roots for next year. Seedlings, young vines from
cuttings, and layers are to be kept tied up, and the
growth of the laterals kept pinched back to one
leaf. Vines fruiting for the first time, ought not
to be allowed to overbear. One bunch to the shoot
is better than more. Fill up the trench over Lay-

ers, made as directed last month. Insects will need
killing, and use sulphur freclj' upon .all vines
where mildew appears. A bellows is made for the
pui-pose, like a common kitchen bellows, with a

hole for the introduction of the sulphur, and with-

out a valve. The nozzle is of tin, aud quite wide,
and the end is curved to facilitate the application

to the under side of the leaves. By means of this

implement, and any one can contrive to make a

substitute, a properly trained vine can be com-
pletely dusted in a very short time.

nars.—The shaping of the tree, as well as its

preparation for future fruitfulness, is secured by
proper summer pinching. Sufficient directions

were given in January, on page 17. The slug

usually appears this month. A dusting of dry air-

sl.aked lime will kill them, or the powdered white
hellebore may be tried.

Strawberries.—Plantations set this spring should

be kept clean of weeds. The treatment will depend
upon whether fruit or .an increase in the number of

plants is most desired. If the greatest amount
of fruit be the object, the runners should not be
allowed to grow, but if more plants are required,

give the runners good soil to strike in. If the

mulch is not already on, put on straw, tan, corn

stalks, or other material, to keep the fruit clean.

Have all boxes, crates, etc., plainly marked, and in

filling the boxes, do not put nil the best berries on
top. Those who are near enough to do so, should

exhibit at our Strawberry Show.

Cold Grapery.—Open the house early

in the morning, shut up early, and endeavor to
keep the temperature at about 85" or 90" at mid-
day, allowing the change from the night tempera-

ture to this to be very gradual. Avoid sudden
changes. While the vines are in flower, the syring-

ing overhead should be discontinued. The distribu-

tion of the pollen is aided, and more thorough
fertilization secured by giving the bunches a shake

every morning by means of the finger. After the

berries are set, give a good syringing to remove the

remains of the flowers. Water freely. The number
of bunches to be left upon the vine will depen*
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upou its strength, but one is sufficient upon eacli

spur. Tlie end of the shoot is stopped by pincU-

1ns it off "^ '•"= ^^"'^ °'' fourtli '^'''f beyond the

bunch. The fruit is to be thinned wheu it is about

the size of peas, removinj,' half or more according

to the variety. Tic up the branches.

The Apiary for 3ime.—Prepared by M.

Quiniy, by request.—Viheu surplus honey is desir-

able, the boxes should, be .idded to .ill good colo-

nies e-irly in this month. At this season, when the

flowers of the white clover appear, there can be

no harm if the boxes are on a few days before they

are really needed. Do not neglect to stick some

nice pieces of clean, white comb in the top, as au

encouragement for the bees to begin. As fast as

filled, they should be replaced with empty ones.

As long as honey is collected plentifully, full boxes

taken out may be set by the side of the hive for

the bees to leave ; but it will not do when it begins

to be scarce. They must not stand in the sun.

Most of the swarms may also be expected this

month. Small apiaries swarm more, in proportion

to the number of hives, than large ones. Many
persons hesitate about putting on the boxes before

swarming, fearing that it will delay, if not alto-

gether prevent it. There are cases when it m.iy

have that effect, but when it does, it is not very

disastrous. A strong stock that casts no swarm,

will store much more honey than a swarming

hive. The honey, put In market and sold, will

often bring sufficient money to buy two or three

stocks. I advise putting on the boxes ; if they

swarm, it is well—there may be some honey also

;

if they do not, it is probably better. But do not

expect both, to any great extent. Stocks that do
not swarm, and remain weak till this time, should

be examined. They may be so from diseased

brood, loss, or barrenness of queen. If queenless,

Rupply a laying queen. If barren, remove, and
supply another a few d.ays afterw,ards. When dis-

eased, drive out to begin anew, or put into a hive

partly filled with combs of last year, Bucli a one
as we suggested should be saved last fall for the

new swarms. But it would be well first, to keep

the bees, at least forty-eight hours after driving out,

in an empty box or hive, to digest the honey taken

with them, before putting them among the pure

combs. Bees should on no account be driven out

of a hive within less th.an eight or ten days after

the first swarm, or before the young queen hatches.

Unless some emergency demands it, twenty days

should intervene.

After Swarms are those which issue with young
queens. Two or more are required to m.ake a

colony as large as a first swarm. When they issue

near together, unite them, till a good swarm is

hived. When two or more after-swarms are united,

they are not always as quiet as others. The queen
of each swarm is a stranger to some of the bees,

and is imprisoned by their clustering around her.

In a short time, the bees not having access to

their own queen, become very much dissatisfied,

and, after looking throughout the new hive, leave

for some other new swarm, or perhaps return to

the old stock, attracting all the bees, except the

few that are holding the queens. Five or six, or a

dozen, may go at once, flying about considerably

;

and a steady stream, at that rate, will soon take out
all the bees, and a careless observer will not know
when nor where they are gone, and may not miss

them until evening. The hive to which they are

attracted may be generally known by the bees

stopping about the entrance, and buzzing a mo-
ment before they enter. When this st.ate of things

occurs, and while there is yet enough for a good
Bwarm left, the hive should be closed with wire
clotn, if possible, or something that will admit
sufficient air, as a swarm of bees is easily smother-

ed in hot weather. It is a good way to turn the

hive on its side, after fastening in the bees ; carry

to a cool cellar for a day, when they will usually

become reconciled. Should they have destroyed

their last qneen, it will be manifested by uneasy
movements, when another may be provided. Such
awarms, when they go to work, are liable to lose

their queen, on account of her being unable to fly,

from injuries received while imprisoned by the

bees. If the first combs that they build are for

drones, it proves they have no queen. They will

accept another at once. When two large first

swarms get together, and you have the movable

comb hive, it is about as well, and much the least

trouble, to hive them together, and when the hive

is nearly full, if you want two colonics instead of

one, and the extra surplus honey, you may divide.

Secure straight combs, by elevating one end of the

hive at least 30 degrees. Have it level the other

way, .and make the other edge of the guide bar, at

the top, smooth.

» I — .-•^

General Premium List.

LAST CAL,L,.

This paper completes half of Volume Hi^ and we re-

publish, for the last time, the General Premiums offered

for obtaining subscribers tliis year. A large number, in

different parts of the country, have already secured one,

often more ttian one, of the premiums. We invite the

immediate filling \lp of partly completed lists, and the

calling for the premiums, that we may as far as possible

finish the distribution of the articles by July 1st.

NOTE the good kind and desirableness of the pre-

mium aiticles offered ; they will each repay the effort

required to get them. A great number of persons can
readily make up a new premium club this montli. Every
now and then some one sends in a large club, stating

that it was gathered in a few hours by calling upon ac-

quaintances, snowing a copy of the paper, and explaining

its character and value.

Table ofPremiums and Terms^
For Volume 24.

Open to all—N'o Competition. |J
Names of Premium Articles.

"

1

—

Good Books—• See termf below
3—Case ot Dniwine Insti-aments,., ^00
3—Best Family Clothps-Wringer 410 004—-Dotv's Washing Machine $12 00
.5—Sewing Machine, (Wlieeler & Wilson). -*.'>5 00
6—Four octave MetocU-on (best) $67 00
7—Five Octave Melodeon (best) $113 00
8—Ilrown's Baby Tenfler $30 00
9-Brown's Baby Tender $42 00
10—WoodrulTs Mercurial Barometer.. (2) $10 00
11—Woodruft''8 Mercurial Barometer.. (1).. $15 00
1'4—The Aquarius .. $12 00
13—Ladles' Kosewood Writing Desk $12 00
14—Gentleman's do do do $14 00
l.i-Any back Volume Agriculturist, 1 ;s^ $150
10—Any Two do do do c = $3 00
17—Any Three do do do ^ £= $4 SO
18—Any Four do do do g'g $6 00
19-Any Five do do do J l^b $7 50

Dr^-'Vo charge is made for packing or boxing any of the

articles in this Premium List. The Books, also Premiums
2, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, are delivered to any part

of the United States and Territories, free of all charges.

The other articles cost the recipient only the freight af-

ter leaving the manufactory of each, ^g" Every article

offered is neiv and of the very best manufacture,

E^* See full description of the Premiums, on pages 3
and 3 of January Agriculturist.

The Books offered are worth far more than their

mere money value. (See terms below.)

The Case of Dranrlng Instruments is a neat
and valuable affair that will be found very convenient in

many ways, especially in cultivating in children a habit
of sketching and making plans.

The Clothes-Wringer, TTashing-ITIachlne.
and Sewing-machine should be in every family
where they are not already.

The Melodeons offered are the best, and are orna-
mental as well as desirable In a majority of families.

The Baby-Tender is of course wanted wherever
there is a baby.

A good Barometer is as highly useful to every
farmer as to Sea Captains.

The Aquarius is igood in every Garden, and to
wash Windows, Carriages, etc., and as an ever ready
Aand-fire' engine.

The Writing Deslcs keep the stationery and wri-
ting materials always together, and those offered are or-

namental also.

The Complete Volumes of the Agriculturist,
bound or unbound, are the best and most useful works oji

matters pertaining to the Farm, Garden, and Household.

tH*. We wish every one of our readers could get
each of the above articles. Many can get one with only the
cost of a little time. TRY IT this month. The
readers thus secured will in the end thank those who
persuade them to subscribe. It is hardly possible for

any one to fail to receive Hints, Suggestions, and practi-

cal directions worth more than a York Shilling a month,
while the engravings alone are worth this amount.

When any list is completed, notify us which of the
articles is desired, and it will be promptly forwarded.

To avoid errors and save immense labor in looking over
our books, it is absolutely essential that every name design-

edfor a premium list be so marked when sent in.

Old and new subscribers will count in premium lists,

but they should be partly new names, for it is to obtain

such that the premiums are in part offered. Premium
clubs need not all be at one Post office. Of course
only one premium will be given for the same subscriber.

* Preminm 1,— Good Books.—Any person sending
25 or more subscribers, m.ay select Books from the list

on patie 199, to the amount of 10 cents for each subscriber
sent at $l:or to the amount ofOO cents for each name at $1 50.

The Books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.—
This is A good opportunity for the farmers of a neighbor-
hood to unite their eflorts and get up an Agricultural Li-
brary for general use. Many Farmers' Clubs have done 80.

Fourth Annual Strawberry Show.

The success of former Exhibitions has induced the
Proprietor of the Agriculturist to hold another Show of
Strawberries the coming season, under the auspices
and direction of the Fruit-Growers' Meeting. At a re-

cent meeting, a Committee, consisting of R. G. Par-
dee, Wm. S. Carpenter, C. Taber, T. Cavanagli, and
G. W. Huntsman, was appointed, to make arrange-
ments for the Exhibition. The Committee, in order to ac-
commodate early and late varieties, decided to hold Ex-
hibitions on June 81h, and on June 15th, the two days
forming one Exhibition. The fruit must all be on the

tables by one o'clock on the days above mentioned. The
Secretary of the Fruit-Grovver.s' Meeting will be in at-

tendance to take charge of the fruit. At one o'clock the
doors will be closed to allow the Judges to make their

examination, after which they will be thrown open to the
public. The Judges will report afterthe second Exhibi-
tion, and will make the awards to the best fruit shown on
both occasions. The following gentlemen have been
selected as Judges: S. B. Parsons, Chas. Downing,
B. C. Townsend, S. B. Conover, J. W. Degraw.

SCHEDTJIiE; OF FRIZES.
1.—Best Strawberry, new or old, size, beauty and ex-

cellence considered $5
2.—Best laapproved varieties— (I pint each).....

.'
a

3.—Second do do 3
4.—Largest and best collection of Strawberries!.'.'.!' 5
'•—Best show of Strawberries in bearing (on plants). 5
6.— Best marKet variety—(two quarts) 3
1.—Heaviest three berries of one variety 2
8.— Best pint White Sliawberries ', 1
9.—Best pint Alpines "'

\
10.—Best new seedling, fruited at least two vears.'bu't

never offered for sale or exhibition, a bearing plant
to be shown 5

II.—Best collection of the newer imported varieties..- 2
12.— Best show of Strawberries grown on a city or

village lot (25x100 feel) 2
13.—For the best pint of Agriculturist, Russell's "Pro-

lific, Brooklyn Scarlet. Monitor, Col. Ellsworth,
Triomphe de Gand, Wilson, Hovey, Buffalo,
Burr's New Pine, or Hooker, $1 each 11

C. TABER, Sec. of Com.

New-York I>ive Stock Markets.—
Beef Cattle have come in pretty uniformly during the
past few weeks, the average weekly receipts being 4,310
head—an increase of about 250 over the average for the
previous month. The impression that drovers during
the past winter have sought to make universal, namely,
that there were no cattle in the West for the spring Iiade,
and that prices of beef must be enormously high, has
failed to be confirmed. The supply of bullocks is ample,
and the quality has run better thus far this spring than
during the winter, and present appearances indicate a
still heavier decline in prices. Catlle which were re-

ported last monlh at22®23c. per lb, dressed weight, now
sell at 18®19c. ; good sell at 16i®17c. ; fair at 15®lCc..
and common at \Z(a}\ic.

inilch CoM-s have averaged 108 during the last four
weeks. The light demand has prevented owners bringing
in as freely as last monlh. Rates range at $40iai$75 foi
poor to good milkers.

Veal Calves.—The receipts are much heavier than
'

reported last month, averaging 2,549 weekly. Good veals
sell at 9® lie. per lb., live weight.

Sheep have come in pretty freely, the supply aver-
aging 8,448 weekly. The numbers of sheared sheep
equalled the wooled. Prices of good sheep range at 10>i
OllJic. per lb. for unshorn, and 9OI0c. per ft. for shorn.

Live Hogs have arrived in comparatively large
supplies, the weekly average being 6.82'2, compared with
3.764, the average last monlh. Sales for good light liogs

range at ID®10;ic. per lb., live weight.
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Containing a great variety of Items, including many
Sood Hints and Suggestions which ire throw into sinalt
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Fire Dollai- CUtbiii.—This is a convenient
season to make up Clubs of four subscribers which are

sent for $5.—A present of Strawberry plants is otTcred

elsewhere in this paper. See page I'Ji.

Xlie IL.ast olTer of Pi-eiiiluin«$, for this

year, is printed on page 172. It is worth looking into.

0«r Strawljerry Plants.—All queries

in regard to these, are answered in two items elsewhere.

Some premium plants are offered. See page 194.

Mfteep SIiOAV at Canandaigtia, I\. Y.
The " N. Y. State Sheep Breeders' Associatioa" held its

first exhibition, on the grounds of the Ontario Agricultuial

gociely, on the 0th. 10th and 11th of May. These grounJs

contain an amphitheatre capable of seating 12,000 persons,

and were well adapted to the purpose for which they

were used. The show of sheep w as very large and fine,

as regards Merinos ; mutton sheep, however, were not

well represented. There were near 600 sheep of all

kinds, the most valuable collection of sheep ever brought

together in this country, or, p^robably, in any other. The
attendance was not large, chiefly consisting of farmers,

and those much interested in slieep raising. We have no

room now for the list of premiums. The shearing in

competition for Mr. Moore's prizes excited much interest.

There were 26 sheep sheared. The lightest fleece was
one of 7 lbs., >3 oz., taken from a 33-lb. yearling ewe
Iamb, 11 months, 1 day old. The heaviest was from 221-

Ib., 2-year old buck, the fleece being 11 months, 26 days

old, and weighing -9 lbs., 21^ oz. One 135-lb , 2-year old

buck sheared 2-1 lbs., and one US'j-lb., 3-year old buck
sheared 22 lbs. The heaviest ewe's fleece was 14 lbs., 8

oz.. from a 77-Ib. 3-year old ewe. The lightest bucks

fltece 10 lbs., 13 oz., from a 61 lb., 3-year old buck. The
weight of fleeces after cleansing will be given when
reported,

$$a|> Spouts.—C. Sweet, Saratoga Co., N. Y.,

us^ed, last year, pieces of hoop-iron, bent into a groove

form, instead of tubular spiles, and recommends them

to the sugar-boilers of the ^'•Agriculturist family."

Tobacco.—(Omitted under "Work for the

Month.")—Have the ground thoroughly enriched and mel-

low ; set out plants from the 1st to the 20th of the month.

Lift the most forward plants, after thoroughly watering

the seed-bed. Move to the field in baskets, keeping the

earth as much as possible on the roots. Set ratlier low

but do not cover the plant with much, if anymore soil,

than it had originally, putting the plants 2,'i feet apart

in rows 3 feet apart. Tobacco plants may be transplanted

as soon as they are large enough, say, when the leaves

are 3 inches long ; and the planting may be continued

until the 10th of July. Select if possible a rainy day after

the ground is well soaked. Should the sun come out hut,

cover the plants with a handful of fresh cut grass, and

remove it toward night.

Acl£iio"wledgi'eineiit.—We liave received

and handed to the U. S. Christian Commission from
Jas. Rice, Fort Ann, N. Y., $27; Mrs. Elizabeth Fenlh-

er?, Scio, $10; A Friend, do., 50c.; Saroh Carmalo,

Susquehanna Co., Pa., $5.45 ; Mrs. Miles .Toy, Ridgewny,

do., $3 ; H. C. Sigler, Oceola, Iowa, $16.06 ; A. R. Durlin,

Westminster, MJ., $3.50 ; District No. 2, Adams, Wis.,

$4.55 ; S. Harrison, Camp Creek, N. Y., $1.75 ; J. Harri-

son, i!o., 50c. For the U. S. Sanitary Commission :

From John Oilman, Rosemount. Minn., $4 ; A Lady in

Yorkville, N. Y., $4 ; J. L. Russell, Erie, Pa., $9 ; Thos.

A. Haggerty, Warren Co., N. J., $2.80 ; E. W. Slaters,

Orville, Cnl., 50c. , H. P. Byram, Sag Harbor, $3.12.

A Word to Piircliasers of Ncedj? ;

Nnrsery Stock, etc.—A number of comphunts of

failures of different dealers to respond to orders, have

been sent to this office. These have been forwarded to

the dealers, and the trouble doubtless rectified as far as it

can be. It is not altogether fair, because no return is re-

ceived from an order, enclosing money, to set the dealer

down at once as a humbug and a swindler. It should be

considered, that there has been an unprecedented de-

mand this spring for all kinds of horticultural and agri-

cultural stock—so great that there has been unavoidable

delay in filling orders. Moreover, in any large establish-

ment, where the business is done by correspondence,

ciarj? l2if'tfl-5 will bs received, fo wliich ilidre Is no pb's-

sible clue. We get letters without signature, as well as

those from which llie Post Office or State has been omit-

ted. One of the difficulties arises fiom the growing

custom of giving names to estates, and the use of these

in correspondence, instead of .the proper P. 0. address.

One may call his place Clovernook, Hardscrabble, or any

other fancy or eccentric name, and have it well known
to a whole neighborhood, while people a thousand miles

away may be quite ignorant of the location, to which also

tlie P. O. Directory w ill give no clue. We believe, that

the seedsmen, nurserymen, and others who advertise

with us, do the right thing, and when we have good evi-

dence that they will not, their advertisements will not be

admitted. Before charging them with dishonesty, it is

well to recollect, that there is a chance for mistakes on

both sides, and it is only fair to give them an opportunity

to rectify and explain.

A Splendid Book.—The uew edition of
^* Downing's Landscape Gardening and Rural Architec'

ture" which has just been issued, is one of the most
attractive books of the season, and will be a highly orna-

mental as well as useful book on every table where it

finds a place. It is on extra paper, is superbly bound,

and contains over one hundred steel, lithograph and wood
engravings, many of them full page. It is large octavo,

contains 576 pages besides the tinted sheets of engravings.

Price $6.50. Sent by mall at the same price.

Time to Xrim Apple Trees.—S. A.

Morrison and otliers. If the limbs are small, they may
be removed at any time, but large wounds heal best in

July. The place may be covered with grafting wax
melted and put on with a brush, or grafting clay. There

is no better wash for the ti unks than soft soap, thinned

with water to work with a brush. Lime is objectionable.

Tl»e First Stra-vvberries.—The earliest

fruit shown at this office was a pot of the " Agriculturist'*

from Messrs. L. Pullen & Son, Hightstown, N. J. The
plant was a runner of last fall, potted and grown in the

green-house, and though so young a plant it made a
goodly show of fruit on May 15th.

Birds and Strawberries.—Several have
complained that though their strawberry beds bear good
crops, the birds get all the fruit. Where birds are so

numerous as to be veiy troublesome, we know of no

other way then to cover the bed with a net. One sub-

scriber asks, if a stuffed cat skin would not scare the

birds away. A similar proposition was made at the

Farmers' Club a shoil time ago, and it was suggested that

the skin should contain a live cat, which would stuff it-

self with birds. If any one has a ready means of keep-

ing the birds away, they should communicate it.

Protection ag^ainst Striped Bng^s.
—Dr. J, D. Newbro, Ingham Co., Mich., uses tarred

roofing paper to make boxes or frames to keep the strip-

ed bu5 from cucumber, squash, and similar vines. The
frames are made slightly tapering, so as to pack together

when not in use. They are made 10 or 12 inches in dia-

meter, and 12 or 15 Inches high. They are prevented

from blowing over by means of three slakes driven in-

side, and the paper tacked to the stakes. The doctor

thinks that the odor of the tar. with which the paper is

covered, helps repel the insects.

Tlie Striped Bn^ again.-A. Quiuby,

Westchester Co., N. Y., has had no trouble with them

for the last ten years. He dusts the plants with dry

earth, while the dew is on them, and if the plants are

dry, he wets tliera and applies the dust. He says that

the bugs will not feed on leaves, iliat are covered with

grit. E. Humphrey states, that he has grown cucumbers
for several years upon sod ground manured with hen

manure, and has never seen a oug on the vines.

Plants ]^amed.—As the season of flowers

is at hand, we get specimens of wild flowers for names.

If the^pecimens are sent in good condition, we are very

willing to name them, but we have no time to give to

making out badly dried specimens, or those which are

put in a letter in a green state, and "all of a heap."

We should be glad if those who take interest enough in

flowers to wish to know what Ihey are, could be induced

to study botany and look them out themselves. At all

events, we ask our friends to either press the specimens

before sending, which may be done in some books of little

value, or between folds of soft paper with a weight upon

it, or send them fresh in some kind of box that will not

get crushed In the mail. Mr. R. Allen, York Co., Me. :

Coptis tri/olia, very nicely dried specimens. This is call-

ed Gold-Tluead, on account of the bright yellow color of

its roots, or rather underground stems. It is a very pure

bitter and is used in m^icine and domestic practice...

J. H. Pnrso'ns. Somfe kind of Smilax, wliich cannbl be

told without the leaves... E. G. Toppiwg, Whiteside Co.,
III. Probably While Cedar, but specimens too small... J.
C. Martindale, Phila. Co., Pa. The grass is Crypsts
sch(Enoides, the Rush-like Crypsis, a European species
which has become naturalized in some parts of Penn.
The oiher is a species of Muscari, or Grape-Hyacinth,
but too old to say which one...R. R. Alleghany. The
Dutchman's breeches, Dicentra cucu/^aria... Elias Jones.
Stellaria media, the common Chickweed. It will flower
whenever not actually frozen. It is most troublesome in

wet soils, and drainage is the best remedy. .. Emily C.
Day. Hepatica triloba, or Liver-leaf. The young leaf
not recognized.... J. M. Shaw, Bastard Pennyroyal,
sometimes called Blue-curls, Trtchostema dichotomum. .

.

J. E. Fuller. Dittany, Cunila Mariana. It may be liked

by some as a substitute for tea, but it smells too much
like medicine to suit us.

Tlie Borer.—*'. D. Loy, Lyon Co., Kansas.
The only sure remedy for the apple tree borer, is purely
mechanical. Probe the holes with a wire or whalebone,
and crush the maggot; then wrap the lower part of
the trunk for a foot or more with tarred paper, first re-

moving the earth, so that the lower edge of the paper
will be near the roots, and draw the earth back again.

Another Borer Remedy.—A subscriber
finds, that an occasional application of urine around the
trunks of peach trees, is offensive to the borer, and con-
ducive to the health of the tree.

Ag^ain and Ag^ain we are obliged in self-

defence to repeat that we know nothing about and wish
to know nothing about any quack doctors in New York
or any other city. We have repeated so often the state-

ment that no one who advertises his cures is, in our opin-

ion, worthy of confidence, that it ought by this time to be
generally understood by our readers. Notwithstanding
the frequent expression of this opinion we are still very

often appealed to by parties w ho wish to know if such or

such an one is not an exception to this rule. These
questions are generally asked about persons of whom we
have never before heard, and the supposition is that they

advertise only in the country papers. Sometimes these

inquirers say, that they saw the advertisement of the so-

called doctor in some particular paper, and think that it

would not be admitted there if the advertiser was a quae!:.

i

The /act is that the general, as well as the religious and'

agricultural papers (except our own), exercise but very

little censorship over what appears in llielr advertising

columns, and the most outrageous and obscene things ap-

pear under the head of *' medical advertisements" in the

be.^t of them. As a general rule, the longer a man's ad-

vertisement, the worse quack he is. Physicians of proper

standing if they advertise at all, at most state their ad-

dress and the fact tliat they give their attention to par-

ticular diseases. Beware of the man who does more tlian

this. We hope that our fi lends will not put themselves

to the trouble of making inquires about advertising

"doctors," for the only answer vee can make is: *' We
know nothing of the persons."

Killing? Klecampane.—"P. F." sayo,

that the roots will be destroyed by fall-plowing the land.

Strawl>erry Preserves—IVote.—Since

the page (191) containing "Mrs. F's way of preserving

strawberries," went to press, Mr. F. informs us that the

bottles containing the selected fruit, are to be kept in hot

water until the fruit is thoroughly heated through, so as to

expel the air completely, before the flavoring syrup firom

the other berries is added.

' IVe'w KeroseneBnmer.—The new kero-_

sene burner without chimney, with which a challenge is

made in our advertising columns, combines some ad-

vantages we have never before seen so fully attained.'

The liglit is clear, free from smoke, and although not

equal to a chimney burner, will answer well for or-

dinary use. A great point gained is, It is not easily blown
out ; it may be carried up and down stairs rapidly with-

out being extinguished.

Ivin^s Hair Crimpers—Several inquir-

ers. Ladies who have used these, report that they like

them much. They are in the form of a hair pin, are

easily applied, require no heat, and therefore do not in-

jure the hair as some other appliances used to crimp the

hair, and give it the wavy appearance admired by some.

A 'Waspi?^li Item.—A correspondent asks,

wliy wasps canriot sting a person while he contiuues to

hold his breath. Let the inquirer when he finds a Yellow-

jacket's nest, hold his breath good and tight, and bre.ik up

the nest, and if ho uoo's not get sinns, we shall CtfnClUde

it was—b^caOse ho held his bYealH.
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OestatfOM of Cows. — Two ueighbors

have gone to law about Ihe danuige arising from a bull

ruuning at large, contrary to the laws of the State of

Iowa. The animal ran with four cows of the plaintifT.

One of them caheJ williin -10 weeks, the others were ex-

pected to, at furthest, within 45 weeks. To decide the

length of lime a cow may go with calf, is of interest to

all parlies concerned. The period of gestation varies,

more or Jess, in all animals. The average period in the

cow is considered 40 weeks. Tiie late Earl Spencer

iiept a record of 764 cows; Ihey averaged between 284

anl 285 days. Blane says he kept an account of 160

rases, which varied from 241 to 308 days. Tessier says

he found it to vary from 240 to 331 days, in 070 cases.

Bergen considers the average period 280 days. Youalt

makes the average 270 ; (this is probably an error). Man-

vie records a case of a cow going 16 months; the calf

died. There is a case recorded in 1831, in the Veterinary

School of Utrecht, of a cow carrying her c;df 15 months,

less 2 d:iys; the calf lived. The shortest period of

gestation that we find recorded, where the calf lived,

was 220 days. The authorities cited are reliable.

Scratolics siuH Cirease arc scarcely

known in well \t'nlil;ited stables, where cleanliness and

care are exercised in managing horses' feet. J. B.

Cheeseman sends his method of treatment, which is as

follows: "Cleanse the heels with soap suds, and, when

dry, apply hot lallow with a swab. One application is

sufficient. Fish brine, or a coaling of common white

lead paint, are equally efficacious." We appiove of your

application of warm waler and soap, and rubbing the

parts dry, after which tlie wliite oxide of zinc ointment,

or a little glycerine, will be found excellent applications

for these diseases. They can be obtained of any good

iipothecary, are easily applied, and free from danger

;

which is not tlie case with the remedies you mention.

IJcc on llos's.—''E. J. D," Mercer Co., O.

—The Swine Louse (Ilamatopinus Suis) is readily de-

stroyed by a strong decoction of quassia wood ; tobacco

water is also used, but requiies especial caution in its

application. A little benzine, dissolved in alcohol, ap-

plied with a shaving brush, or piece of sponge, is said to

be a certain cure, but, like tobacco water, requires care

in its use. The pen should be kept clean, occasionally

wliilcw ashed, and the bedding changed frequently.

"^Viutcriug- Hogis on Xiiruips.—3. M.
Thurston, Dacota Co., Wis., writes ; "I have wintered

my hogs on raw ruta-bagas for two winters, and think

them better than polatoes." Sow ruta-bagas (m good

deep soil in June, the earlier the better.,

Xlic Slieep Sliesiriug-s. — There are a

number of shearinc festivals appointed in various parts

of the country. They are of local interest, and we hope

will be well managed and well attended. In rapid and

close sheaiing. hurn;ine care for the comfort of the

sheep, rather, we miglit say, care not to torture the poor

animals, is not given sufficient weight iji deciding the

merit of the shearers. Should occuriences of particular

interest transpire, we hope to receive reports.

Meat Itoues—I>oii'l; Burn Xliont.^
Make soup from them, then sledge them up fine, and feed

them to the hens, or hogs, saving the manure of these

animals. Or throw them broken fine into a heap with

horse manure, peihaps making a regular compost, after-

wards of the manure. Thus you save, and utilize on the

farm or garden all the nitrogen (as ammonia). When
they are burnt, even if the ashes be saved, all this is lost.

Solution of ISones l>y Acid.—" Verd-

ant Farmer" asks how to dissolve in oil of vitriol. It is

rather a difficult thing to dissolve bones well. It is best

not to do it in a hurry. Sledge up (down ?) the bones as

small as you can conveniently, ]Mit them into a half-

hogsliead tub (made of an oil cask), filling it half full
;

wet them with water, so as to moisten the whole mass,

and leave it a day or two, stirring to make all moist.

Then take of oil of vitriol, about half the weight of the

bones, dilute It by pouring it carefully into an equal

qviantity of watei', or more— (it will become very hut, and

may spatter), and pour this upon the bones. Stir thor-

uughly and often—daily, for a week, mashing and break-

ing the lumps. Add more water, if necessary, to be able

to stir the mass, and finally dry off by addition of bone

dust, sawdust, coal ashes, dry leached ashes, plaster, or

muck. If big pieces of undecomposed bone be found,

rake them out. This drying operation is best done
on an earth floor.

Wliy Oo Cattle 4jJua>v Old Bones?--
"H. H.," Westchester Co., N. Y.. asks; "What is the

cause of cattle wanting to be chewing pieces of old

bones, as is the case with mine? I give them salt, but

they refuse it, and if they can find an old bone they would
chew it all day if I would let them. Can you tell the

cause?" You have sold corn, hay, milk, veal, young
cattle, cows, etc., off your place, until the bone-material

phosphate of lime is so nearly exhausted that the animals

have got the " bone disease." Feed them a little bone

meal daily, for some time, and sow bone dust on your pas-

tures, and mowing land. It will greatly increase your crops

besides. This advice is good for thousands besides you.

Barley Spronts as manure.—"J. S.,"

Tamaqua Co., Pa., has used the barley sprouts of the

breweries, with veiy good lesulls on potatoes and other

vegetables, (two handfiils to the hill of potatoes!, and

asks, if it can be regarded as a substitute for stable ma-
nure? No, not by itself. Composted with swamp muck,
and adding lime, ashes, plaster etc., to the soil, in mod-
erate quantities, it may substitute stable manure.

Autltraeite Coal Ashes.—** New Sub-
scriber" writes: "An English writer states that the

ashes of English (bituminous) coal are good to mix with

animal manures, to absorb or retain, till needed by vege-

tation—those good qualities of the manure which might
be lost ; or as I umterstaiid it, that they might have the

same effect, in some degree, as plaster," and asks :
" Are

the ashes of anthracite coal of any value for the same
purpose?"—Yes—but not of uniform value. Screened

free from clinkers, they make a good addition to dting

composts, or may be used alone on grass in autumn.

^Vinterin^- Bees, Buried and Kx-
posed.—Bidwcll Bros., Ramsey Co., Min., send us the

following communication, which has special interest for

bee-keepers. We print it, hoping to leceive from our

correspondents a statement of their method of burying

their bees. They write:—"On the 26lh of October last

we selected ten stocks of bees to winter out of doors,

and weighed each. On March 25th (nearly five months)
we weighed them again, and found the following lesult:

Ocf. 26. March 25. Loss.
75 lbs. 55,^ lbs. I'J'^Ib;

81 Vi '* 53 '2 " 273^ "

73\' " 47 " 26^^ "

73'^ '* 4BH *' 25':^ "

73K " 47,'i *' 26 "

Oct, 26. March 25, Loss.
4 lbs. 41'ilbs. 323^ lbs.

77V " 49K " 28 "

19^ " 53K " 26 "

77^ " 51 " 26'^ "

70 " 46J^ " 23'^ "

Whole number of pounds of lioney consumed, 265
Average consumption in each hive 26 Ji

The thermometer ranged from 08 above to 33 below zero.

We buried in the ground eighteen miscellaneous stocks,

October 26th, and re-weighed them the 27lh of March,
with the following result. There were eight hives in the

bottom tier, six in the middle, nnd four in the top tier.

Oct. 26. March 27. Lous.

92>< " .... 79jr " . 13«
82 " .... 19'4 " . • . 12«
91« " ....-,9% '• . ..11J<
90,1^ " .... 803i " . .. 9!,-

e7« " ....7e« •
. .. 8?i

T2<i " .... 65)^ ' . .. 7
87 " ....80 " . ... 7
82 " ....75Ji " . ... 6«
87 " .... 18>,i '• . ... 8X
93 " .... 86Jf " . .. 7;i
90 " .... 83 " . ... 7

90;i
"

.... S3X " . ... 7
78 " .... T2H '

- • • 53imx " .... 65K " . .. 4
63;< " .... 60V " . ... 3
67 " ....HU " . ... 2if
i6H "

.... H'4 "
. ... 2

Total amount of honey consumed,..
Average, 7 5.9 lbs.

*' We might remark that the greatest stocks out of doors,

and the strongest in the ground, consumed proportion-

ately the most honey. Those at the bottom of the pit

less than those at the top. The dirt was four feet through
at the bottom, and only one at the top. The stocks that

wintered in the open air lost about half of tlieir numbers,
while those buried increased some, and came out bright.

We shall bury all our bees next winter."

To Stop Cliipinuelcs Pnllin^s^ Corn.
— S. M. T. says his neighbors " soak their corn in a decoc-
tion of tobacco, and it has invariably put a stop to the
depredations of the Chipmucks." .Still, he asks for a bet-

ter remedy. Why Is not this good enough ?

JTIixing: ot* Plants.—G. Riiil, St. Louis,
Co., Mo., and others. According to the laws of plant life,

as we now understand them, admixture of different kinds

of nearly related plants, can only take place through the

seed. That the fruit -which encloses the seed may be

changed by cross impregnation is quite probable, but it

is not proven. Carrots and beets may be raised for seed

in close proximity to ruta-bagas, or any other turnips,

without the slightest chance of any change from this

cause, although the turnips or the other vegetables may
deteriorate, for the reason that ihe plants were not well

grown. As to the question of potatoes mixing in the

hill, we have many assertions that they will do so, but

no proof, and we should require evidence, such as would

convict a man of murder, before we could be convinced
of the truth of the statement. That potatoes may vary,
and that a colored variety may produce tubers partly
white, or a white variety yield those having colored
markings, we can readily admit, but instead of atlribut-

ing'it to any influence of mingling sorls, we should
rather ascribe it to the breaking out of some latent pecu-
liarity. We have seen one branch of a grape vine pro-

duce leaves mottled, and margined with wlute, and so
with other plants, and see no reason w hy, under favoring

circumstances, potatoes, which are merely branches pe-

culiarly developed, should not sport as well.

Scll-Resnlating: Fountain. — S. D.
Newbro, of Ingliam County, Michigan, writes that he
employs for securing a small but regular discharge of

cider into the sawdust leach box, in the process of

making vinegar in the quick way, an apparatus similar

to the one here figured, in which K is a reservoir, T a
trough connected with R by
a pipe, the pipe entering

first a box below, from
which the flow into the

trough is regulated by a
valve attached to the float

F. When the float rises to

a certain hight, the valve
closes, but re-opens again
when the cider is drawn
down. The spiggot, S, is inserted at any convenient
place in the trough. Mr. N. suggests the value of this

contrivance for maintaining a regular flow of sap into

the evaporating pans in maple sugar making, and also its

application as a fountain of fresh water for poultry,— for

which purposes it is available, if the valve close lightly.

^Vest JTersey Fruit CJro^vers* Asso-
ciation.—The second annual Report of this Society is

at hand. It is a modest little pampldet, but much more
valuable than some of greater pretension, as it records

the experience of its members with certain varieties of

fruits, in a concise and definite manner. Any one living

in Burlington Co., and wishing to know wdiat fruits suc-

ceed there, can find in this little report just the infonna-

tion he needs. We have looked over its contents with

interest, and commend the example of the West Jersey

Association to other Horticultural Societies.

Catalogues, etc.. Received. —John
Vanderbilt, 23 Fulton street, has issued a new illustrated

catalogue, full of engravings of everything in the way
of agricultural and horticultural implements, from a

threshing machine to a garden rake, with descriptions in

both English and .Spatush The Report of the State
Board of Agriculture of California is at hand. Though
it treats mainly of local matters, it abundantly shows
that the people of that State fully appreciate their wond-
erful natural facilities for making California a leading

agricultural State, and mean to improve them.

Xlie Vegetaljles of America.—A uew
editionof this work, by Fearing Burr, Jr., has been publish-

ed by J. E. Tilton & Co., of Boston, and is a most elegant

specimen of book-making. The letter-press, engravings,

and paper are of a character not often seen in books of

this class. With regard to the matter, it is a most useful

compendium of the cultivated vegetables, giving descrip-

tions of varieties, with interesling notes conceining their

origin and history. Although it was not within the inten-

tion of the author to write a hand-book of practical

gardening, he has given biief directions for the cultiva-

tion of the different varieties of vegetables. Both aulhor

and publishers can congratulate themselves upon having
produced a work that is both useful and elegant.

Trininting: Fruit Trees. If ''Yotiug
Farmer" had read the calendar carefully, he would have
learned that fruit trees may be " trimmed" at any con-

venient season with the knife, but that limbs large enongli

to require the saw are best removed in summer or later.

Spring- Buddin;;: llie Peacli.—Several
correspondents state that they liave been more success- H
ful in budding tho peach in sprinc; than nl any olher time.

The twigs containing buds should be cut before vegeta-

tion starts, and preserved in the same manner as cions.

Flo-^vers for Sliady Situations. —
The Pansy and the Forget-Me-Not. the Primroses and
Nemophilas, all do well. For these last, we wish to

speDk a special kind word. The N. mnnilafais one of

the largest, white, and blotched with violet. iV. insj^nis,

is sky blue, small, but a great bloomer. N. discoidalis,

is a rich maroon, bordered with white. They are all

Californian anmials of the easiest culture, and if they

have a partial shade, will bloom freely.

I
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Supply of Farm Eiabor.—We again

take occasion to direct attention to tlie advei-lisement

of the American Emigrant Company. It contains a

well timed proposition for supplying farmers in all sec-

tions of the country wilh labor, in a feasible and prac-

tical manner. The object of the company is to disperse

all through the interior of the country the laboring

people v\ho are constantly arriving at New York, and in

order to accomplish this, it sends under the care of a con-

ductor, companies of newly arrived immigi'ants, varying

from 20 to 50 in number, to designated localities. These
companies are composed of men and women of such
description and qualification as are required, and pre-

viously ordered by persons living in the neighborhoods

to which they are sent. The immigrants so sent out are

delivered at any specified point to a person appointed to

receive them on behalf of those who have ordered them,
and will have contracis made wilh them either to work
for a specified term (if that be desirable), or at all events

for a sufficient length of time to repay all the cost attend-

ing their transportation. Thus every section of the

country can be supplied promptly and certainly with

labor just as cheap as it is to be had at the sea-coast.

The company has established a widely ramified system

of agencies in Europe and is exporting large numbers

of German, Swiss, Swedish, and Danish laborers as vvell

as British, and is thus prt-paied to furnish help of almost

any nationality that may be desii'ed. It is also engaged

now in the work of establishing agencies through the

various States of the West to facilitate the dissemination

of workmen in the interior. It is of the greatest pi ac-

tical importance that some such plan sliouki succeed,

and as we know the company is one of character and

capacity, we have satisfaction in commending its opera-

tions to the farmers of our great land.

Fire-Proof Sliingles.—A -wi-itcr in the

Boston Cultivator says he had always noticed that the

staves of an old soap barrel, or pork tub, made very

poor kindling-wood and so he argued that potash and

salt would tend to keep his roof from kindling. Being a

blacksmith, this was a matter of some iinpoitance. So,

in preparing his shingles, he took half a bushel of lime,

haif a bushel of refuse salt, and live pounds of potash,

and water enough to slake the lime and dissolve the

alkali and salt. He mixed these up in an old trough, or

box. Then he set a bundle of shingles into the mixture,

nearly up to the bands, leaving them soaking for full two

hours. Then he turned over tlie bunch, and put in the

other side, for the same length of time. As exposure to

rain and sunshine will, in time, takeout the strength of this

mixture, it should be applied, fresh, once in 3 or 4 years.

The Cornell UniTersitj'.—Hon. Ezra

Cornell, of Ithica, has offered to the State of New
York, to endow an institution of learning, to be called

by his name, with $500,000, and 200 acres of land on cer-

tain conditions, the principal of which is, that the grant

of land made by tlie United States, for the benefit of

agricultural and technical education, be given to this

University. This very munificlent proposition has been

accepted by the Legislature, subject to the condition that

the People's College to which the U. S. fund was origi-

nally, but conditionally given, complied with conditions

then imposed within thirty days, a result which has not

been attained. Mr. Cornell is widely known for his busi-

ness ability, for his liberality, and as an ardent friend of

agriculture and education. The trustees named in the

bill, are men who will can y out his views, and accom-

plish the objects of the endowment, which are as staled in

the bill, "the cultivation of the arts and sciences and of

literature, and the instruction in agriculture, the me-

chanic arts and military tactics, and in all knowledge."

Wild BiiclfTVlieat.—In January the ques-

tion was asked, if the wild buckwheat was poisonous.

N. Engle, of Wabasha Co., Minn., says, it is not, but if

ground, " is worth about as much as the same weight of

oats as food for cattle. Mine fatten on it." On the other

hand, J. R. Comstock, Clayton Co., Iowa, says, that he

once fed four horses on oats, which were mixed with

wild buckwheat in the proportion of about one-third of

the whole. One horse was killed, another made sick,

and the other two did not eat up their feed. These two

accounts diflfer so widely, that we must conclude, that

they either do not refer to the same thing, or that, while

cattle may cat it, horses are injured by it.

4iialvanizecl Iron.—L. A. Lcland, St. Jo-

seph Co., .Mich. The term "galvanized " is a technical

term, applied to iron that has been couted by a film of

2lnc. Treated in this way, wire, and other articles made
of iron, are in no respect altered, save that the thin cov-

ering of zinc etTectnally prevents them from rusting.

The suggestion of using galvanized iron wire for a cloth-

es line, was first made in the Agriculturiat long ago, and

^las been copied by various papers without credit.

Erecting Gravel Wall Houses.

The delay in fulfilling a promise which we
made some months since has caused no little

inquiiy among our readers in regard to the

details of building gravel-wall houses. As we
then said, we have no personal experience in

building concrete walls, and so we have applied

to an old friend and staunch farmer who has.

He sends us the following minute instructions,

Which come in good time for those whose plans

are formed and who can give their own personal

supervision to the work during the dry weather

between June and October. Mr. Edwin Hoyt,
of Fairfield Co., Conn., writes:

The Plan.—The first thing is the plan of the

Iiouse. This should have been well studied,

and every thing definitely decided upon. Plain

working drawings must be made of cellar, ground
and chamber floors, with elevations of the sides.

Every door, chimne}', and window should be

positively located before any of the wall is laid,

for it is essential in making the " curbing" that

the bolts, cleats, etc., are so arranged as not to

interfere with the window and door frames. It

will be found, moreover, a great convenience if

the windows in one story corres|)ond in size and
position exactly with those in the other, espe-

cially where stone window caps are used, so

that the curbing, which must be cut to let the

caps project, will not need to be altered.

It will be observed that the system of building

which Mr. Hoyt uses, and considers superior to

every other, is that of laying the concrete between
curbing boards in place, that is, where it is to

remain—the curbing being lifted, as soon as one
course hardens, and set for an other.

TiiE CtJRBiNa—This consists of an inside and
an outside board for each side of the house

—

that is four pairs, for common square houses.

Each board is 30 inches wide—and the full

length of the wall, of 14 inch stuff, tind is

composed of strips, 5 inches wide, fastened to-

gether so as to break joints.

Care should be taken that joints do not break,

in contiguous strips, at or near the same place,

and that no more than two strips should break

joints at the same section of the curb-boards.

Cleats should be put wherever joints break, and
nailed with wrought nails, well clinched, put-

ting two nails in each strip.

It will be no disadvantage to make the boards

very stiff, and it may even be necessary to put

cleats thicker than specified. They should be'

from five to six feet apart, just as it happens.

Care should be taken not to have a cleat come
where a window, or chimney comes. The ends

of each curb should be perfectly square, and the

outer curbs exactly IJ inches longer than the

length of the wall. The cleat, at one end of

each, should extend one inch beyond the end,

and at the other, it should be flush with the

end. These end cleats are 10 inches wide, to

give requisite stiffness. When the curbing is

put up all around, the projecting cleats will

form " gains," into which the plain ends of the

other boards will fit, forming tight square

corners. The inside curbing should be ar-

ranged as follows :—Two of the curb-boards

should be 1 j inches shorter than the inner face

of the wall, and the other two should be 3

inches shorter (that is if the curbs are of IJ

inch stuff), and the end cleats should be about

6 inches from the ends. The cleats next to the

end ones, on the outside boards, must come op-

posite these, and all the other cleats opposite.

The outside and inside curbs must correspond

in pairs—and be so marked. If the inside curb-

ings be made accurately of the length prescrib-

ed, when put together, two opposite corners will

be short, just the thickness of the curb-boards.

This square space must be filled by a stick, li

inches square and two feet long, which, when
the curbing comes to be moved, may be drawn
or driven out, to enable the boards to be slipped.

Having the curbing cleated and nailed to-

gether, bore holes i inch in diameter through
the cleats, exactly 5 inches from the bottom.
The holes are for the rods which connect the

inside and outside curbing, and are of i-inch,

or 1-inch iron. They should each have an eye
of 14 inches inside diameter, turned on one end,

and a thread for a nut cut on the other. The
nut should have a " tail" to it, to turn by hand.
Bore a Miole into the upper end of each cleat,

to receive a spike-nail. A 3x3sttid is cut in

pieces, 8 inches longer than the width of the

wall. Through these pieces spikes should be
driven, so that when placed on the ' tops of
the curbs, and nails inserted in the holes

before mentioned, the curbs will be exnclly the
right distance apart.

If the rods, and cleats at Ihe top, are four

feet, or more apart, there should be clamps
between, to keep the boards in place. For this

purpose, take 3x3 inch studs, and saw into

pieces of suitable letigth, and into each end
frame side pieces, just as for a "bolster" to a
lumber w.agon. They must be one inch further

apart than the width of the wall and curbing.

Oak boards, one inch in thickness, will be
sufficient, if they have a good shoulder on the

outside. The side pieces should be long enough
to pass two of the 5 five-inch strips, and well on
to the third. The clamps will, when put on,

have a play of one inch. This is to receive an
inch piece, say 15 inches long and 5 wide,

made necessary by the fact that when the curb-

ing is filled, the pressure is so great, that the

clamp cannot be lifted up, wlien you wish to re-

move the boards; but by faking a hammer and
driving out the inch piece, it at once relieves

the clamp. It is best to have enough of these

rods, cleats, etc., that the wall may be kept in

its place. The corners of the outside boards

should be held by two iron clasps, one at the

top and one at the bottom, say two to three

inches from either edge. They should be made
of ox-shoe iron, (and heavier would be better,)

and should be made exactly at right angles.

One end should be fastened to the board with a

staple, the other end should be made with a

hole, so as to receive an iron pin. If these iron

clasps are made an e.xact right angle, and the

curbing boards made square at the ends, when
the corners are brought together, they will fit

snug, and cannot get away. If the corners

are snug, rest assured, the curbing boards are

level or plumb. If the joint at the corner is not

a fit, then some thing is out of true somewhere.

The Cell.ui walls should be built of stone.

Do not build any " gravel wall" below the sur-

face of the ground. It is better to have a good
foundation and water tabic. There are many
cheap houses of this material, with brick founda-

tions ; but it is best to build well. Do not spoil

the house to save a few dollars.

It is not necessary to use cement in building

the walls. Use good lime, and not too much. (I

used 16 of sand to 1 of lime.) With good gravel

and care, the material will give satisfaction.

Having the curbing ready, set the floor joists

and fill up between them with concrete. The
outside boards may be used for this purpose, but

will require some care to keep them in place, and

this must be done by outside braces. The inside

must be built up as one would lay a wall-

Having leveled up to top ofthe floor timber, set
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the -windo-w and door frames. These should be

nailed to studs, which should be nailed to the

floor timbers, and placed plumb. "When plumb,

the top should be staj-ed to the floor joist, by a

good stiff stay at each side of the frame. Where
the space, from window to window, or door, is

too long, place in a stud with a straight edge,

oxaclly flush with the inside of the wall.

These sticks are of great use to keep the

wall plumb and to nail the mop-board,

pictures, etc., to. It will not do any injury to

put in straight edges, as many as you choose,

on the inside of the wall, but none outside.

The window and door frames should be set in

1 i inches from the front face of the wall, and a

beveled strip should be sawed out and nailed on,

so as to come out flush with the outside, and give

a beveled corner, instead of a square one to the

concrete. This, also, is a guide for the outside

curbing, which can be tacked to the frame.

Having the windows and doors set, make

moulds for the chimney flues ; they may be 1-i

inches wide and 4 inches thick. Take two-

inch strips for the sides, and nail on inch boards.

Let the strips be 2i feet long, and bore a hole

at the top of each, through which an old broom

handle may be run, to draw up the mould by.

The moulds should be about 23 or 23 inches

long. They are drawn up each time before the

curbing is loosened for the next course.

The first course will be 20 inches high, or the

whole width of the curbing boards. The mortar

should be made thin, so as to pour from a pail,

and all the stones possible worked in. It is

better to lay the stones in, in some order. After

the first course, the boards should be raised but

15 inches, letting the rods rest on the top of the

last course. The inside board can be tacked to

the window studs, pieces in the wall, etc., as

above slated. When the boards are raised, turn

up the nuts, having a stick in one hand just the

length your wall is thick, place this in between

the boards and turn up the nuts. Five inches of

the board must remain lapping on the last course.

A good plumb and level should always be at

hand. Three or four courses per week will be all

that it is advisable to lay. Never loosen up the

curbing when there is appearance of rain. If you

wish to use stone window sills, leave a place, and

put them in afterward. The caps should be put

in when you come to them. The curbing board

can be cut out, so as to let them project out, far

enough to receive the stucco. After you have

passed the window, nail the pieces in again.

Make the staging strong, and fill the first story

from the outside. It will be necessary to have

a scaffold on the outside to raise and adjust the

boards. The scaffold poles will require to be

well stayed. Drive stakes into the ground to

fasten the stays to. This scaffold can be used

by the carpenters, to cornice, &c. Also for the

masons, to put on the stucco.

The Stucco should be put on by some per-

son who imderstauds the business. This is one

of the most important things, for the good looks

of the house. It is not necessary to ' fur ' out for

the wall. Plaster directly upon the ' gravel wall.'

Pains should be taken to " anchor" the timbers

the same as in brick houses. Do not hurry

too f;vst, and work only in fair weather. A wall,

twenty-five or six feet high, can be built in two

months. Use care in moving the curbing

boards, and be exact with each course. Those

studs, or straight edges, put into the inside of

the wall, should be " anchored." This can be

done by nailing on pieces of boards, to run back

into the wall, 8 or 10 inches; make the ending in

the wall the largest. A person with ingenuity

will take my idea^, and go ou with little trouble.

Tim Bunker on the Pickle Fever in

Hookertown.

Mr. Editob:—" I knew it would be so," said

Mrs. Bunker, raising the gold-bowed spectacles

from her eyes, as I came home from holding

court one night, " I knew it would be so. That

paper is just like a whispering gallery, Timothy.

Every thing you do and say in Hookertown is

echoed from one end of the land to the other.

Since you have been gone, three letters have

come about pickles, and Seth Twiggs and Jake

Frink have been in, and I guess Mr. Spooner

has a touch of the fever, for he preached Sun-

day about the 'Lodge in a Garden of Cucum-
bers.'

"

I had not more than got done supper when
Seth Twiggs made his appearance in a cloud of

very blue smoke, and he had n't got the first

question fairly out before Jake Frink and Kier

from the White Oaks, knocked at the door, and

Dea. Smith and Jeremiah Sparrowgrass fol-

lowed. Think's I to myself, I guess I shall

have a meetia' to-night, whether the minister

does or not. It was lecture night, and I sup-

pose the deacon stopt in on his way. I am
afraid he didn't hear the bell, for he didn't

start when it had done tolling.

"Now," said Seth Twiggs, bringing his pipe

down on his knee with an emphasis that would

have smashed it if it had been worth anything,

"Du }'e really think three hundred dollars can

be made on an acre of good Hookertown mea-

dow, in pickles ?"

" Is it clean cash ?" asked Jake Frink with a

dubious look. " Them fellers as deals in pickles

is apt to be kind of sharp."

" Du ye think there is any chance for us up in

White Oaks, 'Squire, to go into pickle business ?"

inquired Kier Frink, the hopeful son of Jake.

" Fellow-citizens," says I, " don't all talk at

once, and I'll try and answer your questions.

" I've got three letters come in to-day's mail, on
the pickle business, and I haven't had time to

digest them yet. The policy of going into the

cucumber trade depends altogether upon the

facility of a market. You might grow cucum-
bers well enough in Iowa, but if you had to

send them to New-York to market, it would n't

pay very well even at two dollars a hundred.

A man must be within a short distance of a

pickle factory if he purposes to deliver his crop

from his own market wagon, or within easy

reach of the factory bj' rail or steamer. Steam-

boat carriage is better and cheaper than railroad.

Twenty-five cents freight on a barrel, probably,

"would not interfere with reasonable profits.

The pay of the pickle men is as good as that of

any other class of manufacturers. There are

few in the business ; their profits are supposed

to be large. It is ready pay and clean cash, if

you make that bargain with them. Pay as you
go is the rule in pretty much all kinds of busi-

ness now. That is one of the advantages of the

war. A good many other folks besides the

rebels have found out just where they stand."

" Where can we get seed ?" asked Dea. Smith.

" That is one of the most important things in

the business. I do not know of any one •»ho

makes a business of growing the seed to sell,

but almost every farmer who has a pickle patch

grows his own seed, and thinks it a little better

than any thing else. If a man is going into the

pickle business, it will p.ay him to visit West-

chester County. He can hardly go amiss of

f\irmers who have pickle patches in Yonl;ers,

liast Chester, We'st Chester, Wc£t Ffirms, and

other towns. He can inquire for Noadiah
Tubbs, who will tell him all about it. If he
does not want to be at that trouble, he should
send to the nearest good seed store. I have
raised fine cucumbers from just such seed."

"Do you salt the cucumbers before you sell

them ?" inquired Sparrowgrass, with a refresh-

ing greenness.

"No, Sir. That is the manufacturer's busi-

ness. He wants fresh picked cucumbers to

make pickles out of Of course you do not

want tight oak barrels, like whiskey casks, to

pack your encumbers iu. The farmer generally

buys up a lot of cheap flour barrels, when he is

in town, at the baker's or grocer's, or at the

hotel, and these, with a little coopering, will

answer his purpose for a single season. They
are sent to the purchaser or consignee, by rail or

boat, full of cucumbers, and sent back empty
by the same conve3'ance. The owner's name
or initials should be put upon them."

" What sort of a bargain does the f^irmer make
with the pickle man ?" asked Seth Twiggs.

"That is just as he can light upon chances.

If he is near the factory, he agrees to deliver at

so much per thousand. If he scuds by other

conveyance, he agrees to deliver them at the

nearest depot, or landing, or to pay the freight

clear through, as the case may be. The terms

will vary according to circumstances. Some
prefer to send their crop to a commission mer-

chant and run the risk of the markets."

" How about sorting ?" asked Kier Frink.

" They commonly have a shed or hovel for

this purpose where all the cucumbers are brought
as fast as picked, and are assorted into three

sizes, the largest for eating, and the two smaller

for pickles. The 'nubbins' and ' yellow boys'

will have to be thrown away or the pickle man
will do it for j'ou. If picked regularly, however,
there will not be many unmerchantable."

One of my correspondents wants to know if

night soil is good manure for this crop. He
says: "I have got 261 one-horse loads of night

soil, about three-fourths of it is composted with
muck, the other fourth is almost the pure article.

Shall I plow in the former and put half a shovel

full of the latter into the hill. My land is a
clay loam—is that right ?"

The trouble with the pure article is that it is

quite too strong, and would be likely to rot the

seed unless great pains were taken to mix it

with the soil at the time of planting. I should

prefer the compost in the hill, and cither com-
post the rest or spread it, and plow it in. Such
a quantity of night soil ought to put four acres

in good condition. As to the preparation of laud,

look at Diah Tubbs' views iu back numbers of

the Agriculturist. A saudy loam is considered

the best for all kinds of vines, but heavy crops

are grown ou clay lands. With night soil good
pickles can be raised on any well drained land.

He also wants to know who are reliable men
engaged in this business. In Wilson's Business

Directory he will find a list of pickle dealers,

the most of whom have factories either in the

city or out of town. Provost & Wells have a

factory at West Mt. Vernon, and Broadmeadow
& Stout at Dobbs' Ferry. Tlie business is in

very few hands, and judging from the large ad-

vance made upon the raw article, must yield a

fair profit. Probably there is room for the en-

largement of the business and for new men to

make a living. Every man must judge for him-

self whom to deal with, and whether the pickle

business will pay.

Hoakertovin, Coiut., > Yours to command,
ifi'D ibth, 1S83. i Tihotb'y BbjsKES Bsg.
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Horse-Fork Hay-Stacker.
——•

—

H. M. Deming, Kansas, sends to the Agrkul-

turist a sketch and description of a Hay-Stacker,

which, he writes, he has used with much satis"-

faction. He describes it thus :
" Set a stiff pole,

(A,) 25 or 30 feet long, firmly in the ground,

and about 8 feet from the top, bolt on a block,

which has a socket made with a two-inch auger.

Fit to the socket one end of another light pole,

(5,) about 11 feet long, and shave the upper end

80 that it will go into a link of a chain extend-

ing from the top of the main pole to the small

one. Pins may be inserted in the main pole, on

which a man can ascend to the top to adjust the

length of the chain. The tops of the poles

should be about 5 to 8 feet apart. The upper

end of the small pole should receive the end

link of the chain, and a pulley can be hung on

the hook. The main pole should bear a very

little towards the stack, so that the forkful of

hay will swing clear over the stack as it rises.

Guy ropes extend from the top of the pole to

stakes driven firmly in the ground to keep it

upright. These should be attached so as not to

Interfere with the swinging of the crane." It

will be perceived that the draw-rope, to which

the horse is attached, passes from the upper

pulley beneath the lower one, thence over the

upper one, then through a block fastened at the

base of the large pole. By this arrangement,

the horse is required to travel about twice as

fast as the fork rises. The more common way
of using a fork is to dispense with the pulley at

the fork, and hitch one end of the rope to the

bail, and the horse to the other end, by simply

passing the rope over a single pulley at the top

of the small pole. In this case, the fork rises

as fast as the horse moves. When only one

pulley is used, the work is done much faster

than with two, and it will not require so much

force to haul the fork back to the load. But, if

a horse will not draw steadily, or is disposed to

start suddenly, it is better to have a pulley at the

bail of the fork. The manner of pitching hay,

with such an apparatus, is to hold on to the

forkful until it rises clear from the load, when a

side thrust swings it over the stack. Then the

stacker pushes it where he wants it, as nearly

OS practicable, and gives the pitcher a signal to

drop it. But this cannot be done with long-

handled forks, which must be balanced by a

cord at the end of the handle. Sometimes a

man, or boy, on the stack, hauls the forkful

from the load oyer the stack, by a cord.

To Hitch a Horse to

the End of a Rope.

The usual way of hitch-

ing a horse to the end of

a rope when pitching hay

with a horse hay-fork is,

to use a whiffletree. But

as the horse is required

to back up at every fork-

ful, he is liable to step on

the whiffletree, or outside

of the traces, unless much
care is exercised in draw-

ing the whiffletree back

as fast as the horse moves.

The accompanying illu-

stration represents' the

manner of hitching a

horse to a rope, so that he

can not get his feet out

of the traces, even if he

is backed rapidly, or

turned around carelessly.

Tlie end of the rope is fastened in a ring which

holds a hook for securing the cockeyes of the

traces. A wooden stretcher two feet long, and

an inch-and-a-half in diameter, shaved or turned

round, having a small iron gudgeon driven into

each end, and extending half an inch beyond

the wood, is put between the traces, so that it

rests against the hams of the horse, when he is

not drawing. A hole about one fourth of an

inch in diameter is punched or bored through

each trace, for receiving the gudgeons of the

stretcher, which is suspended by two straps fast-

ened near its ends, and rein snaps are sewed to

the other end of the straps, which are hooked

into a ring in the back strap of the harness, as

shown by the illustration. If chain traces be

used, the gudgeons may enter the links. If the

traces are to be released, they drop from the

sti-etcher, when the straps may be unhooked.
Another great advantage of hitching a horse

in this manner is, a boy may be put on him
when pitching ; and instead of backing the horse

at every forkful, he can turn him directly around,

and let him walk or trot back to the starting

place, much sooner than he could be backed.

This arrangement renders it easier for the man
who pitches, as he is not required to draw back

so much rope and the fork besides. If the horse,

in turning, gees around over the rope, he will

soon untwist and spoil it. When he comes
around in the opposite direction, he twists it

once at every round, making it harder and

harder. It is better to twist than to untwist it,

as the twist can be easily taken out.

Fig. 1.—ELEVATION.

Small, Convenient, Cheap Houses.

BY NAKRAGANSETT.

The cottage plan presented herewith, is de-

signed for a family of two or three persons, who
desire to live in a very snug, but at the same
time, respectable way. The main part covers

18 ft.x25 ft., with an addition of one stoiy in the

30 /t

Fig. 2—PLAN OF PLRST STORT.

rear, of 5 ft.xl6 ft. Many conveniences will be

found compressed witliiu this space.—The prin- '<

cipal rooms upon the ground floor (fig. 2,) arc

a parlor (P,) and kitchen, (JT,) connecting with

each other and with the front entry. The
kitchen has, adjoining it, a sink room, (S,) pan-

try, (j>,) and back entry {E). From the front

entry is a way to the cellar. At the turn in the

cellar stairway there should be a broad landing,

making it much more easy of descent. A china

closet ((•, f,) opens into the parlor and connects

with the kitchen by a slide. The parlor is pro-

vided with a bay window, which gives it char-

acter and adds much to the pleasantness of the

apartment. From the side of the parlor a little

room, or closet, opens, which, by persons of

some literary taste, will be highly appreciated.

We dignify it with the name of library. Fvir-

nished with shelves and a little desk, with books

and writing materials, it will be found a great

convenience—a most desirable appendage to

the parlor. Thewmdow in the library, and the

corresponding one in the hall, should be nar-

Fig. 3—PLAN OF SECOND STORT.

row, not more than two feet wide.—The upper

floor (fig. 3), comprises two bedrooms with a

closet from each, and a large store closet for

clothing, etc., opening from the chamber entry.
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Tliis plan is designed for a situation upon the

'north side of a road running east and west, and

for placing the end of the house to the road,

bringing the kitchen upon the east side of the

house and the parlor to the east and south. The

bay window would also give

a western view. The plan

would answer well also, with

slight modifications, for a

situation upon the east side

of a road running north and

south. In that case the en-

trance should be toward the

road, the kitchen and parlor

retaining their positions to

the east and south, and a transposition should

be made of the back entrance and pantry as in

fig. 4, bringing the entry more to the rear. The

hood over the main entrance may be supported

by brackets, from three-inch plank, seen distinct-

ly in the engraving, fig. 1. The posts of the

house should be fourteen feet, the roof project-

ing at least twenty inches, with a sharp pitch.

Thinning Corn in the Hills.

Thinning should always be done as soon as

practicable after the corn has come up. This

is usually done at the first hoeing, but should

be delayed till danger fi'om the grub, or cut-

worm, is over. Unless careful laborers are era-

ployed, many hills will be neglected. Super-

fluous stalks may be removed at any conve-

nient time, even in lowery weather, when the

soil is too wet to be worked with cultivators or

hoes. The best manner of doing this is to cut

thera off close to the ground, with a sharp

knife, and drop them near the standing corn.

The stalks should be removed from the middle

of the hill, that the remaining plants may stand

as fiir from each other as possible ; the fai'ther

they stand apart the larger the ears will grow.

When the stalks are pulled up, they will often

loosen and break the roots of those that are left,

but, if cut otf as directed, the roots soon die.

If care be not exercised in dropping only a pro-

per number of kernels in a hill, much labor

will be required to thin out a large field. Still

it is better to do so than to allow five or six

stalks to grow where there should be only three,

or at most four. There will be more and better

grain on four stalks than on a larger number.

Top-Dressing Grass Land,

The practice of burying organic manure
deep in the soil is fast passing away. The air

cannot readily reach it to decompose and render

it available for the food of plants, and if it did,

the great mass of the roots of grasses would

not penetrate to find it. They prefer the first

few inches of soil near the surface, where they

get the benefit of the rain and air, and the well

prepared food which abounds there. The plow

aud the spade should indeed be thrust down
deep, but the fresh manure should not be de-

posited below the deep-turned farrow slice, but

nearer the surface, to enrich the soil only as the

rains carry it down, or as it becomes thoroughly

incorporated with the soil. The letters of our

subscribers continually testify to the benefits of

top-dressing meadows and pastures. One de-

clares that though the farmers in his section

suffered from drouth last season, yet those

fields which had been dressed early in the pre-

vious autumn with muck, or muck and manure
composted, or even strawy manure, suffered

little and bore handsome crops. It is a grow-

ing practice of many good farmers to apply

manure over their meadows immediately after

haying. They hold that it protects the newly-

exposed roots from the scorching sun, and

brings up the aftermath vigorous and abundant.

The loss of volatile matter wliich probably

takes place is not so bad as the effect of a

parching heat on the exposed green roots.

When the land is rolling, the knolls should

receive heavier dressings than the low and level

land. If carted out and spread after mowing

or in autumn, it acts as a mulch, protecting the

roots of the grasses, and preventing their being

thrown out by the frost. This work can gener-

ally be done cheaper in autumn than spring, and

with less injury to the land from the trampling

of teams. For lawns, fall dressing is always

preferable to spi'ing, because the manure gets

washed down close to the ground aud out of

sight during the winter, and so does not inter-

fere with the -close cutting in summer.

Manuring Corn after it is Up.

—

Circumstances sometimes render it impossi-

ble to thoroughly prepare corn ground before

planting, and it is often advantageous to ma-

nure it after it is up. Tins must be done at the

time of the first hoeing. Along the seaboard

where the Moss-bunkers or Menhaden are taken

in such great numbers, they are much used. A
shallow furrow is made with a small plow,

on each side of every row, a few inches from

the hills, turning the earth away from the row;

then one fish is placed in liie furrow on each

side of every hill. Should the furrows be too

shallow in some places, tlie earth is worked out

a little with the foot or hand-hoe, so that the

fish may be placed below the surface of the soil.

Then the earth is turned toward the hills, and

the corn hoed. If the fish should be displaced,

the workmen bury them again close to the hill.

By the time of the second hoeing, they will

be pretty thoroughly dsconiposed. Where there

is not an excess of water in the soil, this kind of

manure produces a very luxuriant and rapid

growth, as well as good yiekt A similar method

is sometimes practised with barn-yard manure,

the earth being turned from the rows as pre-

viously directed, a small shovelful of manure is

placed on each side of every hill and covered.

The manner of distributing this kind of manure

is, to drive a loaded wagon astride of one row,

so that two hands can each apply the manure

to two or three rows on each side. When turn-

ing a wagon around over the young corn, if a

wheel is liable to run directly on a hill, place

short pieces of planls or rails on each side of it,

which will lift the wagon over without injuring

the corn. .Lime, gypsum, ashes, guano, hen

manui'e, or any other similar materials may
often be ver}' profitably applied, at the first hoe-

ing. They should always be sprinkled over an

area of several inches in diameter, all around
the hill, and covered and mingled witli the earth

in hoeing. Guano, or strong hen manure, if ap-

plied in this manner, will never work injury to

the 3'oung plants, unless they come in direct con-

tact with them, or an inordinate quantity be used.

«-• -a-»B- •—

To Pitch Hay into a Window with a

Horse-Fork.

To be able to use the horse-fork in pitching

hay into a window, set a pole, in front, as high

as the top of the window, aud distant the width

of a load of hay—say 14 feet. Fasten a pulley

at the top of the pole, and one at the bottom of

it. Nail on two braces, or stay-pieces, from the

top to the side of the building, to keep the post

erect and firm. Now let the rope pass around

the pulley, at the bottom of the post, thence

over the pulley at the top, thence under a pulley

at the bail of the fork, thence in at the window
and over a pulley at the opposite end of the

loft, thence back to the bail of the fork, where

it is made fast. The fork, with its load, will

rise as high as the window, and then move off

horizontally, to the other side, or end of the loft;

or its load may be dropped at pleasure. It

will make no difference where the inside pulley

is, if it be only placed higher than the window,
and several feet directly back from it, so that the

rope will not draw into one corner. When the

window is in the end of a barn, let the pulley

in the barn be attached as fiir back as it can be

convenienllj', and considerably higher than the

top of the window^ Windows should be not

less than 4J feet square, in order to admit a

forkful freely. Let these directions be followed

out to the letter, and any one can put up this

arrangement correctly, even if he has never

seen it done before. We once put up a horse-

fork rigging, with which hay was carried hori-

zontally SO feet, and then after rising 10 feet

over a beam, was carried onward 40 feet further.

Castration of Calves and Colts,

Every farmer who raises domestic animals

ought to understand what effect castration of a

young male animal is likely to have on the prop-

er development of certain good pfiints, as well

as what the effect will be on other points if he

is not castrated. By pcrfu-ming this operation

at a certain period, or by delaying it for a few

months, or a year or more, results can be so-

cured in developing a good form and sym-

metry in some animals, which never could be

effected by any other means. Take for exam-

ple a bull calf having a large head and neck,

aud deeper and heavier forward than behind,

in short, bull-shaped : if altered when only a

few weeks old, as he grows he will retain in a

measure the same form, looking like a so-called

stag. On the contrar\', if castrated when only

a few days old, his liind-quarters will be much
bettor developed ; and his liead, neck, and

shoulders will be in much better proportion to

the other parts of his l)ody, as an ox's should be.

On the contrary, if a bull calf be very broad and

heavy behind, and have a cow's head and neck,

castration should be deferred for several months,

in case he is to be raised for the yoke. It

is a well-established rule, that the earlier a

calf is castrated, the better will be the beef;

while the longer he is allowed to go, the coarser

it will be, and often the worse his form.

Farmers do not generally pay sufficient regard

to the fact that the time of gelding the colt

makes a great differeuce in the shape of the ma-

ture horse. The usual time is when the colts

are a year old, without reference to their points.

There are at least some views, in which all good
horsemen agree, as to the effects on the develop-

ment of certain points of the colt, as well aa

on his disposition. In some special cases the

castration of colts should be deferred until

they are thrfic years old ; while others should

be gelded at that particular period in their

growth, which will favor the more perfect de-

velopment of certain points of form and sym-

raetrj'. This occui'S sometimes at the age of a

few mouths, a year, two years, or more. It is

quite difficult to lay down practical directions

on this point. To be able to decide when a

I
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colt should be castrated, requires observation

on the subject for many years.

Gelding renders colts heavier behiud, and

narrower and ligliter forward. Wlieu a colt is

so fearless and willful that there arc fears of liis

becoming vicious, immediate castration will

check tlie farther development of such disposi-

tion. When a colt is very narrow across the

breast, and has a small neck and head, unless

he manifest a very refractory disposition, it may
be well to defer gelding until he is even three

years old, in order to improve his form and
style. Colts usually make faster travellers for

short distances, if gelded when not more than a

year old, than if it be deferred; but their pow-
ers of endurance are less! Stallions that have

been kept for service for several years, and then

altered, are rendered much slower in gait ; and
those that were difficult to manage, are usually

rendered mucli more tractable. Entire horses are

usually fearless, and not apt to be shy at rust-

ling sounds or strange objects ; but colls that arc

gelded very young, if their dams shy at un-

familiar objects, will be liable to lack courage,

and be always ready to sheer off at the sight of

black stumps and such things, or to run away
wheneverany partof the harness or carriage be-

comes deranged, which tendency can rarely be

counteracted, except by the most careful and
patient training. Colts should never be castrat-

ed when poor or sickly, nor in stormy weather,

unless they are kept in a comfortable stable

until they are entirely healed, as danger of

inflammation arises from being exposed to cold

storms and chilling winds. Many times when
the wound appears nearly healed, a colt will

swell up and die, in spite of all efforts to save

him. Farmers cannot be too careful in keep-

keeping horses, after castration, in warm stables.

Scuffle Hoes, Hoeing, and Carrots.

A Rhode Island correspondent is enthusiastic

on Scuffio Hoes, and inspired by tlie article on

page 51 (February), sends to the American Ag-
riculturkt a long and interesting letter on the

subject, from which we condense the following

:

"I have several ScufHe Hoes in running or-

der—all handled with old rakestales. The nar-

rowest, wiiich I use but little, is 7 inclies long.

In eai-ly spring and after rains, we run them 9

inches, and for general use, in good hoeing

weather, we use four 14 inch hoes. In my work,

which is more gardening than farming, tliey

saved more money last year than a mowing
machine would upon 50 tons of hay. But any
one with a garden needs a set of Scuffle Hoes.

I use them upon gravel walks and roads, plan-

tations of trees and shrubs, and all sorts of gar-

den crops. In field root crops, sucli as carrots,

beets, turnips, onions, and parsnips, they are in-

valuable, as also to cut up weeds among young
corn and potatoes. Among carrots and man-
golds last year, I had no ' thumb and finger

work,' except thinning mangolds. Soil sandy,

with plenty of gravel, pebbles and cobble stone

even after a pretty close picking. AVith this

hoe one can loosen tlie surface, cut up weeds,

and give a uniform crumbly appearance to the

soil—far better looking to my eye tlian if work-

ed with a rake, and more lasting, and leave no

foot track upon the ground, the pressure of the

foot being, as every observant gardener knows,

all that many weeds need to plant them again.

The power is applied to the object resisting tlie

edge of the hoe—a root of grass, or bit of ma-
nure, corn stalk, or cobble stone

—

directly from

the shoulder. My handles are about seven feet

long. In liglit hoeing where the ground has

been propcrl3' plowed and harrowed, I grasp the

end of the handle (whicli should be a little en-

larged) in the hollow of my right hand, and do
the cutting almost entirely //-on me. Tlie edge

toward me, in the sliort and quick succession of

from 3 to G-inch thrusts, necessary to complete

a stroke, is chiefly useful in breaking the surface

and jerking the weed-roots to the sun and air.

If the edge is hung properly to cut w'ith a mo-
tion /rom tlio bod}', it will be necessary to stoop

to bring the near edge to bear upon the ground
for the drawing cuts. These tools can be

used either walking backward or forward. In

the garden, I often walk back^n'ard
; in the field

forward, making a succession' of short thrusts.

In dressing a walk, or a plantation of shrubs

and trees, beaten do-n-n hard by rains, it will be

found convenient to shorten the liold upon the

hoe handle, letting the end play under the arm
—a change which often gives ease and rest—as

also does clianging hands entirely.

The early clearing of carrots and other small

plants is apt to be troublesome. I ahvays en-

deavor to plow early—generally, in tlie field, to

plow twice—which gives me a chance to kill

one or two crops of weeds. The single form of

Sh.are's Coulter Harrow is a most admirable

tool for working the surface and killing weeds

upon a large scale. The surface should be rich,

too, and the seed put in as late as will do, and

immediately after a working of the ground. If

the seed-barrow is run crosswise of the harrow
marks, or if the ground is bushed, tlie barrow

will leave a mark easily seen before and after

the plants are up. I start tlie Scuffle Hoe when
carrots are about half up. The hoe can be run

in a careless manner through between the rows,

leaving a strip three or four inches wide con-

taining the drill mark—in reality leaving all the

real work yet to be done. I know of no time

when weeds can be destroyed so easily as when
they are still in the seed leaf—or better yet, like

threads of silk, before they get to the surfiice.

I tliink there is, easily enough, a difference of

.$10 per acre of carrots, between an early attack

upon weeds and a late one. I plant some 18,

SO, or 22 inches apart, and at the first hoeing

take my position between the outside and second

drill, reaching over a little and hoeing the out-

side of the outside drill, running my hoe quite

shoal, with sliort, quick strokes, and cutting as

close to the drill as possible. If the row is a

long one, I have no doubt but the position and

work will be tiresome, but turning at the end

gives an entirely new position—and the work-

man can change hands if he likes—walking

back in the same alley, but close to the second

row, and hoeing the inside of the first—thus

going round each row and leaving no tracks

but the 'wake' of the lioe. If the ground is in

fair condition, what with tlie close n'orlc and

the little roll of light earth moved by the side

of the hoe, the ground up to the drill ^ill look

as if it had been entirely worked. Tlie hoe

turned up corner-wise will pick a weed out of

the drill or knock tl;e soil from a tuft of grass

or weeds very deftly. By this process the space

between the drill-marks whicli is of very little

importance will be worked doublj' in parts

—

allowing all the attention to be concentrated

upon the drill and the side of the hoe.

The dextrous use of an ordinary hoe is a mat-

ter of early training and use, whicli tlie mass of

our laborers never get. It is quite as difficult

to learn as the use of a scytlie. The use of the

Scuffle hoe can be far rnore readily learned, and

if it become rightly understood and appreci-

ated, all the tribes of wheel hoes and hand
cultivators will be sold for old iron."

Pure Water—Health of Stock.

Our con-espondent, "N. S. T.," Essex Co.,

Mass., in the following communication, directs

the attention of the readers of the Agriculturist

to an important subject. Foul wafer is the fruit-

ful source of unthrift and disease in animals,

besides, it is- almost constantly operating, and in

time will produce effects not perceptible at first.

" Tliat farmer who has provided for his barn-

yard a never failing supply of good water, and
an arrangement by v\-hich it is brought into the

troughs or tubs without pumping or drawing,

has a convenience, the value of which is not
likely to be over-estimated ; but it is a matter of

no small importance that it be given to the stock

fresh and pure. Because animals drink from a

filthy trough or a muddy and stagnant pool with,

apparent relish, it does not follow that their

sense of taste is of a low order and can not ap-

preciate good feeding. Necessity too often com-

pels them to drink an5''u'here, and whatever they

can find. Long continued habit deadens or per-

verts the taste. But animals with unvitiated

taste left free to choose for themselves, will find

the purest water as quickly as the sweetest

grass ; especially is this true of the horse. Some
are naturally very fastidious about both food

and driulf, and they often suffer from thirst

rather than drink from a vessel or at a well they

dislike. Some men entrusted with the care of

stock, seeing a horse tasting and sipping, or

playing, as they imagine, say he is not dry, or

is whimsical, and bring him back to his stall,

there to remain till thirst compels him to drink.

Thus a real cruelty is ignorantly practised

against a dumb beast, when a few moments' at-

tention would discover and remove the trouble.

Fresh, pure water means more than simply

water free from sticks, dirt, or substances which
are readily detected by the eye. Water exposed

in shallow vessels to the atmosphere during warm
weather, quickly loses its fresh and sweet

taste. Should it remain in a stable twenty four

hours, it becomes undrinkable from having ab-

sorbed the impurities of the air. Ammonia,
carbonic acid, and all the gases escaping in the

stable are absorbed rapidly and in large quanti-

ties by water. During hot weather these gases

are ahvays largely present, even in well regu-

lated barns, and a tub of water exposed to the

air in the stable yard, or cellar, soon becomes

charged with them, and is unfit for any animal

to drink. Besides being of a disagreeable taste,

it becomes slightly aperient.

" A cover that fits closely to the trough or tub

is of some service in keeping out dust and dirt,

and preventing contact with impure air, but it is

impossible to keep -water in shallow vessels

about a baruj-ard and have it absolutely pure.

The safest plan of ensuring purity is to draw
from the fountain head as often as wanted and
when the animals have drunk, throw the re-

mainder away. It is a common practice in sum-

mer to keep water in the trougli to prevent its

drying and falling into pieces. Tlie more shal-

low a trough is made the less liable it is to dry

up ; but it is better to lose one occasionally

than always give impure water to the stock.

Scrupulous cleanliness in the care of .all the ar-

I'angements for furnishing water commends it-

self to every thinking man who is the owner

and lover of animals, in proportion as the ill

effects of neglecting them are understood."
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A Good Well Curb and Frictioa Brake.

A great deal of time and labor are saved in the

aggregate by having a convenient way of draw-

ing water. In deep wells, iron-bound oaken

buckets are used, and will continue to furnish the

most economical and agreeable way of getting

the water, and it is very important to be able to

let the bucket down into such a well rapidly

and safely. A correspondent in "West Edmes-
ton, Otsego Co., N. Y., furnished a description

and drawing of Brown's Friction Brake. It is

a lever, made of hard wood, 2i feet long, IJ

inches thick, and 6 inches wide, shaped as seen

in the engraving. One end is shaved down for

a handle, and near the other a circular section

is cut out, which is the place that bears against

the windlass. It is hung on a strong pin,

braced by iron rods, and in such a way that

the broad end shall faU quickly away from
the windlass when the hand Is taken off.

The well curb is made 2 feet wide, 3 long, and

3 high, boarded up two feet. The posts are 2

inches square, and the end ones framed together

by strong cross-pieces, on which the windlass,

or roller rests, having its bearing about 8 inches

from the back ends. The crank, gudgeons rat-

chet, etc., do not differ from those of ordinary well

curbs. The bucket is suspended by two ropes,

the effect of which is to cause it to come up
with the same side to the front every time. If

on this front edge of the bucket a Httle iron

horn, or spur, be placed, and a bail of stout

wire be fixed upon the curb, so as to catch in

the spur when it comes up, the bucket may be

emptied easily into the spout without the neces-

.sity of handling it at all. (Our artist has repre-

sented the bucket too small, and the horn too

large in proportion.)

A very convenient kind of bucket is that

made with a cast-iron bottom, in which there is

a valve, which opens and allows the bucket to

fill instantly, as soon as it reaches the water.

The Art of Shearing Sheep.

It is essential to good shearing to cut the

wool but once, to shear smoothly and very

close, to keep the fleeces whole, and to avoid

cutting the sheep. When a shearer does not

shear smoothly, but cuts a portion of the wool-

two or three times, there is not only a loss in

the weight of the fleece, or if the clippings be

Included in the fleece, a loss in its value to the

manufacturer, but much time is consumed in

making the sheep look smooth. When the

fleeces are torn to pieces by unskillf\il handling

or the floundering of the sheep, it is impossible

to do them up neatly and show the wool to ad-

vantage. The chief difllculty in shparipg sheep

arises from their straggling. To prevent this,

some tie their legs ; but this practice is quite

objectionable, and no good shearer will adopt

it. Sheep will kick and flounder but little if

they be managed gently and carefully. Every

shearer should have a mattress of straw, at least

five feet square, and so thick that his knees will

not feel the floor while shearing a sheep. The
object of the mattress is also to make it easier

for the sheep. Laid on a hard floor sheep will

make desperate efforts to gain their natural po-

sition, and ifjammed down violently on the floor,

or boxed, or held uncomfortably beneath the

knees, as they often are by unskillful shearers,

instead of keeping quiet they flounder and
kiolc worse and worse. Placed on a mattrass,

their position is comparatively easy; and if

handled gently, the fleeces will be torn but lit-

tle. The sheep pen should be well littered with

straw to prevent carrying much dirt on the

shearing floor; and sheep always shear better

if they are full and round than when empty.

Even expert shearers are very liable to cut the

skin of poor thin slieep. No man can shear a

sheep well, unless he have good shears and keep

them in good cutting order. See remarks on

shears under another head.

* I >'mU^ —»-•

Grinding Shears—Sheep-Shears.
.

—

*

The accompanying illustration represents a

transverse section of a grindstone, G, and one

of the blades of a pair of shears with the edge

resting on the periphery of the grindstone at the

proper angle for grinding sheep-shears, or tail-

or's shears. The " basil," or angle at which the

cutting edge

is ground, va-

ries in shears

for different

purposes.
When shears

are designed

for cutting tin,

sheet iron,

copper.or any

other metal,

grind the ba-

sil at a more
obtuse angle

than Is here

represen ted,

in fact, nearly at a right angle to the fiice (F,).

When the basil is ground too beveling, the edge

of the shears is so thin that the steel will crumble
off, or bend over, and thus effectually prevent

the sheai's holding a good keen cutting edge.

The correct way to grind shears is to hold the

blades directly across the face of the grind-

stone, with the face of the blade (F,) turned

from the operator, while the stone (<?) revolves

toward him. Thus the steel is swept clear from

the cutting edge ; and the operator can always

see at a glance when the blade is ground just

enough. On the contrary, when the stone re-

volves in the reverse direction, a thin curl of

steel will gather on the cutting edge, unless the

shears are tempered highly, and are too hard to

retain a good edge. This will be likely to de-

ceive the operator who will probably grind

away even after the blade has been ground

enough. This is equally true in grinding edge

tools of every description. The grindstone

should run very true, in order to grind shears

well, and the cutting edge should be afterward

whetted on an oil-stone of very fine grit. Shears

should never be ground on the face. Always
hold the blade to be ground firmly and »t the

ANGLE FOB GRINDING.

angle represented. When the blades are ground
on a stone of coarse grit, and are not held firm-

ly, but allowed to rock back and forth, it will

be impossible to grind them so that they will

cut well. It requires much more skill to put

sheep shears in order, than to use them, and

without sharp shears, no man can shear a sheep

in a workmanlike manner. Another important

consideration in sharpening sheep-shears is,

to grind the points of the blades pointed, but

a little rounded and smooth, so that they will en-

ter the wool readily, but will not prick the sheep,

or scratch the skin as they are thrust forward.

How to Hold a Sheep for Shearing-

Throw the right arm over the sheep, and
grasping the brisket with the hand, raise it from

the floor ; remove all litter from the feet ; then

with the left hand take hold of one hind leg

above the gambrel joint, and place the sheep

now TO UOLD SHEEP-SnEAJiS.

carefully on the mattress, in a sitting posture,

resting against the shearer. Kaise the forelegs

putting them under the left arm, and shear the

brisket downward, dividing the wool in the

middle, as it is sheared. Then elevate the head

and shear the under jaw, and a narrow strip

along the underside of the neck to the brisket.

Now, stand in front of the sheep, and begin at

its foretop, and continue to shear from right to

left, until the neck is sheared. Then, step be-

hind the sheep, letting it lean against your

knees, and shear the forelegs. Now, drop on

one knee before the sheep, and let its body rest

against your other leg until you have sheared

one side, and one hind leg. Then change your

position by resting on the other knee, while the

position of the sheep is reversed, and shear the

other side. Some shearers prefer to shear direct-

ly around the bodj' of the sheep, and finish at

the tail. Both ways have their advocates

among good shearers, and beginners may adopt

the one that suits them best.

The shears should always be placed flat

against the side of the sheep, so that the points

and heels of the blade will cut equally close

to the skin. Never push the wool back, or take

hold of it with the other hand while shearing,

as you can not shear so evenly, and will be mora

liable to cut the sheep. The shearer may often

use one hand to advantage in crowding or

drawing the skin in such a manner as to

make a smooth surface where the shears are

about to cut. Every shearer should have two

pairs of shears ; one to cut the hard, gritty locks

and another for shearing the clean wool. Some
shearers can shear more advantageously and

easier by having a table about 18 inches high

covered with a mattress. Beginners should im-

itate the manipulations of expert shearers, and

observe closelyhow they hold their sheep, their

shears, etc. The correct way to hold a pair of

shears is, to place the thumb lengthwise on the

back of one of the blades, as in the engraving.
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Fleece-folding Table.

A lot of wool well folded and neatly tied up,

all the fleeces being of about the same size and

shape, has a great advantage in market over

that which is carelessly and irregularly done

up. To secure this uniformity and neatness,

folding tables, or wool-boxes, are used, and arc,

in fiict, indispensable. We present below a plan

for one forwarded to the American Agricultur-

ist, by "J. C. v.," of Orleans Co., N. Y., "in

tlie hope that it may be of use to some of its

readers," as it doubtless will be. He thus de-

scribes it :
" It is made of 3 boards, 6 feet long,

the middle one 8 inches wide, and the others

12 inches. The middle board is sawed into 4

pieces, 12, 8, 12, and 40 inches long respectively,

which are connected together, and with the

sides, by 6 pairs of hinges as shown in the en-

graving. When used, the twine, in G pieces, is

S
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FLEECEFOLDINQ TABLE.

drawn between the notches (;») in the sides and

end pieces (A, 0, E, and F,) ; then the fleece is

laid on the table, the shoulders being placed on

the centre piece (B). The sides of the fleece

are then folded in, and the side pieces {E, and F,)

raised and made fast in a perpendicular posi-

tion by the hook {g) and staple (A). Next com-

mence at the tail end and roll up the fleece

without slipping it ; then raise up the piece C,

which will be held upright by the steel springs

(t, »,), on the sides, then raise the piece A. [It

strikes us that this should be held in a perpen-

dicular position by springs or pins, but this is

not specified by our correspondent.] Now take

two small round levers, and putting them into

the holes in A, press them down into the slots

in C, and fasten them down by putting a pin

through holes in the edges at convenient places.

The fleece may now be lied ; then unhook the

sides and the box falls down, leaving the fleece

as hard as a cheese and as white as a snow-

ball. One man will easily do up the wool as

fast as three or four will shear."

The Subsoil Plow.

The accompanying figure represents an im-

plement called the " Lifting Sub-soil Plow."

The standard consists of a flat piece of iron

an inch or more in thickness, with two heads

on the upper part, by which it is bolted to the

underside of the beam. The point or share

is made either with a wing on both sides, like

a spear placed flat on the ground, or with the

wing only on one side. On one or on each

side of the standard there is an adjustable flange

about three inches wide, over which the soil rises

and drops back crumbled into the bottom of the

furrow. The share and these flanges form an in-

clined plane. If it be desirable to elevate the

soil much or only a little, the rear ends of the

flanges may be adjusted to the desired hight by

means of bolts passing through the standard.

The higher the rear ends of the flanges, the hard-

SUBSOIL PLOW.

er a plow will draw, and the more thoroughly
it will pulverize the soil. A draft rod and dial

clevis attached to the beam, enable the plow-
man to so adjust it as to run directly in the
furrow made by the common plow, thus break-

ing up the compact subsoil, and leaving it in

the furrow. When a farmer has but one team,

he plows one furrow round the field or land,

and then hitching to the subsoil plow goes
round again in the same track. In order to pul-

verize the subsoil very thoroughly, it is necessa-

ry to cut narrow furrow slices, and to use the

subsoil plow when the ground is cross-plowed

as well as at the first plowing. Subsoiling thus

for two or three years, the ground will be pretty

well pulverized to the full depth the subsoil

plow reaches. When the plow cuts wide fur-

row slices the subsoil plow may be run twice in

the furrow. When this is not done, and especi-

ally if the field be subsoiled only one way, the

subsoil will not be more than one third or one
half broken up. A span of horses, or yoke of

oxen will draw a two-horse subsoil plow ten to

fourteen inches deeper than the first cut through
a pretty compact subsoil. When run deeper the

draft increases very rapidly, and the pulveriza-

tion is not so complete. Two or three spans of
horses or yokes of oxen are usually required if

the subsoil plow be put down 18 or 20 inches

deep, as is not unfrequently done in preparing

ground for orchards, vineyards, hop-yards, etc.

•-« ^>w »-• .

Subsoiling Wet Ground.

When any kind of subsoil is not dry enough

to crumble readily, running the subsoil plow
through it will have little good effect, because

it is pressed by the passage of the plow into a

smaller compass, and as it does not crumble,

it settles back very much to its former bed, oc-

cupies less space, and, when the surface water

is dried out, it becomes more compact than

it was before the plow disturbed it. If the

land be thoroughly underdrained, before the

subsoil is broken up, it will be crumbled and

lightened up. Months must pass before the

lumps will wash down so as to materially fill

the interstices, and the subsoil will not become

so compact in several years as it was before

subsoiling. It is, therefore, of little or no use

to subsoil wet, heavy soils, before they have

been well underdrained. For this reason,

many farmers, on soil which is exceedingly

wet, with the subsoil compact and retentive,

have experimented with and condemned the

subsoil plow. We have known subsoiling to

be done when the water would be driven along

in the furrows before the plow, by the turning

over of the furrow slice. The consequence was
that the more the subsoil was worked, the

harder and more compact it became, as soon as

the water had dried away, and the more diffi-

cult it was for roots of plants to spread in it.

As a natural consequence, such poor results

had a tendency to bring subsoiling into disre-

pute. If the wet and heavy soils be well

underdrained, and sub-

soiled when just dry

enough to crumble,

good results will invari-

ably follow, if the work
be thoroughly done.,

This process on many
fai-ms would add several

acres of ground avail-

able for increase ofcrops

as certainly and with

less cost than buying
additional land. Better grow 80 bushels of
corn on one acre, than to plant and cultivate
one and a half acres for the same crop.

Halter-breaking Young Colts.—
Young colts, when their dams are used in a

harness, are frequently troublesome about fol-

lowing, especially when traveling on the high-

way, where they are liable to meet other horses.'

It is common to see a young colt run directly

away from its dam, when on the road, and be-

coming bewildered, no little trouble is required

to bring it back. To avoid all annoyance from
this source, make a soft halter suitable for the

colt's head, and hitch it to a strong fence, or some
other place, where it can not run around a post

and wind the rope up. It may pull for several

hours, but will soon learn to stand. As soon

as accustomed to the halter, the colt may
be taught to lead, by placing the dam a few

rods distant from where it is hitched, and lead-

ing it toward her. It will be impossible to lead

a colt away from its dam, until it has become
well accustomed to the halter. By spending a

little time with a colt, treating it with the great-

est gentleness, it may be taught to travel by the

side of its dam, wherever she goes.

Tie the colt's halter to the backhand of the

dam's harness, so that it can just reach her ud-

der. This length of halter will prevent the colt

running forward of the mare when she is trav-

eling. In a few days it will become so gentle,

that any one can put on the halter and handle it.

When colts are not accustomed to the halter

until they are two or more years old, they are

frequently very difficult to manage. But if

taught to lead when quite young, they can often

be changed from one place to another, with lit-

tle difficulty, and will be much more manageable.
»-.— »» .-,.

Halter for Horses that Pull at the Post.

A correspondent responds to an inquiry for a

way to manage horses that pull at the halter,

by sending the accom-

panying drawing of a hal-

ter which he has been in

the habit of making and

using for many years. The
construction as may be

seen from the engraving,

is very simple. It is held
upon the head by a throat-

latch like a bridle, and the

end of the leading strap

passes through the ring

on each side, and is sewed

strongly to the strap about

14 to 18 inches from the

end. When the horse

pulls, this loop in the

strap tightens powerful-

ly, drawing the muzzle

piece, and pressing the rings against the jaw on
each side in a way, doubtless very uncomfort-
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able, but not so as to injure the horse at all;

besides tlie draft chiefly comes upon the muzzle

and not upon the head or neck, as is the case

with common halters.

Stocking Down to Grass, with or with-

out Grain.

The notion is prevalent that it is essential to

the life and growth of young grass to raise a

crop of some kind of gram, while the tender

spears are becoming sufficiently rooted to en-

dure the dry and hot weather. But the shading

of the ground is not essential to the growth of

clover or grass, unless the seed be sowed very

late in the spring, or during the summer, and

where the soil is not rich and mellow. On mod-

erately fertile and mellow soils, though no crop

of grain be allowed to grow, clover or grass

seed of any kind will ordinarily succeed much

better than otherwise. If the soil be quite poor

and likely to parch during drouths, a small

quantity of rye per acre will afford the young

grass the benefit of some shade. Grass needs

no shade even in dry u'cather after it has it-

self become large enough to shade the ground,

but is benefited by the sun and air quite as

much as other plants. Another consideration,

not to be overlooked, is, that any crop occupy-

ing the ground, with the young grass, witU-

dra-ws both nutriment and moislure from the

soil, which might essentially benefit the more

important but feebler crop.

Tliere is probably no better grain than rye to

sow where a field is to be stocked down to

clover or grass. "Wheat is second to rye in this

respect, and is superior to oats and barley,

which are quite objectionable -when the usual

(luantity is sown per acre, on account of the

large leaves and thick bottom growth which is

liable to choke the young grass, while rye

shoots upward rapidly, and does not grow thick-

ly at the bottom. AVere oats and barley sowed

thinner on the ground than usual for a full crop

of grain, grass might grow quite as well as with

a crop of rye. Another point in favor of rye

is, it usually keeps erect better than either oats

or barley. On light soils where there is so

much humus or vegetable mold as to cause a

large growth of straw, if the grain lodges as it

often does, almost every spear of grass will be

killed. As spring rye is often a good crop to

grow in a four or five years' rotation, many farm-

ers will find it profitable to arrange their rota-

tion so as to raise spring in preference to

winter rye when land is to be stocked down.

For good farmers, the following directions

will be of little or no value, and may appear

quite untimely, but many need the exhortation.

As most of our grass is cut with horse-mowers,

it is quite important that the surface should be

smooth, free from knolls, hollows, dead fui^rows,

ridges, and clods. And even if it be mowed by

hand, the surface ought to be smooth, so that

the grass may be cut close to the ground.

Where there are knolls and hollows, the most

expeditious way is to level the knolls with a
' team and dirt-scraper, either after or previous

to plowing. When there are ridges formed by

back-furrowing repeatedly in one place, turn

back furrows into the hollows, and finish off

lands with dead furrows where the ridges are.

By measuring the distance from ridges to fur-

rows, even where they are not uniform, the dead

furrows may be made in the desired place. After

the ground has lieen suiUciently harrowed, if

there be loose sods aud lumps of earth, Ihrow

them into the lowest phices, with manui forks,

and make the surface as smooth as practicable.

Then roll, and sow grass seed. This will form

not only a smooth surface to work on when
harvesting the grain, but will be smooth for the

mower, horse-rake, and loaded w.agon or cart,

when cutting and gathering the crops. A few

hours spent in this manner will not only im-

prove the appearance of the surface of a field,

but be a source of much profit wheu harvesting

the grain. Sometimes driving storms occur

just before grain is fit to harvest, which pros-

trates a large proportion of it. Then espeeiall}',

if the surface of the ground be smooth, the

grain can be cut much more advantageously

than if it be covered with bogs, lumps, and sods.

Management of Barn-Yard Manure.

It is very often the case that manure is al-

lowed to accumulate and remain undisturbed in

the yard during the summer, after which it is

hauled to the field and applied for winter grain.

Treated thus, it rots but little, but if forked over,

it would decay very rapidty. In some instances,

corn stalks, straw, and stable manure are min-

gled together, bj' being spread evenly over the

entire yard, and are pressed firmly together by
the constant tread of animals. Mr. Isaac Peck,

an excellent farmer, of Fairfield Co., Conn., re-

cently related to us his manner of preparing

barn-yard manure for winter grain. His yard

is constructed so that no liquids flow from it,

except sometimes during very heavy raius, and

this is conducted upon a field, and not to the

brook or river. His corn stalks are fed out in

the yard, where the large buts become mingled

n-ith refuse straw and stable manure. During
days in summer when laborers cannot work to

advantage on the farm, they commence on one

side of the yard and fork the manure over,

turning it clear to the ground. If there is too

much straw or corn stalks in one place, they

are scattered over a larger surface, so as to mix
different kinds as thoroughly as possible. By
forking it over in this manner, the coarse por-

tions will be fined, and sufliciently decayed by
autumn to make it possible to spread it evenly,

and it will be in a far better condition to benefit

wheat, or any other 'winter grain. Mr. Peck
usually applies most of his barn-yard manure
to his winter grain, and by this system he is

able to raise good crops of wheat where the soil

was formerly considered poorly adapted to that

kind of grain. We do not commend our

friend's way of treating corn stalks—that is,

fhcding them out whole on the ground in the

j'ard; but thousands of very good farmers will

do so, though they lose about half the value of

the fodder. In regard to working over the

manure in the yard, however, his practice is

excellent. If he had muck at hand, and could

put over a good layer of it, or of sods, every

time the manure was worked over, it would

greatly increase the value 'of his manure crop.

.»- M-*^ •-•

JBveVagement of Red Clover for Seed.

When the chief object is to raise a crop of

seed, whether the clover is grazed or mowed oflf,

it ought always be done in the mouth of June,

in our latitude, and previous to the full bloom.

It is not practicable to raise a good burden of

hay and a crop of seed on the same ground in

one season ; nor can one expect a full yield of

seed if the clover be grazed too long. If the

large, or late kind of red clover be allowed to

stand until it is in full bloom before it is cut,

there will be only a small crop of seed. The

most successful way of managing this kind of

red clover is, to pasture it until about the 1.5th

or 20th of June; in New-England, or New-
York, never later than the 20th of the month.
It has been our practice to feed it down close

just before shutting the animals off altogether,

and if there w.as more clover than they could

graze off close to the ground in a few days, the

remainder was mowed, and usually left where
it grew. The object in mowing oS all the

stalks that the stock leave, is to have all the

clover start the second time as evenly as pos-

possible, grow uniformlj^, and all plants come
to maturity at the same time, which is very

essential. The seed on the portions of the

field where the first growth has not been cut

ofi', will come to maturity several weeks before

the greater part of the crop is fit to cut. Con-
sequently, most of it will shell off and be lost

before the remainder can be secured. Many
farmers, in their first attempts to raise the seed

of the large kiud of red clover, obtain only a
small crop, simply because the first growth
was allowed to advance too far.

In growing a crop of seed of the early, or

small kind of red clover, the usual practice is

to make hay of the first growth, though it is

sometimes grazed off. Those who raise the larg-

est crops of seed, cut the first time before it is in

full bloom, They find this essential and aim to

cut when about two-thirds of the heads are in

blossom. The stalks and leaves will be very

green at this stage; but every day it is .allow-

ed to stand after this, tends to diminish the quan-
tity of seed of the succeeding crop. Conse-

quentlj'-, when a farmer thinks best to allow the

first crop of clover to come nearer maturity, for

the purpose of having a greater burden of hay,

he must remember that he will lose more in the

yield of seed than he will gain in the quality

and quantity of hay afforded by the first growth
of the clover. If there be any weeds among
clover, they should all be cut close to the

ground, so that the clover will get the start of

them and effectually suppress their growth.

Planting Broom Corn.

We have received a series of articles on the

cultivation of Broom corn, and making brooms,

from Abram Stokes, an experienced broom-
maker, of Ulster Co., N. Y.; and n'e give his

mode of preparing the soil and planting the

seed. He says :
" Select a dry, rich, deep loam,

nearly free from sand, gravel and stones, and

plow it deep—the deeper the better. A red

clover, or timothy sod is best ; because it will

usually be free from weeds. Pulverize the sur-

face as deep as practicable with a cultivator; or

it may be plowed the second time, by using a

plow with a sharp point, sharp coulter, aud
guage wheel to regulate the depth. In this \\'ay

it can be pulverized more thoroughly than with

a cultivator. Before plowing the second lime,

however, the ground should be allowed to set-

tle after a heavy rain has fallen ; or the sods

may be pressed down with a roller. Plow the

second time the same way as the first, running

the plow as deep as practicable, without turn-

ing up portions of the sod. Harrow it thor-

oughly
;
and mark the ground one way with a

small plow for planting in drills. It is better

to have the rows run north and south, as the

sun will shine on each side more uniformly.

I prefer the tall Broom corn, as it has been

well tested and approved. The dwarf may suc-

ceed as well on some kinds of soil, where it will

not grow too slender, which is a fault of this
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kind of corn. If brush be too slender, the

brooms beud too easily, and wear out too soon.

AVhen brush grows in the form of a panicle of

oats, it is worthless. Such brush, however, is

seldom produced e.\cept on a thin soil of gravel,

or sand, with a clayey subsoil sis or eight inches

beneath the surface.

My manner of planting the seed is, to carry it

in a small pail, and drop about one hundred

kernels per rod [or about two inches apart].

After dropping a few rows, cover it with a har-

row having 30 or 40 teetb, by driving the team

one on each side of the drill. If the harrow be

not drawn the second time over the ground, it

will not displace any of the seed. AVheu plant-

ed in this manner, the seed comes up well,

grows more uniformly, and makes better brush

than if planted in hills, as the stalks are more

evenly distributed over the ground. In about

twelve days, the young plants will be about

three inches high. Now is the time to get the

start of weeds by working among it with a horse

and plow. For this purpose, the rear end of the

mold board should bo broken off just back of

the share to prevent rolling the earth too far

away from the young plants. [Some farmers,

and ourselves among the number here named,

prefer a horse hoe for tliis purpose.

—

Ed.] By
turning the earth from the drills, the weeds will

be subdued. In about ten days, it should be

plowed Again, going twice in a row. Then the

plants should be thinned so that there will be

about seventy per lineal rod. All weeds grow-

ing among the plants should be removed, so as

to allow the sun to shine on tlie Broom corn.

In about ten days more, it should be plowed

again with a large plow having a short, crooked

mold board, going four times between all the

rows. Turn two furrows from the rows, and then

turn them toward the plants, ^vorking' tlie soil

between the stems as much as practicable with

the plow. In ten days longer, plow it again,

going four times between therows, as just stated,

always turning the soil toward the corn the last

time through. I always perform most of the

work with the plow, and do as little with the

hand-hoe as possible."

Cultivation of Buckwheat.

AVhen buckwheat is sowed in the spring, or

first part of summer, the hot weather which

occurs when it is in blossom, prevents perfect

fructification. Consequently there will be nu-

merous clusters of kernels that will be blasted.

For this reason the seed should be sowed, so

that the hottest weather will have passed, by

the time the buckwheat is in full bloom. Cool

weather or at least cool nights are quite as es-

sential to a good crop of buckwheat, as hot days

and niglits are for Indian corn. The point to

be aimed at in every loc.ility is, to defer sowing

as long as possible and allow it sufficient time to

mature before an early frost will destroy the crop.

This period occurs at different times in different

localities. In tlie latitude of Central and West-

ern New York, the pr<5per time for seeding

is about the first of July. We have known
buckwheat sowed as late as the 16th of July,

which produced a bountiful crop ; but in that

latitude there is a great risk on account of

the frost, if it is not sowed by the tenth of

July. Our most successful farmers in this

latitude, calculate to have their buckwheat put

in as soon as the fourth of July ; and in some

seasons, even when sowed at that time, frost

appears so early in the fall as to almost destroy

the entire crop. In some localities it may be

Bowed the latter part of July, and escape frost.

If the soil where it is sowed be well pulverized

so that it will vegetate immediately, and if the

grain is put in by the fourth of July or even by
the tenth, a bountiful crop may be expected.

When the ground is plowed but once for a crop

of buckwheat where the soil is heavy, it is often

so dry and hard, and breaks up in such large

lumps and clods, that many farmers in wailing

for rain to moisten the soil previous to plowing,

are compelled to defer seeding until it is too late.

But if the soil be plowed in the spring, it will

not become dry and hard by llie time it is to be

plowed the second time, but will be moist and
mellow; and the grain will vegetate soon.

Every intelligent farmer who is located on a

heavy soil, that is apt to plow up lumpy, under-

stands the importance of plowing it when it is

just moist enough to turn up mellow. Buck-

wheat can not be expected to vegetate in time,

and flourish lu.Yuriantly, and yield a reuumer-

ating crop when the soil is a mass of dry lumps.

The Preparation of Peat for Fuel.—

>

It IS really wonderful, the manner in which a

want, when it occurs, is supplied. As our for-

ests disappeared before an increasing popula-

tion, and wood for fuel became less readily

obtainable, the immense coal measures were

opened, and a better and cheaper fuel than

wood was supplied. When whales became so

scarce that illuminating oils were very costly,

the wonderful petroleum deposits were found

and made to give up their Hquid treasures.

Recently, from a combination of causes, coal

has borne so high a price as to induce the

search for some cheaper substitute, and atten-

tion has been directed to the heretofore almost

neglected deposits of peat. Almost every State

has its extensive peat bogs, or meadows, as they

are called, containing vast amounts of a material

closely analogous to coal in its composition,

and like that capable of serving as a valuable

fuel. These peat deposits have, thus far, been

almost untouched, save that a comparatively

small proportion of the whole has been used

for agricultural purposes. When simply cut

into squares and dried, peat makes a tolerable

fuel, but when properly manipulated and con-

densed, it furnishes a product not unlike the

best kinds of coal in appearance, and which is

not inferior to it for domestic or manufactuiiug

purposes. We learn from an mteresting pam-
phlet by Mr. T. H. Leavitt, of Boston, that a

company of Boston capitalists are engaged in

developing this new source of fuel, and in sup-

plying machinery to parties wishing to engage

in manufacturing tlie peat in other places. It is

said that the attempts at compacting the peat

by pressure alone, have proved failures. The
process of this company, as described to us by

one of its members, involves the removal of all

the fibres and kneadmg the remainder into a

homogeneous mass, which readily becomes

solid and dense upon drying. The different

operations arc performed by very simple ma-

chinery. The specimens we have seen were

certainly very fine, and it is claimed that the

prepared product can be produced at |4 or $5

per ton. The address of the association is the

American Peat Company, Boston. We have

no further knowledge of the company than

what is here stated, and only call attention

to the matter as one of great general interest.

It has been found preferable to coal for gener-

ating steam in locomotive boilers, and, from its

great freedom I'rom mineral matter, it is prefer-

red by steel and iron manufacturers to all other

fuel. We shall be glad if the attempts now

making to utilize peat sliall result in giving

us cheaper fuel and in unfolding a new source

of wealth to agriculturist and land owners,

How to Make a Close Hedge,

The following communication from Joseph
Coflin, of Jefferson Co., Iowa, gives his method
of securing a tight hedge. The plan is not a
new one, but we do not recollect having pub-
lished it before. " I have read a great many
chapters on hedging, and have seen a great

many hedges, but I have yet to see the first

fence made on the plan recommended by most
writers on tlie subject. An Osage hedge of this

kind shows better on paper than around a field

of grain needing protection. The reason is

this : where tlie hedge is cut off so frequcntlj'

and closely, the sprouts are so weak and small,

that as soon as the growth becomes sufllciently

high to be of any use against large stock, the

under twigs die out and leave holes between the

plants. There is one mode by which the Osage
can be made into a reliable, substantial fence,

which is tills. Set your plants two feet apart,

and let them alone, except to keep tlie grass and
large weeds from the roots, until they are five

or six years old, or until they are two, or two
and-a-half inches in diameter. Then, before

the sap starts in the spring, take a sharp ax and
commencing at one end, cut the plants, (or

bushes they will be now) three-fourths or four-

fifths off, and laj' each bush down on the last

one cut. The cutting must all be done on one

side leaving the bark uninjured on the under

side. Do not be afraid to cut them near enough

off to allow them to bend down easily, as an

inch of bark will keep an ordinary sized bush

alive. The lower end of the body should be

about four inches from the ground. Sprouls

will start up from the roots and from the liody,

and run up through the tops, and make a fence

that no rabbit can pass through. The future

trimming can be done to the fancy, or the whole

let grow up for a wind breaker.

"I think that when the hedge has become

of sulficient size, it would be a good plan to

set a sod of timothy or blue grass around it to

prevent the growth becoming too massive and

cumbersome. A strip of six or eight feet on

each side would be sufficient, and would be

much more neat and profitable than the weeds

which would grow unless a great deal of extra

care were taken to keep them in subjection.

The great scarcity of timber in this prairie

country leads me to urge the adoption of

this plan, as I know by experience and observa-

tion that this is the only one so far introduced

into this section of country that is reliable."

Breeding Horses for Heavy Work.

The influence of Agricultural Societies, with

very few exceptions, and too much that of the

agricultural press, has been thrown in favor of

bleeding a class of light active nags for the

road and light work. And now the country is

overstocked with these smart little Morgans aud

Black-Hawks, and other trotting stock, the pop-

ularity of which has, in our opinion, been a se-

rious detriment to our horse-raising interests.

The object with many breeders has been to se-

cure style and speed, almost regardless of size

and slrength. The heavy work of the farm being

done by oxen, and our farms in many of the

liorse- raising districts being small, the farmers

themselves have not felt the need of heavier

draft animals. However, it would be much
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SIKE FOR HEAVY DRAUGHT HORSES. — Engraved for the American AaricuUurlst.

better for ns as farmers if we used heavier

horses, and there is in our cities an insatiable

market for large and powerful animals as dray

and truck horses, and for Express companies.

Those possessing style and fine action bring

enormous prices as gentlemen's coach horses.

We present above the portrait of a Draught Stal-

lion from one of "Weir's drawings. It exhibits

many of those points which the sire of large-

sized horses for heavy draft should possess. We
do not undervalue blood (that is, the blood of

the Englisli tliorough-bred race-horse,) on the

side of the sire ; but there are many reasons

why thorough-breds can not be generally used

for crossing on large mares, and why the cross

would be undesirable. Horses by blood-sires

are very apt to inherit their temper, often none

of the mildest, and a fractious great horse is a

dangerous and unsafe piece of property. Prob-

ably the best class of sires for heavy stock, that

would be available in this country, would spring

from crossing thorough-bred stallions on large

handsome Norman, or other large-sized mares.

Such horses would be of large size, and in

form and style combine the good points of the

two races, and communicate probably many
of their own excellences to their progeny.

In selecting a mare, bear iu mind that the

qualities she chiefly imparts to the foal are size,

constitution, form of body, and symmetry;

while spirit and bottom, intelligence and action

come more from the sire. The aim should be

to obtain a mare of large size, having a large,

roomy body, rather short legs, broad and deep

in the chest, heavy behind, broad across the

hips, wide in the pelvis, and carrying her hind

feet well apart. The back should be short, the

limbs clean and strong, the hoofs pointing

forward, round, and solid, rather than long or

flat. She should have a small head, large nos-

trils, and a full quiet eye, a neck sufliciently long

to allow her to graze on level ground without

spreading her forefeet, and more than all, pos-

sess high spirits, and a tractable disposition.

In selecting mares, every one should be scrupu-

lously rejected that has blemishes, or bad points,

and especially constitutional defects, for such

things are almost sure to be transmitted to the

offspring. These things are to be avoided with

as much care in the selection of a stallion as a

mare. A celebrated stallion in Central New
York, which had several spavins, got excellent

colts; but before they were four years old,

most of them were badly spavined ; and some
of them had spavins on both hind legs.

The important points we should seek in a

stallion for the purpose we are considering, arc:

size, good form, muscle, bottom, vigorous health,

quickness, and spirit. We can not expect to

raise large horses from undersized stallions.

Every other good point may be developed in the

most desirable manner ; but if size be wanting,

he should not be used for raising horses for

heavy work. The body of the stallion should

be of as good proportions as the mare's; his

back should be short ; and his body round as a

barrel, well ribbed back, and filled out in the

flank, and not like the body of a greyhound.

His head should be small and bony ; his neck

strong and of good length; his breast very

broad from one shoulder point to the other; the

withers high ; the legs short, but very strong,

having the hocks and knees low, and the

legs below hard and smooth; the leg bones

large and flat. Such a horse will not be liable

to Strain himself at a heavy draught ; he will

be an easy traveler, and his hind legs will not

swing and twist out and in as he moves. The
stallion should be solid and compact; kindly

tempered, and plucky; and if possible, choice

should be made of one which is known to im-

part with great uniformity his good points to

his colts. It is neither necessary nor desirable

to use a stallion as large as the mare.
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The White Maple.—-^cer daaycarpum.

This tree is attracting much attention at the

West as one of those possessing qualities which
adapt it to planting on the prairies. It is some-
times confounded with the Red Maple, from
which it is very distinct. The White or Silver

Maple is found nearly all over the country, but
attains its perfection iu the Middle States, where
it forms a stately tree. Its branches spread

widely and form a broad head, but not a very
dense shade. The young twigs are yellowish

green, marked with brownish dots, but the old-

er wood is gray. The leaves, of the shape shown
in our figure, but considerably larger, are downy
when young, but become smooth when old.

The upper surface of the leaves is dark green,

while the lower side is silvery white, the two
surfaces affording a remarkable contrast of col-

or, and a character which serves to distinguish

the species from the Red Maple, the leaves of

which sometimes resemble those of the White.
The flowers, which are small, greenish yellow,
and woolly, appear early in spring, before the

leaves, and are soon followed by the conspicuous
two winged fruit, which though hairy when
young, becomes quite smooth when ripe. The
shape of the fruit, which is nearly two inches

in length, is shown in the engraving. It consists

of two one-seeded capsules or " keys," joined at

the base, and furnished with a broad wing
which is beautifully veined. The wood is nei-

ther very strong nor durable, but it makes tol-

erable fuel and excellent charcoal. The spread-

ing habit of the tree and its often pendulous

branches, give it an aspect quite different from

that of any other maple, and it is fine for orna-

mental purposes. Although its shade is not

dense, tliis is more than compensated for

by its greater freedom from insects than any
other of our native species. It is not very par-

ticular as to soils, though it reaches its great-

est development in rather moist and rich ones.

The ease with which this maple is raised and

the rapidity of its

growth, especially

adapt it to form

timber belts on

the prairies. The
booksrecommend
gathering the seed

in the foil, which

is about as pos-

sible as to make
snow balls in Au-

gust. The seed

ripens very early

and should be

sown as soon as

ripe. The time of

maturity of the

seed varies with

locality and sea-

son, but it is usu-

ally toward the

end of May or the

first of June. In-

sects, birds and

squirrels are very

destructive to the

seeds, and it is

well to gather

them before they

fall. They are

then to be plant-

ed at once in

• moist, well pre-

pared soil. They
are sown in drills

an inch deep and the young plants kept clear

of weeds, and carefully cultivated for two years.

»-•— «» •-•

Coal Ashes for Walks and Roads.

gave out. One half of the remainder was cov-

ered with brick dust, etc., the other with coal

ashes. The whole was then coated over with

gravel. The part on which coal ashes were

placed, hardened first, and has, with much less

labor, always been by far the finest piece. That

covered with brick dust has been fullest of grass

and weeds and has been the most troublesome,

while that laid with coal ashes has been the

cleanest, hardest, dryest, and in every way much
the best. If I ever lay any more gravel roads_

or walks I shall certainly put a coat of ashes

between the stone bottom and the gravel. Last

spring I laid as an experiment a small walk,

solely with coal ashes and with no stone in the

bottom. I put in about 4 inches and the walk

was good. It has been tried but one season."

•Ni^

In February last attention was called, in a

brief item, to the use of coal ashes as a service-

able material for making walks in places where

gravel was not readily obtainable. A corre-

spondent, " C. S.," at Montreal, Canada, has

since written an accoimt of his experience, as

follows : " In . ,

the spring of „ ^.aMi^^-
1863, I laid out

a new vege-

table garden,

and having fil-

led the walks

4 inches deep

with chips from

a stone-yard, I

put on a 2-inch

coating of coal

ashes. Atler

these had been

carefully raked

over, we let

them be, and

found that al-

though they

were not rolled, »

they very quickly packed solid,

were equal in every respect to

with grave!, and they were more free from

weeds and grass. They cost only the cartage,

as people in the city are glad to be rid of the

ashes. The cost was 12 1 cents a load against

75 cents for gravel. Four years ago I laid out

a carriage road of gravel, having 10 inches of

stone underneath. We intended to cover this

over with sand to keep the gravel from going

down through, but when about one third of the

drive had been thus coated, the supply of sand

Rustic Bridges.

It often happens that a brook which traverses

the farm or runs through the grounds has to be

crossed by a path, and it affords the proprietor

an opportunity to introduce an ornamental

structure in the shape of a rustic bridge, which,

if the location is well chosen, will add much to

the attractions of the place. To facilitate the

crossing of small streams, we find on slovenly

places a plank, or even a rail, made to serve as

a bridge, but where the proprietor is more re-

gardful of neatness and comfort there is usually

a bridge of carpenter work. A bridge of rustic

work is in much better taste than one carefully

planed and painted, and can be made plain or

quite elaborate according to the fancy of the

builder. The best material for this, as for other

rustic work, is Red Cedar, as the wood is not

only of pleasing color and durable, but with a

proper care in selecting, pieces may be found

having a natural curve which adapts them to

the use. In a bridge the work should be strong,

and those parts in contact with moisture may
be preserved by a coating of coal tar. The de-

sign may be graceful or express solidity, accord-

ing to the size and situation of the structure.

As an example showing strength and solidity,

\ ^ "' \

a.

RUSTIC BRIDGE IN THB CENTRAI. PARK.

The walks

those made
we give an engraving, from a sketch by one

of our artists, of one of the small bridges

at the Central Park. Tliis bridge is in that

part of the Park called the Ramble, and be-

ing subjected to constant use, is built in the

most substantial manner. It was designed by

Mr. Vaux, one of the architects of the Park,

The Park contains many fine specimens of

rustic work, in the way of seats, shades, sum-

mer-houses, etc., which afford examples worthy

of study by those who would undertake the

construction of anything similar. No stranger
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should visit New-York without seeing the

natural and architectural beauties of the Park.

Pruning and Shaping Evergreens.

Once it was thought that evergreens must not

be pruned at all ; they would become diseased,

or bleed to death. But at length it was noticed

that when accident jiruned them, they general-

ly endured the operation, and were often im-

proved by it. And so, iu one way and another,

we liave learned that conifers may be cut and

shaped as well as any other trees.

Iu transplanting an evergreen, if the roots

have been mutilated in taking them up, we do

not hesitate to prune the branches, just like

those of deciduous trees. If large branches

need taking off, apply shellac varnish to tlie

wounds. Sometimes a conifer loses a side

branch. It is harder to fill up such a gap than

it would be in a deciduous tree. But by draw-

ing the adjacent limbs around and tying them

together over the gap, they will soon conceal it.

Sometimes a tree, like the Norway Spruce and

Silver Fir, loses its leader. If let alone, per-

haps two or three new leaders will start out,

but by cutting back all save one, this will soon

shoot np straight, and iu a few years the whole

tree will be denser and more symmetrical than

before the injury. Indeed, some of our most

skillful nurserymen now practice taking out the

leaders of their Norways several times during

their growth, in order to make them busliy aud

richly feathered to the ground. If any ever-

green inclines to grow spindling aud meagre, it

should be cut back again and again until it

comes to its senses, and grows as it ought.

It is surprising to how small a space an ever-

green can be confined by pruning. AVe have

seen the lordly pine, which naturally aspires to

tlie hight of a hundred feet, kept down for half

a life time below six feet. The training was be-

gun when it was only a foot high, aud by two

annual pruuings it was wrought into a globe of

wavy foliage, shaped like a small hay-cock, aud

looked bright and silvery, and as contented as a

Lilac bush near by. Tlie Norway, the native

Black Spruce, and the Balsam Fir may be

trained in the same way, or cut into pyramids,

or other shapes. Much more tractable still are

the various Arbor Vitses, and the Hemlock. The

Junipers require less pruning than any other

evergreen, but even they are improved by a lit-

tle shearing when growing in clay soils.

Evergreen hedges should be pruned like other

hedges when growing. But when they have

attained their destined hight, the main pruning

should be given in early summer, just after the

first growth has been made. This treatment

allows a slight after-growth in the summer, and

the plants arc kept in good condition. When a

hedge loses much of its inner foliage, it is well,

for a few years, to cut directly into the plauts,

takiug out every alteruate branch, making in-

deed the surface more ragged for a while, but

giving the hedge finally new vigor and beauty.

Zinc Tree Labels.—We have already pub-

lislied one formula for ink for writing upon zinc

labels, and now give the method communicated

by "Horticola" to the Gardener's Monthly.

It is very simple, and worthy of trial. Sheet

zinc is cut into strips of convenieut size, aud

the pieces scoured with fine sand and water, or

a mixture of one part of muriatic acid aud three

of water. When made bj'iglit, the pieces are

put into rain water, and left there until wanted.

The writing" is done witli a solution of one part

of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) in ten parts

of water, the liquid being applied with a quill

pen. When the wi'iting is dr}', the label may
be fastened to the tree. For this purpose, the

writer prefers strings of leather to any others.

After a few da3's, the writing will be found to

be covered by a white powder, which is to be

removed by the moistened finger, and the

letters will appear indelibly fixed.

Shading and Mulching.

In our climate, the gardener has not only to

contend with the severity of winter, but with

the intense heat of summer, and is obliged to

protect his plants against the injurious effects of

both extremes. Recently set plauts often re-

quire shading, as do some established ones, and

many seedlings. Not only does the foliage

suffer from the effects of the heat, but the roots

are also deprived of their proper moisture by

the drying out of the surface soil to an extent

that renders it necessary to protect them by

some sort of covering placed upon the earth

over the roots—an operation which is called

mulching. These things are so obvious, and

the methods of shading and mulching so simple,

that, those who have had only little experience

in cultivating do not need to be told of their

necessity, uor how to do them. It is not for

such that this article is written, but for the

hundreds who will try their hand at gardening

for the first time in their lives. Indeed, we have

seen in the gardens of those who make some

pretentions to skill, plants languishing after re-

moval, which a newspaper shade would have

made happy, and trees and shrubs struggling to

survive the month of August, which a few fork-

fuls of otherwise useless rubbish would have

wonderfully helped. Some plants stand re-

moval without injury, while others have to be

handled with great care, and to be nursed for

some time after the operation to enable them to

survive it. One of the commonest ways of

shading small plants in the garden, is to turn

empty flower-pots over them. A large leaf, or

a handful of recently cut grass, are fiequently

used, but these soon wilt and fall down upon
the plant, and are not as efficient nor much
more readily obtainable than paper. Old news-

papers, torn into pieces of convenient size,

arched over the plant, and the edges held in

place by covering tliem with earth, make verj^

efficient shades. Shingles are very handy for

the purpose, and plants in rows may be shelter-

ed by means of boards. If the plant is quite

large, it may be protected b}' a sort of extem-

pore umbrella of paper. Take a stick of con-

venieut length, aud a sufficiently large piece of

newspaper
;
place the center of the paper over

one end of the stick, aud tie it down, an inch or

two over the end of the stick, the paper cap-

ping the end of the stick in the same manner
that a ijaper or leather cap is put over the cork

of a bottle by an apothecary. This secures the

paper to the stick, and leaves a broad, free

margin, which may be spread out all around

like an umbrella, or sun-shade, and the folds, or

gatliers, made by tying in this way, will give it

stiffness to retain its position. The operation is

a very simple one, though not so easy to describe

without an illustration. The sun-shade thus

prepared, is fixed where it is needed, by thrust-

ing the lower end of the handle into the ground.

Potted plants from the house, or green-house,

especially the broad-leaved evergreens, like

Camellias, must be placed where they will be

shaded during the heat of tlie day. If no pro-

per place is available, a lath work must be built

to cover them. This is made of strips of slats,

one or two inches wide, with spaces between
them as wide as the slats. Plants placed under
this are not exposed to the full heat of the

sun, yet have plenty of light and air. Similar

screens are useful to protect plants which grow
naturally in shady woods, or other cool lo-

calities, and to cover seed beds of evergreen

and other trees. Many of the trees which are

hardiest when old, cannot be raised from the

seed unless the young plants are sheltered, and

much of the failure in raising tree seedlings

comes from a neglect of this. Twigs of ever-

greens, or even of deciduous trees, with the

leaves on, if stuck quite thickly over the seed

bed, will give tlie young trees the needed shad-

ing. The other method of protection, mulch-
ing, is still more simple. It consists merely in

covering the soil over the roots, and may be
done with litter of any kind. Damaged hay,

straw, bog or salt hay, chips, sawdust, tan,

freshly cut grass, or any similar thing, will

answer. In mulching strawberry plants, straw

is generally employed, but corn stalks, laid

lengthwise of the rows, will serve a very good
purpose. Those who have never tried it have

no idea of the great benefit of some such simple

protection not only to newly set trees and
other plants, but to those which suffer from

drouth. One of the best pear-growers near this

city, attributes much of his success to the thor-

ough mulching of his trees. The mulch will

do liut little good if put in a little heap around

the trunk of the tree—as people often do, and
then say that the mulching is of no use. It

should be spread with a liberal hand over, and

even beyond, the space occupied by the roots.

»-• » m

Notes on Cabbage Culture.

The transplanting of cabbages for the main
crop will begin towards the latter part ofthe pres-

ent mouth, and continue into the next. For suc-

cessful culture, it is best to select ground which
has not befoi'e been used for this crop, or which

has not had cabbages grown upon it for three

or four years. Liberal manuring and deep

plowing are required. In an article in April, it

was stated that hog manure answered well

for this crop. This is against the generally ac-

cepted practice, and was given as a bit of our

own experience. We should have added that

the manure was mucli diluted, by allowing the

hogs to compost it with an aliundance of muck,

which was thrown into their pens for the pur-

pose. We have never made use of concentrated

hog manure, and there may be a reason for

attributing the "club foot" to its use in this

form. We have before us two communications

upon cabbage culture, the writers of which re-

late precisely opposite results from the use of

hog manure. Mr. J. W. Wilson, of Kankakee
Co., 111., informs us of complete success iu rais-

ing fine cabbages, in a yard which had been

used as a hog j'ard for several years ; while a

lady, in Belleville, N. J., writes that she has

tried hog manure for two years, aud has not

been able to raise a single head, while the same
lot of plauts, on the same soil, dressed with

stable manure, gave a good crop.—The distances

at which the plants are to be set will depend
upon the variety of cabbage. For the ordinary

sorts, rows two feet apart, with the plauts at

18 or 20 inches, in the row, will answer, while

for the veiy large kinds, such as Stone-mason,

aud Marblchead Drumhead, from 2! to 4 feet

is recommended. If a large number of plants
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are to be set, the labor may be divided with ad-

vantage ; let one baud make tbe holes, another

take up and drop the plants, and one or two

others cover them. Before taking up the plants,

give the seed bed a good watering, then mix up

some soil with water, to the consistence of a

batter, and draw the roots through it in a man-

ner to completely coat them. If the plants arc

put in convenient sized bunches, and the roots

thns covered are pressed close together, they

will remain fresh for a long time. It is the

custom of some to set out their plants just be-

fore or during a shower, and of others to pro-

vide some kind of shade for the newly-set plants,

but we have set out the plants whenever it was

found most convenient, without regard to sun

or shower. By preparing the roots as above

mentioned, filling the holes with water, and

allowing it to soak away, and then filling in

around the plant with moist soil, taken from

just below the surface, there is no need of losing

a plant. lu removing the plants from the seed

bed, all the unhealthy looking ones should be

rejected, as well as those, which will sometimes

be found, in which the bud or growing point,

has been destroyed by insects ; such will never

head. The cut-worm is the great enemy to

the cultivator, and to guard against it requires

some trouble. A piece of paper wrapped

around the stem, so as to reach just below the

surface of the earth, is an effectual safe-guard.

One of our correspondents uses a maple leaf

for the same purpose, and finds it perfectly suc-

cessful. The crop can hardly be hoed too often,

ana in the garden rapid developement may be

much aided by the use of liquid manure. The
same treatment is to be followed in setting out

Cauliflower, Broccoli, etc.

Sow for a Succession.

In the monthly calendar it is often recom-

mended to sow certain things for a succession.

Some observation has shown us that the major-

ity of farmers make but one job of planting

the garden, and content themselves witli the

products as they come along in the course of

the season. A little care and forethought

would prolong the season at both ends. At
this time it is too late to think about forwarding

plants, but it is^well to consider if more enjoy-

ment may not be had out of the garden, by
continuing the sowing of seeds much later than

most people are accustomed to do. An enu-

meration of some of the things which may be

sown late will also be advantageous to those

who, for some reason, were prevented from
" making garden," at the usual time, as well as

to those whose crops have failed from the use

of poor seed, or other cause. Bush beans may
be sown at any time during the summer, or

even into August, and give a supply of late

string beans, and a plenty for salting. The
Refugee is considered one of the best for late

planting. Lima beans, sown this month, will

give fair returns, unless there are early frosts.

For beets, June is the best month to sow for

the winter crop, but the early, or turnip varie-

ties, may be put in as late as the middle of

July. The main crop of all the cabbage tribe

is to be set out this month, and if one has

neglected to sow seed to provide the plants, he

can readily purchase them. The early varieties

of cabbage may be sown as late as the middle

of June, and form heads; Brussels S]ironts,

Early Cauliflower, and Broccoli, may also be

sown, with a fair prospect of a crop, and Kale

and Kohl Rabi will do as late as July. Carrots

may be sown in the garden until the latter part

of July. Sweet Com may be had until frost

comes, by planting at intervals of two weeks
until July. Cucumbers may be planted until

August; the pickle crop is put in the last of this

month. Other materials for pickles, such as

Nasturtiums, Martynias, and Melons for man-
goes, may be sown at once. Okra is a sub-

tropical plant, and does quite well if the seed

is put in in June. By making a succession of

sowings, peas may be had all summer. If the

weather is dry, soak the peas before planting,

and water the rows. Salsify is best when sown
quite early, but even now it will give a good
crop. Spinach and Swiss Chard may be sown,

wjiich will give greens all summer, and
"Herbs" of all kinds maybe put in. Salads

may be had all the season, by sowing Endive
now. Lettuce after the summer heat is over,

and Corn Salad from July until September.

About Tastes—A Frequent Mistake,

Several years ago, a party of travelers in the

Rocky Mountains, foot-sore, weary, and hungry,

came upon a wild grape vine, loaded with clus-

ters. They stopped and feasted, and all de-

clared the grapes to be the best they had evei'

tasted. Late in the fall, on their return east-

ward, they brought home several packages of

cuttings for the propagation of this new and

superior grape. But when it came into bearing,

all were disappointed ; the fruit was tough, lack-

ing in flavor, and every way inferior to the ordi-

nary grapes of Eastern gardens. Whence came
their disappointment ? Simply from the fact

that they ate the Western grapes when they

were tired and. hungry, and had not seen any

fruit for many days, and had nothing better at

hand as a standard of comparison.

Not long since, we heard of a Fifth Avenue
merchant, who, after spending his boyhood and

youth in New Euglaud, came to New-York and

acquired great wealth. But before the prime of

life, his appetite and health began to fail, and

he thought his food would taste better and that

he should regain his health, if only his food

could be cooked as it was in the old country

farm-house. So possessed with this idea was
he, that he threw out of his kitchen his patent

coal-cooking stoves and improved ranges, and

tore down one or two partitions in order to build

in his mansion an old-fashioned brick oven, to

be heated with fine maple wood. This was
done as commanded, but alas ! did not bring

back his youthful relish. Late hours, irregulari-

ty in meals, close confinement and a burden of

care, had begotten dyspepsia, and " things didn't

taste now as they used to, when he was a boy !"

Probably if he spent his whole life on the

farm, this j'outhful relish would have been par-

tially lost ; but simplicity in diet, exercise in the

ojien air, and regular hours for eating and sleep-

ing, will do much toward preserving it.

Propagation by Layers.

Many plants which do not readily start from

cuttings are propagated with ease by layering

The cutting has to throw out roots from the

limited stock of nourishment contained within

itself, -while the layer, retaining more or less

perfect connection with the parent root, is sup-

plied with nutriment from that som'ce. The
readiness with which ditTcrcnt plants strike

root varies greatly, some will throw out roots if

a branch merely comes in contact with the soil,

as is the case with the Verbena, while others

require considerable care to induce them to

form roots. The grape vine, currant, and many
others, will root if simply buried in well pre-

pared soil, but the Rose, AVeigela, Carnation,

and many other shrubs and herbaceous plants

need to have the buried portion wounded before

it will strike root. Layers from last summer's
growth are made early in spring, and that of

the present season as soon as it becomes parti}'

ripened and firm. The soil to receive the layer

should be well prepared, and an opening made
to receive the branch, which should be buried

three or four inches deep, and pegged there by
means of wooden pins. The extreme end of

the shoot should be turned up out of the ground,

and kept in that position by tying it to a stake,

and the leaves can be removed fi-om the buried

portion. With those things which do not strike

root readily, it is necessary to cut a notch just

below a bud, upon the buried portion, or a

tongue, by placing the knife just below a bud
and cutting a slit upwards, an inch or two in

length, and about half through the stem ; a

sliver of wood, or small i^ebble, is placed in the

slit, to keep the wound from uniting. After

the stem is cut, it must be handled with care,

else there is danger of breaking it off in placing

it in the ground. It is usuallj' recommended to

make the slit on the lower side of the stem, but

it answers just as well to make it on the upper

side, and there is less risk of breaking. In the

present month, Carnations are to be la3'cred,

and choice Pansies may also be propagated in

this way. In layering tlie Carnation, select the

strongest shoots which proceed from the base

of the plant, remove a few of the lower leaves,

and shorten the top ones by cutting them ott

eyenly with a knife. Then slit the stem at a

joint, as above directed, and lay down the slit

portion of the stem in a cavity, one or two
inches deep, peg it in place, and cover with fine

earth, keeping the head of the layer upright.

Convenient hooked pegs may be cut from the

stems of Asparagus, or the common Brake.

The Currant Worm—Save the Bushes.

For several years past the currant bushes have

been nearly destroyed by numerous small worms
which divest them of their foliage. As the eggs

from which these worms spring are deposited

on the underside of the leaves, the first indica-

tion of their ravages will be observed by n)any

small holes eaten through, and the minute worms
may be seen making the holes larger.

The writer has been accustomed to sprinkle

powdered white hellebore on the bushes, which

is an infallible remedy, as it destroys the worms
in a few minutes, and will not injure the cur-

rant bushes in the least. White hellebore can

be obtained at most drug stores, in a powdered

state, at a few cents per ounce. To sprinkle it

on bushes, put about two tablespoonfiils into a

pepper or flour box, and sprinkle it lightly all

over the outside leaves. Then turn up the bush-

es and scatter a small quantity in the middle of

them. Let it be spread as thinly as prac-

ticable, as a quantity so small that it can not be

perceived with the naked eye, will check the

ravages. In the spring of 1864 our gooseberry

bushes were stripped of every leaf, and all the

branches were literally covered with full-sized

worms. We sprinkled them lightly with white

hellebore ; and in less than two liouis every

worm fell to the ground dead. Great care must

be exercised in handling the hellebore, as a small

quantity will produce violent sneezing.
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A Brilliant Annual.—Canwlmiliia minor.

Every one admires the climbing sorts of Con-
volvulus, of which the old-fashioned Morning
Glory is the type, but their beauty lasts for only
a few hours in the morning, and they need a
support to run upon. The Convolvulus minor
does not climb, but spreads upon the ground
and forms a mass of brilliant bloom, and unless

the sun is very scorching, the flowers remain
open during the greater part of the day. The
engraving gives the shape and average size of

the flower, though in this last respect there is

considerable variation. The colors vary from
blue to violet purple which, contrasting with the

white centre, gives a most lively eflect. Noth-
ing can be more showy than a bed filled with
this plant, and even single specimens add much
to the brilliant aspect of the flower garden.

The seeds should have been sown in May, but it

may be done early in June and secure a late

bloom. Sow the seeds where the plants are to

grow and let them stand about two feet apart

as their trailing branches spread in every direc-

tion. The seeds are sold at five and ten cents a
paper according to the rarity, there being sev-

eral varieties difi'ering in color and marking.
—-«— «» —.-»

Plants with Ornamental Foliage.

Under the rather absurd name of "foliage

plants" a great number of plants are cultivated

for the show made by their leaves, rather than
for their flowers. These are not of necessity

plants with variegated leaves, but a number
which have foliage of striking eflect or unusual
luxuriance are used. Many new species have
been introduced, and there are a number of old
ones which should not be neglected. One of
the commonest " foliage plants," as well as one
of the most striking, is the Castor Oil plant.

When well grown it is

stately, has a tropical as-

pect and an expression

of health and vigor

which is pleasing to

see. There are about a

dozen varieties sold by

seedsmen, which are dis-

tinguished by difference

in the color of stem

and fruit, and the shape

of the leaves. A single

plant of any of these

produces a fine effect.

The old Curled Mal-

low, Malvacrispa, is a fa-

vorite of ours and were

it not so common and

so easily raised from

seed it would be much
sought after. The Can-

nas we have before no-

ticed—they grow readily

from seed and the roots

may be kept from year

to year. Nor would we
forget the ornamental

varieties ofKale, noticed

and figured in December

last, the leaves ofwhich

present not only beauty

of form but a pleas-

ing variety of color.

We notice in the recent

French Catalogues a

number of these fiue

leaved plants which have not yet been introduc-

ed here to any extent. Among these are Aralin

papyrifera, Bambusa aurea, Montagnea lieraclei-

folia, and Weigandia Gaucasana. Of the last

named we saw a specimen last season at Ell-

wanger & Barry's in Rochester, and were much
pleased with it. Some of the grasses, such as

the Pampas Grass {(}ynerium, argenteuni), Arun-

do Donax, and even our common Reed-grass

(Phraymites communis), are very ornamental.

All these plants admit of a tasteful arrangement,

and a group of them is always showy and

pleasing, and produces a fine effect in mid-sum-

mer—a time at which we have but few flowers.

I I »

Benzine to Destroy Insect Parasites.

The European journals mention the succesful

use of benzine to destroy the parasites which
infest dogs, and we have no doubt that it will

be found equally efficacious in removing those

which trouble other animals. It has also been

employed to kill the minute insect which causes

the disease in the human body called scabies—
commonly known as itch. When used upon
dogs, it has been found to answer better when
very much diluted than when pure. The pre-

paration recommended is, benzine 5 parts, soap

10 parts, and water 85 parts, which is about

equivalent to benzine 1 oz., soap 2 oz., and water

1 pint. It is proper to state that we have not

tried this preparation. It is given on very good
authority, and we cannot see that any harm can

result from its use upon animals, especially as

the pure benzine is used with safety in treating

human patients afflicted by parasites. We pro-

pose to try the dilute preparation upon plants,

when insects make their appearance, and hope
others will make experiments with it, and
report the results. It will be well to proceed

cautiously with it at first, and try it upon some

plant of no great value. It should be borne in
mind that benzine is very volatile, and that the
vapors of it are very mflammable, and care
should be taken to guard against accidents. A
very small quantity, even the vapor, will kill

insects. We had, a short time ago, neglected
woolens which were badly infested with moths,
and as the material was past saving, we wished
to destroy the crop of moths and prevent their

spreading. The articles were put into a trunk,

and about an ounce of benzine was sprinkled

over them, and the trunk closed tightly. Upon
examination the next day, not a living moth
could be found, so thorough was the work.

»-•— « —,-^

The Sand-box Tree.—Sura crepitans.

A few days ago we received from Dr. White,
Surgeon to the Panama R. R. Co., at Panama,
a parcel containing a number of seed vessels or
fruits of the Sand-box Tree. One of these is

figured below of nearly the natural size, with
the stem removed to better show the open-
work around the place where it is inserted. The
tree which bears this fruit is a native of tropi-

cal America. The texture of the wood is so
weak that it is said that very large limbs will

break from a sudden gust of wind. The juice
of the tree possesses poisonous properties and
will blister the skin. The tree is chiefly inter-

esting for its remarkable fruit, which when its

leathery covering is removed, presents the ap-
pearance shown in the figure, and looks more ,

like an ornament carved out of some olive co-
lored wood than it does like a natural produc-
tion. The white lines which radiate so reg-
ularly from the hole left by the stem, form
a pleasing contrast with the darker color of the
rest; they have between them open spaces,
which communicate with the interior. The
whole thing is so pleasing in color, and sym-
metrical in form that it makes a very pretty or-
nament to put upon the mantle piece. We say
put upon the mantle piece, but not to keep
there, for when it gets thoroughly dry the whole

I

thing goes off with a bang, and scatters its frag-

ments all over the room. This fruit consists of
numerous one-seeded woody pods, joined togeth-

er around a stem; the backs of these pods form
the ridges, while the line upon the ridges shows
where the two halves of the pods join. When
the explosion takes place, these pods not only
separate from one another, but their halves
split apart, making twice as many pieces as

there are ridges, and the scattering of these and
the large seeds, together with the noise of the

explosion is quite startling. The name. Sand-
box, was probably given the fruit from some re-

semblance to the vessels formerly used for hold-

ing sand to sprinkle over writing; the people

in Central America call them " Monkeys' Dinner
Bells." This is one of the many expedients

nature uses for scattering the seeds of plants.
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The Dandelion and its Uses.

Most persons look upon the Dandelion as a

weed to be exterminated rather than as a plant

to be cultivated. Though not a native of this

country, it has kept pace Tvith civilization, and

is to be found almost everywhere. Every mead-

ow and grass plot is studded with its bright

yellow blossoms in spring, and those who look

upon it as a troublesome weed will have to

content themselves with trying to crowd it out

by better plants, for unless they can bribe the

winds to not blow about the seeds, they have a

hopeless task in attempting to exterminate it.

The Dandelion is so common a plant that we
are accustomed to overlook its beauty, yet our

engraving shows that its" leaves are not inele-

gant, while its flowers are quite as pretty as

many we cultivate for ornament. Nor is the

globular head of ripened fruits the least inter-

esting part of the plant. Each little one-seeded

fruit has a delicate little long handled parasol

made up of hairs attached to it ; a contrivance

well adapted to aid in its distribution by the

winds. The leaves vary greatly according to

the situation in which the plant grows, but they

are all marked with strong tooth-like notches

which suggested one of the French names of

the plant, Dent de Hon (lion's tooth), from which

is derived our word Dandelion. The leaves of

the Dandelion are much used as greens, and

when blanched they form a salad not unlike

endive. The root is employed medicinally, and

is one of the many articles used as substitutes

for, or to mix with coffee, The plant is botani-

cally related to both chicory and endive, and is

used in a similar way. Those who value it for

greens will find it much better to cultivate the

plants than to depend upon those which grow
spontaneously, as they are superior, and are

always at hand. When the root is required,

it should always betaken up in the fall, as then

it contains most of the milky juice upon which
its properties depend. The seed is sown in

May or June, in well prepared ground, in drills

12 or 15 inches apart. Thin to 3 or 4 inches and

keep the plants well cultivated through the sea-

son, and they will be fit for use in the following

spring. According to Burr, if the Dandelion is

cultivated for its root, the sowing is made in

October, the plants thinned the following June,

and kept free from weeds during summer, and

the roots harvested the next October by plow-

ing them out. The roots are prepared for

market by washing, slicing and drying them.

Liebig's Food for Children.

It is stated that the distinguished chemist, Liebig,

finding that one of his grandchildren must be raised

upon other food than his mother's milk, and know-
ing that cow's milk was not a sufficient substitute,

devised a compound which, under the name of
" Liebig's Soup," is now considerably employed in

Germany. It is prepared as follows :
" Half an

ounce of wheaten flour and an equal quantity of

malt flour, seven grains and a quarter of bicarbon-

ate of potash, and one ounce of water, are to be well

mixed
; five ounces of cow's milk are then to be

added, aud the whole put ou a gentle fire ; when
the mixture begins to thicken it is removed from
the fire, stirred during five minutes, heated and
stirred again till it becomes quite fluid, and finally

made to boil. After the separation of the bran by
a sieve, it is ready for use. By boiliug it for a few
minutes it loses all taste of the flour." The malt
flour can be prepared by pounding or grinding malt
obtained from the brewers. The bicarbonate of

potash is added to give the necessary alkaline qual-

ity ; it may be had at the druggists, and should be
the fti'carbonate in transparent crystals, and not the
ordinary carbonate in dull white grains.

Cheese Making from a Few Cows.

It is probable that the great majority of the
readers of the Agriculturist keep less than half a

dozen good milch cows,—enough for good cheese-

making. "A Farmer's Wife," of Guernsey Co.,

Ohio, sends us the following account of her simple
method, which we commend to our readers ;

—

"Cheese making is more profitable than butter mak-
ing in the hot summer months, for those who have
not a good place to set milk or cream. We seldom
keep more than four cows ; and from that number
we make a cheese daily, weighing from 8 to 10

pounds. The morning's milk is strained iuto a

kettle with the night's milk, and warmed. Then,
after having the rennet soaked a day or week pre-

vious, pour in as much as will curdle it in 15 or 20
minutes, but not sooner, as too much makes the

cheese dry, aud apt to crack. A. little erperience
here, however, is all that is necessary, as it would
be impossible to tell the exact amount of renuet

to the quantity of milk, owing to the great difler-

enee in the quality of rennet. Stir it together, and,

when curdled, let it stand five or ten minutes. Then
cut the curd in slices with a knife, about one inch

thick, and cut crosswise in the same manner.
Place the kettle again on the fire

;
put the hand iu

down to the bottom, stirring it gently, so as that

the whole shall be heated evenly, considerably

more than milk warm. This will separate the
whey from the curd. Remove the kettle from the

fire, and let it stand a minute. Dip, or ponroff the

whey on the top, aud pour the curd into a large

butter-bowl. Salt to suit the taste. Then cut fine

with a knife, and put it in a crock, and set it in a

cool place. If you have not such a place, put in

salt enough for the next curd, which will preserve

it until the next morning. Then make another

curd in the same way, and mix well together, and
put to press. I prefer this method, for two reasons.

First, while making cheese, the family can be pro-

vided with milk and butter. Secondly, the cheese

needs some attention after putting to press, which
can better be attended to in the morning. I use
the lever press in preference to the screw, because

the weight is constantly pressing, whereas the

screw presses strongest at first. The weight
should be light at first and gradually increased

;

and, if desirable, the cheese may be taken out the

same evening and turned, after washing the cloth

(which should be of linen), and put back to press

until morning, when it may be taken out and rub-

bed well with butter, and placed on an airy shelf

and turned and rubbed daily. I prefer letting it

remain until morning before turning, as the cloth

will then come off readily, leaving the cheese per-

fectly smooth. It should then be put back to re-

main until next morning. Cheese made after the
above directions, and pressed in this way, will

seldom crack, or be injured by the cheese-fly ; but
if any should crack, rub them well with flour.

" Cheese, but little inferior to the best quaUty,

may be made from the milk of two or three cows,

by straining the night's milk altogether iuto a

vessel suflSciently large to hold it, as but hltle

cream will rise when a large quantity of milk is

contained in a deep vessel. Whatever does rise

should be removed, as it will run off in the whey.

Add the morning's milk, and proceed as above.

A very simple, but rude press may be constructed

by any farmer's wife in five minutes, which will
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subserve a good purpose. Place the clieese on a

piece of a broad board, a little inclined, and use a

fence rail for a lever, placing one end under abuild-

ing, or any other structure of sufficient weight, and

on the other end lean a couple of rails, or hang a

pail of stones. Cheese should be pressed only

hard enough to remove the whey. A little practice

will make perfect. While pressing, the cheese

should always be kept shaded from the sun. I

think we arc inexcusable if we have not our tables

bountifully supplied with this most wholesome,

palatable, and nutritious article of food."

»-. »»» —•—
Pure Butter.

The fresh sweet pastures of June, furnishing that

abundance of succulent feed which new milch cows

need to give rich milk in abundance, make this

month pre-eminently the butter month. We pre-

sent herewith tbe views of a good butter maker ex-

pressed in a communication by " H. A. H.," which

has lain for some time on our table: "I am very

particular about thoroughly scalding and sunning

my pans in hot weather; do not fill them more than

half full, and skim after the milk thickens sutlicicnt-

ly so that the cream will come off smooth without

taking any milk with it, which, I thiuk, is apt to

make curdles in the butter, and that injures the

looks of it. Churning should be done every d.iy,

if sufficient cream be obtained. If not, the cream

In the pot should be thoroughly stirred whenever

any is added, and I add a little salt, which certainly

is not a bad idea. I design, when I churn, to have

the cream the right temperature, neither too warm
nor too cold, so as to avoid putting in any warm or

cold water, and as soon as it is gathered I take it

out and wash it in cold water until it is thoroughly

freed from buttermilk ; salt it to my taste, and set

it in a cool place until the next morning, when I

work it over again until it presents a firm and uni-

form appearance. Last summer I worked my but-

ter three times before packing. At the last work-

ing I add a small quantity more of salt. After pack-

ing it smoothly I sprinkle a tablespoon ful of loaf

sugar and a little salt over the top between every

layer, and apply on the top of that a cloth pressed

down closely to keep the air from it during the

time that must intervene before the packing of

the next layer. After the jar or firkin is well

filled, I put the cloth on the top and apply an-

other thicker one, and fill up with salt packed

tightly, and even with the top of the jar ; then lay

on another cloth to fit the top. I also put another

one over the jar and have it come over the edge

and paste it tight to the jar, then put on a board

and weight. Or another way ; Instead of putting

in salt I take melted butter and turn in on the thin

cloth even full, and lastly, apply salt sprinkled over

the top before putting on the last cloth and weight.

Then again, I have had butter keep well after

packing thoroughly as I have stated, to fill up the

top of the jar with strong brine, which should stand

two inches deep on the top without being filled up

with butter, and it is necessary to put a little

saltpetre in the brine. Any one, whether he has a

very good place to keep butter or not, if he attend

to the strict observance of these rules, can have

good butter and keep it for months, and that

through the hottest weather."

Fault-finding with Children.

Mrs. H. B. Stowe, in the Atlantic Monthly, has

done a good service for both parents and children

in exposing this common mistake. The following

extract conveys the pith of her views on the subject:

"Children are more hurt by indiscriminate,

thoughtless fault-finding than by any other one

thing. Often a child has all the sensitiveness and

all the susceptibility of a grown person, added to

the faults of childhood. Nothing about him is right

as yet ; he is immature and faulty at all points, and

everybody feels at perfect liberty to criticise him

to right and left, above and below, till he takes re-

fuge in callous hardiness or Irritable moroseness.

" A bright, noisy boy rushes in from school, eager

to tell his mother something he has on his heart,

and Number One cries out—'Oh, you've left the

door open ! I do wish you wouldn't always leave

the door open ! And do look at the mud on your

shoes ! How many times must I tell you to wipe

your feet ?' ' Now there you've thrown your

cap on the sofa again. When will you learn to hang

it up?' 'Don't put your slate there; that isn't

the place for it.' 'How dirty your h.ands are!

what have you been doing ?' ' Don't sit in that

chair
;
you break the springs bouncing.' ' Mer-

cy! how your hair looks! Do go upstairs and

comb it.' 'There, if you haven't torn the braid

all off your coat ! Dear me, what a boy !'—
' Don't

speak so loud
;
your voice goes through my head.'

—'I want to know, Jim, if it was you that broke

up that barrel that I have been saving for brown
flour.'

—
'I believe it was you, Jim, that hacked the

side of my razor.'— ' Jim's been writing at my
desk, and blotted three sheets of the best paper.'

—

Now the question is, if any of the grown people

of the family had to run the gaimtlet of a string of

criticisms on themselves equally true as those that

salute unlucky Jim, would they be any better na-

tured about it than he is ? No ; but they are grown

up people ; they have rights that others are bound

to respect. Everybody can not tell them exactly

what he thinks about everything they do. If every

. one did, would there not be terrible reactions ?"

Something ahout Perfumes.

People will persist in using perfumes, and if they

would oulyuse the delicate ones of flowers it would

not bo so objectionable, but when it comes to musk,

which suggests skunk, and bcrgamot, that savors

of barber shops, we think perfumes had better be

dispensed with. It is the common belief that all

perfumes are distilled from the plants and flowers

the names of which they bear, but this is not the

case. Though many arc obtained from woods,

barks and seeds by the operation of distillation, the

oils of or-ange, lemon, and bcrgamot are obtained

by expressing tlie rinds of those fruits. In separa-

ting the delicate odors of flowers a quite different

process is generally resorted to, founded upon the

fiict that the fragrance of the flower continues to be

exhaled as long as it remains alive, and upon the

property possessed by pure fats of absorbing this

odorous exhalation. This process is largely carried

on in the South of France, .and is called ^^ Enjlmr-

age." Square wooden trays are formed by setting

panes of glass in wooden frames which are about

two inches high, so that when two of these are

placed one over the other, there will be a space of

four inches between the two glasses. The fresh

butter, lard, suet, or whatever grease is used, and

which must be as pure as possible, is spread over

the glass bottom of one of these trays, the flowers

placed in it, and a similarly prepared tray covered

over it. The flowers remain here for a day or two,

when they are removed and replaced by fresh ones.

The same grease remains in the tray as long as the

season of blossoming of the particular plant Lasts,

it being worked over with a knife, so as to present

a fresh surface every time fresh flowers are put

in. In this way large quantities of grease are pre-

pared strongly flavored with the perl^urae of Orange
flowers, Jasmine, Tuberose, Violets, etc., which is

used for perfuming pomades, or to impart its fra-

grance to alcohol, and thus form the various liquid

scents or essences. The perfumed fat being infused

in alcohol for several weeks, imparts all its odor to

that liquid, while none of the fat is dissolved by it.

Many of the perfumes sold under fanciful names
are combiuations made by mixing the various ex-

tracts. Some of these .are made to imitate the per-

fumes of flowers, such as Sweet Pea, -n^hile others

like "Jockey Club," "West End," etc., are agree-

able compounds not made to imitate any natural

odor. Some of the names are exceedingly imagi-

n.ative; " Night-blooming Cereus " for instance, is

a mere fancy n.ame to a compound perfume, which
bears no resemblance in odor to the flower after

which it is called. Indeed there are probably not

flowers enough of the Cereus produced in the coun-

try in a year to make a dozen bottles of the per-

fume which bears this name. Those who have
an abundance of fragrant flowers can make the

experiment of extracting their odors by spread-

ing the gre.ase upon dinner pkates, filling one with

flowers and inverting another one over it.

About Lightning Rods.—

—

From the letters we receive asking information

about lightning rods it is evident that there is suf-

ficient interest felt in the matter to warrant us in

devoting considerable space to it. No one who has
a house or barn can afford to neglect the protection
which a properly constructed lightning rod will

give. There are numerous kinds of patent light-

ning conductors, each claimed by the inventor to

be superior to all others. We cannot decide upon
the merits of these rival inventions, but can do our
readers much better service by pointing out the
essentkils of a good lightning rod. The following
was prepared some years ago by Prof Henry, the
distinguished physicist, who h.as given especial

study to electricity, and it appears to be perfectly

plain and to cover the whole ground.

"1st. The rod should consist of round iron, of

not less than three fourths of an inch in diameter.

A larger size is preferable to a sm.aller one.

"2d. It should be, through its whole length, in

perfect metallic continuity ; as many pieces should
be joined together by welding, as practicable, and
when other joinings are unavoidable, they should

be made by screwing the parts firmly together by a

coupling ferule, care being t.aken to make the upper
connection of the latter with the rod water-tight,

by cement, solder, or paint.

" Sd. To secure it from rust, the rod should be
covered with a coating of black paint.

"4th. It should be terminated above, with asingle

point, the cone of which should not be too acute,

and to preserve it from the weather as well as to

prevent melting, it should be encased with plati-

num, formed by soldering a plate of this metal, not

less than a twentieth of an inch in thickness, into

the form of a hollow cone.

"5th. The shorter and more direct the rod is in

its course to the e.arth, the better. Acute angles

made by bending the rod and projecting points

from it along its course should be avoided.

"6th. It should be fastened to the house by iron

eyes, and ra.ay be insulated by cylinders of glass.

We do not think the latter, however, of much im-
portance, since they soon become wet by water,

and in case of a heavy discharge are burst asunder.

"7th. The rod should be connected with the earth

in the most perfect manner possible, .and in cities

nothing is better for this purpose than to unite it

in good metallic contact with the gas mains or

large water pipes in the streets ; and such a connec-

tion is absolutely necessary if the gas or water

pipes are in use within the house. This connec-

tion can be made by soldering to the end of the

rod a strip of copper, W'hich, after being wrapped
several times around the pipe, is permanently .at-

tached to it. Where a connection with the ground
cannot be formed in this w.ay, the rod should

terminate, if possible, in a well alway» containing

water, and where this arrangement is not practica-

ble, it should terminate in a plate of iron or some
other metal buried in the moist ground. It should,

before it descends to the earth, be bent so .as to

pass off nearly perpendicul.ar to the side of the

house, and be buried in a trench surrounded with
powdered charcoal.

"8th. The rod should be placed, in preference, on
the west side of the house, in this latitude, and
especially on the chimney from which a current of

heated air ascends during the summer season.

"9th. In case of a small house, a single rod may
suffice, provided its point be sufliciently high above

the roof, the rule being observed, that its elevation

should be at least half of the distance to which its

protection is expected to extend. It is safer, how-
ever, particularly in modern houses in which a
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large amount of iron enters into tlie construction,

to make the distance between two rods less than

tLis rule would indicate, rather than more. Indeed
we see uo objection to au indefiuite multiplieation

of rods to a house, provided they arc all properly

connected with the ground and witli each other.

A building entirely inclosed, as it were, in a ease of

iron rods so connected with the earth, would be

safe from the direct action of the lightning.

10th. When a house is covered by a metallic

roof, the latter should be united, in good metallic

connection, with the lightning rods; and in this

case the perpendicular pipes conveying the water

from the gutters at the eaves may be made to act

the part of rods by soldering strips of copper to

the metal roof and pipes above, connecting them
with the earth by plates of metal united by similar

strips of copper to their lower ends, or better with

the gas or water-pipes of the city. In this case,

however, the chimneys would be unprotected, and

copper lightning rods soldered to the roof, and ris-

ing a few feet above the chimneys, would suffice

to receive the discharge. We say soldered to the

roof, because if the contact was not very per-

fect, a greater Intensity of action would take pl.ace

at this point, and the metal might be burnt through

by the discharge, particularly if it were thin. .

" 11th. As a general rule, large masses of metal

within the building, particularly those which have

a perpendicular elevation, ought to bo connected

with the rod."

Extermination of Red Ants,

" N. H.," of Alban5', N. T., inquires for a remedy
for expelling red ants when they have gained pos-

session of a dwelling. If they can find eouveuient

refuge in the walls of a house, it will require a long

time to exterminate them. If the house be new,

and the door and window casing and base boards lit

closely, fill with putty all the holes and cracks

where they come in. Then, keep all kinds of food

in close vessels, so that they will have difliculty to

find anythiug to eat. Procure two pieces of thin

boards, say two feet long, eight inches wide, and

fasten two edges together with hinges, so that they

will close like the covers of a boolc. Spread a lit-

tle molasses on the under board, and as often as a

few ants are seen on it, press the upper boaj-d down
and crush them. In a few days they can all be

destroyed. Another way is to put some molasses

into a milk pan, and place a piece of board against

the side of it, so that they can ascend to the top

of the pan. They are sure to tumble into the mo-
lasses; and can not get out alone. Perhaps the

best way is one we have previously published in

the Agriculturist. Procure a large sponge, sprinkle

a little sugar through it, and place linear the haunts

of ants. When a quantity of them have collected

in the interstices they can be killed in hot water,

the sponge dried, baited and set again. In this way
whole armies of the ants can be readily destroyed.

' IW»»I —>-•

Tanning Fur Skins.

Mr. Byron Vaughn, Dupage Co., 111., sends the

following method of preparing skins with the fur on
to tlic American Agriculturist : The skins cleaned of

flesh are put in a liquid prepared thus : Upon 1 lb.

of hard wood ashes, pour 4 gallons hot soft wa-

ter, let stand for a few hours .and strain out the li-

quor, theu add 3 pounds of common salt, one fourth

pound of alum, and one pound of sulphuric acid

(oil of vitriol). The mixture is to be made in a

wooden tub or similar vessel, and care should be

exercised in handling the acid, that none come in

contact with the person or clothing. The skins are

placed in the liquid and allowed to remain there

from one to two hours, when they arc rinsed and

hung out to dry. Mr. V. recommends the process

as cheap and satisfactory. He does not state if the

skins need any oiling or other after-treatment.

Farnil live VarniNli. —A correspondent

says, when black walnut or mahogany-colored fur-

niture becomes discolored or damaged, any one
m.ay, at a very small cost, "shiue it up," like new.

Provide a few cents worth of burnt amber and
Indian red. For mahogany color, mix Indian red

with copal vanish till the right color is secured
;

thin with benzine, and add a little boiled linseed

oil if it dries iiistcr than desir.ablc. For black wal-

nut color, mix both pigmeuts in such proportion

as are necessary.

Mrs. F.'sWayof Preserving Strawberries.

Mrs. F.'s strawberry preserves are the best in

the world. So F. thinks, and we don't dispute

him. She has all the strawberries she need.*,

and many more go to waste for want of hands to

pick them. So large, firm, handsome berries, such

as Wilson's, or Triompho de Gands, are selected,

cleaned without bruising, and with these her glass

jars are filled. Then an abundaucc of the highest

flavored berries, as, for instance, Brooklyn Scarlet,

Burr's New Pine, Boston Pine, etc., are taken,

picked over with great care, and washed. They
are mixed with sugar, in judicious quantity, say

half a pound to a pound for each pound of fruit;

theu they are put on the fire and cooked as is usual

for preserving strawberries. Then they .are poured

out upon a cloth in a colander, and all the juice

drained and squeezed out. While yet boiling hot, it

is poured into the jars of fruit, previously placed in

hot water. The jars are then sealed at once. The
amount of sugar can be varied to suit the t.aste.

The fruit will keep with more of its natural flavor,

and with less danger of fermentation without any

sugar. It can be sweetened .as used on the table.

]B(DY§ <k MIRM' miLVWH^.

Ho"*v to Keep Oood i\siture«l.

Uncle William writes to the American Agriculturist:

"How that wagon wheel creaks. It seems to be gininb-

ling and moaning with pain, jast as I felt like doing when
I had the rheumatism. Every boy knows that it needs

grease or oil, to make it run easy. If 11 do not have this,

it will tire everybody with the disagreeable sound, and

soon be worn out. It is just like some people I have met,

who needed oiling with good nature. Tliey were honest,

industrious, well meaning, and naturally affectionate,

but oh ! how peevish. There was my neighbor Squire

Savage. How I used, when a boy, to dread to pass his

place. * What are you staring at, hey?' he would call

out if I turned to look toward his house. ' Stop your

noisy yelp,' he shouted one day as I was singing on my
way to seliool. Suppose I did annoy him a little by my
childish ways, he would have felt pleasanter, and I cer-

tainly should, had he given me a kind word which would

have cost him very little. There was Peter Brace, one

of my school fellows, ' Peler Pickles' the boys nick-

named him. He was always snarling at something or

somebotiy. If he granted a favnr, he would do it with

such a snap that you did not like to ask him a second

time. But I need not speak of wy cross acquaintances,

most of you have seen such persons, and know that they

are not favorites. But how can a person keep good na-

tured ? 1st, by making up his mind that he will act pleas-

antly whether he feels so or not. It may be hard work

to do this at times, but it can be made a liabit, and appear-

ing pleasant will induce pleasant feelings. 2d, Good
health has much to do with good nature. Preserve this

by good habits and temperance in all things. 3d, Keep a

quiet conscience by trying to do right.—Be careful not to

mistake pliancy for good nature. A pliant man agrees

with everboily, has little will of his own, is ready to fol-

low every body's suggestions ; he does n<it know how to

say * No.' A good natured man may be very decided in

his opinions and yet offend none justly by his expression

of them ; he can make 'No* pleasanter by his way of

saying it, than the 'Yes' of a surly person. Try the oil

of good nature for a month and see how easily it wiJI

make the wheels of life run."

rel>ruary 14tU—*lVoBMaii''s 5>ay,

In England and in many places in this country, Febru-

ary Hth, called Valentine's day, is celebrated by sending

anonymous letters, called valentines. The old Dutch

settlers of New York had a different and curious custom.

Previous to that day every school girl provikled herself

with a piece of cord of convenient size for a whip. With
this she was privileged to attack any boy she might meet

ontheUth. (called by them "Vrowen Dagh" or Woman's

Day.) and give him a sound lashing. It was not fair to
have any knots tieii in the cord, and of course no boy
was permitted to strike back, or offer any resistance ; he
could only use his legs and run away as fast as possible.
As the whole matter was fairly. understood, it made great
sport. When the boys applied for a similar privilege on
the following day, they were toh! that it would defeat the
purpose of Ihe custom, which was intended to teach them
a lesson of. manliness, never to raise their hands to strike

a woman. Probably it was also thought that as the hnys
were wont to have things their own way most of the time,
it was only fair to let the giils have full rule at least one
day in the year. The custom may also have made the
boys quite careful in their treatment of the opposite sex,

at least for some time previous to the Hth. fearful of the
threat " I'll pay you off on Woman's Day."

A LITTLE GiiiL was told "to spell ferment." and give
its meaning, with a sentence in which it was used. The
following was literally her answer: " F-e-r-m-e-n-t, a
verb, signifying to work. I love to ferment in the garden'"

AiisAvers to Problems and Puzzles.
The answer to No. 121, Ma/hemafical Problejn, in Feb-

ruary No., page 55, was accidentally omitted. 1278 is the
correct number. The following are answers to the puz-
zles, etc., in the May number, page 159 : No. 147. Prob-
lem.—The dotted lines show where the figure is to be cut,

to make the lequired pieces
;

a little study will show how
to arrange tliem to form a

square No. 149. Curious

Sentence,—Who saw a saw
saw a saw ? I saw a saw
saw a saw, but never saw a

saw saw a saw as I saw
that saw saw a saw No. W'A.— Illustrated Rebus.—
Flies in when ewe can butt face it if ewe must; or, Fly
sin when you can. but face it if you must No. 150.—1,

Whole, hole : 2, spear, pear ; 3, scent, cent ; 4, acorn,

corn No. 151. Anasrams.—\, Idolatary ; 2, Regula-
tions; 3, Enigmatically ; 4, Editorial No. 152. French

/JitWZf.—Translation. I am of all things in the world,

the most holy ; remove my heart and I am the most bit-

ter, vlrijurr.—" Bible," remove the middle b, and bile

remains No. 153. Illustrated JvciHS.—April 3d will

long be regarded a great ilay in the history of the United
States, and of the world No. 154. Mathematical Prob-

lem,—5.002 inches. .. .No. 155. Mathematical Problem.—
5-37ihs. The following sent correct answers up to May
10th. Minne and Alice Mulligan, 137, 141, 143 ; B. F.
Scriven, 146; E. A. Long. 141, 146 ; N. Saffortl. 146 ; T.

S. McD., 137 ; S. C. M., 137. 141 ;
" W. F. B.," 1.39. 141

,

D. W. B. Kuutz. 137
i
E. Provost, 153

; I. W. Beckwith,

124. ]25, 126, 127, 123,133,134; Eddie Sheldon. 15U, 153;

Lucy R. Weeks, 149, 153 ; Robt. G. Weeks, 149. 150. 153 :

Fidelia R. Lord. 150, 153.

I\e"%v Puzzles to l>e AusMered.
No. 156. Curious Sentence.—Write a correct sentence

with the word "that" used seven times in succession.

,4l^/fl\ ITS

No. 157. Illustrated Rebus.~\ timely warning to all.

No. 158. Curious Latin Sentences.— 1, Quis crudus pro

lectum, album et spiravit. 2, Mens tuus ego et labor via.

3, Bon^ mail sunt desiderabiles. What is the correct

translation ? , -,

159. Illitsiratrd Ribi'S.—Woiih stuilyingby boys.

No, 160. Conundrmns,— \, Why \s necessity like many
a pettifogger ? 2, Why was Lincoln's w.-ir policy tlie le-

verse of Scipio's? 3, What general has been most pro-

moted by the close of the war? 4, What country in

Europe contains the most geese?
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LEFT ALONE AT HOME. — Engraved for the American AgricnUviHst.

Whose portraits are these ? " Not mine," says Minnie

who has been sitting by her mother's side sewing patch-

work until father brought Vn^ Agriculturist from the Post

Office, which she is now looking over. " Not mine,"

says Fanny, who has just come in from a romp with her

dog "Dandy." " No indeed, I wouldn't do such a thing

as to go to mamma's closet and take the preserves."

One little girl looking at this picture says nothing, but

blushes while she thinks about the lumps of sugar she has

sometimes slily taken. And there is a boy who remem-

bers how he >oved peaches more than honesty one day

last summer, and helped himself from his neighbor's tree.

The sugar and the peaches tasted good then, but

the thoughts of them now are bitter, and will be for a

long time unless the sin is confessed and forgiven. When
a small splinter is thrust into the flesh the wound will re-

main painful until the splinter is taken out, then it will

quickly heal. Just so with concealed guilt; confession

will best remove it and bring peace of mind. The chil-

dren in the picture will very soon be found out ; the daubs

and stains on their faces and clothes will tell the story,

and if they should fail to, the little one peeping from be-

hind the closet door will hardly keep the secret. Then,

when deserved punishment comes, the recollection of

the sweets will do little to soften the pain. In small or

great actions wrong-doing never pays,

"A Oood Boy "Wanted."
A gentleman in this city lately inserted an advertise-

ment with the above heading in one of the daily papers.

Upon entering his office the next morning, there stood a

crowd of forty or fifty boys waiting to see him. All were

j^trangers, and of course it was rather difficult to select

tlie best one of thfi company. But there were a few signs

by which it could be decided at once that many of the«e

lads w ere not wanted, from which our young friends may
take a hint. Several of the boys had uncombed hair and

unwashed hands and faces . If they could not keep their

own persons neat they would not be likely to do their

work nicely ; so these were passed over without further

notice. One boy looked bright and smart, but he kept

crowding his way to the front of all others, and thrusting

himself into notice. It was readily seen that he was too

*' smart," he would probably prove pert and saucy. Then

came a boy with a book peeping out of his breast pocket
—a cheap trashy novel—Ae was not wanted ; his mind
would be following the hero of the wonderful story,

through impossible adventures, while his work suffered.

One boy fell to quarreling with his neighbor ; another

had to be reprimanded for meddling with articles in the

office ; a third chewed tobacco ; neither of these was
wanted. From the few remaining after dismissing the

above classes, the boy was selected who could bring the

best testimonials of honesty, intelligence and industry;

so you may see a good name is worth much, and a good

character will be sure sooner or later to bring a good
reputation and its rewards.

About Sleep.

Every act of the body or mind wears the organs or

parts used. The arms of the mechanic, the legs of the

traveler, the brain of the student would soon be destroy-

ed, if the worn-out particles were not replaced by new
ones derived from the food. During waliing hours,

waste or loss in the body goes on faster than it can be re-

paired ; but after tw^elve to sixteen hours of activity, the

faculties begin to work heavily, and at last refuse to obey
the will. The eyes close in spite of the strongest efforts

to keep them open ; the ears will not carry sounds to the

brain, the limbs refuse to move, and the person sleeps.

It is possible by great mental effort, or excitement, or by
taking stimulants, to prevent sleep for hours or even days,

but finally it can not be resisted. Soldiers have slept on
the ground with a battle fiercely raging around them. It

is related that during Napoleon's retreat from Moscow,
wearied soldiers would often fall asleep in the ranks

while marching, and in some instances continue to walk
unconsciously for a long distance. During the bombard-
ment of Fort St. Philip, on the Mississippi River, guns

of very heavy caliber were used, which made a tre-

mendous and deafening report at each discharge ; but

the artillerymen who were working them, when exhaust-

ed and replaced by others, lay down on the decks of the

boats containing the guns and slept soundly through all

the firing. During sleep only the necessaiy functions of

the body, as breathing, circulation of the blood, etc., are

carried on, and as these do not consume all the pow--

er supplied to the body by the food, a stock is laid up

for use upon waking. Children require more sleep than

older persons, because much of their food is appropriated

in adding to their growth, and also because of their great-

er activity. Young persons need from ten to twelve

hours sleep in the twenty-four ; adults from six to eight

hours, depending upon the constitution and habits of the

individual. Although too much sleep is hurtful, it is less

so than too little ; in the latter case there is rapid ex-

haustion of the vital power, and a person grows old fast.

Tlie first EiOcomotiTe^^Pnffin^Billy.*

In the year 1612, in England, there was great scarcity

of food for man and beast. William Hedley, the super-

intendent of an extensive coal mine at Wylam, Newcas-
tle-upon-Tyne, was greatly perplexed how to provide

fodder for the horses employed to draw the coal over a

railroad from the mine to the dock where it was shipped.

For a long time he feared the colliery must be closed,

and himself thrown out of employment. One night as

he lay thinking of his dark prospects, there suddenly oc-

curred to him a plan by which the wheels of a locomo-
tive could be made to move forward, instead of slipping

upon the track. This difficulty had long puzzled the best

engineers, and caused the failure of locomotives previ-

ously built by them. The next morning he commenced
a model, which with the help of a clockmaker was com-
pleted within twenty four hours ; and at length he had the

happiness of inventing and building the first locomotive

engine moving by the friction of the wheels upon the road.

It was extremely slow in all its movements, but it served

his "purpose, and above all consumed neither hay nor
oats, but was fed with the coal abounding at the mine.

The original Wylam locomotive remained at work forty

nine years, and is now a valued relic in the Patent Muse-
um, South Kensington, England. At Wylam, this engine

was called " Puffing Billy," from the great noise it made.

This puffing and snorting came near stopping the career

of the engine, and involving its inventor in a lawsuit, as

the people along the road declared it a nuisance, and en-

deavored to stop it. But " Puffing Billy" was too good

a friend to the Newcastle folks,' to be put down, and

the suit was dropped.

Indian Xradition—Rocks In Con>

necticnt.

It is said that ages ago an evil spirit set up a claim to

the territory including the present Stale of Connecticut.

The Indians referred the matter to their squaws, who
proposed that they should quit the disputed ground pro-

vided the spirit would pay them fov {\\e improvements ihey

had made. To this the spirit returned no answer, and
war was declared. At first the spirit, though single hand-
ed, being very powerful, gained the advantage ; but the

Indians united, and posted their warriors so that they
might be constantly re-enforced, and pressed him so sore-

ly night fTnd day. that he was obliged to retreat. He ar-

rived one evening in the neighborhood of Throg's Neck,
(now in Westchester Co., N. Y..) on L. I. Sound, where
a line of rocks project out from the Island. It happened
to be low tide, and the tops of the rocks appearing above
the water, the spirit stepped from one to the other until

he reached the Island. These rocks are to this day called

the " Stepping Stones." He then went to Coram, in the
middle of the Island. Determined to have revenge, he
then collected all the loose rocks he could find on the
Island in heaps at Cold Spring, ard threw them over into

different parts of Connecticut, where they yet remain.
The Indians who last inhabited Long Island, not only
undertook to show the spot where the spirit stood, but
insisted that they could yet discern the prints of his feet.

^Vall Street and Tly Iflai-ket.

While New York City was in possession of the early
Dutch settlers, they built a line of palisades extending
from near the corner of Pine and Water-street on the
East River side, over to the Hudson or North River, A
fortification known as the " Half Moon," built of stone,
was erected at the beginning on the East River. Ad-
jacent to this was the " Waal " where the ships rode at

anchor in the river, and the street adjoining, where goods
were landed or shipped, was named " Wnal-street,"
which very soon became Wall-street, now famous the
world over as the great money center of America.
Many residents in New York yet rempmber the " F!y»

market standing at the foot of Maiden Lane. Some sup-
pose the name to be derived from the abundance of flies

drawn there by the meal and fish ; indeed it is related that

when a New Yorker and a Philadelphian were each
claiming that their markets were best supplied, the latter

quoted this name " Fly" market, in proof that meat
could not be kept well in New York, because of these
insects. The name was originally "Vly" market, the
word being an abbreviation of Valey (valley), and in

use with the "Dutch to denote a marsh—formerly ex-
tended from the East River ^p 95 far as Pear^str^eL
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(Business notices $1 25 per agate line of space.)

How to malve the above with ni:^nv more Firesfilo Triclc9
• lid Parlor Games, see FIKESIDE AMUSEMENTS In the

SrORTHERN MAGAZINE.
The best and cheapest niustrateil magazine in the world.

0\IiY Si.35 FOR ONE YEAR,
Amuseimjnt and instruction combined.
Eiiually interestiJig to the grandfather and to the grand-

child. Address FRANK BELLEW,
29 Park Kow. New York.

' N, B.—We will cheerfally give any one a year's subscription
gratis, who will show us as good a magazine at double the
price.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ATTENTION! AGENTS.

LINCOLN CHART, (PICTORIAL) 40 cts.

LINCOLN CHART, (HISTORICAL) 40 cts.

LINCOLN CRAYON LIKENESS. 50 cts.

LINCOLN LITH. PORTRAIT, 20 cts.

LINCOLN HOME iMONUMENT, 25 cts.

These new elegant Engravings (Nos. 1, 2, and
5 aie colored) uu\v re:idy. No. 1 has a life

size Head and Bust, a magnificent Head-piece,
and 10 finely engr;ived scenes of his Life ; size

2Sx3S. No. 2 is filled with the most important
events of his Life and Death ; size 28x3S. No. 3

is a large Crayon Lithographic Likeness, unsur-
passed in excellence ; size 19x'J4. No. 4 is a sim-
ilar smaller Portrait. No. 5 is a chaste and beau-
tiful Ornamental Monument : size 14x18.

Specimens maiied at ;tbove prices. We have
also three LiUingraplis showing the ASSASSINA-
TION. DEATH BED SCENE, and the CATA-
FALQUE, size 13x17; m:died at 20 cents each;
the last three for 50 cts, and the whole ei^lit for i2.

GENEROUS TERMS TO AGENTS.
For these and SO other kinds of colored Maps,

Charts and Piinlstosuitthe times. Send for new
descriptive Price List.

H. H I.I.OYB & CO.,
21 JoIiii-s(., IVe«' York,

It Rips Spleiftdidly !

THE PATENT SEWING RIPPER has proved one

of the most acceptable new inventions. It takes out a

seam more rapidly and safely than knife or scissors;

being used for that only, is always in order; is small and

neat ; is indispensable for the work basket and especially

where a sewing machine is used.

Price 50 cenls. Sent post-paid by mail. Address

A. C. FITCH, 151 Nass;iu-st., New York Cityl

OHOTOGRAPHS of A. MIVCOIiN and I.IN-
* COriV AT home:. Card size, 15 cenls each,

^ledium size—about 11x14 inches—60 cents eacli. Sent

free by mail. Also Gen. Grant, Card and medium size,

And Cartes de visite of Johnson, Seward, Stanton, Sher-

man, Sheridan, &c., &c. F. P. WHITING, S7 Fulton

Street, New York.

" Victory at La*t."
BRADBURY'S NEW PATRIOTIC SONG,

As sung at Fort Sumter. Price 30 cents. For sale at

the Music Stores, and at 427 Broome-st., New York.
Sent by mail.

Concentrated lienionade,
incases of 2, 4, 6 and 12 dozen. Warranted pure. Price

$3.50 per dozen. Orders must be accompanied by Cash,

For sale by T. H.^.RDY & CO., 36 Dey-st., N. Y. a

Help for Mothers.
Dr. Brown's B.\BY TENDER relieves the mother,

pleases and benefits the child. Is giving universal satis-

faction. See full description and Mr. JuJd's endorse-

ment in Agriculturist, Dec. No., 1S64. Send for Circular

to J. T. ELLIS. C'30 Bro.idway, New Yoric City.

a It Will Pay."
Agents wanted to sell Good Books. Send stamp for

P.irtloplarf, to MESSRS. FOWLER & WELLS 3S9

U. S. 7-30 LOAN.
By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the

undersigned has assumed the General Subscription

Agency for the sale of tlie United States Treasury Notes,

bearing seven and three-tenths per cent, interest, per

annum, known as the ;

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.
These Notes are issued under date of June IStli, 1S65,

and are payable three years from that time, in currency,

or are convertible at the option of the holder into

tr. S. 5-20 Six per cent.

GOLD-BEARING BONDS.
These bonds are worth a premium which increases the

actual profit on the V-30 loan, and its exemption from

State and municipal taxation adds from one to three per

cent, more, according to the rate levied on other property.

The interest is payable in currency semi-annually by

coupons attached to each note, which may be cut off

and sold to any bank or banker.

The interest amounts to

One cent per day ou a - - %oO uote.

Two cents " " " $iOO "

Ten • ' " *' ?500 "

20 .. u . » $1000

$1 *• " " '• $500O

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly

furnished upon receipt of subscriptions, and the notes

forwarded at once. The interest to 15ili June next will

be paid in advance. This is

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET
now offered by the Government, and it is confidently

expected that its superior advantages will make it the

GREAT POPULAR LOAN OF THE PEOPLE.

Less than $300,000,000 of the Loan authorizel by the

last Congress are noTV on the market. This amount, at

the rate at which it is being absorbed, will all be sub

scribed for within four months, when the notes will un

doubtedly command a premium, as has uniformly been

the case on closing the subscriptions to other Loans.

In order that citizens of every town and section of

the country may be afforded facilities for taking the loan,

the National Banks. State Banks, and Private Bankers

throughout the country have generally agreed to receive

subscriptions at par. Subscribers will select their own

agents, in whom they have confidence, ana wno on.y are

to be responsible for the delivery of the notes for which

they receive orders.

JAY COOKE,
Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
AND I

U. S. LOAN AGENTS,
Have removed, from

No* 3S Wall Street, to

IVo. 5 NASSAU STREET,
(Continental Bank Building,) near Wall-street,

New-York.

tW Economical Housekeepers Use
Pyle's Salehatus.

I

rvLE's O. K. Soap.
Ptle's Cream Tartak. |

Pyle's Blueixo Powder.

Articles designed for all who h ant the best goods, full

weight. Sold by best Grocers everywhere. Each pack-

age bears the name of JAMES PYLE, Manufacturer,

N6W Vark.

Fourteenth Animal Report
OF THE

MANHATTAN
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Nos. 156 and 15S Broadway,
NEW YORK,

JANUARV I, 18G5.

Net Assets, January 1, 1864 , $1,478,968 5J

Receipts during the year 973,5S4 02

$2,452;502 61

Disbursements 461,277 3S

$1,991, •:25 23

Assets $1 ,991 ,225 23

Life policies are issued, payable in annual, or in one,

five, or ten annual installments , also non-forfeiture en-

dowment policies, payable in ten annual payments,

which are paid at death, or on arriving at any particular

age. Life insurance as an investment has no superior,

as it has saved millions of dollars to the insured, and

thousands of families from ruin. Dividends are paid to

policy holders, thus enabling them to continue their

policies, if otherwise unable to do so.

HENRY STOKES, President.

C. Y. WE.MPLE, Secretary.

J. S. IIALSEY, Assistant Secretary.

S. N. STEBBINS, Actuary.

ABRAM DU BOIS, M. D., Medical Examiner.

Lung, Female and Chronic Diseases.

Drs. S. S. & S. E. STRONG, graduates of the New
Y'ork Medical University, and Proprietors of the Reme-

dial Instiuite, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., give special at-

tention to the above diseases. In addition to the Medical

and Surgical agencies, they employ Gymnastics and all

kinds of Baths. They refer for evidence of skill and re-

liabilily to

E. Nott, D. D., L. L. D., President Union College.

51. Simpson, D. D., Bishop M. E. Church, Philadelphia.

Rev. J. i\l. Sherwood, Ed. Presbyterian Quart'ly Review.

J. M. Ray. Slate Bank. Indianapolis, lad.

Prof. H. M. Seely, Middlebury, Vt.

Hon. J. B. MoKean, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

For full information, send for a Circular.

To Pnrcliasers of Organs,

Melodeous, or Harmoniums.
Every one having any thought of purchasing an in-

strument of this class now or at any future time should

send for one of MASON & HAMLIN'S Cabinet Organ

Circulars, which will be sent to any address entirely free

of expense. This Circular contains much information

which will be useful to every purchaser of such an in-

strument, such as articles on " How to Judge of a Musi-

cal Instrument," "History of the Organ," "Histoiyof

Reed Instruments," &c.,&c. Address MASON BROTH-
ERS, 696 Broadway, New Y'ork, Or, M.iSON & HAM-
LIN, 274 Washington-street, Boston.

PIANOS & ORGANS.
Great Bargains in HALLET, DAVIS & CD'S Grand

and Square Pianos—ana other New Pianos. Sold on

monthly payments. Good second-hand Pianos at $60,

$150 to $300.

PIANOS AND ITTELOBEONS TO I^ET.

A. E. THOMPSON'S Chapel and Parlor Organs,

voiced by a skillful Organist, far superior to all other

Reed Organs. Price $160. T. S. BERRY,
593 Broadway, New York.

184G. THE HORTICl'I.'a'UKIST. 18G3.

Slonthly, Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per annum.

Two specimen copies sent for Twenty five Cents.

TVOODTFARD'S COUNTRY HOUrES.
122 Designs for Houses, Stables, &c., SI -50 post-paid.

Woodward's Horticultural Rnlldlns«>

60 Designs and Plans, $T.50 post-paid.

GEOi E. & F. W. WOODWARD, Publishers,

37 Park Row, New York.

fVooclisirte Nursery.
ANDREW S. FULLER, HORTICULTURIST,

fonncrUj of Brooklyn^ L. I.

Grape Vines, Small Fruits and Hardy Ornamental

Plants. P. 0. Address, Ridgewood, Bergen Co., N. J.

ASHFTTLNE3S.—now TO OVERCOME IT.

See PHIUBXOLOGICAL JQDRN'AL. Jan. NqjZO/tS
FOWUEB & WELL9-SS*) Bi'oaflwy, Kew-TOilJ.
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GOOD STKAWBERRY PREMIUM.

We });ive none of the Agriculturist Strawberry Plants

for sale, and shall not sell a plant this year at least, in

accordance witii our agreement with Mr. Knox, who
purchased all our surplus stock last autumn. We have,

however, the original stock plants, whicii will produce

a line lot of new plants by the last of .\ugust. We reserved

(lie right to offer a part of these as premiums to those who
piocure subscribers for the Agriculturist. As we have

found a safe method of sending tliem by mail in wooden
boxes (see below), we can send these plants about the

first of September, with little danger of loss, and at

that time they can be planted and get well established

this year. We have heard of only three or four cases of

loss in all the large number sent out last yeai' pr-ior to

September 15th. and our new method of packing will add

greatly to the security. We, therefore, offer :

I.—To any one who will now, or any time brfore

to August 1st, send us four subscribers, at the regular

rates ($5). we will forward, post-paid, Ten of the Ag-

riculturist Strawberry Plants, of first class, about Sept. 1.

11.—To any one sending te7i subscribers now, or be/ore

August 1st, we will send Twenty Plants as above.

III.— .\nd so on. for a larger number of names we will

send at the rate of 20 Plants for ten subscribers.

This will be a fine opportunity to secure a stock of

plants, and the premium will he a valuable one, as there

will not be plants enough for sale in the country to reduce
the price much below the : ates so far, for first class plants.

The reason for making the offer larger than previously

given, will readily be seen, viz., by having more time for

multiplying plants it will be easier for rrs now to provide

ten next autumn than it was to send one plant last year.

Those who got one plant last fall, or the past spring, will,

with fair cultivation, liaveseveraldozensof their own rais-

ing by next autumn, so that they will really liave a larger

stock than those who get ten plants then.

About the "Agriculturist Strawberry"

Plants sent out This Year—Boxes for

Mailing Plants—Mr. Knox.

I. The Publisher expended nearly a Thousand Dollars,

last autumn, in trying to get up boxes, but owing to his

absence by sickness, the effort failed then. But from
the many favor^ible reports received from all pai ts of the

country, we conclude that this yeai-'s plan of sending

plants in wooden boxes is a complete success—and we
confidently commend them to all dealers as worthy

of adoption, not only for sending strawberry plants,

but for all others small enough to put into any kind

of mailable box, and also for cuttings, and eveir for seerls.

We see no objection to using boxes which measure a

foot or more long, and 3 to 5 inches in diameter, as the

law allows any weight up to 4 pounds, at eight cents

per pound. By having them made where wood is

abundant, they can be got up cheaply, and dilferenl sizes

of empty boxes might be " nested " to save transportaticm.

A turneil box, 6 to 7 inches long, and 3 to 9 inches inside

diametci', will suffice for a dozerr or more strawberry

plants of the ordinary size. We first bed the plants in

damp moss, then wrap the w hole in oil-cloth, and slip

the parcel into the box." put on the cover, and paste on

the wrapper, previously marked, addressed and stainoed.

When sending off a large number we let the P. M. put

on the post-mark while the wiappers are lying out flat,

which is more convenient than to post-maik them when
wrapped on round boxes. Enough are thus prepared

every morning for the day's work. II, The warm sea-

son came on much earlier than usual, so that the plants

were in full leaves and in bloom, 2 lo ^ weeks sooner

than we calculated upon. This rendered more doubtful

the perfect safety and freshness of those sent out after

May 1st. and we were obliged to suspend seniling after

May ITtli, as the fruit was all set, and the weather very

warm. Applications received after that will be reserved

to Sept. 1st, when a double number of new plants will be

forwarded to such delayed applicants. We are sure they

will go very safety up to the 10th of September, but do

not deem it expedient to send plants by mail at a later

(late. III. A word for Mr. Knox, of Pittsburgh. He
bought all our plants not reserved for subscribers. They
were forwarded to him in boxes and barrels, by express;

but unfortunately, at just the best time for transporting

them, the terrible freshets in Pennsylvania interrupted

all transportation for a considerable lime. The boxes of

plants sent to him first were from 8 to 12 days on the way,

while thev were packed only for a day or two. Befine

rapid transportation was restored, the weather had be-

come unusually warm for the season. He, however, did

the best he possibly could, selecting the best and freshest

only, as he had an unexpectedly large stock. He will

undoubtedly make good any losses, as we rank him
among the most honest and reliable dealers in the country.

Commercial Notes—Prices Current.

New-York, May 18.

The condensed and convenient tables below, show the
transactions in the N. Y. Produce mar-kets during a
month past. They arc carefully prepared specially for the

American Agriculturist, from oflrcial and other reliable

sources, including the dally notes of our own reporter.

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TOE NEW-YORK MARKETS.
REOErPTS. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Eye. Barley. Oats.
24days»ism'th.S!9.()00 23,700 153,000 2,600 67.000 107,000
24 da5's;a.s-(ni'tll. 197,000 9,'iOO 173.000 3.100 91,000 286,000

Sales. Flour. ^Vl^erlt. Corn. Rye. Barley.
34 days (»is month, 249,000 6S.i.O00 273.000 8,500 61,000
24 days tost month, 194,000 538,000 318.000 46,000

3. Comparimn xcilh same period at tlm time last year.
Keoeipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Jlarley. Oats.
24 days 1865 339.000 23.700 153,000 2,600 67.000 197,000
25 days 1864 281,000 . 219,000 143,000 31,100 174,000 376,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Com. Rye. Barley.
24 days 1865 219.000 &5,5.000 273,000 8,500 61,000
25 days 1864 373,000 514,000 9.38.000 0.200 141,000

3. Exports from New-York, January 1 to May IS

:

Floirr,
bbls.

1865 484,598
1864 751,4W
1863 830,493

Wheat,
birs,

219.946
4,369.497

4,103,939

Corn,
bus.

163,502
116.618

2,597,012

Kye,
bus.

141
405

216,978

Current TynoLE-SALK Prices.

April 20.
Flour—Super to Extra State $7 CO ® 8 10
Super to Extr-a Southern 9 00 --• —
Extra "Westei-n 7 70
Extra Genesee 8 15
SnpeiTme Western 7 00
livE Flour 5 50
Corn Meal. 5 70
Wheat—."Vll kinds of White. 1 85
All kinds ol'Ked 1 .55

Corn—Yellow 127
Mixed 1 15
( )ats—Westei-n 90
State 88
Kye 1 00
Barley 1 10
Cotton—Middlinis, *»«>... 32
Hops—Crop of ISM, ^ n, 10
Feathers—Live Geese, ^ ft. 60
Seed—Clover, ^ lb 29
Tiinothv, *> bushel 5 00
Flax. S'bushel 2 25
Sugar—Brown, ^ n
Molasses, New-Orleans, ^ gl.
Coffee-IJio, f^ 1ft

Tobacco, Kentucky, &c., ^Ib.
Seed Leaf, f^ Vb .

.

Wool—Domestic Fleece, ?» 1ft.

Domestic, ptrlled, ^ It. 60
California, unwaslied, 18
Tallow, f* lb , 11
OIL Cake— (9 ton 50 00
1'ork—Mess, ^ barrel 24 .50

Prime. lb barrel 24 50
Beef-Plain mess 12 00
Lard, in barrels, lb lb. ...

Butter—Western, ^ ft,,.

State. Plb 2-2

Cheese . 14
Beans—F bushel 2 00
Peas-Canada. 9 bushel 2 00
Eggs—Fresh, » dozen 26
Poultry'—Fowls, ^ ft 22
Turkeys, ?<ft 24
Potatoes—.Mercers, ?* bbl... 3 75
Peach Blow?. '^ barrel 3 75
Apples— i^ barrel 6 50

@n 50
®11 50
(Sio 00
® 7 50
® 6 .50

@ 6 50
® 2 30
® 1 85
® 1 3(1

® 1 30
® 91

® 90
® 1 10
® 1 35

® 37
® 40
® 63)i® 30
® 6 00
® 2 50

9X ® 15)^
80 @ 1 10

18M® 21
9 @ 40
7 i..® 50

71) ® 85
® 85
® 55

® 115^
®55 00
@37 50
®35 00
®16 00
' IS

25
35

® 32
@ 2 50
® 2 10
® 27
® 25
® 2S
@ 4 20
® 4 00

$5 90
7 15

6 40
6 80
5 90
5 00
5 10
1 75
1 25

90

Oats,
bus.

26,778
15,812

110.759

Mav 18.

Is,' 6 SO
@13 00
®11 50
® 9 00
® 6 20
® 6 00
® 6 00
® 2 20
® 1 75

1 (

90 ® 1 00
50
50
85

1 15
48
10
59
22

4 50
2 10

62
51

I 90
1 1 45

50

15X®
15 ®

® 7 00

Gold has receded from 147 lo 126ia,

@ 63
® 23
@ a 50
® 2 25

9H® 15X
75 ® 1 (5

19>i® 23
6 ® 20
7 @ 30

65 ® 80
62X® 77M
15 ® 45
10 ® lOV

4!! 00 ®50 00
21 50 ®23 50
21 ,50 @
10 00 ®14 00

1514® 18
14 *

21
12

1 25
1 90
24
20
20

2 50
2 00
7 00

® 23
35

_ 20
@ 2 25
® 2 10
® 27
® 24
® 27
® 3 50
® 2 25
®10 00

and has since

Priixs of mostranged in the vicinity of 130, or below,

kinds of domestic produce have declined nraterially, in

sympathy with the gold, and the tendency is steadily

downward, especially as holders are eager to realize,

while the demand from the regular trade is quite moder-
ate, and speculative buyers less active than usual at this

season of the year. The resumption of canal and river nav-
igation promises early and considerable additions to the
available supplies in market ; and purchasers expect that

these will seriously depress prices, in view of the decline

in gold, the restricted home inquiry, and the unusually
limited export movements particulaily in breadstuffs,

which have been the least freely dealt in during the past

month. The executive orders for the reduction of the

national forces tend to lessen very decidedly the govern-
ment consumption of breadstufl^s, provisions, and forage

for hoi'ses ; and the partial loss of such excellent cus-

tomers as the U. S. Quartermasters and Commissaries of
subsistence will be seriously felt by the produce trade for

some time to come. Toward the close, the markets are

all depressed, and the tendency of prices is unmistak-
ably in favor of buyers, who purchase very sparingly in

anticipation of a further material reduction ,in values.

The Financial Wonder.

" Five ClioctaTvs, Alexander, and Ninety-
fonr Iron."—These biief words, sent over the wires
on May Olh. by Messrs. Fisk & Hatch of this City, were
of startling significance. They indicated the largest

subscription ever before made at one time to a Govein-
ment Loan by a single firm, at least in this country. A?
many may have already learned, the General Subscrip-

tion Agent of the 7-30 U. S. I.oan, Jay Cooke, has
devised a set of words for different sums, w hich saves a
great deal of telegraph expense. Thus, • Lath " stands
for the $50 U. S. 7-30 Bonds ;

" Iron" for $100s ,
" Brick"

forSSOOs; "Stone" for JI.OOOs; " Marble" for $5,OOOs ;

" William " for $20,00us ;
' A lex.inder " for $50,000s ; "Ma-

ry" for $90,000s; "Emily" for $100,000s 1 "Choctaw"
for $1,000,000; and other names for several intermediate
sums. So when Messrs. Fisk & Hatch telegi-aphed for

"Five Chocl.aws, Alexander-, and Ninety-four Iron. Seven-
Thirties," they ordered $.1,059,400 ! (Tliis subscrip-

tion they made on the day they changed to their new and
larger rooms at No. 5 Nassau-slieet, near Wall-street,

as noted in an advertisement elsewhere). So l^ge a

subscription took every one by surprise, but on the same
day thousands of others from all parts of the cormtiy sent

in smaller sums, and the result was, that over 15 Mil-

lion Dollars were subscribed on that day. This was
talked of all through the city and country, as well it

might he, for we well remember how hard it was four

years ago to get a government loan of only $9,000,000 all

told. Yet the subscriptions were not to stop here. The
next day May 10th, the people look $17,000,000, the next
day nearly $14,000,000, and the next day over $42,000,000 '

while for the week the subscrintions run up lo over
One Hundred and Ten niilIlon)« of Dollars !

Nothing like this has ever been known before, in any na-
tion in the woiid. And what is more, many other hun-
dreds of millions have been but recently subscribed, and
are being subsc:ibed. It shows -the unbounded con-

fidence of the people in the stability of our government.
In fact the people are The Government, and they are

merely lending money lo themselves.

^ b 1jn t i s nil e n t s

.

Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-
ceived BETOKE the 10th of the preceding month.

IV. B.—A'o Adrertisonent of Patent Medicines or secret
remedie^i desired. Parties unknown to the Editors personal-
ly or by reputation, are requested to/uj-nUk good references.
We desire to be sure that advertisers will doxohat they prom-
ise to do. By living up to the.-ie requirements, we aim to
tnake the adverti-Hng pages valuable not onlu to the readers,
but to the advertisers thenuielves.

TERMS- (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, fll lines in an inch), for each inser-tron.
One half i-olumn (74 lines), $165 each insertion
Otie icltole column (14S lines), f 120 each insertion
Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College.

Courses of AgricuUrrral Instruction, including the Prac-
tice of Agriculture and Horticulture. AKricnltural Chemistry
and Physiology, Principles of Breeding and Feeding, Inju-
rious Insects. Kural Economy. Forestr.v, French and German
languages. &c., &c. Open Sept. 13th. 1865. For detailed Pro-
gi-amme, apply to Prof. GEO. .J. BRUSH, New Ha\'cn, Conn.

AVlleeler & ^Vllsoii's

Sewing Machines.
Woman's Greatest Boon.—We would advise a man to fore-
go a thi-cslier and thresh wheat with a flail rather than to
see the wife wear her health, vigor and lite away in the ever-
lasting "stitch, stitch, stitch," when a sewing machine can
be obtained. The Wheeler & Wilson is an invaluable aid in
every household. We have had several diUcreut kinds on
ti-ial, and aner six years' service the Wlreeler A Wilson has
taken the precedence as the best, where all kinds of sewing
are to he done in a fanilly.—.4 iiiericfir>i Agriculturist, Jan. 1865.

JONES' BUST OF LINCOLN.
The under-signed is prepared to snpply Public LibrariCB

i^ocreties or individrrals, with life-size copies in plastpr ofJones celebrated bust of our lamented Chief Magistrate
1 his lias hecn pronounced by connoisseurs one of the finestworts of ait recently produced, and by his family and Pri-
vate Secretary Mr. .lohn G. Nicolay, "the historic bust " of
tlie late Mr-. Lincoln.
Sample copy may be seen at No. 64'Wall et., where ordereby man should be aiMrcsscfl. Price, boxed and delivered toExpress Coinpanv, $25.

.J. DUliltliLL CHACHADWICK,-No. 64 Wall-st., New-Tork.

JEFF DAVIS !

burlesque
IjIve of

The most glorionsly funny thing, .iust as lull of humor as
f »i"l,.',''v,'"''"'

numerous comic Illustrations, in Julv NoofMEKRHMAIV'.S MONTHLY. A splendid nuinber-with improvements and new features. I»rlzc Piiizl..every month with GroriiljacU Prizes. Sold by ner""nen
or sent postpaid lor l.-j cents, 3 specimens 30 cents No
free copies. HANKY & CO., 109 Nassaust., New Tork.
ey" We will send it from Julv to end of the year (six

months), for 60 cents, two subscribers SI, club of fonr and
one to getter up tree, Sa.

phi

stammeriMir
Cured by Bates' Patent Appliances. For descriptive pam-
hlet. Address H. C. L. MEAlls. 277 West 23d St.. N. r.

Pure Bi-ed Potiltrv and Esc;.^ for Scttiritr, for sale.
Address E. A. WKN'DELL. Box 1144 P. p., Albany, N. T.

Every Fanner should have
one of HaNted's Horse Hay Forks.
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HARVEY B. LANE,
131 Niissau-st., New-York.

FOR PURCHASING
Articles of Merchandise, Implements for

the Farm, (iardru and Household,
Oood Fertilizers, Seeds, Vines,

Plants, Trees, Sec, Ac.

OOTYS CR8 ^^ m^^.
Sole Agent in N. Y. AVholesale and Ke-

lail. Send tor Circiilar.

Woodrnn"'s Portable Karomcter.
Hutchinson's n'Ine and Cider Press.

Hutchinson's
Patent Wlno ami Cider Mill, with Press

cotubined, can make four barrels per

day. Greatly Improved- this year.

Price complete, at Peeksklll, or New-

Vork ?"=0
" Clereland, 24 00

Send for Descriptive Circular.

Address
PEEKSKILL PLOW WORKS,

Peekskill, N. Y., or

J. E, HUTCHINSON. Cleveland, O.

Accomplished at Last !

A Churning can now be done with the Old Dash Churn,
by the pressure of a tinker, in less time than the stronseat

mancouldhitliertodo it. All butter-makers agree that the

old churn accomplishes the best results. Hall's Patent At-

tachment is simple, cheap and liandv for carrying the churn
around. A tlrst-rate Canvasser wanted for New 1 ork State.

As this must immediately supersede all other churns, a siire

ripportunity to make money rapidly, by nnrchasmc the Kiiihts

to other Territory, is offered by DAMEUel & P.OBIN SON,
M John-st., New-Tork.

lijX

n
Liu
o:<
m u

bio
a

IN8Ib- BOXES PRICE:^ 1.20.:

FOR SALEAtALLTPEHARDWARf
AND PAINT STORES ' '"<

ANYONE CANAHP-Y 1.'.

o o
3:^

X2

It is impossible to desrrihp its value here-try it

PATTEKSON BROTHERS, Ajtents, 27 Park Row, N. r.

DURHAM CATTLE.
PUBLIC SALE OF IMPROVED DURHAMS,

-T \MES GOWEN will sell at Public Sale, at Slount Airy.

PhihKlclphia, on WEDNESDAY, S'Jth JUNE, 1S6S, a tine

herd of Cows. Heifers, Youni Bulls, and well-grown Calves,

bred l)v himself, and expressly to comljine bood milking
wiTti E\SY FEEDING. The Catalo^Tue will embrace some 40

head of Young Cattle, which shouUl at this time command
particular attention, when choice animals are so nuich in

request for breeding. Catalogues will be furnished in due
time. Sale to commence at 11 o'clock. A, M.

A FIRST RATE i year old Bull, out of a first

class milking Dui'ham cow for sale, price $S0. Also a
yearling Devon Bull—very fine—price $M. Both gentle.

Address E. T. PHILLIPS,
Plainaeld, New Jei'sey.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent by Express to all parts of the United States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOYER & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Fa.

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR SALE, FROM THE
mns' celebrated importations. For particulars address

K. P. KIDDER. Builington, Vermont.

THE BEST MOVABLE COMB BEEHIVE IN
the WOUI^D. Send stamp for Book Circular. K. P,

KIDDER, Burlington, Vermont.

M. QIHIVBY, St. Johnsville, IV. If.

Pnr5 Italian Bees and Queens, Send for Circular.

II^LAX DRESSING Machinorv for Sale—Cousist-
ing of one .Mallorv ftSanford Brake (?1."5 size), 4 Setts

Steel scutching knives, seed whipper, Tow Sleaker, shafting

puUies, belling, &c,. in complete order— little used.
JOHN 1). nUCKELEW, Jamesburg, N. J.

Silver's IiiiprovcMl Flax Puller.
WILSON H. BLACKWELL,

Sole Agent, 114 Pearl-st., New York.

Pulls 4 acres a day. Send for a Circular'.

3. B. James' Rosendale Cpmci't
"Works, manufactures a superior quality of ROSEND.\LE
CEMENT. Address J. B. J.VMES, 29 Cedar-st., New York.

THE PEOPLE'S CLOTHES WRINGER, the best,

the cheapest, and most durable. Cork Rolls. Cog Wheels.
Galvanized Iron Frame. Depot of the Company 491 Broad-
way New York. Price $9.00. Agents and Shippers liberal-

ly dKilt with. Send for Circular.

LABOR FOR FARMERS.
£lo^v to Obtain a Prompt and Satisfactory

Supply.
In order to meet the pressing want of Farm laborers felt

in all parts of the conntrv, especially in tlie Western States,
the AMERICAN EMIGKAXT CO.\I"PANT has ortranized a
system by which men can be supplied in anv nnniber that
may be required to any designated locality in any State in
the Union.
This object is accomplished by parties In a given neighbor-

hood combhilns toeetherand ordering such men and women
as they need. These men or women are forwarded in com-
panies from twenty to fllty under the care ot a conductor to
a point determined on. and then delivered to the parties (or
their Atrents) who have ordered them. The utmost care Is
t;il<on by the Conipunv In the selection of the Enilijrants at
New York, and the wishes of the parties orderinc them as to
theii- \Hiionalitv, age, and general qualiflcations are care-
fully attended to.

A payment is required in advance of a sutflcient sum to
pay tlie traveling expenses to the point indicated, the Com-
pany's fee lor the services rendered, and the costof the con-
ductor who accompanies the party. Legal contracts arc
made with the P^mitrrants in accordance with the InBtrnctions
leceived both as to the rate of wages to be paid, and the
leiiilh of engagement made.

Ity this means the Emigrants constantly arriving in New-
York, may be dispersed alUhrough the country and with small
cost to the employer, as the expense of transportation will,
in all eases be stipulated to be repaid bv the Emigrant.
A large number of carefully selected Swedish, GKRsrAV,

and British farm laborers are expected to arrive durinir the
present season, and it is suggested to farmers in all sections
of the country to avail themselves without delay of the op-
portunity thus aflorded ot obtaining male and female help
in the pi-omptcst and most economical manner.
Yov lurtlier particulars Address

JOHN WILLIAMS,
General Accent for Emigration.

3 Bowling Green, New York.

% MERICAN ROOFING COMPANY.
-^»- GKEEN'S PATENT.

Tliia Companv is now prepared to furnish one of the best
articles ot ROOFING everintroduced. consisting of a STOUT
MATERIAL made AA'ATER-PROOF by a COMPOUND of
INDIA RUBBER, hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT,
prepared exiiresslv.
The WH()LE t'ABRIC has been thoroughly tested, is

WATER-PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of t)il Cloth.
It isdesiirned for covering: RAILWAY CARS. STEAM-

BOATS. DWELLINGS. BARNS and SHEDS. It can be
laid down by any sensible working man.

It is cheaper than any known roofin2 of equal durability.
It can be seen in use and samples had bv applying at tly*

Office of the Company. No. 94 Wall-st., !^ew York.
HENRY SMITH, Agent.

Eng^lish Elastic Roofing.
Put up ready for use, in 40 gallon iron bound bbls. War-

ranted the most durable and economical paint now in use,
for all kinds of roofs, exposed iron work, &c. Also "Linseed
Oil Substitute," raw and boiled. The best and cheapest
paint oil made. F. A. WHITING & CO.,

Victoria White Lead Worts,
101 Watei-st., New York.

T EAKY SHINGLE, CANVAS or FELT ROOFS
--ican he marie water rizlit by using the GUTTA PERCHA
CKMENT. LEAKY TIN K'OOFS will wear live times as
long if coated with the GUTTA PERCHA CEMENT PAINT,
the best Paint lor Agricultural Implements, out-buildings,
Fences, &c., &c. Manufactured ready tor use by the

JOHNS & CR05LEY MANUt'ACTURING CO.,
No. 78 William-st., cor. Liberty, New-York.

Sole Manufacturers of the Gutta Percha Cement Roofing.

PIT NOT YOIIR TRrST O A BROKEN REED.
Cedar closets or Cedar wood nncombined and alone

are viseless—worse than worthless—as protection against

Moths. No known combination but

CEDARIftMPHOR
is adelcnce. iiml lliat /.>— is emphatically all tliat is de-

sired—being Certain, Durable, Fragrant, and it is withal

Cheap. It is sold by Druggists. Factured by

HARRIS & CHAPMAN, Boston.

MERRY CHIMES.
A NEW JUVENILE MUSIC BOOK.

By L. O. Emkrson",'Author of "Goldex Wreath," "Harp
OF .lLinAH,"&e, Containing Elementary Instructions, At-
tractive Exercises and Sever"al Hundred Popular Sonss, Su-
perior to all Similar Works iu many essential points and des-
tined to be the Most Popular and Salable Book for Schools,
Seminaries, and the Young Folks at Home ever jiuhlished.
The Songs are not old and time-worn, but New, Fresh, and
Sparklinir. Suited lo all occasions and Alive with the Spirit
of the Times. A large number now first appear in print.
Specimen, pages, containing several choice pieces, will be
sent U\ any one on application. Price of "Merry Chimes,"
r.ii cents. '*-) a dozen. OLIVER DITSON & CO., Publishers,
277 Wasliingtou-street, Boston.

India Rubber fwloves
arc an invaluable protection for the hands in Gardening,

H^use^volk, etc., and a certain cure for Chapped Hands,

Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $150 for

Ladies' sizes ; $1 75 for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEASS I. R. GLOVE MF'G CO.,

205 Broadway. New-York.

JUNE NO. OF DEMOREST'S ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY, and MME. DEMOREST'S MIRIIOR OF

FASHIONS, contain Brilliant Novelties. New Music, In
Memoriam of President Lincoln, with Portrait, and View of
the Funeral Procession ; large and elegant Steel Entrravincs;
Illustrated Poem bv Theodore Tilton, and other'valuable
features. Y'early, $3, with a valuable Premium. Single
Copies, 25 cents. Mailed free on receipt of price. No. 39
Beekman-st., New York.

GROVER &L BAKER'S
HIGHEST PKEHIIUITI

ELASTIC STITCH AND LOCK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
^

495 BROAOWAV, NEIV VOKK.

THE Nonpar El L^

Wash ing MAchin e

Simple, Strong ami Durable.
And unapproachable for speed, power and effectiveness

of operation.

Dealers Supplied. Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING, 181 Water-st., New York.

r^^ SEVEN OCTAVE. ^^^^^
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN «& CO., A99 Broadway, N. Y.

New. enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirty years' experience, with ereatlv increased facilities

for manufacturing, enable us to sell for CASH at tlie above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the World's Fair, and for five successive yeara at
the American Institute. Warranted live years. Tt-riHiS
net Casli. Call or send for descriptive circular.

A CHALLENGE.—We o&nv for sale a new no
chinmey Kerosene Oil Burner, thatgives a most brilliant

light without smoke or odor, that can not be extincuished
by sudden motions, burns without a chimney, and fits almost
all Kerosene Lamps and Lanterns, We challenge the world
to pi'oduce its equal. The Public has long demanded such a
burner, as chimneys are easily and often broken, and It will
eventually come into use in every house where Kerosene oil

is used. Send fifty cents and get sample by return mail.
Agents Wanted in every Couutv in the United Stales, with
whom liberal arrangements will 1m^ made.

Address NEW YORK LAMP CO..
259 Pcarl-st, New York.

Is constantly made by a beautiful Machine in the Window
at 17 Courtlandt-st.. without FIRK, TROUBLE, or
CARE. Machines for 5 or even 250 Burners. Call and ex-
amine. Mauufactors of the New "2 in 1 " Mower and Reap-
er, with Self-Rake, and giving doible service. Combined
Wheel Plow and Cnltivator Righk- for Sale.—Send for Cir-

culars, Address J. W. BAIN, Prest. American Agricultural
Works, 17 Courtlandt-st., New-York.

Housekeepers Take IVotlee

!

D. LAKE'S FLY TRAP.

Patented June 21, ISW, and Jan. 10, lSti5. Sent by express,
on receipt of |5. Address DAVID LAKE.

Smith's Landing, New Jersej'.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants, Drucgi'ts, Hospitals, small .Toh Printers.

&c. Address ADAMS PRESS CO., 26 Ann-st., New Y'ork.
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cuts, &c.. Six cents.

MME. DEMOREST'S EXQUISITE TOILET
PREPARATIONS.—Lilly Bloom and Roseate Bloom,

for improving the complexion ; Curling Cream, for bcautify-

\\\z the hair, and Everlasting Perfume Packets. 50 cts. each.
Snid bv all di-uggists; mailed free on receipt of price, Mme.
DEMOREST'S Emporium of Fashions, 473 Broadway.

Patent Cantering Horses.
Run by the weight of the rider on any good road. Every

boy and eirl wants one. Prices $12 to $25. Invalids' Travel-
ing Chairs, for in or out-door use. Prices $20 to ?50. Send
stamp for Circular. S. W. SMITH, 90 William-st., N. Y.

milUtoiic Dressing Diamonds
Set in Patent Protector and Goide. For sale by JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds. No. 04 Nassau-st., New-
York City Old Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage

stamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser.
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The Universal Clothes Wringer,

-^ Pkices—No. IK. f 1^ ;
^'0- 2. $10

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST-
'• Tliis is the first Wrimrcr 1 liave f'.nuul that would stand

the service required of it."—J. P. Huggins, Lovejoy's Hotel.

"In the lauDdiy ol my house there is a perpetual thnnks-
giving on MondnA-s for the invention of your excellent
wrinsier."—Kev. tueo. L. Cutler.
" We think the Machine much more than pays for itself

every year in the saving ol garments."—O. J UDD, Am. A^r.

"Till? inventor of tliis Machine mav have the satisfaction

Of kuowins that lie lias changed one of the most toilsome
parts ot woman's work into a most attractive amusement,"—
Mi-3. llExnv Ward Beecuer.

" I hoarlily commend it to economists of time, money and
contentjnent."—Uev. Dr. Bellows.

C^ Ou receipt of price from any part of the country
where we have no canvassers, we send the Wringer" free of
freight char^es-
AgoodcahvaS'Pr wanted in every township.

R. O. BROWNING, 347 Btoadway, N. Y.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY.
Ungere oa every glossy wave and npiet of her

lovely hair.

lull

PATENT

II A IB
CRIMPERS,

For ciimpins and waving La-
dies hair. 2^'o /leat tised^ and
no injury to the hair.
Thfv are put up in beauti-

fully lithographecl boxes con-
tainini: one sett (1 doz.) assort-

directions for use accompanyinged lengths, wilii
each box.
No Lady's toilette is complete witliont them. For sale

throughout the t-oimtry. lietailers will be supplied hv any
first-Class Jobber of Notions in New York, Pliiladelphia, or
Bostoo.

MANUFACTUIiED ONLY BY
E. IVINS, SixtU-st, and Columbia Ave,

PliUadeliiUia, Pa,

B. T. IIIYIVARD,
208 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

f •? FEB.12.:I8Q9,

MARCH 4. ;l

86'

\ MABCrt?*. 1865.

The above Cut represents one side oi the New Memorla.
Medallion, and on the other is a True Likeness of our Lato
I'rcaidonr, There i' no person in the Union butwliatwi'.i
want onr of these as a Mitniento and Keepsake, I will send
a Samj.le on the receipt of r^O cents. I want an Acent in
every citv liU'l town In the country, to whom especial iu-

oucctneuts ai'c oii'ei-ed.

B. t. HAYWaHD, SlaumctTjnr^ Jeweler,.
rrcrarlwrfy, New Yorlc.

Lalox-s' Slieep Sc Lamb

Dipping Composition,
Cures Scab, Ticss and Lick on Sheep or Cattle, adds

over a pound of wool to the fleece, improves its quality, and

adds to the general health of the sheep, without danger

from taking cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOli BKOTHEIiS. Utica, N. Y
Agents wanted for every State.

Also for sale, wholesale and retail by
GKIFFING BROTHEU & CO.,

60 Courtlandt-st., New-York,
and H. B. LANE, 151 Nassau-st.. New-York.

Nisliwitz's Monitor Mower
ami Reaper.

The Best, Lightest Draft, and Clieapcst Ma-
chine in tlic Market.

Four dilTerent sizes—fully AVarranted. For Descriptive

Circulars, Keferences, &c.. Address
GENERAL AGENTS.

J. N. CLOYES, (for Central and Western N, Y„) Utica,

P. S. MESEROLE, (for 111., and the West,) Chicago, 111.

R, SINCLAIR A CO., (for Maryland and Virginia,)

Baltimore, Md,

F. NISHWITZ, Manufacturer and Proprietor,

WiUiamsburgh, L. I.. N. Y.

The Best in America.

The Railway Horse rower that is unequalled for ease ol

team, amount of power, ami has never failed to take the

FIRST PREMIVM OVER. AL,L, ITS COMPE-
TITORS wherever tested, Th« Combined Thresher and

Cleaner that Cleans equal to any Fanning Mill,
fit for Mill or Market. Threshers, Separators, Fanning Mills

Wood Saws, Seed Sowers and Planters, ic. All of the BEST
in market. Send in orders early, as we are governed by "first,

come, first served." For further information send for Cli"-

cnlar. Address K. & M. HARDER,
Co1>leskiU, Scholiarie Co., N. Y.

HALSTED'S
PAT, IMPROVED
HORSE

Hay Fork

After extensive introduction and thoronch trial, is now
offered to the public in its improved forai. Aeents wanted.
Town. County, and Slate Kialits for sale. Send for acircular.

Address A. M. IlAl.STED, 67 Pearl-st., New-Tork.

IRE FOR HORSE RAKES, best
quality at lowest vatca. For Sale by

.J, ,„.„.j'2S^.'?'- QTiNcr,
63 Willianrat,', Kow YorS City.

GARDEN & CEMETERY
ADORNMENTS.

Snmnaei' Hovxses,
ARBORS, CHAIRS, SETTEES, &,c.

]VUiE TRELLISES AND ARCHES,

FOR VINES, FLOWERS, &c.

lEOI FUENITURE,
Bedsteads of Every Description

For Dwelliugs, Public Institutions, Hospitals,

Prisons, &e.

Patent Spring Beds, Mattresses, &c.

STABLE FIXTURES
Hay KacliS, Mangers, Stall Divisions, &c.

IRON RAILING,
For cudosiug Cemetery Plots, Offices, Dwellings,

Public Squares, &c.

Haviug purchased the business of the New York "Wire

Railina: Company, Hutchinson & "Wickersham late Agents,

\>'c uie now the exclusive Owners and Manufacturers of

Patent Wire Railing and Farm
Fencingj Window Guards, &c.

And we offer to the public the largest variety of ORNA-
MENTAL IRON GOODS to be found in the United States.

Particular attention given to Export trade.

CHASE & CO.
Warerooms 524 Broadway,
Opposite St. Nicholas Hotel, NEW TORR.

Uuiou Iflo^ving;* ITIacliiue.

Tills Machine havln;; been fullv tested for the last four
years. Is recommended with confidence as the most com-
plete and efficient in the market. It is capable of cutting
grass, liirlit or heavv, wet or drv, lodged or standing, and
with sirenrjth, dnrabUitij, eaae of draft, light iceight, and
efficiency, it combines many minor conveniences, not found
in other machines. PASCHALL MORRIS.

Agricultural 'Warehouse, 1120 Market-st., PhU'a.
Sole General Aeent, for Eastern Penn., Southern half oi

New Jersey, all Delaware and Maryland.

BuUard's Patent Hay Tedder.
The attention of New York farmera is called to this new

invention for spreading and turning Hay ; second only to the

Mower, in practical usefulness on the farm. It is simple in

its construction, effectual in its operation, and wonderfully
labor-savins:. It has been thoroughly tested and has never
failed to give satisfaction. No farmer who wishes to have
well-cured hay can afford to do without It. Price for 8 Fork
Machine with Pole or Thills. $100. Fork ones with Thills

§35, deliverable in Syracuse, N. T., or in New York City.

SILAS C. HERRING, 251 Broadway
Sole Proprietor and Manufacturer for the State of New York.

Important to Flax Growers.
Rundell's Flax Brake and Scutcher combined. I want an

Agent In every county in tiie loval States to introduce a
cheap, portable Ftas Macliine. "U^ill do the work as Rapid-
ly and Savingly as any other, with one-tenth the ex-
pense of machine and labor. For further description, send
for circular (seut free). Address C. M. RUNDELL, Pike.

Wyoming Co., N. Y.

BONE TAFEU.
Manufactured bvthe LODI MANUFACTUR-

ING CO., from Bones, Dried Night Soil and
Gnano ground fine.

T'-e Bone iswell known for its lasting effects,
.ind u._ Night Soil and Guano for their quick
action, the combination producing a fertilizer
EQUAL to Guano, and far superior to Super-
pho8|>liate or Ground Bones, r'armei-s using it
during the past two years, speak of it in the
hichest terms. Prirc'^0 per ton. Packed in
bble. of 200 lbs. each.

Address LODI MANUFACTURING CO..
66 Courtlandt-st.. New York.

Bay the Siinplest-—Halstsd^^.
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BUY THE BESTI

ON THa BOAD.

EUeiifilWER

The superiority of this Mnchine Is beyond dispute. At Its

tlrst Introduction It took the lead of the market, and the

peculiar featnres covered by its patent, togeth-

er with the many Improvements added, have kept it far In

advance of all competitors.—In all points of a perfect Har-

vester, and In Important feature of durability. It Is without

an equal.

la great popularity Is shown by the fact that

PBICES
O It E A T L Y^

REDUCED.
Circulars can So obtained of any of our Agents, or will

be forwarded by mail.

ADRI-WCE, PLATT <Ss CO.,

Mauufacturer.s and Proprietors*

MANUFACTORT, Po'keepsle, N. T.

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE, 165 Greenwich-st., New Tort

W. &, B. DOUGLAS'
PATENT ROTARY BARREL PUMP

Arranged with the Patent Barrel Attachment, the most
complete and perfect article ever invented forpuMPiso oil
and ALL KiN'DS OF LIQUIDS fiom BARRELS and other casks
up Into CANS, TANKS, &c. A niost invaluable Fixture for oil

STORES, OIL BEFINKBIE9. DRUG STORES, PAINT MANUFACTO-
RIES, &c., &c. We make two regular sizes of this Barrel

Pump, viz.: Nos. 1 and 2. No. 1 will pump from 8 to 10 gal-

Ions, and No. 2, from IG to 20 gallons per minute. Orders re-

pectf^lly solicited byj

W. & B. DOUGLAS,
BIIDDLETOWN, CONX.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of the article, .

Branch T7arehouse, 87 John-st., N. Y„ where samples of

these and our various other kinds of Pumps, Hydraulic
Kams, Garden Engines, Ship Pumps, Oil Well Pumps, Power
Pumps, Chain Pumps, Iron Well Curbs, Iron Horse Po9t3,

, Grindstone Trimmings, Wrought Iron Butts and Hinges,

&c., can be seen.

All the principal Hardware Merchants, Plttmrees,
Tinners, and Aoricultural Dealers in Oiis and other
Countries, keep our MANrFAcrrBEs, or will order tbera
from BB when called for

BEST FARMING LANDS in the WORLD
FOR, S^VI^E BY THE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.,
In Tracts to suit Purchasers, AT LOW FRICSS.

THE n.LTOOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY HAVE EOR SALE,

000,000 ACRES of the best Farming Lands in the Country.

The road extends from Dunleith, in the north-western part of the State, to Cairo, in the extreme southern

part, with a Utanch from Centralia, one hundred and thirteen miles north of Cairo, to Chicago, on the shore of

Ijakc Michigan—altogether a length of 704 miles—and the land which is offered for sale is situated upon either

side of the track, in no instance at a greater distance than fifteen miles.

State of Illinois.

The rapid development of Illinois, its steady increase in population and wealth, and its capacity toproduco

cheap food, are matters for wonder and admiration. The United States Commissioner of Agriculture estimates

the amounts of the principal crops of 18G4, for the whole country, as follows; Indian corn, iSO ,581 ,403 bushels;

wheat, 160,695,823 bushels; oats, 176,690,064 bushels; of which the farms of Illinois yielded 138.356,135 bushels

of Indian corn; 33,371 ,173 bushels of wheat; and 24,273,751 bushels of oats—in reality more than one-fourth of

the corn, more than one-fifth of the wheat, and almo.-t one-seventh of the oats produced hi all the United States.

Grain—Stock Raising.

Pre-eminently the first in the list of grain-exporting States, Illinois is also the great cattle State of Ibe

Union. Its fertile prairies are well adapted by nature to tho raising of cattle, sheep, horses and mules; and in

the important interest of pork packing, it is far in advance of every other State. The seeding cf these prairio

lands to tame grasses for pasturage or hay, offers to farmers with capital tho most profitable results. The

hay crop of Illinois in 1864 is estimated at 2,166,725 tons, which is moro than half a million tons larger than the

crop of any other State, excepting only New York.

Inducements to Settlers,

The attention of persons, whose limited means forbid tho purchase of a homestead in tho older States, is

particularly iuvitcd to these lands. "Within ten years the Illinois Central Railroad Company has sold 1,400,000

acres, to more than 20,000 actual settlers: and during the last year 264,422 acres—a larger aggregate of sales

than in any one year since the opening of the road. The farms are sold in tracts of forty or eighty acres,

suited to the settler with limited capital, or in larger tracts, as may bo required by tho capitalist and stock

raiser. The soil is of unsurpassed fertility
; the climate is healthy ; taxes are low ; churches and schools

are becoming abundant throughout the length and breadth of the State ; and communication with all tho great

markets is made easy through railroads, canals and rivers.

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.
The price of lands varies from S9 to $15 and upwards per acre, and ilicy are sold on short credit, or for

cash. A deduction of ten per ceni. from the short credit price -is mado to those who buy for cash.

E X j^ ]Vr F Xj E :

Forty acres at $10 per acre, on credit; the principal one-quarter cash down—balance one, two and three
years, at six per cent, interest, m advance, each year.

Ihterest. Principal. IWTEnpwT.
Cash Payment, $13 00 $100 00 I Payment In two year? $G 00
Payment in one year 12 00 100 00 |

" three yeara,

The ^ame fl^aud may be Porcliased for SS60 tf^asEi.

Full information on all points, together with maps, showing the exact location of I^uds, will ho furnished
on application, in person or by letter, to

LAND COlillVIISSIGNER, Illinois Central R. R. Co., Chicago, Illinois,.

PRINCrPAt..
100 00
100 00

The Clipper one HorseMower
is adapted to every variety of surface, and to cutting every
kind of grass.

This Machine is capable of cutting three-fourths to one
acre of the heaviest grass per hour, and can be drawn as

easily by one horse as ordinary two-horse Mowers by two
horses.

The height of cut can be varied by the driver while tho
Machine Is In motion, and without leaving his seat. It Is

simple, durable, and not likely to get out of order,

Two-Horse Mowers and combined Machines of the same
pattern. R. H. ALLEN & CO.,

ISa & 191 Water-st., New York.

IN€}ERS01.I.'i$ II91PKOVEI>
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested In tho mo<:t thorough

manner throughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 1200.
The Horse Power is worked by either wheel or capstan,

nnd in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those wanting such machines to write for a catalogue
containing full information with cuts, prices, &c., or call and
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to. by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint. KiuRS Co.,L. I.

Bay the Best-—Halsted's.

/§ ffjft MARYLAND FARMS,—GEOGRAPHI-
^™:""cal description of Maryland, with Catalogue of
Maryland Lands, for sale by

R. W. TEMPLEMAN & CO.,
Land As^ciits,

48 Lexington-street, (Up stairs,)

Baltimore City,

Embracing a description of the Soil and Products ot
Marylaud.

Send Twenty-flvo Cents for i\ Copy.

^ECURE A HOME.—Lnuds for sale in the Cclc-
^braled Fruit Settlement of Hammonton. New Jersey, SO
miles Irom Philattelphia, on naiLroml, and near the wew
York Railroad.—No better soil in the State.—For Fruits,
Vegetables and Early Gardeniu;r. is the best in the Union.—
Hundreds of Acres now producins: to he seen, on which is

made from $200 to $G00 per acre. Mild and liealtby climate.
Soft Water, Churches, Schools, Mills, Stores. &c. iVice from
$20 to fj3 per acre, for 20 acres and upward. lOacro fruit
farms, ;^0. Terms easy. Title perfect. For full inlorination
Address U. J. BYRNES, Hamnionton, N. J, Letter.'^ answered.

Cheap Maryland Farms.
tlO to $:iO per acre, convenient to Iliiilvoad, Navigation,

Churches, Schools, &c., &c., situated on the Fjistern Shore.
JIany northern families are settling here. Descriptive circu-
lars giving all information sent tree to all applieants.

Address H. P, CHAMBERS, Farm Agent.
Federalsburg, Md.

FARMS FOR SALE of 40 to 180 .^c^cs e:ich, of
the richest agricultural land in Rock Co., Wis., near

Janesvllle City, well timbered. The Madison railway runn
through, and tho Southern Wisconsin on their border. Apply
to J. I. K, PEASE, Janesvllle, or to B. F. PAWSON, 9 £a8t
IStli-street, New i ork.
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mm MISSOURI.
The llissonri Land Compauy,

CAPITA!. STOCK, $500,000.

Office No. la North Fiftli Street,

St. Iiouls, Missouri.

DIRECTORS

:

'E. W. FOX, of Pratt & Fox.

W. H. MAURICE, late County Collector.

MADISON MILLEB, Fund Commissioner raclflc R. K.

W. H. BENTON, late Pomeroy & Benton.

CHAS. H. HOWLAND, State Senator.

C H HOWLAND, Pres't. ) M. MILLER. Land Commissioner

W.H. MAURICE, V.Prs. j FELLS COSl'E, Treasurer.

Purcliase and Sell Real Estate of all descrlp

Uons. Attend to the Payment of Taxes, for nnn-resl-

dents ; and the development or sale of Mineral Lands.—Have

extra facilities for placing Capital seeking Inyestment In

Western Lands.—Will loan monies on productive Real-Es-

tate Security, In City or Country as may be desired.

Emigrants seeking Homes, or Agents for Colo-

nics desiring to locate large bodies of Lands will find it to

their advantage to apply to this Company.

All Communications promptly answered without charge.

The undersigned Is personally acquainted with the above

named Gentlemen, and cheerfully testifies to their high re-

spectability, trustfulness, aud ability as business men.

FREDERICK MUENCII, State Senator.

FARMS ITV THE IVEST.
CJ-ently rnlllii!; ri-airie, interspersed with groves of timber.

One of the finest ii^ricultural districts in the West, is now
just opened out to the conveniRnce of Railroad facilities and

market. Itsgeocraphical location, adaptation to Farming,

Gardening and Datrtinq, is unsurpassed in the West. Tliis

beautiful and desirable section of country is located SO to 40

miles southeast of the City of Chicago, Illinois, comprising

the Middle and Southern portion of the Co. of Lake. Indiana.

Tlie Chinaiin ^nd Great Eastern Railroad Sust completed,
and now in intmins order, passes throu5:h the heart of this

Couiitv. inaiiiniz Crown Point, which is the County seat, a
point, til'' nil '^t important town on the road between Chi-

cago, and Lo^ansport, Indiana.

The price of improved farms ran^e from $20 to $30 per
acre. Unimproved lands from $10 to $15 per acre. We now
have ten (10) improved Farms for sale—varjin^ in pize from
150 to 1.300 acres each—we have also 5000 acres of unimproved
lands, which will be sold in quantities to suit purchasers.

For farther particulars. Address (enclosing stamp)

CLARK & CLEVELAND. Real Estate Agents,
Crown Point, Lake Co., Tndiana.

~Aeres at low prices and accommodating terms.—Frank*
linville Tract.—Gloucester County, New Jersey. 25 miles
south of Philadelphia, on Railroad running from Philadel-

phia and Camden to Cape May. In lots to suit purcliasere.

Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon. Wm. Parry,
and others, with full information, sent free bv addressing
JOHN H. COFFIN & CO.. Frauklinville, Gloucester Co.,

New-Jersey. Also Improved Farms from 20 Acres upward.

i£AA ACRES of choice Illinois land, 500 is ex-
^""cellent timber, 300 rolling Prairie adjoining, within
six miles of three dill'erent Railroads in Marion Co., 111.,

from 10tol5 dollars per acre. Enquireof J.O.CHANU, Esq.,
Salem, or L. E. MINER. Toulon, Illinois.

]Vew Dwarf Celery-
strong Plants of this superb variety will be ready from

15th June to l.ith Julv.
Price 5;l per 100; $7.50 per 1,000: $50 per 10.000. carefully

packed to snip to any part of the United States. Plain print-
ed directions for the culture and winter preservation of
Celery accompanying each package, instructive alike to the
Amateur or Gardener, containing aa it does our experience
of 13 years as Market Gardeners.

HENDERSON & FLEMING. 67 Nassau St., New York.

To iny Customers !

Afl in the hight of the overwhelming business of the past
busy season, I'was unable to find time to respond to all let-

ters of inquirv received, 1 would now give general notice to
my patrons tliat if any of them failed to receive the seed
ordered, (which occasionally happens from the breaking of
packages, miscarriage, indistinctness of address, dishonesty
of officials, and like causes,) if they will notify me of the fact,

I will refund their money or place it to their credit for next
season, as tliey mav elect, as I insure all seed ordei'ed to reach
them. JAMES J. H. GREGORV Marblehead, Mass.

PARSONS & CO.,
at Fliisliiu^, near ]Vew York.

Call attention to the planting of EVERtiREEIVS for

which this month is the time.

No class of trees will so enliven the lawn or pleasure

grounds during the winter season.

They offer nearly 200 varieties of fine size and form with

good vi-ots. Among them are

Norway SPRtJCK.

Scotch Fir.

Austrian Fink.
Hbmlock Sprtjce.

CUPRESSUS Lawsoniaka.
Irish Juniper.
Swedish Juniper.
PrEAMTDAL JUNtPER.
Bhotan Pink.
Dwarf Pine.
Erect Tew.
American Arbor Vit^.
Siberian do do

Also of small size the following more rare varieties.

Dwarf Norway Spruce.
Weeping do do
Oriental Spruce.
Conical do
Cephalotaxus.
cunninghamia.
Chamaectparis vabiegata.
juniperus oblonga pendula.

do SQFAMATA
PiCEA NORDMANIANA.

do CEPHALONICA.
do PICHTA. 4

do FIRMA.
do GRANDI9,
do NOBILI9,

PlNUS UNCINATA.
do STROBUS COMPACTA.
do MONTICOLA.

PODOCARPUS.
Retinospora PISIFERA.
Taxus adpressa.

do KLEGANTIS3IMA.
do AUREA.
do ERICOIDE9,

Thuja aurea.
do PENDULA.
do HOVEYT.
do OCCIDENTALTS COMPACTA.
do PLICATA.

THUJIOPSIS BOREALI8.
TOBREYA TAXtFOLIA.

ALSO
CAMELLIAS, lu excellent health.

STOVE PLANTS in variety.

RHODODENDRONS, both seedling and worked plants, and
in great variety of color.

For varieties and prices they refer to their Catalogues for

which address them at

Fliisltin^, near I^e^r-Voi-W.

Turnip Seed by Mail.

J. IW. THORBITRN «k CO.,! 5 Jolin-st., N.Y.,
offer

their Pure and Selected Stocks of Turnip Seed by mail,

postage prepaid, at the following rates :

Early White Dutch, per oz., 10 cts.; per lb., $1

GermanTeltow " 20 " " 2

Red Top Strap Leaf, " 10 " " 1

English White Globe, " 10 " " 75c.

" " Norfolk, .... " 10 " " 75c.

Long White French, " 10 " " 1

'* " Tankard " 10 " " 1

Yellow Stone " 10 " " 1

Golden Ball, extra fine, " 10 " 1

Yellow Aberdeen, •* 10 " " 1

Yellow Finland, •' 20 " " 2 50

Dale'sHtbeid " 10 " " 75c.

Improved Ruta-Baga " 10 " " 1

Skirvinq'3 do *' 10 " " 1

Laing's do " 10 " " 1

TRADE PRICE I.IST of the Above for
Dealers,^ just publisUed.

Also

Pure LONG ORAJVGE CARROT SEED can be
sown in this latitude up to the first of July.

15 cts. per oz ; $1 .50 per lb.

J. M. THORBURN & CO., 15 John-st., New-York.

Turnip Seed.
New Sweet German (best late keeping winter, true,) and all

other best early and late Turnips, by mail or Express. Priced
catalogues to any address. B. M. WATSON.

Old Colony Nurseries. Pljinouth, Mass.

AGRICULTURIST STRAWBERRY, 25 cts. cacb.
Osage Plants. 1000, %\h and $12. Grapes, largest, best,

cheapest stock we know, lona. Adirondac. Isi-aella. Dela-
ware. Concord, Hartford. Norton's Virginia. Creveling, Dia-
na, liogers' Hybrids. &c.. &c., Catawba, l and '3 year, per 1000,
$?o to $90. Roses. 600 varieties, many very new and choice.
Lilies, Gladiolus, Dahlias, Tisrer Flowers, Tuberoses, 100 $"j

to $6. Green-House and Bedding Plants, au immense
stock; 74 fine bedders. our choice, packed, §10. Garden
Plants.—Sweet Potato, Nansemond, 5000 packed, $15, Cab-
bage, Tomato, Peppers, Egg Plants, &c.. &c. Good Agents
wanted by the month. Address F. K. PHCENIX.

Bloomington Nursery, McLean Co., 111.

NANSEMOND SWEET POTATO PLANTS.—
Of best quality, during May and June. Put up to

carry safely long distances. Prices. 500. $3 ; 1,000, $S; 5,000,

$13; 10,000. $25. Thisvariety is hardy, prolific, and profitably
grown at the North. Send for our circular of instructions,
and experience of those growing them. Address,

MURRAY & CO., Foster's Crossings, "Warren Co., O.

We Have in course of Propagation
335,000 CONCORD VINES.

35,000 Delaware, 8,000 Hartford pRoLrpio,

5,000 Rogers' Hybrids, 3,000 Diana,

3,000 Iona, 3,000 Adirondao,

3,000 Allen's Hybrid, 1,000 Israella,

find numerous other valuable varieties, bolh old and newWe thank our customers for the liberal patronage they have
bestowed, and a.ssure them and all interested in vine and
grape culture that no care or expense will be spared the
present season to bring our vines to the HianEST Standard.
Our Prices will merit the attention of Dealers and

Planters. Responsible Ageiiti^ are wanted in every
town to form clubs, or to spend tlie season in canvassing.
Large commission will be given to such as can furnish relia-
ble references; none others need apply.
Address with Stamp, WM. PERRY & SON,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Orape Vines Wanted,
Desirable next fall.

10,000 Delaware.
10,000 Concord.
3,00O Iona.

1 year old, 1st and 2ud class. Address with prices,

C. W. WARD, Box 419, New York City P, O.

Important to Fruit Growers.
THE GREAT RESULT at LENGTH ATTAINED.

Best and Cheapest Fruit Basket
in tlie World.

This new feasket. made of Veneer, for Strawberries, &c.,
is the most simple, useful, ingenious and cheap article of the
kind now in use. It seems to have overcome all the objec-
tions known to Fruit Growers or Fruit Dealers, as ull alike
are at once impressed witli its manilest utility. The fact is
now well known to everv one that a tight box should never
be used. This new Basket is thoroughly ventilated, remark-
ably attractive in appearance when filled with fruit—and can
be packed in one-qn.irter less space than the round basket or
box.—It is not only very strongly made, but is sold at a much
less price than anything-of the kind now in market.
Substantial Crates, to hold'from 13 to 96 quart baskets, and

so arranged that the beiries can not spill out, even if the
Crates are overturned.

AMERICAX BASKET COMPANY,
CORNER GROVE AND HIGH-STS.,

Office 313 CHAPEL-ST., New Haven, Conn.

FRUIT BOXES.
The Best and Cheapest one manufactured at ANSONIA,

CONN., by JOHN H. DOOLITTLE. They can be shipped to

any part of the country in pieces .ind put together by any

person at the rate of 1500 per day, without any tools what-

ever. Price $10 per 1000, for the parts, for quart size.

Samples at Aqeictjltuetst Office.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE VENEER FRUIT BASKET.
BEECHER'S patent May 3l3t. 1864.

All Fruit Growers and Dealers who have small fruits that
thev wish to put into market econoniicallv. and in the best
condition, and most salable manner, shoiild use the cele-
brated VENEER FRUIT BASKET. For cut and descrip-
tion of Basket, see Februarv and March numbers of Ameri-
can Agriculturist. Circulars of Basket and Crates sent on
application to A. BEECHER & SONS, Wcstville, Conn.
Baskets and Crates for sale bv W. H. CARPENTER,

90 Vesey-at., New-York, and other "dealers.

HEMICAL WHALE OIL SOAP, for preventing
and removing insectS'On Plants, Animals and Furniture.

Manufactured by W. H. PINNER.
No. 113 West ITth street,

New-York.

Hot Water iF'urnaces
for Warniins Grecn-liou.«io», Conservato-

ries, Graperies, &c.
WEATHERED & CHEREVOY. 117 Prince-st.. New-York.

Aniuioniated Pacific Cruano.
A real guano, containing: from seventy to eig;hty per cent

of Phosphate of Lime ; to which has been added by a chem-
ical process, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to
any other fertilizer. Price $80 per net ton. A liberal dis-

count to the Trade.
Pamphlets nith copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass.

State Assaver, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimonials
from sciehtiflc agriculturists, showine its value, can be
obtained ft-om J. O. BAKER & CO.. Selling Agents.

131 Pearl-st., New-York
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A. M. HALSTED,
G7 Pearl-st., New^-\ork,

Produce Commission Mcrcliaiil,
FOK THE SALE OF;
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KKFEREXCES.-Beni. Lotier, Esq.. N. T., ExPres't Ene
li. I!., Fred. Bissell. Es(l., Toledo, O.. Crasiin & Co., N. Y.,

and Cliicago, I\l., Geo. M. Todd, Biirlinzton. Iowa.
Send for Weekly Prick Current. Marking Plate ana

Circular with Paeting and Shipping directions.

S. B. CONOVER,
Coiuiiiisisioii Dealer,

260, 261 & 262 West Washinstoa Market,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all idnds of Fruit and
othi^r Farm Prodnoe.
Kefers to the Editor of the American Agricnlturist.

GENERAL
Purchasing' Agency.
The undersign eel will Purchase to Order, on fiivorable

terms, and at a morlerate commission, any articles of neces-

sity or luxnrv. of small or large value, such as Supplies for

Families, Goods (or Merchiints, Farmers. Mechanics, &c.
Money sent by mail or otherwise, will be immediately ac-

knowledged, and goods promptly forwarded as directed.

Letters of laquirv'will receive inmiediate attention.

S. CON^OVER. Jr., KiO Fulton-st., New-Tork.

Refers by permission to Opposite St. Paul's Church.

Wm. E. Dodge, Jr., Esq.; A. D. Randolph, Esq.

SWIFT &, DEZENDORF,
Produce Commission :Merchants, No. 4 Broadway. New-Tork.

refer, by pekmissios, to

H. D. Walbridge & Co., N. T.l King Brothers, Toledo, Oliio.

Bliven, Jlead & Co., " Kraus & Smith,
E. Bliss, Esq., " V. H. Ketcham, Esq., " "

John A. Gilbert, Esq. " ' G. P. Smith, Esq.,Clevel'tt " , i

W. G. Hibbard, Esq., Chicago, Illinois.

FOUR YEARS IN SECESSIA:
ADVENTURES

WITHIN AND BEYOND THE FNION LLNES :

BY

JUNIUS HENRI BROWNE.
special War Correspondent of the New York Tribune.

This work embraces the author's experiences throui^h a

wide range of stirring events, while accompanying the Na-

tional Armies and Fleets. It will also include a full account

of the capture. Uoenty inonthfi' imprimnnient, and escape of

the author and his companion, Mr. Albert D. Eich.\kd-

soN, with minute details of their perilous journey of 400

miles throncrli the enemies' country, aided by Negroes and
the famous Union Guides—DAN ELLIS, and the "NAME-
LESS HEROINE." This work will be published June 1st,

and will .be a book of great interest.

The American Conflict.
BY HORACE GREELEY.

The fairness, thoroughness, and judicious arrangement of

Vol. 1, of this work has gained for it both among its subscri-

bera and the Newspaper Press of all parties, a degree of fa-

vor nowhere accorded to any other history of the Rebellion.

The concluding Volume will be issued at the earliest day
practicable, consistent with accuracy and completeness.

Experienced Cayivassers are xoanted for the above

works, which, are sold only by subscription.

O. D. CASE A CO., Publishers,

Hartford^ Conn.

Tlic Bee-Reoper's
Text Book

(containiiiff the latest discoveries),
and the NrcLEUs Swarming Side-
npENiXG Bkk Hive {a tiirect iin-
provemeul over other hires]. See en-

_ - srravinennd prices in M-iv No. Pure
Italian Queens. $5. Lartje llluslrated Circulars, and Terms
to Agents sent free.

Get tlie Latest, Clieapeat, and Best.
Address H. A. KING & BRO., Nevada. Ohio.

1\I"EW MUSIC—THE NATION IN TEARS—IN
-i-^ Mcmoriam of President Lincoln, with a beautiful por-,

trait and monument: very solemn, solo, duet, trio or lull

Chorus. Also "Love on the Brain." a very amusing and
popular sons ;

" Kiss me while I'm Sleeping, sun-z by Miss
Harris, withereat applause. Also "Petroleum's, What's the
Matter:" " Everybody's Love Soniir." a real eem : all with
be.iutiful title pages. Just published bv WM. JENNINGS
DEMOREST. 39 Beekman-st. Sold by dealers in mn>:ic and
periodicals: mailed tree on receipt of price. 30 cents each.

$10 9Iade troiu $3.50.
Agents Wanted to eell the likeness of the late PRESIDENT

LINCOLN AT HOME. Beactifully En-guated and print-

ed In Tint, on paper, 1^x24 inches. Sells readilv for ?1.00,

Send 25 cents for sample to F. W. SUMNER & CO., No. 41

Park Row, (up staii-s) New York. -

—

A§^ent$ Wanted.

THE SECRET ^SERVICE, THE
FIELD, THE DUNCtEOJ(,

AND THE ESCAPE.
By ALBERT D. RICHARDSON,

Tribune Correspondent,

The above work will appear in the best style of tj-po^ra-

phy, containing two engravines on steel, and eiglit on wood,

from the pencils of our first artists.

It will embrace Mr. RICH,*.RDSON»SU3IPARAl.-
L.Et,L,ED EXPERIEIVCBPORPOUR YE.4Ri«.

I. Travelllni; tbrongh tlie South la the SECRET SER-
VICE OF THE TRIBUIVE at the outbreak of the War.

II. With our armies and fleets both East and West, dur-

U12: the first two years of the Rebellion.

III. HIS THRIL.I.ING CAPTURE while running

the batteries on the Mississippi River at Vicksburg, where
more than half his companions were either killed or

wounded.

IV. HIS CONPrVE-IIEXT POR 30 MONTHS
IN SEVEX DIPPERENT REBEL. PRISONS.
V. HIS ESCAPE AND AX.MOST MIRACU-
LOUS JOURNEY BY NIGHT of nearly 400 miles,

aided BY NEGROES AND UNION MOUNTAIN-
EERS of North Carolina and Tennessee, through the ene-

my's country to our lines.

It will abound in STIRRING EATENTS NEVER
BEFORE GIVEN TO THE PUBLIC, and contain

especially minute details of the escape, which have not yet

appeared, including a description of

DAN ELLIS, the famous Union Pilot,

AJTD THE

"UNKNOWN aUIDE,"
in the person of a Young Lady, who piloted Mr. Richard-

son and his comrades by ni^ht, out of a Rebel ambush.

In view of the author's rich material, his well-known

trustworthiness, and graphic descriptive powers, the pub-

lishers feel justified in predicting a work of unusual inter-

est, containing move of the

Fact, incident and Romance of tUe AVav,

than any other which has yet appeared.

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION.'

Agents wanted for every city, county and township in

the United States. This woi-k presents a rare opening to

both men and women, who desire lucrative employment.
For particulars, address

AniERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Successors to HURLBUT.SCRANTON & CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

^a1>1>ath Scliool Hupei-intendeiitH
and Xeacliers will be interested in the series of

small, cheap, but comprehensive Lesson Books, on a

new plan, entitled " Lessons for Every Sunday in the
Year." They are arranged in series of 52 lessons each,

with many notes, references, etc. These are selected

so that with (he " Connecting History" they give a com-
prehensive and connected view of the whole Bible.

No. 1 embraces the period from the Birth of Christ to

the end of Acts. No, 2 embraces the whole New Testa-

ment in its coniiecling history, b»it is mainly upon the

second part of the book. No. 3 extends from .Adam to

Elijah ; and No, 4 (not yet ready) will extend from

Elijah to Christ. They are approved and used by all de-

nominations ; and are adapted to scholars of all ages,

able to read Ihe Bible. Nos. 1,2, and 3, are now
ready. As an evidence of their value, it mtiy be stated

that of No. 1, the first issued, about 150,000 copies

have already been called for. Price of each series, 15

cents each ; SI 50 per dozen ; $12 per 100. If to go by

mail, 4 cents each extra for postage; or, if in packages of

tenor more 3 cents each. As specimens, Nos. 1, 2. and 3

will be sent post-paid for 50 cents. Address Publisher of

Ajiterican Asficnllnrist, New York.

The Prairie Farmer.
Coniuicncenient of Nc%v Volnnie, July 1st.

The commencemc-nt of a new vnlnme .iffords a good op-
portuniiv to subscribe for Ihe most popular and rnUtoble
AqririiUurnl HnrticuWirnl AW(\ Home Paper \n the West.
The Fakvf.r i* i tii hi ished "Weekly, in SenH-.\nnnnl Volnmes
at TWO DOLLARS per year, or ONE DOLLAR for Six
months. For Western Farmers, or those interested in farm-
ing in the "West, it is of ercat value, treating of all the pecu-
liarities relating to Western Farming, Fruit Growing, and
siving each week a carefully prepared Live Stock and Pro-
duce Market Report.
The condition, prospects, and extent of the srowins crops,

is recorded weekly, givim; the best idea that can be obtam-
ed on these points" as it comes from the Farmers themselves.
Subscription from .Tnly to Januarv, $1.00.

Clnbs of 10 -vsill entitle the sender to a copy free for the
same time.
All subscription? received in June will receive the paper

fi-om the time the ?nb?cription is received to the close of the
year. Good Agents wanted everywhere.
Address EMERY & CO.. Chicago, III.

Buy the Iiis:htesi-—Halsted's.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the Agriculturist at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These

prices are positively good only to July 1st.]

Allen's (L.F.) Rural Architecture $ 1 50

Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00

American Bird Fancier 30

American Rose Culturist 30

American "Weeds and useful Plants 1 75

Art of Saw Filing ...(Holly) 60
Barry's Fruit Garden 1 75

Beecher's (Henry Ward) Fruit, Flowers and Farming.. 1 25

Bement's Poulterer's Companion 2 00

Bemenfs Rabbit Fancier SO

Blake's Farmer's Encyclopedia i 50

Boussinganlt's Rural Economy l 60

Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual . 73

Bridgeman's Young Gardener's Assistant ....... 2 00
Bridgeman's Kitchen Garden Instructor. 75
Bridgeman's Florist's Guide 75
Brandt's Age of Horses (English &nd German) 50
Breck's Book of Flowers 1 50
Browne's Field Book of Manures 1 50
Buist's Flower garden Directory 1 50
Buist's Family Eitchen Gardener l 00
Burr's Vegetables of America 5 oo
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book.. (Holly) 60
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's Veterinarian
Colman's Asricnlture '.'.'.'.'..

Copeland's Country Life
,

",'.','.*.

Cottage Bee-Keeper
Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner)
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor

'

Dadd's (Geo, H.) American Cattle Doctor
Dana's Muck Manual
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) '.|*

Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition)....."'
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downlng's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America
Eastwood on Cranberry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide.,
Employment of Women—By Virginia Penny ]

Fessen'den's Complete Farmer arid Gardener
Flax Culture (Ready next month)
French's Farm Drainase
Field's (Tliomas W.) Pear Culture ..'.'..'.'.

Fish Culture
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming:
Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Strawberry Cnlturist

\

Goodale's Principles of Breeding
Gray's Manual of Botany and Lessons In one Vol
Gray's How Plants Grow. .

Guenon on Milch Cows
Hall's f^lissl American Cookery
Haraszthv Grape Culture, &c.
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain

.",""

do. do. do. do. colored plates...
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers
Hints to Riflemen, by Cleveland

"

Hop Culture (Readv) ;'

How to Buy a Farm and ^here to Find One
Jaques' Fruits and Fruit Trees ."

Jennings on Cattle. Sheep, &c
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Cheraijtry..-, ...'*

Kemp's Landscape Gardening
\

Lauffstroth on the Honey Bee .....'.

Loudon's (li)owning'sl Ladies' Flower Garden '.".'*

Lenchar's How to Build Hot-houses
Liebis's Familiar Letters on Chemistry.
Liebig's Modern Agriculture..
Linsley's (D. C.) Morgan Horses
^^auual ot A2Ticulture bv G. Emerson and 0. L. Flint.'
Mayliew's Illustrated Horse Doctor .

Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Management
McSLiIiou's American Gardener
Miles on the Horse's foot
Morrell'B American Shepherd
Mv Farm of Edsewood
National Almanac and Annual Record
NeiU's Practical Gardener (Pardee)
Norton's Scientific Agriculture
Olcott's Sorgho and Imphee
Onion Culture
our Farm ot Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper)
Pardee on St rawl)erry Culture

,

.

Parsons on the Rose
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves
Pedder's Land Measurer...
C>uinby's Mvsteries of Bee keeping.
Rabbit Fancier *.

Randall's SheepHusbandry.
Randall's Fine Wool SheepHusbandry
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden
Rivers' Orchard Houses
Rural Affairs (bound) ? Vols each
Saxton's Farmers' Library, .set of3 Vols moroooOt.

.

do do do do 3 Vols.. cloth.
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book
Shepherd's own Book ,.

Skillful Housewife ...V.,
Smith's Landscape Gardenins ....,.- ,,
Spencer's Educntion of Children
Stewart's (John) Stable Book
Ten Acres Enoush
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture
Thomas" Fruit Culturist
Thompson's Food of Animals
Tobacco Culture
Todd's (S. E.) Voung Farmer's Manual
Tucker's Register Rural Atfairs
"Manx's Villas and Cottages
Walden's Complete Soil Culture
Warder's Hedges and Everirreens
Waring's Elements of Asricultnre
Watson's American Home Garden
Wax Flowers (Art of Making)
Wheat Plant (John Klippart's)
Woodward's Couuti-v Home?
Vouatt and Snooner on the Horse
Youatt and Martin on Cattle ,.

Vouatt on the Hog
Youftft on Sheep
Youmans' Household Science.....
Youmans' New Chemistry

60

75
5 00
4 50
75

1 50
1 50
1 50
1 Z'i

30
6 50
2 50
300

75
1 m
1 50
1 50

50
1 50
1 25
1 95
2 00
2 00
1 50
20

1 25
4 00
1 25
75

1 25
5 00
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STAIDARD SCALES.
PRICES REDUCED.

A uniform standard of Weights, and a correct system

of weighing, are subjects claiming the attention 0/ every

individual in the community.
A correct Scale is n, just arbiter between buyer and seller,

and it la of the utmost importance that an Instrument so uni-

versally called upon to decide questions of great value in the

daily and liourly transactions of business, should be of suck.

reliahiliUj and exftctness as to secure the confidence of all

those who may be affected by the results ijtdicated.

The invention of tlicse Scales, and the improvements that

have been from time to time adopted, are the result of many
years' close observation and practical experience; and we
have now brought them to such a degree of accuracy that

they maj' safely be relied upon in every transaction by weight.

Their constrnction is upon the most correct mathematical

principles; all defects bo commonly met with in compound
balances have been overcome by practical skill and faithful

worlimanship ; and hence their operation is delicate, and In

every case unerringly correct.

The reputation which tliesc Scales have acquired has been

of steady growth from the commencement to the present

time, and is based upon the principal adopted by us, and nev-

er deviated from, of allowrng none but perfect weighing ma-

chines to go forth from our establishment.

By a strict adherence to this principle, the confidence of

the public in the accuracy ot these weighing-machines has

steadily increased, and with it the demand.
We have received many awards of premiums of Gold and

Silver Medals, from nearly all the Scientific Associations and

Institutes in the United States, also numerous first premiums

from State and County Agricultural Societies at their annual

fairs; but the most satisfactory testimonials which we have

received are from the thousands of business men—including
the Managers of Railroads, the OtBccrs of Government, and

other Public Works. Merchants, Manufacturers, the For-

warders of merchandise, and others—who have, during the

last thirty years, subjected these scales daily to severe usage,

and to the most rigorous tests.

Nearly all the Railroads in the United States are supplied

with Scales of our manufacture. Fairbanks' Scales are also

almost esclusively in use on all the principal Railroads of

Great Britain.

From over one hundred different modifications of our

Scales we have selected the following illustrations of a few
of the leading sizes and kirfds. wliich will serve to show that

they are adapted to a great variety 01 uses, to suit the re-

quirements of every branch of busmess.

HAY AND CATTLE SCALES,

^.'.' 7/'

For weighing loaded Wagons. Carts, Live Stock, Produce,

&c. Constructed of Iron, with steel bearings, and not liable

to derangement or damage by exposure to the weather.

More than ten thousand of these convenient and durable
Scales have been put up by us in all parts of the United States
and tlie British Provinces. Tliey are of live sizes, viz.; two,
three, four, six and ten tuns, and will be set by experienced
workmen in any part of the United States or the Canadas.
They are made with a .shallow pit. or with no pit at all,

according to location, as the purcliaser may prefer.

COAL DEALERS' SCALES,

i[fe-!a>iiJiaiffliSH»'|[Ld

Similar in their construction lotiie Hay
sivciv by coal dealers and miners, also i

Fourideries. Capacity—Two. Tiiree, Fo
mav be set in the barn-floor or elsewhere
Jng'Hay, Grain, Live Stocr;. &c. It may
or so arranged as to be easily removed
when required. Coal dealers and others
chasing Scales will do well to examine
which we base our claim for superiority.

Scale. Used exten-
n Iron Houses and
ur tuns. This Scale
'.and used for weigh-
be either stationary
from place to place
i who are about pur-
the evidences upon

RAILROAD DEPOT AND WAREHOUSE
SCALES,

WITH TWO IRON PILLARS AND SLIDING POISE BEAM.
These Scales are placed in the floor of the building, and are

constructed wholly otiron. with cast-steel bearings, and not
liable to wear or lose their adjustment bv use. The beam is
sustained upon iron pillars, with a neat aVcliitectural finish.
They are in general used by Railroad corporations; also in
stores and warehouses.

HOPPER SCAEES FOR GRAIN.

Indicnting Bushels, used in Mills, Storehouses and Wliarves
for i-ecfiviiis find delivering wheat and other grain This
niodiflcatlon is adapted to secure and comhine entire accu-
racy with tlie most rapid operation in welghluR, and is found
practically an invaluaDle improvement.
We make foui sizes of this variety of Scales. Sl.vtv and

one linndred hushe. Scales are set dormant in the Wharf or
Storeliouse. and are capable of weigliing grain as fast as it
can be liandled by the most approved steam machinery.
Tliese Scales are in general use In Grain Wareliouses and
Mills througliout the country.
Tlie Tliirty and Fortj' Bushels Honper Scales are portable,

and may be easily removed from place to place, and are fre-
quently used on board Ships. Barges. Canal lioats. 4-c.ne furnish, to order. Hopper Scales capable of weighing
Three, Four and Five Hundred Bushels at a drau.

DORMANT SCALES FOR STORES AND
WAEEHOUSES.

Set in the lloor, and weighing from one-half pound to five
thousand pounds Used frequently in small railroad depotsand stations: also In stores, warehouses. &c. A very desira-
ble, substantial and perfect Scale. We have gve dlfierent
sizes 01 Dormant Scales.

No. 1—Platform 4 feet square .'i.oOO Iks

S°- ^S!"'P'''" SX bySSC feet 3.500 Bs.
No. 5—Platform 2>,- by 3 feet 2.500 lbs
No. 2.000 Bs.
No. 9... I,.=i00 1bs.

these modlllcations are fitted with drop levers by which
the platform is raised, with its load, to be weighed and then
loweied. so that tlie outer edge rests upon and forms a part
01 the floor. Tliev are fonnd exceedlnaly convenient, inas-much as the sp.ice which they occupy in tlie floor can be
appropriated, when the Scale is not used tor weigliing, to tlie
ordinary business of tlie store.

EOLLING-MII-L SCALES.
Tliese are very heavy

andduralile. and are de-
signed for use In Fouu-
deries. Itoliing Mills,
Iron Manufactories. &c.

1st size, fitted with
Drop Lever, and Vibra-
tory A.xle and Hack or
Iron Plate, as the pur-
chaser may choose. Ca-
pacity four thousand
pounds.

2d size, similar to the
first. Capacity twenty-
live hundred pounds.
By a new and Import-

ant arrangement, these
Scales are fitted with
patent India Kubber
Spring Platforms, so as

to secure great durability, when nsed in Fouudorles, IrOD
Houses, and wherever very heavywelghing Is required.

They are in use In many of the principal Iron Houses and
Manulactorics throughout the countrv. and we have yet to
hear of the first instance of dissatisfaction.

PORTABLE PLATFORM SCALES.
Various sizes of these

Scales are made, with

and without wheels, and

adapted to every branch

of business, and are In

;^ daily use in thousands of

stores and manufacto-

ries in all parts of the

world. Some of the prin-

cipal sizes are as follows:

Capacity.
>-o. 2 3,000 pounds
>o. 7 2.000 pounds
No. 8 1.600 pounds
No. 9 1,400 pounds
No. Ill 1,300 pounds
No. 10;^ 900 pound!
No. 11 600 pounds
^0. na 400 pounds

They are convenient,
accurate, and not liable

to derangement.

UNION, OR FAMILY SCALE.
We have recently con

structed an improved
Scale.combining the ad-
vantages of a Counter
and a Platform Scale.We denominate It the
"Familv Scale," it be-
ing peculiarly adapted
to household purposes.
It weighs with the ut-
most accuracy fi-om one
half-ounce to two hund-
red and forty pounds.
1'hc Scale is provided
with a scoop or pan for

. , , . ,
weighuig flour, sugar,

or other hon?e stores in the kitchen, and also with a platform
for heavier articles, as boxes, casks, &c.. as well as for taking
the weight of individual members of ilie faniilvand their
friends, from the portly grandfather down to the "little "heir"
in the cradle. It is an indispensable article in every familv

It is equally convenient for Grocers and all Retailers.

GROCERS' SCALES.
Weighing from onehalf-ounce

to sixty-two pounds. Conveni-
ent and extremely accurate-
used as a Platform Scale, or with
.a scoop as Counter Scale. Adan-
'ted to family uses. Stores, Gro-
ceries, &c. and is particularly
sale for weighing valuable spi-
ces, drugs, &c.
Another size, made on the

same general plan as the above,
denominated the ' Counter
Scale," is a well-known article.
Capacity one-half ounce to thir-

ty-six pounds. Economical for all Retail Stores and Shopa
giving just weiglit, but requiring no excess for down w^eiMit
Also, the "Druiigists' Scale. '"^ similar to the "Counter"

indicating drachms, ounces and pounds. Capacity eight
pounds. These scales are also adjusted to Troy weiglits
They operate with gieat delicacy, and are reliable 'for weigh-
ing valuable metals, costly drugs, silks, &c.

EVEN BALANCE.
No. 1—Weighing from half

^ No.

from
an ounce to ten pounds.
1—With brass scale beam
—weighing from one-
fourth of an ounce to
ten pounds.

No. 2—Weight from half an
ounce to six pounds.

No. 3— Weighing from half an
ounce to four pounds.

These four last. Scales may
be made to weigh two or three times as much, by using
common weights.

IMPROVED LETTER BALANCE.

.^^»\.V'tt V.

Adopted by the United States Post-Offlce Department.
Arranged so ttiat it may be used for other welghiug than

letters. Fairbanks' Scales are manufactured only by

E. & 'V. FAIRBA.'^'KS & CO..
St. JToIinsbiLrj', Vt.

Pkincipal Warehouses:
FAIRBATVKS & CO.,

No. 353 Broadway, New Tort.
AND

No, 24G BALTIMOP.E-ST., Baltimore, Md.
FAIRBANKS, BKOWN &. CO..

-.,.,„„.„„„ „ No. 118 Milk-st., Boston.

'

FAIRBANKS & EWING,
.,.,„„.„„ Masonic Hall. Philadelphia.
FAIRBANKS, GREENLEAF & CO..

No. \Ti Lake-st., Chicago.
Principal Local Agencies :

TRABEU & ADBERT. Cincinnati. Ohio.
W. B. BELKNAP & CO., Louisville, Kv.
LANSIXG BONNELL. Milwaukee, Wis.
PRATT & FOX, St Louis, Mo.
E. WILSON & CO., Albany, N. T
J. M. WARREN & CO.. Troy, N. THOMER FOOT & CO.,

SprrngSeld, Mata.
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Notes and Snggestions for the Month.

July, if the weather be only what we hope

for, will give the farmer but little time for

readiug. His labors begin early and close late,

to be renewed with the next dawn. Men are

very likely to overwork, and over-ambitious

boys, by too hard mowing or pitching, or by

doing "the work of a man" in some other way,

injure themselves for life. Many a farmer is

undersized, crooked, or one-sided, because he

was ambitious, when a boy, of being told that

he was worth as much as a man in the harvest

field. They only realize when too late, that

they will never be worth so much again.

Drouths may come, and constant working of

the surface, mellowing the soil, deeply as pos-

sible, without injury to the roots of the growing

crop, is the cure which almost all may apply.

A fine mellow surfiice absorbs water from the

air. We can not too often urge irrigation.

The brooks and streams which can be conducted

over meadows and lower-ground, are of almost

inestimable value, and yet it is hard work to

make farmers believe it. Every man m.ay have

a demonstration of the advantages to him in a

fortnight's time, if he will only conduct a small

stream over his grass land. The time is not far

dist.ant when many farms will have irrigated

meadows, yielding three, four, or five crops of

luxuriant grass during a single season.

Barns.—Cle.an out thoroughly during rainy

weather. Begin at the top and sweep down
all spider webs, chalf and mouse litter from tlie

beams and girders. Turn over loose botirds on

the ground floors, and brush out wire-worms,

sowbugs, centipedes, and all other insects that

exist there and in cracks. Where there are large

cracks in the upper sides of beams, fill them

with coal tar, and then scatter clean sand over

them, so that it will settle into the tar. This

preserves the timber and also repels insects.

Barley.—Cut before it is dead ripe, and cure

with care, as the grain will be heavier and
brighter, and command a greater price in mar-

ket; and the straw will furnish a great amount
of fodder. When hay caps are not used on the

barley shocks, to protect them from rain, the

long straight bunches of straw should be placed

carefully all over the tops of the shocks to turn

the water as much as possible, and save the grain.

Beans.—Field beans may be planted as late as

the middle of this month, where early potatoes

have been dug, or where Indian corn has failed.

Buckii)he<it.—Sow as soon as the middle
of the month in this latitude. Where there is

danger of early frost, put in the seed sooner.

Do not sow more than one bushel per acre.

Twenty-four quarts of good seed is sufficient.

Buckwheat may be sowed after barley, in many
localities, and ripen before frost. Sow the seed
very evenly, and roll the ground where there

are any sm.all stones or clods, in order to have
a smooth surAice on which to harvest the grain.

Butter.—See that milk pails and pans are

thoroughly scalded; that those who milk have
clean hands; that the milk is kept in a cool and
airy place; that the cream is skimmed off at

the right time; that churning is done often;

that clean salt is used, and that the butter well

worked and neatly packed in inodorous vessels.

Cabbages.—Where the ground is rich, nice

heads may be raised before winter from plauts

set any time in July, if they are kept well hoed.

Corn.—Keep the horse-hoes and cultivators

in motion among the growing corn. Use a

short whiffle-tree when the stalks are so larg<^

as to break off easily. Straighten up .all hills

that are not disposed to grow erect. Hot
weather is the best time to work among grow-
ing corn. Better pull than to cut large weeds

;

Indian corn does not need root pruning.

Calves.—See that they have a good supply of

clean fresh water, during the hot weather. Let

them have access also to a tub containing salt.

Wean them gradually. It is very injurious to

withhold a full supply of milk, abruptly, and

confine them to grass and water. It often

stunts them so that they never recover from it.

Clover.—Read the articles on clover seed, and

making clover hay, in this and previous num-
bers. Where clover has got the start of stock

in pastures, it is better to mow it off and let a

new crop grow, than to let it go to seed, as ani-

mals do not relish it when it is old and tougli.

Draining.—Look out for, and give early or-

ders for good tiles. Round or pipe tiles are best,

if well made and burned. Never use soft ones.

A well burnt tile ought to ring like a bell when
struck, and a soft one will not unfrequently be

crushed by the weight of earth settling over it.

Fallows.—Read the remarks on summei fal-

lows on page 211 of this number. Rather lb in

allow a good soil to lie exposed to the bunii'ig

sun for several months, sow three or fi'iir

bushels of Indian corn per acre. In six weeks

there will be a good burden of gi'een manure to

plow under. Let fathers repeat it to their sons,

and let them impress it upon their posterity,

that fallowinggood land tends to impoverish it.

Chain.—Make timely calculations to cotn-

mence harvesting grain before it is dead ripe.
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"When it is to be threshed soon after it is cut, staclc

it close to the barn doors, and run the straw into the

bam. By this means a large amount of fodder cau

be saved in good order.

Orass and Bay.—Read the su^gestious about

making hay on another page. Where grass grows

very large in moist places, and falls down, let it be

cut and made into hay at once. When a farmer has

a large quantity of grass to mow, if he waits until

it is all fit to make into hay, unless he has an abun-

dance of help, some of it will become too ripe.

This will suggest the importance of sowing different

kiuds of seed, in some meadows, so that part will

be fit to cut a few days in advance of the rest.

Hay Jl/oros.—Store the hay as evenly as possible,

60 that it will come out easily. Let a boy, or weak

man manage the hay fork, and let a strong man

mow away the h.ay, as that is much the hardest work.

Hoeing.—The object of hoeing corn and root

crops is not simply to keep down the weeds, and

to dr.aw a little fresh earth about the roots, but it

is primarily to stir and loosen the surface, that the

air and rains may have free access to the soil in

which the roots are. The frequent passage of a

light cultivator or horse-hoe is of great benefit to

crops on land suffering from drouth.

Hedge and Fence Jiom.—Fly the bush-hook, and

keep down the brush; let no weeds go to seed.

Manure.—If care be taken, an immense quantity

of weed growth may be converted into good ma-

nure, either by throwing it in the hog pens, or by

making a regular compost of it, putting it in alter-

nate layers with any fermenting manure ; or piling

it up and pumping liquid manure over it. Cows
brought to the yard nights, and fed an armful

of grass each, cut in the morning, and thus well

wilted, will drop manure enough to pay for the

labor over and over again, if it be only well col-

lected and composted.

Oats.—Send careful men through the fields, and

pull up dock, mustard, or other weeds. Where
oats fall down before the panicles are formed, they

had better be cut at once, and cured like hay, as

they make excellent fodder. Grain does not fructify

well, after the straw has fallen down.

Pastures.—Do not feed off pastures too closely, as

the grass will be a long time starting again, espe-

cially in hot and dry weather. It is bad policy to

keep so much stock that pastures are always very

short. The leaves of grass perform the office of

lungs. Therefore, let plants have top enough,

that the breathing may not be obstructed.

Jbta(o«s.—Finish cultivating and hoeing potatoes

as soon as practicable, as the roots should not be

disturbed after tubers have begun to form. If

weeds appear among them, they should be pulled

i-ather than hoed up.

Ibullry.—Keep a good dust bath for the fowls, and

add unleached wood ashes to it occasionally; watch

any appearance of vermin, and clear them out with

an application of kerosene, which may be rubbed

under the wings, and on the backs and brfr.sts of

the birds. Whitewash occasionally and thorough-

ly houses, perches, nests, and all.

iS^ecp.—The best attention for sheep this month
is to allow them an abundance of good grass and

salt. Dry ewes and yearlings are very liable to be

in heat this month. See that bucks do not run in

the same flock with them, unless they are shackled

as directed on page 213. If there are any old ewes

in the flock, separate them at once, where they may
be fed one pound of corn meal daily. If confined

in a small enclosure, they may be fed mowed grass

and meal. Managed in this way, they will make
good mutton in two months. Old ewes will fatten

much sooner in hot, than in cold weather.

SacAs.—Where hay or grain is put in stacks,

make a foundation at least half a foot from the

ground. The best way to build a stack is, long and
narrow, and to cover it with good boards, placed di-

rectly on the top, forming a roof like the covering

of a lean-to, sloping only in one direction.

Same.—As soon as green peas are fit to feed, let

the Bwine have a good supply. Keep shoats in a

thriving condition. When they are confined in

close quarters, mow an armful of red clover for

them, once or twice a day. Where whey is fed, it

will make much better swill to mingle meal, or

shorts with it, and allow fermentation to commence
before feeding. Swine of all kiuds like clean and
pure water, as well as any other animals ; and if

ihey could always have access to it, they would
not probably " wallow in the mire."

Soiling.—Millet, Hungarian grass, oats, sorghum,
and corn may be sowed for soiling.

Turnips.—There is no kind which gives better

satisfaction on the whole than the purple top strap-

leaf. It is the turnip for the million, both for the

table, for market, and for feed. Swedish turnips

(Rutabagas), sowed during this month, make ex-

cellent table vegetables, better than if sowed
earlier, because tenderer. Sow in drills, and give

some cultivation. Sow broadcast only among other

crops in open corners, or by-places, and where you
cannot use the seed-drill well.

Tanbark.—When teams have little to do, and
laborers are at leisure, haul spent tanbark and
deposit it in some dry place, for littering stables

next winter. Dry tanbark is an excellent absorbent

of liquid manure, and it will pay to haul it, as

well as saw dust, one or two miles. In summer it

can usually be obtained readily. In autumn it is

sometimes scarce.

Tooh.—Keep all implements under cover, or in

the shade during hot weather. The sun warps and
cracks the wood work of scythe snaths, rakes, and

forks, and when they are covered with dew, a thin

scale of rust is soon formed on bright surfaces of

iron and steel, all of which injure them more than

ordinary use ; alternate rain and sunshine will often

straighten bent pieces of wood.

Tedders.—When a farmer has much hay to make,
it will pay to procure a tedder, and keep it in con-

stant operation, until the hay is fit to rake. Grass

will cure much faster when it is flying through the

air, than when it rem.iins on the ground.

Ventilators.—Make one or two near the middle of

every stack, and mow, by tacking four boards about

one foot wide together, making a trunk ; set these

on the end, and draw them upwards, as the mow,
or stack is carried up. Some holes should be bored

through the floor where the ventilator stands, to

let in the air. A bag stuffed with hay answers a

similar purpose to the trunk of boards, but, of

course, may not be left in the top of the hole, as

the trunk may, when the mow is full.

Wheat.—In localities where winter wheat will be

fit to harvest the last of the month, see that every

thing is in readiness before the grain is fully ripe.

Wheat makes more and better flour, if it is cut be-

fore the heads droop ; before the kernels have pas-

sed the " dough state." Leave an acre, or more of

the earliest and best to ripen fully for seed. Wheat
makes better flour to put it in shock, as soon as

cut, rather than to sun it in the swath, as is some-
times practised. In lowery weather, cover the

shocks with hay-caps.

Weeds.—Write the words, Mow Weeds, in large

letters, where all hands will be sure to see them

;

and let every laborer understand, that if it is too

wet to work at hay, grain, or hoed crops, weeds
may be mowed, close to the ground. In many
pastures, large bull thistles cover nearly one half

the ground. They should be mowed not only to

allow the grass to grow, but to prevent the seed

blowing over the country.

Wood.—For use next winter, fire-wood should

have the benefit of the hot weather in July and
August, if not already cut and piled under shelter.

Work.—Drive your work in the cooLparts of the

day. From four o'clock to seven in the morning—
the very time when most farmers do the least

work—is the pleasantest time to labor. Rest from
11 to 1 o'clock. Then work will go much easier,

than to rest during the cool part of the day.

Yards.—Grade and drain barn and stable yards

for winter. Level up low places by hauling in hard

and heavy earth in time to allow it to settle before

heavy rains in autumn. Where the surface is un-

even, plow down the knolls .and ridges, and make
the surface quite level and smooth in the summer.

'Work in llie Orchard aii<I IVurscry.

Although the orchards in the vicinity of New-
Tork City flowered profusely, they, at the present

time, show but a very moderate promise of fruit,

and as far as we have observed, only a medium crop

is likely to be realized. Great complaint is made
of ravages of the tent caterpillar, which has in

some sections quite stripped the foliage from the

trees. If this were .an evil beyond our powers of

control we should feel more sympathy for the suf-

ferers than we do, but,of all the insect pests, this

is the most easily managed. The eggs are placed

in large bunches, and cous]iicnously upon the twigs,

as if for the very purpose of being readily destroy-

ed, and as soon as the caterpillar begins work he
puts up his sign in the shape of a tent, which can
be seen long before much damage is done, and
hundreds captured at a swoop. It is some work
to clear a large tree of the nests, but it is a labor

which will pay, and two or three times going over
the orchard will save many bushels of fruit. It is

likely that those who have suffered from the cater-

pillar this year, will heed our frequent and timely
warnings concerning their destruction. Trees
which were set out this spring should be making a
good gi-owth, but if, as is often the ease, the buds
show a few leaves and push no shoots, it is an in-

dication that they need a severe cutting back.

Budding.—The time for performing this opera-

tion will vary with the season, location .and kind.

Whenever well formed buds can be had, and the

bark " runs," or parts freely from the wood of the
stock, the buds may be put in. Work as close to

the ground as possible, and exercise the greatest

care in procuring buds true to name, and in keep-
ing the varieties so marked that there will be no
mistakes. Plums are usually the first to be work-
ed. Stocks budded last year may now be cut ofl

smoothly, close to the shoot from the bud.

Cherries.—Exercise care in picking, and allow no
limbs to be broken or the bark to be injured.

Grafts.—Remove all suckers that stand near the
graft, and keep the cut surface of the stock covered
with wax or clay.

Insects.—Kill moths as directed last month. Late
crops of the tent caterpillar will be found here and
there, and must be removed. The slug appears on
the pear tree this month, and may be treated to a

dusting of lime shaken from a bag tied to a pole.

Layering.—Shoots of this year's growth may be
layered as soon as the wood is somewh.at hardened.

The process is described on page 187, last month.

Manure and Mulch.—Newly planted trees espe-

cially, will need mulching, and bearing trees will be
benefitted by it, especially if coarse manure is

used. The crop in established orchards will be
much finer if the grass is removed from over their

roots and a coating of long manure spread there.

Thinning.—Should be attended to, especially on
young trees. The overbearing of a tree when
young, seriously checks its future growth. Where
fine specimens are desired, thin very freely.

Pruning.—Where large limbs must be removed,
it is best done this month. In cutting off a limb,

do it with a clear notion of the object to be gained.

If the head of a tree is too crowded, if it has been
allowed to grow one-sided fi*om neglect, if some
limbs are too near the ground, or if there is chafing

by the crossing of two branches, it may be benefi-

cial to cut. Use a rather wide set saw and be
careful not to strip the bark. Cover the wound
with melted grafting wax. Remove all suckers

and useless " water shoots."

Seeds and Seedlings.—Collect seeds as fast as they

ripen. Shade seedlings as directed last month.
Keep the ground free of weeds.

Transplajiting.—By using proper care to prevent

the roots from drying, evergreens may be removed
to a moderate distance, but they must not be kept

out of the ground many hours. We recently saw
some locusts transplanted last year late in Jane,
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whicb were in fine condition. The trees were cnt

baclc very severely, almost to straight poles.

Weeds.—The plow, hoe and cultivator must be

kept constantly bright by use, if one would keep

the better of weeds. These arc quite as Injurious

to young trees as to other plants.

Kitchen Garden.—Those who have

small gardens do not generally make the most of

them, for the reason that they do not practise a

system of rotation. The ground occupied by early

potatoes may be used the same season for cabba-

ges, beans, lettuce, peas, or celery
;
peas m.ay be

followed by any of the above except beans, or late

spin.ach, or turnips may be sown. The list of

things which may be sown late, given last month

on page 187, will be useful as a reminder, and in

Bowing in rotation do not let closely-related plants

follow one another; thus cabbages should not fol-

low turnips, nor beans be sown directly after a

crop of peas has been taken from the same ground.

A.iparofjtis.—Keep the weeds from the beds and

give a dressing of manure. Cut off all the tops

which have the larvae of the beetle, and burn them.

ifea?is.—Plant for late crop and forward the Li-

mas by liquid manure and good culture. Help

them if they are not disposed to wind of them-

selves. In saving seed, select the most prolific

plants and allow none to be picked from them.

Sects may still be sown for a late crop. Thin

those up as soon as large enough. The young

plants are excellent greens.

Cabbages and Caulifloioers.—'niG early sorts will

soon be out of the way, and the land may be pre-

pared for celery or other succession crop. Trans-

plant the late crop, observing the hints given last

month on page 186. Give liquid manure when

they are well established, and hoe often, especially

in dry weather. The caterpillar is often very de-

structive. When the brood are first hatched they

remain near together, and may be removed by

breaking off a single leaf, but when larger they scat-

ter in search of food and must be killed in detail.

Celery.—The admirable article of Mr. Henderson,

on pageSlS, gives sufficient directions for growing.

Carrots.—Sosf some for late, if young carrots be

desired. Thin others and keep the ground hoed

until the tops meet.

Corn.—Plant for late use and for drying.

Cucumhers.—Hoe as long as the vines will allow

;

water if they suffer from drouth. Those for pickles

may still be sown. Select the finest for seed.

Eijg Plants.—Roe and earth up, and feed them

with liquid manure, and mulch them.

Endive.—Sow for late crop the same as lettuce.

fferbs.—Cut as they are ready to flower, dry in the

shade and put up in paper bags or tight boxes.

Sbe and Rake.—The free use of these is wonder-

fully persuading to all vegetables. Use them after

a rain to break the crust that forms, and use them

before a rain, and at all times when the soil is not

too wet. A thorough stirring of the soil in a dry

time is better than watering.

Lettuce.^^NC seeds from the finest heads. Sow
the Silesian in partial shade.

Manure.—Give the roots plenty of food in the

liquid form. House slops are good. Liquid ma-

nure from hen droppings—a peck to a barrel of

water—is better. Cow manure tea is good also.

J/etow.—Treat the same as cucumbers. Remove
all the fruit that will not ripen before frost.

Onions.—Thin if they are crowded. Pull those

that are ripening,and dry thoroughly before storing.

Has.—Save seed. Plant some of the early varie-

ties for late. Clear off the ground occupied by the

early ones and prepare it for some other crop.

Shiibarb.—Keep the flower stalks down and give

the plants rest and manure.

Seeds.—There is no difBculty in saving good seed

if one will only take sufficient care. It is often the

case that all the first fruit of a plant is taken for

use and seed saved from that which is produced

later, and it is no wonder that sorts treated in this

w.ay " run out." To get seed that will continue to

produce not only the same, but improved results,

set apart a sufficient number of plants of cucum-

bers, tomatoes, peas, beans, corn, etc., for seed

only, and allow nothing to be taken from them for

use. When the fruit is set, take off all but a mod-

erate crop of select specimens, and allow those to

ripen for seed. When one plant of a variety is

seen to be a few days earlier than the rest, mark it

for seed. By a careful selection of seed, the quality

of our garden products can be greatly improved.

Sweet Fbtatoes.—Keep the ground clean and move
the vines to prevent them from striking root.

Squashe.^.—The squash bugs should be looked for

and caught before they lay their eggs, and any

eggs that are found on the under side of the leaves

crushed. The only remedy yet known forthesqn.ash

borer is to dig him out. If the vine wilts, look for

the hole made by the borer. If this is near the

root he may sometimes be dug out and the vine

saved, but usually the discovery is made too late.

Hoe the vines and allow them to strike root.

Tomatoes.—Last month we gave an account of a

method of training. Other modes may be adopted

or the vines be allowed to fall over upon brush

placed for the purpose. Pinch in the branches so

that one leaf will remain above the bunch of

blossoms. If the vines are eaten, search for and

kill the large green worm that does the mischief.

Turnips.—Sow the Swedes or Rutabagas, and

White French, .and other late kinds.

Weeds.—A good crop of these may be raised with

but little trouble, but if other things are preferred,

use some of the weeding implements described

and figured in this and previous numbers.

Fruit Garden. — Every one growing
fruit should aim to have the best of its kind, and
now that the different ones are ripening in succes-

sion, he should compare his own varieties with

those grown by others, to see what room there is

for improvement. The local horticultural exhibi-

tions and farmers' clubs, are very instructive to

this end ; and where these are not held, one should

visit his neighbors to compare notes.

Blackberries.—Keep the ground free of weeds by
hoeing, or a heavy mulch, which is better, as it.is

difficult to work among the bushes. Tie up the

branches th.at bend over with their load of fruit.

Currants.—If the worm makes its appearance,

give a dusting of white hellebore, as advised last

month. The borer, which eats the pith, is often

very troublesome. It comes from an egg laid by a

small moth near a bud. Some plan for trapping

the moths is greatly needed. Much pruning may
be saved by removing needless shoots when they

first push. Shading a portion of the bushes will

retard the ripening and prolong the season.

Dwarf Fruit TVee.s.—Thin the fruit freely if at all

disposed to overbear. If the trees are to be kept

dwarf, summer pinch them as directed in article on

pyramids, published in January hast. Give manure
and mulch. Treat the red spiders to frequent

syringings of soap suds, and if the slug appears

dust with air-slaked lime.

Grape Vi7ies.—Keep all vines, young or old, tied

to the trellis or stakes. Pinch the laterals to one

leaf and when a new growth starts from the pinch-

ed lateral, pinch that again to one leaf, and keep

doing this. Stop the growth of fruiting canes by
pinching them at 3 or 4 leaves beyond the upper-

most bunch of fruit. Do not allow any vines,

young ones, especially, to overbear. See article on
mildew on page 317, and use sulphur as there di-

rected. Thrips are very troublesome in some pla-

ces ; it is said that sulphur will keep them away.

Ra.'qiberries.—As soon as the fruit is off, cnt

away the old canes .and remove all of the new ones

not needed for nest years' bearing.

Strawberries.—After the picking is over, fork a

good compost in around them. Keep the runners

pinched off unless new plants are needed.

Flo^vcr Garden and Lawn.—Now
that the novelty is over, the amateur should not
abate his zeal, and .allow the borders to fall into

partial neglect. There is abundance of work for

those who would keep their grounds in complete
order, in suppressing weeds, removing stalks from
])lants out of flower, training rampant growers,

pegging down bedding pltints, transplanting an-

nuals for late bloom, etc. The surface of the soil

should be kept loose, and when it bakes after a

rain, it needs to be raked or hoed over.

Bulbs.—Those which h.ave finished their growth,
which may be known by the wilting of the leaves,

may be taken up, and put in p:i])ers, as directed

last month, or in boxes or flower pots of dry sand.

Carnatimis.—Propagate as directed last month,
and keep those in flower neatly tied up.

Dahlias.—Set out a stake, and then set out the
root. Train to a single stem, or allow three of the
lower branches to push, which will form a large,

bushy plant; these side branches will also need
st.akes. Keep them growing and safely tied up.

Evergrjeejis.—Prune single trees or hedges, if not
already done, and remove the grass from immedi-
ately over their roots.

Geraniums.—If the plants are long-legged and
straggling, cut them back severely, so as to form
compact and well shaped specimens ; they will soon
push out more shoots and flower finely.

Gladiolus.—Tie the flower stalks to stakes.

Grass.—Mow as often as long enough, and in hot

weather, if the grass is light, do not rake it off, but
leave it as a mulch. Pull up coarse weeds, .and

keep all the margins closely trimmed.

Potted Plants.—See that all have sufficient shade,

and do not suffer from dryness. If the pots are to

be plunged, put a little coal ashes at the bottom of

the hole, to keep the worms out of the pots.

Propagation.—The stock of shrubs m.ay be in-

creased by layering, .and many herbaceous plants,

such as phloxes, by cuttings, taken before flowering.

Pnming may be done to ornamental trees, as di-

rected for fruit trees under Orchard and Nursery.

Rhododendrons.—Mulch, and carefully remove the

forming pods, unless seeds are desired.

Rose.i.—Cut back the pcrpctnals freely, to secure

a late bloom. Layer the new growth of those it is
•

wished to propagate. Rose bugs must be caught
and killed, and the slug cured by the use of whale-

oil soap. Keep the new growth of the climbing
sorts well tied up to the trellis.

Seeds.—Collect from the best specimens only,

which should h.ave been marked when in flower,

just before the pods burst.

Verbenas.—Keep well pegged down. A corre-

spondent of the Gardener's Monthly says : Take
a bit of bast matting, or similar material, 3 or 4

inches long, pass it around the stem, until both
ends meet, and then with a stick press the two ends

into the soil, and it will hold the plant in pl.ace.

Watering.—This should only be done when the

plants show signs of suffering. Remove the surface

earth around the plant, give w.ater copiously, and
when it has soaked away, replace the earth.

Green and IIot-HoHse§.—The tropi-

cal plants which remain in the house, .after the
others are removed, should be secured from burn-
ing by the mid-summer sun, by whitewashing the
glass, or the use of a muslin screen. The atmos-
phere must be kept moist by sprinkling, and .the

earth in the pots properly watered. All rubbish ia

to be removed, and everything kept neat.

Budding.—Shrubs which are propagated in this

way, are worked whenever the bark will lift, and
well formed buds are to be had.

Insects.—Continue to destroy by the methods
heretofore noticed in the Calendar.

Potting.—Collect sods, and stack up to decom-
pose for potting compost. Potrooted cuttings .and

Beedlings. If large plants are in a sickly condition,

wash the earth from the roots, remove diseased

roots, head back the top, and re-pot in fresh earth.
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Propagatio7i.—G GYHiihims and other plauU, need-

ed for blooming next winter, m:\y now be started

from cuttings. luarcli Azaleas, Camellias, and other

hard-wooded plants, whenever the wood gets firm.

! Pnmityj.—Use the knife, or with soft-wooded

things, pinching, to bring into good shape.

Cold GrapeiT'—The vines must not be

allowed to suffer from dryness, and if there is any

danger of this, water the borders with weak liquid

manure. As the growth pushes from the laterals,

it must be pinched as before directed. Thin the

berries with a pair of scissors, those made for the

ptirpose are safest, removing one half, or more, ac-

cording to the variety ; beginners often make the

mistake of leaving the bunches too crowded; a

greater weight of finer fruit will result from proper

thinning. Mildew shows itself in spots on the

leaves, and when it appears, the vine of the house

must be kept as dry as possible, and the syringing

discontinued. Sprinkle sulphur freely over the

floor of the house, and keep dry until the diflficulty

disappears. If not troubled by mildew, continue

to sprinkle every evening. The temperature

should be 90° to 95** at midday, which during

the night may decrease to about So°.

The Apiary for 3u\y*—Prepared hi/ M.

Qidiiby, by rcqiust.—All who have had experience

in removing boxes from the hives, when there was

not a full supply of honey from the flowers, have

had some difficulty to get rid of the bees, without

losing a considerable portion of the honey. A
gentleman in Cherry Valley, N. T., has given me
his method of getting the bees out, which, although

1 have not tested it, I think must be preferred by

some, to any method heretofore given. Firstly, he

designates each hive with a number, and when the

boxes are put on, each one receives the same

number as the hive. When a bos is full, an empty

one, to replace it, is numbered in the same way.

'/wo slides of zinc, or heavy tin are used to slip

between the box and hive, one to keep the bees

from coming up out of the hive, the other to keep

the bees in the box, and is lifted off with it, and

the box inverted. The empty box is put on the

full one, and the slide removed, giving the bees free

passage to the upper box. Any number of boxes

may be set on one board, and by striking the

board gently with a stick, or hammer, the bees im-

mediately leave the full for the empty boxes, when

the slide is inserted and each box containing the

btes returned to the hive to which it belongs,

which is known by the number. If a large number

of boxes arc to be taken off at one time, it will be

necessary, without a corresponding number of

slides, to use pieces of glass, or wood to lay over

the holes in the tops of the hives, while other boxes

are being taken off. The advantages of this method

are, that no bees can fly to annoy any one ; and all

young bees that have never before left the hive,

and are usually lost, are returned ; the bees are al-

ready in the box, aud go to work sooner ; the honey

in the box is clean, etc. Boxes should never re-

main on the hive after they are full. A few cells

next the glass will not be sealed in a long time, and

to wait for every one to be finished, involves the

soiling of the combs. "When a hive has more boxes

part full, than the bees are likely to finish, a part

or all may be removed to some other strong stock

to finish. No harm will be done, if changed two

or three times. One box finished, is worth two or

three half full.

Should a hive refuse to swarm, and a great many

bees cluster outside for want of room, a second set

of boxes may be put on by making holes through

the top of the lower ones. Those part full should

be raised, and empty ones put under. It is not

good economy with the movable comb hive, to

allow colonies to become so crowded with bees, as

to remain outside in large numbers, for a long time.

When all cannot find employment in the hive and

boxes, it is well to remove some of the full combs

—

every alternate one, when more than one is taken

—

and supply empty frames to be filled. The full

combs containing brood, may be given to weak, or

late Bwarms (after jarring off bees), thus making
those vigorous and valuable, that might otherwise

be almost worthless. In the swarming season,

such colonies may be divided.

See if any stocks are exhausted by swarming, till

too few bees are left to protect the combs from

worms. If the worms cannot be kept out, break

up the hive, save the honey and wax, and thus

avoid breeding a swarm of moths, to infest the

other hives. When queens are not raised artificial-

ly, and kept to supply quecnless stocks, it is good
economy to hive a small swarm or two, to keep the

queens to supply destitute ones. Flag, as a mate-

rial for hive, will answer equally as well as

straw for wintering, but does not look quite as

well. A better quality of straw can be secured in

the harvest field. Select it by handfuls, make it

even, shake out all short ones, cut off the heads,

and put away to be made into hives, some rainy

day before December.

It is unnecessary to look for a second swarm,

when the first issued sixteen or eighteen days be-

fore. Not one in 500 will vary from this rule. Per-

haps not one in a hundred will issue after 14 days

—

and usually not after 10 or 13.

In the last sentence of the Apiary for June, for

ether edge^ read under edge.

Containing a rreat variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which, ice throw into small
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

RepublisUing' Ai'ticles.—We are very

oflen requested to republish some particular article, and

have now a letter before us asking for the reproduction

of an article wliich appeared only a little over a year

ago. It would be very easy to make up a paper by re-

printing old articles, but we are obliged to keep moving
on. To meet such requests as these we have always on
hand plates to print the numbers for several years

back, and can furnish any single number or volume.

Are tliey Relia1>le.—A correspondent in

Princeton, N. J., wishes to purchase a large number of

strawberry plants, and desires to know if hft "can im-

plicilly rely apon those sent out by or , as oe-

ing true to name." We refer to this as a sample of

many letters we do not notice. We cannot undertake

to specify in these cases. Their advertisements being

found In the Agriculturist is proof of their general re-

spectability as dealers, and we cannot go beyond this.

It would be impossible for us to say that any nurieryman

can be "implicitly relied on" to send plants true to

name, as those with the best possible intentions are liable

to be deceived by others, or to be mistaken as to the

identity of a fruit. It very often happens that, to meet

the demand, a nurseryman propagates a large stock of a

variety before he fruits it, and then finds to his mortifica-

tion that he has been selling the wrong thing. Mistakes

like this are almost impossible to avoid.

Delaware, ]9Iarylan«l, and Virginia
Farms.—To many inquirers we must answer that

there is good land for sale in the States above named, as

well as everywhere else almost. A man can afford to

buy poor land which is close by railway facilities, and

thus within such easy reach of the great markets, that

he can dispose of early vegetables and fruit at the best

price's. If further off he must have better land, or some
other compensation. Northern farmers are going in

considerable numbers into Maryland, Delaware, and

Virginia, and if they wilt only take with them the indus-

try, frugality, and intelligence which would make them
successful in New-York and New England, they will suc-

ceed weW in their new homes. Never buy without seeing

the land and knowing exactly what you will surely know
within a week after your purchase is made. Take no-

body's word for any thing you can see and judge of.

I9Iissouri I>ands.—By reference to our ad-

vertising columns in this issue, will be found the adver-

tisement of the Missouri Land Company, of Si. Louis,

who are prepared to furnish all necessary information

regarding land in Missouri, and at all times facilitate the

immigrant, or the agents for colonies, in securing the best

and cheapest lands in the State. Heretofore the settler

designing to purchase has been compelled to ramble over

the State, trusting to chance or local land agents for such

information as they may gather. This company is or-

ganized on a very broad basis, having its local agents In

every county, enabling Ihem to secure the most complete
information, and make their office the Real Estate Ex-
change of the State. The State presents manyattrac-
tions to the enterprising immigrant. Mountains of iron,

mines of lead, copper, etc, millions of acres of fertile soU,

its central position, and temperate climate destine it to

be in the future one of the most important States.

It has thrown off the incubus of slavery that so long has

impeded its progres, and now as a free State offers liome«

to all enterprising men. Missouri stands on tlie highway
of the nation, between the Atlantic and Pacific. Not-
withstanding the havoc of war, its railroads are fast ap-

proaching completion. The disloyal inhabitants im-

poverished by the war, are selling their improved farms

very low. The Company furnishes information and an-

swers communications free of charge.

Corn for Ory Fodder.—E. W. Allen.

When the corn has its full size, cut it at the ground ; let

it wilt in the sun a day, turn and sun it another day;
bind with straw in small bundles, say 8 inches in diame-

ter ; set the bundles up bracing to sustain one another in

long rows 2 and 2, or set them against rails or a fence, or

in very open stooks. Thus they will gradually dry suffi-

ciently in about two weeks to put up in large round

stooks, capped to shed rain. Before cold weather slack

near the stock yard or put in the barn.

HoTT to Brin;*;' np Sandy I^and.—
James Clayton, Mason Co., III. writes: "We have a

good deal of land in this county on which nothing but

lye can be grown, it being nearly clear sand. What is

the best way to improve this sandy soil ?" Such land

may probably be brought up in two seasons so that a

tolerable crop of clover may be raised, and after that

corn, wheat and roots will follow in a few years. Buck-

wheat sown now on land which has a small dressing of

some ammoniacal manure. 100 to 150 pounds of guano,

or 200 or 300 pounds of bone dust per acre, will give a

good growth probably. Plow this under soon after the

first blossoms appear, and then 6ow rye. In spring, say

by the middle of May or first of June, when the rye begins

to head, turn it under and sow corn or sorghum broad-

cast, (or in drilU if the land is weedy, which it probably

is not) and plow this under in August, and if desired,

buckwheat or turnips maybe sowed, (the latter quite

thickly)and this crop plowed under ; the buckwheat befare

frost, or the turnips before hard freezing. After this you
will be able in all probability to get a good crop of red

clover, which means wheat or any thing else, (after it)

provided the same system Is kept up, and a well manured
crop is introduced once in about four years.

Ooes Plaster, Onano, etc.« Hurt
tUe Land ?—" R. B," Portage Co., O.—No ! not if

properly used. If these things increase your crops, you

must give back to the soil in proportion to the amount
it yields, the ingredients which constitute the earthy

part of plants. If this be neglected then in a few years

with your big crops you will accomplish the same
amount of exhaustion which it- might have taken many
years to have done without any high-pressure fertilizers.

Ho'^r to Use Bones.—" Leslie." After

breaking them up, compost with horse manure. Fork

over the heap bye-and-bye, and throw out the hard ones,

mash the others ; make up another heap and use the hard

bones again with some fresh ones. Another way is to

break them as small as you can and throw them all into

a heap, sprinkle them thoroughly with water, heap a

layer of soil over them and let them heat. Keep a little

plaster sprinkled over the outside of the heap. After

they have heated well for some weeks, fork or rake the

heap over ; compost the fine part any where you like, and
subject the rest to a repetition of the process. The brok-

en bones, after soaKing with water several days, may be

treated with oil of vitriol, (half-water) added pretty free-

ly, and the heap worked over with a shovel. A large

part of the bones will be converted into superphosphate,

and may be applied mixed with saw dust or earth.

How to Brealf Bones -with a Sledgfe.
L. A. Gavineau. Find a log with a hollow say 14 inches

in diameter. Saw this so as to form a ring about a foot

high, and split or saw a piece out of the side, leaving the

ring like the letter C. This partial ring Is placed on a

rock or other hard and heavy base ; the bones, one at a

time, are placed in the middle of it and struck with a

sledge hammer, which should be so held that the pieces,

or the unbroken bone, if the blow does not crush it, will

not fly through the opening made for the handle of Ihe

sledge. With patience bones may 'be broken in this

way, but every community should have a good milL

I^iqnid 19Ianare.—"W. R." has a quantity
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of hen manure, which he wishes to use in the liquid

form. A peck or so in a barrel of water will make it

quite strong enough. This sho'ild not be put upon the

foliage, but over the roots of plants. It is better to apply

it weak and have it dlifused in the soil, as far as the

M*ts extenii. Once or twice a week will be ofl«n

ttough, and if possible apply It just before a rain.

What I found in a barrel of Pou-
drette.—Lemuel Church, writes :

" In a past number

of the Agriculturist I saw it stated that stovepipes, wa-

ter buckets, etc., etc., were taken from the night soil be-

fore it was prepared for poudrette. I found in a barrel

of poudrette a year or two ago, the foUowing articles:

coal cinders, ashes, burnt and unburnt bones and shells,

pieces of earthen, stone, glass and china ware, pieces

of window and looking glass, pieces of black, blue,

green and white bottle glass, pieces of tobacco pipes,

bricks, lime and cement, shirt and other buttons, nails,

feathers, rosin, peanut shells, piece oflobsters claw, pins,

piece of comb, a dress hook, hair pins, shavings and

pieces of bark, isinglass, a pair of sleeve buttons, a hog's

tooth, a marble, whalebone, rattan, straw, fish scales,

pieces of springs of hoop skirls, wire, leather, rags, egg

shells, piece of slate, a carpet tack, matches, corn, oats,

seeds of dates, oranges, watermelons, muskmelons, and

raisins, two kinds of seeds name not known, cherry

stones, saltpetre, a child's toy of turned wood, dead

leaves, etc., etc., etc." A curious compost, truly !

Quantity ofTurnip Seed per Acre,
"A. H. J.," Morris Co., N. J., asks of the A^icuUurist

:

" How much turnip seed is required to sow an acre

broadcast." There is no rule that can be recommended

to suit different kinds of turnips, and a variety of soils.

If the seed is good, and the soil in fine condition, one

pint will be sufficient to seed it well, if distributed even-

ly. Mingle the seed with eight or ten quarts of gypsum,

dry sand, or ashes, and sow both ways. Divide the seed

into as many parcels as there are rounds sown. (A round

has the width of two casts—forth and back.) In this way

Uie seed can bo scattered very uniformly. If there is

danger that the turnip fly will destroy more or less of

the young plants In the seed leaf, belter sow one quart of

seed. Then, if they are too thick, after the tops are too

large to be injured by the fly, go through them and thin

out with a broad hoe or a bayonet hoe. A man can thin

a large patch in a day.

Merits of Durarf Broom Corn,—
EliasReed, of Lucas Co., O., writes to the Ag-n"cu?(uris(;

"The proportion of limber com in my crop was compar-

atively small, probably not more than one sixth part of

the whole. But, without this, I know not what we

should have done for the middle of the brooms, as the

greater portion was only suitable for wrappers. Those

who have seen the brooms made of this corn acknowl-

edge that they are very nice and elastic. The stalks of

this variety, if cut up as soon as the corn is pulled off,

which is the usual manner of harvesting it, afford more

fodder than I know how to raise from any thing else, on

the same ground. The leaves of the dwarf corn are large

and numerous, of course they absorb from the atmos-

phere more nourishment than small ones. Tlie stalks

are well covered with husks which, If properly cured,

make nutritious feed for stock. It is doubtless two weeks

later than the tall variety, and therefore should be plant-

ed early and on rich soil." Our readers will remember

that we have published reports unfavorable to this variety.

Each kind has its strong and sensible advocates.

Tree Protectors.—These are mostly con-

structed with a view to prevent the wingless female in-

sect from crawling up the trunk of the tree to lay her

eggs, from whicli the destructive worms ilarva) are

hatched, as noticed in an article on canker worms. Sey-

mour's Patent, manufactured by P. & F. Corbin, Is very

simple in principle, easily applied, and durable. *' Can-

ker " worms, and all that come from crawling ancestry,

will be effectually headed off by their careful use.

l^ei^hing on tlie Farm, of grain, wool,

cattle, etc., would in many instances be of great ad-

vantage to the producer. With a good scale at hand,

there will be no need of estimating in selling produce by

weight. The increase of stock under different modes of

treatment can be correctly noted, thus enabling one to

'udge of the proper management. Fairbanks' scales ad-

vertised in this paper, have a long tried and fully sustained

reputation for accuracy and durability. Their manu-

factures are we believe the most varied and extensive in

this country, if not in the world.

I^i^htning; Rods.—Some one concerned in

Uie sale of a i)Litent Ughtningiod, writes to say, that the

di-liclc published in the June Agnculturise, upon the

fitructuie of lightning rods, 4oes him great injustice. To

which we reply, we can not help it. We gave some
general principles, such as are recognized by scientific

men, and if this is unjust to any patented notion, so much
the worse for the patent. Now, we have not the least

doubt, that most of the patented rods will protect a build-

ing, If properly applied, for they generally fulfil' the es-

sential conditions stated in the article referred to, and the

patented portion usually applies to some unimportant

peculiarity, which it is easy to make people, who under-

stand nothing of the subject, believe to be essential. As
we never before heard of our correspondent's rod, we
certainly had no reference to him, and as his especial

grievance is, that the article recommended iron, while

he sells copper rods, we will say that copper is a much
better conducter than Iron, and lliat a rod of copper of a

given size will conduct electricity much more readily,

than an iron one of the same diameter. As an iron rod,

suflicienlly large and properly placed, will afford ade-

quate protection, it is generally used on account of its

greater cheapness and stiffness ; but there is no reason

why those who choose to do so, should not use copper.

Clothes-Wringers have deservedly become
a household institution in the land, to the great satisfac-

tion of the housekeeper, and the benefit of those who
have to pay for clothing. From several years' experience

with the Universal Wringer, we believe it has paid for

itself every year in the saving of the wear of garments,

to say nothing of the relief to the wrists of the washer-

woman. We have sent out hundreds of these imple-

ments as premiums for obtaining subscriptions to the

Agriculturisty always with satisfaction to the recipients,

and we have yet to hear of a family where they have

been thrown aside from dislike, after being well tried.

^Uxing; of Sqnaslies.—" Long Island.'*

Different varieties will mix, but the readiness with wliich

they do so, seems to vaiy. We have excellent authority

In proof that squashes and pumpkins will form a cross.

As to the question whether the results of such a mixture

will be manifest in the fruit, or only be seen in its proge-

ny, it Is one upon which we have but little.posltive infor-

mation, and concerning which we should be glad of

facts. We have given, last year, all the proof upon this

point in our possession. The general belief is that the

fruit is not affected, and we know one large cultivator

who grows the different varieties in proximity, and says

he can discover no change in the fruit, but that he never

plants seed of his own raising for fear of crosses. Please

give us the result of the planting of your squashes and
pumpkins near together.

Canada Thistle.—A Canada correspondent
Is " in a state of mind " because this farmers' pest is in

our country called after Ais country, and thinks it is in

some way an unmerited reproach upon Canada. If we
had had the naming of the plant, we should have spared

our neighbors over the border, but as it is now we are

obliged to use a generally recognized name. The
British subjects dignify one of their troubles as the Am-
erican Blight, so we don't see but the account is square.

We suppose that the thistle Is named so because the

plant first found Us way to this country from Europe by
the way of Canada, and the people of that country
ought to be made to suffer a little for giving such a rebel

aid and comfort, until he was strong enough to make a
raid across our borders. If it will comfort our Canadian
friend, we will admit that Cursed Thistle, one of its Euro-
pean names, is more expressive and appropriate.

Orapcs and "Wine.—0. 0. E. It is not
possible 10 make wine from unripe grapes. If your
grapes have a " very thick skin," the variety is probably

not worth cultivating. It makes but little difference

whether they drop or not. It is likely that the juice of

green grapes, with the addition of sufficient sugar,would
make a liquid wliich some people call wine, as will the

juice of rhubarb stalks,but we don't encourage the mak-
ing of such stuff. We shall probably have something to

say of wine-making at the proper season; in the mean-
while see article in last October's Agriculturist,

Orape Tines in Pots.—M. H. H., Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, writes to know how to dwarf a grape
vine so that it will grow in a pot. Our native vines may
be grown in pots for amusement, and we should select

the Delaware for the experiment. Plant a J-year old

vine in a large pot, and treat as we directed April, 1884.

Viite Culture at the South.—The gen-
tleman who advertises respecting vine culture in the

Southern States, comes recommended to us as one of

experience and reliability, and one whose reputation is

woithy the attention of Northern capitalists.

Asparog^us Beds and Currant
Bll9h«0»~'' Subscriber," CarliusvUIe, 111., asks " how

deep should Asparagus roots be covered with soilt"

Three to four inches. "Should the seed tliat fills an
nua'.ly be suffered to sprout and grow ?" No. the young
asparagus \ iants are as troublesome as any other weed.
" Does the bed need a protecting coat of manure in thvc

latitude?" Yes, not only as a protection but for the

nourishment thus afforded. See method of training tkia

Gooseberry and Currant on page 339, November, 18M.

Xrainin^ the Melon.^W. A. Duff, Wells

Co., Ind. This is but little practised in our countr>*.

Pinch the end of the plant when it has made two leaves;

this will cause two runners to grow, (one from the axil of

each leaf) which are stopped by pinching when they have

made 5or G leaves, and the branches which start from

these may be allowed to run, or be stopped by pinch-

ing wlien sufficient fruit is set.

Form of Flovrer Ueds in Turfi—
"Lady Subscriber." An oval is the most generally

pleasing form. A crescent with rounded points, is very

appropriate in some situations. Avoid all angular

shapes or anything elaborate.

Xhe Fuchsia drops its buds.—"M. D.

W.," Portage Co., O. There are but few of the Fuch-

sias which will bloom during the winter, and prot)ably

your plant needed rest. The best way "with Fuch-

sias generally is, to put them in the cellar after they have

dropped their leaves in autumn, and keep them there till

March or April. Thenby watering them and placing them
in asunny window, they will start into a vigorous growlh,

and give an abundance of fluwers all summer,

A Fine Azalea.—There was shown on our

exhibition table a magnificient specimen of Azalea Ivery-

ana, renjaj-kably weU shaped, over three feet across and

so completely coverei will; bloom, as to'conceal the fo-

liage. This plant wu? a whole floral exhiblllon in itself,

and reflects great cieuit upon Its grower, Wm. John Hut-

chinson, gardener to P. A. Lane, Esq., Slalen Island.

An Frerlasting: Flo^v*r for Name.—
"U. B.," Adrian, Mich. The specimen is Gnaphalium

fatidum, so much used uy the French under the name of

immortelles, to form fune-al wjeaths. The seeds may be

had at seed stores ,
aiid it does best in rather poor soil.

Seeding do^wn -with Hungarian
Grass.—E.Wilson, Westchester Co. Tliis millet makes

so much leaf and shades the ground so much, that it is

hardly possible for the grass sowed with it to get suffi-

cient strength to bear the sun after the Hungarian grass

is cut. We have set,n a seeding take very well aqd

make a good sward tl e first season, sowed with Hunga-

rian grass, but this is not a usual occurrence.

Persimmon Seed,—J. L. Martin, Merrick

Co., Kansas. We never had occasion to plant these ,

should gather the seed when the plant was thoroughly

ripe and keep in sand until spring.

Xhe ButtouYi'oods. — "Buttonwood"
Philadelphia, asks what is the matter with some trees in

his vicinity. The unljeallhiness of the Bultonwood or

Plane trees, extends to most parts of the country, and we
have not seen a flourishing one this year. The trouble,

with how much truth we cannot say, is attributed to not

maturing the growth of the year before. The trouble

first became serious in 1842, and since then the trees

have had a hard struggle for existence, and they seem to

look worse this year than ever before.

E«ocust Suckers.—A. J. Richards asks, if

the common locust will throw up suckers if raised from

seed. Ves. It will sometimes sucker under any cir-

cumstances, and especially if the roots are wounded by

the plow or otherwise.

Fapaw-Bark Tor T3ring;', — J. A«
Whistlilt, Ray Co., Mo., uses the bark of the papaw as a
substitute for bass bark to tie up grape vines, etc. The
bark is removed from the tree and soaked in water

until the layers separate readily, taking care not to let

it be in the water too long, as it becomes weakened.

Plants in Partial Shade.—C. Days,

Huron Co., C. W. Among fruits, raspberries, goose-

berries and currants ; of vegetables, carrots, celery, late

lettuce, radishes, spinach, and probably some other things

will do well when not in the sun until afternoon.

Soap -waste fov Caterpillars.—A cor-

responderd lakes the liquor left after m.ikiiio' liaid soap

from &oil by means of suit, diluiL;^ it Mitlt Luo parts of

wattr, and liuows liie liquid over Uic ti-^es by meiuis of a

syriDgei he says that it eflfectively dc-itioyed caterpillurs.
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ITIuck ana r.ime Compost.—*F. V.

F." Fairfield Co., Conn —There are so groat differences

in and various qualities of muck that it is impossible to

compare it wiili any standiird. Barnyard manure is

about as uncertain a one as could be named. In com-

posting with lime. u?e jibtnit twobushels of good oysler-

sliell lime (best slafkeii on the place) with one load (say

25 bushels) of muck. It will, if fine, make a good top-

dressing for rye and may be applied in the spring, but

belter in the fall, at the rate of 30 or more loads to the

acre. Dress grass lands with it in August or early in

Autumn, rather than in the spring. In compoj^ting muck

Willi lime, ashes, soda ash, or any such thing, spread a

layer 6 inches thick and sprinkle over the lime or other

article in due proportion, and make the heap of conve-

nient highl by placing other layers in the same way.

After a few weeks cut the heap down, beginning at one

end. and pile it up again, shoveling it over and thus

mixing all together.

Ho^v to Clear L.aitct of W ild Car-
rots.— B. B. Satterlee.—Put the land in hoed crops and

keep it c/«m and frequently stirred in such weather as

the seed will sprout in, for two years. Most of the seed

in the ground will thus germinate and be killed. On

sward land it is hard to kill them, but never letting one

go to seed, and letting no seeds from the road or neigh-

bor's fields wash on, will work an effectual fiddance.

Plants named.—M. R. Allen, York Co.,

ftle.— 1, Cornus Canadensis, the Dwarf Cornel or Bunch-

berry. 2, Smilacina bi/olia, or Two-leaved Solomon's

Seal. 3. Uvularia sessiti/olia, Sessile-leaved Bellwort.

D. W. Hooker, Vt., the seed of some kind of Big-

nonia or Trumpet-creeper, but the particular one cannot

be told from seed alone F. Schreiner, Crawford Co.,

Pa., the American Yew, Taxus Canadensis Miss E.

Noble, Shawanfi Co. One of the Morels, which are gen-

erally eatable fungi, but whether this is a wholesome one

or not we are unable to say— J. Foulke. Chionanthus

Virginica figured in the Agriculturist for June, 1864

E. D. Velie, Suspension Bridge, Oldentandia purpurea

var. ciliolnta, Bluets. . .We are obliged to repeat that we
cannot undertake to^uess at poorly crushed fragments ;

thougli willing to name plants for our friends we must

ask them to send fair materials. One lady sends us some
25 fragments, each rolled, when fresh, in a scrap of paper

and lied with a thread. To open eacli one of these mi-

nute bits would take more time tlian we can well afford.

If the lady will press her plants and give specimens at

least as large as will cover an envelope it will give us

pleasure to name them for her.

Bottle tfce Frnit.—Preserves are becoming

and should be obsolete. It Is so easy to put up fresh

fruit in bottles or jars, that every one may thus preserve

almost everv kind of fruit and sauce, and keep it in nearly

its fresh state. We use Ihe Baker, or Potter & Bodine

glass jars almost exclusively, after having tried numerous

other kinds. The ripe but not over-ripe strawberries or

other fruits, are picked clean, put into a glazed vessel

with a little sugar. (>^ to a 3^ the weight of sugar, ac-

cording to the sweetness of the fruit) and simply heated

through—just boiling up once is usually sufficient. The

glass jars are warmed as wanted, by plunging them

rapidly into hot water a few times, then filled with hot

water for a few minutes, when they are emptied and Ihe

hot fruit is dipped in carefully, to keep it as whole as

possible. The jars are filled to the top, allowed to stand

a minute or two, and gently jarred to cause the rising

and escape of any air bubbles. They are thi-n filled

again to the top, the top edge of the jar wiped off with a

damp cloth, the caps fastened on firmly, and then set

away in a cellar until wanted for use. Rhubarb, toma-

toes, etc., are simply cooked as for the table, and put up

hot, without any sugar.

Preservins* Frnit.—In May last we gave

an account of Prof. Nyce's house for preserving fruits.

Now, in the middle of June we have the oppoi tunity to

lest some of the fruit that has been kept there since

last autumn. Apples, such as Baldwin, Rambo, etc.,

are now as fresh, crisp and sprightly as one could wish,

and the process may be regarded as a perfect success.

SMacUberry Root ixood tor Sum-
mer Complaint.—We have great faith in a decoc-

tion of fresh blackberry root for looseness of the bowels.

Last summer it comidelely cured a severe case of chron-

ic southern or army diarrhoea, after the other remedies of

the best physicians had proved unavailing, and it in-

variably cured in many other cases where it was after-

wards reciimniended. Dig the green roots, rejecting

those that are large and woody. Wash thoroughly clean,

and steep in water at the rale of a quart to half a pound

of the root. Boil down one-half, and then strain or pour

off. Put the liquid in a bottle with about K its bulk of

brandy, whiskey, or alcohol, to keep it from souring,

and cork tight. A tablespoonful ofihis, rather less for a

child, is to be taken three or four times a liay, say before

ench meal time. We would not go from home, especial-

ly snuthward, without taking this preparation along.

The blackberry brandies or conlials made from the ber-

ries are of Utile account as a remedy for diarrhcea. The

virtue lies in the roots, not in the berries.

Inquiry- abont Cider Mill.—C. B, R.,

Portage Co., 0., inquires for the best and cheapest kind

of cider mill, with which the apples are ground by horse

power, and the cider to be pressed out without laying up

a cheese with straw, and capable of making 40 or 50 bar-

rels per day. If tliere are any cider mills of this capac-

ity in existence, we have never heard of them. There

are those capable of grinding apples enough in a day to

make 60 barrels of cider ; but thepomare must either be

laid up in a cheese with straw, or a large wootien curb

must be employed to retain the pomace in place. In

order to make good cider, pomnce should not be pressed

until after it has been ground 20 or more hours. Where
cider is made on a large scale, the apples are ground by

water-power, or steam, and kept in large vats 15 or 20

hours before the cider is expressed. A hydraulic press

maybe used. By this means the grinding and pressing do

not interfere with each other, and the pomace is allowed

to remain long enoush to secure a good flavor and color

for the cider, which it cannot have if pressed as soon as

the apples are ground.

Broccoli,—R. S. Cotterell, Minn. Broccoli

should head the same year. It is usually surer to head

than cauliflower, but is a poor substitute for it.

Iflusliroom Ciiltnre.—"Subscriber" will

find an account of the manner of making the beds, etc.,

by one of our most successful growers, in the Agricul-

turist for May, 1864.

Frnit Stains.—It does not appear to be
generally known that the stains of strawberries, and of

most other fruits, as well as coffee stains, may be readily

removed from table linen and other white .fabrics by

pouring boiling water upon them before washing.

Plioto;^rapli$ of I^incoln will :^dorn

the homes of thousands of those who cherish his memory.
Those published by F. P. Whiting, in this city, are cor-

rect likenesses, and handsomely finished. The represen-

tation of " Lincoln at Home," will probably be a favorite.

Xlie '^ ^Vasliin^^ton ITIntnal Ifenefit
Association)" for which circulars are widely distiib-

uted by mail at the West is a swindle. Atkinson Depot,

N. H., is gaining an unenviable notoriety as the point

whence such operations are carried on. Will not some
one there enforce the law against lottery swindling?

Bo'vren's Microscope, advertised in

many papers to be sold for 25 cents, is worth nothing.

Price of Beef—Ilfe^v CrOTernment
Contract.—In the April AgricuUurist, p. 107, we gave

the terms and conditions of the contract for supplying the

army and navy fiom March IStoJune 15th. The contract

has been taken for three months more by the same parties,

and on the same conditions, but at a large reduction in

prices. The previous contract was at $13.49 per 100 lbs.

live weight for first quality cattle ; the new terms are

$9.35. a reduction of nearly thirty-one per cent., or from

24 cts. to 10*^ cts. per lb. for the dressed weight, reckon-

ing 56 lbs. dressed to the 100 lbs. live weight, which is the

usual shrinkage allowed for good cattle. The contractors

are pretty likely to understand the state of the supply in

the country and the probable range of the market For
the terms of delivery, quality of cattle, etc., see pagfe 107.

Exhibition Xables at ttie Office of
the American Ag^riculturii^t.

The following articles have been placed on our tables

for exhibition during the past few months. Want of

space has prevenled noticing them previously. This list

does nut include the fine show of strav\ berries recently

held, details of wOiich are given elsewhere ;

Fruits.—Isabella Grapes, well kept. John Cole, Slaten

Island... Iron Apples; G. M. Usher, Port Richmond, N.

Y Model of Duchess Pear, original weij^lit 35X oz.
;

Dr. I. M. Ward, Newark, N. J . .Strawberries. Agri-

culturist plant in fruit; Isaac Pullen, Hightstown. N. J.

. ..Triomphe de Gand; Daniel Hax, Egg Harbor City,

N. J Russell, GreenProlific, Downer's, La Constante,

Agriculturist, and Lennig's White ; C. S. Pell, N. Y.

Orphan Asylum Wilson ; E. D. Cadwell, New Bruns-

wick, N. J Agriculturist, G. M. Usher, Port Rich-
mond, N. Y,, and W. Teft, Fordham, N. Y., also from
W. Teft. fine seedlings from Agriculturist Chorlton's,

Triomphe de Gand, Crimson Favorite, and Agriculturist;

John Cole, Tompkinsville. N. Y Wilson ; O. F. Tilson,

Highland, N.Y— Black HamburgGrapes, cluster weigh-

ing 2 lbs., 1 oz. ; John Ellis, Hart's Corners, N. Y
Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots ; John McGowan,
gardener (o BUkesly Wilson. Esq., Hudson City. N. J.

....Normandy Pippins, imported from England; Dr.
Hall, N. Y. City.

Flowers.—Beautiful Camellias ; Wrn. Chorlton,

Staten Island, N. Y Gorgonias ; A. N. Roberts. N. Y.

City— Bouquet of Everlasting Flowers; Jas. Vick,

Rochester, N. Y Fine Cut Flowers; Miss M. E.
Corlelyou, Staten Island .. New Seedling Tea Rose;
I. Buchanan. Astoria, L. I Fuchsia; C. M. Mande-
wirth, N. Y. City Fuchsia, Tulips, Narcissus, Ixia,

Wistaria, etc. ; C. S. Pell. N. Y. Orphan Asylum ...Cut
Flowers; T. Karanagh. Brooklyn, N. Y... New Seed-
ling Rose; Wm. H. Burgess. Glen Cove, N. Y Fine
Bouquet; Keyser's Island, South Norwalk, Ct- . . Dahlias

in Bloom ; John Abberlee, N. Y. City Splendid plant

massed with blooms of Azalea Iveryana, and blooms of
Passiflora Decasineii ; John Hutchinson, gardener to F.

A. Lane, Staten Island Purple Hyacinths in bloom;
Jacob Newkirk, Hudson City, N. J— Lilium auratum

;

Dr. Payton, N. J Bloom of Clematis Sieboldii bi-

rolor; W. S. Carpenter, Rye. N. Y.

Vegetables, Grain, etc.—Fine Yellow Flint Corn,
Wm. Brush. Sandwich. Conn— Cracker, Dover, or Irish

Cup Potatoes ; S. P. Champney, Saunderville, Mass....

Peach Blow Potato, weight 1 lb., 9 oz. ; H. G. Randall,

Middle Island, N.Y— LargeTurnip, weight 21 lbs.; Mr.

Lott, Milford. Pa Improved China Tree Corn; J. L.

Huesled, Greenwich, Conn— 8-rowed Yellow Corn; J.

Van Woert, Fort Lee, N J,... Carrot, curious growth

Capt Nimmo, Flushing, N. Y -. Clover and Timothy
Hay, handsomely cured ; J. B., Westchester County, N.

Y Large Mushrooms, Judge Sturges. New Durham,

N. J . .Large Corn and Carrots; Cornelius Van Horn. La
Fayette. N. J.... Deep Red Corn; H. B. Rogers. Hunt-

ington. L. I 2 Stalks Rhubarb, weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. ; E.

Frapwell, gardener to M. A. Ferguson. Lakeland, L. I.

Asparaeus, 19 Stalks weighing 4 lbs.. 5 oz. ; Edward
Windust. Oak Neck. N. Y... Stalk of Sugar Cane, 24

feet long ; Mr. Kirkham, Porto Rico, W. I.

Miscellaneous.—Specimen of powder, used in firing

the 300 pounder on Morris Island at Charleston ; from 3d

R. I. Heavy Artillery Squankum Marl ; Thos. Winsor,

Farmingdale. N. J Mistletoe from an Oak Tree; A.

W. Roberts, N.Y. City. ... Sharks Teeth found in Marl

,

Etiward Pitcher, Monmouth Co., N. J. . .Native Austra-

lian's Boomerang ; A. W. Roberts, N. Y. City Large

Brahma Pootra Egg ; Mr. Saunders, Port Richmond, N,

Y— Gopher Skin ; L. Bishop, Jackson, Kansas Ex-
cellent Sorghum Syrup ; Henry Marsden, Columbia City,

Iowa Large Hens' Eggs; A. E. Noble. Brooklyn. N.
Y. : J. S. Heddon, Verona, N. J. ; Robt. Sullivan. Brook-

lyn. N. Y.; W. H. Bridpens, Oyster Bay, N. Y. . . , Bayonet
from Battle Field of Petersburg, Va., Brick and Wood
from Libby Prison. Richmond. Va. ; O. Judd, N. Y. City

Australian Nut, used by native girts for bracelets;

Dr. Hall, N. Y. City.. Perfect egg contained within

another of extraordinary size ; A. G. Dean, Staten Island,

N. Y - - Wood of Apple Tree destroyed by Borers,

Smith Brown, West Farms, N. Y.

Hints on Showing Poultry.—Poultry

Show at the Museum.

During the last week in April a poultry exhibition was
held at Barnum's Museum, at which there were not only

many fine birds shown, but a number of amateur and
professional poultry raisers met, and improved the occa-

sion to make each other's acquaintance, and to talk over

their pets. All the more prominent families of fowls,

from the mammoth Biahmas and Cochins to the diminu-

tive but haughty Seabright Bantams, were there. The
Black Spanish. Brahmas. Polands, and Hamburgs. were

the varieties best represented. It was a disappointment

not to see the Dorkings, white and gray, in better display,

for these fine birds, not without reason, claim the first

position as the most useful for all purpo.ses. The most

symmetrical trio of Black Spanish fowls was shorn of first

honors by reason of the cock having a drooping comb.

The greatest merit a Spanish fowl can have, is a perfectly

white face, but If a cock had the best and most faultless

face that ever was seen, it would not excuse a dro<iping

comb. Such a bird, according to the inflexible decision

of all fanciers of this courtly and most elegant breed,

must be thrown out of competition.

This may be a useful hint to those intending to exhibit

at State fairs, and we make one more suggestion, in re-
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ference to the manner in which fowls should be prepared

for. ami sent to. exhibition, viz.: All fowls should have

their legs washed clean before they are sent to a show-
scarf, or ilead skin, should be removed from the comb,

dry dirt fiom the beak, and stains from the plumage.

They shouUI, if possible, always be packed in baskets,

which should be round, high enough for the cocks to

stand upright in. even when crowing. The baskets should

be covered with canvas. Fowls sliould be thoroughly

fed before they leave home for a fair or show, but the

food must be soft—bread, sopped or steeped, is excellent

;

hard food is to be avoided, because the digestion will

have to take place without exercise or gravel. Let birds

of white plumage run at liberty till wanted to send away.

Spanish are improved by confinement in a dark place for

some days before showing, giving them just enough light

to enable them to pick their food and to perch— they
should also be littered with straw, as cleanliness has

much to do with tlie success. Game fowls, it is held,

should be kept up for a few days and fed on bread, meal,

barley, and peas ; these latter make the plumage hard,

but they also have a tendency to fatten, which is unde-

sirable in games. Wiiite feathered birds, such as Silver

Spangled Hamburg. Polands. etc., all require washing.

This is not difficult—put a handful of soda in a bowl of

warm water ; immerse the fowl entirely ; rinse thorough-

ly in cold water ; wipe with a flannel and place in a bas-

ket with straw, before a fire to dry. Wnen fowls return

from a show looking in perfect health, do nothing ; but

if the combs are dark, or crops hard, a tablespoonful

of castor oil may do them good.

(Editorial Correspondence.)

Visit to a Virginia Battle Field.—A Guide

to the CMef Points of Interest.

Jarratt House, Petersburg; Fa., June 1th, 1865.

Last July 4th, while engaged with the Sanitary Com-
mission in caiing for our sick and wounded soldiers, I

wrote to the readers of the Agriculturist fiom a point 2

to 3 miles north east of where I now sit. giving an out-

line map of tlie localities, and, so far as I could then see,

of the military works around the city. Then I could

only look over into these streets ; to-day, I am pleasant-

L—VICINITY OF RICHMOND AND I'ETEKSBUKG.

ly seated in the heart of the city, with my family and u

party of friends. Then a hundred thousand men were

intent upon breaking through the armed forces that met
them at every point, and the almost unceasing roar of

deep toned cannon, and the rattle of small arms broke

upon the ear by day and by night. To-day, only here

and there will one find an armed man in blue, and none

in grey, and over the vast charnel field nought but the

singing of birds, in the few remaining groves, disturbs

the death-like stillness. Then I wrote, that no other

spot I had ever seen in this country or in Europe, would
so well repay a visit Immediately after the war should

close, as the region around Petersburg. To-day I feel

this more strongly than then. For three days I have
wandered among the endless lines of earth-works and

fortifications that belt Petersburg on all sides but the

north, and I am sure that no more Intensely interesting

locality is to be found in the world, when we take into

account the number of men engaged, the length of time

they were here, the severity of the almost daily strug-

gles, and the closing up of the great war, of which the

final decisive contest was fought just southwest of this

cily. That is hardly an over-estimate which gives 150

to 200 miles as the combined lenglh of the earthworks,

rifie-plts, etc., within ten miles of Petersburg. These
alone, seen in their present condition, before being

greatly maried by the elements, are worth a journey of a

thousand miles . . .Hundreds now come daily, from almost

all parts of the country, and many thousands will doubt-

less visit this place the present year, while the locality

will for many years, if not centuries, be Increasingly at-

tractive I learn that very few of the present visitors

see more than a small part of what is to be seen here-

abouts, because there are no maps or guides to assist them.

Thus, most examine the *' Mine," Forts Steadman,
Sedgewick ('* Hell,") and Mahone (" Damnation,") and
go home without visiting the field of the decisive opera-

tions on April 1st and 2d, last. At the request of many
persons here, I will attempt to give a little outline of

some of the more interesting points.

The map on this page shows the relative position of

Petersburg. Richmond, and City Point. The last was

Gen. Grant's Head-quarters, and the base of supplies for

the army of the Potomac, during ten months. (For

description of this map and of the position of Ihe armies,

incidents, etc., see Agriculturist for August, 1864.) In

the ma|i on next page, is a general outline of the position

of forts, etc., around Pe-

tersburg, prior to April 1,

this year. This sketch

is from my own notes

made white going over

the ground, without any

measuring line, or any
compass save the sun:

hence the distances, bear*

ings, and angles, may not

be entirely accurate, but

they are sufficiently so,

to greatly aid the visitor.

The map is on a scale

guessed at about one inch

to the mile. Only some
principal points are indi-

cated. There are scores

of batteries, and hun-

dreds of short lines, small

earthworks, and rifle-pits,

etc., not indicated. Be-

yond or outside of the

space covered by the map,
for miles away, are to be

found forts, earthworks,

and scenes of skirmishes

and pitched battles, as at

Ream's Station down the

Weldon railroad, at Five
Forks several miles south-

west, and also on the

Boydton Plank Road, and

along Hatcher's Run. The
space covered by the map
is cut up with lines of

breastworks, rifle-pits,

earth-forts, thousands of

soldiers' huts still stand-

ing, and almost unending

lines of abatis (ab-a-tee ).

These last consist of

sharpened sticks and tree

tops placed firmly in the

ground, and leaning out-

ward, a few rods in front

of the main lines and

around the forts, ar-

ranged so as to greatly ob-

struct the approach of an enemy. Most of the abatis

are bound together by strong wires. They are being
removed quite rapidly for fire-wood, by the negroes and
other inhabitants of Petersburg. This, with the

washing down of the many earth-ridges and rifle-pits

by rains, and the leveling of others for agricultural pur-

poses, will materially change the appearance of the

whole region ere long. The main lines consist chielly

of lieavy continuous banks of eaith, high enough to

shield the bodies of the men, too thick to be battered

down by cannon, and having a ditch on the side next to the

enemy. Forts and batteries are built at convenient dis-

tances along tlie lines, to cover the space between

them, and are usually placed upon knolls, or higher por-

tions of the ground. Some of the forts are very large

and well finished, witli bomb-proofs. A bomb-proof is

usually made thus : a shallow cellar is dug. if the ground
allow, anil walls of logs are laid &}i to 8 feet high ; long

log beams are laid across the top, projecting a few feet

each way ; upon these, a flooring of logs is placed, and

earth piled over, and also up against the sides, so thick

as to be impenetrable by shell, thus forming a secure

retreat. Air and some light enter between the cross-

beams. These bomb-proofs are of various sizes and

forms ; one in Fort Wadsworth is about 150 feet long

and some 12 feet wide inside. Ammunition magazines are

similarly built. Sometimes the etnth walls of the bomb
proofs, and of the forts themselves, are kept perpendicu

lar by means of bags, or baskets of earth, or by fascines

(bundles of long rods, or sticks bound together). Some
of the forts are fine specimens of military workmanshij),

as Fort Fisher, and Forts Wadsworth and Sedgwick.

The first map shows the general position of the lines

last July. In August and September, Gen. Grant ad-

vanced his lines to the Weldon Railroad, and secured a

second line, curving in north-west at Fort Fisher

towards the South-side Railroad, which it was very de-

sirable to reach, and which was so strenuously defended

by the enemy. (See map IL) This lineWas retained.

The most interesting points to be examined by the

transient visitor, are: Fort Gregg, (rebel,) Fort Fisher

and the tower or observatory (150 feet high) near it. Pop-

lar Grove Church. Forts Wadsworth, Sedgwick and

Mahone, the Mine, and Foit Steadman, On horseback,

one can go the round of all these in a day. following the

dotted line in the direction of the arrow s , or in the re-

verse order, beginning at the north-east. But two or

three days will be far moie satisfactory. I will sketch

briefly a two-days trip by a party of thirteen of us—two
ladies, three children of 9 to 14 years, with four men be-

sides the driver all In a large covered spiing wagon
and four men on horseback. Outfit: a box of eatables,

a jug of water and cup, some bags for holding relics, a

large hatchet, and field glasses to aid the eyes, brought

from home. Clothing and shoes adapted to rough journey.

Another valuable adjunct was a package of Daily Papers,

selected from the home files, containing descriptions at

the time, of movements and battles occurring at the var-

ious points to be visited, to be read in connection witli

the actual examination of the localities.

First Day's TW;?.—Starting from the Jarratt House
westward, then deflecting to the left, we passed the noith

side of the rebel hospitals, as shown on the map, and
continued west X to )tf raile, until a short turn to the left

(south) took us nearly to Mr. Green's house. Then
tuiTiing to the right, and passing by the negro huts, we
continued west across a brook, and up a hill, going just

south of Roger A. Prior's residence, situated in the grove

of trees on the right. Bending to the south south-west,

we followed a field road to the rebel Fort Gregg, a large

prominent fort on a hill, K to )i mile from Mr. Prior's

house. All along the route, so far, and indeed all the

rest of the way, are seen rifle pits, breastworks, etc. On
the road west from the hospitals, the chimnies in tlie

distance (west) inilicate wlvere Gen. Lee's headquarters
were before the buildings weie burned on the evacua-
tion. Before reaching Fort Gregg, we see on the left

the remains of a large dam, built to overflow the Union
camps, some distance southward.- —Fort Gregg.
There are two forts of this name, one Union and one
Rebel. The latter is a point of great interest. Strong as
it is, it was assaulted and taken by storm on April 2nd.

Standing on the fort and looking south-east, we see the

valley through which the heavy assaulting party came
up amid a tempest of lead and iron. The many Union
graves in front, and the mounds of rebel dead buried in

its rear, with the cannon shot and bullet holes in the
palisades, indicate the severity of the struggle. How
flesh and blood could have lived through'the Are of can-

non and musketry, crossed the deep ditch, and climbed
into the fort we stand on, it is almost impossible to

conceive. But it was done, and this was one of the

crowning achievements that secured the evacuation
of Petersbiirg ami Richmond. One will not soon tire

here, looking over the wide fields on every side, and
reading the description rf the assault. Just west of Fort
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.-reog is a large earthwork called Fort Baldwin, and a

heavy hallery lies a lillle eiistof Fori Gregg. Nexl, go-

IliS about a mile to Ihe soiilh-soiutieast. »e passed

tlirougli a stumpy i'o:id and crossed the outer lines and

breastworks of the two OMposlng armies, aiid thence to

a r-rni house, upon the proprietor of which we called,

atrd had a leniithy and inleresliitg chat. He remained

here all through the war. and from him we learned

many particulars of events of which he had been an

eye-witness. From the high ground northeast of his

house, is. Ions, the most interesting view any where

to be seen—inchldln? the location of the two armies from

SeplemOer lo April, many miles of earthworks, and the

scene of the final successful strategetic move of the Union

army. Our forces had for six months held this line, in-

cluding forts Fisher, Welch, etc., south of us. Frequent

efforts had been made to pass around to the left and

reach the South«ide railroad, but without avail. The

last week in March a heavy force, including Gen. Sheri-

dan's cavalry and the 5th Army Corps, made a detour

to the south, and off south-west towards Dinwiddle Court

House, as if striUini; for Burkesville or some nearer

point on the Soulhside railroad. To oppose these, Gen.

Lee drew out a large number of his forces from in and

around Petersburg, and marched them westward. This

was just what Gen. Grant desired. When they were far

enough off, the 6ih and 2-lth corps dashed through from

Fort Fisher, overcame all resistance, and reached the

railroad a mile or so north-west of Fort Gregg (rebel).

This fort and others ne.ar it were captured, and the ene-

my's army was thus cut in two. This is indeed the

Waterloo of America, compared with which the old

Belgian battle field shrinks into insignificance. We ad-

vise every one coming to Petersburg, to visit this locality

and from liere, and from Fort Fisher and the observ-

atory near by, study the whole field.

Remunerating our fanner friend for his time we were

consuming, and t;iking him with us a short distance as a

fuither guide, we next went a little to the south-east

to Fort Fisher, which is one of the finest constructed

works lobe seen liere. though hardly so large as Forts

Wadsworth. Seitgwick and Steadman. From the top of

Fort Fisher, and especially from the observatory near it,

150 feet high, one has a grand view of the fields already

described, andean take in at a glance many square miles

of the surrounding country. At tills point our entire

party would have gone home well satisfied with their

long journey frorahome. if no more was to be seen. But

I must omit details, beyond calling attention to the nu-

merous camp huts which cover the country, a few acres

in a place, for miles around. Following the general

course indicated by the doited line on the map, and look-

ing at the fortifications on the way, we next went to the

"Poplar Grove Church," whose steeple can be seen in

a grove to the south-east. This Church, and the sur-

rounding cabins—mansions we might call them—were
constructed by the 50th N. Y. Engineer Regiment. No-

where, in this country or in Europe, have I seen rustic

work that would compare with what is to be seen in this

camp, and in the hospital camp a hundred rods or so

northwest. Without Ihe aid of engravings, I will not

attempt to describe the beautiful arrangement of pine

logs, poles and twigs in the attractive stnictuies. Let no

one coming hither, fail to see them. Said a traveling

companion, as he contrasted these camps and our var-

ious forts with those of the enemy, " it is no wonder our

men conquered." The old Poplar Grove Church in the

vicinity having been burned in the army movements, or

by the enemy, this Church was presented to the trus-

tees by the ingenious builders ; otherwise we would ad-

vocate Its removal to the N. Y. Central Park. Some of

the huts or dwellings here should certainly be moved to

more central or accesible points, as monuments of the

skill of our " thinking bayonets."

Turning from the Church to the north-east, we next

went to Fort Wadsworth, on the Weldon Railroad, an-

other point of much interest. Those who have time may
well go Southward to Fort Dushane, and still further to

Reams' Station, and soulh-west along Hatcher's Run,

the Fire Forks, etc. Those positively limited for time,

and not too wearied, may continue eastw ard along the

dotted line, to Forts Howard, Alexander Hayes, Davis,

Sedgwick, Mahone, etc., and perhaps finish up the tour

in a single day, though it is too much for most visitors

who wish to get a full conception of this region. Our

party examined forts Howard and Hayes, the surrounding

camps, of which the neatly constructed huts are still

standing, and then turned up the Weldon Railroad

towards Petersburg. Passing through the lines of abattis,

the skirmish line of breastw orks and rifle-pits, bet« een the

two armies, at the distance of IK miles towards the

city we struck and examined the very heavy main front

line of the enemy. We next visited Ihe " lead works "

on our way to the city, and reached our hotel at ";i P.

M., most of the party wearied out, but w ith heads and

hearts full. Retiring early, a good night's sleep put us

all in good trim for the

Second Dai/'s rri>.— Starting with the same convey-

ances as yesterday, we went north-east through the city,

noting on the way the effects of shells upon the houses,

and took the Jerusalem Plank Road to the top of " Cem-

etery Hill," where is a fine bird's-eye view of the works

east and north-east of the city. A short distance on, we
turned to the left and visited the "Mine." Our news-

paper description, read on the spot, brought vividly to the

mind and eye the events occuring here on the morning of

July 30lh, 1864. An hour spent here, and over at the

entrance to the Mine, we returned to the Jerusalem Plank

Road,and went south-east to Forts Mahone and Sedgwick,

noting along the way the ditches and traverses through

w hich troops and supplies from Petersburg reached the

advanced lines of the enemy, through the high ground, or

passed from one earthwork to another. Forts Mahonb
("Damnation") and Sedowick (" Hell") are very near

each other, and are both on high ground. More men
were daily killed and wounded at these forts, than at

any oiher points on the lines. They were fighting almost

constantly for months. To expose one's person here-

abouts was almost certain death. The picket-lines

between these forts, guarded by heavy breastworks,

were so near that Ihe men could talk familiarly together

from behind their covers. There is more digging of the

earth into pits, ditches, etc., at this part of the lines, than

at any other. Passing on south-east to Fort Davis, we
turned north, followed the line of Union foitificatlons,

looking into Forts Rice, Mickle, Morton, and Haskill,

and entered Fort Steadman. The taking of this by the

enemy last March, and tlie speedy recovery of it, are

doubtless well remembered by every reader. The bullet

and cannon ball and shell marks on almost every square

foot of the trees, from bottom to top, on every side, show
plainly the fierceness of the conflict here, but I can not

spare room for description. Passing on to Fort Mc-

Gilvery, and back again to the main road from Cily Point,

we entered Petersburs from the north-east side, and had a

fresh view of the shell scarred and pierced houses. Every

rod of the route we have taken, perhaps 15 to 20 miles in

the two days, is full of interest. No other field of strife

so extensive, and so varied, has ever been seen in this

country, or in any other, and we trust never will be. Now,
no enemies, no bushwhackers, and no restrictions upon

travel are anywhere to be met with, in or around Peters-

burg or Richmond. We have not space to describe the

intensely interesting scenes for forty miles down the

James River, from Richmond to City Point, a trip alone

worth the whole journey from New Y^ork. Richmond it-

self Is a desolation, w ith Its miles of falling walls and

chimneys in the burned district, comprising the chiel

business portion. On our way here, we visited sundry

points in that city, including the hospitals, "Jeff's House,"

Belle Isle, the Tredegar Works, Castle Thunder, and

especially Libby Prison, from which I have as relics, a

brick from the wall where the prisoners escaped, and a

piece of the table in the cell where Hon. Mr. Ely. Capt.

Fraser, and other officers were confined. These will be

put upon the exhibition table at the Agriculturist office,

for the curious to look at.

Routes to Richmond and Petersburg.—
From New York, there is a line of large steamers, sailing

on Wednesdays and Saturdays, direct to Richmond—the

Yazoo and Creole. Fare, including state-room and

meals, is now $15. This route gives one a taste of the

Atlantic Ocean. A better route, perhaps, is to go to

Baltimore, and take the " New Line " of steamers—Leary

and Brady. These leave Baltimore at 6 P. M. daily, land

you at Fortress Monroe at about 5 or 6 A. M. the next

morning, whence you have a pleasant day's ride up the

James River, seeing the Rip-Raps, Newport News, the

scene of Ihe Merrimack and Monitor conflict, and also

passing Jamestown Island, where the first settlement in

Virginia was made. The village of Jamestown is burned,

but the standing chimneys indicate its former site. The
square brick lower or diminutive church on the upper

end of the island, shows the spot where Pocahontas saved

John Smith's life. You also pass Harrison's Landing,

memorable as the base of the Union army under Mc-

Clellan in 1862. Returning by this route, you leave Rich-

mond at 6 A. M., arriving at Fortress Monroe at 2 or 3 P.

M., and have 2 or 3 hours to loiter around the fortress,

before taking the 4K o'clock steamer, which lands you

at Baltimore at daylight next morning. Through fare

between Baltimore and Richmond is now $S.OO, not in-

cluding meals and berth or state-room. Fare between

New York and Baltimore, $6.65. One can leave the

boat at City Point, and for iO cents go to Petersburg by

R. R., and then to Richmond by R. R., for $1.00, or go

around the other way. The railroad will probably be

opened ere long direct from Washington to Richmond,

taking one through the interesting scenes at Fredericks-

burg, the Wilderness, Spottsylvania Court House, etc.

The present hotel charges in Richmond and Petersburp

are $4.00 per day. The weather is becoming hot Tor

travel now, except to the strong and vigorous; though

H ith care in diet and drink, our party have had no trouble

as to hea^h. Every one journeying southwar''. at this

season of the year, should carry a bottle of prepared

blackberry root decoction, (described on pa^-e 206) or at

least some extract ofginger. ORANGE JUDD.
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The Red Fox.—iVulpesfulvus.)

We give here an engraving of one of the great-

est nuisances to farmers living in the vicinity of

ledges, in which a fox can readily burrow in the

rocky debris. The nocturnal depredations of a

pair of old foxes, who have their young to pro-

vide for, will often extend over an area of several

square miles, and so sly are they, and so well

do they cover their retreat, that it is very difli-

cult to find where any particular fox has his

hole. These animals secrete a powerful odor

which is in a gland near the base of the tail,

and the odor being diffused more or less where-

ever they go, it is very easy for dogs to track

them ; but wary and fleet, they usually succeed

in baflling their pursuers, leading them a long

chase, and getting away at last. Wherever
met, the fox is an enemy, and is killed if possi-

ble, j-et they abound in well-peopled districts

both of this country and Europe. They will

eat fruit, and small animals wliich they kill

themselves, not unfrequently killing lambs sev-

eral weeks old. They eat also fresh meat, pro-

vided it has no scent of man upon it. By means,

therefore, of poisoned meat, it is often practica-

ble to destroy them. Those who are most suc-

cessful use strychnine, which they insert in

small quantities by means of a quill, in many
places in a fowl or small animal of some kind,

handling it with gloves, which are sometimes

scented with oil of Rliodium, a flavor of which

most animals are very fond. Such poisoned

meat is of course equally deadly to dogs and

cats as to foxes, and some family pets might

thus be sacrificed, unless care were taken so to

suspend it that it shall fall in the way of foxes

only. There are statements, which we deem
reliable, of strychnine having been used with

excellent effect in protecting sheep from other

canine animals besides foxes and wolves. And
if any of our readers thinks he would rather

iOse a few sheep than poison any neighbor's

dog, which might visit his sheep pastures, we

warn him that strj'chnine is surer diJath than

even lead to any dogs that may swallow it.

Eiiropean Sparrows in America.

Every one who has visited Europe may liavc

noticed the sparrows which are so abundant in

the cities and villages. They live upon insects,

bits of otfal of various kinds, grain, crumbs, etc.,

being regular scavengers, and, especially iu

breeding time, consume immense numbers of

insects, which are said to be the chief food of the

young birds—though the appetites of old birds

crave a greater variety of food. In some parts

EUROPEAN SPARROWS.

of England there exists a prejudice against the

sparrows, because, like the other finches (for

they belong to the finch tamil}'), they eat grain,

and a price is set upon their heads. Some few

years since, quite a large number of these birds

were imported and set loose in the Central

Park, with the anticipation that they wijuld

multiply and make themselves at home in this

city, where we so greatly need something to
(

destroy the insects which are

such nuisances upon our shade

trees. They did not stay where

they were, but drifted across

the Hudson, and took up their

abode (at least some of them

did) in Jersey City and Hoboken,

where they are now quite nu-

merous in some parts of these

cities. Tlie prejudice agaiust

tliem is probabl}' unfouuded, at

least if their great destruction

of insects be taken into account.

They are lively, chattering crea-

tures, very active, somewhat

larger than our ground spar-

row, and darker colored. They
have little or no beauty, and no

agreeable song, but stay with

us all winter.

Eaising Turnips, on Heavy
Soils and Stumpy Grounds.

On some soils and exposures

large crops of excellent turnips

may be raised with little labor,

while in many other places

much labor and manure are es-

sential to produce even a small

crop of only fair quality. On
some soils turnip seed may be

sowed broadcast after a crop of

barley or oats has been remov-

ed ; and the yield will be four

or five hundred bushels or even more per acre,

having but little or no cultivation or weeding.

On otlier farms, where the soil will yield 50

bushels of barley, 70 of oats, or 3.5 or 30 busliels

of wheat, a farmer might despair of producing

a crop of turnips that would half pay the ex-

pense of cultivation, after one of these crops of

cereals has been removed. Ill adaptation of

the soil to turnips is one chief difticully ; an-

other is the turnip fly. To guard against the

ravages of these insects, through some sections

(as in Central New-York) it is customary to sow

the seed more tlian twenty times as thick as

necessary ; and then, as soon as the turnips

appear in seed leaf,

scatter dry ashes over

them with a fine

sieve. Most of the

thinning is done with

a broad hoe, as soon

as they are large

enough, and out of

danger. This is done
in the heat of the

day, as the plants

>^; that are rooted up
^ " will die readily. The
^-^ hoe is drawn across

the drills, leaving

groups about 10 inch-

es apart. The thin-

ning is then finished

by hand, leaving the

best plant iu the

group stauding.Those

that .are pulled up, are placed around the stand-

ing ones, and operate as a mulch to keep the

soil moist. We have found that after turnips

form six or eight leaves, and are as large as

the little finger, the occasional application of

weak liquid manure, after sundown, is produc-

tive of excellent results. It is sometimes desir-

able during this month, to sow turnip seed on
" slashing " or new ground that cajinot be
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plowed on account of roots. Remove the logs

and burn over the entire ground if possible,

between the 30th and 30th of the month. If

there are any grass plots, sheep may be confined

in the field, until they have gnawed every green

thing close to the ground. The manure thus

left operates as a good top-dressing. It is said

also, that this preparation with sheep is a per-

fect preventive of the turnip fly. Be this as it

may, the turnip fly has never injured our tur-

nips after sheep had been confined for several

days on the ground. The seed is then sowed

and the ground harrowed eight or ten times, if

it had not been plowed. If mellow earth can

be obtained without so much harrowing, the

seed is bushed in. Plots of weeds, thistles and

grass may be grubbed up with hoes. By these

means pretty good turnips can always be raised

on lieavy soils, and on stumpj' land.

How Long to Make Plow Beams.

While there are various ways among some man-
ufacturers of plows, for determining the correct

length of a beam, many plow makers have no

regular rule for fi.xing its length, and so

every beam is made " by guess." If a beam
looks too long, it is cut off. There is a correct

length for every plow beam, and if that length

be increased, or diminished, the draft, or "bal-

ance" of the plow will be incorrect. We have

ever maintained, that if a plow ia constructed

on correct pliilosophical and mathematical

principles, with the beam of the right length,

and the draught properly adjusted at the clevis,

it will run without holding and plow well,

unless some obstruction throws it out. AVehave

made inquiry of manufacturers for more than

twenty years, concerning the correct length f<jr

plow beams, and found it all guess work in

every instance but the following. Solomon

Mead, New Haven, Ct., communicates to us a

rule which he has adopted in determining the

length of beams, for his conical-mold-board

plows. In order to put this principle to a cor-

rect test, we visited his farm and had his No. 6

adjusted to run about 5 or 6 inches deep, and to

cut 10 or 11 inches in width. The draught ring

was fixed in the middle of the end of the beam.

Having adjusted it as nearly right as practicable

we let it rim alone, and plowed around the

land some si.x or eiglit times in succession,

without touching either of the bandies, except

at the ends of the land, in turning out and set-

ting in. As the principle is not covered by a

patent any one may adopt it.

This is the rule: Hold one end of a ten-foot

pole, with no sag in it, on the share or mold

board, at the supposed centre of resistance, a

point about 3 inches higher than the sole

of the plow, and elevate the other end 4 feet

and 2 inches—about the height of a horse's

shoulders. If the beam is of correct length,

a produced horizontal line (say the edge of a

2-foot rule) crossing the end of the beam in the

middle will tmich the edge of the pole. If

the length of the beam be increased, the forward

end must be elevated, in order to be in the cor-

rect line of draught. When a plow is properly

balanced, it will run as straight as the team

travels, without holding. But when it turns

quickly aside, either to the right or left, and

the plowman is required to hold it constantly

in position, it is a certain evidence that there is

an imperfection in the mechanical construction

of some part of the plow, or it is incorrectly

adjusted as to the clevis, guage wheel, length

of traces, or draught chain.

Best Form for Rake Teeth.

The illustrations of rake teeth hero presented

show the manner of making both iron teeth

and wooden ones. Iron ones, (A,) are made of

wire about '|,„ of an inch in diameter, 6 or?
inches long, with a thread cut on about 1 inch

of the end that screws into the rake head. The
ordinary round, wooden teeth in hand rakes are

too short, both for raking hay and grain. When
teeth are too short, it becomes necessary to

press down very hard on the handle, or the

rake will fill with a small quantity and slip

over. This is particularly true when raking

and binding grain. If the teeth are 7 or 8

inclies long, a man can rake very much easier

and faster than
Awhen they are on-

ly 3 or 4 inches

long. For raking

grain, the writer

has been accustomed to cut off the wooden teeth

of common hand rakes, and boreholes in the

tenons of the wooden teeth just large enough to

receive the iron teeth, when screwed in so firmly

as not to split the head. The holes should be

bored true, and the teeth put in with a pair of

strong pliers. Such teeth in a good head make
an excellent rake. A very desirable form is

shown at B, for wooden teeth for a buck rake,

as well as for horse rakes. The tenon is

square half its length, and the other half at the

end is made round. A thin piece is left paral-

lel to the tenon to fit closely to the outside of

the rake head, and a wood screw or nail fastens

it securely to the head. This is a very strong

way of securing rake teeth. The points should

always be sharpened, like the figure, on the

under side, so that they will run out of the

ground instead of into it.

» I —m

How to Cultivate Hoed Crops,

The aim should always be to dig or tear up
as much grass and weeds as possible, and pul-

verize and stir all the soil between the rows at

least two or three inches deep. In order to do

this effectually, the teeth of the cultivator should

be adjusted to run between the rows in the

narrowest places, without disturbing the grow-

ing plants. The handles of the cultivator should

extend back of it sufliciently far to enable the

man holding it to see distinctly whether the last

tooth, as it passes the hills, does not cover or

cut them up. Thus he may run the implement
so closely to every hill along one row, that very

little labor will be required with hand hoes.

AVhen he returns between the same rows, the

cultivator should be run as close as practicable

to the next row.

It is essential in using any kind of a cul-

tivator, that the horse be well guided. If he

go in the right place, it will be easy to hold

the cultivator so as to perform the work well,

but otherwise the work will be done in such

a manner, as to require much hand hoeing.

Where the ground is not strong or lump}', if a

man be a good driver, he may run the rear

teeth of a cultivator so closely to the rows of

Indian corn, sorghum, broom corn, beans, etc.,

that mellow earth will be turned just up to

the plants, completely covering all small weeds
and grass. When cultivated in this manner,

unless there are many large weeds to cut up,

two hands will do the hoeing well, as fast as

one can run the cultivator. When the imple-

ment goes jumping and skipping along, while

the horse is two or more feet from the urooer

place, it will require four or five faithful labor-

ers to hoe as fast as one man can cultivate. In

order to do this work well, the teeth should
always be kept sharp and bright, so that the earth

will slip from them freely. When the surface of
the teeth is covered with much rust, they should

be polished on the grindstone, and oiled to

prevent rusting, if to stand idle for a day or

two. This will always save time and labor.

»-. -.m-^^——-«

What is " One-Horse Power?"

The use of the term "horse power" is very

common, yet few, except good mechanics and
engineers, attach a definite meaning to it, but

regard it as indicating loosely, about the power
which one horse would exert. It is, however,

when used in the sense under consideration, as

definite as possible, and means the power re-

quired to lift 33,000 pounds avoirdupois one
foot high in one minute.

A horse hitched to the end of a rope over a

pully one foot in diameter placed over a deep

well, traveling at the rate of about 2} miles per

hour, or 330 feet per minute, will draw up 150

pounds the same distance he travels. The force

thus exerted is called in mechanics, a " horse

power," it being an approximation to the aver-

age amount of continuous power it is fair to

demand of a strong horse. If we multiply the

weight raised (150 pounds) by the number of

feet it was moved per minute (220), the product

will be the number of pounds which the same

power would raise only one foot high in the

same length of time, (33,000 pounds.)

The dynamometer is an instrument made for

measuring power, particularly that exerted in

drawing. Those used for testing the draft of

agricultural implements are simply very strong

spring balances, or spring steelj'ards, gradua-

ted to indicate the power required to raise any
weight, within reasonable limit, at the rate of

2i miles per hour. When we apply the dy-

namometer,in ascertaining the draftof machines,

if the index indicates 150 pounds, it is shown
that the horse is required to draw just as hard

as he would do, if raising 150 pounds out of a

well with a rope over a pulley one foot in

diameter, at the rate of 2J miles per hour, and

so for other weights.

The velocity at which a team moves is to be

considered, as well as the weight to be raised, or

the load to be drawn. If a horse travels faster

than 25 miles per hour, while raising 150

pounds out of a well, he exerts more than one-

horse power. If he walks slower than this, ho

does not exert a force equal to one-horse power.

In ascertaining th.e draught of a plow, or

reaper and mower, by driving faster than 2i

miles per hour, the dynamometer would indi-

cate more than the correct draught; and by

driving slower, the draught would appear to

be less than it really is. In testing the draught

of machines a team should always move at the

rate of 3i miles per hour, or 220 feet per min-

ute, which is the universally accepted rate with

reference to which dynamometers ape gradua-

ted, and an easy one to which to approximate

in driving with almost any kind of team.

Many people have supposed that 300 pounds

two-horse power—represented the same force

that a team would exert, when dragging 300

pounds along on the ground. A horse can haul

600 pounds on the hard ground, with case; but

he could not drnw hard enough on the dynam-

ometer to mark more than 250 to 300 pounds,

except for a few minutes. The power of a

man is estimated at one-fifth of a horse power.
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Sharp Mowing-Machine Knives,

The cutting edge of all kinds of knives is

composed of numerous small saw-tooth like

scratches made by the file, grindstone or whet-

stone. The same exists on the edge of a razor,

but there they are exceedingly fine. The cutting

edge of a gi'ain sickle consists of vciy fine teeth

made as a file is cut, with a sharp cold chisel,

cutting creases sloping obliquely backward on

the under side of the blade, extending quite to

the edge. When tlie serratures thus formed

become battered, or bent over, the tool is dull

;

but so long as they are kept sharp-pointed and

erect, which is done by grinding on the smooth

side, the edge is sliarp.

For cutting straw, hay, or comstnllvs, when
knives are worked with a drawing stroke, they

are usually most effective if their cutting edges

are made of coarse serratures, as when ground

on a rather coarse stone. On the contrary,

when knives operate witli a direct stroke, the

finer the edges are ground, the easier they will

cut. Tliis is particularly true of knives of mow-
ing machines. If ground to an edge on a stone

of fine grit, and then whetted with a fine whet-

stone, even the momentum of the cam which

works the knives will be almost sufficient to cut

an even swath througli heavy grass. "Where

the ground is smooth and hard, and the grass

not very thick at the bottom, and the knives of

a mower are sharpened with a fine-gritted whet-

stone, no difference can be perceived in the ex-

ertion of the team, whether the mower cuts a

full swath, half of one, or none at all. Dull

knives, however, or those having a coarse edge,

will require sometimes twice as much power to

mow heavy grass, as if they had been put in

order with a fine whetstone. Knives of mow-
ing machines are often filed to an edge. If

they were operated with a drawing stroke, they

would cut grain better than if shari^ened with a

fine stone. But, as the cut is a direct or crush-

ing one, they should always be rubbed afler

filing, with a fine stone. Great efficiency in

such knives depends almost entirely on the per-

fection of the cutting edge.

Suggestions about Summer Fallows.—•—

•

A few years ago, most farmers in our wheat-

growing regions, thouglit that in order to raise

a good crop of winter wheat, the ground must

be well summer fallowed. The ground was
plowed usually about the first of June, and then

harrowed and plowed alternately until Septem-

ber. In some instances, it was plowed six, but

usually tliree times ; and those who did so, fan-

cied tliat tliey received ample remuneration in

an increased amount of grain for every addition-

al plowing. But, wlien the ground was broken

up late in June, or the former part of July, and
plowed only twice, as a small number of culti-

vators were accustomed to do, tlie worlv was
pronounced as " only half done;" and tlie dif-

ference between the crops wlicre the soil was
plowed five or six limes and only twice, would

often justify such a remark. Thus it will be

perceived, that the soil yielded only one crop in

two years, or as it was then termed, " two crops

in three years," as oats, or Indian corn, follow-

ed by wheat, and then a summer fallow, or

grass. In some instances, three crops of win-

ter wheat were raised in succession. As only a

limited quantity of manure of a very inferior

quality was made, summer fallowing seemed to

be essential to the wheat crop. There was not

that demand for pork, beef and mutton that now

exists. Consequently, only a small portion of

the coarse grain of the farm ftirnished any fer-

tilizing matter by making manure while fatten-

ing stocl^ The great bulk of the manure was

of a strawy character, and only increased the

already too large growth of straw. There was

but little grain-producing material in it. The
good effects of summer fallowing began to fail.

The straw was often large enougli to yield forty

or fifty bushels of excellent wheat per acre

;

while there would sometimes be not more than

ten or twelve. Every year the heads were grow-

ing lighter and shorter, and the kernels small-

er and smaller. Consequently those who were

accustomed to rely on the wheat crop for their

revenue, were in a srievons dilemma. Tliis was
clean farming, but low culture; while scientific,

progressive agriculture requires higli cultivation

and fertilization in close connection witli clenn

farniing. This is the certain tendency of sum-

mer fallowing. It is good for wheat, temporar-

ily; but bad for the farm, and worse still for

the firmer, permanently. Summer fallowing

in the way alluded to, will produce a greater

yield of wheat, for a year or two, than any oth-

er system of management; but, at the same

time, the productiveness of the soil will be im-

paired in a greater degree than by some otlier

system of management, which will always keep

the soil good, and at the same time, produce

remunerating crops from year to year.

. •-<— » I »

Prevention of the Hoove.

"When neat cattle and sheep e.at too much red

clover, tlieir stomachs soon become so much
inflated with gas, that without immediate re-

lief they often die in a few hours. "We have
known neat cattle to be hoven and die, in defi-

ance of all efforts to save them, even after they

had been grazing in a clover field more than

two weeks. "Where they can have access to

other grass, they will seldom eat enough clover

to make them bloat ; but, as soon as they are

required to subsist entirely on red clover, unless

they have free access to an abundance of salt,

there is great danger that they will eat too

much. "We Iiave always been accustomed to

keep salt in a tub in tlie field, where the stock

were grazing on red clover; and the animals

would eat freely of it many times a day ; and

we never had an animal affected with the hoove,

as long as the salt tub contained a good supply.

Check Reins, for Draught Horses.—•

—

The head and neck of a horse assist in bal-

ancing his bod}', when not restrained by a taut

check rein
;
just as the arms of a man enable

him to walk with more ease when they are un-

confined. AVlien a check rein is so short as to

hold the head of a horse higher than he is ac-

customed to carry it, it is impossible for him to

travel or draw easil)'. A man can walk or run

much more advantageously with his arms free,

and his head and shoulders thrown a little for-

ward, because they are important balances for

his body. If draught liorses have check reins,

they should always be unhitched when they are

hauling a heavy draft, especially up hill. If one

watches llie movements of a horse's head when
he slips on ice, or a pavement, he will soon be

satisfied that draught horses should not be

checked up much. Carriage horses may be made
to hold their heads high ; but those wliich have

hard pulling should bo allowed to do it in the

easiest manner, witli their heads lield naturally.

Hay Cured without Drying.

SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTS.

"With us all it is a great object to make hay
of good quality with little labor. We all have
our notions and prejudices, some well formed

and otliers simply prejudices. The Agricul-

tural papers have of late contained several arti-

cles on curing hay witli very little drying,

packing it away so as to exclude all the air

possible, and have given statements of the

great excellence of the cattle feed thus prepar-

ed. When vegetable substances containing as

considerable a proportion of water as recently

cut grass does, are closely packed and left to

themselves, they will ferment. The result of

the fermentation is heat, throwing off water and
carbonic acid, a softening of the material, and
certain changes in its chemical constitution.

These changes of character, if not carried too

far, are in no way deleterious, but in fact render

a portion of the woody fibre digestible, which
before was not so.

An article called "Brown Hay" is made in

Europe in several ways, all dependent on the

same principle. When tlie grass is cut it is

left a while to wilt, a day or two, according to

the weather, then laid up in heaps of the size of

ordinary hay cocks, which, after standing a

day or two longer are lifted without stirring,

and laid together in large heaps or stacks and

well trodden down as they are laid up. The
stacks are formed to shed the rain, and some-

times a little salt is sprinkled in as they are

made. The wilted grass is often liauled to

barns, or rather buildings for the purpose, and

these are packed full, each forkful being thor-

oughly trodden. When the fermentation comes

on in the buildings or the stacks, it will heat

and steam powerfully, and there may even be

some danger of spontaneous combustion, if diy

matters are in close proximity. As the heat

subsides, it is trodden again in order to keep

all tight when the Iiay settles, as it does very

much, the bulk being reduced fully one half

If the air gains access by cracks or otherwise,

mildew will follow. Cattle of all kinds are

very fond of this food. It is hard and com-

pressed, like pressed haj'—all in a mat—of a

brown color, and a sweet, somewliat hay-like

odor. In the stack or mow it may be cut with

the hay knife or a hatchet, and it is easily bro-

ken up to feed out. This article, therefore,

however produced, is nothing new, but has an

established reputation, and is, no doubt, a very

good way to make hay, especially when the

grass is very full of weeds; for all these disap-

pear in the softening process which the Iiay

undergoes (unless they are coarse, or of an

acrid, or very hard character).

It is said that well wilted grass may be

billed up in tlie field, and thus cured without

further care, except to pile the bales together

and protect them from rain by a covering of

hay or straw.

A man writing to the Boston Cultivator, says

he packs wilted grass in air-tight casks or hex-

es and heading them up, keeps the hay any

length of time. The editor of that paper goes

into ecstasies over the perfume of the sample

box sent to him.

On page 151, (May No.) we published an

account of the manner in which a most excel-

lent quality of clover hay was produced by

housing wilted grass, putting it in layers be-

tween dry salt hay. All these methods we
commend to the ingenious, as worthy subjects

of experiment during llie present haying season.
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Halsted's Hay Fork Attachment.

A. M. Halsted, 07 Pcari-st., New-York City,

communicates, for tlie benefit of formers, an

unpatented improvement to be used in connec-

tion witli a liorse iiay forli, for carrying tlie liay

to tlie fartlier side of a Tvide mow, or dropping

it at an inteiinediate point. He describes and

Fig. 1.—HAT FORK ATTACHMENT IN PLACE.

explains it tluis, iiy a reference to tlie following

illustrations and letters. Pig. 1 represents the

attachment put up in a barn ready for oper.ation,

X, X, is an iron rod 4 inch diameter, and of the

necessary length for the bam in whicli it is to

be placed. On one end is a loop {g, fig. S,) and
the other end is threaded and a nut with a han-

dle put on so as to avoid using a wrench

—

a and
h, are two pulleys hung together, the upper of

which, rt, runs on the iron rod, x ; the hoisting

or draft rope passes over the lower pulley {h)
;

j; fig. 2, is one of two hooks of a bar hooked
at each end, fastened to a cross-piece, securely

bidted or spiked to the two rafters near the cen-

ter of the barn ; and about 2 to 2J feet below
tlie ridgepole. Theloopeudof the rod x, passes

over one of the hooks, and tlie other end
through a cross-piece (A), fastened on the fur-

ther side of two rafters a little back of the cen-

ter of the mow. This cross-piece should be
placed as near the peak, or ridge pole as the

traveler pully will allow. The rod x, should be
screwed up tigld by the hand nut. C, is a hook
hinged or fastened to the axis of the pulley a, and
dropping into tlie loop g. D, is a trip rod fast-

ened to tlie hook and passing over it, and em-
bracing the rod x, as shown in fig. 3, thus keep-

ing the hook in proper position. This termi-

nates in a loop, e, at the lower end, through
which passes the draft rope. 1 , fig. 1 , is the first

pulley fastened in the peak, or to the ridge pole

or rafters, anj'vvhere beyond the termination of

the iron rod. 2, is the second pulley fastened

to the plate over the door, and 3 the thu'd pul-

ley or "snatch block."

Fig. 2.—halsted's hat fork attachment.

Wlien the fork is loaded it rises perpendicu-

larly imtil the Ivuob, k, (fig. 1,) meets and pushes

up the trip rod, d, e, fig. 2, thus releasing the hook
which keeps the traveler pulleys (a, b,) in place.

The fork then is drawn along and up the rod,

until relieved of the load. When the horse

backs, the double pulley nins back dcnun the rod

by its gravity, and the hook (c) falls into the loop

ig). The fork continues to descend to the load.

A forkful of hay can thus be taken over any

upper girt, not nearer than 6 or 7 feet to the

ridge pole ; and by using a long way rod x, can

be carried to the third bay from the floor. This

arrangement is being used in connection with

the fork advertised iu this paper by the same

inventor, and will be furnished by liim.

»-. ^«.v^ .-» —
The Best Wagon Hay Rigging^.

Tlie accompanying illustration represents a

convenient, light and strong hay rigging, which
is considered by many good farmers superior

to any now in use, and we have never met
with its equal. It can be made of light or heavy

timber. The following are the dimensions of

the various parts of one made for our own use

:

The sills (B,) are of basswood, 16 feet long, 2i
inches thick and 8 inches deep. Pine, whitewood,
or other liglit timber will make good ones.

These sills are held two feet apart by four cross-

sills of hard wood 3 inches thick and wide,

having a tenon on each end IJ inches thick,

and pinned firmly in the mortices. The object

of placing the sills so near together is, to give

the forward wheels more play when turning

around. When the sills are placed against the

stakes in the bolsters of the wagon, it is impos-

sible to turn short around. Two saddle pieces,

(E. E.) of hard wood, 3 inches thick and 3 wide,

with gains in the ends to receive the wagon
stakes, are bolted to the under side of the long

sills (B). These rest ou the bolsters of the wag-
on, and hold the rigging in place as well as if

tlie sills were .against the stakes. The arms,

(A. A.) are made of hard wood, 4 inches wide

to the end pair of arms at both ends of the rig-

ging. The sides of the ladder, D, are made
of small, light pieces and hard wood rounds,

and the lower ends of the sides enter holes in

the bottom of the rigging. It is usually most
convenient to lay the ladder down, except when
putting on a load. It is better to make the

ladder wide at the bottom, and not more than
a foot wide at the top. The most convenient

way to remove such a rigging from the wagon
is, to have two small pulleys at each end of the

rigging attached to a beam in the barn, and
raise it bodily from the wagon, and let it be
suspended. In such a place it will always be
out of the way, and under shelter. If painted

and kept housed, such a rigging will last years.

MAKNER OF DRAWING HAT WITH A EOPE.

Drawing Hay with a Rope.

WAGON HAT BIGGING.

by IJ thick at the lower end, where they go
through the cross sills. The upper ends are li'

inches square. In order to set these arms at

the right inclination, place the sills on the wag-

on, and lay out the mortises through the

cross-sills so slanting, that the arms will not

rest on the hind wheels. This will bring the

top of the rigging quite low. If it is desirable

to have a wide rigging, let the arms be made
long. Six or seven feet is sufficiently broad for

a large one. The arms should fit the mortises

in tlie cross-sills closely, but not so tightly that

they cannot be removed without driving them
out. Three or four slats, (H. H.) are secured

to the arms (A. A) with slim carriage bolts,

which may be obtained at hardware stores,

much cheaper than they can be made by hand.

A tight bottom is made of inch boards ; and

when hauling grain, we had pieces of half-inch

stuff fitted nicely between all the slats to catch

the loose grain. A cross piece C, of hard tough

wood, 3 inches wide by li inch thick, is bolted

It is very desirable alw.ays to devise the best

and most economical means to facilitate hard

labor in making and securing hay, as well as

in doing other kinds of work. For this purpose,

many farmers make use of a rope and horse to

haul hay cocks, cither to the barn, or stack

where the distance is short. The illustration

represents a horse in the act of

drawing a cock of hay. One
end of a 4 inch rope, about

twenty feet long, is fastened to

the left trace, and placed around

the bottom of the cock, then

through a ring iu the hames of

the harness, and held by the

rider. The end of the rope

should be sewed through and
through, with a strong leather

string, in every direction, for

two or three inches, to keep it

from unraveling. A knot iu

the end of the rope is objection-

able as it will hinder its being drawn out of

the hay readily. In order to prevent the cock
from being drawn over towards the horse, lift

up the hay all around the bottom, and thrust

the rope under it witli one foot. It will then

be moved olf so cleanly, that it will seldom be

necessary to rake the scattering spears, where

the cock stood. By hitching two horses to the

rope, one at each end, and starting at the end

of a windrow, letting the horses travel close to

the windrow, four or six hundred pounds of hay

may be collected in a bunch, as fast as a horse

can walk, and hauled, with the team on a trot,

to the barn. When the horses first start, how-
ever, a man or boy should thrust a fork into the

hay, and press downwards on it, until the rope

is well loaded. As soon as the cock is drawn to

the desired place, one rider lets go the end of

the rope and the horse draws it out of the hay.

The principal advantages of drawing hay in

this manner are : It save much hard labor of

pitching it on a wagon ; two small boys who
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can not pitch Lay will haul a ton to the barn or

stack, 20 or 30 rods, quicker than two men will

be able to do it with a wagon ; cocks can be

drawn from a lawn or orchard, where there is

not room for a loaded wagon to move; and

when a whole cock is taken up by a horse fork,

and placed on a mow, or stack, it may be spread

around with much less labor, than when a large

wad is torn from a loaded wagon. When stack-

ing hay, two boys and one horse will haul it to

the slack faster than an active man can pitch it

by hand, thus saving all the hard labor of pitch-

ing the hay on a wagon. When hay is stored

in bams yi or near the meadow, two hundred

pounds may be put in each cock, after it is well

cured, if they are hauled with a rope, as a horse

will draw a large one as well as a small one.

The Buck Rake.

The illustration herewith given represents a

very convenient and useful rake, for raking

light hay or for gathering the scattering hay
while a load is being put on the cart or wagon.

The sketch was sent by Trevor Yates, Otsego

Co., N. Y., who calls it a " shoulder rake,"

who says that an active boy or girl, 10 or 13

years old, will do more with it than a man with

an ordinary hand rake. He thus describes it

:

The head of the rake is 6 feet long, made of

good timber, 3 inches wide and an inch and a

half thick. There are 33 teeth in it, about 3

inches apart from centre to centre. The teeth

are 9 inches long, made flat, with a |-inch

tenon on one side, and sharpened on the under

Bide. The tongue is crooked at the rake end

and sawed apart about 24 feet, then spread

about twenty inches to operate as braces. A
jiin should be put through the handle about 2

EDCK BAKE.

feet from the rake, and the handle should be
longer than represented by the engraving.

When the rake lies flat on the floor, bore the

holes in the head for the prongs of the handle
60 that the end of the handle will be about 3

feet 8 inches high when the rake is finished.

The boy or girl can then take hold of the pin
with one hand, place the other on the under side

of the tongue and draw it over the meadow.
When the rake fills up, push it back a little, so

that the teeth will take a new hold under the

hay more readily ; it will thus carry a big load.

This kind of rake may be used advantageous-
ly for raking hay into windrows where it is

light, as well as raking up the scatterings after

hay has been put in cock. The ordinary hand
rakes are quite too small and short for raking

up scattering hay. For this reason, every
farmer should have at least one buck rake. A
mechanic of common abilities can make one in

a few hours. Such a rake will save much time
and labor in haying.

Liquid Manure and Pump for Raising it.

*

—

Although a large per centage of liquid man-
ure is water, it is yet very valuable for promot-'

lag the growth of all kinds of crops, and often

more so than the solid portions. Of course its

value diminishes in proportion as it is dUut-

Fig. 1.—PISTON.

ed with water. When animals are fed grain,

the liquid which leaches from their droppings,

or is collected beneath the stables, abounds in

more fertilizing matter than that which flows

from a pile of strawy manure. In the Old
World the liquid manure of animals is saved

with far more care than in America ; and it has

been stated by reliable authority, that in Bel-

gium, liquid manure is

^^ valued so highly that the

^^^^Bn^^^ urine of a single cow com-

Uh mauds over eight dollars

H per annum. Parties pur-H chase it expressly for in-

H creasing the productive-H ness of their soils. If it

H is so valuable in other

fHv parts of the world, it cer-

tainly is worth saving in

America. The great dif-

ficulty in collecting liquid

manure is, a suitable

pump. There is usually

more or less sediment

among it, which would

clog an ordinary water

pump. We give herewith

an illustration of a por-

tion of a very cheap liquid

manure pump, which we
have found to be very

convenient and effective. Any one who can

joint a board straight and square, will be able

to make one with little or no difficulty. Four
pieces of thick board are required, from 6 to 10

feet long. Two of them must be just 4 inches

wide, and two others 6 inches wide. The latter

two are nailed firmly on the edges of the oth-

ers. This will make a penstock whose calibre

is four inches square, from end to end. Now
fit a block in the lower end, and bore a 3-inch

hole through it, and fasten a valve over the hole

to open upwards, and nail the block in place.

The larger the hole the better, if the valve

closes it well. The nest thing is to make the

piston, which is represented by the accompany-

ing illustration, fig. 1. This should be of hard

wood, 31 inches wide, and 1 thick at the lower

end, fitting well but working easily. This

will allow a piece of leather i of an inch thick

to be naUed on each edge of the piston rod.

Procure two pieces of leather, in the form shown
in fig. 3, 8 inches long from F, to e, 6 inches

broad at F, and 5 inches ^
wide at e. These two

pieces are shown nailed

to the piston rod, fig. 1,

c, c. At A, the rod is

shown in two pieces, to

indicate an indefinite

length. J5, is the handle

to pump with. After

the narrow ends of the

leather have been nailed securely to the lower

end of the rod, A, place the edges of the leath-

er together, on the edge of the piston rod, and
nail them firmly with lath nails. As the pis-

ton is thrust downward, the leather will fold

together, as represented by the angular lines,

c, e, and allow the liquid to rise above it.

But as soon as the piston rod is lifted, the

leather spreads out to the sides and corners, and
raises all the liquid above it, and the liquid

rushes through the valve in the lower end of the

penstock, following the piston upwards. A
spout can be made near the top to conduct the

liquid where it is desu'ed. ^ Piecesof cobs, blocks

of wood, or chaff' will not obstruct the free

ill/
e

Fig. 3.—LBATHEB.

working of this kind of pump. Such a pump
will be found useful for inunping sediment from

cesspools, or for cmptyiug the vaults of privies,

where most of the fecal matter is in a fluid and
semi-fluid state. Paper will not obstruct the

valve, or piston. Such a pump will draw water

out of a shallow well very fast. The deeper the

well, the more power will be rcquhed to work it.

< I »

Improved Shackles for Bulls and Bucks.

The illustration herewith given, represents an
improved pair of shackles fastened to the for-

ward legs of a bull. Two strong leather straps,

about 2i inches wide, are buckled one around
each leg, and held together by a piece of trace

chain, from 13 to 16 inches long. In the middle
of the chain is a swivel to keep it from being

twisted into kinks, which will occur when there

is no swivel, by the animal's throwing either

foot over the chain. An iron link in the form
of the letter D is welded to each end of the

chain, through which the leather straps pass;

and a piece of thin, firm leather is sewed over

the iron to prevent chafing the legs. Instead of
having one large buckle to each strap, it is bet-

ter to attach two buckles to one strap, by sewing
them on the outside of main strap, with sepa-

rate pieces of leather. Then sew on firmly two
straps to enter the buckles. By this means it

will be seen, that the main strap is just long

enough to permit the ends to meet, while the

buckles and straps are sewed on the outside.

This prevents the buckles rubbing the legs.

The length of the cham should of course be

varied according to the size of the animal.

Such shackles for a buck should be made of

much lighter leather and smaller chain, having

a swivel in the middle that will work easily.

Small chains for this purpose may be obtained

at most hardware stores, much cheaper and bet-

ter than can be made by ordinary blacksmiths.

The swivel and a few links can be taken from a

light trace chain. The chain for a buck's shackle

should not be over 7 or 8 inches long. When
the writer was accustomed to keep sheep, the

bucks were never separated from the ewes.

Such shackles were put on the fbre-legs of

buck's in the spring, or fore-part of summer, and

removed the 1st of December, and an untimely

lamb was never seen in the flock.

Sometimes a farmer has a young heifer or a

cow which he does not desire to have witli

calf until some future period; and in some

parts of the country the service of a bull at pas-

ture is often stolen in the night, or when the

proprietor may not be at hand. To prevent

any thing of the kind it is only necessary to

buckle on the shackles. AVhen the bull is need-

ed for service, any onewho car. handle him can

take them off at pleasu.ie. The leather should

be kept well oiled to rend-i :' :,i)ft for th-i legs.
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Clay Lands—Crushing Clods.—•

—

If a farmer could plow all liis laud at just the

I'iglit time for it to crumble down most readily,

there would be no use for clod crushers. WhcQ
there are several acres plowed, and the weather

continues dry from day to day, much of it will

often become so dry that it will turn up in large

clods, in spite of all that can be done. When
this is the case, it becomes necessary to make
use of the roller and harrow, alternately, until

the hard lumps are reduced so fine that the rain

will disintegrate them. If manure be hauled

out in the spring, when the ground is wet,

wherever the team poaches the wet soil—if it is

a heavy loam, or calcareous clay—there will

be more or less clods, as soon as the soil is

plowed ; and where the team passes several

times in one place, there will often be so much
lumpy earth, that it will hardly be practicable

to get mellow dirt enough to cover a hill of

corn. But the fault is not in the farmer, as his

teams and vehicles must travel over the soil,

whellier it is wet or dry ; and even when the

soil is thoroughly underdrained, and in a high

state of fertility, it will plow up in lumps. It

is sometimes utterly impracticable to plow a

large field at the best time. Tlierefore, since

clods and lumps are unavoidable, we must

adopt the most effectual and economical way
to pulverize them. Wlieu bard and dry, they

are very difficult to crush' with any implement,

but soon after a heavy shower of rain, when
the soil has dried suflioiently to prevent adher-

ing to the roller, or crusher, they may be re-

duced to powder very effectually. Let a har-

row follow the roller to bring up theclods that are

partially buried, and roll the second time. If

the roller be applied at the correct time, clods

will give but little trouble. Where there are

lumps between rows of corn or potatoes, the

best wa}' to dispose of them is to turn out all

hands, with a.ves, clubs or mauls, and crush

them. A blow applied with the flat side of an

ax, will do the business as efi'ectually as any-

tliing. When weeds and grass are small, this

practice will be found almost equal to a dres-

sing with hand hoes. When a field is not

underdrained, and is excessively wet, and
lieavy animals have been allowed to travel over

it, we must e.'cpect hard lumps when it is plowed.

•-. —^^ I

More about Orchard Grass.

Several inquiries, especially one from S. W.
Penney, of Licking Co., Ohio, suggest a few
additional remarks on the cultivation of or-

chard grass. Our correspondent writes that

his (iirm is principally stocked with sheep, that

he has been using clover, timothy and blue

grass for meadows and pasture, with the addi-

tion of early sown rye for late and early feed
;

and adds :
" From what I have read I am dis-

posed to try orchard grass. Please advise me
in the Agriculturist what other grasses to mix
with it for pasture or meadow? How much
seed per acre of each ? The best time for sow-

ing, whetlier it should be sown in autumn or

spring? and whether it should be cut at same
Bt.ate of maturity as timothy?"

In addition to what is given ou pages 114

and 115, we will state that orchard grass

no doubt -will succeed well n'herever timo-

thy will, either for pasture or early bay. If

the soil were iu n. very fertile slate, we
•B-ould sow ten pounds of early red clover seed

—which matures about the same time with

orchard grass—fourteen pounds (1 bushel) or-

chard grass, and seven pounds (half a bushel)

of Kentucky blue grass. The object of the

blue grass is to f<jrm a better sod than the or-

chard grass and red clover will make. The
blue grass will occupy all the bare spots between

the tussocks of orchard grass and the bunches

of clover; and will furnish late pasture, when
red clover has nearly ceased to grow. But, as

red clover and orchard grass grow larger than

blue grass, it will not amount to much in mak-

ing hay. Sow orchard grass and early red

clover iu the spring, in preference to the fall,

as young clover is very liable to be injured by
freezing and thawing in -winter and spring. It

is also better to sow orchard grass in the spring

when sowed with red clover, as the two will

mature at nearly the same time. If orchard

grass and Kentucky blue grass be sowed iu

autumn, and red clover the following spring,

the clover does not have an equal chance with

them, and a large proportion of it \vill be

choked and die. All of these kinds of grass

should be cut for hay as soou as they have at-

tained their growth and are in full blossom.

Making Clover Hay.

In making clover hay it should be the ainr to

cut it at that stage of the growth of the plant

when it vdW make the most and best dry fodder
;

to cure it in such a -way that it will retain its

green color and nourishing properties in the

highest degree, and to perform this labor with

the greatest economy and dispatch. The main

difficulty encountered is this : if it is not man-
aged properly during the curing process, the

hay will be harsh, very dry, and unpalat-

able ; the heads and leaves will drop off before

the crop can be cured ; and if it is not cured

enough it will " mo-^\'-buru, " badly depreciate

iu value, and finally be less nutritious than

good straw. When managed properly it may
be cured so as to retain all the leaves and

flowers, aud if the weather is not too -wet or

lower}', even the color of the blossoms will not

be entirely lost. We have often picked up
heads of red clover, when feeding stock in the

winter, which were cured properly, aud smelled

aud tasted as sweet as when just made.

The time to cut red clover for hay, is when
it has attained nearly or fully its greatest growth
and is in full bloom. If a crop of seed is ex-

pected from the second growth, it should be cut

a little sooner than this. (See an article in this

volume, page 182, ou growing clover seed.)

Clover should not be sunned too much.
Three or four hours of uninterrupted sunshine,

if it is spread out and stirred once or twice, are

sufficient. Where it is thick on the ground, or
in swaths, the upper side is frequently burned
by scorching heat, which renders it harsh and
brittle. A convenient amount should be cut

as nearly at the same lime as practicable, so

that it may all be cured alike. When a meadow
is mowed by going around it, sometimes a por-

tion of the hay is exposed to the sun several

hours longer than it ought to be, while another

part of the same grass receives not half enough.

This should be carefully guarded against.

If the mowing is done with scythes, com-
mence on one side of the field, and either mow
back and forth, or cut around as much as can be
laid down in one or two hours. If the clover

is cut with a mower, drive around about as

much as a team will mow in the same length of

time. The object is to have all the hay that

is cut at a certain time iu the daj', lie by it-

self As soon as it is cut, spread the swaths

evenly over the entire ground. Then mow
another acre or more, or let the clover be spread

by another hand as fast as it is cut. The true

way is to mow a field as it is plowed, •^hen we
commence on one side, working towards the

other. The clover that was cut before noon,

should be raked and put iu cocks before night,

if it be a good hay day. After it is cut, the more

it can be shaken up and turned over, and " kept

in the air," the better the hay will be in the

winter. If the farmer owns a Hay Tedder, let

it be kept in motion from one hour after the

clover is cut, until fit to rake. When clover is

allowed to remain in the swath for a few hours,

or half a day, or as some practise, a day and a
night, before it is turned over or spread, all that

portion on the surface will be cured too much,

while the middle, or under side will scarcely be

wilted. Every stalk should have the benefit, it

possible, of a few hours hot sun. The chief ob-

ject is to evaporate a large part of the water

contained in the juices. This may at first be

done very rapidly, for while it is going on, the

clover is as it were enveloped iu au atmosphere
of moisture, and cannot parch. As soon as

rapid evaporation stops, and it begins to smell

and to be hay-like, and not simply wilted clo-

Ter, it is time to check the drying by putting

the hay into windrows or cocks. Here the exer-

cise of good judgment is essential, lest the new
mown hay be dried too quickly, and too much,
which injures its excellence quite as much as it

does to bake bread or cake in too hot an oven.

When titb Clover Hat is fit to Rake.—
An experienced hay-maker can decide with

great accuracy, even blindfolded, when hay has

been sunned sufficiently to rake and put in

cock. Before it is cured enough it feels heavy,

and it is the water in it that renders it so. As
soon as the great bulk of the water is evaporat-

ed, it feels uot only light, but soft and wilted. At
this period it should be raked with all possible

dispatch, and cocked up. The semi-fluid sub-

stances now in the stalks and leaves, need
simply to be cured by the drying atmosphere.

The burning sun injures them, just as too much
broiling makes something like sole-leather out

of a good steak. If in cocks, or in the shade,

what remains of the curing is gradual and com-
plete. In cocking hay, the windrows should not
be rolled up in compact masses, and pressed

down closelj', as it prevents the partial circula-

tion of air essential to curing and drying. The
cocks should be made narrow aud high, by
placing one forkful directly on the top of an-

other. When of this form, the new hay cures

and dries out much sooner than when the cocks
are broad and low. Furthermore, when one
forkful is placed above another, the ends of

the haulms are on the outside and hangin<'

downward, carry off rain. In wet ivealber

cover the cooks with hay caps; but keep the

caps off so long as there is no danger from rain.

When the weather is pleasant, let the cocks be
forked over every day after the dew is off, by
pitching thin forkfuls from them, and laying

the hay up into cocks again. An active man
will re-cock three tons in one hour; and thus

give it a good airing. Repeat this process for

three days at least, when the hay may be housed
or stacked. When getting it in, as soon as a
load is put on the wagon, turn over cocks
enough for another load, stirring up the damp
hay near the bottom. By the time one load is

pitched off, another load will be in prime order
to go into the barn. It is not good practice to

spread out eight or ten tons of hay at one time,

unless there is help enough to secure it before it

is injured by too much sunshine or rain,
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neitlier is it well to let hay remain in the cock

until it is very dry. As soon as it is well cured

it should be stored. If one has an abundance

of barn room, it is ahva3-3 better to put one load

in a place, even if it should be nccessarj' to

move it after a few da3-s. When tlierc are cer-

tain indications of a heavy rain before hay can

be thoroughly cured and housed, it is well

sometimes to put it in before it is really fit to be

stored in a permanent mow. Under such cir-

cumstances, pitch a load on some loose poles

overhead, perhaps another in another place,

and so on. Then, after a few days, it may be

all forked over and shifted to another part of

Uie barn. Tliis labor requires no more time

than to do it in the field, and thus a great

amount of excellent liay may be saved from

beins; damaged by the rain, and the labor per-

formed when workmen have little to do.

Western Agriculture.

IS THE AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST ADAPTED TO
THE WEST?

The following letter is written to the Agri-

culturist by a young go-a-head westerner, of

Lasalle, 111. It is so true an expression of gen-

uine western feeling that we give it, making it a

text for a few words on tlie same subject re-

garded from a somewhat different stand point

:

Editor of the AgricultuTist^ Sir:

"Do not think that your paper will do

for the whole American continent. Why,
sir, as far as farming is concerned, it will

not do at all for llie West. Guess it will only

do for the East, where it is printed alongside an

old stone wall, amongst roots, stumps, slicks,

stones, grubs, brush, and all kinds of rubliisli

generally found on eastern laud. Why, sir, if

you have never been out west, 3'ou can not be-

lieve the vast amount of work done here. Men
here with one team cultivate 40 acres of land

and live 4 miles away from it. Two men and

teams can cultivate from 30 to 50 acres of small

grain, and from 50 to 80 acres of corn and do it

well. We have had men from the East here

who declared that ten men could not do the

work that one man had to do here. One man
and team will plow 2 acres per day, and will

mark one way from 30 to 40 acres (for corn.)

One man and boj', with team and corn-planter,

(Brown's is most generally used) will plant from

to to 30 acres. We have corn-plows with

which we plow from 8 to 13 acres, reapers

which cut from 10 to 15 acres. We thresli

and clean from 300 to 500 bushels of wheat

from 500 to 800 of oats, and about the same of

barley a day. Men husk from 30 to 50 bushels of

corn, and we never tliiuk of cutting up corn

stalks unless we have uot got hay enough for

our cattle in the spring, as they get feed enough

in our cornfields througli the winter, or until

after the 1st of March, when we have to feed

tliem until the 15th of April ; then we turn

them out into the prairies to go until the 1st of

November. Then we take a day and hunt

them up and drive them in rolling fat. Now,
sir, do not you think this is a mueh more pro-

fitable way of raising cattle than the way you

tell us to do on page 137, May number, current

vol.? Do not think because we can do so much
work here in a day, that we are idle half the

time. It is nothing but constant work here

from the middle of March to the 1st of Decem-

ber, or till Christmas. You have considerable

to say about the best way to drop potatoes,

pitch manure, make cornmarkers,coru-coverers,

etc., but we do not need any such advice here.

These ave facts—just what you asked for. I

can't tell exactly where. Now Mr. Agricultur-

ist, any information you desire about the West,

I will cheerfully give it to you.
Yours truly, " Western Boy."

It makes a man's notions of farming expand
when he takes his stand on an eminence upon
the prairies, where the waving maize fields al-

ternate witli those of wheat, and cultivated

land, with the unbroken prairie on all sides

as far as the e}'e can reach, realizing that the

soil is deep and very fertile, that the climate is

genial, and that the multitude of men that are

making homes for themselves and their cliil-

dren, all over that broad region, are vigorous,

young, ambitious and free. The earth only half

tilled, yields most bountifully, and even with-

out tillage the natural crop of wild grass affords

abundant pasturage, and hay Of passable quality

for lierds of small and great cattle. The east-

ern man who has had his little farm of 30 acres

in Massachusetts or Vermont, and found

enough to do for himself and boys, and perhaps

one or two hired men the year round, may well

look with wonder at cornfields of several hun-

dred acres in extent, and express himself aston-

ished at the rapidity with which farm work is

done. He finds the soil as mellow as the finest

garden mould he ever saw, and the subsoil of

the same quality to the depth to which no

plow can penetrate. He finds moreover the

genuine Western Man as full of the West and

its glories and advantages as if it were Eden
itself, and as if no end of brag and exaggeration

(which flows like a river) could convey a false

impression.

The West is grand, and it is easy to raise big

crops, and to go over many acres a day, and to

make great crops without manure, without

trouble from weeds, without the necessity for

three or four times plowing and hoeing for

what we call hoed crops. It is nevertheless

true th.at good farming is dependent upon the

same fundamental principles the world over.

That what is true for the eastern farmer as re-

gards the relations of the air, the soil, the

plant, and the animal to each other, on his

small, poor farm is just as true for the farmer on

the broad acres of Illinois. If it is not necessa-

ry for him to save, and haul, and spread ma-

nure now, he should remember that without

good husbandry his fields will finally become
exhausted and need manuring. If weeds do

uot trouble him now, let him take the more
care they do not find their way upon his land

in foul grain seed, etc. If he has ten thousand

acres of wild grass, upon which his herds, with

those of his neighbors, may range and fatten,

he can not tell in how few years his own quar-

ter section will be all the land he can control,

and farms and pasturage grounds of different

farmers be as well defined as they are further

East. If stall-fed beef, and dairies, and milU,

and cream, and butler, and cheese, are almost

unknown articles of diet, or of farm production,

let him live in hope of the good time coming,

when home markets, or ready transportation,

will make it worth while to know something

about their economical production. The prai-

ries are uot boundless, their fertility not inex-

haustible, and manuriug produces almost as

desirable efiects at the West as at the East.

We admit that we can uot mark for corn,

40 acres a day, nor plant 20 acres, nor do a great

many things as fust as they do "Out West."

The Agriculturist is intended to be adapted to

the wants of civilized men who till little or

vavrh ground, who have live stock to care for,

be it beeves or chickens, households to provide
for as regards both the wants of the body and
the mind, and we doubt not even "Western
Boy " finds some thing both of interest and
value to himself. Should be write again we
hope he will tell us what he knows from expe-

rience, and what his Western neighbors would
be benefitted by knowing also.

. —.

—

—^-^^ _•

A New Poultry Book.

There is now in press and soon to be issued

by the Publisher of the Agriculturist, a new
work on Domestic Poultry, by Mr. S. JI. Saun-
ders, of Slatcn Island. It will form, we think,

a valuable hand-book for all who keep chickens,

whether for economical purposes merely, or

for fancy. The number of poultry breeders is

fast increasing, who take more delight in

the perfection of breeds, and the production

of beautiful birds.than in either eggs or poultry,

for their own tables or for market. This is in-

deed a beautiful and beneficial " fanc_v," and to

be encouraged, unless it runs into unwarranta-
ble extravagance, for it is through poultiy fan-

ciers alone that we can hope for the preserva-

tion in purity ot those elegant and beautiful

breeds of fowls which are and will ever be of

so great use to all poultry raisers, enabling

them to impart to common slock those qualities

which render the pure breeds famous eillier as

layers, or for the production of flesh. We give

on the next page two of the beautiful engrav-

ings with which this work is very fully embel-

lished. The first is of three somewhat famous

breeds of French fowls, with descriptive ex-

tracts from Mr. Saundei-s' forthcoming book.
" Within the last two or three years some valu-

able importations of new breeds of poultry

have been made into England from France;

but I am not aware that they are known on this

continent. They have, however, become suf-

ficieully knowu and apju'ccialed by our British

cousins as to demand our attention.

"The Houdan has short thick legs, and a

round, well - proportioned bod}-, large liead,

small top-knot, falling backward. It is bearded,

and has five claws on each foot. It is a good-

sized fowl, weighing, when fully grown—cock,
6 lbs. ; hen, from 4i to 5 lbs. The plumage
should be speckled, white, black, and straw

color. The comb is the most remarkable part

of this bird ; and I can not do better than quote

Jacque's description :
' Comb, triple crossways

of the beak, composed of two flattened spikes,

of long and rectangular form, opening from right

to left like two leaves of a liook, thick, fleshy,

and variegated at the edges. A third spike

grows between these two, having somewhat the

shape of an irregular strawberry, and the size

of a long nut. Another, quite detached from

the others and about the size of a pea, should

show between the nostrils and above the beak.'

This gives the bird a grotesque appearance, and
there is an air of impudenl drollery and humor
about him that is peculiar to the breed. The
legs are dark leaden gray. In this breed the

hens approach more nearly the weight of the

cock than is usual. These fowls are very popu-

lar in France, as layers and table-fowls.

"The Crevbcceuu is better known than any

of the French fowls ; it is one of the best layers,

not only on account of number, but also of size,

being equal iu this respect to the Spanish. It

is a short-logged breed, square-bodied, deep

chest, well shaped for the table.

" Like most of the French breeds, it is bearded

and top-knotted, but the latter appendage is
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LA FLECDE.

like a crest, and allows room in front for the

comb. This is singularly sliapeii, and I shall

again quote Mr. Jacque :
' Comb various, but

always forming two horns; sometimes parallel,

straight and fleshy, sometimes joined at the base

slightly nolclied, pointed, and separating at their

extremities; sometimes adding to this latter

description interi-

or ramifications

like the horns of

ayoungdeer. (The

cock in the back-

ground is of this

variety, and shows

this appearance.)

The same author

says :
' The comb,

shaped like horns,

gives the Creve-

ccBur the appear-

ance of a devil.'

The legs should

be black, or very

dark slate blue.

Their plumage
should be entire-

ly black, having

bright blue and

green metallic

lustre, except the feathers of the belly, which

arc dark brown. The hens should weigh from

5 lbs. to 6 lbs. each ; the weight of the cock

should be 7 to 7i pounds. The deportment,

of the Crevecoeur is staid, solemn, and grave.

" The La Fleche is a singular bird ; with a

strong, firm body, well seated on its legs, and

long muscular feet. Appearing smaller than it

really is, because the feathers are close ; every

muscular part well developed ; black plumage.

The La Fleche is the tallest of all French cocks;

it has man}' points of resemblance to the

Spanish, from which Jacque believes it to l)e

descended, by crossing with the Crevecrour. It

has white, loose, and transparent skiu ; short,

juicy, and delicate

flesh, which puts on

flit easily. As layers

they are superior, like

the Crevecoeur, to any
breed except the

Spanish; but yet, for

table use, they are not

as good as the Dor-

king. The La Fleche

has the body of the

Spanish placed on
legs set forward, im-

mediately under the

breast rather than the

body of the hiivl. It

has a bold, cheeiful,

lively face; but the

general impression is

curious from the ex-

traordinary comb, of

which I will give the

description from Mr.

Jacque :
' Transver-

sal, double, forming

two horns bending

forward, united at their base, divided at

their summits; sometimes even and pointed,

sometimes having ramilications ou the inner

sides. A little combling protrudes from the up-

per part of the nostrils ; and, although hardly as

large as a pea, this combling, which surmouuts

the sort of rising formed by tlie protrusion of

the nostrils, contributes to the singular aspect of

the head. This measured prominence of the

comb seems to add to the characteristic depres-

sion of the beak, and gives the bird a likeness

to a rhinoceros.' [A very singular bird, truly.]

"It should have a large deaf-ear, perfectly

white; not so large as the Spanish, but larger

than that of any otlier fowl. It has slate blue

nOUDAN.

GROUP OF FRENCn FOWLS.

legs, darker or lighter according to age, turning

to a spotted gray as they get old. The hens

differ from the cock only by liaving a smaller

comb. He must have a white ear-lobe. These
are a peculiar but a stylish breed; they are very

good layers, and the chickens are easy to rear."

Of the Bantams Mr. Saunders sa3's : "They have
long been favorites ; their small size, their beau-

ty, and their impudence gaining them admirers.

Many years since, only those that were feath-

ered to the toes were admired. The late John
Sebright, by much attention and a tliorough

knowledge of tlie subject, succeeded in produc-

ing birds of surpassing beauty and symmetry.

Those that bear Ids name are tlic most appre-

OBEVEC(ETJK.

GAJlii EAM'AilS, WHITE FEATIIEK-LEeGED BANTAWS. SILVEK 6PAKGLED SEABICIGHT8.

GKOUP OF BANTAM FOWLS.
elated by fanciers. They are of two colors,

gold and silver ; they must have double combs,

with i^ointed end and rising upwards, and well-

seated on the head, firmly fixed, not inclining

to one side, nor yet raised on a fleshy pedestal

;

laced feathers, each being edged with black;

blue legs, without even the si_gn of a feather on

them ; upright tail, tipped with black at the

point, which must be round and equal in

width to the widest part of the feather; there

should not be even a tendency to a curve in it.

The side tail-feathers rising from the back to

the tail should also be flat, round-topped, and
accurately laced. There must not be any

hackle or saddle. These are the principal points

of the male. The

hen requires the

same comb, the

same accurate lac-

ing,the prominent

breast, drooping

wing; her head

should be very

small, beak sharp.

The carriage of

these birds should

resemble that of

a good Fantail

pigeon ; the head
and tail should

be carried up, in

the strut of the

bird, until they

nearly meet, and
the wing should

drop down the

side, instead of be-

ing carried up. In both sexes tlie wing-feathers
should be tipped with black, and even the long
feathers laced. Like all other first-class birds,

these are difficult to get; and lest amateurs
should be discouraged, I may almost venture to

say, a faultless bird is hardly to be found.
From the best-bred parents, single-combed
chickens will constantly appear, but these will

again produce perfectly double-combed proge-

ny. Such are, however, to be trusted, wlien
the possessor of them is sure tliat, although
defective themselves, their parents were fault-

less in this particular. It is never advisable to

breed from a faulty bird, if a perfect one can

be obtained. Small size is a chsideratvm in

these fowls. They
are, therefore, sel-

dom bred early, as

growth is not desired.

July is early enough
to hatch them. Per-

fect cocks should not

weigh more than

seventeen ounces, nor

hens more than four-

teen. Other Bantams,

to pretend to excel-

lence, should be di-

minutive as the Se-

bright, and should

have the same arro-

gant gait; but they

differ, Inasmuch as

the males should be

large cocks in minia-

ture, with hackle,

saddle, and tail fully

developed. Tlie rule

of comb is not so im-

perative. In black

and white birds it

should be double ; but it is not so necessary,

nor does the substitution of a single one cause

disqualification. In the black breeds, white

deaf-ears are necessary to excellence; and in

these and the white, the sickle feathers should

be long and well carried. Featlicred-legged

bantams may bo of any color. Tlie Bantams

are good layers ancl mothers, and easily reared."
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The specific name,

fulva, is in refer-

ence to its color,

and there is an-

otlier species, less

common than this,

with larger and

paler flowers, cal-

led pallida. The
closely related

garden Balsam,

sometimes called

Ladies-slipper, is

ImpatiensBalsam-

ina, and iu flowers

(when single) and

fruit resembles

this in all impor-

tant particulars.

The Touch-me-not or Jewel Weed.

All through the summer months there may
be found in rich, moist, and shady spots a wild

flower, a small branch of which is represented

in the accompanying engraving. The pale color

and general coarseness of the foliage are such

that the plant does not at first sight present a

veiy attractive appearance, and its interest is

mainly confined to the flowers and fruits. The
plant grows from two to four feet or more in

hight, and has a succulent semi-translucent stem;

it is much branched and bears its flowers towards

the ends of the branches. The flowers, the

shape of which will be seen in the engraving,

are curiously formed,the calyx and corolla color-

ed alike, with one of the parts of the calyx much
larger than the others, bag-like, and at one end

drawn out into a point or spur which is bent

over towards the front of the flower. The
flowers are of a bright orange yellow, spotted

with brown, and their brilliancy together with

the grace with which they hang upon their

slender stems, have naturally suggested the

popular name of Jewel-weed. These showy
flowers very seldom produce seeds, but other

flowers, which are so inconspicuous that they

are seldom noticed, are the fertile ones. In these

seed bearing flowers, the petals, etc., do not open,

but the pistil is fertilized iu the bud ; as it grows,

the parts of the flower are pushed off'. The

long and narrow seed pod, when ripe, bursts

spontaneously, and scatters the seeds, the five

parts which form the exterior of the pod or seed

vessel, breaking away from the centrid portion

and curling up with considerable force. A pod

after it has burst, is shown at the lower right

hand side of the figure. The botanical name
is Impatieiis falva. The generic name, Im-

paticns, alludes to the impatience of the seed-

pod under handling, and its common name,

Touch-me-not, expresses the same peculiarity.

Grape Mildew
and its Cure.

Some of our cor-

respondents, in

view of the fre-

quent recorameu-

datiou to use sul-

phur to prevent

or arrest mildew,

ask how they can

know that their

vines are attacked

by it. The mil-

dew makes its ap-

pearance in little

grayish patches

upon the leaf, sometimes upon one side only

and at others both sides are attacked. The

spots rapidly increase in size, and the vitality of

the leaf is destroyed ; the young wood and

buds are often attacked, and the green fruit is

also subject to the

mildew. If the

progress of the

trouble is not ar-

rested, the growth

is interfered with,

and not only is

the crop of the

present season

lost,butevenif the

buds escape in-

jury, the health of

the vine is so se-

riously impaired that it is afterwards more

susceptible to the attacks of disease. When mil-

dew appears on the fruit, it ceases to grow, the

skin hardens, cracks and exposes the seeds.

All of this trouble is caused by a small parasitic

fungus, so minute that

it requires a magnifier to

see it distinctly. A
small portion of the mil-

dew is shown in Fig. 1,

very much enlarged. At

the lower side are seen

a part of the threads

which are, in the real

plant, exceedingly min-

ute and cobweb-like.

These threads are the

plant proper ; they pen-

etrate the tissues and liv-

ing on their juices.

productive portions of the plant and contain the

spores, or the minute dust, which serve to dis-

tribute and multiply the fungus in the same
manner that seeds do in plants of a higher order.

The mildew fungus is called Oidium Tuckeri,

the specific name having been giving iu honor
of a Mr. Tucker, who gave an account of the

mildew when it first appeared in England.

Fig. 3.—SULPHUR BELLOWS.

Vines in a confined and moist atmosphere are

more liable to mildew than those in a dry and
open situation, and weak and poorly grown
vines seem less able to resist it than do strong

and vigorous ones. The susceptibility of va-

rieties to attack, differs largely in degree, it be-

ing almost impossible to keep it from some,

while others are never or rarely troubled by it.

Sulphur in some form has been found to be

an effectual remedy ; the direct application of

the flowers of sulphur is the easiest, and perhaps

as satisfactory in its results as any. With vines

under glass, the volatilization whicli takes place

at a moderate heat, suffices. Out of doors

the plants must be dusted. We have before

described a bellows used in France for the pur-

pose of dusting the plants, and iu Fig. 3 we give

a representation of it. It is like a common bel-

lows with a wide tin nozzle, which has its open-

ing covered with coarse wire gauze. There is

no valve on the under side, and on the upper

side, for introducing the sulphur, is an opening,

which is closed by a cork. The curve in the

tube allows the under side of the leaves to be

reached with ease. We believe that the bellows

is for sale at the horticultural establishments.

_^-_^S^S5i--^^
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branch and multiply rapidly, and cause destruc-

tion to the leaf and other parts of the vine. The

upright, club-shaped bodies, shown in Figure 1, as

springing from the horizontal threads, are the re-

Rural Embellishments.

The publication of a design for a rustic vase

iu January last, has called forth several sugges-

tions in regard to such matters, which indicate

that our readers appreciate the value of the

ornamental as well as of the practical. We do

not find much space in which to treat upon em-

bellishments, yet they are not to be altogether

omitted, and we hold that whatever makes home

more attractive is really useful. In the matter

of rustic vases, Isaac Hicks, of Long Island,

finds that a cheese-box, properly strengthened,

covered with chestnut-bark, and placed upon a

portion of the trunk of a tree for a pedestal,

makes a very serviceable and easily constructed

vase. O. Ordway, of Hillsborough Co., N. H.,

makes his receptacle for flowers of the end of

an old alcohol or other strong barrel. This is

sawed off' just above the second tier of hoops,

the head strengthened by cleats and set upon a

section of a log. The whole is then covered with

a rustic work of twigs, bark or rattan, and if ueed

be, painted brown or some neutral tint. Mr. O.

tOiinks, that two kinds of plants are better than
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a great variety, and prefers the Periwiukle

(
Vinca minor), or ]^Ioiiey-wort {Lysimcichia num-

mnlaria), for trailing over the edge of the vase

and some of the dwarf Lobelias for the centre.—

In the way of rustic seats, we have quite a novel

and easily executed design communicated by

C. E. Townsend, of Queens Co., N. Y., whose

very clever sketch we hstve had engraved. Two
log-cuts, with the bark on, 3 feet long, and

about 20 inches in diameter, are used for the

supports to the seat, which is a plank 14 inches

wide and 6 feet long. Grooves are made in the

logs at 8 inches from the top to receive the seat.

Beneath the seat is a curtain sawed out of a

10-inch board, and which is held in place by

longitudinal grooves in the logs, under the

middle of the seat. The whole readily comes

apart, and it may be taken in pieces, and housed

in the winter. The plan here given is very

simple and unpretending, and in many situations

would be all that is required for a lawn seat.

I — >-•

The Culture of Celery.

By Peter Henderson, Jersey City, N. J.

I know of no vegetable on the cultivation of

which there is so much useless labor expended

with such unsatisfactory results, as celery. Al-

most all private cultivators still think it neces-

sary to dig out trenches, from six to twelve

inches deep, involving great labor and expense,

and giving a very inferior crop to that planted

on the level surface, in the manner practised on

hundreds of acres by the market gardeners in

the vicinity of New York.

Our manner of treating tne celery crop, of

late years, is very much simplified. Instead of

sowing the seed in a hot bed or cold frame, as

formerly, it is sown in the open ground as soon

as it is fit to work in April, and kept carefully

clear of weeds until the time of planting in June

and July. The tops are shorn off once or

twice before planting, so as to ensure "stocky "

plants, which suffer less on being transplanted.

Celery is always grown as a "second crop" by

the market gardeners, that is, it follows after the

spring crop of beets, onions, cabbage, cauliflow-

er or peas, which are cleared off and marketed,

at latest, by the middle of July ; the ground is

then thoroughly plowed and harrowed. No
additional manure is used, as enough remains

in the ground, from the heavy coat it has

received in the spring, to carry through the

crop of celery. After the ground has been

nicely prepared, lines are struck out on the

level surface, 3 feet apart, and the plauts set 6

inches apart in the rows. If the weather is dry

at the time of planting, great care should be

taken that the roots are properly " firmed."

Our custom is, to turn back on the row, and

press by the side of each plant gently with the

foot. This compacts the soil and partially ex-

cludes the air from the root until new rootlets

are formed, which will usually be in 48 hours,

after which all danger is over. This practice of

pressing the soil closely around the roots is

essential in planting of all kinds, and millions

of plants are annually destroyed by its omission.

After the planting of the celery is completed,

nothing further is to be done for six or seven

weeks, except running through between the

rows with the cultivator or hoe, and freeing the

plants of weeds until they get strong enough to

crowd them down. This will bring us to about

the middle of August, by which time we have

usually that moist and cool atmosphere essen-

tial to the growth of celery. Then we begin

the " earthing up," necessary for blanching or

Fig. 1.—nANDLlNO.

whitening that which is wanted for use during

the months of September, October and Novem-
ber. The first operation is that of "handling,"

as we term it, that is, after the soil has been

drawn up against the plant with the hoe, it is

further drawn close around each plant by the

hand, firm enough to keep the leaves in an up-

right position and prevent them from spreading,

which will leave them as shown in fig. 1.

This being done, more soil is drawn against the

row (either by the plow or hoe, as circum-

stances require), so as to keep the plant in this

upright position. The blanching process must

however be finished by the spade, which is done

by digging the soil from between the rows and

banking it up clear to the top on each side of the

row of celery, as in fig. 3. Three feet is ample

distance between the dwarf varieties, but when
" Seymour's Superb," " Giant," or other large

sorts are used, the width of the rows must be

at least four and a half or

five feet, thereby entailing

much more labor and loss

of ground. For the past six

years I have grown none

but the dwarf varieties, and

have saved in consequence

at least one half in labor,

and one third in ground,

while the average price per root m market has

been always equa. and occasionally higher than

for the tall growing sorts.

The preparation of the soil and planting of

celery for winter use, is the same in all respects,

except that, what is intended for winter should

never be "banked up" with the spade. It

merely requires to be put through the handling

process, to put it in a compact and upright

position preparatory to being stowed away in

winter quarters. This should not be done be-

fore the middle of September, or just long

enough before the celery is dug up to keep it in

the upright position. Our manner of preserving

it during winter is now very simple, but as the

knowledge of the process is yet quite local, be-

ing confined almost exclusively to the Jersey

market gardeners, I will

endeavor to put it plain

enough, so that your

readers " may go and do

BO likewise." In this lo-

cality we begm to dig up

that which we intend for

winter use, about the end

of October, and continue

the work (always on dry days) until the 30th or

25th of November, which is as late as we dare

risk it out for fear of frost. Let it be understood

that celery will stand quite a sharp frost, say

10 or even 15 degrees, while 30 or 25 de-

grees will destroy it. Hence experience has

taught us that the sharp frosts that we usually

have during the early part of November, rarely

hurt it, though often causing it to droop fiat on
the ground, until thawed out by the sun. It

must, however, never be touched when in the

frozen state, or it is almost certain to decay.

The ground in which it is placed for winter use

should be as dry as possible, or if not diy, so

arranged that no water will remain, in the

trench. The trench should be dug as narrow

as possible, not more than 10 or 13 inches wide,

and of the depth exactly of the height of the

celery ; that is, if the plant of the celery be two
feet in length, the depth of the drain or trench

should be two feet also. The celery is now
placed in the trench as near perpendicular as

possible, so as to fill it up entirely, its green

Fig. 2.—EABTHIN8.

tops being on a level with the top of the trench.

Fig. 3 represents a section across a trench filled

with celery in the manner just described.

No earth whatever is put to the roots other

than what may adhere to

them after being dug up.

It being closely packed

together, there is moisture

enough always at the bot-

tom of the trench to keep

the plant, at the cool sea-

son of year, from wilting.

That which is put in

trenches about the 25th of Fig- 3.—storing.

October, is usually ready to be taken 'up for

use about tlie 1st of December, that a couple of

weeks later, by 1st January, and the last (which

we try always to defer to 15th or 20th Novem-
ber) may be used during the winter and until

the 1st of April. For the first lot no covering

is required, but that for use during the winter

months must be gradually covered up from the

middle of December, on until 1st of January,

when it will require at least a foot of covering

of some light, diy material—hay, straw, or

leaves—the latterperhaps the best. I have said

the covering up should be gradual. This is

very important, for if the full weight of cover-

ing is put on at once, it prevents the passing off

of the heat generated by the closely packed
mass of celery, and in consequence it to some
extent "heats," and decay takes place. Covered

up in this manner it can be got out with ease,

during the coldest weather iu winter, and with

perfect safety.

It may be interesting to some to know what
are the profits of this crop. I have cultivated

an average of 10 acres of it for the past IG years,

and can speak from this experience. For many
years iu the early part of that time, it was by
no means what we would now call a profitable

crop. By persisting in raising the large grow-

ing sorts, and the awkward and expensive

mode we had then of working it, we were sat-

isfied if it gave us a profit of $50 or .$75 per

acre. But for the last six or eight years, by
adopting the flat culture, and the drain or

trench system for winter storage, it has done

much better, and is now a irery profitable " sec-

ond crop," averaging a clear profit of $300 per

acre, though it rarely brings over $3 per 100

roots. No doubt, in many parts of the country

it would be much more profitable thau in the

crowded markets of New York. It is shipped

from here in all directions ; to Philadelphia

(largely), Baltimore and Washington, (South,)

and to Newport, Providence, Hartford and
New Haven, (East.) It is a bulky and expensive

article to ship, and the dealer must realize more
than double on the purchase, or it will not pay
his risk. It must thus cost the consumer, in

these towns to which we send it, 8 or 10 cents

a head, a price at which it would pay a clear

profit of $1000 per acre.

DoTJBLE-wORKiNO Peau Treks.—In discus-

sions about fruit it is frequently stated that a

certain variety will only succeed on quince stock

when "double worked." As this is quile a

technical expression, some of our readers ask

us to explain what it means. The readiness

with which different kinds of pears will unite

with the quince stock varies greatly, as does their

after growth and vigor when the union has ta-

ken place. Double working consists simply in

budding the quince stock with a kind of pear

that is known to succeed well upon it, letting it

grow to the desired size, and then budding
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the pear with Uio variety wliich will not do

well if worked directly upon the quince. In

this way the early fruiting, and other benefits

resultin? from dwarfing are scc-ured.

Notes on Strawberries.

As wo go to press at too earlj* a day to allow

of any extended account of the fruit shown at

our Strawberry Exhibition on June 8th and

15tli, we give notes of our observations upon

berries in the gardens and those which have

from time to time been brought to the oflice.

Tlie present has generally been a favorable sea-

son for strawberries, and though the quantities

in market have been large, good fruit has

brought a good price. These notes are made

upon berries in the immediate vicinity of New
York, and the opinions given may not agree

with the experience of those living in distant

localities; but it must be borne in mind that

those varieties which are successful in some

parts of the West, and elsewhere, may bo worth-

less here, and vice versa.

Agriculturist.—S\Kc\mcns of this have been

sent by several cultivators, and it bids fair to

fulfil the hopes entertained of it as being one

of the most remarkable berries in cultivation.

The vines on Mr. Judd's grounds, though they

were urged to make all the runners possible,

are something wonderful in the way of fruitful-

ness, and seem to contradict the statement that

a plant cannot make runners and still bear

good crops of fruit. Some inquiries have been

made as to the sexual character of this variety.

Every blossom we have examined has been

perfect ; still, a close observer, whose accuracy

we cannot doubt, states that some of the late

blossoms are pistillate only, but that all become

fertilized. Tliis favorable opinion of the "Agri-

culturist" is not drawn solely from plants in Mr.

Judil's grounds, but from seeing it elsewhere,

and in ditferent soils, and from the reports of

those who have had it in cultivation long

enough to fruit it. There was one point re-

specting this variety upon which we had strong

doubts. It was known what the plant would

do with high cultivation and with good but not

e.\cessive care, but we feared that like many

other sorts it would, when subjected to the in-

different treatment of inexperienced cultivators,

degenerate and prove a disappointment. This

doubt is now removed, as we have seen it grow

in very poor soil and almost covered with

weeds, yet it produced an amount of fruit that

in any other variety, under good cultivation,

would be considered large. "While we do not

advocate poor culture for the strawberry, or

for any tbiug else, it is gratifying to know that

the " Agriculturist " is a variety that will do

well under such treatment as it will be likely

to get at the hands of the people generally, and

that it does not need especial petting.

Lcnnig's TV7i2(c.—Altogether the best of the

white berries, fine, large, and a great bearer.

Monstrous JIautbois.—This is a remarkably

robust variety of Hautbois, and has all the pecu-

liar characteristics of that class. It is a great

bearer, and we are informed that the fruit is of

good quality. We have only seen it with the

unripe fruit, and regard it as a striking variety

and promising well.

/A/.—Quite a new sort. Young plants are

very vigorous, and make a good show of fruit.

Boiener's Prolific—This comparatively old

sort is increasing in estimation with cultivators.

It bears well, even under neglect, is very early,

of good size and showy, but it is very acid.

Buffalo.—This has been by some considered

identical with Russell's Prolific, but upon see-

ing the plants side by side, we cannot think

them the same. Like the Russell, it is a strong

plant and a great bearer, but it has much
stronger fruit stalks and holds up its fruit better

than that variety. Its resemblance to McAvoy's
Superior, (we have not compared the two plants,)

is still greater than to the Russell, and if not

identical to that variety, it is, as f;ir as the fruit is

concerned, a distinction without a difference.

Triomplie de Qand.—This variety has done
much better this year than last. Its large size

and firmness make it an excellent market vari-

ety, but to our taste, and we are not alone in this

respect, its peculiar flavor is not agreeable.

Burr's New Pine.—An old variety, but one

which, in point of flavor, is hard to excel. Mr.

Knox puts this as one of the best three, and

considering his large experience, this is a high

praise. It is usually considered a moderate

bearer, but as we have seen it this year it had
suflicient fruit to satisfy any one. Berry of only

medium size, of good shape and color.

French's Seedling.—This variety, which has

for some time been a popular one in the Phila-

delphia markets, proves well here. It is a very

vigorous grower, and good bearei'. Size and

shape good, color bright scarlet, and of very fair

flavor. These qualities together with its

earliuess make it a good market varietj'. Flow-

ers hermaphrodite. Said to be an accidental

seedling found in a meadow.

Fillmore.—This is one of Mr. Knox's favorites,

but it does poorly on Long Island. It is pistil-

late, of good size, but there it is indifiereut in

quality and productiveness.

Marguerite.—Ijurge and showy to the ej'C,

but watery and worthless to the taste.

Austin.—Some veiy honest people think this

a good fruit, and we are sorry not to be able to

agree with them. It bears largely, but the fruit

is soft and of very inferior quality.

Bonte de St. Julien.—A great bearer, and a

good family fruit, sweet and too soft to market.

Le Baron.—Soft and flavorless.

Hooker.—This is said to be a rather local ber-

ry. In the extensive collection of Mr. Cavanagh,

Brooklyn, it is a good bearer. Fruit of good size

and among the best for quality.

Ladies' Pine.—A small to medium berry, very

pale, fair bearer, and very sweet and rich.

Jucunda.—As we have seen it, large and poor,

but has an excellent reputation at the AVest.

Jenny Lind.—Early and very firm, but not

productive here.

RuaaeVa Prolific:.—This is well named " pro-

lific." It maintains its reputation as one of the

best and most productive of the iiistillates.

Sometimes hollow at the core and not very firm.

Belle Bordelaise.—This is a variety of the

Hautbois with a most peculiar flavor, remindiug

one of a Black-cap Raspbeny.

Fillhaaket.—This was probably named by the

rule of contraries. It would puzzle one to fill

a small basket from a large bed as it grows here.

Progress.—A large and productive fruit, but

lacking in flavor, and no progress toward per-

fection that can be discovered.

Cutter.—Good bearer, good size and flavor,

rather acid, bright color, and has all the qualities

desirable in a market fruit, except firmness.

Scarlet Magnate.—A very vigorous vine, but

only fair bearer. Fruit soft and also quite acid.

Monitor.—Large size and prolific bearer, and
a showy market fruit. Quality fair.

Oreen Prolific.—Tins is one of the parents of

the Agriculturist, and like that is a strong grower

and great bearer, but is rather soft and acid.

Crimson Favorite.—A very vigorous vine, but

a poor bearer. The fruit is large and of excel-

lent quality.

Gen. Grant.—Tins is a new seedling by Jlr.

Burgess of which we have only seen a few ber-

ries, and from these we should consider it a

fruit of much promise.

Brooklyn Scarlet.—A very fiiir plant, good
bearer, and handsome and excellent fruit.

Col. Ellsworth.—Large in size and indifl'erent

in quality, but a very showy fruit.

Barms' Sei'dUng.—This is another new .va-

riety. It is a large berr}', abundant bearer,

but the fruit lacks character.

Eeins' Seedling.—Another novelty, and a seed-

ling of the Wilson, upon which it is an im-

provement, being large, of good shape, and
spirited flavor.

Useful Things in the Garden.

A number of garden implements have been

illustrated in the Agriculturist this year, but

the catalogue of them is not yet complete. In

the choice of implements, whether for hand or

hoi-se power, it is a matter of importance to se-

lect those which will do the work thoroughly

with the least expenditure of force, and if a few

ounces can be saved in the weight, or the amount

of resistance to be overcome, in a hand imple-

ment for the garden, it is a great gain. A cor-

respondent, "J. M.," of Montgomery Co., Pa.,

sends us a drawing and description of an im-

plement wliich he considers superior to any

other for garden uses. It is not new, but is sold

in our stores as a hoe-fork, or potato-hook; still,

as it may be new to many readers, we give an

illustration of it which will need but little ex-

planation. The curved teeth are about 5 inches

long, and filed to a sharp point. They are made
with 4 and 5 teeth.

It is used by some
ofour best garden-

ers in place of

the common hoe,

to which they con-

sider it as much
superior as the

spading fork is

to the ordinary

spade. By its

use the soil is

worked deeper
than can be done

with the common
hoe, and it leaves

noE FORK. tiie surface in that

finelj' crumbled condition so favorable to

growth. Our correspondent says :
" in using

it, merely drag it down the rows and if those

who try it do not find it will do more work
than any other description of weeder their ex-

perience will be different from mine."

One who has tried the "Adams Patent

Weeding Hoe," described in the May Agricul-

turiM, page 149, recommends it highly as a great

labor-saving implement particularly on smooth

ground. With it the ground between rows of

onions, carrots, beets, etc., can be thoroughly

cultivated close to the plants, more rapidly

than four or five men could operate with com-

mon hoes. At this rate the weeder would pay

its cost in a very short time.
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The Common Groundsel.

—

Senecio vulgaris.

The plant of which an iUustration is here giv-

en, is a native of Europe, but has kept pace

with emigration, and is now known in every

country settled by Europeans. In this country

it is not very common in the newer States, but

in the older ones it is quite abundant. Being an

annual, it can not be regarded as a very trouble-

some weed, and none but a very careless culti-

vator will allow it to overrun the soil. In prop-

erly kept gardens the soil should not lie still

long enough for weeds from seeds to get much
of a foothold, and if any are visible they are

only indications that the soil needs to be stirred.

The engraving gives a sufficiently good idea of

the plant without much description. At the

lower right-hand side a head of flowers is shown
of the natural size. It will be seen to be much
like a head of flowers of the lettuce, except

that while the small flowers in that are all fiat,

in this they are all tubular. They both belong

to the same great fami!}-, the Composit<B, the

fruit in which is so frequently furnislied with

a tuft of down which allows it to be carried

from place to place by the wind. The seed of

the Groundsel is dispersed through this agency,

and in order to keep the ground clear of it, it

should never be allowed to flower. The plant

is also called Simson in England, where it is

iised in domestic practice and as a medicine for

bots in horses. It probably has no great amount
of activity. Birds are quite fond of it, and
pieces of it are frequently put into the cages of

singing birds. The generic name, Senecio is

from Senex, an old man, the crown of the ripe

heads presenting a tuft of white hairs; the

specific name, vulgaris, means common.
»- _a*^—.-»

Among the Rhododendrons.—•

—

Among the shrubs cultivated for ornament,

there is none more satisfactory and truly ele-

gant than the hardy Rhododendrons. A single

plant upon the lawn produces a fine effect, and
a clump of them of various colors in full bloom
is something magnificent. Knowing that Par-

sons & Co., of Flushing, L. I., had the most ex-

tensive collections of these plants in the coun-

try, we visited their establishment in the height of

their bloom. Probably no such floral show can

be seen elsewhere, as this mass of thousands of

Rhododendrons, with colors ranging from pure

while to dark purple. Messrs. Parsons made a

trial of all the new varieties produced in Europe,

and have succeeded in selecting a series of per-

fectly hardy free blooming sorts adapted to our

climate,—for it is frequently the case that those

varieties which are fine in Europe, are quite

unsuiled to this country. Besides importing

the best European seedlings, they have raised

many themselves, and have some of their own
production which excel any of the imported
ones. Our native species Catawiiense and max-
imum, crossed with the foreign Ponticiim,

Caucasieum and arborenm, have given rise to a

long list of varieties more or less hardy. The
quality of the leaf is of as much importance as

that of the flower, as it is only those, the foliage

of which will endure extremes of our climate,

that can be recommended for cultivation. Be-
ing broad-leaved evergreens, the winter's sun is

very hard upon them, and they do all the bet-

ter if covered during the winter with a screen
of cedar boughs, or a thin straw thatch. The
Rhododendrons need a light, rich soil, free

from superfluous moisture. A light, sandy
loam with plenty of leaf mould, suits them best.

Unfortunately for their general introduction,

the plants are of such difficult propagation and
slow growth, that cultivators are obliged to sell

them at a rather high price. The finer sorts

bring $2 and upwards each, while the common
maximum is sold at about half the price.

The Blight of the Pear Tree.

Every summer we are in the receipt of nu-

merous letters enclosing blackened leaves of

the pear tree, accompanied usually by the state-

ment that a tree, apparently in full vigor, has

been suddenly attacked, and a part or the whole
of it killed. So sudden and so thorough is the

work of destruction, that many are led to attri-

bute it to some deleterious matter in the soil.

This disease or blight is one of the most serious

drawbacks to pear culture, and has received

attention from several close observers. In

some cases the trouble is caused by a borer,

which comes from an egg laid near the bud,

and penetrating the stem, soon causes tlie limb

to perish. The injury seldom extends much
below the point at which the msect enters, and

the dead branch may be removed and burned.

The most common form of blight is not pro-

duced by an insect, but is attributed to the

eftect of early frosts, in autumn, upon the un-

ripeued wood; hence it has received the name
of " jrozen sap blight." It has been found to

occur most frequently when early frosts occur
after a warm autumn. This being the alleged
cause of the disease, it is obvious that the means
of preventing it are to select such situations

and give the tree such treatment as will induce
it to ripen its wood so early that it cannot bo
affected by sudden atmospheric changes. A
wet soil and over-manurmg will, especially in

a warm autumn, cause the tree to remain in a
growing state much longer than if it were plant-

ed in a dry situation. A well drained, rich

soil is most free from blight, though even here
the very vigorous sorts may bo attacked by it.

Root pruning has been recommended to check
luxuriant growth, and would doubtless be ben-
eficial. When the attack is but slight, the tree
will usually recover if the deceased limbs be
removed, cutting them below the point to

which the wood is discolored. Dr. Khtlaud,
whose suggestions are entitled to respectful

consideration, regards the disease as one pro-
per for medication, and has recommended the
application of iron to the soil and to the leaves

and branches of the tree. He proposes the
use of blacksmiths' cinders about the roots, and
sprinkling the tree with a solution of sulphate

of iron (copperas). How far it is in our power
to benefit trees by introducing into their circu-

lation articles not demanded by their growth,
is a matter upon which we have little or no
positive knowledge, and is an interesting field

for careful experiment.

A Sport of the Rose.

Some months ago we gave an engraving and
description of the Green Rose, in which the pet-

als are replaced by ordinaiy leaves; we now
have an illustration of a more common, but equal-

ly striking departure from the ordinary way of

things, in which one rose appears as growing
out of another. It is not rare to find roses with

a bud pro-

duced from

the center,

but we have

never met
with one in

which the ab-

normal con-

dition was
so strongly

marked as in

that repre-

"V •\\M^i9. w^ Bented in the

^^^^iO^^lfc^^ /WJ^i /i
engraving,
from a sketch

by "W. L.

G.," of Wal-
lace, Ind. In

flowers gen-

erally, the

parts are
crowded up-

on a recepta-

cle, which is

the end ofthe

stem, and is

rouuded off

or enlarged to accommodate llieni. Tlie stem

usually terminates within the flower and it does

not often grow beyond it. In these sports of

the rose the stem seems to be endowed with

unusual vigor, and not contented to stop when
it has borne a flower, it continues its growth
and produces leaves and another flower. In

the present case the growth was so vigorous

that a second rose expanded above the first one
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Xiefore its petals had fallen, and a strong shoot

pushing from the center of the second one.

Our correspondent mentions that green leaves

were found mixed with the petals, and that

some were found partly leaf and partly petal. A
careful observer will find many e.xaraples of

abnormal conditions of vegetable growth, and

they are worthy of examination, as they fre-

quently give one a clearer insight into the real

structure of flowers and other parts of the

plant, than we can derive from examining tliem

in the perfect state, in which we usually see them.

Vinegar Making.

Vinegar, so useful iu the household, is prepared

from various matciials, but whatever is used, or

however the process of mauufacture, its production

in all cases depeuds upon the conversion of alco-

hol into acetic acid, or the acid of vinegar. Though
the hquid used m.ay not at first contain alcohol, it

must have those principles from which it may be

produced and alcohol is formed in the process be-

fore the liquid becomes vinegar. This is the ease

where fruit juices or solutions of sugar of any liind

are used for vinegar ; the change is first to produce

alcohol from the sugar, and tlien to convert the al-

cohol 60 formed into acetic aeid. Without going

into the chemi-
cal changes, this

is in brief what
takes place, and
the essentials iu

vinegar mal;iug

are : a hquid

containing alco-

hol, or some ma-
terial that will

produce alcohol,

A ferment of

some kind, a suf-

ficient tempera-

ture and a free

admission of air.

As the conversion of alcohol into acetic acid is

the result of oxidation, the presence of the oxj'-

gen of the air is quite important, and other things

being equal, whatever tends to promote free con-

tact of the air and the hquid, very much hastens

the formation of vinegar. In apple, grape, and oth-

er fruit juices, we have a solution of the sugar of

the fruits, which .at the proper temperature readily

undergoes fermentation ; alcohol is produced from
the sugar, and a weak mixture of alcohol and wa-

ter, iu the form of cider or wine, is the result. This

liquid if left to itself for some months, will at

length contain no alcohol, but he changed to viue-

gar. In the case of frait juices no ferment is ad-

ded .as they contain a natural ferment, though vin-

egar is formed much sooner if some old vinegar, or

mother of vinegar, be added. Vinegar prepared

from fruit juices contains, besides acetic acid and
water, various coloring matters, as well as peculiar

flavoring principles ; these, while they are not ob-

jectionable for table uses—indeed rather improve
it—render it less fit for pickling, as the pickles

have a less fine appearance .and do not keep so well.

Very pure and colorless vinegar is made directly

from whiskey, or some other form of alcohol, .and

it is this which is found in the market as " white

wine vinegar." In making vinegar from alcohol

a v.at is used of the form shown in the accompany-

ing figure. It m.ay be either a vat built for the

purpose or a very tall cask. They are made from

6 to 13 feet high, and we have seen the vats made
of two casks put together, with the junction made
tight by caulking. About a foot from the bottom
of the vat are 6 or 8 half inch holes, bored with a

downward slant so that a liquid trickling down tlie

Bides of the cask will not run out, and .an inch or

two above tha holes, a false bottom is placed in

which are bored numerous% inch holes. The cask

is filled with beech-wood shavings to within about
a foot or 16 inches of the top. Six or eight inches

below the top of the vat is fixed a platform, or cross

partition, in which holes are regularly pLaced, atl,V

inches apart. These are .about l-13th of an inch

in diameter, .and burned out so that they will re-

main free. This partition is put in place and the

joint between it and the sides of the vat made tight

by caulking. Pieces of twine are put into the holes

in the partition in such a manner that the liquid,

when poured upon it, will trickle through in drops.

Four tubes of gl.ass or of cane, % of an inch in di-

ameter, are set in holes iu the partition ; these do
not project below, but above they reach to within
an inch of the top of the v.at, which is closed by a

tijiht cover havino; an opening to admit the liquid.

A thermometer is inserted in a hole in the vat,

inches below the partition, so arranged that the
internal temperature m.ay be inspected. A wooden
faucet is placed near the bottom of the vat, .and a

glass tube, cui-ved in the form of a gooseneck, is

placed with its bend below the row of air holes.

The shavings are boiled in good vinegar before they
are packed in the vat, .and after all is ready, the vat

is brought into fermentation by the use of a mix-
lure of one-flfih vinegar and four-fifths of a 3 per

cent, mixture of alcohol aud water. This liquid is

heated to 7.5° or SO'', and poured into the vat and
allowed to trickle through the shavings. The same
liquid with the addition of more alcohol is warmed
and passed through the next day, and so on until

fermentation is well est.ablished, and the tempera-

ture within the vat has reached to about 100°, when
it is ready to commence the process of manufactur-

ing vinegar. The liquid used consists of 383o gal-

lons of water, 4 g.allons of vinegar, and 10 quarts of

SO per cent, alcohol. This, in passing through the

vat, becomes converted into vinegar, and the process

may be m.ade continuous. In praclice, two vats are

used, and the liquid, with only a portion of the al-

cohol, is p.assed through the first vat, after which
the remainder of the alcohol is added to it, and the

process comi>leted by passing it through the sec-

ond. The present high price of all alcoholic liquids

will probably prevent many from experimenting iu

this direction, .and tliis general outline of the pro-

cess is given iu answer to numerous requests for

information respecting themauufacturc of pickling

vinegar. This account is made mostly from our
own observation, while the measurements of the

vat, etc., are taken from " The Manufacture of Vin-

egar," by Doct. C. M. Wetherill, a book which
gives all the practical details of the process.

* « ^mmm I m .

Coloring Cheese.

The color of cheese sometimes exerts a greater

infiuence than the flavor, in securing a ready sale.

Most people reject a pale, light-colored cheese

;

and choose those that have a golden color like rich

cream, as this is a supposed characteristic of an ex-

cellent article. A light-colored cheese may possess

all the richness of one that is .as yellow .as gold

;

indeed, they may both be alike in qu.ality ; and still

the golden-colored one will be pronounced best,

and command the highest price. So much does a

good color enhance the value of cheese iu most
markets. In order to secure the desired color, it is

customary to employ Annatto, but it may be done
witbout. Let the curd remain iu the vat, spread

out as much as practicable, until it is of the right

temperature to be put into the hoop. By allowing

it to remain exposed to the atmosphere while it is

cooling, instead of dashing cold whey, or water on
it—as is sometimes done—the rich creamy color

may be secured without the use of any coloring

matter. By this means, all the good flavor aud

richness will be retained ; whereas, when the curd

is washed, more or less of the valuable portions of

it are removed by the whey. If the curd be ex-

posed to the air in this manner, the cheese will be

of auniform color throughout. Then ifcuredwith

care and the rind kept smooth by not allowing the

outside to dry faster than the inside shrinks, a small

quantity of annatto applied to the surface will im-

part a verj good color to the exterior.

Fig. 1.— CITliO.N FLOWER AND FRUIT.

What is Citron?

By citron we do not mean that variety of water-

melon which iu itself is a hard green and tasteless

thing, hut which by the addition of sufficient sugar

and flavoi'iug, is sometimes made to serve as a

sweetmeat, but that dark, fragrant, candied citron

which is found iu the stores, and which housekeep-

ers use when they wish to achieve something unu-

sual in the way of cakes. The citron of the shops

is the candied riud of a fruit closely related to the

orange and lemon—the Citrus mcdka. The tree,

which is of medium size, is a native of Asia, and is

now cultiv.atcd in the warm climates generally.

The fruit is iu general shape like the lemon, but

very roui:;h and knobby on tbe surface. It is quite

large aud is said to sometimes attain to the weight

of twenty pounds. The rind is remarkably thick

and out of all proportion to the size of the pulp.

The shape of the fruit is showu iu the above engrav-

ing, and a section, lig.

3, shows the relation

which the rind and

pulp bear to oue an-

other. The pulp is

very acid, like that of

the lemon, and the

enter portion of the

riud contains numer-

ous little receptacles Fig. 3.—SECTION OP fruit.

filled with an aromatic oil which communicates
Its flavor to the preserve, aud is .also extract-

ed for use iu pcrfumeiy. The riud is preserved in

syrup, dried aud packed in boxes for export.ation.

It is said that the rind is sometimes imported,

pickled iu salt and water, and candied after it reach-

es here. Tbe Citron is mentioned by Pliny and
other ancient writers, and it is supposed to be the

fruit calledapple in our translation ofthe Scriptures.

»-.— .»»— «-•

Summer Drinks.

Many wish something other than water during
the hot days of summer, and there are many drinks

in use which serve to .all.ay thirst more readily than

the same amount of pure water. All of these pop-

ular beverages contain vegetable acids in a dilute

state, and these, when taken iu moderation, are

both cooling .and tonic. Tbe vciy general use of

lemonade, which may be taken as a type of these

drinks, is due to something more than its agreeable

taste, and is popular testimony to the refrigerant

property of citric acid. The citric acid of the lemon,
qualified by sugar, .aud flavored with the oil from
the rind, more or less of which becomes mixed
with tbe juice iu the process of squeezing, forms

lemonade. This may be imitated and the compo-
nent parts put up iu a diy form, as iu Morris' Con-

L
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centrated Lemonade, whicU we have before noticed

as a most convenient substitute for fresh lemons.

Those who live where lemons are not obtainable,

or where they are too expensive, make use of sub-

stitutes. A kind of " switchel " is made in some lo-

calities, which serves as a very good summer drink,

and is much used in the hay field. It is made of

vinecar, molasses and water, and flavored with

ginger—a homely substitute for lemonade, but

very good and much better than many things that

are drank. Some of the acid fruits may be made to

furnish cooling and pleasant beverages, and we
allude to the m.atter now to suggest providing

a stock for another summer. Currants, dried as

described in another article, will be found very con-

venient, as their acid is very refreshing, and a large

supply may be put up with very little expenditure

for sugar. Where the Barberry is common, a most

excellent material for summer beverages may be

stored np. The fruit simply preserved in sugar,

makes a sort of conserve, which, infused in boiling

water gives a palatable drink ; but the best way is

to make a syrup by boiling the fruit in water and

convert the strained liquid into syrup by adding a

pound .and a half of sugar to the pint. If bottled

and set in a cool place it will keep a long time.

Added to water in palatable quantity, it is not only

pleasant in health but very useful as a drink in

fevers. Raspberry Vinegar or Raspberry Shrub is

one of the pleasant and nice articles that can be

made in the family. Raspberries are pl.aced in a

jar and covered with strong vinegar, and set in a

cool place for 24 hours. The next day as many
more berries are .added as the vinegar will cover,

and so for a third day. After the last berries have

been in fora day, set the jar in a kettle of water,

and bring it to a scald, and then strain out the juice

through a flannel. Add one pound of white sugar

to each 1}{ pint of juice, and heat in a tin or por-

cclaia vessel to the boiling point, skim, and bottle.

Do not boil any longer than necessary to remove
the scum. Thus prepared it will keep for years.

Soap and Soap-Making'.

A "Housekeeper" writes to the AgrkuUiirist :

" As the season has arrived for making this neces-

sary article of domestic use among farmers, I wish

to offer a few suggestions and relate a little of my
experieuee in that line. Like most new house-

keepers I thought it did not require any great

amount of skill or experimental knowledge to

m.ake soap—for, thought I—there is nothing more

natural than for oil and alkali to unite. So every

thing all ready, in the " New of the Moon " I com-

menced operations. But my lye and grease would

not combine in spite of all my efforts. So I repair-

ed to an old housekeeper to divine the cause. "0 !"

said she, " You did not make in the new of the

moon." Tes I did though I I made the same day

that many of my neighbors made, and they had
" good luck." Then she assigned several other rea-

sons as foolish as that. In my school-d.ays I had

picked up a little Chemistry. While reflecting

upon it I concluded that some other substance vinst

be in the mixture that prevented it from uniting.

And here I would remark that if farmers' daugh-

ters, and young ladies generally, would study less

Algebra and other (to them) comparatively useless

branches, and turn their attention more to Chemis-

try, Nat. Philosophy, Botany, etc., they would find

it of far more practical benefit. So while I pon-

dered, it appeared to me that even if the moon had

some influence upon animal and vegetable life, she

cert.ainly could not control oils .and alkalies. Fi-

nally, another individunl told me to "put water in

it and the soap would come." I did so, but that

made it very weak. After diligent inquiry and

many absurd reasons " why the soap would not

come," I at last ascertained that the woman who
assisted in trying the lard, etc., at " killing time "

had salted the grease profiiseJy/ So it was the salt

that prevented the oil and alkali from uniting.

Putting in water weakened the solution. The result

was,—in common parlance—"the 6o.ap come." I

would say to all housekeepers—old and young,

keep salt out of your grease .as much as possible

if you would have no difficulty ih m.aking soap.

The best way for keepiug the grease for that pur-

pose is to have a vessel of weak lye into which

the grease can be dropped as fast as it accumulates.

Their it is safe from mold, rats and worms."

Strawberry Time in New York.

A stranger visiting New York for the first time

in the month of June, would think th.at a large part

of the community were engaged in either selling,

buying, or eating strawberries. The markets and

stores are crowded with them ; traveliug venders

hawk them through the streets
;
p-assengers in cars

and on foot carry baskets of them ; signs hang across

the street announcing strawberry short-cake; all

these as well as the exhibitions of the fruit at the

office of the Agriculturist, and the rooms of the

American Institute, indicate New York believes in

strawberries. Early in spriug, the windows of the

restaurants show fruit raised under glass, which

those who don't mind expense may taste—the

general public can only look at it—but it satisfies

them to know th.it strawberries are coming. In

May, the southern counties of New Jersey send

.along their tribute of fruit, but very little of it

gets into the mouth of the great public, and it is

only when the warm suns of June are felt, th.at

the fruit becomes abundant and cheap enough for

everybody to have some. The best fruit, sent with

care in neat boxes, never gets very cheap, and is

only sold by the regular dealers, while the more
common varieties in small baskets holding from a

wine-gl.ass-ful to a half pint, are sold by the venders

who traverse the most remote streets. " Here
they air, three cents a bairskit"— (with a long

drawl on the " a-i r," for the rcgnl.ar vender never

says basket) is heard from morning till night.

These venders are great institutions ; a two-forty

($3.40) horse, a rickety wagon, a rough looking

man with a strong voice, and one or two small boys
with shrill, high voices, make up the est.ablishment.

If one goes to the market or grocers, and buys ber-

ries, he will soon after reaching home hear the ven-

ders, otTering them for a cent or two less by the

b.askct than he has jnst paid—but let him buy of the

peddler .and he will find that a bairskit is a very in-

definite quantity. There are tricks even in the ven-

ders' trade, and if one has the curiosity to know how
berries can be retailed at wholesale prices, he must
go to Washington market early in the morning,

when the dealers get their supplies, and he will

see how two baskets as put up by the grower are

turned into three in the hands of the vender, by

either transferring to smaller baskets kept for the

purpose, or by a judicious division and shaking up
of the ordinary baskets. The fruit in good seasons

is reasonably che.ap, but we wish that it might be

still cheaper, so that the poorer people could get a

chance at this great luxury without being obliged

to pay even as much as " Three cents a bairskit."

« I j»» •-»
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Preserving Currants.

Generally those who have currants at all, have so

many that they cannot well be used in the fresh

st.ate, and many go to w.iste, consequently we have
frequent inquiries how they can be dried and made
like those sold in the stores. We have more than

once stated in the "Basket" that the imported
fruit was not a currant, but a very small kind of

grape, and that there was no process by which the

currant we cultivate could be converted into a sim-

ilar preserve. There is a way, however, in which
currants can be preserved without the use of so

much sugar as is required in making jelly. L.ast

summer we saw a quantity put up by a lady for the

use of the soldiers, and it seemed to us the best

thing that could be made from the fruit. It was

prepared in this way : Seven pounds of currants

were cooked with one pound of sugar until the

berries were well broken np, the whole was then

put upon a colander and drained, and the juice

which was obt.ainod in this way put .again over the

fire and evaporated to a thick syrup. The currants

which remained upon the colander were then put

into this syrup and cooked as dry .as practicable

without scorching. This was then spre.ad upon
plates and put in the sun to dry. Usually the

upper surface dries in one day sufficient to allow

the m.ass to be cut in small pieces and turned;

the drying is continued until the pieces will not

stick together. Prepared thus it will keep well if

packed in a box in a dry place, and is most excel-

lent for making a refreshing drink, .as it has all the

grateful acid of the fruit without the accompani-

ment of an excess of sugar. By soaking this dried

fruit .and cooking it with more sugar, an agreeable

preserve may be made for the labia. In making
jelly the currants should not be over ripe, as taken

when fairly red they give a better qu.ality of jelly,

and do not require so much boiling. It is much
better to squeeze the juice from the currants be-

fore cooking, than it is to cook both sugar and cur-

rants together and then strain. In obtaining the

juice, a clothes wringer, now found in every well

regulated household, will save a great deal of labor.

The berries are put rather loosely iuto a bag and

the whole passed between the rollers of the

wringer. The amount of sugar varies according to

the character of the currants and individual taste,

from 1 pound to 1 pound 3 oz. to the pint of juice.

The juice is boiled or simmered and skimmed be-

fore adding the sugar, and then the evapor.ation

continued until it will harden upon cooling. Upon
this point no precise directions can be given, .as

juice from currants at the right st.age of ripeness

will form a jelly with scarcely any boiling, while

that from riper berries will require to be boiled 15

minutes or longer. This is a point which cjcpe-

rience only can determine.

A Home-made Hearth Rug.

A lady subscriber to the American AgricuUttrisi

writes: "Procure a coffee sack, tack it tightly on

a frame of the size you wish your rug. Get a black

smith to make yon a crochet-needle .about the size

of a husking-pcg, tapering rather more. With char-

coal and rule 'lay out' on the sack the figure you
wish for your rug. Gather all the old woolen rugs

such as are too much worn for carpet, 'Thrums,
bits of wool, etc. Tear these in strips and with

the hook in the right hand, hold the strip beneath

in the left, thrust the hook through the meshes ol

the sack, catch the rag and pull it through about

a half inch, then through again as near to the first

as possible. By sorting the different colors and
following the patterns, a very beautiful article can

be made. After it is all filled up in this way, take

a pair of sheep-shears or common scissors, large

size, and shear it all off to an even surf^ice. Old
dresses are the best; heavy cloth will not work in

well. I have seen such rugs in handsome p.arlors,

and when tastefully made they are equal to any."

Cooking without a Fire.

In summer, it is a great comfort to be able to do
most of the necessary cooking without a fire, we
don't say without heat—for we haven't reached that

point as yet—but without making a fire in the stove,

generating many times more heat than is necessary,

thus rendering the apartment uncomfortable, the

cook overheated, and it may be cross. Some one

has said that all human afiTections cc.ase to exist

above or below a certain degree of the thermome-
ter, and it must indeed be more than an ordinary

mort.al who can cook over a large fire on a hot

July day, and rem.aiu perfectly sweet tempered and
lovely. Now .as a saver of temper, and in many
places of fuel, as well as a promoter of comfort,

we remind our readers, of what we have before al-

luded to, that a good amount of the family cook-

ing can be done by means of kerosene or gas. In

those localities where gas is in use, a sm.all gas stove

will prepare breakfast and tea with the greatest

case and comfort. Some families use large gas

stoves for all their summer cooking, but we have
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not b^d sufficient experience in this to saywbctlier

coolcing requiring a long application of heat can

be d(ine with economy. But most people arc be-

yond the reach of g:is pipes, aud for tliem a kero-

sene stove answers an excellent purpose. We used,

last summer, oue made by Lesley & Elliott, who
also make gas stoves, and found it very convenient,

especially at tea time when there is seldom any

need of beat beyond that necessary to boil a kettle

of water. The apparatus consists of a small iron

stove with a large kerosene lamp having three

wicks, over which a teakettle, spider or saucepan

can be placed, and the whole thing can stand on

the kitchen table or dresser, and be put out of

eight when not in use. The only especial care re-

quired in the use of kerosene is, to see that the

wicks are not so high as to cause smoking, and

with the gas, to so regulate the flame as not to burn

more than is needed. Any person with ordinary

tact will find either of these methods of cooking a

comfort in hot weatlicr, while others, who don't

believe in new-fangled notions, and start with a

prejudice against them because they are new, will

probably manage to make them unsuccessful.

Hints on Cooking, etc.—

•

Bread.—One pint mashed pot.atoes, one tea-

spoonful salt, and one of sugar. (The potatoes

should be ranch wetter than for the table.) Add
one tcacnpful of yeast, either home or baker's, but

not a bit of flour. Keep this very warm till light.

Use this to mix the bread, and mix so that it will

just not stick. Let it rise very light, then mould

into tins ; keep very warm till light again, and

bake in a moderately warm oven. I have made

good bread in this way from flour not lit to eat

without the potatoes.

Sitcanicd Corn Bread.—Mix thorough-

ly 1 cup of sweet, and 2 of sour milk, 3 of corn

meal, 3 of flour, 1 of syrup or molasses, and one

Icaspoonful of soda. Place it in a pan and steam

it over boiling water steadily for three hours.

Butter Cracl<ci-s.—" R," of Rensselaer

Co., N. Y., sends the following: Take 10 cups

flour and I of butter, 1 teaspoonful of soda, and 2

of cream tartar, with water enough to form a very

stiff dough; rub the butter aud cream of tartar

through the flonr, and dissolve the soda in the

water, roll thin and bake quickly. With these

crackers and vegetable oysters we make oyster soup.

i.inie M'ator for Correctins Acids
in l>ou;;;Ii, etc.—When bread becomes sour

by standing' too long before baking, instead of using

soda I use lime water, two or three taljlespoonfnls

will entirely sweeten a batch of rising sufficient for

four or five large loaves. I slack a small piece of

lime, take the skim off of the top and bottle the

clear water, and it is ready for use. A bottle full

will last all summer.

Floating^ Iitland.—Beat the whites only of

five eggs, until they form a stiff froth, then

add a little at a time, 4 spoonfuls of powdered loaf

sugar, and Currant Jelly, or syrup of any kind of

preserves. Put rich milk or a custard with the yolks

in the bottom of a gloss or china bowl and put the

float on the top.

I»oor plan's jrumliles.—2 bowls of flour,

1 of sugar, 3^ of sour cream or buttermilk, a little

soda and cinnamon; to be rolled thin and fried in

hot fat or butter.

Tea Crackers.—3 teacnpfuls flour, 1 of

lard,lof water, a large teaspoonful of salt. Mix all

tosctber, put it on the pie-board and work it well,

adding flour until stiff, short, and perfectly smooth.

Roll out as thin as a knife blade, prick with a

fork, aud bake well, but do not brown.

Omelet.—Take 4 eggs, 1 tablespoonful of

flour, 1 cup of milk, and a little salt. Beat the

whites of the eggs separately and add to the above,

(which should be well stirred together,) just before

cooking. Butter a spider well, and when hot pour

in the omelet. Cook very slowly on top of the

etove and keep the vessel covered.

Beet Basil.-Take cold boiled beets and po-

tatoes, equal ji.arts of each in summer and early

autumn ; in winter, one third beets, and two thirds

potatoes ; hash them, and fry or stew in milk and

butter, with salt and pepper to suit the taste. He.at

slowly and thoroughly; if scorched it is spoiled.

This is a nice preparation for a breakfast dish.

SDYS 4 (sii:eils' (BoiLirmns.

IVIaking^ <jarden ^Vork Easy.
Gartlening is hard labor or pleasant work, according

as one manages to have it. It makes the back and arms
ache ti> hoe Ihrougli the long lows, and it is very tire-

some to sloop among tlie beets, onions, carrots, etc., to

pull the weeds. A boy may tliink of little but " Oh whut
long rows these are "—" what liard work this is "—''how

I do aclie all over *'—*' I wish dinner time would come,"
(does not that sound familiar, John?) Such thoughts

will help veiy much to make one tired, and hot and
thirsty, and thoroughly uncomfortable. One little gar-

dener we know of, has a diRerent way of looking al things.

When planting corn, he was busy thinking of the fine

roasting eats which would grow from them. "These
are my little eggs." said he dropping some kernels, " I'll

put them safely in the nest, and mother Earth will keep

them warm, and first you know, all the sprouts will hatch

out. and then grow and grow, and next September there'll

be a whole brood of my corn on every stalk." And so he

went on planting, thinking, and amusing himself with

such pleasant conceits, forgetting all about the hard

work. When hoeing time came, he called his hoe a

musket , the weeds, rebels, and the com, the Union men.

and great sport he had in winning easy victories. That

was certainly more agreeable than pitying his muscles

and so making them ache harder. The secret of easy

working is to ke^p the mind pleasantly employed. The
garden is full of ideas for those who will take pains to

seek them. On commencing work in spring, the ground
is hard and must be plowed or spaded. That may re-

mind you of the thick dullness of an uneducated mind.

It lakes something stirring to wake up its attention, and

prepare the man to receive the leed of new ideas ; the

older he is, the harder work for him to learn. Vou re-

member the proverb, "You can't teach an old dog new
tricks." When the seed begins to grow, if too thickly

sown it must be thinned, or it will produce little. That
may teach the very important lesson that or>e who would
be successful must not have too many plans on hand.

Most great men are those who have worked steadily on

a few purposes. Then there are fortunate plants grow-

ing ahead of all around them, because they happen to

grow in very rich earth; but tlieir less prosperous

neighbors do not seem to notice it ; they go right on
growing their best. Surely heje is a good lesson. And
so from every plant and weed, and from every operation

in the gaiden, profitable and pleasant thinking enough
may be drawn, to keep work fi om being irksome, and to

greatly lessen fatigue. Try it the next time you are weed-
ing onions, or hoeing cabbages.

Interesting; Xradiiious of tlie Ear-
liest Ximes.

A chief of the Ojibway Indians relates that when he
became of suitable age to be made the head of his tribe,

the *' Medicine Man " or prophet of his people, took him
alone into the woods to initiate him into some of the sa-

cred mysteries. When they came to a certain location,

the prophet bade him to remove his moccasins, because
they were standing on holy ground. He then went to a

large stump and drew from it a roll of bark on which
certain characters were marked, which he read to the

young chief. It professed to give among other things an
account of the intioductiun of death into the world, in

substance as follows: Thousands of moons ago. before

death was known, this world was fastened to a briglit

star t'y a grape vine w hich grew in the midst of the home
of the Indians. At the further end, where it touched the

star, was a wicket gale. It had been decreed bv the

Great Spirit, that this gate must never be touched, that

if any one presumed to knock there, death should enter

the world. A little old squaw seemed determined to try

the experiment, and several times she was detected

climbing the grape vine, but was shaken off by the other

Indians. But early one morning, to their dismay, they

saw her so far up that they could not dislodge her. On
she went, until she reached the fat;d gate and knocked '

Instantly the hand of an angel was stretched forth with a

drawn sword, the grape vine was cut. and wiih the old

squaw fell with a crash to the ground. The enraged In-

dians attacked her with fury, and stamped her in pieces,

and so death commenced and has always continued on

the earth Our young readers will see how curiously

this account resembles the fall of man as described In

the Scriptures. A tradition apparently of Eastern origin

thus accounts for the savase propensities of wild beasts.

Before man sinned the animals all lived in peace. The
lion, the tiger, and even the fierce hyena, were as harm-
less and gentle as the innocent lambs in whose midst they

fed upon grass and herbage. But when Adam tinned

they became sullen and wild, though they did not yet

destroy each other. A number of them were present in

the field when Cain killed his brother ; then the smell

and sight of blood maddened them, and a terrible strife

followed. Hundreds of them were slain, until each

learned which of the others was stronger, and shunned
those they could not overpower, and they and their de-

scendants have remained ferocious and blood thirsty.

A Child's Question.—A boy once asked Sir Hum-
phrey Davy why two pieces of rattan rubbed together

would give a faint light. The great chemist could not

tell, but said he would try to find out. and after consi<fer-

able experiment he made the discovery that this cane
and a large number of plants contain silex or flinty earth,

which helps to stiffen and protect their slalks.

AnsTvers to Problems and Pnzzles.
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc.. in the

June number, page 191 : No. 156. Curious Smtrnce.—
He said that ; that that that, that Hint that referred to,

was incorrectly used No. 157. Illustrated Rebus.—
Tooth ink on sin with pleas ewer is necks two its c

(omission) ; or, To think on sin with pleasure is next to

Its commission No. I5S. Curious Latin Sentences.—1,

Quis, who ; crudus, raw ;
pro, for ; tectum, read ; album,

white ; et, and ; spiraxnt, blew ; or, hurrah for the red

white and blue: 2, Mens, mind ; tuus, your; ego, I ; et,

and ; labor, work ; via, a way ; that is. Mind your eye
and work away: 3, Bona'., good; mali, apples, sunt,

are; desiderabiles, desirable No. 159. Illustrated Re-

&mr.—Two bee a man re quires sum th in g yef^e^ars

(more than years) ; or. To be a man requires something
more than years No. 160. Conundrums.— }, Because
it knows no law ; 2. Scipio carried the war Into Africa

,

Lincoln carried Africans into the war ; 3, General satis-

faction ; 4, Portugal (is full of Portu,?Ti(rse).—The follow

ing have sent in correct answers up to June Sth : I. C.

Martindale, 149, 150. 153 ; Rowland Bobinson, Jr., 153,

Belle Curtis and Mary F. Jordon, 153; "A. P.," 152,
" J. Y. D.." 147, 155 ;

*• T. S. McD.." 147 (There are sev-

eral correct solutions to the planting problem) ; Jim R.
Hale, 153 ; Emeline Burgert, 153.

IVeiv Pnzzles to 1>e Ans^vrcred.
No. 161. Curious Numbers, From what number caT.

you substract three and leave the same original numb^ ?

2d; 1 from 6 leaves 9, and 2 from 6 leaves 10 ; how can it be ?

No. 162. Illustrated Rebus.—Appropiiate to the times.

No. 163. Conundrum. Louis Napoleon and Maximilian

are in dread of the gift of what whole country ?

No. 164. Word ilcftus.—Fuel sheep insect recolored in

small spots journalist abbreviated, condensed moisture

wash-pitclier opening tea made of dew.

No. 165. Illustrated Rebus.—To be remembered by all.

No. 166. Conundrum, by John R. Weeks. What river

in the United Stales is like a private in the 54lh Jlassa-

chusetls Regiment ?

No. 167. Puzzling Sentencet.—l, HI knees found

harm under half covering. 2, Ut rye vattin I am ituu.

Read them correctly.

No. 168. Clock Problem.~M a certr.in time between 3

and 9 the minute hand of a clock was between 9 and 10.

Within an hour afterward the hour and the minute hands

had changed places. What w as the lime first mentioned f
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"THE BOYS ARE COMING HOME AG A I "N ." ^^ Designed and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

Such nil Independence Day as will be celebrated this

month was never known before. In the earlier history of

the nation, there was perhaps equal joy among the small-

er number wlio proudly and gratefully commemorated

Ihe triumph in the struggle which secured freedom and

peace, but then only one point had been settled—the right

of the people to self government. Wise statesmen look-

ing to the unknown future felt that the young nation had

yet to pass through its severest ordeal ; that the time

would come when the ability as well as the right of re-

publican government was to be tested. They saw evils

already growing, filled with danger to the young repub-

lic. How could strong party spirit be restiained from

revolution? How could sectional jealousies be pre-

vented? These and other queslions might well occa-

sion anxiety, for they have recently shaken the very

foundations of the nation. But now we rejoice in a

tried nationality, in a Free land. Sectional hate, party

strife and slavery have done llieir worst, and The Re-

public Lives ! First of all we reverently give thanks

to God who has granted victory over the terrible rebel-

lion ; next we remember with gratitude and just pride tlie

heroes by whose strong arras, stouter hearts and match-

less perseverance, treason is crushed and peace restored.

They have well earned the welcome that greets them

on their return to the homes they have given so much to

defend. The scene which our artist has sketched has al-

ready been enacted in many a village, and is yet to glad-

den hundreds of districts. While all unite in public

demonstrations of honor to our noble brothers returning

from the field, let them also be remembered as deserving

the best gifts of tho nation whose life they have saved.

Give them all offices of trust and honor for which tliey

tnay be competent ; let children learn their deeds, and

ever show them respect ; and where the hard fortunes of

war have borne hard on them or their families, let the

ample provision made for their wants show that we are

not unworthy of the blessings secured by their hardships.

Finally, let all our young readers keep in mind tliat re-

bellion sprang from the ambition and selfishness of its

leaders and the ignorance of its followers, that it was
overthrown by heroism derived from virtue and knowl-

edge, which are the surest safeguards of a free people.

Friends x\moug' tlie It&rds.

In response to the invitation in the April Agriculturist

for our young readers to relate their success in making
friends among the birds, James Dilts, Muskingum Co.,

O., sends an account of a pair of wrens that weie made
familiar by kind treatment. They came to the house in

the fall of 1SG2, and made their home in some bunches of

cotton that hung in the garret, where they weie fed and

cared for all winter. In the spring they suddenly dis-

appeared, but in a few weeks loturned to the neighbor-

hood with a brood of young. These were soon fledged,

and set \ip living on their own account, and the old birds

built a nest in the corner of a shop where workmen weie

thumping and pounding continually, and there raised

another family. When these were out of the way, they

moved to a box in the garret where they had formerly-

lived. The following spring they made their first nest

in the old location in the shop, but during the summer
changed their quarters. They entered the window,
passed across the garret, went down a stairway into a

store-room, and found a long-necked gourd hanging

there, which they at once appropriated, and held through

the summer. Presently they were missed again, but

lale in the fall, they returned and passed the winter

among the cotton in the garret. Toward spring one of

Ihem died ; the other one remained, and when warm
weather returned, brought in a new mate to share the

gourd occupied the previous summer, wheie they are now
enjoying life. Tlie new comer is quite shy, but the old- 1

er acquaintance is so tame that it has sumelimes come I

Into the window and perched on the dress of one of the I

girls in the family. No little bird stoned or shot by a

thoughtless boy ever gave half the pleasure derived

from petting and taming tiicse friendly wrens.

Another young reader, Townsend Forbes of Queens

Co., N. y., recently described a successful method of

attracting the birds to the grounds nenr his residence.

He has a box or tank for containing gold fish, about three

feet long, nearly filled with water. In one end of the

lank is a sloping shelf passing down to where the water

is about two inches deep, where it meets another shelf a

few inches wide placed horizontally. The tank is

placed in tlie yard and the birds of the neighborhood,

robins, thrushes, yellow birds, sparrows, etc., find this a

convenient place for bathing, and large numbers of them

come every day to enjoy the accommodation kindly pro-

vided for them. Their actions while bathing are very

diverting, and they repay the favor done Ihem with grate-

ful music. Tlie boys who take a liint from this will see

that any shallow dish in which water is kept will answer

the purpose. It is well to have a sloping entrance to the

water as birds are shy and like to enter gradually.

A Calciilntiii;^ Hen.

The Canton Mo. Press, Is responsible for the following,

which is certainly different from any hen performances in

these parts. Our hens are ambitious to sit as extenslvelv

as possible. "A few days ago, a hen was found on a

neighboring farm, incubating upon a nest of five eggs.

Considering that too small an undertaking for a full

grown hen, the owner removed these and placed thirteen

fresh eggs in the nest. On examination soon after, it

was discovered that the old biddy had deliberalely rolled

out eight, thus refusing to cover more than the original

number. Four times the experiment was repented witn

a similar result, and the obstinate hen was finally k>ft (o

her select number, thus furnishing evidence not only of

her reasoning powers, but of true feminine spunk.'
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(Business notices $1 25 per agate line of space.)

FISR & HATCH,
Xo. 5 Nassaii-st,, New-York,

BANKERS AND GENERAL DEALERS
IN

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
Agents for the sale of

The ^ew 7-30 Loan.
DEPOSITS RECEIVED.

COLLECTIONS MADE
AND

Financial Business generally Transact-
ed ivltli care and promptness.

VER31ILYE & CO.,

JVo. 44 Wall Street, Mio York,

GOl'ERllENT LOIN IfiENTS,
KEEP ON HAND FORXm-mec3.la.to Z^elixrexTT-^
ALL ISSUES OF

7-30 Treasury Notes, of all Denominations.
We BL'Y and SELL all classes of GOVKKXMENT SECUR-

ITIES at market rales. ORDERS from BANKS and BANK-
EilS executed on favorable terras, and witli dcspatcb. Also
receive DEPOSITS, and ALLOW INTEliEST on current
bainnee.

ti:ki?iijlte: Sc co.

loua and Israella G-rape Vines.

Also Vines of all other good Native varieties, for Gar-

den and Vineyard. Price List and Pamphlet sent for

8 ct. stamp. Illustrated Catalogue, 6S large Pages, 23

cents. Descriptive Catalogue, 32 Pages, 10 cents. The
two, bound together, 50 cents. These two Catalogues

are together a thorough and complete manual of the

Vine, and although named Catalogues, only two pages

in each are given to that object.

The Descriptive exhibits the principles and general

considerations which form the basis upon which grape

culture is to be successfully conducteJ, and is illustrated

with many of the best engravings ever prepared for the

purpose. The Illustrated treats tlioroughly of practice

and practical results, illustrated with about eighty en-

gravings, both togetlier constituting the most thorough,

piactical, and comprehensive treatise on the Vine in the

language.

The sixteen-page Catalogue is intended to facilitate

the businessof selling Vines, and is filled with important

matter worthy of the attention of every lover of good

grapes.

N. B.—Tne conditions of full measure of success in

Garden and Vineyard are clearly stated in Illustrated
Catalogue; and the chapters " On Proper Treatment

of the Vines when Received," "On the Preparation of

the Ground," and '" On Planting," should be attentively

read and observed by all purchasers of Vines.

C. W. GRANT, "XONA," near PEEKSKILL,
Westchester County, N. Y., 1865.

To Purchasers of Organs,

Iflelodeous, or Haruioniuuis.
Evei-y one having any thought of purchasing an in-

strument of this class now or at any future time should
j-cnd for one of MASON" & HAMLIN'S Cabinet Organ
Circulars, which will be sent to any address entirely free

of expense. This Circular fContains much information

which will be useful to every purchaser of such an in-

strument, such as articles on '* How to Judge of a Musi-
cal Instrument," " History of tlie Organ," " History of

Reed Instruments," &c., &c. Address MASON BROTH-
ERS. 59G Bniadway. New York, Or, MASON & HAM-
LIN, 274 Washington-street, Boston.

PIANOS & ORGANS.
Great Bargains in HALLET, DAVIS & GO'S Grand

and Square Pianos—and other New Pianos. Sold on
montiily payments. Good seconU-irand Pianos at $60,

»150 to $300.

PIANOS AND ITIELODEONS TO LET.
A. E. THOMPSON'S Chapel and Parlor Organs,

voiced by a skillfut Organist, far superior to all other

Reed OrgaDS. Price $160. T. S. BERRY,
593 Broadway, New York.

UNITED STATES

7-30 LOM.
THIiir> SEIMES,

$230,000,000.

By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, the

undersigned, the General Subscription Agent for the

sale of the Lfnited Stales Securities, offers to tlie public

the Third Series of Treasury Notes, bearing seven and

three-tenths per cent. Interest, per annum, known as the

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.
These Notes are issued under date of July 16th, 1665,

and are payable three years from that date, in currency,

or are convertible at the option of the holder into

U. S. 5-20 Six per cent.

GOLD-BEARING BONDS.
These Bonds are now worth a handsome premium and

are exempt, as are all the Government Bonds,/rom State,

County, and Municipal taxation, which adds from one to

three per cent, per annum to their value, according to the

rate levied on other property. The interest is payable

semi-annually by coupons attached to each note, which

may be cut off and sold to any bank or banker.

The interest at 7.30 per cent, amounts to

One cent per day on a %oO note.
Two cents " '* " $100
Ten " " " " ?50O
20 *' " " " $1000 '*

$1 " " " " $5000

Notes of all the denominations named will be promptly

furnished upon receipt of subscriptions.

The Notes of this Third Series are precisely simi-

lar in form and privileges to the Seven-Thirties alrealy

sold, except that the Government reserves to itself tne

option of paying interest in gold coin at 6 per cent., in-

stead of 7 S-lOths in currency. Subscribers will deduct

the interest in currency up to July I5th, at t!ie time when
they subscribe.

The delivery of the notes of this Third Series of the

Seven-thirties will commence on the 1st of June, and

will be made promptly and continuously after that date.

The sliglit change made in the condition of this THIRD
SERIES affects only the matter of interest. The pay-

ment in gold, if made, will be equivalent to the currency

interest of the higher rate.

The return to specie payments, in the event of which

only will the option to pay interest in Gold be availed of,

would so reduce and equalize prices that purchases made
with six per cent, in gold would be fully equal to those

made with seven and three-tenths per cent, in currency.

This is

THE ONLY LOAN IN MARKET
Now offered by the Government, and its superior ad-

vantages make it the

GREAT POPULAR LOAN OF THE PEOPLE,

Less than $230,000,000 of the Loan authorized by

Congress are now on the market. This amount, at

the rate at which it is being absorbed, will all he sub-

scribed for witliin si.xty days, when the notes will un-

doubtedly command a premium, as has uniformly been

the case on closing the subscriptions to other Loans.

In order that citizens of every town and section of

the country may be afforded facilities for taking the loan,

the National Banks, State Banks, and Private Bankers

throughout the country have generally agreed to receive

subscriptions at par. Subscribers will select their own
agents, in whom they have confidence, and who only are

to be responsible for tlie delivery of the notes for wliich

they receive orders.

JAY COOKE,
SUBSCRIPTION AGENT,

No. 114 South TUird Stre.t,

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

May IS, 1665. PHILADELPHIA.

* TTENTION ! AGENTS.

LINCOLN CHART, (PICTORIAL) 40 cts.

LINCOLN CHART, (HISTORICAL) 40 cts.

LINCOLN CRAYON LIKENESS, 60 cts.

LINCOLN LITH. PORTRAIT, 20 cts.

LINCOLN HOME MONUMENT, 25 cts.

These new elegant Engravings (Nos. 1, 2, and
5 are coloied) now ready. No. 1 has a life

size Head and Bust, a magniftcent Head-piere,
and 10 finely engraved scenes of his Life ; size.
2Sx3S. No. 2 is filled with the most important
events of his Life and Dealh; size 28x-"8. No. 3
is a large Crayon Lithi^graphic Likeness, unsur-
passed in excellence ; size 19x"24. No. 4 is a sim-
iljir smaller Portrait. No. 5 is a chaste and beau-
tiful Oinamentai Monument ; size 14x18.
Specimens mailed at above prices. We have

also three Lillhigraphs showing the ASSASSINA-
TION. DEATH BED SCENE, and the CATA-
FALQUE, size l.'ixIT; maileil at 20 cents each;
the last three for 50 cents ; the two Charts for 75
cents, and the whole eiuht for $2.

GENEROUS TERMS TO AGENTS.
For these and 80 other kinds of colored Maps,

Charts and Prints to suit the times, send for new
descriptive Price List.

H. H I^LOI'D A: CO.,
21 Johii-»t., Now Vork,

$10©

One Hundred Dollars in United States greenbacks
will be given for the largest Fiog sent to the "Grand
Exhihilion of Bull Frogs." For full particulars see the

July number of "THE FUNNIEST." This number
will be mailed to parties on the receipt of fifteen cents.

Address J. M. SHEICK, " Funniest Office,"

39 & 40 Park Row, New York.
Ten other premiums ranging from $20 downward will

be paid for prize Bull Frogs. "THE FUNNIEST" can
be had of all newsdealers! Send your orders in advance.

" MAGIC PICTURE CARDS."
Each picture disclosing upon close examination much

more than is at first seen ' New, Unique, Curious,
Puzzling and Amusing. The whole set. with Explan-
ATORr Key, sent post-paid, for 30 cents or. four sets

to one address for $1. AMSDEN & CO., Publishers,

14 Bromfield-street, Boston.

PULPIT AND ROSTRUM. No. 34, CONTAINS
Hon. GEORGE BANCROFT'S ORATION

At the Obsequies of ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
THE FUNERAL ODE. bv William Cullen Bryant,

The EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION, Jan. 1. 1863,
Mb. LINCOLN'S LaST INAUGURAL ADDRESS,

A CORRECT PORTRAIT OF THE LATE PRESIDENT.
Price, by mail, wiih Portrait, 3ii cents.

No. 33 is Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHER'S
Fort Sumter Oratum. bv m;iil. 'jn cenls.
SCHERMERHORN. BANCROFT & CO.,

130 Grand-st., New York.

Concentrated Lemonade
incases of 2, 4, 6 and 12 dozen. Warranted pure. Price

$3.50 per dozen. Orders must be accompanied by Cash.

Tor sale by T. HARDY & CO., 36 Dey-st., N. Y.

Woodside Nursery.
ANDREW S. FULLER, HORTICULTURIST,

formerly qf _Brooklyn, L. I.

Grape Vines, Small Fruits and Haidy Ornamental

Plants. P. O. Addiess, Ridgewood, Bergen Co., N. J.

Pateut liover Horse Po^vers for Farm and
Plantation use. Portable, ven,' easy working and proved

durable by lorig use. They liave three rates of motion

for Threshing or SaAving, Ginning Cotton and Grinding,

Pumping, <fec. For Circulars or Machines, Address

CRESSON, HUBBARD & SMITH,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Lun^, Female and Cbrontc Diseases
treated successfully at Drs. S. S. & S. E. STRONG'S
Remedial Institute, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. See last

month's No. of Agriculturist, For full information send

for a Circular.

Bradbury's Celebrated Fiauo
Fortes.

427 Si 435 Broome-st, New Tort

BASHFULNESS,—HOW TO OVERCOME IT.
See PHKENOLOGICAL JOURKAL. Jan. No. 20 cts.

FOWLEK & WELLS, 389 Broadway, NewTort
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Commercial' Notes-Prices Current,

New-York. June 17.

The condensed anJ convenient tables below, show the

transactions in the N. Y. Produce markets during a

month past. They are carefully prepared specially for the

American Agriculturisl, from official and other reliable

sources, including the daily notes of our own reporter.

1, TRANSACTIOXB AT THE NKW-TOBK MARKETS.

liECKiPTS. Flour. TI7i«a(. Corn. Rye. Barleij. Oat-i.

23ilavsI/ii.«in'th.S.i!(,000 S9S,000 1,477.000 2.100 131,000 I.T4OOO

24daj-6ia«lm'th.339.000 22.700 153.000 2.600 67.000 19. ,000

Sales. Flniir. Wlieat. Corn. Rue. Barley.

25ilaysiA(«montli, 2.59.000 470.000 819.000 50,000 78.000

24 days (asl month. 249.000 655,000 273,000 8,500 61,000

JJ, Comparttson with same period at this time lant year.

Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oa».

25 days 1865 S.59.000 398.000 1,477,000 2.100 131.000 l.Ti\000

28 days 1864 357.000 3,130.000 6S9.000 20,200 261,000 1... 9.000

Skleb. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rue. Barley.

25 days 1865 257.000 476.000 819.000 56.000 7.S00

23 days 1864 615.000 4,156,000 668,000 13.400 4o,000

3, Exports from New-York, January 1 to June 15 :

Flour, AVbeat, Corn. Rye, Oats.

bblB. bus. bus. bus. bus.

1B6S .5*1.249 369,944 311.241 141 45,017

1864 921.785 5.618.979 133.S92 405 19,748

1803 1,068,989 5.759,3.53 4.379,779 2S0.2.S7 103.5S8

1862 1,261,118 5,912,421 5,916.823 799,166 20,887

4. Receipts at head of title water at A Ibany, each season

to end of May :

rionr, Wlieat, Corn. Rye, Barley, Oats,
bbl. bush. bush. bu.*. bush. bush.

1S65 61.900 403.800 560,500 20.800 99.800 1.741.000

1864 51.100 2.454.40O 3G9.400 3S.4C0 99.100 I.ISO.HOO

1863 130,700 2,625,600 S.234,300 42,800 46,600 1,327,000

CoKBENT Wholesale Pbices.

May 13. Jane 20.

JTLOOr-Super to Extra State^90®6 80 f575®695
Super to Extra Southern 7 1-5 a 12 00 7 2,1 @12 00

Extra Western 6 40 ®11 .50 6 50 ®11 50

Extra Uenesee 6 80 @ 9 00 6 95 ® 9 2o

Superfine Western 5 90 ® 6 20 5 i.t @ 6 lo

Kye Flouk 5 00 ® 00 5 '25 @ 6 .0

CoRX .Mk^l 5 10 S9 6 00 4 05 ® 5 25

WuiAT-AIl kinds of White. 1 75 @ 2 20 1 SO ® 2 20

All kindsofKed 125 (S. 1 75 1 3,«® I g
CoR^•-Yello^v 90 @ 1 08 90 @ to

Mixed 90 ® 1 00 80 ® 93

Oats—Western 50 ® 52 S ® 29
State 50 @ 51 73 ® 7d

Kye 85 ® 90 85 ® 1 00

niuLET". 1 15 @ 1 45 1 00 ® 1 40

CorroN—Mldrtlincs, ^ B ... 43 ® 50 41 ® 42

Hops-Crop of ISiil. 1? lb 10 @ 35 12>f® 40

FmTUERS—Live Geese, ^ B. 59 @ 63 63 @ 6o

SEEO-Clover, «l tt 22® 23 , l^X® 1 IX
'riniotliv *» bushel 4D0@5a0 300@42o
Fl'x» bushel ....... ... 2 10 ® 2 25 180 ® 2 10

Sno<;n-Bro"vn,*B .^y ,?«®
, J|« ^i^^.Ji'^

Molasses. New.0rlean9,^gl. J^®!,^ .^o"^",!;

CoFFKE-Kio.*ilb...j^... ^. WM9 f WH® ii

TOBACCO. Kentucky, &C.. * B. g @ 20 2 ® JS
Seed Leaf 'it Vb 7® 30 i®30
WOOL-Domestic Fleece, 1RB. M ® SO 57 @ 75

Domestic, pulled. fB 62X® .,« M @ .0

?'i'iE,ow »B "''""^...•..•...•.
1« t «>< WXS "^

o'LC'AEE-f.ton,- ., 43 CO ©5000 g 00 ®50 00

PORK-Mess. <> barrel 2 50 ®23 50 24 ^0 @ i3 ^
Pi-iine ft, barrel 2150 @ IS 00 @18 ^
ByEE-PlaKess....:: 10 00 ®14 00 10 00 @14 00

HKD,ln barrels, BB.^ 1=K® W loJi® m
BOTTER-Western, » B if 1 ?? 5J i ?2
State, KB 21® ^. ''11 ?«
I-HH-H^K 12 @ 20 7 @ 16

BSJsl^lmsiiei 125 ® 2 25 30 a 1 .50

PEAS-^nadl? bishel 1 ?5 ® 2 .19 ^
f, f '^EGGS-Fresh, * dozen 24 ® 2j 2b a 29

POULTBT-Fowls, * B 20® 24 !8 @ 20

Tiii-k-pv^ *J B 20 @ it IN @ it)

PoTAS48-Mercers.*bbl... 2 50 ® 3 50 2 00 @ 3 00

Peach Blows, ^ barrel 2 00 a 2 2o 1 ,. | 2 2d

Apples-11 barrel 7 00 @10 00 8 00 ®11 00

Gold, which cloied last month (Jlay 161 .^ 131, ad-

vanced bylhe end of May 10 1.17!<, and bv Thursday

evening, June 16, to 147,S. Influenced by this rise, which

lias been caused by the recent heavy exports of specie,

llie large purchases of coin to pay duties at the Custom

House, and consequent speculative operations in the pre-

cious raetal-the markets for domeslic produce have

been more active, and, though prices were irregular ear-

ly in the month, the tendency thtough the past week was

decidedly upward .. Flour, wheat, corn, and oats ha\e

been in good request for home use, and for sliipment,

closing buoyantly at advancing prices. The leceipts

were liberal in the first half of the month, but have fallen

off considerably during the past tenor t«elve days....

Provisions have been more freely purchased. New Miss

Pork and prime Lard have been in active speculative re-

quest, at unusually variable prices. Beef has been

sleady. Butter has been less freely offered, and quoted

liigher. with a good export inquiry. Large slocks of but-

ler are known as being on hand in the interior, held back

for advanced prices, which, if gold declines—a very

probable event—can never be realized. Cheese has been

plenty and depressed, in the absence of an export de-

mand Cotton has been more abundant, and has fallen

materially. The demand has been quite moderate

Wool has been in vei y limited request at lower and de-

clining prices, in the f.ace of a very moderate supply of

the finer grades of both domestic and foreign, wliich are

now most sought after.... Hay and Hops liave been sal-

able and buoyant ..Seeds have been quite dull, though

prices have receded rapidly . Tobacco has been in

pretty fair demand at steady rates.

I\e>v-Vorlt I>ive Sl«c-k Mai-lccts.—
Beef Cattle have come in inr^re freely this month than

last, and prices have declined on :rll grades of animals.

There has been consylerable effort, among some of llie

drovers. 10 keep prices up. but wilhout succe>8, and as

vesetabies and some kinds of fruits are now plentiful,

anything like a decided advance is not to be expecled.
Tl'ie beef cattle coming in are irlmost entirely from the

West, and generally of good, fair qiialily. Tire average
for the four weeks ending June 13th. is 4.967 head. The
latest prices are about as follows: Goorl to prime bul-

locks. 16c?£17c. per lb., estimated dressed weight; com-
mon to fair, HcSlSc. and poor V2c(ii<\3c. The quota-
tions are very nearly ihe same as reported for the corre-
sponding period last year.

ITliloIi i^o'ws.—Receipts have averntretl week-
ly 121. The demanil Is lillle betler, and prices range
from $40 to $70 each for jioor to good milkers.

Teal Calve?>.—Tlie receipts of veals for the
past four weeks have been very heavy, averaging 3,656.

Prices lange at 5cfa)9c. and 10c. per lb., live weight for

poor to very good.

Slieep.—There has heeii a considerable panic
in the sticep trade, and a decided decline in prices, since

our last report, owing to the laige weekly arrivals. The
sales range at prices about 3c. per lb. live vveight, lower,

or 6'^c^"7Mc per lb. live weight for common to good
grades. The receipts have averaged 13.056 weekly.

IjiTc Hofi'S are comins: in very freely, especi-

ally for this season of the yeai^ averaging 13,775 weekly.
Prices range from 9.Vc. to U\}^c. per lb. live weight.

n e r 1 i s £ me n t s

.

Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 10th of the preceding month.

\, B.—-iVo Adperti'iement of Patent Medicines or secret

remedies desi7'ed. Parlies unknown to the Editors personal-

ly or by reputatlofi, are req^tested tofurnish good references.

We desire to be nnre that adverti^em tcllt do what they prom-
ise to do. By living up to these requirements, we aim to

make the ndrertiyinff pages valuable 7iot only to the readers,

but to t/te advertisem themselves.

TERMS— (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per )inp, fU lines In an inch), for e.-\ch insertion.
One half column {74Iine.i), $0.1 eacli insertion.
One whole column (148 linps), $120 each Insertion.
Business Notices, One Dolhir iind a Quarter per line.

I>r'<:AXl6.>AI. AGK.'^CY.—A RE
LIAHLE KXCHANGK. coniluctert in the Interests of

all well educated te:ichcrs, ami of parties desiring to eng:atje
such. As the ne2:ott!ilions implied cannot be hurried, appli-
cations should be in time. Send for circulars. Address J. A.
NASH & Co., 5 Beekman St.. N. Y.

FOR 8 A r E .

FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING
Li J^]VI>S

IN NEW JERSEY.
THE SUBSCKIBRIIS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farmine: and market gardening, in quantities to suit
purchasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and Rurltngton.
on the line of the IlaritJin and Delaware Bay liailroad, mid-
way between New-York and riiiladelphia. at from $10 to $,35

per acre. In addition to all the common products of a farm,
these lands are valuable for srovving cranberries, sweet
potatoes, peaches, grapes, lobacco and hops. All
crops ripen ten davs earlier than on Lonj; Island.
Squanbum marl Is delivered at any point on the rail-

road at one dollar and flftv cents per ton. and fertil-

izes the laud for seven years after its application. The
lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-

ble for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut ofl', IcaviuK tlie land ready for immedi-
ate cultiviition. Price of cedar rails. $ri per 100. Cord wood,
at anv railroad station, $3 per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a lar^re QLantitv of the best pottera' clay yet discov-
ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Sawmill within
one mile of Shamong Station. A good hotel at Shamong, on
tlie land-i offered for sale. The location is very healthy and
watercxcellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with good niill-sUes and water-power for nian-
uf!\cturing purposes. A portion of the purchase money may
remain on mortgase.

For further particulars apply to

F. B. CHKTWOOD. Klizabeth, N. J.
WM. O. GILES. 70 & ?J Franklin-.'Jt., New- York.
and N. P. TODD, ag't Shamong, Burlington Co.,

New Jecsey.

80RG0.
COOK'S EVAPORATOR and the best Mills are to be had

at the N. Y. Agency. Address J. W. BAIN.
Frest, Am. Ag'l Works. 17 Courtlaudt-etreet.

SEE1>S.—THOMAS McELROY, Grower and
.— Importer of Foreign, Aericultural, Garden and Flower
Seeds, 71 Pine-street. New YorK.

India Rubber Iwloves
are an invaluable piotection for the hands in Gardening,

Housework, etc., and a certain cure for Chapped Hands,

Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $150 for

Ladies' sizes ; $1 75 for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEAR'S I. R. GLOVE MF'G CO.,

205 Broadway, New-York.

Rolirian Guano.
Thifi valuable fertilizer, richer in Phosphiitt-.^ than any oth-

er known natural or artificial manurt'. fnr siiIl' liv Die enreo
For terms nppiv to G. G. I10BS0\. 4-i Snuth-<«.,
(wherf samph'S mav he seen,) or to HE_VRV KK\-
D.\L.l4 Hi SOiVS, l.on<lon, or ALSUP & CO., Val-
ptti'aiso.

VI]VEI.A]VI>
I^ARM A:iiB> rfl£8;i'r i.a:\i>?*, in a
-• mild and healthful climate. Thirty m\\^& south of Phila-

delphia by KailroaO. In New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and prorfj^cd're, varying from a clay to a

eandy loam, suitable for Wheat. Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vegetables. This is a great fruit country. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards have been planted out by ex-

perienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears. &c., produce
Immense profits. Vinelan<i Is already one of the most beau-

tiful places In the L'nited Slates. The entire territory, con-

sisting of forty-flve square miles of land. Is laid out upon a

general system of improvements. The land Is only sold to

actual Bcttlera with provision for public adornment. The
place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
tages has become the resort of people of taste. It has in-

cieased five thousj^nd people within the past three years.

Churches, Stores, Schools, Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learnina. and other elements of refinement and culture have
been Introduced. Hundreds of people arc constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
it is estimated that five hundred will be built during the sum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and npw.'rd, $25
per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots tor sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than In

any other locality north of Norfollc, Va. Improved placet
for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Luml)er Yards, Manu
factories. Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthf\il climate,

and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abound-
ing in fruits and possessing all other social privileges, In the
heart of civilization, it is worthy of a visit.

Letters answered and the Vineland Kural, a paper giving

full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.

Address CriAS. K. LA^'DIS, Vineland P. O., Laudls
Township, New Jei-sey.

From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It is one of the most ej tensive fertile

tracts, in en almost level positi07i and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we know of this side of
the Western Prairies.

Every Child on the Continent ehould have It I

The Best CMldren's Paper in America,

telp
Wronf, »[)d far lh«

Ooo'l . the Trnr , M»d
tho D.uiLifiU.

A First-Clans nnnthlf Paper, of IG
Pa^t, for I1UV8 und lilltLS.

$1.00 a Tear in advance.

A Bcaulifut Premium to trtrj lubgerlbcr.

Speoimea Cojtj aaot fur Tea CenU.

Address,

ALFRED L. SEWELL,
Publisher, Chicago, 111.

FOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS.

MERRY'S MUSEUM.
The Oldest and Best magazine for Boys and Girls, is

filled with Stories, Pictures, Instructive Articles,
Poetry, Puzzles, etc., to amuse. Interest, and profit

the young. Prizes monthly, for solving puzzles. Vol. 50 be-

gins in July. A Steel Fngraved Portrait of Uncle AVil-
liniu, given to every new subscriber. Terms $1,50 per an-

num. Addiess .1. N. STEAUN3. Ill FuUon-st., Kew York.

It Rips Splendidly!
THE PATENT SEWING RIPPER has proved one

of the most acceptable new inventions. It takes out a

seam more rapidly and safely Ihan knife or scissors,

being used for that only, is always in order; is small and

neat ; is indispensable for the work basket and especially

where a sewing machine is used.

Price 50 cents Sent post-puiJ by mail. Address

A. C. FITCH. 151 Nassiiu-st., New York City.

"Wheeler

Sewing iflacliiiies.

Woman's Greatest noon.—We would advise a man to for*
go a thresher and thresh wheat with a Hail rather than to

see the wife wear her health, vigor and life away in tlie ever-

lasting "stitch, stitch, stitch." when a sewing machine can
be obtained. The Wlieeler & Wilson is an invaluable aid in

every household. We have had several dltierent kinds on
trial, and after six years' service the Wheeler & Wilson has

taken the precedence as the best, where all kluds of sewing
aretobedouelu a family.—.4j>ie;'if-a« Agriculturist, Jan. ISdy

Help Tor Mothers.
Dr. Brown's BABY TENDER relieves the mother.

pleases and benefits the child. Is givirig universal satis-

faction. See full description and Mr. Judd's endorse-

ment in Agriculturist, Dec. No., 1?64. Send for Circular

to J. T. ELLIS, S39 Broadway, New York City.

1
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REAT EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES IN
THE BEAUTIFUL CONNECTICUT RIVER

VALLEY.

BURNHAM'S
American Business Colleg;e,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

An Institution Dcslsned to Prepare Toung Men and
Women' lor Business Pursuits.

LOUIS W. BUnXHAM, President.
E. MOOUE, Jb., - • - Associate Principal.

By far the Largest, most Complete and Thorouirh Institution

of tlie kind in New Eii::laud. and tlie only lesitimate
Busiiu'ss Colleire wiiere Vouns Men receive a

Thorou^li Training, and are properly
Utted for all Business Pursuits.

A Business EdQeation alike Iniportaat to the Farm-

er, the filechaaic, the Artisaa and the

Business Man.

A Model and Comprehensive Course of Practical Training.
Great Improvement in the Manner and Metliod of

Ins Iruction,

SPIiENBID FACILITIi:S IN
Book-Kkeping, Mkrcantile Law,
PESM.VN'SIHP, COMMEr.riAL Calculatioxs,
coerkspoxdence, telegraphy.
Actual Business, Phonoorapht,

AND Modern Languages.

Scliool Room aiicl Conntina Room united upon
a plan that secures all the practical advantages of each.
Theoretical Department and Departiupntof Actual Business
connected hv Telegraphic and Po**t Ottice communication.
Two Bankini; Houses with Bank Bills Cliecks. Drafts, Cer-
tificates of Deposits and all the modun operandi oi the Bank-
ing; Business. It is elegantly fitted up with

Merchants' Emporitiiii nnd Trade Union,
General and Xational Banking Offices,

Anclion, Commission and Por^varding,
Post, Telegraph and Express Offices,

Insurance, Exchange and Collection,
Custom House, Itlanafacturing, Railroad,
Steamboat and General Freight Offices, &c.

The Student Buts, Sells, Barters, Ships, Consigns,
Discounts, Insures. &c.. the same as in Actual Business.
Ladies and Gentlemen can commence at any time, receive

Individual Instruction, and complete the course at pleasure,
there heintr no class system to Impede their propress. Toun^
Men In pursuit of a Business Education should examine into
the merits of the

American Business College.
It isllrst chiss In all of Its appointments. Each department

is under the special charceoi Fii-st Class Teachers, the whole
under immecllate superintendence of the President. Its

pradnates are skillful and flnislied accountants, who secure
the most lucrative situationa,

Normal Writing Department in charsre of Prof.
I. S. Preston, one of the best Business and Ornamental Pen-
men and Teachers on the continent. Send stamps for spec-
imens.

Returned and Disabled Soldiers will find in a
9ound Business Education the surest and best means of pain-
ins a livelihood. Liberal deductions will always be made to
Soldiers who have received disabling and honorable wounds
while in their country's service.

IVccessary Q,ualifieatioii9.^No particular decree
of advancement is required. Any Industrious person can
enter this College with an absolute certainty of success.

Send ns IVamcs.^To persons who will send ns. plain-
ly written, the names and P. O, address of forty or fifty

youns men likelv to be interested In obtainins; a business
education, we will forward our College Uevie\v and "How
TO Do BusrNEss,"a manual of practical atlaire and guide
to success In life. Our premium Is liberal. Send us onlv one
name from a family, and not over a dozen from one village
or small town.

Particnlars^Ho^v Obtained.—Circulars, Papers,
&c„ givins; full particulars relailng to the Course of Study,
exact expense ot Board and Tuition, may be haci bv addres-
sing LOUIS W. BURIVHAM, President,

Springfield, Mass.

Turnip ^eed by Mail.
The following varieties, the quality of which can not be

excelled, will be mailed post-paid, to any address In the
Union upon receipt of price affixed.

perifz. iozs. 8 dm. pnittid.

Early White Dutch 10 cts. 35 cts. 60 cts. $100
White Strap Leaf 10 " 35 " 60 " 1 00

Red Top Strap Leaf 10 " 35 *• 60 " 100
Large White Globe 10 " 30 " 50 " 73

Large White Norfolk 10 '* 30 " 50 " 75

Yellow Aberdeen 10 ** S3 " 60 " 1 00

Golden Ball (lioberteon's).. 10 '* 85 " 60 " 100
Large Yellow Globe, extra. 10 " 35 " 60 " 1 00

. Long White French 10 " 35 " 60 " 1 00

Sweet German 10 " 35 " 60 " 100
Long White or Cow Horn..10 " S5 " 60 " 100
Purple Top Kuta-Baga 10 " 35 *' 60 " 100
Dale's Hybrid 10 " 80 " 50 " 73

Yellow Finland, 15 •• 45 " 80 " 150
Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

THOROUGH-BRED Avrshireeand Alderneys for
sale by A. M. TliEDWELL, Madison, Morris Co.. N. J.

m. QUIXBY, St. JoliiiNVille, X. Y.
Pure Itiiliaii Bees and Queens, Send for Circular.

FOR SALE, full Blood South Down Bucks, apply
by mall to H. E. LIVINGSTON, Tlvoll, N. T.

LABOR FOR FARMERS.
Ho^v to Obtain a Prompt and Satisfactory

Supply.

In order to meet the pressing want of Farm laborers felt

In all parts of the country, esneciallv in the Western States,
the ANiElilCAX EMlGri.\Nt COMP.VNY has organized a
system by which men can be supplied in any number that
may lie required to any designated locality In any State In
Ihf I'nion.
This ohiect Is accomplished bv parlies in a given nelghhor-

hoo! conibininclosether and orderlm; such men and women
as they need. These men or women are forwarded In com-
panies from twenty to flftv under the care of a conduetor to
a point determined on. and then delivered to the parties (or
tlioir Agents) who have ordered them. The utmost care is

talven by the Company in the selection of the Emigrants at
New Yoric, and the wishes of the parties ordering them as to
their Nationality, age, and general qualifications are care-
fully attended to.
A payment is required in advance of a sufficient sum to

pay tlie traveling expenses to the point Indicated, the Com-
pany's fee tor the services rendered, and the costof the con-
ductor who accompanies the party. Legal coutracls are
made with the Emimants in accordance with the instructions
riT.'ived both as to the rate of wages to be paid, and the
length of emraiement made.
By thi^ means the Emigrants constantly arriving in Now-

Yoi'k. may be dispersed all through the connlry and with small
cost to the employer, as the expense nf transportation will.

In all cases be stipulated to be repaid by the Emigrant.
A lartre number of carefully selected SwKDtsH, Gkrm*^,

and British farm laborers are expected to arrive durintr the
present season, and it is sussested to farmers in all sections
of the country to ayail themselves without, delay of the on-
fiortunity tlius aflorded of obtaining male and female help
n the promptest and most economical manner.
For further particulars Address "

JOny WILLIAMS.
General Asent for Emigration,

3 Bowling Green, New York.

• AGEillCIES:
NEW ENGLAND.

Edward Winslow, 80 State-8t., Boston.

ILLINOIS.
C. Gk\nttlle Hammostd—Solomon STtTROES Sorr, Chicago.

MISSOURI.
Thos. E. SorPKR, Treas. State Board of Immigration,

cor. FourtU and Pine-sts., St. Louis.

INDIANA.
J. Barnard, Sect'y Chamber of Commerce, Indianapolis.

OHIO.
SAMt'EL FoLJAMBE, I Atwater Buikllngs, Cleveland.

MICHIGAN.
E. C. Hinsdale, Detroit.

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College.

Courses of Agricultural Instruction, including the Prac-

tice of Agriculture and Horticulture, Agricultural Chemistry
and Physiology, Principles of Breeding and Feeding, Inju-

rious Insects, Knral Economy, Forestry, French and German
Languages. &c., &c. Open Sept. 13th. 1S65. Fordetalted Pro-

gramme, apply to Prof. GEO. J. BHUSH, New Haven, Conn.

The BrinkerliofT Ciinrn.
" We have long despaired of finding a patent Churn, which

would in all essentials surpass the old dash churn, but be-
lieve we must succumb at last. If we mistake not, the Brink-
erhoff churn will prove the long sought desideratum among
butter-makers."—IJural New Yorker of 18ij3.

"The Brinkerholf Churn seems to stand the test well ; we
have lately received several communications In its favor in
answer to an article lately published In the Rural. We arc
glad to know that the churn has maintained the character
we gave it when first introduced"—Kural New Yorker of lS6n.

"Tliis Churn bus, for the last three years, stood the only
decisive test, that of actual use in good dairies, and has come
out approved. There can be no doubt of Mr, Briiikerhofi's
having distanced all competitors, and his churn must iURvi-
tably come into general use. It not only reduces tlie once
lahorions and tedious business of churning, to a few minutes,
but it actually attains a better result, than can
be reached by the old process. So much we can say after
using this churn for years."—Northern Independent, K. V.

The price for common si7.e for churning 1 to 6 gallons, $10,
shipped to order on receipt of price. For churns or Terri-
tory, Address JACOB BUINKEIIHOFF, Auburn, N. Y.

PAINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Graf-
ton Mineral Paint Co.. are now manufacturing the Best.

Cheapest and most Durable Paint in use ; two coats well 'put
on. mixed with pure Unseed Oil will last 10 or 15 yeai-s. it is

of a \is.Ut brown or beautiful chocolate color and can be
chanced to grepn, lead, stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit
the taste of the consumer. It is valuable for Houses. Barns,
Fences. Carriage and Car-makers, Pails and Wooden-ware.
Agricultural rinplements. Canal Boats. Vessels and Ships'
Bottoms. Canvas, Metal and Shingle Koofa. (it being Fire
and Water proof). Floor Oil-Cloth Manuf. (one Manuf. hav-
ing used in the past year 2000 bbls., and as a paint is unsur-
gassed for bonj', durability, elasticity, and adliesivi-ness.
end for a circular which gives particulars. Price 2 cts. per

lb., or ^G per bbl.. of 300 lbs,, which will supply a farmer for
years to come. None genuine unless branded in a trade
mark Grafton .Mineral Paint Work, Address

DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl-st., New York.

AMERICAN ROOFING COMPANY.
GliEEN'S PATENT.

This Company Is now prepared to furnish one of the best
articles ot Uiin"FlNG everlnlrodnced. consisting nf»STOCT
MATEfllAL made WATEU-PUOOF by a COMPOUND of
INDIA Kl'BBKU, hardened by acoat of METALLIC PAINT,
prepared exprfiw.--lv.

The WHOLE FABRIC has been thoroughly tested, la entire-
ly WATEU-PROOF. and unaffected by changes of weather.

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth.
It is designed for coverinc RAILWAY CAliS, STEAM-

BOATS, DWELLINGS, BARNS and SHEDS. It can be
laid down by any sensible working man.

It is cheaper than any known roofing of equal durability.
It can be seen in use and samples b;ui bv apnlvittg at the

Oilice of the Company. No. 9* Wall-si,. Sow York.
HENRY S.MITH. Agent.

FARMER AND GENERAL Care Taker Wanted.
Wanted in a country place, one hour from this City, an

energetic capable. Protestant man, from 2.^» to 40 years of
age. Address BOX 41)115, P. O., New York.

GROVER &. BAKER'S
HIOHEST PREIUIUill

ELASTIC STITCH AND LOCK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
495 BROADWAY, NEW^ VORK.

$275* ^^^'^^ OCTAVE. ^275*
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., d90 Broadway, N. Y.

New, enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with latest improvements.
Thirty years' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for niariufactui-ing. enable na to sell for CASH at the above
unusually low price. Our instruments received the highest
award at the U orld's Fair, and for tive successive years at
the American Institute. Warranted five years. Terms
net Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

Vt )-t VTMM V7 M M.M >1 M ^l^l>f>l>lJV.
,

The No NPAR EM L 4

Washing MACHiNE^^
*>1 J~4>*wWW*-«».^**H)/^wW>4WW V~-

Siinplc, Strong and Durable.
And unapproachable for speed, power and efl'ectiveness

of operation.

Dealers Supplied, Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING, 1S4 Water-st., New-York.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY
Lingers on every glossy wave and riplet of her

lovely hair.

I^ IIVS'

PATENT

JIA IB
CRIMPERS,

For crimpinir and waving La-
dies hair. A'o /leat ii-ted, atid
no injury to the hair.
Thev are put up in beauti-

fully lttliogra[iheu boxes con-
taining one sett (1 doz.) assort-

directions for use accompanyinged lengths, wilu lull

eai'li box.
No Lady's toilette is complete without them. For sale

throughout the country. Retailers will be supplied by any
first-class Jobber of Notions in New York, Philadelphia, or
Boston.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
E. IVINS, Siattli-st. and Columbia Ave.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Staiiiniermg-
Cured by Biites' I'litciit Aiinliani-es. Vuv duscritjlive l)iim-

pWet, Adcliess U. C. L. MEAliS, 377 West adst., K. X.

LEAKY SHINGLE, CANVAS or FELT ROOFS
am be m;ule \\M!cM-Ii!;lit by using tiie GUTTA PEUCHA

CEMKNT. LKAKY TIS ItOOFS will weiir Ave times M
loui; if coLited Willi tlieUUTTA PEUCHA CEMENT PAIST.
t e best Piiint lor Ai;ricultiiri\t Implement-, out lniildinj;s,

Fences, &c„ &c. Manuliielured reiidv Inr ii^<- hv llie

JOHNS & CUOSLEV MANUl-'ACTLIIilN'G CO.,
No. 78 Williaui-st., cor. Liberty, New-York.

Sole Manufacturers of the Gutta Perclia Cement liooling.

NOTICE TO CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS.—
PELLS williin tlie reach of all. The AMALGA.M PELL,

known throuiiliout the United States and Canadas as the
cheapest and best. Price reduced to 30 cents per pound, aud
warranted. Send for descriptive circular to Ihe nianulactur-
er, JOHN a BOUINSON, No. 36 Uey-st., New York.

CALVES' RENNETS FOR CHEESE DAIRIES
and for Family Use. A supply always on hand. Orders

promptly attended to. Address
GEOKtiE GOODHEAPT,
737 Green wichst.. New York.
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GARDEN & CEMETERY
ADORNMENTS.

SixiTinaev Houses,
ARBORS, CHAIRS, SETTEES, &,c.

WmE TRELLISES AND ASCHES,

FOR VINES, FLOWERS, &o.

mON rUMITURE,
Bedsteads of Every Description

For Dwellings, Public . Institutioas, Hospitals,

Prisons, &c.

Patent Spring Beds Mattresses, &c.

STABLE FIXTURES
Hay Raclis, Manners, Stall Divisions, &c.

IRON RAILING,
For enclosing Cemetery Plots, Offices, Dwellings,

Public Squares, «&c.

Having purcliascrt the business of the New York Wire

Railing Companj', HuTCHiKSON AWickebsham ]ate Agents,

we are now the exclusive Owners and Manufacturers of

Patent Wire Railing and Farm
Fencing, Window Guards, &-c.

And we offer to tlie public the largest variety of ORNA-
MENTAL IKON GOODS to be found in the United States.

Particular attention given to Export trade.

CHASE & CO.
Warerooms 524 Broadway,
Opposite St. Nicholas Hotel, NEW TOKK.

FAIRBANK'S

Adapted to every branch of business where a correct and
durable scale is reciuired.

FAIRBAIVK!^ & CO.,

]Vo. ^52 Broadway,
OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

millstone Dressing: Diamonds
Set in Patent Protector and Guide. For Bale by JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. 04 Nassaust., New-
York Ci(v. GUI Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage
stamp for' Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser,

^Vhat can be Done wltli

EDDY'.S PATENT
Kerosene Stoves.

Tea Kettle Boiled—Bread Baked—Meat
Roasted—Stewed and Fried—Flat Irons
Heated-No Heating tip the Hocsk—
MoxEV Saved. LESLEY & ELLIOTT,
Manufacturei-s, 494 Broadway, New York.

CIDER PRES!« SCREtVS.S feet long,
4 inches In diameter. Tliese powerful screws brinjr out

H more juice than portable prc'ses. Send lor Circular. Made
by THOMPSON & CAPvPENTEK.

Po'Iceepsie, (N. Y.) Foundry.

THE RICHMOND STEAM THRASHERS built
at tlie Iloblnson Machine Works. Richmond, Indiana,

arc the best in use. Greatcanaclty for fust Tlirashlng, Saving
and cleaninc the grain. Address

JONAS W. YEO. Rlchraond. Indiana.

150 to 900 Rocks dii^ per day.
For improved niLicliine for ditfttinj; roclis, laying wall. &c.

Address G. L. SHELDON, Hartsville, Berkshire Co.. Maes.
Please send for circular.

A. ]V. WOOD & CO'S
Celebrated Portable Steam Bngine.

The above cut represents our Engine as seen without

wheels. For farming purposes we build them on wheels

that a pair of horses can easily move about from one stack

of grain to another, with especial reference to threshing, &c.

AVe make the building of these Engines a specialty—conse-

quently can afford them cheaper, and as a matter of course,

of better quality than when they are built in connection with

other machinery. We warrant them to work as we repre-

sent or the pay will be refunded.

Should parties wish to enquire in this city about our work,

we would refer them to Wm. Porter & Sons, 271 Pearl-street,

who arc using one of 6-horse power dally. We intend to

keep a variety of sizes on hand that we can ship one of any

size prompt. For further information. Address

A. N. WOOD & CO., Eaton, Madison Co., N. T.

THE BEST IS

AI^^VAYS THE CHEAPEST.
o HAIiSTED'S

PAT. IMPROVED

^ HORSE
3 Hay Fork

Send for a Circular.

After extensive Introduction and thorough trial, is now
offered to the public in its improved foi'm. Agents wanted.
Town, County, and State Kiehts for sale.

Address A. M. HALSTED, 67 Pearlst.. New-York.

Union mowing llachine.
Reduction In Price.

4 ft. Machine trona 1170 to J145.

i'A ft. " " 1190 to jno.

Wheeled Hay Rakes.
Clement's Horse Hay Fork.

Harvesting Tools of the most approved kinds at

the lowest prices. HAINES & PELL,
27 Courtlandt-st., New York.

Pratt's Steel Tooth, Father of the
FIEIiO, Hay and Grain Rake, Price S50.

Bcarclsley's Patent Steel Hay Ele-
vator. The Best in the Market. Price $16.

Kii-by'§ moiver, Reaper, and Self
Raker. The Best and Lo-west Price Machine in the

field. Send for Circular.

Manufactttred and sold by

GKIFFING BROTHER & CO.,

60 Courtlandt-st,, N. Y.

INOERSOEE'S IMPROVED
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON" PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner throughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 3000.

The Hoksk Po^vbr is worked by either wheel or capstan,
and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those wanting such machines to wiite for a caUlocue
containiug full infonuation with cuts, prices, &c., or calland
examine personally.
Oidurs j»romptly attended to. by uddi-cssmg

INGEKSOLL & DOUGHEKTY, Gieeupomt> Kiafle CO..L. I.

PRICES REDUCED I

The Universal Clothes Wringer,
WITH CO<ji ^VHEELS.

Pkioes—No. IM, $10 ; No. 2, JS 50.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST-
" This is the first Wringer I have found that would stand

the service required of it."—J. P. Huggins, Lovejoy's Hotel.

"In the laundry of my house there is a perpetual thanks-
giving on Mondaj's for the invention of your excellent
Wringer,"—Rev, Tueo. L. Ccyleu.

" We think the Machine much more than pays for itself

every year in the saving oi garments." "We think It Im-
portant that a Wringer should be fitted with COGS."

Orange Judd. American Agriculturist.

"The inventor of this Machine may have the satisfaction
of knowing that he has changed one of the most toilsome
parts of woman's work into a most attractive amusement."—
Mrs. Henry Wakd Beecuer.
" I heartily commend it to economists of time, money and

contentment,"—Uev Dr. Bellows.
5^" On receipt of price from any part of the country

where we have no canvassers, we send the Wringer ft-ee of
freiglit charges,
A good canvasser wanted in every township.

R. C. BROWNING, 347 Broadway, N. Y.

INVALID'S TRAVELING
CHAIRS, for In or out-door use.

Prices, %m to 150. Those like the

cut, ?2o to $35, light and strong.

Can be propelled by the hands.—
PATENT CANTEKING HOIiSES,
for out-door exercise and amuse-
ment. Every boy and girl wants
one, prices $12 to S'^, Send stamp
for circular- Children's Carriages,
Horse Rocking Chairs, etc.

S. W. SMITH.
90 William-st., New-Tork.

^HE PEOPLE'S CLOTHES WRINGER, tbe best,

the cheapest, and most durable, Cork Rolls, Cog Wheels,

Galvanized Iron Frame. Depot of the Company 4U1 Broad-

way New York. Price $9.00. Acents and Shippers liberal-

ly dealt with. Send for Circular.

Lalors' Slieep & Lamt>

siiSS^-^

Dipping Composition,
Cures Scab, Ticks and Lick on Sheep or Cattle, adds

over a pound of wool to the flrtce. Improves its quality, and

adds to the general health of the sheep, without danger

from taking cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOIJ BROTHERS, Utica, N, Y
Agents wanted for every State.

Also for sale, wholesale and retail by
GKIFFING BROTHER & CO,

60 Courtlandt-st., New-York,

and H. B. LANE, 151 Nassau-st., New-York.

To Evex*y Farrner
wishing a better furrow-turning Plow than hehas e^r yet

used who sends me $12, 1 will forward a Conical Plow
complete warranted to give satisfaction or the money ^^lll

he returned on the return of the Plow. Send full particu-

lars to the manulaotm-er^^^^^
^^^^^_ ^^^ ^^^^^_ ^^^^

G-^^.s
Is constanlly made by *. l''^»"''£>'

^'^'^'''rWoiiRl^F ''nr
af 17 Courtlandt-st., w bout FIRE, TKOUBl.*.. o>

r- »WW Micliii es tor 5 or even 250 Burners. Call and ex-

SniJ^ Manufac ors of the New "2 in 1 " Mower and Koap-

e with SelfTakc. and giving POfDi.K sjjkviue. Combined

WhS Plow and Cultivator, Rights for §ale.-Sent^ lor C r-

culi^ Addi'ess J. W. BAIN, Prcst, Amencau Agricultural

Worto, 17 Courllandtret., NewYork.
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BEST FARMING LANDS in the WORLD
FOR. Sj^JLE by the

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.,
In Tracts to suit Purchasers, AT XiOVT FRICES.

THE nXINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY HAVE FOR SALE,

000,000 ACRES of the best Farming Lands in the Country.

The road extends from Dunlcitb, in the north -western part of the State, to Cairo, in the extreme southern

part, with a branch from Centralia, one hundred and thirteen miles north of Cairo, to Chicago, on the shoro of

Lake Michigan—altogether a length of 704 miles—and the land which is offered for sale la situated upon either

side of the track, in no instance at a greater distance than fifteen miles.

State of Illinois.

Tlio rapid development of Illinois, its steady increase in population and wealth , and its capacity to produce

cheap food, are matters for wonder and admiration. Tho United States Commissioner of Agriculture estimates

the amounts of the principal crops of 18G4, for tho whole country, as follows: Indian corn, 530,581 ,403 bushels;

wheat, 160,695,823 bushels; oats, 176,690,064 bushels; of which the farms of Illinois yielded 138,356,135 bushels

of Indian corn; 33,371 ,173 bushels of wheat; and 24,273,751 bushels of oats—in reality more than one-fourth of

the corn, more than one-fifth of the wheat, and almost one-seventh of the oats produced in all the United States.

Grain—Stock Raising,

Pre-emiuently the first in tho list of grain-exporting States, Illinois is also the great cattle State of the

Uuion. Its fertile prairies are well adapted by nature to the raising of cattle, sheep, horses and mules; and in

the important interest of pork packing, it is far in advance of every other State. The seeding of these prairie

lands to tame grasses for pasturage or hay, offers to farmers with capital tho most profitable results. Tho

hay crop of Illinois in 1864 is estimated at 2,166,725 tons, which is more than half a milUon tons larger than tho

crop of any other State, excepting only New York,

Inducements to Settlers.

The attention of persons, whose limited means forbid the purchase of a homestead in the older States, is

particularly invited to these lands. 'Within ten years tho Illinois Central Railroad Company has sold 1,400,000

acres, to more than 20,000 actual settlers: and during the last year 264,422 acres—a larger aggregate of sales

than in any one year since the opening of the road. Tho farms are sold in tracts of forty or eighty acres,

suited to the settler with limited capital, or in larger tracts, as may be required by tho capitalist and stock

raiser. The soil is of unsurpassed fertility ; the climate is healthy ; taxes are low ;
churches and schools

are becoming abundant throughout tho length and breadth of the State ; and communication with all the great

markets is made easy through railroads, canals and rivers.

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.
The price of lands varies from $9 to $15 and upwards per acre, and they are sold on short credit, or for

cash. A deduction of ten per cent, from the short credit price is madetothoso who buy for cash.

Forty acres at $10 per acre, on credit; tho principal one-quarter cosh down—balance one, two and three

years, at six per cent, interest, m advance, each year.

Interest. Principal. Interest. Pbincipal.
Cish Payment, $18 00 $100 00 I Payment lo two years, S6 00 100 00

Payment ia one year, li 00 100 00 |
" threo years, 100 00

nrhe Same Land may be Purchased for S360 Cash.
Full information on all points, together with maps, showing tho exact location of Lands, will bo furnished

on application, in person or by letter, to

LAND COMMISSIONER, Illinois Central R. R. Co., Chicago, Illinois.

JERSEY FARM FOR SALE; near Morris and
Essex K. R., I'^O Acres of sood land. For particulars In-

quire of It. UKNDKIC, liooiu 13, Erie Buildings, N. Y. City.

B* K. Blis^' Seed Catalogue
and Guide to tlie Flo^vcr & Kitchen Garden,
contains upward of One Hundred Pages of" closely

printed matter, beautifully illustrated ; will be

mailed post-paid, to all applicants enclosing 25 cents.

Tlie IVe"w Stvawl>ewies«
Fine plants of tlie Great Wisconsin. Agrlculturifit, Great

Dulfalo, French's Seedling, Kussell. Ulvers' Eliza, Marguer-
ite, and all other choice sorts, the largest and finest assort-
ment ever oflered. Catalogues ready. Agents wanted.

B. M. "WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

Strawberry Plants.
Agriculturist and tlie other leading sorts for sale by

PAESONS & CO., Flushing, N. Y.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants, Drnfrglsts, Hospitals, small Job Printers,

&c. Address ADAMS PKESS CO., '^6 Ann-st., New York.
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cuts, Ac, Six cents.

Seymour's Patent Tree Protector.
The above is a neat and useful Invention for protecting

orchards and shade trees from tho ravages of the caterpillar,

canker and other worms that now infest our trees to such an

alarming extent. It consists of an iron trough made to en-

circle the trunk, containing coal oil or any gummy substance ;

this Is protected from the weather by an iron loof cover.

The whole made In sections and so constructed as to allow

for the growth or expansion of the trunk without checking

the flow of sap. "When applied to the tree, it prevents the

passage up of the female moth or miller (which, it will be no-

ticed, does not fly), It at the same time catches and licsttoys

them with all other insects that crawl upon the barn., there-

by shielding the fiuit and foliage Irom tbistwrlble nuisance.

It is so neat, simple and effectual, and sold at so moderate a

price as to commend It to the attention of all owning trees

of any value. The undersigned have secured from the
Patentee the exclusive nght to manufacture and sell tliis

valuable Invention throu-^hout the United States. All or-

ders shoidd state the girth or diameter of tlie trees. In

inches, for which they are wanted. Tv ''ead off the canker,

span or measure worm they should be ai>plied to the tree In

October. Orders addressed to our manufactory. New Britain,

Conn., or to our Warehouse, No. 58 Beekman st.. New York,
will be filled In their turn. A liberal discount made to deal-

ers. P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Conn.

Hot Water Furnaces
for IVarniiiig; Greenliouses, Conservato-

ries, Graperies, dec.

WEATHERED & CETKUKVoy, 117 Prince St,, New-York.

FREE MISSOURI.
The Missouri Land Coiiiitany,

CAPITAI^ STOCK, $500,000.

Office No. 12 NortU Fiftli Street,

St, Lonis, nilssourl.

DIRECTORS

:

E. W. FOX, of Pratt * Foi.

W. II. M.\DRICE, late County Collector.

MADISON MILLER. Fund Commissioner Pacific R. R.

W. n. BENTON, late Pomeroy & Benton.

CHAS, n. ROWLAND, State Senator.

—
C. H. ROWLAND, Pres't. ) M. MILLER, Land Commissioner,
W.H. MAURICE, V.-Prs. J FELIX COSTE, Treasurer.

Pnrcliasc and Sell Real Kstate of all descrip-

tions. Attend to the Payment of Taxes, for non-resi-

dents ; and the development or sale of Mineral Lands.—H.ive

extra facilities for placing Capital seeking investment in

Western Lands.—Will loan monies on productive Re.al-Ea-

tate Security, in City or Country as may be desired.

Kuilgraiit9 soelilng Homes, or Agents for Colo-

nies desirlnp: to locate large bodies of Lands will find it to

tlieir advantage to apply lo this Company.

All Communications promptly answered without charge.

The undersigned Is personally acquainted with the above

named Gentlemen, and cheerfully testifies to their high re-

spectability, trustfuiness, and ability as busine, aien.

FREDERICK MUENCH, Sta.e Senator.

of strawberry,
Raspberry, and Blackberry

Plants, Currant and GooseJberry Bushes,
Grape Vines, ice.

We will Issue this month, a new Edition of our Catalogue
contiiining a Report of our

STRAWBERRY EXHIBITION
In June, and much other valuable information to growers
of Small Fruits, which will be sent to all applicants enclos-

ing 10 cents. J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

100,000
APPI.E TREES, first class, cheap, at a Bargain.

For particulars, Address

I-ENK & CO.,

Humboldt Nurseries,

Toledo, O.

NATIVE IVIIVE.
Larpe tract? of land can now be secured in North Caroli-

na and Vlrirana, at low rates, hi localities as well adapted to
tlie eiiliure of p:r!ipo8 for wine as the bc?st wine disti-icts of
Ca.iloriuft or Fiiuu-e. 'I'lie writer's experience qualifies him
fji- iilaritinj; anil nmua^ini; a vineyard ; he desires to corre-
enond witli gentlemen, interested in the uianufaclure of na-
tive wine:*, wisliini; to form a Company or co-parlnersliip for
tlie profitable and perm:ment business of wine srowina: on
an extensive scale. Address A. B.. Lock Box Ko. 94, Nor-
folk, Va. Satisfactory New York references will be given.

PRIZE FRUIT BASKETS.
BEECHEU'S PATENT May 31st, 186-1.

At the ureat StrawberrvShow of the American Institute
Horticultural Society held June 13th and 1-lth, 1SC5. the pre-
mium for the Best Basket for marketins berries was
awarded to the celebrated Vent'cr Kmft Basket.
To those who have used our Basket it needs no recommen-

dation. But to all in want of a durable, reliable, and styllsli

ai'ticlc, we offer the above with the assurance that it will
realize tlielr best and fullest expectations.
For Circulars, with price, cut, and description of BasKCt,
Address A. BEECHEIi & SONS, Westville. Conn.

Baskets and Crates for sale by W. H. CAltPENTEU,
90 Vesey-et., New-York.

OW TO GROW PEARS.—See Gardener's
Monthly for June. Price 20 cts. 23 N. 6th-8t., Pbllad'a.H
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GRAPE VINES:

lONA AND ISRAELLA,

Witli all otiier valuablt hai-dy kinds, in-

cluding large stocksof Oela ware and Diana.

The lona and Israella wherpver known are admitted

to be the best hardy Rrape.^ in ca-:ivatlon.

My establishment has heretofore been very extensive, bnt

this season, for the purpose of prodaclog plants of these new

varieties of greatest possible excellence In sufficient number

to satisfy the Increasing demand, it has been very greatly

enlarged, and nothing has been omitted which my experi-

ence and knowledge have suirgested for enabling me to se-

cure a large supply of plants that will produce the best re-

Bults as to hardy and vigorous productiveness in Garden and

Vineyard, for table use and for wine.

It Is of great Importance for the hardy and enduring vigor

of vines, and for early bearing and continued productive-

ness, that the plant should not only be propagated In the

best manner, but from the best wood from mature stock.

In this respect I may claim a great advantage for this sea-

son's stock of lona and Israella plants which have

been produced with the greatest care from wood grown for

that special purpose, and such as no others can command.

To meet the wants of the present time In regard to the

vine I have prepared the following publications

First.—Descriptive Catalogue, a large pam-

phlet of Thirty-two pages, the chief object of which Is to de-

scribe accurately all of the native vines that are worthy of

attention, and to exhibit their relative importance and value,

and to state the conditions of success in grape-culture In

garden and vineyard, for fruit, for the table, and for wine,

with some account of "real Wine" and wine-making. It

contains more than Fifty engravings, showing many of the

best plans for training on buildings, and In garden and

vineyard.

Second.—Illustrated Catalogue, which contains

an accountof the characteristics and qualities of the leading

kinds of native grapes, but Is chiefly designed to be a thor-

ough practical treatise on the management of the vine from

the preparation of the soil to the gathering of the fruit. It

contains more than Eighty engravings, chiefly drawn from

actual vines, and Is the result of the experience of many

years earnestly devoted to the management of vines, and of

very extended careful observation.

Thinl.—Manual of tlie Vine—The two foregoing

are bound together in flexible covers, and in this form called

"Manual of the Vine." and It claims to he the most thorough

and comprehensive treatise on the subject In the language.

Fourtli.^For full tables of contents of the foregoing,

see pamphlet of Twenty-four pages, entitled *' Grape
Vines witU some Account «f tlie Four best

Hardy kinds, -ivitlk Description of the stock

of Vines for Sale at lona Island, ^vttlk Price

liists of Vines single and per Hundred.^*

Pifdi.—Propositions for the formation of Clubs. This

shows the best and cheapest method of obtaining vines and

Is that by which my Immense stock have been chiefly sold

the past two years, with general high satisfaction.

Price Ijistg and Pamplet sent for two cent stamp.

Descriptive Catalogue for ten cents.

Illustrated Catalogue for Twenty-flve cents.

Manual of tUe Vine for Fifty cents.

P. S.—My stock of two-year-old transplanted vines of

lona and Allen''s Hybrid, are worthy of particular at-

tention, and have been prepared to meet earnest demands

that have not heretofore been satisfied.

C. \V. GRANT,
lona (near PeeksklU),

Westchester Co., N. T,

DELAWARE VINES.
Parsons & Co.,

Offer for the autumn trade,

DelaTvare Grrape Vines,
at the following low prices:

No. 1. $30 00 per 100.—$250 00 per 1000.

$2,000 per 10,000.

No. 2. $20 00 per 100.—$150 00 per 1000.

$1200 per 10,000.

No. 3. $13 00 per 100.—$100 00 per 1000.

$750 per 10,000.

These vines are grown fi-ora single eyes of well-matured
wood.—After many years' experience in growing vine^we
have for three years past discarded the pot culture, because
it Induces a cramped condition of the roots, ft-om which they
with difficulty recover.

Our vines are therefore grown In broad borders, where
having perfect freedom, they make substantial woody roots,

full of fibre eyes.

The reports returned to us of the rapid and luxuriant

growth of those we have furnished In past years, enables us

to recommend these with entire confidence.

For three years our stock has been exhausted In the au-

tumn and subsequent applicants have been disappointed.

Those therefore who wish them should order early.

lOIVA VINES,
No. 1, $2.00 each ; $18.00 per doz.; $100 per 100.

No. 2, $1.50 each ; $12.00 per doz.; $S0 per 100.

COIVCORD TIXES,
From single eyes, one year old.

$12 00 per 100 ; $S0 00 per 1000
;

$700 per 10,000.

"We also ofl'er fine plants of

Adirondac, Crcveling, Allen's Hybrid, Ives'
Madeira, Diana, Israella, Kartford Prolific,
Ijydta, Rebecca, Rogers' Hybrids, and the other

popular sorts, all at low prices.

We commend our vines to dealers, as particularly adapted
to their needs, and have so arranged the rates that the differ-

ence in the prices of different quantities will afford them a
good profit.

Address

PARSONS & CO.,

Flushing:, Li. I.

We Have in course of Propagation

S35,000 COJVCORD VINES.
35,000 Dklawake, 8,000 Haetfokd Pbolific,

5,000 RoQBKS' Htbeids, 3,000 Diana,

3,000 lONA, 2,000 Adieondao,

S,000 Allen's Htbbid, 1,000 Israella,

and numerous other valuable varieties, both old and new.
We thank our customers for the liberal patronage tliey have
bestowed, and assure them and all Interested in vine and
grape culture that no care or expense will be spared the
present season to bring our vines to the Highest Standakd.
Our Prices will merit the attention of Dealers and

PlantiTs. Responsible Agents are wanted in every
town to form clubs, or to spend the season in canvassing.
Large commission will be given to such as can furnish relia-

ble references ; none others need apply.

Address with Stamp, WM. PERRT & SON,
Bridgeport, Conn,

Agriculturist Strawberry.
At the two great Exhibitions of Strawberries, held in this

City on the 8th and 14th of June, Uws Great Agriculturist

proved to be the Prize berry of America. The following are

the awards made by a large Committee of practical fruit

growers: For the beat Strawberry known, new or old, first

prize awarded to the Great Agriculturist. For the three

heaviest berries, first prize to the Great Agriculturist. For
the best market berry, first prize to the Great Agriculturist.

This variety is now put at the head of the list for all pur-

poses by a Committee of practical fruit growers. My vines

have produced this season an enormous crop, the berries

even larger than last year. 1 have made estonsive prepara-
tions to grow plants so that all applicants may be supplied

with the genuine plants at a moderate price as follows: 12

plants, $1.00; 50 plants. $3.00; 100 plants. $5.00 ; 1000 plants,

$25.00; 10,000 plants, $200.00.

All plants delivered in rotation as ordered ; no less than
one dozen sold. All orders addressed to

WM. S. CARPENTER,
156 Reade-street, New York.

NeirV Dwarf Celery,
strong Plants of this superb variety will be ready from

15th June to 15th July.

Price $1 perlOO; $7.50 per 1,000; $50 per 10,000, carefully
packed to ship to any part of the United States. Plain print-
ed dh-ections for the culture and winter preservation of
Celery accompan>ing eacli package, instructive alike to the
Amateur or Gardener, containing aa it does our experience
of 18 years as Market Gardeners.

HENDERSON & FLEIUNG, 67 Nasaau at., New York.

:By IVIail, Post-Paid.
Seeds suitable to the

PRESENT inoiVTH.

TURNIP SEED.
J. M. THORBURIV & Co.,

No. 15 John-street, New'York,

Ofl'er their Pure and Selected Stock of Turnip Seed
by mail, postage pre-paid, at the following rates :

Early Wbttk Dutch, peroz., lOcts.; per lb., $1
German Teltow *' 20 *' " 3

Red Top Strap LE.A.P. " 10 " *' 1

English White Globe, " 10 " "
75c.

NOEFOLK, " 10 *' "
75C.

Long White French, " 10 " "
l

" " Tankard ••
10 " "

i

Yellow Stonh " 10 " *•
i

Golden Ball, extra fine, " 10 " "
l

Yellow Aberdeen, " 10 " "
l

Yellow Finland, " 20 " " 150
Dale's Htbrid "

10 " " 75c,
Improved Ruta-Baga " 10 " "

i

Skirving's do " 10 " *'
1

Laing'3 do "
10 " •"

I

XRA1>E PRICE 1.ISX
of the Above, for Denlei-s, Just pnblislied*

Also

Corn Salad, peroz. 15 cts., per lb. $2 00

Pepper Grass, " 10 " **
75c.

White Spined encumber, " 15 *' " 150
Long Green do " 20 *' "

2 50

Green Curled Endive " 40 " "
4 00

Scotch Kale " 30 " "
2 50

Kohlrabi (fine Vienna) " 40 " "
5 00

White Cabbage Lettuce " 40 '* "
4 00

Nasturtium ' 40 " "
4 00

Early Tom Thumb Peas, per quart, 80c.

Scarlet Turnip Radish, peroz. 1'5 pts,, per lb. $1 50

Yellow Summer do *' 15 " "
1 50

Black Spanish do " 15 *' " 150
Scarlet Chinese Winter do .. " 30 " "

4 00

Round Spinach " 10 " "
75c.

Prickly do " 10 " "
75c.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

15 John-st., New-York.

Important toFarmers
DEIHIi SELECT ^VHEAT.
READ THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATE.

" The undersigned, larmcrs of DeKalb Co., Ind., after a tail
and satisfactory trial of DEIHL SELKCT WHEAT, certify
that it is a beautiful "WHITE WHEAT, ripenina
fully as early as the Medtteurankan or other Red wheat,
equally hardv. withstands the ravages of all lusects quite as
well, a'nd jields at least one third more to the acre. It is a
smooth wheat, the straw short and stiff, Btandlng up remark-
ably well, and is an entirely distinct variety from any other
with which we have ever met : and by far the best and most
profitable to raise

Geo. Egnew. Jeremiah Lewis,
Jno. McOitrdt, Abraham Ockke,

Noah Showalter. and others.
For sale In sacks of 2 bushels each, or in barrels, by

A. M, HALSTED, 67 Pearl-st., New York.
F. BISSEL. Toledo, Ohio,

and by the subscribers,

T. J. & J. T. SHELDON, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEIVIt & CO.,
H1I]nBOI.I>X NUKSERIES,

Toledo, O.

All kinds of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens,
Shrubs, Eosea, &c,

GRAPE VIIVES
at wholesale and retail.

GENERAL
Purchasingr AgrencF*
The undersls:ned will Purchase to Order, on favorable

terms, and at a moderate commission, any articles of neceft-
sity or lu.xury, of small or lar^e value, such as Supplies for
Families. Goods lor Merchants, Farmers, Mechanics, &c.
Money seut by rftail or otherwise, will be immediately ac-
knowledKed. and goods promptly forwarded as directed.
Letters of Inquiry will receive immediate attention.

S. COIVOVER, Jr., 160 Fulton-st., New-York.
Kefers by permission to Opposite St. Paul's Church.
Wm. E. Dodge, Jr., Esq.; A. D. Randolph, Esq.

SWIFT &, DEZENDORT^
'

Produce Commission Merchants, No. 4 Broadway, New-York.
REFER, BT J'KRMISSION, TO

H. D. Walbrldse & Co., N. T.l Kins Brothers, Toledo, Ohio.
BllTcn, Mead t Co., " Kraus & Smith, •' •

K. B113S, Esq., " V. 11. Ketcham, Esq., "

John A. Gilbert, Esq. " ' G. P. Smith, Esq.,Cleverd

W. G. Hlbbard, Esq., Chicago, llUnols.
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S. B. CONOVER,
Coiiiiiii§!^ioii Dealer,

360, 261 K Z&i West Washington Market,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling rtll kinds of Fruit and
otlier Farm Produce.
Kefers to the Editor of the American AirricuUunst.

A. M. HALSTED,
67 Pearl-!*!., IVe^v-York,

Produce Commission jflcrcliaiit,
FOB THE 3ALK OF

« W «

IK

Q
1^ Q H

^

» 3h tu a.
U »! K ^ a e r

a n < a. a » M «! U
H b S < a h a !» CU X » ij

UKFKRliXCES— Bcnj. Loder. Esq., N. T.. Ex-Pres't. Erie
R. R.. Fred. lUssell. Esq., Toledo. O.. Craffln & Co., N. Y.,

and Chica;;o. III., Geo. \|. Tudd. liurllntiton. Iowa.
Send for Wkeklt Price CtrRKEXT, Slarkin'i Plate and

Circular with Packing and Shipping tliroctiona.

Farmers' Consignments receive Si>ecial attention.

THE BEST FERTILIZER FOR
BUCK.AVHEAT, WHEAT, RVE, TUR-

NIPS, Jtc, is

Bruce's Concentrated IMniiHrc.

So say lliose wjjo have tested it.

Bead for Circular.

GKIFFISG BROTHISi: & CO.. Sole Agents,
60 Courtlandt-st., New Yorlc.

Aniinouiated Pacific (>ciiano.
A real guano, containing from seventv to eighty per cent

of Phosphate of Lime ; to Vliicli has been added by a cliem-
leal process, a lar^e percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to

any other fertilizer. Price $S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-

count to the Trade.
P.amphlets with copies of analysis by Dr. Jaclcson, Mass.

State Assaver. and Dr. Liebit;, of Baltimore, and testimonials
from sciehtiftc agriculturists, showing its value, can be
obtained from J. O. BAKKK & CO.. Sellinj: Agents.

131 Pearl-Bt.. J^ew-York

THE SETTLERS' GUIDE IN THE UNITED
states and British America. Being a Rvnoptical review

of the Soil, Climate and Productions, with the Minerals,
Manufactures. &c.. of each State, carefuUv arr;in2i.-d from
Manufacturing reports. State documents and standard works.
as well HS from pei*sonal observation. Illufilrated by .Map of
the United States and Territories, and 44 engravinix.s. price
post-paid, $1.50. Ageuts wanted. DAVIES & KENT.^

183 William-st., N. T.

New Comie Son^s, Piano Accompaniment.

I'VE STRUCK ILE. With an illustrated title, showing
bow it was done. Wilder. 30. COUSIN JEDEDIAlI.
Thompson. 30.

"O. Jacob, set the cows home and pnt them In the pen,
For the cousins are a coming to see us all asain.

The dowdy'9 in the pan and the Turkey's on the Ore,

And we all must get ready tor Cousin .Jedediah."
OUKGIIANDFATHEU'S DAYS. Tony Pastor. 30.

TOVYPASTOLi'S MEDLEY. 30. POMPEY JoNES. Song
and Dance. Wilder. 30. THE JOLLY OLD PEDAtlOGUI-r
Bruce, 30. LUDDY FUDDY. The Cracksman's Sons in
"Rosedale." 30. DER DEUTSCHMAN'S PHILOSOPHY.
Schmidt. 30.

" I've ft toUftr vot I spend.
But I've not'ns for to lend."

PD CHOOSE TO BE A BABY. Fred Buckley. 30. Sent
post paid on receipt of price- OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
rublishers, 277 Washington-street. Boston.

The Herald of Health
AND

Journal of Physical Culture,
for June, Is full of the best matter for all Invalids, and for

all who would preserve their health. Every person should
sec It. 15 cents a number ; $1.50 a year. A new volume in

July. 5000 copies of the Cook Book already sold. Dr. Hall
says Us mode of cooking would add 10 years to the average
of human life. Price 30 cents. If yon are sick and would get
well, learn how to live by reading these books and let noB-

truma alone. Address MILLER. WOOD & CO..
15 Laight-street, New York.

NEW AND EXQUISITE ITIUSIC, JUST
ISSUED.—THE NEW NATIONAL JUBILEE

PRIZE SONG—
" Shout the good time has come,

Our Nation Is Free;
Echo wide the Chorus,
Proclaim the Jubilee."

THE WHIP-POOR-WILL SONG, with Echo, by H. Mil-

lard, exquisitely touching, both In-words and melody. 30 cla.

LOVE ON THE BRAIN, bv Mrs. Parkhurst. 30 cents.

KISS ME WHILE PM SLEEPING, by Konrad Trener.
Beautiful and artistic. 30 cents.

EVERYBODY'S LOVK SONG-Loveln all Its ph.ases. 30ct8.

W. JENNINGS DEMOREST, 30 Bcckman-st.
Bold by all music dealei-s, or mailed free ; or four for $1.

EMOREST'S :\IONTHLY MAGAZINE.—.JU-
bilce Number for July—Containing The Jubilee Nation-

al Prize Song, with Splendid Poems, Illustrated— Entertain-

ing Stories—Household Matters—Summer Fashions and
Fashion Plates—Full Size Patterns and other novelties. Do
not fail to see the elegant and valuable July number, now
ready. Yearly $3, with a valuable premium. Mailed free

oa receipt of "price, 25 cents.
W. JENNINGS DEMOREST,

No. 39 Beekaian-8t., N. Y.

JEFF DAVIS!

" Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep."

THIS BEAUTIFUL PICTITKE,

Painted by HOLFELD,
AND ENG-RAVED BY

A. B. WALTER
IS NOW READY FOR SUDSCRWERS.

SOLD Oi\LY BY SUBSCRIPTION.
[From Hev, W. A. Stearns. Prr-sident Amlierat Colh^ge.]

"I hope it may have an extensive circulation, and bring

blessings to many a christian home."

[From Rev. John Todd. D. D., Pittsfleld, Mass.]
" To see It la to adntire, and to admire is to love It."

[From Rev. S. D. Phelps. D. D.. New Haven. Conn.]
" It is an ailmirable and charming picture, and must carry

a sacred and sunny inflaence into every room whose wall it

may adorn."

[From Rev. I. C. Pershing. Prest. Pittsburg Female College.]

"Such works of art link the beautiful and the good, and
bring Home and Heaven near to each other."

[From Rev. Samuel Wolcott. D. D., Cleveland. Ohio.]

"In act. attitude and expres-^lon it is one of the loveliest

figures on which the eye can rest. It is a £cm."

Agents Wanted in Every Town and County.

W. J. HOLLAND, Publisher,
Springfield, ITIa<s«4.

BURLESQUE
LIFE .OF

The most gloriously funny thing, just as lull of humor as
It can be. with numerous comic illustrations, in Julv No.
ofMERRYMAV^S MOXTHLV. A splendid nu'mher
with Improvement's and new features. Prize Puzzle
every month with Greenback. Prizes. Sold bv newsmen
or sent postpaid lor l.> cents, 3 specimens 30 cents. No
free conies. J. C. HAXEY& CO.. 109 Naasau-st., New York.
2^" Will be sent months (July to Dec. Inclusive) for

60 cents, 'i copies SI. Club of 4: and one free to getter up,
S*. Regular rates Sl<3'3 a year. Subscribe now';

Editors Inserting the above Cdisplaved the same) as ofteo
as they sec tit will receive one copy six months free.

Oiiinioiis of tils- Press.^" Meretman's MoxthlIL
Is the merriest periodical afloat. Abounding !n witticisms
and striking caricatures, it is a jolly companion at all times.
We commend it to the lovers ot ran."— Observe?' and Hecord-
er. Rising Sun. Indiana.

*•• "It is full of fun and merriment. * * Send for It if
you are troubled with the blues, or afraid ot them."—Can-
field. Ohio. Weekly ffer-ald.

" Merrtm.\n'3 Mon'thlt for April is. asnsual. a laughter-
provoking, comic visitor.—'Laush and be fat,' is an old max-
im, and we would 'prescribe' to lank, thin specimens of hu-
manity the trial of a few numbers of Merryman."—Hudson,
Michigan. Herald.

JILY NFaiBER READY AT ALL NEWS AGEXTS.

a NEW VOL.! LOOK AT JULY NO.!—
-i* Portraits Of Prestdkxt Johnson—two views; Skcre-
TARY Harlan; Queen Victoria; the Empress Eugenie; the
Emperor Alexander; Julius Caesar, with Sketches of Char-
acter; the Conspirators, and How they Look ; the Physiog-
nomy of Cl.asses; Love and Lovers; Second Marriages; Fat
Folks and Lean Folks, and How to Cure them,-with Illustra-

tions; The Russian, with portraits; Enlarging the Lungs;
Immortality of Mind; A Wonderful Prediction Fulfilled;
Hi-meneal Poetry; Maiden's Eyes; An Appeal from the
South; Art and Artists; Practical Preaching; Work-Day
Religion; A Hint to Maiden Ladles; Dictionary of Phrenol-
ogy and Physiognomy, with engravings; Hats—ft New No-
tion, illustrated; Our Country: "Able-bodied Men;" Early
Patriots of America, Illustrated ; Our Finances ; The Atlan-
tic Cable, and Americans In England; with much more In

JULY DOUBLE NO. PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
Best No. ever issued. Begins a new Vol, Only 20 cents, by
return post, or a year for $2. Subscribe now. Address

FOWLER & WELLS. 380 Broadway. New York,

Na1>1>atU School Superinteii«lents
and TeacUers wiil be interested In the series of
small, cheap, but comprehensive Lesson Books, on a
new plan, entitled " Lessons for Every Si)Nt>A.Y in the
Year." They are arranired in series of 52 lessons each,
with many notes, references, etc. These are selected

so that with the " Connecting History" they give a com-
prenensive and connected view of the whole Bible.

No. 1 embraces the period from the Birth of Christ to

the end of Acls. No. 2 embraces the whole New Testa-
ment in its connecting history, but is niiinly upon the
second part of the book. No. 3 e.xtends from .Adam to
Elijah ; and No. 4 (not yet ready) will extend from
Elijah to Christ. They are approved and used by all de-
nominations ; and are adapted to scholars of all ages,
able to read ihe Bible. Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are now
ready. As an evidence of their value, it may be stated
that of No. 1, Ihe first issued, about 150,000 copies
have already been called for. Price of each series. 15
cents each

; $1 50 per dozen; $12 per 100. If to go by
mail, 4 cents each extra for postage; or, if in packages of
ten or more 3 cents each. As specimens. Nos. 1, 2, and 3
will be sent post-paid for 50 cents. Address Publisher of
American J^icultunst, New York,

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the Agriciilturvit at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These
prices are positively good only to August Ist.]

Allen's (L. F.) Rnral Architecture j i 50
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
Allen's DiseiuseB of Domestic Animals 1 oo
American Bird Fancier 30
American Rose Culturist 30
American Weeds and useful Plants 1 75
Art of Saw Filing. ,, (Holly)

.'*"

qq
Barry's Fruit Garden i 75
Reecher's (Henry Ward) Fruit. Flowers and Fanning.. 1 25
Bement's Poulterer's Companion 2 OO
Beiuent's U.T,bbit Fancier jq
Blake's Farmer's Encyclopedia j .^q

Bousslngault's Rural Economy i gQ
Brldseman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 75
Bridgeman's Young Gardener's Assistant., 2 00
Bridgeman's Kitchen Garden Instructor. 75
Brldseman's Florist's Guide -jg

Br.andt's Ase of Horses (English and German) 50
Breck'a Book of Flowers

j jg
Browne's Field Book of -Manures^

*

j 5(1

Bnlst's Flower garden Directory
j 50

Bulst's Family Kitchen Gardener ][[[[ j qq
Burr's Vegetables of America '.]','.'..

5 00
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book. .(Holly) , [ gO
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide

'

75
Cobbett's American Gardener ^-g

Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book '*'/.'

go
Cole's Veterinarian

:
-=

C'llman's Asricnltnrc e m
Copeland's Countrv Life .. ..

'. '; Si
Cottage Bee-Keeper * 2^
Cotton Planters' Jianual (Turner) 1 en
Diidd's Modern Horse Doctor \^
Da.lfl's (Geo. H.> American Cattle Doctor 1 so
Dana's Muck Manual

j 35
I'og and (Jim (Hooper's) on
DoWning's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) fi ^
Downimr's Cottage Residences . 9 kq
DowMin'.:'s [•rniis and Fruit Trees of America 3 00
Kastwooii on Cranberrv re
Elliott's Western Fruit'Grower's Guide.,!! 1 «ioEmplovment of Women—By Virsinia Penny 1 Ho
Fessenden'8 Complete Farmer aiid Gardener i 50
Flax Cultnre (Ready next month) ',, 50
FrrtirlTs Farm Drainage 1 tn
Fii-M's CDiomaB W.) Pear Culture T 9*
I'^jsli Culture !!!!'"*

1 2.5
('lint (Charles L.) on Grasses o fin
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming . 2 on
Fuller's Grape Culturist '" ten
Fuller's Strawberry Cul tnrist y^
Goodale's Principles of Breedinc

. i^
Grav's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 4 no
Grav's How Plants Grow \^
Gnenon on Milch Cows ," «
Hall's (Miss) American Cookery ' ^ .)'«

Haraszthy Grape Culture, &c. . m^
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 3 kq

„ ;>'>. ^9- ,
do. do. colored piateV.!! 4 50Herbert s Hmls to Horsekeeperg 1 -"s

Hints to Riflemen, bv Cleveland V, 1 in
Hop Culture (Readv) *

JJHow to Buv a Farm and where to Find One 1 7:;

Jatines' Fruits and Fruit Trees .' gn
Jenninffs on Cattle. Sheep. Ac

j
ja

Johnston's Agricultural Cliemistn* i 75
JohnPton's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry!! l 2S
Ken:p's Landscape Gardening ,_! n qq
I>ftnjrstrorh on the Honey* Bee 5 00
Loudon's (Downing'^) Ladies' Flower G.irden "

2 03
Leurhar'p How to Build Hot-houses ""* 1 50
Liebis's Familiar Letters on Chemistrv. ..,!"!!!!!! 50
Liebiir's Modern Acricultnre .*

1 53
Linslev's (D. C.) Morean Horses .t

.'.'.*.'

1 50
Manual ol AErviculture by G, Emerson and C. L"F]{nt' 1 00
.Mavhew'R Illustrated Horse Doctor 3 50
MaVliew's Illustrated Horse Management . , . 350
MrNLihou'ci American Gardener . ^ ^O
Miles on the Horse's foot 75
Morrull's American Shepherd 275
.Mv Farm of Edgewood

] 2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record j 50
Neill's Practical Gardener (Pardee) '.,',',.!!" 150
Norton's Scientilic Atrriculture 75
nicott's .'^orglio and Impliee ! 135
Onion Cultnre oq
(lur Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) SO
Pardee on Strawberry Culture * *^ '

^jj
Parsons on the Rose . j 5Q
Phantom Bouiiuet. or Skeleton Leaves " '

j bq
Pedder's Land Measurer '

qq
Qnhibv's Mysteries of Bee keeping .,,

"•••
^ .^

Rahbif Fancier ^"

gg
Randall's Sheep Husbandry

, !!!,'!!!! 1 90
Ilandall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry !!!!!" 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 no
RIvei's' Orchard Houses gn
Rural Afl'airs— (bound) 3 Vols each. 150
Saxtou's Farmers' Library. .set of3 Vols, morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols. .cloth. .!!'" 8 50
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Shepherd's own Book 9 9«
Skilllnl Housewife "; *«
Smith's Landscape Gardening --..-

^ ^g
Spencer's Education of Children ,. i cq
Stewart's fJohnj Stable Book ""

i
In

Ten Acres Enouirh ... .! 1 50
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture. ..... ' 2 50
Thomas" Fruit Culturist

j 50
Thompson's Food of Animals *"*

i qq
Tobacco Culture . . -. 95
Todd's (S. E.l Young Farmer's Manual 1 50
Tucker's Register Rural Affairs - ' 3Q
Vaux's Villas and Cottages !.'!.'!!!.'! 3 00
Walden's Complete Soil Cultnre !"! '!

1 50
Warder's Hedcres and Evergreens !!!!!!!! 1 !50
Waring's Elements of Agriculture \\ iqqW atson's American Home Garden !!!!!!'*' 2 00Wax Flowers f Art of Making) J so
Wheat Plant (John Kllnparfs) " 150
Woodward's Country Homes ]][[ i 50
Youatt and Snoom?r on tlie Horse

'."*'
1 50

Youatt and Nlartin on Cattle !.!!! 1 50
Youatt 03 the Hog !! 1 oo
Yountt on Sheep .... . ] oo
Youmana' Houpehold Science 2 00
Youmans' New Chemistry 3 oo
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Agricultvirist Strawberry Successful-

Plants as Premiums.

The past monlh has definitely established the great

value of this variety. We wish every reader could have

looked upon the plot on the Publisher's grounds—the

slools in regular order, each almost large enough to fill

from a peck to X bushel measure, with hardly a defective

plant in the whole plot ; though most of them were set

out October and November, 1864 and not all protected

during winter. There is not the least sign of disease or

worm in the whole plot; and the usual white grub, no

often fatal to this and other plants, in all localities, seems

to have let these entirely alone. The fruit was large,

beautiful, and of excellent quality ; and though the plants

were taxed to the utmost in producing runners, which

were lifted until April ITth, the fruit was still so abun-

dant, that home dealers readily offered and paid $300 for

wliat they could themselves pick on a tiille over half an

acreof them, with no trouble or expense to the proprietor.

As all the plants possible were desired, no effort was

made to produce extraordinary specimens, yet under the

hard treatment above described, large numbers of berries

were picked, ranging only 20 to 30 in the pound ; and

some were larger still, while the fruit was solid and

crimson to the r^ . e. These facts were witnessed by many

neighbors acd visitors. At the second exhibition, June

15th, after the best fruit was gone, this variety was excel-

led by the Russell, in the weight of three heaviest berries.

We leave others, less interested, to speak of the compa-

rative flavor. We have no plants to sell, having agreed

with Mr. Knox of Pittsburg, who took all our surplus

plants last spring, to sell none this year, except on his

account ; but from the interest we have taken in bringing

cut and distributing this variety, we have no little pride

and pleasure in the result.

As announced last month, (page 194) we reserved the

right to offer plants as premiums for subscribers ; and the

generally successful sending of the plants by mail in

wooden boxes, this ye.ar, warrants us in offering to send

them thus at any time In autumn, at least prior to Sep-

tember in. We therefore republish the oSer of last month.

1.—To any one who will now, or any time be/ore Au-

gust 15th, send us /our subscribers, at the regular rates

($5), we will forward, post paid, Ten of the Agricultur-

ist Str.iwberry Plants, of first class, about Sept. 1.

II.—To any one sending ten subscribers now, or before

August ISth, we will send Twenty Plants as above.

Ill,—An so on, for a larger number of names we will

send at the rate of 20 Plants for ten subscribers.

JOS" Subscriptions may begin at the middle of the vol-

ume, July 1st, or date back to the beginning of the vol-

ume, Jan. Ist, and receive the back numbers, which are

always printed as needed from stereotype plates.

jf^= In addition to the above, those new subscribers

who ha.e not before had plants of us, may call for a

plant or two apiece, if each one sends 5 cents extra along

with the subscription, to cover cost of postage, box and

packing. We cannot afford the time, trouble and ex-

pense of reopening the offer of plants to others than new
names coming in under the above premium proposition.

The offer of free plants has been open to all subscribers

for more than a year, which is surely enough.

Xlie Agricultiiral Bureau.—A -word
to President Jolinson.—We have at Washington

an "Agricultural Bureau," supported at an annual ex-

pense to the countiy of nearly Two Hundred Thousand

Dollars, including direct appropriations, the printing of

the annual reports, etc. It might be of great value to

the country if properly managed. There are some ex-

cellent men engaged in subordinate positions, but we say

plHinly, that the present head of the Bureau is not com-

petent for his position, and we are quite sure this is the

general, if not the unanimous, opinion of the moi'e intal-

ligent agriculturists of the country who are awake to the

improvement of Ibis great inteiest. We should suppose

the Coramissiuncr himself would feel this after his four

years of offire. He must have received many direct

and indirect intimations of the feelings and wishes of tlie

public. Owing to the heavy pressure of other public in-

terests upon the late President, the people have hitherto

consented to hold the matter in abeyance, though consul-

tations on the subject have been frequent. There is far

from entire ignor-ince in regard to the schemes and
"White House" influences that have been brought to

bear to keep the Bureau under its past and present di-

rection, and of the efforts to secure the favorable opinion

of the members of the next Congress. In behalf of our

own hundreds of thousands of readers, and of the country

at large, we beg President Johnson to give the subject his

earliest possible attention, and place at the head of the

Bureau some man of broad comprehensive views and in-

telligence, one able to grasp the immense interests in-

involved in the scope of the Department, and lay out and

carry into execution such plans as will promote agricul-

tural development and improvement. At present the Bu-

reau falls infinitely below what It should and might be,

and there is no hope of its being better, until under more

competent direction.

»-. «< •-»

Tlie Washington Monnment—Is it

a Humbug ?—On the Mall, west of the Smithsonian

Institute, at Washington, stands a half or quarter-fin-

ished obelisk called "Washington Monument," and

thus it has stood for years past. Large contributions

have been called for, to aid in building it, from time to

time, from Maine to California. In the Patent Office is

a model of the proposed completed monument, and at

each corner of it is a glass box calling for contributions.

While there at the Review, we noticed many patriotic

soldiers putting in their hard earned currency freely,

and we learned that this had been done very largely

during the recent encampment of our armies around the

Capital. These boxes are emptied every now and then,

and we would like to know what is done with the

money. We do not remember any report of receipts or

expenditures by the "Association" for several years

past, and hear it intimated that some of the manages are

not the most loyal, or have not been. It may be all

right ; but in behalf of the contributors to the enterprise

,

among whom we have been numbered, we call for full

information. Who has charge of tlie money, and Is ev-

ery dollar legitimately and properly expended, and how ?

The Strawberry Show of 1865.

In order to meet both extremes of the Strawberry sea-

son, as well as to give those who cultivate in later local-

ilies an equal chance with those who live on warm soils,

the show was continued through two days, a week apart.

The Exhibition on the first day, June 8th, was very full

and the fruit of an unusually fine quality. Fewer entries

, ."^re made on the second day, June 15th, but they includ-

'^ some things not exhibited on the first day. Taken as

a whole, the show was a success, and the crowds of per-

sons who visited it, many of them with note-book in

Iiand, showed that these free exhibitions interest great

numbers and they cannot fail to be very instructive.

The following are the entries and the awards of prizes.

ENTRIES JUIVE; Sth.

Triomphe de Gand ; Crimson Favorite ; Agriculturist

:

John Cole, Tompkinsville, Staten Island.

Seedling: Erastus G. Barret, Sag Harbor, L. I.

Boston Pine ; Chilian Pyramidal : W. E. Chilson,
Passaic, N. J.

Wilson; Triomphe de Gand: 11. * C. G. Atwaler,
New Haven, Conn.

Agriculturist ; Boston Pine ; Green Prolific ; Vicom-
tesse ; Triomphe de Gand : L. V. Conover, Morrisania,
N. Y.

Agriculturist (and 3 plants) : O. Judd, Flushing.

Barnes' Mammoth (with plant): TenEyck Bros., Mid-
dletown, N. J.

Seedling (and 2 plants); Agriculturist: Seth Boyden,
Newark, N. J.

Wilson , Triomphe de Gand : T. W. Suffems, Sufferns,

N. Y.

Gen. Grant (seedling from the Agriculturist) : W. A.
Burgess, Glen Cove, L. I.

Tiiomphe de Gand : Geo. Elvins, Hammonton, N. J.

Col. Ellsworth ; Seedling: I. L. Nostrand, Brooklyn,

Russel ; Buff:Uo ; Lady Finger ; Monitor ; Hovey ;

Crimson Favorite ; French's Seedling; Green Prolific;
"Triomphe de Gand; Downer's Prolific ; Ward's Favor-
ite ; Cutter ; Vicomtesse ; Deptford White : E. Williams.
.Montclair, N. J

Russell ; Heins' Prolific : E. Faile, Woodstock, N.Y.
Imported German Strawberries : Ernst & Bro., South

Amboy, N. J.

Hautbois: I.E. Chapman, Perth Amboy, N. J.

Boston Pine or Bartlelt : Edward Kelly, N. Y. Cily.

Wilson ; Triomphe de Gand : G. Henry, Hudson N. J

Green Pridific ; Lenni^'s White ; La Constante; Rus-
sell : C. S. Pell, N. Y. Orpliau Asylum.

Hooker ; Scarlet Magnate , Wilson ; Burr's New Pine;
LeBaron ; Frederick William ; Rein Hortense , Charl-
ton's Prolific , Marguerite ; French's Seedling ; Brighton
Pine ; Ladies' Pine ; Vicomtesse ; Scott's Seedling , Cut-
ter ; Deptford Pine ; Victory ; Mrs. Fuller ; Austin ;

Monitor ; Albion ; Triomphe de Gand : Jenny Lind ;

Ridgewood ; Brooklyn Scai'let ; Green Prolific; Belle
Bordelaise ; Schiller ; Col. Ellsworth ; Gen. Scott ; Iowa;
Nicholson's Superb; Gen. McClellan : Black Prince;
De Montrieul ; Lennig's White ; Bonte de St. Julien

;

Scotch Runner ; Victoria ; Emma; Napoleon 3d ; Al-
bion : Thos. Cavanagh, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Russel; Wilson: Eliza (seedling); Gen. McClellan
;

Jucunda ; Triomphe de Gand ; Austin ; Green Prolific;

Boston Pine; McAvoy's Superior; Buffalo; La Con-
stante ; Fillmore ; Cutter ; Green Prolific ; Hovey

;

Hooker; Biooklyn Scarlet, Virginia: Francis Brill,

Newark, N. J.

Agriculturist; Union Scarlet; McAvoy's Superior;
Green Prolific . John Grove, Union, N. Y.

Seedling: E. H. Bogert, Manhassel, L. I.

ENTRIES jrNE IStli.

English Seedling, 3 varieties; R. Wade, Troy, N. Y.
Eight Seedlings: W. H. Romeyn, Kingston, N. Y.
Frances Emma (seedling) : H. W. Tibbetts, White

Plains, N. Y.

Perry (Seedling) : Geo. Perry & Son, Georgetown, Ct.

Alpine ; Hautbois : Thos. Cuthbert, Riverdale, N. Y.
Russell: Wilson; Triomphe de Gand; La Con-

stante : Geo. Herbert, Peeksklll, N. Y.

Seedling (Plant): Wm. Teft, Fordham, N. Y.
Agriculturist : O. Judd, Flushing, L. I.

Lennig's White: Russell; Fillmore: C. S. Pell, N.
Y. Orphan Asylum.
Russell ; Black Prince ; Austin ; Triomphe de Gand;

Brooklyn Scarlet ; Rideewood ; La Constante; Gen'l
Scott: M:irgiieiite ; Victoiia ; Cutter: Monitor; Len-
nig's White ; Deptford White ; Belle Bordelaise: Hooker;
Ciimson Favorite: Bonte St. Julien; Vicomtesse;
Scotch Runner ; Alpine : Thos. Cavanagh, Brooklyn,
Boston Pine (Barlletl) : Mr. Sperry, Staten Ishand.

Downer's Prolific: Longworth's Prolific : Union Scar-
let; Berry for name : John Crane, Union, N. Y.

PRIZES AITARDED.
For Best Stiiiwberry, new or old ; to Selh Boyden,

Newark. N. J., for Agriculturist, $5.

For Best 12 approved varieties ; to Fr.incis Biill, New
ark, N. J. $5.

Second Best do ; to E. Williams, Montclair, N. J. $3.

For Largest and best collecllon ; to Thos. Cavanagh,
Biooklyn, N. Y., $5.

For Best show of Strawberry plants id pots, to Thos.
Cavanagh, $5.

For Best Market variety, 2 quarts (Agriculturist) ; to

Mr. 01m, gardener to O. Judd, Flushing, N. Y., t3.

For Heaviest 3 berries of any one variety (Agricultur-

ist, weight iX ozs.) ; to Seth Boyden, and Geo Herbert,

Peekskill, N. Y., (Russell, weight 2?i ozs.) : $2.

For Best pint of White Berries (Lennig's White) ; to

C, S. Pell, N. Y. Orphan Asylum. $2.

For best Alpines to Thos. Cuthbert.Rlverdale. L. I. $1.

Best New Seedling ; Seth Boyden, Newark, N. J., $5.

For Best pint of each of the following varieties : For
Agriculturist, to Seth Boyden; for Russell's Prolific, to

C. S. Pell; for Brooklyn Scarlet, to Francis Brill : for

Monitor, to E.Williams ; for Col. Ellsworth, to Thos.

Cavanagh ; for Triomphe de Gand, to H. & C. G. Atwn-
ter, New-Haven, Conn., and Geo. Herbert, Peekskill,

N. Y. ; for Wilson, to Geo. Henry. Hudson City, N.

J.; for Hovey's Seedling, to E. Williiims : for Buffalo,

to Francis Brill ; for Hooker, to Francis Brill, SI each.

Special premiums were .twarded to Geo. Perry &
Son, Georgetown, Conn., $2, and to W. H. Romeyn,
Kingston, N. Y., for promising new Seedlings, and to

Geo. Herbert, Peekskill, N. Y., $1, for fruit of very fine

La Constante.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

August is often a very pleasant, but often a

distracting montli for tlie farmer. The summer
may just begin to be very bard upon the pas-

tures and crops. AVells and springs may be

very low. Or rains and mucky weather may
rust the grain, and must the h.ay and hinder work
dreadfully, and many things may be perplexing

and making extra work. Summer fruit is rip-

ening, and fruit orchards need particular

attention. Gunners and flocks of neighbors'

turkeys are trespassing, paying little heed to the

laws they break or the damage they do. The
farmer has emphatically his hands full—so

many "irons in the fire" that some will burn

unless he uses patience, promptness and discrim-

ination, and is not worried by unavoidable

circumstances, however annoying.

Cows.—Read the article on maintaining the

flow of milk on another page. Farrow cows,

that .are to be fattened in the fall, should be

dried off at once, so that they may get in good
condition before cool weather. It is folly to

think of ftittening an old, farrow cow while she

is milked. To dry a cow off in the shortest

time, milk only enough to relieve a painful dis-

tention of her udder. This will soon prevent

the secretion of milk.

Calves.—Wean calves gradually. " Restrict

their allowance to one teat per day. Then al-

low them to suck only a part of the'milk in one

teat. After a few days longer, let them suck

only once a d.ay for a week. Then, once in two

days for a week ; then once in three days. By
this time, if they have been managed as directed

on page 1C9 of the June number, they may be

weaned with little disturbance from either dam
or calf, and without growing poor, as they al-

ways do , when weaned abruptly.

Colts.—Spring colts as well as calves should

be weaned generally in August. Confine them
in a small, clean enclosure, where they cannot

run much; and let them suck twice a day;

then once ; then once in two days ; then once

in three days. Sec that colts and calves do not

lack a good supply of clean -water and good
grass, or fine hay, and salt.

Corn.—Indian corn is now too large to allow a

horse-hoe among it. Pull up all weeds and
thistles near the hills, antl set erect those stalks

that wind and storms have prostrated, and hill

them sufficiently to keep them up. Tlie brace

roots will soon hold them, and the cars will fill

ranch better than if they were lying down. It

is always important to attend to this work be-

fore the brace roots are formed.

CaiTots.—Suffer no weeds to grow among
them. Stir the ground frequently between the

rows, and if they need manure, apjily it in a
liquid state with a watering pot, while rain is

falling, so that it will not injure the leaves.

AsTies.—Save wood as well as coal ashes. At
some asheries, the leaches are shoveled into a
river. It will pay well to collect them in large

heaps, and cover the wet ashes with boards so

that they will dry out by next winter, when
teams may haul them to the fields where they

are to be sjircad. They are greatly valued in

the older parts of the country, and should be.

A2yp!es. —Confino swine or sheep in apple or-

chards to consume the wormy fruit as it falls,

before the larvte escape. Picking it up by hand
every few days, and burning or burying in a

heap of compost with lime, will destroy them.

Buildings.—Examine the roofs for leaks. A
crack in a shingle directly over a joint in the

course next below it, frequently lets rain

through the roof where shingles are good. A
heavy coat of coal tar applied to a roof will

sometimes stop all leaks. Fasten all loose

boards and siding on houses and out-buildings

before they become more warped and looser.

Barley.—Secure it from alternate storms and
sunshine, if possible, before the straw is nearly

spoiled for fodder, and the grain injured by
wetting and drying. Secure barley straw, as

soon as threshed, for fodder.

ButUr.—See that all milk vessels are veil

scalded and sunned without fail, daily. ATbere
cream cannot be churned daily, keep it cool as

possible with ice. AVork thorotiglily, salt well,

and sprinkle a spoonful of clean white sugar

between the layers, .as they are packed. See

thixt milkers clean not only the udder and adja-

cent parts, and their hands also before milking.

Draining.— Improve the dry weather in

draining swamps and springy places, where

there is so much water at other seasons of the

year, as to hinder digging. Fill ditches already

dug, before fall rains occur.

Save Troughs.—Where the water is not col-

lected in cisterns, give eave troughs a liberal

smearing with coal tar, whether metallic or

wood. See that water and dirt do not stand in

tliem in fair weatlier. Put up eave troughs to

carry water from manure yards, as well as

from the walls on which a building rests.

Bgg.%—Collect them daily. Change the nest

eggs often. An egg will be spoiled by allowing

it to remain in a nest for a few days, where
hens are laying. Put thein;little end down in

oats in a cool, but not damp, place. Go into

a dark room and pass the eggs, two or three in

each hand, before a lamp ; and if the shells are

clean, bad ones can be detected at once.

Food.—Farmers pay too little attention to

their daily food. A laborer can not long en-

dure vciy hard work unless he is fed well.
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Fences.—Whcm rail fences have settled into the

grouuil, pry up the corners, and put stones or

hloclis beneath. Where no sheep are kept, a rail

fence may be raised a foot or more high with

blocks and pieces of old rails, and thus save many

whole ones. Fasten all loose boards before the

wind, or animals, separate them from the posts.

Sarrows.—Clean the points of the teeth, and if

they must be left out of doors, let them stand on

strips of boards, as rust often corrodes them nearly

as much as usage wears them out.

Horn P/Wm.—Collect them .at tanneries, .and plow

them in whole, where there is no mill to crush

them. They are valuable fertilizers for any purpose.

Bones.—Do not over-drive in hot weather. Never

allow a horse to drink when warm, unless he is to

be kept moving as usual. Where they are stabled

during hot weather, clean the stables often, litter

well, and allow each animal to have a breathing

hole in the window or wall before him, if possible.

Some horses gall very easily beneath the collar

and harness, during hot weather, where the parts

do not tit well. Wash the wounds with cle.an wa-

ter, and apply a paste made of white lead and

linseed oil. Then provide a collar or harness th.at

will not chafe. The comfort of working horses may
be much promoted, while in the harness, by hanging

strips of cloth to the harness so as to dangle about

their fore legs. Long and narrow pieces of sheep

Bkin or old buffiilo robe, or two or three raccoons'

tails sewed together, will keep the flies effectually

from the fore legs. Many farmers in the country

adopt the excellent practice of attaching a piece of

white shirting to the bridle, to protect the entire

under jaw and throat from the botfly.

Marness.—During stormy days and leisure hours,

clean, repair, oil and varnish harness. Always wet

dry leather before oiUug. Neat's foot oil is best

for harness. An excellent black varnish for har-

ness is half a pound of gum shellac dissolved in a

pint of good .alcohol, an ounce of good lamp black,

and an ounce of gum camphor, corked tight in a

bottle, shaken up frequently and applied with a

swab or brush. Add more alcohol if too thick.

Linseed Cafe.—Some farmers, who feed oil meal,

frequently purchase in the summer, when it is

cheaper than in winter.

Mannre.—Scrape manure yards and sheds, and

collect all the fine and well-rotted manure to apply

to wheat at seed time. Beneath many barns in the

country, there are a number of loads of the choicest

manure for wheat, which may be shoveled out by

taking up a few loose planks iu the stable.

Machines.— Purchase or repair tirashing ma-

chines, and straw and h.ay cutters for fall and win-

ter's use. Months often elapse after a machine is

ordered before it can be shipped, or come to hand.

Oats.—Harvest before they are dead ripe. Tf cut

when about two-thirds of the panicles appear of a

yellowish color, the grain will be heavier and the

straw will make excellent fodder. Where one has

abundance of room, oats may be g.athered loose and

much faster, than in sheaves. If bound, they

occupy far less space either iu a stack or mow. It

is well to save seed where it ripens first.

Orchards.—When the ground is not covered with

a smooth turf, remove all brush and sticks, level

with hoes, harrow thoroughly, put all the stones in

close heaps where apples will not fall on them and

be bruised, roll, and sow a bushel of orchard grass

seed and half a bushel of Kentucky blue grass seed

per acre. This will form a soft and smoolh surface

for the fruit to drop on, when it is to be gathered.

Oicen.—Let oxen work in the cool parts of the

day, and enjoy quiet rest and rumination while it is

too hot to labor. Feed well, use them gently, and
they will do more, and grow fat while working.

Pu.s(Kces.—Where the ground is very dry and the

grass short, it is better to give all stock one feeding

of hay, daily, than to allow them to gnaw the grass

close to the ground. Sheep, neat cattle and horses

will subsist on hay in summer as well as in winter.

Pastures must have more time to grow in hot and
dry weather, than when vegetation does nut suffer

for r.ain. If pastures arc short, let stock he fed

green corn stalks or sorghum, a portion of the time.

Peas.—When peas are to be fed to swine without

threshing, those who practise feeding them prefer

putting them in large stacks. Then, those that are

wet by rains can be fed out before they have been

injured. If designed for sheep next winter, it is

better to house them, or put them in long and nar-

row stacks, and cover with a lean-to roof of boards.

IhuUi-y.—Drive turkeys, ducks and chickens to

the meadows and wheat stubbles, that they may eat

grasshoppers and scattered grain. A mixture of

loppered milk and Indian meal is excellent to make
poultry grow and hens lay.

Seed.—Save grass seed of all good kinds to stock

down with next month. Gather turnip, carrot,

parsnip, and other seed, before birds waste them.

Every farmer should save his own seed, and pre-

serve his best roots, grain, grass, etc., for seed.

Sheep.—Lambs should usually be weaned this

month, to allo.w their dams to recuperate before

winter. Late lambs need not be separated till next

month. Let ewes and lambs be confined in contig-

uous fields, if possible, as they will be more quiet

when only a fence separates them. Let several dry

ewes, or those having very young lambs, run with

the flock of lambs to make them more gentle .and

manageable. Examine the heads of bucks for mag-

gots about their horns. Apply tar as warm as it

can be and not burn, to any part where the skin is

broken, especially where maggots have hatched. It

is a common thing for bucks to have bruises and
sores filled with maggots about their horns.

Swine.—Read remarks on swine in July number.

Slacks.—Retop them as soon as they settle, rak-

ing them off smoothly, when wet, so as to turn all

straws down the sides to conduct the rain off readily.

Tuniips.—Cultivate and hoe often. Keep down
all weeds and grass. Thin out the drills. More
roots can be raised at 10 inches apart than at 5

inches. Fill up all vacant places with such as are

pulled up. Plants always live better if put out

just before night, than in the former part of the i

day, unless the weather is constantly cloudy.

Tools.—Protect all tools, whether iron, steel, or

wood, from alternate rain, dew and sunshine.

Moisture and heat will rust iron, while wet raises the

grain of wood, makes it rough, and rots the joints.

Wagons.—Keep all wheel vehicles in the shade

during hot weather. If a tire is very loose, reset

it. If loose but little, the felloes of nice wheels

may be saturated with liuseed oil, and wheels of

ox carts and lumber wagons soaked iu coal tar.

Waler.—See that every animal is supplied with

cle.an water. Hens, turkeys and ducks, often suffer

for drink in August. Scrub out the water troughs

often where horses and neat cattle drink ; and see

that the timid and weaker ones are .allowed to come
to the water as often as the master animals. Sheep

will thrive well without water, but much better

when they have access to it.

Wells.— Make preparations for digging wells

where needed this month, when springs of water
are low. Collect stones, brick, timber, or water-

lime and sand for stoning, bricking, curbing, or

plastering. Most farmers can make a well at a

small expense, with a little pains and management.
Wheal.—Obtain good seed, free from weed seeds

and shrunken kernels. Prepare the ground well,

put in the seed in good time, not without a dres-

sing of some kind of manure. If the soil is not

well under drained, where it is apt to be too wet

for winter grain, better defer sowing winter wheat,

and raise spring wheat next se.ason.

Tard-'i.—Improve leisure days after harvest in

fenciug and improving barn yards. Read about them
in the calendar for July, and practise accordingly.

Work in the Orchard and Nnrsery.
What with the failureof fruit to set freely and the

ravages of insects, the harvest of most kinds will

be small. Those who live in southern localities

will do well to turn their attention to early fruits

for the markets of the larger cities. The most
miserable apologies for pears, small, green and
unwholesome, were brought from Maryland and
Virginia, and sold at euormous prices the first week

in July. Now wo don't believe in fruit of this

kind, and never should buy it, but as there are
plenty of people who will pay a good price for the
earliest of everything, the fruit raiser must consult
the demands of the market. We can not too often
impress upon those who send fruit to market, the
necessity of sending it in good shape. Careful pick-
ing and assorting will always p.ay, the best fruit

being put by itself and the poorer in separate lots,

(he whole will give a better return than when good
and bad are indiscriminately mixed, as then the poor
detr.acts from the appearance of the good, while
at the s.ame time it looks worse, by contrast
with the better than it would were it placed by it-

self. Early varieties of apples and pears, as well
as peaches should be picked before they begin to
soften, as they will carry better and be in good eat-

ing condition by the time they reach the consumer.

B^idding.—This method of propagation is largely
practised this month. The operation is a very
simple one, and a few minutes watching of an ex-
perienced hand is worth more than a long descrip-
tion. It was illustrated in August of last year, and
any one by carefully following that, may under-
take it with a good prospect of success.

Sorers.—These mischievous carpenters work in-

dustriously this month. The eggs which have been
laid upon the bark have hatched and the young
grubs will work their w.ay into the trunk, unless
paper, or some preventive has been wrapped around
it. Now is the time to ex.amine the trunk near the
ground, and if any holes are found, follow the
maker with a wire or whalebone probe. Nothing
kills insects more effectually than crushing them.

Evergreens.—With proper care these may be re-

moved this month, and with more chances of suc-
cess than if it is done in autumn. Make the re-

moval in a damp time, keep the roots from drying,

and see that the holes in which they are placed, are
moist, or made so by watering. A few large stones
placed over the roots are better than stakes to hold
the tree in place.

Layers.—This season's growth of shrubs is gene-
rally sufficiently matured for layering, according
to directions already given in the present volume.
Have the soil into which the layer is put, fine and
rich, and with things that do not root very readily,

make a slanting cut about half way through the
branch on the under side of the portion to he buried.

Pruning.—If the work was not finished in July,
better do it the present month than delay it until

spring. Some good horticulturists use a very heavy
long handled chisel driven with a mallet. With all

but very large limbs, this is better than a saw ; the
cut being made from the underside of the limb,

there is no risk of a ragged wound. If a little

attention be now paid to the formation of young
trees, much pruning may be avoided.

Seeds and Seedlings.—ConimMe to collect seeds of

trees and shrubs as they ripen, and sow as soon as

gathered, or keep in sand until spring. This is a

trying month with seedlings, and care must be
given to properly shade and weed them. Give
water when the weather is dry.

Waler and Mulch.—If trees set this spring show
signs of suffering, remove the surface earth, water
copiously, replace the earth and put on a mulch ot

some kind to prevent evaporation. One operation

of this kind will often save a valuable tree or shrub.

Weeds.—These hinder the growth of woody plants

as well as they do th.at of faster growing ones, and
every one who raises nursery stock, either for his

own use or for sale, will find it to his advantage to

keep the plants free of weeds and the soil stirred.

Kitchen Garden.—A good gardener,
like a good sailor, alw.ays keeps a bright lookout
ahead. Not only does the garden require that he
should lay his plans for the present year, but he
must take some thought for the coming one. There
are two things for the benefit of next year's crop

which may now be cared for with profit ; seeds and
manure, two essentials iu successful gardening.

While we do not think it worth-while for those

who have small gardens to raise all thcii- seeds, yet
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they cnn do so with the great majority of them.

There is a great dc:il of nonsens^ in priut about

liinds running out and the necessity for a fresh

stocli. Seeds will run out if the poorest and latest

product of the meanest plants is saved for seed, and

they can be improved if care he taken to properly

select the best of everything. We know of one

place, famous for its sweet corn, in which the same

variety has been kept distinct and improving for

more than 20 years. We know that it seems hard

when tomatoes, cucumbers, etc., first come, to take

the very earliest and best of them for seed for next

year's crop, but that is just the proper way to

do. And more than this, the careful gardener will,

with corn, beans, and all plants which show distinct

characters in the seeds, assort the seeds and reject

those which differ from the true kind in size, shape,

or color. With all seeds which show any signs of

mixture, or deterioration, this selection should be

carefully made. Even now the most promising

biennials, such as early beets, salsify, etc., may be

marked for preservation with the view to produce

seed from tbem. Then as to m.anures, in even a small

garden what a heap of refuse may be accumulated

during the summer 1 We every day go by a large

patch of early cabbages, from which the heads are

cut for market and the outer leaves and stumps are

left to dry up in the field. We shall doubtless next

sprini hear the proprietor complaining of the

scarcity of manure, when by a little labor he could

have had a quantity from w:isted cabbage refuse.

Asparagm.—There is nothing to do to the beds

except to pull up such coarse weeds as make their

appearance. If new beds are wanted, gather the

seeds when ripe and sow at once, or clean and pre-

serve them for sowing next spring.

Beans.—Plant Refugee or other early sort for late

use and for salting. String and break the pods as

for cooking, and pack them in stone jars, or in

firkins, with alternate layers of salt and beans.

Prepared in this way they will keep all winter, and
when properly freshened, are almost as good as if

recently picked. Limas are disposed to set much
more fruit than they can mature. Cutting off the

vine at the top of the pole or trellis and shortening

in the more rampant side branches, will hasten the

development of the remaining pods.

Beets.—Thin and keep the weeds down and the

ground loose by hoe. In small gardens it will pay

to water beets in a dry time; when their growth is

checked they are not so good as when grown rapidly.

Cabbages and Cauliflowers.—Use or market the

early sorts, and remove the refuse to the compost
heap, or feed it out. Late sorts may be set this

month, and make a crop. Caterpillars will be

troublesome and must be killed. In some places

slugs do great damage. They are found under the

lowest leaves, and should be destroyed.

Carrots.—Hoe thin and weed. If young carrots

are preferred for the table, sow for a late supply.

Celery.—That planted early in trenches, must be

earthed up. Set plants of the latest crop. Read
article on page 218, last month, upon flat culture.

Corn.—Keep down weeds, but do not disturb the

roots. Note the earliest and finest ears and reserve

them for seed. The worm that infests the ears

makes its appearance this month, and where the
silk has been eaten, search for and destroy him.

Cucumbers.—Seed for next year is best saved by
reserving the fruit on the earliest vines. Allow
only a few to ripen and pick off .all others that set,

when very sm.all. Gather for pickles as soon as of

suitable size, and put in salt. See article on page 354.

Egg Hants.—Cultivate thoroughly and draw the

earth around the stem. Caterpillars are very de-

structive to the foliage, and if holes appear in the

leaves, the enemy will be found on the under side.

The rapidly swelling fruit should be kept from
touching tlie ground by means of a handful of

straw, or a shingle placed under it.

Endive.—Set out for late crop, at least a foot apart

each way. The early plants may be blanched by
g.ithering up the leaves when quite dry, and tying

them together near the tips.

Herbs.—Continue to cut as directed last month.

Lettuce.—Sow for a late crop, which will do all

the better in a partly shaded place.

Melons.—Remove all fruit not likely to ripen.

Those appro.aching maturity should be turned oc-

casionally and kept from contact with the earth by

a shingle or a little straw.

Onions.—Harvest as soon as the majority of the

tops fall over. Dry thoroughly if they are to be

stored. Many send their onions directly from the

field to the market, instead of storing them

lias.—Our experience with late sown varieties

has not been very encouraging. Those who wish

to try it, can sow some of the early sorts now.

/bfa^oes.—Dig as wanted from day to day, burying

the green tops in the rows. Those for seed may
remain in the ground until the tops are quite dead.

Radlth.—The Chinese Rose-colored is an excellent

late variety, which may be kept all winter as

easily as turnips. Sow now in vacant places.

Seeds.—Continue to gather as they mature, read-

ing the suggestions given above.

Squashes.—The squash-bug and the borer will

need looking after, as well as the 12-spotlcd Oalertica,

a yellow insect shaped like a lady-bug, with 12

black spots. It is one of the most destructive of

insects, but fortunately not very common.

Sweet Potatoes.—Do not allow the vines to take

root, and keep the weeds out.

Tomatoes.—Look out for the worm and cut back

the rampant branches.

Turnips.—Thin Rutabagas when large enough.

Sow round kinds in places left by early crops.

Weeds.—Allow none to get large enough to per-

fect seed for next year's crop.

Fruit Garden.—The principal work here
is to care for the fruit as it ripens, remove super-

fluous growth and keep the soil free of weeds.

During the abundance of each variety a quantity

should be put up in bottles, or otherwise preserved
for future use, according to directions already given.

Bliwkberries.—Allow those for home use to re-

main on the vines until thoroughly ripe, but those
sent to m.arket must be picked while firm enough
to carry safely.

Currants.—Remove suckers and weak shoots.

Dwarf Trees.—Thin the crop if there is more
fruit than will develop well. Control the shape of

the tree by pinching as heretofore directed.

Grapes.—Caterpillars often do mischief by cutting

oflf the end of growing canes ; in these the upper
lateral may be allowed to grow for a leader. Keep
the successive growths of the laterals pinched back
to one leaf. Tie up to the trellis, and do not allow

neighboring canes to become entangled. Treat
mildew with sulphuii as recommended last month.
If rot appears among the berries, we know of no
help for it. . It is best to remove decaying bunches.

Haspberries.—Cut away the old canes after fruit-

ing, and encourage the growth of the new ones.

These will fruit next year and should have proper
attention. Thin to three to each stool, and keep the

soil clean, loose and enriched.

Strawben'ies.—Beds set now with plants which
have been struck iu pots, or taken up with a ball of
earth, will become sufBciently established to bear
a fair crop next spring. Keep old beds well culti-

vated and weeded, and have the runners clipped.

Flo-»ver Oardcii and l,awn.—The
burning heats of July and August are most dis-

couraging to the fiorist, and many plants are in a
state of suspended animation until cooler nights

and more abundant rains st.art them into growth.

It is during this time that the value of the plants

with variegated foliage is most .apparent, and a

good selection of them will keep up a gay appear-
ance iu the grounds during the heated term.

Watering upon any extended scale is not usually

practicable, but the efifectsof drouth may be greatly

resisted by the free use of the hoe and rake. If it

is necessary to water a plant to f.ive it, let the ap-

plication be thfjrough, not an occasional sprinkling.

Box.—Clip into good shape early this month.

Bulbs.—If any spring fiowcrint: ones remain in

the ground, take them up as directed last month, if

the leaves have withered.

Climbers.—It is a very common mistake to make
the sujiports for annual ones too frail, and they

break down with the great weight of foliage, aided

by the winds. All that are not strong enough
should he braced before strong autumnal winds

prostrate tbem.

Dahlias.—-Much of the success in cultiv.ating these

depends upon proper tying. The stem has very

little strength itself .and the foliage is very heavy.

Remove imperfect buds and all flowers as soon as

they have lost their beauty.

FiKhsias.—Cuttings made from the new growth
will root with the greatest ease, and make good
plants to keep over winter. If any of the more
tender kinds have lost their leaves from the heat of

the sun, prune them and they will push out fresh

growth, and flower when the weather is cooler.

Grass.—Lawns and edgings need a continuation

of the care heretofore advised. Root out any

coarse weeds.

Gladiobi.s.—The broad leafy shoots of these are

easily prostrated and are difficult to bring back to

an erect position. We prefer to keep them all tied

to light stakes, as soon as they get large enough.

Hedges.—Give deciduous ones their summer clip-

ping this month.

Layers.—Shrubs and vines may be increased by

layering the growth of the present season, as di-

rected under Orchard and Nursery, and in previous

numbers. M.any of them grow readily from cut-

tings of the just hardening wood.

Pelargoniums.—Put in cuttings for a stock for

winter. Keep trimmed in a compact form.

Ihtted Plants.—Do not allow tbem to be neglected.

Give all the water they need, and keep weeds out

of the pots and insects from the foliage.

Fo'ennials.—The seed of these as well as of bien-

nials may be sown now, and plants for next year's

blooming be raised.

Moses.—Make layers. Train up the new growth
of climbers. Keep off insects, many of which can

be dislodged by suddenly j.arring the hushes. One
correspondent advises the use of 1 lb. of copperas

to six gallons of water. The hushes to be syringed

with the solution.

Seeds.—The same care advised in the selection

and preservation of seeds in the Kitchen Garden is

to be observed with flowers. A knowledge of the

methods by which each variety is dispersed will be

a guide to the proper time for collecting. Those

which burst their seed pods suddenly, like the

phloxes and pansy will be lost, if allowed to re-

main too long. Such are to be collected before the

pods open, and placed under a sieve, where the

scattered seeds will be saved.

Verbenas.—If these do not root at the joints, peg

them down .as directed last month.

Zinnias.—The double variety has been much im-

proved by a careful selection of seeds, and the only

way to keep the stock good is to save seed from
flowers of the best form and color.

Green and Hot-Houses. — If new
structures are to be built, or alienations or repairs

made to old ones, steps should be taken to have

the work finished before the houses are needed for

the plants. Potting earth, fuel, and all other sup-

plies are to be laid in in good season. Preparations

may be made for stocking the houses by starting

cuttings, repotting such plants as need it, and
sowing seeds. Very small seeds, such as those of

calceolarias, lobelias, etc., need very riue soil and
scarcely any covering. Plants remaining in the

house must not be allowed to be burned by the sun.

Cold Grapery.—Mildew is apt to appear

in warm damq weather, in which case keep the ajf

I
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of the house as dry as possible, and use sulphur, as

directed last month. As the fruit commences to

ripen, discontinue the watering. Sudden changes

of air will interfere with the successful ripening,

aud must be guarded against, but free ventilation

is needed. After the fruit is ripe, the upper ven-

tilators may be kept open at night.

Tlie Apiary for Aitsust.—Prepared
Ity M. Quinby, by request.—Boney that is in glass

boxes, aud intended for market, should be ta-

ken from the hive now, before auy collected

from buckwheat is added to it. Boxes only two-

thirds full of clover honey are often worth

as much in market as if finished with buck-

wheat. This darkest honey being on the outside

will make it appear as if the whole was filled with

it, and the price will be in accordance with the ap-

parent quality. When to be used at home, it may

remain until finished, but all that are not to be

finished with buckwheat should be removed imme-

diately. Bees will gather honey from buckwheat

through this month, and in many places swarms,

(particularly Italins) will issue. When it is desir.a-

ble to increase colonies to the utmost, perhaps- it

is not always advisable to return the bees, or part

of them to the parent hive, as has been recom-

mended. When the movable comb hive is used,

they may be hived and assisted with a comb or two

from some hive that has a surplus, and will be

benefitted by being deprived of it. If the parent

hive can have the queen cells cut out, and a laying

queen introduced in a week after the swai-m issues,

there need be no doubt about its being strong

enough for winter. The Italians will raise more

bees in the same space of eomb, and be stronger

from the number raised, than the natives. It may
be satisfactory to the bees to get the combs full of

honey and brood, and have nothing further to do,

but it is doubtful if such is the best state of things,

cither for the bees or their owner. Take out two

or three combs where full throughout, and put in

empty frames, making room ne.ar the middle of

the hive for them. If from unfavorable weather,

the colony has not quite enough for winter, the

full combs or part of them may be returned to the

hive ; otherwise they may be given to some desti-

tute hive or appropriated for table use. When
bees can add nothing to their stores from buck-

wheat, it is probable that condemned colonies will

furnish more honey now than in September, the

usual time for taking it. In favored localities,

where bnt/ew bees are kept, there might be a gain

in leaving them. Those wishing to raise Italian

queens after the black drones are gone, and who
want to preserve Italian drones, should prepare for

it now, as without special care these drones are de-

stroyed before the natives. First, render a colony

queenless and keep it so ; it may be allowed to

raise queens, but they should be removed before

laying. As soon as honey fails, feed daily. Make
it strong in drones by introducing to it all the

scaled drone brood from the other hives. It would

be well to make the hive for this purpose larger

than usual, to accommodate more frames.

luternational IndiistrinI and Ag-
ricultural Exhibition.—Altona, a city of Schles-

wig-Holstein. and situated almost as near to Hamburg as

Brooltlyn to New-York, has, through its mo.st influential

citizens, put forth a very attractive programme for a

grand exhibition, to take place in Jvine, 1866. An agent

has been sent to this country to induce a full display of

American machines, manufactures, implements, animals

etc. Full explanations may be gained by addressing

Austin. Baldwin & Co., 72 Broadway. Mr. Marsh, our

Consul at Altona, is earnest in forwarding the interests

of the commission who have the management.

Fair oftlie American In<>titntc and
the Greeley Prizes.—The great fair of the American
Institute opens this year September 12th, and lasts till

October 191h. The horticultural exhibition in con-

nection with it begins on Sept. 16th. At this the fruit in

competition for the Greely prizes will be shown. It will

be remembered tliat Mr. Greeley offered $100 for the best

bushel of the best apples, JlOO for the same quantity of the

best pears, and $100 for the best 6 pounds of grapes, and

the prizes were not awarded last year. The special

committee who have these prizes in charge, are Dr. J.

A. Warder, Charles Downing, Fen-is, Dr. I. M.
Ward, Mr. W. S. Carpenter, Dr. E. W. Sylvester, P. B.

Meade and Patrick Quinn. The Institute has secured

the ample quarters where the Sanitary Fair was held

last year, on 14th street, near 6th avenue.

Official list of the 428 Money Order Post

Offices, July 1, 1865.

As a matter of convenience to our readers, we publish

tlie Official list of all the Post Offices where Money Orders

may be obtained and paid. At any one of these offices,

an order for from one to thirty dollars may be purchased,

to be paid at any other one of these offices named. The
cost is only 10 cents for an order for $10 or less, and 20

cents for any sum between $10 and $30. For larger

sums two or moie orders may be purchased.—This is a

very great convenience, as the sum sent is almost abso-

lutely secure against loss. Instead of sending money,
there is forwarded simply an order payable only to the

person for whom it is designed. If by any chance an

order is lost, by theft, destruction of mail bags, etc., a

duplicate order is issued. Since our publication of the

previous list of 141 offices, the system has worked so

well that these new offices are established, and probably

thousands of other offices will in time be included. We
have received a large number of remittances in this way,

and advise our subscribers to adopt this mode of sending

$5 and upwards, where a Money Order Office is conveni-

ent. For large sums a draft on a New York Bank is

preferable. These can be obtained quite cheaply now,

from almost any bank or good private banker in any part

of the countiy.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MONEY OBDER POST OFFICES.

Connecticut.—Bridgeport, Danbury, Derby, Guilford,

Hiirtford, Litchfield, Jliddletown, New London, Norwich,
New Britain, New Mllford, New Haven, Norwalk, Putnam,
Rockville. Thompgonville, West Merlden, Waterbury, Willl-

mantic, West Killingly.

Delaivare.—Delaware City, Dover, "Wilmington.

District Columbia.—Washington.
Florida.—Key West.

Illinois.—Alton, Aurora, Belleville, Bloomington, Cairo,

Canton, Carlinville, Centralia, Champaign, Chicago, Danville,

Decatur, Dixon, Eli;in, Freeport, Galena, Galesburg, Geneseo,
Jacksonville, Joilet, Kankakee Depot, Lacon, Macomb,
Mount Vernon, Olney, Ottawa, Paris, Peoria, Pontlac, Prince-

ton, Quincy, Rockford, Uock Island. Shawneetown, Shelby-

ville, SpringQcld. Sycamore, Waukegan.
Indiana.—Attica, Bloomington, Columbus. Crawfords-

ville, Evansville. Fort Wayne, Green Castle, Greensbnrg,

Goshen, Huntington, Indianapolis, Jeflersonville, Kokomo,
Lafayette, La Porte, Lawrencebnrg, Logansport, Madison,
Mnncie, New Albany, PlyTnouth, Princeton, Rensselaer, Rlch-

moud. Salem, South Bend, Terre Haute, Valparaiso, Vlncen-

nes, Wabash, Warsaw.
Iowa.—Burlington, Cedar Rapids, Council Bluffs, Diaven-

port, Des Moines, Dubuque, Iowa City, Keokuk, Lyons,

Marshalltown, Mt. Pleasant. Muscatine. Newton, Oskaloosa,

Ottumwa, Sioux City, Washington, Waterloo.

Kansas.—Atchison, FtLeavenworth, Lawrence, Topeka.

KcntucUy.—Bowling Green, Louisville, Lexington,

Maysville, Paducah.

Louisiana.—New Orleans.

Maine—Augusta, Bangor, Bath, Belfast, Biddeford,

Brunswick, Eastport, Ellsworth, Lewiston, Portland, Rock-
land, Skowhegan, Watervllle.

Maryland.—Annapolis, Baltimore.Cumberland, Easton,

Ellicott'a Mills, Frederick, Hagerstown, Havre de Grace,

Salisbury.

Massachusetts.-Amherst, Bridgewater, Boston, Chic-

opee, Fall River, Fitchburg, Gloucester, Greenfield, Law-
rence, Lee, Lowell, Lynn, Milford, Natick, New Bedford,

Newburyport, Northampton, Pittsfield, Plymouth, Salem,

Springfield, Taunton. Westfleld, Worcester.

Midiigan.—Adrian, Allegan, Ann Arbor. Big Rapids,

Cold Water, Detroit, East Saginaw, Flint, Grand Rapids,

Hillsdale, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Mai-Bhall, Monroe,
Niles, Pontiac, Port Huron.

Minnesota.—Faribault. Hastings, Mankato, Red Wing,
Rochester. St. Cloud, St. Paul, Winona.
Mississippi.—Vicksburg.
Missouri.—Jeflerson Barracks, Jefferson City, Kansas

City, Pilot Knob, Richmond, Rolla, St. Charles, St Joseph,

St. Louis.

Nebraska Territory.—Nebraska City, Omaha City.

New HanipsUire.—Claremont, Concord, Dover, Exe-

ter, Great Falls, Hanover, Keene, Lancaster, Manchester,

Nashua, Portsmouth.

Nc*v Jersey.—Bridgeton, Burlington, Freehold, Jersey

City, Morristown. Newark, New Brunswick, Newton, Pater-

son, Plainfleld. Princeton, Trenton.

Ne-w Yorlc.—Albany, Albion, Auburn, Batavia. Bath,

Binghanipton, Brookljii, Buffalo, Canandaigua. Cooperetown,

Cortlandt Village, Delhi. Dunkirk, Elizabcthtown, Elniira,

Fort Hamilton, Geneseo, Hudson, Ithaca, Jamestottm, Kings-

ton. Little Falls, Lockport, Lyons, Malone, Newburgh,New-
Tork, Norwich, Ogdcnsburg, Olean, Oswego, Owcgo, Penn
Yan, Plattsburg, Port Jervls, Ponghkeepsie, River Head,
Rochester, Saratoga Springs, Schenectady, Seneca Falls, Syra*

cuse, Troy, Utlca, Warsaw, Watertown. Wellavllle, West
Point, TVhitehall, Yonkers.
Nortli Carc^ina,-Newbern.
OUio.—Akron, Athena, Bellefontaine, Bucyrus, Cam-

bridge, Chillicothe, Cincinnati. Circle^llle, Cleveland, Co-
lumbus, Dayton, Defiance, Delaware, Finley, Fremont, Gal-
lipolis, Hamilton. Hillsborough. Ironton, Jackson. Jefferson,
Kenton, Lancaster, Lima, McConnellsville. Mansfield. Mari-
etta, Marlon, Massilon, Medina, Miauiisville, Mt. Vernon,
Newark, New Philadelphia, Norwalk. Oberlin, Painesville.
Piqua, Portsmouth. Ravenna. Ripley, Salem, Sandusky, Steu-
benville, Tifl5n, Toledo, Urbana, Van Wert, Warren, Woos-
ter, Xeula, Zanesville.

Pennsylvania.—Allentown, Altoona, Bedford, Belle-
fonte. Carlisle, Chambcr6bur2;b, Chester, Danville. Easton,
Erie, Franklin, Greeusburg, Harrisburg, Honesdale, Johna-
towm, Kittanning, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lewisburg, Lewis-
town, Lock Haven, Meadville, New Castle, Norristown,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Pottsville, Reading, Scranton, Su&-
quehauna Depot, Towanda, Warren, Washington, Wellsbor-
ough. West Chester. Williamsport, York.
Rliodc Island.—Bristol, Newport. Portsmouth Grove,

Providence, Westerly, Woonsockct Falls.

Soutli Carolina.—Port Royal.
Tennessee.—Chattanooga. Memphis. Nashville.
Vermont.—Bennington. Brandon, Brattleborough, Bur-

lington, Middlebury, Montpelier, Rutland, St. Albans, St.
Johnsbury. Springfield, Windsor, AYoodstock.
Virginia,—Alexandria, Old Point Comfort, Norfolk.
West Virginia.—Clarksburg, Harper's Ferrj', Martins-

burg. Parkersburg, Wheeling.
Wisconsin.—Beloit, Black River Falls, Darlington,

Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Green Bay, Hudson, La Crosse,
Madison, Manitowoc, Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Portage City,

Prairie du Chien, Prescott, Racine, Sheboygan, Sparta,
Stevens Point, Wankesha.

Containing a great variety of Items, inclvding many
good Hints and Suggestions which ive throw into smalt
type and condensed form, for voant of space elsewhere.

Xlie AdvertisiDp: Pa*>-es this month
present many features of special interest to all, and will

well repay perusal. It is satisfactory to the readers to

know that none but parties believed to be entirely reliable,

are permitted to insert their business cards in the Agri-
culturist— those who will perform what they promise. It

is equally pleasing to advertisers to know that our read-

ers are a live class, who take note of what is going on in

the business world, and hence we repeat tlie request

heretofore made, that parties writing to advertisers shall

mention in their communications that advertisements

were seen in this journal. It will also show that they
rightfully expect prompt returns and fair dealing, ajid

will thus be mutually advantageous.

Agricultni'al Instruction at Vale
College.—In connection with the Sheffield Scientific

School, there is a special Agricultural Department, which
receives the benefit of the United States grant under the

Agricultural College act. Instiuction in this department

consists in two courses of study. The first is called the

" full course," and occupies three years, to enter which,

applicants pass an examination in the elements of a good

education—the standard being high, especially as regards

a knowledge of mathematics. The second, or "shorter

course" is arranged especially to accomodate young
farmers, and occupies seven months, from about the

middle {12ih ttiis year) of September to the middle of

April, during which time one may attend a selection o(

the most useful exercises of the full course, viz. : in-

struction in Practical Agriculture, Agricultural Chemis-

try, and Physiology, Agricultural Zoology. Physical Geo-

graphy, Foiestry, etc. For full information apply to

Prof. Geo. J. Brush, Yale College, New Haven, Conn«

Soldiers' Claims.—Among the many good
things the Sanitaiy Commission has done is the establish-

ment of a Piotective War-Claim Association, of which
General Scott is President, and its Executive Committee
composed of citizens of undoubted .and unselfish patriot-

ism. Its objects, as briefly expressed in its business card,
*' are to secure to soldiers and sailors, and their families,

claims for Pension, Pay, Bounty, and Prize Money,
without charge, !Lnd to give them advice and information.'*

We have before us the report of the workings of this

Association for six months, ending June 30th. which
shows that 3,179 claims have been filed, of which 1,210

have been paid, amounting to $199,086.3?. The ofTtce of

the Association is Nn. 35 Chambers street. N. Y. City,

and Henry Greenfield is Secretary. As the Sanitary

Commission has been from the beginning purely national

in its character, we give this account of one of its depart-

ments as of interest to persons in all parts of the Unioa.
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Stra-^vl>ei*ry ijuerios,—"J. A. J.," Indian-

apolis, Ind. Strawberry seeds should be sown us soon as

ripe. Fuller's Illustrated Strawberry Culturist is the best

work on the subject... Miss B. S. Payson. The pinch-

ing off of runners should be continued if fruit is wanted,

but If more plants are needed, let the runners grow and

6irikeroot....W. A. Walker. R. I. Pots would be likely

to be broken If left out all winter. The plants can be taken

up ha spring with a ball of earth around the roots without

disturbing them much E. C. Sohn, Knox Co., III.

The fact that one of your plants did not bear this spring,

is no proof that it Is not of the right kind. Plants set in

the fall do not always show fruit in the spring. There
could not be any mistake with the "Agriculturist" sent

from this office, as no other plants grow near them V.
A. Pearsalt. If your plants are really staminate, there Is

no way to make them fruit. Dig them under and plant

kinds with perfect flowers.

Strawberries in England.—It is said

that the strawberry crop has been almost a total failure

In England this year. This is in part attributed to the

extensive planting of new varieties that had not been

sufficiently tested. Sir Charles Napier, a variety which
very rapidly acquired a reputation, was largely planted

and has proved so worthless, that we have accounts of

its being plowed under by the 100 acres. Sir Harry and

Grove End Scarlet are mentioned among the sorts which
have done well the present year.

Xlic "^Vilsom Early 'Blackberry,—
This comparatively new variety has been sent us by John
S. Collins, of Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J. Judg-

ing from the fruiting branches exhibited (we have not

seen it growing), it would appear to be very productive,

Mr. C. says more so than the New Rochelle. The fruit

is of very good size and well flavored. We received the

first sample on July 5th, and another a week later, at

which time the crop seemed to be at its hight. The whole
crop is said to be yielded in about three weeks. If it

proves to be as claimed, a week or more earlier than the

New Rochelle, it will prove a valuable variety.

Ijarge Currants.—A few days ago we had
some currants from a distinguished horticulturist, who
dislikes to see his name in print, which exceeded in size

any we have ever seen. They were of the Cherry
variety, and appropriately so called, as the largest berry

measured 2^ inches in circumference.

Xlie Cnrrant "^Vorni.—J. P. Bogardus, of

Sullivan Co., N. Y., says :
" A small green worm com-

pletely strips the leaves (of currant bushes) as if by

magic," and that "children have died in consequence of

eating the fruit from the bushes thus affected, it is sup-

posetl. Two died in one family about the same lime,

afier eating the fruit." We don't think that the worms
had anything to do with the death of the children. We
have already noticed the use of white hellebore for the

currant worm, and have had accounts of Its efficacy.

Xhe lona and. Israella Grrapcs.—
The interest which attaches to these comparatively new
varieties has led us to look after their progress during the

growing season. Our own vines not being old enough to

fruit, we have observed them, in the grounds of several

cultivators, and made a special visit to lona Island for

the purpose of seeing these varieties. The lona, espe-

cially, on the grounds of Doct. Grant, is remarkably pro-

ductive, the bunches being very large, and giving a pro-

mise of being more compact than has been the case with

fruit shown from younger vines. We have already spoken

of the high quality of the fruit of this variety, and can
now only say that the vines appear as vigorous and as

fruitful as those of any kind whatever. The specimens
of Israella at the Island were looking finely, though not

so full of fruit as a vine we saw near Newburgh. As
there has been some discussion about the means taken to

jlpen this variety, it is but just to say that we saw no
indications of any thing of the kind, and have no doubt

that the story about their being forced was a sheer fabri-

cation. The propagating operations at lona are carried

on upon an extensive scale, and will repay a visit to those

interested in grape culture. We understand that all

lovers of horticulture are invited to make a visit to lona
Island, which they can reach from the Peekskill station

of the Hudson River R. R., w^hcre boats may always be
had to convey them across.

Tlie Ittilde-n- on tlie Orape,—Along the
Hudson the unusually cool niglits succeeding warm days
have brought on the mildew to an unprecedented extend
In several large collections it has made sad havoc, the

leaves in almost every case, .ind the fruit in many in-

stances, being attacked by it. The Delaware, usually so

free from all defects, Is, as far as the leaves are cont^^rp^U,

as bad as any. Several of Rogers' Hybrids have the fruit

entirely ruined. The leaves of even such a hardy sort as

Hartford Proliffc were not exempt, and the lona and
Israella were somewhat touched, but nothing like as

badly as the Delaware. These observations were made
in the immediate vicinity of Newburgh, and we do not
know how far the trouble extends along the river beyond
that locality. This visitation was so sudden and unex-
pected, that none of the cultivators were prepared to use

sulphur upon its first appearance. The vines around
New York City are also badly troubled by mildew.

Xbrips or Fritters.—This pest seems to

be on the increase and is really an annoyance to fruit

growers. It is a little whitish insect that hops about in

the most lively manner, and is about as difficult to catch

as a flea. We wish some entomologist would give us an
account of its habits. We only know that It has the habit

of attacking the leaves of almost everything, from a grape
vine to an elm tree. The leaves injured by it seem to

loose their vitality and turn pale. One cultivator says

that he has kept them off by the use of sulphur, while

others say that they have not found this, or any other re-

medies of any avail. What is the insect, a *' thrip," or a
" fritter," for it is called by both names, and how can it

be disposed of?

Horticultnral Register.—It will be
seen by advertisement that W. C. Flagg, Secretary of

the Illinois State Horticultural Society, proposes to

publish a register of all persons in any manner connected

with the nursery and fruit business. A work of this kind

thoroughly done, will be a very useful one, and as a hint

towards making it more complete, we would suggest that

he adds a list of those journals that are wholly or partial-

ly deroted to horticulture.

Xomato Seed.—"A Subscriber" in West
Nottingham, Md., wishes to know how to save tomato

seeds. The great difficulty with these seeds is due to the

fact that they are covered with hairs as well as a very

strong mucilage which is very difficult to separate b
any ordinary washing. The tomatoes may be put into a

vessel of water and the fruit allowed to decay there until

the seeds will wash clean, or the pulp containing the

seeds may be removed and placed in a dish, until fer-

mentation has so changed the mucilage that it can be

washed out. Of course fruit for seed should be selected

from the earliest and most prolific plants, and the best

shaped specimens only be taken.

€a1>bng-e Seed.—"W. B. G.," Fountain,
Ind. We have frequently stated that cabbage seed

should not be raised from stumps. On the contrary, the

best heads should be preserved with the greatest care, and
only the strongest shoots allowed to grow and bear seed.

Horticnltnral Unmbngs.—" A Sub-
scriber" in Bond Co., 111., wishes us to warn people

against tree peddlers who sell " Self-pruning Grape
Vines." and plum trees grafted on a stock which does not
allow the plum to start until the curculio is gone. If

there are any people in Bond Co., 111., or any where else

who can be made to believe any such stuff as he describe?,

we fear that they don't take the Agriculturist and our
warning wilt not reach them. If there is anything that is

a nuisance in the West, it is peddlers, and those who sell

nursery stock are the worst of the lot.

ForeigTi Intelligence.—Under the head
of "Foreign Intelligence." the Gardeners' Monthly re-

produces articles from the European horticultural periodi-

cals. We noticed in the July number of that excellent
serial an article on the " Ornamental varieties of the
Beech,"which we thought read like something we had seen
before. Upon referring to our file for September, 1S63, we
found it was one of our own articles with a few verbal
changes to adapt it to England, and it had been appropri-
ated by the (English) Gardeners' Weekly as original.

The Country Gentleman also thought the article worthy
of being reproduced here, and it also copied it from the
English paper. There is nothing like foreign travel to im-
prove individuals, and we suppose that an article is all

the better for crossing the ocean.

^fTicre to Buy Il.and and Settle.—
East, West and South ? Day after day the post brings us

requests for information, where persons should buy land
and go to farming, from every part of the country. Re-
turning soldiers, worn-out tradesmen, and mechanics,
seek in country life health "and happiness which they
find so small a sliare of in the city. Our fiicnds mutt
realize that tht'sc are among the hardest questions that

can be proposed.—Were we going to *'pull up stakes"
ourselves, it would take us long to decide where to go.

Within 30 miles of New York tlierc are many very at-

tractive spots. The banks o( llie Hudson and the ad-

joining country furnish romance and picturesqueness
of scenery unrivaled, and at the same time well adapted
to farming, especially to grazing and the hardier kinds of
fruits. New Jersey lands are of all qualities and condi-
tions, from swampy to sandy, from mountainous to flat.

Delaware is like Jersey, except the mountains. Mary,
land has a great variety of land ; old tobacco farms, wcU-
worn, and forest land, as yet untouched, some very ctieap,

others dear at any price. And much the same may bo
said of the whole South, reading cotton, or corn, for

tobacco, for the more southern States. The South has
many attractions to enterprising good principled men, and
cheap lands are the least of these. It is one of the most
beautiful and richest countries of the world. The pro-
ductions are most varied, including a multitude of fruits

and plants, of which Northern people know nothing, be-
sides figs, oranges, pecan nuts, etc., which we prize. The
country has never been half developed, and white
men can bear the climate and work all day in the sun,
almost all the year perfectly well, as is demonstrated
every year by the foreign mechanics in New Orleans and
other cities. " Society " there may not welcome northern
men, who ought to go in colonies, so as to form a society
of their ow'n and to be independent of those who would
maintain the principles which have cursed the land and
the nation. Treated as reasonable men and women, the
negroes will be faithful laborers and staunch friends

,

a farmer might find some of them bungling, slow, lazy,

and untrusty ; but what hands are not? Working among
them, taking an interest in them and their welfare, he
would see less of this, and secure fai Ihful and cheap labor

Xlie Death of Sir Josepli I»axton.—
This distinguished horticulturist died in England on the

8th of June last, at the age of 64. lie began life as gar-

dener's apprentice and was afterwards connected with
some of the best horticultural establishments in England.
He is most widely known as the designer of the first

Ci-ystal Palace, built for the first International Exhibition

at London, for which service he was knighted. He was
a contributor to horticultural and botanical periodicals,

and the author of a very useful botanical dictionary.

Oood Sorgo -^ Machinery.—The large

number of those who are just entering the business of

making syrup from sorgo, justifies nur calling attention

to the superior mills and evaporator made by Blymyer,
Bates & Day, and the Clark Sorgo Machine Co. adver-

tised in our business columns. Successful trial for years
has given their apparatus a deserved reputation for

superior excellence ; we can heartily recommend them.

That Bij? Bnll Frog advertised for ia

our columns is honestly wanted by a reliable man, who
will pay the premiums offered as soon as the winners
shall be known. Boys living in the vicinity of ponds, or

swamps may find frog-hunting profitable, especially if

they can secure any of extra size. The exhibition will no
doubt be a unique and funny affair.

Report of the Department ofAgri-
culture.—'*W H. G." and many others. We know of

no wayof procuring this except by making application to

the Department. The present Commissioner is Isaac

Newton—we wish it was'nt, buthe is the manto write to,

and he at present lives in Washington, D. C.

Difference in Chnrning-.—J. E. Wildoy,
Lake Co., III., desires us to explain why milk needs

churning, where he lives, nearly twice as long, before

butter appears, as it does at the East. If he will prove

to us that such is the fact, we will try to give a satis-

factory explanation.

The hest Chnrn.—We have repeated ia-"

quiries as to " which is the best churn ? " We cannot
answer this question positively, because we have never
tested them all. But the writer has no hesitation in stating

that, after having used the Brinkerhoff churn (advertised

page 227, July number) for three years, and testing it

thoroughly, he thinks it one of the best, if not the best.

Cnttlng off" Xeats.—" F. O. W." desires

us to answer through the Agriculturist what to do with
a double teat on one of his heifers. Twist a piece of
small wire around it sufficiently tight, to obstruct all cir-

culation. In 10 or 12 days the teat will drop off, and new
skin will form over the scar. This should not be done,

however, when a cow gives milk, as the wound would be
kept from healing over, by the flow of the milk, before a
scab could form over it.

Frnit Jars.—C. IT. Roword, Cook Co., 111.,

Potter i Bodines' Javs were mentioned because we have
tried them and found them vnluabU". Wo have no doubt

the kind you refer to, as well as oMiers, which are tight

when closed. aj;d are easily opened, will provcjustasgood.
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Remedy lor I^ealcy Teats.—As soon

as the co%v is milked dean, wrap a rag about one

inch wide twice around each teat, an inch from each tip.

and tie it on with woolen yarn, which is more elastic than

linen or cotlon. They should be lied in a bow knot suffi-

ciently tight to prevent the milk fiom coming down to

the end of the leats, but not tight ennngh to pmdune pain

by stopping the circiilalion of the blood. The rags are

of course removed when the cow is milked. Light In-

dia rubber bands slipped over each teat are much better

and more convenient th:in strings, and may be obtained

at any stationery store. They maybe made hy cutting

nanow slices off from the end of rubber tubes, or by

cutting rings nut of a piece of old-f;ishioned rubber shoe.

If theyrlasp the teals too tiglitly, shave them tldimer.

A joiner's googeis the best tool to cut out su<^h rings with.

After a few weeks the teals will be so contracted that

they will not leak.

Boiigfliton "White IVlieat.—A corre-

spondent \\ho?e name wa>: mentioned in the Asriculturist

In connection with the Boughlon wheat, receives so many
quesiions by letter, that he thinks hi« statements must be

of general value to our readers. For ourselves we only

know it to have a very good reputation wherever we
have seen it grow—ranking equal to the Souie, Weeks.

and other good varieties Our correspondent says : " 1st,

The Boughton smooth eared wheat ripens earlier tlian

any wheat I know of—nearly, if not riuite a week earlier

than the red Me-literanean. In 1863, I had engaged

my three acre lot, to be reaped on the 27th of June (fully

ripe), but Gen. Jenkins, and then Gen. Lee visited us

with about 90,000 Southerners, and hence it was not

reaped until the 18th of July. Still, it shelled out very

little. The yield was 25'^ bushels to the acre. Stood

rather thin. Second, Freezing out. The winter of 1S63

—

*64 was a hard one on wheat. Col. McClure and other

growers had light crops in consequence of freezing out,

but mine was better than ever—the yield from ^^ acres

was 66'2 bushels in weight (63 bushels measure) ; the

grain phimp, the flour from it the best 1 ever had, whilst

an adjoining lot of red Mediterrayiean, sowed on the same
day, was greatly damaged by the fly, my Boughton, tit

for reaping 7 days before, was untouched by that enemy.
To the query: I can think of only one reason why my
Boughton did not freeze out, namely : I had top-dressed it

the fall before."— [Probably with fine yard manure. Ed.]

Cure lor Iii.sect Stiiig;^^,—A French
newspaper, the Sud-Est, of Grenoble, publishes a cure

for insect slings which it says " Is not only as efficacious

as an alkaline application, but is preferable to this

and many other remedies in being always at hand when
wanted. It consists in llie immediate application upon the

wound, sling or bite, of a small quantity of the yellowish

secretion foimed in the ear, known as ceramen or ear-

wax. The faculty may scout this as an old woman's an-

tidote : but it is said to prove successful even
against the bites of poisonous insects which not unfrc-

quently occasion death. The discoverer of the remedy
states that the venom in the bite or sting is completely

neutralized by this simple means." It Is easily tested.

Canlcei* "wornis {Phalina vei'naia).—Great

devasiaiions were wrought by the canker worm In New
England during the past months of May and June.

In making two trips into Connecticut, we passed, we may
almost say, through hundreds of miles of orchards and

rows of elms, which were atone time hung with fine

webs that glistened in the morning sun, and suspended

countless numbers of little naked wriggling worms, and

at another the same trees presented an appearance as if

a file had swept over them, scorching and destroying

eveiy green thing. The apple and elm trees at about

the middle of June had no more leaves, and cast

scarcely more shade than in raid-winter, the strong ribs

and veins of the leaves being all that the worms had

left. They have destroyed the fruit as well, for deprived

of the sustenance derived from the foliage it has dropped.

Many different contriv;mces for defense against this

pest have been tried , all depending on the same funda-

mental fact, viz; that the female moths that lay the

eggs from which the worms are hatched, come from the

ground, ascend the trees by crawling up the trunks, and
being wingless they must crawl. We hear the greatest

dissatisfaction and lack of confidence expressed in legard

to these protectors, but so far as we can learn where they

have proved ineffective (as they have we are free to say
in the great majority of cases), they were either not put
on early enough, or they were not vvell applied.

REMEDIES FOR THE BviL.— The fact that ihe females
must crawl up the trees to deposit their eggs, pUces the

multiplication of the in?ect almost entirely wUhin the

power of man. No man ever saw the winged male carry

his companion over any obstacle, or into the tree. Impos-
sible obstacles are: 1st, Leaden gutters surrounding the

trunks, filled with oil. A cross section of a gutter is like

a letter c inverted (thus 0). The oil is held in the lower

part and the upper part forms, a roof to keep out the

rain ; 2d, Cast iron troughs similar to the leaden ones (pat-

ented) ; .^th, freshly tarred bands (upon cloth or paper,)

about the trunks, which are not effective after the lar

liardens, or in cold weather; 4th, A (patented) inverted

metalic trough, a section of which is somewhat like a

lelter y inverted, (thus X,) suspended and attached to the

tree by a cloth band on the upper end . 5lh, An inverted

glass-trough, or gutter (patented) attached to the tree in

a sirnllar way ; 6th, A stri|) of tin, two or three inches

long, to the lower edge of which a strip of cloth is

fastened, the ends of the tin being cut slanting, the U[)|)er

one lapping, and the tin being smeared with some fluid,

offensive to the insect (the form patented, the fluid not*.

These plans have all so far as we know stopped the

ascent of the insects; the 3d plan is not to be recom-
mended. The 6th is probably the cheapest,—We have

Utile doubt that cloth or tough paper, or such as Is made
impervious to water by oiling, smeared with some viscous

non-drying substance, like tar and molasses, or something

of the nature of bird-lime, that which the female moth
could not pass, would be effective, and cheaper than any-

thing else, quite a consideration in large orchards.

EARLY APPLICATION.—The application of any preventive

must be made as early as the first of September, for the

moths begin to ascend as soon as the nights are frosty ;

and keep it up till the earih is frozen hard. In the spring

they commence again as soon as the tup of the ground
becomes soft from the ice thawing , and they may be seen

ascending every mild evening for 6 or 8 weeks. A good
deal of labor attends faithfully preventing the ascent of

these creatures, but it may be done, and we may save

our trees and fruit, and it will be a paying job in the end.

Silk ^Vonn Ilai»^ing^ iu I^rance.

—

The experiments (says La Patrie, of Paris,) made in the

raising of silk worms at the Imperial farm at Vincennes,

are now in full operation. A great many breeds of the

ordinary mulberry silk worm are being raised there with

the view of ascertaining the causes of the epidemic raging

among these little animals, and Important experiments
are made in acclimating various new species, such as

live on the leaves of the oak, the wild plum tree, the

castor oil plant {Riciniis), ailanthus, and other trees. At
the present time the ailanthus worm is perfectly accli-

mated ; they are being successfully raised and the num-
ber of eggs of this species produced at the Imperial Seri-

cultural eslablishment is insufficient to supply the de-

mand; fortunately, however, there are several worm-
raisers in the otiier parts of France, as well as in Switz-

erland, who are able to furnish large quantities of them.

Ant Hills.—" Ward " has several colonies

of ants in his yard, and wishes to know how to get rid of

them. We wish we could tell him. We once fought llie

inhabitants of two hills for several weeks, with every-

thing we could think of, and they rather flourished under

the treatment. This was before benzine was in common
use, and were we troubled now, should make an experi-

ment wiih that, by pouring a quantity Into the holes, and

covering them up with earth, so as to confine the ants in

the vapor as long as possible. One correspondent re-

ported that he routed a large colony by burning fire

crackers on the hill one 4th of July.

Hofv to Italianize an Apiary in any
kind ofHives.—Bidwell Brothers, of St. Paul, Minn..

write ;
** When an Italian Queen has been in a hive 10

days, all the eggs and brood from which a Queen can be

made are Italian ; then change this hive with one contain-

ing a black queen, drive out both stocks of bees with

queens, shaking the bees containing the black queen in

front of the one which contained the Italian, and as they

go in catch and kill the black queen. The bees will then

raise an Italian queen from the Italian brood. Next shake

the bees with the Italian queen in front of the hive which

previously contained the black queen, and in 10 days re-

peat the operation with another until ail are Italianized."

Ai-e Italian Bees Hardy ?—Bldwell

Bros., of Minnesota, says in answer to this question ;

'* We wintered 28 stocks of bees in the open air, which

included 21 of Italians. They ate less and came out the

Blrongest of the lot."

I*Iio«(pliatic Mannres.—It is generally be-

lieved that of all the necessary ingredients of plants de-

rived from the soil, none is commonly so easily exhausted,

or withdrawn by successive cropping, as Phosphoric acid.

The great source of supply of this substance is bones—
which consist largely of phosphate of lime. And on
all exhausted or worn-out land, manures of which bones

or phosphate of lime form a part, in tho shape of bone-

dust, or composts contalnlns tt, superphosphate of Ume,

etc., are productive of the most lasting benefit. Peruvi-

an guano contains a considerable quantity of phosphate

of lime (26 or 28 per cent.), but pioportionally more am-
monia (15 to 17 per cent.), which stimulates the growth
of crops so that an increased quantity of both bone-earth

and other Inorganic, or earlhy manurial substances are

needed by tlte crops in connection with its use on ex-

hausted land. There have been various deposits found,

of the naluie of guano, containing far less ammonia and
rnoie phosphates. Some of these are very valuable as

manures for moie or less worn out and exhausted land,

containing as they do the phosphates naturally in a state

of fine powder, and readily assimilable. Of this charac-

ter is the so called Bolivian guano, the best samples of

which contain some 60 per cent, of pho?pliales, with

between 1 and 2 per cent, of ammonia. It must come
chiefly in competition with bone-dust, ordinary grades of

which contain about 45 per cent, of phosphates, with

about 3 per cent, of ammonia, or its equivalent. The
best qnaliiies of bone meal or bone turnings and filings

are much richer both in ammonia and the phosphates,

(4>^ per cent, of ammonia—5Tii per cent, phosphates.)

Sliiugles—Ho^v to tiay and Nail
Tlieml—"O. H. E., of Portsmouth, N. H., says he
sends us "a chip fur our Basket," we hope for more
from the same source. Jn the sawing of shingles from
round " bolts " or small trees 6 or 8 inches diameter, the

shingles are " slab- ways," or have a piece of the heart In

them, or have more sap wood on one side than on the

other, and the annual rings lap one upoti the other. If

the sap side of the shingle is exposed to the weather and
the heart side is platted next the roof, it will not curl or
warp up ; also if the nails are placed one inch each side

of a line running through the center of the shingle, es-

pecially each side of the keart piece, if there is one, (the

usual manner being one inch from the edge, however
wide the shingle may be,) the shrinkage will be from

each ei]ge toward the center. I have seen roofs shingled

with Fir, Hemlock, Spruce, Cedar, and Sapling-pine, re-

tained in their place, and without a split, and also shin-

gled in the old manner with every other one split from

shrinkage, making a crack directly over the joint in the

lower course, and under the joint in the next course

above, causing a leak. We know our plan works well

and will be useful to many.

**IVo, 17 Mercliants ExcUang^e."

—

During the past three or four years we have received

from time to lime hundreds of circulars sent to our sub-

scribers, and by them forwarded to us, dated "No. 17

Merchants Exchange," although professedly emanating

from many difl^erent cities and towns. Often they bear

the name of a place where "the oldest inhabitant" nev-

er heard of the existence of a " Merchants Exchange."

Most or all of these are swindling schemes of bogus

lotteries (all lotteries are unsafe money traps) to tempt

the unthinking. Give a wide berth to all letters and cir-

culars dated "17 Merchants Exchange," especially i(

they offer great inducements for investing money.

How to Set a Steel Trap.—Take a

common steel trap with a stiff spring, but one which

springs easily, cover the trap with a piece of cotton cloth,

sewing it to the "pane" or treadpiece. Upon this fasten

the bait so that it can not be taken off without springing

the trap. Set the trap near the rats* runs. J. Amaden,

Defiance Co.,0., says of this way : "After trying every

thing else I fixed my trap according to the above plan

and caught 9 rats in one hour."

Xlie Kiive Oak.—J. McGregor. It is of no
use to try to start the acorns of the live oak in Iowa, as

the climate is much too cold for it.

A ^ood Yield of Potatoes.—R. Coates

of Attlebnrough, C. W., writes, that one of his neighbors

planted, last spring, a bushel of Prince Alberts, cut into

small sets, and in the fall harvested 98 bushels. Tho
land had been used for a sheep pasture for several years,

and the planting was done on the recently turned sod.

Flag: Il<eelc.—"L. A. L."has received some
seeds of this from the Agricultural Department at Wash-

ington, and wishes to know whether it is useful or or*

naraental. It is a garden plant of the onion kind, and

is used in soups and stews. An account and figure was

given in April of last year.

I>ried Currants.—J. J. T., Sullivan, Ind.,

asks, if the dried currants of the shops are the common
red currants, and how they are prepared. The imported

currant Is not a currant at all, but avery small grape from

the South of Europe. Being from Corinth, they were

called Corlntlis, which finally was changed into currants.

1
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The "Spring House'* of the Prai-

rie—D. Kllpatrick, of Des Moines Co., Iowa, writes to

express his appreciation of the article on making clieese

from few cows, anJ says :
*' We tliink that article ulone

worth a year's subscription. We cannot make butter, or

keep it well when made for want of the "spring house,"

80 familiar to many of your readers, where ' He sendelh

the spilngs to the vallies which run among the hills." A
spring Is a very rare thing on the Prairies. We can make
cheese without difficulty on the plan there giren, by keep-

ing the curd till snoush is obtained to fill the hoop, by

hanging it in a bucket in Ilie well. By the way you may
tell your readers in like circumstances, that they can
have sweet, coo/, delicious milk every day in the same
way. Get a good can, or a pail with a close fitting lid

(we have used a coffee boiler to eooiI advantage), fill it

with fresh milk and hang it in the well with a strong

cord, lowering it near to the water, and using great care

not to spill any in the water, or you will spoil your well.

Just at meal time draw it up (stirring whatever cream is

on It well through, it don't hurt it a bit), and if there are

any children about, you will wonder how soon it will

disappear to their satisfaction and yours."

I^ermentecl Swill.—A ''Subscriber" asks if

"swill for fattening hogs will lose or gain any thing by

allowing it to ferment?" Swill properly so called can

never gain any thing by fermentation, for if *' fermenta-

tion" be allowed to go on long enough all swill will

putrify. Many good farmers allow their swill to fer-

ment to a sligiit extent before feeding, in order to give it

greater uniformity of character, and, in case meal of any
kind is added to the "house slops," to take the place in

a measure of cooking, which is inconvenient in the sum-

mer time. When this is practised, however, swill

should be kept In several different vessels, so that the

feed may be fermented uniformly from day to day.

Fine Grapes.—Those who visited the straw-

berry exhibition of the American Institute last June saw
» collection of exotic grapes, the like of which is seldom

exhibited. A large number of varieties were shown, the

berries in each bunch being as near alike as if they had
been cast in the same mould. Tiiis splendid display was
made by Mr. John Ellis of the Fox Meadow Gardens,

Westchester Co., N. Y., whose extensivs graperies fur-

nish tlie New York market with a large share of this de-

licious, though costly fruit.

Xrainiug: in CJraperies.—"Amateur."
Your plan shows the alternate renewal system, which is

very difficult to carry out. Better study CliorUon, or

some otlier authority for the best methods, as we have

not space to illustrate them.

lla.le^s Early I*eacli.—Isaac Piillen, Esq.,

of Hightstown, N. J., has sent us fine specimens of this

variety from his orchard houses. This is a favorite sort

with Mr. PuUen, who finds it at least two weeks earlier

than any other. Its quality is excellent, andil is as hand-

some as it is good.

Catalogues, etc.. Receive*!.—William
Parry of Pomona Garden and Nursery, Cinnaminson, N.

J., sends his price list for the fall of I860. Mr. P. has the

Philadelphia Raspberry as a speciality We are in-

debted to Geo. M. Beeler, Secretary, for the Transactions

of the Indiana Horticultural Society at its fourth annual

meeting. The Transactions of the Worcester Co. (Mass.)

Horticultural Society, from 1857 to 1S64, have been sent

by ita Secretai^, Edward W. Lincoln ...C. S. De Witt,

Montreal, sends us Hind's Essay on the Insects and

Diseases injurious to Wheat Crops, a prize essay publish-

ed in 1857 for distribution in Canada at public expense.

Augpastns O. Moore,—Every one having
a collection of American agricultural or horticultural

books, will find upon one or more of them the imprint of

A. O. Moore «k Co. Had Mr. Moore been solely a book
publisher, a notice of him would scarcely have interested

our readers, but as he was thoroughly identified with

their pursuits, it seems proper to give more than a brief

mention of his life and work. Augustus Olcott Moore
was born in Columbus, Ga., in 1822, and removed at an

early age, with his parents, to Ohio, in which State, at the

age of 19, he purchased a farm which he carried on for

four or five years. He afterwards went into the banking

business in Cincinnati, where he remained for several

years. Being devoted to art, he left mercantile life after

several year's experience in It. and gave his time to

painting. Though he never ranked himself as an artist,

he possessed itecided talent in art, and had it not been for

his great modesty would have been known as an artist.

In 1853, Mr. Moore came to N. Y. City and engaged in

the publishing business, which he continued until 1859.

As a publisher he was noted for his sympathy and co-

operation with literary men and artists—a trait which

was doubtless often excercised in opposition to hi^ in-

terests as publisher. In the revision of Downing's Lands-
cape Gardening, many of the finest sketches were made
and put upon the engraver's block by his own hand. Tlie

close confinement of the bonk business brought on
hemorrhage of the lungs, and he was forced to relinquish

it In 1859. He afterwards travelled in California, Central

America, West Indies, Minnesota, and Europe. Several

of his observations in Central America were published in

the Agriculturist, Illustrated by his own pencil, and while
he was in business, he was a frequent contributor to our
columns, especially upon insects injurious to horticulture.

Mr. Moore returned from Europe in the autumn of 1S64,

and died in April last. We have delayed a notice of the

death of Mr. Moore for the lack of precise data, and now
give this too brief tribute to the memory of a noble, un-
selfish pure-hearted friend.

IVilliam IfiiicWiiiiiistci*, the founder,
editor and publisher of the Massachusetts Ploughman,
died at his home in Framingham, Mass., at the age of 82

years. He was educated at Harvard College, became a
lawyer, but subsequently gave up this profession for that

of agriculture, and a few year's after (in IS41), in connec-
tion wi-ih his son, established the Ploughman in Boston,
which has ever since held a prominent place among Am-
erican Agricultural Journals. Mr. Buckminster retired

from the active editorship of the paper in 1862. His ac-

quaintance among farmers and agriculturists was very

extensive, and he will be long remembered and sincerely

mourned as an earnest, honest, useful man.

Plants learned.—S. A. Hunter, Alleghany
Co., Pa.—The common Blue-flag. Iris versicolor... H.
Humphreys, Davis Co., Iowa. Some kind of Juncus or

Rush, but quite too young to determine the species

B. B. Herrick. Negundo aceroides, the Ash leaved Ma-
ple, also called Box-elder. Sugar is sometimes made
from this species. ...M. R. A., York Co., Me. No. 1 is

Calopogon pulckellus, one of the most beautiful of our
native orchids. No. 2 is the very common Ctnquefoil

or Five-finger, Potentilla Canadensis,

Agricultural and Horticultural
Fairs,—If those who have charge of the preliminary

work in arranging for exhibitions the coming autumn will

send us, before Aug. 10th, notice of place, date, and
name of corresponding secretary, or business manager,
they will aid us in issuing our annual list in September,
and receive the thanks of the editors.

ISlaclc Knot.—We have numerous iaqnirers

respecting this, and have had the experience of only one
person in treating it. Mr. A. D. Brown, of Mercer Co.,

N. J., states that he knows the following remedy to be
eflTeclual. A lablespoonful of chloride of Lime (Bleach-

ing Powder) is mixed with a quart of water, and after it

has stood, occasionally shaking, for a few hours it is ready

for use. The knot is pared even with the healthy bark,

and the solution applied to the wound. Mr. B. says :
'* I

will guarantee that the Black-knot will not appear in that

place again." A simple remedy and easily tried.

XUe Xen-lined Potato Beetle.—We
have received from A. S. Runyon, Putnam Co., Mo., as

well as from others in difiercnt parts of the West, speci-

mens of an insect which is very destructive to the potato

crops. The larva, orgrubis represented in fig. I, It is of

a yellow color with black

dots. The perfect insect,

eiven in fig. 2, is of a pale

yellow color, marked with

ten black lines, five ou each

wing cover. Both tliese en-Fig. 1.

gravlngs are of twice the natural size, and give a sufficiejit-

ly good representation of the insect to enable it to be recog-

nized. Those wishing a detailed description are referred

to Duct. Fitch's article in the Transactions of the N. Y.

State Agricultural Society for 186:1, p. 796. The female

deposits her eggs upon the underside of the leaves, and the

brood is hatched in 3 or 4 days, ready to commence their

depredations, and if not checked,

soon destroy every vestige of vine.

The insects fall very readily when the

plants are disturbed, and it has been

recommended to catch them in pans

containing hot water. A writer in

the Kansas Farmer states that by

timely attention the crop may be

saved. He finds It inconvenient to

renew the water as fast as it coolsi

and uses instead, cold water with a ^
£•

thin stratum of turpentine on the surface. The insects,

in dropping into the water pass through the tur-

pentine and are killed by it. Probably benaine, such
as is used by painters, would answer in place of turpen-
tine, and be at the same time much cheaper.

Root-pruning;: HyacintUs.—M. Vasin,
of France, finds that by cutting the roots of hyacinths
grown in water to within about an inch and a half of the
bulb, the bloom is much finer. It is done when the leaves
are well developed and before the flower spike has
protruded itself above them.

Ifarnum's latest (not last) 1>isplay.
Barnum's Museum gave on Thursday. July 18th, an ex-
hibition which completely exhausted its resources. In
other words, this curiosity shop, which was known, by
name at least, from one end of the land to the other, is

destroyed by fire, and all its natural curiosities, relics,

antiquities, etc., are gone. The collection, aside from
much that was trivial, contained a great deal of real
value, and no one could visit it without being instructed,
and in this view it is a national hiss. Mr. Barnum, how-
ever, is not a man to be set back by the loss of a m;iseum,
or two, and is preparing to start a new one already, be-
fore the stones of the old one are colil. and he calls upon
all who have natural or other curiosities, suitable to be
placed in such an institution, to communicate with him.

The German Edition of the Agriculturist-

Reduction of Price.

It gives the publisher pleasure to announce that the

reduction in the expenses attending the preparation of

the German edition of this journal has been sucl , that he

has decided to receive subscriptions at the same rates

with the English edition. This edition has never been

conducted at a profit—but very much the contrary.

Nevertheless—being fully of the opinion that it ought to

pay—and assured on every hand that it has been and is

doing a great deal of good among German farmers and

others, it has been continued. Now with the improve-

ment in the times, the disbanding of the army and the re-

turn to peaceful industriesof our soldiers, he is confident,

that with a reduction of the price, a large addition to the

subscription list may be secured. The agricultural and

horticultural portions of the Agriculturist are well trans-

lated, and besides, a special department is edited by Hon.
F. Muench. of Missouri, (well knoun throughout the

Country by his Norn de Plume ''Far West,'') which adds

much to the value and interest of this edition.

$300.00 for a Barn Plan.

One of the subscribers to the Agriculturist is about to

erect Farm Buildings, and wants a plan. To secure one

he authorizes us to ofl'er three hundred dollars ($300) in

prizes, as follows

:

$150 For the best plan.

$100 for the second best plan,

%oO for the third best plan. ^

The plans must be submitted to a commltfee to be

announced in the September number, on or before the

first Monday in October. The plan must be for the ac-

commodation of a dairy of 20 cows, 2 yoke of oxen, 6

horses, with young animals to keep up the stock, 100

sheep. 20 hogs, and 300 poultry. The building or build-

ings must be of wood, and calculated for a level farm.

The plans should be carefully drawn to a scale. Work-

ing plans and specifications are not now desired; but full

explanations of every valuable feature, materials used,

in ceneral, and every thing essential to be known by an

architect or builder to enable him to prepare working

plans, should be furnished. The plans will become the

property of the gentleman making this offer, and a selec-

tion will be published in the American Agriculturist.

In addition a very liberal sum will be paid for the full

working drawings and specifications of the plan decided

upon after the prizes are awarded. And any new and

valuable ideas or suggestions furnished, which maybfl

adopted, will meet with appropriate recognition.
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Grain Cradles, cradle does not gather all the grain that is cut

off, some of the fingers are out too far, or are

too short. Sometimes every finger stands exact-

ly in its most proper position and the cradle

docs not gather all the grain. This can be ob-

viated in two ways; first, by using a shorter

scythe; or second, by dulling about two inches

of the cutting edge at the point. Sometimes
the scythe and low-

er finger are all

right, but the other

fingers are so short,
'^' that the cradle does

"^ "'• not gather all the
PROPER FORM OP CRADLE sciTiiE. grain the scythe cuts

Grain cradles will always be needed, even if

horse reapers are used to cut nearly the whole

crop. It is important for all to know what con-

stitutes a good cradle, how to put it in order,

and how to use it, so as to cut grain and lay it

in a swath in a neat and workmanlike manner.

Fig. 1.

The form of the scythe is to be noted. A very

straight scythe is quite as objection.ible as

one that has too much curvature. "When it

is too straight on the cutting edge, it will cut too

squarely across the standing straws; whereas

the cut should be made in a drawing or sliding

manner, and the fingers must of necessity be

correspondingly straight. The illustration here-

with given, figure 1, represents a cradle scythe

of a good form. It will be seen that the cutting

edge from a to b, about one foot in length, is the

arc of one circle ; and the other part, from b to

c, is the arc of another circle of the same size, but

in a different position. "We have found by meas-

uring, that these circles are about ten feet in di-

ameter, and that the distance from d in the dot-

ted line to e, when a scythe is four feet long, is

about %k inches. A cradle scythe of this shape

works well, if it is properly hung on the snath.

The question is frequently asked why a cradle

scythe is made broader from the back to the

cutting edge, than a grass scythe ? The object

of this is twofold ; first is to support the grain

after it is cut off, and second to furnish ample

room for the straw to slide back from the cut-

ting edge against the fingers, after it has been

cut off. If a scythe, no wider than a grass

scythe, is attached to a cradle, as soon as the

space from tlie fingers to llie cutting edge is

filled with straw, the scytlie can not cut off any

more straw ; therefore, as the cradle is " full,''

it must slide over the rest of the clip.

If the fingers do not correspond with the

curve of the scythe, a cradle will not work well,

even if the scythe is made according to the most

perfect pattern. Figure 2 represents a scythe

of the same form as fig. 1. The object of it is

to show the relative length and curvature of

the first finger of the cradle, when compared

with the form of the scythe. The inside of the

Snger should extend at least two inches beyond

the back of the scythe, and it is Ijest to have

the finger from one to two inches shorter than

the scythe. The small end should stand over

the point of the scythe, as represented in fig. 3,

and from one to two inches above it. If the

first finger rests hard on the scythe, it some-

times prevents the grain discharging freely

off. This difficulty can be obviated in no other

way than by attaching a Ee5'the 3 or 3 inches

shorter, and cutting off the lower finger to cor-

respond with the scythe, as shown by fig. 2, and

to be also of the correct proportional length

with the other fingers. Fingers may be " too

crooked," or too much curved near the points.

It is a common occurrence to see cradle fingers

like a sleigh runner—having nearly all the

curvature within 12 to 20 inches of the ends.

Such cradles never work well, as they carry

most of the grain, after it is cut off, near the

forward part of the cradle, which causes it to

work hard, and to hang too heavily on the

point, as well as to hold on too much, when it

is being laid in a swath.

Felling Trees—Problems Proposed.

Fio-. -PROPER POSITION OF FINGER.

when the cradle is in use. The point of the

first finger should always stand as far back as

possible, and not catch any sti-aws beyond
the scythe. AViien some straws are pulled down
and not cut off, it shows that some of the fingers

$taud out too far, Ou (lie poptrary, Tvbea tbe

"

Dr. "W. H. Niles, sends a statement with some
questions about the mechanical powers involved

in a common woodman's expedient to make a

ti'ce fall where he wishes it to, which, though

intended for our problem column, contains a

valuable practical hint, so we insert it here.

The questions will tax the mathe-

matics of some older heads than

might find them were they on the

children's page.—"The woodman
often finds it necessary to fell a

tree in an opposite direction to that

toward which it leans. To do this

he places a stiff pole, A^ B, against

the tree and makes the foot im-

hy driving a stake, lie tlieu places

another pole, 6' D, a little shorter than the first

in like manner against the tree—the centre of

this he has weakened by chopping, so that it

will bend easily. He now cuts the tree nearly

off at tUe Stump, when by biiuging tUe centi'e

movable

of the pole, C, D, down a few inches at E, and
then lifting with his shoulder until the pole is

straightened, the tree is moved in the opposite

direction. The end of the pole. A, B, is now
crowded down the trunk so as to hold what lie

has gained. By repeating the operation the top

of the tree is thrown beyond the base, and the

tree falls where he wishes to have it.

Questions.—Suppose the pole, C, D, is ten feet

long, and a force 100 lbs. is exerted at E, what
power is exerted against the tree at C—Ist.

"When the centre of the pole at E, is 6 inches

from a straight line ?—2nd. "When it is five inch-

es from a straight line ?—3d. "When it is four

inches from a straight line?—4th. \Vhen it is

three inches from a straight line ?—5th. "When
it is two inches from a straight line?^6th.

"When it is one inch from a straight line ?—and
finally, which of the mechanical powers has
been thus employed ?"

Salting Stock, and Salting Hay.

There can be no doubt that the animal econ-

omy requires salt. The natural and universal

desire for it, the wide-spread supply of it by the

hand of Providence, and the good effects of its

moderate use, demonstrate this. It operates

both as a tonic and a gentle laxative ; it regu-

lates the stomach and bowels, and gives an edge

to the appetite. Still, animals may take it to

excess, and hurt themselves when they get

access to it after long deprivation. It is the fa-

vorite practice of some farmers to salt their

stock regularly once in so many days, giving

them always a fixed quantity. This generally

works well. Others prefer to keep a supply al-

ways within reach of their cattle, so that they

can go and satisfy their natural cravings for it

whenever they choose, reasouablj' supposing it

as safe to do so as to allow stock to drink at

pleasure from a running stream. In regard to

salting hay at the time of harvest in order to

prevent heating and moulding, in case the hay
is not thoroughly cured, it is most imiiortant

not to over-salt, as evil effects may accrue to the

stock. Six quarts of salt to the ton, evenly dis-

tributed, is suflicient for the greenest, and not

loo much for the animals. Salt, as commonly
thrown upon the hay-mow, falls in lumps and

liandfuls here and there, so that the stock get

too much of it to-day and too little to-morrow.

"When they eat to excess, it ijroduces an unnat-

ural thirst, laxness of the bowels, and weakness

of the limbs. It is of course safer and better to

store away the fodder, well cured, without salt,

and let -the cattle have daily access to salt

ti'oughs under cover in their jards, where they

will take only as much as nature requires.

Sorghum as a Green Fodder Crop.
»

—

Indian corn requires a rich soil, and one not

liable to suffer from severe drouths, to make a
really good growth of stalks for cutting for fod-

der, green or dry. Sorghum, if the soil be well

worked and not weedy, will in many places fur-

nish more fodder and of nearly as good quality,

especially in dry seasons. There is not so much
need of care in selecting the seed, and this crop,

if it get a good start will bear drouth very well.

It should be sown in drills about two feet apart.

The ground should be deeji, mellow, and free

from weeds. "When the seed first comes up, the

little plants are hard to tell from grass, and are

liable to be choked, hence clean land is very

desirable. It is cut and cured like corn stalka
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Gigantic Indian Fowls.
•

—

As our knowledge of the countries of Central

Asia extends, and more especially as naturalists

pursue their investigations among those coun-

tries where with scarce a doubt our baru-3'ard

fowls were originally native, numerous and very

interesting varieties are brought to light. Some

prove very useful, as for example, the Brahma
Pootra, -wliich has been known only since 1850;

others are simply curious, and have failed to

impart to crosses the good qualities which

the}' possessed, or to improve when bred with

care, even where the effort has been made to

engraft upon the breed the excellences of anoth-

er. A new wonder for poultry fanciers, and

perhaps the germ of a new hen-fever, equal to

that excited by the Cohin China fowls, has been

brought from Central India by a Capt. Hastings

Frazer. It is represented in the above group of

fowls. The drawing havmg been made be-

fore the birds had recovered from the effects of

a long voyage, doubtless does not show them

tff good advantage. They rejoice in the grace-

ful name of Beegum-Pilly-Gaguzes, from the

title of a native Prince. A cock and hen and

two pullets are shown. The cock stands 3

feet C inches high, and his thigh is so large it

can hardly be spanned with one hand. Chick-

ens are said to attain the weight of 8 pounds at

7 or 8 months old. These meagre statements

are sufficient to lend uu interest to the homely

group of fowls of whicU we present a picture,

Engraved for tht Amei-ican Agriculturist,

and to lead us to watch for further reports of

their success or failure in British poultry-yards.

Capt. Frazer takes them to Scotland, where he

intends breeding them and crossing them with

the Gray Dorkings, in the hope of increasing

the size of this large and favorite breed.

August Turnips.

In many parts of the country turnips of ex-

cellent quality, and of fair size, can be raised

from seed sowed from the 1st to the 10th of

August. In other places again, it would be

time and labor spent ia vain to attempt to raise

even a small plot of this kind of roots. If the

soil is only right and iu good condition, there

will be but little doubt of a good crop. On the

5th of October last we saw in one of the central

counties of this state as nice, tender and smooth
turnips as were ever raised at other seasons of

the year, which is unusual for that part of the

country. The seed was sowed about the 3d of

August They attained this large growth in

two months. As they were superior to any

late turnips we have ever met with, the inquiry

was raised how they were produced. The pro-

prietor informed us that the soil was a sandy

loam, and had produced a crop of early pota-

toes. Previous to planting the potatoes in the

spring, the soil received only a thin dressing of

well-rotted barn-yard manure. As soon as the

potatoes were dug, the ground was plowed and

haiTowed, and the turnip seed sowed in drills

about 2 feet apart. The plants were thinned to 8
inches as soon as they were large enough to

transplant. After this they were cultivated and
hoed twice. They were the Green-top, Strap-

leaf variety, known in Central and Western
New-York as the Flat Field Turnips, which
are usually grown on new land just cleared.

There are other varieties of turnips among
which are the Long White French Turnip,

which will mature if sowed the first week
in August, where the soil is adapted to them.

We have seen soil in excellent condition, capa-

ble of producing three tons of the best quality

of hay per acre, 80 bushels of oats, 90 bushels

of Indian corn, and thirty bushels of as nice

wheat as is usually jound iu the Genesee Val-

ley of Western New-York, which would not

yield a crop of turnips worth pulling, if the seed

were sowed as late iu the season as the last of

Julj', or the first week of August. But, where
turnips will succeed well, our advice is to plow
up or spade every available nook and corner

and put in turnip seed. Frequently there can

enough be raised, after the first of August, to

furnish one or two milch cows and a spau of

horses with a good feeding daily, during the

late autumn and early winter, which is much
better than to allow weeds to fill the space.

Good turnips are also excellent for the table,

and good for swine. They cover the ground

with a rank vegetation, which makes a good

green manure crop, if the roots do not mature.
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Keep the Best Soil on the Surface.

There are two classes of soils which ought

not to be plowed deep. One of these is the

light sandy class which overlie leachy subsoils.

Such soUs become fertile only when they con-

tain a considerable proportion of mold or hu-

mus, the remains of vegetation which has de-

cayed on the surface, or which has been added

in manures. Gradual deepening of soils of this

character may be effected, provided it be done

no faster than organic matter in some form, is

added. Plowing the subsoil would be of no use,

for that is already too open and porous ;
.but the

tillage should be such as to keep the fertile por-

tion near the surface, the plowing being but 4 or

5 inches deep, and the additions of manure and

vegetable mold, in the shape of green manure

crops, (clover, buckwheat, corn,) etc, frequent

and abundant

The other class is more difficult to manage,

but more lasting when brought up to good tilth.

These soils are those of a heavy clayey, or grav-

elly and clayey character—hard to plow, diffi-

cult to pulverize, prone to bake, cracking and

drying out sn the surface so as to suffer in

drouths. The soil (if there is anything worthy

the name,) is thin, and consists of a sheet of

mold, not more than 3 or 3 inches deep. The
time was when there was no mold ; no more

vegetable matter on the surface than can now
be discovered in the unfertile subsoil beneath it.

But, by the constant operation of alternate rain

and sunshine, of freezing and thawing, and the

growth and decay nf vegetation, a thin stratum

of this compact earth has been fitted for the

purposes of vegetation and the production of

crops. A seed bed has been formed, in which

the young plants may commence life. In this

mold they may spread their tender roots, and

find available nourishment to build up their

stems and produce seed. This thin layer of soil

is essential to healthy and luxuriant growth.

Remove it and seeds will germinate slowly, and

the plants be sickly and diminutive. Every crop

of grain or grass lends to increase the depth of

this stratum of mold, as it is kept on the surface.

Let it be buried beneath a portion of the heavy

barren subsoil, and the young plants will be

deprived almost entirely of their sustenance,

untQ the roots struggling for life, have spread

through this tough clayey mass, and reached

the fertile mold. A soil x)f this kind must
be tilled in such a manner as to keep' the mold
on the surfaca When it is plowed, the com-

mon plow should run only as deep as the mold
extends. In the furrow produced by the com-

mon plow the Subsoil plow illustrated on page

181 (March), should follow, breaking up and

pulverizing the compact stratum so that the

surface water will settle down readily without

injuring crops by filling the little interstices of

the soil, which should be occupied by air only.

The accompanying illustration represents the

manner of plowing land so as to keep the mold

or best soil on the surfoce. The five rectangu-

lar blocks represent a section of furrow slices

turned by a common plow, as deep as the soil

or mold extends. At the left hand a small por-

tion of the surface soil is seen unbroken, resting

on the compact stratum of subsoil. Beneath

the furrow and furrow slices a stratum of the

subsoil is represented as broken up by the

subsoil plow drawn in the furrows of the com-

mon plow, as the slices are turned one by one.

When ground is plowed in this way, the reader

will perceive that if there is any good soil it

will always remain at the surf^ice. After the

roots have spread several inches in each lateral

direction, and have attained some size and

strength, they will be well prepared to enter the

pulverized subsoil, and slowly transform it into

fine and fertile mold.

We would not be understood that all soils

should be managed in this way, for they should

not. We have designated the particular kinds

that need similar treatment. There are soils

where the most fertile portions are several inch-

es below the surface, which require to be plowed

with a deep tiller or trench plow, that will turn

up to the surface a more productive soil than

is there at the present time.

Farmers should study the character of the

different kinds of soil they cultivate, and by in-

vestigation and experiment, ascertain how to

manage each kind most advantageously and

profitably for the production of remunerating

crops, and the ultimate benefit of the soil.

Fences and Highway Cattle.

The heaviest tax laid upon our fanners is

that self-imposed burden of much fence build-

ing. Not a few of the division fences on our

farms might be dispensed with, if only a little

forethought and management were used. This

has been often discussed, and the fact often

asserted,never dispnted.that there are thousands

of farms at the East which will not now sell,

and which never wovild have sold for what it

has cost to fence them. It is, however, to road-

fences, built for protection against roadside

cattle, that we now direct attention. These, in

the present state of popular sentiment, can not

be given up. The cost of such fences is enor-

mous. According to one estimate, there are

now about 50,000 miles of road-fence in the

State of New York. If the cost of buidling

them is put at $1 a rod, and the annual expense

of keeping them in repair is as much as that

dollar at interest, then the entire annual ex-

pense of the road fences in our State is, with

the interest on the investment, upwards of

$2.000,000 ! Other estimates carry the figures

higher. Surely it is worth while to consider

whether this heavyburden may not be lightened.

According to old English common law, which
is modified more or less, or done away with

entirely, by the statutes of different States, land-

owners are not required to build highway
fences. They own the land to the middle of the

street, and the traveling public have only the

right of way through it. The laws against

cattle in the highways are in most cases capable

of being essentially modified by town regula-

tions. It is none the less important, that any
State laws which hinder the removal of fences,

should be repealed at once. As it is, laws

against cattle in the highways are often not

enforced, through an unmanly fear of retaliation

from the owners of the offending cattle. All

that is wanted, in most cases, is a settled un-

derstanding and agreement among the leading

men of a town that they will sustain each other

in attempts to abate the nuisance. First, they

should unitedly discountenance, by word
and deed, the practice of turning stock into the

street, or driving those not well herded, or allow-

ing them to be driven. A public sentiment can

ere long be created b}- co-operation among
fiirmers that will effectually check night pastu-

ring and other trespasses too often now prac-

tised with entire impunity; and when moral
means will not answer the purpose, then the

law maj- be vigorously enforced. Town regu-

lations may be passed which may go far to-

wards simplifying and regulating this matter.

If individual sufferers dislike prosecuting their

neighbore, then let it be made the duty of the

path-master or other officer to do it ; a duty for

the neglect of which he shall be fined, and for

the discharge of which he shall be well paid.

We verily believe that one great reason why
so many offenderf join in defiance of the law
in this and many other particulars, is because
the leading men of the town have so little cour-

age to foce the chances of political unpopularity

and the loss of a seat in the Legislature when
it comes each man's turn to " run."

»- »» >-m

Management of Hoof Rot in Sheep.—
Whenever this disease has made its appear-

ance among sheep, it should receive prompt
attention, and effectual remedies should be ap-

plied without delay, in order to prevent the

virus from being communicated to the hoofs of

healthy sheep. Every sheep that is in the least

affected with hoof rot, should be separated at

once from the flock, and kept at a distance from
them, until every appearance of the disease is

removed. The best time to examine whether

the hoofs are diseased or not, is soon after

a heavy rain, as all diy dirt will then be wash-

ed from their feet, and the hoofs will be wet

and soft, and may be shaved off much more
easily than when they are dr}-. Let the sheep

be confined in a clean pen, littered with straw,

so that but little manure will be held between

the parts of the hoofs. Now, let one man place

a sheep on one of its sides on a plank or box,

about 8 feet high, with all his legs extending

horizontally over a large tub of water. While

the sheep is held in this position, let another

man wash the hoofs clean, using a woolen

wash-rag. With a sharp edged but dull point'

ed knife, remove all the dirt from the cracks

and creases of the hoofs ; and cut off scaly

pieces, and long ill-shapen hoofs. If there are

any signs of hoof rot there will be no difficulty

in discovering it. Scrape off and wash out thor-

oughly all the diseased matter, using strong

soap suds. Then wipe the hoofs with a dry

woolen cloth, and apply the caustic or corro-

sive as will be subsequently explained.

Sheep should then be turned into a clean dry

yard or pasture, for a few hours, where no wet
grass will wash off the application, and where
the hoofs will not be filled with dirt. The most

suitable tools for pruning hoofs are a strong

pair of pruning shears that make a drawing

cut, a good pocket knife, and an inch or an

inch-and-a-Tialf chisel and mallet. All these

tools should be properly ground on a stone of

fine grit, and then whetted on a fine-grained

oil stone. If the tools be put in good cutting

order, hoofs may be cut or paired off without

difficulty. When hoofs are dry and hard, tbey

are not only more difficult to cut or pare off,

but there is danger of tearing off the shell

where it is thin. When any of the hoofs have

grown beyond the proper length, place the

sheep on its feet on a hard plank, and use the

chisel and mallet Chip off small portions at

once, when cutting near the quick; and never

place the chisel on the hoof so as to cut square

across, but a little slanting, as it will cut easier
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and be less liable to burt the sbeep. After the

long toes have been pnmeil off, shave oflf the

prominent corners with tlie pocket knife.

There are several remedies, ointments, caus-

tics, and corrosive applications, which have
been employed in curing the foot rot. An ap-

plication of pine tar and spirits of turpentine

mixed, h.is been used with good results. Blue
vitrei pulverized and mingled with tar, applied

warm, is anotlier remedy ; and a strong solution

of blue vitriol in warm water, is also good,
the sheep being made to stand a minute or two
in a trough containing it. It is, however, apt
to be washed otf in a short time by wet grass.

The best preparation that we have ever used
was equ.al quantities of drj^ white lead and
finely pulverized blue vitriol mingled with
boiled linseed oil, but only to that degree that it

would barely flow. This is applied with a small

swab to the aflected parts, after the feet have
been prepared as already directed. One or two
applications of this preparation during the first

stages of the foot rot, will usually arrest its

progress in a flock, and effect a permanent cure.

But when the disease has required the paring

away of a large proportion of the hoof, so

much so that the bones are laid bare, as is

sometimes the case, it will be necessary to tie

pieces of firm cloth over the feet, which are

first wrapped in tow. The tow is put around

and over the wound, then pieces of coarse tow-

eling, or of old sacks about 5 inches square, are

placed beneath each foot, the edges are turned

up, the corners folded smoothly to the leg, and
tied barely tight enough with woolen yarn to

keep tlie rags from dropping off. The boiled

oil causes the lead and copper salts to adhere

well, and by drying soon, it forms a good coat

to exclude dirt, after the bandage has worn out.

Sheep should be examined at least once a week
where the hoof rot has made its appearance

;

and a constant watch should be kept to discov-

er any symptoms of lameness, which is one of

the first signs of the disease. Timely attention

may save many valuable sbeep.

Youatt directs, that after thoroughly paring,

" The foot should be washed with a solution of

chloride of lime, in the proportion of one pound
of the powder to a gallon of water. This will

remove the fcetor, and tendency to sloughing

and mortification, which are the too frequent

attendants on foot rot. The muriate or butter

of antimony must then be resorted to, and by

means of a small stick with a little tow tied

around one of its extremities, applied to every

denuded part, lightly where the surface has a

healthy appearance, and more severely where
fungus granulations have been cut off, or

where there are small granulations springing

up. There is no application compared to this.

It is eSectual as a superficial caustic ; and it so

readily combines with the fiuids belonging to

the part to which it is applied, that it quickly

becomes diluted, and comparatively powerless,

and is incapable of producing any deep or cor-

roding mischief. So far as these foot cases

are concerned, it supersedes every other appli-

cation. The change of color in the part will

accurately show to what portions it has been

applied, and what effect has been produced.

* * * The foot should be dressed every day.

Each new separation of horn should be re-

moved, and every portion of fungus submitted

to the action of the caustic, with a degree of

severity proportioned to the necessity of the

case. The new horn should likewise be ex-

amined. If it appears to be healthy and toler-

ably firm, nothing should be done to it ; but if

it is soft and spongy, the caustic should be
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lightly applied. The sooner the bandage can
be removed, and the sheep turned to some
upland or thoroughly dry pasture, the better

will it be for the foot and the health of the ani-

mal generally. The worst cases of foot rot will

readily yield to this mode of treatment, provid-

ed the bone has not been exposed, and there

are no sinuses running into the joints, or deep-

seated parts of the foot, or the pasterns above."

Maintaining a full Flow of Milk.

During the months of July and August in our
latitude, the full flow of milk is frequently

checked. In most instances grass fails. Some-
times, however, f\\rmers have kept too many
animals on a given surface ; and many cows
have kept the grass from growing, and the usu-

al flow of milk has diminished. Dairymen slide

into this practice of over-stocking their pastures

at a season of the year when grass grows freely.

A cow consumes a certain amount of feed to

sustain and to repair the waste of her body. If

she can have more than enough for this purpose
the surplus will be converted into milk. There-

fore, if feed is short, the 'flow of milk must in-

evitably diminish. Breeding is another cause

of diminution in the quantity of milk. Some
cows, even when supplied with all the good
grass they will consume, will fall ofl' in milk

within a few weeks after being got with calf;

and there is sometimes so much shrinkage in

the amount of milk, that a cow might be dried

off in a short time. Another common cause of

failure in the flow of milk is, a want of an abun-

dant supply of pure water.

These are the chief difficulties that people

meet with, who keep few or many cows. To
obviate the difficulty of short pasturage, a farm-

er will find it much more profitable to keep
fewer cows and so have more and better grass,

as two cows when kept on as much grass as they

will eat, will yield more milk than three or four

cows kept on the same feed, for they would find

barely enough to support animal life. By over-

stocking a pasture, most of the grass is used up
to keep the animals alive, without improving
their condition, while a smaller number would
thrive well, and at the same lime, give a good
supply of milk. Therefore, in order to obtain

the greatest amount of butter or cheese from a

given amount of pasture, the correct way to do
it is to keep few cows and feed well. When
grass fails, they should have at least one feed-

ing daily of good hay, or green corn stalks, or

a few quarts of meal or bran, made thin with

water. It is quite important that the flow of

milk be maintained; because, if a cow be al-

lowed to shrink in the quantity of milk, it is

usually quite difficult, even by extra feeding, to

bring it up again. Sometimes it can be done
without difficulty. But in most cases it is im-

practicable.

Whenever it is known that a cow shrinks in

her milk after getting with calf, take means to

prevent it each year until about three months
after the time of turning cows to grass. The aim
should be to have such cows come in just in time

to recover from the debilitating eflTects of par-

turition by the time grass is large enough for

grazing. Then her milk will be had at a sea-

son of the year when cows are usually most

profitable. But if they are allowed to breed

early in the season, they are frequently very

unprofitable cows ; and improper management
renders them still more so.

Cows well fed and properly milked, can not

be expected to yield a large supply, unless they

have an abundance of good water several times
a day. Once or twice is not sufficient. In hot
weather they need it three times daily. They
relish a pailful of good water as we do a cool-
ing draught from the "old oaken bucket."
And they must have it or they will not and
can not yield an abundant supply of milk.
Large cows that have access to pure water
often drink from twenty to thirty gallons daily
during the hot weather, and this water assists

greatly in keeping up the flow of milk. With-
hold a part of it and the supply diminishes. As
soon as cows have filled themselves with grass
they often desire to drink. They seldom take
much water into an empty stomach. Conse-
quently if they are required to drink at a pool
of standing, dirty water, perhaps defiled by
dung, they will drink no more than is absolutely
necessary to sustain life. Such water is not
refreshing to cows, or any other animals ; and
no one need expect that milch cows will

keep up the quantity of milk, so long as they
are required to use such an unwholesome drink.

Harvesting Peas.

Peas are often mown like grass, and after re-

maining in the swath a few days they are gath-

ered with forks, with hand-rakes, or with horse-

rakes. This is a slow and laborious way.
Another plan is to roll them with a scythe.

This is done by reaching forward with the

scythe among the uncut peas, and drawing it

straight backward. Those vines that do not
separate readily, are cut off, and when a roll is

as large as can be handled easily, the scythe is

run around and beneath it to cut off all the

vines that would be a hindrance when pitching

the bunches on the cart. This is a better way
than the first. There are also several ways of

raking them with a horse-rake without cutting.

Some farmers proceed the same as when raking
hay, which leaves a strip beneath each wind-
row not separated from the ground where they
grew. This makes slow and hard pitching. In
order to make clean and thorough work, oth-

ers run the rake gradually into the usraked
peas imtil it is nearly full, when the horse is

guided out, and the peas are left on the raked
ground. But this is not so good a way as first

to run the rake across the field where the wind-

rows are to be made, clearing tracks, say 30 or

40 feet apart, going and returning in the same
place. This prepares a strip of raked ground
for each windrow. The standing crop is thus

simply raked into windrows with a horse-rake

(the wooden revolving rake is best) ; and this

will be found the most expeditious, thorough,

and easy manner of gathering peas. The crop

lies in this shape several days—until it is suffi-

ciently cured to stack or house. It may be

pitched upon the cart directly from the wind-

rows, and this is usually better than to roll up
heaps, which tangles the haulms and makes
subsequent handling laborious. In case of hard

rains it is well to turn over the windrows to let

those plants which may be matted down upon
the ground have a better chance to dry.

Peas may be thrashed at any time. They are

fed unthrashed to sheep and hogs during the

autumn and winter, to excellent advantage;

and the thrashed straw if well cured, is eaten

freely by all kinds of stock, and may be used as

freely as timothy hay. If not properly cured,

all its value as fodder is liable to be lost.

m-, —— I »

Fowl Idea.—A correspondent asks, whether

hen manure is the best fertilizer for egg plants.
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Carrying Hay by Hand.
—»—

When hay is to be moved but a few rods, it is

often more convenient to carry it on two poles,

as represented in the engraving, than it is to

haul it on a wagon, or cart, or with a horse, as

illustrated on page 213 (July) of this volume.

On salt meadows, where the ground is not firm

enough to hold up a horse, cocks of hay are

often collected in this manner. Two men are

able to carry with ease a cock of hay weighing

from one hundred to two hundred pounds.

Two smooth poles, seven or eight feet long,

with the ends rounded, are used ; and if the

cocks are not large, two fork handles will serve

a good purpose. They are thrust beneath a

cock, about thirty inches apart ; and the men
press their bodies against it, to keep it from

turning over either way. Other material besides

hay may be carried in this manner to good ad-

vantage. Sometimes a lot of com stalks in

bundles are all within an area of twenty rods of

the stack bottom. Two men will gather them

together with poles quite as soon as they could

be loaded on a wagon. If the shocks are securely

bound at the tops, the poles may be thrust be-

neath them. Otherwise the sheaves may be

laid crosswise on the poles. Stocks of unhusked

corn, and field beans may also be carried in this

manner ; and nearly every farmer, who keep%

stock, Vill often find this a much more con-

venient way to carry fodder to his animals, than

on a fork, when it must be moved to a distance.

The same method is extensively applied in car-

rying water in a bairel, stone, brick, and other

building material. Men are much better adapted

to carrying materials than to drawing them,

and two men will readily carry between them,

on poles, a cock of hay weighing two himdred

pounds, when it would greatly fatigue them to

draw the same cock with a rope around it.

Plowing in Green Crops for Manure.
—•

—

One of the most economical ways of improv-

ing the fertility of an impoverished soil, or of

renovating a barren one, is by plowing under
*• some kind of green crop. Farmers have relied

chiefly on red clover for this purpose, and there

are thousands of acres of soil naturally unpro-

ductive, that have been brought to an excellent

state of fertility by applying gypsum to the

clover crop, and turning it under as green ma-

nure. Indian corn, buckwheat, and some other

plants are employed for the same purpose, as

are also marrowfat peas, sown thick in drills

between rows of early sweet corn, as soon as

the corn is cultivated and hoed the last time.

Then, as soon as the ears are gathered, every

thing is turned under, by plowing crosswise of

the rows. In those districts where broom com

is raised, the portion that remains after the

brush has been gathered, is usually plowed in to

enrich the soil. The same thing is practised, in

some instances, by farmers on our Western

prairies. Sometimes tall weeds take almost en-

tire possession of a field, which, when they are

plowed in, furnish much vegetable matter for

improving the fertility of the soil.

The usual means employed for turning under

such materials consists of a log chain, or large

tarred rope, having one end attached to the outer

end of the whiffle tree of the offside horse, and

the other end hitched around the beam of the

plow near the standard as represented by the

illustration herewith given. The chain should

always be only long enough to draw the tops of

whatever is being plowed in, along in the fur-

row, just in time toaUow the furrow slice when
turning to fall on it. If the chain is a few

inches too long, the furrow slice wUl fall upon

it, and be broken, and displaced, as the chain

draws out. Take a " rolling hitch" around the

beam of the plow, and then adjust the length of

the chain until the bight of it will remain on

the turnmg furrow suce, only two or three

inches forward of the point where it comes to

rest. This will draw the tops of weeds, grass,

Canada thistles, and cornstalks completely be-

neath the falling earth ; whereas without such

Plowmen experience some difliculty in keep-
ing the bight of the chain back in its proper
place on the turning furrow slice. For this

reason, they are not able to draw every thing

under the slices, as is desirable. To obviate

this difficulty, J. & A. Kilmer, Barnerville,

Schoharie Co., N. Y., have recently invented
and patented an improvement, by which the

drag chain is kept in the place desired. Their

advertisement in this number will convey a

good idea of the improved attachment. We
recently saw it tested in plowing in weeds, and
it operated in a most satisfactory manner. It is

strange, indeed, that such a simple and good
contrivance should not have been thought of
before.

_
The improvement can be attached to

any plow, it being merely a small chain, or
strap hitched to the bight of the drag chain,

and then to the right handle of the plow.

«-.— » _>^

Hutchinson's Horse Fork.

ATTACHMENT FOB TtTBUINQ rN WEEDS, ETC,

a contrivance, the tops would extend above

ground, and if not already matured, would

continue to grow, sometimes quite as well as if

they had not been plowed La. Sometimes weeds

and cornstalks are first mowed, close to the

ground, and hauled into the furrows, as the

plowing is in progress. But in this practice

the green material is not distributed as evenly as

it is when plowed in without being mowed.
A piece of halfinch round iron bent in the

form of a letter U is used instead of a chain,

for drawing under red clover, or other crops.

But, as a chain is more flexible than an iron

bow, it has been found more convenient. When
the plow is drawn by oxen, the chain is attached

to a stick about 20 inches long, bolted to the

upper side of a beam, as shown by the preced-

ing engraving. If hitched to the forward end
of the plow beam, the chain will not always

run far enough to the right side of the furrow

to draw in the tops of all the stalks. However,
if the chain is adjusted correctly as to length,

the work can be performed quite satisfactorily.

Some plowmen have considered it essential to

pass a heavy roller, and sometimes a harrow

over com stalks, and weeds. But we have al-

ways found this vmnecessary, as the part of the

team that travels on the nnplowed ground, will

always tread it down as fast as it is plowed in
;

and they will also bend it over in the right di-

rection. We have plowed in green corn stalks,

the average hightof which was eight feet over

the entire field, without using a roller, or harrow
to lay it down, as the nearside horse and whiffle

trees broke it down in the most desirable manner.

Sometimes oxen only are used for hauling
hay with a wagon, or cart. Then, if the hay is

pitched off with a horse fork, a yoke of oxen
is employed instead of a horse, and a strong
fork is required. For this purpose Mathias
Hutchinson, of Cayuga County, N. Y., has fur-

nished a photograph of the first fork that

was made in that county. It is

not patented ; and an ordinary me-

chanic can make one at an expense

of a few dollars. Friend Hutchin-

son writes :
" The fork from which

the photograph was taken, had

been strained by hard usage, and

the tines straitened. They should

be made strong, especially near the

head, if made of iron. Some make
them of steel. The handle (B) is

two feet long, the head {A) is three

feet four inches, both made of hard

white oak, 3x3 inches square. The
tines {O) are two feet long ; they should be placed

10 inches apart and firmly fastened into the head.

"The handle and teeth should stand at an
angle of about sixty degrees. At E the side of

the handle is gouged out to receive the rope,

and a latch, made of a piece of iron, held in

place by the catch (F), retains the rope in the

groove of the handle. When the forkful is to

be dropped the

small rope is

jerked, which
raises the catch

{F), when the

hay falls off,

and the fork is

suspended by
the main rope

attached to a

ring at B, at the

junction of the

handle and the

head. A wood-

en button is

fastened to the

haudle(J5), hav-

ing a hole in
nuTcniKSON's hat fork. ^^^ p„(i ^f jj fyy.

receiving the latch rope. [We think it would

be quite as well to let that rope run through a

smooth hole in the handle.—Ed.] It is simple

and effective in the hands of a skillful workman,

on which much depends. It will take off a

tun of hay at from four to seven draughts in as

many minutes, unless the hay is very short. A
few boards should be nailed on the side of the
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mow, to the big beam, for the hay

and fork to slide on, and a tackle

block placed in tlie peak of the

barn, 6 or 8 feet from the edge of

the mow. A second block is re-

quired for the rope to work under

on the barn door post, near the

bottom, that the team may draw to

advantage. To have another block

at the top of the door, to be used

when the mow is nearly full, is very

convenient, but it is not necessary.

"The hay should be loaded on the wagon
with reference to the fork, and properly bound.

The fork should be put in the hay, not in tlie

middle, but nearest to one end of the load, at

an angle of about 45 degrees with the wagon.

The head, and not the teeth, should be turned

towards the mow. Then press the teeth their

whole length into the hay with the foot, and

fasten the rope at the end of the handle. When
the forkful has swung over the beam, at the

proper time, the operator, by giving the small

rope which he holds in his hand a jerk, will un-

load it instantly. Those on the mow need not

attempt to divide the forkfuls ; but by keeping

the middle of the mow the highest, they maybe
rolled into the comers, and wherever needed.

It is a labor saving machine. However, I have

sometimes employed hands who lacked in-

genuity to work it to the best advantage."

HutcMnson's Improved Plow.

Good plowing is an essential part of improved

agriculture. In order to plow well, we mustr

have good plows. Every effort that is made
to improve the form of the common plow is

praiseworthy, and every real improvement is

welcomed by every good plowman. Jethro

Wood, who invented the cast-iron standard of

the common plow, immortalized his name by

an invention that we could not readily dis-

pense with. He has been called " a whittling

Yankee;" it is said that he brought out this grand

improvement by whittling potatoes in the form

of miniature plows. The world at large will

never even know the debt of gratitude they owe
to the inventor of the cast-iron standard. Pas-

sing by the long list of ambitious mechanics

and farmers, who have emulated each other's

zeal to discover some improvement in the plow,

we introduce to the readers of the Agriculturist

two illustrations showing an improved plow,

made by Mathias Hutchinson, Kings Ferry,

Cayuga Co., N. T., an intelligent practical

farmer and skillful mechanic. Fig. 1 repre-

sents a land-side view, and fig. 2 a mold-board

view of the improvement. The inven-

tion consists in the standard and land-

side being made iu one piece, and placed

several inches farther back in the beam,

than when the standard is attached to

the mold board. The great excellence

of this improvement consists in form-

ing a spacious, open throat, which sel-

dom clogs when plowing in coarse ma-

nure and stubble. We have long de-

sired to see a plow brought out for

all kinds of plowing, one which would

work equally well in sod and stubble, and

run deep or shallow, without carrying dirt

on the mold board. This plow we have put to

several rigid tests and know it to be really ex-

cellent. Prompted by a laudable ambition to

benefit mankind, friend Hutchinson offers the

benefits and advantages of his improvement to

Fig. 1.—LANDSIDE VIEW.

all who desire to make or have made plows

upon tliis plan. He writes: "The inventor de-

sires these iraprovemeuts to be free to all. A
caveat was filed, and model sent to the Patent

Office in 1855. The first plow was intended for

deep plowing, in sward land. Five years af-

terwards he made a plow-of-all-work, [shown in

our illustrations,] intended to turn stubble as

well as sward. This is not so long, spreads

wider, and is lighter than the first pattern. The
mold-board is constructed on the principle of

the screw and wedge combined. The forward

part approaches the form of the wedge, and

rises and spreads at nearly the same angle ; but

the greater part is a section of a screw slightly

increasing towards the extreme wing.

"The attachment of the standard is to the land-

side, as represented in the engraving, which

prevents it from

being choked out

of the ground by
stubble. It is of

light draft in pro-

portion to the

amount ofground

it moves, and is

easily guided. It

breaks the furrow

less than some

plows, and car-

ries no dirt on

the mold board,

even in plowing

mucky and light ground, after being scoured

smooth. Being long and " clipper-built," it is

well adapted to turning a deep furrow in stiff

clay lands. The edge, including the point, is

nearly 20 inches long, and cuts, when new, over

13 inches wide. This is useful in cutting off

Canada thistle, clover, and other deep roots,

as it lessens the draft of the plow, and assists

in turning the furrow in sward ; it being more

easy to cut than to tear off the bottom of the

furrow slice, especially when full of roots."

As friend Hutchinson has assured us that his

aim is not to make money by this improvement,

we are permitted to state, that a set of casting

Cesspool and Liquid Hanure Tank.

Many persons in the country having flowing

water in their houses, are at a loss how to dis-

pose to the best advantage of the waste water,

which usually carries off all the slops and waste

of the household. An ordinary cesspool, only

stoned up, in a disagreeable spot, and in time

becomes filled and useless, an evil -which is

usually remedied by making a new one some-

where else. This method of disposing of

waste water involves also tlie almost total loss

of all the fertilizing elements contained in it, a

consideration whicli is yearly becoming of

gi-eater importance as the difficulty of obtaining

manures increases. To avoid these evils the

following plan has been tried by a gentleman

of our acquaintance with perfect success thus

far, after more than a year of actual operation.

His cesspool is near his house, and is of brick,

built just like an ordinary cistern. It has a

manhole (F) covered with a flag-stone, which

is cemented down and covered with several

inches of soil. The discharge from it is by a

2J-inch lead pipe (G), the lower end of which is

as near the centre of the cistern as possible. The
upper end is bent down so as to form a syphon

for about s'x inches of its length, and leads into

a glazed pipe drain (H), cemented at the joints.

This discharges into the bottom of a barrel

(J) set in the ground near the centre of his

#M%j:

Fig. 2.—MOLD-BOARD VTEW.

for patterns may be obtained at the expense of

the casting, boxing and shipping, by communi-

cating with him, by the address above given.

We saw this plow tested in a hard, dry, stony,

clayey soil, at a plowing match of the Cayuga

Co. Ag'l Society. It turned a sod 13 inches wide,

7 inches deep, and received the first prize.

CESSPOOL.

garden. The operation of this device is very

simple and satisfactory. The discharge from

the cesspool is through the lead pipe, the lower

end of which is above any sediment, and below

any floating substance that can clog it. Noth-

ing is discharged till the cesspool is filled to (K)

the highest point of the pipe, and then a steady

stream flows until the level is brought down to

the lowest point of the syphon. There can

be no dribblmg stream, and therefore any

thing that may possibly enter the pipe is car

ried along with the flow, and the pipe and dram

are always clean. A pump may be set in the

cesspool by which it can be be pumped out if

more of its contents are needed in times of

drought than naturally overflow. Should the

sediment ever rise so as to clog this pump, the

manhole can be opened and the sediment dip-

ped or pumped out, to aid which a depression (D)

is made in the centre of the floor of the cess-

pool. The barrel set in the ground furnishes a

constant convenient supply for watering the

garden or the overflow may be conducted so

that it will greatly enrich the adjacent soil.

Such a cistern as this will pay for itself very

soon, if it is on the place of any man who will

make good use of the liquid manure furnished.

Nine out of ten of those who have small places

and keep no stock, have poor gardens because

it is so difficult and expensive to get good ma-

nure. The waste of their own houses is prob-

ably abundant for an acre or two of a garden,

with fruit trees and lawns in addition.

L
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Different Modes of Binding Grain.

lu binding grain each end of tlie band is, or

sliould be, always held projecting from the closed

hand on the side of the thumb and forefinger.

There are in common use not less than three

different modes of binding. One is, passing

the right-hand end over the thumb, with a

double twist and tuck ; the next is, passing it

under the wrist with a double twist and tuck

;

and the third is passing it beneatli the left hand,

making a nip about the left-liand end and tuck

beneath it, or in common jiarlance, "nip and

tuck." Sometimes binding over tlie thumb is

performed with a single twist and tuck. But,

when bound in this manner, unless the bands

are drawn very tightly, sheaves are liable to

unbind, which is very disagreeable.

The most expeditious way of binding is "over

the thumb." This is done by putting the left

knee on the sheaf, as shown on the foreground

of the harvesting scene on page 348, pressing it

closely together, then drawing with the right

hand as tightly as practicable, catch the right-

hand band with the forefinger of the left hand,

while the left hand holds the other end of the

band also. Now whirl the right-hand end of

the baud around the other end with the right

hand, giving them a twist, or two twists which

is better, and tuck them under the band.

The accompanying illustration represents a

Eheaf of oats well bound over the thumb with

a double twist and tuck. The second mode of

binding is done with the left knee on the sheaf;

the right-hand end of the band is canned under

the wrist of the left hand, and held by letting

tlie wrist drop upon it, until the two ends are

twisted together, and tucked under. Sheaves

are bound in the " nip and tuck" style by passing

the end of the band in the right hand under

the left hand, then holding it with the left hand

resting on it, when the right hand releases its

hold, and renews it again above the left hand.

Then the left-hand end of the baud is broken

over towards the binder, while the other end is

brought around it and tucked beneath the band

on the side towards the binder. When slieaves

are thus bound, the left-hand end of the band

forms a good handle for carrying the sheaf.

While binding, the rake handle should always

rest against the shoulder of the binder. This

makes it easier work for him, than to lay down
and pick up his rake at every sheaf As soon as a

sheaf is bound, and the binder straightens his

body, his rake is where he can take hold of it,

without stooping to pick it off the ground. An
active man will rake and bind one thousand

sheaves in twelve hours, which is an ordinary

day's work. Suppose that it consumes two
seconds of time to stoop and pick up his rake at

each sheaf, he must necessarily endure the

fatigue of picking one thousand rakes off

the ground, which will consume not less

than thirty-three minutes, besides the useless

fatigue. During that length of time he would
be able to rake and bind not less than fifty

sheaves, not a little saving with many hands.

Another consideration of no little importance

in raking and binding is, to make the sheaves

of a uniform size, and bind them as nearly in

the middle as possible. When they are bound
loo near the tops, the bands are very apt to slip

off -while the sheaves are being pitched. If

bound too near the huts, the heavy heads are

liable to fall in different directions, when they

are handled, and they soon unbind. When
some sheaves are made very large and others

small, it is difflcult to make a nice stack with

them, as the courses will not be smooth, and the

buts sufficiently even to carry off the rain well.

It is also less convenient to load large and

small sheaves together, as well as to set them
in ueat and smooth shocks. When the straw is

long, and not very green, there is an advantage

in making as large sheaves as a man can bind,

as no more time is

consumed in mak-
ing a band for, and

binding up a large

slieaf, than a small

one; but when straw

is quite green, the

sheaves should not

be made very large.

In order to make
sheaves of a uniform

size, the gavels from

a reaper should be

dropped off evenly

;

SHEAF OF OATS.
^,j(j ^jjen cradlers

cut swaths of equal width, there will be no
diflSculty in making sheaves of a uniform size,

if every swath is raked a given distance. But
when one cradler cuts a swath nine feet

wide, and another six or seven, as is frequently

the case, if both swaths are raked the same
distance, the sheaves will not be of a uniform
size, and of course will not make a smooth
stack, or an even mow.

Rakingr and Binding.

That some men are able to rake and bind a

swath of grain as fast as it is cradled, and per-

form the work well, while other larger and
stronger men, by working hard, can not rake
and bind more than half as fast, is a matter of
common observation. Why it is so, is told in a

few words : They do not know how to do it.

It is not strength alone, that enables a man to

rake and bind grain very fast, but the essen-

tials are skill, and quick movements. To
rake swaths into handsome gavels or sheaves,

having square buts, and not twice as long as the

straw, requires a hand-rake with long teeth, as

described and illustrated on page 210 last

month. Then, instead of rolling a gavel over

and over, keep one foot and leg constantly

against the buts, and move it along as the rake

slides the gavel. Always keep the head of the

rake parallel with the gavel, as this will pre-

vent its running out longer than the straw.

When a rake with short teeth is used, if a man
has not strength to slide the gavel along, it must
be rolled, which is a slow process. Some
rakers attempt to even the buts of gavels with

the rake ; but this consumes too much time.

Some binders always grasp a handful of straw

near the middle of the gavel at the heads. This

is objectionable, as it frequently makes the

sheaf longer. Some separate a handful of straw,

and tie the tops in a square knot ; this requires

too much time. By others the band is laid

across the gavel, when each hand grasps one
end of a band, and raising the gavel at the same
time, they turn it over and bind it ; but this is

an awkward and slow way to bind. Others di-

vide the band below the hand that grasps it

near the heads, then bend all the heads over to

one side, and bring up one end of the band over

them and place the thumb on it. This manner
of making a band requires more time, and the

lock is very apt to slip when binding. The best

and most expeditious way to make a band is,

to take a small handful from the top of the gav-

el, and while separating it, hold back other

straws with the other hand ; then grasp it with
the left hand a little below the heads, and di-

viding the straw with the other hand, take the

half of the band at the right side, carry it

quickly to the left side of the other half, so that

the left half will rest on the back of tlie right

hand. Now elevate the right hand above the

left, thus throwing the but ends of the branches

of the band into the air above both hands.

'Pass the portion of the band in the right hand
around all the heads of grain, and place the

right thumb on them, and the lock will

never separate when binding, if it is well

made. Next, with the band in the right

hand, throw it forward of and around the

gavel, while the left hand is passed beneath
the opposite side, palm upward, grasping the

band in such a manner that its hold need not
be relinquished until the sheaf is bound. When
the hand grasps the band so that the hold must
be relinquished and renewed, it often occupies

time enough to finish binding tlie sheaf When
the right hand is passing the band around the

bundle, if the stubble is sharp and stiff, keep
the band beneath the palm. By this means the

tender skin on the back of the fingers and hand,

will be protected from the sharp points.

»-<— «» —»-•

Western Agriculture.

A LETTER FROM SCOTT COUNTY, IOWA.

Editor American Agriculturist.

It seems to me that the " West" is not proper-
ly understood either by its own people, or by
our eastern friends. We regard the West as

"King" in agriculture and tlie East as being a
" played out" region. Per contra, tlie East con-
siders us as having fertile soil and cheap lands,

but deficient in all else. I believe, tliat each can
learn from the other much tliat would be bene-
ficient. The letter from " Western Boy," and
your comments thereon, in your July number,
seem to open the way for a few remarks about
western farms and farming operations. Passino'

over the usual panegyrics on our golden prairies,

inexhaustible fertilitj', etc., the plain fact re-

mains that western farmers need instruction on
as many, though perhaps not the same, points

as do those of less favored regions. What we
of the West need is, the apjireciation of the

necessity of system and judicious methods in

our Labors. The majority of western farmers,

who are to-day richer than when they came
here, have made their profit in the increased

market value of their lands. Few have, on aver-

age, been able each year to show a tangible

profit on their crops. We occasionally, as in

1856—1857 and 1863—1864, have seasons in

which good crops and high prices combine to

our advantage, and in such years it is not un-

usual for our farms to yield a profit equal to

their total niarket value. I have known many
instances where farms have cleared their cost in

one year, but a close observation in the richest

and best county of Iowa, through the last ten

years, shows that as a class our t^irmers are but

little, if any, better off than when they began.

I say this is the case, but in justice to the West,
I ought also to say that this need not be the

case, and it is to the latter result that the teach-

ings of the AgrimlturM could exert a power-
ful and wide spread influence. Our farmers

need special and urgent admonitions against

—

first, attempting to cultivate too much land;

second, cultivating too many acres of one pro-

duct ; and third, neglecting to take good care

of their horses, cattle, and farming implements.

These three are the leading and universal fail-
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ings of all westeru fiinners. Add to these, the

lo^es from neglect of rotation ef crops, care-

lessness in selecting and preserving seed and

ignorance of the business rules which are as

essential to successful farming, as to success in

any other occupation, and the secret of our oc-

casional " hard times" is disclosed. Not one in

ten of our farmers can tell the cost of produc-

tion of a bushel of his grain. Few can cal-

culate the pecuniary difference between selling

their corn, or feeding it to stock. Fewer still

can tell the distance from market, at which

wheat growing ceases to be profitable. If the

Agriculturist will give us more of its forcible

and pi-actical lessons on these and similar topics,

"Western Boy" and many others will admit

that the American Agriculturist is as useful to

us as to the rest of mankind. C. S. W.

Slaughter of Breeding Animals,

Several times during the prevalence of the

temptingly high prices which have prevailed

of late, we have taken an opportunity to caution

our readers against slaughtering their cows and

ewes, as also heifer-calves and ewe lambs.

These cautions, thoughwe hope useful, have been

rendered unnecessary in a measure, or at least

strongly urged home to the attention of farmers,

by the high prices of all the products of the

dairy, and the high prices of wool and the de-

mand for sheep for breeding purposes. There

are, however, some extensive grazing districts

(which, by the way, are notorious for being

backward in agricultural progress, and for

having few reading farmers), where the high

prices of beef have tempted farmers to part with

their dry cows and probably other stock, in the

expectation of being able, as usual, to supply

themselves again from droves passing from the

back-country through to market. In this they

have been disappointed, and real destitution now
prevails which may seriously embarrass farming

for some years in these parts of the country.

The Commissioner of Agriculture, too late,

sounds an alarm. The poor short-sighted farm-

ers who have sold their cows and heifers will

not enjoy particularly to be held up to the com-

miseration of the world, whose charity they do

not ask, and whose pity they will not get. (For

who ever thought of wasting sympathy on the

boy who killed the golden-egg-laying goose ?) We
make a few quotations from the Report of the

Agricultural Department for April and May

:

Ml'. Hamilton, president of the Pennsylvania

State Agricultural Society, writes: "I have

been for some time seriously concerned at the

falling off and derangement of agricultural

products, particularly in the important one of

cattle. It cannot be overlooked by the most

casual observer, that from the immense slaughter

and waste consequent upon the supply of animal

food for llie army and navy, whilst importing

and breeding are at a stand-still, the most

strenuous efforts will be necessary, on the part

of the farmer, to prevent an absolute scarcity,

particularly in the product of beef-cattle, and

that beef must soon be sold at rates that but

few will be able to afford. The high prices at

present offered by butchers have tempted farm-

ers to part with their largest and best formed
cows, which under different circumstances would

have been retained for breeding, and the most

healthy and vigorous heifer calves have been

sold to them. From this cause mo^ farms ex-

liibit a poor, ungainly stock of cattle compared
with what it formerly was. Ohio, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Illin»is, Missouri, and West Virginia, on

which we used to rely for supplies, present

limited resources."

John J. Taylor, of Shelby County, Missouri,

says :
" I see from your reports that horses and

cattle are on the decrease. Should the practice

of butchering dry cows, as it has been done in

this county, become general over the West, you
may expect a continued decrease in cattle ; and
as I have stood on the streets of our town in

the fall season and seen drove after drove of

cows driven away for beef, I thought a law
ought to be passed to limit this trade."

E. F. Lucas, of Warren County, Indiana,

writes that "the usual increase of cattle has
fallen off, owing to so many of the best graded
cows having been killed and packed into barrel

beef the last two years."

The Commissioner adds :
" But with the war

now at an end, and with scarcely any foreign

demand for breadstuffs, a change will take place,

and deficiencies in our farm stock will be filled

up. To supply the loss of cattle, the first step

will be to increase the number of cows. This
must be done in two ways—to stop their

slaughter for beef, an evil and a wrong justly

condemned by our Missouri correspondent,' and
to raise more of the heifer calves. For a time

the dairy establishments of the western reserve

and other localities should cease from their

usual practice of turning a cow on grass to be
fattened when her milk product ceases to be
profitable. That must be restored by breeding,

and not by the purchase of another and the

slaughter of the one nearly dry."

The love of money often induces men to work
their own injury, with their eyes open. This is

generally with the expectation that they will be
able to find some way of avoiding the conse-

quences. There is no doubt but the rise in the
value of meats affected first the beef stock, then
1 and 2-year old steers and young working
cattle, and finally the milchcows, so that any
one who had fat dry cows was very apt to sell

them at one time ; but almost at the same time
with the rise in beef, butter and cheese brought
" gold prices," and were bought in great quan-
tities for exportation. This gave the cows a
great value independent of their worth for beef.

That the number of cows in the great dairy

regions of the country has decreased, we do not
believe, but on the contrary, so far as we can
ascertain, it has increased. Veals, however,
have been to a great extent indiscriminately

slaughtered, and many a nice heifer calf we see

daily in the shambles which in two or three

years will be greatly wanted on the farm.

To a considerable extent is it true also that

fine stylish large mares are sold to the city and
the small or ill-formed, pot-bellied, hollow-

backed ones are kept to raise colts. The fruit

will be like the tree, and in the long run it will

surely pay to keep one's stock up by retaining

the best animals for breetling. The great con-

sumption of beef in the army has in a measure
ceased, but there being in several districts a de-

mand for breeding animals, and for those to

fatten, no doubt prices of beef and mutton will

be high for some time to come—so high indeed

that few if any more profitable branches of

farm-industry can be followed than buying and

fattening cattle and sheep, but don't fatten the

cows and ewes, nor neglect to keep up the stock

on the farm. It is very. poor policy to attempt

to feed more than can be well wintered, but

present prospects are favorable for our being

able to winter more stock than ever before in

the history of farming in this country. The
hay crop so far as heard from East and West,

is remarkably good, and generally well secured,
corn and roots also promise remarkably well.

The Harvest.

Oiu- artists have ftimished us another chapter
in the " Pictorial History of the Loaf of Bread."
Page 153 told the stoiy of the Seed Time,—
how the ground was enriched, and plowed and
pulverized, and how the seed was drilled in, or
sowed broadcast and then harrowed and rolled

;

and besides, there too we have the hint given
that grain crops precede grass, for behind the

harrow the grass seed is cast, and when the
grain is cut, the yellow stubble will soon be con-

cealed by its cheerful green.

This month, appropriate to the season, we
have The Harvest. The whole group of scenes
will repay study, equally for the picturesque
effect of the whole, and that of each one viewed
by itself, for the excellence of the figures, the
naturalness of the attitudes, and the life and
motion they exhibit, and for the faithfulness

with which the different means of harvesting
and final securing of the gram, either for the

market or the miller, are portrayed.

Time was (not very long ago either) when
all the grain in this country was reaped by the

sickle ; work at which, at this day, over a great
part of Europe, women find constant and lucra-

tive employment during harvest time. Ever
since the days of Boaz and Ruth, and doubtless

for a long time before, the hand-gleaners fol-

lowed the reapers, picking up the stray heads
and the down trodden and over-looked ones.

Each reaper cutting handful by handful gathered

his or her armfuls and laid them in the gavel,

till it was enough for a sheaf, and then bound
it. Slow, back-breaking work. How different

this, from the sweep of the cradles as lusty

arms swing them through the falling grain,

sometimes making a cut of 8 or 9 feet, and
laying each clip evenly in the swath. Voice-

lessly perhaps the cradlers go, but the simul-

taneous rush of the several scythes through
the sonorous straw is one of the most inspiring

sounds of the harvest field, especially when it

begins anew after the musical rip-rap rip-rap

of the whetstone. Here the labors are divided,

one party cuts, and another set of active hands
does the binding.

Even this is slow and tedious, and with the

will to do it faster, came the way. The clat-

tering reaper now swoops around the field, and
by its automaton rake delivers the gavels ready

for binding upon the short-cut, even stubble, as

fast as horses can walk. Many binders find

enough to do to keep up with the single man
with the reaping machine. In the thrashing

scenes we see a similar contrast, horses and iron

supplanting human muscle. Such has been the

advance of the past few years, and this is only

a sample of the progress in other departments,

not only of agricultural theory and practice,

but also in other arts of life and peace, and—for

how sadly do many realize it—in the arts of war.

The nation returns now to peace, and peace-

ful arts will prosper as never before. We maj'

look for great advancement in farming practices,

but do not let us go too fast. The heading

harvesters so much approved where crops are

great and hands are few, and straw of little

value, though surprisingly expeditious and ex-

cellent in their operation, are adapted to only a

limited area of country. This will doubtless be

narrowed year hy year until they will be

counted, with wooden plows, and we may al-

mostsay sickles, amongthe fossils of agriculture.
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UOOTS CUAMTED IN TOT CULTURE.

The Roots of Vines in Pot and Open Cul-

ture.

It is generally conceded that tbe best young

grape vines are those raised from cuttings of a

single eye. These are started by artificial heat

in pots or boxes of pure sand, and when roots

have fairly formed, they are potted in a soil

which will afford nourishment to the young

plants. Some varieties, such as the Delaware,

can not be successfully propagated without the

aid of heat, and all are managed with more

certainty by its aid. In the ordinary way of

treatment, the cuttings, after they have root-

ed and commenced to grow, are placed singly in

24 or 3-incli pots of properly prepar-

ed soil, and when the roots have filled

these, a shift is made to larger pots,

the plants usually receiving two
shifts to larger pots during the sea-

son. If the shift be made at the

proper time, i.e., as soon as the roots

reach the sides of the pot, plants with

good roots may be grown in this

way. But it often happens, especial-

ly where propagation is conducted on

a large scale, that the change to lar-

ger pots can not be made at just the

right time, and the roots finding their

direction stopped by the sides of the

pot are bent, and even have their

growing points turned inward to-

avail themselves of the new supply of soil, as

their growth has received direction away from
the new earth. The consequence is that a new
set of root fibres is pushed out from the twisted

mass of roots ; these grow out toward the pot,

and if neglected, will repeat the operation of be-

ing directed from tlieir natural course, and will

be twisted and bent as were the first set of roots.

If this continues as is sometimes the case through

all tlie successive shifts of the vine, there will

be at the end of the season a mass of contorted

tangled roots, which from having received sev-

eral checks in their growth, are very difficult to

manage when the vine comes to be planted in

the open ground. Fig. 1, is a diagram repre-

senting a section through a pot containing roots

which have been thus neglected : the lines A and

B show the size of the smaller pots in which the

roots had been grown and cramped. To avoid

this unnatural condition of the root, some of our

best growers have discarded the potting system

altogether, and transfer the young plants direct-

ly from the cutting pots in which they are start-

ed to a border which is prepared in a green-

house, or out of doors, covered with sash after

the manner of a hot-bed. In this way the roots

are free to grow in a natural manner without

receiving the several checks to which they are

liable in the potting system, and as the root

and vine bear a direct relation to one another,

the plants thus started show a better growth

both above and below ground. The roots

of a vine thus treated are shown in fig. 3.

The Sheep Laurel.—{Kalmia angustifolia.)

2.—ROOTS QBOWN IN OPEN BORDER.

ward the center of the ball of earth where they

form a twisted and tangled mass. When roots

in this condition are transferred to a larger pot,

it is evident that they are not in a condition to

This plant, which is common on hill sides and

in pastures all over the country, is known by

the names, Sheep Laurel, Lambkill, and Dwarf
Laurel. It is a small evergreen shrub, about 2

feet high, with slender branches. The leaves

are light-green, pale on the under side, and of

the size and shape shown in the engraving,

which represents a flowering branch of the nat-

ural size. The flowers are crimson, and though

no.t particularly showy, are, upon close inspect-

ion curious and beautiful. In common with

that of the other species of the genus, the cup-

shaped corolla has ten depressions or cavities,

in which, when the flower first opens, the an-

thers of the ten stamens are caught, thus

bending the stamen over like a bow; when
touched, the anther is dislodged from the cavity

in the petal, and being released springs up to-

wards the pistil where it

sheds its pollen. When
the anther is perfectly de-

veloped this movement
occurs spontaneously. We
notice this shrub on ac-

count of its alleged poi-

sonous effgcts when eaten

by sheep. The very gen-

eral impression that it

possesses poisonous qual-

ities is indicated by two

of the popuiar names

quoted above, but after a

pretty diligent search for

authentic statements in

regard to its deleterious

qualities, we find the ac-

counts very vague and un-

satisfactory. Mr. Morrell,

author of a work on sheep, however, positive-

ly asserts that it is poisonous, and overcomes its

effects by gagging the animal. It would be in-

teresting to knov? more about the effects of the

plant, and how far it is fatal when no remedial
measures are taken. From the antidotes pub-
lished from time to time by the agricultural pa-

pers, we infer that it is at most a weak poison,

as they are generally the mildest of remedies or

snEEP LAnnEL.

—

{Kalmia angustifolia.)

quite inert. A list of the proposed antidotes

comprises things quite unlike and of contrary

effect. Besides the gagging noticed above, we
find recommended: roasted onions and milk,

lard, salt, mountain dittany, white of eggs, cas-

tor-oil, pennyroyal, coffee, and lastly—for it

properly comes at the end—a muskrat's tail.

Concerning this we extract the following from

a recent number of the Neto England Farmer :

"My remedy for poisoned sheep or lambs,

which never fails, is, to take a muskrat's t^l

and cut it fine, say 4-inch long, and steep it

until soft, in hot water, (h.alf a pint of water to

one tail); when cool give a tablespoonful at a

time, once an hour, until your sheep will jump
up and run. I have seen sheep and lambs that

lay three days unable to get up, made appa-

rently as well as ever, by a few doses."

We should think that a sheep would jump up
and run from muskrat soup if it had any life

left it. We are not informed whether the po-

tency of the remedy would be increased by

chopping the tail finer, or what should he the

precise age of the animal from which the tail is

taken.—Tlie generic name, Kalmia, was given

in honor of Kalm, a Swedish botanist of the

last century ; angustifolia means narrow-leaved.
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Fig. a.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

The Field Ilorse-Ta.il.—iSguisetum anenee.)

Under the name of Pine-Weed, and Low Piue,

the Field Horse-Tail has been of late consider-

ably discussed by the agricultural journals and
inquired about by our correspondents. The in-

terest in the matter arises from the fatal effects

upon horses which have been ascribed to it.

As some of those who have written upon the

subject have been talking about a widely differ-

ent plant, the Mare's-Tail, we give figures of the

one in question, Equisetum arvense, the Field

Horse-Tail. The common name in this case is

a translation of the botanical one : Equisetum is

from the Latin, Eqmis, a horse and seta, a bris-

tle, and refers to the hair-like Character of the

branches of some species. The Horse-Tails are

what botanists call eryptoganwus or flowerless

plants, as, like the ferns, mosses, etc., they have
no true flowers with stamens and pistils, and
they do not produce seed, but in its place

spores, which are very small round bodies, like

d^st, by means of which the plants are mul-

tiplied. The species under consideration pre-

sents two forms which an ordinary observer

would never take to belong to the same plant.

In damp places in April and May are found

numerous simple stems like fig. 1 ; they are hol-

low, grooved, of a light brown color, and hav-

ing at each joint a sort of sheath of a darker

color. At the top of the stem is a head, shaped
like a pine-cone, made up of scales which
bear the spores on their inner surface. These
spores are very curious when seen under the

microscope. When dry they are like a little

ball with four slender arms attached to it, as is

represented in figure 2. If, while one looks

at these spores through the microscope, anoth-

er person breathes very gently upon them, the

strength by tr3ang various foolish and empirical

remedies, such as we have noticed in another

place. As the Horse-Tail is mostly found in wet

places, draining would help to eradicate it.

Fig. 4.

arms will suddenly coil up and clasp the spore,

the movements being so lively that the whole

appears as if animated. The appearance of the

spore after it has been moistened by the breath

is shown in fig. 3, both figures being of

course very highly magnified. After the stems

above described have shed their spores, they die

away and later in the season the barren ones

appear, which are green, of the shape of fig. 4,

and are eight to twelve inches or more high.

These as well as the fertile ones are grooved

and hollow, and bear at the joints slender

and long branches, the whole having so much
the appearance of a miniature pine tree as to

suggest the popular names of Low-pine and

Ground-pine. With regard to the poisonous

qualities of this plant, we are in the same un-

certainty as we are respecting the Sheep-Laurel

noticed in another article. The testimony is

most conflicting, some saying that it is harmless

to all domestic animals except horses, others

that it harms only cattle or sheep, and others

again that it furnishes in some places, the chief

forage. One of our editors has for many years

fed his horses with hay containing a great

amount of this weed without perceptible injury.

With regard to the poisoning of animals we
are inclined to be a little sceptical, as their in-

stinct generally leads them to avoid injurious

plants, and in this matter as well as with many
others belonging to agriculture, we are greatly

in need of some Institution where the point can

be definitely settled. If a certain plant is pois-

onous, its effects should be studied and its prop-

er antidote known ; then the farmer would not

be harboring a poisonous plant, nor suspecting

an innocent one as the cause of every fit of in-

digestion his animals happened to have, and
he would not waste his time and the animal's

For the American Agriculturist.

Cranberry Cultivation.

BT JOEL H. ROSS, M. D., TOM S RFVER, N. 3.

As a compound of truth and error in books

and periodicals on the subject of cranberry

culture has often led the anxious inquirer astray,

or brought him to a stand-still, it may not

be amiss or time lost, to look at some of the

landmarks of success—especially at the present

time, wlien so many with little or no knowledge

of the business are engaging in it.

The cultivation of this fruit was an experi-

ment a little more than 20 years ago, when a

man at Cape Cod happened to discover that a

small cluster of wild vines growing near his

house, became very thrifty where the wind sif-

ted in among them, clean white sand from an

adjoining bank. This discovery led to an ex-

periment which settled the question as to what

should be done with those neglected and hith-

erto almost worthless swamps, and soon brought

them into market at $100 per acre. The suc-

cess that followed, with here and there a failure

for want of information, was all that the most

enthusiastic cultivator could have expected.

But as some reader may say " success " is a lit-

tle indefinite, I give him two illustrations—one

of them taken from Cape Cod, and the other

from my own county.

In the summer of '61 1 visited the Cape, and

for a time enjoyed the hospitality of a worthy

old ship captain who had forsaken the water

and taken to the mud—a reliable, intelligent,

cranberry-experimenting pioneer, and from him

obtained many valuable hints. In questioning

him a little about the net profits of his bog, he

modestly replied, " I had rather talk about my
neighbors' success than my own." Heremark-

ed that a Mr. Winslow owned two acres in a

certain swamp, and being very anxious to pitt

it into cranberries, and finding it difficult to do

so and support his family at the same time,

some kind neighbor loaned him $300, which

enabled him to accomplish what he so much
desired. In a little time the fruits of his faith

and works began to appear. He paid off his

borrowed money, and soon left the widow and

little ones to look for support from that little

two-acre plot; nor did they look in vain. Now
for the result. The widow's worthy neighbor,

the captain, had charge of her bog and gave me
the net proceeds of one year's crop. Said he,

" her bog is a good one, but nothing extra ; her

crop last year was a giood one, but not more

than half as large as has been gathered here
;

neither did she get an extra price, for she de-

cided to sell too soon, and got but $11 per bar-

rel ; whereas a little later I sold mine for $13.

Yet when the expenses of picking, shipping and

selling were deducted, the Boston commission

merchant returned her a check for $1,400." Now
we will leave those who have little faith in the

profits of cranberry culture, to devise some

other way, if they can, in which that man could

have invested his $500 or $600 to better advan-

tage. Suppose she annually gets but Ij^alf that

sum. What more does she need in a country

town, living in her own cabin ?

Mr. John Webb, in the town of Jackson, in

this county, began to put out a few vines about

30 years ago, and was the first man to commence

the business in this section. He labored under .

many disadvantages, had little or no money,
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few to encourage him, plenty to ridicule and
call him a fool, and plenty to foretell his failure,

and although he had but one leg, with that he

hobbled ou and over all th« stumbling blocks

which the kind-hearted incredulity of his neigh-

bors could throw in his way, and finally suc-

ceeded in getting out vines from time to time

iintil he now has a bog of ten acres, and though
it is smaller thau many now in our county,

yet he has taken from it I know not how many
thousand dollars, but enough to make him
measurably independent, and he was recently

offered $9000 for six acres.

Location and Qu^^xity of Soil.—In select-

ing a spot ou wliich to embark in this business,

four things should be kept constantly in mind,

namely : climate, location, price and condition

of the soil. In the first place, success very

much depends upon cimate. Cranberries grow
iu great quantities spontaneously iu "Wisconsin

and Miunesota. But they are an uncerlain crop

there, because they cannot stand frost when in

blossom. For this reasou Cape Cod cannot

compete -with New Jersey, and also because she

has not a sufiicient supply of suitable soil. It

begins to be known that cranberries are a bet-

ter fruit, and a more certain crop here than

they are East or West, North or South of this

State. I have little faith iu dry land operations,

and will here notice one of the indispensable

qualities of cranberry soil, and answer the fre-

quent question, " will they do well on upland ?"

I answer no, if it has not a moist bottom.

But it should not be forgotten that some up-

land is really wet. They can be made to grow
to some extent on ordinary garden soil, and so

can rice. But they don't belong there ; are

never found growing there spontaneously ; and
in my opinion they will never pay there. Some
think lliat vines may succeed in such soil at

some future time, and some may also believe

that we may yet find sheep and shad yoked up
together—a profitable team on dry land or in

the ocean ; but I don't. If any still cling to the

" upland " theory, let them go down to Cape
Cod and call ou Capt. Cyrus Cahoon, of the

town of Harwich, and they will probably get

information ou tlie subject which will be satis-

factory. At any rate the Captain's experiments

and failures were a lesson to me that I shall not

soon forget. I saw some of his vines still stand-

ing in dry sand, although he had settled most
of the ground about 2 feet, I should think, by
carting off the sand and dumping it in a pond
near at hand, and thus he " killed two birds

with one stone," by improving one lot, and by
raising up out of the lake another, at the ex-

pense of nearly $700 per acre, which he con-

sidered a good investment. In answer to a

question about upland cultivation, he remark-

ed that he thought the vines if left standing

where they were, would cover the ground in

about eight years.

While speaking of the characteristics of the

soil, we may as well answer another question,

"Will they do well on land very wet?" No.

They may yield moderately, but not well, if

they do not foil .altogether. I must again refer

the reader to the Captain's experience. His

first experiment was a failure because his bog
was too wet. His next experiment was a fail-

ure because his bog was too diy. His third ex-

periment was a perfect success because his bog
was just right, and neither wet nor dry. As
for ray own experience I could say some-

thing about upland experiments, if it were

necessary, but I will here say a word about the

other extreme. I put out seven acres, and nev-

er got a berry, and abandoned the whole lot,

because I could not draiu the Atlantic Ocean.

Not being familiar with the place, nor on the

spot at the time, I was not aware that the tide

would back up the fresh water in my ditches

so that I could not sufficiently drain the land.

Another question is often asked, namely:
" shall we sow seeds ?" I answer no. I have
tried the experiment in the water and out of

the water, in dry land and wet land, in pots

and in the soil, subjected to frost and without
frost, and have had a few seeds germinate, but

have never matured a single plant, and if I could

succeed it would not pay, for three reasons : It

takes too long if they do grow ; it costs too

much to keep the grass out while the vines are

coming iu to take and keep possession of the

soil ; and finall}' the berries for planting cost

more than the vines, as one bushel of the

former will buy two barrels of the latter.

Preparing the Ground.—The first thing

called for, if the ground be wet, is drainage

—

dilches of sufficient depth, width and number,

to thoroughly drain every part of the bog. It

often happens that a ditch cut on the line be-

tween the wet and the dry land will so cut off

the springs which run in from the high sur-

rounding ground, as to effectually draiu the

swamp. Good drainage very much depends

upon this, and by thus wisely locating the

ditches much labor may be saved. Grubbing

is the next step, and on some kinds of soil it is

no trifling matter. The expense of preparing

the ground for the vines is greatly modified by
the condition of the soil iu regard to roots,

stumps, etc. There is so much difference in

this respect, between savanna lands and cedar

swamps, that the former is better worth $100,

than the latter is worth 100 cents per acre.

After grubbing, if tlie ground have a tough sod
or peaty surface, it should be floated (skinned)

and the sods burned and ashes scattered, or the

turf may be carted off and put into fence or

compost. All low spots must be filled up so

that water will readily run off. When the

ground is cleared of every thing that would in-

terfere with the growth of the vines, clean sand

free from loam is wheeled on and spread to

the depth of 3 to G inches. The ground is

then ready for the vines. So much for swamp
preparation.—If we take the savanna or moist

land for our bog, we shall have a much easier

task. We shall have less ditching, grubbing or

floating, or sanding, perhaps none, for such

land can usually be plowed, which in many
cases will turn up sand enough ; and there will

also be less weeding. Hence it is very easy to

discover why savauna land is worth $100 per

acre more than cedar swamp, let the price of

of the latter be what it may. After plowing

thoroughly, and harrowing and raking off the

roots, etc., the ground is usually considered

ready for the vines, which are set iu stools,

from 10 inches to 3 feet apart.

I will now briefly notice the course which I

am determined to follow in preparing the

ground in future. After the bog is ready for

the plow, I shall keep the plow and the harrow

on it for one entire summer and also most
of the autumn, and longer if necessary, giv-

ing an interval between plowing sufficiently

long to encourage the germination of every

seed thus brought to the surface, and in due

season again apply the plow and harrow, and

thus alternately produce vegetation and des-

truction. As early the following spring as the

ground will admit, the land should be made
mellow and level, and should if necessary be

sanded, and then it is ready for the vines. A
diversity of opinion about the proper distance

apart for vines sometimes bewilders the begin-

ner, but I am satisfied that they are generally

too thickly set. I put out 8 acres at about 18

inches apart, and having many vines left, as I

did not get my ground ready for them as I ex-

pected, we went over the lot the second time,

and a part of it the third time, and consequent-
ly the vines were very thiclc, and I supposed
that I should have my ground covered at once
with both vines and fruit. The result was, I

had too many runners, and too few bearers.

The next spring I put out 1.5 acres, and set my
vines three feet apart, which was a great saving

of vines and labor, and I think my last bog will

be the best in a little time. One of my neigh-

bors, an intelligent gentleman, A. A. Stanton,

Esq., who owns an immense tract of land here,

put out some vines last season, and he furrowed
out his ground 3 feet apart each way, and put
in his vines at the crossings and hauled the dirt

on to them, just leaving the tops a little out,

and I never saw vines do better.

Perhaps I should notice an objection that

may be made to spending so long a season in

preparing the ground, as I have proposed
above. The only objection that can be made
is, a desire to save time. But, a little experi-

ence in saving time the backward way, has .

somewhat modified my ardor for being in a
hurry. At the commencement of my boyish

operations I too thought that time was every-

thing, and consequently left orders to have 5

acres put out as soon as possible and returned

to my residence in the city. What was the re-

sult? It was hastily made to look like a cran-

berry bog, and people began to congratulate

me on being able to retire. Well, it being un-

usually grassy at the beginning, there was at

that moment from 10,000 to 12,000 living grass

roots in the ground to one cranberry vine, al-

though too many of the latter, which were about

18 inches apart, and the result was that the run-

ners soon prevented the use of hoes, and much
of the grass could not he pulled up by the roots,

and was only broken off to grow again ; and after

fighting the grass, weeds and briers, two sea-

sons, I became ashamed of the lot, and put on
a force to see wh.at could be done toward sub-

duing it, and the result was that 20 days work
apparently cleaned up 20 square rods, at which
rate it would have cost me $1000 to have gone
over the lot, and clearly revealed the fact that

if I had devoted one season to subduing the

bog as above recommended, I should have been

more than a $1000 better off, twice told ; for

where I should have gathered 500 bushels of

berries, I have not received 50, nor do I expect

half a crop on that field until it is re-set.

. -•-. «« >-•

A New Vine Disease.—Last season there

appeared upon the vines around New York a

disease which has this season showed itself

still more generallj'. It seems to attack the

Concord in preference to other varieties, and if

not checked, threatens to be a serious matter to

vine growers. It first shows itself b}' swellings

on the freshly formed wood, and later ajipears

as well defined blotches with a surface depres-

sed somewhat below the general surface of the

stem. The growth of the branch, thus affected,

is arrested and the fruit drops. This has been

attributed to wounds made by the common June-

bug, but this can hardly be the case, as culti-

vators, who have carefully watched their vines,

assure us that they are unable to discover that

insects have any agency in the matter.
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The Double Deutzia.

The Deutzia scabra, a slirub about 6 feet higli,

and Deutzia graeilis,wh\ch. seldom is taller than

3 feet, are now among the most generally culti-

vated shrubs. They are from Japan, and are

tolerably hardy, and from the profusion of pure

white flowers they bear, are deservedly popular.

Deutzia crenata, which is of somewhat later

introduction, has the general habit of D. scabra,

but differs in the shape of its leaves and in

some of the details in the structure of its flow-

ers. Of this species a double variety has been

produced, and may be found in the nurseries.

One of the flower clusters is shown in the draw-

ing, though being taken late in the flowering

season, it is not as showy as the earlier ones.

The Deutzias are all easily multiplied by re-

moving the suckers which come up abundantly

from the root, though better plants may be ob-

tained from layers. Double flowers are not

always an improvement upon single ones, but

they are so in the case of the Deutzia.

Kotes on Strawberries.

The report of the Annual Show held at the

oflice of the Agriculturist appeared in our July

issue and that of the Exhibition of the Ameri-

can Institute has been given in the daily papers.

Although we gave quite full notes on varieties,

there remain some gleanings of our observa-

tions made since. The present season seems to

have been less prolific in new sorts than the

last, and those which have been exhibited were
more remarkable for size than for quality. We
think that propagators have gone quite far

enough in the direction of size, and it is well to

rest content with our achievements in the way
of large fruit, and give more attention to quality.

The Agriculturist, Russell, and Triomphe de

Gaud, will afford specimens large enough for

the present, and though these rank as first-class

varieties, we hope to see kinds having all their

good qualities in an increased degree. We
would not be understood as objecting to large

berries—but we think

that there is a ten-

dency to attach im-

portance to dimen-

sions, to the neglect

of productiveness, fla-

vor and firmness.

With respect to the

Agriculturist Straw-

berry, the present sea-

son has sustained the

opinion expressed last

yeai', that it combined

more good qualities

than any other berry

yet introduced, but

we stand quite ready

to welcome any va-

riety that shall excel

it in any particular.

—

It is a matter of sur-

prise that any person

having land should

be without strawber-

ries enough for his

family. A few dollars

will get plants enough

to stock a bed, and

even one plant will

in two years' time

multiply itself suffi-

ciently to plant more

than an ordinary family will need. A res-

idence at a distance from nurseries need be no

hindrance, as plants may be sent cheaply and

witli safety by mail. A note just received from

H. E. Hoke, Franklin Co., Pa., gives an account

of what can be done with a small area in straw-

berries. " Two years ago I planted two beds

with Wilson, Triomphe de Gand, and Early

Scarlet, the size of one bed 18 feet by 30 feet,

the other 20 feet by 20 feet ; the yield last sea-

son was 140 quarts from both beds ; this season

they turned off together 305 quarts, the large

one giving 133 quarts, the small one 173 quarts

;

the large bed is a light soil, the small one a stiff

heavy clay, both being well manured."

La Constante.—The very fine specimens of

this fruit presented on the second day of our

exhibition, by Geo. Herbert, of Peekskill, N.

Y., merit a special notice. Nothing can be

more beautiful in color, shape and brilliancy of

surface than this fruit. Unfortunately it is very

variable as to its productiveness, but where it

does well it is a first-class fruit in every respect.

It forms few runners and propagates slowly.

Around New-York it is not very prolific, but it

succeeds much better in some other localities.

WJdte Pineapple.—A variety under this name

is kept in some collections, while others consid-

er it the same as Lennig's White. That it has

also been called Lennig's White Pineapple

would go to show that they are the same. It is

asserted that the White Pineapple, while it is

not distinguishable in its fruit from Lennig's

Wliite, is a poorer bearer than that variety,

and also that the vines are less hardy. We
recently saw a large patch which was set last

autumn with vines obtained as White Pine-

apple, bearing remarkably well for such young

plants. When ripe, the fruit has a fine blush

tinge, is of excellent flavor, and the flesh is of

a buttery consistence which make it a great fa-

vorite with those who are acquainted with it.

Deptford White.—This has been sent out by

some dealers as Lennig's White, but is quite

distinct, the fruit being of more conical shape

and of a leas delicate flavor than that variety.

Toad-flax—A Troublesome Weed.

Within the remembrance of many of our

readers there was a, plant cultivated in gardens

as an ornament, which bore the popular name
of "Butter and Eggs." It has quite disappear-

ed from our gardens, but has taken up its abode

in fields aud meadows, and along the roadside

where it not only flourishes without any care,

but strongly resists the efforts made to get rid

of it. The engraving shows the upper part of

a stem with the flowers—the whole stem being

from 1 to 3 feet high, and bearing below, long

and narrow leaves like those shown in the fig-

ure. The structure of the flower is quite curious

and will repay examinatiou. The corolla is

tubular, and is prolonged bej'ond the calyx into

a spur; above, it is 2-lipped, the upper lip being

TOAD-FLAX.

split in two, and turned back, while the lower

lip is divided in three, and bears a prominence
or swelling, called a palate, which closes up the

opening of the corolla. The 4 stamens and
the pistil ai'e quite hidden witliin the flower.

The pod, instead of splitting when ripe, opens

one or two holes in its sides to allow the seeds

to fall out. The leaves are of a pale green, the

flowers of a light yellow color, except the pal-

ate, which is of a bright orange. This contrast

of colors doubtless gave origin to the name
" Butter and Eggs." But the most important

part of the plant Is the root which is woody,
creeping, and very tenacious of life, qualities

•which render it a troublesome weed. Perhaps

"troublesome" is a rather mild word, but one

of our correspondents took us to task for speak-

ing of a weed as " vile," and thinks it wrong
to apply epithets of this kind to a plant, so we
•will not say of this weed as Doct. Darlington

very truthfully does—that it is a " fetid, worth-

less and very objectionable weed," as well as a
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"vile nuisiince." In some places the notion

prevails that the more its destruction is attempt-

ed, the foster it spreads, and with tliis view
patches are sometimes left in the fields%r fear

of making matters worse by disturbing them.

This belief has some foundation in fact, and
there is no doubt that plowing and harrowing
will break and scatter the roots, every piece of

which will start and form a plant. But a field

infested with this or similar weeds should be
kept in hoed crops until the evil is exterminated.

We know that this will kill the Toad-Flax, for we
iiave seen it done, and have yet to see the weed
that can long resist the frequent and thorough
application of a sharp hoe. In Pennsylvania

the plant is known as Ranstead-weed, on ac-

'count, it is said, of its introduction there by a

Mr. Ranstead, who niauy years ago cultivated

it in his garden. The name Toad-flax is the

one by which the plant is known in England,
and as it is very desirable to preserve uniformity

in popular as well as botanical names, wc give

it the preference over the others.

Soda Wash for Fruit Trees.

Popular errors in regard to scientific matters

die very hard ; they have more lives than a cat.

This is especially the case with absurdities put

forth by men who know little of science, to those

who know nothing at all, the latter accepting

all that may be put forth by the former as " law

and gospel." This soda wash talk was made
some years ago by " Professor " Mapes at the

Farmers' Club of the American Institute, was
published in their proceedings, and has been
reproduced by agricultural papers which ought

to know better, year after year. The directions

to make the wasli, required sal soda to be heat-

ed to redness in an iron vessel, which the learn-

ed " Professor " said would drive off' the car-

bonic acid and leave the soda in a caustic state

:

this was then to be dissolved and used upon the

trees. In the report of the proceedings of a re-

cent meeting of the club where this precious

nonsense originated, we find accounts of the ex-

perience of correspondents and members present

in making this chemical preparation which was
propounded by their very chemical "Professor."

One man put his sal soda in a piece of stove-

pipe and succeeded about as well as if he had
tried to heat a piece of ice to redness ; another

put it in an iron pot, but it frothed over and
they had a bad time generally. The reason that

these gentlemen did not succeed in making
caustic soda out of sal soda by heating it, was
simply because it is impossible. Any schoolboy

with a trifling knowledge of chemistry knows
that it is one of the distinguishing characters of

the alkalies proper, that it is impossible to de-

decompose their carbonates by heat alone. Sal

soda is a carbonate of soda, and besides carbon-

ic acid and soda its crystals contain over 60

per cent,of water. When these crystals are

beated they melt, and if the heat be continued,

this water will be driven off" in the form of

eteam, and the carbonate of soda left as a dry

mass which by an increase of heat may be melt-

ed and heated red hot without undergoing any
further change, and when it cools it will be pre-

cisely the same as the crystals, minus the water.

Now when one has been to all this trouble and
then dissolves the melted mass in water, he will

get precisely the same solution that he would,
had he dissolved the crystals at first; and if any
one wishes to use sal soda wash, we advise him
not to go through with the heating process,

which though very "chemical," is very useless.

We have noticed this matter once before in a

"Basket" item, and now put it in large print

in the hope that some may be saved the tribu-

lation experienced by the gentlemen above re-

ferred to. This sal soda nonsense is only one
illustration its author has afforded of the adage
that " one talks all the better for having some
knowledge of his subject," as well as a caution

to those societies who publish reports of their

proceedings, that they should subject them to

some revision, and not allow every absurdity

that garrulous people and self-styled"Professors"

choose to propose, to go out endorsed by them.

Recreation and Visiting among Farmers.

This may seem to some a very unsuitable topic

for this busy time of the year. On the contrary, it

is specially seasonable. Most farmers make life too
much a drmigery for themselves and for their chil-

dren. By working hard from moruing until night,

and* from week to week, with no recreation, they
become dull, and do not accomplish as much as

they would with a little timely relaxation, " all

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Nor
do they enjoy life nearly so well. They doubtless

say to their souls, " I must work hard now, and
lay up money against a time of need, or against old

age ; then I will rest and enjoy myself." They for-

get that they are meanwhile wearing out their fac-

ulties of enjoyment, and are acquiring habits which
will unfit them for .anything but an old age of con-

tinued toil. Let farmers bear in mind, too, the

etTcet of such a life on their children.

As to the way in which farmers shall get recrea-

tion, we are not disposed to be particular. Some
will choose to get it in one w.iy, and some in another.

One very good method is to make up an occasion.al

pie-nic. Fix on a pleasant afternoon, and take
the whole family to some neighboring grove,

where the children can romp, where the older

folks can rest, .and all have a good supper. If sev-

er.al families can unite, it will be all the better.

Another way, is to make short visits to the neigh-

bors. To do this, it will not be needful to con-

sume a whole day ; this would be an unnecessary

loss to you and a bore to your neighbor. But seize

on the broken, h.alf-days, or even the hour or two
after tea, and ride over to neighbor A's, or neigh-

bor D's. He will be glad to show you his stock and
his crops, and his orchard. Tou will learn some-
thing from him, and he from you. At any rate,

you will get recreation, and will return to your
home and your daily labor with new zest.

^ i^a^ —.-•

The Sanitary Commission and the People.

With the advent of peace, we are happily no lon-

ger obliged to remind our readers that they can do
this or that for the comfort of the soldier. It is

gratifying to know that many of our hints h.ave

been acted upon, and we are also glad that we h.ave

been able to act as a medium of communication for

those of our readers who had no other way of reach-

ing the organized Commissions. The great work of

the army being at an end, the Sanitary Commission
now states that all further efforts in its behalf may
cease, and iu making this announcement we add

their eloquent tribute of thanks to those who have

aided them in their Labors.

" To the Soldier's Aid Societies, and through

them to each and every contributor to our supplies,

to every woman who has sewed a scam or knitted

a stocking in the service of the Sanitary Commis-
sion, we now return our most sincere and hearty

thanks—thanks which are not ours only, but those

of the camps, the hospitals, the transports, the

prisons, the pickets, and the lines, where your
love and labor have sent comfort, protection, reUef,

and sometimes life itself. It is not too much to say

that the army of women at home has fully matched

in patriotism and in sacrifices the army of the men
in the field. The mothers, sisters, wives aud daugh-
ters of America have been worthy of the sons and
brothers, husbands and ftthers who were fighting
their battles. After having contributed their living
treasures to the war, what wonder they sent so
freely after them all else that they had ? And this

precious sympathy between the firesides and the
camp fires, between the bayonet and the needle, the
tanned cheek and the pale face, has kept the nation
one; has carried the homes into the ranks, and
kept the ranks in the homes, until a sentiment of

oneness, of irresistible unanimity, in which domes-
tie and social, civil and religious, pohtical and mil-

itary elements entered, qualifying, streugtheuing,

enriching and sanctifying all, has at l.ast conquered
all obstacles and given us an overwhelming, a pro-

found and permanent victory. It has been our
precious privilege to be your almoners ; to manage
and distribute the stores you have created and given
us for the soldiers and sailors. We have tried to do
our duty impartially, diligently, wisely. For the
means of carrying on this vast work, which has
grown up in our hands, keeping pace with the grow-
ing immensity of the war, and which wc are now
about to lay down, after giving the American pub-
lic an .account of our stewardship, we are chiefly

indebted to the money created by the fairs which
American women inaugurated and conducted, and
to the supplies collected by you under our organ-

ization. To you, then, is finally due the largest

part of whatever gratitude belongs to the Sanitary

Commission. It is as it should be. The soldier

will return to his home to thank his own wife, moth-
er, sister, daughter, for so tenderly looking after

him in camp and field, in hospital aud prison ; and
thus it will be seen that it Is the homes of the conn,

try which have wrought out this great salvation,

and that the men and the women of America have
an equal part in Its glory and its joy."

Making Pickles.

During the rebellion the array demand for pick-

les was so great that the high prices they brought

were sufficient to give many persons the pickle fe-

ver. The numerous inquiries respecting the man-

ner in which cucumbers were r.aised on the large

scale have been well answered by our friend Timo-

othy Bunker Esquire. We now have many asking

us about the manner of putting up the pickles, and

though we have intimated to the Squire that we
would like his views on this matter, we have heard

nothing from him. Probably the heavy hay crop

around Hookertown keeps him busy, or else he is,

as Justice of the Peace, engaged in looking after

the morals of that flourishing village. In the ab-

sence of any thing from the Squire, we are obliged

to tell what we know upon the subject, and thus

answer a great many calls for information. In the

first place it is necessary to put cucumbers into salt

before placing them in vineg.ar, as the vinegar pen-

etrates much better and the salting removes a crude

and raw taste that they otherwise have. We have

eaten pickles made by putting cucumbers directly

into vinegar, but consider them greatly inferior to

those prepared in the usual way. There are two
methods of salting ; dry salting and iu brine. In

dry salting, the cucumbers are put in a barrel or

other receptacle and sprinkled freely with fine salt

;

juices exude from the cucumbers to dissolve the

salt and thus form a very stroug brine, while the

fruit itself shrivels very much. This method uses

a great deal of salt, but more cucumbers can be put

into a barrel than when they are put into a brine.

The shriveling is of no disadvantage, as the plump-

ness is restored when the pickles are soaked. In

putting down in brine the process differs according

to the scale upon which it is carried on. Where

large quantities are raised, new barrels are filled

with cucumbers, about half a peck of salt added,

and headed up, the barrels are then filled with wa-

ter through the bung holes, bunged up tightly and

shipped. We know a gentleman at the West who
sends ofl' a largo quantity prepared in this way, but

how long they will keep in such a weak brine we
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are unable to say, but probably a sufflcient time if

the ban-els are full and tigbt. Where additions are

made as the cucumbers are picked from day to day,

a strong brine is used, about a quart of salt to the

gallon of water, and the cucumbers kept down by

means of a circular board with weights upon it. A
great trouble is often experienced with pickles in

brine from tlie formation of a white scum upon the

surface. This is probably some microscopic veget-

able growth of a char.acter similar to mould. It

has been recommended as the best means of man-

aging this to put a cloth under the follower used to

keep the pickles uuder the brine, and each time ad-

ditions of fresh cucumbers are made to the barrel,

to carefully lift the cloth to remove the scum on

it, and wash the cloth clean before replacing it.

1 I M» » I

American Extravagance in Living.

To one who has traveled abroad, or informed

himself thoroughly respecting the economy of do-

mestic life in Engl.and, and on the Continent, few

things are more striking than our American ex-

travagance. We waste in our food much which

wonld be turned to good account in their family

maintenance. Much goes into the swill-pail, or is

thrown out for the chickens and dogs, and cats,

which would there be worked over for the table of

the servants, or given to the poor. We are extrava-

gant in dress. Bro.-idcloth and silk, and Patent

leather and Alexander's gloves are none to tine lor

daily use. We are " clothed in purple and fine

linen, and fare sumptuously every day." In car-

pets and rosewood furniture, and lace curtains and

mirrors, in carviug and gilding, in equipage and
grand dwellings,—in short, in whatever may con-

tribute to physical indulgence and material show,

we put little or no restraint upon our desires.

And what we might, perhaps, with some show of

reason do in times of peace and plenty, and low
prices, we have continued to do in time of war and

national distress, and thCenhanced cost of living.

Now, to an outsider, this must look foolish, if

not morally wrong. What if we think we can

afford this high style of expenditure? Fast living

is hurtful to soul and body. Frugality, temper-

ance, self-restraint, are signs of a better character,

than wastefulness and headlong self-indulgence.

They are productive of truer happiness, more gen-

uine self-respect and better health. Individual ex-

travagance and national luxury have in all past

times gone together, and are likely to do so in time

to come. It is well to have an eye to the future.

There may be rainy days ahead. If they come, we
shall be thankful for our economy, and if they

do not, it will do us no harm to have provided

with habits of carefulness for every contingency.

—

•

-m^^ •-»

Blackberry Wine and Syrup.

We are asked how to make blackberry wine with-

out the addition of water to the juice, and how
much syrup will be required to the gallon of juice

to preserve it any Icugth of time. These inquiries

show that the writer does not make a distinction

between wine and syrup. If he wishes to make
syrup, the juice from the berries should stand 13

hours more or less, according to the weather, until

a partial fermentation takes place, and a thick pulp

coagulates and separates from the clear liquid.

This pulp is removed by straining, and to the clear

liquid, sugar is added in the proportion of 13 pounds
to the gallon, put on the fire and allowed to come
to the boil. Syrup prepared in this way will con-

tain all the "nutritious and medicinal virtues of

the fruit." In making wine from fruit juices the
object of adding sugar is not to preserve the juice

through the agency of the sugar, but to afford a
source of alcohol. Few frnit juices, except the bet-

ter kinds of grapes contain enough fruit sugar to

form a sutBciently strong wine to keep without
changing to vinegar, hence the addition of sugar.

If sugar is added directly to the juice of blackberry,

raspberry, and other of our common fruits, it

forms a jelly and does not ferment, and it is accord-

ingly necessary to add more or less water. The

best blackberry " wine " we ever made was in the

proportion of one quart of water, one quart ofjuice

and two pounds of sugar. There is a great mis.ap-

prehension with respect to the medicinal properties

of blackbrry wine and syrup. Their curative effects

are due to their astringency, which depends upon

the tonic acid they contain. This principle is much
more abund.ant in the root than in the fruit, and an

infusion of the root, prepared as directed in July,

will be found much more medicinal, though per-

haps less agreeable, than the " wine " or syrup.

Bread, etc., from Wheaten Meal.

A correspondent, " Nymphea," in Torkville, N.

Y., is quite enthusiastic on the subject of bread

from unbolted ground wheat, and sends not only

her recipes but specimens of the articles made ac-

cording to them. The preparations were sweet,

light, and palatable, and would no doubt be prized

by those who like articles made from wheaten

meal. We give her own account of the manuer of

producing them

:

" After all that has been said on the vexed bread

question, probably many of your readers may re-

ceive with great incredulity the statement that goad

light, and wholesome bread can be made with sim-

ple meal and water. I believe we have spoiled our

bread for the sake of having it look white. We
take great pains to grind the wheat to an impalpa-

ble powder, carefully sift out those portions which

conduce most to sweetness, lightness, and nutri-

tion ; and then take a vast deal more pains to put

in artificial ingredients which at best but poorly

restore these important qualities. If good wheat

be ground coarsely (if with sharp stones the better)

and not bolted, nor sifted, you can, by the follow-

ing, and other recipes, make good, light bread,

quickly and certainly ; bread that will keep for days,

and yet can be eaten hot with impunity, because

it contains no unwholesome drugs or compounds.
Batter Cakes.—Stir wheat meal slowly into cold

water till it is of a consistence about half w.ay be-

tween griddle cakes and pound cake. Bake in large

patty pans or small muffin rings in a hot oven 20

or 30 minutes. If wanted extra nice, use milk in-

stead of the water. Now pletise do not laugh at

this recipe, nor argue against it ; but try it faith-

fully, and if necessary, repeatedly ; and do not un-

dertake to mend it until you can make it. If the

cakes do not come out of the oven as light as good
wheat bread, your batter is too thick or too thin,

probably the latter, or you have undertaken to

bake it in a large loaf, or to mar the recipe in some
other way. I prefer to use the patty pans which

should not be more than 2}4 inches across the top,

and 1 inch deep. If oblong, they may be 3 or 4

inches long. The fluted tins will do, and if greased

with a very little sweet oil, the cakes will soon

come out smoothly while hot. Some prefer to drop

the batter by the spoonful on a large tin ; this

saves time. This bread will keep moist and tender

two or three days unless it has been salted.

Sweet Batter Cakes.—Make the batter as above,

sweeten to the taste (better slightly), and add a

dash of cinnamon Bake as above.

Wheat Meal Rolls.—Pour boiling water into good
wheat meal. Stir with a stout spoon into a dough
as soft as can be conveniently handled. Work it as

little as possible, roll %inch thick on a well planed

board, cut into inch-and-a-half cakes with a knife

or a cake cutter, and bake quickly. This does not

require so hot a fire as the batter cakes. The bread

is sweeter but not so porous, and will keep longer.

Boiled Paddi7ig.—Make a dough as in the last

recipe, and roll X 'i<^h thick. Stir up shred apples

or any slightly tart fruits with wheat meal, and a

little water if necessary, and wrapping it up in the

crust, turn-over fashion, put it into a bag and boil an

hour. Two or three hours will improve it. Eat
with sweetened cream or other simple dressing.

Wheat Meal Mush.—Stit wheat meal gradually

into slowly boiling water, as for hasty pudding.

Let it cook very slowly 20 minutes or more. Eat

with sweetened cream. Afterthe meal is all stirred

in, whortleberries either dried or fresh, foi-m a

charming addition. This pudding makes a palata-

ble, cheap, and wholesome desert, which can be
prepared at short notice.

Ambrosia.—Make a batter as in the first recipe,

or a trifle stiffer. Grease a deep dish and spread

this batter half an inch thick upon the bottom.
Place upon this a layer of small fruits or tart sliced

apples, with barely sugar enough to correct their

acidity. Put a very thin layer of batter, or if the

fruits are very juicy, wheat meal should have been
added with the sugar, sufficient to absorb the juice

in cooking ; then another >ayer of fruit with sugar,

flour, etc., covering the whole with a thin layer of

batter. Bake about 1 hour in a moderate oven.

The best fruits for this dish are tart cherries, black-

berries, plums, and grapes. The two points to be

observed are, not to let the fruits touch the dish or

the surface, and not to let the juices escape in cook-*

ing. This dish is better if it ripen a day or two
before it is eaten, thus permitting the fruit to

perme.ate the cereal with its juices and aroma.

This, Mr. Editor, is my very own invention and
ray chef d^ceuvre^ and as I must needs have a name
for it, I h.ave appropriated the type of all excellence

among the edibles of ancient mythology."

«- ^«B- .-•

Fly Poison—A Caution.

There are still many places where the old-fashion-

ed fly-poison is used. Druggists sell it as " Cobalt,"

an incorrect name, and one which does not indi-

cate the true chmacter of the article, ground metal-

lic arsenic. This when mixed with sweetened wa-

ter is sure death to flies and equally fatal to people.

From the many cases of poisoning of children re-

sulting from the use of this fly-poison, we advise

to discard it altogether and endure the annoyance
of flies rather than risk the poisoning of children.

Darkening the rooms is the best w.ay of getting

rid of flies ; keep them out with millinet frames.

I M«M .-•

Sagging Doors.—After doors have been

long in use, they sometimes pinch near the top,

and the usual remedy is to plane them off at the

sticking point. But this planing removes the

paiut or graining, and is a great evil. The cause

of the pinch is the sagging of the door; and this

comes from the wearing down of the hinges by
long use. Instead of planing off the doors, a better

way is to go to the tinners and get some tin or

sheet-iron washers made which will just fit the cen-

tral rod or pivot of the hinge. This will remedy
the evil at small expense, and save the mutilation.

Hints on Cooking, etc.

Soft Sorglmm Cake— Take 3 eggs, 1

pint of sorghum molasses, 1 of sour cream, half a

nutmeg, 1 teaspoon ful of soda. Beat the eggs and

molasses together until light, thicken with flour

to the consistence of batter coke, this will be
enough to fill two common sized stove pans.

Ciinger1>rea,d.—Take 1 quart molasses, 1

pint lard, 2 pints very sour cream, 2 heaped table-

spoonfuls soda, 2 of ginger or nutmeg, mix into a

dough as soft as can be rolled ; roll thin .and bake.

Extra Piidlding.—To 1 quart of milk add
the yolks of 3 or 4 eggs, sweeten to your taste, let

it first raise to a boil, (have the whites beat to a good
froth) stir in the whites, then put away fo cool. A
pudding made in this way I think is hard to beat,

and not very unwholesome.

Egg Puils.—Take 1 pint sweet milk,l quart

sifted flour, 2 eggs, 1 teaspoonful salt. Mix the

yolks with the milk. Beat the whites to froth.

Mix all together and divide into twelve earthen

cujjs. Bake 30 minutes in a very hot oven, and eat

as soon after as possible with good butter. The
cups must be new, or those which have never been

wet or greased. The puffs when done will slip out

of the cups easily, and are served at table, bottom
side up, for beauty. The cups may be cleaned

sufficiently by scraping and wiping with a dry clotb.

If the cups are ever wet the puSb stick.
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steamed Indian Pnddins:.— Mix 1

pint of buttermilk, 1 c<;2f, 1 teaspoonful saleratus,

1 of salt, and Indian meal enough to make a stiff

batter. Steam for an hour and a half and serve

hot with butter and molasses, sweetened cream, or

other sance as may be desired.

Xo Remove I>inie Spots from Cloth.
—First use a stiff, dry brush to remove any adher-

ing lime, then rub the spots with a cloth wet in

cold vinegar and dry the garment.

Xo Prevent Stoves Knstins. — Oil

them with sweet oil. This does not make a bad
smell when the stoves are heated again. They
should be very clean when the oil is applied.

Co.al-scuttles may be oiled with boiled linseed oil.

Xo Keep Burnislied or Polished
Shovels, Tonos, Pokeks, etc., prom Rustlng.—
A friend practises packing such things in a box, of

convenient form, and covering them with quick-

lime, leaving room for the lime to swell in slack-

ing, as it gradually absorbs water from the air.

I^otes on Cretting- Tire.

Who first discovered fire and its uses ? No man knows.
It may have been first seen bursting from a volcano ; or

lightning may liave strucli and fired a tree ; quite likely

the latter was the case, as it is the most common way in

which fire is produced without the help of man. In some
way it became known to our ancestors very early in the

history of the world. We can imagine the wonder and
consternation with wliich tliey for the first time saw this

elementdevouring the solid wood, and by its strange pow-
er compelling them to keep at a respectful distance.

But they soon learned to make it one of the most useful

servants, and it has played a most important part in the

progress and history of all nations. In these days of

friction matches, we know btit liltle of the trouble ovir

ancestors had to keep their fire, or to produce it when
extinguished. Within the recollection of many of our

readers, it used to be one of the regular household duties

to see that a stick of hard wood partly burned, was safely

covered witti ashes at night to keep it for starling with

the next morning. When by neglect or accident the fire

went out. a iiiece of steel made for the purpose was
struck wiih a flint, and the sparks from the small bits of

steel ignited, were caught upon tinder, or partly burned

cotton rags, and tlius laboriously and gradually the fire

was again lighted. If there were no flint or steel, then

one must go to the nearest neighbor for fire—no small

task on a cold winter morning in a sparsely settled place.

Tlie ancients understood tlie art of kindling fire from the

sun by means of concave mirrors, the bright surfaces of

which collected many of the rays in a small spot called

a focus, llierehy producing intense heat. The burn-

ing glass, acting on the same principle, has long been

known, and is now a convenience for travelers. Among
uncivilized nations, it is stilt the practice to procure fire

by rubbing two sticks together. A gentleman who has

often seen the Indians do this, says they use a piece of

hard wood about a foot long, having several holes in the

side, with a small opening inclining downward from each

hole. TIds stick is laid upon the ground and held firmly

with the feet. A small stick of soft wood, with the end

rounded to fit the hole in the other piece, is taken be-

tween the hands, its end introduced into one of the holes,

and then it is rapidly twirled back and forth. This pro-

duces much lieat and at the same time rubs off small

particles fiom tlie soft stick, which become partly charred,

and fall from the hole down through the small opening

on to a dry leaf placed there to receive them. Quite a

little pile of these bits collect upon the leaf before one
ignites, and falling upon the others sets fire to them.

The Indian gathers the whole together in a few leaves,

swings them around, and soon has a roaring flame.

This i^ hard work and requires much practice to succeed;

our informant often tried, but was never able to protluce

a spark. It would require too much space to speak In

this article of the invention of matches and the improve-

ments made in them, and we reserve It for a future time.

A Boy in a Predicament.
A lady reader of the American Agriculturist relates the

following incident which occurred to her uncle when a

boy. His father kept geese, and for the accommodation

of such as wanted to raise families, he built a low house

or coop, into which a goose could comfortably enter and

occupy her nest. On one occasion a motherly goose had

been sitting several days on a nestful of eggs, when little

Joshua, then about five years old, wanted very much to

know what progress she was making. Accordingly he

lay down before the entrance, and began to introduce his

head, but Madam Goose indignant at this intrusion into her

private room, made a snap at him. and caught him by the

nose I Joshua screamed and struggled, but the old goose

held on, and the gander who was not far off, hearing his

mate's voice, came flying to the rescue, and mounting

on Joslma's back, began giving him an unmerciful drub-

bing with both wings. The noise brought Joshua's

mother to the scene of conflict, and she pulled him away,

but the goose held on so tightly that when released, his

nose was completely skirmed. After he was grown,

Joshua used to relate this story to show that it is safest

for one to keep his nose out of other people's business.

A Proper ]VInsical Instrument.

A certain Presbyterian clergj'man In Scotland, many
years ago, was very fond of music, and frequently amused
himself with playing on his violincello, on which he was
a fine performer. Some staid members of his parish

were shocked to hear of what they thought such profane

recreation, and appointed a committee to visit and talk

with him on the subject. The committee called, and

their spokesman after some hesitation, stated what they

had heard, that he played on the fiddle, and asked if it

were true. *'Certainly," replied the minister, "I have what

you call a fiddle, which I will show you," and bringing

it out he tuned it and at once commenced playing. He
went through several favorite national aiis, struck off

into lively reels and jigs and brought out such sprightly

music, that even the committee could scarcely keep their

feet still under them. The interview closed without

much further being said on the evil of music ; they were

nearly converted to the minister's faith, that there is a

time for such enjoyment. Returning to the meeting

which had appointed them, the spokesman, who himself

had not been opposed to the music, but had gone to please

the people, reported as follows : "Sure friends ye ha'e

nae occasion to fash yere selves abune the Dominie's fid-

dle, for its nae a wee ungodly fiddle, but an unco great

gospel fiddle .'" with which diplomatic report the people

were entirely satisfied, and the minister was left to enjoy

music without any further molestation.

President Lincoln's Sympatliy.

The following incident related in an exchange paper,

well illustrates our late Presitlent's natural kindness of

heart. A woman in a faded shawl and hood, somewhat
advanced in life, was admitted in her turn to the Presi-

dent. Her husband and three sons, alt sne had in the world,

enlisted. Her husband had been killed, and she had

come to ask the President to release to her the oldest

son. Being satisfied of the truthfulness of her story he

replied, " Certainly, if her prop was taken away she was
justly entitled to one of her boys." He immediately

wrote an order for the discharge of the young man. The
poor woman thanked him very gratefully, and wen
away. On reaching the army she found tliat this son had
been in a recent engagement, was wounded, and taken

to a hospital. Slie found the hospital, but the boy was
dead, or died while she was there. The surgeon in

charge made a memorandum of the facts upon the back
of the President's order, and, almost broken-hearted, the

poor woman found her way again into his presence. He
was much affected by her appearance and story, and
said, '* I know what you wish me to do now, and I shall

do it without your asking. I shall release to you your

second son.'" Upon this he took up his pen and com-
menced writing the order. While he was writing, the

poor woman stood by his side, the tears running down
her face, and passed her hand softly over his head, strok-

ing his rough hair, as I have seen a fond mother do to a

son. By the time he had finished writing, his own heart

and eyes were full. He handed her the paper. " Now,"
said he, " you have one and I one of the other two left

;

that is no more than riglit." She took the paper, and rev-

erently placing her hand again upon his head, the tears

still upon her cheeks, said, " The Lord bless you, Mr.

President. May you live a thousand years, and may you

always be the head of this great nation !"

Tlie Hurt Chicken.

A lady subscriber to the American AgriculturistwrMez ;

*' We have an old hen whose name is ' Pat.' She is not

a Hibernian, for eight years ago she was one of a large

brood of chickens' In our own yard. I was ill at the

time, and when the chicken was half grown, she persist-

ed in coming to the outside door of my room, and seat-

ing herself gravely upon the door sill. She had a singu-

lar resemblance to a Partridge, and we gave her that

name—now, it is plain ' Pat.'

" This morning one of the boys came in with one of

Pat's chickens in his hands. ' See here Mother, this poor

little chicken has Its leg broken.' Some one else sug-

gested that it was the work of 'Old Gol>bler'—he had
been trying to frighten Pat out of her senses early this

morning, and had actually dragged his wings over the

poor old mother hen. The kitten lay asleep in the rock-

ing chair, and the children put the iame chicken in its

soft warm fur, where it remained quite contented a short

time. Soon, however, it began to scream, and I advised

the boys to go out and kilt it. ' / can't do it,' replied the

eldest—and as he never refuses to do as he is requested.

I did not insist. I turned to his brother, saying. ' You
had better go with it I guess.' It went against him but he

bravely took the liltle tiling and went out and put it out

of its pain—came back with tears in his eyes, and sat

down and wept. I am sure you agree with me. Mr. Ed-
itor, that those tears were an honor to him. and not—as
some boys of eleven would have thought—a sign of ^

weak, unmanly spirit. Our dear, departed President,

could never have been—I am sure— a cruel, selfish boy ;

had he been this, he could not have exhihit-ed such sor-

row and compassion over the sins and suffering of even

his enemies, and never would a vast Nation so have

mourned his loss."

Ans^vers to Problems and Puzzles.
The following are answers to the puzzles, etc., in the

July number, page 2'IZ, No. 161. Curious Ninnbers.—
FIVE ; take away the three letters. F, I, E, and V or

five remains.—2d. SIX; take away S, and IX, or nine

remaiss ; take away S, I, and X or ten remains . . . No.
162. Illustrated Rebus.—Lettuce awl key pup in d pen
dents day in on r of ti ees on s over throw ; or Let us all

keep up Independence day in honor of treason's over-

throw... No. 163. Cotiundrum.—A. General Grant o.

America No. 164. Word Rebus.—Wood ewe bee re

specked ed dew ewer whole dew tea; or Would you be

respected, do your whole duty ...No. 165. Illustrated

Rebus.—Awl on R tooth e boys in blue hoof aut and one

in f reed u ms caws ; or, All honor to the boys in blue,

who fought and won in freedom's cause ...No. 106. Con-

undrum.—The Black Warrior ...No. 167. Puzzling Sen-

tences.— 1st. A Chinese found a charm under a chaff cov-

ering. 2d. You try to tease In vain ; I am too used to it.

No. 168. Clock Problem.—iS 96-1-13 minutes past eight

o'clock The following have sent in correct answers

up to July 8ih. P. L. Vancel, 156 ;
" Compo," 158 ; Sol-

omon C. Minor, 156, 159; Ctarkson Jolmslon. 159- J. T.

Avery, 161. 162, 165; H. Besthesto. 161 ; Geo. R. Clark,

162, 165; George E. Pomeroy, Jr., 162, 165: Richard H.

Bosworth, 165 ; R. G. Weeks, 165 ; W. C. Stone, 163, 165.

New Puzzles to l>e Ans^vered.

No. 169. Prolific TVord.—From the letters of what sin-

gle word can the following sentence be made ? " Ned
and I ran in a barn and a bear ran near a drain, and

I bade Ned ride"?

-f=¥-

No. 170. Illustrated Rebus.—Good advice for the times.

I
No. 171. Wire PiizzU.—This

four

together

g, and

a ring slipped on as represent-

ed. The puzzle is to get the ring off without breaking

or separating the wires. It will be good amusement for

a leisure hour to make and then solve the puzzle.

O puzzle is made of three or

:

pieces of wire linked toge

as shown in the engraving.

OLD 100

JERUSALEM ^^thE PresidentC

No. 172. Illustrated Rtius.—Especially for the bovs.

No. 173. CAnradf.—Contributed by Jas. E. Wildey,

Lake Co., 111. I am composed of 24 lellei s. My 23, 4.

19, 17, 7, 11, was a mythological deity. My 7, 3, 12, 20, 5,

17, 14, was a learned Frenchman. My 1, 17, 5, 20. 18, 24,

Is always in a city. My 2, 6, 14, 21, 15. II. 13, is an inhab-

itant of the sea. My 2, 12, 5, 5, 6, 14, is a tool much used

in carpentry. My 7, 15. 9, 6, abounds in the Southern

swamp, lands. My 13, 7, 22, 23, 19, 5, 22, 18, 18, 23. are

very useful to farmers. My 9. 12, 14, 4, 16, 9, 4, 23, Is

a city of South America. My \% hole is what every farm-

er will find it very pleasant and profitable to have.
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Wlio are the IBeueTOlent ?

"What a chaiitable little girl,'* sriy you, on looking at

this picture. Perhaps so ; may be not—though on a sec-

ond look at her kind, pitying face, we judge she is ben-

evolent. A lad we once knew was very fond of giving to

the poor, and to every good object, provided his father

eupplied him with the money. Of course every body who

saw him frequently contributing, thought him a very lov-

ing, kind-hearted boy. But when his father suggested

that he should save part of the money he had earned by

weeding in the garden, to give it to a poor boy to buy

shoes, so that he miciht go to school, this charitable

appearing boy was unwilling to part with a single penny

for that purpose. He wanted his money to spend for

himself. We have ofien seen men subscribe liberally

for public objects, where all their neighbors would know

it and praise them for it, who would never have given a

dime to the most worthy charily but for the praise they

expected to receive. So you see a person may give much

and often, and at the same time be very selfish. Now,

suppose the little giii in the picture to have been eating

some Very nice cake, made for her by her mother, and

the poor homeless, ragged boy wandering away from the

city to seek a living among kind hearted farmers, to have

passed along just then, and the little girl pitying him to

have given up part of her own sweet morsel, that would

surely be charity. Whoever is witling to deny kirns*!/

lor the sake of bestowing good upon others, is truly bar

nevolent. And it is most true, as we wish all our young

readers to experience for themselves, that there is great-

er and more lasting happiness in pleasing and benefiting

others, than in enjoying good things by ourselves. This

lesson most of all others needs to be learned, for the

world is full of selfishness and its fruits of suffering.

When all have learned it by heart, and practise it, this

world will be very much like Heaven, where love reigns.

Arlovriglitand the SpinningJenny.

Sir Richard Arkwright, of England, the inventor of the

spinning jenny, was originally a poor barber, occupying

a cellar, where his sign *'Come to the Subterranean

Barber, he shaves for a Penny," attracted a good run of

custom. He afterward reduced the price to a halfpenny

on account of opposition by his brethren in the trade.

But he was not content with shaving for a living, and

epent so much time contriving machines and making

models, that his regular business suffered. One day his

wife being angry at his neglect to provide for his family,

destroyed some of his mo<lels, which for a long time

prevented Arkwright from indulging in his passion

for invention. He next gained a livelihood by buy-

ing and selling hair, having a secret process for dye-

ing it to required shades. This business led him to trav-

el considerably through the country. At that time cot-

ton fabrics were spun and woven by hand by the cot-

tagers. One weaver could keep many employed in card-

ing and spinning the weft or cross threads of the goods ;

the warp or long threads were of linen, furnished to the

weavers by the large dealers. It was difficult to get

enough weft spun to keep the looms going, and it was a

common thing for the weaver

to walk several miles in a

morning, and to call on a num-
ber of spinners before he could

get enough for the remainder

of his day's work. Arkwright

noticed this, and set his in-

ventive brain to work to reme-

dy it. He had the idea that

spinning could be done by

means of two rollers, one of

which levolving much faster

than the other, would draw

the twisted threads exactly as

had been done by hand labor.

He accordingly employed a

watchmaker named Kay, to

make a small model for the

purpose. Then he applied to

a macliinlst to make a w orking

machine on the plan, but Ark-

wright being poor and the suc-

cess appearing doubtful, he

hesitated, but at last agreed to

let the watchmaker have two

of his men to assist, and the

first spinning jenny was finally

constructed by them. It was

found to work well, improve-

ments were added to it, and

before long Arkwright had

little difficulty in securing all

the money needed to carry on

the manufactory—so true is It,

that the first starting of every

new enterprise is always the

most difficult part of the work. The invention complete

ly revolutionized cotton manufacture, and besides enrich-

ing the inventor, it has contributed very largely to the

wealth and importance of Great Britain, and to the com-
fort of the whole civilized world. Cotton fabrics, for-

merly worn only by the rich, are now easily obtained by

all. The first machine of Arkwright is preserved in the

Patent Museum, at South Kensington, in London.

Xhc Old Flag: i^ Baltimore.

A gentleman relates the following incidents which
came to his knowledge in Baltimore. During the " dark
days" just after the attack on the Massachusetts soldiers,

the mob would allow no American Flag to be displayed.

The last one (they thought) was torn dow n from an office

in one of the principal streets, amid the brawling shouts

of drunken ruffians, the helpless indignation of Union
men and the tears of patriotic women who witnessed its

desecration. The next morning, however, the mob were
exasperated by the sight of the glorious but hated em-
blem hanging from an upper window of an old lady's

house. Gathering beneath it they shouted, *'Take in

that flag !" ** Down with that rag !" Presently the own-
er appeared. " Away with that flag I" they repeated.—
•'What flag?" asked the old lady.—" Up there in your
window," was the reply. " That's my bed quilt." said

sne. " It's a pity ir an o.a woman can't air her oed cloth-

ing without being molested," and

shaking it out of the window she

showed a bed quilt with a flag worked

in each corner. Hough as they were,

they were completely shamed out of

thoughts of violence, and so evei-y

morning, the bed guilt was duly hung
out to be aired ! The gentleman who
related the incident to the writer en-

deavored to secure the quilt for the

Sanitary Fair at Brooklyn, but parties

in Baltimore were ahead of him, and

it was exhibited and sold there for the

benefit of the soldiers. During the

same period, an aged resident of Bal-

timore called on a Union man and said

he earnestly desired, If possible, to

look upon the old flag. Come with

me and you shall be gratified, said

his friend. He conducted the old

gentleman to his mill on the suburbs

of the city, and taking him to an upper story handed him
a spy-glass, saying, " There it is on old Fort McHenry."
Soon the aged man descried it in the "distance, and gazed

long and earnestly, stopping occasionally to wipe away
the tears of emotion which flowed freely ; and after that

every day he walked over a mile to enjoy the pi ivilege of

looking upon the Star Spangled Banner, until it was
again restored to honor throughout the city, never we
trust to be displaced. It is an interesting fact that the

national song, "The Star-Spangled Banner," was at

first written in connection with this same fort.

Oood and Bad Apples.
One day Robert's father saw him playing with some

boys who were rude and unmannerly. He had observed

for some time a change for the worse in his son, and now
he knew the cause. He was very sorry, but he said noth-

ing to Robert at the time. In the evening he brought

from the garden six beautiful, rosy-cheeked apples, put

them on a plate, and presented them to Robert. He was
much pleased at his father's kindness, and thanked him.
" You must lay them aside for a few days that they may
become mellow," said his father. And Robert cheerfully

placed the plate with the apples in his mother's store-

room. Just as he was putting them aside, his father laid

on the plate a seventh apple, whicli was quite rotten, and

desired him to allow it to remain there. "But father,"

said Robert, "the rotten apples will spoil all the others."

"Do you think so? Why should n(»t the fresh apples

rather make the rotten one fresh ?" said his father. And
with these words he shut the door of the room. Eiglit

days after he asked his son to open the door and take out
the apples. But what a sight presented itself I The six

apples, which had been so sound and rosy-cheeked, were
now quite rotten, and .emitted a bad odor through the

room. " Oh, papa I" cried he, " Did I not lell yuu ofttw

that the rotten apple would spoil the good ones ? yet you
did not listen to me.*'—" My boy," said his father, " have
I not told you often that the company of bad children will

make you bad, yet you do not listen to me. See in the

condition of the apples that which will happen to you if

you keep company with wicked boys."—Robert did not
forget the lesson. He remembered the rotten apples, and
kept apart from the rude sports of his former playmates,

A Oerman tradition.

The picture below illustrates the following story. A
rich German built for himself a large and splendid castle

on a hill overlooking the surrounding country. He own-
ed the land as far as he could see from the top of his

highest tower, all except one little cottage surrounded

by about an acre of ground, in which lived a very old

woman. She had been a nurse in his father's family, had

helped to rear him, and this place had been given to her

for a home by the former lord. As we said before, the

new lord was very rich ; but he was also vain, ambitious

and selfish. When friends came to visit him he would take

them to the top of the castle and proudly point out his vast

estate. "All this I own, as far as you can see," he would

say, and then added in a lower tone, " all but that little

spot where the cottage stands ;" and whenever he said

this, he felt angry that this was not in his possession. He
tried to buy it from the old woman, but she had lived

there long, was very comfortable, and would not part

with it. Finally, this ungrateful and wicked man deter-

mined to get rid of her at all hazards. He therefore hired

one of his servants to accuse her of being a witch, and

of bewitching his master's cattle. The poor old wotnan

was brought before the lord, who was the magistrate of

that part of the country, a mock trial was had, and she

was sentenced to have her place sold, and to be banished

three leagues from the place. Then, of course, he bought

the coveted land and cottage for almost nothing, and the

old woman w as driven off. As she was leaving the place

she uttered fearful curses upon her oppressor, and con-

cluded by saying, " You covet to have all your eye can

I
see, and to have your mark upon the whole land

; your

eye shall turn to stone, and your mark shall be branded

upon the hill, so that men shall shun the fearful spot

where an ungrateful wretch robbed his old nurse of her

last comfort." Within a year after a fearful storm

burst upon the place. Lightning struck the castle, rend-

ing its walls and killing the cruel lord and all his family,

and what is most wonderful, the ruins were left in such

a way that the old woman's curse was fulfilled, and now
if you will study the picture carefully, you may see the eye

of the lord turned to stone, and his mark upon the till.
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(Business notices $1 25 per agate line of space.)

No. 5 ]Vassan-st., Mew-York,
BANKERS AND GENERAL DEALERS

IN

GOVERNMENT SECUKITIES,
Agents for tlie sale of

The New t-SO Loaw.
DEPOSITS RECEBVED,

COLLECTIONS MADE
AND

Financial Business jienei-ally Transact-
ed witli care and proniptue-ss.

REMEMBER
TII.\T

H. H. LLO^i^I> & CO.,
31 JOHjV-ST., NE^V-YORM,
Have tlic largest, latest, best, and clieai>-

est Assortment of Maps, Charts, and
Prints. Tlic demand for tlic Ijincoln Cl«art

Is unexampled. Many Agents make more
tlian §10 per day eacli, by its sale alone.

Men, Avonien, and eliildreu make large

ivages in selling tills and otUer cliarts. A
sliect sample Is mailed for 40 cents. 13
Sample Paekajres mailed at wliolesale

prices. AGENTS "WANTED for nearly ev-

ery County In tUe Union. Send for New
Price liist.

lONA AND ISRAELLA VINES.
Ttie very great superiority of these Grapes over all

otiier kinds, has heretofore been well establislied. Tlieir

surpassing value is rendered still more markedly mani-

fest by the peculiar trials of this season.

For tire best metliod of obtaining these, and .at cheapest

wholesale rates, witli premiums, see Club Propositions,

vvhicli, with Price List and a Twenty-four page Pam-

piilet, are sent for two-cent stamp.

These propositions arc of interest to every one who

desires to obtain an early supply of the best Grapes.

Clergymen, Editors, and Post-Masters are favorably

situated for rendering the advantages of these proposi-

tions available to themselves and fi iends, and the PRE-
MIUMS for their agency in the formation of Clubs, will

furnish them with vines of such quality, as can not be ob-

tained in any otller way.
C. W. GRANT,

"lONA," near PEEKSKH^L, N. Y..

The " Eureka " Patent Fruit
Jar.

The Best in the Market.

This Jar combines all the requisites of a perfect Jar,

viz.: perfect reliability in Iteeping fruit; great simplici-

ty ; remarkable ease with which it is closed and opened,

and although the cover is made of tin, it is so protected

by a composition that it will neitiier corrode nor give

a taste to the fruit.

For sale in all the principal Cities and Towns.

JOHN F. GKIPFEN, Proprietor and Manufnc-

turer. No. 9 Barclay-street, New-York.

PIANOS & ORGANS.
Great Bargains in HALLET, DWIS & GO'S Grand

and Square Pianos—and other New Pianos. Sold on

monthly payments. Good second-hand Pianos at SGC,

$150 to $300.

PIANOS AND MELODEONS TO I.ET.

A. E. THOMPSON'S Chapel and Parlor Organs,

voiced by a skillful Organist, far superior to ail other

Reed Organs. Price $160. T. S. IlEllRY,

593 Broadway, New Y(uk.

^rOTJUTS'
Coiieeittratrd Lemonade,

incases of 5. 1, II ;irid li dnzi ii, WiM ranted pure. Pri.e

$3.50 per doiten. Orders must be aecorap.anied by Casli.

For sale by T. HARDY * CO., Si Rejr-sl., N. Y,

TIIE IVA.TIOIV.
A WEEKLY JOURNAL for the discussion of the

political and social topics of the day ; the illustration

and maintenance of true democratic principles ; the con-

sidi-ralion of llio condition of the freed people, and the

duty of the Republic towards them
i
the support of pop-

ular education as a political agent; the dilTusionof in-

formation regarding the condition and prospects of the

South; and for the sound and impartial criticism of books

and works of art, with entire independence of sects and

parties.

It embraces among its regular or occasional contri-

butors the following names

:

HENRY W. LONGFELLOW.
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.
SAMUEL ELIOT, (Ex-President Trinity College,

Hartford. 1

Professor TORREY, (Harvard.)

Professor GOLDWIN SMITH, (Oxford.)

Professor CHU.D, (Harvard.)

Professor W. D. WHITNEY, (Yale.)

Professor D. C. GILIMAN, (Yale.)

Professor D WIGHT, (Columbia College.)

FREDERUUi LAW OLMSTEAD.
Rev. Dr. JOS. P. THOMPSON.
Rev. PHILLIPS BROOKS.
HENRY T. TUCKERMAN.
WILLIAM LLOYl) GARRISON.
SIDNEY' GEORGE FISHER.
Rev. 0. B. FROTHING HAM.
RICHARD GRANT WHITE.
Judge BOND, (Baltimore.)

JOHN G. WHITTIER. Rev. Dr. BELLOWS.
Dr. FRANCIS LIEBER. C. J. STILLE.
CHARLES E. NORTON. B.AYARD TAYLOR.
EDMUND QUINCY. C. A. BRISTED.
HENRY JAMES. C. L. BRACE.
Judge DALY. THEODORE TILTON.
Judge W.VYLAND. JAMES PARTON.
Rev. Dr. McCLINTOCK. GAIL HAMILTON.

TEnMs: Three Dollars per annum, in advance; six

months. Two Dollars. When delivered by carrier in

New-York or Brooklyn, fifty cents additional.

JOSEPH H. RICHARDS, Publisher,

No. I.tn Nassau-st., New-York.

A GREAT BOOK FOR AGENTS.
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY SUBSCRIPTION.

Tlie Eife ami Public Services
or

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Sixteenth President of the United States ;

TOGETHER WITH HIS STATE PAPERS,

Including his

Speeches, Addresses, Messages, liCtters,

and Proclamations;
TO WHICH IS ADDED

A History of the Tragical and Mournful Scenes connect-

ed with the close of his Noble and Eventful Life.

By Hon. HENRY J. RAYMOND, M.C.,

TO WHICH IS ADDED

ANECDOTES AND PERSONAL REMINIS
CENCES OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by Fbank B.

CARrENTEB, the celebrated artist, who painted the "First

Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation before the

Cabinet," and while painting it at the White House, en-

joyed a six months' familiar intercourse with our lale

President, noting down tiie many interesting anecdotes

and sayings, wdiich are here recorded.

The following Illustrations will embellish the Work :

1. A fine Steel Portrait, by the .\rtist, Ritchie ; 2. Abra-

ham Lincoln's Early Home in Kentucky ; 3. Abraham

Lincoln's Home in Springfield ; 4. President Lincoln,

Wife, and Children ; 5. Raising the Old Flag at Inde-

pendence Hall ; 6. Inauguration as President at Wash-

ington ; 7. Proclamation of Emancipation ; 8. President

Lincoln entering Richmond ; 9. Assassination at Ford's

Theatre; 10. The Death of Abraliam Lincoln; II. Fu-

neral Cortege through New-York ; 12. Funer.al Arch

over Hudson River Railroad ; 13. Reception of Remains

;it Chicago ; 14. The Last Riles at Springfield.

Tlie Book will be printed in the best style from new

and elegant type, niton fine paper, making an octavo vol-

ume of about 7110 pages, and will be neatly and substan-

tially l)ound.

Price in Cloth, $3.50 ; Leather {4.00.

" GET THE BEST."
»,* Agents w:vnted hi enryloun. Fur further par-

ticulars apidy to DERBY & MILLER, Publishers,

No. i Spriice'Et., Tribunp Buildings, N?vy-Y'o.ik.

^Voodward's Country Homes.
A New, Practii'al, and Oiii-'inai Woik on

RURAL ARCIirrECTURE
;

Elpf^iinlly ilIiiR{raled with 152 Drsitins an-^ Phms of
Houses of moderate cost, incUnlinK Stahles aiul Oulbiiild-

iiigs. With a cliHi>ter on the ronsiructinn of DallDon
Frames, l^nan. Price $1.51', mailcl fiep to any a.l'lic-s.

WOODWARDS GRAPERIES AND
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

A new work. han<lsomely illiistrateil, on tlic dosisn and
constmciion of Hot and Cold Graperies, Conservniorics,
Orrhavd Hou.ves. and Bviiliiings of all classes for grow-
ing Plants and ri|irning Fruit under Glass. l*2[no. Price
$1,511. iii;iil€i| free to any address.

TW^ENTIETH ANNUAL VOLUME, 1S65.

THE HORTICULTURIST.
A monthly Jovirnal of Horlicultiire and Rural Art.

400 royal octavo pages, handsomely illustrated. Per an-
num $2.50. Two sperinicn numbers, 25 cents.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,
37 Park Row. New-York, Publishers and Dealers in Ag-
lienltural. Horticultural, and Aichitectiirai Books and
Papers. Send led stamp for priced Catalogue.

The Herahl of Health
AND

Jourual of Physical Culture,
For all invalids in search of health and bodily develop-

ment, is just the thing. The July number contains an

article on the Physical Education of Girls, by Dr. Die.

Lewis, and 40 other articles of high interest. Every
parent should read it. 15 cents a number. $1.50 a year.

Address MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Laight-sl., New-
York.

ACJENXS ^VAI^'XEO.—In every Town-
^^ship and County, to sell GRANT AND SHERMAN,
their CAMPAIGNS AND GENERALS ; By Hon. J. T.

Headley, author of " Washington and his Generals,"

(fee, &c., comprising popular Biographies of prominent

Generals of the Union Army, including graphic descrip-

tions of Battles, Sieges, Adventures, <fcc.: with numerous

steel Portraits and Battle Scenes. Sold only by
Agents.—To all seeking profitable employment, a rare

chance is oiTered to make money. For terms and terri-

tory, address at once with stamp, E. B. TREAT, Pub-

lisher, 130 Grand-st., New-York.

Lung, Female and Chronic Diseases.

Drs. S. S. & S. E. STRONG, graduates of the New
York Medical University, and Proprietors of the Reme-
dial Institute, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., give special at-

tention to the above diseases. In addition to the Medical

and Sitrgical agencies, they employ Gymnastics and all

kinds of Baths. They refer for evidence of skill and re-

liability to

E. Nott, D. D., L. L. D.. President Union College. ,

M. Simpson, D. D., Bishop M. E. Church, Philadelphia.

Rev. J. M. Sherwood, Ed. Presbyterian Quart'ly Review.

J. M. Ray. State Bank. Indianapolis. Ind.

Prof. H. M. Scely. M. D., MIddlebury, Vt.

Hon. J. B. McKean, Saratoga Springs, N. Y,

For fuU information, send for a Circular.

COLLEGIATE LVSTITUTE.
$170 per year. Superb brick buildings, with sepa-

rate departments for ladies and for gentlemen, having

common chapel, class-rooms, and dining-hall. The
teachers reside and board with the students. All the fa-

cilities of the best Commercial Colleges, and a diploma
to graduates. A course of liberal stmlies for ladies.

Those sufficiently advanced in their studies are admitted

to graduation in a single year. Each term lliere is a class

of beginners in Latin, Greek. French, and in German.
Music and Painting superior. Fall term commences
Aug. 31. Address for catalogues or for rooms,

Rev. JOSEPH E. KING, D.D., Fort Edward, N. Y.

Woodsidc Nursery.
ANDREW S. FULLER, HORTICULTURIST,

formerly of \Brooklyn, L. I.

Grape Vines, Small Fruits and Hardy Ornamental
Plants, P. O. Address, Ridgewood. Bergen Co., N. J.

\1^HEEI,EK A: "*VII.SON'S

Lock Stitch Sewing Machine.
IVo. 6:25 I5roa«lAvay, IVew-York,

1 OOO ^*<^*^I^'*'^ ^VAI\'rEO.—FOR
Particulars write to AMSDEN & CO..

publishers, Boston, Mass.
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Commercial Notes—Prices Current.

New-York, July 19.

The condensed and convenient tables below, show the

(ransiictions in the N. Y. Produce markets during a

month past. They are carefally prepared specially for llie

American Agriculturist, from official and other reliable

sources, including the daily notes oC our own reporfer.

1, TCANSAcrrONS at thb nkw-tork markets.

Rbcbipts. flour. W!ieat. Corn. fit/'. Barlei/. Oats.

84day8<Artm'th,331..'iO0 1,424.000 1,353,000 .M.OOO 76.000 l,.'->92,000

25 days iMlni'tli. 359,000 398.000 1,477,000 8,100 131.000 1,723.000

Salrs. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rije. Barley.

34 days 1A(« month, 334.000 1,376.000 I.ISS.OOO 141,000

SSdays/asnnontli, 259,000 478.000 819.000 56,000 7S.00O

%, Comparison tmth same period at this time last year.

Bkckipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rue. Barley. Oats.

»4 days 1865 351.500 1,4'!4.000 1,3.^,000 .UOOO 76.000 1.592.000

85 days 1864 344.000 3,127,300 773,400 36,000 87,000 867,000

Salrs. Flour. Wheat. Com. Rue. Barley.

24 days 1365 324.000 1.376.000 1.155.000 141,000

28 days 1864 549,000 3,978,000 1,546,000 10.300 31,000

3, Exports from New-York, January 1 to July 15:

Flour, Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats.
bbls. bus, bus. bus. bus.

1865 731.291 819.429 438,739 141 48,227

1864 1.093,018 799,145 175.2;i5 405 22,481

1863 1.339,193 7.904,547 5.871,333 318.103 101.8,19

1863 1,552,583 8,045,042 6,612,533 849,983 22,023

Gold closed last month (June 20) 139;j, and on the 18th

inst., 143^. General business has exliibited much more

animation since our last, especially in the line of domes-

tic produce, receipts, and sales of the leading kinds of

which have been quite extensive, but at reduced and

irregular prices, BreadstulTs have been more freely

purchased for home use and export. Receivers have

met tlie foreign demand readily from day to day. Early

in the month the couise of prices was downward.

Within the past week or ten days, the arrivals from the

interior have been comparatively moderate. Holders

have been less eager to sell, and prices have rallied con-

siderably. During the past day or two the export

inquiry has fallen off again, and the market closes tamely

and heavily for flour, wheat, and corn. In the provision

line, the main business has been transacted by specula-

tive operators, and prices have rapidly advanced for hog

products, which have attracted most attention. ...In

Cotton there has been greatly increased activity both in

receipts and sales, and prices have improved moder-

ately, closing, however, in favor of purchasers Wool
has been in much better request, and within a week or

or two has risen 3c to 5c per lb., closing buoyantly. No
considerable receipts or sales of the new clip have been

reported. Manufacturers complain that they are unable

to pay the rates asked by holders in the Interior, in view

of the prevailing pilces for woolen goods. Hay has been

more abundant and In moderate request, closing at OOcfa)

$1.10 for old North River bale, and 68cfa)75c for new
crop, per 100 Its, Hops have been more sought after,

mainly for export, at irregular quotations. Seeds have

been quiet and depressed. Tobacco has been in good

demand, partly for export, at, however, reduced prices.

Currrnt Wholbsalk Pricks.

June 20. July 19.

Flotth—Super to Extra State $5 75 @ 6 95 $5 60 @ 6 95
Super to Extra Southern 7 25 ®12 00 6 90 ®11 50
Extra Western 6 50 Oil 50 6 90 01175
ExtniOenesce 6 95 O 9 25 6 95 O 9 25
Snperdne Western 5 75 @ 6 15 5 70 @ 6 10

Ryr Flour 5 25 @ 5 75 5 40 ® 5 90
Corn Mkal /. 4 65 @ 5 25 4 50 ® 5 23
WHRAT-All kinds of White. 1 80 ® 2 20 1 65 o 1 90
All kinds of Red 1 37>i@ 1 80 133 ® 1 70
Corn—Yellow 90 ® Sfi 84 ® 88
Mixed 80 ® 93 78 ® 84
Oats—Western 78 ® 80 60 ® 61

State 73 a 75 55 @ —
Kti 85 O 1 00 96 ® 1 05
Barlby 100 @ 1 40 Nominal.
Cotton—Mlddllnss, V B... 41 @ 42 — @ 50
Hops-Crop of 18M. » ft 12M® 40 10 ® 33

Fkathbrs—Live Geese, ?* ft. 63 @ 65 65 ® 67)^

Seed—Clover, *i ft 13K® 14M Nominal.
Timothy. *l bushel S 00 ©4 25 3 23 @ 4 25

Flax, » bushel 1 80 ® 2 10 1 75 @ 2 25
SnoAK-Brown, «1 ft 9X @ 15X lOX® 15s^

WoLASSKB.Cub8. «gl 40 @ 60 86 ® 60

CoKFEK-Rlo. * ft 18)4® 23 18.'i;® 22

Tobacco. Kcntncky, &0.,?! ft. 6 ® 23 6 @ 20

SeedLe.if,*ft 7 ® SO 7 @ 30
Wooi^DomeatlcFleece,SB. 57 ® 75 60 ® 77X
Domestic, pulled, *1 ft 53 @ 70 60-® 72,'<

California, unwashed, 13 ® 42H 26 ® 44
TALLOW.flB 10>4® 11!< IIKO 12'4

Oil, Cakb— ill ton., . 45 00 ®50 00 47 00 ®55 00

Pork— .Mess, «( barrel 24 50 ®23 25 27 00 ®31 00

Prime, lb barrel 18 00 ®18 50 22 00 ®23 00
Bref—Plain mess 10 00 014 00 10 00 @14 00
Lard, In barrels, ft ft 15M® WK 17)i® 22^
Bdttrr—Western, » ft 24 ® 30 18 ® 23

State, Vn> 26 ® 33 27 ® ai
CilHESB 7 ® 16 9 ® I5i^

Beans—Kl bushel 90 @ 1 50 90 ® 1 50
PEia—Canada. «l bushel 1 40 ® 1 50 1 30 ® 1 40
Eoos-Fiesh. *l dozen 26 ® 29 23 a 31
Poui-TRT-Fowls, It lb 18 ® 20 22 ® 24
Torkey»,Vft W ® 20 24 a 20
Potatoes—Mercers, *bbl... 2 00 ® 3 00 1 00 a 1 25

Peach Blows, ^ barrel 175 ® 2 25 100 ® 1 25
BncKRYR8—Ncw,*t barrel.... 3 ,50 ® 4 50
Applbs-* barrel 8 00 ®11 00 5 00 a 7 50

Ne-w-VorU liire Stock Mai-Ucts.—
Bekf Cattle.—The average weekly receipts of beef

cattle for the (our weeks ending July 18, is 5146, against

4867 for the previous month. The receipts have been

pretty uniform, and prices, though though they have been

considerably lower, at the date of our report are little

changed. Good to prime fat bullocks, sell at 16c®17c

per lb., for the estimated dressed weight ; common to

fair, 14c:a)15c, and poor to medium 12ci®13c. The gov-

ernment are still supplied with about 50 liead weekly.

MiicliCovs.—The average weekly receipts

are 98. There is little activity in the trade and prices

range from $-10©$60 each for poor to good milkers.

Fancy cows sell much higher.

Veal Calves.—The aver.ige weekly arrivals

of veals since our last repoit is 2113, compared with 3656

for the previous four weeks. Prices range at IclalUc

per lb., live weight for poor to good qualities,

Slieep.—Tlie market has been abund.ititly

supplied with sheep, for some weeks past, and piices are

lower, sood sheep selling at 6c(a)6iic per lb., live weight.

Lambs are not plenty, and prices are still high. Fair to

good lambs selling at $5/a)$7 per head.

Hve Hojs^s average weekly since our last re-

port 10.581. Prices have ranged comparatively low,

unlii this week, and as there is a scarcity, rates have ad-

vancetl to 12c^l2?^c per lb., live weiglit. A full supply

would again bring them down to our previous figures.

Agricultural Fairs, etc.

We give herewith a list of all the fairs of which prem-

ium lists have been received, and of otheis so far as we
can learn about the time of, and place of exhibition. We
must depend upon our readers to send us information

before Aug. loth, to enable us to furnish a full list for our

September number,

STATE FAIRS.
Dp;av\are Iloiticultural Society, Wilmington, Del.,

Sept. 1-Lli, and .'ubsequent days.
Illinois, Chicago, Sept. 4th to 9th; J. P. Reynolds,

Secretary.
Indiana, Fort Wayne, Oct, 2d to 7th ; W, H, Loomis,

Secretary.
Iowa, Burlington, Sept. 26th—291h ; J. JI. Shaffer, Sec-

retary.
Michigan. Adrian, Sept. I9th— 2-2d.

New York. Utica, Sept. 13ih— 15th, Col. B.P.Johnson,
Albany, Secretaiy.

Oliio, Columbus, Sept, 12lh—14th ; J, H. Klippart, Sec-
retaiy
Pennsylvania, Williarasport, Sept. 26lh—29lh,
Provincial Exhibition at London, C. W., Sept. 18-22.

COUi^TY FAIRS.
Delaware Co.. Ohio, Delaware, Sept. 26th-28th.

York Co., Maine, Saco and Biddedird, Oct. 10- IJ.

Worcester Co., Mass. Horticultural Society, Sept. 19-

20-2 1 -•22.

Fairfield Co., Conn., Norwalk, Sept. 27th-301h ; Ed-
win Hoyt. New Canaan. Secretary.
Cattaraugus Co., N. Y.. Little Valley, Sept. 26th-28th.
Chautauqua Co., N. Y., Sept. 5-6-7.

Dutchess Co., N. Y., Poughkeepsie, Sept. 26th to 28th.

Jefferson Co., N. Y., Watertown, Sept. 5-6-7 ; J. Stears,

Jr., Secretary.
Oxford, Chenango Co., N. Y., Sept. 25th-271h.
Potman Co., N. Y., Carmel, Sept, 13-14-16 ; C, M.

Belden, Secretary.
Queens Co. N. Y., Flushing, Oct. 4-5.

Saratoga Co., N. Y., Saratoga Spiings. Sept. 5-8; J. A.
Covey, Secretaiy.
Susquelianna Valley, Otsego Co.. Unndilla, N. Y., Sept.

21-22; Rob't W. Courtney, Sidney, Secretary.
Ulster Co. N. Y.. Kingston, Sept. 20-S2.

Burlington Co., N. J., Mount Holly, Oct, 3-4 ; Geo. C.
Brown, Secretaiy.
Bucks Co., Pa., Newtown, Sept. 26-27; James B.

Lambert. Secretary.
Mt. Pleasant. Pa., Equitable Agricultural Association,

at Hickory, Sept. 27-28
; Geo. Buchanan, Secretaiy.

Belmont Co., Ohio, Belmont, Sept. 19-20-21 ; A. P.
Miller, Secretary.
Genesee Co., Mich., Flint, Sept, 27-28-29; F, H, R,an-

kin, Secrelary.
DeKalb Co, 111., DeKalb, Sept. 27-29 ; S. O. Vaughn,

Secretary.
Kankakee Co., 111., Kankakee, Oct, 4-6 ; Emory

Cobb. Pres.
Madison Co., 111., Edwardsville, Aug. 29, Sept. I ; Ed-

ward M. West, Secretaiy.
Mercer Co., 111., Millersburg, Sept. 26-28 ; J, E, Bay,

Secretary.
Montgomery Co., 111., Hiilsboro, Oct. 11-13.

Richland Co., 111., Olney, Sept. 28-30: J. W. Beck,
Secrelary.

Clinton Co., Iowa, Lyons, Sept. 12-13-14-15; Wm. W.
Sanborn, Secretary.
Lambton. Sarnia, C. W. Oct. 5 ; E. Watson, Secretary.
Victoria. C. W , Lindsey.
Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden, Mass., North

Hampton, Oct. 5-6 ; A. P. Peck Secrelary
Laporte Co., Ind , Laporte, Sept. 27ih to 29th,

THE liADIE!^ LiIKE IT ! !

!

Thousands of the SEWING RIPPER have been sold

and not a single complaint made. It lakes out a seam
rapidly and safely, whether sewed by hand or by ma-
cliine, is neat, small, does not gel out of order, and is

needed in every lady's work basket. Agents wanted.
Send 50 cents for a sample to

A. C. FITCH, 151 Nassau-st., New-York CUy.

%)iUxilstmtuts.
Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived SEFOBE the 10th of the preceding month.
N. B.—JVo Advertisement of Patent Medicines or secret

remedies desired. Parties unknown to the Editors personal-
ly or by reputation, are reque-tted to furnish good references.
We desire to be sure that adoertUers will do what theij prom^
tse to do. By lining up to these requirements, we aim to
inake the advertising pages valuable not only to the readers,
but to the advertisers themselves.

TERMS- (cash before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, (14 lines In an Inch), for each Insertion,
One half column (74 lines), $6.1 each Insertion.
One whole column (148 lines), $120 each Insertion.
Business Sotlces, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

$100

One Hundred Dollars In United States greenbacKS
will be given for the l;irgest Frog sent lo the "Grand
Exhibition of Bull Frogs." For full paitirnlai's see th6
July number of "THE FUNNIEST." This number
will be mailed to parties on the receipt of fifteen cents.

Address J. M. SHEICK. "Funniest Office,"
39 & 40 Park Row, New York.

Ten other premiums ranging from $20 downward will
be paid for prize Bull Frogs. "THE FUNNIEST" can
be had of ail newsdealers. Send your orders in advance.

"Veg^etal^le Seeds,
For Sow^ing in August and September.
The followin,!X varieties will bo mailed post-paid, to anj

address in the Union upon receipt of the price affixed,

n r. , . «. ,„ i'er OS. pound.
RADTsn, Scarlet, Choice Winter 30 cts. $4 00

do Black Spanish ]5 " 150
Lettuce. Hardy Hanimeramitt 40 " 4 00

do Winrer Cabbage 40 " 4 00
Spinach, Prickly... jo •' 75
Endivk, Green Curled 40 " 4 00
Corn Salad or Lamb's Lettuce 15 '• 2 00
KaLK, Green Curled Scotch 2!> " 2 50
Cabbage, Large Early York 25 " 2 50

do Early Winningstiidt 50 " 4 50
do Premium Flat Dutch 35 " 4 00

Cauliflowee, Half Earlv Paris 2 00 20 00
do Early London 75 " 8 00
do Large Stadtholder 1 00 12 00

The above varieties of Cahbace and Cauliflower are exten-
sively grown by Market Gardeners near our larL'e cities.
The seed may be sown in September, and planted out thickly
In cold frames, and protected during winter hyshutterH.
Transplant early In spring and thev will be ready to cut la
June and July. Address B. K, BLisS, Springfield, Mass.

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College.

Courses of Agricultural Instruction. IncludiuK the Prac-
tice of Agriculture and Horticulture, Agricultural Chemistry
and Physiology, Principles of Breeding and Feeding, Inju-
rious Insects, Uural Economy, Forestry, French and German
Languages. &c., &c. Open Sept, 13th. 1865. Fordetailed Pro-
gramme, apply to Prof. GEO. J. BRUSH, New Haven, Conn.

SUPERIOR FARiVI t.AI\l>.—aO.OOO
Acres. Franklin Tract, at Newticld, Gloucester County,

New Jersey, on rlie Kaiiroad runnlns from Philadelphia to
Cape May, 30 miles South of Philadelphia—adjoining the
Viueland Tract, and 2 miles North of the Vlneland Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy terms, in lots to suit pur-
chasers. Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon,
William Parr}', and others, with full information, sent to ftp-

'

plicants, free. Address JOHN H. COFFIN & CO,, New
field, Gloucester Co.. N, J. Improved Farms also for Sale,

JARRATT'S HOTEIi,
PETERSBDRGH, VA.,
JAMES H. PLATT, Jn., Proprietor.

The lii^htning Fly-Killer
Destroys Flies instantly, and Is not liable to be mis-

taken for anything else. I.s easily prepared and used,

and does rapid execution. Each sheet will attract and
kill a Quart of Flies—and promotes quiet in reading,

peace while you eat, and the comforts of a nap in the
mornini;. Sold by all Druggist.s.

millstone Dressing- Diamonds
Set In Patent Protector and Gnlde. For sale by JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Meclianlcal purposes. Also Mftn-
ufacturnr of Glaziers' Diamonds. No. 64 Nassau-st.. New-
York City. Old Diamonds reset. N. B.—Send postage
stamp for Descriptive Circular of the Diamond Dresser,

Evarts Tree Protector.
Perfect protection against Insects. Town, County, and

State Rights for sale at low oricos.
DAVID LYMAN, MlddleHeld, Conn,

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PREMIUM CHESTER
Wliite Pigs. Price 50 cents each. Sent by mail. Address

N. P. BOYEK & CO, Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

THOROUGH-BRED Aklerneya and Avrsbirea for
sale by A. M. TKEDWELL, Madison, Morris Co., N. J.

ASHFULNESS.—HOW TO OVERCOME IT.
See PHUENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. Jan. No. 20 cts.
FOWLER &, WELLS, 389 Broadway, New-York.
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The July Edltlou of our Catalogue Is now ready, and

wlJl be Beut to all applicants euclosinK 10 cents.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AdLrondac, Earliest and best Native Grape,

3^7,000 Vines, 1. 2 and 3 years.

5,000 do Dela^varc, 1, 2 and 3 years.

2,500 do lona, 1 and 2 years^

3,000 do Israeli a, 1 and 2 years. Also

A Superior Stoclc of tUc follo^ving :

Allen's Hybrid, Ro<;ers' Hybrids, Crevellns, Concord, Hart-

ford Prollflc, Rebecca, Union Village. Northern Muscadine,
Maxatawney, Cuyaho?;a, Telegraph. Miles. Teddo, &c., &c.

Priced Trade Circulars, and Descriptive C'lrcalnr forward-
ed on application. .TOIlSl W. liAtLRr,

Plattsliurgh, Clinton Co., N. T.

THE NEW PRIZE STRAWBERRY " RIPPOWAM."

A Seedling raised bv JA^^. W. FAULKNER, Stamford,
Conn., hitvine been tlioronehlv te:5ted. the phints are now
offered for si\le. As a solid niarkefable berrv, it ia unsur-
passed ; enormous In size, ftwelve berries weichina; a full

naif-pound. 1 sweet, rich and spicy in flavnr, of a bright red
color, crowine upon lonq: stems and rlvalUnEC the " M'ilson's
Alhanv." In Its proliftc bearinc : follae;e l;irge. plants, vigor-

ous and hardy. All orders sent to the Stamford Nursery,
Stamford. Conn., will receive prompt attention. If accom-
panied with the money. Price two dollars per dozen.

The Great A^ricultwrisi

Strawberry.
Fine plants of this superb frnlt. ^1 per dozen : $5 per 100 ;

$25 per 1000; with all other superior sorts, the best colluc-

tioQ In the country. Agents Wanted. Catalogues ready.

B. M. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

The Phaladolphia Raspberry.
"Wilson** Early Blackberry.

Best Selected Strawberries.
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Vines. .Asparagus and Rhu-

barb Plants. Send for Catalogues gratis.
WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnamlnson. N.J.

To Agents and the Trade.
My Autumn Catalogue Is now roadv, with great induce-

ments to Agents. B. M. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries,
Plyuiouth, Mass.

Thirty acres str.iwberries, includinictbe new sorts
Agricaltnrist, Russell, French, &c.. at the lowest adver-

tised rates, and charges pre-paid. Agents wanted. Circulars,
Handbills. &c„ sent on application. A. M. Purdy, So. Bend.Ind,

THE HOG BREEDER'S MANUAL sent to any
address free of charge, every farmer should have it.

Address N. P. BOYER & CO, Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

IVebfo South Down Sheep.
I have now ready for sale and rent ^ rams. For sale a few

yearling and older ewes, also ram and ewe lambs, quality
surpassed by none. J. C. TAYLOR, Holmdel, N. J.

PERSONS "WISHING TO GET THE BEST
breed of hogs in the United States, please Address
N. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester CO., Pa.

BONE DUST.
For Pure, Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime, and fine

Ground Bone Dust, Wholesale or Retail.

Address A. LISTER & BRO.,
CKRR3 Bone Mills,

Newark, N, J,

PATENTCORK ftSlilH!
THE

WRINGER
Covered with Beautiful White Duck, the Best

the cheapest, and moat durable, Cork Rolls, Coe Wheels
Galvanized Iron Frame. Depot of the Company 194 llroad-
way. New York. Priee fS.OO, ArcqIs and Shippers liberal-
ly de^lt with. Send tor Circolar,

REMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent by Express to all parts of the United States. For

Clrctilars aad Filces, Address N. P. BOYER & CO
Gnm Tree, Chester Co, P«.

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS,
SOAP-MAKERS, CHAND-
LERS, AI\D COtJNTRY

MERCHANTS,
The undersigned pay their particular attention to filling

orders for

Rosin, Palm OtI, Soda Asli, Sal Soda,
Caustic Soda, Indigo, A:c. Consignments
of Tallow, Grease, and Oeneral Western
Produce promptly sold by

ABRAM KNIGHT & SO.\S,
ConimUsion ITIcrcliants,

32 ^Vatcr-SI., Xew-York City.

SUPERIOR DRAIN TILE
made of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood-
bridge, N". J., burned with lutensa heat over the Fire Brick,
In Fire Brick kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the clay

must be removed from over valuable beds of the best
White Ware, and Fire Brick clay. Also double glazed
Stone Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tight pipe to

conduct pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Lin-
ings and Fire Brick, Ac, &c., of best quality. Shipped by
Railroad or water direct from Factory, on Ship Channel of
Raritau Riror, 27 miles from New York City,

CKOSSMAN BROS'. & CO.. Woodbridge, N.J.

TAXIDERMISTS' MANUAL,
GIVING full instraction in Skinning, Mounting and Pre-
serving Birds, Animals, Reptiles, Fishes, Insects, Eggs,
Skeletons, Jtc. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of Sl-OO.

Address S. H. SYLVESTER, Taxidermist,

3Xlcl<ilel>oro*, 3Iass.

AND ROGUERIES OF N. Y.
Ready Aucu3t 15. will contain a
full exposure of all Traps and Ras-
calities of the great city. Nu-

merous illustrative engravings, over 100 large 12 mo. pages,,
only 35 cents a copy. Full exposures will be found of the
thousands of traps set for the unwary, the tempting baits
held out to lure to destruction, and everytUing that any
one should know to guard asainRt the dangers of the city.
It also cont:iin9 full and complete exposures of all the
swindles carried on through the mriils, items of interest about
swindlers, how they carry on their operations, real and tlc-

Otious names, cute dods^es, how people are gulled and how
sharpers are sometimes caught in their own traps, Many
months have been spent in collecting the facts contained in
this book, and it is the most interesting and valuable work
of the kind ever Issued, Sold by all booksellers and news-
men, or sent post-pakl for i45 cents, S'^ per dozen, post-
paid, J. C, HANEY & CO., Publishers. 109 Nassau-st., N. T.jy Send in your orders early so as to get early copies.

ROGUES

RTVAXtlD'S TRAVELING
CHAIRS, for in or out-door use.

Prices, $20 to $50. Those like the

cut, $25 to $35, light and strong.

Can be propelled bv the hands.—
PATENT CANTKIifNG HOi:SES,
for out-door exercise and amuse-
ment. Every boy and girl wants
one, prices ^\i to $;',';. Send stamp
for circular. Cliildren's Carriages,
Horse Rocking Chairs, etc.

S. W. SMITH.
90 Willlam-Bt., New-York.

Help Tor Mothers.
Dr. Brown's BABY TENDER relieves Ihe mother,

pleases and benefit? the child. Is giving universal satis-

faction. See full descriplion and Mr. Judd's endorse-

ment in AgricuUuristt Dec. No,» 1364. Send for Circular

to J, T, ELLIS, S39 Broadway, New York City.

India Rubber Gloves
are an invaluable protection for the hands In Gardening,

Housework, etc., and a certain cure for Chapped Hands,

Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by m^il on receipt of $1 50 for

I*adie3' Sixes ; $1 75 for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEARS I. R. GLOVE MF'G CO,,

205 Broadway, New-York.

$27J5. SEVEN OCTAVE. ^275.
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO,, 499 Broadway, N. Y.
New, enlarged Scale Piano Fortes, with late8tlmprovement<i.
Thirty years' experience, with greatly increased facilities

for manufacturing, enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusuiilly low price. Our Instruments received the highest
award at the \\orld'9 Fair, and for five successive years at
the American Institute. Warranted Ave years. Terms
not Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

NOTICE TO CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS.—
BELLS within the reach of all. The AMALGAM BELL,

known throughout the United States and Canadas as the
cheapest and best. Price reduced to ^0 cents per pound, and
warranted. Send for descriptive circular to ine nianufactor-
er. JOHN B. ROBINSON, No. 36 Dey-at.. New York.

GROVER &, BAKER'S
HIGHEST PREIUIVn

ELASTIC STITCH AND LOCK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
493 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

tOTi E NON PAFR EJl. 7
g#^$HIN (%:iyiAGHIJN E*^

*< i<X « wWW v-iMWM vrv<i~ri<i^

Simple. Strong and Darable,
And nnapproachftble for speed, power and effectlveneai

of operation. PRICES REDUCED.
Dealers Supplied. Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING. Wi Water-st., New-Torlc.

liock stitch l«>iewiii§^ Machine,
For Families and inanuTacturers,

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.,

No. 629 Broadway, New-York.

"whatTiatchless beautF
Lingers on every glossy wave and riplet of her

lovely hair.

IVIIVS'
PATENT

JTA IB
CRIMPERS

I

For crimping: and wavlnB La-
dies hair. Ao lieul used, and
no titjiny to the hair
They are put up In beautl-

nilly llthoeraphed boxes eon-
J , ., ,., rvr-^. taming one sett (1 doz.) assort-
ed lengths, witli full directions for use accompanylne
each box. f J ^
No Lady's toilette Is complete without them For sale

throuphout the country, lletallcrs will be supplied bv any
nrstclass Jobber of Notions in New York, Philadelphia, or
Boston.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
E. rVTSIS, Slxth-st. and Colnmbla Aire.,

^
Plitladclphia. Pa.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants. Drusjtists, Hosnitals, small Job Printers
*0- Address ADA.MS PUESS CO., 26 Ann-st., New York!
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cats, &c., Six ceuta.
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The Universal Clothes Wringerj

Peices—No. 1,V. $10 ; Xo. 2, .?-'^ 50.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST-
"Tliis is the first AVrinoier I have found that would stand

ttie service required of it."—J. I*. HgoGixs, Lovejoy's Hotel.

"lu the laundry of my house there is a perpetual thanks-
giving on Jlondays for the invention of your excellent
\Vrinzer."~Rev. TnEO. L. Cutleb.

" We think tlie Machine much more than pays for Itself

every year in the savini; of cavmL-nta." "We think It im-
portant that a "Wringer should* be titled with COGS."

Orange Judd, American Asricultnrist.

"The inventor of this JMachine may have the satisfaction
of knowiui; tliat he has changed one of the most toilsome
Karts ot woman's worlc into a most attractive amusement."

—

Irs. Heni'.t Waed Beecuer.
" I heartily commend it to economists of time, money and

contentment."—Kev Dr. Bellows.

B:^ On receipt of price from any part of the country
where we have no canvassers, we send tlic Wrinser fi-ee of
freight charges.
A good canvasser wanted in every township.

R. C. BROWNIXG, 317 Bvoatlway, N. Y.

SittrtMeriii^^
Cared bv ]i;ites' Patent Apnlianres. For doscriptive pam-

phlet, Address U. C. L. MEAKS, 217 West audst., N. V.

Iliiteliiiison'ni Patent

^Viiie aurt Cider Mill,

Willi Press comlnncd, can make four

biirrels per day. Orcatly Improved

tins y<:ar.

Price complete, at Peeksliill, or Kew-
Tork JHSO

Cleveland, 24 00

Send for Descriptive Circular.

Address

PEEKSKILL PLOW WOr.liS,

Peekskill, N. T.,

or G. E. nUTCHINSON, Cleveland. O.

Maiiufactmeri of AgriciiHinal Bm-
pTemcnfs, Orii.Tiuen<al Iron \Voils, Steam
Pipes, Bollevs, &(., will find

Tlic Blaek Diamond Varnisli

enual to the best for all purposes where a quick drying,
lustrous Varnish is required. It costs only one quar-
ter as much.
THE JOHSS & CKOSLET MANUFACTUBING CO.,

78 "William-st., corner Liberty, New-Tork.

En^lisili Ela!«tic Black.
A pure, elastic, fireproof varnish. Ready for use in

10 frailon i;e?s, and 40 gallon bVils Warraiitrd the iimst

durable and economical paint lor all kinds of Roofs, Iron
fences, boilers, castings, smoke pipes and nil other exposed
tin and iron work. Special Terms to Agents:
Also " Llnseed Oil Sobstitutk "—the best and cheapest.

F. A. AVHITING & CO.,
Victoria Wliite Lead "Workn,

104 Water-st., New York.

Every Fanner who has Wagons,
Plo^v-5, Reapers, Kettles, or any Farm Utensils
worth preserving;, can add Fifty i>er cent, to tlieir

%vear by keeping them protected with

The Gutta Percha Cement Paint,
The cheapest and best preservative Faint in the world.

Has been tested eis;ht years, is always ready for use

THE JOHNS & CROSLEY ^[ANUFACTURING CO.,
Sole Manulacturers,

No. IS William St.. corner Liberty, New-York.

Hot Water Ftiriiaces
for Warming f^rci'ii lioiisos, roiisorvato-

riesf, <jira|ierics, A:c.

WBATBEKED & CHEKEVOT, 117 Priace-st,, NcvTorl(,

Pioneer Sorgo Machinery.

COOK'g EVAPOKATOR.

v.,

First Premiums at 35 State Fairs.
6b eiMPLE affiiir. Operates admirably. The

Sliest apparatus,"—[American Agriculturist.
"Of all the Evaporators we have seen, the most satLsfacto-

ry results are from Cook's."—[Prairie Farmer.
"The only one wliicli attained general success last year,

eitlicr at tlie fairs or among the people."—[Ohio Farmer.
" Six years' thorough tri.al demonstrates that it is without

ft rival, either in the economy of its use or the excellence of
its work."—[Genesee Farmer.

Pans for Brick Arches.
We mannfactnre Pan9(on the "Cook" principle) for Brick

Arches, at about one hall tlie price of the Evaporator.
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET SENT FREE.
Parties wlsliln;; the Agencv for tlie COOK EVAPORATOIi,

and the CLARK SORGO MACHINE CU'S CANE MILLS,
should direct to our address.

Blymyer, Bates &, Day,
Mansfield, Ohio.

The "Victor" Cane Mills.

Ouly iTIill tritli :^'ntioual Repaitation.
DIAGOXALLYBRACED-LAPPEDGEARI^'G-OIL-
TIGHT STEP BOXES—FLUTED FEED ROLL-
FLANGED MAIN ROLL—NO KEYS USED.

The Clark Sorgo Machine Co.,
are the OLDEST and MOST EXPERIENCED manufactur-
ers of SORGO M.\CH1NE1;T in the Cnited States. Their
list of f'ane Mills embraces EIGHTEEN ditferent styles and
sizes of Vfi-ticitt, and SEVEN of HoiHzonUxt Mills, combiLing
TWKLVR distitict PatJUitn.

Their Mills have been awarded the FIRST PREMIUM at
THIRTEEN Slate fairs.
The Company invite special attention to their latest style

Mill, the "Victor, represented in the cut above, as its con-
struction embraces principles entirely new, and distinguish-
ing it from all other Mills.

'illustrated pamphlet SENT FREE.

Clark Sorgo Machine Co.,

116 Main-street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Clark Caiie Mills and Cook's
Evaporators Can

be purchased on same terms at the New York Agency, as at

the Manufacturei-s. J. W. BAIN, Prest. American Agricul-

tural Works, 1? Courtlandt-street.

FAIRBANH'S'

STANDIRD i
Adapted,to every branch of business where a correet and

durable scale is required.

FAIRB VWKS & CO.,

No. QS'H Bi'oailway,
OPI'OSITE CITV HALL.

Pui'cliasing- ^;Vgeiicy,

HARVEY B. LANE,
151 Nassau-8t., Nc«'-yorlt.

Orders filled for the Agricoltarist, all the new and
desirable kinds.-

GRAPE YIIVES.
lona, Israella, Adirondnc, Delaware, Concord, Allen's

Hybrid, etc., of superior quality.

AVoodriiff's Portable Barometer.

DpTYlCRg ^^ W^HERS. S13

Universal Clotlies Wringer.—Reduced Prices.

Iliitolftinsou's "%Vine and Cider Press, $22,
Lyman's Glass Fruit Jars—Best in Use.

[Patent pending.]

riic Union Apple Parer.
ENTIRELY NEW

The Union Apple Paring Machine is bo constructed that
tlie Knife Pares gointr both "vvays, thus n.Toiding a waste of
lime in turning backwithout paring, and also, overcoming
the objections to the "enap machines,"

It contains a less number of parts than any otlier machine
in market.
The gears are all connected directly with each other, there-

bv dispensing with the arbor or rod to connect them, and
wliieh has always been liable to work loose and tarn around
without moving the parts.

It is about the usual weight ot others but more compact,
(liuR being stronger.

It is very neat as will be seen by the above cut.
It is vciT thorough in its construction, and is not liable to

get out of'^order by constant or hard using.
Only four turns of the Crank are requireil to pare each apple
It has a straight knife, consequeully leaves the apple

smooth and handsome.
Great pains have been taken to perfect this machine in all

its parts, and It Is warranted entikelt BATisFACTORy.
For Sale by all Dealers,
Also Peacn Parere and Paring, Coring and Slicing

Machines,
"WHITTEMORE BROTHEKS, Sole Manufacturers,

Worcester, Mass.

The Best in America.

Tlie Railway Horse Power that is unequalled for case of
team, amount of power, and has never failed to take the

FIRST PREMIUM OVER AXI. ITS COMPE-
TITORS wherever tested. The Combined Thresher and
Cleaner that Cleans equal to any Fanning Mill,
fit for Mill or Market. Threshers, Separators, Fanning Mills,

Wood Saws, Seed Sowers and Planters, &c. All of the BEST
in market. Send in orders early, as we are governed by "first

come, first served." For further Information send for Cir-

cular. Address R, «& M. HARDER,
Coblcskill, SchoUaric Co., N. Y.

MERICAN ROOFING COMPANT.
'

GREEN'S PATENT.
This Conipanv is now prepared to furnish one of the beet

artinb'S ol ROOEiNG ever introduced, cousisting of a STOUT
MATERIAL made WATER-PI.'OOF bv a COMPOUND of
INDIA RUBBER, hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAINT,
])rcparrd fXpressly,
The wnoLK FABRIC ha.s been thoronihlvtested. isenlirc-

iv WATKi; PR(M»F. niul imaflected bvelian:^<^s ni wcaiher,
"
It rnll!; up and unrolls like a piete of Oil Cintli.

It isde^iL'nrd lor eoverin? P.AILWAY C.U:S. STEAM-
I'.OATS, DWI'LI.INCS. I^\RNS and SHEDS, It ran be
laid down bv juiv sni-ih).' woiking man.

It is cheaper than ;inv kiinnn roofing of equal dnrnbih'fv.
It canine seen in use and samples had bvupplving at tlic

Ofllcc or the Comnauv. No. 94 Walbsi.. New VoUc
ilENRY SMITH. AgncV,
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Device for Plowin^-iii Corn-
stalks, Weeds, Stubbles, &c.

"Saw It operate on a Tieavr^owtb of standinp: Broom-
coru fitalks, in Schoharie V:illey. N. X. It worked admirably,
coverins every particle in the farrow."—H. E. Abelu Scho-
harie Oiiion, N, r., Mr. Hallen'beck, Farmer, Scho., N. Y.

"We witnessed a trial of " Kilmer Eros, Attachment,* on a

ftlcce of Broom-corn stalks, a larse portion of which were
yiug on tlie ground. A perfect success. The farmers inter-

ests advanced."—L. S.vi'FOKD, Ex-Judge, "Wm. U. Davis, Ksq.,

Schoharie, N. T.

"The action of the main chain when properly attached,
and resrulated by the smaller guide chain attached to the
plow handles, seemed so to act e's to completely sweep under
the furrow all standing grass, stalks, or stubble, while tlie

flxtures are extremely simple and easy of application."—Ex-
tract Keport American Institute Farmer's Club, N. Y.

"The Invention was tried in a field on the Troy Road. N.
Y.. July 7, 13t-6, and worked perfectly."—Evening Journal,
Albany, N. Y.
"A trial of the Machine took place to-day. on a piece of

ground overgrown with weeds fully five feet hign. All
entirely covered."—Albany Argus.
"We saw it operate on a field thickly covered with a rank

growth of weeds. Its success was complete."—Country
Gentleman, Albany, N. Y.
"We recently saw it tested on Long Island, N. Y., In plow-

ing weeds, and it operated in a most successful manner."

—

S."E. Todd, American Agriculturist, N. Y.

For fni-ther particulars. Address

J. & li. KJIiOnCR, Barncrville,
Soliolinric Co., IV. Y.

ZS^ See Editorial remarks on page 2U of this number.

Important toFarmers
DEIHL SEI.ECT ^VHEAT.
KEAD THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATE.

" The undersigned, farmers of DeKalb Co.. Ind., after a full

and satisfactorv triiil of DKIIIL PELKCT WHEAT, certify

that it is a beautiful "WHITE AVIIEAT, ripening
fully as earlv as the >fEDrrEF.RANKAN or other Red wheat,
equallv hardy, withstands the ravages of all insects quite as
well, and yields at least one third more to the acre. It is a
smooth wheat, the straw short nnd stiff, standing up remark-
ably well, and is an entirely distinct variety fiom any other
with which we have ever met, and by far the best and most
profitable to raise

Geo. Egxew. Jeremiah Lewis,
Jno. McCuRDT, Abraham Ockbe,

Noah Snowalter, and others.

F*r sale In sacks of 'i bushels each, at $6 per sack* or in
lOBBrels of 3i4 bushels, at $10 each, by

A. M. H^VLSTED. 67 Pearl-st, New York.
F. BISSEL, Toledo, Ohio,

and toy the subscribers,

T. J. & J. T. SHELDON, Cleveland, Ohio.

Seeds for Fall Sowiug:.
Early White and Red Top Strap Leaf, Yellow Stone, Yel-

low Aberdeen, (_)range Jelly, or Golden Ball, Cow Horn (ex-

cellent for stock). Rata-Baga, and several other kinds of
Turnip seed, at 10 cents per ounce, 30 cents for four ounces,
$1 per pound. Siberian Kale, 20 cents per ounce, $'l per
pound. American Konnd Leaf Spinach, four ounces. 25 cts.,

Eer pound. 80 cents. Brill's true Early Wakefield Cab-
age seed, 75 cents per ounce, $10 per pound. Improved Let-

tuce, Simpson's Silesia. Butter, and Hardy Green at -SO cents
per ounce, $4 per pound. Any of the ^ove sent post-paid by
mail on receiptor price. Send for circular with directions
for caltlvaiion. BlilLL & KUilERLE, 153 Broad-st.,

Newark, New Jersey,

30,000 Liliniu Eaiicifoliiim,
or Japan Eily.

Rubrura and Koseum, each 50 cents, twelve. |4, one hun-
dred, |i5, one thousand. ("^OO. Album. 50 to 75 cents each,
$t to $5 per dozen. Monstrosum Rubrum. Roseura and Al-
bum, $1.50 each, Jl^ per dozen. Melpomene, $2 each. Lilium
Auratum—thencwand niaznificent Japan Lily, strong bulbs^

$5 each. FRANCIS BRILL, >ewark. New Jei-sey.

A Circular
Which every body should read for useful hints in Rardening
published 1st of Ausust, and contains priced lists of prize
Strawberries, Fruit Trees, &c.. and Seedsforfall sowing with
directions for cultivating, mailed free by

FRANCIS BRILL, Nurseryman and Seedcrower.
Newark, New Jersey.

€^il HAA PKACH TRKES for sale,
^\W<^\W\W\9n{ wlii.;h 30.000 are Hale's Early, a va-
riety rinfuinc: t'wi* »V4Tk'ii earlier than any other. Also
AI*PI.ES, CIIEKKIES, PEARS, <teo.. Straw-
berries, Grape Vin4'>i. For circular apply to

ISAAC rULLEN. HighU^town. N. J.

SEEOS.—THOMAS McELROY, will oa and
afii-r l9t Sept.. receive ov(\vvi/ro»i the Trade, for Foreign

AgrfcuUural, Garden and Flower Seeds. Growth IStV^, tor
the Fall and Spring Trade. Correspondents will meet with
attention. Seed Groicer and Importer, 71 Pine-st, N. Y.

Choice Flo^^er Seeds.

For Sowing in August and September.

B. I^. BLISS,
Seedsman and Florist, Springfield, Mass.,

Would invite the attention of all who are interested in the

culture of Flowers, to the following list which have been

carefully selected from the stock of several of the most suc-

cessful Cultivators and Exhibitora In Europe, and can be

confidently recommended.

Calceolarias, Extra select, from flowers which took
the first prize at the late London and Continental
Exhibition 50

do. Fine mixed, spotted and sells 25

do. Eug;osa, from the tinest shrubby varieties 50

Cineraria, Extra choice, from all the new vnrieties.. 50

do. Fine mixed, from the best old varieties 35

Gloxinia, From the finest erect and drooplnjc varieties 50

Hollylioclcs, (Very double.) s.aved from his unrivalled
collection of sevcntv-flve Enslish varieties, if sown
now will flower freely next year (100 seeds) 25

Pansy, English, Extra select, saved from the finest
prize flowers 50

Pansy, Ne-w Fancy, Very beautiful 50

Pansy, Collections of 12 distinct varieties $2 50

Primula Sinensis fimbriata. (Chinese Primrose
fringed,) various colors mixed, extra quality 50

do do do Wliite 25
do do do Kose 25

Pinlc, Tree, or Perpetual Carnation, Contin-
ues in flower a Ions time, extra quality (20 seeds) .... 50

Pink, Carnation and Picotce, From celebrated
German collection 50

PolyaniUiis, Finest mixed varieties from the collec-
tion of an English amateur 25

Mimulus, Finest mixed golden yellow and white
ground, covered with crimson, rose and scarlet
blotches— 25

Tropneolnm, Finest mixed varieties for green-house. 25

Stock, Scarlet and VTliite Intermediate London, extra,
eacli 25

Stock, Frencli Cocardean, Scarlet Purple and
White, iiiixeil, fine for winter flowering 25

Stock, New German Ten "Weeks, Extra fine,
many colors mixed— 25

Stock, New TVliite Wallflower leaved, a superb variety
for pot culture, pure white, with large double flowers 25

Rhodantlie Macolata, 9Iacnlata alba,
Atrosangninea, 3 varieties of this beautiful Ev-
erlasting, excellent for pot-culture, each 25

Sweet "\Villiams, Hunt's extra select 25

S%veet "Williams, New Auricula-flowered 25
Two Eni^lish varieties of great merit, far surpassing
anything hitherto oflered.

Wallflower, Extra fine double German 25

Either of the above named seeds, with full directions for

culture, will be sent by mail, post-paid, to any address in the

Union, on receipt of the price affixed, or the entire collec-

tion lor SS.50.

Twenty Select Varieties
Of Hardy Annnals, Biennials & Perennials,

for fall sowing, vnll also be sent post-paid for f;l.

B. K. BLISS' Celebrated Seed Catalogue
and Guide to tile Flower & Ivitclicn Garden,
containing upward of One Hundred Pages of closely

printed matter, beautifully illustrated ; will be

mailed post-paid, to all applicants enclosing 23 cents.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Turnip Seed by HUail.

The following varieties, the quality of which can not be
excelled, will be mailed post-paid, to any address in the

Union upon receipt of price affixed.

per oz, 4 ozs. 8 ozs. pound.
Early TVliite Dutch 10 cts. 33 cts. 60 cts. SI 00

White Strap Leaf 10 " 35 " 60 " 100
Red Top Strap Leaf 10 " 33 " CO " 100
Large \Vhite Globe 10 " SO "50 " 75

Large White Norfolk 10 •• 30 " 50 " 75

Tellow Aberdeen 10 " K " 60 " 1 00

Golden B.all (Robertson's).. 10 " a5 " 60 " 100
Large Tellow Globe, extra. 10 " S3 " 60 " 1 00

Long White French 10 " 33 " 60 " 100
Sweet German 10 " 33 " 60 " 100
Long Wliite or Cow Horn., 10 " 35 " 60 " 100
Purple Top Kuta-Baga 10 " 35 " 60 " 100
Dale's Hybrid 10 " 30 " 50 " 75

Tellow FlnKand 13 " 45 " 60 " 150
Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Taruip Seed for An§rnst.

Red or Pnrple Xop Strap K.eaf,

by inail,

at $1 per pound. This variety may be sowed at the rate of

One Found per acre up to the latter part of August, and
produces a good crop.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

15 Jobn-st., New-York.

Woodsicle ]\ursery.
Catalog-ues of Plants now Ready.

Address A. S. FUt,t,ER,
Bergen Co., RidgOTOod, W. J.

We Have in course of Propagation

335,000 COIVCORU VEVES,
35,000 Delaware, 8,000 Hartford pRouyio.

5,000 RooKns' Htbkids, 3,000 Diana,

3,000 lONA, 3,000 Adikontjao,

3,000 Allen's Htbrid, 1,000 Iskaella,

and numerous other valuable varieties, both obi and new
M'e th.inlv our customers for the liberal p;itn.n;i!2:'' iht-v liave
bestowed, and assure tlieni and all interc-steil in viile and
grape cuituru that no care or expense will be spared the
present season to brin^ our vines to tlie Highest Sta>'Dard
Our Prices will merit the attention of DriElcrs and

Plnntcrs. Rcsponsililv Agents are wanted in every
town to form clubs, or to spend the season In canvassing.
Lar^e commission will be given to such as can furuisU relia-
ble references ; none othei-s need apply.
Address with Stamp, WM. PEKP.Y & SON,

Bridgeport, Conn.

^iug' SlMg^ Grape Vinos.
Dclavrare, loiia, I.«»ft*aella, Adirondac, AN

leu's Hybrid, Coucord, &:c., &.c.
For the past two years we have been unable to till any

orders in the Spnnsr, but having this vear enlarged niv Green-
Houses, my stoct is much birtse:, arid in all respects of bet-
ter Quality tlian we have before offered.
Vines sold bv me are warranted true to name. Prices

same as last year. Send for Price List.
As the partnershipof J. F. DELIOT& RYDEIi. i=dissolved,

all orders should be sent to J. F. DKHOT,
Sing Sing, N. V.

New Strawberries.
Great Agricnliurist.—I have made extensive pre-

parations to supply good, strong plants of this variety at

$1 per dozen ; ^ for SO ; $o for 100.

Green Prolific—A very large and promisinj; variety,

$1 per dozen; $4 per 100; $20 per 1000. Buifalo Seed-
ling, very large and productive. French. Seedling.—
The largest and best early variety grown. Lcnnig^fl

"Wliite, a variety of great promise, and should be in every

collection
;
plants of these three at $1 per dozen ; $3 per lOO

;

or $20 per 1000. RnsselPs Prolific, 11.50 per 100; or $10

per 1000. La Negress.—Fruit nearly black. Negro.—
Fruit large, the blackest of all. Victory.—A superb va-

riety, fruit very large, wonderfully productive, and fine fla-

vored, color a beautiful blush. Progress.—Frnit of the

largest size, very productive, color a brilliant scarlet. These
four novelties at $1.50 per dozen, or the four varieties, one
dozen each, $5.00.

The following eight varieties are Belgian and French
Seedlings, and took many prizes at the great shows of 1S62

and 1S63. Haqnin, Lucida, Pei-fccta, Orb, Ex-
position d'Chalons, Frogniere Late Pine, La
Delicieuse, Lucas and Emma, at $1 per dozen; or

the eight varieties, one dozen each, $6.00.

The following 10 French and Belgian varieties, were se-

lected in 1SG4, with great care. At the gr^^at exhibitions these

were the prize berries. Comtesse d'Marn, Caroline
Superb, Cristal Palis, Excellent, Ferdinand,
Helen Santin, Palniee, Monstrous d^Robin,
Nantls. K:aniiuskii, a siUection at $3 per dMen, or

the 10 varieties, one dozen each, $20 00.

Ida.—A new native Seedling, of great promise, fruit large,

plants very vigorous, and remarkably productive, $2 per

dozen. Monstrous Hautbois.—A remarkable variety,

from Bel^ura, fruit large and wonderfully productive, plants

$1 each, or 6 tor $1. Also the three Tribune prize berries,

Monitor, Col. Elswortli, and Brooklyn Scar-
let. The two first are of the largest size, and very produc-

tive. The last took the prize for the best flavored berry

known ;
plants $1 per dozen ; $3 per 100 ; or $20 per 1000.

No orders taken for less than one dozen of any variety.

Commence delivering in rotation as ordered, the 1st of Sept.

Address WM. S. CAliPEXTEPs 156 lleade-st., New-Tork,

The STew Strawberries.
The Great ACTiculturist and Great "Wisconsin, $1 per doz.;

the Great Bnfialo, French's Seedling. Kussell, Kogei-s Eliza,

Marguerite, La Constante. Jocunda. and others, 50 cts. per
dozen. Many fine sorts 25 cts. per dozen. Carefully packed
In gutta percha silk, and forwarded by mail to any address.

By the 100 or lOOO very low. Priced Descriptive Catalogues
now ready of the best collections in the country. Agcnta
wanted. B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nui-series.

Plymouth, Mass,

A large Stock of the tliree

GREAT MARKET STRAA\TBERRY PLANTS
in course of propagation, for sale. Agriculturist, at $4

per hundred. RnsselTs Prolific, at $U0 per hundred.

FroncK's Seedling, $1 per hundred. Also other pro-

ductive and good kinds at SO cents per 100. Delivered with

dispatch in the city of New York without extra charge. Lib-

eral discount on large orders. Address SAMUEL HICKS,

North Hempstead, Queens Co., N. T.

Blooiiiiii^tou JViiri^ery,

Illinois,

Two Hundred and forty (240) acres. Splendid stock. Stand-

ard and Dwarf. Fifty thousand (50,000) Peach, Including

Hale's early; Apricots, Grapes, Roses, Osage Orange, Hardy

Bulbs, TuUps, Hyacinths, Croons, all at wholesale and retalL

F. K- PHCENIX, BloomlDgton, Hlinola.
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GRAPE VINES:
lONA AND ISRAELLA.
"WitH all otlier valuable Hardy kinds, in-

cluding large stocks of Dela^vare and Diana.

The lona Propa;xating Establishment, which was the first

ever instituted Tor the prndnction of hardy vines, has heroto-

fore been very large—greatly surpassing in extent and apiiU-

ances any others of the kind that have sprung up In imitatian

of It; hot it has not been able to supply tlie demand for

plants. The past year the stock of the most desirable kinds

was all ordered la the early part of the season, and many
applicants were greatly disappointed by not being able to

obtain as many as they wished of the most desirable plants.

For the purpose of producing the excellent new varieties of

the best possible quality in sufficient numberto satisfy the In-

creaains demand, the means of production have tliis season

been very greatly enlarged, and no Improvement has been

omitted which my knowledge and experience have susrgested

that will tend to facilitate the propagation of a greatly in-

creased supply of plants that will produce the best results

as to hardy vigor and early bearing in Garden and Vineyard,

for table use and for wine.

The character of the Delaware for excellence and value Is

now so well estalillshed that all good Judges of grapes have

accepted it as a standard of comparison, for which It Is most
admirably fitted.

The important points In which the Delaware is surpassed

by the new seedlings lona and Israella, and which rank

them as the best grapes in cultivation, are also well ascer-

tained and generally aflmitted. I have spared no care or

cost this season to obtain a stock of plants that will In-

crease the well earned reputation of these kinds aawell as

that of the lona Establishment.

The Vines at present give promise of surpassing those of

any former season tn healthful vigor, and I do not hesitate

to oITer them under the assurance of unequalled quality.

It is of great importance for the hardy and enduring rigor

Of Vines, and for early bearing and continued productive-

neas. that the plants should not only be propagated In the

best manner, but from the beat wood from mature stocks. In

this respect as well as In other essential points, I may claim

a great advantage for my present stock of lona and Isra-
ella plants, which have been produced with the greatest

care from wood grown for that special purpose, and such as

no other can command.

I am happy to Invite special attention to these new varieties

(Zona and Israella^ which this season show even a greater

Buperiorlty over all the other kinds than heretofore, in the

certainty and abundance of their produce.

"While other kinds that have been unduly and injudiciously

praised through ignorance or otherwise, have fallen back In

reputation toward their proper station, these have advanced
in liie front rank which they had already firmly attained, and
the lona may safely be said to have no competitor In value.

There Is much of Importance pertaining to vines and their

management that Is better and more clearly learned by Inr

Bpectlon than by the fullest account, and In consequence, I

Invite all who are Interested in the subject to call at lona

Island, and examine both the young plants and the bearing

vines. Peeksklll, the station for lona. is less than one hour
and three-quarters fVom New-Vork, and only about three

hours from Albany, and not less than twelve trains pass each

way daily.

My own boats are generally at the station to meet passen-

gers by the morning Express trains to convey them to the

Island.

In addition to these. Mr. James Ten Eyck. one of the best of

boatmen, has established a regular line of boats for the con-

Teyance of passengers to and from the Island, meeting all of

the principal trains during the day. He is provided for the

comfortable conveyance of passengers in any weather at es-

tai>li9hed charges which are very moderate.

For a full account of my publications on the subject, see

the July number of American A£:riculturist.

Tliey are named and sent as follows;

•* Our Native Grapes with an account ol our four

best kinds." with Price Lists, constituting a pamphlet of

twenty fonr pages. Sent for two-cent stamp.

Descriptive Catalogue, Ten Cents.
Illustrated Catalogue, ^5 Cents
Manual of ttie Vine, Fifty Cents.

The first named pamphlet Is filled with such matter as In-

quirers on the suliject wish to find at the beginning of

their investigations preparatory to purchasing, with full ta-

bles of the contents of the others.

Besides these and of mucli importance la the proposition
for the formation of Clubs. This shows the best and cheap-
est method of obtaining vines and is tiiat by which my Im-
mense stocks have been chiefly sold the past two years, with
general high satisfaction. Tliese propositions are worthy of
the attention of dealers and all others.

The premiums for the formation of Clubs are not only
very liberal, but enable persons witliout cost of money, to
obtain vines of special quality that can not be procured In

any other way.
Address C. "W. GRANT, lona,

near Peokskill, Westchester Co., N. Y.

P. S.^My stock of transplanted vines Iwo-ycars old is

worthy of special and early attention

DELAWARE VINES.
Parsons & Co.,

Offer for the autumn trade,

I!>ela>vax*e Grrape Vines,
at the following low prices:

No. 1. $30 00 per 100.—$2.50 00 per 1000.

$3,000 per 10,000.

No. 2. $30 00 per 100.—$150 00 per 1000.

$1200 per 10,000.

No. 3. $13 00 per 100.—$100 00 per 1000.

$750 per 10,000.

These vines are grown from single eyes of well-matnred
wood.—After many years' experience in growing vines, we
have for three years past discarded the pot culture, because
It induces a cramped condition of the roots, from which they
with diflicult}' recover.

Our vines are therefore grown In broad borders, where
having perfect freedom, theymake substantial woody roots,

full of fibre eyes.

The reports returned to us of the rapid and luxuriant
growth of those we have furnished In past years, enables us
to recommend these with entire confidence.

For three years our stock has been exhausted In the au-
tumn and subsequent applicants have been disappointed.
Those therefore who wish them should order early.

lOXA VIIVES,
No. 1, $2.00 each ; $18.00 per doz. ; $100 per 100.

No. 2, $1.50 each; $12.00 per doz.; $S0 per 100.

COXCORD VIl^ES,
From single eyes, one year old.

$13 00 per 100 ; $80 00 per 1000
;

$700 per 10,000.

Wc also offer fine plants of

Adirondac, Crevelinj?, Allen's Hybrid, Ives*
Madeira, Diana, Israella, Hartford Prolific,
Lydia, Rebecca, Rogers' Hybrids, and the other
popular sorts, all at low prices.

We commend our vines to dealers, as particularly adapted
to their needs, and have so arranged the rates that the differ-

ence in tlie prices of different quantities will afford them a
good profit.

Addre-68

PARSOBIS & CO.,

Flushing:, li. I.

PARSONS & CO., offer AgricnltarUt at »1.50

per dozen ; ^ per 100 ; f25 per 1000. Also the other fine sorts,

for list of which address at

Flusliing, near Tie-nr York.

l^ARM ANB> FRUIT 1^A:\I>S, in a
-*^ niUd and healthful climate. Thirty miles south of Phila-

delphia by Railroad, In New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil Is rich and productive, vstrylng ft-ora a clay to a

sandy loam, suitable fur AVheat. Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vecetables. This Is a great fruit country. Five hun-

dred Vineyards and Orchards have been planted out by ex*

perienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears. &c.. produce

Immense profits. Vineland Is already one of the most beau-

tiful places in the United States. The entire territory, con-

sisting of forty-five square miles of land, Is laid out upon a

general system of Improvements. The land is only sold to

actual settlers with provision for public adornment. Tlie

place on account of Us great beauty as well as other advan-

tages has become the resort of people of taste. It has in-

creased Ave thousand people within the past three yeai-e.

Churches, Stores, Schools. Acadamies. Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
It is estimated that five hundred will bebullt during the sum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward, $25

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier In this district than In

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved places

for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Tards, Manu-
factories, Foundries. Stores, and the like.

For pei-sons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,

and a good soil, in a country beautifully Improved, abound-

ing in fruits and possessing all otlier social privileges, in the

heart of civilization. It is wortliy of a visit.

Letters answered and tiie Vineland Rural, a paper giving

full Information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,

sent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O., Landis
Township, New Jereey.

Prom Report of Soloti Robhison, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It is one of the most ei tensive fertile

tracts, in an almost level position and suitable comti-

tinn for pleasant farming that u-e know of this side of
the Western Prairien^

FOR SALE.
FARJIING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
7 LYfjyj^?^^'^^;"^ V^-^ ^^-^'^ TRACTS OF GOODLand forfarmlns and market gnr(lenin:r,ln quanlities to suitpurchasers, sltu^Ued in theoonntleKof Ocean and Burlingtonon tlie line of the i;:iritan and nelaware Bav Railroad mid-way between New-York- and Philadelphia, at from »10 to isper acre. In addition to all the common products of a farmthese lands arc valuahle for crowins cranberries, sweet
potatoes, peaches, grapes, tobacco and hops Allcrops ripen ten days earlier than on Lon- Island,squankiim marl Is delivered at any point on the rail-road at one dollar and fifty cents per ton. and fertil-
zes the land for seven years after its application. Thelands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-
ble for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
hasbeeri recently cut off. leavlnz the land ready for Immedl-
a e cultivation Price of cedar rails, $', per 100. Cord wood,
at any rai road station. 53 per cord. A portion of the landicontain a arge qi antity ol' the best potters' clav vet discov-
ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-niiU withinone mile ofShamoni Sta-lon. A 200d hotel at Shamong oS

'

L^'',L?'''.°n''''?''
',"" !?'« ,?'"' '""tlon is very healthy indwaterexcellent. Lands well watered with unfiiillng streamsand supplied with eood inill-sltes and water-power for man:ufacturlng purposes. A portion of the purchase money mayremain on niortgasrc.

"j«^ucj luaj

For further particulars apply to
F. n. CHKTWOOD. Elizabeth. ?J ,J

^'^l^O.GU,FA-0&-,2 Franklln-st.'. New-Tork
and N. P. TUDD, ag't Shamong, Burlinzton C(x;

J^'ew .Jersey.

RAW BONE
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BAUGH & SONS,

MANDTACT0REKS AND PROPRIETORS,
Store No. 20 Sontb Delaware Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.

REDUCTION IN PRICE !

After tbl9 d.ite, June 15th, the price of Baash's RawBone Phosphate will be reduced to »fiO pt-r 2000 lbs. (3cen s per pound) pncken in good bags and barrels and deliv-
ered free of porterage to any wharf or depot la this city.

SEXD IN THE ORDERS EARI/Y !

Already the Indications point to a very heavy trade In onr
article for the fall season, anil although we have Immense fa-
cilities for meeting a large demand with a prompt supplywe would strongly advise Farmers and Dealers to give astheir orders as early as possible.

s lo u»

BAUGH'S RAW-BONE PHOSPHATE
Has now been before the Agrlciiltur.al Community for nianv
years nnder ONE NAME and ONE PliOPKIETORSHIP andneeds no lurther commendation than that accorded to Iteverywhere. In the continued and successful use by practicalaud discriminating Farmers.

Manufactured only by

BAUGH & SONS,
No. 20 South Delaware Avenne,

Philadelphia.
fS' TVe recommend Farmers to purchase of their

nearest Agricultural Dealer.

FERTILIZERS 1

1

Lister's Pure Ground Bone.

Pure Peruvian Guano.
E. F. COE'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Bruce'§ Concentrated Fertilizers.

Piaster, I^ouclrette, etc.
For sale In quantities to suit purchasers. Senb ijt Toim

Ordeks kakly.

K. H. ALLEN t CO.,
1S9 & 191 Water-st., New-Tork,

rpHE BEST FERTII.IZER FOK
BUCKWHEAT, WHEAT, BYE, T17R«

NIPS, d.c.. Is

Bruce's Conecutrated manure.
So say those who have tested It.

Send for Circular.

'

GIUFFING BROTHER & CO., SOLK AGKNT^
60 Courtlandt-st., New York.

Amnioniated Pacific Cinano.
A real gnano, containing from seventy to eighty per cent

of Phosphate 01 Lime: to which has been added by a chem-
ical process, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, making It equal, if not superior to
any other fertilizer. Price *S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-
count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analvsls bv Dr. .Jackson Mass

State As-sayer. and Dr. Llehig. of Raltlinore.and testimonialg'
from scientific agriculturlst.s. showing its value, can be
obtained from J. O. B.VKIOR .t CO., Soiling Agents

131 Pc»rl-st., New-York
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Pearl-St., New-York.
Produce Coinniission IVIercliants,
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Send for Weekly Prick Cperknt. Marking Plate and
Circular with Packing and Shipping directions.

Country Consignments receive special attention.

UEFEP.EVTCES:
Bcni. Loder. Esq., N'. T.

SxPres't. Erie R. R.
Cragin & Co.. N. Y .

and Chloago, 111.

Hon. .1. K. Porter,
Albany, N. T.

Wm. S. Thorn, Esq., N. T.
Prest. Na'l Fire Ins. Co.

Lanp. Son * Co., N. Y.
Truman. Stratton & Co.,

Orange. N. Y.
Fred. Blssell, Esq., Toledo, O.

AGENTS WANTED.— I wish .Kgents in every
Town and County to sell ray new engraving of

Tlie Cliilcl Fra^^er,

" NoAv I lay me down to Sleep,"
advertised in this paper July Ist.

Old Agents say they never sold anything that sold so
easily. Exclnsive control of territory given.

For particnlara address

W. J. HOLLAND. Pabllsher.

SpriQgfleld. Mass.

S. B. CONOVER,
Coiiiiiiission Dealer,

260, 261 i. 262 West Washington Market,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.
Uofers to the Editor of the American Agrlculttiriat.

gexeraZ
Purchasing Ag-ency.
The undersisned will Purchase to Order, on favorable

terms and at a n.oderate cominl?ston, any articles of neces-
•ity or luxury, of small or large value, such as Supplies for
Fa'niliies. (.io'ods lor Merchants, Farniers, MechaniCR, &c,
Monev stint bv mail or otherwise, will be Immediately ac-
knowledged, and goods promptly forwarded as directed.
Letters of Inquiry will receive immediate attention.

S. CONOVER, Jr., 160 Fulton-st., New-Torfc.

Refers by permission to Opposite St, Paul's Church.

VTui. E. Dodge, Jr., Esq.; A. D. Randolph, Esq.

Every Child on the Continent should have it 1

The Best Children's Paper in America.

Fi(rtitlnj»c»iosl

WrotiK, »nd for th

Qoo^. thflTrii', and
tb« BckuUful-

A Flrst-OaH. SonthtT Pappr, of 1«
PageK, for ItUVS and blULS.

Sl.OOalearinadvaiico.

A Bcautifiil Premluro (o tverj lutiacribtr,

SpcclToea Copj i«iit (or 'Icn CtnU,

Address,

ALFRED L. SEWELL,
Publisher, Chicago, III.

New and Superior Collection

of Glees.

THE EXCELSIOR GLEE BOOK.
A Collection of the Be.'^t Glees. Choruses and Operatic

Gems For Mixed Voices, coniprislns the t^ecular portion

of the popular "Chorus Wreath." Every piece a standard
composition. Neatly and durably bound in boards. Price

onlv tl. Sent postpaid, on recelnt of price. OLIVER DIT-
S053 & CO., Publisliers, 277 Washington-et., Boston,

THE BRILLIANT AUGUST NO. OF DEMO-
UEST'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE, with splendid en-

pravineH. lllustr;\tpd Poems, new and p<''i'nlar music, etc.,

etc„ etc. Now lleadv. Sincle copies 25 ci^., mailed free on
receipt of the price". Yearlv tS. with a valn:ihle Premium.

Address W. JENNINGS DKMOKEST.
No. 39 Beekuian-st,. N. Y.

ry ,T C H.WEY & CO,, still oir-T to send their popular
Magazine. MICIiUYMAN'S MONTHLY, from July to Decem-
ber (six months), for the low price of fiO cunts. See adver-

tlaement last month, page 231, very liberal club rates offered.

Weslcliester County Fanning
—TWO DAYS AMONG THE FARMERS OF "SVESTCHES-

TKR AND PTTNAM COUXTIKS—A LoNG RlDS AXO Rx-
AMINATION np Farm^—What I Saw. Hrardand Lkarnkd.
THE NKW-V0I;K Tl-aiU'NE Is publishin^r a seriesof artl-

cleson Acrriculture. THE SFM^-WEEKLT TRIBUNE of
FHIDAY, .July 14, contains article No.l. on Westchester and
Putnam Counties, wherein mention is made of Mr. Carpen-
ter's Nurserj*, Mr. Cock's Farm, Dr. Hexamer's Nursery and
Barn, and the Farm of Stephen Wood.
The Semi-Weekly Tribune of Tuesdav. July 18, contains

Article No. II. on the same subject. In which are tlescrtntlons
of R. Mott UnderhlU's Farm, with some thoughts on Undfr-
draintni and Slieep; The Farm and Fish Pond of Edward
Undertiill: Dr. Fountain's Fsirm and Orchard; Edwin Ci'os-

by's Farm; also, the Farm of Leonard D. Chit; the "Brown"
Farm, owned bv Mr. G. B. Butler, and Benjamin F. Camp's
Farm, near So'niers villaee.
The Tribnne contains lull reports of the meetinss of the

Farmers' Club of American Institute. Fruit Growers' Asso-
ciation. Produce. Cattle and General Markets, &c., &c., fpec-
lally reported for The N. Y. Tribune.

TERMS.
Mall subscribers, 1 copv, 1 vear—104 numbers |4 00

do 2 copies, do do 7 00

do 5 copies, or over, for each copy S 00
Persons remitting for 10 copiea, $30, will receive an extra

copy for 6 months.
Persons remitting for 15 copies. f45, will receive an extra

copy one year.

THE NEW -YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

Is printed on a ]ar<re double-medium sheet, maklncr elcht
pases of six columns each and contalnlntr the choicest mat-
ter of the Dally Issue. Inrludlnc a News Summary. Domestic
and Fornl^n; Leirislative and Consres^ional matters: Wur
News; Stock, Financial. Cattle, Horse, Dry Goods and Gen-
eral Market Reports, Report of the American Institute.

Farmers' Club. &c., &c.

TERMS.
Mail subscribers, slnsrle copy, 1 year—52 numbers $ 2 00

do Clubs of Ave 9 00

Ten copies, addressed to names of sabscribers 17 50
Twenty copies, addressed to names of subscribers W 00
Ten copies, to one address 16 00
Twenty copies, to one address SO 00

An extra copv will be sent for each club of ten.
Drafts on N^ew York, or Post-office orders, payable to the

order of " Thk Tribune," beinn safer, are preferable to any
other mode of remittance. Address

THE TRIBUNE, New-York.

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.
MASON BROTHERS, 596 Bi-oadwny, New-

York, have in press and will Issue about Ist September a
New Collection of Church Music, for Choirs, Conventions
and Singing Schools, by SoLON Wildee and Fbkdkrio S.

Davbnpoet, entitled

THE PRAISE OF ZION.
The authors have had unusual facilities In the preparation of
this their first book, havine had at their disposal many new
compositions by the most popular and distlnculshed com-
posers, foreign as well as American, The pnblishers call at-

tention to this new book with much conOdcnce. because of
the variety and freshness of its contents, and their general
adaptatioii to the wants of singers.
In order to facilitate Us early examination bv teachers and

leaders of choire. a single advance copy of The Praise of
Zion win be sent post-paid, earlv in August, to any such for-

warding us 75 cents, or about Ua"lf the price of the book.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
THE SONG GARDEN. Part First, by Dr. Lowell Maso.v.

A School Music-Book for younger scholars, or beginners,
containing first steps in the Elements of Musical Notation,
with fl great varletv of new school music. Price 50 cents.
THE SONG GARDEN, Part Second, bv Dr. Lowell Mason

Containing the Elements of Musical Notation, with ncarlv
Four Hundred Songs. Glees, Catches, Rounds, and pleasing
Exercises; scarcelv any of which have ever before been nub'-
lished in this country. These have been largelv culled from
the freshest new music of Germany and France, with many
new compositions. The words as well as music are mostly
new. Price 80 cents.
These new books prove of extraordinary Interest. Already

Introduced into the schools of some of our larcest cities, the
music teachers speak in terms of the stronsest commenda-
tion respecting them. The songs are new, ircsh, and adapted
to young persons, and have Intrinsic merit which makes tlieni
wear well.
THE KEY NOTE; A now collection of Church Music. Bv

Wm. B. Bradbury. This Is the latest collection of Church
Mustc by the vei-y popular author of"The Jubilee." Price $l..iO

AMERICAJV
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER.
The undersigned having been engaged to prepare and pub-

lish ft Catalogue of American Nurserymen, Horticultural
Dealers and Agents and Fruit Growers, desires to procure—

I. Of Nurserymen throughout the United Slates—the
Name, P. O., Countv, State^ Acres In Nursery, Sale Stock for
ISti.'vS. viz. : Number of Apple. Pear, Peach. Cherrv, Phim,
Apricot. Nectarine and Quince Trees; Grape Vines. Currant,
Gooseberry, Kaspben y, Blackberrv and Strawberry Plants
Stocks : Apnle, Cherry, Pear and O'llnt-o : Deciduous Trees'
Evergreen Trees; Deciduous Shrubs. Evergreen Shrubs'
Vines, and Creepers, Roses, Perennial Flowers.

'

II. Of Dealers and Agents—Name, P. O.. County. State-
Names of Nurserymen for whom acting; extent of terrltorv
furnished or canvassed, (Nurserymen are requested to fur-
nish this information of all their authorized Ageni».) __.:!

III. Of Fruit Growers—Name. P. O.. Countv. State. Acres
planted. Number of Trees. Vines and Bushes of Apple, Pear.
Peach. Cherry, Plum, Apricot, Nectarine. Quince. Grape, Cur-
rant, Gooseberry, Blackberry, Raspberry and Strawberry.
IV. Of Fruit Dealers—Name, P. O., County. State.

Persons sendlnir the above Information, (with a three cent
stamp for return postage,) previous to August 15th, will re-
ceive a copy of the Register free of charge.
Early, prompt and correct Information Is nrcod. and will

make this a valuable book of reference to bu\cr and sell, r
W. C. FLaGG, Secretary Illinois Stale Horticultural So^

cicty, AltOD, Illinois.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the Agriculturist at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These
prices are posUively good only to September Ist.}

Allen's fL.F.) Rural Architecture | i 50
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book .. i 5ft

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals i fio

American Bird Fancier 30
American Rose Culturist 30
American Weeds and useful Plants l "»

Art of Saw Filing.... (Holly) 6(1

Barrv's Fruit Garden 1 *,a

Beecner's (Henry Ward) Fnilt, Flowers and FarmtDg.. 1 J5
Benient's Poulterer's Companion 2 |0
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 90
Blake's Fai iner's Encvclopedla 1 .50

Eousslngnult's Rural Economy 1 GO
Brldseman's FruU Cultivator's Manual 75
Brldsenian's Young Gardener's Assistant. 2 00
Bri (iceman's Kitchen Garden Instructor 75
BrldEreman's Florist's Guide -^
Brandt's Aee of Horses (English and German) 50
Breck's Book of Flowers 1 50
Broutie's Field Book of Manures j 50
Bnist's Flower garden Directory 1 50
Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Vegetables ol America 500
Carpentei-s and Joiners' Hand Book. .(Holly) 60
ChnrHon's Grape-Grower's Guide .'

75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's (S. W.) American FruU Book .**

eo
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Colman's Acrlculture "*.

g oo
Copeland's Countrv Life 4 50
Cottage Bee-Keeper

'*

75
Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) .'

1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor

\ j 50
Dadd's (Geo. H.) American Cattle Doctor ."*

1 50
Dana's Muck Manual

\ \ js
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) [[] sf^
Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition) 6 SO
Downing's Cottage Residt^nces. a 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America

'

S 00
Eastwood on Cranberrv 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 .10

Emplovment of Women—By Virginia Penny 1 50
Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener.. ,,', 1 50
Flax Culture 50
Fretich's Farm Drainage 1 50
PleUI's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture 1 25
Fish Culture 135
Flint (Cliarlcs L.) on Grasses 2 00
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 00
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's StrawheiTy Culturist 20
Goodale's Principles of Breeding 1 25
Grav'sManual of Botany and Lessong In «ne Vol 4 DO
Grav's How Plants Grow j 25
Guenon on Milch Cows "^
Hall's (Miss) American Cookery 1 35
Haraezthy Grape Culture, &c — s oo
Harris* Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 3 ro

do. do. do. do. colored plates... 4 5i)

Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hints to Riflemen, bv Cleveland 150
Hollv's Country Seats 450
Hop Cult ure ,10

How to Buy a Farm and Where to Find One 1 ;.';

Insect Enemies of Fruit Trees, (Trimble) 8 00
Jaqnes' Fruits and Fruit Trees (>o

Jennings on Cattle. Sheep, &c 1 so
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of iigricnUural Chemistry 1 25
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 00
Langsiroth on the Honey Bee 2 00
Loudon's (Downing's! Ladies' Flower Garden 2 03
Leuchar's Howto Build Hot-houses j 50
Lleblg's Familiar Letters on Chemistry 50
Llebig's Modern Agriculture 1 25
Lleblg's Natural Laws of Husbandry..., 1 50
Lmslcv's (D. C.) Morgan Horses 1 50
Manual of Agriculture bv G. Emerson and C. L. Flint. 1 00
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor $ 50
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Management S 50
McSlalion's American Gardener 2 50
Miles on the Horse's foot 75
Morrell's American Shepherd 1 75
Mv Farm of Edgewood 2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record. 1 50
Neill's Practical Gardener (Pardee) 150
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Olcott's Sorgho and Iniphee 1^
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) SO
Pardee on Strawberry Culture

,

.

75
Parsons on the Rose 1 50
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves 1 50
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
(Juinbv's Mvsteries of Bee keeping ., 1 75
RahbU Fancier SO
Randall's Sheen Husbandry l 50
Randall's Fine wool SheepHusbandry 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 tiO

Ricliardson on the Dog 30
Rivers' Orchard Houses 50
Rural Aflairs (bound) I'Vols each 150
Saiton's Farmers' Libraiv..6et ofS Vols morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols. .cloth 8 50
Schenck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Shepherd's own Book. 2 25
Skillful Housewile 73
Smith's Landscape Gardening — 150
Spencer's Education of Children l 50
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 150
Templeton's Mechanic's Pocket Companion 1 50
Ten .A.crcs Enough 1 .=jO

Thaer's (A. D.> Principles of Agriculture 2 50
Thomas* Fruit Culturist l jy)

Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture - . 25
'fodd's (S. E.) Yonng Farmer's Manual 1 su
Tucker's Recister Ruial Aflairs— 30
Vanx's Villas and Cottages 3 00
Villas and Farm Collages. (Cleavelnnd and Backus)... S 00
"Walden's Complete Soil Culture . 1 ,xl

Wai-der's Hedges and FverL'reens 1 50
Waring's Elements of Agricultui'e 1 00
Wjitsou's American Home Garden 2 00
Wax Flowers (Art oi Making). . 1 50
Wheat Plant (John Klinpart's) 150
Woodward's Country Homes 1 50

Woodward's Graperies 1 50

r<maft and Snooner on the Horse 150
Youatt and >Iartin on Cattle 1 50
Ynuatto.i the Hog 1 00
Youjtrt on Sheep 1 00
Yonmans" Honsehold Scii-ncc - 2 00

Youmans' New Chemistry 2 00
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THE CASKET'S OBJECTS.

l8t. To Jiutbcntically record the Rallant deeds in battle of

the Army and Navy.

2d. To record the thousands of cxcUins: and truthful ad-

ventures of Bcouts, spiea and detached service men which

have occurred during the War.

8d. To keep up communication between old comrades
who have become separated by returnins home.

4th. To PUnMDrE TO THE UTMOST EXTENT, THE PERSOX-
AL AND t;K>JEr.AL INTERESTS OF ALL WHO DATE SERVED IN

TUB Army and Navy,

In Tlie Casket the private soldier and sailor and subaltern

officers will receive the full credit and honor to which they

are justly entitled for the parts they have taken in the war.

Without some such living historical record, the deeds of

the ^reat mass of the Army and Navy will iu a very short

time be entirely forgotten, as they have been in other armies
and countries.

Snck a work as The Casket will iu the future be far more
gratifyiuic to our descendants than the grandest marble
monuments we can raise. It will be a living monument in

every household.

Its contents, aside from their truthfulness are also more
Ihrilling, and brilliant, and touching than the most fervid

and elaborate romance or fiction tliat was ever conceived.

The name, company, regiment, sliip, &c.. of every soldier

or sailor who has during the war performed any brave deed,
are recorded in Tlie Casket together with a full detail of the

deed itself.

Officers, soldiers, sailors, and their friends and relations

who may know of any such deeds, or incidents of any sort,

appropriate for The Casket, are requested to forward ac-

counts of them to us with names and particulars for publica-
tion in The Casket,

A part of each number of The Casket is devoted, free of
charge, to Soldiers' and Sailors' advertisements, and tliose of
their friends and relatives who, by the war, have beon sepa-
rated and are missing. This is a special feature of The Cas-
ket and sliould alone induce you to subscribe.

In short it is the oliject fd' The Casket to benefit, in every
conceivable way, the interusts of all tliose who have been,
or who are, in the service, and also their families. And in

return we ask every Soldier and Sailor, and every Soldier's

family and Sailor's family, and every friend of the cause to

aid it by taking The Casket.

If you can not alford to take it for one year (^2) take it for

six months (§1), It was started in January, 1S(15, and as no
incident will be repeated, you should start with the begin-

iiiiig. SD as to have it complete. Back numbers always on hand.

Soldier'iG^ket
The July number contains a Thrilling account of a Castle

Thunder Prisoner wlio, after escaping, was

Rail Down by the Ferocious Bloodhonud ^' Hero P'

Together with a correct likeness of this fbarful brute, who
Is of the Uussian breed, measures between seven and eight

feet long, stands nearly four feet high, and weighs nearly

two hundred pounds! This monstrous dog killed two large

bears on Belle Isle in single combat, using his immense
teeth and claws with terrible effect. He was kept at

Castle Tlninder, Ilichmond, to prevent the escape of prison-

ers and w;vs so carefully trained by his brutal masters, that

even after he was capturetl and fed by the Uniuu Soldiers,

he endeavored continually to tear tliera to pieces.

Every number of The Casket is elegantly illustrated with
The Finkst Enguavings; and in addition, at short Inter-

vals, with Superbly Executed Cuts in tue Highest
Colors.

To give it also a world-wide celebrity, we shall seud copies

to American Consuls abroad, to all libraries of note in Eu-
rope, and to European papers, AVherever the American flag

floats, there sliall Tlie Casket be sent.

Xlie Casket and IValioual I>e1»t.

The New York Herald has proposed a plan for pajing the

National Debt. The idea is magniiicent and patriotic, but
as no money is to be paid down until the tvhole amount of

the debt is subscribed for, it will network. Now, we propose

a practical plan, viz.:

On January Ist, ISW, we shall deposit in The Fii-st National

Bank of Philadelphia, two per cent, of our receipts on The
Soldier's Casket for the previous six months, beside the U. S.

taxes we already pay. Said deposit to be subject to the order

of the U. S. Treasury, and to be a free-icill offering fi-om

The Casket toward paying the National Debt, whereby the

heavy taxes now Imposed, (and which, after all, the laboring
masses of the people have to pay) shall cease. Our plan has
no ifs, and will give all a chance who may desire to help the

great work. And in order that the patrons of The Casket
may receive their due share of credit the name of each sub-

scriber, handsomely engrossed on parchment, shall be for-

warded to the Treasury Department at Washington.

In view of the objects stated above, we ask every one who
Bees this advertisement to subscribe for The Casket either

for one year or for six months, and send us a club, no matter
how small.

For Xei-ms, &C.9 See TlUrd Colanin.

Scfldier's Casket
A Sl'LENDID EnGRAVINO,
A Splendid Engkavino,

A Splendid Engraving,
A Splendid Engraving,

A Splendid Engravino,

The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tome of Willie Sheuman,
The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tomb of Willie Sherman,

Son of
Son of
Son op
Son op
Son op

Major General W. T. Sherman.
Major General W. T. 8herm.an.

Major General W. T. Sherman.

Major General W. T. Sherman.

Major Gener.vl W. T. Sherman.

Sergeant "Willie Sherman, (or rather William Tecuraseh

Sherman, Jr.,) was the son of Major General Sherman, the

hero ot the Geori^ia Campaii^n. Named after his father, and

iuheritlns all the latter'a noble qualities, Willie, thougli so

youthful, evinced a maturity of intellect beyond that of

those double his a^e, which, when he died, was but 9 years

and 3 months. While with his father on the Bl? Black, below

Vicksburg, 'Willie rode constantly at the General's side, and

fell a victim to exposure to the sun and deadly climate. In

writin;; of her darling boy, Mrs. Sherman forcibly and ten-

derly describes the love of herself and husband in the words;
*' His death has cast a pall over the earth, which to our hearts

will never be lifted."

The First Battalion, Thirteenth Kegulars, formerly com.
manded by General Sherman, had all conceived such an
ailection for the noble boy that they adopted him as "Sek-
iiEANT." and upon his death they erected one of the most
beautiful monuments over the little grave in which he now
sleeps in eternal slumber. The whole design, which was con-

ceived by Captain Lamotte, is extremely chaste ; the drums,

surmounted and draped by the flags, being peculiarly

appropriate.

\Vk have had a special, coeheot, Ajn> Tltra Kngbav-
ixo MADE OP Tins Monument, which is now ekadt in
THE September number of the Casket.

In the same number we have also a beautiful engraving,

allegorical ol the death of General Sherman's youngest

child, Ctiarlcs C. Sherman, who died, it will be recollected,

jnst as the General had reached the ocean through Georgia

and South Carolina, and whom he had never seen.

Do not fail to send for a copy of The Soldier's Casket, con-

taining this beautiful tribute to the child of General Sherman,
whom every Soldier loves and respects.

Specimen Copies (post-paid) to any Address foe 35 cts.

A Splendid Engravino,
A Splendid Engraving,

A Splendid Engraving,
A Splendid Engraving,
A Splendid Engraving,

The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tomb op Willie Sherm.uj,

The Tomb of Willie Sherman,
The Tomb of Willie Sherman,

Son op
Son op
Son op
Son op
Son op

Major General W.
Major General W.
Major General W.
Major General W.
Major General W.

T. Sherman.
T. Sherman.
T. Sherman.
T. Sherman.
T. Sherman.

TERMS OF THE CASKET.
Before calling the attention Of the readers of the Agricul-

turist to our terms, we wish to say that the following ex-
tracts represent the opinion entertained universally by the
Press throughout the wliole country, of The Casket.

" It is a publication destined to become very popular with
soldiers' families, en account of its tlirilling interest tothem.
Its pages are open to contributors giving narrations of the
heroic deeds of our brave soldiers in battles, perilous adven-
tures, &c. It contains many incidents, anecdotes, &c.,
which will, of necessity, be omitted in general history."—
Union Clarion, Princeton, Ind.

" We long ago quit puffing the Magazine trash of the coun-
try, but after examinins tlie " Casket," we find it a work
worthy of patronage. It is full of intei-esling incidents of
war, and heroic adventures of regiments and mdividnal sol-
diers. Boine of whom we are personallv acquainted with.
We say that it is worthy of patronage, and will act as agent
for those who desire to subscribe for it. We have not space
for an extended notice, but will gladly show the present
number as a specimen of the work.' —Argus, Paola, Kansas.

"Wchave just received a beautifully printed Maeazine.
with tlie above title. It is intended as a friend and comfort-
er to soldier's widows, mothers, fathers, bi-others and sisters,
and is of great value to any one having friends in the army."—(jazette, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

*' It will be a record, as complete as time, labor and money
can make it, of all the important events of the war, more
especially of the battle Held. Also, as far as possible, a
record of all deaths on the held of battle or in hospital; and
accounts of heroic deeds of our brave men. It will also con-
tain a department—which we consider Us leading feature—
of Questions and Answers ; not a la Bonner's Ledger, but of
Infinitely more importance to those who have had friends in
the service. All such, on appUcacion. wlio wish to know
the whereabouts or fate of a friend, can obtain the desired
information through the Casket, if ir, can possiblv be had.
It also contains much clioice reading in tlie way of historical
legends, poetry, itc. The copv now before us contains a
beautiful frontispiece, which is alone worth the price of the
book. But we can not tell half its worth, especially to those
who have friend.s in the army; to such its value can not be
reckoned iu dollars and cents."-Sentinel, Pontiac, Illinois,

"A prominent feature Jn this work is.it Is devoted not
only to the otBcers. but to tlie private soldiers. It is national
in its character, and every family in the land what has sent a
father, son or brother to tlie field should at unce send for a
copy of the "Casket." The number before us contains an
article on the " Gallant conduct of the 3d Io;va Vol's, at the
battle of Shiloli." Almost every family in the Upper Cedar
Valley is deeply interested in this article."—Mitcnel County
Press, Iowa,

"It is made up of stories and reminiscences of the camp,
tleld and march, all of which are replete with interest,—The
subscription price is two dollars per vear, or one dollar for
six months, which is very cheap indeed for the amount of
reading furnished."—Daily Era, New York City.

" A beautiful periodical, which is published in the interest
of the brave men who have been fighting the battles of our
country on land and sea. The Magazine eives evidence in
all its parts of ability and good taste, and we are sure it must
become a welcome visitor in numerous households in our
land,"—Whig, Troy, N. Y.

SolcUier's Gstsket

Sbldier^s Csusket

OUR TERMS AIRWAYS IN ADVANCE.
As ttie cost of publishing such a work is incre;tsed enor-

mously beyond what it used to be, wc are compelled to do
one ot two things :—Ist, raise the price of single subscription

;

or, 2d, abolish all club rates. We have chosen the second,
as not only most acceptable, but also the fairest to all ; and,
therefore, our uniform rates of subscription will be

S'i.OO PER YEAR ! Sl.OO foi- SIX MONTHS I

Not to be behind other Dublisliers iu liberality of induce-
ment, however, we have resolved to distribute among those
raising clubs for The Casket some of the most splendid pre-
miums ever oflered. The raisers of the Three Largest Clubs
will receive

EACH ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS f

while many small clubs will receive our lower premiums.
The distribution of the Premiums will be made

ON JANUARY FIRST, 1806,

the full list of names of successful parties, together with the
size of their clubs, being then promptly published,

HOIV TO RAISE A CLUB.
The proper way to succeed in raising a club, is to head it

with your own subscription, if you can aflord it either lor one
year or six months. Then take this paper, and make a spec-
ial visit to all your friends, show It to tliein, tell them you
have subscrlhed, and ask them to join v'ou at once in form
int; a club. You can send us subscrij>tt~iis as fast as you gel
them, as every sum you send, from ^\ i.(>ward. will be duly
credited to your account on our Premhjm List.

We would also impress on the reader another fact. Do
not suppose that, because you can not raise a very large
club you can not get a premium, for it is to give those who
can only raise smaller clubs a chance to obtain a Premium
that we have made such a large number of Premiums. It is

quite likely that the club which will take our highest Pre-
miums will not exceed 45 or 50 yearly subscribers, and also
that a large number of clubs of only two or three names will
obtain our lower premiums.

SPECIMEN COPIES
Sent (Post paid,) foe Twentt-Five Cents.

Not only on account of these unequalled inducements but
also in view of Its National character. Us literary excellence,
and the noble cause to which it is entirely devoted, we ask
you, reader, whoever yon may be, soldier, sailor, or civilian,
mother, wile or daughter of a Volunteer, to send us, beside
your own subscription, a club of your friends, no matter how
small.

Circulars sent free to subscribers and those sending fbr
Specimen copies of The Casket.

The postage on the Magazine Is 12 cents a year, payable in
advince, quarterly, at the post-office where the subscriber
re e*;

'i ml: 5criptlon price is J2 per annum, or |1 for six
moi Two six months subscriptions will be equal to one
yc" .e. "^lie P; emiums are based on the latter. You can
sen B. -'0 or a dozen subscriptions at a time, as you
see li,-.

Give tlie NM.ine and Date of tliis Paper.
Addres C. W. ALEXANDER, PublisUcr,

133 South-Thibd Street, Fiiii.auelphia Pa.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month,—
The month of September is one of very

v.iried labors. AVe sow for ne.^t year's crops,

and we reap the harvests of the present season.

We are anxious lest frost shall pinch too soon,

and dread too great heat and drouth, lest our

root crops and pasturage shall suffer. September

seals the fate of the corn crop which is, ne^t

to hay, the most important of the iiroducts of

the soil. A dry autumn is looked forward to by

many; perhaps it will come, if so, it will offer

peculiar facilities for draining, getting out

swamp muck, and doing many other things,

which we could not do if it were wet.

Apples.—When animals are excluded from

the orchard, those apples that fall this month
should be dried, made into cider for vinegar, or

cooked for fattening swine. In the warm
weather of September, fruit will dry rapidly.

It will therefore require less care than in Oc-

tober, but the apples are not so solid and good.

Agricultural Fairs.—Make plans not only to

attend a fair or two, but to contribute some
articles of utility or skill, that will add to the

interest of the occasion. Discourage horse-racing.

Beans.—Pull early beans as soon as the pods

appear well matured. They should not be al-

lowed to stand until they are dead ripe, and the

leaves dry. Spread them on the barn floor, or

on loose boards under shelter. They will cure

in such places better than if piled in the field.

Beets.—Pull up all weeds among them, and

throw them around the plants for a mulching.

Thin out the small ones for table use. Those

that are to remain for winter's use, should be ten

inches apart. They will occupy all the ground.

Bones.—Save bones of all kinds for fertilizing

the .soil. Instead of allowing them to disfigure

the yard, or way-side, order every one to be

thrown into a large box, or hogshead in the

back yard, beyond the reach of dogs. Every

family can collect several dollar's worth yearly.

Carrots.—This is the month for carrots to grow.

Run a subsoil plow twice between the rows, or

spade the ground and dress them for the last

time. Let no other green thing but carrot tops

be seen. If the ground is not already rich

enough, apply liquid manure, or fine manure

of some kind, worked ia between the drills.

Calves and Colts, unless they are too young,

should be entirely separated this month from

their dams. If grass is short, they should be

fed green corn stalks cut fine, or fine hay, wet-

ted up with a little meal daily, and should have
a constant supply of fresh 'water.

Cows.—Read .about cows in Calendar for

August. Those that will come in shortly, and
are already in good flesh, should be kept in

rather poor pasture. Let farrow cows, de-

signed for beef next winter, be dried off at

once, but kill no more cows than can be helped.

Braining.—Every rod of good under drain

will in one or two seasons pay the expense of

making it, by rendering the soil more productive.

Where ditches are already dug, let them be fil-

led before heavy fall rains come on and cave in

the sides. There is no better time in all the year

than September to drain beds of muck and peat.

Debts.—Pay up every financial indebtedness

as soon as returns for crops have been received,

and do not forget the large amounts due to your

soil for the abundant crops of the present season.

If the soil cannot make a sight draft for ser-

vices rendered, it will perceptibly withhold

payment, until all such dues are canceled.

Fodder.—Save every thing that will make feed

for animals next winter. Mow all fence nooks

and cure for hay. Some farmers are glad to

dispose of their straw, if any one will remove it

free of charge. When farmers are thrashing

grain is the time to procure a good supply.

Grass Seed.—There is no better lime to sow
new or old land with grass seed, than September.

If the ground is not in good heart, give it a thin

top dressing, which should be harrowed in,

and then sow the seed without harrowing.

Granaries.—While they are empt}', give them
thorough cleaning. Sweep out the spider webs,

and whitewash over head, and wash the floor

with strong soap suds, or not too strong ley, to

kill all insects concealed in the cracks.

Horses.—When not at work, keep in a cool

stable during the day, rather than let them be

tormented by flies in the field. Feed three

times in 24 hours, no more than they eat clean.

Haying and Stacks.—Read about stacks in

the present number, and as haying is finished,

see that every stack is securely topped off.

Hogs.—Keep fattening swine in comfortably

close quarters. Feed well and regularly with

ground grain and cooked feed. Give a few

handfuls of powdered charcoal, dampened, and

sprinkled with meal. It is an excellent tonic.

Keep the hogs and their pens clean, change their

bedding as it becomes dirty. Where unground

and uncooked corn is to be fed, begin as soon

as it glazes, it is then more digestible.

Implements.—When not in use, keep washed

clean, the bright surfaces oiled and housed.

Irrigation.— Prepare channels while the

ground is dry for carrying the wash of uplands

and highways upon meadows and pastures.

Lay out plats for irrigation at will, where water

may be turned on, and good drainage secured.
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Manure.—&&& tbat no fertilizing material is

wasted. Devise the best means for increasing the

quantity of manure the following year. Every

thing that will grow, or has grown in one season,

will rot before the next, if well composted.

il/eaiJows.-Keep .all stock from them during the dry

and hot weather, until the young grass has attained

sufficient size to shade the ground. Let men and

boys piclv up and haul off stones from mowed fields,

so that there will be no obstructions next season.

Muck.—As soon as field labors are not urgeut, dig

jnuck and pile it beneath a shed of rough boards,

where it will be kept dry and in good condition for

use in the stables and manure yard.

Lumeed Cake.—'Now is the best time to secure by

contract a supply for feediug. The profits are

found in the manure heap as much as in the beef,

though but few appear to know it.

Oak Bark.—Pfolect from autumnal rains, which

rapidly depreciate its value, if exposed to them.

02^,(._Working oxen and fattening bullocks de-

signed for beef, should now be fed well. Oxen will

grow fat and work bard too, if they are used gently,

fed and watered regularly, and curried often.

thtatoes.—D'ig early sorts as soon as they are

matured, and the vines show signs of decay; cover

from the sun with tops, and house soon as possible.

Fbnllry.—When poultry are fed with meal, or

grain only once daily, let it be towards evening,

rather than morning, to induce them to search

after and consume more insects and grass.

Rye.—Sow an acre or more for horse feed and for

long straw, if the soil is well drained. If not, sow

spring rye on land plowed this autumn, if possible.

Sheep.—Separate those designed for mutton, and

feed well with grain. Let all kinds have access to

good feed, salt, water, and shelter from cold rains.

Weeds.—Pestiferous plants are now maturing their

seeds. Wage a war of extermination upon them.

Mow them as often as they are large enough. Cut

them down with re.apers. Clip them close to the

ground with hoes, and when they appear among
brush, stone walls, or in any nook where they can-

not be cut, put on leather mittens and pull them.

Suffer no seed to mature. Few weeds can flourish

for many years, if they can not perfect seed.

Wheat.—Read the articles on winter wheat in this

number. Prepare the soil well, sow in good seasou,

or defer till next spring and sow spring wheat.

Work in ilic Orchard and Nursery.

The main work to be done in the Orchard is

picking and marketing the fruit. Unfortunately

this labor will generally be light, the amount of

frnit being so small. As in other times of scarcity

of fruit, prices will probably be high, and it will

pay to make the most of what there is, and take

the greatest care in picking and marketing, as sug-

gested in last mouth's calendar. Gather peaches

before they soften, so that they will reach the re-

tailer unbruised. Pears should never mellow on the

tree, but fall varieties are to be picked and market-

ed as soon as the stem readily parts from the limb,

and winter sorts allowed to remain uutil frosts come.

Budding.—The peach is generally worked this

month, but any other stocks, of which the bark will

slip, may be budded. Stocks budded earlier in the

season, are to be looked to, and if their growth h.as

rendered the bandage too tight, it must be loosened.

Drying and Preserviyig Fndts.-—Peaches may be
both dried and canned, and apples dried carefully.

Pears, put up in bottles with weak syrup are nice.

Insects.—Treat borers as directed in last month's
calendar, and destroy all cocoons and deposits of

eggs that are found while picking the fruit.

Labels.—The nurserymen will need a supply of

these for the fall trade. All stoclis are to be proper-

ly labelled at the time they are budded. Renew
weather-worn labels. In all considerable collections

of fruit there will be one or several trees of which

the variety is not known. Take specimens of the

fruit of these to the fairs, or to experienced po-

mologists and endeavor to ascertain the name.

Ma7iure.—The supply for next spring's top dres-

sing ought to be accumulating now, and the com-

post heap be growing by the addition of stable and

barnyard manure, muck, ashes and other fertilizers.

Nursery Mows.—Keep the growing stock clear of

weeds by the use of the plow, and if the young

trees need it, give them their final cutting back.

Planting.—Preparation may be made for fall

planting, by draining, manuring and plowing the

land. Attend the horticultural shows and fruit dis-

cussions, and visit frnit growers, to get all possible

information about varieties before ordering trees.

Seed.^.—Seeds of all kinds are to be saved. Pits

of stone fruits, bury in the earth, taking care to

save those from healthy trees only.

iSeed Beds.—Young seedlings often suffer from
drouth during this month. Water if needed, loosen

the surface of the soil, and keep free from weeds.

Kitcbcn Garden.—An abundance re-

wards the labors of the gardener, and he ought
to let nothing go to waste. In private gardens,

where the surplus is not marketed, there are

many things which can be preserved for winter

use. Picldes of various kinds are to be salted, to-

matoes preserved in jars or jugs, sweet corn and

beans to be dried, etc. All refuse is to be carefully

gathered up, not only to preserve neatness, but for

the benefit of future crops. According to its n.a-

ture it should find its way to the hog pen, the cattle

yard, or be taken directly to the compost heap.

Beans.—Preserve string beans in salt as noted

last month. Shell the Limas and dry them. When
soaked out in winter they will be tound an excel-

lent accompaniment to dried green corn succotash.

Cabbages and Caulifiowers.—'Roe the late plant-

ings and look out for slugs, which are very trouble-

some in some places. Where young plants are

needed to winter in frames for early spring setting,

sow the seed this month in open ground.

Celery.—That in trenches is to be earthed up when
it is about 10 inches high. For the treatment of

that grown with surface culture, see details in Mr.

Henderson's article in July number.

Coj'jt.—As soon as the ears are taken from the

early sorts, remove the stalks. Cattle are very

fond of them. Save enough of the earliest and

best for seed. Dry as directed under Household.

Cucumbers.—Save seed as directed in last month's

calendar. Go over the vines every day, or at least

every other day and gather all suitable size for

pickles and put them in brine. See Tim Bunker,

on page 285. Those too large for table use make
good sweet pickles, and those who like egg frnit

will find cucumbers, when sliced, dipped in but-

ter, and fried in the same manner very nice.

Endive.—Blanch when the plants are a foot or

less across. The object is to exclude the light and

cause the central leaves to become white and ten-

der, and to lose their bitterness, and it is accom-

plished by tying the leaves together by the tops,

by covering with a fiower-pot, or with a mat. In

either case it should be done where the plants are

dry, and if they are wetted by rain the leaves are

opened for a short time to dry, and again covered.

Kale.—Sow the kind called German Greens,

which is hardy, and will winter over.

Manure.—Have an eye to the wants of next year's

crop, and let every particle of refuse from the gar-

den go where it will be converted into compost.

Melons.—Turn, to ripen both sides. They are

ready to picic when the stem parts readily from the

fruit. The quality is much improved by putting

the fruit upon ice for a few hours before it is eaten.

Onions.—When a majority of the tops have fall-

en, the onions may be pulled. Those to be stored,

should be thoroughly dried before housing them.

Parsley.—Sow for plants to keep over winter.

Sadish.—The Chinese Rose-colored Winter is

greatly superior to any other kind of winter rad-

ish. It keeps as well as a turnip, and is fresh,

crisp, and has a good flavor. Sow early this month.

Seeds.—Continue to gather according to hints

given for last month's calendar. Label everything.

Spinach.—Sow in drills 15 inches apart, and when
the plants are large enough, weed and thin them.

Sweet Ihtatoes.—The vines are to be moved occa-

sionally to prevent them from striking root. Some
of the largest roots may be carefully removed from
the plants, leaving the smaller ones to grow.

Squashes.—Continue to kill insects. Clear .away

the old vines of the summer sorts. Allow the

vines of winter kinds to root freely at the joints.

Tomatoes.—The disgusting large green worm
which is known as the tobacco-worm, which is the

larva of one of the hawk moths, is very fond of the

tomato. A single one of these will m.ake great

havoc on a vine, and strip leaves and young fruit

in the most voracious manner. When any tracks

arc seen, search for aud kill the enemy. Preserve

a good supply of the fruit in jars, bottles or jugs,

.and make catsup, during the season of abundance.

Turnips.—By giving the long turnips garden cul-

ture, which implies frequent hoeing, a large yield

may be had. The round sorts, if sown in good
soil this month, will usually make a fair crop.

Weeds.—There should be no unoccupied land in

the garden, but if there is any which has no crop

upon it, do not let it bear weeds. This is the seed

time with many weeds, and a little care now in ex-

terminating them, will save much future trouble.

Winter Cherry.—Gather as the hulls turn yellow,

and preserve or keep for winter use in a dry place.

Frnit Garden.—Blackberries—Cut out

the old canes as soon as the frnit is off, and allow

only two, or at most three canes of the new growth
to the stool. These should not be allowed to grow
over 6 feet high. Shorten in rampant side shoots.

Currants.—Remove suckers and keep out weeds.

Grapes.—Unfortunately the majority of our read-

ers will be at but little trouble to dispose of their

fruit— I'ot and mildew having done that for them.
Those who have escaped these scourges will get

good prices, and ought to be ready with packages for

marketing their fruit. New, shallow, wooden boxes
which will hold 10 pounds of grapes are best.

Those who have lost their crop ought not, as we
have seen sever.al do, quite neglect their vines, but
every pains should be taken to get strong .and well

ripened wood for another year. Instead of allow-

ing the laterals to grow and weaken the canes,

they are to be kept properly pinched, and the pro-

longation of the main shoot stopped this month.

Pears.—Collect autumn varieties as soon as fully •

grown, at which time the stem will part from its

attachment to the tree by gently lifting the fruit.

Spread upon shelves to ripen. There are but few
varieties that are not greatly improved in juiceness

and fiavor by ripening them in the house.

Ra-ipberries.—Train up two or three new canes to

each root, for fruiting next year, and remove all

others. Keep the ground loose and cle.an about them.

Strawberries.—Set out beds .as described in article

on p.ige 284. Established beds, if hill culture is

followed, should have the runners clipped.

Flower Garden and Lawn.—If a
good share of late blooming plants were provided,

the garden should be this month quite as brilliant

as ever. The Asters, Double Zinnias, .and Helichry-

sums among annuals, and Salvias, Ageratums, and
other bedding plants, are now in their fullest flower.

Bulbs.—Set the spring flowering bulbs late this

month, or what is quite as well, early next month.
At all events it is s,afe to purchase bulbs .as soon as

the dealers get in their stock, as the demand ha?

been for several years greater than could be supplied.

Bedding Plants.—Fuchsias, Lantanas and others

which it is desired to keep over winter, are to be

taken up and potted before the nights become very

cool. Cuttings should be taken while the plants

are still vigorous, and struck in pots, or in a sandy

spot out of doors ; if properly treated, they will

soon make good plants for flowering in the house.
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Chrysanthemums.—Th'm out the weak shoots.

Pot some of the best for house blooming. They

will wilt some when lii-st lifted, but if kept iu

the shade, they will soon recover and bloom finely.

Dahlias,—These are in full bloom, and care is to

be taken that the .autumnal gales do not make
havoc with their tender stems. Large branches

w ill frequently split off by their own weight
;
put

in extra stakes if needed, and make thorough work
with tying. Remove the flowers as soon as they

pass their prime, and cut out all imperfect buds.

Gladioluses.—Keep the stems well tied up and

cut off the spikes as soon as the flowers fade.

Lawns.—.Mow occasionally. If there are weeds
eradicate them. Sow seed on thin or bare spots.

Perennials and Biennials.—Sow seed in well pre-

pared soil early this month, as noted on page 2S3.

Pits.—If there is no flower pit for wintering half

hardy plants, one can be easily made. Dig a pit

about 6 feet deep, wide enough to accomodate a

hot-bed sash, and as long as convenient. Set posts

in the corners and board up the sides, make all

tight, and fit the sash to cover it with sutHcient

slope to carry off rain. Roses, carnations and

many other plants will winter safely in such a pit.

Pbtled Plants.—As, the nights become cool, the more
tender ones are to be removed to the green house.

Seeds.—Continue to save, as directed in last

month's calendar. Label as soon as gathered.

Oi'een and Hot Houses.—The build-

ings should be m:ide quite ready, as a sudden change

in the weather may call them into requisition.

Cleaning, painting, white-washing, and all repairs

should be out of the waj-. Do all needed glazing,

see that ropes and pulleys are in running order,

and that the heating apparatus is likely to last

through the winter. Renew bark and saw-dust

beds, and provide an ample store of coal, pots, and

potting soil. Bring in the more tender plants as

soon as the nights become cool.

Annuals.—Sow seeds iu pots for winter flowering.

Bulbs.—Pot Cape bulbs, as well as the different

varieties of Cyclamens, Oxalis, etc.

Collas.—A good supply of these is valuable for

the decoration of the house. Divide and re-pot.

Camelia.'i.—Re-pot if they need it. Clean the foli-

age with a wet sponge, and where flower buds

have set too thickly remove a portion of them.

Polling.—Take up those plants which were turn-

ed out into the borders as it is desirable to pre-

serve, or to have flower in-doors during winter.

Dressing.—Pots which have been out of doors

need to be cleaned from accumulations of moss, etc.,

and the surface soil renewed. Stake, trim, re-

move dead leaves, and put them in complete order.

CoUl Grapery'—A.s 'witli the exception

of some very late sorts, the fruit is now ripe, there

is nothing to be done except to keep the atmos-

phere of the house dry. Ventilate freely, but close

all up daring the continuance of stormy weather.

The Apiary for September.—P;'«-

pared by M. Quinbi/, by request.—A swarm of bees

issuing with a young queen (that is a second

swarm,) is liable to become queenless within a week

or two after being hived. If the swarm is large,

and honey abundant, the hive will be nearly filled.

However large the swarm at first, but few bees

will be left by the last of the month, and they are

liable to be robbed as soon as honey fails in the

flowers. Such should be removed now. Although

it may contain suHicicnt stores for winter, it can

never be made into a prosperous colony, as most

of the combs will be composed of drone cells

;

consequently most of the bees raised will be drones.

Much of the honey will equal that put in boxes,

for the table. The few worker cells will mostly

contain bee-bread, and be fit for nothing. All very

weak stocks must now be taken care of if unable

to defend their stores. If they possess means of

defence, although unfit for winter, they may stand

till October, th.at the remaining brood may hatch.

Any person having a dozen healthy stocks, in mov-
able-comb hives, has no excuse for having any

such weak colonies, as with timely care in chang-

ing combs, making the strong aid the weak, all

can be made good. An old stock found queenless,

with stores for winter, and uninjured by the worms
may be made prosperous by introducing bees and

a queen from some inferior one. Expose no honey
where bees can get at it, as it induces robbing. If

it is desired to feed, put the honey upon some hive

with a cover, to keep bees from it. The infection

of foul brood is spread more at this season than at

any other. In sections where it exists much care

is necessary, and all affected colonies should now
be removed. Where there is much of it, the col-

ony appears much stronger than it really is. Strong

stociis talie advantage of the weaker ones, and

carry off the honey, thus infecting all that partake

of it. Every old hive, whether weak or otherwise,

should be examined. All strong ones m.ay go till

next month. Smoke and invert box hives, and

open some of the oldest sealed brood-cells. If the

bee is dark colored while in the larvae, it is dead,

and not a particle of the honey in such hive should

be allowed to be taken into healthy ones without

being cleaned by scalding. If the combs are not

too old, the honey stored near the outside and fop

is good for the table, but the combs near the mid-

dle and bottom have cells containing dead brood

scattered through them, that cannot be easily sep-

arated from the rest. It is best disposed of by

burying. Remove all surplus boxes. Any honey

left unsealed will be removed into the hive, as

soon as flowers fail. If they have stored any sur-

plus, they should have enough in the hive without

appropriating any from the boxes.

The Russian Cattle Murrain.

For some time past there have been fears that the Rus-

sian Murrain among neat cattle, which has been very

destructive in Europe, and was gradually working

westward, would cross the channel to England with the

great number of beeves and veals brought fiom the con-

tinent. There has been less danger of its comitig to

America, because our importations bave been very small

of late, owing to the high rate of exchange and gnld.

Now, however, as gold is lower, and we are beginning to

import again, Alderneys, .\yrslures, etc., we hear of the

breaking out of this terrible plague among the caltle of

London and its neighborhood. On the 31st of July a

meeting was held in London to consider this subject, and

Professor Garagee, whose %\ ritings on veterinary subjects

have made him almost as well known in this country as

Great Brilian, made a statement of the origin and spread

of this eatUe plague in and about London, an abstract of

which we give. All cattle brought to this country from

abroad ought to be examined by a good veleiinary phy-

sician and quarantined if necessary. They are now
subjected to no examination whatever, and ships are

constantly arriving which bring cows for milk, and sell

the same, by the way, as imported animals, as indeed they

are, though probably not half so good as our own com-
mon slock. Prof. Gamgee staled that

:

" The first appearance of the malady, as far as it can be

at present traced, dates back to June 27, when six cows,

which had been purchased on the I9ih in the Metropolitan

Cattle Market, were seized with the disease in Mrs.

Nichoil's dairy, 15 Park place, Liverpool road, Islington.

Circumstances favored the spread of the malady, as, al-

though tlie six cows were placed in a quarantine shed,

other cows happen to have been in the same place, and

thus the malady was propagated. One hundred and fif-

teen have died. It is impossible now to give the suc-

ceeding outbreaks in order of time and without specially

naming the cow.keepers. I may mention that the malady

has been and is more particularly confined to the dis-

tricts of Islington, St. Pancras, St. Maryleboue, and Pad-

dineton. It Is at the present moment raging severely in

Marylebone, at Kilburn. Hendon, Hempstead and Syden-

ham, and also it is said at Cheam, Surrey. Since Satur-

day I have received information directly and indirectly,

but chiefly from personal inquiries, concerning twelve

distinct outbreaks. I shall state the particulars In the

order In which I have gleaned them. I. The first shed I

visited was in Marylebone. Forty-five animals. In ap-

parently the most perfect health, were In this yard on

Thursday, the -0th. The owner had been to the Metro-

politan Cattle .Market on the 14th or thereabouts, and

was shown sonie cattle laboring under the disease. He

approached them within a yard or two, but feared to

touch them. Within a week—viz; on Friday, the 21st,

he noticed some of his animals sick, and saw they were
laboring under the disease he had witnessed in the mar-

ket. On Saturday he began to get rid of them, and sold

twenty-eight by Tuesday. 25lh. The remainder of the

stock was turned out in fields, I know not v\ here, anu is

said 10 be still healthy. 2. A cow-keeper in the immedi-

ate neighborhood of the last one had sixteen cows in

pel feet health, and lost the whole in a fortnight. 3. in

an adj.Tlnlng street a third dairyman had seventy cows

distributed in various sheds, besides seventy In the coun-

try. A cow was bought In the Metropolitan Caltle Mar-

ket on the lOlh of July, and on the I6th this animal

showed signs of the disease. She had been placed m a

shed with twenty-three others. Twelve were fat and

were sold in the marltet before any sickness manifested

itself on them. The other twelve were .seized, including

the newly-bought one. and of these eight have died and

four are still living, but not at all likely lo recover. As

yet the remaining stock in distant sheds Is In perfect

health. 4. An extensive cow-keeper with a choice stock

of seventy cows, purchased a Dutch beast nearly a

month back. Within a few days it was affected, anil the

seventy animals were all seized within a fortnight. I saw

three convalescent on Saturday, bul in a very reduced

condition, 5. Near Cumberland market a dairyman hav-

ing usually between forty and fifty cows, lost the whole

witliln three weeks. 6. Aiiotlier dairyman In the same

ne'gliborhood has the disease among his slock at the

present moment. 7. In St. Pancras a dairyman has lost

ten within a few days. 8. A cow-keeper In Camden

Town had a stock of sixteen cows in perfect health in

the early part of this month ; they all died in a fortnight.

He fumigated and otherwise disinfected his shed, and

bought six fresh animals, of which two are ulready dead.

9. Near Willesden a dairyman has lost sixty-five animals

within a fortnight." The remedy he suggested was

that they should adopt somewlial similar measures to

those put In force when the small-pox broke out among

the sheep, in 1862. and which had the effect of succ-ess-

tully checking the disease:—Flocks rigorously isolated

for medical treatment or slaugliter. pens disinfected, etc.

The same high veterinary authority, after stating Ihe

facts of Its being communicated by cars and vessels hi

which Ihe stock has been conveyed, and which have not

been properly cleaned thereafter, and of Its being com-

municated to cattle by sheep, though the latter are prob-

ably not themselves affected, makes the following

statement of the symptoms during the progress of the

malady: "The period of Incubation of the disease is

from four to ten days. When affected the animal gets

dull and prostrate, shivering fits appear, there Is costive-

ness, red eyes, mouth hot, great thirst, etc. These pre-

monitory symptoms are sticceeded by \ lolent tremblings,

peculiar spasmodic agitation of the muscles, discharges

from the eyes and nose, costiveness and diarrhcea, and

sometimes the surface of the body is cold. These are

some of the symptoms, beside w hlch there Is often a loss

of power in tlie extremities. This stage lasts about two

or three days, having all the appearance of a fever.

Lastly, there Is evidence of serious changes in the blood,

manifested through the effect upon the nervous system,

and the animal dies in convulsions. Those attacked be-

come rapidly emaciated, the flanks sinking in. Some-

times death occurs within two or three days, at others

not until after a week, while the victim may linger three

or four weeks. After dealh. most of the indications of

tvphoid fever In man are visible."

The great Cheese Exhibition. '

The dairy interests of our country are annually be-

coming more extensive and important. Thousands of

intelligent and prosperous farmers are turning Ihelr at-

tention and wealth every year Into this channel. It is

proposed by the N. Y Slate Agricultural Society, to have

the grandest display of dairy products at their fair at

Utica, N. Y., Sept. 121h to 15th, that has ever been wit-

nessed in America. A spacious, circular tent will be

provided for the exhibition of cheese. Such cheeses,

entered for this speci:il display, are to be for exhibition

only. No one will receive a prize; though we presume

it will not Interfere "with the award of the regular prizes

of the Society. It is proposed that all the cheeses be

arranged in groups by counties, each beanng the

maker's name. This arrangement appears to h?ve the

approbation of manyof the leadingcheese manufacturers

in the State, and it secures the active co-operation of the

officers of the N. Y'. State Cheese Manufacturer's Associa-

tion, whose President has Issued a circular to the

members to come up to the call. It is safe to conclude

that the exhibition will add greatly to the interest of the

State Fair, as well as give notoriety to American cheese

dairies, for all cheese makers, both of other Slates and

Canada, are invited to unite in making a display.
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Agricultural and other Fairs.
^

STATE A:V» IVATIO.^Ali FAIRS.
American Institule, N. Y. City, Sept. 12th to Oct. 19tli

J. W. Clianibers.

Canada East. Muntreal. Sept. 26 to S9.

Can;iJa West. London, Sept. 18 to -'2.

Cali.'brniii, Saciamenlo, Sept. H to 16,

Dehiware Hoiticultural Society, Wilmington, Sept. 12,

13 ; Ed. Tatnall, Jr.

PennsvlvKRiii E.ist, Morristown, Sept. 19 to 21.

Hartford, Conn.. Horse Ass'n, Sept. 12 to 14.

HortirultiM-Hl Exhibition Am. Insl., N. Y. City, (Gree-
ley Prizes), Sept. 12 to Oct. 19 ; See basltet item.

Illinois. Chicajo, Sept. 4 to 9 ; J. P. Reynolds.
Indiana, Ft. Wayne, Oct. 2 to 7 ; W. H. Lnomis.
Indiana Pomolo^ical. Ft Wayne, O. t. 2 to 7.

Iowa, BiirlinRton, Sept. 26 to '29 ; Dr. J. M. Shaffer.

Kentucky, Louisville, Sept. 12 to 15.

Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association, Bos
ton. to commence Sept. 26 ; Joseph L. Bates.

Michigan, Adraiii, Sept. 19 to 22.

Michigan, Kalamazoo. National Exhibition of horses
Oct. 3 to 6 ; C. F. Kidder.

Ohio Dayton, National Hr.rse Fair, Oct. 3 to 6.

New England, Concord, N. H., Sept. 5 to 8 ; S. Hum
phi ey.

New York. Ulica. Sept. 12 to 15 ; Col. B. P. Johnson,
Ohio. Columbus. Sept. 12 to 15; J. H. Klippart.
Pennsylvania, Williarnsport, Sept. 12 to 15.

Vermont, White R.Junotiori. Hartford, Sept, 12 to 15,

Wisconsin, Janesville, Sept. 26 to 30.

"Wisconsin Hort. So., Janesville, Sept. 26 to 30 ; J. C
Plumb.

COU.KTY AND OTHER FAIRS
MAINE.

Fianklin Co., Farminston. Oct. 3 to 5 ; L. F. Green.
Hancock Co., Ellsworth, Sept. 26 to 28.

Yorll Co., Biddeford, Oct. 10 to 12.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Merrimack River, Ncisliua, Sept. 20 to 21.

VERMONT.
Cliitlenden Co., Burlington. Sept. 19 to 21.

Franklin Co., Enosburgh Falls, Sept. 20, 21 ; W. S.

Rublee.
Rutland Co., Rutland, Sept. 27, 28 ; Henry Clark.

CONNECTICUT.
Fairfield Co., Norwalk. Sept. 27 to 30 ; Edwin Hoyt,

New Canaan.
Housatonic. New Milford, Sept. 26 to 28.

M.4SSACHUSETTS.
Barnstable Co.. Barnslalile. Oct. 5.

Bristol Co.. Taunlon. Oct. 3.

Berkshire Co., PittsfieM, Oct. 3 to 4.

Essex Co., Lawrence. Sept. 26, 27 ; Chas. P. Preston.
Fianklin Co., Greenfield. Sept. 28, 29 ; A. DeWolf.
Hampden Ag. So , Sprini-lield, Oct. 3, 4 ; J. M. Bagg.
Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden, North Hampton,

Oct. .i, 6 ; A, P. Peck.
Hampshire. Amherst, Sept. 26 to 27.

Highland, Mid.llefield, Sept. 14 .to 15.

Hampden East. Palmer, Oct. 10.

Hoosac Valley, Noith Adams, Sept. 19 to 20.

Housatonic, Great Barringlon, Sept. 27.

Milillcsex, Concord, Sen'. 21.

Middlesex North, Lowell, Sept. 28.

Middlp.sex South, Frammgliarn, Sept. 19.

Martha's VineyanI, West Tisbury, Oct. 1.

Naiuucket. Nacitucket, Sept. 26.

Norfolk, Delham. Sept. 28.

PIvmonth. Briilaewater. Oct. 5.

Worcester Co. Hort. Soc, Worcester, Sept. 19 to 22.

Worcestei' Society. Worcester, Sept. 21.

Worcester West, Baire, Sept. 28.

Worcester North, Fitchburg, Sept. 26.

Worcester South, Sturbridap, Oct. 5.

Woicester, Southeast, Milford, Sept. 26.

NEW YORK.
Albany and Rensselaer Cos., Island Park near Albany,

Sept. 19 to 22.

Broome Co.. Bitichamton, Oct. 3 to 5.

Chenango Co , Norwich, Sept. 18 to 20.

Chautauqua Farmers and Mechanics' Union, Fredonia,
Oct. 4 to 6 ; Jiio S. Russell.

Catt.1i aligns Co., Little Valley, Sept. 26 to 28.
Cliaulatiqua Co.. Sept. 5 1o 7.

Delhi Ag. and Mechanics' Association. Oct. 5, 6.

Dulchess Co., Ponghkeepsie, Sept, 26 to "28.

Delaware Co., Walton, Sept. '26 to 28 ; E. W. Kellogg.
Essex Co., Elizabethtown, Sept. 21, 22.

Gorham (Ontario Co..) Reed's Corners, Sept. 8.

Greene Co., Cairo. Sept. 19, '20.

Genesee Co., Batavia. Sept 211, 21.

Je/Terson Co., Watertown. Sept. 5 to 7 ; J. Stears, Jr.
Monroe Co., Rochester. Sept. 26 to 28.

Manlius and Pomiiey, Manlius Village, Sept. 28 to 29.
Moriah. (Essex Co.), Port Henry. Sept. 28, 29.
Ne'vbuigh Bav Horticultuial Society at Newburgh

Sept. 27 to '2<i.

Oneida Co., Rome. Sept. 25 to 28 ; H. B. Barllett.
Otsego Co., Coopetstown, Ocl. 3 to 5.

Ontario Co.. Caiiandaigua, Sept. 20 to 22.
Oxfonl Agricultural Association. Oxford, Sept. 25 to 27.
Orange Co. Horse Fair. Miildletown, Sept. 0, 7

; John
S. Conkling, Alex. S Brown, .Secietarles.

Orange Co., Goshen. Sept. 6. 7 ; Jas. J. McNallv.
Oswego Co., Mexico. Sept. 19 to 21 ; Abra. F. Kellogg
Putnam Co.. Carmi 1, Sept. 13 to 16 ; C. M. Belden
Queens Co., Flushing, 0,-t. 4, 5.

Rushville. (Yates Co.,) Rushville, Sept. 26, 27.
SiilTolli Co., Riverhead, Sept. 27, 28.
Saratoga (.'o.. Snriims, Sp|)t. 5 to 8 ; J. A. Covey
Susqueliannah Valley, Otceizo Co., UnadiUa, Sept. 21

22; Rob'l W. Couiiney, Siilney, Secretary * '

Ulster Co., Kingston, Sept. 20 to 22,
Westchester Co., White Plains, Sept.l9to2I- Cowan
Washington Co., Salem, Sept. 27 to 29.

'

PENNSYLVANIA.
Adams Co.. Bendersville, Sept. 19 to 21.

Bucks Co., Newtown, Sept. 26-27
; James B. Lambert.

Glenwood, (Siisquehannah Co.), Sept. 20 to 22; W.
Osterhout.

Lehish Co., Allentown, Sept. 25 to 29.

Mt. Pleasant. Equitable Agricultural Association, Hick-
ory, Sept. '27-28; Geo. Buchanan.

Luzeine Co., Wyoming, Oct. 3 to 5 ; Steuben Jenkins.
Susqueliannah Co., iMontrose, Sept. 20 to 23.

NEW JERSEY.
Burlington Co., Mount Holly, Oct. 3 to 4 ; G. C. Brown.

OHIO.
Ashtabula Co., Jefferson, Oct. 3 to 5.

Athens Co., Athens. Sept. 27 to 29.

Belmont Co., Belmont, Sept 19 to 21 ; A. P. Miller.
Cincinnati Horticultural Society. Sept. 25 to 29.

Coshocton Co., Coshocton. Oct. 1 1 to 13; W. R. Forker.
Clarke Co., Spiingfield, Sept. 5 to 8.

Delaware Co., Delaware. Sept. 26 to 28.

Franklin Co., Columbus. Se|it. 6 to 8.

Fulton Co.. Otlokee, Sept. 13 to 15.

Greene Co., Xenia. Oct. 4 to 6.

Geauga Co., Burton. Sept. 19 to 21.

Hancock Co., Findlay, Oct. 5 to 7.

Highland Co., Hillsboro, Oct. 4 to 6.

Hartison Co.. Cadiz. Oct. 4 to 6.

Lake Co.. Painesville. Sept. 27 to 29.

Madison Co., London, Sept. 7 to 9.

Marion Co.. Marion, Sept. 20 to '23.

Meigs Co., Racine, Oct. 4 lo 5 ; Wm. H. Lasley.
Morgan Co., McCoimellsville, Oct. 3 to 5.

Morrow Co., Mt. Gilead, Oct. 3 to 6-,

Paulding Co., Paulding. Sept. 21 to 22 ; F. S. Cable.
Portage Co., Ravenna, Sept. 20 to 22.

Stark Co.. Canton, Ocl. 3 to 6.

Summit Co.. Akron. Oct. 4 to 6.

Trumbull Co., Warren, Sept. 20 to 22 ; H. F. Austin.
Wynndot Co , Upper Sandusky, Sept. 27 to 29.

INDEPENDENT FAIRS IN OHIO.

Claridon, Geauga Co.. Oct. 3 to 5.

Greenfield. Hishlaml Co.. Ocl. 18 to 20.

Jamestown. Green Co.. Aug. 30 to Sept. 1

Richfield. Summit Co , Sept. 27 to 29.

Seville, Medina Co.. Sept. '28 to 30.

Conneaul. Coimeaul Co.. Sept. 27 to 29.

Kenton, Hardin Co., Sept. '29, 30.

Mt. Vernon.Knox Co.. Oct. 4 lo 6.

Ottawa. Putnam Co., Sept. 27 lo 29.

Columbia Co., [ilo'jtnsbiirg ; L. B. Rll vrt.

Eaton Co., Charlotte. Sept. 26 to 28.
"

INDIAN.i.
Cass Co., Logansport. Sept. 27 to 29.

Hendi-icks Co., Danville. Sept. 26 to 29.

Lapoiie Co., Laporte. Sept. 27 to 29.

Po.sey Co., New Harmony. Sep*. 26 to 29.

Wan'en Co.. Willi. iinsport, Oct. 10 to 13 ; 1 Bryant.

ILLINOIS.
Boone Co., Belvidere, Sept. 19 to 21.

Bureau Co., Prim-eton, Sept. 12 to 14.

Coles Co., Charleston, Sept. 15 lo 18.

Du Page Co.. Wtiealon. Sept. 13 to 15.

DeKalh Co., DeKalb, Sept. 27 to 29 ; S. 0, Vaujhn.
De Witt Co.. Clinton, Sept. 27 to '29.

Fulton Co., Lewiston. Sept. 13 to 15.

Greene Co., Carrolton, Sept. 26 lo 30.

Henrv Co.. Cambridge, Sept. 13. 14.

Jackson Co., De Soto, Se|it. 19 to 21.

Jefferson Co., Mt. Vernon, Seiit. '28; J. S. Bogan.
Kendall Co., Bristol. Sept. 19 to 21.

Knox Co., Ktioxville, Sept. 19 to 22.

Kane Co., Geneva, Sept. 27 to 30.

Kankakee Co., Kankakee. Oct. 4 to 6 ; E. Cobb, Pres.
Lake Co., Litiertyville. Sept. 19 to 21.

Logan Co., Atlanta. Sent. 19 lo 22: S. D. Fisher.
La Salle Co., Ottawa, Sept. 26 to 29.

Macoupin Co.. Carlinville, Sept 3 to 6.

Marshall Co., Henry, Sept. 56 to '28 : D. D. Bunn.
Madison Co.. Edwaidsville, Aug. 29, Sept. I ; Edward

M. West, Secretary.
Mercer Co., Millersburg, Sept. 23 to 28 ; J, E. Bay.
Montgomery C^.. Hillsboro. Oct. II lo 13.

McDoiiongh Co., Macomb. Sept. 27 to 29.

Putnam Co.. Hennepin, Sept. 19 to 21.

Pike Co., Pitlsfield, Oct. 3 to 6.

Randolph Co.. Sitarla. Oct. 4 to 6 ; Wra. Addison.
Richland Co., OIney. Sept. 28 to 30 ; J. W. Beck.
St. Clair Co.. Belli-ville. Sept. 12 to 15.

Schuyler Co., Rusliville, Ocl. 11 lo 1,3.

Stark Co., Toulon, Sept, '-'6 to '28
; Wm. Nowlan.

Sandwich Union. (De Kalb Co.), Oct. 3 to 6.

Whiteside Co., Slei ling, Sept. 19 to 2-2.

Stephenson Ck)., Freeport, Sept. 26 to 29.

Winnebago Co., Rockford, Sept. 19 to 22.

Warren Co., Muninoalh, Sept. 19 to 21.

WISCONSIN.
Ailams Co.. Friendship, Oct, 4, 5 ; G. W. Waterman.
Columbia Co., Portage. Sept. 19 to 21 ; H. B. Munn.
Green Co.. Monroe, Sept. 22 to '24.

Jefferson Co., Watertown, Sept, 13 to 15; Robert
Tompkins.

Laciosse Co., West Salem, Oct. 4 to 6.

IOWA.
Cedar Co., Tipton, Sept, 13 to 15.

Clinton Co., Lyons. Sept. 12 to 15 ; Wm. W. Sanborn.
Dubuque Co., Dubuque, Sept. 16 to 28.

Flovd Co., Floyd, Sepl 20 to 21 ; V, W. Baker.
Guthrie Co., Guthrie Centie, Sept. 14, 15.

Jasper Co.. Newton, Sepl. 13 to 15.

Maishall Co., Marshalllown, Sept. 13 to 15; Wm.
Breniner.

Page Co., Clarinda, Oct. 5 to V ; T. T. Pendergrafi.
Scott Co.. Davenport, Sept. In to

—

Van Buren Co., Keosauqua, Oct. 5, 6.

MICHIGAN.
Berrien Co.. Niles, Sept. 26 to 28.

Cass Co., Cassopolis, Sept. 27 to 29.

Calhoun Co., .Marshall. Sept. 27 lo 29.

Genesee Co., Flint, Sepl. 27 to 29 ; F. H. Rankin.
Hillsdale Co., Hillsdale, Oct, 4 to 6

Ionia Co., Ionia, Oct. 4, 5.

Ingham Co., Mason, Sepl. 27, 28.
Kent Co., Grand Rapids, Sept. 28 to 30.
Livingston Co., Howell. Sept. 26 to 28
Oakland Co., Pontiac, Oct. 4 to 6 ; J. R. Bowman.
Ottawa Co., L;imnnt. Sept. 27 to 29.
Shiawassee Co., Owasso, Oct. 4 lo 6.

St. Joseph, Centerville, Sept. 27 lo 29.
Washtenaw Co., Ann Arbor, Ocl. 4 to 6.

Bourbon Co.

KENTUCKY.
Paris, Sept. 4 to 8.

CALIFORNIA.
Contra Costa Agricultural Society, Sept. 19 to 22.
San Joaquin District Fair, Sept. 26 to 30.

CANADA WEST.
South Ontario, Sept. 26, 28. Pickering, Oct. 10.

Pell, Oct. 3, 4. West York, Ocl. 11, 12.
East York, Oct. 5. Whitby. Oct. 12.

Scarsborough, Oct. 6. Whitchurch. Oct. 13.
North York. Oct. 10, 11. Gore of Toronlo, Oct. 18.
Toronto, Oct. 19, 20. Lambton. Sarnia, Oct. S.

East Durham, Port Hope, Oct. 3, 4.

Commercial Notes—Prices Current.
,—«

—

New-York, Aug. 19.

The condensed and convenient tables below, show the
transactions in the N. Y. Produce markets during a
month past. They are carefully prepared specially for the
American Agriculturist, from official and other reliable
sources, including the daily notes of our own reporler.

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THK NBW-TORK MARKETS.
Rkoeiptb. Hour. m,eril. Corn. Rije. Barley. Outs.
27 daysMi.^m'th. 318,000 1,307,000 l,a'B,000 61,000 141.000 1975 000
24 days last in'th.35t.500 1,424,000 1,352,000 54,000 76.000 1,592,'000

Salbs. Flour. Whenl. Corn. Ri/e. Barley.
27 days Wis montli, 314,000 1,965,000 2,149.000 lOSOOO
24 days («»< month, 334,000 1,370,000 1,15,5,000 141,000

2. Comparimn icith same period at this time last year.
Kkckiptb. J^our. M'/ieat. Corn. Ni/e. llnrleii. Oats.
27 days l.%5 318,000 1,397,000 1,8,35,000 61,000 141,000 1,97.5,000
24 d.iys 1864 390.500 2,300,000 1,318,000 11,500 31,000 757^000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley.
27 days 1865 314,000 1,965,000 2,1«.000 103.000
aidaysisei 321,000 1,376,000 1,155,000 141,000

3. Exports from New- York, January 1 to Aug. 19:
Flour, Wheat, Corn, Rve, Oats,

obis. bus. bus. bus. bus.
1963 876,990 1,3.56,272 1,076,306 106,6^3 ni 129
1864 l,3S2,5:iO 9,8-2.5,517 533,00t 405 26,081
1803 1,551,075 9„5S1,9I6 9,581,910 377,331 106,373
1862 2,019,540 12,401,086 8,103,203 987,857 24,625

Current Wholesale Prices.

July 19. Aug. 19.

Flour—Super to Extra State $5 60 @ 95 SO 00 ® 7 29
Super to Extra Southern 6 90 all 50 8 25 (313 00
Extra Western 6 90 («11 75 6 80 a 13 .50
txtra Genesee 6 95 ® 9 25 7 23 a 10 00
Snperllne Western 5 70 (5i 6 10 6 05 @ 00Kye Flour 5 40 a 5-90 5 60 a 6 00Corn Meal, ..... .. 4 50 a 5 23 5 10 ® 5 .50WuKAT—All kinds 01 White. 1 65 ® 1 90 1 00 @ 2 25
All kinds of Red and Amber. 1 38 a 1 70 1 40 @ 2 09Corn—Yellow 81 ® 88 90 a 92
Mixed 78 ® 84 89 @ 91Oats—Western 60 ® 61 65 @ 66
State 55 ® — 62 ® —
liVE 96 ® 1 03 96 a I 09
Caklkt Nominal. Nominal.
Cotton—Mlddlinsrs, ^ Tb — @ 50 I 42 ta 44
Hops-Crop of 1861, ?! lb 10 @ S3 12«@ 50
Feathers—Live Geese, ii* B». 65 @ 67K 75 @ 80
Seed—Clover, ^ lb Nominal. Nominal
Timothy. ¥ bushel 3 25 ® 4 23 Nominal. '

Fla-x. «l bushel 175 ® 2 25 2 25 ® 2 40'
ScGAR-Brown, *t lb lOK® 15V lO^ffl 16
Molasses. Cub,a. *e1 SO ® 60 35 (^ 60
Coffee— lilo, I* lb 18X® 22 17)<® 21)4
Tobacco. Kentucky, &c,.^lb. 6 ® 20 6 @ 20
Seed Leaf, ?Slb 7® SO 7® 30Wool—Domestic Fleece, |) lb. 60 @ 77J4 GO @ 77><:
Domestic, pulled, ^ lb 60 ® 7i^4 60 @ 70'
Callfornha. unwashed "26 ® 44 25 ® 43
Tallow. Sib lli^a \2'4 n ® is
Oil Cake—?( ton 47 00 (453 00 47.50 (g55 00
Pork— Mess, ^ barrel 27 00 @31 00 30 00 ®32 50
Prime, tb barrel 22 00 @'23 00 24 00 a
Beef—Plain mess 10 00 @14 QO 8 50 @12 50
Lard, In barrels, !b lb 17K@ 22^ 19><@ 21V
Butter-Western, 111 B 18 ® 23 21 ® 29
State, *t lb 27 @ 35 32 ® 4S
ClIKKSB 9 ® 15J4 10 @ 16
BEANS-lf* bushel 90 ® 1 50 1 40 ® 1 JO
Pkas—Canada, ¥ bushel 1 30 @ 1 40 1 35 ® 1 40
Eggs—Fresh, ^ dozen ... 28 @ 31 26 ® 29
Poultry— Fowls, ^ lb 22 @ 24 — ® 26
Turkeys, SB 24 @ 26 26 @ 27
Potatoes-Mercers, IJbbl... 1 00 ® 1 25 1 50 @ 2 75
Peach Blows, Jl barrel 100®125 — —
Buckeyes—New, ^ barrel.,.. 3 50 @ 4 50 1 50 @ 2 00
Al'PLKS—%1 barrel 5 00 @ 7 50 6 00 @ 9 00

Gold closed July 18 at HVi, and on August 18th, at

142K. In general business, there has been increased ac-

tivity. Unfavorable crop reports fiom the interior,

especially in reference to wheat, have slimulated the de-
mand for flour and grain, and prices have advanced
materially, closing in favor of the seller. The demand
has been, to a considerable eoclent, speculative, though
mainly for regular home use. and for shipment. At the

close, the leading holders are not eager to realize at pre-

vailing rales, as they anticipate a further improvement.
Provisions have been in fair request at higher, but

irregular, prices The wool maiket has been less

active, but prices have not varied malerially. The sup-

ply of desirable lots is light, and manufacturers v/ere
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buying more freely toward the close Hops have

been biisk :>n'l much dearer, under the reports of short

crops H:iy, abundant and in less demand, closing

with North River bale at 9b(a)l.\Q for old, 60fa)90c for

new, per 100 lbs Tobacco in fair request and firm.

Ne^v Yorlt Live Stocl£ Markets.

—

Beef Cattle.— The markets have received more

than an average supply of beef cattle during the

four weeks ending August 16th, namely : 5,765, against

5,146 for the previous month. Prices of good and prime

cattle are fully as liigh as reported last month, and are

undoubtedly kept up by an actual scarcity of this grade

in the country. Other classes of cattle are more abun-

dant, especially poor and partly fed animals, with which

llie markets are continually crowded, and in litis class

(here is a large decline, ranging fiom liic(a>2i4c per lb.,

net weight. From the sales ending Aug. 16th, we take

the following quotations: good to prime bullocks, 16(a)

IT'ic per )b., dressed weight; common to fair, 13fa)10c

per lb., and poor to medium, 9i'®12c.

Iflileli Co^vs.—The average weekly receipts

of milch cows are US, compared with 98 last month.

Prices a little higher, ranging from $40fa)$75 per head for

poor to good milkers. Better cows sell $80fa)$100 each.

Veal Calves*.—The average receipts of veals

for the past four weeks are 1,769, compared with 2,112

last month. The demantl has continued good, the re-

ceipts all being required for the regular city trade. Pri-

ces are higher, as follows: ranging from 1'1(S)12}4 per

lb., live weight, for good; 10,'a(S)llc for fair, and SfSQc

for common.

Sheep.—The average weekly arrivals of sheep

are 17.568. The demand, without exception, has been

good, and prices are higher. Good sheep, 7(a}7^ic, and

common. 6"^fS)6Xc. Lambs sell at $4)^(3)6X0 per head.

I^ive Hog'S.—The receipts of hogs average

10,109 weekly. The arrivals are light for this season,

and prices continue high. Good corn-fed selling; at 11%
I® 12c per lb., live weight.

Confainin^ a srreat variety of Items, including many
goad Hints and Suggestions which, we throw into small
type and condensed Jbrm, for want of space elsewhere.

Sithscription Terms Uncliang^ed.

—

The present Subsciiption Terms are to be permanent.

Any future reduction in cost (there is very little as yet)

will be made up by increased expense upon the journal

itself.—The Terms are: $1.50 a year; four copies $5 ;

ten ctJpies $12; twenty or more copies $1 each, with

extra copy to getter up of club of ten or twenty, where

no other premiums are called for. Extra Numbers are

offered to new subscribers received this month, as noted

on page 296.—/j^The German Edition is now furnished

at the same terms as the English.

Preininins for Subscribers. — We
shall soon offer a good and liberal Premium List of ar-

ticles desirable to almost every one. Any names gath-

ered and sent in this month can be counted in the Pre-

mium List to foilovv.

Straivberry Plstnts Coming'.—On Mon-
day, Sept. 4th. we shall commence sending off the " Ag-

riculturist Strawben y Plants," promised to subscribers,

and as premiums for Clubs. If the weather prove fair,

they will all be forwarded during that week. Very rainy

weather may delay finishing the job for a day or two

longer. We have provided 20,000 good wooden boxes of

different sizes, to hold from one to ten large plants

each, and hupe every plant will go in good condition.

We have plants now growing well which were put into

these boxes during tlie warm weather of the latter part

of May, sent by mail to Grinnell, Central Iowa, and re-

turned to us unopened. Tliese were sent thus as an ex-

periment, which proved successful. The plants were

green and 'wide-awake,' after a ten days' journey of

2,400 miles in the mail bags. Where many plants go

to the same person, more than one box wilt be used. As

soon as the boxes arrive, open them and set the plants in

good soil, not too rich nor too damp. Let the ground

be warmed by the sun, but shade for a few days, at mid-

day, if the weather chance to berery warm. Expose the

roots as little to air as possible, in opening before plant-

ing. More plants are killed by chilling In cold, wet soils,

than by any other cause, especially after being closely

packed for some lime. The large green leaves being

useless, and always a detriment in transplanting, they

will be mostly cut off before packing the plants.

IBound Toliimes or tite Agricul-
turist, from Vol. XVI to XXIII, inclusive, always on

hand. Price $2.00—or $2.50 if forwarded by the mail.

Oood Book Premiums.—Any person
forwarding 25 or more names of subscribers may clioose

from our book list (page 295) any desired books to the

amount of 10 cents for each name at the lowest club

price ($1), and to the amount of 60 cents for each name
at the regular rate of $1.50 a year. The premium books
will be forwarded paid through, by mail or express. The
extra copies offered to the subscribers will be a special

inducement to them to subscribe now. An energetic
peison can get up quite a library by his effort on a single

day at any of the County Fairs,

"^Vlio rea<ls tHe Advertisements ?

—

N. P. Boyer & Co., Gum-Tree, Chester Co., Pa., think

that a great many do. This firm advertised Chester
White Pigs and offered to send a copy of their Hog
Breeder's Manual free of charge. The consequence has

been, that they have sold a great number of animals, and
by the middle of last month, they had sent 13,000 copies of

their manual to subscribers to the Agriculturist alone.

As this work costs them 10 cents a copy, exclusive of
postage, it has been no slight tax. Messrs. B. & Co.
state thai if, in meeting this unlooked for demand upon
tliem, tliere have been any mistakes, or omissions, they

stand ready to rectify them, if promptly informed.

Domestic Intelligence.—Under tlie head
of "Foreign Intelligence," in last month's "Basket,'*

we showed how an article of ours had been appropriated

by an English paper, and copied by some of our journals

as a foreign item. In tlte Country Gentleman for August
3d, we find an article upon " Soils for Potting," accredit-

ed to the Utica Herald, This article originally appeared

in the Agriculturist for January, 1864. We, of course,

do not suppose that the Country Gentleman would have

taken it, had it known it belonged to the Agriculturist,

and as we have not a file of the Utica Herald, we do not

accuse that paper of producing the article as original.

We merely allude to the case to repeat that any papers

are welcome to copy from ours by giving proper credit,

and to remind those who have the habit of taking articles

without doing this, that our paper is copyrighted. We
have allowed a great deal of appropriation to go w ithout

noticing it, and think it about time to remind those who
use the scissors so freely, of the rules of etiquette which
obtain among journals, and then, if grass and sticks will

not do, we shall try what virtue there is in stones. For
ourselves, we generally have more original matter than
we know what to do with, and seldom copy from others.

When we do, the matter is always fully acknowledged,

Onr List of Fairs.—The long list of
Fairs which we present on page 268, has been diligently

compared with other published lists, revised and currect-

ed from the most reliable information we can procure.
We regret that we have not been able to obtain all our
data directly from the Fair managers. It is by far the

largest and most accurate list published, and will be of

great value to persons who desire to be represented at

as many Fairs as possible with articles for Exhibition,

]\e-*v Ponltry Boole.—Entitled "Domes-
tic PouLTRV, being a Practical Treatise on the prefer-

able Breeds," etc.. by S. M. Saunders. This little work
of 104 pages has been recently issued by us—and we be-

lieve It will be found to be one of the most common-
sense, practical, and useful works which the poultry-

raiser can have. Its low price puts it within the reach of

all. The author freely expresses his personal prefer-

ences for certain breeds, as indeed he should, but quotes
as freely the laudations of other varieties by their fan-

ciers.—See our Book List on page 295.

$300 Tor a Barn Man.-The Plans in re-

sponse to the offer of prizes for best farm buildings, made
on page 239, must be sent in on or before Monday,Oct. 2d,

A few days grace will be allowed, provided the Editor of

the Agriculturist is previously notified of unexpected
delay in sending in any plan. The following named
gentlemen have been invited to act as a Committee in

making the awards : Donald G. Mitchell, New Haven ;

Samuel Thorne, Washington Hollow, N. Y, ; Samuel J.

Sharpless, Phil'a. ; Lewis G. Morris, Fordham, N. Y.

;

R. L. Allen, New York; Dr. F. M. Hexamer, New Cas-

tle, N, Y ; nearly all of whom have favorably responded.

Hard on Xree Peddlers.—A Washing-
ton telegram reports a decision of the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue, that " where a person purchases trees

of nurserymen to fill orders previously obtained, and

delivers the same at different stations on the railroad
either by himself or his agent, he is required to take out
a dealer's license for each and every station at which he
delivers the trees. The same decision will apply to liis

agents." We do not see the propriety or justice of this

decision. There might just as well be.a separate li-

cense required of common peddlers for every town in

which they offer their trinkets. The result may be
good, however, as it will be likely to cause the delivery

to purchasers direct from responsible nurserymen, even
of trees purchased through traveling agents, and thus
diminish the swindling so largely practiced by some irre-

sponsible tree-peddlers who take orders on the credit of

a good nurseryman, and then fill them with trash gather-
ed here and there and everywhere over the country,

Boty's M^asliing- JViactune, of which
we have spoken favorably, is hereafter to be manufac-
tured by the Universal Clothes Wringer Company, for

Stales east and south of Wisconsin and Illinois, as noted
in the advertising columns.

Resnit of tlic Canandaig;na ISheep
SUearing.—His Honor, the Mayor of Rochester, real-

ly, did the farmers a very important service in offering

the $50 prize for the heaviest cleansed fleece, in propor-
tion to the weight of the animal and the time of growth
of the wool. The report of the committee under whose
supervision the fleeces were shorn and cleansed. Is

now before the public. We have not space this month
for comments upon the lessons it teaclies. Suffice it to

say now, that the prize is awarded to a 2-year old ewe
in "fair" condition, which weighed 49 pounds. The
fleece (367 days old) weighed 9.85 pounds, uncleansed,
and 4.75 pounds after scouring. The largest amount of
cleansed wool produced in one year was yielded by a
Cotswold sheep, viz: 7.06 pounds. We must add that

this report of the committee on only 15 sheep, does not

conform to what was published at the time of the shear-

ing, when 38 sheep were shorn before the committee, and
the weights, both of the animals and the fleeces, given.

This leads us to infer that sheep owners who saw that

this report was going to damage their flocks, were

allowed to withdraw their fleeces, after the shearing.

OLANBERS I—Too I.ate. — We have
heretofore repeatedly warned our readers and the public

against the danger of getting glandered horses irom the

Government. Now we must reiterate this, and state the

fact, that among the horse? sold in this city at the Govern-
ment sales, those well known to have this most malig-

nant and terrible disease, (affecting men as well as hor-

ses) have been repeatedly, and we presume constantly,

sold. There is not a respectable horse-dealer on 24th

street, who will allow a government horse to come near

his stable. This statement rests on the assurance of a
physician and thorough veterinarian, who also stales to

us that, within a few days lie has seen a badly glandered

horse eating his oats out of his master's butcher-cart,

which was subsequently fiHed with meat for distribution

to families. Ought these things to be ? The Gnvernrnent

might belter have shot every horse, than to have them
spread contagion and death (for the disease is utterly in-

curable) among the stables of the country, far and near.

Besides, we shall very likely hear of men dying in un-

utterable agonies from this malady,

Xlie Harvests, etc.— Tlie season has been
remarkably favorable to growing crops. Hay in all parts

of the country has been very heavy, and usually well se-

cured. The yield of small grains, large at the East,

never better in the State of New York, good in Pennsyl-

vania, and at the West, though accounts are conflicting,

we believe as good as usual, in fact there is at tliis sea-

son, even less than usual " growling. " Tliere is a great

deal of wheat on hand, even two years old. still in fijst

hands at the West. The farmers have held on foi- bigger

prices, and may now see how mistaken was that pniicy.

If the prices that have lately ruled, are maintiiined. it

will only be by speculation and gambling, and the profits

of Ihis busines, taken from the mouths of orphans, and

the hard toil of the laborer, are not sliared by the farmers.

Corn looks very well ; apples are reported a short crop

in most localities, and it is probable they will be scarce

and high. Grapes are poor so far as we can learn.

Osier "Willoi-vs,-We have inquiries abotit

the culture of these. Procure cuttings 8 to 12 inches

long, after the leaves have fallen. Set them in spring in

rows 3 feet apart. 10 inches distnnt in the rows, leaving

the top of the cutting level with the suiface of the ground.

For the first year, at least, the plnntation should be kept

as thoroughly tilled as a corn field. A deep, rich, moist

soil is best ; bottom lands thiit are occasionally overflowed

are suitable, but they must be free from standing water.
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Xlie Fair of tlic American Insti-

tute.—The ?6lh Aiinii:il Fair of the American Insiimte

will commence on the ]2lh inst., and continue until

October I9th. The pbice selected for holding the exhi-

bition is the armory on 14th-street. near 6th uvenue, be-

ing the same building occupied by the great Saiiitai-y

Fair last year. A very extensive and liberal list of pre-

miums is offered for industrial products r)f all kind?, in-

cluding those of agriculture and horlicullure. Agricul-

tural and dairy productions, as well as preserves, honey

and wines must be in place on or before Monday, Sept.

12tti. Fruits must be in by Monday, the 18th; Green

House plants and florist's flDwers generally, Monday,

25th ; Evergieens, Fetns, Lycopods, and cut flowers on

Monday, Oct. 2d ; Table decorations. Baskets, Bouquets,

and Rustic stands, Monday, Oct. 9th, and Chry:?anthe-

mums, Monday. Oct. 19th. Horticulturists will be much
interested in this fair, from the fact that the award of the

Greeley Premiums is to be made upon fruits there exhi-

bited. One hundred dollars will be awarded, each, for

the best bushel of apples, the best bushel of pears, and

the best dish of grapes (not less than six pounds), of the

varieties best adapted to general culture. Tlie following

varieties of Apples and Pears were exliibited and exam-

ined last fall and will not come into competition this

year, except from the parties who exhibited the speci-

mens then, viz Apples.—Hubbardston Nonsuch, Fall-

awater, Conkling's Seedling. Svfaar and Baldwin. Pears

Bartlelt, Lawrence, Duchesse de Angouleme and Dana's

Hovey. The fruit for which these premiums are offered

must be exhibited on or before Monday, the ISth of Sep-

tember. Varieties which ripen at a later period may be

exhibited at the rooms of the American Institute on the

second Tuesday of November, and the second Tuesday

of December, in competition for the same premiums.

The following gentlemen compose the Committee to ex-

amine and report upon the varieties exhibited : Messrs.

John A. Warder, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Chas. Downing,

Newburgh, N. Y.; Isaac M. Ward, Newark, N. J.; Wm.
S. C3rpenter. New Voik ; P. T. Quinn, Newark. N. J. ;

Wm. L. Ferris, Throg's Neck, N. Y.; E. Ware Sylves-

ter, Lyons. N. Y. Peter B. Mead, N. J., will meet with

this Committee in awarding the premium on the Grape.

The fruit for these premiums should be directed to .Tohn

W. Chambers, Clerk of the American Inslitute, 14th-

street, and marked '* For the Greeley Premiums." The
chaiges must be paid to the place of exhibition.

Communications on the subject of the exhibition are to

be addressed to John W. Chambers, Sec. American In-

stitute, Cooper Union Building, N. Y. City.

How to Manage a ISaullcy Horse.

—

"J, C. R.,"of Pittsburgh, Pa., writes to the Agricul-

turist, that he saw a stranger open the mouth of a baulky

horse and throw in two handfuls of dust and sand from

the beaten track of the road, and the animal obeyed his

driver immediately and travelled on. We have known a

similar effect produced by slipping a small cord around

the tongue, or under jaw, and pulling forward on it. *' J.

C. R." accounts for the phenomenon by supposing that

the dust diverts the horse's attention and he forgets his

baulkiness for the time being. The best way is to

so manage horses, that they will never baulk. This
preventive is worth all the- remedies in the world.

Xhe Russian Cattle Plagfue. (Cnre
Proposed.)—In an other article we give some state-

ments concerning this disease. Mr. Louis Burstali, of

this city, sends us the following, which is worth re-

membering, for we may have an opportunity to put the

suggestion in practice before long. *' Learning that in

England, the Russian Epidemic has attacked cattle, and

as it is possible that this very disastrous disease may be

imported into this country, I take the opportunity to

diiect your attention to a means, which, in this as in

many other cases, has proved to be thoroughly disinfec-

ting. This is Raw Petroleum, or if it is not to be had.

Kerosene (or Benzine?). But for external use (as a dis-

infectant) raw Petrolenm is preferable. I go so far as to

think, that Kerosene should be administered internally to

cattle, that have shown the first symptoms nf the Rus-

sian plague."

To Prevent Snint in ^Vl»e:Qt.—David
Nutt- Dearborn Co., Ind., recommends one pound of
blue vitriol in five gallons of water as strep for seed
wheat, to prevent rust. The grain is soaked in it an hour
and sowed immediately. The usual praclire Is, to soak
the seed in strong brine, and use about 'i' lb. of blue
vitriol (sulphate of copper) to five gallons of brine.

After the seed has been in this pickle a few hours, it is

spread on a floor, rolled in dry slacked lime, and sowed
as soon as praclicablo. The brine floats off all the light

seed and also aids the copper salt in killing the smut,

QnicU r.ime on IVlieat Soils.—W. H.
Marbles, Allegany Co., Mich., writes with rrference to

our article on Soils for Wheat in the April number, page

112: "Quick Lime has a very manifest and lasting effect,

pulverizing and generally loosening our clay soils May
it not also act as a decomposer and absorbent ? I think

I cannot be mistaken that the crop bears drought better

where the soil has been limed. It should be slacked only

sufficiently for spreading, and plowed under as quickly as

possible. In some circumstances it is a cheap manure,

as it costs so little to apply it." The same writer speaks

highly of leached ashes. In one instance a dressing of

these (quantity not given) increased the yield of grain

more than ten bushels per acre.

Renovating old Meadows.—"R. C. J.,"

Columbia Co., Penn., writes; "I have an eight acre

meadow, which has not been plowed for thirty-five years.

About one fourth, receiving the washings from the public

road, produces good Timutliy. Another fourth has grown
up with wild grass ; the balance produces almost nothing.

The soil is naturally good, neither too dry nor too wet.

The question is, wliat shall I do to get it in good Timothy ?

Siiall I manure, lime and harrow it thoroughly, and sow
it with Timothy ? or shall I plow this fall for corn, fol-

lowing with oats or wheat ?"—The wild grass is an in-

dication of an excess of water. The first step is to drain

and open the soil. Then a liberal dressing of bone dust,

lime and barnyard manure, well harrowed in, may pro-

duce a good crop next season. Or plow under a dres-

sing of lime, and top dress with well-rotted barnyard
manure, and stock down with Timothy, or sow other

grass seed also. If done this month, it will yield a heavy

burden of grass next season. The best way ordinarily

is, to plow and crop it, manuring liberally a few years,

and then stock down again to grass, with some grain crop.

Keepiii$x' Mannre.— Questions en<yttgh for
a long chapter.—Geo. A. Dudley, of Ulster Co., N. Y".,

asks: I. Should the droppings of the stable be kept

under cover, or exposed to rains? II. If under cover,

should not the receptacle be just outside the building and

roofed over, rather than under the stable, where it would
infect the air above ? III. Should a pit, in either case,

be left with naked walls and earth bottom, or both made
water tight with cement? IV. Would an earth bot-

tom absorb value to any great extent from the liquid?

Ans.— I. In regard to the first : under cover. Though
on this point Mr. D. says—his own experience has been
that, "undercover the heap 'burned' out its vitality,

while outside the rains prevented this." This must have
been because the liquids were not led over the solid parts,

and the heap was not properly .spread and trodden

down. II. Much better have the manure sheds outside

and with closed sides. III. We would cement both

sides and bottom of any regular pit. but if the manure
sheds were extensive, would not attempt to cement the

whole, if the ground was clayey, or a stiff loam, or

gravelly clay loam, (IV.) such soils are sufficiently im-

pervious. Sandy and light loam soils allow the manure
to soak into them, often to a depth of several feet.

Cliaffinp: Hay and Stra-*v.—Isaac B.

Ruraford, of Penn., writes to the Agriculturist : I do not

feed hay to any of my stock except milch cows, because

I think straw and grain cheaper and as good. All the

hay fed to cows, as well as straw, is chaffed to prevent
any waste, and to be able to know exactly how many
pounds are fed out. I find by chaffing corn fodder that the

stock, except one of my mules, which is rather dainty,

will eat it all up. We use a one-horse-power to chaff with,

and are sure it pays. I prefer chaffed straw for litter,

because it soaks up the liquid manure much better tlian

when not cut. When the litter is chaffed, the manure is

in a much better condition for spreading or plowing in.

I>itcliin«f Macliines,—M. W. Montgrome-
ry. Jay Co., Indiana, inquires if there is any machine in

successful operation for cutting ditches for tiles ? None
that we know of. Many of our Western farmers ha\e af-

firmed that the Mole Plow, which is drawn by a capstan
anchored to a tree or post, and makes a round hole 2 or 3

feet below the surface, through the compact subsoil,

serves an excellent purpose. The best way to cutditches
is to use the ditching plow, pick, spade and shovel.

Scytlie Sharpening:.—Cbas. E.Towuscnd,
of Queens Co., N. V., writes: " The ordinary mode of
sharpening a scythe with the dry rifle, heats the edge and
destroys the fine temper of the blade, the same as the

temper of a knife would be destroyed by grinding it on a

dry stone. By using a round stone hone, and keeping it

in a pail of water, the temper of the blade will be

preserved, a keener edge imparted, and with a single

honing, double the quantity of grass can be cut than
when shatpened with the ordinary dry rifle. The hone
should be re-wet two or three times while whetting the
blade. A scythe treated in this way will last double the

ordinary time ; and those who try this method of wet

honing, will be surprised to hear the unwonted, keen,
ripping sound of the blade, as it cuts through the grass,"

To which we say : Very important and useful, if true.

Is Hair -^rortli saving as a I?lanure ?
—This question is asked by a Western Peunsylvanian.
Had he hailed from this side of the Alleghanies we
should liave wondered at the question. Hair is very
powerful manure, being so rich in nitrogen (which forms
ammonia) that it must be used with caution, like

guano and other highly ammoniacal fertilizers. It un-
dergoes fermentation rather slowly at first, but if com-
posted with muck and the fermentation quickened by a

little barnyard liquor or horse manure, it acts very quick-

ly. Hair, wool, woolen rags, horn shavings, etc., contain
more nitrogen than the best Peruvian guano.

Fallo-»vs,—When they are not well drained,
better drain, and improve their productiveness for a crop
of spring wheat, than to sow winter wheat. In some
sections of the country new ground in process of being
cleared is called "fallow." On such let the rubbish be
burned before wet weather, all weeds and bushes cut,

and the soil well prepared for winter or spring grain.

Tlie Ice-honse Qnestion.—" W. H. 0.,"
De Kalb Co., 111. How to make an ice-house that will

keep ice—that is the question. W. H. 0. writes :
" Last

winter I built a house twelve feet square and eight feet

high of pine boards, well jointed. I then built another
two feet larger each way around it, and filled the space
between them with oat straw, well pounded in; the
whole was then covered with a roof and shingled ; the

space under the roof was also filled with straw, and the
ends boarded up. It was filled in February with the

most splendid ice I ever saw, all in blr)cks two feet squaie
and two feet thick. I thought it would last till next

winter, but here it is the first of July and my ice all gone,

although we have not used a twentieth part of it. Where
have I failed in the construction of the building?" This
house probably failed to keep ice on account of a lack of

dminage, or from a free access of air at the bottom,

operating in connection with no ventilation at the top.

Not a particle of air should have access below, and no
water should stand where the ice will touch it. The
walls are all right, only twice or three times as thick as

they need be. The roof would be just as good if boarded
on the under side of the rafters, with straw stuflfed be-

tween. Sufficient ventilation would be secured by half-

a-dozen 2-inch-augur holes in each end near the peak.

Pigpeons on tlie Farm.—Some one in the
periodical called Our Young Folks, very prettily expa-

tiates on the wonderful dtsciimination of the pigeon in

eating only the seeds of weeds, and if he happens to touch

a planted crop, it is only to pick up the imperfect grains,

which this wise bird knew would never grow, but which
are just as good pigeon feed as those which would. Tlie

writer of all this pretty talk should have seen the pigeons

at our peas this spring. They took them out of the

ground about as fast as they went in, and as they made
clean work, we must, according to this writer's view,

have planted none but bad seeds. There was one new
kind we particularly desired to try, and though we en-

deai'ored to save it by both dog and gun, the pigeons

were too much for us. They got up early, staid up late,

and watched all the time, which we couldn't afford to do.

We lost all our peas, and if somebody chance to have
fewer pigeons now than formerly, they must have died

from a combined attack of peas and bii*d shot.

Ilorse Collars.—A horse cannot work with
ease and without galling if his collar fits badly. There is

but little danger of a collar being too small for an old

horse, if it will pass over his head. Collars should set

close to the neck all around. When so large that a man
can thrust his arm between the collar and neck, there is

great danger of two things—galling and spraining the

shoulder by heavy drawing, or a violent jerk.

Eg'g's.—Store with care in a dry, cool place,

'for use next winter. Set them on the small end between
layers of any kind of meal or flour in a box or barrel.

Pass each egg before a light, or look at It through

a tube a foot or more long, to tell the good ones. Bad
eggs are dark colored. Good ones are translucent, show-
ing the color of the yolk, Pack the boxes full, so as to

be able to turn them bottom upward every now and then.

Orania Orass.—F. A. Lament, Vallccito,

Cal. The grass you speak of is one of several species of
Chondrosium. Some attempts were made to introduce it

into the Southern Slates some year.'^ ago, but we have

never heard with what success. It is peculiarly adapted

to sterile soils where there arc longdroulhs, but we doubt
if it would supersede our pasture grasses at the North
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Cranberry CiiUure.—After the Auj^ust

number went lo press we li;iJ a iiole from Dr, Russ,

whose ariicle on craiibeny culture we publisheil, re-

quesiing us to supply an omission. In his ariicle he

omilted to siale thut where the vine worm was tmuhle-

some, flowing the bed in winter w^ould prevent its

attacks. Where the locality admits of it, it is well to

have airangemenls to flow tlie bed at pleasuie, as after

the fruit is set it is sometimes attacked by an insect from

which it may oe protected by coveting with water.

Orape XrelliJiie** upon a Hill-side.

—

J. MciMurray asks if trellises upon a steep hill should

lun up and down the hill, or across. The trellis should

be at right angles with the slope, for unless the arms be

hoiizontal, it will be impossible to equalize the crowlh

of ihe canes : tlie earth will wash less if they run across,

Aslics Tor l-Vnit Xrees.—K. Presser, Al-

leghany Co., Penn., inquires " What kind of manure the

ashes from furnaces of tanneiies will make for fruit

trees. Tanners burn their spent tanbark, which makes

vast quantities of ashes, which they throw away,"

Ashes from Dark are excellent manure and certainly

good for fruit trees ; and unless the ground is covered

with them so deep as to kill vegetation, there is little

danger of applying too lar^e quantities. Still, such ashes

are not so valuable as wood ashes, for they contain but

a small amount of alkali ; hence soap makers consider

bark ashes as of very little or no value to make lye.

Saving Xomato Seecls.—M. B. Pratt

gives the following as lus method of treating tomato

seeds: " Lay the seeds and pulp upon a dry cloth, spread

them with a knife, then lay another cloth over, and roll

all up tight, then scrape off the seeds into a pan of water

and wash out with the hand all the pulp that is left after

rolling, and lay them in the dry cloth for a few

minutes
;
place them in a paper, and in course of the day

they are clean and dry, and ready for sale." Another

subscriber spreads the pulp, containing the seeds, thinly

upon newspaper, without washing, and allows it to dry

there. The paper is then rolled up and put away until

spring. When needed for sowing, the paper is cut into

strips and planted (seeds, paper and all) in the hot bed.

A gfreat Year for Toadstools,—Every
where around New York City the months of July and

August have been lemarkably favorable to the growth of

the different forms of Fungi, not only of the larger kinds,

which are popularly recognised as toadstools and mush-

rooms, but of the more minute ones, known as mildew,

rust, etc. A friend informs us that he found the etiible

mushroom growing as finely and as abundantly in an old

orchard in July, as it usually does In October. Various

kinds of toadstools have been so abundant in the garden,

as to make it necessary to hoe them up like weeds, and
such is the rapidity of their growth, that the process had

to be repeated the next day. Flower-pots and rustic

baskets, placed out of doors, have borne large crops of

these fungi, to the detriment of the plants they contained.

We have in anotlier place alluded to the geneial pre-

valence of mildew, which is a minute fungus growing

upon living plants. This lias not been confined to the

grape alone, but has appeared upon plants not usually

affected by it. We had a nice patch of cucumbers in a

rather sheltered spot, and tlie mildew appeared upon the

leaves of these and swept them off as if by fire. The
rust upon the raspberry, which is still another fungus,

has been prevalent and fatal. Indeed all plants of this

low grade seem to have perfectly revelled this year.

<jvarden Edg^ing^s — Inrormation
Wauted.—W. S. Gridley and several others have

written to know of a good substitute for box. We do

not know what to recommend. Box is not hardy far

north of New York, and there is a great need of some
other dwarf hardy plant to use in its place. Grass will

do. but it is very troublesome on account of its propensi-

ty to run, and it is very difficult to keep it clear of weeds.

We have tried Cratasgus Pyracantha, and Privet, but

they are naturally large shrubs and do not succeed well

when kept as dwarf and close as is required for an edg-

ing. The dwarf Iris and some other herbaceons plants

are used, but they have not a good green color. An-

nuals are too mucli trouble, as by the time they are large

enough to look well they are cut down by the frost. We
shall be glad of any suggestions on this subject.

The ^Vistaria.—"T. H." It is not unusual

for the Wistaria to flower a second time, especially in

such a damp season as the past summer has been. The
flower clusters are, however, never as full, nor as abun-

dant as in early spring, its usual flowering time.

Abont IVantes.—" Inquirer " askes if he

should say Whortleberry or Huckleberry. The best

American writers ii^e Huckleberry, and English authors
say Whorile-and Hurtie-berry. All these words are de-
rived from Myrile-berry. and we prefer to follow good
usai,'e and call it Hnckle-berry. With regard to Tomato,
it is pronounced both Tom-ar-to and Tom-ay-to. Though
we were taught to give the broad sound lo the a, analogy
with potato would show that the long sound is most
proper. Where the botanical name, whicli follows the

rules of the Latin language, becomes the common one,
it is often difficult lo decide whether the name should be
Ansilicised or not. There has been much discussion

wheilier one of our beautiful bulbs should be called Glad-
i-olus or Gladi-rjdus. and an equal discrepancy exisis
wilh regard to C/em-atis or Ciema-lis, though the best

authorities adopt the former. Still more puzzling is it

to decide what shall be the common name of a peren-
nial, likely to become popular, named from the botanist

Michaux, whose name is pronounced Mee-show, The
plant is Michauxia. Shall its common name be Mee-
show-e-ahor My-chorx-eye-a ?

I>on1»le Apple Klossom.—The London
Gardener's Chronicle figures a double apple blossom as a
novelty. Scarcely a year passes that we do not see them.
They usually appear after the general blooming is over.

Plants I\amcd.—Irene Cole, White Co.,
Ind. Lamium maculatum, the spoiled Dead-nettle ; a
plant from the South of Europe that has been in cultiva-

tion for nearly two centuries, and is quite as handsome as

some of the "foliage plants" now sold E. A. G.

Wellington, O. A red-leaved Polygonum, which has
been dropped from the catalogues and we have forgotten

the species W. W. Matthews, Wis. The leaf of

Celastrus scandetis, the w;ix-work or Climbing Bitter-

sweet, figured and described in August of last year

W. H. Johnson. Some plant of the Borage family which
can not be determined from leaves only J.Barnard.
Hihiscus Moscheutos, sometimes called American Jute ;

an account and figure will be found in the Agriculturist

for Feb. 1863 Louisa Van Tassel, Wood Co., O.

Specimen not recognized from leaves only ; it looks like

some species of Baptisia. S. C. Larkln, Worcester
Co., Mass., sends a Helichryum, or Straw-flower, in

which the head of the flower bears a cluster of smaller

heads. This is not an unusual thing with plants of this

family, the Hen-and-chicken Daisy is an old and well

known example of the same thing. No other plant seen.

Insects npon Insects.—Several have sent
us specimens, and others have sent us descriptions of
caterpillars of various kinds, which weie more or less

covered by small white oval bodies, that some of the

writers recognised as what they really are—the cocoons

of a parasitic insect. It is one of the wise provisions for

preventing the undue increase of insects, that most of

them have insect enemies Among the most destructive

of these are the Ichneumon flies, a term applied to a

large claEs of four-winged insects, which deposit their

eggs in the larvae or pup« of other insects. The maggots
hatched from these eggs, feed upon Ihe living animal in

whioh they are enclosed, and by the time it dies, they

have attained a sufficient size to undeigo their trans-

foimalion. The number of parasites that are nourished

by one caterpillar is sometimes astonishing. A few days

ago we took from our tomato vines the larva of a Sphinx,

which was almost completely covered wilh the cocoons

of an Ichneumon. From counting a [lorlionof these, we
estimated the whole number at between three and four

hundred. It is quite remarkable that this number of

maggots could have lived within the caterpillar, attain

their full growth and spin their cocoons, without killing

it. Though still alive, the caterpillar was evidently

much weakened by rearing such alarge unnatural family,

and will probably in a short time die from e.xhaustion.

Insect Qneries.—We have of late received

an unusual number of queries in respect to insects.

While we try to keep the run of those which serious-

ly injure cultivated plants, there are many sent to

us which are merely curious to the sender, or are not

known as enemies to the cultivator, which we have not

heretofore had the means of determining Finding spe-

cimens of tliis kind to accumulate upon our hands, we
have made such arrangements wilh competent entomo-

logists, as will in future enable us to determine the spe-

cimens sent. The field of Entomology is so large, that

our best naturalists in this line usually confine themselves

to a single order. VVe must request those who send in-

sects to put them in boxes that will not be crushed in the

mail. Very small ones go readily in a quill, and a turned-

wooden, or tin pill box, or even a stiflf pasteboard pen or

other box, answers well for larger ones. There are many
grubs, caterpillars, or larvas. which are not known in the

perfect state, and on the other hand there are beetles,

butterflies, etc., the grub or larva state of which is not

known. As a general thing, injects are the most destruc-

tive, as caterpillars on grubs, and it U well for those who
have the .ipportunily, to watch ihe transfoiniations of
these, and find out what they become in their perfect
stHte. Tho.«e caterpillars that spin are easily fed and
managed; those which burrow should be provided with
a box or flower-pot of earth, in which to make their
transformation Mr. G. C. Morris, of Phila. Co., Pa.,
writes to know if his potatoes are troubled by the 10-

lined Potato beetle, figured m August. This beetle has
not yet been found far east of llie Mississippi valley, and
we have not heard of iis doing any mischief below
ground From our correspondent's description, we
infer that the trouble is done by ilie grub of the common
May-bug .. L Coburn, Columbiana Co., O., sends us a
very common pest of the vine, Philampelus Achemon.
The '*eggs" are cocoons of a parasite and are alluded
to in another item. This insect does not appear in great
numbers, and is readily removed by hand picking
Eddie A. Popenoe, McLean Co., 111., sends us some
galls from a grape vine. The remains of the grub were
found there, but so much dried as not to be recognised.

Killing- Insects.—A Ely wishes to know
the best way of killing insects for entomological speci-
mens. Butterflies and moths are almost instantly killed
by letting fall upon their bodies a few drops of chloroform.
This rapidly evaporates and leaves the insect with its

colors unchanged. Beetles may be drowned in alcohol.
It is said that Benzine will kill insects very promptly, but
that it renders their limbs so brittle that they break with
the least touch, and it is necessary to let them remain for

a few days, lo become flexible, before setting them up.

Still anotUer Cnrcnlio Remedy.—
Mr. B. B. French of Washington, D. C. writes to the
N. E. Farmer, that he has succeeded in keeping the cur-

culio away from his plums by pulling a "cartload of gas-

lime" around each tree. It appears to us that the gas-

lime must have been very poor, or the plum-trees very
tenacious of life. We mention this as an item of current

news, but do not advise our reatlers lo try the experi-

ment upon any tree which they are not willing to risk,

A ne^v View of tlie Caterpillar
Question*— It is well known that the tent caterpillar,

which is such a scourge to our orchards, is very fond of

the wild cherry. A progressive farmer friend of ours,

who has a constant battle with the old fogy notions of his

less wide awake neighbors, had some wild clieny tices

badly infested with caterpillars, and proceeded to cut

them down. Some of his neighbors, on seeing what he

was at, came to him and implored him to save Ihe trees,

as otherwise the caterpillars, being deprived of these,

would destroy the neighboring orchards. Our friend kept

on wilh his work, informing the anxious ones that when
they set apart a particular field for weeds, with a view to

keep them from the rest of the farm, he would keep a

grove of wild cherry trees especially for the insects.

IIo"*v to make Cider Vinegar.—M.
Kelly, Fayette Co., Ind., writes to the Agriculturist:

" I have twenty-four barrels of cider, that has had
sulphite of lime put in it to keep it sweet. It is now loo

sour to drink, and nqt sour enough for vinegar. Do tell

me how to make vinegar of it." Procure a lot of cheap

molasses, and mingle one gallon of molasses, or 12 to 14

lbs. of sugar with ten gallons of water. First rack off

the cider from the sediment, then add five gallons

of such liquid to every barrel of the cider. Fill each

barrel not more than fi full, and plnce them by the side

of some building, covering them with boaids to prevent

the sun warping the barrel-staves. Leave the bung hole

open. A bung hole 4 inches square is better. Or put the

cider, after adding the sweetening into large open tubs

under a shed, covered with loose boards. It will make
excellent vinegar in a few weeks. Then fill the barrels

and put them in the cellar, until wanted for market.

Analytical Cliemist.—Prof. F. F. Mayer,

whose card appears in our adveitising columns, is a gen-

tleman well known to us as a competent chemist, and is

one to whom we should not hesitate to commit any
investigation requiring thorough chemical knowledge.

Catalogrne.iii, etc.. Receive*!.—B. L.

Ryder, West Franklin Nurseries, Loudon, Franklin Co.,

Pa. Catalogue of Fruit trees and general nursery s*ock.

I. W. Hicks & Co., Bridgeport (Conn.) Nursery.

General catalogue and special list of vines.... Francis

Brill. Newark. N. J. An abridged list of Nursery Slock,

including new Strawbenies and 20,000 Japan Lilies

Andrew S. Fuller. Woodside Nursery, Ridgewood. Ber-

gen Co., N.J. Descriptive Catnlogue of small Fruits,

Ornamental Shrubs, etc , with numerous illu.'^trations

The twelfth Report of the Ohio Pnm<. logical Society, an

interesting volume, containing among oiher useful mat-

ter a revised catalogue of fruits suitable for Ohio.
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Xhe Hair M^orm.—Some one has sent us

a specimen of the Haii" Worm, sometimes called Hair

Snake. It is a dark colored aquatic woi m, about a foot

long, and exceedingly slender and hair-like. These

worms belong to the genus Gordius, the most common
ppecies, being aquaticus. They have the habit of twist-

ing themselves up in most complicated knots, and the

name Gordius was probably given to them on this ac-

count, in allus^ion to the Gordian knot. Among boys the

notion prevails tliat tliese worms are horse hairs, wlilch

have fallen into the water and become vitalized. It is

hardly necessary for us to say Ihat this Is an absurd error.

Among the White Mountains.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Gorham^ N. if., July 24, 1865.

While at Geneva, Switzerland, three years ago this

month, I fell in company with some Englisli gentlemen,

and the conversation naturally turned upon mountain

ecenery, as Mont Blanc was in view from our liotel

window. I was asked about the *' White Mountains of

iS'ew Hampshire,'' and felt no little chagrin at being un-

able to speak knowingly of them. I turned the subject

as speedily as possible, and talked of our great rivers—

the beautiful Hudson and the Niagara, and particularly

of the grand ftlississippi and its branches, which I could

describe from St. Paul and from Pittsburg, all the way to

New Orleans. On this topic we can out-talk all Europe,

and *' the rest of mankind "—east of the Atlantic. And
here let roe say, that no one should go abroad, sight-see-

ing, until he lias been not only down the lower Missis-

sippi, but up as far as St. Paul and Minnehaha Falls, and

also along the thousand miles of the Ohio from Pittsburg

to Cairo. Nothing will give one a grander conception of

our country and of its majestic scenery. There is

nothing in Eurojie to be named in comparison. The
Rhine has been written upon in thousands of journals

and volunaes ; and it is well worth visiting, especially the

SO or 90 miles between Bingen and Bonn, where the vine-

clad banks and the ruins of numerous old stone Castles

are interesting—the latter from the legends connected with

them. But. to say nothing of the Hudson and the Niagara,

or of the Ohio and its confluents, the upper Mississippi,

in my estimation atleast, far excels in interesting natural

scenery any thing fimnd along the Rhine. But to lelurn

frnm this digression. Afler the above tacit confession of

ignorance respecting our own Alpine scenery, I resolved

to take the first opportunity after the close of the war, to

study it; and I am here pailly for this purpose, and part-

ly oti a tour of agricultural observation and business.

I have been pleased with the ride up from Portland, to-

day, over the Grand Trunk R. R. (though not quite as

pleaf^ant as it would have been, but for the poor and

poorly served dinner in the Portland Depot.) There is

belter land and a moie advanced state of cultivation than

] expected to find in Oxford County, Me. Many of the

meadows and pastures, with their meandering stieams,

graceful elms, and grazing herds, equal the finest rural

paintings I have ever seen. Indeed, I think a fine oil

painting at home must have been sketched near Bethel.

Here we first struck the Androscoggin river, and thence

followed its winding course twenty-one miles to this

point. But space will not allow me to do more than give

a few general impressions, gathered in my journey, here

and elsewhere.

( Summit of Mt. Washington,
I 6 o'clock A. M., July 26.

Beautiful I Grand ! Glorious ! ! I had half suspected

hotel keepers, paid writers, and enthusiasts, of over-

praising ihe While Mountain scenery. Pardon the suspi-

cion. The half has not been tnld, and can not be. It is

wortli a thousand miles of foot travel to enjoy one view

like this !—Yesterday morning two of us, with our ladies,

left the Alpine House at Gorham, and drawn by four good
horses, came eight miles through the Glen, or Valley of

the Peahody, to the foot of Mount Washington, and tlien

eight miles more up the steep road cut alo^ig the declivity

of the mountain ; and an excellent road it is, running

now lo the left and now to the right, in a zig-zag course,

and rising almost uniformly one foot in eight. The first

lialf is through evergreen forests, from openings in

which we get occasinnai glimpses of the gradually sink-

ing vallies. At one point we have a good view of the

summits of Ihe five a'ljoining mountain peaks, lying from
south-west to nnvth-east, viz. : WasliingtoR, Clay, Jeffer-

son, Adams, and Madison, (phonetically remembered in

this order by Winler-Cherry-J-A-M.) All these are over a

mi!e (52S0 feet) in hight, viz. : Washington, 62S5 feet;

Adams. 5S(iO ; Jefferson, 5701 ; the other two each 5400

feet. After fnur miles of ascent, the trees begin to grow
stunted ; then we find perfectly formed trees only five or
six feel high ; then mere shrubs ; and the last iwo miles,

only masses of loose rocks, with scarcely any vegelalion

but scattering lichens and mosses. The road up these

rocks is almost frightful to the timid and uninitiated , but

one is reassured by the fact that while tensef thousands

have ascended, no one has ever received harm. The
scenery, even two-thirds of the way up. is grand beyond

my power to describe. *' We could go home even now,

well repaid for the toil and cost of our journey hither,'*

was the frequent expression of our party. Before we
reached the top, thick clouds swept over and around us,

shutting out of view almost Ihe road under our feet. The
cold was so great that our thick under flannels, warm
clothing, and over-coats, were very agreeable. We weie

soon in rain clouds, driven so fiercely that umbiellas

could not be held ; and even the wagon-top was furled and

taken down to prevent our being blown over. It is need-

less to say, we enjoyed all this—the very thought of rid-

ing among the c/o7idj well repaid any discomfort of wind

and rain. Reaching the summit, we found warm rooms
in the two "tip-lop" houses—low built of rough stones,

and covered with roofs anchored down by long chains

drawn over them and bolted to the rocks. A storm on the

Atlantic was mild in comparison with the howling winds
and driving rain that swept around us for the half of the

night. But a merrier crowd I never saw than the fifty or

sixty of us gathered last night, in tlie outwardly rude, but

interiorly comfortable dwellings. The cloud mist pene-

trated every seam and crevice, but roaring birch-wood

fires kept up all night in the large sheet-iron stoves, with

warm bedding, dispelled the cold and dampness.

At 4 A.M. we were awakened by a bell, and the welcome
announcement that we might perhaps see the sun rise.

Everybody was soon up and dressed, and wrapped in

cloaks and hoods and over-coats, the whole company
were quickly out, clambering over the rocky peak, each

striving to get the highest stand-point. The sky was al-

most clear above, but below us the massive clouds hung
over the vallies all around, and were still shedding down
copious rain drops. Only here and there could be seen

the hill-summits that rose above the vapor, like liltle

islands in mid-ocean. As the sun came up from below
the eastern horizon, the view around was like the ocean
in one vast surging foam. An exultant shout rose from

every tongue. " Grand !
" " glorious I' '

*' wonderful !
"

"sublime !" '^ charmant '. raviasant '. magmjique !^* were
faint expressions of the feelings that swelled up in every

heart. This anniversary of my birth-day will stand out

distinct frnm every other. / saw nothing among the Alps

to equal this. My conceptions of the grandeur of earth,

of the greatness of Him who reared these hills, who
formed the higher mountains elsewhere, who spread out

the plains, and hollowed out the bed of the ocean, have
never before been so exalted as on this morning. Just

now the cloud-sea has sunk into the lowest vallies, and
ceased to pour out rain. It looks like liltle lakes scat-

tered among hills. We can at this moment look over al-

most half of New England. I cannot describe the scene.

Mr. Starr King, in his book of the " White Hills," and
Mr. Eastman, in his smaller Guide Book, have attempted

to depict it ; but even Mr. King's beautiful language falls

infinitely below the reality. Reader, if you ever travel,

before the railway shall open an easy route to the Rocky
Mountain summits, go not first to Switzerland, but wend
your way to the top of Mount Washington, and abide

here until you have enjoyed both a storm and a clear sky,

Franconia Notch, July 29.

The Notches, or Mountain Passes.—The mountain
range across northern New Hampshire, is cut through
from north to south by three main depressions or vallies,

through which wagon roads have been constructed.

Along the eastern side of Mount Washington is a valley

in which the Peabody river runs northward into the

Androscoggin, and the Ellis flows south tov\ ards Conway,
entering the Saco near Bartlelt. The middle valley, seven

or eight miles west of the above, is very narrow at one
point, where it is called the "Crawford Notch"—there

being but a wagon road between the precipitous clifl^s.

At the Crawford House, near the middle of this valley,

and just north of the Crawford Notch, the Saco river

rises in a spring near the house and runs southward,

then eastward, entering the Atlantic near the south-west
corner of Maine. At the barn is another spring, from
which the water flows northward, enlarging into the

Ammonoosuc river. This enters the Connecticut, which
debouches into the L. I. Sound at Saybrook. The Fran-
conia Valley and Notch are a dozen miles or so west of

the Crawford or Saco Valley. In this, near the centre,

are the head waters of the south branch of the Ammo-
noosuc, running northward, and of the Pemigewasset
river, flowing southward and helping to form the Merri-

mac river, which passes through Lowell and Lawrence
in eastern Massachusetts, and thence into the Atlantic.

The most interesting objects in the " Crawford N*otch"

are M{)unt Willard, from wliich is a very fine view of the

Gap and Valley; the Silver Cascade, a most beautiful

liltle stieam that dashes down the mountain side for

hundreds of feet, its broken waters resembling molten
silver; and the " Willey House." where, Aug. 28, 1826, a

mountain slide buried a family of this name.
Leaving the Summit of Mt. Washington, we returned

down the carriage road sixteen miles to Gorham, and
went byslage round northward over Randolph Hill, and
to the '* Wambeck House" in Webster, where we en-

joyed a first-rate coimtry dinner. Here we had a fine

view of the whole Mt. Washington Range, and of the
Crawford and Franconia Hills. From this point we went
some fifteen miles south or soul-east lo the Crawford
House, over a pretty safe road, but not avery smooth one.

" A rough, stony road," we said to the driver.
*' Yes. somewhat stony ; but you take the stones away

and you won't have any road left."

Not a bad description of many of the roads in the

mountains. The 48 miles ride around can be shortened
to 7 miles, by taking a bridle-path, on horseback or on
foot, from the Summit of Mt. Washington down its west-

ern side, to Crawford Notch. Until the construction of
the carriage road on the east side, this path was the one
usually taken to the Summit; and though rough and
sleep, it is now adopted by large numbers who enjoy
severe horseback exercise— ladies as well as gentlemen.

There is no direct road or path-way from Crawford
Notch to Franconia Notch. Though only a dozen miles
across, a journey of 27 miles is required by stage, around
by way of Bethleliem, to enter the Fianconia Notch from
Ihe north. The most prominent objects of interest here
are the Profile, or "Old Man of the Mountain," just
south-west of the Franconia House ; the Flume, six

miles down the valley south ; the " Pool " and " Basin,"

not quite so far down ; the Echo Lake, half a mile north;
and especially Mount Lafayette, lo the east. Starting

early this morning, I spent six hours in going up this

mountain and returning, on horseback. The view from
the naked summit, 5200 feet or a mile high, is extensive,

and exceedingly interesting, second only lo that on Mt.
Washinglon ; while the ascent is exciting, to say the

least. Your sharp-shod and sure-footed beast literally

climbs up and descends over a stony path, so steep that

you must lie nearly flat down sometimes and grasp the
mane to avoid slipping off. At some points, cross-poles

are bolted to the smooth steep rocks to furnish climbing

foot-holds. Every m;in coming here should enjoy this

ride. Ladies accustomed to horseback riding, often ac-

complish the feat. Until to-day, I had no idea that a
liorse could climb such steep mountain sides—those
which at a little distance look like perpendicular rocks.

The Old Man OF THE Mountain. 01 the Profile, is

an object of great interest. Standing near the narrow
part of the Franconia Valley, or Notch, and looking up
to the west, you see standing out upon the mountain brow,
a clear, distinct profile of a Human Fare, so well set that

the mind insensibly almost endows it with life. I send
herewith an original sketch, taken with the aid of a glass,

which shows the rocks more plainly than tliey appear to Ihe

unaided eye. The length of the fane is estimated to be

about VO feet : yet as it is seen al the lofty hight of nearly

1500 feet above you.it appeals no larger than that ol

some huge human giant. But from the fact that the

mountain side is entirely inaccessible, one would be

constrained to believe some human handi- work had aided

in fashioning the features of this Granite Face.

The Flume is one of Nature's most curious freaks. A
deep chasm, 20 to 60 feet wide, appeai s almost as if hewn
out of solid rock, with perpendicular walls 60 to 70 feet

high. Down this chasm the water runs and leaps in a

succession of cascades over a rocky bed, for hundreds of

feet. At the narrowest point, a huge rock or boulder

seems to have fallen into the top of the chasm, and there

it remains firmly fastened, though appearing ever ready

to drop upon the heads of those venturing under it.

You will not have spare for a description of the
*' Basin" and " Pool," and of the " Echo Lake," a beau-

tiful sheet of water surrounded by lofty liills. which
send back in a hundred echoes a " halloo" or the report

of a pistol. I go hence to visit Canada East. O. J.
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Digging', Stoning, and Curbing Wells,

The annual waste of manure, and of flesh
and fot, caused by drivhig anhnals to tlie

brook or spring for water, and by the lack of
an abundance of it, will on many t\xrms equal
the expense of making a good well onco a year.
In the summer, all the stock, and the teams in

particular, sulTer for want of good water; while
during the foddering season, when storms pre-

vail, cattle often will not go to drink for a whole
day, or even longer, because the water is at a
distance from the barn. Then, wlien thirst com-
pels them to leave the yard, and break their

own path through snnw drifts to obtain water,
they drink too much. On their way to and from
the water, they drop much manure, which is

wasted. The importance of a good well at

every barn, where water can not be obtained
from some other source less expensive than
digging wells, need not be argued.

The best time to dig wells in our latitude is in

Seiitember, before hard autumnal rains have
raised the streams. At this season of the year,

those veins of water only a few feet below the

surface are dried up, so that permanent water
can be found only by digging deep. If a good
vein of water can be readied in a dry time, a
well will not be likely to fail. But, if dug when
most springs flow abundantly, the water is lia-

ble to fiul at a period when it is most scarce

—

at the very time when it should be supplied by
a never-f;iiling spring.

Tlie next consideration is, where to dig a well.

Our advice i.s, dig it where it will be most con-

venient for watering stock. If it is to be dug in

the field, the most suitable place would ap-

pear to be near the intersection of the lines

dividing four fields, so that animals in each lot

could be watered from one well, witliout leaving

their respective enclosures. When dug near the

barn, a location convenient to two or more
yards should be chosen. Sometimes it is neces-

sary to sink a well far below the surface, while

in other instances, living water may be reached

by digging only a few feet.

For wells of ordinary size, five feet in diame-

ter is sufficiently large; and they can not be
much smaller than tliis, as a man will not have
sufficient room to swing his pick and handle

the shovel. If the well is, without doubt, to be

30 or 50 feet deep, and to be stoned from the

bottom to the top ; and if the stones are bould-

ers of irregular form and size, it would be moie
advisable to dig six feet in diameter, on account
of making a thicker and more substantial wall,

than is required in shallow wells. If a large

number of animals are to be watered, or much
water required for anj' other purpose, the diam-
eter should be increased to 8 or 10 feet, for tlie

IHU'pose of forming a large reservoir, in which
the water can accumulate. When a well is very

small, a largo herd of cattle would exhaust
the water before they all- could be supplied

;

whereas, there would be an abundant supply,

were there sufiicient space for it to accumulate.
If the well is to be stoned many feet deep,

the stone should be hauled to the spot before it

has been sunk. A few years ago, we employed
a man to dig a well, and before he had dug it

10 feet deep, he struck a vein with his pick,

when the water rushed in so rapidly, as to pre-

vent stoning it. The water flowed in so fust,

that two men were able to lower it only 3 feet

in half a day. Therefore, the well was never

stoned. At another time, the water rose G feet,

as fast as three men were able to make the wall.

If the inside is to be lined with brick or wood,
every thing should likewise be ready for imme-
diate use. The location of the well being de-

termined upon, strike a circle 5 or 6 feet in di-

ameter, whioh is as large as is needed, and mark
it deeply and accurately with a shovel or pick-

ax, leaving the outer edge firm and well defined.

The first 13 or 14 feet of earth may best be

thrown out with shovels, by making a platform

5 or 6 feet Ijelow the surface, from which a man
shovels the earth to the surflice, as fast as it is

thrown up to him. When a well is to be sunk

to a greater depth, one man with a horse can

haul up the dirt with great ease, by erecting

three poles over the well, as represented by
figure 1. A strong stake, having a large 2-inch

pin through the bottom of it, horizonlall}',

should be set firmly in the ground, so that a

horse can not pull it up. Tlieu he will need no
one to lead him. This stake or post must not

be placed beyond the foot of one of the poles,

for the tendency would then be to draw the

tripod over. At this stake a block or pulley is

fixed, and a rope passes through it and over a

pulley near the top of the poles, thence around

another at the bail of the bucket, and the rope

should be tied near the upper cud of the poles.

The upper pulley should be suspended at such

a hight that the dirt bucket may rise just high

enough to be emptied into a wheelbarrow

when the Ijlocks come together. Thus the horse

may continue to pull with all his might, with-

out being able to get away, or to hinder the

workman who manages the bucket. By luaving

a wheelbarrow near, the earth may be turned

quickly into it, before the horse can back up.

AVhen a bucket is drawn up in this manner, it

rises onlj'half as fast as the horse travels; and

be can with ease elevate three or four hundred

pounds at a time.

The best way to make a bucket is, to saw off

about one tliird the length of a strong barrel;

nail a board across the bottom on the outside

so that stones dropping in will not break the

liead through
;
put on a strong iron hoop six

inches above the middle of the bucket and at-

tach an iron bail at this point with half-inch

bolts, passing through the bail, hoop and staves,

or with hooks and eyes. A small lad will be able

to empty a large bucket hung in this manner.

DIGGING AJTD CURBING WELLS IN QUICK SAND.

Whenever there is danger that the earth will

cave in, it becomes necessary to curb the sides

as fast as the well is sunk. To do this, dig out

the earth in a true circle, plumbing accurately
tlie sides of the well, and when it is 6 to 12
feet deep, set up pieces of 3-inch plank, G or 8
inches wide, as represented by figure 3, which
illustrates an cud view of the staves. Set up
one stave perpendicularly, and piu it first to the

earth with wooden pins, at top and bottom, as

shown in the illustration. Then set up 3 or 4
more, nailing them together at the edges. Pin
every fifth stave, to keep the curb from settling

down, when it is undermined. After the last

stave has tieen set up, drive in thin wedges be-

tween the staves, in four places if possible, to

keep it tight. The staves will soon swell on
the outside, and the chinks between them will

fill up with sand and gravel, and thus they will

form an arch that will resist a much greater

pressure than will ever occur at any part of the

curbing. Now dig six feet deeper, if it is safe

to sink it so fiir, and set up another course of
staves under the first, fastening them as previ-

ously directed. In this waj', the well may be
sunk and curbed with great dispatch and perfect

safety to any desirable depth. No other curbing
will be required until the staves have dicayed.

^

3
I

Fig. 2.—WOODEN crRBrNG.

Still, the whole may better be stoned or bi'icked

up at once on the inside of the curbing.

STONING AND PLASTERING WELLS.

When wells are sunk through sufficiently

compact ground, such as will not cave in, the

sides may be plastered with two thick coats of

water-lime cement, from the bottom to within

4 or 5 feet of the top, when there should be an

offset for a brick or stone wall to rest upon,

extending to the surface of the ground. Sink

such a well 4 feet deep, 7 or 8 feet in diam-

eter ;
then, dig it G feet deeper, 5 feet in diam-

eter, and plaster the surface. After this, dig

and plaster about 6 feet, and so finish succes-

sive sections, until permanent water is found.

This will be as good as stone, if well done. If

veins of water break through the green cement,

drive a circular piece of tin or wood, a few
inches long into the plaster and earth, just be-

low the issue of the water, to keep it from run-

ning down and washing off the mortar. Where
stone are abundant it is economical to use them
instead of cement. If bricks are used in-

stead of stone, they should be well burned,

and made wider at one end than .the other,

so as to fit the curve of the well as repre-

sented by fig. 3, at B. Water will find its way
between the staves at the ends, and between the

bricks which should not be laid in mortar.

There is a right way and a wrong way to

stone a well. The object is to build a strong

wall that will not fall inward, instead of a wall

having a smootli face, which is of little account.

Figure 3, illustrates the manner of placing the

stones. In laying up a common wall the large
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ends and face sides are laid in front. But, when

stoning a well, llie large ends are placed in the

opposite direction, so that every course of stone

on tbe face or inside, will form an arcli. The

back side is leveled up with small stone, and

much care should be exercised to place many

Fig. 3. —STONE AND BKICK WALLS TO WELLS.

small ones against the earth, instead of packing

in large ones, to keep the dirt from washing

down to tbe bottom of the well. If gravel can

be obtained conveniently, it is a good practice

to fill all the interstices between the stones with

it. Place a wide board across t.lie wall to stand

on, when laying the Ijrick or stone. Marks on

each edge of it, will serve as guides for carrying

up the face of tlie wall true. Brick and stone

may be lowered by the horse and bucket, in the

same way as hauling up the dirt. There is no

quicker way to draw the water from a well,

when cleaning it out, than to make a valve over

a large bole in the bottom of a barrel, and draw

up a barrelful at once with a horse. If there is

room for a barrel to dip, a valve is not neces-

sary. The stone or brick should be laid in ce-

ment, for at least three feet down from the sur-

face, to exclude worms, reptiles and mice.

Hints about County Fairs.

We hope the managers of county and other

fairs, are awake to the fact that tlieir meetings

are to be unusually interesting this year. Our
farmer soldiers are home agaiiL They are tak-

ing liold, many of them, of the accustomed work
of the farm with new zest, and their interest

to see their companions in arms—and those

from whom they have been separated in different

army corps and divisions, fighting for the same
flag, will lead them to seek all such gatherings.

Every body who loves the soldiers will re-

joice to be present at these reunions, where the

old campaigns will be fought over again, and
anecdotes of those that have fallen will keep

them alive in our grateful memories. Doubt-

less also there will be a dirision of the exhib-

ition halls set apart for relics from the South,

and from the battle fields. This is one feature,

which will " draw." Besides, we all want to see

those southern horses brought home by the offi-

cers—those thin necked, smooth limbed, light,

lithe creatures, that will jump a five rail fence,

or a 13-foot ditch as easily apparently as they

will walk across the meadow. Tlien, too, this has

been a very prosperous season. Vegetables and
fruits, not cut olT e.arl}"- by insects, have done
their best to help to make a good sliow, and the

moist season has favored a rapid growth and

large size. The great interest in fine wool

sheep has chiefly arisen since the last show,

and this is another subject of especial attractive-

ness. The great advance in wages of farm

help awakens farmers more than ever to the

necessity of knowing how machineiy may do

the work for less, and how improved implements

will lighten labor, save time, and add to comfort.

Many societies are preparing to hold fairs this

season, which have not done so for several

years, and it is no less true that a great many

people will this year go to the fliirs, who have

not seen an agricidtural and industrial exhibition

for a long time. The managers have duties to

their exhibitors and visitors, and those wlio at-

tend the show to see what they can, have duties

to themselves and their families.

HOW A CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR

CONDUCTED.

SHOULD BE

The list of premiitms and order of exercises

should be published and distributed free, or in

some form easily accessible to all. The com-

mittees and judges should be instructed to act

promptly, and if they do not, a new committee

should be at once appointed who will act. Some
indication of awards should be placed upon prize

animals and articles as soon as possible, after

they are made, to give additional interest and in-

struction to visitors. It is most important that

:

No uniBorthy article shmild receive any prize.

No prize .ihoukl ever be given to "encourage''^

a worthy exhibitor, who has taken pains to bring

an inferior article, and will be disappointed if

he does not get a prize.

No prize should ever be given to " propitiate''''

an influential patron, who will be offended if

his articles are not noticed.

No prize should ever be withheld from an ex-

hibitor, because he i^ taking too many prizes.

No matter if one man sweeps ever}' prize offered

by the society (unless there is some rule to the

contrary). In every respect the good faith of

the society should be considered sacred, and in

the keeping of ever}' committee man.

The executive committee of a society should

be constantly on the lookout, to secure honest

reports; and should a judge be known to

violate rules, in passing judgement on his own
article, and warping the judgement of his asso-

ciates, or allowing himself to be biased, his

place shotdd be at once supplied by anotlier

person. This committee should spend part of

each day in listening to complaints, and in

doing what they can to right wrongs.

The animals and articles exhibited, should

not be crowded, but well exposed to view and

careful inspection. And exhibitors should have

tbe fullest opportuuit}' consistent with the rights

of others to explam and show off their articles.

If an exhibitor can not be preseut in person, or

by aji agent, it is most imjiortant, not only for

hiiuself, but for the gratification of visitors, for

him to have cards, or circulars, to be taken by

every one. In cases where the show lasts for

several days, convocations in the evenings of

all interested in participating in an agricultural,

or pomological talk, will be found quite well

attended. These meetings are usuallj' very in-

teresting, if they are only made free and con-

versational, and some common sense man has

charge of them. They must be seen to, and seen

through, by some officer of the society. The
mutual admiration often run into, may be

healthfully varied by introducing subjects which

will call up active, but not acrimonious argu-

ment; and nobody should speak much, or more
than five minutes at a time, and to the point.

Visitors' Privileges.—We consider it our

right, wlien we visit an agricultural fair, to ask

questions, and to see every thing. Ifllie people

are not there to show off their machines, we are

very apt to set a bad example and work them
ourselves. Why not ? It is exactly what we
pay the entrance fee for; and no board of

managers ought to consent to have a show of

the mere boxed outsides of things, which can

only be ai)preoiated when in operation. E.x-

hibitors often refrain from showing their articles

at work, because they will not thus compare
favorably with others. Tlie visitor ought to

know what he wants to see most, before he

enters; then when he first goes in, he should

make a business of finding out where the things

are without stopping to look at them much;
then selecting the most important, take each of

them in rotation, and study each subject

thoroughly. The way to do this and come to

quick and correct conclusions, is a real gift.

One man will see every good point in a bull, or

take the fine lines of a plow into his eye at a

glance almost; or with one or two pointed

questions, test both the weakness, or strength

of the exhibitor and of his machine at the same
time. Such a man is a most desirable companion
to one going through a show in the way we
speak of, but the best company one can have, is

an intelligent boy, and if one has none of his

own, he can generally borrow one. A man will

meet many acquaintances, and bis whole day
will be wasted, or rather the object he has es-

pecially in view will be lost, unless he is ready

to escuse himself and make appointments for

some future time. The club meeting, if there

is to be one in tlie evening, is an excellent

rendezvous, and a man may make a dozen

social appointments for the hour before it begins.

When one has seen what is most important,

and his wife and }'oung children have made a

survey of the knitting work, and have seen the

outsides of things by themselves, (they will al-

ways prefer to be left alone for an hour or two,)

then let the good husband and father lake them,

and see that they see all that is worth seeing.

Above all keep away from the noisy hubbub of

rougb-scnff, pick-pockets and profanity, that

crowd about the trotting course. It is very

pleasant before the set trots and matches come
off, to go to the seats, or from any good position,

watch the promiscuous driving upon a trotting

course. Tliere will always be some very beauti-

ful "turn-outs"—fine horses, showing elegant

style and brilliant action, which it is very well

to see. And if it can be done without wasting

half a day, it is quite worth while to see a

well contested trotting match ; but on the whole

the exercises of the trotting course, however valu-

able their results in improving horses (which

we do not believe in), are the least instructive

and most time-wastful part of the whole show.

Reclaiminsf Waste Ground.

There are scores of acres of as valuable land

as can be found in our country, overgrown

with weeds and worthless bushes. We often

see laud which could not be purchased for one
thousand dollars per acre, strips of uncullivated

land along the highway and between farms, and

even in the midst of a farm close to tlie fences

where elder bushes, blackberry bushes, milk-

weeds and otlier pernicious plants have rooted

out almost the last spear of grass, and are bear-

ing undisputed sway. Such things are disfigur-

ing blotches on the face of a nice farm, as well

as a reproach to any farmer. The laud where
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such pests flinii'isli from year to year is rich and

would pay tlie expense of cultivation, and pro-

duce at first more valuable crops than that on
each side of it; and it ou^ht to be reclaimed,

and tlie unsightly weeds and bushes should be

extermiiiatod, fi>r the sake of appearances, if for

nothing- more. This job is best done in August
or early in September rather than not at all.

Where it is not found convenient or practicable

to plow such uncultivated strips of ground,
mow every thing as closely as possible, collect

it in heaps and burn it; if the bushes are small,

tliey maybe cut with a short, stiff grass scythe;

but if they are large, use a bush scythe. Let

every thing be cut close to the ground. Then
harrow thoronglily and stock down with grass

seed. Sow Orchard and Kentucky blue grass

seed, so that the grass will be fit to mow for

hay ne.xt season, before weeds have attained a

large growlli. If the ground can be plowed,

remove the fence when it can be done with lit-

tle labor, and put a sharp point and a sharp,

strong coulter on a good plow, and attach a

chain for haiding the weeds beneath the turning-

furrow slice, as shown in an article in last month's
paper. Hitch on a strong double team, and
break it all up as deep as the plow will turn

well, and the team able to draw it. Always
plow ai-ound such plots instead of beginning in

the middle, thus forming a ridge where the roots

will not be disturbed. Harrow several times,

and sow at tlie rate of half a bushel of buck-

wheat per acre. If the work is properly done,

weeds and bushes will give little trouble next

season, if the ground is occupied with some
hoed crop. If, from some cause, such as wet
weather after plowing, or the abundance of rose

briars, or brambles, the weeds spring up very

badl_v in spring, another application of the buck-

wlieat after plowing will leave the land in good
condition by mid-summer.

mi aw » m

Burying Bees.

BY BIDWELL BROS., OF MINNESOTA.

In our previous communication concerning the

comparative results shown by two lots of hives

of bees, one buried and the other exposed, (page

174) we omitted to say that the two stocks that

weighed the least, viz. : 104 and23i lbs. of those

wintered in the open air—were Italians. These

we swarmed May 13tli, and tlie balance that

were exposed, June 5th ; while those that were

bui-ied we swarmed Maj' 30th, except the one

that weighed the least and consumed least.

This hive was only half full; the bees have

filled it up since spring, and now, July 1st, it

weiglis 31 4 lbs. more than when taken out, and
is fit to swarm.

The present time, July 1st, the average weight

of those wliich were buried is 784 lbs., and of

those exposed is 37'|s lbs. Those buried are

now ready to woi-k in boxes, or be again swarm-

ed, while those wintered out, except the Ilalian.s,

are only in fair condition. The two Italians

-weigh 544 lbs. and 61| lbs. We wintered 97

stocks in a large dark room on the floor with

the honey boards removed, and 66 in a stone

cellar. These came out strong in number, but

lost half their bees the first few days they flew

out, on account of being diseased from holding

their excrements too long. This fact we have

noticed for several years, that where bees were

wintered in a room, or cellar, and consumed
much honey and bee bread, the old bees flew

out in the spring and never returned, for when-

ever bees are hurt, or in any way injured in a

hive, they leave the rest and crawl or fly away,

BUKIED STOCKS OP BEES

making them really no better oS' than those

wintered in the open air. With those buried,

there can no such objection, provided the fol-

lowing essential condition be secured : Complete

freedom from dampness, perfect darkness, and

an abundance of air, but no di-aft upon them.

Bees may be buried when flowci-s ai-e gone,

and left until they come again. AVeak stocks

may be wintered, but they are usually more
trouble than they are worth, because they are

annoyed and kept weak, if not robbed by the

stronger stocks, and because they consume
proportionally more honey to keep them warm,
while in the ground each bee eats its own allow-

ance. They are not annoyed by the mice, nor

disturbed by the changes of the weather, but

really are at rest; nor is the expense much
compared with preparing and placing bees in a

room, or cellar, or watching out of doors, as the

following accurate statement of the way in whicli

we buried our stocks last winter, will show

:

On a cool day, when the bees were quiet, we
selected a high dry site near our apiary, and dug

a pit 8 feet square and 4 feet deep, and threw

the dirt well back. We next dug a hole 2 feet

square and 3 feet deep in the centre of this, and

placed in it an open box of the same size, with

its top edge on a level with the floor of the

pit. We next placed two old iron gas pipes,

10 feet long and of half-inch bore, one end of

each in the box, and the other ends on opposite

sides of the pit. These serve to connect with

the air on the outside of the pit. The outer

ends were covered with cups to keep the dirt

out. Pipes of wood, tin, or lead would answer,

if small, and secured against mice getting in.

We next placed narrow strips of old boards on

the bottom, 2 inches apart, on which to place the

hives, and between which ^the air may circulate

through the pit. We next removed the honey

boards from over the bees, and replaced the

caps and opened all the fly holes, and one 2-

inch hole in each end of the cap. (In burying

common box hives, we would invert them, and

place over each an empty hive.) We next

placed them in the position shown in the sketch,

with tlie entrances outward, and put an empty

hive on top, into which we placed upright a

box made of 4 pickets, with two opposite sides,

i inch shorter than the others, and nailed a

board over the top. [This was used w-e suppose

in place of the top ventilating pipes shown in

the sketch.

—

Ed.] We next placed sawed posts

upright around the hives

(scantling and boai-ds, or plank

would answer as well); then

covered the posts with 1 foot

of dry straw, and then a foot

of dry dirt, beginning at the

bottom and working up to pre-

vent sliding, then another layer

of straw and dirt, which should

be smoothed off, and then an-

other layer of straw and brush,

or boards, to keep it in place.

Remove the caps from off the

pipes and place over each a

liox, as shown in the sketch.

The construction occupied two

hands J day, and two hands i

day opening and clearing up.

It is imiioriant to dig the hole

deep enough, so as to get plen-

ty of dirt to cover deeply, and

not put over 35 stocks together.

As far south as the lattitude of

New York, perhaps it would

not be best to risk so many the

first winter.—[The former article of Bidwell

Brothers, excited no little interest. This is ex-

plicit, and will save both us and them answering

many letters. It would be interesting to know
the extreme length of time bees may be bui-ied.

We shall be glad of facts on the subject.

—

Eds.]

\\^A\W\

Hints on Harvesting Buckwheat.

The excellence of buckwheat flour depends

chiefly on the management of the grain between

the time of ripening and grinding. The com-
mon way of treating buckwheat etfeetually pre-

vents making good flour, it being allowed to

remain in the swath for several weeks, when it

should never be suffered to lie longer than a

day or two, and it is decidedly belter for the

grain to rake it and set it on end, as fast as it is

cradled. Much less grain will be wasted by
shelling out; the straw will cure and dry out

sooner, and make better fodder; the crop will

be ready for threshing or housing in less time;

and the grain will yield a much better quality

of flour. It is especially injurious to the grain

to be exposed to storms before it is set up, for

dirt is spattered all over the grain, by the falling

of large rain drops. This makes the flour

dark-colored and gritty. Wetting and drying

the grain several times, destroys the "life" of

tlie flour. It will never be as white, nor make
so good cake.s, but will be sticky and the cakes

clammj', like the flour of sprouted wheat.

•-. —- —.-*. .

Ho-w to Splice a Rope, and to Splice an Eye.

Farmers are proverbially awkward in their use

of ropes. Few can make a knot or a tie, or a hitch

that will hold, and tliat they can undo .in a hur-

ry, after it has been subjected to a heavy strain.

AVe have to use ropes a great deal, and should

know how to manage them better, especially

in connection with block-tackle and sheers.

We propose therefore to figure and describe

some of the most useful splices and knots, and

to show how useful they may be in many cases,

and liow desirable the ability is to make smooth

connections and a knot, or tie, that will not

jam, but which maybe loosened at any moment.

The Short Splice.—If one wishes to length-

en a rope for permanent u.se, as a well rope for

instance, it looks very awkward if it is tied in

the usual way, and it is much better to splice it

neatly. Ropes in common use are composed of
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three strands, and each strand of two or more

strands, or rope-yarns. Figure 1 shows how
two pieces of such a rope are united by wliat is

Fig. 1. SHOKT SPLICE. I'i.sr- 2. SI'LICET) EYE.

termed the "Short Splice." Tlie strands of

eacli end are first untwisted and placed together,

each strand being placed between two strands

of the otlier rope. Each strand in succession

(first of one rope and then of the otlier) is then

passed over the one it lies in contact with on

the left, and is tucked under the next strand.

To accomplish this tucking easily, the rope is

untwisted a little and a sharp

wooden, or iron pin (a mar-

line pin) is inserted, and a

place made through which

the end of the strand may

be passed. The course ot

strands may easily be traced

by referring to tlie number-

ing of the dark strands in

fig. 1. Wlien all the ends

are thus tucked once, we

have already a perfectly

strong splice, which will

bear any strain the rope will,

but tlie ends must be left on,

f(n- if the rope is subject to

an untwisting operation it

might part. If a handsomer

finish is desirable, tlie ends

of the strands may be open-

ed, and one of tlie two yarns

of which each is composed

maj' be tucked again. After

this both yarns may be cut

off. This splice is twice as

large as the original rope,

but not nearly so large as tlie

knots commonly tied in

ropes, and it will go through

i^

Fig. 3.—THUrBLE. FiiJ, 4. LONG SPLICE.

most pulleys in -which tlie rope runs loosely.

The Eye Splice.—An eye in the end of a

rope (fig. 2) is often very useful, especially when
it is to receive a hook, or to be subjected to

wear in any way. In such cases the rope is

bent round a thimble (flg. 3), which is firmly

enclosed in tlie eye. This eye is made very

much like a short splice, only each strand is

tucked twice. The numbers 1, 3, 3, will be a

sufficient guide.

The Long Splice.—Wlien it is necessary to

splice a rope, whicli runs snugly tlirough a

block, or a hole, or over a beam, where it is un-

desirable to liavc ail}' catching or irregularity, the

long splice must be employed. This is shown
in fig. 4, and when neatly done, tlie place of

joining will hardly be noticed. The rope-ends

are opened as for the short splice, but for a long-

er distance, and are placed together in the same-
way. Then one strand of one end is untwisted

still further, and the strand of the opposite end,

which matches the untwisted one, is laid in to

follow it, and is thus carried as far as three

twists, or three times around the rope. Next,

one of the strands of the other end is run back,

and another laid in in the same way, so that

when this is done, the six strands will lie match-
ing one another in pairs, at A, B and C, fig. 3,

in the way shown at A. Then tie each pair

in simple knots, following the twist of the rope,

as shown at C. Finally tuck the ends, as shown
aXB, pull all tight and smooth, and cut them off.

These splices are good things for the boys to

exercise their ingenuity upon for the coming
month, and by-and-by we will give the figures

of some useful knots and " hitches" for them
to try their hands upon. Twenty-five cents

worth of tarred 3-strand rope, scarcely as large

as ones little finger, will be all the expense, and
the less'on learned will be a very useful one.

—

•
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Building Round Stacks.

In building a stack of any kind, there are two
points of great importance to be observed. The
first is to carry up a stack true, and the next is

to place the sheaves or material in the best posi-

tion to carry off the rain. A good foundation

is always necessary to keep the bottom dry.

This can be made of poles, rails, or plank. It

is always a good practice to make a round
stack about a pole set firmly in the ground.

This will keep it erect when it is settling.

When making a round stack, where there is no
polo in the middle, it will always be found ad-

vantageous to stick a fork at the middle, keep-

ing it there, as the stack is carried up. Then, a

slacker can always judge whether he is build-

ing the sides uniformly or not.

The illustration herewith given, represents

the best way of making a round stack. A bulge

is essential to carry the rain as fiir from bottom

as possible. In order to make the first course

true, stick a fork at the middle, and tie a string

to it; and holding the other end in one hand,

walk around the outer edge, and adjust the out-

side course of forkfuls, until the circle is com-

plete. Keep the middle a little the fullest, until

the bulge is formed, when the middle must be

raised from one to , two feet higher than the

edge. Tlie width of the stack will determine

the hight of the middle above the edge. When
stacking hay, straw, or loose grain, lay a course

of forkfuls of uniform size around the edge,

and then bind this course with another row of

forkfuls lapping on tlie first. Proceed in this

manner until the stack is finished.

When sheaves are put in a stack, set up a

large bundle in the centre, and continue to stand

others around it, leaning them inward until a

bottom is formed large enougli for the stack.

Now, commence again in the middle, and lay

a circular course ; then another and another

course, until the outside course is laid. Great

care must be exercised to see that buts of the

sheaves on the outside are sufficiently slanting

to carry all the rain—not a part only—readily

outward. If the sheaves lie nearly flat, the

straw on the upper side will carry the rain to-

ward the middle of the stack. The outside

course of sheaves should be placed as close to-

gether as they can be, to prevent large holes in

the outside, where rain will find its way into

the sheaves beneath. To prevent the sheaves

slipping outward, elevate the top end of every

bundle when placing it, and thrust the buts on
the underside into the course below it. When
they are simply laid down without this security,

the courses are very liable to slide off. This is

one of the manipulations in stacking that but

comparalivel}' few understand. We have seen

half a wagon load of sheaves slide at once from

the side of a stack built by a man who was
ignorant of this part of stacking. As the straw

of barley and corn stalks are very slippery, it is

difficult to keep the courses from sliding, unless

the buts of every sheaf are secured in this way.

To TOP OFP.—If the stack is being built of

sheaves, the middle must be kept so full that

there will be a good inclination of the straw in

the buts of the bundles. This is always a much
better guide than to attempt to keep the middle

of the stack at a certain hight above the outside.

The stacker should move on his knees, over the

course of sheaves he is laying; and, in order to

keep them as close together as they can be con-

veniently, he should lay each sheaf partly on

the side of the one last laid; and as it is pressed

down with the knees, hold it from slipping with

both hands. By this means a much larger

number of bundles may be secured in a smaller

compass than otherwise. If the straws only

have a suitable inclination to carry the water

outward instead of toward the middle of the

stack, rain w-ill injure but a small portion of

either straw or grain. If one side of a stack

A STACK BRACED TO PREVENT LEANIKG.

should be lower than the other, it may usually

be carried up even, by using the large sheaves

for the lower, and the small ones for the higher

side. This onesidedness should be guarded

against before the stack has become onesided.

The straightest and handsomest bundles should

be placed in the outside course, for the purpose

of keeping the stack of the correct shape, as

well as carrying off the rain better than tangled

bundles, which should form the inside courses,

whenever there is any difference in the sheaves.

If it is necessaiy to have a man or boy stand on

the stack to pitch the sheaves to the stacker,

he should always remain as near the middle as

practicable, and not travel about so as to dis-

place the sheaves, after the stacker has left

them. Keep the middle full, the form circular,
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aud draw the courses in gradually. When the

stack is not built around a pole, sharpen a small

rail or scanllln?, and set it erect at the center,

by thnistin;; it in two or three feet, so that it

will stand while tlie top is built around it. As

the area of the top of the slack diminishes, con-

tinue to place the sheaves more erect, until it

terminates in one course inclining at an angle

of about 45 degrees. Bind tlic tops of these

eecurely to the pole. Then make a large bun-

dle of long rye straw, wet it thoroughly, so that

it will keep in place better, and having bound

it with one band at about one third the distance

from the top to the buts, slip it down over the

top of the stake, and bind the top with several

bands, as represented in the illustration. Spread

out the buts evenly, and rake them down straight.

A stack made according to the foregoing direc-

tions will turn heavy showers almost as well as

a shingle roof, and the water will all fall clear.

Why Stacks Lean.—
Stacks will sometimes lean to such a degree,

that all above the bulge must be pitched off,

and the stack re-topped. When most of the

pitching is done on one side of a stack, the op-

posite side does net get pressed down so firmly,

and it therefore settles more than the side where

the material was pitched on. This causes the

stack to lean ; and by leaning, the courses are

turned up to such a degree that on one side it is

down hill toward the middle of the stack.

Another reason why stacks lean is, that the

bulge is laid out further from the centre on one

side than the other; and as the side that is laid

out the furthest will settle most, the entire stack

often leans so far as to fall over.

The usual way of keeping a stack from lean-

ing is, to thrust one end of a rail or pole against

it, and set the other end on the ground. This

sometimes turns up the courses so as to conduct

the rain toward the middle of a stack. To
avoid all difficulty from this source, let it be

braced as shown in the illustration on the pre-

ceeding page, by setting one end of a plank a

few inches in the ground, and the upper end

pressed against the bulge of the stack. This

plank should stand perpendicularly, so as not

to turn tlie courses of the sheaves up sidewise.

The upriglit plank is kept in position by a rail

or ijole resting against a broad stake in the

ground, while a cleat upon the plnnk prevents

theotherend from sliding. Several such braces

may be fitted to a stack, which will hold it in

correct position while settling. This manner

of bracing a stack before it has settled, when

there is danger that a high wind may blow it

over, will often be found very convenient.

When a stack is braced in this manner, the

props can be removed at pleasure; whereas,

when thrust against the side, it settles so heavily

on them, that it is difficult to take them away

if desirable, after it lias settled firmly into place.

Indiana Agriculture.

The State of Indiana presents to the traveller

the appearance of a region inost inviting to the

new settler. A great portion of it is well

wooded rolling country, alive with streams, ca-

pable of supplying power for the employment of

a large industrial population. The hind is i-ich,

vastly richer than New England, fully equal in

most parts to the best districts of New York,

Pennsylvania, or even Ohio. The prairies are

not so extensive, perhaps not so fertile as those

of Illinois, l)ut where fertility is considered in-

exhaustible (though not really

so), it is difficult to make very

accurate comparisons. A large

poilion of tlie land, and we may
almost say of the whole State,

needs thorough draining; and

it is the lack of this tliat causes

fever and ague, which how-
ever, as the timber is cut off, is

gradually falling back before the

march of good farming. Why
we do not hear more of and

from the farmers of this State,

we will not attempt to decide.

This is a question for them.

The Agricidtvrist books have

the names of many thousands of

subscribers in this State. They
seem to be good readers, but

slow writers. The following

letter, however, is from one of

them ; we publish it as a rarity,

and do so the more readily, as

it is a sort of challenge to In-

diana farmers to make them-

selves and their agriculture bet-

ter known. Our correspondent

writes from " Central Indiana,"

and signs himself "Clodhop-

per."—He says :
—" I have been

a reader of the Agrculturist for

eight years, but have scarcely

ever seen any thing in it, or in

other agricultural papers in re-

gard to Indiana farming, or

written by an inhabitant of this,

my native State. Some of our

best farmers have never travel-

led out of the State, and they

read of great things in other

States, without thinking what
Indiana can do and has done.

Some of our local papers try to,

and do, make the impression, that Indiana is far

below all of her sister States in every thing

;

this has a tendency to put the honest old

farmers out of heart. But, like all other States,

we have a great many fanners who are not

honest, and it is not much to their interest to

tiy improvements, because they 'make their

Jack ' by cheating the really honest ones.

"Another tiling that is the most in the way is,

we don't mingle enough together. We are not

social enough ; we pass by one another too

often without speaking; we don't feel enough

interest in our neighbor's affairs, and we try to

do our own business without letting any bod}'

know any thing about it, and so, in this respect,

every man is a secret society within himself.

"Let me urge my brother farmers to write,

and make ourselves morciwidely known. Let

us hear from one another oftener. So far as I

can see, and I have travelled a good deal, we
are not so far in the rear as some supjiose ; as

for crops we do as well as the best, our stock is

good, our permanent land improvements are in-

creasing every day, aud what we lack is to liave

faith in the State, and to let otlier people know it."

We hope our Indiana friends will be stirred

up to let the world know what they are about.

Far be it from us to say a woi-d against so mag-

nificient an agricultural district. We have often

thought that the fine timber-lands and rolling

country offered more inducements to emigrants,

and the prospect of more agreeable homes,

around which orchards and ^•ineyard3 would

soon spring up, than the immense |ilains of the

grand prairie, or the regions lying further West.

A New Weed—The Bladder Campion.

{Silene injlata.)

The Bladder Cainpion, or Bladder Pink, is a

plant which was long ago introduced into New
England, where it grows not veiy abundantly

along the road-sides and in fields, but has not here-

tofore attained a place in the catalogue of trouble-

some weeds. The plant has recently made its

appearance in the eastern part of New York

State, especially in Dutchess and Westchester

counties, having been introduced there in some

clover-seed, aud has Ijecome established to such

an extent as to cause the farmers much anxiety.

All such plants are easily managed, if tliey are

taken in hand when they first make their ap-

pearance, and before they liave time to mature

a crop of seed ; and as this is an innocent look-

ing one, which would never be suspected of do-

ing any injury, we give an engraving of a flower

stem, in order that it may be recognized. Tlie

root is perennial, the main or tap-root often over

an inch in diameter, and descending deep into

the soil, throwing off numerous strong branches.

The stems are usually about a foot high, but in

rich soil it grows from 3 to 3 feet high, much
branched, and usually weak and spreading.

The leaves are of a pale green, the lower ones

being much larger than those shown in the

engraving. The flowers are borne in a loose

cluster, aud are not willimit beauty, the white

petals being very deeply notched or cleft. The

most striking character about the flower is its

bladdery calyx, which veiy loosely surrounds

the seed pod and is very prettily marked with
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veins. This peculiarity of tlie calyx, whicli is

referred to in its common names, enables tlie

plant to be readily identified. Tlie numerous

seeds are quite small, kidney-shaped and rough.

From the strong growth of the root, the plant is

very difficult to e-xtirpate it when once establish-

ed, and the complaints we have from the locali-

ties infested by it, are of a character to induce

us to put formers vfell on tlieir guard against it.

Cutting and Curing Corn, Sowed for

Fodder.

The curing of corn stalks, that is those which

bear grain, cannot be done until the corn is well

glazed, and then the manner of treatment must

be primarily adapted to securing the corn in

the best condition. Corn sosved for fodder,

however, should be cut when the grain is barely

out of the watery state and beginning to be

milky, that is when the stalk has attained its

full growth, but has not yet become dry and

hard. The manner of cutting depends much on

the size of the stalks. When they are of ordinary

length and size, say 3 to 5 feet high, they may
best be cut with a reaping machine, stopping

every time a gavel is cut and lifting it off. If

too heavy for this, they must be cut by hand.

A strong man cau swing a cradle, and cut a

moderate swath. If this cannot be done, it is

better to cut up with a sickle, or corn-cutter,

laying the stalks in gavels, than to cut with a

common, or a bush scythe. The use of the

grass scythe is no doubt the easiest way to cut

the corn, but it necessitates pickingupthe stalks

almost one by one, whicli is very laborious.

If the weather be pleasant, spread out the

gavels to the sun, and turn them over before the

dew falls. After a few day's sunning, bind in

small sheaves, and set up in close round stooks,

binding the tops with several bands, to make
them pointed to turn the rain well. When
there is a fair prospect of two or three days of

pleasant weather, remove the bands from the

tops of the stooks, and set the bundles in long

shocks. In this way they will drj-out very fast.

Before a storm comes on, they should be put

again in round stooks, or secured in the barn.

A long time is required to cure stalks lit for

stacking. When a farmer has plenty of barn
room, it is an excellent practice to la}' poles or

rails from beam to beam, and set the stalks all

over them on the but ends. In this way the air

can circulate near every sheaf, and none of the

stalks will spoil. Those farmers who have hay
caps, cau cover the stooks with them, and thus

secure the stalks well iu the tield, until they are

cured enough to be stacked, or put in the barn.

New Sttggestion for Hay Caps.—
A certain man, a Yankee of course, has dream-

ed of an independent fortune and world-wide

notoriety, after having brought out a wooden
hay cap, made in the following manner : The
huts of wide shingles, two or more feet long,

are nailed to sticks about 11 inches square, so

as to form a roof like a barn with a ridge pole

in it. The upper side of the miniature ridge

pole is beveled each way from the middle, so as

to give the shingles the right pitch. The ridge

poles are about four feet long; and the edges of

the shingles are lapped one on the other, as the

huts are nailed to the ridge pole. Such a roof

will cover a cock of large size, or a shock of

wheat, keeping it dry through any storm. The
only question is, whether they will not be too

costly, and inconvenient to handle. Where
shingles can be sawed cheaply, a few can be

made to test their practicability. Thin boards

of basswood, whitewood, or pine, not more than

one fourth of an inch thick, would subserve

quite as good purpose as wide shingles. They
could be carried to and from the field in a

wagon ; and packed in a small compass in a

"nest," like wooden bowls. It would be neces-

sary to make the tops of the cocks so, that the

wooden caps would fit well, and not be blown

off, even by high winds. We would be glad

to hear of a few being made where lumber is

cheap, and the result reported for the benefit

of others. At times, where there is but little to

do, such caps might be made and painted with

coal tar, to prevent the shingles shrinking and

swelling by the action of showers and sunshine.

-———.— I— ^ # ^ t m

Practical Advantages of Drilling Wheat.

Among the advantages of drilling in winter

wheat over broadcast sowing, are the saving of

labor, the saving of seed, and securing more

abundant crops. Whether the grain is sowed

broadcast, or drilled, the ground should re-

ceive the same thorough preparation previous

to distributing the seed. If drilled in, one man
will complete the operation, by simply going

over the ground once. If sowed broadcast, the

ground must be harroweii twice after the seed

is sowed. This, in addition to the time con-

sumed in sowing the seed by hand, will require

about three times longer than is necessary to

drill it in. Moreover, the drill, if proi)erly made
and adjusted, will deposit every kernel at a uni-

form depth ; whereas, the harrow covers some
of the seed too deep, some not deep enough,

and some not at all ; and if the soil be deep and

mellow, the feet of teams will press a consider-

able portion of it quite too deep.

Another advantage iu drilling iu the seed is,

as soon as an acre or two is plowed, the grain

may be put in immediately, thus finishing the

work as fast as the ground is plowed. When
grain is sowed broadcast, it is much more con-

venient, and rather important, to have the entire

field plowed before sowing, so as to be able to

harrow both ways. AVhen a farmer has a drill,

he can plow an acre, then harrow it," and drill

in the seed all iu one day, while the soil is fresh,

which is the best condition to hasten the germi-

nation of the grain. He thus finishes his work
as he progresses, and is always ready fur

temporary interruptions by storms of rain,

which are often attended with more or less in-

jury to the crop. Such delays, especiall}' with

spring grain, are often fatal to a good crop.

No man can sow wheat broadcast as evenly

as a good drill will distribute it. But as a man
when sowing by liaud will vary his steps, and
the force applied at every cast of the seed, and

as the wind will often blow the grain from its

course, it becomes necessary to sow much more
seed per acre, to secure as thick a stand of

plants, as when it is deposited with a drill.

Why Wheat Winter Kills.

When the soil freezes, it is greatly expanded

;

and the expansion is all upwards, because the

unfrozen earth below will not 3'ield to the frozen

stratum ; and there is no vacant space to be fil-

led by the lateral enlargement. For this reason

the surface of the soil is often elevated two,

three, or more inches higher than it stands

when the ground is not frozen. The writer

once had two sticks of timber resting with their

ends on the sills of one of his out-buildings, and
the middle of each was supported by posts set

in the ground where frost conld not reach them.

In very cold weather, the entire building would
be raised by the freezing of the earth beneath

the foundation, so that a plank, IJ inch thick,

could be put under the timbers, on the top of

the posts. If the position of shallow-rooted

trees, where the ground freezes deeply, be com-
pared with horizontal marks on a building that

the frost does not lift, it will often be seen that

they stand from one to two inches higher, when
the soil is thus frozen, than when free from
frost. As the roots of such trees lie nearly in a

horizontal position, they rise and settle back

with the lifting and settling of the soil. Thus
it is with sod ground. The roots of the grass

form such a tangled mat near the surface of the

ground, that the entire layer of turf settles back
in a body, keeping the roots in their true position.

The injuiy to the wheat plant arising from

the freezing and thawing of the soil, is usually

the most serious obstacle that farmers meet
with in our wheat growing regions. By the

alternate freezing and thawing of the surface of

the soil, the stools of wheat are lifted and sepa-

rated from their hold upon the soil. The deep
roots which penetrate below the reach of shal-

low frosts are broken off, and the earth is more or

less loosened from the others. Here we per-

ceive the disadvantage of depositing the seed

too deep. The roots originating from the seed,

being far below the surface of the ground,

when the plant is lifted by the expansion

of the soil, the stem will be likely to be

separated somewhere between the surface of

the ground and the roots. The plants then soon

die. When the roots strike downward, their

hold in the soil is loosened ; and as they do not

settle back to their original position when the

ground thaws, the plants are soon worked up-

wards, until they are raised almost clear of the

soil, as if they had been pulled up by hand.

Every practical wheat grower is familiar with all

these disadvantages iu raising winter wheat.

With spring grain, none of these things occur.

In order therefore, to prevent in a great de-

gree, or entirely, any injury to the wheat plant

fro/n freezing and thawing of the soil, two
things are essential. The first is, thorough
drainage, where the soil is at all inclined to be
too wet. Dry soils are affected but little by freez-

ing; but when a soil is saturated with water, it

often heaves several inches above its usual hight.

This process so disturbs the roots of wheat, that

they have no more hold on the soil, than if just

transplanted. Hence, they are apt soon to die.

The next important thing is, to prepare the

soil, as has been previously directed, by keeping

a thin stratum of the richest soil on the surface,

and by depositing the seed at a uniform depth
of not over two inches over the entire field, so

that the primary roots, those starting from the

seed, and those other roots which start from
above the seed, will all spread out nearly in a

horizontal direction, interlocking with each
other, and thus forming a tangled mat like a

sward, that will rise and sellle back to its proper

position, when the soil freezes and thaws, with-

out losing its hold upon the soil.

This is aimed at when wheat is put in with
an ordinary drill ; and, for the most part, the

end sought is secured, if the soil be of a uniform

quality and condition, so that the teeth will run

at a given depth. But when the soil is inellow

in some places, and hard in others, some drills

will deposit the seed in the mellow places too

deep, so that putting in with a drill will have
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no advantage over sowing broadcast, so far as

obviating tlie injiirious effects of freezing and

tliawing are concerned. Tlie teetli of grain

drills sliould be set to run not more tlian two
indies in deptli. One and a half inches deep

for winter grain is better than two, for reasons

already assigned. At this depth, nearly all the

roots will be so near each other, that the ex-

pansion of the soil will neither break the stem

or seriously damage the roots ; nor will it cause

perceptilile diminution of the crop.

A Word about Sorghum.

The amount of land in sorghum is reporteil

as very large. This certainly was to be expect-

ed, from the groat price sugar and molasses have

borne for some years past. The manufacture

of syrup continues to be llie only profitable aim

of the sorgimm boiler, for wlien well made it is

a valuable and marketable article. The sugar,

what there is of it, has an uncertain value, as it

is of very variable quality. The time of har-

vesting is after the seed has passed the milky

state. If necessary to begin early, so as to pro-

long the boiling season, a portion may be cut a

little sooner, but it is better to cut later and stack

the cane. Strip the leaves from the cane before

cutting up, and top below the second joint.

We will not advise as to the best cane mills or

evaporating pans. There are several good ones,

and like mowing machines, their excellencies

make them very nearly equally valuable. The
boiling should be conducted rapidly in shallow

pans, so that the scum may be removed. If it

is possible, boil down the juice and finish it be-

fore it has been exposed to the air bj' standing;

but that which is scnnewliat reduced will bel-

ter bear exposure tlian that freshly expressed.

Tlie skimming should be very thorough, and

the hot syrup should be passed through a filter

or strainer of wire gauze to remove specks, etc.

Juice of good quality may be evaporated and

purified without the use of defecating articles,

like lime, soda, eggs, milk, etc. ; but when it is

necessary to use them, lime is the best neutralizer

of acids, and eggs the best coagulator, though

fresh bullock's blood is much cheaper. These

substances are only added in the finishing pro-

cess, and will all he removed by the skimming.

Economy in fuel is a very important subject.

Tlie fire should burn freely, no more air ought to

be admitted than will aid the combustion, and all

cracks where air can enter except below the fire

should be stopped by clay and sand luting.

The fire should play along the bottom of the

pan, and all the heated air pass as close to the

pan as is consistent with a good draft. Noth-

ing is gained in concentrating the syrup too

much, and it is done only at the risk of scorch-

ing. It should be about the thickness of good
West India or New Orleans molasses.

Preparation of Soil for Winter Wheat.

In our latitude, whether winter wheat is to be

sowed on summer fallow, or to follow barley

or oats, the ground really should have been

in the course of preparation during the month

of August. As the Midge and Hessian fly

are no longer feared in many localities, farmers

may now return to the producticju of winter

wheat, with the expectation of raising remuner-

ative crops, if they prepare the soil pro|ierly.

Our experience with this crop warrants us in

stating that the most elfectual prevention of the

ravages of the midge, is a thorough preparation

01 the soil, and a liberal application of good,

well-rotted manure, and tills lias been cor-

roborated by some of the best wheat growers of

Western New York. The reasoning on this

subject is, that a thorough preparation of the

soil produces a more luxuriant and healthy

growth, which will withstand the injurious at-

tacks of both these insects, and every good

farmer will admit the correctness of the logic.

Wheat of any kind needs fertilizers of a very

fine, rich character. Indian corn will feed on
coarse, unfermented manure, which would be
very poorly adapted to the growth of wheat.

All good wheat growers agree also on this point,

that winter wheat requires a firm soil ; and ex-

perience proves that soils of this cliaracter,

yield the best crops of wheat. The light, porous,

and mucky soils found on most of our table

lands do not produce as large crops of winter

wheat as many of the slopes and undulating

portions of the country. However, good faini-

ers are learning that by plowing, harrowing and
manuring, a fair crop may be obtained where
the soil is naturally quite inferior and uot adapt-

ed to the production of winter wheat.

In preparing oats or barley stubble for win-

ter wheat, it should be plowed at le.ast two

weeks previous to the time of putting in the

seed. If the soil is thin, let the common plow

run only as deep as the soil extends; then break

up and pulverize the subsoil with the subsoil

plow, instead of turning up too much of the

barren soil from below. (Read the article on

page 246.) The best time for putting in winter

wheat is usually about the first of September.

Let the compost, or rotted mauure, be hauled

and deposited in small conical heaps over the

field. Allowing that five bushels are enough
for one square rod, when spread evenly, and
that there are twenty five bushels in a two-horse

wagon load, thirty-two loads will manure one

acre abundantly for a good crop of wheat, if tlie

manure is made of the droppings of work horses

and oxen, and fattening bullocks and sheep

that have consumed more or less coai'se grain.

Now spread the manure evenly on about one

acre, and bury it and mingle it with the soil

with a two-horse cultivator run about four inch-

es deep. Go over it three or four times ; and If

there are any lumps, use the roller to crush

them. The aim should be to mingle the ma-

nure thoroughly with 3 or 4 inches in depth of

the best soil, and to have that depth finely pul-

verized, so that the grain may have not only a

good seed bed to germinate in, but be supplied

with an abundance of available nourishment for

promoting tlie growth of the young plants, so

that they may acquire a large growth, or mass

of roots before winter. This will be an excel-

lent security against " heaving out " by freez-

ing and thawing, and it will also prepare the

plants for starting early the following spring. *

In-and-in Breeding.

There is probably no greater folly that the

common stock raiser can be guilty of, than

breeding from animals close akin. The results

are in almost all cases unfortunate, and tend to

the degradation of his stock. This is true of

horses and neat cattle especially, of sheep es-

sentially, of swine in a less degree, but still

noticeably ; and in the case of fowls and pigeons,

the evil results are more quiclily seen than in

any other classes, perhaps. In-and-in breeding,

where most carefully conducted, has produced

very favorable results ; but this was under the

direction of men who gave their lives, with

severe, assiduous study of animals and their

points, their difl'erences of constitution and

temperament, of form, size, etc.; and who were

also possessed of an intuition as to which

animals would cross well. In those herds, loo,

where In-and-in breeding has been successfully

practised, it must be remembered that the re-

lative numbers of males and females approached

much nearer a natural standard, than is ever

profitable in economic slock raising. If any one

wishes to see how quickly he can run down a

superior flock or herd, let him undertake to

imitate Bakewell on a small scale.

Cutting Feed for Farm Stock.

The winter is before us ; the fairs are at hand,

and oppiu'tunities to select the best kinds of

hay, straw, and stalk cutters are off'ered to farm-

ers. We have for a long time taken every op-

portunity to give the weight of our influence in

favor of cutting up and soaking, or cooking feed

for all farm stock, except sheep. In the hope

of stirring up some of our readers to introduce

straw and stalk cutters upon their farms, we
print the following from "H. A. W.," of Chautau-

qua Co., N. Y., who goes further than we do in

advocating cut feed for sheep. We have no doubt

it is excellent for fattening sheep.—He writes:

"From long experience and eoniinued exper-

iments, I am fully persuaded in my own mind,

and think it needs but little proof to demonstrate

that coarse feed for cattle should be cut, or

chopped, and to a certain degree cooked, that

they may receive the full benefit. For eighteen

years I have personally superintended my farm

stock, and practised more or less the cutting of

food for all, but more especially for the horses,

of which there were at all times three, and

sometimes four in the stable. There were also

5 to 13 head of cattle, and from 12 to 35 sheep.

The cattle and sheep were sheltered during all

storms, after they came to the yards in the fall.

The horses had each one bushel of cut straw,

which was placed in a tight bo.v and sprinkled

with 4 quarts of corn and oat meal (equal parts

mixed and ground fine,) and wet with boiling

hot water, the whole well mixed, covered tight-

ly and left to soak 12 hours. The feed for all

the horses was mixed at once. I believe one

bushel of this feed is sufliclent for one feeding

of a horse from 1000 to 1100 lbs. weight. I

never feed but twice a day, mornings and even-

ings. Observation convinces me that 3 lbs.

cooked meal is equal to 5 lbs. raw. I have fed

almost every kind of grain to horses, and they

relish all when prepared in this way. I feed

regularly, whether at work or idle. My horses

are always fat, and ready for a drive of 5 or 50

miles a day, as necessity requires. It is a fact

that horses will perform more labor on cut and

cooked than on long and uncooked feed. So will

cows produce a greater flow of milk on such

feed. Sheep produce more wool and healthier

lambs, when fed with such feed, than Avlien fed

otherwise. In February of 1804, I sold to the

butcher seven wethers, coming two years old in

May following, for 45 dollars. They had been

fed regularly from December 1st up to the time

of sale. There cannot be a question with the

careful observer .and experimenter, but that cut

and cooked food is from one fourth to one third

cheaper. One ton of straw and five busliels of

corn ground fine, the straw cut and soaked, with

the meal, will keep a horse in better condition

than one ton of hay. No enterprising fanner

who cuts his fodder will go back to old ways."

[Corn stalks well cured, cut and wet up with a

little meal, are equal to good hay, for feeding.]
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What makes a Horse Vicious.

There is no disguisiug- the fact that vicious-

ness is innate with some horses. It is no doubt

sometimes liereditary, and follows some of the

best strains of blood we have. That viciousness

should accompany a highly nervous organiza-

tion is not to be wondered at. Hence it causes

uo surprise when we find such dispositions

among the finely organized thoroughbreds

—

animals of a most sensitive and nervous organ-

ization—from which the common expression

" thin skinned," as applied to a too sensitive

man, is obviously derived. The treatment

horses receive, and the moral atmosphere in

which they are thrown, have a much greater

influence than most horsemen are generally

inclined to admit. The pinching, tickling,

boisterous stable boy, who annoys a spirited

horse for the sake of enjoying his futile, though

almost frantic kicks and leers, is affecting the

disposition of the horse and his descendants

for generations to come, besides putting in

jeopardy the lives and limbs of those who are

brought in contact with the horse so tampered
with. A horse is surely influenced by the

psychological character of the men with whom
he associates.—A passionate man will have a

baulky horse ; a slow, plodding brother, one of

his own style ; and so the nervous, quick, bu.sy

man's horse will show the same qualities.—So
noticable is this, that we have often remarked
that the family horses of our neighbors, as they

are changed one after another, very soon fall

into the very gait and style of their predecessors

in the same stables. Were rules, similar to the

one which Herbert quotes, followed by all

English horse breakers, from the time of Queen

Bess down, it would indeed be a wonder, if a

good natured horse could be found in the king-

dom. This rule of a Norfolk horse-trainer of

Queen Elizabeth's time reads as follows

:

" Xf your lioise duos not stand sliU, or hesitates, then

alrrite him with a terrible voyce ; and beat him yourself

with a good sticlve upon tlie iieaJ between the ears; then

Elicit him in the spurring place iii or iiii limes together,

with one legge after another, as fast as your legges might

walk : your legges must go lilve two bouncing beetles."

This is too much the English and Irish style

of horse breaking. The grooms, or horse train-

ers get angry and thrash, kick, buffet, and bang

a horse till they make him as angry as possible,

and soon spoil his temper for life; we have

no doubt the bad tempers too common in English

liorses may be chiefly attributed to this cause.

On the continent of Europe there are large

numbers of English horses (thoroughbreds)

kept and bred pure for the sake of crossing with

other heavier breeds, and producing large but

active, graceful and spirited carriage horses

for the monarchs, or nobility. Whoever has

been through these studs must have noticed

how free almost all the horses, even the old

stallions, appeared to be from any thing like

viciousness. The same thing is seen in the

Southern States, where thoroughbred horses

are much more common than with us at the-

North. The gentle hand-

ling of the negro has wrought

a change in the disposition

of the horse, while his spirit

and pluck, and the strong

nervousness of his organiza-

tion remain, marked charac-

teristics of the breed.—It is

possible by severe treatment,

by pain and torture, to break

the spirit of a horse, and to

rule him by fear, keeping

him in subjection by the fear

of the rod, yet this will never

make him less vicious, but

rather will add treachery to

vice, in destroying the truly

noble and aflfectionate qual-

ities which are natural to

him. If these qualities are

assiduously cultivated in

colts and j'oung horses, vi-

ciousness will much more

rarely appear than under

other treatment. Sometimes,

however, it is necessary to

conquer a bad tempered

horse, and if possible to se-

cure a radical conversion, oi

change of character, which

shall be lasting. N o timorous

man need undertake this

task; he will only make
matters worse. A horse

tamer should be fearless

—

the horse will know it ; he

should be quiet, for then the

horse will be put off his

guard; he should be firm

and give the brute no ad>

vanlage, but crowd him up

to doing something, and that,

inevitably what the tamei

wants him to do. Thus any

ordinary horse will soon give

up and own man, his master. The kindest treat-

ment and even petting must always follow yield-

ing; and if possible to help it, the horse should

never be frightened by any treatment, and

above all things, he should not bo angered by

petty torture. His own contrariness should ap-

pear to him to be the cause of till his trouble,

and man, his best friend. This principle is at

the foundation of Rarcy's successful practice,

detailed in the AgneiiUurid for February, 1881.

When to Select Seed Potatoes.

The best time to select seed jjotatoes is, when
they are dug. As soon as they are brought to

the surface and lie spread on the ground,

the best can be selected with less difficulty than

at any other time. Those that are perfectly

matured, and of good shape, having the marked

characteristics of the variety, and good aver-

age size, should be selected for seed, in pre-

ference to those of any other qualities. They
should then be placed in boxes or barrels, and

kept where they will not be injured by freezing

or by warmth. If seed potatoes are saved iu

this manner for a few years in succession, we
have no doubt a decided improvement will be

observed in the yield per acre, as well as in the

quality of the crops. And we think this practice

will also be found an effectual security against

small ones, and a good defence against the rot.

When potatoes first come from the ground, the

skins have a clearness, which they soon lose.
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The New Japanese Lily.

(Lili'um auraium.)

How much our florists

owe to Jap;m ; ami the

debt has been greatly

increased by the gift of

the Gold-banded Lily,

Liliiun auratum. All

horticulturists will re-

member the excitement

produced by tlie advent

of Liliuin lancifolium,

which is now called the

Japan Lilj', though we
have several others from

that country. The one

under consideration is

likely to become quite as

popular, and the two

together are enough to

put us under everlasting

obligations, horticultur-

all}', to that laud of fine

flowers and queer peo-

ple. Like its beauti-

ful predecessor, this lily

was for a while held at

a price which kept it

beyond the reach of or-

dinary cultivators, |40 a

bulb having been asked

for it when first intro-

duced. Last spring, the

price was |5, and as it

can be rapidly multi-

plied, we have no doubt

that next spring it will

be sold at a great reduc-

tion from this, We have

only seen the plant in

pot-culture where it is of course somewhat
drawn up and bears fewer flowers than it will

in the open ground. It grows two feet or more

liigh and bears from one to four or five enor-

mous flowers. The shape of the leaves and

flower is shown in the engraving, though of a

much reduced size. Tlie flower from which the

drawing was taken measured 8 Indies across,

and we have measured those which were 11

inches across without stretching out the curved

petals. The engraving shows tlie lily before it

attains its greatest expansion ; then the form

becomes more irregular, three of the petals

standing nearly erect; below tliese, two are

stretched out horizontally, while the other one

hangs directly down in front. We call all the

parts petals, as in the lilies they are coliu'ed

alike, though there are three outer and three

inner ones corresponding to caly.v and corolla.

The petals are beautifully undulating upon the

edges and are gracefully recurved, the three

outer ones being ranch narrower. They are of

a pure white, marked by dots of a rich brown

;

these dots near tlie end of the petal being on a

level with its surface, but toward llie middle

they become elevated, and near the base they

form short coarse hairs. But the most promi-

nent marking of the flower is the broad central

stripe of clear yellow, running tlirough the

length of each petal, which in the sun give it a

brilliancy that well merits the name of Gilded

or Gold-banded. The stamens and pistil liavc

a graceful curve and the general etTect is liight-

ened liy the rich cinnamon-brown color of the

pollen with which the anthers are covered.

Added to all this stateliness and beauty, the

LILIUM AURATUM.

flower has a rich and pleasing fragrance, a qual-

ity so often lacking in sliowy flowers. We have

no doubt that, like the older favorite above men-

tioned, this will prove perfectly hardy and we
shall soon see it in every garden. Like nil the

scaly bulbs, this lily is propagated witli the

greatest ease, the scales being broken from the

bulb and treated just like cuttings. We have

had fine flowers tliis season from William Chorl-

tou, Staton Island ; I. Dingwall, Albany ; James

Hogg, YorkviUe ; I. Buchanan, Astoria, all in

N. Y., and from Peter Henderson, Jersey City

;

Brill & Kumerle, Newark, New Jersey; and

B. K. Bliss, Springfield, Mass.

Currants, Varieties and Giiltiu'e.

People who live in tlie city can have nice

currants by paying from 1.5 to 30 cents per

pound, while hard, small and unripe things can

be had at 5 cents for tlie same quantity. Those

who live in the country can have the very best

as long as the season lasts, by a little expense

in getting a start, and a little trouble thereafter.

A most wholesome fruit is the currant, and its

sharp acid is very grateful in the hot days in

which it comes. The currant belongs to the

genus Bibes, which furnishes us both the

Gooseberry and Currant. Gooseberries have

prickly stems and their fliiwers and fruit in

small clusters, while currants have stems with-

out prickles, and their flowers and fruit in long

racemes, or strings. Of the currants lliere are

several species, (he varieties of which are more

or less cultivated. Bibes floriduni is our native

black currant, and Bibes ni{jrum the European

one, both of which have

very unpleasant fruit

and foliage, though val-

ued medicinally and

otherwise by some peo-

ple. Bibes aureum is the

Buffalo, or Missouri cur-

rant, often cultivated in

gardens as an ornament-

al shrub, for its early

sweet-scented flowers.

Its varieties, the Mis-

souri sweet-fruited and

the Utah currant have

mawkish and indifierent

fruits. JIuch has been

written about the Utah

currant, of which there

are black, yellow and

red kinds, and all equal-

ly worthless here, al-

though they may have

a value in Utah. It is

to the species Bibes ru-

brum, that we are in-

debted for all the valu-

able garden varieties,

red, white, striped, etc.,

but for our purpose

we may consider only

the red and the white.

Like all our cultivated

fruits, the seeds give

plants dilTeriug in many
particulars from the

parent, hence many va-

rieties have been pro-

duced. Our catalogue*

contain so long a list of

names, that one is puz-

zled what to choose, and

the beginner will be pleased to know that the

diff'erence between them is much greater in print

than in the plants themselves, and that a list of

five will comprise all that are really desirable.

The scope of the variation is so small, that one

in going over a collection of 20 varieties will al-

most be tempt-

ed to say that

there are only

two sorts of

currants, red

and white. Yet

this is not the

ca^p, for there

is a difference

in both red and

white currants,

and we have

very great im-

provements up-

on both the old

red and white

Dutch, if not in

flavor, at least

in size of berry

and bunch. We
will enumerate

a few of what
seem to us the leading varieties, and leave our
readers to make a choice among them—remark-
ing that our notes refer to varieties under good
culture. The best varieties, if neglected, will

produce but poor fruit, while the common sorts,

properly cultivated and pruned, will give a

satisfactory yield. Tlie currant will survive any
amount of neglect, but the fruit of any of the

Fig. 1.—VERSAIIXES.
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varieties, under tliese circumstances, will bear

uo comparison witli tliat from tlie same liind

Tvlien properly manured, pruned and mulched.

As it is no more trouble to grow the best sorts

than poorer ones, we omit all notice of the

Red and White Dutch, and give a few descrip-

tive notes on the improved and larger sorts.

Red Yatukties.— Versailles.—This is often

called in the catalogues "La Versaillaise," but as

ri
Versailles is a word

p ..^^s;^^ whicli has, in mea-

/ V ^ sure, become adopted

L" v-^_ ^ into our language, we

4 V'^^iJ^ prefer it. This is one

* , - I of the largest as well

Tfii'ili'I .

,

as one of the best.

It IS an enormous
bearer, and its berries

are very uniform and

wBntBfl ]hb j^'^ drawing of the actual

\* m»J ' IH size, in good cultiva-

tion, is sliown in fig.

1. We have mea-

sured single berries

of this variety that

were 2k inches cir-

cumference. It is of

good flavor, not too

sour, and sufficiently

early. The cherry

currant equals it in

si ze,but is much more

acid. The variety

sent out as Fertile

d'Angers does not

seem to be very dis-

tinct from the Versail-

les, at any rate the

difference is not suffi-

cient to warrant the keeping of two names.

Fertile de Paluau.—This comparatively recent

variety we consider next in e.Kcellcnce to the

Versailles, and it will give general satisfaction.

The bush has an upright habit, and is a strong

grower; the fruit, though not so large as the

preceeding, is large enough, is in long bunches,

tender and of good flavor. A bunch of the

natural size is shown in figure 2.

Victoria.—A variety, which ripens late. Its

bunches are very long; its fruit, taken before it

is fully i-ipe, is very sour, but when in perfec-

tion, is of good flavor, and valuable for its pro-

ductiveness and lateness.

We might mention many others, for which
superiority in some respect is claimed, but these

three will be enough of the red sorts for one

garden. Intermediate between the red and

white are the Champaigne, remarkable for its

pink color; and the Striped-currant, which has

recently come out witli the high sounding name
of Gloire de Sablons. It is curious for its

stripes, but as a fruit it is sour and worthless.

White Varieties.—There are some who
say they can see no difference in white currants.

They are all much sweeter than the red ones,

and we think appreciably differ in quality.

Wfiite 0-rape.—For all good qualities we doubt

if any variety excels this comparatively old

sort. It is much better every way than the

White Dutch, and the bush has a different habit.

Attractor.—This variety was perhaps over-

praised some years ago, but it is nevertheless a

verj' meritorious soi't. It has a peculiar narrow

toothed leaf, and a large berry in a rather short

bunch. To our taste it is the sweetest and best

of the White Currants now disseminated.

Fig. 2. FERTILE DE PALDAU.

White Provence.—This is not much cultivated.

The bush has a good habit and the leaves are

generally, but not always, edged with white or

yellow. The fruit is large and handsome, but

has not as good flavor as the above varieties.

Wliite Transparent.—A large bunch and ber-

ry, but it is much more acid than the others.

While this list does not include all that have

been commended by good judges, it contains

sufficient from which to make a good selection.

CuLTrvATiON.—As currants will grow, and
bear something, in spite of total neglect, many
people are not aware of the benefit it is to any

variety to give it the best possible chance for

developement. Manuring, pruning and mulch-

ing will work wonders with tlie currant ; an

annual manuring is essential to successful cul-

ture, and if large fruit is desired, the bushes

should be properly pruned, and during the

fruiting season, heavily mulched. Plants one

or more years old can be procured from the

nurseries, or they may be raised with the great-

est ease from cuttings. Portions of wood of

this year's growth, set this fall, will give good

plants next year. Having obtained cuttings,

about a foot long, from a reliable source, remove

with a sharp knife all but the three upper buds,

and set them in good soil with the buds above

the surf^ice, Take particular care to press the

soil closely in contact with

the lower end of the cut-

ting. The next year the

object should be to get

one good and strong up-

right shoot. Select the

shoot from the bud that

pushes strongest, and train

it to a stake, pinching back

the others. In this way
plants with a strong single

stem will be obtained,

which are to be planted

out 5 feet distant each

waj', in autumn. The
ne.xt spring the treatment

will depend upon the

mode of.training adopted,

which may be the tree,

pyramid, or vase method.

To train a bush in the

tree style, remove all buds

so as to leave a clean

stem from 6 inches to a

foot above the sui'face of

the ground, and then cut

the toil back, so as to

leave three strong buds;

these will form three

branches, which are al-

lowed to grow during the

season, and the next year

are cut back to two buds

each, which will give a

round headed tree of six

branches, each of which
are afterwards to be cut Fig. 3.—vxctokia.

back one half, and have all superfluous shoots

trimmed out. To train a currant bush on the

pyramidal system, treat just as described for

the dwarf pear in January last, and follow a

similar method of summer pinching.

The vase-form of training consists in having

several main branches with fruit-bearing side

shoots, and is preferred by many good cultiva-

tors. To practise this, cut back a one year old

plant of a single stem, to four or six buds. En-
courage the growth from these, and if necessary

train them to a hoop, to ensure an equal spread-

ing of these main branches. These upright

stems may throw out side branches the first

year, or not until the second, in either ease they
should be pinched back to 4 inches, when they
get to be 6 or 8 inches long. If any shoot after-

wards pushes from a side bi'anch, pincli back to

a single leaf By training bushes in this form with

the centre kept open, fine fruit can be raised.

Herbaceous Perennials—Easily Cultiva-

ted, and Adapted to Every Garden.

The most brilliant eiFects of color in the flow-

er garden can undoubtedly be produced by
means of bedding plants and annuals, but they

both involve a great deal of trouble. Unless

one has a green-house in which to grow a stock

of geraniums, verbenas, and other bedding

plants, there is quite an outlay-in procuring a

supply each spring from the florists, while with

annuals the sowing and transplanting require a

great deal of care, which is only repaid by one
short season of bloom. To be sure there are

many, of both annuals and the tender bedding

plants, that we would not do without, but we
do not like the custom, which has obtained of

late years, of running altogellier to these, to the

neglect of the herbaceous perennials, which are

constant friends, and though frost destroys

their tops, their roots remain year after year.

These plants do not demand the constant fussing

with seeds, pots, and cuttings, that the others do.

All the care they ask is that the roots be taken

up and divided when the clumps become too

large. The herbaceous perennials are propa-

gated in different ways ; by division of the root,

by cuttings, and by seed, and our object is now
to call attention to some of those which may be

most readily raised from the seed. As a gener-

al thing these plants do not flower the year

they are sown. The usual way is to sow the

seed in the spring, and when the plants get

strong enough, to set them where they are to

remain, and they will usually flower the second

year. Another method is, to sow the seeds in

August or September, thin the plants well and
allow them to grow in the seed bed until cold

weather, when they are covered with leaves or

other litter, and transplanted the following

spring. That this late planting will answer
with all perennials we are not prepared to state,

but we have had it succeed with a large num-
ber. The seed of some of these plants is ex-

ceedingly small, and such require some care to

get them up; they should be but very slightly

covered with very fine soil, and the row be cov-

ered during the heat of the day with a strip of

board to keep the soil from diying out. The
following list comprises some of the most de-

sirable plants of this class, but it may be very

much extended by consulting the catalogues,

which are annually published by the seedsmen.

Aquilegiu, the Columbine; for a note on some
of the varieties and species, see page 1.56 (May).

Campannla, the Bell-flower, which includes

the old-l\xshioned Canterbury Bells, and many
newer and beautiful ones. The blue and white

C. grandifiora, are very handsome, as are the

C persidfolia, and its varieties. C pyramidalis

is tall and showy, while 0. Carpatliica, and oth-

ers are nice dwarf plants and very free bloomers.

OatanancJie, an exceedingly beautiful genus

of plants of the family ComposittE, for which

there is no popular name. They are free bloom-

ers and have brilliant Aster-like flo\vers with

silvery scales to the involucre, -which render the

heads very" pretty after the flowers have fallen.
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The varieties cmrulea, bicolor, aud alba, are good.

Delphinium,, or Larlispur, in its many species

and varieties, gives us flowers from nearly white

to the darkest violet, some of the blues being

exceedingly pure and beautiful. Delphinium

formosum, Hendersoni, Ccdestium, and Ela-

tum may be mentioned as among tiie best.

Dodecathemi, the American Cowslip, of which

there is but one species, D. Meadin, which is

pinlc, and a white variety. This is a native

wbicli ouglit to be mucli more cultivated than

it is, for the beauty and singularity of its flowers.

Iberis, the annual Candytuft, is well Isnown,

but a perennial s|)ecies, sempcrvirens, is but lit-

tle cultivated. It has flowers much like the

annual one, and comes in flower very early iu

spring and continues for a long while.

Lupinus.—There are several garden peren-

nial species of the Lupin. Lupinus polyphyl-

Ins, is one of the most showy, and our native,

LvpinuH perennis should not be forgotten.

Lyehnif.—There are many showy ones in this

genus, andlhey are of easy culture.

Qi!nofIiera,\\\a Evening Primrose. One of the

best of these is (E. macrocarpa (sometimes

called Miisouriensis), a dwa'*' spreading species

with enormous flowers. The much praised

(Enothera Lamarckiana, is very large flow-

ered, but grows tall, coarse and weedy.

Papaver.—Among the perennial Poppies we
have, Papaver bactcatum, orange crimson,

P. nudiaile, yellow, and P. orientale, scarlet

with large black blotches on the base of petals.

Pentstemon.—This is a fine genus of peren-

nials, some of which are perfectly hardy and

othei-s require protection. The garden names
are unfortunately so confused that we are una-

ble to designate all tlie hardy ones with accura-

cy. A paper of mi.\ed seeds will give a num-
ber of hardy ones.

Phloxes.—The perennial Phloxes are among
the most popular garden plants, and a gi-eat

number of named seedlings are sold. The
seeds in the catalogues are called Phlox hybrida,

and Phlox decussata, and if thej' can be had

from a good stock, many fine and well marked

seedlings may be raised.

Potentilla.—Tlie names of garden sorts of

these are very much confused, aud it is as well

to bu)' the mixed seeds.

Pyrethrum.—Very showy and free flowing

plants with brilliant aster-like flowers, which
continue long in bloom. Mixed seeds are best.

Verbascum.—A tall and rather showy species

of Mullein, V. pyramidalis, for large grounds.

In this list we have merely indicated a few

good perennials, and recommend our flower

growing readers to turn their attention toward

these plants. ]Many of the biennials, such as

Digitalis, Lunaria, Dianthus, and others which
we have not space to enumerate, may also be

sown this month in the same manner, and

make good plants for blooming next j'ear.

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture.

Generally this has been a discouraging year

for grape growers, the crop in many cases being

a total failure. The burthen of numerous let-

ters is, " what is the matter with my grapes ?"

and these communications are frequently ac-

companied by specimens of leaves, shoots and
fruit, showing some of the various troubles to

which the vino is suljject. One specimen was
sent, in which the leaf had upon its upper sur-

face a number of rough warts the size of a

small pea, each one of which contained a grub.

We have seen this upon the grape only once

before, and have not been able to trace its de-

velopement and find the insect in its perfect

state. A number of specimens of the disease

alluded to on page 251 (August), have been sent.

This seems to be a rot, which appears on the

young wood, soon destroying its vitality, and

ultimately aff'ecting the fruit. We know of two

instances, in which this was noticed in time and

its spread prevented by immediately removing

all the diseased parts. The rot has made sad

havoc, especially with the Catawba and Con-

cord. A fine vineyard, which we saw last year

bearing hundreds of bushels of fine Catawbas,

has not a bushel of fruit this year, and similar

accounts come to us from other places. JEiklew

has made unprecedented ravages, and in many
cases has destroyed the crop. Sulphur, when
applied in time, has been found to check its

progress. The bellows which wa3 figured in

July has been advertised in some of the jour-

nals, and we have heard bitter

complaints from those who have

ordered and failed to receive

them. One must be deficient in

meclianical tact, if he could not

fit up some contrivance to serve

as a substitute. One gentleman,

who procured a bellows in time,

informs us that he saved some
thousands of vines by the

prompt application of sulphur.

Each year's experience shows
the importance of a proper sys-

tem of training the vine. Where
the vine is kept within bounds,

as in the arm and spur method,

with the canes and laterals prop-

erly pinched, the leaves attain

a strength and a firm texture

which enable them to resist

mildew and those diseases caus-

ed by sudden attnospheric
,

changes much better than do
those vines that are allowed to

grow nearly at random. An-
other benefit resulting from the

arm and spur training is, the

free circulation of air it affords,

provided of course that the trel-

lis is not in a confined situation.

The overfruiting of young vines

prevents their attaining proper

vigor, and renders them less able to resist dis-

ease another year. In many cases the trouble

with the vine is a wet subsoil, and the want of

a proper drainage is particularly felt in such

a wet season as the present has been. We have

a number of letters in praise of the Delaware

as a vigorous grower and abundant bearer. As
this variety may be considered to have establish-

ed its reputation as a first class grape in every

respect, we should be glad if our correspondents

would give tlicir experience witli the newer
kinds. One writer states that he had Delaware
vines from two sources, and that the two lots

were planted in the same soil with equal care.

The vines, which had much the stronger look-

ing roots, made a growth less than a quarter of

that made by the other lot, and our correspond-

ent asks the reason. We think that the reason

is to be attributed to the difference in cultivation

the first year. In one case tlie roots had to go

far for nourishment, and made long and simple

roots with but few small branches, while in the

other case the soil was better and the roots more

finely divided. In regard to the article in

August upon the roots of vines in pot and open
culture, we did not wish to be understood as

saying that good vines cannot be grown in pots,

for we know that they can be, but we wished

to show that the bedding plan was free from

the difficulties attending the use of pots when
the latter was carelessly practised. The
question often occurs, if vines grown through

the season under glass, are likely to be as hardy

as those grown partly in the open air. We
think that they are if properly managed, and the

propagator, who uses glass, is enabled to guard

against mildew, which so often attacks and

weakens young vines planted out of doors.

Our advice to those who contemplate purchas-

ing largely is, to visit the ditferent propagating

establishments while the young stock is grow-

ing, and examine the condition of the vines be-

fore the leaves have fallen; they will tluis be

able to see what care is used in their cultivation,

and to judge something of the quality of vines.

The Horse-Nettle, a Terrible Weed.

(Solanum Carolinieiise.)

This plant, which is a native of the South,

has heretofore onlj' been found in a few locali-

ties in the Northern States. A specimen was re-

centl}' sent for a name from Ripley Co., Ind.; it is

said to bespreading in that direction, and we are

reminded of the necessity of illustrating the

plant, in order that it may be known at once

wherever it makes its appearance. The only

place where we have seen this weed was near

Westchester, Pa., where it was pointed out to

us by the late venerable Doct. Darlington, and

where we obtained the specimen from which

our late friend, A. O. Moore, made the drawing

for the accompanying illustration. The engrav-

ing siiows the prickly character of the plant,

and the shape of the leaves and flowers, though

the flower cluster is usually more full and

conspicuous, and the prickles, which are upon

both leaves and stem, are even more abundant
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and formidable than are here shown.

The Solannm, or Ni^lit-shade Fam-

ily, lo which this plant belongs, is

quite remarkable for the widely-

different character of its menv

bers. While on the one band

furnishes us with the useful Potato,

Tomato, and Egg-plant, it on the

other hand produces the poisonous

Stramonium, Henbane, and Tobac-

co. The plant under consideration

may or may not be poisonous, but

it is certainly pestiferous. Its per-

ennial roots, when once establish-

ed, are very difficult to destroy,

and as its prickly stems, which

grow about a foot high, keep ani-

mals of all kinds at a respectful

distance, the plant soon gets pos-

session of the soil, and forms patch-

es where it luxuriates to the exclu-

sion of all other vegetation. Dr.

Darlington, who had some ex-

perience with it, informed us that

he considered it the worst of all

weeds. The plant is not without

beauty, as its blue, or white flow-

ers, as well as its round orange yel-

low berries, are quite showy. Let ^

no one be deceived by the good

looks of this or the Bladder Cam-
pion, noticed elsewhere, but whenever they ap-

pear, let them be thoroughly exterminated.

This plant is sometimes mistaken fijr the Canada
Thistle, but differs nruch from it in appearance.

The Kittatinny Blackberry.

lu October last we published an engraving and

some account of a new variety of blackberry,

called the Kittatinny. At Mr. Williams' request

we again visited the plants in the present fruiting

season, and are quite satisfied that we did not,

in the article referred to, overestimate its good

qualities. It is very hardy, a great bearer,

and ripens its fruit gradually through a period

of six or eight weeks. The berries are very

large, sweet, and of most excellent flavor, and

possess the great merit of being ripe when they

are black. If this variet}' proves as good else-

where as it does in the neighborhood where it

originated, it will become very popular. A plant

of this variety set out last fall in tlie grounds

of one of the editors, on Long Island, made
a most promising show of fruit this season.

Cultivating the Pansy.—•

—

We have many complaints of want of success

with the Pansy. The general cause of failure is

owing to the fact, that when the seed is sown in

the spring the plants do not get large enough
to bloom before hot weather, and as they can-

not endure the heat of our midsummers, unless

in a favorably shaded spot, they will dwindle
and give an unsatisfactory bloom, and often die

oiU altogether. Tlie best plan is, to take a hint

from the way in which the plant sows its own
seeds, which it does as soon as they are ripe.

Seeds sown this month, will make strong plants

before winter. At the approach of cold weather,
cover them with leaves, or other light litter.

Much better results may be obtained if tliey are

transplanted to a cold frame, where they will

flower very early in spring. When a choice
variety is raised from seed, it is readily contin-

ued by propagating by layers or by cuttings.

Moss Eoses.

Floriculture produces nothing more beautiful

than a Moss-rose bud. To be in perfection the

bud must be just on the point of expansion,

when the swelling petals have spread apart the

divisions of the calyx and show their pure rose

tint in a setting of delicate green moss-like

fringe. To those who really admire Moss-roses

it may seem as unsentimental as to give the

chemical analysis of a tear, or an anatomical

and physiological account of a smile, to say that

all this beauty is produced by an abnormal
growth of the flower cup, and that these

roses are onlj' accidental varieties of common
roses

;
yet such is the fact, and the lovely mossi-

ness which we so much admire is as much a su-

perfluity as the extra toe of a Dorking fowl.

The Moss-rose is supposed to have been intro-

duced into England from Holland, more than a

century ago, and for a long time there was only

one variety known. Of late years, liowevei',

the number of varieties have been greatly in-

creased, and we have in the catalogues over 50,

varying in color from white to dark purplish

crimson. The little outgrowths of the calyx

which produce the mossy appearance in these

roses, are small leafy excresences, which differ

very much in size and abundance in the difler-

ent varieties. On some ferns a similar phenom-
enon is observed, and we have the cristate, or

crested, varieties of several species. Generally

the "moss" of the rose is so very fine that it

could not be represented in our rapidly printed

pages, but there is one variety called the Crest-

ed Moss in which it is very coarse and conspic-

uous and this one we have had engraved. The
specimen from which the drawing was taken

was from a fine collection of roses presented at

our strawberry show, by Wra. H. Burgess, Glen
Cove, N. Y. This variety is said to have been

found in Switzerland ; it presents a beautiful

appearance in the bud, and is one of the prized

Moss-roses. It is curious tonotice that in this va-

riety, the leaf shows the same disposition to pro-

duce the abnormal mossy growth as the flower

does—a fact not to be wondered at, when we
consider that the calyx lobes are leaf-like in

their nature. All the varieties of the Moss-rose

need a rich, light and well draiucd soil for

their best development. Among Die best va-

rieties are : Princess Adelaide, Salet, AVliite

Moss, Capt. John Ingram, Common Blush,

Crested, Glory of Mosses, Countesse de Mu-
rinais, Duchesse d'Ystrie and Luxembourg.— «-.

—

—m-^^—-—.-«

Notes on Strawberry Culture.—Answers,

I

If there be any who think we devote an un-

due amount of space to the matter of small

fruits, they must recollect that il is a subject that

interests every one who has a piece of ground,

be it a city lot, or a large farm. While the very

large sums which are annually paid for small

fruits, makes their culture important as a

remunerative branch of industry, there is

nothing that would so add to the comfort and
promote the health of our fiirming community,

as an abundant supply of strawberries, raspber-

ries, currants, blackberries and grapes. AVe
judge from our correspondence of the subjects

our readers feel most interested in, and it is safe

to say, that half of the letters of inquiry we have

received this season, have been in reference to

the culture of small fruits. We have now be-

fore us some 20 letters, all upon the strawberry.

If we were to answer each of these in a basket

item, there would be too many strawberries in

one basket, so we will make a general article,

treating the subject so as to answer as well as

may be, the different queries. In the first place,

we have three kinds of flowers among straw-

berries: perfect or hermaphrodite, which have

both stamens and pistils; the pistillate in which
the stamens are poorly developed, or wanting

;

and the barren, orstarainate iu which the pistils

are im|)erfect. Tlie perfect or hermaphrodite

are self fertilizing, while the pistillate ones need

to have perfect flowers near them to enable

them to bear. Staminate, or barren flowers oc-

cur rarely and are of no use except to fertilize

pistillates, an office which can as well be done

by hermaphrodites. The correspondent whose
"Hovey's seedling" he has in vain tried to fer-

tilize with several other varieties, ni<a\' not have

the Hovey at all, as he procured bis plants of a

travelling peddler. Boston Pine is the kind

much used with the Hovey, around Boston, and

the Early Scarlet and others are also used.

In garden culture we think it best to plant iu

beds four feet wide, putting one row of plants

in the center and a row on each side of the

center one, 18 inches distant from it; the plants

are to be 13 to 18 inches apart in the rows.

September is the most favorable month for

autumn planting, as the young plants from run-

ners are stronger than they are in August, and

there is still a sufficiently long growing season,

to enable them to get well established before

winter. A bed set now, in rich and well pro-

pared soil, will give a fair crop next year. The
notion which at one time pievailed, that straw-

berries were injured by high culture is well

nigh abandoned. An excess of coarse, crude

manure is injurious, but they will do all the

better for a generous supply of rich compost.

Barnyard manure, toell decomposed, suits them

admirably. In garden culture it is best to keep

all the runners clipped off. When cold weather

sets in, give the beds a mulch of any kind of

litter, taking care not to cover the plants too

heavily. In field culture, where the work is to

bo done in part by the horse, the ro;vs are three

or four feet asunder and the plants set one foot
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apart in the rows. In many places a kind of

alternating S3'stem is practised. The rows be-

ing set as above described, the runners, as they

form, are placed parallel with the rows, where

they take root, and form a dense mass one or

two feet wide. One crop of fruit is taken from

the vines thus grown, and the space between

the rows is then plowed, running the plow so

as to leave the rows of vines 8 or 10 inches in

width. The ground is harrowed, and the plants

allowed to rnn as before. The plants are treated

in this manner as long as they are fruitful, the

number of crops depending upon the variety,

and when the yield begins to decline, the space

between the rows is prepared, and the runners

allowed to form in it. After these are establish-

ed, the original rows are plowed under, and the

new ones formed by the runners cultivated as bo-

fore. Another method of field culture some-

what in vogue is, to set the plants in the spring

and take one crop from them the following year,

then plow the plants under and commence anew.

Many complaints have come to us of the de-

predations of grubs and worms. Both lime and

soot are said to be useful in the case of the wire

worm. Where the ground is infested by the

large white grub of the JIay-bug, we know of

no help. This grub is most apt to occur in sod

recently turned under. This insect lives for

some three years as a grub, and is often very

troublesome to the strawberry. It is some satis-

faction to know tliat, after having abounded in

a field, they will frequently disappear entirely.

A small greenish worm, has been sent us

from several parts of New York State, as

proving very destructive to the leaves of straw-

berry plants. We liave not been able to ascer-

tain what the perfect state of this insect is.

From the appearance of the larva we should

try the effect of a dusting of white helle-

bore. The numerous inquiries respecting

varieties are nearly all answered in previous

articles. We hear some complaints that the

"Agriculturist" has not made runners, but we
know on the other hand that in many cases the

plants have multiplied finely. Tliere seems to

be something untoward in the season, ,as other

varieties, which usually propagate freely, have

made scarcely any runners. With respect to

the "Agriculturist," it was bought entirely on

account of its remarkable appearance as exhi-

bited here, and was sent to our subscribers at

almost no cost to themselves, and the accounts

thus far show that it has generally done well,

though, as was to be expected, among the many
thousands of plants sent out to widely distant

places, there have been some failures. It is

quite amusing to see how conspicuously some
of the agricultural papers have noticed instances

in which this variety for some cause has failed.

Don't be jealous brethren, but look about and
find something better, and we will help you
introduce it. One person at the summer meet-

ing of the Fruit Growers' Society of Western

New York, indulged himself in a growl at the

fact of the berry being called the " Agricultu-

rist." Though the matter is of very little con-

sequence, we would state that the name was
applied to it not by ourselves, but by a Fruit

Growers' Association which meets in this city.

Gazama Splendens.—When this plant first

came out we did not think very favorably of it,

but after another years' trial we are disposed to

regard it as a valuable addition to our stock of

bedding plants. One great merit is the length

of time its flowers continue, the same flowers

opening day after day for two or three weeks.

The flower is shaped something like a common
ox-eye daisy, but the rays are an inch long—

,

and of a bright golden, or nearly orange color.

Near the bottom of each ray is a nearly black

spot, with a white line, and the whole forms a

very brilliant and pleasing contrast of color.

About Capers.

Tears ago, when people made fewer conundrums
than they do now, it used to be asked " when is a

cook like a dancing master." The answer was,
" when he cuts capers." It is probable that many
of our readers have no idea at all of what a caper

is, and would fail to see the point of the quibble.

There are many trivial Inxuries that are mainly

confined to the Large cities and the more wealthy,

and without which farmer-folks can manage to live

very comfortably. These include many articles used

in cooking that are not food, hut only serve as sea-

soning ; for these in the aggregate, large sums are

annually p.aid, and capers are among them. Capers

come to us in odd looking, long and narrow wide-

mouthed bottles, .and look at a little distance like

pickled peas ; upon examination they will be found

to be not perfectly round, but somewhat larger at

one end than the other, and to have a short stem
at the larger end. Ridges are seen upon the sur-

face, .and if one of these capers be carefully picked

open it will be seen to be, what it really is, the

bud of a flower. The plant which produces capers

is Capparis spuiosa, a low straggling shrub which
grows wild iu the South of Europe, where it is

.also largely cultivated. The engraving shows a

small branch, with leaves, buds, .and a flower. The
buds are picked when they are .about half grown,

by women and children, who find it no pleasant

task, on account of the prickles which are found at

the base of eacli leaf. The picking continues
throughout a good part of the year, each day's

gathering being put into casks and covered with

vinegar to which some salt has been added. When
the season is over, the capers are assorted into sev-

eral sizes by me.ans of selves, and put into fresh

vinegar and exported in bottles or small casks.

The plant is half hardy in England, and would
doubtless succeed in some of our southern States.

Capers have a peculiar aromatic taste and have
been employed .as a pickle for hundreds of years :

their chief use at present is to mix with drawn
butter to form a sauce tor boiled mutton. The
fruit of the garden N.asturtium (Tropeolum) is often

used as a substitute, as also is, in England, the

fruit of the Caper Spurge {Euphorbia Lalhyris).

We should doubt, however, about the safety of the
last mentioned substitution, as the plant belongs
to a family producing many very poisonous plants.

"Tim Bunker on Curing Pickles and

Eating Them."

Me. Editor.—" It beats all what a fuss folks are

making about pickles," said Seth Twiggs, walking

into our house one hot July night, and taking-his

scat on the settee, where he was soon lost in his

favorite cloud of smoke. "One would think," he

continued, "that cucumbers was a new crop just

imported from China, or some other furrcign parts,

lusted of bciu as old as the Bible. They're bavin'

a run about equal to Multicaulis and Rohan pot.ato.

I'm bound to say."

Speaking of Seth Twiggs' smoking, reminds me
that I owe an apology to your readers perhaps, to

all the anti-tobacco part of them in particular, that

I have said so much about his habit. For you see

the thing is mighty catching. No sooner had I

got the fashion set in the Agriculturist than all the

letter writers in the political papers took it up and

every time they bring out their hero, Gener.il Grant,

they must tell just how many times and how he

smokes. Ton see'the Gencr.al h.as not made his

appearance in public since he got to be a gre.at man
without his cigar. The public are supposed to be

interested in knowing just the length of his cigar,

whether it is a long nine or not, its color, its cost,

and the particul.ar brand the General uses. J.ake

Frink says, " the tobacco men have bought up the

General or his letter writer, and all this fuss about

his smoking is an advertising dodge to get their

cigars into market. It is a mean abolishun trick to

raise the price of tobacco, and he 'spects it'll git to

be so high that common folks can't have a chaw

except on Fourth of July, or some sich special

occasion."

I think there is considerable sense in what Jake

saj-s. Hookertown don't care a rush whether the

General smokes or not, whether he smokes dollar

cigars or st^jeped cabbage leaves, whctherhe smokes

quietly or putfs aw.ay like a locomotive. The Gen-

eral's business has been fighting, 1 take it, for the

last few years, and if he had used half the tobacco

tlie letter writers have gin him credit for, he

wouldn't have had any brains left to plan a cam-

paign. They have run the thing into the ground.

Seth Twiess' case is different. His business is

smoking. If he has any other business, nobody
has been able to find it out. He cultivates a little

land, works in the garden some, and tinkers round

a good deal, but this is only his amusement. The
solid work on which he lays himself out is smok-

ing. Now a man who assumes "the solemn re-

sponsibility" of writing for the papers, as Mr.

Spooner would say, must regard the truth of his-

tory. The fact is, the Hookertown public wouldn't

know Seth Twiggs without his pipe, and I had to

introduce Seth's pipe or say nothing about him.

I like to have forgot Seth on the settee. "I'll

bet there is fifty acres in pickles iu Hookertown,

this year," he added.
" Some folks are in great trouble as to how they'll

cure 'em," I remarked.

"Du tell," exclaimed Polly Frink, "I thought

every body knew how to s.alt down cowcnmbers."

"Not by a jug full," said I. "It is treated as a

great secret at the pickle factories, and stores, .and

you might .as well undertake to get ile out of a

Wall Street Petroleum Company, as to get any
light on the curing process out of them."

" I guess you didn't go to the right place, Esq.

Bunker. For when I went down to the city to

market my piickles I went all over the factory."

"And what did you see," I .asked. "Well I saw
a lot of vats, barrels, kegs, jars, and bottles, some
of 'em full and some of 'em empty." "Did you
ask any questions and did you get civil answers ?"

" Sartainly I did, lots on em. And I found out

there want any secret about the brine, for it is the

same rule my grandmother used to go by, and I

guess it is about the same thing every housekeeper

in Hookertown uses today, brine strong enough to

bear an egg, and the little pickles to lie iu two

weeks, and the big ones three, that is about the

whole of it, with a little variation to suit circum-

st.ances."

" Jest so," said Mrs. Jake Frink, " that is my
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rule, aud I never knew it to fiiil. I've got pickles

two years old now, and they are jest as good as

ever. Ye see I aller's keeps my barrel open at the

top, with a round board and a stone to keep the

pickles in the brine. For a barrel of pickles yon

want jest about a peck of coarse salt. Turk's Island

is the best, dissolved in water. That will jest about

float an es:?. If I want to keep them a long time

in the brine, I look at 'era occa.^ionally, and add

a little more salt, if Itliink they need it."

" And what is to be done when you want to put

them into vinegar ?" I enquired.

"Oh, that is easy enough. You jest scald the

cucumbers in a bra.ss kettle, and let them stand a

few hours, changing the water two or three times

to take the salt out. You can tell by the taste

when they are fresh enough."
" What do yon have a brass kettle for?"

" They say it makes 'em green. My mother al-

ways used a brass kettle."

" And how is it about the poison ?"

" Well, I never heard of it's hurting any body.

If you have good cider vinegar, the green pickles

will be wholesome enough. Every body in Hook-

ertown cures 'em in this way, and we are not an

ailin' set of people."

Aunt Polly is right ahont the ves?el for freshen-

ing the pickles. A good deal more depends upon

the vinegar than upon the vessel, and I suspect the

br.ass kettle with its trace of verdigris is made to

answer for all the atrocious compounds they put

into the vinegar. The slops of the rum shops and

drinking saloons, sulphuric, aud other mineral

acids, are put in lilierally to give sharpness to the

vinegar. This mu.'it be injurious to the stomach,

and I suspect it is to prevent the public from learn-

ing the composition of the vinegar, that the pickle

men affect so much mystery about their business.

Farmers have no apology for using any thing but

home made vinegar and pickles. They can .always

have the best, .and plenty. A cucumber is little else

than thickened water, a sort of sponge to hold vin-

egar. If good, it supplies the vegetable acid for

which tlie system has so strong a craviug in hot

weather. The doctors tell us it regulates the bile,

and for once I guess the doctors are about right.

In the absence of fruits, whidi are not always to be

h.ad, keep pickles on your table the year round.

Hookertovm, Conn.,
\

Yours to command,
July lOtli, 18S5. 1 Timothy Bunker Es<j.

Substitute for Glass Windows.

It sometimes happens that one would be glad to

close a window so as to admit light, and yet has no

glazed sash that he can use, and it may be he does

not consider the object worthy the expense. A
simple piece of stout muslin tacked upon a frame

makes a very fair substitute. It excludes the wind

and insects, and admits the light. After tacking it

upon the frame it may be varnished with a mixture

of boiled linseed oil and copal varnish, thinned

with tui'pentine. This will make it water tight, so

th.at rains will not wet through, and more translu-

cent. Where there is sucli a window, and no dan-

ger of violence, very thin, cheap muslin may be

used. When it is tacked on, the edges should be

tucked under and a tape laid over them, through

which the tacks are driven quite close together.

Preserving Flowers in their Natural Form.

In the Affricidlui-ist for June, 1864, page 181, w.is

given an account of a method of drying flowers in

sand which we had practised with moderate suc-

cess, hut as our results were not equal iu beauty
to the imported dried flowers, or to those prepared

here by persons wlio make it a business, we stated

that there were some details of the process that

were kept secret. We find the following account

iu one of our European exchanges, from the Jour-
nal of the Society of Arts, which is said to he the

process followed by those who prepare the dried

flowers for sale. The sand used for the purpose
should be passed through a seive to remove the

coarse particles, then thoroughly washed until the

water passes off clean, aud be completely dried be-

fore adding the steariue. Stearine is tlie substance

from which the hard or " Adamantine " candles are

made, and may be had at llie large di'ug stores,

and candle maimfactories, or stearine candles them-

selves may be used for this purpose.

" A vessel, with a movable cover is provided,

and having removed the cover from it, a piece of

metallic gauze of moderate tiueness is fixed over it,

.and the cover replaced. A quantity of sand is

then t.aken, sufficient to fill the vessel, and passed

through a sieve into an iron pot, where it is heated,

with the addition of a small quantity of steariue,

carefully stirred, so as to thoroughly mix the in-

gredients. The qn.antity of stearine to be added

is at the rate of >^ lb. to 100 lbs. of sand. Care

must be taken not to add too much, as it would

sinlc to the bottom aud injure the flowers. The
vessel, with its cover on, and the gauze beneath it,

is then turned upside down, and the bottom being

removed, the flowers to be operated upon are care-

fully placed on the gauze and the sand gently

poured in, so as to cover the flowers entirely, the

leaves being thus prevented from touching each

other The vessel is then put in a hot place, such,

for inst.ance, as the top of a b.aker's oven, where it

is left for 48 hours. The flowers thus become dried,

aud they retain their natural colors. The vessel

still remaining bottom upwards, the lid is taken off,

aud the sand runs away through the gauze, leaving

the flowers uninjured in their natur.al sh.ape."

Preserving' Green Corn,

There are three w.ays recommended for preserv-

ing green corn for winter use. The Jir.s^ and sim-

plest is jiackiug the husked ears, picked while in

the milk, iu barrels, and filling them up with good
clear strong brine, (best m.ade by first dissolving

the salt, then scalding, skimming and cooling.) The
second way is to pick corn a little older than most
people prefer for eating green, and parboil ; then

split the rows with a sharp knife, cut or scrape the

kernels off, and dry them either in the sun or some
drying-room. The top of a stove in which there is

little fire, a slat frame suspended high above the

kitchen stove, an oven which is not liot enough to

scorch, are the drying places usually employed.

We prefer a well-regulated fruit-drying kiln. The
corn may be spread upon pl.ates or tins, iu the

small way, or on cotton cloth stretched on frames.

The bulk and weight of the corn is rapidly i-educ-

ed, so that the contents of two or more frames or

tins may be turned together very soon. With a

very little practice, one can judge quite accurately

whether it is dry enough not to mold by its rattling,

and by the feeling of the grains when pressed

ag:iinst the closed lips. When dry it may be kept

indefinitely in l)arrels or bags, away from mice and

moisture. The third way is by canning—a method
attended with a little difficulty. The corn is apt

to ferment and bni'st the cans, besides spoiling the

corn, which has otten a most distressingly corrupt

odor. This is the chief trouble. It may, however,

be obviated liy thorough boiling, aided by the ad-

dition of a little sugar—(just enough to taste.)

The corn should be scraped from the cob, after

splitting each row of kernels as before specified,

either after parboiling or after thoroughly boiling,

as for the t.able. The pnlp is then salted to taste,

and sweetened a little, while it is cooking. A little

water must be added if it is in danger of scorching

on the fire, and it must be boiled till all the air is

thoroughly expelled, which it requires some judg-

ment to delcrmiue. It is tlien put in cans, which

are closed air tight. When success attends this, it

is the most satisfactory method.

To be served for the table, corn prepared by the

first method must be boiled in two waters ; by

the second method, it must be soaked and then

boiled, with the addition of milk, butter and salt,

(and perhaps beans)
;
prepared t»y the thiixl meth-

od, it needs only to be heated hot in the can,

turned out, and dressed with butter or cream.

Wyandot methods of Drying Corn.

BY TARAH-KOUEHTAH.

[A subscriber using the signature above given,

communicates the two following recipes of the

excellence of which we have no doubt. If Yarah-

kouehtah is versed in the lore of the red man's and
squaw's cookery, his pale-faced brothers and sisters

will be glad to hear from him again, for there are

many articles of food which the redskins prepare

in a way to please the most fastidious palate.

—

Ed.]

"Shehah."—Take sweet corn, in the I'oasting

ear state, cut the grains off the cob with a knife,

scraping the cob clean off the pulp, put it in a

mortar and pound it a little with a pestle, then
grease an iron oven, and put the pulpy mass into

the oven, and bake it by fire placed under the oven
and on the lid. In place of cutting the corn off

the cob and pounding it, it may be grated and
scraped off. After it is baked, it will come out of

the oven in the form of a loaf, which is excellent

eaten warm with butter and honey. To he dried,

this loaf is crumbled up, and dried in the sun by
being spread on cloths. When wanted for use, it

can be boiled in fifteen or twenty minutes, and
when it is stewed down, prepared for the table by
adding a little butter, salt, and sugar. The Wy-
andot condiments in old times, were bear's lard

and maple sugar. One pint of this dried corn is

enough for a meal for five or six persons.

" Yah-neh-tow-ee."—Roast the corn on the ear,

before a quick fire, shell it off the cob and spread

it out to dry in the sun. This needs to be boiled

five or six hours. A few beans are often added,

and sometimes meat—beef, venison, chicken, or

raccoon. This is improved by pounding it a little.

The meal obtained by the pounding tliickens the

soup, which is delicious, and very nourishing to

the sick. When pounded it is called " Yahneh-

towee-teh,"—'teh,' signifying pounded.

Self-Shutting Doors.

Sometimes doors will always swing shut when
opened wide, and .at other times will fly open as

soon as unlatched. The reason is, that the c:ising

on which a door is hung does not stand perpendi-

cularly. When a door will swing open of its own
weight, the casing leans the way the door swings.

If it swings to, when it has been opened, the

casing leans in the other direction, provided the

hinges are alike and put on in the same manner.

In some cases the casing le.ans so that the door will

strike the fioor or carpet before it is opened wide.

By removing the lower hinge and putting on one

wider by an inch or moi'C, so that the turning point

of the upper hinge will be exactly over the corres-

ponding point of the lower hinge, the door will

swing either way alilvc. In order to hang the door

so as to shut itself, put on a still wider pair of hin-

ges at the bottom, so as to make it rise a little as it

is opened. Then the door may be opened at nearly

a right angle when it will close itself This ar-

rangement will often be found more convenient

than a system of pullies and a weight, or a door

spring. Gates may be hung ill the same manner,

so as to close or swing open of their own weight.

How to Carve Well.

Study your subject, and have a sharp knife.

Make your investigations on the piece of meat or

fowl before it is cooked ; feel with your finger

where the joints are you wish to strike, and where
the bones are you wish to avoid; if ncsessary and

possible, with a heavy knife or cleaver, and a ham-

mer, open the vertebral joints, or crack any bones

you know will be in the way of your operations at

the table; hut do this in such a manner that the

piece will hold well together on the spit, and come
in good shape to the platter. Then direct (unless

the cook knows better than you do) how it shall

be placed on the platter. As a general rule all

flesh, (recognizing the distinction between fish,
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flesh, and fowl,) sbould be cut across the grain of

the muscular tihres. The exceptions to this rule

are : very small animals, veryyouni^ lambs, saddles

of mutton and of venison, sometimes tlie tender-

loin of beef not taken out. It is commonly desir-

able to take off the best cuts first, at any rate

one should be able to do so. Thick, slashiuj slices,

or big- sprawly pieces, are inelegant ; so also is

helping too much bone with the meat. Fowls are

easily carved if young, and cooked till tender, and

the carver should be able (whether he exercises the

ability or not) to touch any joint with the point of

bis knife, and easily separate from the carcass every

princii>al bone with the tlesh ujion it. We may
treat upon the carvinjj; of particular jjieces of meat

aud birds, with illustrations, at some future time.

Something about Yeast.

In making bread, yeast isadded to induce fermen-

tation, for the reason that during the process very

minute bubbles of carbonic acid gas are liberated,

which, if the dough be baked at just the right time,

expaud in baking and cause the bread to have that

spongincss, so prized by good housekeepens. During

the fermentation, a portion of the starch of the flour

is converted into sugar, and if the heat arrests the

fermentation at the proper point, the bread is not

only light, but sweet. Curiously enough, fermen-

tation is accompanied by the growth of a micros-

copic plant, and, so far as we know, it is necessary

to introduce some of this plant into the bread, in

the form of yeast, or if we would make yeast, we
have to procure some of the plant to start with in

already made yeast. We hope at .another time to

give a more minute account of the yeast plant and

the changes it induces; we now only briefly state

the facts. There are ou tile a number of letters ask-

ing for directions to make yeast, and in the same
hie a number of recipes for producing that impor-

tant article for the household, but they all require

the use of yeast to start them. We give below

one of these several recipes, by " Miss Hattie,"

who gives no address.
" Take a handful of hops, two or three potatoes,

and boil in about a quart of water. When the

potatoes are done, mash them and strain all on to

flour enough to make a batter as thick, or thicker

than for griddle cakes. If the flour does not all

scald by this means, set it on to the stove a few

minutes, and keep stirring from the bottom, put in

a large spoonful of molasses and a half teaspoonful

of ginger. When all is scalded, cool it to about the

temperature of new milk, put in a tKilf or two

thirds a teacupful of good yeast, cover and set in a

warm place, and in a few hours it will be very light;

then mix into this, as much good corn meal as can

be got in by working with the hands, the harder

the better ; work it into a long solid mass, as large

as one's arm, then cut it off in cakes half or three

quarters of an inch thick, put them on to your

moulding board to dry, not flat down, but the edge

of one just lapped on the other; put them in an

airy place, not in the sun, nor where they will freeze.

When dry on the top, turn them over, and in a day

or two they will be dry enough to put into a bag ; a

paper one will protect them from the flies. There

will be enough to last two or three months.

The next thing is, to make bread. Just before

retiring, put perhaps a cake aud a half of the yeast

to Boak in a little warm water and cover it. Wuen
it is soft, put in your mixing bowl as much flour as

is needed for bread ; then make a bole one side and

pour in about a pint of warm water, stir it up, and

stir in your yeast, cover it over with flour to keep

in the gi»s, and prevent it drying. In the morning

it will be ready to mix the first thing. Mix with

warm water or milk, let it remain in the bowl to

rise, as it can be kept warm better, and it will rise

quicker in a mass. When light, " mould it over"

and put it into pans, to rise the second time, and

bake when light. Have the oven pretty hot at the

beginning, aud be careful to not let it burn."

8tc:iui.l'<>olcoil Ki-eutl.—W. Pease, of La-

porte Co., Indiana, writes : "If the readers of the

ArjrkidlurUl desire to have very white and light

bread, with crust no thicker than a sheet of paper,

and as white and soft as the centre of the loaf, they

can have such by preparing it in the usual way and

placing it on some dish that will set in the steamer,

and when it I'ises sufficient for baking, instead of

patting in the oven, place it in the steamer aud

steam it thoroughly for about half an hour."

Cliili Sauce.—This, which is an excellent

relish with cold meats, etc., is thus made by
Mrs. A. M. Vose, of Boston: 1.8 ripe tomatoes, 1

onion and 3 green peppers chopped fine, 1 cup of

sugar, 23-2 cups of vinegar, 2 teaspoons of salt, 1

teaspoon e.ieh of all kinds of spice. Bottle for use.

Green Corn Piidcllllg-.—Mary M. Tur-

ner, Belmont Co., Ohio, sends a recipe for this sea-

sonable dish as follows :
" Take of sweet corn 14 ears

—with a knife split the grains lengthwise of the

cob. Then scrape out the pulp ; to this add 2 ta-

blespoonfuls of butter, 1 uf sugar, 3 of flour, 3

eggs, 1 pint rich milk, a little salt. Spice to suit

taste. Bake from thirty to forty minutes.

About Octtiugf a Fire—Matclies.
In IGfiT, Phosphorus was discoveretl by a German chem-

ist, and tlie pecuiiiir properties of ihis substance have
led to an entire change in the method of kintlling a fire.

The burning of any substance is caused hy the oxygen of

the ail- uniting rapidly with it. Any thing for which oxy-

gen has great attraction will take tire at a very kiw tem-
perature ; some substances, as the metals potassium and
sodium, will ignite as soon as touched by water or eve^
ice. for water is largely marie up of oxygen. Phosphorus
lias a strong attraction for oxygen ; a moderate degree of

heal, such for instance^ is caused by rubbing it, will

set it on fire. In IGSO, one Godfrey Hanckwiiz intro-

duced tills substance into London, to be used for kind-

ling. A small bit of it was rubbed between pieces of

brown paper, until it began to burn, and then a piece of

stick previously dipped in .sulphur was ignited. Several

other forms of using it were contrived, but the cost of

phospliorus prevented their coming into general u^e.

Another substance, chlorate of potash, when in contact

with some other highly comhusiible substances, like sul-

phur, sugar, or phosphorus, makes them take fire easily

and burn very fast. Many years since a gentleman
in England employed this to make malclies. The chlo-

rate was mixed with sugar and other ingredients, the

end of a stick was co;ited in the mixture, and when fire

was wanted, the prepared end of the match was dipped
in a small vial containing sulphuric acid. The chemical
action of the acid caused ii to blaze immediately. These
matches at first were sold at three or four dollars per box.

A very ingenious, but costly modification of this method
of getting a fire was called Vesuvi.ms. It consisted of a
folded paper match, in one end of which was contained
some powdered chlorate of potash and sugar, with a little

piece uf small glass tube, in which was sealed up a drop
or two of sulphuric acid. When this end of the match w:is

struck a smart bio vv, or crushed beneath the foot, the glass

tube broke, allowed the acid it contained to cotne in

contact with the powder, and a fire was immediatpiy
produced. Then came the lucifer match, coated with
a mixture containing chlorate of poiash, etc., which
was to be drawn rapidly through a bit of sand paper fur-

nished with each box of matches. Some inventive ge-

nius soon thought of pasting tlie sand paper to the bot-

tom of the box; then another improved the compositioEi

so that the match would kindle by being rubbed on any
hard substance ; ami finally some one else disjjensed with

the sulphur for the rn^ls of the match on account of its

unpleasant fumes, and made the stick light more easily by
dipping it in a wax-like substance called paraffine.

The very latest inventio-n in this line, we believe, is

a match that will take fire only when rvtbbed lightly on
the bottom of the box or on specially prepared paper.

It is called the safety match, and has some advant;igfs

in not being so liable to cause mischief by accident, but

it is not so generally convenient as the common sort.

Great improvements have been made in the machineiy
for getting out the splints or match sliclis, which were
formerly split by hauil, and also in coiiting them wnh the

preparation. The nurn!>er of matches consumeil is enor

mous. One manufacturer in New Vork is said to have

used within the last 13 years, 2.225.nyo feet of lumber,

producing six bUHonSy five hundred millions of match-

es. The lotal amount of malches manufactured in the

Unite! States, isestimalcd at 35.T0O Oni dailv. worth $iO(iO

at wholesale, and this is probably less thim the actual sum.

Xriltlirulu«^7<!<» 01*51 IIl'I'O.

It is related of Lord Nelson, that while walking out one
morning lie met a little girl crying bitterly, and upon ask-

ing her what was ihe maitt-r, she replied that she had
broken her pitcher with which she had been sent for

milk, anti was afraid she would be wiiipped when she
returned home. Seeing that he sympathized with her,

she held up the fragments and artles^ly said. *' Perhaps
you can mend it. sir." " No, I can not do that," replied

he, ''but I will give you sixpence to buy an<ptlier with."

On looking in his purse, he found he had no change, and
said, " I can not give it to you now, but if y»»u will be

here at this time to-morrow, I will meet you and give

you the money." She went home comforted, and told

her mother the stoiy with such confidence that she was
excused from punishment, on condition that the gentle-

man should keep his word. Before the lime came. Lord
Nelson received a letter asking him to go to a dit-tanl

place to meet a person whom he greatly desired to see

He hesitated, and thought that such a trifle as giving a

little girl a sixpence ought not to keep him away, but

then he had given his word and the little girl had implic-

itly relied upon it. No, he would not disappoint her, so

he sat down and wrote to his friend that "owdng to a

previous engagement, '' lie should be unable to see him
at that lime. Such an incident adds luster to the world-

wide fame of one of England's most celebrated heroes.

A I^oble l^xaiiiple.

The Chiistian Begister relates the f(dlowing: A law-

yer who was employed to examine the title to a parcel

of land, found that one of Ihe previous holders of the

tract had oidy conveyed a lease of it, ana consequently

all who had taken their titles since— although they had
paid a fair price—could have no lawful claim. The real

owner of the land was a young man living at a distance,

and who himself knew nothing of this possession. At

the time the lease w as given, the land w;is worth only a

few hundred dollars, but since then a maiuifHCturing

tow n hatl been built ne;ir it, and its value had been great-

ly increased. The lawyer upon finding the title defec-

tive, visited the young man who was the lawful, if not

the rightful owner. A^.Ier making his acquaintance he

determined to tell him just how the mntler stood, and

leave him to act as he should think proper. The young

man heard the case and asked, " Wlnit do you wish ine

to do?" "I would like to have you give a quit claim

deed for the premises."—" Have you one prepared?"—

"Yes," answered the lawyer, producing the paper. Af-

ter carefully reading it through, the young man immedi-

ately went wiih the lawyer to a Justice of the Peace, and
signed the document. "Now," said he, " how much
was this property worth ? I ilid not want to know be-

fore, for fear that the value might be large enough to

keep me from doing what I thought right in the matter."

He was informed that the piopeity was estimated at fiom

fourteen to twenlv thousand dollars. The young man
who set such a noble example, which many we fear would

find it difficult to follow, was Rev. Samuel Abbott Smith,

late of West Cambiidge, Mass., and nls name is rightly

recorded high in the catalogue of noble and honest men.

Problems and Pmzzlc^.

Our young readers will probably miss the usual variety

in this department, and we very much regret tliat we
have so liitle to offer in the way of puzzles, as there is

no class of readers whose good opinion we more highly

value, thitn we do that r.f boys ami girls. The deficiency

hap^lens at this lime for the reason, that just as this

paper was being miide up, the gentleman who manages

the Boys and Girls Columns was taken suddenly ill, and

the task fell to the care ()f anoihei-, who rather than rum-

mage over the papers belonging to the department,

and run the risk of making some blunder, makes this ex-

planation, which he hopes will satisfy them. He can

moreover confidentially tell them, that he has seen a

number of nice things, which are nearly ready, and has

no doubt that their part of the pHper will next month be

enough better, to make up for any lack in the present one.

^00 FOR
No. ITS. Illustrated Rehus^ which gives good advice.

No. 174. Illustrated Rebus, containin g still better advice.
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PKISONEK AND HER PETS .—Engraved for the American. Agriculturist.

This beaiiiiful iiicliire lells its own touching story of a

lonely prisoner suflTerinii for companionsliip and sympa-

tliy, and finding it wilh the little buds that she has taught

by kind treiitrnent to confide in her. " Wliat is she sliut

up for ?" Jisli the whole first class of Agriculturist read-

ers, th;it is the liltle ones. We can not tell certainly.

She does not look like a person who would commit

any crime. In some countries men and wonien have

been pnl in piisnn because they belonged to certain fam-

ilies. Those who slnit them up were afraid if they lived

they might become kingg or queens, or get some place

away from those who confined ihem. You \\ill find many
such iiccounls in the lii^tory of Enghinil, France, and

other European countries. Probably tlie lady in the pic-

ture, if she should ever be set free, would never want to

see K bird shut up in a cage ; she would think of Ihe lone-

ly hours; she herself had passed in confinement. If you

have any doubts whetlier a bird loves liberty, just open

the door of its cage, and it will soon show you how it

feels. It is much pleasanter to tame the birds by feeding

them. They can be made so familiar as to feed from a

person's hand, if he will encourage their confidence by

kind treatment day after day. If no one had ever injured

the birds, they would never have had such fear of man,

whom they novvvery justly look upon as Iheir enemy.

The Judge's Exporiniciit.

Many years ago it "as a common practice in Europe,

to torture witnesses who were suspected of concealing

the truth, and particularly supposed criminals who would

not confess their guilt. The following account is given

of its abolisliment in Portugal, the country where it was

last practised : A certain judge greatly doubted wliether

statements extorted from sufferers by the rack, were
wortliy of belief, as many would be willing to confess to

any thing to escape from the excruciating torments. He
put the matter to test in the following manner. He gave

the charge of his hor&e to a servant, requiring him to

lodge in the stable, which was kept locked. One night

the jndge himself unlocked the door, stole in carefully

wliile the servant was asleep, and killed the horse. Then
when the mischief was discovered, il v\as of course

charged upon the servant. The punisliment for such a

crime was death, and of course the poor fellow denied all

knowledge of the act. But as appearances were so

much against liim, he was put to the torture to make him
acknowledge the crime, and in a short lime, he confessed

himself guilty. Then the judge related the wliole cir-

cumslances to the court, stating what weie his motives.

Of course the man was acquitted, and the torture was
abolished from that time. Although the act was a cruel

one, much suffering was thereby saved to many others.

Xlie Inventor ofllie Stocking' Fraiue.
The history of William Lee, tlie Inventor of the first

stocking knitting machine, is a remaikable instance of

perseverance under difficulties and final v\ ant of person-

al success, although he became a benefactor to his coun-

try and tlie world. It is related that, when a young man,
he paid his addresses to a lady wdio did not appear to fa-

vor his attentions. Whenever he visited her she would
always engage in knitting very industriously, and scarce-

ly notice his conversation. At length he became disgust-

ed, and declaied that instead of following her whims
any longer, he v\ould invent sometliing to do away with

her favorite employment of knitting. After three years

study and patient labor, he was able to produce all of the

stocking except the foot, but several months more ena-

bled him to acctimplish this also. Now he thought his

fortune Surely made, but upon applying for a paient, it

was absuidly refused on the ground that it would take

away the living of many poor persons to wlioin knitting

gave employmer:t. Queen Elizabeth is said to have re-

marked, that were it a machine for making silk stockings

a patent might have been granted, as that would afl^ect

but a small number of persons, but a monopoly of mak-
ing stockings for the whole people, was too great a mat-
ter for any one individual. He now set himself to over-

coming this obstacle, and was helped by Lord Hunsden,
a cousin of the Queen, who bound his own son to him as

apprentice. After another long interval of patient labor

he completed a frame for making silk stockings, but even
then the Queen obstinately refused to grant him a pa-

tent. Then he attempted to carry on the business of

stocking making, keeping his machine a secret, and em-
ploying his own relatives as workmen. But his patron,

Lord Hunsden, and also Ids son, the apprentice, dying

about this time, he was left without capital, and almost
reduced to want. Then he determined to remove to

France, where he was encouraged to set up his frames

by iHe King, Henry IV, but just as he was about to com-
plete extensive and favorable arrangements, the King
was assassinated, and again his patron v\as lost, and he
was left to work unaided. This entirely prostrated him,
and he died of abroken heart the same year (IfilO).( Tlie

stocking frame was finally pt-rfected and introduced by
those who had learned its construction from Lee, and
thus the country received the benefits of the invention

wluch cost the inventor a life of unrequited labor.

Rogues OntM^itted.

A correspondent relates the following, which seems
almost too good to be true. Ben Davis, as his neighbois
call him, had a very fine melon patch. One afternoon
while in the village store he overheard some boys plot-

ting to help themselves to the fruit vvilhout being invited.

Ben said nothing, but on his way home set his wits to

work to head the-ra off. As he was passing along, a large
black snake crossed his path, which Ben succeeded in
capturing alive. He immediately went to his garden and
selecting the very finest watermelon, cut it in two very
carefully, scooped out the inside, and by means of pegs
on the inside fastened it together so nicely that one could
scarcely detectthe seam. He then plugged it, and forcing
the snake in head first, made all secure, and left it in
plain sight. That night of course he lay concealed near
by to witness the sport. Shortly after nine o'clock, three
boys came, and each selecting the finest melon he could
find, started away, with Ben following at a safe distance.
They proceeded to an outbuilding not far distant, struck a
light, and prepared for a good time, Ben looking on
through the cracks. Boy like, the largest one was taken
first. " I guess its hollow," said the boy ripping through
oneside with his jack-knife, " we'll soon see what's in it,"

continued he, turning it over, and then came a scream of
terror from all the boys as the snake glided out among
them, and away they scrambled, leaving the other mel-
ons untouched, and it did not make them feel more com-
fortable to hear the uproarious laughter of Ben as they
took flight. The story spread through the village, and
they soon found they had paid a dear price for their free
melons. For weeks, wherever the boys saw the thieves,
they would set up a hiss, and the culprits would be glad
to retreat out of sight to hide their shame.
This calls to mind the story of a clergyman who sus-

pected one of Iiis neighbors of stealing hay from his barn.
One night he provided himself wilh a daVk lantern, and
watched for his coming. He saw the suspected man go
to the barn, lake out as much hay as he could carry on
his back and start for home. The clergyman stole up
softly behind him. and opening his lantern set fire to the
hay behind his back. Ji flashed up instantly and the man
dropped it and ran away in the greatest terror. A few
days after the culprit came to the clergyman and confes-
sing the theft, asked forgiveness. He said tlial while he
was carrying away some hay the fire of God came down
upon it, and he could not rest until he was pardoned.
Tlie clergyman fregiy forgave liim, but did not for a
long time tell him how the hay came to take fire.

Xlie Ka.ce*

One of'our artists has evidently been leading about
the Bull-frog Show, reported to take place this month,
and has given us the above funny conceit from his pencil.

He must liuve drawn upon his Jmaginalion, for what he
has shown, could not happen, unless bull-frogs were
larger, or boys were smaller, tlian they arc now-a-days.
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(Dusiness notices $1 55 per agate line of space.)

All persons interested in the culture of

SHIALL FRUITS,
will find it to tlieir advantage, to send for llie July Edi-

tion (.f our Catalosne. It contains Descriptions of

all the leailing varieties of

Grapes,
Straivbcrrles,

Kaspberrles,
Blackberries,

Currants, and

Gooseberries,

vrith the prices of vines and plants.—RC PORTS of our

STR.WVBERRY and GRAPE EXHIBITIONS I LET-
TERS from eminent Fruit Growers, vvlio have visited

our grounds, giving minute accounts of our modes of

culture, the general management of our place, and much
other valuable information. One will be sent to all ap-

plicants enclosing 10 cents. J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Onv
IPliotogi'aplis,

TVIaps, IVIaps, IVEaps,
Cliai'ts, Cliai'ts,

!E*iniats.

Ag-ents "Wanted.
H. H. LLO^^r> & CO.,

31 Johin-st.,

1S65-
;^. B.—See out- New Price Lists and Catalogue.

VERMILYE & CO.,

JVb. 44 Wall Street, New York,

mmim loan igews,
KEEP ON HAND FOU

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
THE ISSUES OK

7-30 Treasury l\otes
OF ALL DENOMINATIONS.

We BUT and SELL .all cl.asses of GOVERNMENT SE-
CUItlTlESat marl;i-t rate's.

Also. QUAUTEHMASTEKS- CHECKS and CERTIFI-
CATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.
Orders from B.\NlvS and BANKERS executed on favora-

ble terms and with dispatch.
Also receive DEl'OSITS and ALLOW INTEREST on

current balance.

VEI^>IILY^E & CO.
True Delaware CJrape Vines.
From the ortginal Vine. Also Ion!\, Isrnella, Adirondac,

Allen's and Ilogeia' Hybrids, Concord, CrevelliifX. Plana,

HarUord Proliflc, Uebecca, Lydia, Maxaiawney, and all other

Ousirable kiiulci. liaspbeiTies, Currants, Strawberries, &c.

Scud stamp for Descriptive Price Lists.

GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

THE LADIEi^ liIKE IT ! !

!

Thousands of the SEWING RIPPER have been sold

and 7)0( a single complaint made. It takes out a seam
rapidly and safely, whether sewed by hand or by ma-
rliine. is neat, small, dues not get out of order, and is

needled In every lady's work basket. Agents wanted.

Send 50 cents fur a sample to

A. C FITCH, 131 Ndssau-st., New-York City.

AVHBELER Sc AVlliSON'S

Iiock Stitch Sewing Machine.
IVo. 625 BroadM^ay, Xcw-York,

1^" I^oouoniieal lloitsekeepers BJse

Pyle's Salcratns. Pyle's O. K. Sonp.
Pyle's Crenni Tartar. Pyle*s Blueing Po-*vder,

Articles designed for nil who want the best goods, full

weight. Sold by best Grocers everywhere. Each pack-

age bears the name of JAMES PYLE, Manufacturer,

New York.

THE GREAT
FAMIIiY IVEWSPAPER.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

THE

IW-YflRK WEEKH TRIBDNE
l3 printed on a large double-inedinm sheet, making eiprht

pa^es of six columns each, and containiu'.:: the choicest mat-

ter of the Daily issue, including a News Summary. Domestic
and Foreiirn; Legislative and Congressional matters ; ^'ar

News; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Horse, Dry Goods and Gen-
eral Market llepjrts. Report of tlie American Institute,

Farmers' Club, &c., &c.

The Reports of the American Institute. Farmers' Club,

and the various Agricultural Reporls, in each number,

are richly worth a year's subscription. Read what a

subscriber in St. Louis says :

St. Louis, Mo., July 16th, 1865.

The Editor 0/ The Tribune.

Dear Sir.— I have had it in contemplation for some
time, to write and tell you of the pleasure I get from the

weekly perusal of the proceedings of the Farmers' Club
;

first I wilUell you how recently I became a\\are of its

existence. About the 1st of September, lSfi3, I noticed

an advertisement, and a cut of the Tribune Strawbeiries

and immediately subscribed for the Weekly Tribune, in

wtiich I found the proceedings of your Club. I have

read them constantly, until they have become lo me a

necessity, and I look for Monday as red letter day in my
calendar, and was I to be confined to one agrirultural

paper alone, should prefer The Tribune to anything I

have yet seen. Yours, JOHN HENWOOD.
Another subscriber writes

I neglected (forgot) to renew my subscription lo

The Tribune, until so late that I missed the first July

No. Can you help me to it? Portions of the Farmers'

Club reports in that number particularly I wish to pre-

serve. In fact, that feature of the paper constitutes ont

of the main reasons why I take it. And I have no doubt,

that it receives a gooilly share of its patronage from per-

sons wiio wish it well, but uould not otherwise bring

themselves to the subscribing point.

Yours truly, O. A.ALEXANDER.
Waynesville, ///., July 25.

TERMS.
Mall Babscribers, single copy, 1 year—52 numbers $ 2 00

do Clubs of Ave 9 00

Ten copies, addressed to names of subscribers 17 50

Twenty copies, addressed to names of subscriber* 34 00

Ten copies, lo one address. 16 00

Twenty copies, to one address 30 00

An extra copy will be sent for each club of ten.

Drafts on New York, or Post-otllce orders, payable to the

order of "The Tribune," being safer, are preferable to any
other mode ol remittance. Address

THE TRIBUNE, New-York.

THE PRIZE BILL, FROG
EZSIHIBITIOIV

Will open on the Ilth of September, .it

DODWORTH'S HALL,
BRO.\DW.\Y. NEW YORK.
Open fiom 11 A. M. till 9 P. M.

Full Particnlars to be found in the

"FlJ^fICIEST' OP PHU.^,"
FOR SEPTE.MBER.

Dffl- Specimen nnrnbers sent by mail on receipt ol 15

cents.— Subscription $1.00 a year.

OFFICE 39 PARK ROW.
N. B.—There is still time to compete for the $100 prize.

Send on the Bull Fro:s.

AlVALYTICAL CHEMIST.
FERDINAIND F. MAYER,

North-west coiner Frankford and William Sts., Second
Floor, New-York.

TIic Kittatiiiiiy Blackberry
Is now offered the public.

See Advertisement and Edilorial Notice elsewliere.

I^ung, Female, and Clironlc Diseases
treated successfully at Drs. S. S. i S. E. STRONG'S
Remedial Institute. Sarato-.'a Sprinss, N. Y. See last

month's No. of Agriculturist. For full information send
for a Circular.

npHE HER.^LD OF HEALTH FOR AUGUST IS
-- a rich one. The article on Infant .Mortality is

worth thousands to any mother. $1.50 a year. 15 cents
a number. Address MILLER, WOOD <t CO., No. 16

Laight-st., New-York.

VICR'8
Illvi&sti-ated Catalog-vie

OF

IBILJILIBg,
AND

€riiiflc ill the Flower Ciarcleii.,

FOR 1865,
I,S NOW PUBLIUHED.

IT CONTAINS ACCURATE DESCRIPTIONS OF THZ BEST

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, SNOW
DROPS, CROWN IMPERIALS, ANE-

MONES, LILIES,

AND UTHEU HARDY BULDS FOB FALL PLANTING.

WITH FULL AND PLAIN

DIRECTIONS FOR PIAMIKG AND CULTURE
IN THE QABDEN, AND IN GLASSES AND POTS FOR WINTKR

FLOWERING.

Illostrated with Namerons Eugravings and Col-

ored Plate.

This Annual is published for the Inforninllon and benellt
of my customers, and to them it will be sent fi-ee without
application. To all others, 10 ct'nts. includini); postage

Addresa J.4.nK:<>i VICK,
ICochester, i>\ Y.

Doty's Clothes Washer.

NE^V ARRA]VGEME]VT.
IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT.

Tlic Metroiiolltan Wasliing Mucliino Co.. Proprietors ot

llie Univcre;il Clotlics Wiinjicr, h;ive arranged for tlie ex-

clusive nianuractiire and sale of Poty's Washing Machine,

in all Territory East and South of Illinois, and west of liocky

Mountains.
Knowing this to be

FAR XIll:: ItENX ^VAJ-illEIt
ever invented, and that those who purchase or take It on
trial are sure to like it, and will find it not only a great
saver of time and stroiisth, but also,

A GREAT SAVER OF CLOTHES,
We place It in the hands or Salesmen, and ofiei" it to the

Public, in full confidence that the sale will be large at first,

and will increase rnpidlj* as the Machines arc introduced and
their merits become known. It has recently been preatly

improved, and can be attached to the old-fasnioned Uasher-
Churn, and iiinkc cliiirnin^ four times easier.
See testimony of Okange JuPD, Editor American Agri-

culturist.

Doty's Washing Macoink we have tried thorongJily for
nearly a year past. In compt'tition with many others sent to
ns, aud for actual service this seems to be an improvement
upon every previous macliine we have tested. It Is com-
pact, and easily, and naturally worked. Our "better half,"
who has been comnlimentcd with the Rift of a score or more
of ditforent machines for trial, says this is taken to most
kindly by the "help." and that she can not persuade them
to use any otlier while this la at hand.

PKICES.—Family Size, $12.00.
Hotel " flS.OO.

On receipt of the price from places where no one is eel-

ling, we will send the Washer In States East of Illinois, free

of I!. 11. freight charges, and so sure are we of its merits

that we promise to Refund tUc Noncy, If, on ono
montli'6 trial according to directions, the purchaEcr chooses

to return the Washer to us, free of expense.

A good Universal Wringer 'ivttU cogs, should go with

each Washer. Price of Washer and Wringer combined, $'iO,

Good Salesmen can make money everywhere selling this

Machine. Exclusive rigbt of Sale given to responsible par-

ties who first apply.

Send for lUuBtrated Terms Circular.

B. C. BROWNING, General Agent,

WT Broadway, New«Yorlc
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^ b li e r t i s e uu n t s

.

Advertisements, to be sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 10th of the preceding month.

N. B.—jV'5 Adveriisement of Patent Jfedichies or secret

remedies desij'ed. Parlies ujikiiown to the Editors personal-

It/ or bij reputation, are requeMed tofurnish good references,

ive de-^ire to be sure that advertisers will do what they prom-
ise to do. By living up to tfiese requiremetiUt, ice airn to

make the advertising pages valuable not onlv to the readers,

but to the advertisers themselves.

TERMS— (Ci\9h before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, fU lines in an Inch), for each insei-tion.

One half column (74 lines), $65 each insertion.
One whole column (148 lines), $120 each insertion.
Business Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

W»B?!^e^MlH
The Proprietorn of this popnl.ir Clotlics aiirt l*al»or-

savinc household help, call attention to a new .irranse-

ment eKewliere advertised in this p^per, by which the con-

trol of the manufacture and sale of their Washers, passes

intothehandi of the Proprietors and General Agent of the

Universal Clothes Wringer, except in the States of Wiscon-

Bin Illinnis, Missouri, Minnesota. Iowa. Kansas, and Nebras-

ka rn thc'^e States ihe Proprietors. DOTY BP.OTHEKS.
Tviil continue to carrv on the business, with lieadquarters at

JAIVESVII.LE, AVISCONSIIV.
The retail price of Familv size will hereafter be $13, and

Hotel size $15. on receipt of which we will send a Washer
to any U. R, station, in either of the above-named States tree

of freight charpes.
We want good Agents everywhere. Send for Circular, to

DOTT BROTHEKS, Janesville. Wis.

Flax Straighteners—Flax Brakes

—Flax Combers.
The Stralshtener will take tangled straw and straiirhten It

nil right for the Klax Braice—and this will do the work flrst-

rate for the New Comber, that will take tangled tow. and
produce rapidly a fibre free from shive. yet fine and adapted
to Carding and Sninnins. This Comber does .just what lias

long been wanted. Prices reduced to old rates. Send for a
Circular (no charce) to JOHN W. QUINCEV,

Treasurer Mallorv & Sanford Company,
93 William-street, New York.

SUPERIOR DRAIIV TILE
made of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood-

bridge, N. J., burned with intense heat over the Fire Brick,

In Fire Brick kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the clay

must be removed fi-om over valuable beds of the best

White Ware, and Fire Brick clay. Also double glazed

Stone Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tight pipe to

conduct pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Lin-

ings and Fire Brick, &c., &c., of best quality. Shipped by

Railroad or water direct from Factory, on Ship Channel of

Raritan River, 27 miles from New York City.

GROSSMAN BROS'. & CO., Woodbridge, N. J.

WoodrufPs Patent Portable

BAROMETERS I

The most accurate, durable, beautifully finished, and

only perfectly portable Barometer ever invented.

Ag:cnts Wanted Everyivliere.
Send Stamp for Circulars.

CHARLES WILDER, Peterboro. N. H.

THRESttlMCMACHINE
Persons intending to purchase a Threshing Machine will

do well to send for a circular of the superior machine manu-
factured by R. & M, HARDER, Cobleskill, Schoharie Co..

N. y. See their advertisement in August Number of the
American Agriculturist.

Millstone Dressing: Diamonds
Set In Patent Protector and Guide. For sale by JOHN

DICKENSON, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, and Im-
porter of Diamonds for all Mechanical purposes. Also Man-
ufacturer of Glaziers' Diamonds, No. 64 Nassau-st., New-
York City. Old Diamonds reset. N, B.— Send postage
Btamp for DescrlptiTe Circular of the Diamond Dresser.

Hot Water Furnaces
for 'Warming Green-l&ouses, Couservato-

rics. Graperies, &c.
WEATHEUED & UHEREVOT. 1 17 Princest,, New-York

HOT WATER FURIVACES,
(ELLIS' PATENT,) for warming Dwellings, Green-Houses,

ic. Send stamp for Circular. No. 183Ccntre-st., New-York.

NITTING MACHINES.—We offer tbo pub-
Hc the simplest, strongest and best family KNITTING

MACHINE in the world. Send tor a Ciicular. Agents
wanted. DALTON KNITTING .MACHNE CO.

No. ."iS? Broadway, New-Yorlc,

GRAPE VINES, .500,000 GRAPE VINE.S of all
the new and leading varieties, of a superior character

cheap, for Sale. Enquire with I'ed stamp at liloomingtoii!
UUnois. DK. SCHRODER. * ^

PRICES REDUCED :

The Universal Clothes Wringer,
W11H COG ^viic:el,!$.

Prices—No. 1><. $10; No. 2, |;8 50.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST-
" This is the first Wrinser I have found that would stand

the service required of it.^'—J. P. Hoggins, Lovejoy's Hotel.
"In the laundry of my house there is a perpetual thanks-

giving on Mondays for the invention of your excellent
Wringer."—Rev. Tueo. L. Cuvlek.
" We tlilnk the Machine much more than pays for Itself

every year in the saving of garments." "We think It im-
portant that a Wringer should be fitted with COGS."

Orange Judd, American Agriculturist.

"The Inventor of this Machine may have the satisfaction
of knowing that he has changed one of the most toilsome
parts of woman's work into a most attractive amusement.'*—
Mrs. Henry Waud Beecher.
" I heartily commend it to economists of time, money and

contentment."—Ul'v Br. Bkllowb.
B:F~On receipt of price from any part of the country

wliere we have no canvassers, we send the Wringer free of
freight charges.
A good canvasser wanted in every township.
R. C. BROW^IVING, 347 Broadway, Iff. Y.

AS SUPERSEDED! PETROLEUM POPU-
I^lilZED ))>• the use ofIt.

PAMNTLAMR
It can be filled, trimmed, lighted, regulated, or extinguish-

ed, without removing the shade or chimney! Great saving
of glass as well as oil ! To places within a reasonable dis-
tance, where our lamps are not being sold, we will send one
or more KIIKE OF TRANSPOUTATION CHARGES. What
we especially want is GOOD CANVASSEIiS to thoroughly
introduce this new invention. We grant exclusive sale In
the territory assi-rned. and offer liberal Inducements for
good, reliable men. CIRCULARS giving descriptions, illus-
trations, prices, and testimonials, sent on application

JULIUS IVES & CO., No. TSHcekman-st,, New-York.

^^y

IIVVALID'S TRAVELING
CHAIRS, for in or out-door use.

Prices. $':!0 to $50. Those like the

cut, $25 to $35, light and strong.

Can be propelled bv the hands.—
PATENT CANTEPJNG HOiiSES,
for out-door exercise and amuse-
ment. Everv boy and girl wants
one, prices $13 to $25. Send stamp
for circular. Children's Carriages,
Horse Rocking Chairs, etc.

S. W. SMITH.
90 William-st., New-York.

li^OERSOL.r.'S IlflPKOVElD
HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most thorough

manner tbroughout this and foreign countries to the num-
ber of over 3000.
The Horse Power is worked by either wheel or capstan,

and in many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite those wanting such machines to write for a catalogue
containing I'ull information with cuts, prices, &c., or call and
examine personally.
Orders promptly attended to. bv addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint,^n[j9 Co.,L. 1.

Eiigii§li Silastic Black.
A pure, elastic, fireproof varnish. Ready for nsc in

10 gallon kegs, and -JO gallon bbls Warranted the most
durable and economical paint for all kinds of Roofs, Iron
fences, boilers, castings, smoke pipes and all other exposed
tin and iron work. Special Terms to Agents:
Also "LiNSKKD Oil Substitute "—the best and cheapest,

F. A. WHITING & CO..
Victoria White Lead Works,

101 Watcrst., New York.

Wash Tub SLavery Abolished
by tlie use of the

Challenge Washing Machine.
Warranted to wash

QUICKER, EASIER, & REXTER,
and with Less wear to the Clothes than any other ma-
chine or process, and TO Wash Clean 6 Shirts In 7 minutes
4 Slieets in 4 minutes, and other clothes in proportion
Weighs but 30 lbs., costs hut $7 to $9. Sample Machines
sent on receipt of price, and money refunded if they do not
give entire satisfaction. Price to Clergymen, $5 to $7.

Six Machines sent to any one person lor the price of five.

We, the undersigned, have used the Challenge Washing
Machine in our families, and can freely recommend it. We
are likewise acquainted with S. W. Palmer & Co.. and know
them to be honorable and reliable men and believe that per-
sons will be perfectly secure In sending them money for
Machines.

Rev, Wm. Hosmer. Editor of Northern Independent.
Rev. Wm. C. Steele, Pastor of North-st.. M. K. Church,

„ [Auburn.
Rev. B. I. Ives. Chaplain of Auburn State Prison.
Rev. D, D. Lore, Editor of Northern Christian Advocate.
Knapp & Peck, Editors and Prop'tors Auburn Advertiser.
Agents wanted everywhere, they are making from $30 to

$90 per week.
Send for Circular enclosing stamp,

S. W. PALMER & CO,. Auburn, N. Y.

150,000 Apple Trees.
Dwarf and Standard Pear Trees, Cherry Trees. Grape Vines,

and Small Fruit of all kinds for sale by S. MORRISON & CO.,
Belmont Co. Nurseries. St, Clalrsville, O. Send for Circular.

To Dealers and Aleuts.
Send for Trade List ol Grape Vines. An unusually fine

stock of Concord Vines at the lowest prices. Address
G, K. MEISSNER, Richmond. Staten Island, N. Y.

In i\i\n BLACK NAPLES CURRANTS,
^_F<|^7vr\Fbushes 2 and 3 years, fine plants, for sale at

$10 per 100. Lawton Blackberries, per 100, $6. packing free.
Sent hy Express. Address D. CONGER, of the Wayne Co.
Nurseries, Wolcott, N. Y,

PRICE LIST WOW READY
of best American varieties of Strawberries, Philadelphia
Raspberry, and llie Wilson Early, the Blackberry tor the
million, last picking this year sold wholesale in Philadelphia
at 20 cts, per quart. Price List sent free to all applicants, by
addressing J, S.COLLINS, Moorestown, Burlington Co., N.J

IVOTICE TO CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS.—
in BELLS within the reach of all. The AMALGAM BELL,
known throughout the United States and Canadas as the
cheapest and best. Price reduced to 20 cents per pound, and
warranted. Srnd for descriptive circular to lue manufactur-
er, JOHN B. ROBINSON, No. 36 Dey-st., New York.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PREMIUM CHESTER
White Pigs. Price 50 cents each. Sent bv mail, Address

N. P. BOYEIi & CO., Gum Tree, Chester Co,,'Pa.

WEBB SOUTH DOWNS.

Tw^enty Five Ewe I^ambs,
Twenty Ram Lambs and Yearlings,

the get of Archbishop, for sale this Fall.

GEO. H. BROWN, Mlllbrook, Washington Hollow.
Dutchess Co., N, Y.

Norman Stallion Wanted.
Young, gray, and in all respects desirable, with as close

resemblance to tlie pure stock as possible.

Address with full description and price, delivered in thia

City. R. A. ALLEN & CO.,

189 & 191 Water-st., Now-York.

Italian Bees for Sale.

A few colonies at $15, M. QUINBY. St. Johnevllle, N. Y.

IVe^v Importation of Italian Bees.

We have this season Imported Queens direct from the dis-

trict In Italy, where, according to the last German Bee-

Keepers' Convention, this variety is found In the highest

purity. For price of Queens, &c., send for Circular to

L. L. LANGSTROTH & SON,
Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

ALDERNEY COW AND BULL FOR SALE.—
From the celebrated stock of John T. Norton, Farming-

ton, Conn, Each 3 yeursold, for sale, together or separately.

Address Rev, O, L, WOODFORD, West Avon, Conn.

ERSONS WISHING TO GET THE BEST
breed of hogs in the United States, please Address

N. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Tree, Chester CO., Pa.

WANTED,—Soldiers, Ladies, or others seeking
light, out-door employment—agents selling cheap

Sewing Machines, Books. Pictures. Yankee Notions. Clothes
Wringers, Patents. Canvassers, Pedlars, Train Boys, &c.,
&c„ can more than pay their travelimr expenses, without any
detriment to their other business, with O. Barnum's " SELF
SEWER." or, SELF-GUIDE AND BASTER, for all Sew-
ing MachinfS.—Entire time given to it. i^ to $1.5 per day.—
It is as simple, and as easily attached, and worked, as the
common gage, by (fte/r ffflffe -vcreio. Weight J^' oz. Retail

%\.:A with directions, $9.00 doz. You double your money,
more by the gross. Postage on one, six cents; on t\ doz., 4'i

cents. I sell other light, portable articles that pays from 100

to 200 per cent, profit. Send for a dozen or Gross.

D. BARNUM, Inventor, 503 Bro.^dway, New-York.
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LAIVE'S
I*uvcliasino- .A-gency,

HARVEY B, LANE,
lol Nassau-st., New-York.

STRAWBEiCRIES.
The Agriculturist^ and all the new, desirable kinds.

Agriculturist, in Pots, $J per cloz.; $13 per $100.

GRAPE VINES.
lona. Israella, Adirbndac, Delaware, Concord, Allen 8

Hybrid, etc.. of superior qu.illty.

WoodriilPs Portable naroinetcr.

Doty'8 Clothes Washer, $12.
Universal Clothes Wriiiser.—Reducpd Prices.

Hutchinson's AViiie and Cider Press, $22.
layman's Glass Prult Jars—Best In Use.

Concord Grapv Vines.
The subscriber has for Sale

5000 Concord Vines, 2 years old, very RtronEr, 1 f 18.

5000 do 2 years, transplanted and root pruned, > 20.

5000 do Single Eyes. 2 years. ) 20.
15.000 Pear Trees, 3 and 4 years oUi.

Standards. *40 per 100 ; Dwarfs, $30 per 100.

THOS. W. FIELDS, Brooklyn, N. T.
Or apply to H. B, LANE, 151 Nassan-st.. New-York.

S. B. CONOVER,
Commission Dealer,

260, 261 & 262 West Washington Market,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST

Particular attention paid to selliDg all kinds of Fruit and
other Farm Produce.
Kefers to the Kditor of the American Ap:rlculturl3t.

GENERAL
Purehasiiig' Ag^eiicy*
The undersigned will Purchase to Order, on favorable

temis, and at a moderate commission, any articles of neces-
sity or luxury, of small or large valne, sucli as Supplies for
Families, Goods for Merchants, Farmers, Mechanics, &c.
Money sent by mail or otherwise, will be immediately ac-
knowledp:ed. and goods promptly forwarded as directed.
Letters of Inquiry will receive immediate attention.

S. COIVOVER, Jr., 160 Fultou-st., New-York.
Refers by permission to Opposite St. Paul's Church.
Wm. E. Dodge, Jr., Esq.; A. D, Randolph, Esq.

THE KlITTA^TIlVlV^ir

Havins, after full and thorough trial, established its claim to
superiority over all others, is now ottered for sale to Ama-
teurs and others, in limited quantities for fall or spring plant-
ing, at reasonable rates. For Testimonials, Terms, &c., en-
Close stamp, and Address E. WILLIAMS, Mont Clair, N. J.

H^* See Editor's confirmation ot last year's report, page
284, this paper.

— . _«

PHILADELPHIA RASPBERRY.
A few hundred Plants for Sale, and warranted genuine.

i;y J. W. CONE, Vineland, N. J.

The Philadelphia Raspberry.
Wilsou-s Early Blackberry.

Best Selected Strawberries.
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Vines, Asparagus and Rhu-

barb Plants, Send for Catalogues gratis.

WILLIAM PAIlIiY, Cinnaminson, N.J.

Book-Keeping for Farmers.
A scholarship valued at fifty dollars is oflTered by Great

Western Business College, to the farmer wlio will before tlie

first of October next, produce tlie best record of his busi-
ness for one year. Tlie object Is to deduce from tlie record a
practical system of book-keeping for farmers. Manuscripts
should be sent to Great Western Business College, Mount
Pleasant. Iowa.
Agricultural and otlier papers are requested to copy,

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE
ILLUSTliATED is a "Urst-class " work, in its 42d vol..

devoted to PnTsiooNOMT. witii "Siirns of Character;"
Phrenology, the Natural History of Man ; Phrknolooy,
and the Temperaments; PnYSiOLOGY, the Laws of Life and
Health; Psycuology, tlie Science of the Soul. Amplv illus-

trated. Jlonthlv, $'3 a year; sample Nos, 20 cents. Address
Messrs. FOWLl!U & WELLS, No. 389 Broadway, New-York.

LOOK OUT
For the Ne-w Game, ** Three Merry Men," by the

Author of "The Most Laughable Tliins; on
Eartli,'* to be advertised in the next number (October)

of this paper. Ha ! ha ! ha ! Ha ! ha I ha ! Ila ! ha I ha !

AmSDEIV Sc CO., Publishers, Boston.

WANTED—CANVASSERS IN EVERY Coun-
ty, to sell Powell's Great N^tioval Picture of the

voters in Congress for the Consiiintionnl Amendment.
Tliorough Agents ck-ar Jllfl to $200 per montli. Send for
Circular or call on POWELL & CO., ^1 Bible House. N. Y

India Rubber fwloves
are an invaluable piotection for the hands in Gardening,

Housewoik, etc., and a certain cure for Chapped Hands,

Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $1 oO for

Ladies' sizes , $1 75 for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEARS L R. GLOVE MF'G CO.,

205 Broadway, New-York.

VINEI^AIVD
¥^A«M AI\I> FRIJIX I^ANI>S, in a^ mild and healthful climate. Thirty miles south of Phila-

delphia by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore. Md.
The soil Is rich and productive, \VLYy\ng from a clay to a

sandyloam, suitable for Wheat, Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vegetables. This is a great fruit coitntry . Five hun-

dred Vineyards and Orchards have been planted out by ex-

perienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears, &c., produce

immense profits. VIneland Is already one of the most beau-

tiful places in the United States. The entire territory, con-

sisting of forty-five square miles of land, is laid out upon a

general system of improvements. The land is only sold to

actual settlers with provision for public adornment. The
place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-

tages has become the resort of people of taste. It has in-

creased five thousand people within the past three years.

Churches, Stores, Schools. Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture liave

been Introdnced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and

it is estimated that five hundred will be built during the sum-

mer. Piice of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward, $25

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this distiict than in

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved places

for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Manu-
factories, Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,

and a good soil, in a country beautifully improved, abound-

ing In fruits and possessing all other social privileges, in the

heart of civilization. It is worthy of a visit.

Letters answered and tlie Vineland Rural, a paper giving

full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,

sent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O., Landis

Township, New Jersey.

Fro7n Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It is one of the most extensive fertile

tracts, m an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that xve know of this side of

the Western Prairies.

FOR 8 A E E

.

FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
THE SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farming and market gardening, in quantities to suit
purchasers, situated in the comities of Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad, mid-
way between New-York and Philadelphia, at fiom $10 to $.'5

per acre. In addition to all the common products of a farm,
these lands are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet
potatoes, peaches, grapes, tobacco and hops. All
crops ripen ten days earlier tlian on Long Island.
Squankum marl is cfelivered at any point on the rail-

road at one dollar and flftv cents per ton, and fertil-

izes the land for seven years after its application. The
lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-
ble for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been receutlv cut otf. leaving the land ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. 'Price of cedar rails, $5 per 100. Cord wood,
at any railroad station, $.^ per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a large quantity ol the best potters' clay yet discov-
ered, for tlie manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-mill within
one mile of Shamong Station. A good hotel at Shamong, on
the lands offered for sale. The location is very healthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with good mill-sites and water-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. A portion of tlie purchase money may
remain on mortgage.

For further particulars apply to

F. B. CHKTWOOD, Elizabeth, N. J.
WM. O. GILES, 70 & 72 Franklin-st., New- York.
and N. P. TODD, ag't Shamong, Burlington Co..

New Jersey.

UPEItlORFARITI r.ANI>.—30,000
Acres, Franklin Tract, at Newfield, Glonresrcr County,

New Jersey, on thp Railroad runiiint: I'l-tun Pliilail'^lphla to
Cape May, 30 miles South of I'hilad.'lplna— ailjoinlriL' the
Vineland Tract, and 2 miles Xortli ot" tlu: Vinrland Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy terms, in lots to suit nnr-
cliasers. Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, ilon.
Williani Parry, and others, with full information, sent to ap-
plicants, free. Address JOHN H. COFFIN & CO,, New-
Held, Gloucester Co., N. J. Improved Farms also for Sale.

Yaliiable Farm for Sale.
Three miles Southwest of Paducah, Kentucky, containing

about 400 acres. 175 acres open and under fence—balance
wood and timber. In location, soil, water and convenience,
it is unsurpassed bv anv Farm in the country. Upon it is a
large two story brick house, containing nine rooms, besides
Kitchen, Pantry. Bath room, Attic, and two good cellars—
the out-buildings are ample. There is an abundance of well
selected Fruit,"and an Asparagus bed of one or more acres.
This Farm, on account of its proximity to Paducah, and its

hcalthfulness. would be one of the best localities in Kcn-
tuckv, for a Female Seminarv, which is much needed in this
vicinity. For terms of Sale. "&e., ajinly to

W. U. JONES, Esq., Paducah, Ky.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
BY MAIL.

Great Agriculturist.
75 cents per dozen : $2.50 per 50,

Wilson^s Albany,
Burr's Kew Pine,
Boston Pine,

Xrioniphe de Oand,
Fillmore,

40 cents per dozen ; $1.50 per 100. Lower by Express.

Plant in September and obtain lirdf crop next year.

All plants warranted genuine and ot

First Quality.
Address J. H. FOSTER, JR., Box 660, West Newton,

Westmoreland Co., Pa.

I^i'ize Stx'a\vt)ei'r*ies.

HOVEY 8o CO.,
53 North-Market Street, Boston,

offer for sale fine plants ol the following Strawberries;

liSt Constantc.^One of the largest and finest varieties

:

obtained tlie Silver cup at Belmont, and one of the 4 varie-
ties which obtained the $20 prize offered by the Mass. Hort.
Society. Five years' trial have proved its great excellence.
Plants 50 sents per dozen ; $:5 per 100.

AgricuUurist.^The prize berry in New-York, and be-
lieved to possess liie properties of a valuable fruit. Plants
$1.50 per dozen.

Riisseirs Pi*olific.—Fruit large and productive.
Plants 50 cents per dozen ; $3 per 100.

BiiflTalo Seedling.—Similar to the last. Plants 50
cents per dozen.

Hovey's Seedling.^Still one ot the finest berries la
collection; genuine plants $1.5uperl00. Also,

Green Prolific, Lennig's White, French's Seedling, Pro-
gress, and 30 other varieties. All orders addressed to

HOVEY & CO..
53 North Market-street, Boston, Mass.

A I^arge StocK oi" the Three Cireat

ITIarlcet StraMberry l^laitts for Male*

Agriculturist, $1 00 per hundred.

RusselTs Prolifie, $120 per hundred.

French's Seedling, $1 00 per hundred.

Garabaldi, Cutter, and other good kinds at 80 cents

per hundred. Delivered in city of New York without extra

charge. 20 per cent, discount on 4,000 plants. Address

SAMUEL HICKS, North Hempstead, Queens Co., N, Y.

~STliXwi3ERRTESr
A large Stock of very fine plants of Russell, BufTalo,

Frencli Seedling, Oreen Prolific, Lennig^a
"White, and 50 other varieties. Great Agricultur-
ist, delivered this Fall by the dozen only at $1.00. Ida—
Tliis new Seedling can be strongly recommended. It is

more productive than the Wilson, large and very fine, $2.00

per doz.; or $10 per hundred. For prices of other varieties,

See my advertisement in August number of the Agricultur-

ist. Orders addressed to WM. S. CARPENTER,
156 Reade-st., New-York.

StraAvt>ei"x'3^ !E*laiats.

All persons wishing the Agriculturist and all the

nc^v and leading choice varieties of Strawberry

Plants are requested to send for Catalogue and Price List

ot The Po'keepsie Small-Fruit Nursery. The quali-
ty of plants and niode of packing are unequalled, as

letters from our customers in all sections of the country

amply show. EDWIN MARSHALL,
Po'keepsie, N. Y

The IVew^ Strawberries.
The Great Agriculturist and Great Wisconsin, $1 per doz.;

the Great Buffalo, French's Seedling, Kussell, Rogers Eliza,
Marguerite, La Constante, Jocunda, and others, .">0 ct». per
dozen. Many fine sorts 25 cts. per dozen. Carelully packed
in gutta percha silk, and forwarded by mail to any address.
By tlie 100 or lOOO verv low. Priced Descriptive Catalognes
now ready of the best collections in the country. Agents
wanted. B. M. WATSON. Old Colonv Nurseries,

Plymouth, Mass.

Trembley's Union Strawberry.
Orders for Plants received by R. H. ALLEN & CO.,

1S9 Water-st., New York.

CiTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—French's Sccdlini^,
"Brooklyn Scarlet. Monitor. Col. Ellsworth Buffalo Seed-
ling. Lennig's Wliite, Deptford White, Green Prolific, all $2
a hundred or sent by mail for 50 cents a dozen. Agricultur-
ist. $1 per dozen by mail ; Russell's Prolific, $10 per thou-
sand; Bartlett, Triomphe de Gand, and Wilson. $5 jier thou-
sand. We have in cultivation 100 varieties, warranted true
to name. THOMAS CAVANACH, cor. of Yates Avenue, and
Jamaica Road, Brooklyn, L. I., N. Y.

WELL ROOTED PLANTS of the following
named STR.\WBERRIES s.ent post-naid upon receipt

of price. New Jersey Scarlet, (best early nerry.) and Agri
cultnrist. $1.00 for 12 ; $4.50 perlOO. Lennig's Wiiite, Tribune
Prize Berries. Byberrv Seedling, 50 cents per 12; $2.00 per
100 ; Russell's Prolific,' Buflalo Seedline, 50 cents lor 12 ; $1.50

per 10(1 : French's Seedling, Downer's Prolific. Cutter's Seed-
hug, Albany Seedling, Austin. Bartlelt, ."iO cents for 12: $1.00

per 100. Also orders received for the Philadelphia Rasp-
berry, and best varieties of Blackberries lor Fall or Spring
delivery. JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorcstown,

Burlington County, N. J
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GRAPE VINES.
WTiat is tne best metliod of Propagation to

prmlucc the Best and Cheapest Vines 1

Is the nse of Pots beneficial or Detrimental J

It may be stated lii general terms, that those are the best

Vines which liave niaintnined the most complete degree of

health duiiii? the time of growing:, and at the end of the

teason are be^t supplied with fibrous roots, radiating from a

CL'uter, ramifying so as to occupy the ground fully la all

Uiveclions.

Those which have few and long roots are less valuable,

When pots are properly used, they tend greatly to increase

the good qualities of the plants, but their use in this man-

ner is attended with greatly increased expense.

To grow from six to ten vines in one small pot, Is an abuse

of them, but wlicn it is found from years of trial, that only

very poor plants can be produced in this waj', it is not wise

to "abandon the use of them altogether," but rather to use

them in a manner calculated to produce the best plants.

In justice to my customers. I find it necessary to use them

by the Hundred-Thousand, and by their use have been able

the past eight years to produce Viues, which, for their early

bearing, hardy vigor, and constant productiveness, hive not

been equalled.

For confirmation of this, I can point to Hundreds-of-Thon-

Bands of Vines disseminated during the past eight years,

thronghout the whole, viue-growing region of the country.

VINES GROWN IN BORDERS.
I have Vines of all the varieties on my list grown in open

ground in well-prepared borders. Including many thousands

of the most valuable kinds. lona, Israella, Dela-
*vnre, Allens's Hybrid, and Diana.

1 have better plants of tliese kinds (that have been pro-

duced at much greater cost), grown in large pots.

And also many thousands of most f xcellent Vines, especi-

ally of lona, Israella. and Allen's Hybrid, grown by succes-

sive clianges from small to larger pots, and when of proper

size, transplanted into well-prepared borders, in which last

position "without check'* they are making a fine season's

growth ; tlms securing in one season the advantages of

Vines two years old. without any of the disadvantages of

those under ordinary circumstances of that age. which suf-

fer a severe check by removal unless prepared by transplant-

ing at one year old.

In one word, those are the best Vines which have acquired

the best habit for being subjected to training, and at the

same lime have acquired the best constitution witli the great-

est quantity of food stored near their center for the begin-

ning of the next season, with the best supply of fibrous

roots near the center ready to take nourishment from the

Boil at the opening of spring.

It is impossible to state fully the characteristics of the dif-

ferent kinds of plants in an adveriise'iient. but these are

clearly set forth in tlie "24-page Pamphlet." which is sent

for a two-cent stamp, and more fully in the Descriptive Cat-

Blogue with manj' engravings, wliich is sent for ten cents.

N. B.—I would in\ite particular attention to the proposi-

tions for the formation of Clubs, which have advantages in

price and other Important considerations. The terms are

very liberal.

Those with Price Lists will be sent for a two-cent stamp.

Descriptive Cntalogue, sent for 10 cents.

Illustrated Catalogue— ..'43 cents..

Manual of the Vine, (consisting of Descrip-

tive and Illustrated, bound together in paper) 50 cents.

Tabic of Contents of Descriptive Catalogne.

THIRD EDITIOy.
PAGE.

To Correspondents, stating the advantages and ira-

poriance ot the new klnd^—An account of the lona
stock the present season—Proposal to sell to clubs
at wholesale prices, by wliich plan purcliasers will

obtain vines at very little advance on actual cost of
production, and always receive good phinrs in per-
fect condition—lOxtent of the lona establishment-
Method of producing best Vines 2

Classiflcation of our hardy Vines cultivated, in six
groups and four sub-groups, for the convenience of
cultivators— 3

A full and accurate account of the characteristics and
properties which constitute the value and import-
ance of all that are worthy of attention by cultiva-

tors 4

History of the seedlings lona and Israella 8

Letters from Peter B. Mead, civing impressions and
characteristics, with a minute analysis of tlie quali-
ties ot" the lona and Delaware, with llieir co-mci-
dences and differences, and also his opinion of tlie

Israella 9

How to keepgrapesin winter, with engravings showing
how it may be easily and etticiently done. Some or
our best kinds may be kept as easily as apples until

spring, in full vinous life and flavor 10

The qnalitv of vines a-^ affected by the age of the plants
and different modes of preparation, and tlie econo-
my of the different kinds to purchasers, with many
engravings U

The value of plants according to the method of propa-
gation, Rhowing also htrw and what phinls to use
for clothing the trellis the tlrst year, and obtaining
an immediate production of fruit ,. 16

Belection of varieties to plant for table and for family
use. with the considerations which determine the
proper choice 17

Tables of selections for different latitudes for any num-
ber of plants, from six vines for a verv small yard,
to hundreds for a fruit-garden for family supply— 18

Table of selections by Mr. Mead, with the considera-
tions wliich influence his choice of a selection of
one bundled IS

Selections for vinevards for wine, and for table use, for

latitude ot New York, by Peter B. Mead... 19

Is C. W. Grant influenced by interest in the recommen-
dation of kinds? 19

Extracts from letters 19

Quality of grapes, and education of taste. By II. G.
Pardee,. 20

"The Conditions of Success in Grape Culture." Ex-
tract from a lecture by Peter B. Mead 20

The value of plants as affected by age 21

Importance of transplanting and root-pruning if vines
are more than one year old 21

How to avoid check of growth in transplanting 22

Are vines from single eyes, if well propagated, better
than from cuttings ? 22

Are vines made tender by propagation nnder glass?. , . 22

Training, with many engravings 24

"Wine, and how to make 26

Profits of vine culture 27

Address C. "W. GRANT, lona,
(near Peekskill,) 'Westchester Co.. N. Y.

We offer for Fall Sales a splendid lot of

NATIVE GRAPE VINES,
consisting largely of the newer sorts.

lO.lfA—AI>IR03fI>AC—ISRAELr<A--
1>EL.AYVARE.

Also a very fine stock of

Conrord—Hartford Prolific—Diana—Rebecca,
"Crevcling—Allen's Hybrid—Rogers'

Hybrid^Union Village—
Cuyahoga, &o.. &c.

Our Vines have been grown with the greatest care from
J^ayers and Single Eyes, in the open air, and in large

beds under glass, thus producing an abundance of well-de-

veloped, branchy roots. Tlie plants are remarkably strong

and healthy, free from mildew, and can not fail to give the

Best satisfaction.

Orders by the single plant, hundred or thousand, will

receive our most careful attention.

Descriptive Catalogues and Wholesale List for the Trade
Bent to any address on receipt of three-cent stamp,

T. C. MAXWELL & BP.O'S., Geneva, N Y.

Mace's Grape Vines
FOR SAIiE.

Dela^vares from Layers and Ey«8.

Adirondac^Tona^Israella—Allen's Hybrid^
Hartfoi-d Prolific, &c., &c.

The Vines have all been staked, tied from time to time as

they required i^ and the ground wholly free from weeds.

Send for Circular. B. H, MACE. Xewburgh, N. Y.

Adjoining Chas, Downing,

Siu^ ^in§; Grape Tines.
Delan'are, Tona, Israella, Adiroudac, Al-

len^s Hybrid, Concord, A:c., Sec*

For the past two years we have been unable to fill any
orders in the Sprins. but li.ivingthis year enlarged my Green-
Houses, my stock is much lartie.. and in all respects of bet-
ter quality tlian we have before offered.
Vines sold bv me are wan-anted true to name. Prices

same .IS last vear. Send for Price List,

As the partnership of J, F, DELIOT& RYDER ipdi^solved,
all ordci-s should be sent to J. F. DKLIUT,

Sing Sing. N. T.

lona, AdirondaCj Israella^ Allen's

Hybrid, and Delaware,
By tUe QaaiitiCy.

"We offer our stock this vear with increased confidence,
and also offer one half of the stock grown bv J. F. Deliot
& liydcr. as this tirm dissolves this fall. D. C. &, A. L. Kyder.
with whom Mr Deliot was formerly assofiated. will continue
the business. Tlie facilities we posfsess for pi"oducing good
vines at little cost are unequalled bv any. and we claim for
our vines a superiority over all otliers. and our prices are
comparatively low. Send for Catalogue.

liYDEK & CO., Sing Sing, N. T.

^00,000 Grape Tiues.
I do not pretend to have but what I have, and such as I

have, I offer lor sale at the lowest living: rates, bv the sinsle
one. luO. or 1,000. consisting of Adiiondac, lona, Israella.
Allen's Hvbrid, IJogers' Hybrids, fh-eveling. Clinton, Dela-
ware, Concord, (a few thousand fine layers.) Hartford Pro-
liOc. Norton's Virginia, and many others. Price list sent free
on application. Vines sent by mail when so ordered, post-
age paid. Correspondence solicited.

Address J. "W, CONE, Vineland, N. J.

Of all the Leading: and Hardy Varlelles.
I am prepared to furnish first class vines for Garden and

A'ineyard culture, of my own propaeaiion. Having had six
years' experience in two of the best vine-growing establish-
ments in the countrv, and bavins: trrown onlv a limited num-
ber, giving my whole attention to them, can furnish superior
vines. For Price List, Address

CHAS. H. ZUNDELL, Hempstead, L. I., N. T.

DELAWARE VINES.
Parsons & Co.,

Offer for the autumn trade,

I>elaAvax'e Grrape Amines,
at the following low prices:

No. 1. $30 00 ]>er 100.—$2-50 00 per 1000.

$2,000 per 10,000.

No. 2. $20 00 per 100,—$150 00 per 1000.

$1200 per 10,000.

No, 3. $13 00 per 100.—$100 60 per 1000.

$7.50 per 10,000.

These vines are grown from single eyes of well-matured
wood.—After many years' experience in growing vines, we
have for three years past discarded the pot culture, because
it induces a cramped condition of the roots, from which they
vnxh difficulty recover.

Our vines are therefore grown in broad borders, where
having perfect freedom, they make substantial woody roots,

fu!l of fibre eyes.

The reports returned to us of the rapid and luxuriant
growth of those we have furnished in past yeai-s, enables us
to recommend these with entire confidence.

For three years our stock has been exhausted in the au-
tumn and subsequent applicants have been disappointed.
Those therefore who wish them should order early.

lOlVA, ISRAEL.L.A,
and

ADIROiKDAC,
No. 1, $2.00 each

; $18.00 per doz. ; $100 per lOO.

No. 2, $1.50 each ; $13.00 per doz. ; $S0 per 100.

COIVCORD VIIVES,
$13 00 per 100 ; $S0 00 per 1000

;

S700 per 10,000.

We also offer fliic plants of

Creveling, Allen's Hybrid, Ives' Madeira,
Diana. Hartford Froliiic, Lydia. Rebecca.
Rogers' Hybrids, and the other popular sorts, all at
low prices,

STR.AM'BERRIES,
Agricnltiirist, Jo per 100.

Also all the leading sorts.

ROSES,
Hybrid Perpetuals, of the best sorts, at $20 per 100; J175

per 1000.

These are all Kemontants, upon their own roots, not
budded or grafted.

For Catalogues, Address

PARSOXS A; CO.,

Flusliin^Ti near 1%. Y.

GRAPE VINES
By 3Xail.

All the standard Varieties.

Great Reduction in Prices.
1 » 3 6 la

Delaware 40 W 110 2 00 4 00
Concord SO 55 80 150 3 00
Diana S5 6.i 100 ISO 3.50
Rebecca 60 SO 140 2 75 5 00
Creveling 60 110 170 S 25 6 00
Taylor SO 55 SO 150 3 00
Union Village 60 110 170 3 25 6 00
Cuvahoga. 60 110 170 323 600
Hartford Prolific 50 90 140 2 75 5 00

A few of most other kinds for sale at proportionate prices.
Send for Catalocue, mailed free. Delaware, Concord, and

Diana. The best three varieties, one eacli, for

ONE DOL.L.AR.
liaised from Single Kves and Lavers.
Address J. 117 FOSTER, JE., bo\ 6«1, West Newton.

Westmoreland Co., Pa.

GM?^AI*E VIjVES.
Delaware, Diana. Concord, and Hartford Prolific, a large

stock of choice vines, all propagated from fruit bearing
vines: Also Adirondac. lona, and Israella. Frlce List seui
post-paid to all applicants.

I. H. BABCOCK & CO., Lockport, N. T.

75,000 Orape Tines.
The subscriber offers bis large and well-grown stock of

Grape Vines this fall at greatly reduced prices. Persons
wishing to plant will find It to th'eir interest to examine Ids
stock. Send for Price List now ready.

G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond P. O.. Staten Island, N. Y.

1,000 lona Grape vines. 1 and 2 years old. strong.
10,000 Adirondac, Anna. Clara, Delaware, Diana,

Eebecca, &c.
10.000 Concord.
20,000 P^ar Trees, Dwarf and Standard.
30,000 CliciTy Currants. IJasnberries. and othersmall

fiults, CHAS. F. EliHARD. Silverbrook Nursery
Hunter's Point, Long Island, X. Y.

1 A nnn Isabella GRAtE vines, 2 nnd
J-W^«^.FWs years, at $15 per 100. Delaware. Concord
and Hartford Prolific. Strong at $5 per doz. Packing free.

Address D. CONGER, IVolcott, N, T.
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Two Acres Grape Cattin§^s.

Mostly Concord and Hartford Prolific.

Delaware.
One rear. So. 1, $33 per 100, or $800 per 1000.

Two " •' 150 " 100.

Layers, " $30 " 100.

Concord.
One year, No. 1, $10 per 100. or $90 per 1000.

2. $S " 100, or $70 per lOOO.

Two and Three years, $25 per 100.

Hartford Prolific.
One year, No. 1. $12 per 100.

Rogers' Hybrids.
4. l.i, 19, ei<»

One year, No. 1, $6 per dozen, or $10 per 100.

Dianas.
One year, Xo. 1, $4 per dozen, or $20 per 100.

Adirondac.
One year. No. 1, $15 per dozen, or $100 per 100.

lona.
One year. No. I, $15 per dozen, or $100 per 100.

IJnioii Tillag:e.
One year. No. 1, 75 cents each, or 56 per dozen.

GEO. SET.MOUR t CO.,

South Norwalt, Conn.

Concord, Delaware. Diana, Hartford Prolific; erown in

open sround from layers, and Ion" cintinss from fruit bear-
Ins v\nQ^. Also a good slnok of Adirondac. lona, Israella,

Allen's Hybrid, Cuvalioga, Holers' Hybrids, Rebecca, Union
VUlaee. &c„ &c. frice List post-paid to all applicants.

C. L. HOAG & CO., Lockport, N. Y.

I^TATIVE GRAPE VINES.—Such as the Adi-
-^ rondac, lona, Israella, Crevcling, Allen's
Hybrid, Dela^vare, &c. AUo a lai^e collodion of
hardy Eveibloomin*; noses, on their own root^^. and Stand-
ard. Also a larse lot of Dwart and Standard Pear Trees, for

sale reasonable bvG. MA liC, Astoria. L. I.. N. Y. Price List
sent free on application. Samples of Vines can be seen at
the Agriculturist Office.

STANDARD PEARS!
extra Fine Stock for Fall Sales.

We offer for the coming Fall an extensive and superior

stock of

STANDARD PEARS,
grown with the greatest care on onr strong clay and gravel

loam.

Tbe best Soil in tlie world to Produce a
Strong, bealtby Tree.

FOR

Extent Variety Quality,
we believe our stock to be unsurpassed.

AH tbe Leading sorts In large supply.

We have also a large and varied assortment of all tlie best

sorts of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shmbs,
Grape Vines, Roses, Bedding Plants, Bulbs,
&c., for the Wholesale or Retail Trade.

To Nurserymen, Dealers and all purchasers either of large

or small quantities, we offer the most liberal terms.

Send stamp for Catalogncs or call and eiaminc our stock.

T. C. MAXWBLL & BRO'S.,

Aug. Ist, 1SC3. Geneva, N. T.

FR^OST Sc CO.,
Crenesee Valley Xnrseries,

Rockester, IT. T.
Offer an Immense stock of well grown Standard and

Dwarf Prnit Trees, Small Fmits, Ornament-
al Trees, Shrubs, Plants, &c,, &c., for the Au-
tumn of 1865.
Nearly FOUR HUNDRED ACRKS are occupied In

their cultivation. The Public are BoUclted to examine the

followioK Catalogues which ^Ive full particulars of their

Stock, Prices, &c.. and will be mailed pre-paid to all

applicants, on receipt of fire cents for each.

No. 1 and 3, Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits and Orna-

mental Tree?.

No. 4, Wholesale Catalogue for NurserjTneo, Dealers and
others who wish to buy in large quantities.

Address

FROST & CO., Rochester, N. T.

100,000 Standard Apple Trees!
3. and part 4 years old, averadnff 7 feet hi^h, comprising

npward!? of 50 of the best Summer, Fall, and Winter varie-
ties, remarkably vitrorous, and well E;rown, having been scl-
entiflcallv nniiied, tliey have all smooth, heavy trunks, with
low—well-ronned open lieads—favorable to earlv fruiting.
Price S30 per lOO ; 81.50 per 1000; SlOOOper
10.000. Descriptive Catalogues upon apnllcation to B. L.
RYDER, Proprietor, West Franklin Nurseries, Loudon,
Franklin Co., Penn.
Within two hours drive of the Railroad, by turnpike fi-om

Chambcrsburg, or Greencastle, Fa.

Personal examination Invited, and early orders soUcitftd;,
letters of Inquiry promptly answered.

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR FALL OF 1865.

LLWANGER & BARRY Imve the pleasure of
otferingjlieir usual larjie and complete stock ofE

STANDARD AND DWARF FRUIT TREES,

GRAPES,
both Hardy and Foreign—old and new varieties.

STRAWBERRIES
and other Small Fruit—all varieties worthy of cultivation.

Ornamental Trees, Flowering
Shrubs, Evergreens, &c.

Including a fine collection of STANDARDS three to five
feet high.

TREE AND HERB.lCEOrS PEONIES,
a great coUecliou of new and beautiful varieties.

Bnlboiis FlowerRoots,&C.&C.
The stock is vigorous, well-grown, and in every particular

first class.
Planters. Ntirservmen and Dealers are invited to inspect

the stock personally, and to examine the followins Cata-
logues, winch give full particulars, and are sent prepaid to
applicants who inclose stamps, as follows

:

Nos. 1 and 2, ten cents each. No, 3, Ave cents. No. 4, three
cents.

No. 1.—A Descriptive and Illnstrated Catalogrue of Fruits.

No. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Orna-
mental Trees. Shrubs, Roses, &c., &c.. &c.

No. S.—A Caialoane of Dahlia's. Verbenas, Petunia-*, and
select new Green-House and Bedding Plants, published
every spring.

No. 4.—A wholesale Catalofrue or Trade Li?t. pnhlished
every autumn. ELl^WA-VGER & BARRY.

MorxT Hope Nukseries, Rochester, N. T,

WM. PERRY & S03^,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

OFFER A LARGE STOCK OF SUPERIOR VINES at

VERY liOW RATES.
Varieties are Concord. Delaware. lona, Israella, Adirondac,

Rogers' Hvbrid's, All'='n"s Hvhrid, Lydia. Ives' Seedling. Mot-
tled and numerous other valuable varietie.s. Our vines are
grown in wide Rorders. \vith plenty of room for full devel-
oppment of roots and cane. Vines irrown by this method
are far superior to pot plants. We suljmit a few of the many
flattering letters we receive regarding our vines.

Iowa Citv, Iowa, July 20, 1865.
Messrs. "Wm. Perrv & Son. Gents.
Tour Price List for the fall of 1865,19 at hand. Those vines

you sent me last Spring were very line, some are bearing
"this summer. I want this fall, 50 lona, 'i5 Israella. and 25 Adi-
rondac. No. I Vines. Tours Truly, L. KArPFJiAN.

Galesbtt.g. Knox Co., 111., April 17, 1865.
Messrs. "Wm. Perry and Son, Gentlemen.
The box of Vine's you sent me. came to hand on the 13th

inst. On opening it I found the contents in fine order.
Damp and moist, the Concord exceeded my most sancrnine
expectation. I never saw so nianv and such long roots on
yearling Vines before. The membei-s of the club appeared
to be pleased witli their Vines. Toui-s Truly, S. S. W hite.

Sherletshfrg. Penn., March 81, 1865.
Messrs. VTm. Perrv & Son. Gentlemen.
The Vines came' to liand all safe, and without a doubt thev

are the strongest and healthiest vines ever I purchased, and
I have bonelit of quite a number of Nurseries, but none have
compared with your vines. I am very sorry I did not pur-
chase of you two years aco this spring.

Yonrs Truly, VTm. A. Fraker,

We would state that Mr. Fralcer bought our secona size
vines. Parries purchasing this fall will eet our vines at much
low'U" rates than if they wait until spring. Catalogues sent
on application. Address as above.

350,000 Pear Trees.
We have an immense stock of first quality Standard

and Dwarf Pear Trees, suitable for transplanting in

Orcbards and Gardens.
Also an extensive Stock of 2nd and 3rd sizes suitable to

transplant into Nursery Rows and grow 9 to 3 years to

form fine and extra sized trees. Any of which will be sold

by the 100 or 1000, at the lowest rates for the same quality.

For description and prices, Address, witli stamp enclosed,

FROST & CO.,
Genesee Valley Nurseries,

Rochester, N. Y,

CromwelPs Patapsco IVursery,
Anne Arundel Co., Md.

FOR SALE.
15,000 Standai-d and Dwarf Pears.
JJO.OOO Pencil—choice varieties.

S,*)©© Standard Clierries—very fine.

20,000 Delaware and other liardy Grapes.

Ornantentnl and Shade Trees, Evergreens,
Flowering SUrnbs and Roses, togettior witii evnry
thing usually to be found in a first class Nursery.
Catalogues and other information furnished bv application

to RICITD CROMWELL, 46 & 43 Light-et.. Baltimore, Md.

Qn nnn PKAm XRKCJii for sale,
•^^-'5^^^^'-'of wtiich 30.000 are Hale's Early, a va-
riety ripening two ^veelc^ earlier than anv other. Also
APPLES, CHERRIES, PEARS, <Sic., Straw-
berries. Grape Vines. For circular apply to

'^ ISAAC PULLEN, Hlghtatown, N. J.

Dutch Bulbous Floiv^-

er Roots.
Sent by Mail, Post-paid, at Catalogue Prices.

B. k:. bliss.
Seedsman and Florist, Springfield, Mass.,

Offers for sale a large and well selected assortment of the

above, just received from Holland, embracing tlie most de-

sirable varieties of Double and Single Hyacinths ; Polt-
ANTHcs Narcissus; Double and Single Eablt and
Late Tulips; Double .v>*d Single Narcissus ; Jonquils;
Crocus; Crown Imperials; Iris; Snow-Drops ; Scillak;

Hardy Gladiolus; Ranunculus; Anemones: Japan Ain>

MANY OTHER LiLiEs. Also a tine assortment of GKEEN-
HOUSE BULIIS, comprising Cyclamens, Ixia.s, Oxalis,
Sparaxis. Tritomas, AcniMENES, Gloxinias, Jcc, &c.

His new Illustrated Autumn Catalogue, containing an
accurate description of each variety, with particular direc-

tions for cnltnre, so that any person, however unacquainted,

can not fail to succeed, will be mailed to all applicants en-

closin2 ten cents.

The following varieties of his selection will be mailed
post-paid to any address in the Union upon receipt of price

affixed :

per (ios.

HyacintHs, Double or single, fine named varieties. .$3 50

Hyncintlis, Double or single, fine unnamed varieties 2 00

Hyacinths, Parisian, Double and single, mixed. 1 50

Tulips, Early double, flue named varieties 1 50

Tulips, Early double, fine mixed 75

Tulips, Early single, fine named varieties 150
Tulips, Early single, fine mixed 75

Tulips, Pan-ot, Fine mixed 1 00

Tulips, Bybloenien, Bizarres and rose, fine nam'd 3 00

Tulips, Byblocmcn, Fine mixed
, 1 00

Tulips, Various sorts mixed 75

Crocus, Mixed, Blue. White. Yellow, and Striped 25

Crocus, Finest named varieties 50

Polyanthus Narcissus, Finest named varieties... 2 50

Polyanthus Narcissus, Fine mixed 1 50

.Touqnils, Double 1 50

Jonquils, Single, sweet scented "TS

Iris, Ena;Usli, Fine mixed varieties 1 00

Iris, Spanish, Fine mixed varieties 75

Raituncnlus, Fine mixed varieties. 50

Anemones, Fine mixed varieties 50

Gladiolus, Hardy, fine mixed varieties 1 00

Snoi%-drops, Double 75

Sno^vdi'ops, Single 40

Hyacintlius, Fined mixed varieties 75

Crown Imperial, Fine mixed varieties 5 00

Lilium Auratuni, A new superb variety from
Japan, each 5 00

Japan Ijily, K''d and White, each 50 cts., per doz.. 5 00

AVhiteLily, (Liliura candldum,) 150
'\^^lite Lily, Double, each 50 cents, per doz 4 00

^\^^it4< liily. Striped. " 50 " " 4 00
Lily of the Valley 2 00

Peonies, Twenty varieties 4 00

No orders will be filled at these prices for less than the
number specified. Collections containing a fine assortment
of all the leading varieties of the above will also be mailed
post-paid, as follows: Collection No. 1, $20; No. 2. $10;
No. 3, $5.00; No. 4. $3.00. For the contents of each collec-
tion and further particulars, see Catalogue.

Address B. K. BLISS, Springfield, lUass.

Iiilliini Anratum.
yew Golden Striped Lily from Japan*

TIius described by Dr. Lindlev. in the London Gardeners
Chronicle. " If ever a flower merited the name of glorious,
it is tliis. which stands far above all otlier Lilies, whether we
regard its size, its s\veplne.=3. or its exquisite arrangement of
color. From this delicious flower there arises the perfume
of Orange blossoms sutlicient to fill a large room, but so del-
icate as to respect the weakest nerves." It Is quite hardy
and deserves a place in every collection. Flowering Bulba
mailed to any address upon receli^t of $5.00.

Address B. K. BLISS. Springfield, Mass.

Dutch Biilbons Roots
For tlie Xrade.

"Wholesale Prices of Bulbs may now be bad by
addressing J. M. TIIORBL'RN & CO.,

15 Johnst., Now-rorfc,
Retail Descriptive Catalogue ready first of September.

DUTCH BIJLB8.
_An ejtra selected lot of larpe Sonnd Bnll)3 of Hva*

cintlis, Tnlip<, Crocns. Snow Drops. Oxalig,Polyaiitlius, &c.. &c. Send for DescrTptive Priced
Catalogne. HENDERSON i FLEMING, Seedsmen.

(j7 Nassau street. New-York.

TREES AND BUDS of VAN BUREX'S Goldeu
Dwarf Peach and Triumpljant Apple. Senrtfor a Circular,

gn-lnj prices and description. Address JIILLEK & CO-
Setzler's Store P. 0., Chester Co., Penn.

ann AOA Splenaw Pear Seedlines, 1 venr old, for"w,WW g^ig gg^j ,^^ rraie Circular rprice low
for the quality). Address HAMMOND &. NEWSON.

Geneva, N. Y,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR REAL Es-
tate, Ti.OOO 1st class s and 4 year old Apple Trees. J. B,

WILSON, Washington, Penn.
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GROVER &, BAKER'S
HIGHEST PREMIUM

EiiASTic sirrcii ajtd lock stttch

SEWING MACHINES,
495 BROADTTAY, NETT TORK.

SlWASHING MAGHINE^

Simple, strong and Durable,
And unapproachable for speed, power and effectiveness

of operation. PRICES REDUCED.
Dealers Sapplied. Send for free Circular to

OAKLEr & KEiTDTG, IS4 TVater-st, New-Tork.

Lock Stitch Sen ing ;^Iachine,
For Families and Klanufactnrers,

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.,

No. 629 Broadw^ay, New-York.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY
Lingers on every glossy wave and rlplet of her

lovely bair.

PATENT

BA IB
CRIMPERS

I

For crimpins and waving La-
dies liair. So heat tised^ and
-iio injury to tht hair.
Thev are put up in beanti-

fuUy lithoffraphed boses con-
lain'iQg one sett (1 doz.) assort-

ed lengths. Willi full directioiii for use accompanying
each box.
NO Lady's toilette is complete without them. For sale

IhroQshout the conntry. Ketailers will be supplied bv anv
flrst-class Jobber of Jsotions in Xew York, Plmadelph'ia, or
Boston.

MAKCFACTtJEED ONLY BY
E. r\TrXS, Sixtli-st. and Colambia Ave.,

Philadclpliia, Pa.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants, Dmseisls. Hospitals, small Job Printers,
*c. Address ADAMS 'PP.ESS C0„ 26 Ann-st, Kew York.
Specimen Slieels of Type, Cuts, &c., Six cents.

IVOTICE TO SHIPPERS,
SOAP-:WAKERS, CHAAD-
liERS, a;\d COUXTRY

MERCHAXTS.
The tindersigned pay their particular attention to filling

orders for

Rofiin, Palm Oil, Soda Asb, Sal Soda,
Caustic Soda, Indigo, lVc. Consigiinients
of Tallow, Grease, and General Western
Produce promplly sold by

abra:w[ kxight & so>s,
Comiuis$iou Iflereliants,

32 Watci-gt.. Xew-YorR City.

Pearl=St„ ;XeTr-Vork.
ProdHce Comniissiou Merehauts,

FOE THE SALE OV
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Send for Wkeklt Price CrKRE>T. Martins Plate and
Circular wltli Packing and Shipping directions.

Country Consignments receive special attention.

P^FEP.EXCES:
Benj. Loder. Esq„ N. Y.

Ex-Pres't. Erie I'.. R.
Cragin & Co„ N. r

and Chicago, IlL
Hon. J. K. Porter,

Albanv, N. T.

Wm. S. Thorn, Esq.. N. T.
Prcst. Xa'l Fire Ins. Co.

Lane, Son & Co., N. T.
Trnman. Stratton & Co,

Orange. N. T.
Fred. Cissell, Esq., Toledo, O.

$2t5. ^EVEx ocTA^'E. ^27o.
ROSEWOOD PIANO-FORTES.

GROVESTEEN & CO., JI&9 Broadway, N. T.

Kew. enlarged Scale Piano Forte5N with latest improvements.
Thirtv veai-s' experience, with ^reatlv increased facilities

for marin'factarins. enable us to sell for CASH at the above
unusnallv low price. Our instruments received the hishest
award at the World's Fair, and for five successive years at
the American Institute. Warranted five years. Terms
net Cash. Call or send for descriptive circular.

PREMIUM CHESTER ^^ITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent bv Express to all parts of the United States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOYER & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

FERTILIZERS 1

1

Lister's Pure Ground Bone.

Pnre PeruTian Oaano.

E. F. COE'S SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Brace's Concentrated Fertilizers.

IPlastei', !E*oucli'ette, etc-
For sale in quantities to suit ptirchasers. Ee>'X> dt toith

Obdebs eablt.
R. H. ALLEN & CO,

1S9 & 191 TVater-st, Kew.Tork.

BOXE TA-FEUI!
Has been tested by thousands of farmers and

found superior to anv other manure for Fall
and Winter grain, and for a top-dressing on
lawns and meadows.

It is manufactured for and used as a substi-
tute for Peruvian ffuano, and judged by many
to be folly equal to it. It is sold at tne low
price of ^5 per Ton.
Manufactured onlvbvthe
LODI MASUFACTCRIKG compant.

66 Courtlandt-st^ Is'ew York,

to whom all orders must be addressed.

Aiuniouiated Pacific Gnano.
A real guano, containins from seventy to eighty per cent

of Phosphate of Lime : toVhich has been added by a chem-
ical process, a large percentage of actual Ammonia, so fixed
that It can not evaporate, mating it equal, if not superior, to
any other fertilizer. Price $S0 per net ton. A liberal dis-

count to the Trade.
Pamphlets with copies of analvsis by Dr. Jackson. Mass.

State Assaver. and Dr. LieWs. of Baltimore.and testimonials
from scienllflc agriculturists, showing its vaUie. can be
Obtained from J. O. BAKER & CO, Selling Agents.

131 Pearl-si, Jiew-York

Every Child on the Continent ahould have it I

Tte Best Children's Paper in America

A nrrt-Cla*, SonlhW Paper, of I«
Pag«^ for BOIS and UIBLS.

$1.C0 a 7ear in ^vancs.
A Beantiful Premium to tttry nilMcribex.

Specimwi Copy leni f(*r Tea Ceati
Address,

ALFRED L. SEVVELL,
Publisher, Chicago, lU.

"Mr. Sewell's Paper alreadv excels everv other children'!
paper that we know of in this country."— t?Aicaj7i3£'re. Jour,

ALL THE NEW SHEET MUSIC
And Music Books,

Mailed post-paid on receipt of Price. Catalogues of up-
wards of Twenty-five Thousand Pieces and Five Hundred
Books, comprising everv varietv of Instruction and Masic
for the Voice and everv Musical Instrument, wiil be sent free
to any one on application, by OLIVER DITSON & 00-
Music Publishers, Boston.

ROGUES
AND ROGUERIES OF N. T.
Xow Eeadv. 1-3U 1',' mo. pages, only
2.5 cents. Sent post-paid. T'ells all
about Lotteries. Policv Dealers, Mat-

rimonial Advertisements, "Personals," Fortune Telling,
Witches of N. Y., Gift concerts and Gin Jewelrv. Gamblers
and their Victims. Garroting. Highwav Robberv, Pickpock
ets. Patent Safe, Pocket Book Dropping. Tliim'ble-rig. Con-
cert Saloons and "Pretty Waiter Girls," Social Evil, Pro-
curesses, Panel Game, Hackmen, Quacks and Medical Hum-
bugs, S. T. 1S60 X. Moustache forcers and other swindles.
Petroleum Swindles, Bubble Companies. Gold Mines and
Mining Companies. Love Powders, what they are made otHow to Become Invisible. Agricultural Prophets. Transmu-
tation. Situation Agencies. Sewing Machine Swindles. Per-
ambulating Swindlers. Confidence Games. Professional Beg-
gars, Heii^ Wanted, Counterfeitei-s and Counterfeiting. Ex-
poses all Swindles carried on through the Mail. Shows up
all kinds of Rascalitv. Useful and entertaining to all. 120
gage-=, beautifullv illustrated, onlv 25 cents, post-paid. Sold
y all Dealers. .1. C. HAXEY & CO., Publishei-s. 109 Kas-

sau-street, Xew-York.

Silver's Xewr Poultry
BOOK., tells how to have Iresh eggs every week
in the year. Beautifully illnstrated with TO en
gravings. Agents Wanted. Sent post-paid for
50 cents. Address L. B. SILVER. Salem. Ohio.

THE HOG BREEDER'S MANUAL sent to any
address free of charge, everv farmer should have it

Addre^ X. P. BOYEP. & CO„ Gui'n Tree, Chester Co„ Pa.

Three different Funnv Books. Fall of funny pictures.
Nothing low or immoral. Sent post-paid for 30 cents.

HAXEY & CO., 109 Xassanst.. Xew-York.

THE MODEL MAGAZINE OF AMERICA.—
September Xo. of Demoeest's Mo>-thlt, with Brilliant

and Spicy Xovelties. Single copies 25 cents. Mailed free on
receipt of price. Yearlv i;i, with a valuable Premium. Ad-
dress W. JEXXIXGS D'EMOKEST. Xo. 39 Beekman-st.

^^€^^ CASH Given for Original ConuMdmins.
*v'^'" See Men-yman's Moiiflxly. September. A
Chance for All, How to make a Punch and Judv Show,
"Cum-cher-cum," Comic lite of Barnum with all his hum-
bug Our Sanctum, etc. Prize Puzzle and Greenback
Prizes every month. Rare fun this month—be on hand.
Sold everj-wliere at 15 cts.. sent post-paid on receipt of
price: 3 samples post-paid. 30 cents, Xo free ^SC
copies. HAXEY &. CO., 109 Xassan-st.. X. Y. ?P^O
Will be sent 6 months, July to Dec, inclusive, for 60 cts.

J^* Editors inserting above will receive copy six months.
"We suppose people must langh. If thev feel that thev

must, they had better laugh over Merrvraan than over the
vulgar trash which frequently pteses for \;ii"~Philadelphia
Prtsbi/terian Standard.

GRACEFUL AND ECONOMICAL ARE THE
terms which mnv be appropriately applied to Mme.

Demorest's Imperial Dress Elevators, for they raise the dress
in such a way tnat it hangs gracefully round'the person and,
by lifting it from the sidewalk, the economy is apparent.
They are 75 cents, and sold at 473 Broadway.

BONE DUST.
For Pure, Fresh Bone Superphosphate of Lime, and fine

Ground Bone Dust, Wholesale or Retail.

Address A. LISTER & BRO.,
Cebes Boxe Mills,

Xewarfc, N. J.

AMERICAN ROOFING COMPANT.
GREEX'S PATEXT.

This Companv is now prepared to fornish one of the best
articleaofROOFIXGeveriniroduced. consisting of ft STOCT
MATERIAL made WATER-PROOF bv a COJIPOL'XD of
IX DL\ RUBBEP.. hardened by a coat of METALLIC PAIXT,
prepared expres-sly.

The WHOLE FABRIC has been thorough!v tested. Is entire
ly WATER-PROOF, and unaffected by changes of weather.

It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of Oil Cloth.

It Is designed for covering RAILWAY CARS. STEAM-
BOATS. DWELLIXGS. BARXS and SHEDS. It can be
laid down by any sensible working man.

It is cheaper thnn anv known roofing of equal durabllitr.
It can be seen in use and samples liad by apnlving at ttie

Oflice of the Company. Xo. 94: Wall-st., Xew York.
HENRY SMITH. Ageat
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TO ADVERTISERS.

OTcrcliants, Manufacturers, Inventors,

Real Estate Owners, Schools, and all

otliers wlio desire to reach Custom-
ers In all parts of the Countrf, as

well as In the City, will find It

to their Interest to Adver-

tise In

THE NEW - YORK TRIBUNE.

The circulation of THE TRIBUXE i3 Lir^er than that of

any other Newspaper, and it is read by the most enterprls-

Ins, thrifty, and industrious classes. Advertisements insert-

ed in each of the editions of THE Till UUNE,-DAILY,
SEMI-WEEKLT. and WEEKLY, will be rend by nearly a

million of people, and no Investment pays a business man
so well as the money lie spends in judicious advertising.

The investisation by the Mayor and Controller of the city

resulted in naming the DAILY TIUBUNE as bclnfc one of

the two papers having the largest daily circulation, and its

weekly edition Is acknowledged to be far greater than that

of any other Newspaper.

Rate«i of Advertising; in tlte Ncm'-

Yorlt I>aily Xribune.
Ordinary Advertisements, classified under appropriate

heads, FrFTEES Cents per line each insertion.

(ABOUT EIGHT WORDS AVERAGE A LINE.)

XHE ^VEEKI>Y XUIBIJI^E.
OXE DoLLAn per line each insertion,

se:9ii.^veeicey xrirune.
TwEN'TT FrvK Cents per line each insertion.

OPINIONS OF ADVERTISERS.
Boston. Dec. 10. 1863.

Our experience in advertising In The Weekly Tribune,
lias satistactorilv proved to us that It Is one of the best me-
diums for adveVti^ins: in the country, W'e have often re-

ceived what we know to be direct returns for it, and are
only surprised that more do not avail tlierasclvea of your
wide circulation. Yours verv truly,

WALKfil^^ WISE & CO.,
Publishers and Booksellers.

New-York, Dec. II. 1863.

Several years of quite constant use of the Dock adveriis-

Id-- columns of The Tribune has satlsQed me that through
ntTother paper can a larger class of Intelligent buyers be
addressed.

I have also found The Wkeklt, notwithstanding the ap-

parent high rates charged for space, a most economical, as

well a« sure, means for reaching large numbers of energetic

men, and securing their services as agents.

N MILLEK, Publisher of Subscription Books,
New-York.

Boston. Dec. 9. 1863.

We consider The 'Weeklt Tribune one of the best me-

diums for advertising our publications. Notwithstanding its

seemingly high charges, Ita very large circulation renders It

one of the cheapest and best means bv which to reach the

public. OLIVEi: DITSON & CO.

EMPOFJUM OF FASHIONS. >

No. 473 Broadwav. New-York, Dec. lO. 1863. (

lam disposed to speak in the most emphatic term^ in ref-

erence to mv appreciation of both The Daily and weekly
TErauNK. espeeiallv The Weekly, as an advertising medi-

um, receiving, as I do. a large number of letters each day,

sometimes amounting to three or four hundred. I find a
large proportion of them reler directly to Ins Tribune,
notwithstanding my advertising embraces all the leading

papers in the countrj-. I cannot, tlierefore. do otherwise

than attribute the increase of my business in a large desree
to the publicity secured through your valuable paper.

Respectfully yours. „„„„MME. DEMORfiST.

THE PROFIT OF ADVERTISING—A BUSINESS MAN'S
EXPERIENCE.

We found the following letter from Mr. A. Morton, in

The New-York Tribune, a few days since. Mr, Morton,
as is well known, is the manufactuier of the celebrated Gold
Pens advertised in our columns. He Is one of the most ex-

tensive and Indlcious advertisers In the country, and we
would respectfullv commend his Ideas on that subject to our
business men. We do this in recogniuon of the value of

The New-Yokk Tribune ns an advertising medium, and
only add that we have reason to believe that In proportion

to the expense required, an equallv profitable result has been
secured from his advertising in The Express. We give the

letter as it appeared in Tn^TniiiVSP.,—[RocfietUr Express.
Mr Gbeelet—Jf// Dmr Sir : You have done a great

deil of work for me in the way of advertising, for which you
have been paid so far as accounts current are concerned.
But I owe you another obligation, which dollars and cents
will not pay. Through vour advice, and yonis alone. I waa
led to advertise. For ten or eleven years I had carried on a
fair business without advertising, and no man in my emoloy
was ever out of work, except as a matter of favor to lilm.

until the commencement of the present hard times. On the

verv day of the first call of the President for Volunteers,
bavmg a large stock of goods on hand, I stopped mv manu-
factory and remained Idle for nine months. I tiled adver-
tising, at first in a small wav. I found that paid. At the end
of three months I incrciisedthe amount more than ten times,
using a great manv papers, manv of them pretty liberally,

and for the last five"months have advert'sed more extensive-
ly than, perhaps, anv other concern In the country. My men
are again busllv at work on full time, although since r>ecein-

ber lost I have changed my system of boslneas from six and
eight montha* credit to net cash. I am cow maklns more

goods, and selling more goods, than at any time since the
panic of 1S57.

For all this. I am greatly voar debtor, and I wish to say to
you. and through you to all' interested, that I now know that
adverti^ilng pays. I have also learned that advertisins very
largely brings a much larger per contage of return than aa-
vertismg in the usual wav.^ Permit me also, in justice to you,
to say that in my estimation The New-York Weekly Tri-
bune is the best advertising medium on this continent, and
although the amount I have expended in other papers has
been vastly greater than that expended In The Weekly
Tribune, yet were I compelled to choose between this and
all other papers In which I have advertised tocether. I would
prefer The weeklv Tribune, as I flrmlv believe that my
returns from it have been greater than from them all.

I think, therefore, that anyone bavin? a good article which
he can sell cheap, and which is or ought to be in nnivevsal
demand, who will fairly try The New-York Tribune, will
not be disappointed in "return, except agreeably.

Very respectfully, your much Indebted.

A. MORTON.
Address THE TRIBUNE, No. 154 Nassau-st.. New-York.

AGENTS WANTED
TO SELL

SHERMAN
AND

HIS CAMPAIGNS :

BY

Col. S. M. BOWMAN, and Lt. Col. R. B. IRWIN.

1 Vol. Svo. : 500 Pages. Cloth, $3.50.

WITH EIGHT SPLENDID STEEL PORTRAITS,
AND MAPS, PLANS, &C.

No other Official and Aiitlicntic History of
this great Army will be published, for no other
writers can have access to the private and official papers of

the several commanders. All such Information Is furnished
for this work excluMvety.
The following letter from Gen. Sherman shows the official

character of the work :

Lancastek, Ohio, July 31. 1865.

0. B. Richardson, Esq., 540 Broadway. N. Y.:
Sir,—Col. S. M. Bowman, an acquaintance of mine since

1853, and more recentlv in the service of the IT. S., has had
access to my Order and Letter Books, embracing copies of
all orders made and letters written bvme since the winter of
1861-2, with a view to publish a memoir of my Life and Ser-
vices, and no other person has had such an opportunity to
read my secret thoughts and acts. I believe him to be in
possession of all authentic facts that can interest the general
reader. I am.&c. W. T. SHERMAN, Major General.

The volume is illustrated with splendid STEEL POR-
TRAITS of Maj. Generals Sherman, ScnoFtELD, Howard.
Slocum, Loqax, Blair, Davis, and Kilpatrick, and with
carefully prepared Mans and Diagrams, furnished by Gener-
al O. M. Poe. Chief Engineer of the Army, and finely en-
graved on stone.

To all who have served, in any capacity, in these brilliant
campaigns, the work will be invalabie ; while to all who have
had relatives or friends so engaged, it will be of absorbing
Interest and value. It is a record of brilliant achievements
in which every citizen will feel a life-long pride.

The \Fork Is sold only by Subscription.

AGENTS "VVANTED in every countv East of the Allegha-
nies. Exclusive territorv given, and liberal inducements
offered. Agents will find the sale of the book universal, for
every reading man will want a copy.
For full particulars, Address

C. B. RICHARDSON, Publisher,
540 Broadway, New-York.

Agents west of the AUeghanles will address

C. F. VENT & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
New England Agents will address

"W. J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.

THE PRAIRIE FARMER.
Published weekly at Chicago, Illinois, where it has been

published for a quarter of a century.
It contains more practical information on Western AG-

BiouLTURAL and HoRTicuLTDRAL matters, than can be
obtained from any dozen other periodicals in the land.

Ct^" Its market intelligence and " Record of the Season "

convey to the reader the general condition of the crops and
markets of the country, better than any other medium.

Its articles are written by the most practical men In Agrt-
cultiire, HoriicuUiire, and Slock Raising.

IW Its miscellaneous department makes It a welcome
visitor into the homes of both town and country people.

It will help to grow the best crops.

It will assist in obtaining the best prices for them when
grown.

It will give reports of Agricultnral Societies and meetings.
It will give the most reliable information about setting

out and taking care of Fruit Trees, with reports of Horti-
cultural Societies in the West.

It will give Information concerning the best brecda of
Stock and how to treat them when sick and well.

Wefitern Farmers consult your interests and take the
Praikie Farmer.
The price Is only S'}.00 per year, the same as before the war.

Subscriptions mav commence at any time, and club papers
sent to as many diflerent offices as desired.

A pood, active A?ent wanted at everv Post Office, where
we have not one already established, to whom full particu-
lars will be given on application, and sample numbers sent.

Address EMERY & CO.. Chicago. Illinois.

(Goodrich's) Garnet Chili Seedlina; Potatoes
for seed, at t5 per barrel, at R. R. Address with remittance,
D. CONGEIi, Wolcott, N. X,

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books am be obtained at the Of*

fice of the AgricxiUurifit at the prices named, or they will be
forwarded by mail, poH-paid, on receipt of the price. These
prices are positively good only to October 1st.]

Allen's <L. F.) Rural Architecture f i 50
Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
Allen's Dise.ases of Domestic Animals 1 00
American Bird Fancier 30
American Rose Culturlst 30
American Weeds and useful Plants 1 75
Artof Saw Filing ...(Holly) 60
Barrv's Fruit Garden j 75
Heecher's (Henry Ward) Fruit. Flowers and Farming." 1 35
Henieiifs Potilterer's Companion 2 DO
Benient's Rabbit Fancier '.

..,
.',"" 30

Blakf's Farmer's Encvclopedia *..."!! 1 .W
Iloiissingault's I'.ural lEconomy ',\' 160
nrldceiiian'a Fruit Cnlrtvator's Manual "'." 75
Hrid^eninn's Young Gardener's Assistant '.'

2 00
lirirtgeman's Kltclien Garden Instructor 75
Brld^eman's Florist's Guide '.'."* ^
Brandt's Ace of Horses (English and German).. '" 50
Rreck's Book of Flowers j 50
Browne's Field Book of Manures ".".*.*.'

1 50
Bnist's Flower garden Directory i...i..*^!! 1 50
Bulst's Family Kitchen Gardener ...,'.'.'.'.'.'.'.',

1 00
Burr's Vegetables ot America .....'.'.".' 5 00
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book.. (Holly)... ..^[^./.i 60
Chorlton's Grape-Grower's Guide, .'.' 75
Cobbctt's American Gardener '"' 75
Coie's (S. W.) American Fruit Book '.**'.* 60
Cole's Veterinarian ' 75
Colman's Agriculture ....!!."."!'" 5 00
Copeland's Country Life '.". 450
Cottage Bee-Keeper ' -^
Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) '.,'.', 1 50
D^dd's Modern Horse Doctor ^... 150
Daiid's ((leo. H.) American Cattle Doctor !."."!**

1 50
Dana's Muck Manual ". 1 26
Dog and Gun (Hooper's) !"!!!! SO
Downing's Landscape Gardening (new Edition)."..!*.'* S 50
Downlng's Cottage Residences. . .

.'.' 2 50
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America ' 3 00
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's (iuide \[[ \ 50
Employment of Women—By Virginia Penny ..[ \ 50
Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener.. 1 50
Flax Culture ,, 50
French's Farm Drainage 1 50
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture ', 1 25
Fish Culture .... 1 25
Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 00
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 00
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Goodale's Principles of Breeding 125
Grav's Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Vol 4 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Giienon on Milch Cows 75
Hall's (Miss) American Cookery 135
Haraszthy Grape Culture, &c 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain 3 50

do. do. do. do. colored plates... 4 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepera 1 75
Hints to Riflemen, by Cleveland.... 1 50
Holly's Country Seats 4 50
Hop Culture 40
How to Buv a Farm and Where to Find One 1 75
Insect Enemies of Fruit Trees, (Trimble) 8 00
Jaques' Fruits and Fruit Trees GO
Jennings on Cattle. Sheep, &c 1 50
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
-lohnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemi-itry l 25
Keirp's Landscape Gardening 2 OO
Lansstroth on the Honey Bee 3 OQ
Loudon's (Downins's) Ladies' Flower Garden 2 03
Leuchar's Howto Build Hot-houses 150
Liebicr's Familiar Letters on Chemistry 50
Liehiir's Mortem Agriculture 1 25
Llebig's Natural Laws of Husbandry.... 1 50
Lmsley's (D. C.) Morgan Hoi-ses 1 50
Manual of Acriculture bv G. Emerson and C. L. Flint, 1 85
Mayliew's 111 nitrated Horse Doctor 3 50
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Management 350
McNialion's American Gardener 2 50
Miles on the Horse's foot.. 75
^lorrell's American Shepherd 1 75
.My Farm of Edgewood 2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record 1 50
KelH's Practical Gardener (Pardee) 150
Norton's Scientiiic Acricnlture 75
Olcott's Sorgho and Imphee 125
Onion Cultnie

, 20
Our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 30
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Rose 150
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves 2 00
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee keeping 1 75
Rabbit Fancier 30
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden S 00
Richardson on the Dog SO
Rivers' Orchard Houses 50
Rural Atlairs (bound)....3 Vols each 1 50
Saunder's Domestic Poultry.... paper, 30 cts. ..bound.. 60
Saston'a Farmers' Library.. set of 3 Vols, morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vols, .cloth 8 50
Schenck's Gardener's Te.xt Book 75
Sheplierd's own Book 2 25
Skillful HonsewJIe 75
Smith's Landscape Gardening 1 50
Spencer's Education of Children 1 50
Stewart's (Jolmi Stal>Ie Book

, 1 50
Templeton's Mechanic's Pocket Companion 1 50
Ten Acres Enouiih.. 1 50
Thaer's (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture 2 50
Thomas' Fruit Culturist 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture 25
Todd's (S. E.) Vonng Farmer's Manual 1 50
Tucker's Reaister Rural Alfaii-s ,,.,..., , 30
Vaux's Villas and Cottages. ,..,, 3 05
Villas and Farm Cottages. (Cleaveland and Backna)... a 00
Walden's Complete Soil Culture 1 50
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Waving's Eleiiients of Agriculture 1 00
Watson's American Home Garden 2 00
Wax Flowers (Art of Making). ,. 2 00

Wheat Plant (John Klinparfs) 1 50
Woodward's Country Homes, 1 50
Woodward's Graperies 1 SO
Vouatt and Snooner on the Horse 1 50

Youatt and Martin on Cattle 1 W
Yountt 0.1 the Hog 1 00
YouPtt on Slioep .*.t.* Iw
Yonmans' Household Science S 95*

Youmans' Kew Chemistry •>>. BOQ
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HO! FOR 1866!

VOLUME TIVENTY-FIVE !

A Quarter of a Century !

souethimg extra for
A-g-viculturist R-eemits.

The War is over. The swords are giving place to

plow-shares. Half of the million Soldiers who have

saved the country, are returuing to the peaceful

pursuit of tilling the soil. From this time on, we

suppose there will be about five million men en-

gaged upon Uncle Samuel's Great Farm. Every

man of them desires to make his work the most

effectual and profitable possible. Clodhoppers

will plod on like so many oxen, getting perhaps

only their daily rations for hard toil. The best

thinkers, those who make the best plans, who

learn most from others and thus become the most

skillful, will turn their labor to the best account,

and receive the largest returns. Every man of the

five millions ought to be observing, reading, and

ttudying about his business. A single hint may

yield him many dollars. For example, we know a

farmer who was sowing two ten-acre fields ofwheat.

When one was finished, a single hint about prepar-

ing the seed, contained in half a dozen printed

lines in his Agricultural paper, gave him five extra

bushels of wheat per acre on the second field,

worth over sixty dollars, cash. Heading farmers

are in the way of getting such hints, and every

cultivator of a' farm, or even of a garden plot,

should read all he can about the best crops, and

best modes of culture. Though he adopt nothing

he reads, yet his mind will be kept active, and he

will devisenew and more profitable plans of his own.

Of the five million cultivators, only about

One Hundred Thousand receive and read the

AgrinUturist regularly ; and only about as many

more, altogether, take and read other simil.ir

journals. What are the other four millions eight

hundred thousand cultivators thinking of? We
believe the two hundred thousand reading, think-

ing farmers make more real profit, and certainly

enjoy their work more than all the other class.

What would be the effect if, for one year only,

every cultivator in the land should become a reader

of papers and books devoted specially to bis own

pursuit ! Why, it would add millions upon mil-

lions to the products of the country. It would

give each of them somethiug more to tbink of du-

ring the hours, and days, and weeks of hard toil,

and they would be so much happier. It would

dignify their calling, and make it more interesting

and attractive to their sons.

Can we not do somethiug towards securing this

desirable end ? If every reader of this and other

journals would induce at least one more brother

cultivator to become a reader, that would count

something towards the result. The Publisher of

the Agriculturist has been abundantly satisfied with

his own subscription list for a year past, yet in

view of such grand results, he would willingly

take in an extra business partner or two, and

deuble or quadruple the steam presses, so as to

provide for a quarter or a half million of subscrib-

ers. And there are several other good journals to

help supply these five millions who pught to read

—all doing good service, and all of which onght to

have ten times their present circulation. We hope

they will all realize this during the coming year.

As for the Agriculturist, we will take all new

subscribers th.at come in for 1866, and begin to take

them NOW, without extra charge! (See below.)

By the way, our next volume, the 35th, will just

comp]ete a quarter of a centitry I Would it not be a

pleasant thing to have ten thousand subscrib-

ers for each year, or 350,000 in all ? That would

be only one in every twenty of the five millions

that ought to read such a journal. We don't ask

for so many, but will take them if they come, and

provide well for them. If our present readers say

so many shall be secured, it will be done. As

every new reader, coming in now, will be .an addi-

tional helper in the work, and also as a special bo-

nus or premium to the first recruits to our great

army of peaceful workers, we make the following

offer,

TO "WIT:
Any new sxibsn'iber sending in this moutll the

regular subscHpiion price for volume HS^ will receive

the Agriculturist for all 0/I866, atid also Vie last three

•months ofthisyear^ withoict any extra charge therefor.

SufEcient time given after the close of this month

for responeea to this offer to come from the Pa-

cific States and Territories, and other distant points.

Will our readers please make this offer known to

all their friends and neighbors, and invite all to em-,.

brace it? As fast as the names arrive this month

(September,) we will enter them right down in our

books from Oct. Ist, 1865, to the end of 1866, or 15

months. Note that this offer is only for September,

(Business notices—$1 25 per agate line of space.)

East Penii'a Agricultural School.
COLLEGE FARM, GwynedH, Montgomery Co., Pa.,

afTortiing thorough professional training in the principles

and practice of Agriculture, including the Surveying and
Mapping of Farms, Chemical Analyses of Soils and Fer-

tilizers, Veterinary Practice, etc. The farm of 175

acres, which is unsurpassed in the Stale for beauty, sa-

lubrity, ami general adapteilness to purposes of Agricul-

tutal Education, is 18 raiies from Philadelphia, by the

North Pentisylvania Railroad.

Autumnal Session begins Sept. 11, 18fi5. Applicants

must be at least 16 years of age, and must possess some
knowledge of both algebra and ceometry. For Circulars

address ALFRED L. KENNEDY, M.D., Pres. Facul-
ty, Polytechnic College Box, Philadelphia P. O.

Adirondac Grape Vines.

each $3.f : doz. SIS.OO
*' *i.r»0; " |;ir..c

1 Year, No. 1, Very strong,
1 " " 'i, Strong, *'

!(;i.r»0; " tifi.OO
2 *'

*' 1, Very atron?, " Jl.OO; " $3t>,tJ0

2 " " 2, Strong, " $3.00; " S^.OO
3 •' " 1, PruDedforfl-nltlng, " $6.00; " ieO.OO
3 " '*

2, do do " $.^.00; " $50.00

Aleo. lona, laraella, Allen's Hybrid, Concord, Hartford Pro-
lific. Crevellng, Cuyahoga, Delaware, Diana, Maxatawney,
iUIes, Rebecca, Rogers' Nos. l, 3, 4, 15, 19, 33, Sherman, Tele-
graph, Union Village, Veddo.
Superior Vines at the lowest prices. Sent securely packed.

by J/atl or Express, as desired. Send lor Trade Circular
and Descriptive Catalogue. Address

JOHN W. BAILKY, Plattsburgh, Clinton Co., N. Y.

^XAI^UARO PE:AK««, 2 to 4 years, very
•^strong and fine. Good assortmejtt of varieties.
DwAKF PKAR8. 2 to 3 veai's. Very fitocky and strong.
Apples—Standard and Dwabf, thrifty.
Chkrriks, 1 and t years. Plums, 2 aud 3 years.
Pkacuks, I year.

SMALL FRUITS.—Agkiculturist, and other Strawber-
ries. KVERO KEENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHBUB3, R08ES, AC.
We have paid special attention to the cultivation of theNew Hardy Grapes, and olier stronK, well-grown plants

of loNA. Adirondac, and Israella, Dy the 100 or 1000 at
low rates. Also, Delaware, Coxcord, Diana, Rebecca,
Allen's Hybrid, Hartford Pbohfic. Rogers' Hybrids,
Cbevhling, and nearly all the valuable kinds. Also a
flniendid lot of Dklawark and Diana Layke8, many of
lliem with 6 feet beiuiug wood.

Address with stamp, for Price List.

BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER,
Washlngton-st., Nursery, GENEVA^ N. Y.

BOYS AND GIRLS.
A New Child's Paper.—We have received two copS^ of

** The Little Corporal," a monthly paper for chvi-

dren, the publication of which has been commenced at Chi-
cago, Illinois, by Alfred L. Sewell. Judgim; Irom these
Bp.'icimens, it Is the cleverest thing of its kind yet realized In
America. Its whole appearance is in capital taste, and tliere

Is evidence In It that its editor has rare tact In catering for
the wants of the little ones. Each number contains sixteen
pages of quarto size, beautifully printed. This afl'ords room
for a great deal of matter, of wlilch an excellent variety la

given in prose and poetry. The enterprise deserves to be a
decided success. A specimen number will be sent on the re-

ceipt of ten cents by the publisher, or the paper will be fur-

nished a year for one dollar. A beautiful steel engraving,
called "The Children's Portrait of President Lincoln," Is

sent as a premium to subBcribers.—iJoxfrwry IMannJ] Jour-
nal, Aug. 5, 1665.

Now Ready.

THE PRAISE OF ZION.
A new Collection of Music for Singing Schools. Choirs,

Musical Conventions, and the Home Circle, containing a
system of Musical Notation ; a variety of Exercises,

Songs, Glees, etc., for School and Choir Practice ; am
extensive Collection of Hvmn Tunes, with a large as-

sortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Clinnts. By SO-
LON V^ILDERand FREDERIC S. DAVENPORT.
The publishers call attention to this new work wilh

much confidence, that it will prove one of the most attrac-

tive and practica.iy useful works of its class, given to the

public in man* years. Its contents are characterized by
freshness, variety, and real merit ; and liave been drawn
from many eminent source.'^, American and European.
The best old tunes are included with a rich collection of

new music. Sent free by mail for the price $1.50. To
promote its examination and introduction, we will send

a single copy to any teacher or choir-leader, on receipt

of seventy-five cents,

MASON BROTHERS,
596 Broadway, New-York.

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College.
Courses of Agricultural Instruction, includins the Prac-

tice of Agriculture and Horticulture, Agricultural Chemistry
and Physiology, Principles of Rrocding and Feeding, Inju-

rious Insects, Rural Economy, Forestry, French and German
Languages, &c., &c. Open Sept. 13th. 1865. Fordctidled Pro-

gramme, apply to Prof. GEO. J. BRUSH, New Haven, Conn.

Kelp for Mothers.
Dr. Brown's BABY TENDER relieves the mother,

pleases and benefits the child. Is giving universal satis-

faction. See full description and Mr. Judd's endorse-

ment in Agriculturist, Dec. No., 1864. Send for Circular

to J. T. ELLIS. 939 Broadway, New York City.

Churning: Made Easy !

It is found that by attaching the dasher of the good old-

fashioned da.^her churn to the liandle-frame of the cele-

brated DOTV'S CLOTHES WASHER, and using the

Washer itself as a seat, churning is rendered

Full Five Xiines Fassiicr,

than the usual way of operating the dasher.

E^ See Advertisement elsewhere in this paper.

New Canaan Nurseries.
The Subscribers have their usual Nursery Stock for Sale,

Includine: a large and superior stock of Apple Trees. Also,
Hartfora Proline, and Concoid Grape Vines. Address

STEPHEN HOrT &, SONS, New Canaan. Conn.

Jnurirau l^griciilturist.
For tlie Farm, Garden, and Houneliold.
A THOROUOH-aoTNG, RELIABLE, and PRACTICAL

Journal, devoted to the different departments of SOIL
CULTURE—such as growing field CROPS ; ohciiard
and OAnDEN FRUITS; oahden VEGETAULES and
FLOWERS ; trees, plants, and klowehs for the
LAWN or YARD : care of DOMESTIC ANIMALS, etc.,

and to HOUSEHOLD LABORS— with an interesting,
instructive department for CHILDREN and YOUTH.
The Editors are all practical WORKING MEN.
Tke teachings of the Agriculturist are conjined to no

State or Territory, but are adapted to all sections of the

country—it is for the whole American Continent.

TERmS (in advance): ^L.'iiO per year; Four
Copies one year for S5 ; Ten Copies one year for SlIS;
Twenty or more Copies one year for $1 each.

^p^Add to the above rates: Postage to Canada, 12 cents;
to England and France, 'J4 cents ; to Geiniany, 3(j cents.

Postage anywhere in the United States and Territories
must be paid by the subscriber, and is only three cents n
quarter, if p.aid in advance al the office where it is received.
Address communications to the Publisher and Propiielor,

ORANGE JUDD, 41 Park-Row, New-York City.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

Grain lias ripened .and h.is been gathered by

the careful husbandman, seeds of wild plants

neglected by man, are matured and being scat-

tered, ready to be covered with fiilling leaves,

or already hidden in crevices of the soil, from

which new life will awaken at the touch of

Spring ; insects have taken their winter-form

;

the birds are hastening to more genial climates,

and every thing warns the provident farmer to

finish what yet remains under his hand. It is

not too late to save much vexatious labor next

year, by cleaning up hedge rows, and clumps

of weeds, which should be burned to destroy

the ripened seeds. If crops are all housed,

ilraining now where needed may give a week's

start in the season of plowing.—The present

prices of grain may continue, but if gold comes

down as it should, and ultimately must, those

who have threshed and marketed their grain

early, will have most satisfactory returns.

—

Thanksgiving is but few weeks distant, and the

best fattened poultry will bring top prices. Let

our readers take the hint, and have their tur-

keys, chickens, geese and ducks read}'. In fine

" What thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy

might," for the chilling storms will soon herald

the approach of Winter.

Agricultural Reading.—The days are now
shortening and the nights lengthening. If a

farmer is diligent and ambitious, lie can find

at least a few hours daily, to read.

Animals.—Feed fattening animals well this

month, as they will fatten much faster before

cold weather comes on. Store animals of all

kinds also need particular attention, feed them
well and protect them from storms.

Barns.—See that no corner, or portion of the

foundation rests on the ground, or is exposed to

wet that will shortly cause decay. Sometimes

a projecting corner stone will conduct rain in-

wards against the sill, and rot it in a few years.

Beans.—Read about beans in the calendar for

last month, and gather all that may yet re-

main in the field without delay.

Beets.—Pull up all small ones where they

stand nearer than six inches from center to

center. They are excellent food either boiled,

or pickled, and are good for milch cows.

BuMer.—Now is the best time to pack butter

for next winter. See that jars, or tubs are

thoroughly cleansed. A spoonful of clean,

white sugar to a pound of butter, put in at the

last working, will improve the quality even of

good butter, and cause it to bring a higher price.

Calves and Colts.—Give colts and calves good
feed, access to salt and pure water daily, and a

shed during cold storms. It is ruinous policy

to allcw young animals to grow poor in autumn.

Carrots.—Wlien a leisure hour is available,

summon all hands to the carrot patch and pull

up every weed, and thin them where they

stand too thick. Carrots will grow rapidly this

month, if tlie soil is loosened and weeds pulled.

Cows.—Milch cows will very likely need a

little extra feed, or their full flow of milk may
not be maintained. Let them have the benefit

of the best pastuj'cs, when there is any choice.

If fed four quarts of wheat bran or com meal
daily, or two quarts of the two mixed, the

quantity of milk will be increased.

Corn.—Cut up the stalks at the roots, before

dead ripe; but before cutting go through the

field and select ears for seed, tjing a red string

around those ears that ripen first. If 3'ou desire

to procure seed of a neighbor, now is the best

time to do it. Seed corn should never be set in

large stooks, nor put in cribs with other car.s.

As soon as fit to husk, braid it by the husks

in long strings, and suspend with wire, so that

mice and red squirrels can not reach it.

Draining.—Make as much iinder-drain this

month as practicable. (See article on Draining

with Planks on page 308.)

Eaue-Trntif/Ii.-i.—Put up eave-troughs on every

shed and building where there are none, and see

that leaves and sediment do not obstruct th*m.

Fences.—Repair poor, and low portions

around grain fields, as animals—even when not

unruly—are often tempted to get over a poor

fence, if they see better feed on the other side

Fallows.—Keep scarifiers moving on fallow

ground to prevent weeds going to seed.

Oraiit.—If threshing is to be done before

winter, have the grain in readiness to take ad-

vantage of any temporary advance in prices.

A few hours' labor in putting grain through the

fanning mill a second time, will souielimcs in-

crease its vtilue 3 or 4 cents per bushel.

Oranaries.—Give them a thorough cleaning

before new grain is put into them.

Gypsum m,ay be sowed in the early part of

this month on winter grain, or j'oung grass.

ITaT/ StacA:9.—See that every stack turns the

rain well. If they need re-topping, procure

some long straw, if possible, to cover the top.

(Read about topping off stacks in Sept. number.)

Horses.—Let working horses be stabled dur-

ing cold and stormy nights. They will not eat

grass all night. When they work all day, turn

them to grass two hours at night, and early in

tlie morning, and they will do better, and not

destroy half as much grass with their feet.

One cold and stormy night in Octol)er will in-

jure a tender horse more than a month's work.

Ilogs.—Feed well Avith cooked meal and fruit,

or vegetables. Let fattening swine and brood

sows have access, at all times, to clean water,

dry apartments, and a small plot of clean and

dry ground. Swine are naturally much neatei

in their habits than horses and neat cattle.
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i»yjfenie«(s.—Have a pl;ice for every tool aud

impleineut, and let every laborer understand that

liis day's work is not done, till his tools are well

cleaned aud put in the proper place under shelter.

Kust often wears out more tools than work does.

Ice Bimses.—A small ice house may be made for

a few dollars, iu cue, corner of a large cellar. A
double wall filled with saw dust, dry tan bark, or

dry straw, well packed in, is essential. If the cel-

lar is damp, better make the ice house in some out-

building above ground, in a dry place.

Indian Coru.—Husk the ears and secxu-e the stalks

for fodder as soon as possible, after the grain is

well cured. Let nothing be wasted.

iI/a)!!;>-<;.—Save all manure around stables and

piggeries. Horse duug, as well as droppiugs of

Bwine, heats and becomes "firc-fanged" in a few

days, unless it is forked over and spread out, and

mingled with muck, or kept damp by applying

water or liquid manure under cover.

Mmtard.—T^ovi is the time to commence the ex-

termination of wild mustard. Read the details

about Mustard or Charlock on another page.

jl/eado»is.—Top-dress this month witli any kind

of fertilizing material. It is better to harrow in

bone dust, guano, or home made poudrette.

Flowing.—Fall plowing heavy soils, and any kind

of soil, where there are mauy weeds, may be done

at any period before winter. Where there are Can-

ada thistles. Ox-eye Daisies, or Quack grass, plow

deep with narrow furrows. Always keep a plow in

good condition, to work well.

ili(atoes.— Exposure to air, sun-light, and too

much heat will soon destroy the excellence of the

best potatoes. If put in a dark place, they will

usually keep better thau in a light one.

Ihtdtry.—Feed well while the warm weather con-

tinues, as they will fatten much faster aud eat

less grain than when it becomes cold.

Pumpkins.—As soon as the vines are done grow-

ing, and before hard frosts, gather them beneath

open sheds, or in heajis, where they may be covered

with boards. Feed the green and half ripe ones

first. Store the best ones iu a dry, cool place for

winter. Never brealc off the stems, or they soon

begin to decay. Save the seed of none but the best.

Hye.—In many places it is not too late to sow

this grain, where the ground is not wet. If the

soil is apt to heave in winter, better not put in

winter rye, but prepare for spring rye.

fiheep.—In some parts of the country, bucks and
ewes may be turned together in October. Where
the spriug is always backward, and there are cold

Btorms of rain and snow, better keep them separate

a month longer. The period of gestation with

ewes is about five months. It is not good policy

to have lambs dropped until there is some grass

and warm, settled weather. Make necessary pre-

paration for improvements in sheep next season.

Sorghum.—Secure before injured by hard frost.

If there are indications of it before the seed has

ripened, a few of the best hills may be covered

with blankets, in order to secure good seed. Cut

off the seed end, and strip off the leaves, and make
the juice into syrup as soon as practicable. When
the stalks become mouldy, it is liable to injure the

flavor of the syrup, and make it dark colored.

Swine.—Look up a good brood sow for raising

pigs uext year. Better pay SoO for a good breeder

than ^20 for a sow that will not bear over 3 or 5

pigs. Prolificness is one of the excellences of a

breeding sow. Better fatten every hog now on
hand, if the breed is not first-rate, and begin

anew with a breed that will fatten more readily.

Timber.—There is no better month iu all the year

than October to cut timber, to insure durability,

especially for fences of all kinds, and posts. Rails

and stakes, cut and split this month, will last longer

than if cut aud split in winter, spriug, or summer.
The wood is well matured, and the timber becomes

thoroughly seasoned before hot weather, which

often cracks the surface, allowing rain to enter.

Weeds.—Mowing, pulling, plowing and hoeing

weeds will be iu order every leisure hour till

winter. Gather them all in large heaps when they

are wet, so that the seed will not shell out. Better

devote one day this fall to pulling rag weed, wild

mustard, and other weeds in corn-fields than

to spend a weelc next season exterminating those

that spring from the seed now growing. It is very

common for weeds to biing forth ten thousand

fold. If thrown in a large pile before the seed be-

comes hard, all will decay and make good manure.

Work In ilic Orchard and Nursery.

Fortunate is he who has an abundance of fruit,

for he will get good returns. Owing to the gener-

al scarcity, more than usu.al care should be taken

with what there is. Some hints are given on page

305, which, if followed, will much facilitate the

careful gathering of fruit. It is a mistake to pick

late keeping varieties too soon ; they should be left

on as long as they continue to develop from nour-

ishment supplied by the tree. When gathered, as-

sort at once into barrels; do not head up until

the sweating process is over, but keep in a cool,

shady place
;
put iu the cellar at the approach of

cold weather. When the heads are put in place, ap-

ples should be so pressed that they will not shake

by the jolting of transportation.

As fiir as we have observed, the season is favora-

ble to the nurseryman and the purchaser of trees,

the wood being ripened xmusu.ally early, many
sorts have already (the middle of September,)

shed their foliage. This early ripening prolongs

the season of the nurseryman, and gives him more
time to till his orders, and it is very advantageous

to the planter, as trees set early become established

aud are better able to endure the winter. Let all

who intend to pkant, do it as early as the.trees can

be had, observing the suggestions as to drainage,

deep plowing, aud manuring, heretofore given.

Cider.—The unusually early ripening of the fruit

may render it necessary to make cider this mouth.

Hints on the subject will be found in the "Basket."

Drying J^-uits.—It is likely that dried fruit will

bring better prices than usual, .and nothing should

be allowed to go to waste that can be preserved

iu this manner. Dry r.apidly, and keep clean.

Inspects.—After the leaves hjive fallen, clusters of

eggs and cocoons may be discovered and removed.

Examine trees received from the nurseries, near the

root and if any borer holes are fouud, crush the in-

sects with a wire, and if the bark has the scale in-

sect upon it, wash it with strong soft soap water,

or better, discard the tree altogether.

Labels.—Do not trust to labels alone, but have a

map or record of the position of every tree; still

labels are a great convenience, especially upon

young trees, before one gets sufficiently acquainted

with them to tell the variety at sight. See that

all are plain, and be sure that the wires by which

they are suspended are sufficiently loose.

Manure.—It is unreasonable to expect to be able

to carry off a crop year after year without return-

ing something fo the laud. Manuring bearing

trees pays, not only in larger crops of fruit, but iu

the finer development of the individu.al specimens.

The best method of applying manure is given in

the article "Is Pear Culture Profitable?" on p. 314.

Sliade Tree.'!.—These, except evergreens, may be

planted as soon as the leaves drop. The more care-

fully it is done, the better will be the future growth.

Kitchen Garden.—Harvesting the ma-

turing crops aud preparing for spring work will

keep the gardener fully employed until cold weath-

er. This is a good month in which to make drains,

for which the article on page 308, will give some

useful hints. If the soil be stiff, it may be greatly

ameliorated by throwing it up in ridges aud allow-

ing them to remain all winter. The rules of neat-

ness and order are often relaxed at this season, and

the garden presents an unsightly accumulation of

rubbish. This should never be allowed.

Artiehoke.t.—'Ea.rt'h up around them and throw

over a little litter, to keep out hard frost.

Asparaffu.%—New beds may be made, setting two

year old plants as directed iu the Calendar fur

March, after which cover the bed with litter. Cut
the tops from established beds aud burn them. Give
the bed a thick covering of coarse stable manure.

Beam.—Pick the late string beans and salt them.
Shell and dry Limas before they are cut off by frost.

If more ripen than are wanted for seed, try them
in winter as baked beans, they are good.

ISeets. -PuU in time, as when frosted, their sweet-

ness is impaired. Those put in the cellar may be
kept from wilting by covering with sand or e.arth.

Cabbages.—The late kinds may safely be left out

until hard frosts. When put away for the winter,

remove loose outside leaves, set the cabbages in a

trench wide enough for 3 rows, packed closely to-

gether, aud cover with 6 or 8 inches of earth. Dig
a drain around to carry off the water, and when the

earth over the cabbages is frozen, cover it with 4

or 5 inches of litter. Another way is to dig or

1-ilow a shallow trench, over which two rails are

placed lengthwise; set the cabbages, head down,'

on the rails, put on some straw, and coverthe whole
carefully with earth. If the cabbages are wanted
for use every few d.ays, a supply m.ay be put in a

cool cellar, or replanted closely in a dry place, aud
covered with straw and a roof of boards. To
w inter young plants in cold frames, see page 311.

Cauliflowers.—Store in the cellar before frost.

Those which have not formed heads will usually do
60 if set out in a cellar or cold pit. Treat plants

for early spring crops as directed above for cabbage.

Carrots.—Harvest and preserve as directed for

beets. The tops will be much relished by cattle.

Cffei"?/.—Continue to earth up tliat grown in

trenches, taking care that no earth enter the center

of the iJlant. That grown in flat culture should

be "handled" to bring the stems to an upright

position, if not already done, and at the end of the

mouth commence digging and putting in trenches

according to directions given in July, on page 218.

Cold Frames.—Prepare for the reception of cab-

bages, cauliflowers, etc. See page 314.

Cucumbers.—Gather for pickles as long as the vines

continue to yield, and salt as heretofore directed.

Endive.—Take up with a ball of earth, and set

closely together iu the cellar for winter use.

Iloi Jkd^.—When these are made in the spring it

is often difficult to find soil to use in them. Much
annoyance will be saved if sufficient rich earth bo

secured now aud placed under a shed, or covered

with boards, near where it will be ueeded.

Lettuce.—Plants may be set in a cold frame as di-

rected for cabbage, or in very mild localities they

will winter with a light covering of straw.

Onions.—^Any late sown plants for wintering

over, will need an inch or so of straw upon them.

Parsnips.—Dig what will be needed for use dur-

ing the time the ground is frozen, and put them in

the cellar and cover with sand to prevent wilting,

aud leave the rest in the ground.

Shubarb.—Make new beds in highly mannred
soil, setting the plants 3 or 4 feet apart each way,

any time before the ground is frozen. Plants are

obtained by dividing old roots with a spade, so as

to separate the buds with a portion of root attached.

Old beds will need a liberal covering of manure.

Salsify.—Dig a part for use from time to time,

and leave the rest as directed for parsneps.

Spinach.—Keep out weeds and cultivate until

hard frosts, then lightly cover over with litter.

Sguas?ies.—Be careful not to allow them to be-

come frosted. House where they will uot freeze

or be subject to great changes of temperature.

Use the greenest Hubbards first, as they will not

keep, but are good long before they are ripe.

Siceet Potatoes.—Harvest as soon as the tops are

touched by frost. Dig with great care on a warm
day, aiid let them dry in the sun before storing

them. The great secret in keeping them, is to

h.andle carefully, and put them in a warm room,

the temperature of which is uniform. They do

well packed in barrels with cut straw between them.

Tomatoes.—The season may be prolonged by
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keepiuy: tUe early frosts from some of tUe most

fruitful pUmts, by means of some kiud of covering.

Preserve a supply for winter iu jurs or bottles.

Trenching.—There are usually many days ibis

mouth in which the ground can be profitably pre-

pared for spring, by manuring and trenching.

Wmler Cherries.—Gather as directed last month.

Fruit Oardeil.—All liarcly shrubs and
trees may be planted as soon as the wood is ma-

ture, and the leaves be^jin to fall. The earlier this

is done, the better, in order that the i>lants may
get somewhat established before winter.

Blackberries.—All the varieties fruit mueli better

if the canes are laid down and covered with a lit-

tle earth. In making a new jilanting, give plenty

of room ; six feet apart each way, or in rows 8 feet

apart, with the plants i feet distant. The soil

Ebould be well enriched with good compost, .and

have a plenty of leaf mould or muck worked in.

Currants and Gooseberric.i.—Make cuttings as di-

rected last month on page 282, where will also be

found a description of the bestvai'ieties of currants.

Transplant rooted cuttings or get plants from the

nursery, setting them 5 feet apart each way.

Dwarf Fruits.—Plant dwarf apples and pears in

autumn, but leave the stone fruits unlil spring.

Grapes.—Plant vines when the leaves have fallen.

Pick as they ripen ; those intended for wine-making

or for keeping, need to be thoroughly ripe. Put iu

boxes as described last month, and keep in a uni-

formly cool place, where they will not freeze.

Ihirs.—Allow the winter sorts to hang until frost,

and treat as directed for apples under Orchard.

Strawberries.—New beds may still be made, but

the earlier the better. Sufficient directions for

planting are given hist month on page 284. The
covering should not be done until late, when the

ground is about to freeze, but it is well to .accumu-

late a supply of covering material. Leaves or

straw are generally u.sed. At the West, they

use cornstalks, laid lengthwise of the rows with

good success. An inch of covering is sufficient.

Flo^ver Garden and Lawn.

—

The
glorious days of October are far more suitable for

making improvements in the grounds, or laying

out new ones, than the wet and uncertain weath-

er of si>ring. Leveling, road-making, preparing

lawns, and trenching borders can be advantageously

done at this time. Such work, togetherwith plant-

ing .and taking care of tender plants, will give the

gardener full occupation.

An7iuals.—The hardy kinds, such .as Whitlavia,

Alyssum, Gilias, Larkspurs, Nemophilas, and those

that are freely self sown may be sown now and
will give stronger plants and an earlier bloom
than if kept out of the ground until spring.

Bedding Plants.—Make cuttings if not already

done, and take up such old plants as it is desired

to keep over winter. Fuchsias, Lantanas, etc., do

well in a cellar, if kept rather dry.

Bulbs.—Plant early, sufficient directions are given

for successful management on page 316.

Chrysanthemuin.1.—There should always be an

abundance of these, as they make the garden gay

when most other flowers are gone. Pot some for

In-door blooming, if not already done. Keep tied

up to stakes, to prevent injury from winds.

Dahlias —Keep well tied up, and see that all are

properly labelled, while they are yet iu flower and
can be identitied. It often happens that we have a

week or more of fine weather after the first frost,

and if one takes the trouble to protect the plants

from the first frosts by some light coverini:, the

time of blooming may be much prolonged. When
the tops are killed, allow the plants to remain a

week or more in the ground to ripen.

Jiyames ajid Pits.—Have them ready to receive

the plants. See article on this subject on page 314.

Oladiohi^ies.—Cut .i way the stems where the flow-

ers fade, but leave the bulbs iu the ground until

there is danger of their being injured by freezing.

Hedges.—Deciduous plants may be set for hedges
as soon as the leaves fall.

Lawns.—Oue great point in making a lawn is to

thoroughly prepare the soil. It should be trenched,

or if this is impracticable, thoroughly plowed. It

should then be carefully leveled and graded. Sow
the seed, either Blue-grass or Rye-grass, very

thickly, putting a little winter rye with it, and roll.

Give another rolling just before the ground freezes.

Bad places in lawns may be improved by turfing.

I);renniah.—Transplant those from seed this

spring, to the places where they are to flower.

Clumps of established plants need to be taken up,

divided and rc-set about once in every three j'ears.

Pinfci and Carnations.-—Take up and pot the root-

ed layers. Stt them in a cold frame or dry cellar.

Pansies and Violets.—These can be had in spring,

early and in abundance, by setting the plants in a

cold frame. Give air freely in mild weather, and
iu severe, cover the glass with a mat or shutters.

Stocks and Walt-Jlowers.—Pot and remove them
to tlie green-house or cold pit.

Transplanting.—All hardy trees and shrubs ex-

cepting evergreens do much better if transplanted

early this month, than they will in spring. Give

these the same care in planting and pruning as is

given to fruit trees. If .any native shrubs are to be

brought into the grounds, look after them before

the leaves fall, and carefully mark them.

Oreeii and Hot IIouse§.

—

All but the

very hardy plants should be in-doors, but Azaleas,

Camellias .and other robust things may st.ay out

until there is danger of frost. All the pots ought

to be cleaned when taken in, and the surface soil

removed and replaced with fi esh. Prune, train and
stake the plants as may be needed, to have all in

perfectly neat order. Have ever3'thing in readiness

to give fire if needed. The hot house will of course

need fire heat. In the green-house give all possible

ventilation, but guard against sudden changes.

Potting soil and pots, if not on hand, are to be se-

cured in sufficient quantity without further delay.

The flgbt with insects should be opened at the

beginning, .and tio plants badly infested ought to

be brought into the house without first being

completely freed from these troublesome pests.

Annuals for winter blooming are to be sowed,

and bulbs of v.arious kinds to be potted. Keep the

bulbs in a dark warm place, as noted ou page 316.

Of annuals. Mignonette is always wanted in .abun-

dance, as it is prized in bouquets for its fragrance.

Schizanthus, Sweet Alyssum, Phlox Drummondii
and others will help decorate the house.

Roses for winter blooming are to be well cut back.

Hardy plants, which are to be forced, such as

Dicentra spectabilis, Dentzia gracilis, the Lily of

the Valley, and others, may be potted now.

Cold Orapery.—By closing the lower

sashes and ventilating only by the upper ones, the

tenipei'ature of the house may be somewhat in-

creased, .and this will favor the ripening of the

wood. The leaves should not be stripped from the

vines; when perfectly ripe and they have fulfilled

their office, they will full. In case of sudden cold

weather occurring, close up the house entirely.

The Apiary for October.—Prepared

by M. QuinbJj, by request.—Foul bi'ood is occasional-

ly found in sections where it was nevej' before seen.

A few days ago I received a few combs containing

it from Iowa, with accompanying questions as to

the proper method of eradicating it. The writer

suggested that its appearance iu that vicinity was

caused by sudden changes in the weather, etc. My
answer may be of general interest. There is but

little cause for alarm. If it has been brought into

his neighborhood from some infected district, he

has only to take up all hives in which it was found,

and that will end it. If it results from sc le

peculiar atmospheric influence, past experience in-

dicates that it may not occur again in a number of
years. If it originates in something gathered by
the bees from some plant, or flower just intro-
duced, it might prove more serious, as they would
continue to gather it.

I would advise an inspection of all hives, such as
have been wintered, even where the disease is un-
known. A timely arrest may prevent much loss.

All healthy brood will probably be hatched early
this month. Brood cells, now closed, should be
opened

; if the bee, while in a larva state, is dark
colored, it is dead. A half-dozen such should con-
demn the hive. The middle of the d.ay is much the
best time to inspect them. Protect the face, and
use smoke of rotten wood, or rags, to drive the
bees away from the combs to be examined. By
perseverance in removing all affected stocks im-
mediately, it is often, nearly, if not entirely eradica-

ted in sections where it has prevailed for years. If

all bee keepers would remove every diseased stock
this month, without allowing any of the honey to
be taken into healthy ones, it is doubtful if it

would reappear in several years.

See that all stocks have a proper supply of honey
for winter ; 25 to 30 lbs. is sufficient. If a colony
is deficient, feed to the required standard—not by
weighing what is fed—it may be carried off by
other bees—but by weighing what is stored in the
hive. Feed at night, taking away in the morning
what is left. Give them all they will take, until they
have enough. If honey in the comb is fed, cut off

the sealing of the cells ; set in the top of the hive,

and when robbers are excluded, it may remain
through the day. It is better to take up hives that

might possibly be wintered, than te undertake to

to keep more than can be put in proper condition.

The anxiety to keep as many colonies as possible,

makes bee keepers a great deal of trouble. It has

been very reasonably suggested that, if all \>\\l good
stocks were taken up, another year would count up
a greater number than if all were kept.

When it is decided to take up a light colony, it

is better economy to put it away with the contents,

after taking out all the dead bees between the
combs, for a swarm another year, than to break
out the honey for the table. Set right side up in

some dry place, where it will freeze thoroughly.

Stop out mice and bees, and next season it will

be just what you want for a very early, or late

swarm. An early swarm put in such a hive would
be likely to fill up, and send out a swarm, or if it

did not, it would be ready to store surplus much
sooner. Combs to be strained, should be broken
and laid on the strainer while warm, as soon as

possible after the bees are removed. The best

combs for the table are near the top and outside of

the hive. Those near the bottom and middle are

tough, and contain more bee-bread. When broken

to strain, they should simply be laid on the strainer,

without rubbing or working over, which mixes the

bee-bread with the honey. If the weather is warm,
it will drain very clean through wire-cloth. A few

particles of wax will rise to the top after standing

a few hours, which may be skimmed off, leaving the

honey perfectly clear. For the process of making
metheglin, vinegar, etc., see previous numbers
of the Agriculturist.

Catalogiies, etc., Keceit-ed.—Frost &
Co., Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochestei'. N. Y., cata-

logues for the Autumn of 1663 .. . J. C. Plumb, Lake
Sitie Nursery. M.idison, Wis., Fruit, Evergreen, and de-

ciduous trees and stuaibs Haines & Hacker. Chel-

tenham (Montgomery Co., Pa.) Nurseries; illustrated

catalogue of Nursery Stock William Parry, Pomo-
na Garden .'Mid Nuisery. Cirmaininson, Burlington Co.,

N. J.; general nss*)rtment of small Fruits. Peaches, etc.

E. Williams, Montclair, N. J., Sinall Fruit Nurse-

ry; small Fruits in general, and the Kiltalinny Black-

berry ill particular Desnriplive list of Hardy Native

Grapevines; hy George W. Campbell Delaware. Ohio,

who claims to be the original disseminator of the univer-

sally popular Del.iware . Report of the Proceedings

of Ihe Fruil-Gnnvers' Society of Eastern Pennsylvaiua,

for 1863—'6-1, and the wintei ineetins of isc.i .. Eighth

Annual Report of Ihe Board of Commissioners of Cen-

tral Park. shoMiiig what has been done the past year,

and conteniplaied irr;proveuients ; fiojn Andrew H.

Green. Esq.. Comiiholler.
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Two ITloiitlis Free.

All new subscripttons now received for one year, are at

once entered in our bonks to the close of 1866; thus all new

subscribers received in October/or Volume 25, that is

for all of 18CG, will get the Agriculturist for Novem-

ber and December of this year without any extra charge,

Nof.e, that this offer is only for October, except for

namesfrom the Pacific Coast, and other points too distant

to respond by the close of the month. N. B.—The above

applies to all subscribers, whether singly or in clubs, in

premium lists,from Agricultural Societies, etc.

Forty Good Premiums.

Open to Everyboay—An Excellent Oppor-

tunity to secure Good and Desirable Things,

-witUout Expense, and benefit others at the

same timc.^Every thing offered is new, and

of the best quality and inake.^Good Books,

Good Seeds, Plants, and Grape Vines ; Good

f*ruit Trees, Shrubs, and other Nursery Stock

;

Good household and Farm Implements

;

Good Pianos, Slelodeons, etc., etc.—Something

to meet the %vants of Everybody, and Every-

body invited to secure one or more PrcBuiuiiis.

With new help and increased facilities, we have large

filans for still further improving the quality and value of

the Agriculturist. We mean to put so many good lhinE;s

into its pages, that it will be very valuable to all families

in the land, no matter how many other papers they have,

and no matter where they live, or what their occupation.

The expenses are so great, and the subscription price

so low, that there is not profit enough to pay traveling or

local agents for showing the paper, talking about it, and

gathering subscriptions. But this can be done by one or

more of our present readers, in every neighborhood, and

hiany do It without reward. By the good will of manufac-

turers and others, who have been specially benefited by

the circulation of this journal, and through advertising

and other arrangements, we are able to offer a large list

of fine Premium Articles, to be selected from by erery

person who will take the trouble to collect clubs of

subscribers. Raising a club is easier than many imagine.

During a few years past, we have sent premiums to

more than five thousand persons, who have collected

clubs, and to their great satisfaction in almost every case.

Hundreds of quite young Boys and Girls have been suc-

cessful in this way. Schools, Churches and Agricultural

Societies have often united their efTorts and secured good

articles for common use. In several cases, half-a-dozen

or more persons have niade up a list and secured a Sew-

irvg Machine for an unfortunate tailor, or a poor widow.

Many men have obtained a wringer, or other household

instrument, as a holiday present to their wives or sweet-

hearts. No one will doubt that the tens of thousands of

copies of this journal, thus distributed, have been useful.

We offer now a larger list of articles than ever

before, and invite every reader to make an effort lo raise

a premium club, and receive one or more of them. If

several start imt in the same neighborhood, and there is

not room for all, they can unite their lists and own the

premium in common, or make an amicable allotment of it.

It will be noted, that our premiums are independent-

each article is for so many names, and not the highest

number. Every one thus knows just what he or she is

working for ; the result does not depend upon what some

nther unknown person is doing, or maybe reported to

have dune. There is a supply of the general premium

articles for all who may be entitled to them. Every ar-

ticle is new—no second-hand or imperfect thing is offered.

; NOW is a good time to bej.in to raise a club, as every

new subscriber for 18GG, recoived tliis month, gets two

months of this year free. (See top of previous column.)

As fast as any subscriptions are obtained, send them

along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper ; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium desired, and it will be

promptly furnished. To save mistakes and the keeping

of money accounts, send with each name, or list of names,

the exact subscription money.

To avoid errors and save immense labor in looking over

our books, it is absolutely essential that every name design-

edfor a premium list be so marked when sent in. (Such

names are credited to the sender in a separate book, as

fast as received—ready for instant reference.)

Old and new subscribers will count in premium lists,

but they should be partly new names, for it is to obtain

such that the premiums are in part offered. Premium

clubs need not all be at one Post otEtfb. Of course

only one premium will be given for the same subscriber.

The extra copy, usually offered to clubs of 10 or 20,

will not be furnished when a premium is given.

TableofPremiums and Terms, t?^

For Volume 25. b^
Open to all—Xo Competition. |q

A^ames of Premium A7-ticte'5. J

1—Good Books—* See term ft below —
2—Garden Seeds for a Family (40 kinds). ..*5 00
3-Flower Seeds for a Fiimily (100 kmds). ?5 00

4—Nurserv Stock (anv Kinds desired) $20 00
5—lona Grape Vines (1-4 of No. 1) $18 00

fi—Concord Grape Viucs (100 of Ko.l) ..$13 00
7—StrawbPiTv Plants (100 of good Kinds) $5 00
8-Japan Lilies (Vi Bulbs) $6 00

9—Downins's Lanclsciipe Gardening $0 50

lO—American fvclopediu $80 00

11—Mitcheirs New General Atlas $10 00
13— Worcester's Gre;it UUistrat'd Dictionary$12 00

$1 75
$3 50

-a. $5 25

IS
? $7 00

CjP $S 75
SJ"-^ $10 50
"j . $1-3 35

^ § $14 00

^ $15 75
. . $10 00

$10 00

si

40
as3
60
65
20
26
32
S3
44
50
57
64
Ti
GO
60
60
32
45
65
70.

65
240
270
270
290
SOO
450
1500
60
80
C5

480
100

i:j—Any l>ack Volume Agrieulturist,'
j4—Any Two back Volumes do
1.^—Anv Three do do do
IG—AuV Four do do do
17—AnV Five do do do
jH—Anv Six do do do
19—AnV seven do do do
ao—AnV Kiu'lit do do do
21_Vol"3. XVI to SXIV do
a3—Stump Speccli—^^teel Plate Colored
3:j—The County Flecliou do do
24_HaIt in the Woods do do $10 00
ij,-,-_Morton'sl)CSt No. 5 Gold Pen. Silver Casc$4 50
3J-,_Case ol DiuwiuET Instrument? $8 00

37—Lady's Rosewood Wriiins Desk $12 00
3S—Gentleman's do do do $14 00

39-Iiest FamilvGlolIies-Wringer ... $10 00

30—Doty's Wfisliiuir Machine.. *12 00

31-Tea Set (IJcst Silver Plated) $50 00

33—Sewinc: Machine. (Wheeler & Wilson). $.55 oo

3;{—Sewing Machine (Wilcox & Gibbs)— $.")5 00

;j4_Pr.wiii;: Maf hiiie for Tailor Work $"iO 00

,3,-,_>I,.l,-„lriiii litest. Im.iu' (tctave) $r.7 00

3C,_M,.l(nli-nii (P.rst Five Octave).. $112 00

37—Piano, 7 Octave (Siiimvav & Sons) $600 00

38—IJaronicter (WoodruU's Merrnrial).. $10 00

30—Barometer (Woodrulfs Mercurial) $15 00

40—The Aquarius, or Water Thrower $11 00

41—Buckeye Mowinir Machine No. 2 .$130 00

43—Allen's Patent (Cylinder Plow $20 50

^^=No charge is inade for packing or boxing any of the

articles in this Pre7nium List. The Premiums, 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,

and 13 to 26, are delivered to any part of the United

States and Territories, free of all charges. The other

articles cost the recipient only the freight after leaving

the manufactory of each. S^a^ Every article offered is

new and of the very best manufacture.

Description of the Premiums*

jj^^ N, B.—A FTTLL DESCKIPTrva SHEET, DESORIBrNQ

KACnOF THE PRESITTTil ARTICLES, WITH FULL PARTICULAES,

WILL BE SEXT TO ANT OXE APPLTINO. WK HAVE OXLT

ROOM HERE FOR THE FOLLOWIXG GEN-ERAL KEMAKK9 :

• Preniinni 1.— ffoof' Books.—\ns person sending a

club of 25 or more subscribers, may select Books from the list

on page 327, to the amount of 10 cents for each subscriber

sent at $1 : or to the amount of60 cents for each name at $1 50.

Tliis offer extends onhj to clubs of 25 or more names.

The Books will be sent by mail or express, prepaid by us.—

This is a good opportunity for the farmers of a neighbor-

hood to unite their efforts and get up an Agricultural Li-

brary for general use. Several Farmers' Clubs have done so.

Prcminni 3.—A complete assortment of Kitchen Gar-

den Seeds, for one or more families, containing the most ap-

proved and clioicc sorts, in quantities to suit a Family Gar-

den. No. 2 and 3, are put up by the well-known and reliable

house of J. M. Tiiorburn & Co. For kind and amount, see

our Descriptive Sheet. Preminras 1 to S. may be divided

among themselves by a club, if they so choose.

No. 3.—A choice collection of fine and reliable Flower

Seeds, of 100 kinds—in full market size parcels. See No. 2.

No. 4:.— Ttcenty Dollars worth of Fruit Trees, or any other

kind of Nursery Stock that may be desired, to be selected

by the recipient, from the Catalogues of the well-known ex-

tensive, reliable eatablishnients of cither Parsons & Co.,

Flushins, N. Y., or F. K. Pliceuix, Bloomington, 111., as desired.

No. 5.—One Dozen of the new and promising lona Grape

Vines. Only the best No. 1 Vines will be sent, such as aro
not sold for less than $2.00 each.

No. G.—Large, first class. No. 1 Concord Vines.

No. r.—A selection of the best tindstobe obtained, In-
clndlng the "Agriculturist," if desired in whole or In part.

No. S.—A fine assortment of the beautiful Japan Lilies.
These are adapted to autumn or spring planting.

No. 9.—Dotoni7ig"s Landscape Gardaitng, etc.—A. most
beautiful volume, splendidly bound, and finely Illustrated,
new Edition.

No, 10.—Appleton's New American Cyclopedia, a magnif-
icent great work, of IC large volumes, containing condensed
but very full information upon every topic. It is a whole Li-

brary of itself, describing almost every subject, place, and
thing, including countries, cities, all men of note who have
ever lived, etc., etc. Almost every farmer could afford to
6ell an acre or more of his farm to purchase this work.

No. 11.—MitcheU's Large Geography, containing 84 Maps,
and plans. Is of high value, and may well be in every house.

No. 1-5.-Worcester's Great Dictionary, next to the Bible
and Cyclopedia, is tlie most important work for the famil.v.

The Unabridged Edition, illustrated with many engravings,
describes and pronounces every word in our language.

Nos. 13 to 31.—We have stereotype plates of the Agri'
cuUuri.tt, from volume 16 to 23, inclusive, (and Dec. 1st, will
have volume ?4,) Irom which we print from time to time any
numbers needed. Any of these volumes desired can be fiir-

nisbed complete with index and title pages. Price $1.50, or
$1.75, if sent l.y mail, as they must be pre-paid. These vol-

umes are a valuable Agricultural Library in themselves,
containing more varied information than can be obtained
for twice the cost in any books. If desired bound, it will be
done for 75 cents each volume, in neat style.

Nos. 33, 33, 34,—These are splendid large Steel En-
gravings, beautifully colored, the first two from paintings by
BiNOHAM, and the last by Tait, which was until recently
Bold at $15, They are published by Mr. Knoedler, Til Broad-
way, New-York City, formerly the American Branch of the
celebrated House of Messrs. Goupil & Co., Paris,

No. 35.—Morton's celebrated Gold Pen, in convenient
extension Silver Case, with pencil. We give only No. 5, of
his be<st quality, made of coin gold and silver.

No, 3G.—Anescellent assortment of drawing or Draught-
ing Steel and brass instruments, each piece neatly fitted into

a Rosewood Case. For particulars see Descriptive Shoet.

Nos. 37, 38.—Very fine portable Rosewood Case, which
holds all writing materials, and when opened forms a writing
Desk. Very good for one's own use, or for a present lo

Teachers and others.

No. 39.—The Universal Clothes Wringer, with the Cog-
Wheals, etc.—the best Wringer we know of—and a most val-

ual>lc thing as a labor-saver and clothee-savcr.

No. 30.—After nearly two years' trial, we can highly re-

commend this for general use. SeveiRl iraprovcmeuls liave

been recently added.

No. 31.—The Tea Set consists of six pieces, viz.: Co^tfee

Pot, Tea Pot, Rot-icater Pot, Sugar Dish, Cream Cup, and
Slop Bowl, all of beautiful pattern and late style, cudiosscd.
They arc of the best heavy plating, known as "Sheflleld
Plitc," and are mannfaclured by the well-known Luciua
Hart & Sons, No. 4 & G Burling Slip, (near our former Ofllce).

Mr. Hart has been In the same place upwards of CO years;
and the fact that he supplies tlic above premiunis is, we sup-

pose, a Bufflclcnt guarantee of their value.

Nos. 33, 33, 34.—We offer these kinds, lo meet the

wants of all. Nos. S? and 33, for General Family Sewing.—
No. SJ, for famUy use, especially if heavy cloth, leather,

etc., are to be sewed. Their respective advantages arc given
more fully in our Descriptive Sheet, noted above.

Nos 35, 36.-An excellent instrument, as wc know from
six years* trial of one in our Sunday School room. Send a

stamp to Geo. A. Prince & Co., Bufi'alo, N. Y., for an illus-

trated descriptive catalogue, giving sizes, prices, etc. In

past years, many noighborhoods and scliools have combined
In raising clubs of subscribers, and secured through us these

Instruments for Churches, antl for both Day School and Sun-

day School rooms.

No, 37,—Steimoay it 5o)w' Pianos aro too well known to

need a word of commendation. Send to them at No. 71 &
73 East Uth-st, N. Y. City, for descriptive catalogue, Tlie

kind we oft'cr is: "7 Octave, Rosewood case, large front

Round Corners, Carved legs and Lyre; Over-strung Base,

with their Agrafle Treble, and containing all modern im-

provemcut-J." The iji'^trumcnts wc offer are specially pre-

pared for us, with Carved Legs, otc, and like all their pianos,

are very desirable.—Wo ofl'cr this premium on extraordinary

terms. It will pay a Lady for a year's work. We think there

are several who by securing the aid of friends in neigiiboring

towns, and by a thorough canvass, may readily obtain the

requisite number of subscribers. There are in almost every

town more than 500 families who ought to have the Agricul-

turist. Two or three persons (one a railroad Concluctorj,

have each sent more than subscribers enough to obtain this

magnificent premium. It would pay an enterprising nutn

to canvass for this, and afterward sell it. Wc have engaged

five instruments, and more if needed. Who will have tlie first ?

Nos. 38, 39.—The Barometer is a very useful instru-

ment, for fiirmers especially, as a weather guide. Wc know
of none so good for tlie price, as Woodrnff^s Patent Mercu-

rial, made by Charles Wilder, of Peterboro, N. H., who WUI
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Bupply circulars anfl all needed Information, Mr. Woodrnirs
improvement readers lliera so portable tlmt Mr. Wilder

guarantees tiie s.afe carrla;ie of any prerainra instrument we
give, if sent anywhere East of tlie llocky Mountains. We
offer two Idnds, diflering mainly in size and tiuiili.

Jfo. 40.—The Aqtiarim, or Water-Tlirower, is an excel-

lent portable force-pump, useful in many ways—to water the

garden or plants, to wash windows, carriages, etc. One can

catch up the implement, carry it to any place, and from a

pail throw a considerable stream of water 20 to 30 feet or

more, and thus sometimes put out an incipient fire tliat could

not be readily reached otherwise. It lias a jet-pipe, and also

a rose, or sprinkler. An air-chamber attached keeps up a

steady stream. Send to Wm. & B. Donsi.as, Middletown,

Conn., and get a circular giving full particulars.

No. 4:1.—The Buckeye Mower is so widely known and
approved, that we need not use space to describe it. Send
to Adriance. Piatt & Co., Manufacturers, 165 Greenwich-st.,

Kew-Toi'k, for circulars, etc., giving particulara, A few farm-

ers might unite their eiforts, and readily secure subscribers

enough for tliis premium, and own it in common. Many can
raise a club of 160, alone.

]Vo. 4'3.—Allen's Cylinder Plow, a successful trial of

which we described in May 18G1, has since been further im-

proved, and is a meritorious implement. The one we offer

Is the Medium Two-Horse size, cutting a furrow 12 to 11

inches wide, and 3 to 8 Inches deep. It Is fitted with wheel,

and " Skim Plow," making it double, like the Michigan

Plow. For descriptive circular, address K. H. Allen &
Co., 191 IVater-street, New-rork City.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

[n accordance with our usual custom, we herewilh

present in the Octoiiernumber a seiiesof tables prepared

expressly for the American AgTicultnrisf, which give, in

a very condensed and convenient form for study and

reference, Ihe various transactions in Breadstuffs, not

only during the past montli but for a series of years past.

Tliese figures are believed to he thoroughly reliable, no
l.^bor or care having been spared to make them so.

1. TBANSAC-riOXS AT THE NEW-YORK JIARKKTS.

UsCEiPTs. Fiotir. Wlieat. Corn. Etje. Barleij. Oats.

24rtaV8l/'Mm'tli.266.000 l,27ri,000 2,.<!T3,000 109,000 167.000 IM.M)
27 days ia»(m'th, 318,000 1,397,000 1,835,0U0 61,000 141,000 1,975,000

Sales. Flour. WlteiU. Corn. Rye. Barley.

24 davs<ft« month, 351.000 8.032.000 2,318.000 97.000 5,500
27<l.aystos! month, 314,000 1,965,000 2,149,000 103,000

2. ComparUiOn icith same period at tills time la.st year.

Recelpts. Flour. U'/zeat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.

24 days ISB3 266.000 1,275,000 2,.fr3,000 109,000 lli7,000 761,000
25 days 1864 349.500 1,213,000 1,*!9,000 2,000 51,000 1,354,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. liye. Barley.

24 days 1865 351.000 2.0.32.000 2,318.000 97,000 5.-.00

25d3y3lS61 457,.300 1,676,000 1,421,000 5,100 1,600

3. Exports /mm New-York, January I to Scpt.lQi
flour. Wheat, Corn, Rye, Oats,

1863 970,967 1,616,864 1,306.368 154,214 34,673
18M 1,553,382 10,998,797 709,293 453 31,185
1863 1,832,899 11,700,100 7,292,261 409,157 116.097
1862 2,251,501 13,393,811 8,6)0,113 1,031,646 06,537

4. Exports of Breadstuffs from the United States to
Great Britain and Ireland, each of 19 years, ending Sep, 1 ;

Flour, bbls. Wheat, bush. Corn, bush
ISfiS 170,1(19 2.089,740 1,293,404
IS64 1.241.804 16,492,523 717.434
1863 1,479,413 23,167,190 10,334,3.56
1862 2,672,.5la 25.734,709 14,084,168
1661 2,561,061 2.5,353,370 11.703,034
l(-60 717,166 4,938,714 2,221,857
1839 106 457 439,'ijo 342,013
1858 1,295,430 6,533,643 3,317,802
1857 849,600 7,479,401 4.746,278
1856 1,041,265 7,956,406 6,731,161
1856 175,209 3l-'4,427 6,679,138
1851 1,846,920 6,038,003 6,049.371
1853 1,600,449 4,823,519 1.425,278
1853 1,427,442 2,728,442 1,487,398
1851 1,559.584 1,496,335 2,205,001
1850 574,757 461.276 4.753,3.38
1849..- 1,137,556 1,140,194 12,665,260
1848 182,583 241,300 4,390.226
1817 3,155,845 4,000,.369 17,157,659

Total for 19 years.. .24,805,75.3 142,580,581 112,320,796

5. Exports from the United States to the Continent
of Europefor 11 years, each ending Sept. 1.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye.
1665 23.261 112,315 11.4ji5 97,.329
1864 100,311 .338,819 13,369 18,965
1863 219,579 2.343,314 68.957 433,203
1862 626.672 7,617.472 329,074 1,612,920
1861 142,129 3,4.32,496 101,143 347.258
1869 49,243 178,031 19,338
1859 .31,3«8 57,545 25,519 —
1858 303,100 390,428 16,848 13.100
1S57 483,344 2,875.6.33 643,500 216,162
1856 748,403 2,610,079 282,083 1,973,178
1855 - , 7,763 4,972 308,428 3',5';9

Tolalforllyears.2,749,398 19,076,424 1,712,856 ~4,746,6L)2

6. Receipts of Breadstuffs at the head of tide water at
Albany, by the Erie and other New-York Canals, from
the Commencement of Navigatton, May 1st, to and includ-
iyig Sept. 9th, in the years tndicaled.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rve. Bailey, Oats.
1861, ,.,061.100 13,310,000 11,153,000 44.8.000 206,000 3,11.3.800
1862,.,,886,506 16,-2S8,800 11,721,500 531,200 381,100 2,.309,400
1863,,,. 743. 100 10.93.3,000 1.3,330.700 201,000 79,800 5,137300
1864..,,536.200 9,93.3,300 5,5,37,200 60,900 166,100 4,979,200
I8ffi,...421,100 5,005,600 7,729,400 290,900 190,700 5,543,100

CtiEBJJST Wholesale Prices.

Aug. 19. Sept. 16.
Fl.our.-Su|ier to Extra State ?0 CO <S 7 83 $6 90 (a 8 10
Super to Extra Southern. -. 8 25 @13 00 9 23 (fsll 00
Extra Western 6 80 ©13 50 7 70 ®14 00
Extra Genesee 7 25 I^IOOO 8 20 glOOO
Superllne Western 6l>5(aG60 90(«i740
Rye Flofb 5 60 ® 6 00 5 60 ® 25
CoiiN Meal 5 10 @ 3 50 4 75 (fa 5 35
WuEAT—All kinds of White- 1 90 <3 2 25 2 10 (S 2 10
All kinds of Red and Amber. 1 40 ® 8 09 1 .35 (9 2 10
CoKN—Yellow 90® 92 89® 90
Mixed 89 ® 91 72 ® 89
t>ATS—Western 65 ® 66 63 ® 54
State. 62 ® — 53 ® —
Rye 96 @ 1 09 100 ® 1 03
Barley Nominal. 110 ® 1 23
CorTO.v—Middlings. ?1 tt... 42 a 44 44 ® 45>$
Hops—Crop of 1864, ?1 B 12K® 50 13 ® 45
Feathers—Live Geese, V n>, 75 @ SO SO @ —
Seed—Clover-, ^ ft Nominal. 28 ® 30
Trruotliv. 1) bushel Nominal. 5 00 ® 5 50
Flax, "eibushel 2 25 ® 2 40 2 83 ® 3 OO
StiGAK-Brown, *> ft 10?^® 16 UK® lOK
-Mol.%sses. Cuba, Sgl 35 ® 60 33 ® 62}^
COFFKK—liio, ?t ft .. IIH® Wi 18 @ 22}i
Tobacco, Kentucky, &c.,V ft. 6 ® 20 6 ® 80
Seed Leaf, ?> ft 7® 30 7® 30
Wool—Domestic Fleece,S ft. 00 ® TlH 57>^® 80
Domestic, pulled, t> ft 60 ® 70 60 ® 72,1^

California, unwashed, 23 ® 43 20 ® 45
TALLO\v.«)ft 18 @ 13 15»^® V,}4

Oil Cake—?1 ton - 47 50 ©55 00 48 50 ®35 00

Pork— Mesii. ? barrel 30 00 ®32 30 30 50 ®S2 50
Prime, ft barrel - . 24 00 @ 84 50 @25 00
Beef—Plain mess 8 50 ©12 50 8 50 @12 50
L\Rn. in b.".rrels,ft ft 19Ka 8)X 22Ji® 275^
Bi-TTEi;-Western, ? ft 21 ® 29 25 ® SS
State, S ft 32 ® 45 33 ® 60
(ueese . 10 ® 16 lIJi® 10«
Beaxs-?> bushel 140®130 150®2 00

PKAS—Canada. ?t bushel 1S5®140 1M®140
EGGS-Fresh, S dozen 26 ® 29 25 ® 27
Poultry—Fowls, SB — ® 26 24 ® 23
Tur-kevs, ?> Ill 86 ® 27 26 ® 28
POT.KTOES-Mercers,%ibbl... 150®375 200®2 50

reach Blows, ¥* barrel — @
Bnckeyes-Xcw, S barrel.... 150@800 185®150
..Utlks-SI barrel 6 00 ® 9 00 3 00 ©5 00

Per some inexplicable reason, gohl continues high,

standing at 142?i, Sept. 16ih, against 142'^, Aug. ISili.

Business in farm products has been fair. Breadstuffs

were for a time so higli. as to almost pi-eclude export;

liut witli increasetl receipts, latterly, prices have tended

downw?r-d. Provisions have been firmer, but closed

in-egularly Wool has been active, and prices higher

Cotton went up, but is weaker again. The receipts

have been very large. The stock at lliis port, Sept. 1,

was 74,862 bales, against 3,810 bales the same time last

year Hay, Hops and Tobacco have been in fair le-

quest. Tlie current prices are given in the table.

Agricultural and other Fairs.

state and IVatioual Fairs.

American Institute, N. Y. City, Sept. r2th to Oct. 19th;

J. W, Chambeis.
Horlirultural Exhibition Am, Inst,, N. Y. City, (Gree-

ley Prizes), Sept, 12 to Oct, 19,

Indiaiia, Ft, Wayne, Oct, 2 to 7 ; W, H, Looinis.

Indiana Pomological. Ft Wayne. Oct. 2 lo 7,

Micliigan. Ivalaniazoo. National Exhibition of liorses,

Oi-t. 3 to 6 : C. F. Kidder.
Oliio, Dayton, National Horse Fair, Oct. 3 lo 6.

Conuty and Otlier Fairs

MAINE.
East Oxford Co.. West Pern, Out. 4, 5.

Franklin Co., Farmington. Oct. 3 lo 5 ; L. F. Green.
West Oxford Co., Ft veburg, Oct. 10 to 12.

Y'ork Co., Biddefcrd.Oct. 10 to 12.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Baraslable Co., B.arnslable. Oct. 5.

Bristol Co.. Taunton. Oct. 3.

Berkshire Co., Pittsfiel.l, Oct, 3 to 4.

Hampden Ag. So . Sprinstield, Oct. 3, 4 ; J. M, Btigg,

Hampshire. Franklin, and Hampden, Northampton,
Oct, 5, 6 , .\, P. Peck,

Hampden East. Palmer, Oct, 10.

Martha's Vineyard, West Tisbury, Oct. 1.

Plymoirth. Bridgewater. Oct. 5.

Worcester South, Sturbiidge, Oct. 5.

NEW Y'ORK.
Brnome Co., Binclramton, Oct, 3 to 5.

Cayuga Co., .Auburn, Oct 3 to 0.

Chautauqua Farmers and Mechanics* Union, Fredonia,
Oct. 4 to 6 ; Jno S, Russell.

Delhi Ag, and Mechanics' Association, Oct, 5, 6.

Otsego Co.. Cooperstown, Oct. 3 to 5.

Queens Co., Flushing, Oct. 4, 5.

Scholiarie Co,, Schoharie, Oct, 3, 6,

Tompkins Co., Itlica, Oct. 2", -28.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Berks Co., Reading, Oct. 3 to 5,

Burgettstown, Oct, 3, 6,

Doylestown Co,, Doylestown, Oct, 3 to 5.

Franklin Co., Soinmerville. Oct. 2 to 5.

Luzerne Co., Wyoming, Oct. 3 to 5 ; Steuben Jenkins.
Warren Co , Belvidere, Oct. 3 lo 6.

ILLINOIS.
Kankakee Co., Kankakee, Oct. 4 to 6 ; E. Cobb, Prcs.

Montgomery Ci.. Hillsboro. Oct. 11 lo 13.

Pike Co., Pitlsfield, Oct. 3 to 0.

Randolph Co., Sparla. Oct. 4 to 6 ; Wm. Addison.
Schuvler Co.. Rirsliville, Oct. II to IS.

Sandwich Union, (De Kalb Co.), Oct. 3 to 5.

IOWA.
Madison Co., Wiiistead, Oct. 3. 4.

Page Co.. Clarinda, Oct. 5 to 7 ; T. T. Penjergraft.
Van Birren Co., Keosauqua, Oct. 5. 6.

Washington Co., Washington, Oct. 3, 4.

OHIO.
.\shl:ibula Co., Jefferson, Ort, 3 to 5,

Butler Co., Hamilton. Oct. 3 to C.

Cosliocton Co., Coshocion, Oct. 11 to 13; W. R, Forker.
Greenr Co., Xenia. Oct. 4 to 6.

Hancock Co., Findlay, Oct. 5 to 7.

Highland Co.. Hillsboio, Oct. 4 lo 6.

Harrison Co.. Cadiz. Oct. 4 to 6.

Knox Co.. Ml. Vernon, Oct, 4 to 6.

Meigs Co,, Racine, Oct. 4 to 5 ; Wm. H. Lasley.
Malioning Co., Canfiekl, Oct. 3 lo 5.

Morgan Co.. .McCoiinellsville. Oct. 3 to 5.
Morrow Co.. Mt. Giiead. Ocl. 3 to 5
Stark Co.. c:aiib'n, Oct. 3 lo P.

Summit Co., Akron. Ocl. 4 to 6,

Wayne Co . Wnoster, Oct. 4, 5.

Wood Co., Cowling Green, Ocl. 3, 4.

WISCONSIN.
Adams Co., Friendsliip. Ocl. 4. 5 ; G. W. Walernian.
Lacrosse Co.. West Salem, Oct. 4 to 6.

Vernon Co., Viroqua, Oct. 4 to 6.

MICHIGAN.
Barrv Co.. Ha.stiiigs. Oct. 11, 12.

Hillsdale Co.. Hillsdale. Out. 4 to 6.

Kalamazoo Horse Show, Kalamazoo, Oct. 3 to 6.
Ionia Co.. Ionia, Oct. 4. 5.

Oakland Co., Ponliac, Oct. 4 to 6 ; J. R. Bowman.
- Sliiawassee (io., Owasso, Oct. 4 to 6.

Washtenaw Co., Ann Arbor, Oct. 4 to 6.

CAN.\DA WEST.
Pell, Oct. 3. 4.

East York, Oct. 5.

Scarsboiough. Ocl. 6.

North York. Oct. 10, II.

Toronto. Oct. 19, 20.

Lambton, Sai nia. Oct. 5.

East Durham,

Pickering, Oct. 10.

We-1 York, Oct. 11, 12.
Wliitby. Oct. 12.

Whitchurch, Oct. 13.
Gore of Toronto, Oct. 18.
Peel. Oct. 3, 4.

Port Hope, Ocl. 3, 4.

Sundry Otlier Fairs.
Bradfonl Co.. Vt.. Provincial Fair, Oct. 3 to 5 ; Wind-

liam Co.. VI., at FayetteviUe, Ocl. 4. 5. Union Fair,
at Woodbury. Conn,, Oct, 3, 5, Burlington Co,, N, J,,
at iMount Hnllv, Oct, 3, 4, Wanen Co,. Iml., at Wil-
liamspoit, Oct, 10 to 13; F, Bryant, Sec.—Jefferson Co,,
Kan,. Oct. 3. 4 ; Wyaiidolte. Kan,, at Wyandotte, Oct, 5,
6. Boone Co,, Mo„ at Columbia, Oct, 3 lo 5 ; Clinton
Co., Mo., at Plaltsburg, Ocl. 4 to 6.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which toe throw into small
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

"& CO."—Our readers will notice on the first

page, the addition of "& Co." to tlie name of the long-time
Publisher and Proprietor of this journal.—Jlr. Lucius A.
Chase, well known as a Boston Publisher, formerly of
the firm of Bhovvn, Taooaut & Chase, but for several
years past of the firm of Chase <t Nichols, 43 Washing-
ton St., has disposed of his Boston business to his late

partner, Mr. Sanil. F. Nichols, and taken a partnership
interest in Ihe American Agriculturist, to the Business
Depariment of which he will hereafter devote his whole
energy and experience, that all its business matters, in
general and in iletail, may be more promptly and thor-
oughly attended to than ever. Tiiis arrangement, while
to the advantage of the patrons of the paper, will relieve

Mr. Judd somewhat in tlie severe double labors ol Pub-
lisher and responsible Editor, that have pressed upon him
for more than a dozen years past. As chief Proprietor,

however, .Mr. Judd will continue to constantly superin-
tend and advise in all departments, but Ire will have rather
more freedom lo visit among our readers for observation
and gathering practical information, and also give more
time to the Editorial work—to the benefit of the readers
doubtless. Mr. Chase, as we arc happy to know, has
long been recognized among his business compeer's in

Boston as a man of sterling Christian integrity, and of
active methodical business habits, and he will be wel-
comed to tiis new field of labor by all our readers, as he
is by The Associate Editobs.

*' Kosmos."—A email red covered pamphlet
bearing this title has fallen into our hands. It is an ad-

vertising medium of the "New York Merlical University."

We should not notice the thing, were it not that a sim-
ilarity in name might lead some to Ihirik Ihat this had
some relation lo Ihe Meuical Depariment of llie Uni-

versity of the City of New Y'ork, an institution which
could not put out such an advertisement as this.

Killiu;;IEnnnin$^ Blackberry Vine.s.
—Ira Hylan. Rockingham Co., N. H., asks how " to kill

running blackberry vines?" Plow the ground deep tliis

fall; plow it twice next June, and sow buckwheat.
Harrow thoroughly between the plowings. The next
year manure well, and plant Indian corn, and cultivate

well. If tiie work is properly performed, the vines will

give no more trouble. If the plowing is only half done,

and Ihe hoeing not one quarter, tire vines will grow finely.
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Orainin^r Clay Soil-—'' G. W. W," writes

to the Agriculturist: "I h;ive a clay farm and would

like to know If it will pay to underdrain it?'* Most

ceitaintyit will, if there is an excessof water. And there

is no danger of remieiing it too dry by drains, even if it

were not excessively wet. "Men whom I think ought

to know, have toldmelhitt waler will neverdrain through

this stiff clay into the tiles; but will remain on the puiface

till it evaporates." Whoever tells you so, knows nothing

about draining clay soils with tiles. It is impossible for

waler to percolate through a hwavy soil as soon as a

light one ; but lliuns;inds and thous;inds of acres of stiff

clay liave been drained with tiles, and in a year or two,

changed from a soggy, adhesive mass, to a comparatively

friable and light soil. It is folly to affirm that water will

not find the bore of the tiles. We would like to see these

doubting and " knowing " ones attempt to keep the water

out of the tiles, by coveiing the joints with clay. *' Please

tell me also how to loosen the soil ?" Read the Agricul-

ttirist for June, page ISl.

ICeoovating' a Barren Soil.—C. A.

Carpenter, Alleghany Co., Penn., " wishes to know how
to treat a clayey loam soil 12 inches deep, with impervi-

ous subsoil, which heaves greatly inwinter. The ground

is nearly level, cold, wet in winter, and liolds water after

showers. Ue can get stable manure for $13 per ton, and

bone dust for $32." The first thing to be done is to drain

it. It is folly to plow it or to apply barnyard manure, or

bone dust, until it is relieved of the surplus waler. If

the water comes from springs through the subsoil, a few

ditches in the right places will relieve the entire plot of

surplus waler ; but the effect upon the soil will be noth-

ing like so good as thorough drainage, with ditches CO

feet apart over the entire fieM. Then plow deep be-

fore winter. Next spring apply a half ton of bone, per

acre, or a dressing of good barnyard manure. Then we
will warrant a heavy crop of Indian coin.

Soot as a Iflantire.—*'F. M. B.," lias a

quantity of soot and wishes to know if it will be a good

manure for his fiov\er borders. Soot is valuable as a

manure, and piincipally on accoimt of the arnmoniacal

salts ii contains. It is best used in the liquid form, and

it should not be applied in a too concentrated state. As

Eoot varies a great deal, the proper strength can only be

determined by experiment. Try half a peck in a barrel

of water, walch its effects on the plants, and increase or

diminish the quantity as may seem advisable.

JBoite Charcoal,—W. S. Demaree, Mont-
gomeiy Co., Ind.—Bone charcoal is made by healing

bones in closed vessels, from which the products of

combuslion may pass off, but no air find access. These

vessels are called retorts, and are similar to the retorts

used at the gasworks. The gases which pass off during

the heating, contain carbonate of ammonia in large quan-

tities ; thet-e are condensed in water, wiih acidulated sul-

phuric acid. The liquid is svibsequenlly mingled with fine

ground plaster, which foiins, with the carbonate of am-
monia, sulphate of ammonia, and carbonate of lime.

The liquor is drawn off from the chalky carbonate of lime,

and the ammonia salt obtained by evaporation. The
bones are usually, after breaking up somewhat, re-heated

to free them perfectly from volatile substances. They
are then broken down to the requisite fineness, and sift-

ed from tlie dusty particles. The dust may be used to make
superphosphate of lime. Bone-black, after having been
u&ed till it is no longer efficient in purifying syrups, is

washed clean and re-heated in vessels from which the

air is excluded. Bone-chnrring miglit be very profitable

at the West, and we presume it is somewhat practised.

IIoAV to ^lix Cut Feed.—Always sprinkle

the cut St. aw and hay with water, and mix it thoroughly

with a shovel, scoopmg up the water from the bottom of

the trough before tlie meal is put in. If dry meal be

poured on wet straw, a small quantity will adhere to

every piece of straw and chaff. But if the meal be

mingled with the straw before the waler is poured in,

much of the meal will stick together, and a poition of

the cut straw will have no meal at all on it. In order to

induce slock to eat cut straw and hay clean, a little meal
must adhere to every piece of the straw.

Ho;*' Oisease in Virginia-—A disease

called hog-diphtheria is now rapidly killing out the hogs

in Fairfax and adjoining counties. The animal appears

well in the morning, but during the day its neck swells

and by the next morning it is dead. It has been stated

that no cure has been discovered for this fatal liisease. Mr.
Louis Brandt, Vet. Surgeon, 5lh Ave. &. HOili st., who has

had many years' experience in managing this disease in

Texas, says it ran be cured, if attended to promptly. lie

communicates the following; "Make 6 or fi inrJsions

from one to two inches long, according to the size of the

hog, lengthwise of the neck, through the skin, where the

swelling is the greatest. Then place in those incisions

as much Corrosive, sublimate (poison) as you can hold

on (he ix)int of a pen-knife, spreading it on both sides of

the cuts. Tins outside application counteracts the inside

inflammation; an improvement is perceptible in a few

minutes. The animal should be supplied with plenty of

fiesh water to drink. Hogs are seldom attacked the

second time, or have a relapse. Yet when it does oc-

cur, the same process should be repeated. Tids disease

will appear in various parts of the country nearly every

year, and it will be a great benefit to agriculturists to

have a rcmeily aUvays at hand. As it is contagious, often

proving fatal to entire herds, the medical aid should be

given in good time, and diseased animals isolated."

Reinediy ior HeaTes.—G. W Hicks, Brad-

ford Co., Penn., writes to the ^5^ricit/fwris( :
** Mix equal

parts of pulveiized borax and saltpetre, and give a horse

a tablespoonful in wet oats (or cut feed) twice a day.

Every othei' day give a spoonful of sulphur. Give also a

tablespoonful of roppeias twice a week. Continue this

for five or six weeks. When one kind is mingled with

the feed, omit the others. I have known this lo cure the

worst kind of heaves." That is a large dose of copperas.

A Veterinary College.—We have long

needed an insiilutioit, in which sound veterinary instruc-

tion should be given, and illustrated by clinical and

hospital practice. This demand is now met by the New
York College of Veterinary Surgeons, the advertisement

of which is in the present number. We believe this

institution to be well worthy of the confidence and pa-

tronage of the public, and sincerely hope that the time

will .':oon come, when the demand for instruction in ve-

terinary medicine and surgery will be so great that it

cannot be supplied by any single institution, however ex-

cellent. At present, there is a great lack of well educa-

ted veterinarians. Young men of liberal education and
proper talent can be more useful to the country by pjop-

erly qualifying Ihetnselves as veterinary surgeons, than

they can by entering the professions now already over-

crowded. Those who have desired lo fit themselves for

this profession, have heretofore been obliged to go to

Europe, and we are glad that facilities for acquiring a

knowledge of veterinary medicine are offered at home.

A I»o«ltry Kcport.—" Old Gray Beard,"
Hunterdon Co., N. J., writes: "I commenced keeping

an account with my poultry Dec. 1st, having 11 hens and

I cock. In Dec. I got 141 eggs, in Jan. 118, in Feb. 131,

in March 19:2, in April 162. in May 136 ; 880 eggs in six

monihs. At 2X cts. a piece, tlie average price, 8S0 eggs

would amount to $22. (JO. I set one hen in April on 17

eggs ; she hatched out 17 chickens on the 3d of May, and

has them all yet. All the feed has cost me is $3.60 for

wheat screenings, at 60 cts. per bushel, and some lard

scraps, valued at $1. In Feb. X carelessly threw some
fish brine into the poultiy yard, and next morning one

hen was dead from eating salt, another one so she could

not walk. I poured sweet milk tlow n her throat and she

got well. Altogether my piofils from n.y poultry have

been over $20 in six months. I have alw ays wintered my
poultry on corn, until last winter, and it has cost me a

good deal more to winter them, and I never got near as

many eggs as I did last winter, when they were fed on

wheat screeiungs. I sometimes pound up oyster shells

and bones for them, and have just a common wooden
shed for them to live in in winter,

IrVill Hens I*ay ?—George Atwood, an-

swers the question as follows : On the 1st of June 1663,

I had 13 hens- value $ 6 50
29 chickens 3 7.^

Eggs set per chickens 5 75
Expended for 9

'a bushels corn 15 03

Wheat (refuse) 22 10

Wheat 1 10

3 bushels turnips I 50

Making stock and consumption $55 73

June 1. 1864. I had sold, etc., chickens $28 49
167 dozen, 7 eggs 37 89
On hand, 20 bens : 15 00
45 large chickens 22 50
54 medium 7 75
22 small 2 70

40 eggs under hens I 35

$115 6S
Deduct cost, etc 55 73

Net profit 1 year $59 95

Freslt Eggs ana I»lenty.—Mr. J. W.
Douglass, of Brooklyn, writes as follows :

" I should like

to give you my experience in keeping hens. Last win-

ter I tried lo see what could be done by a city man to-

ward having fresh eggs, and selected from my brother's

flock two hens and one cock of the white Leghorn vari-

ety. A space 4>; feet wide by 22J< long was fenced off,

and on one end a plain house was built. About the 10th

of March I added two Black Spanish hens, .and on the

15th of March I received one egg. From that time till

now I have had a constant supply, in all, amounting to
four liundred and twelve eggs ; or an average of one
hundred and three for each hen ; they average six to the
pound, making a total weight of 68?^ lbs., or more than
four times the weight of the fowls. They have cost
me for food, not to txceed $1.50 ; they get the leavings

of the table, with a liitle corn and oats, and a little scrap-

cake. Twice a day (morning and evening) I allow tliem

to tun on the grass plot to pick grass, &c., which they
enjoy very much. I think the whole secret in making
hens lay, consists in regular feeding and good attendance."

l*recoeion« Cliiclcen.—D. Breed, "West

Attleboro, Mass., voui'hes for the statement of " sub-

sciiber," that a chicken 12 weeks and 1 day old laid an
egg. " Subscriber" challenges the World for a parallel.

Prolific Queen Bee.—Bidwell Bros., Api-
arians of Minnesota, write us that they have taken from
one Italian stock of bees one comb well filled with eggs
each day for 30 days. The combs measure Sxl5 inches,

making 210 square Inches on both sides, which contain

25 to the inch, or 6,000 cells to each comb. Allowing one
sixth for bee bread, thequepnhas laid 150,000 eggs in one

month, and can lay X million during tha working season.

Lard and Tobacco on Xrees.—E.

Gaylord, Floyd Co., Iowa, used a preparation of lard

and tobacco upon his pear trees, and succeeded in pre

venting the rabbits from barking them. Most of the trees

are growing well, but as some have stopped growing, he

wishes to know if these trees are injured by the applica-

tion. This is a point difficult for us to decide, and one

which our subscriber, with the facts before him can, by

taking a little pains, settle satisfactorily by experiment.

As we have no occasion to keep rabbits from our trees

we have no experience to offer. Our impression is, that

the mixture did not hurt the trees. The fact that some
among 150 young pear trees stopped growing, is nothing

unusual, and is no strong proof that the greasing was

the cause. It is not an unusual thinet to grease young

trees where rabbits are tioublesome. and we have not

heard of injury from the practice. If any of our readers

have used grease in this manner either with or without

tobacco, will they please give the results.

Buclc^^lteat Stra^v for Iflnloliiug:.

—

Melvin L. Casler, DeKalb Co., III., writes :
'• I wish to

know whether buckwheat straw is good for mulching.

Father thinks it is not, because it poisons the land.'' We
have used buckwheat straw for more than 20 years for

feeding stock, making manure, beading animals, and

mulching trees and plants, and we never have met with

any phenomena that led us to think there was any per-

nicious influence attending the use of the straw.

I'^ine I>elaT>'are Cirapes.—Those who
object to the Delaware on account of its small size,

should see some now on exhibition at our oflice, raised

by Van Wyck & Johnston. Fishkill, N. i*., and sent by

T. & W. Ryer & Co., 134-6 West Washinglon Market.

Seven bunches weighed 53 oz. The largest bunch was

8 inches long and weighed 9>i oz., and others weighed

9 oz., 8 oz., etc., down to 6 oz., which was the smallest

bunch. The berries were about as large as the Dianas

usually arc— large enough.

IPreserving Orapes,—J. C. Ashley, N.

Y. In preserving grapes in a box or jar in a hole in the

garden, the hole is to be covered. The grapes sold in

boxes are preserved by keeping them at an even temper-

ature, which is as low as possible and not freeze the fruit.

IVild Cherry for Sloclts.—D. Drury,

inquires about a small red wild cherry of New England,

which is used successfully as stocks. The species al-

luded to is probably Prunns {or Cerasus) Pennsylvanica,

which forms a tree 15 to 30 feet high, and is a true cherry,

wldle the common Wild Cherry belongs to another sub-

genus. The tree is not rare in southern New England,

and quite common in the northern portions. Doubtless

some of the Maine nurserymen could collect the fruit.

Harliness* Nni-sery Tree I>is:ser-—

In April last we published an engraving and description

of an implement, used at the West for digging trees from

nursery rows. We prefaced it by the remark that * east-

ern nurserymen do not think favorably of digging in any

other way than by the spade." Our fried F. K. Phoenix,

of Blooniington, III., who is enthusiastically in favor of

the digger, writes in its defence as follows. " Why not

quote eastern nurserymen that good trees can't be grown

West? Why not quote sorneold fogy stagedriver against

rail-roads, or seamstres.<! against sewing machines? The

simple truth is, that here spade-digging of nursery ireesis

absolutely a humbug, a nuisance lo buyer and seller aliice,

i

i
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whenever tlie ti-ee-diggei- can be miule to work fiiiiiy.

No person, so f.tr us I know, out of thousands, who h;ive

seen them work, or bought liees knowhig iliem dug with

tlie machine, but thinks iheir work perfection in its Wiiy."

Osa^c Oi-aug'c See*!.—Letters coutinue

to come iisking wliere Osage Orange Seed may be had.

We know of none for sale. Now i hat Texas, the prin-

cipal source of it is once more open to commerce, it is

possible that, a pan of ilie crop now lipenin? may find

Its way to market. Tliere is no doubt that the dealers

will advertise it as soon as tliey liave any in store.

Aiiotlici* Substitute Toi- Box.—"Orator

Alsatii," Washington. Pa., suggests as a good plant for

garden edgings, the common Chives, or Gives, AUium
SchcEnoprasu7Ji, figured anddescribed in the Agriciiltunst

for June, 1S64.—He says :
" It is easily cultivated, easily

trimmed, and is pereimial. It v\ill grow in any soil and

situation, is not subject to the attacks of any insect, is

not liable to run like grass, lieeps exceedingly clear of

weeds, does not sulTer from the exlremest cold, is the

very first green thing in spring, may be used as a substi-

tute fur parsley, or green onions, or both, in the absence

of eitlier, and. when in full blossom, make a very pretty

show indeed. Plant in September, October, or .March.

Cut it close and often durnig the first summer, to insure

its setting thickly and evenly, and after being cut once

in the spring of its second year, it will produce a mass nf

flesh-colored blossoms, which will last a very long while."

X^venty XUoiisaii<l Lilies.—Mr. Francis

Brill, Newark, N. J., sent us an invitation to visit his

lilies while they were in flower, lemarking that "such a

sight was never seen before in this country, if in any

other."—We went, saw, and were convinced that Mr.

Drill was quite right. Just think of over an acre of

Japan Lilies, each individual flower of which is an ob-

ject of perfect beauty ! There were all varieties of

Lilium lanci/olium, consisting in great part of album,

rubrum and pnnctatnra. There were, in less numbers,

the newer varieties, Melpomene, of a beautiful dark crim-

son and Monstrosum, a singular variety, bearing from

30 to 50 flowers to the stalk, and others.

XKiil1> Catalogfues.—We have received, in

the order in which they are mentioned, bulb catalogues

from the following dealers: J. M. Thorburn <t Co., 15

John St., N. Y. City; James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.

(Illustrated) \ Henderson &, Fleming. 67 Nassau St., N.

Y. City; G. K. Bliss, Spiingfield. Mass. (lilustraled).

The prices, on account of the reduction in exchange,

range mucli lower than those of last year. The bulbs of

our city dealers (and we doubt not of those elsewhere)

open in fine order, and are heavy, bright and sound.

Columbine Seeds Poisonous.—The
London Gardeners' Chronicle gives an account of tlie

poisoning of a child by eating the seeds of the com-

mon garden Columbine. The child lay in a nearly un-

conscious state for several hours and recovered the next

day. The relatives of the Columbine : Monkshood and

Larkspur, and even the common Buttercup, are all moje

or less acrid, but we rarely hear of evil results from them,

Prize Flo-wer Seed.—"M. C. E.," Cleve-

land, O., writes to know how florists are able to offer car-

nation seed from " prize flowers only." We presume it

really means that the seed is from the same stock with

the flovvers that took prizes.

Keeping: Hollylioclcs, etc.—E. Gaj--

Inrd, Floyd Co., Iowa. Your bad success is owing to

the fact that the Hollyhock is not really a perennial, and

is very apt to die after flowering once. It may be con-

tinued by dividing the plants when they have done flow-

ering, and setting out the short branches which spring

from near the roots, to make separate plants. The hardy

perennials generally, will probably endure your winters

if they have a good covering of littery manure.

Seedling; Verbenas.—We understand that

Mr. Snow, the verbena fancier of Chickopee, Mass., has

sold six of his new seedlings to a florist of this city for

one hundred dollars. We note this as indicating that

there is a ready sale for a really good novelty in flowers

as well as among fruits.

Sowing: J>aUlia Seeds.—Several inquire

what will be the result of sowing Dahlia seed. It will

depend upon the " strain " the seed is from, as the florists

say. Generally, many potir flowers, some tolerable ones

and now and then a fine one, will be the result. From
its very uncertainty, it is an interesting culture to those

who have the time for It.

Eucalyptus resinirera.—B. Peters, Scfjtt

Co., I«wa. This is an Australian tree, which the Em-
peror of France saw during his visit to Algiers. We
doubt if it has been introduced near Paris. The seeds

are not to be had here, and they would be of no use in

your cold climate.

Tall Corn.—B. C. Townsend, Esq., of Bay
Ridge. L. [., has sent us some stalks of corn, which were

raised from seed brought from Peru by the Hon. E. G.

Squier. The stalks are 15 feel long, and have secondary

or "brace roots" to the hight of 8 feet. The variety is

not early enough for our climate, as it has (Sept. 11th)

but just tasseled, and shows no signs of ears.

A Fine Cabbage.—We have on onr ex-

hibition tables, from R. Crlswell (sometimes called the

great cabbage man of Long Island), a trimmed cabbage,

weighing 22^4 lbs, Mr. Criswell expects to ship 50 or

60,000 to the ex-rebels this season. He has made some
discoveries in preparing and packing cabbage for ship-

ping, which he claims will cause them to keep longer

than by the usual method.

Itadisb Culture.—Agnes Kemp, Blair Co.,

Pa. If you have tried for several years without success

it is likely that the soil is cold and heavy, or otherwise

unsuitable. A rich, warm, somewhat sandy soil is best.

An Early Kind of Sorghum.—" W. S.

D.," of Montgomery Co.. Ind., writes, asking about a

variety of sorghum called " Hoangho." He says: "A
variety in this neighborhood, represented to be of that

kind, is a much better grower than any of the other kinds,

starling after planting almost equal to corn. It is said

to ripon much earlier than any other variety."' Does the

" Hoangho " uniformly exhibit these qualities ?

Currant '^Vornas, so very destructive to

the currant bushes where they abound, eating off the

leaves and stripping the bushes so thoroughly, that, un-

less the fruit be all cut oif, or stripped off and the canes

cut back, the plants usually die, may be entirely destroyed

by the use of White Hellebore {VeTatrum album), in fine

powder. A smallpartiole of this falling upon the worm,
will kill it at once, and if it only falls upon ihe upper

side of leaves, upon the under sides of which the worms
are feeding, they will all disappear within a few hours.

A correspondent in Cazenovia has kept his bushes quite

free in this way, and secured an abundance of fruit for a

year or two past, while his neighbors have lost not only

their fruit, but the bushes too.

^Vhite and Black: Hellebore.—In
some of the published accounts of the use of White Hel-

lebore to destroy the currant worm, it has been stated

that the Black Hellebore would probably answer as well.

This is a mistake, as the two plants are widely different,

both in their botanical relations and their medicinal

effects. These plants are both natives of Europe, and

the drug furnished by each is imported. It is highly

probable that our native Veratrum viridc, or American

Hellebore, v% hich is closely related to the White Helle-

bore botanically and medicinally, would be efficacious as

a poison for the currant worm. It is common in our

swamps and has a strongly plaited leaf, which, when it

first appears above ground in spring, is sometimes mis-

taken for that of the skunk-cabbage. It is also known by

the name of Indian Poke. A gentleman at Staten Island

states, that he used White Hellebore upon his grape

vines, and he thinks it injured the leaves. What is the

experience of others ?

The Deatb ofSir ^Vin. J. Hoolier.—
Botanists and horticulturists will be pained, though per-

haps not surprised to hear of the rleath of Sir William

Jackscm Hooker, who had reached the advanced age of

60 years. He w;is best known to horticultuiists as the

director of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew, near

London, and the long time editor of the Botanical Maga-

zine, His botanical writings are numerous, and all

working botanists are aware of their high value, which

is enhanced by excellent illustrations from the facile

pencil of their author. Sir William was knighted in 1K36

in recognition of his valuable services to botanical science.

The Ag:riculturai department-—
The following appears in theJNVashington correspondence

of one of our daily papers :
" Mr. J. S. G\ innell, the ex-

perienced chief clerk of the Agricultural Bureau, has

been removed from that office by Commissioner Ne-wton,

and his place supplied by a Mr. Stokes, nephew of the

latter. The change thus made calls out considerable

criticism, and will be generally reprobated by the large

number of people who are personally acquainted with

the merits of Mr. Grinnell. It is stated that a large

number of the leading agriculturists of the country have

become so dissatisfied with the manner in which tlie

affairs of the Agricultural Buieau are being supervised

under the conduct of the present Commissioner, that a

combined expression of disaoproval of his furthgi' reten-

tion in office is to be made at the agricultural fairs to be

held during the present month." This announcement
will disgust, though it will not surprise, all who had
any hope that the Department under its present inefficient

head would be of any benefit to Agricultuie. Mi'. Grin-

nell as chief cierk vvas one of a few connected with the

"thing," who saved it from being utterly ridiculous and
contemptible, and what good came of it, was mainly

done by him in spite of the " chief." We wish that the

President could be imiuced for a while to stop liearing

speeches from, and making .speeches to, lepentarit rebels,

and give loyal men a heating. He would find close at

home matters that need n,deal of reconstructing. When
Congiess meets, we hope t<) see a committee appointed

to investigate matters, and liave them inriuire of what

use are the propagating gardens, except to Senators, and

why an "experimental garden" is needed to furnish

tomatoes and caijbages to the kitchen of the White
House. They might also inquire how many subordinates

are on the sick list from being kept in nnhealihy apart-

ments, and how many assistaids are kept, notwithstand-

ing those they were appointed to " assist," protested that

they were utterly incapable. Let us have a general house

cleaning, or shut up altogether, or, as turtles will live

witiiout a head, decapitate, and let the boys run the shop.

Secretaries of Agriculturai Socie-
ties.— Will you please remember that if you put the

jiameof your State on your show bills and premium lists,

it w ill aid materially in letting people know whereabouts

in Ihe United States your fair is to be held. You may
know perfectly well in what State your County is, but

those at a distance are quite puzzled to know which

among the many Washing tons, Jacksons. Hamiltons

and other Counties yours is. A friend recently wrote

that he expected to see us at the Rhode Island Fair,

which w as the first intimation we had that there was to

be a fair in that State. Our friends in little Rhocy can

get up a good fair when they try—but they ought to let

the rest of the world know about it.

Ag;ricnltural Colleges Ibi tlie Soulli.
—The Agricultural College Land Act, passe I in 1SG2,

contained the provision tliat all the States that wished to

avail themselves of its benefits should do so wilhin two
years after its passage. There were good reasons why
the Southern States could not accept and locate the land

within these two years, and now that the obstacles no

longer exist, the friends of agriculture at the South are

looking about to see what can be done. We i]o not see

that they can be helped, except by act of Congress, and

we hope that at the proper time Congress will pass such

an act. as will enable the Southern States to enjoy the

benefits of the grant in common with the Noi'thern States.

Let friends of agriculture in Congress bear this in mind.

Professor Xuclcer—An Agrricialtural
Kditor Appreciated.—A great many of the readers

of the Agriculturist w ill be gratified to learn, that which

has given the fraternity of agricultural editors much
pleasure, namely : that Luther H. Tucker, Esq.. of the

Country Gentleman, has be^ti appointed to the Chair of

Agriculture at the Rulger's Colleee, New Brunswick, N.

J., and win enter upon his duties the approaching winter.

A I\e"%v Humbug:.—It is gratifying, in one

sense, to receive a new humbug, as s6 many of the

old lottery schemes have accumulated that we shall

be obliged to sell them for paper stock. This new Man-
ifestation is called the Prophylactical Star, and is a vile

sheet. Wlule it condemns some vices, it panders to

others, and has tlie editor's quack medicine as the basis

of the whole. How any sensible man can be taken in by

such nonsense is past our comprehension.

ISo^v many Indies in a ICusl&el.

—

The standard bushel of the United Stales coniains 2150.4

cubic inches. The " Imperial bushel " is about 63 cubic

jnclits larger, being 2218.192 cubic inches. Any box or

measure, the ccmtents of which are equal to 2150.4 rubic

inches, will hold a bushel of grain. In measuiing fruit,

vegetables, coal and other similar substances, one fifth

must be added. In other words, a peck-measure 5 times

even full, make one bushel. The usual practice is "to

heap the measure." In order to get on the fifth peck,

measures must be heaped as long as what is to be

measured will lie on.

A Fruit House in I>etroif.—"We learn

that a fruit preserving house has been erected in Detroit.

We liave heard nothing of late of those it was proposed

to build in New York.
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3fe>v Yoi-lc LiTC Stocli Marltets.—
Beef Cattle have averaged 5,663 liead per week, of

rather poor grades, until the lust two markets. Tlie

latest prices stand: good to extra, 16Xcf5)lSc per lb.

estimated dressed weight; common to medium, I3)4c(a)

15'ic ; poor to ordinary, 9ca/12c Milch Cows have

come in pretty freely, 129 per week. Prices are little

changed, the best bringing $8DfS)$100; and other grades,

$35,'aJS75 Veal Calves have been in higher supply,

1,567 per week. Prices for very good, 12ci®13c per lb.,

live weight; others, according to quality, 8 '^cfSll^c—
Sheep and Lambs arrived very freely at first, and have

averaged 21,332 per week. Prices range at 6.'Xc'a)7>t^c

per lb., live « eight ; a few extras at SCtSSXc Just now
Epring lambs sell at $4.2ofa)S6 each ...Live Hogs in just

fair supply, now sell at ISufSlSAi'c. per lb., live weight.

"We invite Attentioat to the lai-ge and

Taluable List of Premiums, on page 300. Though the

cost of paper, labor, etc., continues almost at the highest

point yet reached, the liberal adverlising enables the

Publishers to set aside a considerable fund lodistiibute

in Premiums We are determined to make this Jour-

nal unsurpassed and unsurpassable, in the amount of

useful and reliable information it shall give, and of

course desire to see its circulation exlend to every house-

hold. And while our friends have done, and continue to

do good service in making ihe paper still more widely

known, we hope the Premiums will lead many to in-

creased exertions. Almost every one can do something

in this way, and thus obtain a desired Premium article,

for though our list of subscribers embraces nearly a,

Hundred Thousand names, there are still for everyone

of Ihem, forty or fifly others who would doubtless be the

gainers by receiving and perusing the Agriculturist

regularly. It will be noticed also, that all new subscri-

bers this month, receive a bonus of two months free.

Uoncy Blunibitg'.—"Julia," Norwicb, O.

Man cannot make honey; no recipe for Virgin honey, or

any other kind is any thing but a fraud ; the article tnade

is a fraud ; and the man who sells such a thing is a cheat.

His " cofiy-riijht," {/"he lias one, covers the printed mat'

ler which contains the instructions, etc., so that no one

else can use the same printed title or matter.

I>ouH Itiiy 4^ottoii Ooods Wo"%v.—
Nut If it can possibly be avoided. People have been

economizing for a long time in the purchase and use of

cotton fabrics, on account of the scarcity and high price,

but it is expedient to pinch ahmg a few weeks or months

more. These fabrics must fall in price ere lojig, and

this will be hastened by a general abstinence from pui-

chasing. The truth is, that with the present abundance

and current price of cotton in the bale, manufacturers

can make good profits, and yet furnish cotton goods for

little more than half the prices they now receive. They
are able to keep up prices because the demand is in ex-

cess of the immediate supply. A few heavy dealers are

aiding the speculation. Let people generally cease to

purchase, except in small and absolutely essential quan-

tities, and the supply will soon over-reach the demand,
and the speculators will be obliged to come dow^n to

fair and honest rates.

"^Vine IVIalciug^.—The best response we can

make to inquiries upon this subject, is to give the process

of Dr. J. B. Motlier of Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the most
experienced and successful of American Wine Makers :

" In order to make good wine, it is necessary to have a

good cellar, cl«an casks, press, etc. First of all, have

your giapes well ripened
;
gather them in diy weather,

and pick out carefully all the unripe berries, and all the

dried and damaged ones ; then masli and grind them with

a mill, if you have a proper mill for the purpose. Be
careful not to set your mill so close as to mash the seed,

for they will give a bad taste to the wine. If you wish

to have wine of a rose color, let tlie grapes remain in a

targe tub a few liours, before pressing. The longer

time you leave the grapes without pi essing, after they are

mashed, the more color the wine will have. For pres-

sing the grapes, any press will answer, provided it is

kept clean and sweet. After you have collected the

must in a clean tub from the press, have it transferred

into the cask in the cellar. Fill the cask within ten

inches of the bung; then place one end of a siphon,

made for that purpose, in the bung, and fix it air tight

;

the other end must be placed in a bucket containing cold

water. The gas then passes off from the cask without

the air coming in contact with the wine, which would
destroy that fine grape flavor, which makes our Catawba
so celebrated. When properly made, the must will

undergo fermentation. Keep the end of the siphon that

is in the water full four inches deep, so as to exclude
air from the wine. When it has fermented, which will

be in fifteen days, fill the cask with the same kind of
wine, and bung it loosely for one week; Iheij make it

tight. Nothing more is needed till it is clear, which if

all is right, will be in January or February next. Then,

if perfectly clear, rack it off into another cask, and bung

it up tightly till wanted. If the wine remains in the cask

till fall—about November— it will improve by racking

again. Be sure to always have sweet, clean casks. Do
not burn loo much brimstone in the cask. I have seen

much wine injured by excessive use of brimstone—

generally by new beginners. For my part I make little

use of it. You can make different qualities of wine with

the same grape, by separating the different runs of the

same pressing. The first run is the finest, if you want to

make use of it the first season ; but it will not keep long

without losing its fine qualities. To make good, sound

wine, that will improve by age, the plan is to mix all up

together. The very last run will make it rough, but it

will have better body and better flavor when two or three

years old, and will improve for a number of years. The
first run will not be good after two or three years. I

have fully tested the different ways of making and keep-

ing wine these last twenty-five years."

Uo-^v to Iflakc Oood Cider. — <TOod,

sound, and ripe apples, washed clean, are the first and

indispensable reqiiisite. Specked and wormy apples,

and those dropped from the trees before they are half

ripe, and have become tough and insipid, or bitter,

can never make good cider. Indeed, a few apples of

this description in a bushel of good ones, will maleiially

injure the good flavor of ail the cider. Grind the apples

to a fine pulp, without crushing the seed, which will im-

part a bitter taste to the cider. The pomace should be

kept in a large vat or tub, for at least twenty-four hours

before the juice is expressed. If the weather is so cool

that fermentation will not start, it will bo better to allow

the pomace to remain four or five days. If the pomace
is pressed soon after the apples are ground, the juice v\ ill

often be very insipid and light colored, and always des-

titute of that excellent flavor and rich color w hich good
cider possesses, when the pomace has lain a few days.

In the usual way of fermenting, the cider after becoming
perfect, soon becoines hard and contains moie or less

vinegar. This can be avoided by taking the game care

wilh cider as with wine. Procure a tin, glass, or india-

rubber tube, and fit it closely in a hole bored through a

bung, which perfectly fits the barrel. The bung being

placed in the bung hole, the other end of the tube

is placed below the surface of water contained in a cup
or other convenient vessel. If all is tight, the gas liberated

in fermentation will pass through the tube, and bubble

up through the water, but no air can enter the barrel as

long as the end of the tube is covered by the water.

When bubbles cease to appear, the fermentation is com-
plete, and the cider may then be racked off into clean

barrels and bunged tight. The fetmentalion should go

on slowly in a cool cellar.

About ouiL* AdTertisements.— Mo-^v
far Endorsed.-Frequent explanations are required

by new readers and new advertisers. Our general rule

is, to exclude all parties whom we would not ourselves

patronize if we chanced to want the things they adver-

tise, and at the prices asked. Good references arc

required from advertisers unknown to the editors, per-

sonally, or by their general reputation. If frequent com-

plaints are received concerning parties we supposed to

be reliable, we quietly refuse their advertisements there-

after, preferiing to err on the right side where our read-

ers are concerned. We do not undertake to always judge

for our readers, but aim to shut out from the advertising

as well as the reading columns everything deceptive.

Hence we exclude humbugs, patent medicines, and secret

remedies even for animals, except in special cases

where the composition is fully explained to us, and ap-

proved. The above rules exclude one-half to three-

fourths of the best paying advertisements offered to us.

We do not, however, endorse every thing advertised.

Thus, for example, several well-known journals, of

widely different character, advertise in these columns,

as the Tribune, Times, Herald, etc. To exclude one

and admit another, would be an expression of political

opinion, wholly out of place in this jounxal. No one Is

in the dark in regard to such papers. This rule also ap-

plies to various farm and household implements, fertili-

zers, etc. The first question concerning any advertise-

ment is, whether the advertiser will do what he prom-

ises; and second, is it of a deceptive character ? Good

advertisers always like to know how large a circle of

wide-a-w^dte enterprising readers they meet in this

journal ; hence we request every one ordering or sending

for circulars, etc., to always stale where an advertise-

ment was seen.

Xlie Illinois State Fair, held at Chi-

cago, Sept. 5th to 9lh, was remarkable for the fine show
of implements. In this, probably, It was never sur-

passed by any fair in this country. The show of cattle

and sheep is also represented as exceedingly fii«i. Most
unfortunately, threatening rain one day, and a drenching
Northeaster the next, made an end to comfort and profits.

Xhe Hi'e^v £iigplaiid A^^i-iculttu-al
Fair was held at Concord, N. H., the first week in

September. The weather was fine, and the attendance

consequently good. The show was very superior in

cattle, horses, and sheep. The newspaper reports give

the horse interest great prominence, but this department

was no better sustained than the othejs we liave named.

Short Hornsand Alderneys were present in good numbers,

and of great excellence. Ayrshires were shown in fail

numbers and of great excellence, but the show of Devons,

though good, seem to indicate that the popularity of

this excellent and beautiful breed is on the wane a little.

New England must not neglect her Devon stock, or she

will lose the fame of her red cattle, both for working
oxen and for beef. Besides these, the fine Dutch cattle

of ]\I r. Chenery, and the Kerrys of several breeders, ex-

cited deserved interest. Sheep were represented in great

variety, and of good quality, and the various classes of

fruits, flowers, vegetables, and farm produce were well

sustained. Discussions were held in the evenings at the

City Hall, presided over by Dr. Loring, the President.

Xlie I^e-n^ England Wool 4jJro^Fers*
Association, held a meeting at Concord, N. H., at

the time of the New England Fair, and propose to have

a grand shearing festival next spring.

New York State Agricultural Fair.
' • —

The Great Fair of the New-York State Agricultural

Society was held near Utica, the second week in Sep-

tember. The whole management was commendable so

far as we observed, the grounds being large, diy, and

well arranged, the buildings and tents commodious, and

every thing was conducted with dignity, system and
promptness. If in this the society is running in the ruts

of old usage, we hope she may never run out of them.

The show was on the whole one of great excellence,

the principal features being : an unusually full and good

exhibition of horses, in their various classes ; the show
of sheep, including many Merinos from Vermont ; the

Dairy department, especially the great show of Factory-

made cheese, and the magnificent display of Farm Im-
plements of all kinds. The show of neat cattle was only

moderate ; (hat of swine good in breeds of large size ;

that of fruits and flowers excellent in many particulars,

but not equal to that of last year. In vegetables, and
garden .and farm produce, we were disappointed. In

farm hardware and small tools, there was a very superior

and Instructive display. The show of cheese dairy

furniture was a very prominent feature, and the

various exhibitors competed closely in the excellence of

their wares— vats, heaters, curd-straining tables, milk

weighing vessels, cheese hoops, boxes, etc. We have

only room for a very general report of the Fair now, but

shall take early occasion to discuss the various improve-

ments in machinery, etc., in the Agriculturist. During

three evenings of the fair, discussions were held in the

Common Council Chamber. The first evening, the sub-

ject was: Ought pastures for dairy purposes to be kept

permanently in grass, or occasionally taken up and cul-

tivated with other crops ? Mr. X. A. Willard, Agricul-

tural editor of the Utica Herald, opened the discussion

favoring permanent pastures, and it was continued with

much interest. On the second evening, the discussion,

which was opened by Mr. J. Stanton Gould, was upon

the best time for cutting grass, and the best method of

making hay. The third evening's discussion was upon

the cultivation of tobacco, and was a plea in favor of the

crop, showing the great profits attending its cultivation,

etc., and seemed based upon views which the past dozen

years and an increasing knowledge of the principles of

good cultivation have exploded, in the Connecticut

River Valley, where the best *'seed leaf" is raised.

These discussions would have been much more largely

attended had they been held in a room which was not

close and crowded, and poorly supplied with seats.

They are a valuable feature, and ought to be well sus-

tained. The annual address was delivered by Hon.

Glenni W. Scofield, of Pennsylvania, a rambling dis-

course on agricultural knowledge, progress, education,

government aids, etc., concluding with a grand tilt

against the study of Latin and Greek. Mr. S. wants to

have one professor of agriculture attached to each col-

lege in the country, and says " to mnke room for these

additional studies, the Latin and Greek languages must

be dropped." True scholarship is being better and better

appreciated every year in this country, and the absurdity

of this proposition, considering the great interest in

agricultural colleges, and the general correct views in

regard to eaucatltm, liberal, professional, scientific and

technical, which prevail, is only matched by its boldness.
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Fig. 1.—METHOD as STATING A LADDBK.

Fruit Picking, and Fruit Pickers.

The choicest specimens of pears and apples
ofteu grow ou the ends of long, slender branch-
es, which will not support a ladder, nor a man
while plucking the fruit. When long ladders
are leaned against the outsides of trees, many of
tlie small limbs and fruit-buds are broken off.

Sometimes pear trees grow so tall that the

limbs are not strong enough to

bear a small boy in the tree, nor
on a ladder resting against it,

unless it is supported with guy
ropes. An orchard ladder should

have its lower ends shod with

iron, in the form of a wedge, to

enter the gro«md readily, and to

hold the lower end when putting

it up and down. (See fig. 3.) Set

the ladder nearly perpendicular,

and stay it with two guy ropes

from the top of the ladder fast-

ened to trees, or stakes, or fences,

as shown in fig. 1. The ropes

need not be larger than a common clothes line.

A man can ascend to the very top of a long lad-

der secured in this way, and pluck half a bushel

or more of fruit with entire safety. A large bag

suspended on one shoulder, and under the arm

ou the opposite side, is much more convenient

than a basket, as there is no danger of letting

the fruit drop, as with a basket ; and both hands

are always fi'ee, whether the picker be in the

or downward, as repre-

sented in the illustration,

all may be reached for

several feet on each side

of the ladder. A fruit-

picker having a handle

4 or 5 feet long, will some-

times be found conven-

ient for taking that which
can, not be reached other-

wise. The number of

styles of fruit pickers is

great, and much inge-

nuity has been expended
on more or less compli-

cated contrivances. With
this as with most other

implements, the simplest

is the best. We give a

figure of one (fig. 3) which

can be easily made, and

which will accomplish the

purpose as well as those

which have a great deal

of machineiy about them.

A stiff wire is bent in the

form here shown, to which

a bag is attached, and the

whole is fastened to a

handle, which may have

a hook near the picker or

on the other end. In

bending the wire, the lip

or projection to the ring

should be made so nar-

row that a small apple

A similar lip is form-

ed by the manner in which the ends of the wire
are listened, one ou each side of the handle.

With this picker, the ring is put over the apple,

and by drawing or pushing the stem passes into

one of the lips and the fruit falls into the bag.

can not slip through.

1 is. 'i.—Foiir
OF LADIIEK.

Fig. 3.—FRUIT I'If'KER.

tree or on a ladder. If fruit be borne upon long,

slender branches, by drawing the ends inward

Figs. 1, a, 3.—BOWLrnE knot.

The Bowline Knot, Farmers Knot, etc.

One of the first things a boy learns when he
goes to sea, is to tie a bowline (pronounced
" bolin,") for it is the knot in most constant use,

and to tie it quickly is very important. This
knot will bear all the strain which can be put
upon the rope, and never "jam"—that is, be-

come so tight that it cannot lie easily loosened

—

in fact just as easily and quickly as it can be
tied. A loop in a rope is called a "bight," and
the part which is fast, or not used in tying the

knot, is the " standing pari." To make a bow-

line knot, take the end of the rope in the right

liand and lay it upon the standing part (A),

which is held in the left, as shown in fig. 1

;

4.—DOUBLE BOWLINE KNOT. 5.—FAEMER'S KNOT.

then turn the end under A, and up through the
bight (B), which, the end-part remaining straight,

will cause the standing part to make a bight (C)

around it, as in fig. 3. Then pass the end under
the standing part, and, following its own part,

back through the bight C; leave it loose, as in

fig. 3. This knot is of use often where a rope

is to be made fast to a post, or to another rope,

or where two ropes are to be tied tdgether

temporarily, especially if they are of different

sizes, a bowline knot being tied in each rope,

(the bights (D) passing each through the other).

A Bunning Bowline is one which is tied around

the standing part of the rope, and so a slip-noose

is formed. A bowline may also be tied with the

biffht of a rope, (fig. 4); that is, in the slack of a

rope not using either end. The bight is taken

in the hand, like the end, as above described
;

it is laid over the standing parts (doubled), the

bights B and C are formed in the same way as

with the single rope, the end being passed up
through C. Now this end, which is a bight or

loop, is opened and passed around the knot, so

as to lie (single) under the standing parts, ji;st

like the end bight J), which is shown in fig. 3.

The Farmeh's Knot (fig. 5).—This is a capi-

tal knot for tying two ropes together when one

can use only very short

ends, or for fastening two

straps together, or a strap

to a rope, or either to a

chain. Two bights or

loops arc made, one (a) is

passed through the other

(A) ; then the end of the

outer bight is put through

the inner one, and all

drawn tight. The end of

the inner bight should

come against the stand-

ing part of the outer bight

and be jammed by it;

thus the knot will never

slip and will not jam very

hard. Solon Robinson

calls this the " farmer's

knot," and as we do not

find it described in among
the seamen's Ituots in Mr.

Blunt's " S/ieet Aticli-or"

the farmers may as well lay claim to the name.

A Half-Hitch, seized to make an Eye. When
an eye [see page 376 (September), fig. 3] is

wanted temporarily in the end of a rope, pass

the end once around the standing part, and

Fig. 6. — HALF HITCH
SEIZED FOR EYE.
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through the bight (which maliaTa "half-hitch,")

and then " seize," as sliown in tlie figure. This

is done l)y bindiui; tlio cud securely to the

standing part by rope yarn, or a stout cord.

AVIion a strain is put upon such an eye, it comes

almost altogether upon the hitch and not upon

tlie "seizing." In case the rope is to be sub-

jected to very heavy and continuous strains, it

is well to make two half-hitches instead of one.

How to Make a Good Barnyard,

Several things arc essential to render a barn-

yard a good one. It must be so constructed that

water from any source will not accumulate in it.

It must not be uucomforlably wet or disagreea-

bly muddy for stock. The surface must also be

firm, so that coarse manure will not bo pressed

down into the soft earth, and thus make

hard pitching. These are the main requisites.

Now, the first thing is to provide for carrying

off the surplus water that will be liable to find

its way among the manure. Cut a good ditch

entirely around the yard, not loss than 30 inch-

es deep, and fill it with tiles if they can be ob-

tained, or witli plank, as illustrated on another

page. Stones will be just as good to drain the

soil and carry off the water ; but the drains are

more liable to bo filled up by rats. Tliis drain

will keep the ground di'y on each side of it, and

will not carry off the liquid manure. Conduct

all the water by eave-troughs from the roof of

tho barn and sheds into this underdrain.

Tho next step is to grade the yard, either by

hauling earth away, leveling off the knolls, or

by drawing in compact earth to fill up the de-

pressions. The surface of tho yard sliould al-

wiiy.s descend gradually from the barn and

sheds. Thero ought also to bo buildings, or

cheap sheds on every side of the yard. E-xca-

vato at the lowest part so that liquid from all

parts of the yard will descend to that place,

and there sink a sugar hogshead, and cover

it with plank, so that notliiug can fall into it.

Then, set a cheap pump (see page 213, July

Agriculturist,) in this hogshead, pump up tlTe

liquid, and send it in board or bark troughs

among the solid manure in any part of the

yard. This will be a perfect security against

its heating and becoming " flre-fanged."

The next job will be to pave the whole, or a

portion of it. Stones of various sizes and forms

may bo used. Flat stones three or four feet

square are objectionable, for heavy cattle are

liable to slip on large stones so as to in-

jure themselves. Were they to slip not more
than two feet, there would bo little danger of

harm. Some parts may be paved with boul-

ders of a certain size, and then those of anoth-

er size may be used in 'another place. Largo

stones and small ones may be placed side by
side, by excavating a little for the large ones,

so that tho surfaces of each will be of equal

hight. Stretch a line across the yard and lay

the top of each row of stones even with the

line. In this way there will be little or no diffi-

culty in making the surface of the pavement
even. When laying the stones, the workman
needs a trowel to place sand, or fine gravel be-

neath thin or small stones, to raise them up to

the line, and a rammer made of a billet of hard
wood with an iron ring like that of a beetle on
the bottom of it, to drive those stones that

are too high, down even with the lino.

After the paving is finished, spread sand,

gravel, or finely-pulverized clay all over the pave-

ment and work it into the interstices. This will

make a barnyard that every good farmer will

be proud of On many farms there are loose

stones enough lying in the fields to pave several

yards. Where stones are scarce, the sur-

fiice may be covered with gravel or clay, or

compact earth, instead of stones. Where tim-

ber is cheap, a yard can be paved with wood,

by sawing off logs, five or six inches long, with

a drag saw, and placing them on the end.

Tills would make a pavement that could not

fail to please the most incorrigible faultfinder

or grumbler. Hemlock, pine, oak of all kinds,

and many other kinds of wood sawed into pav-

ing blocks and well tarred on the lower ends

with coal tar, would last many years, always

making a very smooth and agreeable surface to

work on, and not slippery for animals. It

would also hold liquid manure woM.

m t I — Ml -•• .

How to Increase the Manure Pile.

The soil unmanured, will often produce good

crops for a year, or two, or more, and then it

demands rest, in order to recuperate, and gain

soluble, ash ingredients enough for another se-

ries of crops. This period of rest it was early

found miglit bo much shortened by frequently

stirring the soil by the plow and harrow ; and

moreover, it became known that the addition

of certain substances to the soil, such as the

dung of animals, the ashes of trees and plants,

etc., not only operated in the same way, but en-

tirely did away witli the necessity of fallowing.

Thus, long iu advance of the philosophy which

wo now recognise as accounting for these facts,

farmers knew what would restore lost fertilit}'-,

and what course of treatment would keep up
their laud. Man, indeed, does nothing without

some kind of a reason, and so in old times the

farmers had. a philosophy whicli answered as

well for them as ours does for us, so long as it

did not conflict with known fiicts. Now-a-days

we have so many facts, and they are so well sys-

tematized, that our philosophy must be very

nearly right in the main, though still thero arc

many points upon which tho Doctors disagree.

Manures supply to the soil ^vhat the plants

require as food, and that which other crops may
have removed. They also cause chemical action

to take place, by means of wliich plant-food, in

tho soil but not available to the plant, becomes

soluble, or otherwise available. Besides, they

produce other desirable effects, such as making
tho soil more friable, porous, absorbent of moist-

ure, and more tenacious, or less so, etc. Good
tillage without manure may produce several of

these effects, especially in conjunction with the

action of the air, rains, sunshine, frosts, etc., and
it always greatly assists the action of manure.

In all civilized countries in which tho soil has

been long enough under cultivation to show a

decline in fertility, manure is valued for all

the reasons just enumerated. Tho questions

of " Inquirer," of Barrysburg, Pa., whoso letter

wo quote, are to the point. He says

:

" I am anxious to know in what way to in-

crease my manure heap. I have only some 30

acres of land, and am working every foot of it.

Of straw, I have not even enough to bed my
stock with. I keep five horses, two cows, and

generally feed two oxen through tho winter.

My manure heap is nearly always smoking, be-

ing so hot, and turns gray, or looks mouldy in-

side. How shall I proceed to prevent it, and

what shall I do for materials ? Spent tan-bark

I can get three miles off; sawdust none about

here ; I can get but a very small quantity of

leaves, and for these I have to pay very high
;

muck I have none on my laud, and have notli-

ing indeed, but gravelly soil. Will some one
please give me advice as to what I am to do ?"

It is now autumn, and our friend -will not do
well to collect much, if any, vegetable matter

which can contain weed seeds in any consider-

able quantity. Still it is probable that a good
deal of such things, potato tops, swamp grass,

rushes, reeds, bogs, etc., may be obtained. His
soil is gravelly ; were it not for this, wo would
recommend him to use good loamy, or even
sandy soil, for bedding for his stock. Nothing
is better to bed cattle, or horses upon, than

about a barrowful of soft loam, free from stones

and sticks, covered with a very slight spreading

of straw or other litter. The litter may bo

renewed daily and raked off, with the dung and
tho soil as often as it becomes saturated with

urine, or otherwise defiled or wasted—say once
a week for cows, and twice for all male animals.

This will not only increase the bulk of tho ma-
nure heap, and check the fire-fangmg, but it

will greatly improve its quality, really more
than our philosophy with present data can ac-

count for. If it is possible for Inquirer to get

such soil, wc say by all means use it ; if not, let

him go out into the highwaj's and hedges, and
trim off tho sods, pare off tho turf, clean out the

roadside ditches, pools, etc., and cart it all in to

swell the manure heap. The best way to use

it is, having it dry, to mingle it daily with
the manure in the stall; if this cannot be

done, then make the mixtm'e when the stables

are clc-aned out, using uniform quantities daily

in proportion to the amount of manure made.

As for the heap, mouldy, heated, and fire-fanged,

as it is described, the only thing to do with that

is to work it all over, repiling it with uniform

square sides and a flat top. It should be sup-

ported on rails, or any other contrivance for

good drainage, so that water may be pumped
over it and run through into a sunk hogshead,

or tank of some kind. When piling up such a

heap, mix in soil, muck, straw, or something of

the kind, and tread it down hard on the edges,

that they may not diy so much as otherwise.

Collecting and Grinding Bones.

Thousands of tons of bones are collected

every year in Chicago, Bufiiilo, and other large

cities, and forwarded to New York, and other

seaports where tho hardest ones are picked out

to be cut into buttons, knife handles, etc., and
the rest are ground and exported to Europe, to

increase the productiveness of foreign soils, so

that they will raise more grain and not need to

buy oui'S. Why not appl}' tho bones to our

soil and sell them the corn ? If it will pay to

transport bones from our Western cities to Eu-
rope, surely those farmers near such places can

make it profitable to collect, grind, and apply

them to their soils, as they have no freight to pay.

Formerly tho expense of dissolving bones or

grinding them was so great as to deter most

farmers from attempting to make any use of

them as a fertilizer. But as they can now be

reduced to dust at a trifling expense, every farm-

er should be careful to save bones and grind

them, for keeping his soil in a good state of fer-

tility. Those bones that have not been much
boiled are more valualjle than those which have

been boiled for a long time to extract all the

grease. The large bones and joints are full of

marrowy, nitrogenous matter, which is valuable

to apply to the soil. If therefore, farmers will

grind boues themselves, or have them ground,

they will be sure of a much better article of ma-

nure than can generally be obtained in market.
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There arc raauy excellent bone mills now dis-

tributed through the country for grinding graiu.

There is the Joice's Starr Mill, the Young Giant,

and the new stylo of bark mill, all of which will

grind bones with one horse, quite fast. We
know of one farmer who has collected over 30

tons of bones and ground them with one of the

Joice's Starr Mills. "We have used the same
kind of mill, filliug the hopper with the largest

boues and skulls that could be found, and they

were ground rapidly and most satisfactorily.

As shin and thigh bones are full of marrow,

we adjust the mill to let them through very

coarse. As they come through, the largo hard

pieces are picked out by hand and put through

the second time, and ground as fine as desira-

ble. If the mill is adjusted to grind fine before

the marrow is separated from the hard parts of

the bone, the mill is liable to clog.

The mills alluded to will grind bones about

as small as kernels of oats. Of course, the ef-

fect of such coarse "bono dust" will not be

so apparent the first year, as if it were finer.

But the fertilizing matter will bo in the soil, and

will promote the growth of crops for several

successive seasons. There are many of the old-

fashioned bark mills now in use, that will grind

bones pretty well. This work might be per-

formed in the winter, when the grinding would
cost comparatively little. Our practice has been

to mingle about five bushels of ground bone

with the same quantity of dry muck or mould,

and two bushels of gypsum. This makes a

rich and most excellent top dressing.

How to Dig Potatoes.

Wlien potatoes grow several inches below the

surface of a heavy soil, digging them with a

hoe, or potato hook is fatiguing labor. It is

more laborious to dig with hoes than with

hooks ; and more than tliis, the edge of a hoe

will wound potatoes more than a hook. We
have dug with hoes, hooks, spading forks,

spades and shovels, and for digging in heavy

soil, we like a good fork better than anything

else, particularly when the potatoes are unusual-

ly deep. The sharp corners of the tines both of

forks and hooks should be filed otf smooth,

so that they will not break the skin of potatoes.

When digging with a fork, thrust the tines into

the ground perpendicularly, as close to the hill

as may be, and be outside of all the potatoes.

Now grasp all the tops with one hand, and pull

gently upwards, as the other pries out the po-

tatoos, tops and all. If they are not spread

out much in the hill, nearly every one will come
to the surface at the first thrust of the fork, when
they may be shaken from the vines between two
rows. A good spade, carefully handled, is al-

most equal to a fork for digging.

When digging with a hook, press the tines

their entire length into the ground close to the

hill, and with one motion, draw out the whole

hill, and then remove the tops, which should

never be removed until the potatoes are lifted,

as the long roots often bring out a large potato

that would otherwise not have been found.

When digging with hoes, instead of striking the

blade directly in the top of a hill, as many do,

haul off the dirt gently until the potatoes are al-

most laid bare; then bury the blade of the hoe
its whole length into the soil and draw them all

out at once. When digging with hoes, it is

belter to pull the tops first.

The most expeditious and easiest way is to do
most of the digging with a plow. Let the team
travel astride of a row, and run a large plow

just deep enough to turn out the lowest tubers.

The plow must not bo run throurjh the hill;:, but

at one side as closely as possible and not leave

any potatoes. By plowing around a land, 10 or

13 rows wide, there will be little danger of cov-

ering them with dirt after they have been plow-

ed out. After a row has been thrown out with

a plow, a man will haul them out with a potato

hook very fast.

•-< M«»i >-•

Exterminating Charlock, or Field Mustard.

(Stnapis arvensis.)

We know of no weed in the grain-growing

districts of New York, that is so difficult to ex-

terminate as this. Canada thistles, daisies and
dock, can be eradicated with facility, compared
with this. Field mustard is an annual plant,

having leaves like the turnip, and bright yellow
flowers. It starts from the seed at any time be-

tween early spring and late autumn. The plants

grow rapidly, and produce a large number of

seeds in a short time. In ordinary seasons, two
crops will mature on the same field, but winter

kills every plant. The seeds will remain in the

ground a life time, without losing their vitality.

We have cidtivated a field sixteen successive

seasons, allowing no mustard to go to seed;

but deep plowing brought seed to the surface

the seventeenth year, so that the ground was
nearly covered with the young plants.

When wheat, rye, barley, oats, flax, and such

crops arc raised, if there is mustard seed in the

soil, it will appear, and will ripen its seed be-

fore the crops. Much of the seed will shell out

while the grain is being harvested. If it slioidd

not be covered with earth sufficiently deep to

promote vegetation, it will remain until the

next season, or until the moisture and heat

happen to be just right to cause germination.

There are two things indispensably necessary

to exterminate mustard. One is to allow no
seed to mature ; and the other is to cultivate

such crops as will induce all the seed to vege-

tate, that the plants may bo destro3'ed before

they go to seed. Grain having mustard seed

among it, should never be fed to stock until

after it is ground into meal.

When mustard comes up very thick, harrow
the ground thoroughly, as soon as the crop of

grain has been removed. After a few weeks

have elapsed, harrow it again. This will destroy

most of the young plants in the seed leaf.

After this, use a cultivator instead of a harrow.

These repeated scarifyings will cover the seed

and bring others near the surface so that a large

proportion will vegetate and die before winter.

The next season harrow the ground early in the

spring so as to start a new crop of the seed.

Plow it soon after the time for planting Indian

corn. Harrow again in about two weeks.

After another fortnight, plow and sow buck-

wheat. As soon as the buckwheat is harvested

harrow the ground again. The next season

manure well, and raise a hoed crop ; and allow

no mustard to go to seed. Next sow a crop of

winter grain. The mustard may now appear

quite thick. But none of it will have time to

ripen before winter, when every plant will die.

A limited number of plants will appear the

next season among the standing grain. When
they are in full blossom, let every one be pidled.

A careful, faithful man will be able to pull all

the mustard in a day that will appear on sever-

al acres, after the soil has been treated in the

manner recommended. After this any kind of

grain may be raised. But for more than twenty

years, mustard will come up every season, and

must be pidled up before It ripens. This is the
only way that our cultivable fields can be rid

of this pestiferous plant. Incessant vigilance

from year to year will exterminate it effectually.

Breaking Down and Cutting Broom Corn,

Abram Stokes, of Ulster Co., N. Y., commu-
nicates his way of brcakmg down and gather-

ing Broom corn, and manner of threshing the

seed. He writes :
" I never break any brush

down that does not lop all the wisps one way.
I think it is best to break the stalks of the crook-
ed brush between the second or third joints from
the top as short as it can be without breaking it

oir. The rest I leave standing till a few days
before it is fit to cut. Then I break the stalks

toward the rising sun so that the dew will dry
off in the morning. When cutting the brush, I

take the stalk in the left hand close to the brush,
and cut it off with a butcher's knife that is not
very sharp. A knife with a keen edge will cut
the leaf off, which bothers. I take all the leaves

off the stalk, holding the brush in my hand till

I have a handful, laying the brush of three or

four rows between two rows in gavels, ready to

put on a wagon to go to the dr3-ing shed.

"Brush will not grow in length after it is

broken down
;
yet it will become coarser and

continue to ripen if it is not broken entirely off.

Every time the brush is handled, keep it as

straight as you can conveniently, as it is a slow
job to straighten it when it is tangled like hay.
The stalks of each brush should be not less than
four, nor more than six inches long, as six inch-

es is the most convenient length when making
brooms. If the stalks are much longei', lliey

only increase the bulk of broom corn, and olle;!

require extra labor to cut them of couvouient
length before they are worked up."

now TO THIlESn BROOM CORN.

" To thresh with a flail, lay the brush in a row
on the barn floor two or three stalks deep, and
place a plank on tlie stalks, with one edge even
with the lower end of the brush. Sland on the

plank while using the flail. The object of the

plank is to protect the stalks from being crush-

ed, as mashing spoils them for brooms.
" Another way of removing the seed is with a

broom corn hatchel, or comb, the teeth of which
are made of iron i by i square, and about 3
inches long. Six inches of one end should be
drawn to a point. About 2 inches of the lower

end shoidd be left full size. The points should

be beveled on both sides, leaving the back side

the widest. The points of the teeth should bo
about i an inch apart. The teeth are fastened

on the back side of the end of a plank 3 feet 3

inches high, and one foot wide, with two bolts

and a cross piece (or they may be set firmly in

holes in the end of the plank). This upright

plank is then spiked to another plank resting

flatly on the floor. The broom corn brush is

drawn through these teeth, which strips off the

seed.—Another way is to thresh the corn w^ith

a cylinder driven by horse or other power. A
cylinder for such a purpose should be about 2

feet long, 10 inches in diameter, driven by a pul-

ley Ci inches in diameter. The spikes should

be 3 inches long, and 4 inch in diameter, driven

1 inch into the wood. Make marks around the

C3'linder J of an inch apart, and set the spikes

in seven different rows lengthwise of the cylin-

der, so that a wisp maj' pass between two teeth.

The teeth should be bearded so that they ^vill

not fly out. The cylinder is overshot willi a

concave. Two men hold the handfuls, and two

others prepare them for threshing."
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Oxen Profitable Teams.

Late in the autumn of 1864, a good farmer of

our acquaintance, purchased a yoke of ordi-

nary cattle for two hundred dollars, and used

them for hauling wood, rails, and any thing else,

and for doing most of the plowing for spring

crops on a farm of seventj' acres. In June, he

sold them for beef for two hundred and sixty

dollars. He thinljs their labor paid well for the

meal tliey consumed. On the same day that he

drove these oxen to market, he purchased anoth-

er j'oke for one hundred and ninety dollars.

After a few mouths he sold these for beef at

an advance, which also paid well for the meal

fed to tliem, and purchased another yoke at

once, and commenced feeding them with meal,

working them occasionally. By this system of

trafficking, he made three hundred dollars in

about one year, and had a good ox team con-

stantly, receiving a good price for all grain

fed them, besides making a large quantity of ex-

cellent manure. He is a good manager, always

feeds liis teams well, treats them kindly, and

never allows them to be over-worked, or wor-

ried by disagreeable drivers, who use up more

of the energies of a team by bawling at, and
whipping them, than by the labor got out of

them. He never purchases poor oxen, even at

a cheap rate, as it requires many dollars worth

of meal to get them into a fattening condition.

The Habit of the Wheat Plant.

When a kernel of wheat germinates, it re-

mains where it is deposited in the soil, sending

out a sj'stem of primary roots, fig. 1, and pro-

ducing a stem. If the kernel is buried 5 or

6 inches deep, the stem and leaves will be quite

slender, and the leaves will not attain that rank

Fig. 1.—^TOtJNG WHEAT PLANT.

and luxuriant growth that is seen when the

seed is planted from one to two inches beneath
the surface. The substance which composes
the kernel is transformed into the primary roots

and stem. If the kernel is small, and is buried

deei>ly, there is sometimes not enough nourish-

Tlg. 2.—TOUNQ WHEAT PL^NT.

ment in it to form a stem to reach the surface

of the ground. When this is the case, both

roots and stem cease to grow and die before

" coming up." It began to live ; but, before the

leaves (its lungs) were produced, it died. Some-

times there is substance enough to form the

stem and a set of large leaves, before the roots

begin to draw nourishment from the soil ; and

there are instances, in which the plant grows

but little, for a long time after it has come up.

This shows that it was buried too deeply.

When wheat is covered half an inch or more

deep, there will be a joint of the stem just be-

low the surface of the ground, fig. 1, (i, at which

point secondary roots start out on every side.

But these do not make much growth the first

season, unless the grain is put in eaily in autumn.

When the seed is sowed late, there will be but

few plants having more than the primary roots,

as shown in fig. 1. The next season, however,

all those plants, the primary roots of which are

an inch or more below the surface of the ground,

send out a new system of secondary roots at

the joint, o, fig. 1. These all spread out hori-

zontally, while the primary roots strike down-
ward as far as the soil has been pulverized

;

and where the subsoil is not compact, the roots

frequently grow from one to four feet below the

stratum of soil moved by the plow. We have

in mind instances where the primary roots have

been traced six feet below the surface of the soil.

Figure 2, is an exact representation, as to size

of stem (bent to save room), roots and leaves, of

a wheat plant produced in our office from a

kernel planted just 6 inches deep. In five days

the first leaf appeared. In two days more, the

leaves were developed as here represented. The
joint at a, fig. 1, insures the formation of a sys-

tem of secondary roots, the office of which is to

take up nourishment for the growth and fruc-

tification of the plant. At this point also the

tillering of the plant takes place, and not wliere

the primary roots unite with the stem at the base.

This subject has a direct relation to deep and

shallow seeding. The plant here illustrated is

the only one among eight good kernels sowed

six inches deep, that reached the surface, and

developed leaves. Most of the other kernels

germinated, and sent a stem almost to the sur-

face, but there stopped growing, and at lengtli

decayed. There was evidently not enough nu-

triment in the kernels to form stems to reach

to the surface. We lately planted 40 kernels of

good wheat, in a very favorable place in the

garden, from six to seven inches deep, and only

one spear appeared above ground, and that

merelj' developed its leaves like those of fig. 3,

growing little or none for more than two weeks.

A few other stems discontinued to grow Ijefore

they reached the surface, while many others

on examining the soil, could not be found at all.

Figure 1, represents another wheat plant

from the seed buried one inch deep, which is

much better than a depth of six inches, for rea-

sons already given, as well as for the one fol-

lowing : When the grain is deposited from one
to two inches deep, tlie primary roots, and
the secondary roots springing from the joint

a, fig. 1, are so near each other, that freezing

and thawing of the soil is not so liable to injure

the plants during a mild winter or late spring.

Our aim is, to show by the habit of the plant,

7ww and whi/ there is an advantage in put-

ting in winter grain with a good drill, over

sowing broadcast and harrowing the grain in.

This subject is not only interesting, but is of

great practical importance to cultivators, and
should be carefully studied and thoroughly un-

derstood. See an article on ihe advantages of
" Drilling in Wheat," p. 378, Sept. AgricuUtmst.

Making Drains with Plauk.—•

—

Stones suitable for forming a channel for the

water in the Ijottom of a ditch, are often scarce,

or wauling entirely, and tiles cannot be always
obtained within convenient distance, but planks
are comparatively cheap and easily got almost

eveiywhere. Where the subsoil is compact,

planks may be used with the assurance that they

will last in the drain for 30 or 40 years, and
as long as they last, they will be fully equal to

tile or stone. The writer has lifted plank drains

on his own farm, the wood of which had not

been prepared in any way, yet, after having

lain 30 years, they were in efiective condition.

Tlie best way to use planks is, to saw them all

of a certain length, and lay them crosswise

of the ditch.

fife»! When they are

thus laid,planks

of all widths
may be used up
\'er}' economi-

calljf, and make
a mucli strong-

er draiu, than

I
when they are

jilaced Icngtli-

wise. Two men
with a horse-

saw will easily

cut up a thou-

sand feet of

lilankinlOinOh

pieces in less

than two hours.
Fi- I.-PLANK DRAIN. Planks should

always be well seasoned before they are put

under ground, as thej' will last much longer

than if green, and if every piece were dipped in

caal tar a few weeks inevious to being laid in

the ditch, they would, no doubt, last one liuudre'd

years. We know of some white-wood gas-pipfii
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soaked in coal tar, which showed uo signs of

decay at all, after it had been in the ground 22

years. When laying dry planks in the ditch,

leave them temporarily about one fourth of an
inch apart ; they will soon swell and touch.

If there is little danger that the earth will be

~^&4v%, \
cashed away,

'
^'*'-''^V-^ excavate the

bottom as re-

presented in

tig. 1, with off-

sets on each

side, laying the

lankson these

slioulders or

(jffsets. The
writer has laid

within the last

25 years hun-

dreds of rods of

plank drains,

like fig. 1, with

the channel 4 to

6 inches deep,

the planks 10

Inches long

;

and such drains give excellent satifaction

to this time. Some of them have carried for

fifteen years a stream as large as a 3-lnch pipe,

without being obstructed in a single instance.

If the earth, where the draining is done, is so

shaky and loose that the water might wash it

away, it is not wise to use planks, unless the

sides are protected with wood, as represented in

flg. 2. After the ditch is dug, say ten inches

wide on the bottom, the corners must be dressed

out true, so that a scantling will lie solidly and
squarely. The size of the side strips should be

somewhat in proportion to the amount of water

to flow iu the channel. We have used strips

li X 2 inches square, and 2 x 3, 3 x 4, and 2x6.
The bottom of tlie ditch should be pointed as

shown in the figure, to give- a current when
there is but little water, and also to prevent it

washing the earth from under the side pieces.

The planks should always be assorted pre-

vious to being laid. All the best ones should be

placed by themselves towards the lower end of

the drain. If there are any poor pieces, better

burn them for fire wood, or lay them together

at the upper end, or in short branches. One
poor piece of plank will render a good drain

useless, in a few years. If poor pieces be all

kept together, when the ditch fails, they will all

be decayed nearly alike. The same is true of

good planks. Great care should be exercised

in returning the fii-st dirt into a ditch, lest some
of the planks be displaced. Before using a
plow or scraper to cover with, shovel in

enough of the hard earth, to hold the planks iu

place. The eartli that was thrown out last,

should be returned first, especially if it is cold

and unfertile. Every ditch should be filled

heaping full, to keep surface water from wash-
ing open holes and filling the drain with earth.

Black Spanish Fowls.—»—

•

We have before us the modest request of a

young poultry foncier, that we would " print

something about Black Spanish, Dorking, Brali-

mas, or any otlier varieties of fowls." We will.

The beautiful engraving, which we place in the

next column, is tlie portrait of a Spanish cock,

very near perfection. It is taken from Saunder's

Domestic Poultry,—a good work recently pub-

lished. A more beautiful bird can hardly be

imagined, one of prouder carriage,

greater gallantry,or of more genuine

dignity and nobility of mien. The
true Castilian is of the real aristo-

cracy of the poultry yard, and such

a cock seems to feel his blood as

thoroughly as a Grandee of Spain.

The points which determine excel-

lence are : 1st, purity and intensity

of the blackness of the plumage,

in both cocks and hens, hightened

by a glossy andgreenish iridescence.

2nd, the pure wliite face, which,

including the ear-lobe, must extend

distinctly from tlie beak, comb and
wattles, back so as to surround the

ear, whicli is that little depression

on the side of the head filled with

bristly hairs. 3d, the comb, large,

single and perfectly erect in the

cocks, and large but thin and lop-

ping or drooping in the hens. These

points, if found combined with well

formed bodies, steel colored legs,

and the lofty carriage, we have

described, are sufficient guarantees

of fine birds of the genuine Spanish breed.!

They excel as layers, not being sitters. Their

eggs are large, of most excellent quality, and of

a most beautiful white color. The birds require

warm quarters during our cold winters, and are

often greatly disfigured by the freezing off of

their combs. They will, no doubt, do better

south than north of the latitute of New York

BLACK SPANISH COCK.

City. Still they are not very difficult to raise

;

they grow rapidly and mature early. The flesh

is good, not quite equal to Dorkings, and they

fatten easily. The chickens ought not to be

hatched before about the first of Jime, or settled

warm weather, as tliey do not bear cold and

wet well, yet after they get a good start, tliey

get their feathers early, and are considered no
more difiicult to rear than other varieties. Be-

fore young birds are in full plumage, some
white feathers are often shown, and veiy old fowls

frequently exhibit also the same peculiarity.

The great beauty and excellence of these fowls

as layers will make them special favorites, so

long as the\- are preserved pure. Though they

improve the common Dunghills when crossed

with them, their beauty is not perpetuated.

look out for Glanders and Farcy now.

The attention of the whole community of
horse owners ought to be especially dwected to

the terrible and insidious malady, which ap-

pears usually under two forms, bearing Ike

names Glanders and Farcy. The former ex-

hibits itself chiefly in the nasal cavities, while
in the latter form it is seated iu the Ij-mphatic

system, and appears in abscesses, swellings

and ulcerations upon any part of the body, but

cliiefly upon the legs. The wicked sales by
Government agents iu the best horse markets
all over the countrj^ certainly in several of

them, both at the East and the West, of horses

infected with this fatal and incurable disorder,

not only deserve reprehension and punishment,
but impose upon us all the duty of knowing
something about the disease, its symptoms and
the appearances by which it may be recognized.

The first fact which meets us is, that the dis-

ease is contagious ; the next, that it is incurable.

Then we become aware, that, though in most
forms it is easily recognized, in some systems it

remains partially dormant, yet so active that the

horse is capable of imparting the disease in its

acutest form. Then we have the following,

stated as facts by all the best veterinary author-

ities: Inoculation with the virus will jiroduce

either Glanders or Farcy, according to the

constitution or condition of the patient, irrcspej-

tive of the origin of the virus, whether from

a glandered or farcied horse.—Infection takes

place from horses drinking out of the same
trough or bucket, eating out of the same crib,

wearing the same bits or harness, being cur-

ried by the same comb, being harnessed in the

same team, being hitched at the same post,

from rubbing noses as horses always will if they

can on the road or in adjoining pastures, etc.,

etc. Besides .all these we have the appalling fact

that grooms, drivers, and all coming in contact

with glandered animals are liable to take the

disease, which, when attacking human beings, is

attended with the greatest distress and agony,

before death comes to relieve the sufferer.

We have prepared an engraving, which ex-

hibits the two prominent and certain indica-

tions of glanders, as usually observed in this

country. The first symptom is like the in-

dication of a cold with a running at the nose

;

but the discharge instead of being simply whit-
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isU iiiucus, witU tlio sccretiou from the eyes

(through the lachrymal ducts), and comhijj

froul hoth nostrils, is usually from only one

nostril, of a darker color, "sizy," or gXaey^

in character, and adhering to the edges of the

nostril. This appearance is distinctly appreci-

able, even when following or attending the usual

flow during strangles, catarrh, colds, etc. It is

accompanied by a discoloration of the Schnei-

derian membrane, that covers the septum, (the

dividing wall between tlie nostrils,) which

appears of a pale j'ellowish to brownish un-

healthy color instead of the pink or reddish

shade of health, or slight inflammation. At the

same time, one or both of the sub-masiUary

lymphatic glands (usually only one) becomes

enlarged, and soon more or less callous and ad-

herent to the Ijone. The locations of these

glands are upon the inner sides of the lower

jaw, near the spot indicated in the engraving.

The condition of them must be determined

Ijy the feeling, and not by the looks. When in

a healthy condition, they can be barely perceived

at all. The condition of the septum being ac-

curately observed, it will probably soon exhibit

Upon the pale, unhealthy surface, numerous or

several small ulcers, which at first appear like

little lumps, and then, small pinholes, or larger

open sores, with light centres and dark outsides.

The engraving represents a man's hand holding

the nostril open, so that tlie septum with the

ulcers upon it, indicated by the figure 2, may be

seen. The figure 1 shows (as indicated bj' a

small black spot) the opening of the lachrymal

duct, which is the channel that conducts the

tears from the eyes to the nose, and which oc-

curring as it does in that portion of the nostril

having the color of the skin at the muzzle, is

not likely lobe confounded with the ulcers upon
the light flesh-colored, or slightly discolored por-

tion of the dividing wall or septum. These ap-

pearances are easily distinguished from acci-

dental liurts, which indeed rarely occur within

the nose, for scratches or punctures present a

very different appearance, and are not accom-

panied by the gluey mucus, and discoloration.

No person should car-elessly examine a horse

for the glanders. Any handling of the nostril

is very apt to bring on a snorting and clearing

of the nose of rauco-purulent matter, which flies

in every direction, and may easily inoculate a

person with the virus. Proper caution requires

taking a soft sponge, wet with warm castile-soap

suds, thrusting it gently into the nostril and wip-

ing it out perfectlj' clean, before a close examina-

tion. The hands should be free from sores, and
in case the horse blows, the operator's head

should be quickly averted.

When the sjmptoms above described, or any

of them appear, the horse should be isolated

from all others, and carefully watched, and as

soon as there is no doubt that the disease is

glanders, ho should be killed and deeply buried.

Since the above was put in type, a distin-

guished veterinarian has given us the following

full and accurate technical account of the

symptoms of the disease for the Agriculturist

:

Glandeiis.—Its symptoms are, a continued

How or discharge, from one or both nostrils

(generally the left), which discharge is at first

tliiu and serous; then thick and glairy, like

white of egg; but after a time becomes opaque,

purulent, bloody, and very oifensive, retaining

however its viscidity. Soon after it commences,

an enlarged gland may be felt under the lower

jaw adhering to the bone. The next symptom
noticed is one or more depressed ulcers, having

sharp edges on the Schneideriau membrane

which covers the septum ; these spread widely

and deeply, and lead to caries of the bone.

Then the lips and eye-lids swell, the external

parts of the face may become gangrenous, and

the animal die in a few days with putried

fever ; or he may perish more slowly, the dis-

ease spreading to the lungs. The (UsHnctice

symptoms are the continnousness of the dis-

charge, and the adherence to the jaw of the

enlarged submaxillary gland.

F.iRCT, which has its seat in the lymphatic

syste?n, begins with hard, cord-like swellings of

the Ij'mphatic vessels and glands, (called farcy

buds). These slowly suppurate, and form fistu-

lous sores, which discharge a copious thin

sanious matter ; farcy always leads to glanders.

Harvesting Buckwheat.

Buckwheat shells so readily, it requires great

care in cutting, as well as in raking and setting

it up. When cutting buckwheat with a reaper,

if the gavels are I'aked off or thrown off with a

fork, more grain will be shelled ont than in any
other way of harvesting. Tlie best way to treat

the gavels, when buckwheat is cut with a reaper,

is to let one man walk close to the machine, and,

taking hold of the tops, as often as a gavel is

cut, place it on the buts. If the straw is not

very heavy, perhaps he may do it more expedi-

tiously with the aid of a good barley fork, or a

large manure fork. Sliould the straw be very

large and heav)', it may be necessary to stop the

reaper every time a gavel is removed from the

platform. Even should this be necessary, two
men would cut and set up more with a good
reaper, than with cradles and rakes, and would
shell out less grain. After a few acres have
been cut, let the gavels be straightened up and
the tops bound, as represented by the illustra-

tion of a stook

of buckwheat

herewith given.

Only a few

straws ai'e nec-

essary to bind

the tops. Af-

ter a gavel is

bound, take

hold of the stook op blxkwheat.

stook carefuUj', with both hands, and raise it,

and let it drop two or three times, to make it

stand securely. This evening of the buts should

be done also, when the gavels are raked by hand.

The gavel of buckwheat, when bound at the

top, becomes a stook rather than a sheaf

When buckwheat is cradled, instead of cut-

ting around a plot, or around the entire field, if

the straw stands erect, it is better to cradle back

and forth, entirely across one side of the field,

so that two swaths will be laid with the tops

together. By this means, a wide passage for

the wagon will be prepared, between two rows

of gavels, with two swaths in each row. When
the stooks are arranged in rows on each side of

a wagon, they can be pitched on much faster

than if standing irregularly over the entire field.

Explicit directions are often given to cradlers

when cutting buckwheat, to point in high, and

point out as high as they point in, while the

middle of the swath is cut close to the ground.

The object is to leave high stubble for the buck-

wheat to rest upon, which will keep it up from

the ground, while it is curing. Tliere is one ob-

jection to such high stubble. The straw will set-

tle down among it, and thus become entangled.

Then, when tlie swaths are raked, a much

larger quantity of grain will be shelled out and
lost than if the stubble were cut rather short.

Swaths of buckwheat should bo raked quite

differently from other grain. AVe press the

gavels of wheat and rye together with a rake to

facilitate binding them; but the gavels of buck-
wheat should simply be rolled along, keeping
one leg constantly pressing against the buts to

keep them even, so that they will stand erect.

Thrusting the rake into the straw, handling it

roughly, and jamming the rake down on the

gavels should be avoided, as all such motions

will shell out more or less grain. Careless boys,

or heedless men, who handle the gavels roughly,

will soon shell out more than enough to pay
careful men for properly performing the work.

When buckwheat is handled with the greatest

possible care, there will usually be enough grain

shelled out to seed the ground much thicker

than is necessary for a crop.

Advice Asked and Given.

A correspondent, " A. S.," writes as follows:

" Will 3-ou kindly give a subscriber information

as to whether it would pay for him to rent

twelve acres of ground, say on Long Island,

within a few miles of New York, and raise gar-

den stuff for market, and keep one reliable man
all winter, and the necessary extra assistance in

busy season."

The above is selected from a number of let-

ters asking similar advice, the most of which

are unanswerable. For instance, a perfect

stranger asks, if it will pay for him to buy a

]ilace in Maryland or Delaware, to raise fruit

for the northern markets ; another wishes to

know if we would advise him to settle in Ten-

nessee, or Missouri, etc. A little reflection will

show anyone how impossible it is to give advice

upon any of these points without being inti-

mately acquainted with the writer's capabilities,

experience, and means, and rather than make a

guess in the dark, we are for the most part,

obliged to decline answering except in the

most general terms. The above letter is very

easily answered No. If the writer were an

experienced gardener, he would not have asked

the advice, and no experiment can be more
risky than that of gardening of any kind with

a view to profit, by a new hand. "But," our

friend will saj'
—" many do make market garden-

ing pay." It is true, they do, and one great ele-

ment in their success is, they worlv hard them-

selves. If we understand our correspondent,

he wishes to hire both land and labor, and pocket

the profits. The plan is about as feasible as to

open a store of any kind and leave it in charge

of a hired clerk. It might in some rare cases

pay, but generally it would not. Successful

culture, whether of vegetables or fruit, requires

not only the personal superintendence of the

proprietor, but that he should work with his

own hands, and above all, that he should h.ave

a knowledge of the business. In competing

with the sliilful market gardeners near large

cities, an inexperienced person has a poor

chance. A few days in the carliness of a crop

will determine its success or failure. For ex-

amjile, a week ago tomatoes were bringing

paying prices, while at the time we write, they

can hardly pay for the picking and bringing to

market. A knowledge of varieties, of the best

means of forwarding them so as to get early

crops, and of rotating crops so as to get the

most possible from the land, are all necessary

to success—and are just the points wherein a

novice will fail. There are two ways in which
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our frieiul can gain the necessary knowledge

:

lie can go into the business and learn the way
to success through the teaching of many fail-

ures, or he can engage himself actively for a

year with some experienced and successful mar-

ket gardener. We do not wish to discourajc

attempts at gardening as a business, but do
wish to impress upon those who feel tempted

to go into it, that success there, as in any mer-
cantile, or mechanical operation, depends upon
knowledge, skill, and unremitting industr)', and
especially upon personal application.

Strategy in the Department of Agricul-

ture.

Peace as well as war hath her victories. Ag-
riculture is a peaceful pursuit, and she finds her

official embodiment in the person of the Com-
missioner of Agriculture, who is so great a strat-

egist, that Grant and all the rest of our mililar}'

men might study and profit by his manocuvers.

Some time ago our Western friends, thinking

that their part of the country had some little

interest in the mutter, made a strong effort to

displace the present Commissioner by Mi: John
H. Klippart, Sec. Ohio State Board of Agricul-

ture. Isaac Newton saw a very ripe apple
about to fall, which was himself, and he imme-
diately set to work to overcome the laws of

gravitation. It was suddenly discovered that

the Department stood iu need of knowledge

—

everybody else knew it all along—and that arti-

cle not being included in the stock of that

Pluladclphia seed store, it was concluded to

send to Eurojie for a fresh lot. Who of all the

men in the country so fit to employ as Mr. Klip-

part. Ho was sent b)' the Department, and our

Western friends flanked ; a victory showing a

generalship, which if exercised on the battle-

field, might liave saved a world of fighting.

Trophies begin to come in as the result of this

splendid strategy, in proof of which we see

that Mr. Klippart contributes «.« European cor>

respondent, to Isaac Newton's Monthly Journal,

called " Monthly Report of the Agricultural

Department." AVc are glad that Mr. K. has a

foreign tour at our expense, for he is a good ob-

server, and he can not fail to gatlier much that

is nsefid. But we are very sorr}' to see so capa-

ble a man obliged to play the second fiddle.

Wintering Cabbages and Cauliflowers in

Cold Frames.

The earliest cabbages which appear m our

Inarket arc from seed sown in September, the

plants being kept through the winter, until the

season will allow of their being planted out.

^Messrs. Brill & Kumerle, of Newark, who sell

large quantities of seeds to the New Jersey

market gardeners, give in their fall catalogue

the following practical directions:

"Sow from 10th to loth of September thinly

iu open ground, and as soon as the plants are

large enough to handle (usually in about five or

six weeks), transplant deeply into cold frames,

2i inches each way, and on the approach of cold

weather put on sashes, but be particular to give

plenty of air every fine day during the entire

winter. Transplant deeply in spring, as soon

as the ground will work, in JiiffMi/ manured
loamy soil, 16 by 30 inches ; keep well hoed and
cultivated. Fall plowing is beneficial to land

for garden crops, and if the ground is not in

prime order, a dressing of manure at this time

will be very beneficial, though heavy manuring.

with partly decomposed hot manure iu spring,

is essentially necessary to secure a good crop

of Early Cablragt".

" N. B.—Be particular to observe the follow-

ing rules. Sowing at the above time, transplant

*'7%, in cold fi'ames, and again in open ground,

so that the entire stalk may be below the ground,

as it is here where the frost injures cabbage

plants. Give plenty of air in winter, that the

plants may not become drawn. Avoid much
moisture. A Cold Bed or Frame is simply a

frame of spruce or other lunibei', one planii high

on the front, and two on the back, and should

foce the south or east, and may be any length

and width to suit your sashes. Gardeners in

this section use sashes 3 by feet, this being the

most convenient size, letting the edges rest on
sliders, to facilitate in opening and closing,

to give air."

Notes on Grapes and Grape Culture,

Now that grapes are ripening, we arc in the

receipt of samples, sent cither for a naraa or to

get a good word iu favor of somebody's seed-

ling. Wc are always willing to give the name,

if in our power, but there arc many sent us

which had better die nameless. The success of

some accidental seedlings, and of others raised

by careful culture, seems to have given to many
the idea that the mere fact that a variety is a

seedling, is something in its f\ivor which should

outweigh its "plentiful lack" of good qualities.

Many of the " seedlings " are no better than

wild grapes, and are not worth individual no-

tice. A correspondent in West Maccdon, N.

Y., sends a small bunched, sour "seedling," that

stings the mouth painfully, with the remark
that it is " early, perfectly ?iardy, and was last

season pronounced by good judges a superior

wine grape." It certainly can not be hardier

than the Delaware and Clinton, nor earlier than

the Hartford Profific, and is vastl}' inferior to

either of them for any purpose. It is an un-

pleasant task to show up the defects of one's

pets, as most persons lake anything said against

their seedlings as a personal .aff'ront. While we
desire to encourage every promising new varie-

ety, it is our duty to discountenance the intro-

duction of any variety that is not in some re-

spect superior to well established sorts. The only

seedling of any promise that we have seen thus

far this season, is one sent by Mr. A, Child, of

Middlesex Co., N. J. It is a seedling of the

Hartford Prolific, and much exceeds it in size of

berry and bunch. The first fruit of the vine

was almost fully ripe August 21st, when it was

cut to save it from the birds. Though not en-

thely ripe, we think it superior to its parent in

quality, and shall look with interest for the re-

sults another year.

Adirondac.—A great many vines of this vari-

ety have been distributed over the country, and

we now begin to get some definite reports from

it. There are many localities in which it does

not seem to succeed, where plants which have

been set out several years nuikc very little

wood, and of course give no fruit. Then again,

in other places, it grows and bears well, and

when it does, it is a first class grape in every

respect. 'We are glad to be able to report its

success iu other localities th.an the one in which

it originated. In the grounds of Geo. H. Hitc,

Esci., Morrisania, uearN. Y. City, llie fruit began

to color August 5th, and was ripe on the 23d.

Isaac Pnllen, Esq., of Hightstown, N. J., sent

U3 rather over-ripe bunches on Sept. 5th, with I

the remark tliat they had been in eating for

more than two weeks. Jlessrs. S. B. Howell,
and W. S. Hodgman, of Painted Post, N. Y.'
sent us fine specimens on Sept. 4th, stating that
with them they are earlier than the Ilarlford.

The last mentioned specimens were quite equal
to those exhibited by Mr. Bailej-. Weonco told

Jlr. B. that when we saw as good fruit of the

Adirondac raised by otliers as that grown by
himself, wc should say so. Now that we have
seen it, we are ready to accord to the Adirondac
as a fruit, our unqualified praise. For earliness,

freedom from pulp, sweetness, and great delica-

cy of flavor, it stands in the first rank, and we
sincerely hope that the cases we have noted
above, concerning its unsnccessfulness In some
hands, may prove to be rare exceptions.

liebecca.—It is rarely that one has a really

fine crop of this variet}-, but we have seen one
this season in the vineyard of Mr. C. T. Schmidt,
upon the Palisades, opposite Dobb's Ferry. The
amount of fruit was large, the bunches fine and
perfect, and from their great beauty, will meet
with a ready sale. The Delaware close along
side was dropping its leaves and looking poorly.

Rogers^ Hybrids.—These, as far as we have
observed this year, have suffered worse than any
other varieties from mildew, with the exception

of No. 1, which seems to have withstood it.

Last 3'ear we did not speak of these varieties in

as high terms as those dealing in them thought

they deserved. AVe observed prettj- extensively,

and merely recorded what we saw, and no little

abuse did we get for it. Notwithstanding, we
said to these gentlemen, " if j'ou will show us

any number of Rogers' Hybrids equal to the

Delaware, lona, Allen's Hybrid, or Catawba,

we will cheerfully say that our judgement was
made on poor specimens," the dealers accuse us

of partiality in fixvor of other sorts, and preju-

dice against theirs. An advertisement has just

come to our notice, wliich sa)'S :
" For the past

five years these grapes have been acknowledged

(except by a few dealers interested in other

kinds) to be among the earliest, hardiest, and

most exquisite sorts known." Now, we have

never to our recollection, sold a vine in our lives,

and it would be quite as well for those interest-

ed in pushing these grapes to stick to the truth.

We have no other wish than to do these varie-

ties full justice, and regret that their very gen-

eral failure by the rot and mildew will probably

deprive us of an opportunity to revise our

judgment.

Isradla.—We have said but little about this

variety heretofore, because we have not had a

fair opportunity of judging of it. In a note in

August "Basket" we mentioned tlint the vine

was a good bearer, and we ha^'c now before us

fruit, which being from young vines, is not aa

large as we saw it last year. It ripens as early

as, or before the Hartford, but is vasllj' superior

to that in quality. It is tender and verj' sweet,

two important elements of popularity. The ber-

ries cling to the stem with remarkable tenacity, a

quality which adds to its value as a market fruit.

lonu.—Last year we gave it as our opinion

that this was the best American grape yet intro-

duced. On Sept. Gth, we tested specimens which

fully confirmed us in this belief. Some may
prefer the Delaware for its intense sweetness,

but to our taste, the high vinous flavor of the

loua, combined with sufficient sweetness, put it

in advance even of the Delaware. The great

beauty of the lona is not equalled by any na-

tive variety, and jierhaps not surpassed liy any

foreign one. Both bunch and berry are large,

and covered with a fine bloom.
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Fig. 1.—FEMALE TROUT, TWENTT MONTHS OLD.

Breeding Trout and other Fisli.

Sketched and Engraved for the American AgricuUurisl.

Trout breetliug is a subject which has been

comparatively little discussed by the Agncultur-

M^-parlly for the reason that the editors have

never been personally engaged iu it, nor wit-

nesses of any especial success attending it The

subject is, however, attracting attention of late,

particularly on account of the wide circulation

gained by some newspaper paragraphs concern-

in'' the success of a gentleman in the central

part of the State of New York. This person

2.—TROUT JUST HATCHED.

has aT rival in the immediate vicinity of this

city, whose success is very encouraging, and the

facts we obtain from him are most important.

ArtificUil Fish Ireecling has a history of only

some 18 years, but within this time very inter-

esting results have been accomplished. As an

art it was introduced to the world of scientific

utilitarians, so near perfection that few if any

essential improvements have been made. The

mature trout of both sexes

are confined in ponds fed

by springs. Sliallow ditch-

es with still pools and

gravelly bottoms are pro-

vided. From the middle

to the last of October, the

male fish, adorned like a

bridegroom in his most

brilliant colors, prepares

the gravelly nest for the

efgs. He then coaxes the

female upon it ; and it is at

the time that she begins to lay her eggs that she

Eliould be caught in a net, and her eggs very

gently pressed from her into an earthen basin

containing water. The fish is saved alive, and

the male fish is proceeded with in the same

manner. The " milt" which flows from him is

stirred, gently but thoroughly, among the eggs.

These eggs, at first being of a dull orange color,

rapidly change as soon as impregnated, becom-

ing clearer and almost transparent. After this

the eggs are placed upon clean gravel in boxes

in running water—if possible, in a brook or

channel fed by living springs, and iu which the

water is entirely under cmtrol, and not liable to

floods. This should be more or less shaded,

and the boxes ought to be covered—for in the

natural way trout cover their eggs with gravel.

Nine to twelve weeks elapse before hatchmg.

They then appear like the magnified sketch in

figure 2, adjoining which are two small out-

lines, showing the actual size of the egg and

of the fish newly hatched. The mass attached

to its belly is the yolk of the egg. This is en-

cased in a bladder like sack, and furnishes the

little fellow food for the first 30 days of his

life. After this he begins to pick up animal-

cules which abound in shallow water and in-

crease in numbers greatly after the warm

weather of spring comes on.^ This is in brief

the process recommended by writers on the sub-

ject, and as nearly as we recollect that followed

in some of the European fish-breeding places

(vhieh we have visited. The gentleman whose

success we have alluded to, does not attempt

the artificial impregnation of the eggs, but pro-

viding suitable breeding ditches fed by perpet-

ual springs, he allows the fish to have their own

way, make their nests, lay their eggs, impreg-

nate them and cover with the usual gravel.

The ditches are watched, unfriendly fish,

beetles, eels, etc., expelled and excluded as far

Fig. 3.—MALE TBOUT, SEVEN OK EIGHT MONTHS OLD.

as possible, sediment of decaying leaves, etc., re-

moved from the nests, if it washes on, and

every effort made to keep the eggs undisturbed.

The male trout, as the breeding season ap-

proaches, not only puts on the most brilliant

colors, but the projection upon his under jaw in-

creases very much, becoming a real shovel, and

with it he moves the sand and gravel about and

scoops out his nest as he likes. This append-

age makes it very easy for the males to do great

damage in rootmg out the eggs from the nests.

Our friend has found young males especially

unjurious m this way. They should therefore

be rigidly excluded from the breeding ditches.

The eggs are usually deposited, as already stated,

aft^r the 20th of October, and begin to hatch m
January, the majority hatching in 9 to 13 weeks.

The breeOing ditches have certain pools or ex-

pansions in them where the water is very shal-

low Into these the young fish soon find their

way, and by the time they have absorbed their

aldermanic bass drummer-like paunches, they

may be seen very actively pursuing the animal-

cules which breed in such places. For this

reason shallow basins in their breeding ditches

or brooks are quite essential to success. Where

the young fry are numerous, regular feeding

should begin in March. Bullocks blood in small

quantities has been successfully used. Le»n

scrap beef or mutton, thoroughly boiled to r^

move the grease, and then mashed very fine,

has been used, and any kind of fresh meat

would doubtless do as well. Such materials

are everywhere attainable, but near the sea a

great variety of food very well adapted to their

wants may be found. Om- friend uses for ve^

young fry. Horseshoe crabs full of spawn, mash-

ing them up, Killy-fish, or any soft-finned fish,

run through a meat cutter and made very fiue,

etc Any fish roes, or flesh of fish is good. As

the fish grow, they may have coarser feed, and

they are extensively sup-

plied with Killies, which

are little salt water fish,

abounding in the brack-

ish water of the ditches in

the salt meadows adjoining

the fish ponds. They are

scooped up and thrown

into the ponds where they

are soon taken in charge

and disposed of by the

active trout without dis-

tinction of age or sex.

Wlien trout have plenty to eat they grow as-

tonishingly fast. The fiue picture at the head

of these columns is of a female fish, taken

from the pond above referred to, only 19 or

20 months old, that is,-hatcbed a year ago last

winter, as our friend asserts. The smaller fish,

(t". 3,) is a male, which came from the egg last

whiter, and is therefore about 7 or 8 months

old. "We shall continue this subject hereafter.
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The Garden Lavender.—Lavandula vera.

Of all perfumes tvc thiuk tbat of lavender

flowers the preferable ; its odor suggests cleanli-

ness, for the reason doubtless, that it is associa-

ted with freshly washed liuen, it being the cus-

tom with many houselvcepers to put a little bag

of Lavender-flowers in the drawer where the

clothing is kept. Indeed the name is derived

from tlie Latin law, to wash, on account of its

use to perfume newly washed clothing, or, ac-

cording to some authors, because it was used

in baths. The Lavender plant is a low, much
branched shrub, from one to two feet high, with

vei-y narrow leaves of a pale green color. The
flowers arc borne in a spike at the end of a long

slender stem, and are of a peculiar bluish color

which, when imitated in dyed fabrics, is called

Lavender, or Lavender-blue. The plant is a

native of the South of Europe, where, as well as

in England, it is extensively grown. In this

country it is frequently seen in gardens, and

around Philadelphia it is cultivated to consid-

erable extent, for marketing the flowers. We
were surprised to find that it endured the win-

ters at Newburgh, N. Y., and no doubt it may
be successfully grown farther North than has

been generally supposed. Lavender may be

GARDEN LAVESDEB.

raised from the seed sown in the spring, or

from cuttings ; some of the lower branches, if

slipped off with a piece of root attached, will

grow readily. The flowers are used in perfume

bags in the manner above referred to, and are

sold to the druggists and perfumers. Their

value depends upon a volatile oil they contain

;

from 50 to 70 povmds of flowers, by distillation,

yield one pound
of oil, which has

their characteris-

tic odor, and is

used both in per-

fumeiy and in

medicine. Large

quantities of oil

of Lavender are

made in England,

that produced in

that country be-

ing preferred to

any other. Dis-

solved in alcohol,

with other aro-

matics and color-

ed red, it forms

the spirit of La-

vender or Red La-

vender of the

shops, which was
formerly much us-

ed as a domestic

stimulant medi-

cme. The flow-

ers bloom here in

June and July

;

they should be

gathered before

they change color,

di'ied in the shade, and kept in close vessels.

The illustration is of fuii size, with the stem bent

to economize space. The shape of its small

flowers will show it to belong to the Labiate or

Mint family, all of which are generally aromatic.

«-t— »» — »

A Stately Garden Ornament.

(Datura arborea.)

In an account of the Horse Nettle, given In

the September AgricuUurist, we mentioned
that the Solanum, or Night-shade Family, to

which it belongs, was remarkable for producing

both nutritious and poisonous plants. It might

have been added that the same family had
among its members some that were highly or-

namental, among the best known of which is

the generally cultivated Petunia. The genus
Datura, of tliis family, not only gives us the

disgusting weed. Datura Stranwniujyi, (figured

In 3Iay, 18G-1,) popularly known as Thorn-apple,

or Jamestown-weed, but several other annual

species, which are really showy garden plants,

such as Datura metelctides, etc. The Tree Datu-

ra, Datura arborea, is a shrubby species from

Peru, which has been for more than a century

in cultivation as a green-house plant, and is

now frequently seen where room can be afford-

ed for it. Were it known with what ease it

can be managed by those who have no green-

house, and how fine a plant it is for ornament-

ing the grounds, it would be much more gen-

erally cultivated. The plant appears best when
trained in the tree form, with a single stem sur-

mounted by a "head of flower-bearing branches.

The usual hight is four or five feet, but by prop-

er management they may be grown to the hight

of 8 or even 13 feet. Our engraving gives the

shape of the flowers and leaves, but much re-

duced in size. The hanging flowers are 6 to 8

inches long, pure white, and very fragrant. A
double variety, with several corollas, one within

another, is sometimes cultivated, but to our

taste the single one is the most pleasing. This

species is propagated b)' cuttings containing a

single ej'c, which in a bottom heat will strike

root and grow very rapidly. The plant is a

DATURA ARBOREA.

great feeder and the young ones will need fre-

quent changing to larger pots of rich soU. Those

started early from cuttings may be planted out

in the border when the weather becomes warm,

and they will blossom the first year ; but if a

large and strong plant is desired, the best w.ay

is to pinch off the flower buds, and remove all

side shoots, in order to get as great a growth of

stem as possible. By removing the shoots

which push along the stem and shortening

those at the top, a symmetrical and compact

head will be produced, from which will hang a

great abundance of the large and striking flow-

ers. At the approach of fiost the plant m.ay

be taken up and set in a box with its roots cov-

ered with earth and kept in a green-house, a

dry cellar, or in any other place where it will

be safe from frost, until time to set it out again.

Treated in this way the plant is but little more

trouble than a Dahlia. The large horticultur-

al stores have this species catalogued at 50 cents.

Plants for Garden Edgings.

BY THOMAS CAVANAOU.
'

Mr. EnrroR :—Noticing a "basket item"

asking for information on garden edging, I will

try to answer it. Nothing is a complete substi-

tute for Box, for there is no plant which makes

such a beautiful edging as that, when well taken

care of and neatly trimmed every season, as it

should be. But there are many plants which

ma)' be used instead : Daphne Cueorura, with its

fragrant pink flowers, forms a verj- pretty edge,

is quite hardy, and it is used extensively for

this purpose in Europe. Statice Armcria, or

Sea Pink, makes a tolerably good edge. A new
variety of this called Statice superba is very

pretty, with dark-green foliage, and rose-

colored flowers. Probably the best plant for

edges, and one that we have used for some

years, is the Moss-pink, Phlox subulatn. It is

very hardy, requiring no protection in winter,

of quick growth, and requires cutting at least

once a year. There are white, pink, and lilac

varieties, the three colors forming a very pretty

combination. Phlox stolonifera is very beauti-
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ful when in flower, and propagates very rapid-

ly, as it throws out slioots similar to the straw-

berry, but it loses its foliage during winter. Iris

pumila looks fine, with its rich purple flowers,

but it loses its foliage during dry weather, and

then presents a shabby appearance. The old-

fashioned June-pink makes a good edge, lasting

about three years in the same soil ; to succeed

well, it should bo transplanted every spring.

Lamium maeiilatiim, with a prettily marked

leaf, and white flowers, and a constant bloomer,

will require cutting several times during the

summer; it loses its leaves in winter. A
Strawberry edging combines usefulness with

beauty; it is troublesome to keep free from

runners, but it will furnish employment for the

children, and keep them out of mischief Thyme
and Sage make a veiy profitable edging ; if the

seed be sown in the spring, a good crop can be

cut, which, when tied in small bunches, meets a

ready sale in the market. These all form substi-

tutes for box, but in our estimation very poor

ones. If in an exposed situation, where it is

likely to be killed during winter, box-edging

should have the soil drawn up to its sides, and

thus protected, it will stand the most severe

winters. Sedum SieholdAi is perfectly hardy, and

makes a good edging. [We thank Mr. Cavan-

agh for his suggestions, though as a matter of

taste we disagree with him in regard to the use

of Sage and Thyme. Both that and Parsley

make appropriate edgings to beds in the kit-

chen garden, but we much prefer the others

he has named in the flower garden.

—

Eds.]

Weeds—The Indian Mallow.

(Abiiiilon Amccnna.)

This summer we have frequently passed by a

lot containing a crop which we could not recog-

nise ; ther(f was an excellent "stand" of plants

of uniform size, and growing so luxuriantly

that their leaves soon hid the ground. "We

thought as we rode by, there is a nice crop of

something, and how free of weeds it is, and were
often tempted to stop and make a closer inspec-

tion of it, and find out what it was that grew so

rSDI.VN M.ILLOW.

Jiromisingly. One daj', being near the place

on foot, we concluded to visit this unrecog-

nised crop, and to our astonishment found a

number of women engaged in pulling it all up,

and leaving exposed rows of poor, weak, ruta-

bagas, which had been hidden and starved by a

perfect covering of weeds. A near view of the

weed showed it to be an old acquaintance—the

Indian Mallow, a flowering stem of which is

shown in the engraving. Its heart-shaped

leaves are so soft to the touch that it is some-

times called Velvet-leaf. The small yellow

flowers are succeeded by a fruit composed of a

number of 2- to several-seeded pods arranged

around a central stem. The fruit is bell-shaped

and flat on the top, the free points of the pods

of which it is made up giving it a rather pretty

star-like appearance. The plant accommo-
dates itself to circumstances, and in a poor soil

flowers and fruits when only a foot or two high,

while in a rich one it attains to the hight of 5

or 6 feet, and is not inelegant. It is more
common near the coast, but we have seen

here and there a few plants at the West, which

for their foreign look were tolerated as a curios-

itj'. We give a portrait of the Oriental wander-

er, that he may be known and cast out as a

worthless intruder. Being an annual, the In-

dian Mallow is easily disposed of, if pulled be-

fore it has time to ripen and scatter its seeds.

Is Pear Culture Profitable ?—Examples.

Some time ago there was a great mania for

pear-culture. It was shown how many pears

a dwarf tree three years planted, ougJit to bear,

and the jiricc which these pears would bring in

the market : having these Sata and knowing how
many trees would grow on an acre, it was easy

to figure a large profit from a given space, and
one only need to have a few acres in pears to be

sure of a very comfortable income. Somehow
the thing did not work, the trees were planted,

the income was mainly an out-go, and then pear

culture was voted a humbug. To be profitable,

fruit culture, and fin- that matter, culture of any
kind, must be made a business, and an intelli-

gent head must direct industrious and careful

hands. In a congenial soil and climate, the

pear will, in the hands of one cultivator, pro-

duce a profitable crop, while with another it

will fail. Some set out the trees and let them
take their chances ; the grass grows close

around them, and the soil becomes exhausted,

and the fruit, as a consequence, is so small and
covered with blemishes that it is diflicult to

recognise the varietj'. Another cultivates bis

trees, but puts crops between them ; he forgets

to put on manure enough for the crops and
the trees too, and although the orchard is cul-

tivated, the trees fail to do well. This season

we saw a market gardener growing so coarse a

feeder as rhubarb, close among bis pear trees, and
we much doubt that the profits from the rhubarb
will compensate the damage to the trees. But
instead of enumerating causes of failure, it will,

perhaps, be better to give an account of a suc-

cessful pear orchard. We recently had the

pleasure of visiting the grounds of Doct. I. M.
Ward, near Newark, N. J., with whom the

culture of the pear is a specialty. Dr. Ward has

a favorable location, and his orchard of about six

acres, is well protected from winds by evergreen

and other trees. The trees, mostly standards,

have the ground all to themselves, and are well

fed and taken care of Every autumn a plenti-

ful supply of manure is spread around each

tree as far as the roots extend ; in the spring the

ground is thoroughly cultivated, and later it is

mulched with 4 to inches of salt marsh hay.

The mulch keeps the surface of the ground
moist, and the trees do not suffer from drouth

;

it prevents the soil from compacting, and upon
lifting it anywhere the earth beneath is found

in a light pulverulent condition ; weeds have
no chance to grow, the few strong ones that

work their way up through this mat are so

small is number, that they maybe readily hand-
pulled. Another, and not insignificant benefit

of the mulch is, that it affords a soft cushion

to receive the falling frui't ; in a large or-

chard, a considerable quantitj' of fruit is blown
off by high winds, and it is no small item to

have this free from bruises and dirt. In au-

tumn, the mulch is made up into cocks between
the trees, the annual manuring is given, and in

spring it is replaced with sufllcient addition of

fresh material to make good the waste. A part

of the orchard is not mulched, owing to the

difficulty of procuring material, but the uncov-
ered portion receives the same annual manur-
ing, and the cultivator goes through it so fre-

quently that the soil is kept in excellent condi-

tion and free of weeds. This is the routine of

culture, and the result is an abundance of fruit

of a quality that brings the best market prices.

Trees so equally covered with well developed

fruit,so uniform in size,we have never before seen;

they are a splendid testimony to the value of

abundant manure, mulching, thorough cultiva-

tion, and judicious thinning. The varieties culti-

vated here are Bartlett, Duchesse, Lawrence,

Onondaga, Doyenne Boussock, Seckel, and some
few others. AVe do not propose to go into a

gentleman's private affairs and tell how much
he makes from his orchard. Sufllce it to say-

that he is satisfied that pear-culture is profitable.

A short time after seeing Doct. Ward's or-

chard, we paid a visit to that of Mr. C. T.

Schmidt, which is situated on the banks of the

Hudson, opposite Dobbs' Perr^', upon a high

plateau between the river and the Palisades.

This orchard consists mainly of dwarfs, there

being about 2000 of these interspersed with

something like one fourth that number of stand-

ards. Though the trees are but five years old,

they for the most part are bearing very satisfac-

tory crops. The rows of dwarf Vicars were
something wonderful for the amount and beau-

ty of the fruit with which they were loaded.-

Both dwarfs and standards, with the exception

of a few specimens attacked by the blight, were
exceedingly vigorous in appearance and all well

formed. Mr. S. first directs the energies of the

tree to making wood, and in order to bring it

into satisfactory shape it is severely cut back

when young. The dwarfs are well furnished to

near the base with branches, and as well as the

standards, are models in shape. Though this

orchard is just beginning to m.ake returns, from

what we saw already upon the trees and their

promise of future fruitfulness, we doubt not, its

proprietor will also find pear-culture profitable.

Flower Pits and Green-Houses.

Every one who has a garden of much extent,

finds it necess.ary to protect many half-hardy

plants during the winter, and where there is no
structure for the purpose, the plants are placed

in the cellar. This treatment answers very

well in many cases, but it often happens that

the cellar is too dark, too damp, or too warm,
when the plants will sufler in some manner.

Those who cannot manage to have a green-

house, will find the cold pit a much better

substitute than the cellar. Such a structure

may be made of a temporary character, but

where one is permanently located it is better

to build it in a substantial manner, as it will he

found convenient for other purposes than win-

tering plants. The principal expense is in pro-
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curiug the saslies, which arc about 6 feet long

by 84 feet wiJe, the same as those made for hot

beds. The size of the pit -will be governed by
that of the sash and the number of them to be

used; about twice as long as the width will be

found a convcnieut shape. The site for the pit

should be a dry one, or capable of being made
so by draining. Four or five feet will be a sufH-

SECTION OP GKEEN-UOUSE.

cient depth to dig the pit, which is then to be

boarded up, or walled up with brick or stone,

which should run a foot .above the surface at the

rear, and 9 inches above it on the front side,

the top of the end w.iUs having a regular slope

from rear to front. Where brick or stone walls

are used, there should be a plate of oak joist,

laid in mortar upon the lop of the wall, to re-

ceive the sash. Bank up the part of the wall

tliat jirojects above the surface, aud put a good
layer of gravel or hard coal aslies in the bottom
of the pit, and it is ready to receive the plants.

Tender Roses, Camellias, Carnations, Azaleas,

etc., will winter fiuel)' in such a pit. Tlie plants

should Jiave all possible ventilation when the

weather will allow, and be kept moderately dry

though not allowed to sutfer for want of water.

In severe cold weather, cover the glass with

shutters or mats enough to keep out hard frost.

Many who would like to have a green house

are deterred from building one on account
of the e.xpensiveness of those they see upon
the places of the wealthy. It is to be regretted

that there is not a demand in this country, as

there is in England, for portable green-houses,

which can be readily put up and easily taken

down for transportation in case one is a tenant

and obliged to move. Small, lean-to green

houses can be built very cheaply, and will an-

swer for either growing plants, or simply pro-

tecting them from frost. Plans and all the

details for the construction of them are given in

the back volumes, 20 aud 21 (1861—62). The
objection to lean-to green houses is, that most

of the plants are too far from the light ; this is

not a very serious matter where the plants are

at rest, but it is very essential that growing

ones should be near the glass, and our most

successful propagators have their houses with a

very gentle pitch. Perhaps the most complete

range of propagating and green houses in the

country is that of Mr. Peter Henderson, of Jer-

sey City. We recently had the pleasure of vis-

iting this well-appointed establishment, and it

struck us that the very simple plan carried out

there upon so large a scale, might answer equally

well for a small house. The houses of Mr. H.

are 100 feet long, and in groups of three. The
diagram given above is a sectional view of

one of these houses, and will give a sufficiently

correct idea of the structure to enable one to

build after his plan. The house is 11 feet wide,

witli no side lights, all the ventilation being

done by lifting Ihe sash. The ground line is

shown at G. The walls. A, are of brick, but

may be of stone, or even a double wall of plank,

tilled in with non-conducting material. The

sashes, B, are 6 feet long, and supported by raft-

ers framed into the ridge pole. The pathway,

E, is 3 feet wide, and excavated below the

ground level, so as to give a height of 7 feet in

the clear. The benches, C, for the reception of

the pots, are of earth, and are 4i feet wide, the

sides being held up by walls of brick or plank.

The healing is done by hoi water conducted

through the pipes F. If the house is to be heat-

ed by flues, the benches, instead of being of

solid earth, must be of plank, and Ibe flues pass

beneath them at D. Every other sash is capa-

ble of being lifted at the lop for the purpose of

ventilation. A flat iron bar, about a foot long,

with two or three holes punched through it, is

fastened at one end b}' a staple to

the upper end of the sash. The
sash is lifted to the required hight

and held in place by catching the

bar, by means of its holes, upon a

strong iron pin driven into the '"'^"e pole.

ridgepole. The ridge-pole is ingeniously shaped
to admit of readily lifting the sashes and secure

a tight joint; the annexed cut gives a sectional

view of it. The propagating houses are similar

in structure, but have water tanks for supplj--

iug bottom heat. Mr. Henderson's houses are

well worth a visit from those who would con-

struct houses for propagating or growing plants.

Instead of patenting ever)' improvement, as some
have done, he freely contributes the results of

many years' experience to the general good.

The Porter Apple.

It is quite surprising that a fruit of such

great excellence as the Porter apple is not more

generally cultivated. In September we find in

the New-York market, hundreds of barrels of

indifferent or worthless fruit, to one of the

Porter. It possesses all the elements of popu-

larity ; the tree comes early into bearing, grows

rapidly, and yields abundant crops of fine and

handsome fruit. The above rough outline

isTrom the only specimen at hand, consid-

erably under size, and somewhat less tapering

than it often is. The skin, when the fruit is

ripe, is of a beautiful clear yellow, often with a

blush on the sunny side ; the flesh is white, fine

grained, crisp, tender and juicy, with an agree-

able si)irited and somewhat acid flavor. It is a

highly prized variety in New England, where it

originated, and succeeds in almost all the north-

ern and middle States; is a good market fruit,

and excellent for the table or for cooking.

Autumn Leaves aud Fruits.

This month the landscape will glow with the

brilliant red and yellow of the maples, which,

blending with the less lively tints of other

trees, make up the grand display of color pecu-

liar to our autumn scenery. The general effect

is due to the many-hued leaves of our forest

trees, but whoever examines closel}' will ob-

serve that the details of this gorgeous tapestry

are worked in by the brilliant foliage of humble
shrubs and delicate climbers, and that bright

berries and other fruits, and even gaily colored

stems, all contribute their tints to the work of

the Great Artist. In tree-planting, the autum-

nal effect should not be lost sight of, and there

are several species that we would select express-

ly for the colors which succeed their verdure.

Our present object, however, is to call attention

to some of the shrubs aud smaller trees, having
beauty of foliage or fruits, late in the season.

The "Witch Hazd will even give us flowers

at this lime, but that is more curious than effec-

tive. No leaves are brighter in autmnn than

those of our common Sumach, UJiua glabra,

and when there is a rocky or barren spot it

may find a place. The Flowering Dogwood,
Corniix floiidii, turns its leaves to a rich purple,

amid which its clusters of coral berries show
with brilliancy. Other red-berried shrubs are,

the Mountain- Ash, several varieties of the Euro-

pean and American species, the Busli-Cran-

berry or Viburnum Op^ilus, the Indian Cur-

rant ov SymphoricarpuB vulguns. The thorns, all

have showy red or yellow fruit, especially

the Pyracantha, which has evergreen leaves

as well as red fruit, as do the Holl)' and Yew;
nor must our common Black Alder, Her vcrti-

cillata, be overlooked, even if ills common. But

of all the showy deciduous shrubs, our favorite

is the native Euonymus atropurpureus, the

Burning-bush or Spindle-tree. This, when it

throws off its green coat, stands arrayed in

brilliant red, which in the autumn sunlight,

glows as if on fire. There is a European spe-

cies with rose-colored fruit, and a white fruited

variety of it. The Red-osier Dogwood, Cornus

stolonifcra, gives us white berries, but is more
valuable for the bright red color of its stems.

The Snowberry, Symplwricarpus raccinosus, is

well known and much cultivated for its while

berries. The different varieties of Piivet have

both white and black fruit, and the American

and Japanese Callicarpas have an abundance

of charming purple berries. Several of tho

climbers are fine in autumn. The Virginia

Creeper, one of the best of our climbers for its

green foliage, is unsurpassed by anything in the

beauty of its change at the close of the sea-

son. The Moon-seed, Meiiispermum Canaddnne, a

much neglected climber, is of two sexes. The
fertile plant has clusters of black berries, to

which their fine bloom gives much the appear-

ance of frost-grapes. Clematis Viryiui^ina, the

Virgin's-Bower, so full of white flowers in Au-

gust, is now conspicuous for the long feathery

tails to lis fruit, which in some places is called

" Old-man's-beard." The wax-work, or Climb-

ing Bitter-sweet, C'duistrus scandens, figured in

August, 18G4, so fine at any time, is now partic-

ularly gay with its curious orange and scarlet

fruit. Others might be enumerated, but this

list, comprising mainly natives of our own
woods and copses, is sufficient to indicate some

of the plants which may readily be introduced

to improve the autumn aspect of our grounds.

All of those here given are worthy of culture

for their beauty of leaf and flower, as well as

for that of their dving foliage or ripened fruit.
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Notes on Spring Flowering Bnlbs.

Those who would liave then- gardens bright

with early spring flowers, as well as those who
would enjoy their indoor blooming in winter,

must look to it noic, as this is the month in

which certain bulbs go into the ground, as well

as the one in which others, such as the Tiger-

flower, Jacobean Lily, Gladiolus, etc., come out

of it. The bulbs planted at this season for

spring flowering, ai'e known as Dutch bulbs, for

the reason that they are mainly imported from

Holland, where, especially around Haerlem,

they are an important article of culture and of

commerce. Whole farms are there devoted to

bulb culture, and it is from these that vast quan-

tities are sent to beautify the gardens of distant

parts of the world. To adepts in gardening, it

is not necessary to speak of the value of this

class of plants, nor to describe them and their

mode of culture. But there are many among
our readers who are novices in flower cultm'e,

to whom a few notes upon these plants and
their treatment will be acceptable. It is well to

bear in mind that our liberal postal arrange-

ments now make bulbs as well as seeds, readily

accessible to those who live at a distance from
cities. All of the principal seedsmen publish a

bulb catalogue in the fall, whicli they send upon
application, and forward by mail such articles

as may be ordered.—It is much better to plant

the bulbs in groups than to scatter them here

and there. If set in ordinary garden soil they

will flower tolerably, but their much finer bloom

in a properly prepared soil will well repay the

trouble of fitting it for them. The soil should

be light, warm, and rich, and though sufficiently

retentive of moisture for the plants not to sufier

in drouth, it should not be wet. If the garden

soil be stiff, add sand in sufficient quantity to

make it light, and an abuiulanee of well decom-

pose"d cow manure—at least enough to have it

form one third of the soil to the depth of 18

inches. The spot being well spaded over to

that depth, it is ready for the bulbs, and the

sooner they are planted the better. Where there

is a sufficient number of the bulbs, a very pleas-

ing efiect may be produced by planting them in

circles one within another, each circle being

formed of those with flowers of the same color,

the colors alternating to suit the fancy. The
large bulbs require to be set deeper than the

smaller ones ; as a general rule the depth should

be twice the length of the bulb. lu spading up

the earth and adding manure, the bulb bed will

be raised above the general level ; it is best to

leave it so, as it will prevent water from settling

on it. When the weather becomes cold enough

to freeze the ground, cover the bed with a good

coat of long manure, leaves with a little earth

thrown on to hold them, or any other conveni-

ent litter, which is to be carefully removed in

spring. The after treatment jp given at the prop-

er time in our monthly calendar.—Bulbs may
be easily grown in pots, and they make most

pleasing ornaments for the parlor ; one to three

of the larger bulbs, and more of the smaller

kinds being planted in a pot. The soil used for

potting should be similar to that for garden cul-

ture : equal parts of sand, good garden mould,

and well rotted cow-dung, and, if the garden

soil be not rich in vegetable matter, add some
leaf mould. Provide the pots with good drain-

age by putting in the bottom an inch or so of

fragments of pots, then fill them with the earth

and plant the bulbs, leaving then- crowns well

above the surface of the soil. Water thor-

oughly and place the pots in a dark closet, or

other dark and warm place, where they are to

remain with occasional watering until the earth

is well filled with roots. With a little care the

ball of earth may be turned out of the pot and

the condition of the roots inspected. When
the roots appear in abundance upon the outside

of the ball of earth, remove the pots to a light

window. If the leaves and flower spikes have

pushed in the dark, they will probably be very

pale, but with a few days' exposure to the light

they will take on a green color. Give plenty of

water and remove the small offsets that spring

up from the base of the bulb. After blooming,

the plants need less water, and when the leaves

fade, the bulb should be dried ofl' altogether

and removed from the earth, and kept for plant-

ing in the open ground the nest fall. Bulbs

may be flowered in pure sand, free from salt, or

in moss—the treatment, as to keejiing in the

dark, etc., being the same as in pots of earth

;

but in these cases the bulb if wished for futuie

use, Meeds to be planted in earth, after bloom-

ing, in order to mature it. Hyacinths and Tu-

lips are frequently bloomed in water, in glasses

sold for the purpose. The glasses are filled

with rain water and the bulb placed so that the

bottom just touches the water. Keep about

two weeks in the dark, and then bring them to

the light. The roots and the glass need wash-

ing, and the water to be changed about once in

two weeks. If it is desired to save bulbs grown
in water, they must also be transferred to earth

to ripen. Having occupied so much space in

giving the general treatment of bidbs, our descrip-

tive notes of the kinds must necessarily be brief:

Byacinth.—This is put at the head of the list

because if we could have but one, it would be

this. It is both showy and fragrant and gives

a great variety of color. There are double and
single varieties. Plant 4 inches deep, and 8 apart.

Tulips.—There are several distinct classes of

these, each presenting a great variety of color.

The Early Bedding Tulips are dwarf in their

growth, and flower much earlier than the oth-

ers ; they are also best adapted to pot-culture.

Florists or Show Tulips are taller and later.

Besides these, there are the Double, and the Par-

rot kinds. For all, except florists, the Early

Dwarfs are best. They produce the most strik-

ing effect when planted in masses.

Narcissus.—This genus furnishes several

pleasing spring flowers, known by different gar-

den names, the principal of which are the Jon-

quil, Dafibdil, and Polyanthus Narcissus. The
last named is the most beautiful, but is some-

what tender, and the bulbs after planting re-

quire a good covering of litter to protect them.

Fig. i3.—SPRING SNOW PLAKE.

Crown Imperial.—A large ill-smelling bulb,

which should be planted deep. In April it

throws up a strong stem some three feet high,

surmounted by a crown of leaves, and large

and showy hanging flowers. There are several

colors, double and single. The plant has a

very stately air and makes a fine center for a

circular bed of hyacinths and other bulbs.

Crocus.—Charming little flowers which bloom
very early, often in March, if the situation is fa-

vorable. Clumps of these all of one color, pro-

duce a fine effect, either in the lawn or border.
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They are muck used to border beds of hyacinths,

etc. Sets inches apart and cover 3 inches deep.

Orape Hyacinth.—The several species of Mus-

enri, are perfectly hardy, ^vith small grape-like

flowers, of white, blue and purple, like those

shown in fig. 1, which is somewhat under size.

The bulbs may be left in the ground for years.

Lilies.—All are beautiful, from the common
native wild ones to the more rare but perfectly

hardy exotics from Japan. Set a foot or more
apart according to the size, and four inches deep.

ScUla.—Several species of Squill are verj' bril-

liant spring flowers, among which is our West-

ern Quaraash, Scilla Fraseri, sometimes sold as

Canuissia c»culent<i. Treat same as the Crocus.

Spring iS'noif/a/rc.—Tliis is a very modest

hardy bulb and is called in the catalogues

Le'iwium rtrnum. It has flowers of the size

and shape of fig. 3, (on the preceding page,) pure

white, with a green spot, on each of the petals.

Snoxo Drop.—Smaller flowers than the Snow-

flake, very early, delicate and drooping. It

blooms in March, often when surrounded by

snow. Gnlanthus niccdis is its botanical name.

»-.— i<— -»

A New Squash—The Custard Marrow.—
This season our attention has been called, by

Messrs. Henderson & Fleming, Seedsmen, to a

new variety of squash to which they give the

name of Custard Marrow. It is said to be from

Japan, the seeds having come to this country

by the way of England. From the shape of

the fruit one would suppose that it was a bush

variety, and we were surprised to find it a vig-

orous and quite prolific runner. The fruit is

somewhat variable in sliape, one of the most

common forms being shown below; the oth-

ers vary from this iu being much shorter above

or below the row of scallops. The skin is

Fig. 1.—THE CUSTARD MAKROW.

cream colored, or nearly white, and soon be-

comes very hard. Tbe section, fig. 3, shows

that the flesh is very thick and that the space

occupied by the seeds and theh surrounding

pulp is very small. The fruit should be taken

for use while the riud is still so soft as to be

easily pierced by the finger-nail. It cooks more
dry than the scalloped bush squashes, and has

very fine and delicate flavor. Having made but

a 'single trial of this new variety we are not

able to say how it compares with other kinds,

but taken by itself we were veiy favorabl}' im-

pressed with it. As the seeds were sown rath-

er late we can not speak as to its earliness.

We bring it to notice as one of the novelties,

and await the trial uf another season to estab-

lish its rank iu the already long list of varieties.

Fig. 3.—SECTION OF CnSTARD MARROW.

fMl IBI®I[JgEM(D)LIDo

Hints on Painting old Wood Work.—•

—

As soon as there have been one or two hard frosts

to kill most of tbe flics, it will be an excelleut time

to p.iint wood work in the kitchen, or any other

part of the house. Saying nothing of the economy
of painting, it is an excellent practice to apply a

thin coat of paint to all the wood work of the

kitchen, once in 3 or 3 years. Good paint .always

saves much hard labor iu keeping such parts of a

house clean. Some doors that are used often, need

painting every year, to keep them at all decent. It

is not l)est to put on thick, he.avj' coats, as these

are needlessly expensive, and after a few years will

look bad. Tbe same amount of paint, applied often

in tbin coats will look better and cost little more.
Where wood work is mucli soiled, especially by

hands not scrupulously clean, it is sometunes difli-

eult to make even the best of paint hold well. It

will dry soon enough, but will afterwards peel olT,

for paint will not adhere well to a dirty, greasy

surf\vce. This is particularly the case iu rooms,

where washing and cooking are usually carried on.

In order to make paint stick and become about

as firm as the wood itself, wash the surface

thoroughly with moderately strong ley, using a

short swal), then wipe it off with a doth wrung out

in fresh water. This will remove all grease and dirt

that prevent the paint from taking a firm hold.

Paint for sneh places should be made of the best

white lead, mixed to the consistence of thin cream,

with two pai'ts of the best boiled linseed oil, and
one part of good lacquer, or " liquid drier." Such
paint will dry in one day, and become sufficiently

hard to handle in a few days. A very small quantity

of lamp black will make a be.iutiful lead color.

Yellow ochre may be added until the paint is of the

desired shade for floors, mop-boards, or wainscoting.

Pure white lead for the body will make u much
more durable paint for floors, than mo.st other

kinds. The use of zinc-white, which is much
superior to white lead iu some situations, as for

instance in privies, is attentcd by a little difficulty,

because it must be applied very thick to cover well,

when used alone ; but a second coat, not so thick,

may be put on over other paint, and it will give

greater brilliancy and will not tarnish from sulphu-

rous gases frequently rising from sink-drains, etc.,

nor from the exclusion of light, which causes white

lead paint to turn yellow.

»-• .»- I «

About Olives and Olive Oil,

The Olive-tree furnishes two articles of com-
merce which are more or less used as food—Olives

and Olive oil. The tree h.is been in cultivation

from time immemorial, and it is diflicnlt to trace

it to its native country, though it is believed to be

from Asia. In the Bible it is the earliest mention-

ed of any tree, save the fig; it was the branch
Of the Olive that the Dove bore to Koah, as a sign

that the waters of the flood had receded—and the

branch has been used as the emblem of peace

through many ages. The tree seldom grows more
than 30 or 30 feet high, though it lives to a great

age ; it is an evergreen, with leaves of the shape

shown in the engraving, but twice as large, and
of a dull brownish green above, and very light col-

ored beneath. This peculiar color gives to a grove

of OUve trees a very sad aspect. The flowers are

white and inconspicuous, borne in clusters in the

axils of the leaves, and these are succeeded by a

purple fruit which, in size and shape, resembles a

damson plum, and contains a single nut. The
fruit is remarkable for containing a large amount
of oil in its fleshy portion, that being an unusual
place for oil to occur. It is found to flourish in

some of our Southern States and we have seen a

BRANCH or OLr.B TJiliE.

fine row of the trees near San Diego, in California,

where they were planted by tbe early Jesuit Mis-

sionaries. The green fruit is picked, steeped for a

while in ley to remove a portion of the bitterness,

and preserved in salt and water ; in this st.ate they

are imported in casks .and iu bottles, and are the

Olives sold in the shops. Tlicy are salt, bitterish,

and have a flavor peculiar to themselves ; we doubt

if any one ever relished them at first trial, and yet

most persons soon become very fond of them.

They may be regarded wholly as a luxury for the

wealthy, and are considered .as useful to provoke

an appetite—a purpose for which we trust our

readers do not need to try them. The oil is a much

more import.int product than the pickled olives,

and is obtained by crushing and pressing the fruit.

The quality of the oil depends upon the degree of

maturity of the fruit, and the care used in its prep-

aration. The finest, or " Virgin Oil," is from fruit

not yet ripe
;

perfectly ripe fruit yields a larger

quantity of an inferior oil, and a still greater

amount of poor oil is obtained if the ripe fruit be

allowed to ferment in heaps. The oil is imported
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in variously sliaped flaslcs and bottles, as well as in

large jars ancrijarrcls. With us its use as food is

mainly confined to dressing salads, ete., but in

Europe, it is largely employed for most of the pur-

poses for which we use butter and lard. The infe-

rior kinds of oil are consumed in large quantities

for burning, for oiling machinery, and for other use.

Cheese from a few Cows.

The communication from a " Farmer's Wife,"

upon making cheese from a few cows, published

last June, seems to have mot the wants of a num-

ber of our readers. Mrs. Ellen Whiteomb, of Del-

aware Co., Iowa, writes a pleasant account of her

success, and as her ingenuity in overcoming some

difficulties may be of use to others, we give the

following extract from her letter

:

" I quite disagree with the ' Western Boy,' in s.ay-

ing the Aiji-icitUurist is not adapted to the West. I

think wherever people are, whether East or West,

they may learn some thing. I have all the love for

the West that any one can boast, still I have learned

a great many things from the columns of your pa-

per, indeed I could not do without it. As I .was

putting my cheese to press this morning, I thought

I would write and tell you how much benefit your

paper was to me, and perhaps my experience

might help some one else ; and also to express

my thanks for the timely assistance in making my
cheese, derived from it. This spring I said I want-

ed to make cheese with two cows, my neighbors,

who thought they must have sixteen or twenty,

laughed, and guessed I would make a largo cheese

with two cows, one of them being farrow, and we
have a jiet lamb that drinks four or five quarts a

day. I did not like to give up, but never having

seeu a cheese made, and not liking to ask them
how, I was still undecided, when the June Agyi-

euUurlst came with those plain and sensible direc-

tions. Now, I said, I will have a cheese. My hus-

band said he would li.x a press if I would try to

make one. I got a peclc measure for a hoop, and

the rennet from a neighbor, but then I had no

linen cloth for a strainer; never mind, some old

thiu cloth would do for all I should make. The next

ditliculty was, we had no cheese basket—well, the

eolander \vuuUl do, and now I was ready. The first

cheese being too salt and rather thin, I then thought,

to put three curds into one, I tried it, jjuttingeach

curd into the jn'ess, and pressing lightly, so that it

would not sour, then the third day I crumbled the

too first with last, and pressed them all together,

and a very nice cheese was the result, and you may
well believe I was proud of it. Now I have three,

and they all admit I can make cheese from two
cows, for which I thank the paper and the lady

who wrote for it."

New and Beautiful Embroidery.

The growing appreciation of elegant embroidery

as a means of beautifying and enriching garments

and fabrics, is an evidence of increasing refinement

in taste, which all lovcr»of the natural, as developed

in the artistic, must rejoice to see. Not a little of

this interest and appreciation is owing to the new
methods of accomplishing the work, rendering it

infinitely more effective, as well as greatly abridg-

ing the tediousness of the process. A few years

ago, embroidery was never seen excei^ting upon a

few articles of clothing, or household adornment,
belonging to the very we.althy. Ladies could not
even afford to hire it done, so costly was it, on ac-

count of the length of time consumed in its pro-

duction. What their own industry .and skill could

not .achieve in the art of ornament.al needle-work,

they were obliged to do without ; but so highly

prized were the comparatively crude results of their

dainty fingers, that the most valued gift a lady could

bestow on her lover, was a scarf embroidered with

her own hands. Could the bright eyes that grew
dim during the months, and even years, that were
frequently occupied in M'eaviug solemnly grotesque

roses and most alarming leaves on silk or wool,

have seen the brilliant and graceful shapes which

grow into life with the rapidity of thought in these

latter days, through the instrumentality of the

Grover & Baker Sewing Machine, they would have

looked with disgust upon what h.ad before been a

source of much satisfaction, and believed that the

magic of the past had been transferred to the future,

and instead of Jhe lamp of Aladdin, found its home
in the modern sewing-machine.

The facility with which the most diCBcult and
elaborate patterns are executed by this machine,

added to the exquisite beauty of the workmanship,

h.as m.ade it the most fashionable of decorations,

not only for children's garments and morning
wrappers, but for dresses of rich materi.al, and the

finest of carriage .and opera cloaks. The carriage-

rug of the Princess of Wales, displaj'ed every day

in her rides in Hyde Park, is embroidered in white
silk, in the Grover & Baker stitch, which, accord-

ing to the QiKCH and other English fiishion journals,

is exciting a furore abi-oad. A great advantage in

embroidery is the union of strength and elasticity,

for which the sewing of the Grover & Baker Ma-
chine has alw.ays been famous, and which renders

it smooth, even, and perfect, without irregularity

or liability to rip. Altogether, this embroidery
promises to take a distinguished pl.aee in ornamen-
tal workmanship abroad as well as at home, and
must greatly add to the esteem in which this

favorite machine has always been held.

A Libel on the Tomato.

The following precious nonsense is going the
rounds of the agricultural and other papers :

" A
good medical authority ascribes to the tomato the
following very important medical qualifications :

1st. That the tomato is one of the most powerful
aperients of the liver and other organs ; where
calomel is indicated, it is one of the most effective

and the least harmful medical .agents known to the

profession. 3d. That a chemical extract will be
obtained from it that will supersede the use of cal-

omel in the cure of diseases. 3d. That he has suc-

cessfully treated diarrhoea with this article alone.

4th. That when used as an article of diet, it is al-

most sovereign for dyspepsia and indigestion," ete.

This we regard as a sort of double-header, being
a wrong to the medical profession, and a libel upon
our most excellent friend the tomato. No " good
medical authority " ever wrote himself down such
a stupid as to accuse a tomato-vine of being an

apothecary's shop, or a pair of Doctor's saddle-

bags. Just think what a condition our livers must
be in .at the close of the tomato season, after being

so powerfully " .aperiented," to say nothing of the
" other organs." The whole thing savors of the

most arr.ant quackery. The tomato extract dodge
was tried years ago, and we had " Tomato pills,

will cure .all ills," as the quack epidemic for its

day. Let no lover of the delicious tomato be de-

terred from enjoying it for fear of taking anything
bearing the slightest resemblance to calomel or
any other medicine, but eat as many .as he likes

without thinking of his liver or the doctor.

To get Rid of Flies.—R. F. Watson con-

tributes to the Agriculturist the following simple
method of destroying flies without poison. Nearly
fill a common tumbler with strong soap suds. Then
nail a small board on the end of a pole long enough
to reach the ceiling. Place the tumbler on the

bo.ard and keep it in place by three nails, or pins

inserted in holes around it. Then in the evening,

make the room rather dark, and when the flies have
settled on the ceiling, clap the tumbler over them

;

they will fiy into the suds, and make a good
breakfast for the chickens.

Xo RemoTe Ureen Com from the
<j"ol>.—H. G. Bulkley writes to the American Aijri-

ddturisi : " If you would leave as much of the hull

.as possible on the cob, take a piece of sheet iron,

say 3x6 inches, and cut or file some teeth in one
edge. Let the teeth be 3-10 in. in length, and a little

less distance apart. Then set the car on end, and

with the teeth scrape from top to bottom two or

three times, which thoroughly splits the kernels,

and with the b.ack edge scrape it clean. This can

be done with great rapidity, whether the corn is

previously boiled or not. Some prefer to fasten

the iron to a firm block, aud then move the ear first

over the teeth, aud then over a smooth edge,

(listened near by."

^Vliat to do ^vith Old Itoot I^cg^s.—
"F.armer" writes to the Agriculturist: "Old boot

legs are worth very little as mending material.

The best use that I h,ave found for them is, to cut

the legs off low down, draw the legs on, put on
your shoes, letting the legs come low down ovet

the shoes. If plowing, or walking through mud,
wet grass, etc., put your pants inside, and the leg-

gings will answer about as well as a jiair of boots

entire, and cost about half as much."

Hints on Cooking:, etc.

Itread at Sea.—A correspondent at sea, on

the U. S. Steamer, Fort Jackson, inquires how to

make good bread there, where no yeast can be ob-

tained. Will some capable landswoman please in-

form him. The same instructions ^^'ill also be wel-

come to several, who ask how to make yeast when
one has none to start with.

Chi-istina»« Piiddlug"«vithoHt Egfg-s.
—1 lb. of raisins, stoned, 1 lb. of currants, washed

and dried, 1 lb. beef suet, shred very fine, 1 lb.

brown sugar, 1 lb. flour, sifted, Jo lb. candied orange

peel, 6 ozs. bread crumbs, 1 teaspoonful of mixed

si>ice, }i pint of milk, 1 teasiioonful salt, the out-

side rind of two large carrots scraped fine ; all to

be well mixed together, and poured into a mould
and covered with thick paper, then with a good
cloth and tied tight, plunged into boiling water

and kept boiliug six hours. To insure a pudding
"

turning out whole, it is a good plan after taking it

out of the boiling water to dip it instantly into cold.

Hard jVIolasscs Gingerbread.—Take

"Ja cujjs molasses, ^g cup of shortening, butter is

preferable, fill the cup with boiling water, stir un-

til the bntter is dissolved, a tablespoonful ginger,

a teaspoonful soda, stir quickly ; knead with flour

enough to make it hard, roll thin, bake in a quick

oven twenty minutes.

moIas.*>es Sponge Cake.—Mix 1 cup of

molasses, 1% of flour, 3 eggs, and a teaspoonful of

soda. Bake in a quiclc oven.

To Clean <Scesc.—A farmer's wife says,

after pulling off the feathers, put the goose in a

tub, pulverize some rosin and rub a little into the

down ; then pour hot water upon it and rub off the

down with the hand. Proceed in this way until

all the down is removed.

Rest Method for Keeping' Reef.—
Cut up the meat in pieces as large as you desire.

Pack it in a barrel, or cask. Then make a brine as

follows : IJ^ lbs. salt to 1 gallon water, 1 oz. salt-

petre to 100 lbs. beef, 1 tablespoonful of ground
pepper to 100 lbs. beef. Put in the salt and salt-

petre and heat it boiling hot, skim it, then add the

pepper. Pour it on the beef boiliug hot and cover

closely. Tour meat will be good and fresh any
time. The philosophy is this—The hot brine closes

the pores on the surface, preventing decay aud the

meat from getting too salt. Try it. If necessary

scald the brine over in the spring, or put on a new
bi-ine. Farmers can in this w.ay have fresh meat
nearly all the time. The meat should be taken as

soon as it is cold, before it has acquired auy old

taste by exposure to the atmosphere.

Another good '*Vaj" to heep Meat.—
Cut it in slices ready to broil or fry for the table.

Then putting down in a jar one Laying of meat,

sprinkle with salt .and jiepper, aud so continue till

the jar is filled, cover closely and set in the coolest

part of the cellar. It will keep a long time, for 1

and my neigbors have tried it.

—

A Country Womari,
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£njoyiuents at Home.
To visit one's neighbois occasionally is pleasant and

profitable; tlio young ns well as llie adult should learn

hy or;irtice liow lo behave in society, how to give as

well as receive enjoyment. But it is a mistake to look

away from home for the greatest pleasure. Rather try

lo make home the happiest place in the world. IlavoN

you plenty of fruit, apples, pears, peaches, grapes, straw-

berries, blackberries, currants, etc? These will add

much pleasure to all in tlie house, and to visitors, but

none will enjoy them as mucli as he who raises them.

Almost every boy on a farm can do something at this.

He can learn liow to graft, and make the old orchaid

teem v%ith tlie choicest apples
;
plant pits of peaches,

cherries, etc., and bud them, with the best varieties
;

lake cuttings of currants, procure plants of berries, and

in a few years have abundance of luscious fruit of his

oun raising. He will find in the Agriculturist from lime

lo time, full directions for cultivation, pruning, etc., and

will soon become an interested reader of the men's col-

umns of the paper,

and thus be grow-

ing manly himself.

How many boys

will make a begin-

ning lliis month
by setting out a
bed of strawber-

ries, from which,

with pi oper atten-

tion, they may
gather some fruit

next Eumcncr?

Then when the

leaves have fallen,

invest a little mon-
ey in a few good
grape vines, and
soonaslheseasoa
anives, get Iho

fruit ejilerprise in-

to operation. The
pleasure of seeing

your plants grow
will well repay

lor the trouble,

and the fruit and

practical knowl-

edge obtained will

be clear gain.—The girls may cullivate flo wers, and them-

selves at the same time ;. making roses bloom in the yard

and on their own cheeks, and thus beautifying tlie whole

houselioUI. Then there will be the insects to watch.

Most of them must be killed, but a few each year may be

caught, caged, fed and reared, so that you may learn all

their habits. This will be full of interest, and you may
make observations which will benefit many olheis.

Every lioy has or should have a knife, with which he may
whittle out many amusing and useful things ; windmills

for the cornfield ; weather vanes for the barn , figure 4

traps for the rats, etc. Above is a plan for a very comical

wcatliercuck. Make the figure of a man say about a

fuot high. For arms, have twb blades set like those of a

windmill, and let them be fastened at the siioulders by a

wire running through the body, in which it should turn

freely. Place the figure on an upright wire ftstened on
the end of a pole, or at the top of a building. This wire

should pass through a metal plate connecting the feet,

and at the point where it supports the body, insert a nail,

so that the whole may turn easily. Then when the wind
blows, you will be amused lo see tlie queer antics the

image will perform, bealin? the air with his cudgels, and
facing about right and left, very often at double quick

time. One which the writer put up many years ago is

still an object of curiosity to the passers, who frequently

stop to watch Its amusing pranks. With plenty of such

employments which young people niay find for their

leisure, there need be no complaint of dullness at home,

or desire to '* go somewhere" to find enjoyment.

About '%Vci;;:Uts an«l Aleasnrcs.

How long is a foot? "Twelve inches," is the ready

answer of the girls and boys. And how long is an inch ?

"Three barley corns." says the aritlimetlc. But some
kernels or corns of barley are longer than others, and if

the yard measure of some storekeepers were to be made
by taking these as a standard, they would certainly pick

out the very shortest ones. Edward H, King of Englai'd,

in i:i24, made a law that the barley corns should l)e round
and dry ; this, however, was a very loo^e way of fixing

the standard, and without doubt the lenglh of (he foot

and the yard varied much with different dealers. A va-

riation of so small a quantity as the iiundiedth part of an

inch in the measure would make much dilTerence in the

profits, where large quantities of costly goods were sold.

In the years I73G and 1742, a soi-iety of learned men in

England, by comparison of the standards of measure

used by difl^erent nations, buth ancient and modern, and

by other means, such as determining the length of a pen-

dulum beating seconds, fixed the length of the standard

yard. In 1T58 and 1700, the English Parliament caused

two copies of this standard lo be prepared, and adopted

them as the measure by which all others in the kingdom

were lo be regulated. These were destroyed by fire in

1S34, and it was a nioredifficult matter than you may sup-

pose to construct another which should be exactly like

the first. Tlierc were of course thousands of copies all

over the kingdom, each of them accurate enough for

general purposes, but yet most of them varied very slight-

ly from each other, and it was not easy to tell which was

just right. In adjusting the one finally adopted, over

200,000 measurements were made under the microscope

with the most delicate instruments. Copies of this stand-

ard were early introduced into this country, and all our

measures are required by law to correspond to them.

The weights in use in England and the United States,

were originally derived from the weight of kernels of

grain. Henry III, enacted that an English penny should

weigh 32 grains of wheat gathered out of the middle of

the ear ana well dried ; 20 pence (pennyweights) to an

ounce, and 12 ounces a pound. The pound avoirdupois

contains 7000 grains. Standards for the pound Troy were

made in 17n8, by Mr. BirJ, the same gentleman who pre-

pared the standard yard. The standard of the gallon is

a vesse' containing 53,372.2 grains ; the bushel contains

543,391.89 grain?. Copies of these are kept at Washing-

ton, and also at the Capitals of the several States.

I>o you ICno-w Ho^w to Rea.d?
Not many boys or girls, or even men or women have

learned how to read. " But you do not mean here in the

United States," says some one who is surprised that the

truth-telling Agriculturist should make such a statement,

Yes, we are thinking and writing about our own country,

where schools are so plenty, and where it is thought al-

most disgraceful for any person lo grow up ignorant of

reading and writing. Not long since the writer saw a

boy with a book he had taken from a library, which he

seemed to be reading very industriously. He turned over

page after page, and in a few hours closed the volume

saying '"Ihave read that through." " And what was it

about?'* "e asked. ''Oh about the Indians, and the

Spaniards and English who first came to this country.
" What about the English ?" " Oh I don't know exactly

;

they fought with the Indians, and got their lands away
from them, and settled the country." A few more ques-

tions proved that this lad had been very patiently calling

off the words in the book, but that he had received and

kept very few of the thoughts which the words were

meant lo convey to his mind. He had gained very little

knowledge, only a few scraps, which floated loosely in

his memory, and which would all be gone in a few weeks
at farthest. Now il is believed that more than one half

of all that is called reading is done in this way ; the

names of the words are called, and that is all. What
would be thought of a boy who should swallow chest-

nuts whole ? How much pleasure would he have in

eating them ? How much nourishment would he receive

from them? Now every sentence Is like a shell contain-

ing an idea, and whoever merely receives the words
without getting the idea, takes his mental nuts uncracked.

This is one reason why so few are really fond of read-

ing. They have not learned to feed the mind by it. He
who lightly reads a book, has taken the ideas it contains

and made them his own thoughts. Then he can com-
pare them, sift out the good ones, and lay them up in his

memory with other knowledge for future use. To do

this requires that the mind be kept actively at work while

the reading is going on. At first it may be necessary to

read a page over many times before tlie attention can be

so fixed that all the ideas can be held by the mind. But
it is better to read a book six times and thus know what
is in it, than to skim six books without retaining what they

teach. In reading many works, especially descriptions,

it will be of great help to the student to imagine just how
each scene looks ; to try and make a picture of it in the

mind. If a representation or map showing tlie thing or

place described can be had, it will be a great help, and

should be constantly used. Those who studied the news
from the war in this way, as it came day by day. have a

clear idea of tlie great operations of our armies, and

will remember them much more ea&ily. Whoever learns

to read in this way, passing over nothing which is not

made clear to the understanding, and deeply iinpresse<l

on the memory, will have the surest foundation for a good
education. An excellent practice is to read a page or a

chapter, anil then try to write out the ideas in one's own
language. Practice will make it easy, and the habit

formed while young, will be lasting, ami of incalculable

benefit, especially if proper care be taken to re.id only

good books
; and it will be found that the love of reading

in this way will increase with each new volume with

which the mind is fed.

Kvntliiig: Hig:]i Postag;c Rates.
It is related that at one time the poet Coleridge stopped

at a country inn jxist as the postman brought a letter for

the servant girl. She looked at it and asked '* How much
postage?'' "One shilling'* (24 cents), was Ihe reply.

Sighing deeply she handed it back saying slie was too

poor to pay it. Coleridge, though poor himself, immedi-
ately offered to pay it, which lie did in spite of some
rather surprising nods and winks from the girl to prevent

his doing so. When the postman had gone, she confessed

that the letter contained no writing. Owing to the very

high rate of postage, this girl and her brother had con-

trived a set of hieroglyphics to be used on the outside of

their letters, by which they communicated with each oth-

er, without paying. A few years after this, by the exer-

tions of Sir Rowland Hill, postage was reduced to one

penny per letter, and there remained no excuse for such
contrivances to cheat the Post Office.

Ne-\v Puzzles to l>e Ans-vrered*

No. 175. Arithmetical Question.—A and B traveled on
the same road and at the same rate from Jarreltsville lo

Cooptown. At the 50th mile-stone from Cooptown, A over-

took a drove of geese which were proceeding at the rate

of 3 miles in 2 hours ; and 2 hours afterwards met astage

wagon, which was moving at the rale of 9 miles in 4

hours. B overtook the same drove of geese at the 45tli

mile-stone, and met the same stage wagon exactly 40

minutes before he came to the 3Ist mile-stone. Where
w as B vvhen A reached Cooptown. Please send solutions.

No. 176. Illustrated licbus.—"Worth remembering.

No. 177. Charade.—I am composed of 17 letters. My
I, 4, 8, 10, 17, 6, 13 were much needed in the late war.

My 1, 2, 16. 4, 9. 13, 17 Is the offspring and the bane of

liberty. My 13, 2, 1, 4, 9, 16, 17 is a rare virtue, much
practised by a great General. My I, 8, 10, 7 is a general

favorite who often indulges in my 14, 17, 8, 5, 13, and who
never should be a 11, 2, 1, 6. My 10, 4, 3, 6 is owed by

most who engage in my 3, 12. 13, 2, 9, 4, 13. My whole

forms the pillars of the Republic.

No. 178. Illustrated Rebus,—A very serious question,

Aus'wcrs to Problems nn<l Puzzles.

The following are answers lo the puzzles, etc., in the

August and September numbers. On page 255, No. 169.

Prolijic Word —Brained .... No. 170. Illustrated Rebus.—
Beak wick tool urn th eel s son switch e vents tea ch, or

:

Be quick to learn the lessons whicl. events teach— No.

172. Illustrated Rebus.— '&wm boy in the U. S. by patient

in dust tree is pre paring hynms elf four the Pre.'^ident C,

or: Some boy in the United States by pallmt industry. Is

preparing himself for the presidency No. 173. Cha-

rade—The American Agriculturist— On page '^87. No.

173. Illustrated Rebus.— Better B poor and good than

rich and good for nothing No. 174. Illustrated Rebus,

B under nose in four nose laver e is half so pane fool, or;

Be under no sin, for no slavery Is half so i)atnful.

The following have sent in correct answers up to Sep-

tember loth : Wm. H. Paine, 162, 165 ; Carrie Nevins,

165, 165: Charles E. Bishop. 162, 165: Jim U. Hale. 105;

Daniel U. Hosterman, 161, liVJ, 103; Lymaji H. Basset.

16G: J. M. Johnson, 16S ; James A. Dorsey, 161, 162, 165;

Sala. 105 ; John C. Green, 16-', 1G;J ; Samuel A. Sims, !73

;

JohnG. Bundy, \<C'2 . Elma M. Taber, 172; George L.

Brown, 172 ; Walter S. Wales, 169, 171 : Lucy R. Weeks,

169, 173 ; Robert G. Weeks, 172, 173 ;
" O L. S.," 172, 173.
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A STITCH IN TIME. — Engraved for the American AyncuUnn^c.

^titcl&es I\eedecl to be Taken.
Tliiscaieful mother is teacliing her little girl one of the

most importautlessons, aodwe give the pleasing picture

tliat the nmny thousand young readers of the AgricuUur'

ist may have the benefit of the instruction. A stitch in

time in the girl's dress will save the great rent and the

many stitches needed to mend it, which would surely fol-

low a day's play in the slightly torn garment. But that

is not the most important stitch being taken : the child is

learning the habit of carefulness. If permitted to go un-

heeded, the h:ibit of neglect would Increase day by day,

not only about her clothing, but in other tilings, and a

thriftless, untidy young woman would be the result ; then

it would take years nf careful training to overcome the

evil. There is many a small defect in tlie habits of young

people that may be easily mended now, which will in-

crease to a great blemish, and perhaps finally ruin the

whole character if left unchecked. Those thoughtless,

half profane words may grow into shocking oaths ; that

love nf telling large stories, and small deceit in words
and actions, may make the man a liar ; impatience, fret-

fulness, and anger may increase to unbridled passion,

revenge and murder. All great sins and wrongs grow
from small beginning?, which may be set right almost as

ea^ly as a spark may be extinguished, but like the spark,

if left unnoticed, they .spread to great mischief w ith fear-

ful speed. Let every girl take the stitch in time, in all

her habits, and let the boys follow the good example.

Xlie Inveiitor of Se-^ving* macUioes.
Elias Howe, Jr., was born in Spencer, Mass., in 1820.

He was the son of a miller and farmer, and worked with
his father until sixteen years old, when he found employ-
ment at Lowell. Mas?. In 1S37, the financial crisis thiew
him out of employment there, and he engaged to work
with a philosophical iiistiument maker in Boston. While
theie, a knitting machine uas brought to the shop for re-

pairs, and some one looking at it, casually remarked

tliat whoever could invent a sewing machine, would be

sure of a fortune. This remark took strong hold of Howe's

thoughts, and awakened his inventive genius to attempt

the undertaking. For a long time he spent his leisure in

making stitches of various kinds and contriving what

could be performed in this line

hy machinery. After many
trials and repeated discourage-

ments, in 1846 he patented his

invention, and Ins first ma-
chine then made, tl>e work of

his own hands, may now be

seen in his store window at

No. 629 Broadway, in this city.

It is certainly worthy to be

purchased by the women of

this country and sacredly kept

in some public institution

where future generations may
be gratified in inspecting it.

The sewing machine was now
finished, but Howe found his

tioubles only commenced.
The tailors were greatly pre-

judiced against it, fearing it

would destroy their business.

They threatened to mob an

Irish tailor who had agreed to

cut a suit of clothes for Mr. Howe, to be made up on the

machine. But a Yankee w.is found with courage

enough to undertake it, and Mr. Howe still hns some of

the garments then made on his machine. The invention

met with so little favor at first, that Mr. Howe, who had

sold his patent in England, for a small sum, went to that

country to superintend the construction of machines;

but he met with such poor success that he was obliged

to pawn his original model, and in IS49. he returned to

America, working his passage as cook. Arriving at New-
York he had not money enough to take Mm to his family,

although he heard his wife was very ill, and he went to

work as a journeyman mechanic to procure funds. Be-
fore he could earn enough lo return home, his wife died.

Soon he found that unprincipled persons were infringing

Ids patent, and to secure his rights he prevailed upon his

father to raise money by mortgaging his small property.

Then he sacrificed half his patent to a capitalist lo raise

more means, and long years and immense sums of

money were spent in lawsuits, to defend his invention.

However, the right at last prevailed, and in 1S56, tlie full

possession of his patent was secured. Peace and pros-

perity now followed, but he considers even the large

sums since realized a poor compensation fur the terrible

trials J;hrough which he was obliged to pass. The lesson

of this true story is, that perseverance and energy are

necessary to success, even in the most promising imder-

takings. It adds not a little to the luster of Mr. Howe's
character, that when llie rebellion broke out, he raised a
regiment to aid the government at his own expense, en-

listed in the ranks as a private, and did efficient service,

A Kind Act ReAvarded.

A short time since a one-armed soldier entered a

crowded rail-road car in the city of Chicago. He looked

very weary, but none moved to give him a seat, until a

neatly dressed young woman observing his empty blue

sleeve, arose, and asked him to take her place. At the

sound of her voice he looked up, their eyes met. and im-

mediately Ihey were clasped in each others arms, and

she was sobbing for joy on his shoulder. The young

woman was the soldier's wife, from whom he had been

separated tlnee long years. He had been wounded and

taken prisoner, and his wife having lost all trace of liim.

had removed from their former residence to Chicago, so

that when lie was released, his letters failed to reach htr

and he could hear nothing from her. He had gone to

Chicago in search of her, and thus by this kind act of

hers they were so happily restored to each other.

Portrait or Cliief Justice] <JUase.

The Evening Post relates the following amusing In-

cident : During the recent southern (our of Chief Justice

Chase, formerly Secretary of the Treasury, while at Key

West, he visited a somewhat noted negro. This man is

said tobestiongest person in all Florida, and he possesses

strength of character as well as of body. He was former-

ly a slave in Maryland, but by over-work purchased his

freedom while yet young, removed to Key West, where

he prospered, and is now the owner of a large piantation.

He very politely conducted Mr. Chase over his grounds,

pointed out the various fruit trees, etc., and was himself

greatly pleased with his visitor. Finally, when they re-

turned to the house and were sealed on the verandah, the

colored man said he would like very much to have a

portrait of his guest. Mr. Chase, having no photograph,

took from his pocket a one-dollar Greenback and handed

lo him. The negro looked first at the picture on the end,

then at Mr. Chase, and at last in his surprise broke out

•'Why you's Old Greenbacks hisself, isn't you?" Mr,

Chase greatly enjoyed the incident, and the negro equal-

ly so, for he added " If 1 lives fifty years, I shall always

remember sure, just how you and I was sitting together."

Singular Featnrcs in a liandscapc.
The gills and boys who know how to ufe Iheir eye,

and to find out all that a picture contains, will be pleased

to discover the curious features in this landscape. We
do not know that any such formation of rocks and shrubs

actually exists, (hough it is not impossible. It is not

more wonderful than the " Old Man of the Mountain,''

shown in our last number. Probably, however, our artist

has drawn on his imagination for this scene, with a view

to exercise the perceptive or investigating faculties of our

young readers. Now see what you can find in the picture
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(Business notices—fl 25 per agute line of space.)

AGENTS WANTED.
NEW AND POPULAR WORK,

GRANT AND SHERMAN:
Tbeir Campaisas and Generals.

By Hon. J. T. HEADLEY. Author of "Washington
anil his GeneiMis." In one oct:ivo volume—over 61)0

jta?es, with o(i Steel Pori raits.

Mr. Headlev's pnpuluity as a historian, his extensive
acqiiHinl.ince wiih Government OfBclals and aci-ess to

offici.il fior.u.iieiiLS. place the authenticity of the work
bevoml a doubt.

li premises to be one of the most popular books which
the war has inspired, and the only one that can lay claim
lo completeness as a panorama of the witr.—Clevetand
Leti'ier.

Thi< hook is tle.'^tined to aronse a grealer interest than
anv oiher wmk from the pen of this disiinguished. author.
—.V. Y. Enans^elist.
SOLD ONLY BY AGENTS. -To experienced agents

and all seeking profit;tble emidoymeni. a rare chance is

offere I lo make money. Send stamp at once for terms
and lenilory. E. B. TREAT & CO-

ISO Grand-street. New-York.

The liittle €orporal.
[From Forney's Philadelphia Press, August 22, 1S65.]

We have read the first two numbers of The Little Cor-

poral, a new child's paper, edited and published by Mr.

Alfred L- Sewelt, Chicago, Illinois. Judging from the

appearance of the two numbeis that are now before us,

The Little Corporal is destined to become the great

children's paper of America. The portrait of our late

President, Mr. Lincoln, and his son Tad, which is pre-

sented to each subscriber, is a fine steel engraving, and

generally acknowledged lo be the best of the many like-

nesses of Mr. Lincoln.

Terras one dollar a year. Specimen copies ten cents.

Address ALFRED L. SEWELL.
Care of Dujilop, Seiuell Sf Spalding;

Chicago, Illinois.

Woodward's Country Homes,
A practical work on the design and construction of

Counti7 Houses. 122 liiustrations. $1.50 post-paid.

WOODWARD'S GRAPERIES and Horticultural

Buildings. How to plan, build, and heat them. 60 Il-

lustrations. $1.50 post-paid.

TBE HORTICTJIiTURIST,
Published Monilily. $-.50 per annum. Specimen

numbers 10 cents, post-paid.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, Publishers,

37 Park Row. New-York.
*4* Catalogue of Agricultural, Horticultural, and

Architectural books, mailed free to all.

21
21
21
21
21
21

Agents Wanted.

maps. Charts, Pictures.

Best Ooods, Rest Xerms.

See Liist and Circular.

H. H. I.i:>OYI> & CO.,

31 Julin-St., ]\e-\v-lforlc.

21
21
21
21
21
21

PIAXOS,
OROAIVS and

ITIELODEOIVS,
By the best Makers, and witli all the modern iraprove-

inCTits, at prices defying competition. Every Instru-

ment fully warranted by ttie Manufacturer. New Pianos

from $-75 to $50'-*. Organs and Meiodeons from $S0 to

$200, for sale by A. P. HIGGINS, No. 478 Broadway.

THE MASON &, HAMLIN

Forty different styles, adapted to sacred and secular

music, for $80 to $600 eacli. THIRTY-FIVE GOLD
or SILVER MED.^LS. or oilier first pretniums awarded

them. Illustrated Catalogues fiee. Address

M.\SON & H.AMLIN. Boston,

Or, MASON BROTHERS, New-York.

TnE CELEBRATED CRilC MICROSCOPE.
The best and cheapest Microscope for general use.

magnifying about 100 diameters, or 10,000 limes, yet so

simple that a child can use it; mailed, pre-paid, for $2. .50
;

or with 6 beautiful Mounted Objects for $3.25; or with

24 Objects, for $5.50, by HENRY CRAIG, 180 Centre-

street, New-York.

THE GREAT
FAMILY IVEAVSPAPEK.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

THE

WM-mi WEEKH TRIBB
is printed on a large double-medium sheet, making eight

pases of six columns each, and containing the choicest mat-

ter of the Daily issue, including a News Summary. Domestic
and Foreign; Legislative and Congressional matters ; War
News; Stock. Financial, Cattle, Horse, Dry Goods and Gen-
eral Market Uepjrts, Report of the American Institute,

Farmers' Club, &c., &c.

The Reports ofthe American Institute. Farmers' Club,

and tlie various Agiicultural Reports, in each number,

are richly woith a year's subscription. Read what a

subscriber in St. Louis says :

St. Louis, Mo., July 16th, 1865.

The Editor of The Tribune.

Dear Sir.— I have had, it in contemplation for some
time, to wriie and tell you ofthe pleasure I get from the

weekly perusal ofthe proceedings ofthe Farmers' Club
;

first I will lell you how recently I became aware of its

existence. About the 1st of September, 1863, I noticed

an advertisement, and a cut of the Tiibune Strawberries

and immediately subscribed for the Weekly Tribune, in

which I found the proceedings of your Club. I have

read them constantly, until they have become to me a

necessity, and I look fnr IMonday as red ietler day in my
calendar, and was I lo be confined to one agricultural

paper alone, should prefer The Tribune to anything I

have yet seen. Yours, JOHN KENWOOD.
Another subscriber writes:

I neglected (forgot) to renew my subscription lo

The Tribune, until so late that I missed the first July
No. Can you help me to it? Portions of the Farmers*
Club reports in that number particularly I wish to pre-

serve. In fact, that feature ofthe paper constitutes one

of the main reasons why I take it. And I have no doubt,

that it receives a goodly share of its patronage from per-

sons who wish it well, but would not otherwise bring
themselves to the subscribing point.

Yours truly, O. A.ALEXANDER.
WaynesviJle, III., July 25.

TERMS.
Mail subscribers, single copy, 1 yeax—52 numbers $ 2 00

do Clubs of five 9 00

Ten copies, addressed to names of subscribers 17 50

Twenty copies, addressed to names of subscribers 34 00

Ten copies, to one address 16 00

Twenty copies, to one address 30 00

An extra copy will be sent for each club of ten.

Drafts on New York, or Post-offlce orders, payable to the

order of "The Tribuxe," being safer, arc preferable to any
other mode ot remittance. Address

THE TRIBUNE, New-York.

S. D. <fc N. W. SMITH'S

AMERICAiV ORGANS.
These Instruments are tiie BEST of the kind made,

far superior to the Cnmmon Organ, Harmonium or Melo-

deon. In fullness and perfectness of Tone, they surpass

all otheis, and as an elegant piece of Furniture, tliey ex-

cel in beauty. For the Church, Lecture or Lodge Room,
they have no equal.

Send for Descriptive Circulars, and address all orders

to SIBERIA OTT. Wholesale Agent.

748 Brt»adway, New-York.

BOARDMAN, GRAY & CO'S

THE SUBSCRIBER, late one of the firm, has taken

the WHOLESALE AGENCY, and .will furnish these

PIANOS to dealers and the iniblic, at the very lowest

prices. Send for Circulars, and address all orders

SIBERIA OTT, 746 Broadway, New-York.

PIANOS.
BRADBUKY^S PIAXO FORTES,

"THE BEST."
" They are the best square piano-fortes I have ever

played upon."

—

Harry Sandersoji,

" They are very superior instruments."

—

Gottschalk.
" They possess in the highest degree all the essentials

of a perfect \\\:iv\o"— William Mason.
" I admire them in the iiighest degree."— G. IV. Morgan.
Call or send fur circulars, with illustrations and testi-

monials of the most eminent artists and amateurs.

WM. B. BRADBURY,
Nos. 425 & 427 Broome-st., New-York.

THE PEOPLE'S BOOK.
The Book for Agents

IS

LLOYD'S
BATTLE HISTOItY^

OF THE

GREAT REBELLION.
From theciiptme of FORT SUMTER, April 14, 1861,

to the capture of JEFFERSON DAVIS, May lU, 1865.

Complftely Illushated

By

SOS Battle I>e.>9criptioi>N,

39 Biogi-apliicnl ^ketcheH,

4 Steel Portraits,

45 Klectrotype Portraits,

17 Fine jUaps,

13 Battle Pictiu-es,
and a

PHILOSOPHICAL

EEVIEW OF THE V.AR.
Complete in one Royal octavo volume. Ornamented

and Bound in the nio^t attractive styles. Prices $4.50

and $5.00. With unsurpassed facilities we believe we
have produced the best and most salable book pertaining

to the war.

AGENTS wisiiing to secuie exclusive rights must
apply immediately to

H. H. LLOYD & CO.,

21 JoSin-street, New-York.

VICK'S
Illxistx'ated Catalog-xie

OF

AND

Guide in the Flo^ver Ciarden,

FOR 1865,
IS NOW PUBLISHED.

IT ;C0NTAIN8 ACCURATE ] DESCKIPTIONS OF THE BEST

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, SNOW
DROPS, CROWN IMPERIALS, ANE-

MONES, LILIES,

AND OTHER HAKDT BULBS FOB FALL PLANTING.

WITH FULL AND PLAIN

DIRECTIONS FOR PIANTIIVG AJiD CULTURE

LN THE GABDELN, ASD IN GLASSES AND POTS FOR WIKTKR

FLOWERING.

lUnstrated with Nnmerons Engravings and Col-

ored Plate.

This Annual is published for the Information and benefit

of my customers, and to them it will be sent free without
application. To all others, 10 cents, including poatage

Address JA.nE<$ YICK,
Rocbester. :%. Y.

TH£ IiADI£«$ I.IKC IT ! !

!

Thousands ofthe SEWING RIPPER have been sold

and not a single complaint made. It takes out a seam
rapidly and safely, whether sewed by hand or hy ma-
chine, is neat, small, does not get out of order, and is

needed in every lady's work basket. Agents wanted.

Send 50 cents for a sample lo »

A. C. FITCII, 151 Nassau-st., New-York City.

WHEELEK A: AVIIiSON'S

Iiock Stitch Sewing Machine.
Xo. 625 Broadway, ]%'e\v-York.

^OLI>Iff:R!ii and others who have lost their^ Limbs will find wasons to propel themselves at

LEWIS TIBBALS. 510 Broadway. New York,

directly opposite St- Nicholas fTotel. Also Children's Ca^
rlaKcs, Baby Tenders, Spring and Canterlns Horses, Swings,

and Toys. L. TIBBALS.
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J b ii e r t i s £ DU ti t s

.

Advertisomenta, to ba sure of insertion, must be re-

ceived BEFORE the 10th of the preceding month.

N". B.—yo Advertisemetit of Patent Medicines or secret

remeiUea desired. Parlie-'i miknoron to the Editors personal-

ly or by reputation, are reque-sted tofurnish good references.

We desire to be sure that advertisers icill do xohat they prom-
ise to do. By living up to these requirements, ice aim to

make the advertising j^ngea valuable not onli/ to the readers,

but to the advertisers themselves.

TERBIS— (caali before insertion)

:

One Dollar per line, O-t lines in an Incli), for each insertion.
One half column (7-i lines), ^6'- pucli insertion.
One icliole cnlninn [US lines), i^Viii eacli insertion.
Bneiness Notices, One Dollar and a Quarter per line.

(JRAPE VIMES:
lona and Israella, ivitli all

other ValuaMe Hardly Kiiads,

INCLUDING LABGE STOCKS OF

I>elriwax'e aiacl Diana,
My own Publications give tlie Resalts of

long nnd. extensive Practice, and recom-

mend only what I have found to

he advantageous.

For the purpose of meeting the wants of the times in re-

gard to the knowleclEe of tlie Vine .and Its nianagement, I

have issued several publications wliich are the result of

many years' extended practice and careful observation.

They are named and sent as follows:

"OUR NATIVE GRAPES, with an account
of our Four Best Kinds," with price-lists,

constituting a pamphlet of twenty-four pages. Sent for

two-cent stamp.

DESCRIPTIVE CATAXiOGUK 10 cents.

ILLUSTRATED CATAX.OGUE 25 cents.

MANUAL OF THE VINE 50 cents.

The flrstnamed pamphlet Is filled with such matter as in-

quirers on tlie subject wish to find at tlio beginnins, with

full tables of the contents of the others.

Besides these, and of much importance. Is tlie proposition

for the formation of Clubs. This shows the best and cheap-

est method of obtaining Vines, and is that bywliicb my im-

nic.ise stocks have been chiefly sold the past two years, with

general high satisfaction. These propositions are worthy of

the attention of dealers and all others. Clergymen, Edi-

tors, and Postmasters are favorably situated for making
these advantat^es available.

The premiums for the formation of Clubs are not only very
liberal, but enable persons, without cost of monej', to obtain

Vines of special quality that cannot be procured in any
other way. Address,

C. \V. GRANT, lona,

(near Peelcskill,) Westchester Co., N. Y.

P. S.^My stock of transplanted Vines two years old is

worthy of special and early attention, as is also my stock of

Allen's Hybrid, of which the plants are very large and chiefly

In open ground. This is gaining rapidly in estimation, from
its surpassing quality and extreme earlincss, and abundant
produce. C. W. G.

Adirondac Grape Vines.
1 Year, No. 1, Very strong, each $2.C0 : doz. SIS 00
1

" '
2, Strong, •• JL.'iO; " ;J;!5.00

2 '* " 1, Very strong, •' *;.00; " $:J6.00
2 " " 2, Strong, *• $;i.OO; " ?iS.frt)

3 " " 1, Prunedforfruitlng, " $ii.OO; " $60.00
3 " " 2, do do " $;o.OO; " $50.00

Also, lona, Israelis, Allen's Hybrid, Concord, Hartford Pro-
llftc, Crevellng, Cuyahoga, Delaware, Diana, Maxatawm^y,
Miles, Rebecca. Rogers' Nob. 1, 3, 4, 15, 19, 33, Sherman, Tele-
graph, Union Village, Teddo,
Superior Vines at the lowefit prices. Sent securely packed

by 3fail or Express, as desired. Send for Trade Circular
and Descriptive Catalogue. Address

JOHN W. CAILKT, Plattsburgh, Clinton Co., N. T.

^XAI\1>ARI> PEARS, 2 to 4 years, very
KJatrong and fine. Good assortment of riarieties
Dwarf P£ates. 2 to 3 years. Very stocky and strong.Apples—Standard and Dwarf, tliriftv
Cherries, 1 and 2 years. Plums, 2 and'3 years
Peaches. 1 year.

SMALL FRUITS.—Agriculturist, and other Strawber-
ries. Evergreens, Ornamental Tkkks, Shrubs. Roses, &c.
We have paid special attention to the cultivation of theNew Hardt Crapes, and ofler strong, well-grown plants

pt ioNA, Adip-ondac, and Isp.aella. by tlie 100 or 1000 atlow rates. Also, Dicla\\'are. Concord, Diana Rebecca
Allan's HyBnin, Hartford Prolifcc, Rogers' Hybrids'
Creveling. and nearly all tlie valuable kinds Also a
splendid lot of Delaware and Diana Layers, many ofthem with G f<;ct bearing wood. '

^

Address with stamp, for Price List.

BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER,
Wa?hington-st. Nurseiy, GENEVA, N. Y.

lOO PnOTOGRAPHS of Union Generals for 50 cents^^ Addresa S. H. SAYEK, Otlsyille, Orange Co., N. Y.

GREAT SAIiE
of ThorougSibved Ayrshires,
and tliorouglibrcd JERSEY STOCK, at Auction.

\Vill be sold at the Giles Farm, South Woodstock, Conn,,

V/i miles from Putnam Station, on the Norwich and Worces-

ter E. R., on Wednesday, October 18, 1863. Sale

to commence at 1 P. M. JOHN II. PAGE, Auctioneer.

AYRSHIRES.
Thirty Heads of Cows, Heifers, and Bulls, araong^ them is

the celebrated Cow JANE AR.MOHP., imported by H, U.

Peters, Ksq., and many other valuable imported auimala,

JERSEYS.
Twenty head of cows and heifers, the cows now in milk

and all served by a pure Jersey bull. Some of the cows will

drop their calves in December and February next. Tlie

Subscribers would beg to call the attention of those wanting

pure bred stock, the Ayrsliires being deep milkers, the

Jerseys having given from 12 to IG lbs of butter each the

past season per week. Witli conOdence, we say such fine

herds of Ayrshire and Jersey stock were never offered on

this continent at public sale before.

Catalogues can be obtained ten days before the sale, by
applying to the Auctioneer or the Subscribers.

JOHN GILES, X H N. THURBER,
South Woodstock, Conn. J Ponilret Landing. Conn,

"]\rE\V YORK COLLEGE OF VETERINARY
-L^ SURGEONS, No. 179 Lexington Avenue, New-York
City (Incorporated 1857), is now open for tlie medical treat-

ment of Horsi"^ and other domestic Animals. The regular
course of Medical LeLtures will commenre November 6th,

18C5, and terminate the last of February, I80i).

MEDICAL FACULTY.
A. F. LSautard, M. D., V. S .- Anatomy.
A. S. Copeman, V. S Pathology and Microscope.
A. Large, M. D.. V. S Surgery and Physiology.
J. Bnsiead, M. 1). Materia MeUifa and Therapeutics.
Lecture Fees for the cuurse, ^lOfi. l-or circulars and any

further information, address Dr. Bustead, President New-
York College Veterinary Surgeon?, 179 Lexington Avenue.

A. F. LtAUTAUD, M. D.. V. S.. Registrar.

WEBB SOUTH DOWNs!
Thii-ty Ewes,

Twenty Five Ewe ILiambs,

Tw^enty Ram liainbH and ItTearlinss^

the get of Archbishop, for sale this Fall.

GEO. H. BUOWN, Mlllbrook, Washington Hollow.
Dutchess Co„ N. T.

SHOREHAM. VT.,

breeder of

Yorkshire, Berkshire and Cuester Co.

WHITE HOGS,
Scotch Shepherd Dogs, Fancy i'oultry and Pigeons.

tS^ Send for a Circular.

FOR SALE.—Three pure bred A3-rshire Bulls.

One two years old. Two five months old. All choice

animals. Address W. STANLEY, Great Barrington, Mass.,

or No. 16 Wall-street, New-York City.

For Sale, one imported Cotswold Buck, also Buck
and Ewe Lambs. An Essex Boar, Black Spanish Fowls,

and Aylesbury Ducks. E. C. AKMSTKONG, Florida, N. Y.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent by Express to all parts of the United States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOYEK & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

THE Model Chester White Pig of America.—
Weight when 9 weeks, just 100 lbs. Photoeraplisfrom life

sent pos^paid for 2.5 cents. L. B. SILVEIl, Salem, Ohio.

PURE BRAHMA FOWLS FOR SALE, Trios of
early liatchpd. two pullets and one cork, from 5

to 10 dollars. Trios of yearlings, two hens and one cock,
from 8 to 13 dollars. Selected, boxed and forwarded by ex-
press to any address on receipt of price,

B. F. HOLPROOK, Natlck, Mass.

XrORSE POWERS, THRESHERS
•*" and Cleaners, Hay Cutters, Stalls Cutters.
Corn £lieUers, Cider Mills, Fan Mills, etc.
Manufactured and sold by

GRIFPIXG BROTHER Si CO.,
60 Courtland-st., New-York.

The Great American Pump.
Eight years' success In all parte of the world. As a Force

Pump, it has no rival. Prices reduced. Full Drawings and
Prices sent free. JAMES M. EDNEY, 4T4K Broadway, N. Y.

ANAIiYTICAIi CHEMIST.
FERDINA^jD F. MAYER,

North-west corner Frankford and William Sts., Second
Floor, New-York.

THE NATIONAL PARK BANK OF NEW-
YOliK.

CAPITAL 83,000,000. SURPLUS. . . ..«1,300,000.
This Bank will Issue Certificates of Deposit bearing inter-

est on favorable terms. J, L. WORTH, Cashier.
New-York. Aug. 21 1SG5.

staffifflBfiiiis
Cured by Bates' Pa*^ent Appliances. For descriptive pam-

phlet, etc., Address H. C. L. MEARS, 277 West 23d-st., N. Y.

Xlie Oreatest of I^iviiig: Statesunen.
RITCHIE'S IMPERIAL STEEL PORTRAIT

of

Kou. William M. Seitvard,
Secretary of Slate.

PRICC $2.00.
The above elegant Steel Engraving is pronoimced by all

the friends of the eminent Secretarv. as the most perfect suc-
cess. Sold only by subscription. Agents Wanted in every
lownsliip. Also lor

The Life of ANDRE^V JOHNSON,
llik President of the United States,

Including his Sliccches, j\ddresse3, nnd other STATE
PAPERS. One eleg;mt Crown Octavo Volume, with an ac-
curate Steel Portrait, and other illnstratious. Price $3.00.
For flirlher particulars. Address

DERBY & MILLER. 5 Spruce-st., New-York. I

GROVER &. BAKER'S
HIGHEST PREMIUm

ELASTIC STITCH AND I.OCK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
495 BROABAVAY, NEAV YOKK.

Help tor Mothers.
Dr. Brown's BABY TENDER relieves the mother,

pleases and benefits the cliikl. Is giving universal satis*

faction. See full description and Mr. Judd's endorse-

ment in Agriculturist, Dec. No.. ISG4. Send for Circular

to J. T. ELLIS, S39 Broadway, New York City.

ROUS!!!
THE

WRINGER
Covered with Beatitiful White Duck, the Best,

the cheape.Ht, and most durable. Cork Rolls. Cog Wheels,
Galvanized Iron Frame. I)ci)ot of the Company, 4M Broad-
way, New York. Price JS.OO. Agents and Shippers liberally
dealt with. Send for Circular.

Eng^lish Elastic Black.
A pure, elastic, fire-proof varnish. Ready for use la

10 gallon kegs, and 40 gallon bbls. \Va.rra.iited the most
durable and economical paint for all kinds of R.oofs, Iron
fences, boilers, castings, amokc pipes and all other exposed
tin and iron work. Special Terms to Agents;
Also ' Linseed Oil Substitute "—the best and cheapest.

F. A. WHITING & CO.,
Victoria White Lead Works,

104 Water-st., Kew York." |

Blooiiaixigton. ZViTi^sery,

Two Hundred and forty (240) acres. Splendid stock. Stand-
ard and Dwarf. Filly thousand (50,000) Peach, including
Hale's early; Apricots, Grapes, Hoses, Osage Orange, Hardy-
Bulbs, Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocus, all at wliolesale and retail,

F. K. PHOSNIS. Bloomington, Illinois.

^TKAWBERRT PLANTS OF THE BEST VARI-
-^ETIES for sale. ^K Acres yielded me this year over 1000
bushels of fruit. Price List sont free to all applicants.

TIIOS C. ANDiiKWS. Moorestown,
Burlington County, N. J.

FOK SALE
3000 BAHHKLS GROUND BONES delivered at the factory
of the Company, Flatbusli, Long Island, at Stsr Landing,
Staten Island, near Kahway, New J(M-sev, or to order on any
Dock In Urnoklyn.
For particnhii-s and samples Inquire at the places men-

tioned, and at the office of the Long Island Bone Laboratory,
199 Water, corner Fulton Street.
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UPERIOR

EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES
*a the beftutlful "Connecticut liiver Valley."

BURNHAM'S
American Bu!$iiiC!$s Colleg^e,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

By far the largest, most complete and thoronfrh Instltntlon

of the kind in Nl-w KncUmd. where Yoiint: Men are thor-

ouiilily trained and nroneiiy lUtfd f.-r all BusincM Pursuits.
GliKAT IMIMtOVKMKNT In the Metiuid of Instrnctlon,
uniting School Uooni and Counting Hooni upon a plan that
Bccures all the practical advantaj^efl of caeh.

Bnnlcing Ilonnefl, Merchants' Eniporlnm, and twenty
dlsiinci liQsiiiess ollloes In pr;iftical oprration. The Student
lluyn. Sella. Barters, Ships. (_'<^nsie:iiB, Discounts, Insures and
keeps his accounts, as in Actual Business.

Prof. .Tohn IV. Fowler. liL. O., for el?:hteen
years Tresident of the "New York State and Xiitlonal I^aw
Sehool," Pouglikeepsie, has char';e of the Law and Lecture
Departments.

Noi-mal \VrHing Departmcnf—In charge of the
best business and C)nuwnent;n Penman and Teaclier on the
Continent. Superior facilities for acquiring: a thoronEh
knowled'.;e of the Science and Practice of Telegraphy.
LIBKP.AL DEDUCTIONS nuide to Soldiei-s who have re-
ceived disablins and honorable wounda while lu their cotin-
tiy'8 service.

IVocrs'*ary (Qualifications.—No particular dcCTee
of advancement is required. Students can enter now or at
any time, with an absolute certainty of success.

Krlitorial Opinions.—"The success of this Collefjels
BO jrreat as to warrant the belief that it wilt eventually be-
come the i^ARGKST as it already is the best institution of
tiie kind in the coautry "—Sp'afield Jitpublicun, Juue^l, 1865,

Send IIS Name*!.—To persona who will send u". plainly
wi-itten. the P. O. address of forty yount; men likelv to bo
iutcresied in ol>tainins a businessedueation, we will fiuward
our COLLKGK liKVIRW and "How to Do Business," a
manual oj practical affairs and gui>lo to success in life. Send
only one name from a family, and not over a dozen from one
tillage or small town.

"Write for Particulars,—Circulars, Papers, &c., giv-
ing full particulars relatint; to the course of study, expense
of Board and Tuition, may be had gratis.

For specimens of Penmanship, Bank Bills, Notes, Drafts,

Checks, &C., send 25 cents. Address

LOUIS ^Y. BUHNHAM, President,

Sjjrlngfleld, Mass. "^

Rural Seminary.
Farmers wishing to secure a practical and thorough edu-

cation tor their sons and daugli'ers, In a healthful and benu-
tliul rural locality, free from inteni|icranee, profanity, and
other demoralizim; inilueuces, will send for a <_:atalo>;ue of
the RUUAL hKMINAIlY. Expenses. Including boarding,
furnished rooms, liiiht, fuel, washln;^, and tuition. S50 per
term of three iiiontlis. Address A. D. LEK, A.M., Principal,
Jljirlem Springs, Carroll Co., Ohio.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY.
Lingers on every glossy wave and riplet of her

lovely hair.

PATENT

HA IB
GRimPERS

i

For crlmplnc: and waving Lv
dlcs' hair. A'q fient used, and
no injury to the hair.
Thev are put up In heantl-

Ailly llthographeff boxes con-
taining one sett (1 dnz.) assort-

ed lengllis, Willi full directions for use accompanying
each box.
No Lady's toilette Is complete without them. For sale

throughout the country. Retailers will he supplied by any
flrs^clasg Jobber of Notions in New York, Philadelphia, or
Boston.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
E. rVlNS, Sixth-st. ami Columbia Ave.,

Plillailclphia, Pa.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For M<^rchanta, Drnfrglsts, Hospitals, pniall Job Printers,
*C Addi-rsa ADAMS TllKSS ('o., M Ann-st,, New Vork.
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cuts, Ac., Six cents.

India Rubber <irlove§

are an invaliisible protection for the hands in Gardening,
IlniisRWoik. etc., and a certain nnre for Chapped Hands,
Salt Ulieuiii, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $1 50 for

Ladies' fize3 ; $1 T5 for GentleineTi's, by
GOODYEAR i I. R. GLOVE MF'G CO.,

30. BieaUwa/, Nttw-York.

Lock Stitch Sewing Hachine,
For Families and Mauafactarers.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.,

No. 629 Broadway, New-York.

Doty's Clothes Washer.

IVEH/" ARRAl^GEMESTT.
IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT.

The Metropolitan "Washing Machine Co., Proprletora of
the Universal Clothes Wrim^er, have arranged for the ex-

clusive m.>»nufacture and sale of Doty's Washing Machine,
in all Territory East and South of Illinois, and west of Ilocky
Mountains.

Knowing this to be

FAR XIIE BE«X M'A^lIBIt
over invented, and that those who purchase or take It on
trial are sni-e to lik.e it, and will find it not only a great
saver of time and strength, but also,

A GREvVT SAVER OP CLOTHES,
TVe place it in the hands ot Salesmen, and offer it to the

Public, in full confidence that the sale will be large at first,

and will increase rapidly as the Machines are introduced and
their merits become known. It has recently been greatly

Improved, and can be attached to the old-fashioned Dasher-

Churn, and make cliuriiing four times easier.
See testimony of Oranqk Judd, Editor American Agri-

culturist.

Doty's "Washino Marine we have tried thoroughly for
nearly a year pant. In competition with many others sent to
us, arid for actual service this seems to be an improvement
upon every previous nnichtne we have tesied. It is com-
pact, and easily, and naturally worked. Our "better half,"
who h:is been complimented with the gift of a snore or more
of different machines for trial, says tliis is taken to mo^t
kindly by the "help," and tha^she can not persuade them
to use any other while this ia at hand.

PP.ICES.—Family Size. $12.00.
Hotel " $15.00.

On 'receipt of the price from places where no one Is sel-

ling, we will send the Washer In States East of Illinois, free

of li. It. freight charges, and so sure are we of Us merits

that we promise to Rcfniid the Money, if, on on«
month's trial accordiufj to directions, the purchaser choosos

to return the Washer to us, free of expense.

A good IJniveraal Wringer ivitli cogs, shonld go with

ench Washer. Price of Washer and Wringer combined, f20.

Good Salesmen can make money everywhere selling this

Machine. Exclusive right of Sale given to responsible par-

ties who first apply.

Send for Illustrated Terms Circular.

R. C. BUOWNIXG, General Agent,
S4T Broadway, New-York.

$20. G. &,S. CRYSTAL D. P. $20.
A vear can be realized gildinff and pnttlno: up
the Crvstal Donr Plate. Aeents wanted. Stock,
Toots.'nnd Instructions mst $.'0. L. L. TODD
& CO.. 39 Nassau-street, New-York.

SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

$1000

PRICES HEBUCED J

The Universal Clothes Wringer,
WITH COC} ^VHKICLS.

PnicES—No. \)4, $10 ; No. 2, $S 50.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
" This is the first Wringer I have fmind that would stand

the service requirud of It."—J. P. iftroGixg, Lovejoy's Hotel.
"In the laundry of my house there is a perpetual thanks-

giving on Mondays for tlic invention of your excellent
Wilnger."— liev, Theo. L. Cutlki:.
"We think the Machine much more thanjiays for Itself

every year in the saving of garment.^." "We think It im-
portant that a Wringer should he fitted witli COGS."

Oeanqk Judd, American Agriculturist.
"The inventor of tills" Machine may have the satisfaction

of knowing that lie has chanired one of the most toilsome
parts of woman's work into a most attractive amusement."—
Mrs. Hknrt Ward Beecuek.

" I heartily commend it to economists of time, money and
contentment."—Kev Dr. Bkllow.-^.

(T^^on receipt of price from any p.irt of the country
where we have no canvassers, we send the Wringer free of
freight charces.
A good canvasser wanted in every township.

R, C. BROWNING, 347 Broadway, N. Y.

FiTK tears' kxpeeiekch proves the

Nonpareil Washing Machine
to be tlie only permanently Rorvlceable Maciiine in nse. It
is noted for strcngtli of construction, simplicity, and ease of
c)peratlon ; and, being geared to give six slroke-t r\f the
plunqers to one turn qf the fiand, is unapproachable for
speed and power. It is'in no respect a toy Machine.

KEUUCED PPvICES-No. 1, 5^13.50; No. 2, I^J.CO ; No. 3. $27.

Dealers supplied. Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING, 1S4 Waterst., New York.

rxio^ WAsnixG hachixe axd wrixger.
The Rest In the world—prize Medals awarded in Europe

and America.- No Koakinir, ruliblii", or boiline: required.
The Wringer has Cog-M'heels, and bolid White Ilubber roils.

Agents Wanted. J. WAllD & CO,.
457 Broadway, New-York.

VAN NAME & CO., Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Chicago.

NOTICE TO C:nURCHE3 AND SCHOOLS.—
BELLS williin the reach of all. The AMALGAM BELL,

known throucliout Iho United States and (.'anatlas ns the
cheapest .ind best. Price reduced to 20 cents iier pound, and
warranted. Srnd for dfscrintive circular to ifte manufactur-
er, JOHN B. liOEl.NfeON, No. 3C Dey-st., New York.

HOW TO PLAY CROQUET.
A New Popket Maxital of iNSTRTrrxiONS for this Poptt^-

LAR OrT-n<»»r. Sj'oi:t I'lr Laihes and Gkntlksikx, Lahs
and Misses, eontaiuins KxnnAViXQs ;ind Diaorams. show-
ing the manner of Laving out the Gkdund, Placing the
Arches AND Stakes, the Pi:opei: Positions in Playing.
MoDK OF Stuiking the Balls, &c.. with an AccuicateDk-
scrii'tion of the Implemknts, nnd Directions for Mak-
ing ThKM; Also, the lU'LRS and UFCTLATrONS OF THE
Game, and a Glossary of TkciinicalTersis. Also. Hints
ON P.\rlor CKDQVE'rt an iiitlnor game for Winter Even-
ings. Ncntlv bound in elolh. Price 30 Cents. On
receipt of wldch copies will be sent, post-paid.

Addrciii AMSDKN & CO., PruiJSiiKRS, Boston.
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THE

GUTTA PERCHA CEMENT PAINT,
FOB PAINTING ALL

WOOD AND METALS
Bsipo^ed to tlfie AVeaUiei*.

It has been used for ceneral purnosea in place of the best
Oil mixed paints, lor elglit years. It costs but ii.all' as much.
n,nd we guarantee it to be the best Fruservative Paiut in the
world.

It is particularly adapted for coiitiu-r Ifoh Kaillntrs, Agri-
cuUural Tools, Outhouses, Fences, Metal Koofs, and Brick
Walls, exposed to the JNorth-east storms.

Every Farmer who lias Wagons, Plows. Reapers, Kettles,
or any farm utensils worth preserving, can add fifty percent,
to their wear by keei)in2: tlieni protected with a coating of
this paint, IT IS ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

The IBIaek Oaaiuoiid Yia.viiish.

For manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work, Machinerv,
Agricultural Tmpleiuents, Wagons, Furnaces, Tools, Steam
Pipes aud Boilei-.-*, and for all purposes where a quick drying
lustrous Varnish is required; this is equal to the best—and
costs less than one quarter as much.

THE JOHNS & CUOSLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,

No. 7S William-street", New-York.
Also manufacturers of the GQTT.l PERCHA CEMENT

ROOFING, applicable to all kinds of Roofs, coats less than
half as much as Tin, and can be easily applied by any one.

We offer for sale 50 varieties of Grape Vines, new varieties
of medium size. The older kinds. Concord, Diana. Hartford
Proline. Creveling, Dr.icut Amber, Rogers' Hybrids, Nos. 1,

4, 9, 15. 19. ti, are extra strong hivers. and one, and two years
transphinted from layers for fruiting at once.
Purchasers will express satisfaction at the superior quality

of these vines, growu entirely in open air (as we have no
glass).
Budded Apple Trees, Pear Trees, Rock Maple, Evergreen

Trees, Shrubs, &c.
Send for Illustrated Priced Catalogue.

J. W. MANNING, Reading, Mass.

The Ne^v ^tra^vberries.
The Great Aericulturist and Great AVisconain. ?1 per doz.

;

the Groat lluffalo, Frencli's Seedling, Russell, Rogers Eliza,
Marguerite, La Constante, Jucuuda. and otiiers, nO cts. per
dozen. Many line sorts 25 cts. per dozen, Carelully packed
In gutta percha silk, and forwarded by mail to any address.
By the lOn or 1000 very low. Priced Descriptive Catalogues
now ready of the best collections in the country. Agents
wanted. B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries.

Plymouth, Mass.

STRAWBERRIES.
I have for saie six acres of Russell's Prolific and French's

Seedling Strawbcrrv I'lauts. and Two Acres of other choice
varieties, for spring planting, all large and well grown.
Russell's at ^I.OOper hundred; French's, Cutter's, Hovry's,
and I-illnion-. at 70 cents per hundred. lU per cent, discount
on lUOO nlants. 20 |>er cent, discount on 40u0 plants. Deli^-
cred in New- York Irce of expense. Sent by mail at 50 cents
per hundred extra. Address SAMUEL HICKS, North
Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.

New Cajiaaji Nurseries.
The Subscribers have their usual Nursery Stock for Sale,

including a large and superior stock of Apple Trees. Also,
Hartford Prolihc. and Concord Grape Vines. Address

STEPHEN HOYT & SONS, New Canaan, Conn.

Curraeits and Ra!$p9>era*ie!<.
A few thousand Red Dutch Currants. 2 and 3 years old,

pruned to a single stem, Sii per 100, $50 per 1000.
FRANCONIA RASI-'BEIIRY, $1 per doz., $5 per 100.
BRIXCKLE'S OUANGK, U per fioz., $5 per 100.

Address G. E. MEISSNER, Richmond, S. I., N. V.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS of 10 different kiuds,
$15 per 100; in 100 different kinds, ¥-25 per 100. Herbace-

ous Perennials in 50 different kinds, §;10 per 100; in 100 differ-
ent kinds, 1^15 per 100. Grape Vines, two years. Concord,
Hartford Proline, Delaware, Rebecca, .$20 per 100. A select
collection of Green-House Plants at low prices,

W. L. FISCHER, ISOth-st. and Sth Ave., New-York.

Pear Trees,
EDWIN ALLEN, offers a larce stock. Standards and

Dwarfs, of superior.quality at his Nurseries, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.

To Agents and the Trade.
My Autumn Catalogue is now ready, with great induce-

ments to Agents. B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries,
Plymouth, Mass.

rSA^ AAA Splendid Pear Seedlings, 1 year old, for•^ViF^WSF g.^ie ^en^i for Trade Circular (price low
for the quality). Address HAMMOND & NEWSON,

Geneva, N. T.

1*K.-VCMH 'FREES for sale,
•A which 80.000 arc Hale's Early, a va-

ni'ty ript-'iiiiiL^ t ^I'O "\v<-<-lt«i earlier than any other. Also
APPL.KS, (IIERRIKS, PEARS, Ac, Straw-
berries, G-rJipe Vines. For circular applv to

ISAAC PULLEN, Hightstowu, N. J.

HETTIE GRAPES, lari;-er and more productive
than Concord, strong grower, remarkably frpe from

mildew, bunch large. heri-y lar^ie black, better than Concord
or Isabella, ripens Ausast 25 to 30. Originated here, good
plants $1 eacli, $10 per dozen, mailed free. Circular gratis.

E. Y. TEAS, Richmond, Indiana.

CONCORD GRAPE VINES.—10,000 one and two
year old vines for sale. Also other varieties.

Address DE FEW & SON, Nyack,
Eocklaud Co., N. T.

Diitelft Bulbous Flower Roots,
Setit by Mail Post-paid^ at Catalogue Piices,

B. K BLISS,

SPRINaFIELD, MASS.
Just received fi-om Holland, a large and well selected as-

sortment of the above, from the same source as those here-

tofore sold by him, and giving such perfect satisfaction. He
is happy to state tliat In consequence of the decline in gold

he is able to offer them at prices considerably reduced fi'om

those of last year.

The assortment embraces the finest varieties of Double
AND Single Hyacinths ; Polyanthus Narcissus;

Double and Single Early and Late Tulips; Double
AND Single Kabcissus ; Jonquils; Crocus; Crown
Imperials; Iris; Snow-Drops; Scillae; Hardy Glad-

iolus; Ranunculits; Anemones; Japan and siany

otuee Lilies. Also a fine assortment of GREEN-HOUSE
BULBS, comprising Cyclamens, Ixias, Osalis, Spar-

axis, Tritomas, AcuiMENES, Gloxinias, &c., &c.

His new lUustriited Autumn Catalogue, con-

taining fine engravings of the celebrated Liliuiu Aura-
tum. Hyacinth, Ranunculus, Anemone, Tulip, Crocus,

Cyclamen, Japan Lily, etc., with accurate descriptions, and

explicit directions for the culture of each variety, will be

mailed to all applicants enclosing Ten Cents.

Collections containing a fine assortment of all the leading

varieties of the above will be mailed postpaid, as follows:

Collection No. 1, *20.00; No. 2, J;10.00; No. 3, $5.00; No. 4,

$3.00. For the contents of each collection and further

particulars, see Catalogue.

For a more extended list of his collection, see his adver-

tisement in the September No. of the Agriculturist.

Fresh Osiiou Seed, Ac,, &c.
Those who have re;ul my treatise on Onion raising, page

20, know how I raise inv Onion seed; Irom the handsomest
parly onions, that are bard and compact, with a close, thin,

fine skin, and a verv small neck. I have grown this season a

fine lot of Early Round Yellow Danvers onion seed, which
I will send, post-paid, to any one, on receipt of $175 per lb.,

or $3.t:>2. if sent by Express. Everu f<ee<t w of thi-'i season's

froicth, and warranted to be freKh and pure. In January,
shall send out my Annual Catalogue, which will contain,

among others, one hundred and tweiity-five varieties of seed
of my own raising ; this I would like to send gratis, to every
farmer and gardener In the land, who wants jrei<h and piwe
seed ; embracing not only the more common sorts, but every
rarity and noveltv in tlie market. My customers ot last year
will recf'ive it without wriiing for it.

Mr Treatise onOnion Raising, a thoroughly practical work
—telling, among other things, how to gather, how to store,

keep and market the crop, sent to any a/ldress for 30 ceiii:^.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Heed!» ! Bulbs ! ! Plants ! !

!

VVrl.MAM HACKER.
Office 258 South Third St,

PHU^ABfiLPHIA, PA.

Wholesale Dealer In Seeds, and Agent for the beet English.

French, and German erowerB, Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus :ind

other Bulbs direct Ironi tlie Holland growers. Country nier-

cliants, Dealers and Druggists supplied at the lowest rates.

Cromwell's Patapsco Nursery.
Anne Arundel Co., Mtl.

rOK SALE.

15,000 Sfantlartl and Dwarf Pears.
aO.OOO Peacli—choice Viirielies.

.'1,000 standard Cherries—very fine.

30,000 Delaware and other hardy Grapes.

Ornamental and Shade Trees, Evergreens,
Flowering Shrnbs and Roses, together witli every

thing u.snally to be found in a first class Nnrscry.
Catalogues and other inforniation furnished by application

to lUCifD CROMWELL, 46 & 48 LIght-8t., Baltimore, Md.

We have a large stock of plants of Hornet, Pilate,

Imperial, Brincltle's Orange, Prancouia,
Impioved Black Ca^, Knevitt's Giant, and

all otlier desirable kinds, bend for Descriptive Priced Cat-

alogue enclosing 10 cents,

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Having paid special attention to the cultivation of the

Cui-rant, we are able to supply in any quantity the following

varieties. Vcrsaillaisc, Cherry, Victoria, Per-
tille de Angers, Short Bunch Red, "White
Grape, and all other desirable kinds.

Send 10 cents for Descriptive Priced Catalogue.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Roclielle, Dorchester, and Ncwninn's Thorn-
less. The above are the only kinds yet thoroughly tested.

Our Descriptive Priced Catalogue sent to all applicants en-

closing 10 cents.

.T. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dutch Bulbous Roots.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &e.

J. M. THORBURN &, CO.,

15 John-Btreet, New-York.
Offer the following

BEAUTIFUL COLLECTIONS

I^o. 1.—ASSORTMENTS OF
6 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for

pots, qlasfics or open border
1 Polyanthus Narcissus
3 Early Tulips .

$2.00

12 Fine Mixed Crocus
1 Bulbocodiuni Vernum..

]\o. S.—ASSORTMENTS OF
9 Fine Kanied Double and Single Hyacinths, for

pots, glasses or open border
6 Fine Double Tulips

li) Beautiful Named Early Tulips
25 Flue Mixed Crocus
3 Polyanthus Narcissus
6 Double Narcissus
3 Bulhocodium Vernum
3 Persian Iris

12 Double Snowdrops

l%o. 3,—ASSORTMENTS OF
18 Fine Named Double and Sinjile Hyacinths, for ]

pots, glasses or open border
50 Fine Mixed Crocus
24 Beautiful Named Early Tulips
12 Fine Named Double Tulips
4 Polyanthus Narcissus
12 Double Narcissus
3 Persian Iris

3 Eng:lish Iris
1 Crimson Crown Imperial
G Bulbocodiuni Vernum

25 Double Snowdrops
By mail, 16 cents additional for No. 1 assortment,

'an " " » 3

3

. $5.00

$10.00

40
76

Our Annual Bulb Catalogue with directions for cultivation

free on application.

500,000 Grape Yiiics.

I do not, pretend to have, 6)/( what I have, and such as I

have, I offer for sale at the lowest living rates, by the single

one, 100. or 1.000, consisting of Adirohdac, lona, Israella,

Allen's Hybrid, Eogers' Hybrids. Creveling, Clinton, Dela-
ware, Concord, (a few thousand line lavers.J Hartford Pro-
line, Norton's Virffinia, and maiiv others. Price list sent free
on application. Vines sent by mail when so ordered, post-

age paid. Correspondence solicited.

Address J. "W. CONE, Vineland, N. J.

7o,000 Grape Vines.
An unusually fine lot for sale at the lowest i^prices. Over

80 ditferent varieties.
CONCORD, No. 1, 25 cts. each, $3 per dozen, $6 per 50,

$10 per 100, $75 per 1000.

DEIjA'WARE, No. 1, 50 cts. each, $4 per dozen, $14 per
50, $'^5 per 100. $200 per 1000.

Send lor Price List and sample vines.

G. E. MEISSNEK, Kiclimoud P. O., Staten Island, N. T.

Of all tlie Leading and Hardy Varieties.

lam prepared to furnish first class vines for Garden and
Vineyard culture, of my own propagation. Having had six

years' experience In two of the best vine-growinsr establish-

ments in the country, and having grown only a limited num-
ber, giving my whole attention to them, can furnish superior

vines. For Price List, Address
, , ^ xt -.^

CHARLES H. ZUNDELL, Hempstead, L. I., N. T.

Our supply of viues, including all the old and new varie-

ties, is tlie largest and best this season we have ever offered.

A Descriptive Priced Catalogue will be sent to all appli-

cants enclosing 10 cents.

J. KNOX,
Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

100,000 GJ^H^AI^ES,
Including all the best sorts for Vineyards or private lands,

at the lowest rates. Sent by E.ipress, or prepaid by mail,

carefully packed. Agents wanted. Catalogues to any Ad-

dress. B. M. TVATSON, Old Colony Kurseries,

Plymouth, Mass.

OT^A^»E VITSTES.
Concord, Delaware, Diana. Hartford Prolific ; jtrown in

open ground from layers, and long cuttnigs from fl-uit bear-

iiiE vines. Also a good stock ofAdirondac, Tona, Israella,

Allen's Hybrid, Cuyahoga, Itogers' Hybrids, Kebecca. Union

Village, (Sc, &c. Price List post-paid to all aiiplicantsice 1.1SI j.ust-paid to all' applicants

C. L. HOAG & CO., Lockport, N. 1

.

ATIVE GRAPE VINES.—Such ns tbc Adi.
lonclac, loiia, IsraeUn, Crevclins. Allen's

Hybrid. Delaware, &e. Also a large collection of

hardy Everblooming lioses. on tlu-ir own roots, and Stand-

ard Also a large lot of Dwarf and Standard Pear Trees lor

sale reasonable livO. MAKC. Astoria L.I.,N. 1. Price List

sent free S„ application. Samples oi Vines can be seen at

the Agriculturist Office.

m
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DELAWARE
AND

lONA VINES.
Parsonic & €0.9

Offer for the Autumn trade,

Dela>vai"e Gri-ape Vines,
at the following low prices:

No. 1, extra strong-, $30 per 100.—$350 per 1000.

$3,000 per 10,000.

No. 3, fine plants, $20 per 100.—$150 per 1000.

$1300 per 10,000.

lOlVA, ISRAELLA,
and

ABIRO^VDAC,
No. 1, $2.00 each

; $18.00 per doz.
j $100 per lOO.

No. 2, $1.50 each ; $13.00 per doz.
; $80 per lOO.

lONA—No. 3, $50 per 100.

Our No. 1 lona, are very strong:, extra plants.

CONCORO VIXCS,

$12 00 per 100 ; $80 00 per 1000
;

$700 per 10,000.

We also offer fine plants of all the sorts of vines U3ually
grown.

The great superiority which the growth of the last two
seasons, in various sections of the country, shows our Vinos
to possess, is owing to the fact that lliey are grown in broad
deep borders. The roots having thus abundance of room,
become heavy, woody and substantial, with abundance of
fibre eyes.—Both roots and tops become thus so thoroui^hly
ripened that on being planted out they grow with great
luxuriance.

Having for many years and with large cultivation, thor-

oughly tested the pot culture, giving a pot to each Vine, we
at length discarded It several years since.

It has, In our opinion, been the main cause of the weak
growth of a large part of the Delaware Vines, which have
been sent oat in years past.

The curled, twisted and matted mass, which the cramping
of the pnt causes, cannot possibly produce a growtli to com-
pare with that of the Vine wbich has luxuriated a year in a
broad deep border.

"We consider small vines of our culture of the last three

years, more valuable than the No. 1 Vines of pot culture, and
we desire that those interested should by comparison, satisfy

themselves that tliis is true.

The DELAWARE VIXE has an established reputation,

and needs few words to commend it. Those who plant It

are cn'Uiin of a good variety botli for the table and for wine.

Its liard and iron-like wood has endured winters In Iowa
and Wisconsin, so severe that Catawba and Isabella were en-

tirely killed. It is pre-eminently the grape for Canada, and
Northern New England, and does equally well on the hill-

sides of the Soutli.

The general failure by rot of Catawba, and other varieties
the present year, proves incontestlbly the great value of the
Delaware. It has not only escaped the rot, but where it has
been affected by the mildew, which has this year attacked
nearly all varieties, the wood and fruit have not been mate-
rially injured.

The lONA is less valuable than the Delaware, onlybecause
It has been less universally tested. It is equal to the Chasse-
las in size and flavor, grows more rapidly than the Dela-
ware, and is no more liable to mildew. As a table grape we
have a veryhiirh opinion of its excellence, and are preparing
to plant it very largely in our own vineyards. Its wine qual-
ities are yet to be tested. As a table grape it ranks with the
Delaware.

Regarding the size of the respective classes of vines, we
make no "extras."

In assorting our vines of one year's growth, we make
three classes.

No, 1, are the finest and largest, and are really extra. No.
2, are the next size, of which large quantities are used for
vines and planting. No. 3, are valuable for nurserymen to
plant out.

When the expense of preparing land for Vineyard is con-
sidered, it is economy to use No. 1 plants. There will be a
year's diflerence in fruiting Delaware, between Nos. l and 3.

The prices of some thirty other varieties will be found In
the General Catalogue.

ROSES,
Hybrid Perpetuttls, at $30 per 100; $1T5 per lOOO.

These are all Remontants, of the best varieties, upon
their own roots, not budded or grafted.

Address PARSONS & CO.,

Flushing, N. Y.

WM. PERRY & SOIV,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

OFFER A LARGE STOCK OF SUPERIOR VINES .it

VERY LOW RATES.
Varieties are Concord. Delaware. lona, Israella, Adirondac,

Rogers' Hybrid's, Allen's Hybrid, Lydia. Ives' Seedling, Mot-
tled and numerous other valuable varieties. Our vines are
grown in wide Horders. with plenty of room for full devel-
opement of roots and cane. Vines grown by this method
are far superior to pot plants. We submit a few of the many
flattering letters we receive regarding our vines.

lowA City, Iowa, July 20, 1SG5.

Messrs. Wm. Pen-y & Son. Gents.
Your Price List forilie fall of 18G5,Js at hand. Those vines

3'ou sent me last Spring were very fine, some arc bearing
this summer. I want this fall. 50 Zona, 23 Israella, and 25 Adi-
rondac. No. 1 Vines. Yours Truh', L. Kauffuan.

Galesburo, Knox Co., 111., April 17, 1S65.
!Mcssrs. Wm. Perry and Son, Gentlemen.
Tlie box of Vines you sent me, came to hand on the 13th

Inst. On opening it I found the contents In fine order.
Damp and moist, the Concord exceeded my most sanguine
expectation. 1 never saw so manv and such long roots on
yearling Vines before. The members of Ihe club appeared
to be pleased with their Vines. Yours Truly, S. S. \V hite.

SnERLKTsnrKG, Penn., March 31, 1S65.

Messrs. Wm. Perry & Son. Gentlemen.
The Vines came to hand all safe, and without a doubt they

are the strongest and healtliiest vines ever I purchased, and
I have bonghtof quite a number of Nurseries, but none have
compared with your vines. I am very sorry I did not pur-
chase of you two years ago this spring.

Yours Truly, Wm. A. Frakkb.

We would state that Mr. Fraker bought our second size
vines. Parlies purchasing this fall will get our vines atmuch
lowrr rates tlian if tbey wait until spring. Catalogues sent
on application. Address as above.

Two Acres Orape Cuttings.
IVIo»Uy Coucord and Hartford Proliflc.

Delaware,
One year, No. I, $25 per 100. or $'iOO per 1000.

Two " '* ?50 " 100.1

Layers, '• $30 " 100.

Concord.
One year, No. 1, $10 per 100, or $00 per 1000.

2, $3 " 100, or $70 per 1000.

Two and Three years, $25 per 100.

Hartford Prolifie.
One year. No, 1, $12 per 100.

Rogrcrs' Hybrids.
4. 15, 19, etc.

One year. No. 1, $6 per dozen, or $10 per 100.

Dianas.
One year. No. 1, $4 per dozen, or $20 per 100.

Adiroiidae.
One year, No. 1, $15 per dozen, or $100 per 100.

loua.
One year, No. 1, $15 per dozen, or $100 per 100.

Union Viilng^c.
One year. No. 1, 75 cents each, or $G per dozen.

GEO. SEYMOUR & CO.,

South Norwalk, Conn.

FIJ^OST & CO..,
Genesee Valley IVurseries,

Rochester, V. If.

Offer an Immense slock of well grown Stanilavd and

D*varf Fruit Trees, Small PrnUs, Ornament-
al Trees, Shrubs, Plants, *Stc., iStc., for the Au-
tumn of 18A5.
Nearly POUR HITNDRKD ACRES ar3 occnplcd in

their cultivation. The Public are solicited to examine the

following Catalogues which give fall particulars of their

Steck, Prices, i!te,, and will be nwiled pre-paid to all

applicants, on receipt nf Jive ceutfi for each.

No- 1 anil ^, Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits and Orna-
mental Trees.

IVo. 4^, Wholesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers and
others who wish to buy In large quantities.

Address

FROST & CO., Rochester, N. Y.

Orape Vines for Autumn 1§65.

50,000 Delaware Vines,
Grown from single eyes of wcM nuitnrctl wood, jn the oppn

trround. TlR'y luive siitist;inti;il woody roots full of fibres,
and are well adapted to vineyard or trellis culture.
Such plants have given eniii-e satisfaction wherever tried,

and can therefore he recommended witli confidence.

PRK^ES.
No. 1, M.OO per 100. f2.iO.00 per lOOO.
No. 2, If'O.OO •• 100. »150.00 ' 1000.
No. S, ^1.').00 " too. IIM.OO " 1000.

loNA, Israella, ADtnoNDAr. Alli^n's Hvbkid, Coxcor.n,
AND liKIiECCA VlNES.

tS'" A few thousand 4-year old DW.il'.F AND STAND-
AliD PEAR TKEES, at low rates.

J. W. HELMEH, Lockport, N. T.

GRAPE VINES.—All tliebest sorts by the hun-
dred, dozen, or thousand ; cheap ns the cheapest, and as

good as the hest. Also a lull as.'sorlment of Goodrich's Seed-
ling Potatoes. Circulars free. Address

D. S. HEFFItON, Utlca, N. T.

GRAPE VINES
By ]VIail.

All the Standard Varieties.

G-reat Reduction in Prices.
1 3 3 6 13

Delaware 40 75 110 2 00 4 OO
Concord 30 65 80 150 3 00
Diana 35 (15 100 180 3 50
Rebecca 50 90 140 2 75 5 00
Creveling 60 110 170 3 25 6 00
Tavlor.... 30 55 80 150 3 00
Union Villaee 60 110 170 .S 25 6 00
Cnyahosa. 00 110 170 3 25 COO
Hartford I'rolinc 50 SO 140 2 75 5 00

A few of most other kinds for sale at propoi'tionate prices.
Send for Cataloene. mailed free. Delaware, Concord, and

Diana. The best three varieties, one each, for

ONE DOLLAR.
Raised from Single Eyes and Layers.

Address J. H. FOSTER, Jr.., Box C0), TVest Newton.
Westmoreland Co., Pa.

THE IiL^ITT.4.TITVlV^i^.
AVhat is Said of it, and Who Says it.

"Size of berry fully equal but rather larger f than Hochelle),
decidedly sweeter, and an acquisition to thi** class of fruits,
/ consider it the BEST Blackberry I have yet seen."—
CnARLES Downing.
"I believe it to be the J?£'57' Rlackberrv I know of, and

shall take ei'eat pleasure in reconnnending it to my friends."—Wm. S. Carpkntkr.
"Berries loncer and more Irreffular than NewRochelle;

we measured several an inch and-a-half long, and 3 inches
Jn circumference. Small seeds, juicv, sweet, with a true
lilackberry flavor. The Iruit possesses the creat advantage
that it does not need to be over-ripe in ordur to be eatable,
but while still hard enoutrh to send to market, it is sweet
and fit for the table."—American Agriculttn-ist.} .

"Equal to New Ilochelle in size and productiveness, nnich
superior in flavor, and ripens a few days eai'Iier,"—WM. A.
Fitch, Associate Kditor America7i AffriculturiMt.

"Superior, sweeter, and better flavor than Rochelle."

—

Dr. I. P. Trimble.
For originals of above and others, prices, &c..

Address with stamp. E. "WILLIAMS, Mont Clair, N. J.

^ihih AtfIA Kaspbei-ry & Blnckbrrry Roots.«W^WV for Sale.—Doolittk'-s Black Cap.-
Double the size and yields double the crop the common
black Uasnberry, $1 per doz.; $3 per 100; §115 per 10(10. Mia-
nia Black Cap.—As large and fine as Doollttle's. but keeps
in bearing ten days loh^er, $1 per doz.; ?3 per 100; $"J0 per
lOOO. Fuiple Cane.—Yields ininienso crops of delicious, pur-
plish, red fruit; hears most enormously of any other sort
grown, $1 per doz.; $4 per 100 ; $30 per 1000. Catawissa.—The
best "everuearer" grown—yielding large crops of luscious
fruit from the middle of Sept. until frost comes. $2 per dnz,;
$10 per 100. Golden Cap. simie as Blnck <_ ap. except beauti-
ful golden color ; vlelds heavy crons. ^-.2 )ii r doz.; 25 cents
each. None of thealiovesend upsncK<'rs, and neither has ever
been winter killed, notwitlistanding tbt-rnionuder has stood
at 33 here. Lawton Blackbeirv, g:i jier doz.: i'-i mv 100. Dor-
chester Hish Uusli, do., $1 per doz.; $5 per 100. t:oncord,
Isabella, Catawba and Clinton Grape, 30 cenls each. Dela-
ware, Hartlord I'rolific and Diana, r.O cts. each. lied Dutch
Currant, $1 per duz. Chen-v and Wliitt' Grape, do., $2 per doz.
Houghton Seedling Goosefierrv, ih-\i'i- mildews, $1 per doz.;
$3 per 100. Strawberrv Plants,' tweniv-two sorts (SO acres),
low by the quantitv. Cranberry Plants, S^2.r.O per 1000; 10.000
lor $20. Gralted Apple Trees, 5 to 8 feet hiuh. very line, $12
per 100; 4 to 5 feet, $s per 100. U^" Cbarires pre-paid, on all

orders except lor Apple Trees and Raspberry roois, at the
100 i 101 to rate. Address, with Greenbacks or Kational Cur-
reucj-. A. M. PUUDY, South Bend, St. Jos. Co., Indiana.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
BY MAIL.

Great Agriculiurist.
75 cents per dozen : $2..50 per 50

Wilsoii'f) Albany,
Burr's Neiv Pine,

Boi-itoii Pine,
Triomplie de Oand,

Fillmore,
40 cents per dozen ;

41..')0 per 100. Lower by Express.

Plant in September and obtain half crop next year.

All plants warranted genuine and of

First <luallty.
Adilress ,J. H. FOSTEi;, Jr., llox COO, West Newton,

Westmoreland Co., Pa.

The Pliiladclpliin Raspberry.
AVilson's Karly Blackberry.

Best Selected Strawberries.
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Vines, Asparagus and Rhu-

barb Plants. Send for Catalosues gratis.

^ILLIAM PARIIY, Clnnaminson, N.J.

The Great A^ricnltiirist

Strawberry.
Fine plants of this superb fruit, ^1 per dozen

; f3 per 100;

?35 per 1000; with all other superior sorts, the best colUc

tion In the countrj*. Agents Wanted. Catnloi:uc3 ready,

n. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nui'Serles, Plymoutn, Mass.

FRUIT GROWERS LOOK TO YOUR INTER-
EST.—Blackhorrlos will not sell well when peaches are

plenty. The i^piinine Wilson Karly wi'l be out of the way.
Also, "Strawberry and Uaspherrv Phuils for pale.

JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown.N. J.
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350,000 Pear Trees.
TVe have an immense stock of first quality Standard

and Dwarf Pt-ar Trees, suitable for transplanting in

Orchards and Gardens.
Also an extensive Stock of :*nd and 3rd sizes suitable to

transphint into IVnryery Roivs and grow 2 to 3 years to

form fine and extr;i sized trees. Any of which will be sold

by the 100 or 1000, at the lowest rates for the same quality.

For description and prices. Address, with stamp enclosed,

FUOST & CO
,

Genenee Valley Nurseries,
Kocliester, N. Y.

E^nrcka Cider Mills.

Kureka Hay and Stalk Cutters*

Having been appointed In* the manufacturer Sole Agents
for the sale of tlK'se valunb'le implements in the States of
New York. New Jersey, &c.. we would like to have an ac-
tive and responsible A'^ent to sell the above in every town,
and al.so to sell the following articles: S)i;ires' Patent Coul-
ter [jiin-ow, Clement's Horse Hay Fork, New U'orld Clotlies

Wrincer, (.Tnlon ^/owin•^ Machines, Grain DrilU. and Imple-
ments of all kinds. A liberal percentage allowed. Ko jjoods
sent on Commission.

Orders received for Seeds, Trees, Vines, Strawberrv Plants,
&c., of the leadin- kinds. H AINKS & PELL.

27 Courtlandt-st., New-York,
Special Ixduckment,—To any Afrent or farmer purchas-

ing a linion Mower, witliin the next 00 davs, we will allow a
discount of from 20 to 25 per cent, from tlie probable prices
of the nest season.

SUPERIOR DRAIM TILE
made of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of ^^'ood-

bridge, N. J., burned witli intense heat over the Fire Brick,

in Fire Urick kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the clay

must be removed from ore?' valuable beds of the best

^^'hite "Ware, and Fire Brick clay. Also double glazed
Stone "Ware Pipe, with collars for mailing water-tight pipe to

conduct pure water free from rust and poison. Stove Lin-

ings and Fire Brick, &c., &c., of best qu.tlity. Siiipped by
Kallroad or water direct from Factory, on Ship Channel of
Raritan lUver, 27 mites from New York City.

CIIOSSMAN BUGS'. & CO., "ft'oodbridge, N.J.I

Flax Straighteners—Flax Brakes
—Flax Combers.

The Stralghtcner will take tani'led straw and straighten It

all right for tne Flax Brake—and Ibis will do the work first-
rate for tlie New Comber, that will take tangled tow, and
produce rapidly a fibre free from shive, yet line and adapted
to Carding and Spinninir. This Comber does just what has
long been wanted. Pi iees reduced to old ratt-s. Send for a
Circular (.no charirc) to JOHN AV. Ql'INCY,

Treasurer Mallory & Sanford Company,
9S \\illiam-street, New York.

To Manufactors of AgricxUtural
MACHINEPkY, wishing to Introduce their Implements "In

the State of South Carolina, will address W. \V. WAKD &
CO., No. 157 East Baj -st., Charleston, S. C, or at this office,

when an Interview can be had with one of the Firm.

BONE ta-feuj:
Has been tested by thousands of farmers and

found superior to any otlier manure lor Fall
:uid Winter grain, and for a lop-dressiug on
lawns and meadows.

It is manufaciured for and used as a substi-
tute for Peruvian guano, and judged by many
to be fully equal to it. It is sold at the low
price of $45 per Ton.
Manufactured only by the
LODI MANUFACTUIUNG COMPANY.

60 Courtlandt-st., New York,

to whom all orders must be addressed.

IVOTICE TO SHIPPERS
!SOAP-]?IAKERS, CHAND-
LERS, AI\D COITIVTRY

MERCHANTS.
The undersigned pay their particular attention to filling

orders for

Ro»in, Palui Oil, Soda Asli, Sal Soda,
CaUHtic Soda, Indigo, &c. Consigumeuts
of Tallow, Grease, and General Western
Produce piompily sold by

ABRAilI KNIGHT & SOi^S,
Coininission merchants,

32 IVatcr-St., New-York City.

S. B. CONOVER,
CoiiiiBii§§ioii l>ealer,

260, 261 & 262 West Washington Market,

FOOT OF rtJLTON-ST.

Partlcnlar attention paid to selling all kinda of Fruit and
ottier Farm Prodncc.
Kefera to the Kd;*,oi' of the American Agricultoi'ist.

Pearl-St., Ne\r-York.
Prodiiee Commission merchants,

FOB THE SALE OF

Send for "Wkkelt Price CunnEXT. Marking Plate and
Circular witli Packing and Sliipping directions.

Country Consignments receive special attention,

ItEFKKENCES:
Ben.J. Lod

Kx-Pr
Jer. Esq.. N. T.

Cragin & Co.. N. Y ,

and Chicago, 111.

Hon. .1, K. Porter,
Albany, N, y.

I

AVm. S. Thorn, Esq., N. T.
Preat. Ka'l Fire Ins. Co.

I.ane, Son & Co.. N. Y.
Truman. Stratton & Co.,

Orange. N. Y.
I Fred. Bissell, Esq., Toledo, O,

VIXEIiAND
fl^iAUM A.HO FRUIT LAI^OS, in a
-*- mild and healthful climate. Thirty miles south of Phila-

delphia by Kailroad, in New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and prorf?/c(/PC, varying from a clay to a

sandy loam, suitable for Wheat, Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vegetables. This is a great fruit country. Five hun-

dred Vineyards and Orchards have beeu planted out by ex-

perienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches, Pears, &c., produce

immense profits. Viueland Is already one of the most beau-

tiful places In tlic United States. The entire territorj*, con-

sisting of forty-five square miles of land, Is laid out upon a

general system of improveuieuts. The land is only sold to

actual settlers with provision for public adornment. The
place oh account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
tages has become the report of people of taste. It has In-

creased five thousand people within the past three yeara.

Churches, Stores, Schools, Acadamies, Socielies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hnndreda of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred bouses are being constructed, and
it is estimated that five hundred will be built during the sum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward. $25

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than In

any other locality north of Norfollc, Va. Improved places

for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Manu-
factories, Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,

and ft good soli, in a country beautifully improved, abound-
ing In fruits and possessing all oilier social privileges, in the

heart of civilization, it is worthy of a visit.

Letters answered and tlie Viueland Piural, a paper giving

tnW information, and containing Keports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.

Address CIIAS. K. LAXDIS, VInoland P. O., Landls
Township, New Jersey.

from Report of Solon Robinson^ Agricultural Editor

of The Trihitne : It is one of the most extensive fertile

tract:*, Tfi an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we know of this side of
the Western Pratrtes,

FOR SALE.
FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
THE SFBSCUIDEnS WILL SKLL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farming and market gardeninc:. in quautitiestosuit
purchasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and lUirliugton,
on the line of the ilarllan and Delaware Bay Railroad, mid-
way between New-York and Piiiladelphia, at from jlO to f i5
per acre. In addition to all the connnon products of a farm,
these lands are valuable for groMing cranberries, awert
potatoes, peache?, grapes, tobaeeo aud hops. All
crops ripen ten davs earlier than on Long Island.
Squankum marl is delivered at any point on the rail-
road at one dollar and fifty cents per ton, and fertil-
izes the laud for seven years after its appliejition. The
lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-
ble for lumber and cord v.'ood, A portion of the timber
has been recentlv cut off. leaving the land ready for immedi-
ate culiivation. Price of cedar rails, $.i per 100. Cord wood,
at any railroad station. $;- per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a lar^c qt antity --•! ftie best potters' clay yet discov-
ered, for the manufactur. i)f yellow ware. Saw-niill witliin
one mile of Shamong Sta ion. " A good hotel at Sbanmna. on
the lands offered for sale. The location Is verv bealthv and
waterexeellent. Lands well watered with unfailiug streams,
and supplied with good niill-siics and water-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. A portion of the purchase money may
remain oh mortgage. Terms very favorable to purchasers.

For further particulars apply to

F. B. CHKTWOon, Elizabeth. N. J.
WM. (). GILES, TO & ?i Franklln-st.. Ncw-Vork.
and N. P. TODD, ag't Shamoug, Burlinirtmi Co„

New Jersey.

^Ul'KItlORFARpri I.A.^1>.—30,000^ Acres, Franklm Tract, at Newileld. Gloucester County,
New Jersey, on tlip Kailroad rimnimr from Philadelphia to
Cape May, 30 miles South of Philadelphia—adjomlnir the
Vineland Tract, and 2 uillea North of the Viueland Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy lerms, in lots to suit nur-
ctmsers. Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, flon.
\\'illiam Parry, and otlmrs, witb full information, sent to ap-
plieants, free. Address JOH^ H. COFFIN & CO.. New-
field. Gloucester Co.. N. J. Improved Farms also for Sale.

General Southern Lan^l Ag^eucy,
NEW YORK OFFICE, No. C2 BRO.VDWAY.

FOR SALE OR LEASE,—valuable Lands in all the

Southern States. KEMP P. BATTLE, Secretart,

Authorized References

PETER COOPER, E<=q.. New-York.
JAY COOKE, E.-q.. Philadelphia.

A. A. LOWE. Esq.. Prest. Chamber of Commerce, N. Y
GEO. H. STUART, Esq., Philadelphia.
His Excellency Gov. UOLDEN.of No.ih Carolina.

For further infoi maiion apply by letter or in person.

Every Child on the Continent should have it I

The Lest Children's Paper in America.

Plighting j«=ns _
WronR, fcnii for th»
Ooo-l. INeTni».and

tbs D.jMittfuL

A FIn(.C)a«i9 M«n(hly Pap^r, of 1«
Pajfs, for 1!0\S uod blULS.

$1.00a7eariaal7ance.

A Beautiful Premium to ercry subicribor,

Sprrimea Copy sent for Tea Ceati.

Address^

ALFRED L. SEWELL,
Publisher, Chicago, III.

"Mr. Sewell'a Paper already excels everv other children'*
paper that we know of in this couniry."— C*/iicrtf^o£re. Jour.

ARTHUR'S HOIflE mAOAZINE.
It l8 with pleasure that we are able to announce a much

larger circulation for the "HOME MAGAZINE " during

the present year than It has ever before attalued ; and also a

more heartily expressed approval, by subscribers and the

press, of its tone and character.

During the next year, we shall bring into its pages a still

more vigorous literary life—a higher excellence—a broader

spirit, and a more earnest advocacy of all things pure and

noble. The terms will remain the same, but from eight to

sixteen pages of reading will be added, and the quality of

the paper Improved, so as to place our magazine ih a?( r«-

gpect-s among the leading periodicals of the doy.—Terms;

$2.50 a year, 3 copies for }6, 5 copies and one to getter-up of

club. $10. Single numbers for sale by News Agents through-

out the United States. Two vojumes a year, beginning la

January and July.

Address T. S. AUTHUR & CO.,

S23 "Wain tit-street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1.^ <

K 0, cj
43 cc ct a

"Beautiful copies for practice—will make good penmen
without an Instructor."—5cie«(i;/?c American.
"The most scientific and beautiful of systems, worth $3

instead of $1.50."

—

Journal and Messenger.
" Cheap at four times Its price."—Halifax Reporter.
"The latest invention and the best. Will make first-class

penmen without teachers."

—

ChriMian Herald.
"Most beautiful and comprehensive."— Or. State Journal,
••Supersedes the necessity of a Teacher."^/Hdfjt?fn(ffjii.
The whole is printed on Card board slips, embracine Ele-

ments, Small Alphabet, Capitals, Ladles styles. Epistolary
and iJufiiness Forms, coiiBlstlns of 9'i copies on Card board
slips, with 60 wood cuts, showing upright and wrong forma
of letters, together with a Chart. Great inducements to
Teachers and Acenis. Address

UAliiilTT & WILT. S7 Park i:ow, Xcw York.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE
ILLUSTKATKD is a "flrst-class" work. In its 4:d vol..

devoted to Puysiooxomt, with "Slcns of Character;'*
PiiRENOLooT. the Katural History of Man : PniiENOLoay,
and the Temperaments- PnvsTOLOGY, the Laws of Life and
Health; PsYcnoLOGY, the Science of the Soul. Amply illus-

trated, Monthlv. $i a vear: sample No«. 20 cents. Acidresa
Messrs. FOWLElIi & ^V£LLS. No. 3S9 Broadway, New- York.

N\r MUSICAL PIONEER. — New Vol.
• -3L • begins in October, eislit pages fresh music,

and eisht of reading matter monthly, and'onlv Kiftv Cents
per Annum! Great Inducements for clubs. PAULOR OR-
GAN and elegant MELOOEON among the premiums. For
all particulars, address the publisher, enclosing six cents in
stamps. F. J. HUNTINGTON. A'M Broome-st., New-York.

c-H
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WiANTED-CANVASSERS IN EVERT Coun-— ty. to SfU Powell's GfiEAT N\TioN-Ai, PicTrRRofthe
voters In Consress for the Constltullonal Amendment.
Thorough Agents clear *:rrO lo «,'.'00 per month. Send for
Circular or call oa POWELL & CO.. 'I' Bible Hous;-, N. T.
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TO SELL
The Afiiierican Conflict,

By HORACE: GRECIiST.
This work has no rival ns a csmdid, lucid, complete <ind

antlicniic histoi'vot the Great Civil war. Its popularity Is

pufflcienily indicated by the fact that the weeklj- sales of
Yii], I, :ire irre;tter than those of all similar histories united.
Vol. II, will bo compk'ti'il at the earliest dav consistent

with thoroughness ar.daccuraL-y. Theaulhorhavinsj availed
himself of ttie full OfRcial lieports of the Confi-derate. as
well as the Union auHiorities, will present both sides of the
great struggle with equal fairness. This volume will abund-
antly sustain the high reputation of Vol. I.

From the Albany Evening Journal.
Xoman in America is more conversant with the eubject

than Mr. Greeley, and none raorc competent to do it justice.•••••** VTe confess that in this work
%;we are aereeablv disinpointod. It is pervaded by a epiiit of
Ciitholicity and a freetlom from partisan leaning that some
of his best friends did not expect.

From the Kew-Tork Herald.
"The American Conliiot," by Horace Greeley, may prove

to the prosressive thinliersof all nations a work of equal
interest wiili Jsapoleon's "JJfe of Ciesar." * * * riie

Emperor, with his mishiv lesions at his back, has been the
lender of the nations durin;: the past tliirty ccnruries: the
Editor, with his burning tliouijlits prinit'd in front, will be
the leader of the nations in the fifty centuries to come.

From The New-Tork Leader.
No public man. whatever his politics and prejudices may

be, f hould refuse to it a prominent place in his library.

From the Cincinnati Knquirer.
It is of course a history from a standpoint of observation

far distant from our own. and from the Democracy gener-
ally, but it is marked by much less prejudice, and is disficr-

urea by far less partisan feeling than most of our Irienda
would imasint*. It contains a vaf^t amount of information,
and is altosi'tbcr superior for reference to any volume on
the subject that has yet api)eared.

From The London Daily News.
"We eimestlv recommend this history as a work of marked

ability and perfect sood faith. No person of candor, what-
ever may be his opinions, could read it without feeling in-

debted to the auilior.

From The London Saturday Keview.
^Ir. Greeley is qualified above all his coiemporaries for the

task which he iia* undertaken. • ' • No writer
has shown more fully how the leaders of the South, were
gradually tempted and encouraged into a fatal and almost
inexplicable mi'stake.

From The London Westminster lleview.
None who read it can wonder at tlie almost unexampled

favor with which it has been received.

Address O. D CASE & CO., Publishers, at Hartford. Conn.;
Boston. Mass.; Cleveland, Ohio; Cincinnati. Ohio; and De-
troit, Mich,; J. C. DEIIBV, General Asent, No. 5 Spruce-st.,
New-York; GEO. & C. W. SUEIiWOOD, Chicago. 111.

Now Ready,

THE PRAISE OF ZION.
A new Collection of Music for Singing Schools, Choirs,

Musical Convenlinns. and the Home Circle, containing a

system of Musical Notation ; a variety of Exercises,

Songs, Glees, etc., for School and f-hoir Practice ; an

extensive Collection of Hymn Tunes, with a large as-

sortment of Sentences. Antlierns, and Chants. By SO-

LON WILDER and FREDERIC S. DAVENPORT.
The publisliers call attemion to this new vvoik with

much confidence, that it will prove oneof the most allrac-

live and pi aciically useful works of its cla?s, given to the

public in many years. lis contents are characterized by

freshness, variety, and real merit ; and have been drawn
from mnny eminent sources, American and European.

The best old tunes are included with a rich collection of

new music. Sent free by mail for the price, SI.50. To
promote its examination and introduction, we will send

ft single copy to any teacher or choir-leader, on receipt

of sevenly-five cents.

MASON BROTHERS,
596 Broadway, New-York.

Soniethiug Ne^v in the Periodical Liae !

COUSIN LIZZIE'S MONTHLY.
Medium sizp. handsomely printed, filled to the brim with

stories, sketches, poetry, nuzzles, and an infinite variety of
Interestini; articles for old and vountr. Contains noihin|: ob-
jectionable, and Uist the iliinic for wintcrevenings. We nave
no room to detail all its attractions, it must be seen to be ap-
preciated, and tliat all mat/ see it we will send it six months,
(.Ian. to Julv 1S(J6) for 35 cents : specimens post-paid. 10 cts.
The Jauuar'y No will be ready Xov. 15. subsequent Nos, two
Veeks prccedinir their date. Send on vour subscriptions
note. Club of five, SI. Slionld the Monthlv l>eriisrontinued
ftnv lime bclore the expiraiion of the six months the entire
euoHcHption wiUbe refintded. No free copies, t?" If there
Is a dealer in vour vicinity, we prefer you should tret our
publications of him. Dealers supplied by American News
Co.. or any jobber, "Write plainly, giving "name and address
In full, orders should be sent in as soon as convenient to

UANEY & CC 100 Nassau-st., New-York.

NEW AND POPULAR SINGING BOOK,
For CUoirs and Slu^iiig Scliool-s,

Entitled THE NEW SACKED STAi:. E\- Leonard Mak-
EUALL. The tonsr experience of the author has enabled him
to ofl'er in this volume a collection of music uncommonly
well adapted to the wants of the publie. together with a se-
ries of Klementary Lessons anil Exercises of nnusual Excel-
lence for Schools and all persons who would improve their
vocal abilities Price $1..>S per copv. Jr2.00 per dozen.

OLIVEU DITSON & "CO., Pubhshers, Boston.

THE nOG BREEDER'S MANUAL sent to any
address free of chargre. every fanner should have It,

Address N. P. BOTEK & CO, Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

THREE MERRY MEN.
A New Household Game.

Developing Strange Adventures, Laughable Scenes. Witty

Sayings, Grotesque Appearances, Droll Misunderstandings,

Humorous Events, and Comical Transformations. Easily

Learned, Played by any Number, and Productive of the

Greatest Sport. By the Author of "The Most Laughable

Thing on Earth." Price /85 Cents.

Each playing of this Game exhibits the Laughable Adven-

tures of the "Three MeeetMen." at aBoAnoiXQ IIoi'se;

at a Raileoap Depot; on the Caks; at a Weddixg ; on a

Farm; at a Schoou Ac.. &c. As it cannot be played twice

with the same results it may readily be seen that the Mirth
It produces Is always New, Fresh and Attractive, and
Endless in Variety. Thorn icho have nearly "died a-

laughing" over the previoua game require no word from us

to iriduce them to try this.

A Weyr More I^eCt

OF
" The Most Laughable Thing on Earth."

Price 25 Cents.

Of this popular play the "American Agriculturist" says;
—" A Hearty Laugh is a luxury—and often a first-rate med-
icine. We indulged in such a laugh the other evenins, while
the young folks Were amusing themselves with this innocent
and amusing game. It Is not a humbug."

The publisher of *' The Old Oaken ^wcJW," Portland. Mo.,
writes :

" The children of all ages are much pleased with it.

It is hind getting them to bed in proper season. One of my
neighbors hearing the uproar, wanted to know the cause of
such untimely mirlh. I told him. He immediately handed
me twenty-five cents, and desired rae toobtain one'for him."

A lady at Hishland, Ind.. writes:—"It is more than it is

recommended to be, I have had more than ^fire times the
amount of mymonev in the sport it has caused". All are per-
fectly delighted with it."

W. J. Townsend. of Skaneateles, N. T., writes :—" I have
had considerable company at my house, and both old and
young are much pleased with the game. Although we have
several other kinds thev are all thrown aside for yours.
Please send three more."

So say they all of them ; and so will all say of the "Three
Merry Men.'* Persons having one or both of these games
need never know a dull day or evening, or be troubled ^nth
"The Blues." They are capital things in parties to "Break
the Ice," Sent Post-paid, on keceipt of price, By

AMS1>EX & CO., Piiblisliers,

BOSTON.

TO SELL

FOUR YEARS IN SECESSJA

:

ADVENTURES

WITHLV A\D BEi'OXD THE nVIOlV LIIVES

:

JUNIUS HENRI BROWNE,
Special Wap. Coekespokdent of the N. Y. Tkibcne.

This woik furnishes an intensolv Interesting account of the
authors adventures during the fate war, embracing a wide
range ol stirring events, and a great variety of facts and
incidents of most thrilling character.

It Is having a great sale and offers rare inducements to
experienced canvassers, returned soldiers. Indies, teachers,
etc. Sold only by subscription, and exclusive territory guar-
anteed.

"Mr. Browne has produced oneof the most readablebooks
that have swarmed from the press since the commencement
of the year."—J\Vic York Tribune.

"Full of thrillins incidents and curious matter for history '*

—Philadelphia Inquirer.
"This book bears the impress of vitality and power on

every page."—J\': Y. Judependeiu.

"Mr, Browne's book abounds in rolicking fun and humor.
His pictures of Bohnnian life in the army are very rich."—
Brooklijii Daily Time^.

" His cultivated mind and keenness of perception have en-
abled him to see much tliat ordinarv observers would have
passed unnoticed."— C')>iCfn7iai* Gazette.

"A book of riveting Interest, and one In which people of
all ages will (ic\\z,\\\.."~lndia7iapolis Journal.

Address O. D. C.\SE & CO., Publishers, at Hartford. Conn.;
Boston. Mass.; Ck-veiand. Ohio; Cincinnati. Ohio, and De-
troit, Mich. GEO, & C. W. SHEIIWOOD, Chicago, II!.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

nnf^lirO -^^^ ROGCEnrES OF N. Y.
KllllllrX Now i:..Mdy. 1-30 12 mo. pages, onlvllVMvLaW ''i.> cents. Sent post-paid, ^clls all

about Lotteries, Poliry Dealers. Mat-
rimonial Advertisements, "Personals." Fortune Ti-lling,
Witches of N. Y, Gilt Concerts and Gift Jewtlrv. Gamblers
and their Victims. Garrotinsr. Hishway Robherv. Pickpoek-
ets. Patent Safe, Pocket Book Droppins. Thinihle-ri-z. Con-
cert Saloons and "Pretty Waiter Girls^" Social Evil, Pro-
curesses, Panel Game. Hackmen, Quacks and Medical Hum-
bu-rs, S. T. ISGO X, Moustache forcers and other swindles.
Petroleum Swindles, Bubble Companies. Gold Mines and
Mining Companies, Love Powders, what they are made.oi;
How to Become Invisitile. Asricultural Prophets. Transmu-
tation, Situation Agencies. ?ewinc Machine Swindles, Per-
ambulating Swindlers, Cmifldence Games. Professional Bee-
gars, Heirs Wanted, Counterfeitei-s and Countrrfeiiing, Ex-
poses all Swindles carried on through thn Mail. Shows up
all kinds of Rascalltv. Useful and entertaining to all, 120
Eages, beautlfullv Illustrated, onlv S.'y cents, post-paid. Sold
y all Dealers. '.T. C. HAXEY & CO., rublishers, 100 Nas-

sau-street, >'uw*Tork.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the Agru.-uHurist at the prices named, or they will be

forwarded by maU, post-paid, on receipt of the price. These

prices are positively good only to November let.]

Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture ^ i 50

Allen's (li. L.) American Farm Book i r-o

Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals i 00

American Bird Fancier go
American Rose Culturist 30
American Weeds and usel'nl Plants 1 75
Art of Saw FiUng .(Holly) fm
Barrv's Fruit Garden i 75
Beeclier's (Henry Ward) Fruit, Flowers and Farming.. 1 21
BcnuMU's Poulterer's Companion 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30
Blakus Farmer's En«vclo|icdia l fO
BonssincaulCs Rural Kconomv 1 60
Bridceinan's Frnit Cullivator's Manual 75
Brid^euian's Vninig Gardener's Assistant. 2 00
Bridseman's Kitchen Garden Instructor 75
Bridireman's Florist's Guide 75
Brandt's Aee of Horses (English and German) 50
Breck's Book of Flowers 1 50
Browne's Field Book of Manures 150
Bnist'a Flower carden Directory 1 50
Buist'a Family K iichen G ardener 1 oo
Burr's Vegetable* ol America ,, ., 5 00
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book, (ilolly)... 75
Chorl ton's Graiie-Grower's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener • 75
Cole's (S. AV.i Aniericaa Fndt Book 60
Cole's Veterinarian 75
Colman's Agriculture

, 5 00
Cnpeland's Country Life 4 50
Cottage Bee-Keeper . 75
Cotton Planters' Manual (Turner) 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dadd's (Geo, }l.) American Cattle Doctor 1 .50

Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Dos and Gun (Hooper's) 30
Downim:*s Landscape Gardening (new Edition) fi 50
Downlng's Cottage Residences 2 50
Downinti's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America

, 3 00
Eastwood on Cranberrv 75
Elliott's We.=tern Fruit Grower's Guide 1 ,50

Emplovment of Women—By Virginia Pcnnv 1 50
Fessen'den'3 Complete Farmer and Gardener.. 1 50
Flax Culture 50
French's Farm Drainaire .. . 1 50
Field's fThomnsW.) Pear Culture \ 25
Fifth Culture 1 25
Flint (Charles L.l on Grjisscs 2 00
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2 00
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Goodale's Principles of BreediuE,- 1 25
Grav'8 Manual of Botany and Lessons In one Vol 4 00
Grav's How Plants Grow I 25
Gnenon on Milch Cows 75
Hairs f>rtse) American Cookery 1 25
Haraszthv Grape Culture, &c. 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, plain S PO

do. do. do. do. colored plates... 4 50
Herbert's Hinis to Hor?ekeepers 1 75
Hint's to Riflemen, by Cleveland 1 50
HollVs Country Scats 4 50
Hop Culture 40
How to Buy a Farm and Where to Find One 1 75
Insect Enemiesof Fruit Trees. (Trimble).. 8 00
Jaques' Fruits and Fruit Trees 60
Jenninea on Cattle, Sheep. &c i .50

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of AgricoUural Cheralitry 1 25
Keir.p's Landscape Gardening 2 OO
L.iuiisunih on the Honey Bee 2 00
Lou<ion's f Downinc's) Ladies' Flower Garden 2 OJ
Lenrh;ir's How to Build Hot-liousrs 1 50
LipliiLT's Familiar Letters 011 Chemistry 50

Liehic's Modern Agriculture 1 25
Liebis's Natural Laws of Husb.andry 1 50
Linslev's (D. C.) Morean Horses 150
Manual of AcricnUiire bv G. Emerson and C. J,. Flint 1 00
Mavliew's Illnt-trated Horse Doctor 3 &w
Mavliew's Illustrated Horse Mauagement S 50
MiSlahon's American Gardener 2 50

Sliles on the Horse's fool.. 15
Morrell's American Shepherd 1 75

Mv Farm of Edcewood 2 00
National Almanac and Annual Record 1 50
Ncill's Practical Gardener (Pardee) 150
Norton's Scientilic Asriculiure 75

Olcott's Sorgho and Impbee 125
Onion Culture 20

our Farm of Four Acres (bound) 60c (paper) 30

Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75

Parsons on the Rose ... 1 50

Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves. 150
Pedder's Land Measurer CO
(Juinbv's Mvsieries of Bee keeping 1 75

Rabbit Fancier 30

Randall's Sheen Husbandry 1 50

Ranfiall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandi-y 1 30

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 CO

ilichardson on the Dog 30
Rivers' Orchard Houses 50

Rural At)airs....(boundl....3Vols.-. each ..,. 150
Saunder's Domestic Poultry— paper. 30 cts.. .bound.. 60

Saxton'8 Farmers" Library.. set of 3 Vols morocco 9 50

do do do do 3 Vole, .cloth S 50

Schenck's Gardener's Text Book — 75
Shepherd's own Book. 2 25

Skillful Housewile IS

Smith's Landscape Gardenini:. . 1 50

Spencer's EducKtion of Children 1 'C

Stewart's (.lohii) Stable Book I 5C

Templeton's Mechanic's Pocket Companion 1 50

Ten Acres Enough.. 150
Thaer'8 (A. D.) Principles of Agriculture 2 50

Thomas' Fruit Culturist 1 50

Thompson's Food of Animals... 1 00

Tobacco Culture .. . 25

Todd's (S. E.) Young Farmer's Mamiai 1 50

Tucker's liegister Rural Allairs— 30

Vaux'a Villas and Cottaces 3 00

Villas and Farm Coitascs. (Cleaveland and Backus)... 3 00

Walden's Complete Soil Culture 1 .-^0

Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Warintc's Elements of Agriculture 100
Watson's Aniericim Home tiardp-U 2 00

Wax Flowers (Art ol Making). . 150
Wheat Plant (.lohn Klippart's) 150
Woodward's Country Homes 1 50

Woodward's Graperies
J
50

Vouatt and Snooner on the Horse
J
50

Vouatt and ^lartiu on Cattle
J
50

Youation the Hog }
00

Yonart on Siietp ^ J*
Yuumans' Household Science * «*

Younians' New Chemistry ••- 2 'w
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OP^LY TTV'O r>OLLAIiS I*EI?- AlVTVUM!;

THE NEW-YORK WEEKLY HERALD,

THE BEST POLITICAL, LITERARY, ARTISTIC, SCIENTIFIC, AND AGRICULTURAL

JOURNAL IN THE UNION.

«IYE§ PRIZEJ^ FOR THE BEST LITERARY COHPOSITIOJVS OF EVERY KUVD.

CONTAINS THE BEST

CEITICAL NOTICES 01 THE OPERA AND THE DRAMA,

THE FULLEST DESCRIPTIONS OF

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS,

THE BEST TRADE AND MARKET REPORTS,

AND ABLE ARTICLES ON

AGRICUL.TIJRAL AND HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS.

M^SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED BY POST-OFFICE ORDER OR BY EXPRESS.

Office, Corner Fulton and Nassau Streets, New-York.
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ORANOJE JIJDD & CO.,
publishehs and proprietors

Office, 41 Park Roiv, (Times Buikllng:s.)

ESTABLISHED IN 1842.

Published also in Oermaii at $1.50 a. Vcar*

f ftl.SO PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.
' SINGLE NUMBER, 15 CENTS.
. 4 Copies forS5; 10 for S 13; 80 or more, 8 1 eacU.

VOLUJIE XXIV—No. 11. NEW-YORK, NOVEMBER, 1SG5. NEW SERIES—No. 226.

Emei-ecl according: to act of Consi'ess in the year 18&1, by
OnAXGE Junn, in tlie Cleik's Office ot tlie District Court of

ttie United States for tlic Soiitliern District of New-TorlJ.

t^" Otlier Journals arc Invited to copy desirable articles

fi-eely, i/eacli article be credited to Aiiierican Asritjulturi-it.

Contents for November, 1865.

American Yew or Ground Hemlock Illustrated. .3i5

Bene or .Sesame .'• Illustrated.. 34^

Bees—.\|)i:ny in November 331

Books for Farmers and Others 332

Boys and Girls' Columns—Good Premiums—About

Going to School—A Lesson for all to Learn~A Chi-

nese Story- .\ Frigldened Workman- A Valuable

Peach— Honesty llie Best Policy—Problems and

Puzzles—A Glorious Ride—How they Used to Tele-

graph 2 Illustrations .301,352

Broom—Brush for Stables Illustrated.. 3i\

Buckwheat-Storing Unihreshed 3\Z

Butternut Shell Ornaments Illustrated . S49
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Notes and Sug'gestions for the Month.

November work is tliat of preparation for the

winter; fitting stock and their quarters for the

cold season ; finishing up the fattening of

those animals destined for the market, and
turning those farm crops which can be disposed

of into money, or something else, which will

equ.ally contribute to happiness. November is the

month of full gran.aries, and of thtinkful hearts.

A good Providence has vouchsafed to this

country all th.it we need of the fruits of the

earth, and a great deal more ; and thongii some-

times in particular sections we m.ay have had

larger harvests, yet taking the value of gold and

of exchange into consideration, and the prices

which arc likely to rule, it is prob.able thttt we
liave never had a season of greater agricultural

prosperity. We have poor to care for, and early

and generous thoughtfnluess for them will pro-

vide work for many, and comfort fir many
more, who in the proverbial improvidence of

poverty might otherwise suffer from the neces-

sities of life, lose health and pluck, honesty,

honor and perhaps life itself Let us not forget

this, among our other November work.

Buildings.—Look well to roofs of all kinds.

Stop holes and give a coat of coal tar to those

from which the water is not collected for use.

Stables may be; made very warm by boarding

up on the inside and filling straw, Ii.ay, or leaves

between the inner and outer boarding. When-
ever it is possiljle to prevent the sweep of the

air under stable floors, by banking up earth

against the sills of the buildings, do so, first

painting the wood-work with gas tar. Look to

the ditches and channels to carry water away
from buildings, especially aw.ay from the cell.ar

walls of the house or barns, so that there may
be no danger, in case of heavy rains and melt-

ing snows, of the cellars getting full of water.

Butter.—The very high price of butter should

lead to feeding oil-cake, carrots and other roots,

corn meal, britn, pumpkins, etc., which, judici-

ously used, will increase the yield.

Beeves fatten rapidly at this season, when
the cool air gives them sharp appetites. Provide

salt, and fresh water abundantl}'. Give them

the feeds of grain (ground and cooked, or soak-

ed) with entire regularity. Keep fattening cattle

warm, and never let them worry for a meal, or

for lack of regular attention. Keep the amount
fed, of grain, roots, oil-cake, etc., uniform or

increase it very gradually. Occasional changes

of feed, to give a variety, are desirable.

CaZres.—Provide shelter, and feed so that there
shall be no check in their steady growth.

CbiP.t.-Feed well so that they may be milked
longer, and give this year richer milk, than
usual, to take advantage of the butter market.

C2sto-7!S.—Enough rain falls on the roof of an
ordinary dwelling to supply water for all pur-
poses of the famil)', and a great deal more. So
too the roof of a common barn turns water
enough for all the stock it can cover, and all

other purposes. What is needed is to have
cisterns to liold and store it. They should be
out of the reach of severe freezing, and con-

veniently situated. At this season clean out

cisterns, if the water is low. Protect from leaves

which might enter through the eave-spouts,

and protect the pumps and pipes from freezing.

Corn.—That which is to be stored should be
left in the ear, and put in narrow open cribs, or

spread out on a floor in a dry loft. Feed soft

corn before cold weather. Sell rather than store,

except for home use, if good prices are offered.

Dmininr/.—As long as the ground continues

open, draining may go on. AVe believe in deep
draining,—3J to 4 feet in ordinary cases. Dig
for tiles as narrow as possible ; it is less work.

Fences.—Straighten up exterior fences and
put them in such order, that there will be little

to do in the spring. Dispense with all interior

fences possible. Before the ground freezes,

make an inspection to know what fencing KtuiT

it is best to get out next winter.

Fruit.—The great value of fruit this year will

lead to its careful handling. Never roll barrels

of apples, always lift them, and avoid pouring

them from a basket into a barrel, etc.

Grain Fields. —Guard against standing water,

or floods from higher ground, which will wash
the soil away, or which will bring on gravel,

etc., by a good ^'stem of surface drains. Well
drawn plow farrows are usually sufficient, but

on spots where much water is likely to come,

pile stones, or set planks so as to turn it off.

J3bi7S.—Cook all feed given to fattening liogs.

Add occasion.ally a few handfuls of charcoal

dust. Pork is better fatted rapidly than shnvly.

Horses.—See note on horses in the last Agri-

culturist. Halter-break colts, coaxing tliem

with sugar, never using a harsh word to them.

Yearlings and 3-year-olds that liave run free in

pastures during the summer, will need to be

handled and halter-broken, for convenience, he-

fore cold weather cuts off the pasturage.

Ice Houses.—See article in the "Household."

Manure.—Put all manuriid materitils into

compact heaps wilh judici.of.s .admixtures of

muck, vegetable matter or soil, bearing in mind

the principle not to mi.x lime or unleached ashes

with solid or liquid animal excrements, flesh or

any thing yielding ammonia in its decomposi-

tion, except perhaps leather. See " Basket."
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Plowintj.—The dry weather -wliicli has prevailed

during the autuinu, will make the ground very hard

to plow iu mauy places, but some liekls may be

much better plowed now thau next spring. See

article ou plowiug wet lauds iu this number. The

benefit of the frost iu winter, the fact that the

teams are iu better coudition for work, and the

greater leisure we have now than in spring, should

lead us to do all the plowing possible this fall.

Poultry.—To have eggs in winter, the hens must

have warm, light quarters, well ventilated, frequent-

ly cleaned out, always sweet; they must bo regu-

larly fed, never have too much, never too little, and

always fresh-water. If all the hens are induced to

lay iu winter, there will be few or none to lay or to

set iu spring for May and June broods.

Sheep.—Let the rams run v.-ith ewes for March

lambs, uot allowing valuable animals to share their

attention among too many.

Hooi-t.—Dig aud house, or cover iu pits before

hurt by frosts. Carrots aud beets are teuderest.

Water.—If possible secure running water iu the

stock yard. The past months of drouth in many
sections have shown the living springs and wells.

Weedx.—Rake up and destroy them all by lire.

^yoo(l.—Dead wood, and that which having been

blowu down, or broken off by the winds, cumbers
the wood lot, may be collected and used for fuel.

shelter of evergreen boughs. See that water

drains away from the beds. An inch or two of

Baud, or dry sandy earth thrown up around the

stems of seedling evergreens will help protect them.

W^ork in iLe Orcliard and Nurserj-.

The operations of planting and putting the stock

in the best condition for winter will continue to

occupy the attention of the orchardist and nursery-

man. The suggestions of last month will serve for

the early part of the jjresent oue. Plautiug may
be continued as long as the weather is suitable. If

any nursery stock is received which cannot bo care-

fully planted, heel it in, selecting a light soil in a

place where water will not stand. Be careful

that no spaces are left among the roots, unfilled by

earth. Trees carefully heeled in, will pass the

winter in perfect safety aud be at hand when want-

ed for spring jilanting. Mucli may be done iu pre-

paring the soil for planting in spriug. Manuring,

plowing, aud even making the holes for the trees

eau be continued while the weather permits.

Cider.—Those who are fortunate enough to have

apples, will find directions for making good and
sound cider on page 304, last mouth.

OeUar.t.—Do uot close up the cellars where fruit

is stored, until there is danger of freezing. Ven-
tilation is necessary, and where the construction of

the house will allow, it is a good plan to open a

ventilator into a flue of the chimney.

Oraj'liiig.—Seedling stocks to be root grafted, are

to be taken up and heeled-in in the cellar, or where
they can be taken out when needed. Cut cions after

the trees are at rest, and bury in sand or light soil.

Insects.—Many of these pests may now be " nip-

ped in the bud." The clusters of«ggs and cocoons

can now Ije readily seen on the naked trees, and the

time e-xpended in searching for and removing them
will be profitably employed. So with borers : ex-

amine the trees near the roots, aud if any borer
holes arc visible, kill the grub with a wire probe.

Labels.—See that all are in a condition to pass the

winter without becoming effaced. Those on newly
planted trees need looking to. The wire is often

twisted ou firmly at the nursery, and when growth
starts, the tree may become girdled. Labels or
stakes to be set iu the ground, will last for many
years if the lower portion be covered with gas tar.

Manuring.—Beariug trees need annual manuring
if we would have the best i-esults. Spread a coat-

ing of compost or coarse manure over the roots.

See last month on page 314. Iu our best nurseries

the young stock is manured at this season, a good
compost being plowed in between the rows.

Nursery Mows.—Give them the final ])lowing,

turning the furrows towards the rows. In largo

nurseries the heading back and shaping continues

through the winter in mild weather.

Seedlings.—Cover the half bardy kinds with a

Kitchen Gai-den.—As long as the

ground can be worked, there is something which

the gardener can do for the beuefit of future crops.

Mauuriug and plowing, or trenching is all the bet-

ter done now, aud drains may be laid. Stiff soils

thrown into ridges will be much ameliorated by the

frosts of wmter. Make surface drains to carry wa-

ter away from crops left out over winter. All refuse

should be secured to add to the manure heap. Weeds
that have gone to seed, are to bo dried aud buriied.

Aspartigus.—Make new beds as heretofore direct-

ed. Give old beds a good covering of littery manure.

Hcets and Carrots.—Hard frosts injure these, and

they should be out of the way of harm. Store in a

dry cellar, and cover with sand to prevent wilting.

Cabbages.—Take up and protect by some of the

methods given last mouth. The Savoys which are

better for freezing, do very well if heeled-in close to-

gether,and covered with straw with boards laid over.

Celery.—That grown in flat culture, according to

the article published in Julj', page 218, should be

taken up and put in trenches, as there directed. If

the weather continues mild, that in trenches may
have another earthing up. We h.ave seen good re-

sults from plants grown ou the surface and blanch-

ed by putting salt hay between them. This excludes

the light, and the celery blanches aud is kept clean.

Cold Frames.—Keep open if the weather is mild,

but close up before night fall. Have shutters or

mats, to put over in case of a cold snap.

J/iVe.—These do great mischief among seeds and

plants. Use traps and poison. Be careful uot to

harbor any in the cold frames.

Jnirsni2ys and Salsify.—The principal part of the

crop may be left in the ground, but dig enough for

use while the earth is frozen and bury in the cellar.

Rhubarb.—It is better to make new plantings in

the fall, as it starts so early in spring that the plants

are apt to get too large before the ground can be

worked. Divide old plants with a sharp spade, so

that each crown or bud will have a portion of root

attached. Set 4 feet apart each way in highly ma-

nured soil. Give old beds a heavy manuring.

Spitiach.—Give a light covering of litter

Turnips.—Allow them to grow imtil danger of

frost
;
gather and store in pits or in the cellar.

Wooden Applia^ices.—All stakes, poles, frames and

other garden conveniences of wood will last much
longer if put under cover for the winter.

Frnit Garden.—Preparation of the soil,

planting hardy trees and shrubs, and caring for

teuder ones will be in order.

Blackberries.—Set out pl.ants as heretofore directed.

All will do better if the canes can be laid down and

covered with earth. Dig the earth away from one

side of the stool, and then crowd it over.

Currants and Gooseberi'ies.—These require similar

treatment. Cuttings or rooted plants may be set

as directed on page 381, and 283 (September;. A
good dressing of manure will benefit old bushes.

Dwarf Apples and Pears.—Trees may be planted

if the soil is well prepared. Cut baok before plant-

ing, more or less severely, according to the vigor

of the tree. See article in January of this year ou
shapiug dwarf trees.

Orape Viiies.—Two years from the bud is old

enough for planting iu a well drained soil, work-
ed and manured to the depth of 20 inches. Cut

the vine back to within a foot of the ground at

planting. Spread the roots equally, and after they

are covered, make a mouud of earth around the

stem to protect the buds. Some notes upon prun-

ing are given on page 34.5, .and the manner of treat-

ing vines trained on the arm and spur system U
illustrated in the Agricitllurl-^i for November, 1864.

iSa.sjji/eccies.—Plants may be set. All kinds,
whether hardy or uot, are better if laid down and
protected in winter by a slight covering of earth.

Slravjberrics.—Cover at the approach of freezing
weather. Straw is most used ; leaves will answer if

covered with a little earth to keep them in place.

Do not cover the plant deeply, the object is to pro-

tect the roots from alternate freezing and thawing.

Flower Ciarden and Lawn.— While
the unusually dry autumn has impaired the beauty
of the late blooming flowers, it has been favorable

for all work of construction, road making, grad-

ing and planting of deciduous trees.

Hulb.^.—October is the most suitable month for

planting the Dutch bulbs, but it may be done early

this month. See article on page 316 (October).

Take up Gladiolus, Tigridias aud others planted
last spring, before the ground freezes. Dry them
in the sun and store them in a cool place where
they will not be injured by frost, or mice. Preserve

the labels with all named varieties.

Chrysanthemums.—The tall growing ones will

need stakes to support the weight of flowers. When
done flowering, cufaway the old stems.

Dahlias.—Cut away the stems as soon as the frost

has killed the leaves. Take up the roots, without

breaking them, on a fine moruing, and expose them
for some hours to the sun. Laliel aud store them
iu a cool vegetable cellar. Some pack them in

dry sand. They will keep in any place that is

suitable for potatoes and other vegetables.

Hedges.—Deciduous hedge plants may be set.

Never make a hedge where its spreading roots

will rob the soil devoted to other plants.

Frames and Pits.—These are to be opened when-
ever the weather is mild enough, aud closed before

the air becomes chilly. Protect iu severe weather

b3' shutters or mats. Give water only when the

earth looks dry. Keep mice out, or they will

destroy the plauts.

Lawn.'i.—The ground may be prepared by manur-
ing, plowing, leveling, etc., but it is now too late

to seed with much prospect of success. Old lawns
may have a good dressing of compost and be rolled.

Perennials.—The hardiest of these will come out

all the stronger in spring, if they are covered by a

few forkfuls of long manure.

Moses.—If the tender sorts cannot be wintered in

a pit, or cellar, bend them down and cover the

branches with a few inches earth.

Shrubs.—Tender aud half hardy kinds may be
taken to the cellar. Set in boxes of earth, and
water sp.aringly as needed.

Wistarias.—In places much north of New York
it is necessary, iu order to secure a bloom, to lay

this down and cover it with a few inches of earth.

Treat other tender climbers iu the same manner.

Green and Hot-Houses.—The transi-

tion from the open air to the confinement of the

house should be made as gradual as possible by
giving ventilation "whenever the outside tempera-

ture will allow. Fire will not be needed in the

green-house, unless the temperature is likely to go

below 4.5''. In the hot-house the thermometer may
range from 60° to 75". Plants at icst suffer

more from an excess than from lack of water.

Annnah.—If seed has not been sown of those an-

nuals dcsir.able in a green-house, attend to it at

once. Mignionette, Nemophilas, Pihodanthe, Sweet
Alyssum, etc., are all useful.

Bulbs.—Pot a good supply of Hyacinths, Tulips,

Narcissus, etc.. for blooming in succession. Set the

pots under the stage in the dark, until they are

well filled with roots.

Camellias.—Give those to be flowered early plentj'

of light and more water than those to be retarded.

Orecn.-i.—Secure a supply of green suitable to use

iu bouquets, aud store in the cellar. Our native

I^cojjodinm dendroidum is one of the most valuable.

Insects.—Extra vigilance in the beginning of the

season will save much future annoyance. Fumlg.a-
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tiou :iiKl tliu syi-inye will belji to keep tUeui down.

Pick off tlie mealy bug wlieu it lirst appears.

Pvopagution of Vei-beiuis, Petunias, Cuphea, Pelar-

goniums, etc., may be carried ou, and flowering

plants be had in a short time.

Wimloii) Plants.—See article on their care, p. 349.

Cold Orapery.—Close the ventilators iu

damp weather, and keep the house as dry as pos-

sible. If any clusters of fruit remain upon the

vines, remove those berries which aie decaying'.

The Apiary for IVovember.

—

Prepared

b;/ Jf. Qniiihij, hij n quest.—Ycry little work about

the apiary, properly belongs to this month. Auy
thing neglected in October may be attended to

now. Hives may be reiiaiuted, or unpainted ones

that have been used, may receive a coat, if it is de-

sirable, without serious injury to the bees. Some
light color is preferable. When set in the apiary,

two or more colors should alterunle in the row,

that the bees may recognize their own hive readily.

If straw hives for wintering bees have been pre-

pared, the bees and combs, may now be trans-

ferred to them, as well as later. A moderate

day is better than one very chilly or unusually hot.

Mice will liegin their depredations now. Their

presence may be known by chips, small particles

of comb, on the floor of the hive. Shut them all

out by strips of wire cloth, tacked over the en-

trance in such a way as to leave just a p.assage for

the bees. Trap them before they look up mischief

elsewhere. Hives standing out of doors through

winter, should be protected in this w.ay, to prevent

any mice enteriug that may hapjien to find them
during the winter. MalvC ready the hives for an-

other year, especially such as are to be painted.

Each person must decide for himself the kind of

hive to be used. There is, of course, a ditference

iu the profit of ditfereut kinds of hives. Some are

at least three times better than others. I think

tliat any one who fully under.Htaiuls what he wants

in a bee hive, can not .afford to do without

movable comb hives of some sort.

ICxIiibitioii Tables at tUe Olliec of

the Aniericaii A^ricitlturist.

Below is a list of the articles which have been present-

ed for Exhibition since oln- last report :

FRVns.— Gooseberries.—Englisii American ; I. Skehan,

Broolilyn, N. V , .^mericim Wliite : R. B. Dore, N. Y.

City.. Fine large berries without name ; John Beadam,

Brooklyn, E. D Currants.— Reil ; I. G. CUrk, Corn-

wall Lan'ling. N. Y Cherry ; J. A. Brush. Bmoklyn,

N. Y Red and White, very fine : Clias. Alaniiewirth,

Flshkill, N. Y Cherry, Versailles. Gloire de Sablons,

White Gjajie, Prince Albert, Rett Grape, Chain[)agiie,

Short Bundled Red; E.Williams, Montclair, N. J. .

.

Raspberries.—Doolittle's Black Cap ; Wm. Parry, Cin-

iiarninson, N. J— Seedling—one stern 15 feet long and

well fruited ; A. M. Halsled, Ilye, N. Y .... Blackberries.

—Wilson's Early (July 4th) ; J. S. Collins, Moorestown,

N. J ...New Uochelie; T. Tappan. Roslyn, L. I....

Kitlalinny ; E. Williams, Mont Clair, N. J Straw-

berrie.t.— .\gricnltrnast, in fiuit : J. H. Brinkertiotf. English

Neighborhootl. N.J Double ; L. S. Wood. Brooklyn,

N. Y .. . .yectartnrs.—Red Rom:in, large and fine; J.

Bailey, gardener to J. McKay, Esq.. Jersey City, N. J. .

.

fi^.«.—Oporto ; Dr. Drake. East Brotnlwny, N. Y. C
Pinple ; Wni. Bal'lwin. Clinion, N.J ...Gru/ifs.—Blight-

el Concurrts; Tlios. Oliver, Fordham, N. Y... Seed-

ling; .\. B. Eckerson, T;ipn-iri. ,\. Y Clintoir and

Max;itawney ; Gustavus Hein>. Dowuington, Pa Ex-
celsior; .Andrew Child, Newmarket. N. J Clinton,

Adirondiic nnd Seedling ; Geo. H. llite, Morrlsania, N.

V... Isabella; Thos. Harris, Williamsburgh, N. Y.,

John P. Kiessell. Hudson City. N. J., Chnrles Starr,

Cotsju-kic, N. Y.. and .\texander Rogers. Starville. N.

V Concord: Daily <k Pearce, Flshkill, N. Y., and

.Mr. Staples, Newburgh, N. \' Allen's Hybrid: .\.

Scarborough. Payson, 111 Clinton, Diana and Seed-

lins: Hugh Capner, Fleming, N. J Peaches.—Fine

Cr:iwford ; Benj. Archer, Scarsdale, N. \ Seedling,

l.irge : Mr. Manning, Brooklyn. N. Y... Maiden's Blusli,

Seedling; .\nna L. Abbott, Boston, .Mass .. .Seedling
;

.Marshall Bryan, Brooklyn, N. Y....Twin Growth; E.

.S. Bcrrian. New A'ork. . . .Apples.— Collection from Ernst

& Bro., South Amboy, N. J.. ., Seedling ; T. W. Suffern,

Snfferns, N. Y Gloria Mundi. 2^'i o", ; Wm, I.nf-

brows, Monmouth Co., N. J— B:iliiwin, large; John

Sinitli, Ossoming. N. Y,,.. Gloria Mundi. 24 oz.; .Mr. Ir-

win, Weschester. N. Y., also from Julian Allen, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.. and Robert French, Westlield, N. J...

i'f(!r».—.\ collection from Ernst 4: Bro,, South Ainboy,

N. J Vergalieu. to .sjibw badoacking ; S. Jaqua. Pat-

crson, N. J ,. . .Rosliczer ic Tyson; T. B. Merrick,

Orange. N. J Samples from culling from old Sluy-

vesant tree; Mr. Bacon. Roxbury, Mass Seckel and

Bartlelt; B.F. Sealy, SoulhYonkeis. N. Y. ...Rapelyea;

I. H. Rapelyea, .Astoria, N. Y Diichesse, 24'i oz.; P.

L. Pe:irc,e, Brooklyn, N. Y Louise Bonne de Jersey :

Hugh Capner, Flemington, N. J Beurre d'.\malis; J.

C. F. Smith, Nyack, N. Y.... Abbott; John Crane,

Union, N. Y... Seckel : Dr. Duffenferfer, New Holland,

P;l .. 4 Duchesse, weight 4 lbs.. 3oz.: Samuel Vernon,

Brooklyn, N. Y' Duchesse and Beurre Did, Gabiiel

Marc, Astoria, N. Y' Rulter : Gustavus Heins, Down-
ington, Pa SheUlon, Louis Bonne de Jersey, Beurre

Hardy, Beurre Bosc. Seckel and Duchesse ; Ellwanger

and B:irry, Rochester, N. Y.

Flowers.—Roses, a fine collection : Mr. Burgess, .\s-

toria, L. I. ..Lilium auralum; J. Dingwall, Albany. N.

Y., I. Buchanan, Astoria, L. L, Brill & Kumerle, New-
ark, N. J., Wm, Chorllon, Facloryville, Si;iten Ishind,

J:rmes Hogg, Yoikviile, N. Y Clemalis bicolor ; Wm.
S. Carpenter, Westchester Co., N. Y . - . Wax Plant,

H'tija carnosa ; V. S. Pell, N. \'. Orphan -Vsylum

Phloxes, seven distinct seedlings ; L Buchanan. Astoria,

L. I Dahlias; Seedling Pompone, "Empress of

Mexico,"' H. F. Krause, N. Y. Cily A collection; C.

S. Pell, N. Y. Orphan Asylum .... Twin Dahliii ; D. H.

Knapp. N. Y. City Japan Lilies; C. S. Pell, N. Y.

Orphan Asylum ...Bompiets and Cut-flowers ; T. Cav-

anach, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; and from Keyser's Islnnd,

South Norwalk, Conn.. . .SpIencliLl Coxcomb; Heniy
Oothout, Stamford. Conn Cut Floweis ; Miss M. A.

Cortelyou, Slaten Islainl.

Vegetables.—Turnips, sowed last week in May, very

fine; W. Van Benlhuysen, E;itontown, N, J— Cucum-
bers, (twin) ; P. Vandcrhoff, Long Branch, N, J. ; (trip-

let) : .\. W. Boyce, Staleu Island ; Very large specimen

;

D. Winant, Slateu Island Beet : Large Bassano ; E.

P. Tyson, Sonthfield. Staten Island... C:ibbage, very

large Drumhead ; R. Crisswell. L. I Corn ; One Ear,

8 cobs : J. ^B. Stanton, Hudson City. N J.; Japanese,

with variegated foliage ; Jas. Hogg, Yorkville, N. Y.. .

Custard Marrow, new, fi'om Japan : Peter Henderson.

Jersey City, N.J Squash ; Sumner Crook-neck, twin
;

Wm. S. Carpenter, Rye, N. \' Sweet Potato plant,

curious growth ; J. H. Green. Jr.. Morrlsania, N. Y.
Purple Egg Plants and Wethersfield Red Onions; John
H. Roche, Mead's Basin, N. J Turnip Beet. \5ii lbs.;

E. P. Tyson. Sonthfield, N. Y'. . . . Welheisfiehl Red On-

ions ; Geoige Such, South .\mboy, N. J ...Evergreen

and Bnckiam Coin ; J. C. Demaiesl, Hackcnsack, N, J.

....Cucumber, ".Mills Jewess"; Wm. Chorlton, Faclo-

ryville, N. Y Cucumber in bottle; Mrs. Wheeler,
Orange, N. J— Double Cucumber ; Valentine Haber,
Jersey Cily, N. J. ...Purple Egg Plant, "V lbs.; George
H. Kile, Morrlsania, N. Y'... Purple Egg Plant. 10 lbs.;

A. fit. .^.Ilerlon, Somerville, N. Y.. .Wethersfield Red
ari'l D:mvers Yellow Onions ; Wm. Chorlton. Faclory-

ville. N. V Cucumber; I. L, Miller, Richmond, N. Y
While Cucumber: E. Sanderson, Molt Hiiven, N.Y.

...5 Red Globe Onions, 6>; lbs.; F. P. Benedict. Kcy-
porl. N. J Cream Pumpkin, 9'^ lbs,; .\lfred J. Hodson
Brooklyn, N. Y .California Gourd. 5 feet 2 in. long:

C. Pabor, Harlem. N. Y... .Sweet Potato, 2 lbs., II oz.;

Rev. E. W. .\(lams, Staten Islanrl Sweet Potatoes,

fine; J. Hayne, Bloomfield, N, J... Fine ears 2n-rowed

Corn ; David Walker, New Durham, N. J Squash 91 »j

lbs,; T. Hardy . Hubbard Squash ; D. V. Brower, Eng-
lish Neighborhood, N. J ... Fancy Goui-ds ; .\. F. Stew-

art, Hudson City, N. J. ...Purple Egg Plant, 7 lbs.; G.

Huyler. Tenefly. N. J Peruvian Corn Stalks, 14 feet

high ; B. C. Townsend, Bay Ridge, N Y'.,..FIat Dntdi
Cabbase. 22'., lbs.: R Crisswell, L. I... Millet: :\Ir.s_

Schurenian. Hudson City, N. J... G Large Egg Plants;

Louis Bullinger, Egg Harbor City. N. J

—

Tomatoes.

Fejee. Plum, and Grape: Rev. C. J. Jones, Staten Is-

land. N. Y. .. .Mammoth. 3X lbs.: John Gardiner. New-

Brighton. N. Y.. L. A. Berla, Tremont. N. Y., Thomas
France, Ciaremonl. N, Y., Mr. Voltz, English Neighbor-

hood. N. J., and Wm. Mills, Flalbush. N. Y....Feiee;

S. W. Miller, Elizabeth, N. J. .. .Yellow ; F. H. Piag.l.

Greenwich, N. Y PoMtofs.—Garnet Chili; C. W.
Dunlap. Jr., English Neighborhonil, N. J., and James
Holbrow, Walden, N. Y. ..Mercers ; E. I. Keelcv, Nor-

wood. N. J., and J. Hayne, Bloomfield, N J . . . .Jackson

White, Prince .Mbert and Peachblow ; D. V. Brower,
En'-dish Neighborhood, N. J. ...White Peach Blows:
D, J, Youngs, Oyster Bay. N. Y.

MlscELLANEOl;s.—Brahma Pootra Eggs, fi weighing

IH lbs. ; G. B. Davis, Tnmpkinsville. Slaten Island

Black Spanish Egg, weight. 4 ozs.: D. Pierson, Clinion

Hill. N. J Sep.l Poil of Cassia Br;i7.iliana ; Dv. White

Pan:min. N. G— Silk and Cocoons of Chinese Silk

worm; Ezra Ellis, Oldliain, N. J .. Natural Ham, be-

ing :i very curious yellow pine knot, in form and color

like a small hum: I. Wild, N. Y. City .. Gold-bearing

Quartz; E. Lockvvooti, Nova Scotia... Cinnabar (Quick-
silver Ore), New .^Imaden Mine, Cal.; J. Rogei's A
large Bat; Patrolman No. 2.5, 1st Precinct, N. Y..Case
Fruit Jai-s ; Johnson. P,alenlee. Slh-Avenue, N. Y. City.

....Marine Shells; Capl. Elias Smith, Raleigh, N. C...
Double Egg ; H. F. Doran, N.\'. City. . . .Chestnuts ; Mrs.
C. E. Wheeler, Orange, N. J ...Cotton in bloom : W.
Lord. Morrlsania. N. Y Curious and Small Eggs;
Mrs. G. Oslrander. Ceulrevillc. N. Y... Black Spanish
Fowls' Eggs; B. JIurrny. Jr.. Englewood, N. J.

Thirt<B(i?n tor Twelve.
To every new Subscriber/or 1866 (^Volume 25,) received

m November, ive will send the Agriculturist for De-

cember free of charge^ This will give the paper TUlr-
teeu months for the price of Twelve,

Sote, that this offer is only for November, except for

namesfrom the Pacific Coast, ami other points too distant

to respond by the close of the month, y. B.—The above

applies to all subscribers, whether singly or in cluhs, in

premium lists,from Agricultural Socitties, etc.

Excellent Premiums.

Open to Everybocly—A First-rate Opportu-

nity to secure Good nu<I Desirable Things

-witlioiit Expense, ami benefit otiiers at

tlie saiue tinie.^Every tiling offered is

iieM^, anil of* tlic beift quality and make.
^Good Books, Good Seeds, Plants, and
Grape Vines ; Good Fruit Trees,

SUrubH, anfl otiier Nursery Stock

;

Good Houseliold and Farm Im-

plements ; Good Pianos, Blelo-

deons, etc., etc.-~Sometiling to

meet tlie vrants of Everybody,

and Everybody is invited

to secure one or more

of tliese Premiums.

In Ihe Table (next page) we offer a fine list of Premium

ill iiples to tliose who will take the trouble to collect and

forwanl clubs of subsciibeis. We know every article is

good ami desirable. Thousands of persons may each ob-

tain one or more of these premiums willi very litlle

trouble. Jien and Woman. Post-masters and tlieir Clerlis,

Agricultural Societies, Soldiers, Clergymen, Teachers.

Widows, Farmers. Mechanics, Storekeepers, Boys, Girls,

iiiiieed almost every class may each gather namesof sub-

sciiiiers enough to secure some one or more of the desi-

rable articles in the list of things offered. The supply of

each of these premium articles is jibundant enougli to

give all who want them a chance, and plenty of time will

be given to fill up a list, though NO"W is the best time to

begin maliing up a club, as extra copies aie offered to

every s\ibscrihcr received this month, as noted above.

TUe Tabic on next pa?e gives only the list of ar-

ticles, their value, and llie number of subscribers requir-

ed for each, at the regular subscription rate $1.50 a year,

or at the lowest club rate when large clubs are made up

($1 a year). But let every one thinking of securing a

pn uuimi.

Ct^ SEND FOR OUR DEHCRiPTlON LIST.

Avmcii on^ES full particulars about

EACH PREMIU^I, ETC. IT WILL BE FURNISH-

ED Flfil^E TO ALL APPLICANTS.

J^^ For brief tlescihitions, see October Agrtcitllicnst,

page 300. We ha^e not room to repeat them.

As fast as any subscriptions are obtained, .send them

along, that tlie snb^icribprs may bpgin to recivp the
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paper; and when all the names that can be oblained are

forwarded, select the premium desired, and it will be

prnmptly furnislied. To save mistakes and the keeping

nf money accounts, send with each name, or list of names,

the exact subsciiption money ; or send at first the full

amount for a club, and receive the premium, and tlien

forwanl the names ns obtained.

To avoid errors and save immense labor lu looking over

nur books, it is absolutely essential that every name design-

ed/or a premium list be so marked when sent in. (Sucli

names are creJited to the sender In a separate book, as

fast as received—ready for instant reference.)

Old and new subscribers will count in pn:-mium lists,

but they shoukl be partly new names, for it is to obtain

such that the preudums are in part offered. Premium

clubs need not all be at one Post office. Of course

only one premium will be given for the same subscriber.

The extra copy, usually offered to clubs of 10 or 20,

will not be furnished when a premium is given.

Table of Proniiuins nnd Terms, t?_j

For Voluino 25. S^.

Open to all--3Io Competition. B%
TO

"^

2\'amei of Premium Articles. j .

1—Ooon Books—5fe terms below' . .

a—G-ardcii Seeds for a F;uiiily (10 kinds)... $.i 00
3—Flower Seeds tor a Family f 100 kinds). $5 00
4—Xui'serv Stoijiv (anv Kinds aesircdj 820 00 '

5—lona Gf:ipe Vines (l-<i ol" Xo. 1) ...$18 00 !

O—Cousord Grape Viucs (100 of No.l) ..$12 00
J7—StrawRen-v l^lant- (lOOof t;ood Kinds) *5 00 I

8—Japan Lilies (1-4 Bulbs) . $G 00 I

9—Downins:'^ Landsciine Gardening: $C f,0
'

10—Ainenciiu Cvclope<lia S30 00
11—Mitchell's New General Atlas $10 00
1:J— Worcester's GreaUlla?trat'dDictlonary;Fr2 00
1:5—-Vnv Iiack Volunip .l'7J'ici///j:ri*(, 1

"' ~

14—.\nV Two back Volumes do
15—Any Three do do do
lo—Any Four do do tlo

17—Any Five do do do
IS—Any Six do do do
19-Anv Seven do do do
;3I)—Anv I'^iclit do do do
;31-Vol3. XVI lo XXIV do
3-i—Stump Speech—Steel Plate Colored .. 1(0 00
r33-The Countv F.lcrtioa do do $10 00
34—Halt in the Woods do do $10 00
Ji5—Morton's best N'o.5 Gold Pen, Silver Caseil 50
J3G—Case 01 Draivins Insliuments $S 00
ar-Ladv'uRosewoodWriiiu-; Di-sk $12 00
an-Gentleman's do do do $1-1 00
>i'J—Best FainilvCloUies-Wiinger 410 00
30-DoEv'3 Wasliinir Machine.. $12 00
Sl-Tea'set fISest Silver Plated) $50 00
3-i—Sevvini; Machine, ( Wlitcler & AVilson), $55 00
.'53—Sewing Machine (Wiicox & Gibhs) . . $55 00
34—Sewiii!; Madiine for Tailor Wort $1)0 00
3~»—Melorteon (Best Four <>ct:ive).... $67 00
3G—Melodeon (Best Five Octsivej .. $lt'-i 00
37— Piano. 7 Octave (Sti-iii\V;iv & Sons). ..$(300 00
3«— Barnnieter (Woodnitrs Mercurial).. $12 00
39— iiaronieier fWoodrufTs .Mercurial) ... $lfl 00
40—The Aquarius, or Water Thrower $U 00
41—Bnckeve Mowinic Machine Xo. 2 $125 00
4'4—Allen'8 Patent CyUiKler Plow,.. ..$-20 50

Ss.^

S'.-^

$3 nO
$5 25
$7 00

5 $S 75
§$10 .^0
- $12 Zi
$14 00

r2
si

35
ai
100
'M
65

SS
40
SB
60
65
20
56
S!
33
44
50
57
64
72
60
60
60
32
45
65
70
5S
65

240
270
270
290
SOO
450

10
13
15

17
19
21
23
13
13
13
12
16
19
21
18
19
67
70
70
75
80

140
500 1500

iij^ -Vo charge is -made fur pack'ntg or boxing any of the

articles in this Premium List. Thr Premiums, 1.2, 3,7, 8,

and 13 lo 26, are delivered to any part of the United

States and Territories, free of all charges. The other

articles cost the recipient only the freight after leaving

the Tnanufactory of each. JH^ Every article offered is

new and of the very best manufacture.

^ Prcniiiiin 1.— Gooii JSooks.—Any person sending a

club of 25 or more subscribers, may seleet Books from tlie list

on this page, lo llie amount of 10 cents for each subscriber

sentat $1: or to the* amount of 30 cents for eacli name sent

at the (ten) club price of S1.20 each: or to the amount of 60

rents for each name at $1 50. This offer extends wi^y to clubs

of 25 or more names. Tlie Books will be sent bj- mall or

express, prepaid by 7(.s.~Tlii3 is a good opportunity for the

farmers of a neighborhood to unite their efforts and get up
an Agricultural Library for general use. Several Farmers'

Clubs have done so.

«ar For Description of tlie otlier Pre-
minnis, see October number, and especially a large,

lull Descriptive S/icff, wliicll Mill be forwarded /rfc to

any one desirlnj to canvass for a premium.

Specimen Numbers of the Agriculturist, Cards,

and Showbills, as may be needed, will be supplied to

Canvassers. These should he used carefully and eco-

nomlcaliy, as each copy of the paper is costly, besides

the poslage (2c.), which must be pre-paid here, A large

neat Showbill will be issued soon.

ClilTBS can at any time be increased, by remitting

for eiich addition the price paid by the original members,
if the subscriptions all date at the same slartin^j point.

The back numbers will of course be sent lo added names.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Any of the following books can be obtained at the Of-

fice of the AgiicuUiirist at the prices named, or they will bo
forwarded by mail, post-paia, on receipt of the price. These
prices are positively good only to December 1st.]

Allen's (I.. F.) Rural Architecture
Allen's (I!. L.) American Farm Book...
Allen's Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Bird P'ancier
American liose Cultnriat - -^.

American Weeds and useful Plants "', in
Art of Saw Filins... (Holly)
Barry's Fruit Garden .. i
Bceclier's (Henry Ward) Fruit, Flowers and Farming.'. 1 25
J'.emeiit s Poulterer s Companion 2 00
Bement'a Itabbit Fancier
Blake's Fanner's Encvclopedia .'.'.'.'.'..

.Boussingault'a Uural Fconomy
Brid-jeiuan's Fruit Cultivator's Manual '.

Bridaeinati's ^'ouns Gardener's Assistant
Brldgeman'3 Kitchen Garden Instructor. .. .

BridireTnan's Florist's Guide
Brandt's Ase of Horses (English and Germain,'
Breck'a Book of Flowers. .

.."

Browne's Field Book of Manures,
. .

.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'

Bulst's Flower trarden Directory
Buiat's Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's V^egetablea of America .

Carpenters and Joiners' Hand Book. .(Hoily).'."
Clioiiton's Grape Grower's Guide
Cobbett'a American Gardener
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's "Veterinarian
Colnian's Agriculture
Copeland's Conntrv Life '.',..

Cottage Ree-Kecper
Cotton Planters' Alanual (Turner) .'.'.'.'

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor., , ,

Iladrl's (Geo, II,) American Cattle Doctor .'.'".".

Dana's Muck Manual
Dog and Gun (Hooper's)
Downing'a Landscape Gardening (ne'w Et'litYoni'
Downin^^'s Cotta^je Itesideiices, .

Downimr's Prnits and Fiuit Trees of America. "

Eastwood on Cranberrv
Elliott's We-stern Frnit'Grower's Guide

'.'.'"

Em|)lovineiU of 'Women—Bv Virginia rennv,.'"
Flax ('ulture : .,.:,,
French's Farm Di-ainage '".

Field's (Thomas "W,) Pear Culture
Flah Culture
Flint (Charles I„) on Gniases .'..'.

Flint's Milch Cows ami Dairv Farming
"

Fuller's Grape Cnlturist, ,. ."!

'

Fuller's Strawberry Cnlturist '.

Goodale'a Principles of Breeding ..
"

Gray's.Manual of Botany and Lessons in one Voi„, ',.,', 4 o6

,$ 1 50
, 1 50
, 1 CO

SO
SO

30
1 ,-0

1 60

75
i 00

75
75
50

1 50
1 50
1 .50

1 00
5 00

75
75
75
60
75

R 00
4 50

1 50
1 50

1 50
1 '.'5

30
6 .50

2 50

5 00
75

1 50
1 ,50

:o
1 50
1 ','5

1 25
2 00
2 00
1 50
20

1 25

1 25
75

1 is
5 00
3 fO

00
2 00
2 00
1 75
1 'lo

2 00
2 00
2 00
1 50

50
1 '25

1 50
1 ,50

1 50
3 bu

Gray's How Plants Grow.
Guenon on Milch Cows
Hall's (Miss) Atnencan C'oolicry .'.

Haraazthy Grape Culture. «S:c.

Harris' Insects Iniurious to Vegetation, plain „.„
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, colored plates. 4 ,50
Herbert's Hints to Horselceepers i l -^
Hints to Illflemen, hv Cleveland "" 150
Holly's Country beats ,,

'. 450
Hop Culture |" 40
How to Buy a Farm and V here to Find One '. " 175
Insect Enemies of Fruit Trees, (Trimble) SOO
Jaques' Fruits and Fruit Trees

'

•Tenninga on Cattle '

Jenning's on the Ilorao and his Diseases
.lohnstoii'a Agricultural Chemiatiw
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry

','

Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Latigstroth on the Honcv Bee
Loudon's (Downing's) Ladies' Flower Garden
Leiichar's Howto Build Hot-houses
Lieliig's Familiar Letters on Chemistry
Lipbig's Modern Agricnitnre
Liebig'a Xatural Laws of Husbandry
Lltialcy's (I), C) Atorgau Iloraes ,.*

Manual of Agricnltnre bv (J, Emerson and C. L. Flint
.Mayhew's IllttiitratC'l lloise Doctor
Mavhew's Illustrated Horse Management 3,50
McNlnliou's American Gardener 2 50
Miles on the Horse's foot 75
Morrell's American Shepherd 175
My Fartn of Edgewood 2 00
National Almanac and Annual liecord 150
Neill's Practical Gardener (Pardee) 150
Norton's Sctcntitic Agriculture 75
Olcott'a Sorgho and Imphee 125
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acrea (bound) 60c (paper) SO
Pardee on St rawlterry Culture . 75
Parsons on the Hose *. 150
Phantom Bouquet, or Skeleton Leaves 2 00
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
(Juiiibv's Mysteries of Bee keeping 1 75
lialjbit Fancier , 30
liandall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Itandall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden SOO
Kichardson on the Dog 30
Rivers' Orchard Houses 50
Rural Affairs (bound) "Vols ..each. ,. 150
Saunder's Domestic Poultrv paper, 30 cts,,.bound,, 60
Saxton's Farmers' Librarv,',set otS Vola morocco 9 50
Saxton's Farmers' Library,, set of SVoIs., cloth 8 50
Sclienck's Gardener's Text Book 75
Shepherd's own Book 2 25
Skillful Hovtsewlie 75
Smith's Landscape Gardening 1 50
Spencer's Education of Children 1 50
Stewart's (John; Stable Book .

.

1 5C
Templetou's Mechanic's Pocket Companion 1 50
Ten Acres Enough 1 50
Thaer's (.V. D,> Principles of Agriculture 2 .50

Tliomas' Fruit Cultunst 1 60
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00
Tobacco Culture
Todd's iS, E,l Voung Farmer's Manual
Tucker's Register Rural ABairs
Vaux'8 Villas and Cottages
Villas and Farm Cottages, (CJeaveland and Backus)..
Walden's Complete Soil Culture
"Warder's Hedges and Evergreens
"Waring's Eletnents of AgricuUurc
Watson's American Home Garden
Wax Flowers (.\rt or Making). .

Wetheriil on the Manufacture of Vinegar.
Wln-at Plant (.lohn Kilnpart's)
Woodward's Country llomes
Woodwaid's Graperies.

25

1 50
30

3 00
SOO
1 50

1 50
1 00
2 r]0

2 00

1 ,50

1 50
1 ,50

,
1 50

rouatt anil .Sjiooncrv on the Horse 1.50
Youatt and >lartin oi^<;attle 150
Vonatt oa the Hog 1 00
Vouutt on Sheep 100
Toumans' Household Science 2 00
Youraans' New Chemistry...

, ,.,, 3 00

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

1864 ,,,

1863, , .

,

1862

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-
fully prepared specially for the Amirican Agriculturist.
show at ii glance the transticlions for a month, ending Oc-
tober ICth, with other interesting comparative figures.

1. TB,\XS.iC-riO.\-S AT TUK NEW-TOBK MARKETS
Rkcbipts, f7our. 117,ca(, Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.
24 days (Aw m'Jh, 3,57.000 441,000 2,779.000 64,000 aW.OOO 957.000
24 (lays last m'tli,2wl,000 1,275,000 2,373,000 109,000 107,000 764,000

S*'-i!s. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley.
24 d,a.vs (/(is month, 367,000 1.789,000 1,981.000 03,000 S&5,000
24 days (((.s( mouth, 351,000 2,052,000 2,318,000 97,000 5,500

3. Comparison with same period at this time last year.
Receipts, Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.
24days]S(i,5 &57,000 441.000 2,779,000 64,000 6,')6,000 957.000
.10 days 1801 339,000 1,31.1,000 1,190,000 187,000 321,000 1,925;000

Sales, Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley

ni
'!"''

,'fS
367.000 1,789.000 1,981.000 63,000 3.85,000

26dayal864 278,000 1,36,5,000 l,437,.i00 94,000 lisicOO

3. Exports from yew- York, January 1 to Oct, 14:
Flour, "n-heat. Corn, Rve, Oats,

1865 1,0S.-.S99 1,778,863 2,209,900 170,694 65 7»l
,1,658.945 ll,5,i2,79J 799,597 4,53 37 7^
2,S76,';(i,5 12,982.582 7,414,704 415.249 117 599

,2,440,328 19,097,373 9.228,402 1,010,017 133^631

4. Receipts of Breadstuff's at the head of tide ivnter at
Albany, from the Commencement of Navigation to Oct, 7.

Flour. WUeia. Corn. Rye. Bailey. Oats,
1365. ,, ,519.000 5,945.000 ]0,'276,500 .54S,:00 1,049,700 6.714 900

l§l!i"""iP'l;!S
l-.l'''8.200 7,86ti,400 2;i,700 589,000 6493,900

1803,,,, 891,900 13,017,900 18,985,500 301,000 086,700 5,908,500

0«ing parllv lo specnhiiion, and partly to a heavy
demand for duties on iinpoited goods, gold has been
higher ihe ptist nionlli, at one time touching 149. To-day
it is 144?; against 1423^ a moiilli ago. As noted in ihe

table below, the prices of bieadsiuffs are higher, affecled

somewhat by the gold maiket, but more by an active
.speculation at Chicago, atnoiinting to g.imbling. Dealers
theie have even purihaseil laigely in this maiket. and
prices have been carried up beyond the reach of buyers
for foieign markets, so much so as 10 almost stop exporl,
while the Western speculation has prevented lite usual
supplies from coming foi ward. It can hai'dly beoiher-
wise than Ihal there will be trouble resulting from Ihese
gambling operalioiis, and we shall not be stiriuiscil to see
an early breakdown in piices Corn, Rye, Bailey,
and Oats ate quiet and prices weaker Collon has
been in brisk demand, at rapidly atlvanclng piicea, under
the foieign news. Theieceipts continue large Provi-
sions hare been in more demaml at very irregular prices.— Hog proJucis closed heavily; Beef, Butter, and
Cheese, quite finniy , ,. Wool has been in good reqiie.st

at steady prices, but closed tamely ...Hay, Hops, and
Tobacco in fair request at uniform qiiolations,

CuiiRKXT Wholesale Prices.

Sept. 16,
FLOrn—Super to Extra State S^O 90 <,* 8 10
Super to Extra Southern. . 9 25 (314 00
Extra Western 770 (§14 00
Extra Genesee 8 20 (310 90
Siipertlue "Western 6 90 (3 7 40
Rye Floui! 6 00 (3 25
Conx SlEAL 4 75 @ 5 35
AVhe.vt— All kinds of White. 2 10 ©2 40
All kinds ofRedand Ambrr, 1 55 @ 2 10
Corn—Yellow 89 @ 90
Mixed 72 © 89
Oats—Western 53 @ 54
State .53 @ —
1;te , 100 ® 1 05
Barley 1 10 (3 1 25
CoiTON—Middlings, ^ ft 44 @ 45^
Hops—Crop on804. J) 1) 15 ® 45
Feathers—Live Geese, ¥* D>, 80 @ —
Seed—Clover, ^ lb 28 @ SO
Timothv, t"! bushel... 5 00 @ 5 .50

"
" ® 3 00

Oct. 16.

$7 90 (8 8 90
CO (3,16 00

8 50 @l(i 00
9 00 IS 12 75

90

6 25
4 75
2 40
1 72

92

Flax, 'fi bushel 2 85
SfGAK—Brown, ia «. 11) _
Molasses, Cuba, ^igl SS ®
COFFEK—Rio, ¥* c» 18 (3
Tobacco, Kentucky, &c„%)Ib. 6 ®
Seed Leaf, V n, 7®
Wool—Domestic Fleece, ^ ft. !>7>:@
Domestic, pulled, %t ft CO @
California, unwashed 20 @
Tallow. l>ib 15:V®
Oil Cake—P ton 48 50 (S5:
Pork—M ess, V halTel 30 50 ®3";

Prime, *l barrel ... 24 50 ®'25 00

® a 40
~ - 25
<S 5 25
; " 65
@ 2 42
* 95

(3 92
: 62
® 68
'

1 18
1 25

_ 60
@ 45

® 1 00
13 @ 15

3 75 @ 4 25
2 SO @ 3 00

53 ®
1 13
1 09

58
10

iov< 13 ® 17X
02K 50 ® 85
22K 18 ® 22
•20 6 @ 20
SO 7 @ SO
80 50 ® 80
V2!.; .50 ® 67
45 18 @ 46
h-« 14 ® 14«
uo 50 IH) S55 00
50 S4 75 ®35 Sl^i

Bkef—Plain mess,.
Lard, in barrels, I* ft

Bt:T'rER— Western, V lb

State, Vtb
Cheese
Beans— %T bushel
Peas—Canada, ^ bushel ,.

.

Eggs-Fresh, ^ dozen
Pot'LTRY—Fowls, $* ft

Turkeys, %1 ft

Potatoes—Mercers, ^ bbl.
Peach Blows. ^ barrel
Buckeyes—New, ^barrel,,.
Apples—^ barrel

,50 (312 .50

22)<® 27JS
25 ® S9
33 @ 50
JIX® 16,11-

1 50 ® 2 00
1 S3 @ 1 40

25 a 27
24 @ 23
26 @ 28

2 CO ® 2 50

1 25

3 00
® 1 ,50

® 5 00

80 00 ®30 50
10 50 ®:3 50

24 ® 28V
32 ® 42
40 @ 55
14 @ 18,i<

1 50 a 2 25
1 35 ® 1 40
S3 @ 36
18 ® 21
.9 @ 20

S '25 @ 2 50
2 00 @ 2 25
1 ,50 @ 1 75
3 00 ® 50

I^'c-w York I>ive Stock markets.

—

Beef Cattle.—The supply for the past month lias

averaged 6427 head per week ;
previous month 5905 per

week ; s.'ime perioil last year, C289 per week. Quality

belter than pi evioiis motdh ; demand generally pood, and

prices ranging }icfaJ'lc per lb. net. higher. Latest prices

for Prime lo Extra 17Xc(Sie,Vc per lb, estimated dressed

weight; Mediuin to Good 14).cfa)16'aC ; Common to

Poor, Uc'S.lOc MilchCows, Average weekly receipts

121. Demand good and prices well up. First grade and

Extra, $90(S'$120 each
i
Ordinary to Fair, $66(a$8Si In-
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ferior to foor, $50 2)$35 each-.. Veal Calves. S'lpply

lighter, averaging 1243 per week at legnhir yard. Prices

improveil ; latest s;iles licSHc per lb., live weight, for

Good to Best : others ScSllc, according to quality—
Sheep and Lambs. Supply veiy large, averaging 23,302

per week, which is 3000 greater than last year. Qualiiy

ordinary. Prices ei-cSSc per lb. live weight for sheep,

according to qualilv ; Lambs, $3(aii6. iO per iiead for the

different gnules Live Hogs. A*-erage weekly receipt

13043, or about tiie same as at this time last year. Latest

prices for good corn-fed 13)jc,®14c per lb. live weight.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many

good Hcnts and Su^gestt07ts which we throw into S7na!l

type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

"We are Sure our Readers -^viH l>e

pleaseil with the splendid assortment of excellent ar-

ticles offered, in the Premium List un page 332. These

premiums, taken as a whole, are superior to any list

ever before offereJ in this or any other journal. Ev-

ery article will give satisfaction to any one receiving it.

There is no ciap trap about this matter. It is desirable

to have one or more persons in every to\\ n in the counlry

to attend specially to the subscription lists of the Agri-

culturist, and while there is not piotit enough to allow

the sending of paid cunvassing agents, these premiums
will amount lo good pay, and wheie pay is not the object,

as an agree;i'jle acknowledgment on the part of the

Publishers. 1 lie special good v\ill of the manufacturers,

and sundry advertising arrangenients, enable us to offer

these articles on far better terms llian ran be paid in

cash, but this does not detract from tlie real value and

good quality of the articles offered as premiums. That
there may be no mistake, we repeat that every article is

new from the raanufjiclnry and of first quality and make.

We believe the Agriculturist is doing a good woik, not

only in conveying jiositive informatiuu on many topics,

and practical hints and suggestions on others, but also

in siimulaiins thought and enterprise. Veiy few persons

can go through a volume wiiliout getting some liints, or

being led into some course of tliouglit and action that

will many times repay the smalt subscription asked.

We think tliere are many more than a hundred thousand

indivituals and families who would be really benefited

by having the paper, and aside from our own interest in

its diffusion, we take pleasure in pusliingit into every

corner of the lanil. Those who help in doing this will

do a good w ork, aside from w hat is received as premiums.

Ho>r to ^et this Paper at ^l.So a
Ifear,—Get three others to join you—four copies for $5.

Ho'vv to g;et this Paper at $1. a Year.
--Make up a club of twenty or more at $1 each.

HoTV to g:et tliis Paper aYear for O.
—Make up a club of ten at $1.20 each, or ac!ub of twenty

ur more at $1 each, and receive an extra copy.

**PleaseJ\o«icemy Advertisenient,*'
—Almost daily are we requested to call attention lo some
advertisement by an editorial item. As there are from

fifty lo a hundred or more advertisements In each paper,

and as we would avoid invidious distinctions, we must,

as a rule, decline such respectful and perfectly proper

lequests, though it would give us pleasure to oblige each

advertiser, weie it practicable. In fact, however, our

readers understand that the admission of an advertise-

ment at all, is almost equivalent to noticing it, for the

Advertising Department is in charge of one of the editors

who is instructed to admit only those advertisers whom
Le would himself patronize without hesitation, if he

clianced t'J want what they advertise, and at the price

asked. This does not of course endorse the price and

utility of everything aJveriised, of which the reader must

be a judge. Some imnlemenis, fertilizers, periodicals,

elc , are admitted, whicli we would not recommend ; but

ihey are those about which there is a difference of

opinion—as about phosphatic manures, fur example. We
shut out commodities believed to be deceptive: tliose

known to be bad, or worthless ; and all parties, w Uom we
believe lo be dishonest, or unreliable in their promises.

Al>out Humbugs. — Wc arc in coustant

receipt of circulars which have been addressed to our

readers in various parts of the country, emanating main-

Iv from this ciiy. but in part from other cities, amr out-

of-the-way towns in Northern New England and else-

where. These are usually turned to good accountby us,

generally in a quiet way—the operation being squelched,

there is no occasion for our publishing the particulars.

Thus, for example, a flood of circulars came pouring in,

issued by a so-calieJ firra on Broadway. After a long

hunt we found in a little upper room ' raan with sundry

assistants, they all busy sending out *
:. iking" circulars,

while he was occupied in opening a great pile of money
letters from his dupes. His *' immense stock "of watches,

jewelry, etc.. "bought of the many dealers failed on ac-

count of the fall in gold," consisted of a few watches in

clieap paper boxes, wiiich from the dust on them ap-

peared not to have been drawn upon or disturbed for

several days at least. We reported the case to Mr. Ac-

ton, of the Metropolitan Police, and he had the chief

swindler arrested and his establishment broiven up ; but

I

his operations were so adroitly managei, that it was im-

possible to hold him upon any distinct charge upon the

evidence we had. He is now probably ''operating*'

under some other name and gui^e. Will people ever
learn that " :dl is not goid that glitters ;" that the more
plausible these circulars, the mote likely they are to be

frauds ; that no man is going to gi\*e two gold dollars for

one ; that in every ticket and chance scheme, there are

tliousanls more of blanks than prizes, (wliere there any

of the latter, which is seldom the case.) and that every

purchaser of a ticket is a thousand limes more likely to

draw a blank tlian a prize ? Set it down as a fact that in

all those cases where a ticket is sent, telling just wliat is

drawn, the article specified wilt not be sent, or will be

worthless if received, and in nine cases out of ten, noth-

ing at all will be returned if you send money. Remember
also, that in all those very i^lausible " private '' offers to

furnish a "prize," just to get your influence or recom-

mendation, every man in your neighborhood whose ad-

dress could be got at. has received the same offer as

yourself. As a rule never send a dime of money, nor

even a postage stamp, to any one addressing you by cir-

cular, unless it be from a well-known reputable party, or

one endorsed by the admission of his advertisement into

some respectable, careful journal, that discriminates in

its advertisements. The general plan is, to open a store

under some name, send circulars to distant points,

(never to parlies residing near enough to be likely to

call) carry on the humimg as long as it pays well, or until

there is danger of complaint and detection, and then dis-

appear under that name, and reappear under some other.

Trial ofMo^vers at Hunt -s Bridge,
by the American lustitute.—The Buckeye wins.

On the ITtii and ISih of July tlie American Institute had

a trial of Mowing 3Iachii>es, conducted by a coramillee

of practical farmers and mechanics. We were present

at the trial, and hesitate not to say liiat we never knew
or heard of mowers being put to so severe and fair tesls.

They cut good grass and loJgcd grass, bolli fine and
coarse, on wet places and dry, oa level ground, on hill

sides, swales, rough ground, etc., tiiruugh dry ditches,

through wet ditches, and under several inches of water.

They wero made to cut with the finger bars raised, and
depressed, with the irmer wheel on a ridge, and in the

bottom of a dilch. Tliey turned corners cutting to the

right, and to the left, and went round short curves and

long ones. The machines were tested by tiie dynamom-
eter, and timed to see how fast and how slow they could

go and cut well, and besides tlie mechani^-m of the ma-
chines as put into market was examined and had ils

weight with the committee. There were II machines

entered, and but 7 went shrough the trial. All these did

very creditably, but. of course, not equally well in all

respects. The result of the trial was made known at the

recent Fair of the Institute, the gold medal of the So-

ciety being awarded to the BwcAreye (Adriance, Piatt &
Co.) We shall look for the report with interest, and

hope it will be full and fair.

Xlie Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society.—The autumnal exhibition of tins Society

opened on Sept. 27th, and continued through the week.

It was held in an immense tent, which formed a pleasant

and commodious hall. Tlie great feature of the show-

was its magnificent display of pot plants; not only were
great numbers of these entered in competition for prizes,

but they were used profusely in decoruting tlie hall. A
most pleasing effect was produced near one end of the

hall by means of a circular slieet of water, around the

nicely turfed margin of which were placed vases of

rare flowers. An island occupied the centre of the la-

sin, made up of tail and luxuriant pot plants, so liberally

employed as lo conceal the musicians w ho occupied the

island as an orchestra. A Victoria Regia in flower, and

other ;iquatics found a genial location in the basin. The
show of fruits, which was not large, was essentially

helpe<! by a fine contribution from Ellwanger &Barry, of

Rocliester. The display of vegetablfs w as fine, a collec-

tion by A. L. Feiton. Esq.. being remarkable for ils

extent, as well as for its excellence. A magnificent

show of potatoes by A. W, Hariison. Esq.. attracted

much attention. There were some 20 varielies. all of

wiuch ha 1 been treated the same in cultivation, and each

had the yield per acre given upon the label. We can

not give space to enumerate all the attractions of this

most interesting exbibilion, the success of which must
be highly gralifj-ing to the contributors and ofRcers,

who, by their hearty cooperation and efficient labors,

presented to an appreciaflve public so grand a horticul-

tural exhibition. We must notice one feature worthy of

imitation elsewhere ; the presence each day of a com-
mittee of ladies, who received the cut flowers, made up

bouquets, and in numerous ways added to the effect.

1'Iie Freneli Exliibition.—Fmuce—Ibat

is Louis Napoleon—is to have a grand Exposition in

Paris, the spring and summer of 1SG7. From the prepai-

alions already made and the interest excited in it. it bids

fair to excel in magnificence and perhaps utility also,

any other World's /air. Little thanks do we owe liio

French government for the position it has occupied to-

wards us during the past four years, yet it will be for

our own interest to be well represented in Paris in all

departments. Applications for space must be made be-

fore January 31st, 1866. Jlr. J. C. Derby, 5 Spruce St.,

N. Y., Commissioner appointed by the Sec'y of State,

will give further information.

The Terrible OroutU.—Never within

our memory has there been so severe a drouth as now
prevails over come portions of our country, especially in

most of New England. Our own two large cisterns have

hitherto always furnished an abundant supply of water,

but they are dry now. The herbage in the field, the

shrubbery, flowers, and strawberry and other plants in the

garden, are as dry as if growing on an a^h heap. Few
pastures furnish even a green picking for the animals.

We hear of localities where there is hardly water enough

in wells and brooks to fceep the stock alive, and many
have to procure it from a distance of three to ten miles.

Persons who have recently travelled through Central

New England say there is hanlly a plot of green grass

to be seen over large areas. The manufactories, puper

mills, etc., depending for power upon the smaller streams,

are at a dead staml-slill. It was providential indeed that

this drouth occurred after the growth of the main crops

was secured, otherwise we should have had almost a

famine. In actual loss we can well sympathize with our

readers. Printing paper is more than fifty per cent

higher than three months ago, mainly from the stoppage

of so many mills. The printing paper for this one

number alone costs us nearly $1500 more now than it

would have done in July, and the extra cost to us of the

drouth, so far. would buy a good farm. We are paying

within one cent a pound of the price when gold was at

2R0. With a multitude of our readers we would gladly

hail an Elijah in these days—October 14th.— P. S. on

Oct. 16.—Moderate fall of rain yesterday, butnol enough.

Stein-way & Sons' Pianos.—The su-

perior quality of these instruments is universally admit-

ted. We call attention to the particulars in their adver-

tisement on page 354. It will also be noted that we offer

some of them in our premium list, on the previous page,

and on very liberal terms. Any energetic person, lady

or gentleman, starting out with earnest purpose, can

gather 500 subscribers in a very few weeks, often without

canvassing more than a single town. But nances for

premiums need not be confined to one locitlity. The

S600 piano, to be kept or sold, would pay many per-

sons for six months or a year's work, while ten subscrib-

ers a day for fifty days, or five a day for a hundred days,

will secure the instrument. Some will average fifteen

or twenty or more a day. after getting a little a.-customed

to the work of canvassing. The Kind offered are not

only of first quality, but beautiful also, viz:— '' Seven'

octave; Rosewood Case, Large Front, Round Corners,

Carved Legs and Lyre; Overstrung Bass, with Patent

Agraffe Treble, and all Modern Improvements.''^ The
Carved Legs are an extra addition to our premium in-

struments, of which the lowest regular price is $600

without Ihis addition. We hope to have the pleasuie of

sending out quite a number of these fine instruments.

A Suggestion.—In not a few cases the pupils or

friends of a lady can divide up the 500 subscribers, and

each procure among their friends and acquaintances a

portion of the number of subscribers.required.

TUe Practical Entoinolosi***.—^^-

der this title the Entomoh)gica[ Society of Philadelphia,

propose to issue an occasional Bulletin, containing in-

formation upon the Insects injurious and beneficial to

vegetation. It is intended to circulate this publication

gratuitously, and the society ask the cooperation of ail

interested in the subject. Circulars setting forth the

,
scope, etc., of the work may be obtained by addressing E.

T. Cresson, Esq., Sec, 518 South 131h-St., Philadelphia.

Tlie Barn Plans.—A large number have

been received, many of them of very great excellence.

We hope to give the prize plan in the January number.
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Good iVIaniire Going: to tUe ^Vinds.
-A subscriber in Tinga Co., has h compost heap

—

n mix-

lure of " fleshings of hides, liair, lime, ashes, weeds, chip

inanurp. eic, really, most everything." It was piled up

in a fonical heap, and he recently found it "dry and

very hot," and being buined up. He wants to know
what is to be done. Simply work it all over, rn:iUing a

new pile aril mingling it wiili at least its own bulk of

muck or peat, or sod's and parings of turf, or simple soil.

This will slay the tlcstiuciion in a measure. The mis-

take was in the original mixture. There probably ought

to have been a greater proportion of vegetable matter,

weeds, chip manure, etc., but there ought not to have

been any lime or as^hes mix("d with the fleshings, hair,

and oiher aidinal matters. Wlien lime and animal mat-

ter are mixej, as in some of the refuse of tanneries,

the inflnence of the lime must be counteracted as far as

posMble, by the addition of mtiek, soil, etc. The dele-

terious action of lime and alkalies in such a heap is to

expel the nmmonia in gaseous form, which is hope-

lessly lost. A loss Just of the same character lakes place

whenever manure heats and burns.

** Marl."—We very often iiave letters asking
about marl. Farmers have beds of it. or it abounds near

them, etc., and tliey want to know liow muuh it is worth,

and how to u^c it. The different kinds of marl vary

greatly. Some marl is chiefly minute shells, like clam or

snail shells, consisting of carbonate of lime, ;ind some is

so solid that it can be burnt for lime. In other mails, tlie

shells ars mingled vvilli sand, clay and vegetable matter.

These are oflen very viseful as applications to the soil,

raw, composted, or having been exposed to frosts. When
lime is beneficial, marl usually is also. The only con-

venient way for most persons to ascertain the value of

any particular kind is to try it. Apply it liberally and
sparely upon grass land, in fall or early spring, to the

com crop, to poialoes, elc, in each case making careful

lecord of Ihe results, fur your own and others' benefit.

jl^one I>ust for ~%VUcaft. — T. Liudsey,
Harrison Co., Indiana, inquires " for information through

the Agriculturist, KS to the economy of paying $30 00

per ton for bone dust for manuring wheat." Farmers
who have applied bone dust as a top-dressing to wheat,
have almo.^t invariably come to the conclusion that it

does not pay. Bone dust is the great fertilizer for tur-

nips, :ind usually most excelknl for grass. Bnt wheat re-

quires a manure conlaining a larger proportion of nitro-

genous matter. Bone dust is no doubt of some value for

whe.it. 500 pounds per acre is a medium quantity,

idtiiough one ton is much better. There is little danger
of sowing it too thickly, for it is a very valuable thing to

have in the soil for other crops.

Sa.ivdust for lYIanurc. — *' Please tell

me how it is best to make manure out of sawdust?"
Some stiff clays would be benefited by raw sawdust

;

here you have manure out of sawdust, ready-made. For
a sandy soil it would, we judge, be better were it some-
wiiat decayed, therefore it might be laid up and moist-

ened through uitli warm barn-yard liquor or urine ; this

would soon start a lie.it, and it would turn brown
and soft, in wliich state it would make a tolerable ma-
ure. It makes very good bedding for horses or cattle,

being easy to manage, clean out. etc., but it heats rapidly

iu the manure heap. Unless it can be mixed with some-
thing else, it ought to be kept trodden down hard and
wet, or composted with muck or sods.

Maniiriaig House Plauts.—" Mrs. M.,"
Washington, D. C. Well rntlcdcow manure mixed with

the potting soil is the best. Poudrette is generally un-

reliable, and guano apt to do more harm than good.
Camellias and other hard \\ooded plants are very apt to

be injured by the injudicious use of guano, though it may
sometimes be used on herbaceous ones with good results.

A teaspoonful in a quart of water may be apolied once a
weeii. A very weak infusion of cuw or stable manure
may be used sparingly. If the plants are lagging, it is

belter to repot tnem ; if no good compost is at hand, it

may be procured of the fiorists.

A CoiBt|>o^t H^^ap.—"One who wishes to
be a farmer," has a oompo>t heap made as follows :

" A
foundation of muck G inciies deep. .'-table manure Cinches
deep, a thin layer of cacked bones as big as hen's eggs,
fi inches nmck, 6 inches stable manure, 2 indies leached
ashes, 3 inches woolen rags, and the whole covered with
inches muck." He asks " Shall I put in some old mor-

tar. and shall I add lime?" The old mortar will do no
harm if it is crushei fine. The lime should be kept out
in all probability. We would keep an old fork h:indle

thrust irito the heap so that by drawing it out we could
see how !nuch heat was generated. If it did not heat, it

should be drenched preUy freely, but not soaked with the

leachings of a manure heap, (barn-yard liquor.) The
bones and leather will hardly decompose well unless the

fermentation is active and the heap kept slightly moist
with yard liquor. After it has heated well for a month,
it should be made over, the whole being mixed and re-

laid with more muck, or more manure, or both, according

to how hot and well decomposed it has become. If very

inert, one bushel of slacked lime to 15 or '20 bushels of

compost, might be added, and the whole covered up with

muck for the winter, but if a brisk fermentation comes
on again, this must be kept down either by working it

over again, adding more muck, or keeping it quite wet
with water or yard liquor, and trodden down hard.

Salt and t.iine.—" C. F. C." Perhaps no
question has excited more discussion in Great Britain of

late, than the use of salt as a manure, dud we cei tainly

Ciin not answer your question without more data, in re-

gard to your soil, etc. We have no doubt it has often

increased the grass crop, and so also with grain crops.

Sowed at plowing in the spring, it is said to have de-

stroyed wiie worms. For roots of all kitids it may be

applied either with tlie other manure, or as a top dressing,

100 to 1)00 pounds to the acre.—The lime maybe worth $1

per cask, if you can not get it for less. Exposure to

freezing often fits muck for the compost heap, manure
pile, or for direct application, almost as well as com-

posting it witli lime. Both freezing and liming are useful.

IVIaiia;^eiiient of SUecp. — Charles B.

McClure, Dauphin Co., Pa , ta lad nine years old), hav-

ing 14 sheep thin in flesh, wishes to know how to manage
them. Make comfortable sheds at once for them. If

they are to raise lambs next season, they will not require

much grain if tliey have hay, corn stalks, and plenty of

gooil straw, with access to salt and water. Feed roots,

oi' apples at least twice a week, and give them hemlock

or pine boughs often in winter. If for mutton, feed them
one pound each, daily, of Indian corn, or corn meal and

oil meal in equal quantities. If sheep have hay in the

morning, straw during the day, one pound each of meal

at noon, and corn stalks at night, with a good shed, they

will fatten rapidly. Peas and beans are excellent feed.

Read about sheep in former numbers of the Agncufturist.

I>iarr]iflea in Sheep.—Charles Fiedler,

Waukesha Co., Wis., writes: 'My sheep have had

tlie diarrhoea for about one year, and have had no lambs.

Is that the reason? Can you suggest a remedy?'' No
doubt the disease prevented breeding. Turn the sheep

into another pasture, or feed them hay once a day and a

pint of wheat bran daily, and let them have access to

salt. There is some weed that causes the disease, wliich

indeed may also be in Ihe hay of your own farm.

Xo ^Preserve IPencc Posts, etc.—
Milo H. Moon, of Hendricks Co., Ind., savs in a com-
munication to the Agriculturist I

" By sprinkling salt

around the posts and allowing stock to lick it, they

will graze off the grass and weeds close to the ground,

and smooth and pack the surface so that the water will

readily run off, and licking the posts will keep lint from

collecting, and add materially to their durability."

Ijiee on Poaaltry.—A correspondent who
has tried the use of Kerosene applied upon fowls to cure

lice, writes to warn others against trying it. One of the

two on which it was tried soon died, the other being in

great pain was killed. " Their flesh looked as if seared

w ilh a hot iron." No doubt the quantity applied was too

great, it ought not to wet the skin at all. Neither should

any other application to fowls, except soap and water.

Locust Killer.—The wasp-liUc insect left

by J. H. Bloodgood, of Perth Amboy, which digs holes

in the garden like big ant-hills, and slings badly, is the

Ho^ardia s;)eciosws, or locust-killer. It kills locusts {or

Cicada,) lays its eggs in them and buries tliem, leaving

the ground so smooth that they can hardly be found,

and thougii their sting is bad, they can not be classed

among injurious insects.

Xhe IVIassacliiisetts Horticultural
Society.—This pioneer association, which since its

formation in 1^29 has steadily progressed in prosperity

and usefulness, celebrated on Sept. 16th an era in its

history. The occasion was the opening of its new Hall,

on Tremoiit-street. The building is of granite, and the

architectural design is chaste and elegant. There are two

spacious halls for exiiibition purposes, and Ihe necessary

committee and library rooms, beside the stores upon the

ground floor and basement. The President of the Society,

C. M. Hovey, Esq., delivered an interesting address, and

an oile was sung, etc. On the following Monday the So-

ciety held its ilOth annual exhibition in its new rooms,

which seemed almost .^s much too small foi the bountiful

contributions as did the old Hall a few years ago. The
show of apples was meagre, as it is everywhere, though
there were a few fine plates, especially of Baldwin and
Hubbardston Nonsuch. The exhibition of'peais was
great, as it always is in Boston. The largest number of
varieties were from Hovey & Co., and M. P. Wilder,
both interesting collections, as they contained specimens
of new and rare varieties. Remarkably fine Sheldon,
De Tongres, Beurre Bosc, Beurre D'Anjou and other
leading sorts were shown by several exlubiiers. A seed-
ling pear by Doct. S. A. Slnjrtleff, of Brookline, was no-
ticeable for its fine appearance. It bore the name of Ad-
miral Farragut, and if it is at all like its namesake, wilt
perform all it promises. The show of hardy grapes was
poor, as that of exotic ones was excellent. The only
variety sliown in any great perfection was the Catawba.
We expected to see a fine show of Rogers' Hybrids, but
found only some 6 or 8 nniid)ers. whicli did the grapes no
credit. The exhibition was weak in cut flowers, owing
to the unusual dryness of the season, but the lack in this

department was made up by the excellence of tlie pot-

plants. A fine collection of these from the Cambridge
Botanical Garden carried off several of the prizes. The
exhibition of vegetables was very large and interesting.

The growers around Boston are great on squashes, but
poor on celery. We can only give the general features

of this most interesting exhibition. As we passed through
these elegant and spacious halis. overflowing with the

products of the orchard and garden, remembering the first

exhibition of this society, whirli we attended some 20

years ago in a small hall on Tremont Row, the contrast

was striking. A.s a New Yorker, it was painful to think

that the New York and Brooklyn Horticultural Societies

had dwindled and dissolved, while in what New Yorkers
call the "provincial town" of Boston, their Institution

goes on with increasing prosperity.

Xl»e Worcester Co. Horticultural
Society.— It was pleasant to find in the beautiful inland

town of Worcester so fine a show of fruits as Mas pre-

sented at the annua! exhibition of this society. An ample
hall is owned by the society, and this was well filled with

horticultural products. Pears were of course the prom-
inent feature in the exhibition. The show of native

grapes was better than that at Boston, and included most
of the standard varieties. Enormous bunches of Union
Village were shown, and some finely grown and well

ripened Adirondacs from G. H. Martin, of Norwich,
Conn., attracted much attention. We were particularly

pleased with the show of vegetables, which, considering

the comparatively cool climate of Worcester, was ex-

ceedingly creditable to the exhibiters. There was a most
interesting collection of potatoes, m;my ol them seed-

lings. Mr. Jas. S Pike, Worcester, exhibited 42 varie-

ties, and Mr. S. P. Champney, Saundersvilie, a large

number.

Xlie Horticultural £xliibition olt

the American Institute. — Liberal premiums
were ofl!"ered and abundunt room provided, but for some
reason our cultivators failed to appear in force, and the

show was, as a whole, a failute. Had it not been for a

collection of pears from Ellwanger it Barry, at Ro-

chester, tlie show of this fruit would have been pitifully

poor. There were some good specimens of grapes,

but the display was not one-tentli of what it might have

been, had our cultivators done themselves justice. The
vegetables could have all been put in a wlieel-barrnw, and

were not worth wheeling a great distance at th-il. In

Ulie way of pot plants it was belter, thanks to Messrs.

Buchanan, Hogg, and otiiers. Mr. D. D. Buidianan of

Reid's Nurseries made a creditable show of evergreens.

We regret to be obliged to record such a state of apathy

among our horticulturists, as is indicated by the meagre

show at the Institute. Tlie Greeley prizes, which it was

expected woui^ be awarded at this exhibition, are said

to be still held in abeyance, but we are not yet ofiicially

infoimed of the actual state of the matter.

Xlie Death of ]V£r. Josepli Frost.—
The friends of Frost & Co., propiietors of the Genesee

Valley Nurseries, at Rochester, will be pained to learn

of the death of Joseph, the junior member of the firm,

who died very suddenly at St. Louis, on Sept. 26th. Mr.

F. possessed a geniality of manner that endeared lum to

all who knew him, and his loss will be felt l-y a large

circle of friends.

Early Ripeniiift- of Fruit.—The un-

usually dry autumn has caused most varieties of fruit to

ripen in advance of their usual time, and the e:irly wiii-

ter sorts in many c;ises come into eating in autumn. The

fruit grower should be on his guard against loss futra this

early maturity, and sec that Ids fruit does not get beyond

the proper state of ripeness for the table and (narket. Keep

all winter fruit as cool as possitde, without freezing.
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Xhe WHite Krencli Xumip,—A few

years ago. \\ c were so favorably impressed with the merits

of this turnip us grown in some portions of Rhoile Island,

that we procured a huge amount of see'i and distributed

it free among (inr readers. In many cases the leports

were exceedingly satisfactory, while inotliers from some

cause it did not appear to do well, and we ceased to

recommend it further. Mr. Holtowell, a large farmer in

Pasquotank Co., N, C, informs us that in his region the

seed received from us gave llie highest satisfaction, the

crop fai- exceeding in value any variety of the Sweile or

other kinds, and that tliey continiiP to cultivate it there

as extensively as they can procuie seed. For some
reason Ihey can not grow turnip seed well there. He
hopes the reopening t() northern markets will enable them

to procure an ample supply, if it is to be had heie.

j^heep at tUe 1\. Y. State Fair.—
"Gastar" merinos, with fancifully high prices, {$2(iU to

$6000) were present in full force from New York State

and from Vennont, breeders horn other biales being ad-

mittetl on a equal footing with those from this. The

Siiesian mefinos of Wm. Chamberlain, of Red Hook, have

a finer fleece, gi easy enough, which we iiave no doubt

will cleanse quite as heavy as the Americans. The South

Downs, particularly Mr. Thome's Yearlings, were per-

fect pictures. Those of Messrs. Griffing and G. H. Brown

excellent. We look great satisfaction also in tlie fine

large Shropshire Downs and Hampshire Downs, shown

by Mr. Lilienthal. Middle wool theep. South Downs, and

their congeners especially, are the slieep for our eastern

farmers, furnishing unsurpassed mutton and wool, for

which there is a constant demand.

Termiit-rree Hens' !\osts.—The fowls

of Thos. Lawrence, of Rockland Co.. N. Y., were great-

ly troubled with lice. Having little soft liay for netts,

Mr. L, tried some Sycamore ;button ball) leaves, for one

or two nests foi silting hens. l[i these nests no lice were

to be found, though they abounded elsewliere in the

house—on Sassafras roosts, in the nests, and on tiie birds—

in spite of the most diligent use of lime, ashes, etc. The
nests were all clianged, Sycamore leaves took tlie place

of hay and straw, and the lice entirely disappeared, after

whitewashing once or twice as usual. Now ihe buihllng

has gone a long time witiiout whitewash, and still no

vermin appear.

Sharte Xroes iMJiirotl l>y Horses.—
J. E. Pratt, wishes to know what lo do willi shade trees,

the bark of which has been gnawed by horses- Pare off

the rough portions and cover the wound with a generous

poultice of cow dung and loamy soil, to which some

hair may be added to give it tenacity. The mass is kept

in place by covering it with a piece of bagging or other

fabric, and tying it all securely.

Hoi^ to Tetlier out a Horse.—*' T.

S, J." thus writes :
" I used to tether a horse by the head

in former days, but he would almost always get his feet

over the tether line and hurt himself, or get down. This

led rae to devise some other method, and I hitched my
tether line to the fore-leg, but the same evil existed in

that ; tlien I tried a third experiment. I took a piece of

an old lealhern tug, long enougli tu make a bow to go

around liis hind leg. made a hole in each end, put in an

iron bolt of proper size and length, with a thumb-nut,

attaclied a trace chain to it, and put it around Ihe hind

leg of my horse just above the anUle. an^i the other end

of tlie chain was fastened to a post. I watched the horse

for a long time, to see how the plan would work, and I

soon became convinced that I had hit upon the true way

of tethering. This was about ten years ago, and there

has not been a year since that I liave not practised this

way of tethering my horses, and I never have had a hoise

iiurt himself, get down, or in any way get tangled by

means of this tether line. 1 use a rope or chain, as is

mostconvenient, butachainis preferable, because it does

not injure it to get wet, as it does a rope. The strap of

which I have made my bow to go around the ankle, I

have used ten years, and don't know but it would last ten

years more. I have often oiled it with neat's foot oil, I

prefer a leather bow to wood or iron, as it never has

chafed. I have use! this method on young, wild colts,

and never had one injured by it , it is a most excellent

way of taming them."

i^iniit in tVlieat—Remedies la I^ortli

Carolina.—We recently met Mr. C. W. Holloweli, an

old subscriber in Pasquotank Co.. N. C. who, like many

thousands of others, has been separated from us by the

war. Amongolheritems he informed us that the "smut"'

had been greatly detrimental to the wheat crop in his

viciiuly, and indeed throughout the Stale. Three years

aeo lie =owed 120 acres of wheat, as follows : The seed

for 40 acres was soaked over night in strong old brine

fiom ptnk, and then thoroughly mixed with lime by

shoveling it over on the barn floor. No smut was found

in the crop. For the second 40 acres, the treatment was

the same as the above, except that the brine was reduced

by adding an equal amount of water. This crop con-

tained some smut. For the third 40 acres, the seed was
wet with water only, but well coaled with lime. The
crop was full of smul. These experiments seem to prove

that the lime was not the curative agent. Aneffectual

remedy has been found in blue vitriol (sulphate of copper).

For each 10 bushels of seed wheat, 1 lb. of the vitriol Is

dissolved in water enough to just cover the wheat. The
vitriol dissolves quickly in hot water, but cold water may
be used by giving more time and Stirling it occasionally.

Experiments show no difference in the effects, when the

seed is simply wet and then sown, or when it is suffered

lo lie in a heap and soak for 8 or 10 iiours. Mr. HolloWVll

says that during the war little blue vitriol could be got,

and that it sometimes cost several dollars a pound ; and

that those who obtained it had so good wheat, that they

could readily sell it at a high price for seed, so prevalent

was the smut. His soil is a sandy loam, alluvial.

A Red I^ocust.—A red floweritig variety

of the common locust, but lilce that in every respect

save the color of its flowers, is offered by the European
nurserymen. It is called Robinia Decaisneana, and is

said to be highly ornamental.

A i^'e^v ^Vorlc A1>ont Insects,—"Cu-
rious Facts in the History of Insects, including spiders

and scorpions. A complete collection of the legends,

superstitions, beliefs, and ominous signs, connected with

insects, together with their uses in medicine, art, and as

fool ; and a summaiy of their remarkable injuries and

appearances. By Frank Cowan. Pa., J. B. Lippin-

colt & Co," pp. 396. We give the title in full, as it

explains the scope of the work. It is pleasant, gossipy

reading, culled from a great number of works, some of

them quite rare, and shows extensive research on the

part of the author, who has had the good sense to give

reference to volume and page for his quotations.

'* Inspector Oencral."—Why take an

Agricultural Paper?— \n Illinolan, whose expressive

French suffers from translation and condensation, writes :

" Often when I ask my neighbors to subscribe foi the

Agrtciilturtst, iliey object something in this manner :

* We know what to do, we have no time to read, we do

not know whether it will be worth what it costs, and be-

sides it is from the East, where the ctilture is different

from that of the West, etc' I answer like this; 'The

great profit I have found in reading my agricultural jour-

nals is that, while they taught nie many useful things, they

made me love agriculture. To love our work is the

only way lo lighten it, and the nwre we love it, the

more progress we shall make.' The sad malady of not

loving farm work, which has many victims among my
brother farmers, has been cured in me by my reading the

agricultural journals in my moments of leisure, and par-

ticularly during our line winter evenings. These papers

teach us order upon our farms, and disorder (especially

on ou^Western farms) contributes not a little to make
our farm life laborious and discouraging. They incul-

cate—' a time for everything and a place for everything.'

In this respect an agricultural journal, and above all the

Agriculturist is an Inspector Gfnera/. who cannot come
too often for the good farmer, and whose presence can-

not trouble any but the negligent. It is a great loss to

an intelligent agriculturist not to subscribe to an agricul-

tural journal."

Pnmpin^ Water from a Spring:.—
''Annapolis" writes to U\e Agriculturist : " I have a first

rate spring about 350 yards from the house, not over 30

feet lower. Could not I pump the water from it in inch

pipe, without requiring any more force, than for a com-

mon well pump?*' You cacmot. It will require much

more power to overcome the friction in a long tube than

in a short one. We would not advise to attempt to

draw water in this manner, as it would be very hard w ork

for a strong man, at such a long distance and great depth.

Sanitary Commission,—Ttie following

suras have been received sinceour last acknowledgment

:

Wm. Beekman. Sacramento. Cal., oOc. ; C. Bushneil, N.

H. Sl.OO. No further contributions are solicited on te-

half of this noble organization, as will be seen by their

farewell address of thanks, on page 253, Auguet No.

To Harden Soap.—"8. M. E." writes that

soap made after the directions given In the Agricnlturist

page fi8 (Mari-h No.) remained clammy or rather soft.

Time is needed for it to dry and harden ; the addition of

salt will probably bring it right if it remains too soft.

iVIedical Questions.—A number of letters

have been received, asking what will cure this or that

disease. Those inquiries are unanswered, because we
do not think that people, as a geneial thing, are able to

determine what is the matter with themselves; and
secondly, because most diseases are treated on general

principles, lather than with specifics. It is only quacks
who use specifics. We mentioned the use of blackberry

root in diarrhoea, because in most forms of that disease

astringenl.s are beneficial, and blackberry root is a rea.lily

obtained astringent not generally known. We have also

a great variety of prescriptions and remedies suggested.

These we must, as a general thing, decline publishing.

There is far loo much dosing already, and we do not

wish to contribute to its increase.

Yolce tor a Selt»sncl<in<>; <_'o">v.—M.
Bixter and otheis inquire for a remedy for cows, addict-

ed to sucking their own milk. In the Agriculturist for

1864, page 30S, there is an illustration of a cow's tongue

split at the end, to prevent her sucking, which has been

reported both a success and a failure, by different indi-

viduals. This iliuslration represents a yoke on (he neck

of a cow, which we never knew lo fail. Four sticlts of

hard wood. A A, 10 or 12 inches long, and I'a inches

square, are held together by S round sticks. B B, of touch,

hard wood, about 2 feet long. 1 inch in diameltr. the ends

being pointed, jtassinR through the sticks, A A. These
dimensions may be too large for a very small neck.

Fasten the round sticks, B B, in the desired place with

screws % of an inch long. Then the yoke can be

removed, or adjusted to fit a large or small neck.

Patent Ri^lits Conflicting' Tvith
Home-made Couveiiiences,— G. E. Rice. We
think it will seldom occur that the gates, etc., which you
wish to build for your farm, will conflict with any botly*s

patent-rights, unless they are really copied. A careful

examination of the patent documents, no matter what
the owner may profe:^s, will usually disclose the fict tha*

the real claim is for some feature with which your con-

trivances will not conflict at all. You have no right to

make and use even your own inventinn. if some one else

invented the same thing before you, and patented it.

IVIrs. Abel^s SkillAtl Housekeeper.
—This book is worthy of a place in the hands of every

housekeeper. It contains over six hundred recipes for

cooking and other household operations, most of which

are good common sense to say the least ; but aside from

tliese, the fiist 30 or 40 pages on general deportmeni.

practical thoughts (ui the care of one's self and of the

children, servants, etc., are alone worth far moie than

the cost of the book, which is $1.0t). Sent post-paid.

IVlncilape and Ink.—I. C. Wildey. The
mucilage put up in bottles is simply a solution of gum
arable in water. The cheaper kinds of gum aie usually

employed, and in this case it is necessary to use boiling

waterand strain the mucilage to remove impurities. We
have used a small quantity of creosote to prevent ink

from moulding. Essence of cloves is sometimes used

for the same purpose. A few drops of Nifrobenzo/e, a

liquid which smells quite like oil of bitter almond, will

entirely prevent flour paste from moulding, and we have

no doubt would answer for ink.

Qna^ -a tbr Ant«*—The celebrated fruit

grower, Th -las Rivers, states that he kills ants by the

use of a dfc, :'.ion of quassia chips. Four ounces of tht-

chips, which m ;y be had of the druggists, are boiled for

10 minutes in a gallon of water, and 4 ounces of soft soap

added. This is used to syringe trees infested by anls,

and is also pour«>d into their boles.
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Brandy from SorgHum.—A subscriber

asks : "Wlialquality undquantity of brandy can be mada

from Sorghum ?" None at all. Sorghum would, like any

other 6Ugar, make rum or whiskey, but brandy can only

^f be made from grapes. This m;inufacnire is one not

within the legitimate scope of this journal.

Is* XUis Advice Oood ?—" Fai-mer," ol

Oakland, near Quincy, 111., writes :
" To the young farm-

ers of the East who have capital and wish to start out in

life, either as farmers or business men, the South and

particularly the West, is the place to go. Missouri is

destined to be one of the Golden Stars of our Union.

Bounded on one side by the Mississippi, traversed by the

Missouri and other navigable rivers, lailruads in all di-

rections and room for more, abounding in more natural

products than any other Stale, central in position, wiih

a soil adapted to the growth of every thing that will grow

in a temperate climate, with the black population as la-

borers, and enterprising, ingenious men from the Mid-

dle or Eastern States lo manage, Missouri will in a few

years be the leading Stale of the West. The South

affords rare chances fur young men to make a start in

life. I think it strange that men will buy or rent the

stone-ribbed land of the Ea^^t, when land is so clieap and

plenty South and West. Let them that can't leave the

East, stay there, but let Ihe yuung and enterprising buy

land in the West, which in a few years will double or treble

in value. Let the heretofore Slave Slates be filled

wiih enterprising, industrious and Union-loving pei>ple.''

Is the Advice GoocU—We say, yes—because, though

the same thought, energy, capital and labor, expended at

the East will pay just as well, or better, yet going West
wakes up many an Eastern young man to ten times the

energy, and, of course, ten times the success he would
ever show or gain at home.

IVleasiiriu^ Corn li^ars.—"J. M. P.,"

Ross Co., O., can find the cubical contents of his crib by

Rules in his Arithmetic. Then by inslructions on page

303, October Agriculturist, can ascei tain the number of

bushels in any crib or bin.

^ra,ss aiid Cradle ScytBies.—E. W.
Alien, Chiitauqua Co., N. Y. The edge of a grass scylhe

may be made of the same form of the diagram of cradle

scythes in the August number of the Agriculturist.

The e^ige near the heel should not be on a smaller curve,

as liie scythe would cut too squarely across the grass.

SeuoUe House,— " Mrs. A. K." Blah* Co.,

Pa.—Perhaps the simplest smoke house is the best. Such

a one is a square box, say 6x6 or 8x8 feet on the ground,

and with 7 or 8 foot posts. Put the tills on a brick or

stone wall, cemented or plastered so as to be rat-proof.

The roof really ought to be what is called "hipped,"

{that is of four slopes- a flat pyrpmid) one-third pilch.

This will make it about lOV feet from the floor to the

rafters at the peak. The floor is the natural soil, it per-

fectly dry, or it may be of brick. In the middle of the

room there ought to be a stone table 2 feet high. This

may rest on stone posts, or wooden ones, and the fire

is made under it. It serves to spread the smoke, and

prevents the heat from tiie fire affecting the meats which

hang above and are often hiui if the smoking fire chan-

ces to blaze up. Ventilators may be put near the ground
on opposite sides, and one near the top. All shoukl be

furnished with fine wire gauze to keep out the flies. The
door must shut very tight, and ought really to be opened
only at night in the summer and autumn, to keep out flies.

IVIovingf a Cvi-ape Vine.—G. H. Lincoln,
Henry Co., III.—If the vine has a single cane 10 or 12

feet long, it should be cut back, whether it is moved or

not. Cut it off to vviihin 12 or 15 inches of the ground,

remove as carefully as possible, protect the stem with a

mound of earth, and next spring allow one, or if the vine

is a strong one, two buds to grow.

flattening- Xltanlcs^iTing:Xurl^eys.
—For each turkey mix about a pint of Indian meat wilii

one pitit of unbolted wheat flour, and pour boiling water

on it. sUrring rapidly till it forms thin mush. Place the

dish where the fowls can have access to the feed at any
time. Let s^kimrned milli or water he given also. In two
weeks they will be fat and oily as butler. They will fat-

ten better to have their liberty in a spacious yard.

icicle Cliiclcens— Ronp.—Many letters

inquire about a disease among fowls which we are con-
fident is in many cases the roup. This is a highly infec-

tious, and nfien falal disease, but if taken in time can be

cured. The premonitory symptoms area slight hoarse-

ness ond catching of the breath, as if from cold. Soft

food only, mixed with ale and chopped green vegetables
should be given. Administer castor oil, say one table-

spoonful, before any olher medicine, but if the disease

has made much progress before discovery, and rattling

in the throat {with discharges from the eyes and nostril,)

has commenced, stronger remedies must be used. Tinc-

ture of iron placed in the water pans, is a strongremedy,

and if the fowl will not drink some, prepare half an

ounce of sulphate of iron and an ounce of Cayenne

pepper in fine powders. Mix carefully a teaspoonful of

these powders with butler, and divide into ten equal

parts, one lo be given twice a Jay, each morning and

evening, until the complete restoration of the patient to

health. Wash the eyes and inside of the mouth and

nostril with vinegar. The disease runs its course rapid-

ly. If the fowl is not better in a week, it will be dead
;

whole yards are often depopulated by the ravages of this

scouige. Single cases occur which are overlooked, and

then the disease becomes universal Some think roup

m'jrely a neglected cold ; but there Is evidence to show
that it is contagious. The first sufferer perhaps contam-

inates the water, and such is the virulence of the malady

tliat it often runs quickly through the whole stock, and

is indeed the poultry plague. Even when Ihe fowl ap-

pears to have recovered, it must undergo a long and strict

quarantine before it is restored to libeity. We do not

advise this care to be given any but valuable fowls. If

those of little value are attacked, the sooner they are put

out of pain and hidden from sight, the better.

The "'Wine I»lant."—This has been so

often noticed in the Agriculturist, that we supposed our

readers knew all about it. It is nothing more than the

common Rhubarb or Pie-plant. Its juice, fermented with

the addition of sugar, will make a liquid containing more
or less alcohol. If any wish to make this for a beverage,

or other purpose, Ihey need not pay peddlers a large price

for " Wine plant," when Rhubaibcan be bought cheaply

at the nurseries. We cannot now discuss the question as

to whether this juice may safely be substituted for wine,

but whatever its merits, let it stand in its own name.
We were quite surprised to find the IS. Y. Tribune ex-

travagantly puffing llie thing under the name of the

" Linnaeus plant which resembles the rhubarb, but is dif

ferent." I'his article could never have been seen by the

agricultural editor of Iho Tribune, for he knows betler.

The fermented juice makes a poor alcoholie liquor, which
by coloring and flavoring may resemble wine, but it is a

poor liquor, and no healthier than the cheapest whiskey,

and we repeat, that It is not worth and can not be sold in

quantity at half the price the plant peddlers claim for it.

Xhe S^veet and Sour Apple Ag^ain.
—W. F. Truesdell, Pike Co., 0., says. "There has been

considerable controversy in regard to what causes the

variety," and asks our opinion. We only know that

there are some apples which become sweeter on one side

than on the otiier, but in several specimens have failed

to see that there was anything like a dividing line sepa-

rating Ihe sweet part from the sour. External lines upon

apples are not rare, and are found upon several varieties.

The story of an apple half sweet and half sour having

been produced by uniting a bud of the two kinds, is

simply an absurd impossibility.

ILima Ifiean Pods Injurious to
Swine.—Two or three correspondents have written

that the pods of Lima beans would kill hogs. XVe sup-

posed that there must be some mistake, as it can hardly

be possible that the pod of this delicious bean contains

anything [loisonous. Mr. J. K. Eby, Harrisburgh, Penn.

has explained the matter. Mr. E. lost two hogs, and a

neighbor of his had seven die, after eating the pods. A
careful examination was made and it was found that the

sharp hard point of the shell stuck in the throat of the

animal, causing an irritation which resulted in death.

Stra\»'berry Runners.— G. H. Liueolu^

Henry Co., III., wishes to know if the statement is true

that the first two rtinners from a strawberry plant are

the only ones that will fruit the next year. The earliest

formed runners will make the strongest plants and they

will usually bear a small crop the next year, but this is

not confined to two plants or any particular number.

Plants UTamed.—P. Ritz, W. Terr. The
grass is Agrostis exarata, a peculiarly far-western spe-

cies, related to Red-top. We shall be glad to know
something of its agricultural value— E. J. Labarriere,

Bouglass Co., Kansas. Apios tuherosa, the Ground-nut

or Wild Bean, common all over the country. Some
years ago an attempt was made to introduce it into cuUi-

vation, as an edible root under name of Dacotah potato,

but wc have not heard with what success— Adda
Maynard, North Lizard. A double variety of Achillea

Ptarmica, or Sneezew ort ; it is own brother to the common
Yarrow, and a very pretty perennial for the garden—
M. R. A., York Co., Me. No. 1. Lysimachia verticillata.

No. 2. Dalibarda repeiis. No. 3. Btdens chrysanthv

7noide5... .A. W. Tabbutt, Columbia Falls. No. 1. Tri-

folium agrarium. Hop-clover, a worthless species. No. 2,

some species of Amaranthus, but too small and too
young to make out; is a bad weed, whichever it is

Judge Woolman, Woodson Co. Kas. The seeds and
drawing are those of Cucurbita perennis. common in ihQ
far West ; the small bitter fruit is worthless. We have
seen donkeys eat it in the absence of other food W.
L. A., Venango Co., Pa. The grass is Briza maxima.
Quaking grass, often cultivated. Theie must be some
mistake about its occuring in the earth thrown out from
a well ...M. Crabb, Lawrence Co., Ind. No. I. A
thistle, but in loo poor condition to determine. No. 2,

is not a thistle, but the Wild Teasel, Dipsacus sylvestris.

W. .1. L., New iMilford, Conn. Gilia tricolor, a very
pretty California annual, now common in cultivation.

Xlie Xilden Tomato.—This comparative-
ly new variety Is held in high esteem by the cultivators

near Philadelphia. It is oval (flatwise), very smooth and
solid. It is said to be of superior flavor, great bearer, and
60 firm when ripe as to be very good for marketing.

%%''orl£ upon I^ursery Culture. —J.
G. Paulding and others. Barry's Fruit Garden is the
best work on the cultivation of fruit trees. We know of

no work solely on ornamental shrubs. Mehan's Hand-
book of Ornamental Trees, contains good hints on forest

trees. The above are in our bunk list. DubreuiTs Ar-

boriculture (in French) gives the details followed in the

continental nurseries, and may be had of the foreigji

book-sellers.

I^ilacs in September.—Two little girU
have written that they picked all the leaves from the it

lilac bushes In August, and had blossoms in September.

The lilac knows much belter about the matter than our

little friends do, and this unnatural treatment if continued

will injure the plant. There is plenty of v\ork that they

can do to better advantage, such as trying which sImU

have the cleanest garden and the best flowers of their

kind in the proper season.

Root Pruning;,—This is pmctised upou
dwarf trees to keep them small, and .upon standards ta

induce them to fruit. The treatment of dwarfs was giv,

en in January last, on page 18. The operation is per-

formed on standards that have attained a good size, bul

show no disposition to fruit, but the cutting is performed

at a greater distance from the tiee, according to its size.

A tree three inches in diameter may have the roots cuit at

three feet from the stem. Dig out a tiench all around

at this distance, cut off all the roots that are met, and fill

up the trench with rich compost.

IVXaWe Cuttin;2;s in Autuniu.—lu propa-

gating currants, gooseberries, quinces, etc., from cut-

tings, a full year is gained over spring planting by plant-

ing them in autumn. During the winter the cuttings

callus and are ready to stiike root and grov^' as soon as

spring opens. The directions given in September in an

article on currants, page 282, will answer for other cut-

tings made at this season. When it is not ctmvenient to

plant them this fall, the next best thing is lo tie the cut-

tings in bundles and dip them in mud for one third their

length. The mud should be sufficiently thin lo coat each

cutting. Thus prepared, the bundles are set in u cool

cellar and occasionally sprinkled lo keep the mud from

becoming very dry. In spring the cuttings will usually

be well callused, ready to strike root as soon as set out.

Intbrntation AVanted about Fences.
—A gentleman proposes lo us a series of questions about

fences, which we pass over to our readers, in the assur-

ance that in the multitude of counsellors there is xvis-

dom, and in the liope that we shall have many specific

answers with ilhistrations. The infoimation elicited

will be given in Ihe Agriculturist.—-^^ What is the most

substantial, tasteful and economical, farm fence, that will

turn cattle, sheep, and pigs, made throughout of sawed

stuff ?" Please answer as to the following points

:

1st. Depth of setting and shapeof posts below ground,

whether square, straight, tapering or enlarging below.

2d. The high t above ground ; the size and Ihe best form.

3d. The kind of timber for posts, and time to cut it.

4th. Whether to set them as they grew, or reversed.

5th. How near shidl they stand to each olher.

6lli. t?li -Mid the bottoms of the posts be charied, di[>ped

in slacked lime, boiling tar, asphaltum, or be prepartd

in any other way before setting, lo sejiure durability.

7th. The kind of lumber for boards or rails,

?th. Thickness and width of each board.

9th. How high should the fence be, and how many
boards or rails will be needed in each length ?

10th. Should one be placed as a cap-rail ; if so should

it be horizontal, or at an angle, and at what angle?

11th. How many nails in each board, what kind of

nails, and put how near the ends and edges of the board ?

12th, Should the boards be battened over the ends ?
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Fig. 1.—MANNBK OF KILLISG A HOG.

Killing and Scalding Hogs.
——•

—

The swiiie interest of Ihc United Stales is

immense. One fonci enough of figures might

go iato au investigation of tlio very inaccurate

Jata of the census, (wbicli imlccil may give tol-

erably accurate averages) ; but this woukl only

astonish, and really te.ach nothing, except, as

we have said, the iramcnscness of this interest.

People will cat pork, it is a necessity of the

peculiar " civilization " of a great part of our

country. Tlie hog occupies a position in our

farming, as a manure maker and utilizer of all

kinds of garbage and refuse, and as one of the

most jirotitable farm products, quite as promi-

nent as pork, hams and bacon do upon our ta-

bles. We heartily wish it were otherwise, and

that swine were banished from the pale of civ-

ilization, taking with them all the diseases they

have induced and promoted. But, as hogs must

be killed, they should be well killed, both for

the sake of the hog himself, and lliat the flesh

may be less hurtful to humanity who feed upon

it. If a bog be well stuck, the blood will al-

most all flow out, thus leaving the flesh in a

much better state than if the animal bleeds

poorly. The diagram herewith given, shows

clearly, with a few words of explanation, how
this should be done.

In killing a hog, a knife is simply thrust into

the tliroal of the animal, without making a large

incision, in order not to expose the flesh to the

influence of the hot water and dirt, while the

carcass is being dressed. When the knife does

not enter in tlie proper place, the animal will

be a long time bleeding, and much of the blood

will not flow out at all, but will settle in the

shoulders, thus detracting from the value of the

pork. Some butcliers lay the hog on one side,

and make au incision tlirough the skin, one side

of the middle of the throat, and tlirusting in the

knife, worii the point back and forlli to cut the

veins and arteries near the heart. This is a

\ery awkward way, and if the arteries are really

severed, the bleeding will be imperfect, as it will

also be if the heart is cut. Otliers place a hog

on his back, .and thrust in the knife nearly per-

pendicularly, sometimes severing the wind-pipe,

and mangling the tliroat barbarousl)'. Swine

killed in this manner, are apt to be a long time

dying, and never bleed well. A much better

w.ay is to place the animal on his back, letting a

man stand astride of him, and draw his fore-

legs back, as represented. Another lays one

band on his under jaw and presses it down-

ward, so as to close his mouth, aud keep his

head and neck in a line witli the body, and

with a good "sticking

knife," about ten inches

long,having a thin blade,

the point in the middle,

and two-edged at least

two inches from the

point, makes au incision

about two inches long

juat back of ;the jowls,

at the place where the

head is cut off, (as shown

in the engraving,) exact-

ly in the middle of the

throat. After the inci-

sion is made at the place

indicated, he sets the

point of the knife in the

incision, with the edge

upward, glances his eye

quickly over the animal,

to see if the knife stands

in a line with his body, so as not to thrust it on

one side of the veins, (when it would enter the

shoulder,) and holds the handle, so that the

blade will point directly towards the root of the

tail. Then with a firm hand he thrusts the knife

quickly to the handle, in the direction indica-

ted by tlie dotted arrows, and withdraws it in-

stantly. If these directions are observed to the

letter, the blood will follow the knife, often

spurting several feet upwards; and the animal

will bleed well and die quickly. A little practice

or observation will enable any one to sever

the great veins near the heart every time.

For scalding hogs, even where large numbers

are killed, farmers usually employ half-hogs-

head tubs, and the lifting and tugging which

accompanies the operation are well characterized

by a correspondent, (Wni. Starling, of Peoria

Co., 111.,) as " back-breaking work." Mr. S.

sends a sketch of his hog scalding apparatus,

which he describes as very convenient. It is a

staples near the edge of the cover on which the

hog lies, aud lay the chains over the hog. Tlien

take hold of the chains and roll the hog over,

casing him into the vat. The carcass can be

turned with the greatest ease, and when suffi-

ciently scalded, placing the hooks on the other

ends of the chains into the staples of the cover

ou the opposite side, by pulling upon the chains

the hog may be lifted out. One man can handle

the heaviest hog with case. While one is be-

ing cleaned, another may be scalding. If the

water is too hot, add cold water, if too cold, close

one of the covers a few minutes. To the objec-

tion thaffthe cost of such a vat is so much it can

not be afforded, I would say that one will accom-

modate a neighborhood, and can be built by

those interested clubbing together, or one might

own the vat and others hire the use of it."

Fig. 3.—VAT FOH SCALDING HOGS.

vat or box (^-1) of boiler iron, 6 feet long, 3 feet

wide, and 3 feet deep. In the bottom of this

a frame of slats, IJ inches thick, is placed. Be-

low the boiler is the lire place (C), of the same
width and depth as the boiler, provided with a

grate, a pipe, (D), and door E, having draft

holes. B, B, are lids or shutters, made of wood
and hinged to each side of the vat, and support-

ed in a nearly horizontal position, as shown.

F, P', are cliains provided with liooks, held in

position by staples. The whole is placed upon
a pair of runners to facilitate transportation.

In regard to the manner of using the scalding

vat, Mr. S. says :
" Close one of the covers un-

til the water is hot, at the same time get a hog
ready upon the other cover. Then open the

vat ; hook one end of each of the chains into

Preparations for Feeding Sheep.

Wlien one has good hay, straw, comfortable

sheds, and a supply of coarse grain, if the sheep

to be fed are in good order, it is not difficult to

make excellent mutton. But if a farmer has no

hay for his sheep, no suitable sheds, but an

abundance of coarse grain, a little forethought

and good management are indispensable to

render feeding sheep a paying enterprise. There

are thousands of farmers who have straw and

.grain in sufficient abundance to fatten one hun-

dred or more large sheep, if some man of ex-

perience could stand at their sides and give

them proper details for performing the labor.

The first step is to procure the sheep. Pur-

chase none but good ones. Dry ewes, four to

eight years old, if in good condition, are worth

as much as wethers. Caution is necessary to

avoid buying those that will drop their lambs

in winter. There is no profit in feeding such

ewes. Never purchase poor sheep. Better pay

one-third more for those that are now in a

growing, thrifty condi-

tion, than to get lean ones.

Aim to obtain young,

healthy, strong and fleshy

animals, having good
teeth. Old sheep, thin in

flesh and having poor

teeth, will be found un-

profitable for mutton

Bheep in the winter. Such

animals should be fatten-

ed in the spring and early

Bummer. Grade animals

are usually found more
profitable for feeding than

full blooded ones. A
pretty liberal infusion of

Merino blood does not

prevent the sheep be-

ing fed with profit, though we much prefer

grades of the South Downs or Leicesters, or a

cross of South Downs upon the Leicester, or

some other long wool breed. For the most
part, purchasers have to accept such animals as

tliey can get, for the reason that few formers

allow the best of their flocks to be selected, ex-

cept at a price which would be greater tlian

would be warranted for feeding. Sheep must

be bought at their lowest cash value, in order

that a fair margin may be left as an equivalent

for the labor and feed consumed. A portion of

the profit will arise from the larger quantity of

wool produced by good feeding, apart from the

value of the grain consumed and transformed

into mutton ; while a still larger proportion of

the profits will accrue from the manure

I
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made by the sheep. Sheep are fattened fre-

quently when the feeder receives in return bare-

ly an equivalent for the fodder consumed.

To some, it appears discouraf^iug to tend a

flock for si.x months, or more,, and receive no

remuneration for faithful services. The good

feeder looks to the manure heap for his profit.

He has given, perhaps, three or four hundred

dollars worth of feed. The cost of the sheep

and the feed, nearly equal their present value.

Saving and applying judiciously all the

manure that the flock ia capable of making,

the amount of tlie next crop of grain -s^iU be so

much augmented by the manure, that a fair

compensation will be realized for the care of

the sheep. It will be difficult to make feeding

mutton sheep pay, unless this plan of feeding

coarse grain is adopted. If the manure is al-

lowed to waste by evaporation, or to be carried

away bj' rain, the most important •source of

profit is cut olf, and feeding mutton sheep will

be abandoned as unprofitable. Nevertheless,

many of our most successful farmers find this

branch of farm labor the most profitable man-

ner of using the coarser products of the farm.

After the sheep Iiave been selected, arrange

them in flocks of not over one lumdred each,

putting those nearl}' equal in size and strength

together. Whenever ten, or more, small or

weak sheep, rather thin in flesh, can be se-

lected, confine them in a small enclosure where

they can receive extra care, otherwise tlie

stronger animals will rob them of their allow-

ance; and instead of fattening, they lose flesh

daily, early becoming " spring poor." If no

sheds have been provided and one has straw,

let sides be made of two courses of rails, each

course laid up like a straight fence, set two feet

apart, and filled between and over head with

straw. Sheep will endure intense cold if only

kept dry and' shielded from the winds.

Nest make straw-i'acks and grain-trouglis.

When straw is scattered on the ground, nearly

one-third of it is soiled and rendered unfit

for fodder. It is always better to feed a little

hay and corn stalks daily, in addition to straw,

than to confine a flock to only one kind of fod-

der ; and they will eat more straw in a daj',

when fed a few mouthfuls only of hay or corn-

stalks, than when they receive straw only,

and they will consume a much larger quantity

of straw when fed one pound of grain with the

straw. It cannot be expected that sheep will

eat straw clean as if it were hay, even when it

is bright. They will reject at least one-fourth,

and sometimes more than that. It is essential

to provide suitable racks so that they can select

the best portion of tlie straw. The remainder

should be removed at every foddering.

Grain should be fed regularly, at stated times,

and every animal should receive not less than

one pound dail}-, which may all be fed at once,

though it is better to give half the amount at

two different times during the day—say the first

thing in the morning, and the last at evening.

Unground Indian corn and barley may be fed,

though it is better to grind any kind of grain,

.. when it is not necessary to haul it a long dis-

tance and allow too much for toll. The best feed

for fattening sheep is equal quantities of Indian
meal and oil meal. When unground grain is

fed it will bo good economy to soak it at least

24 hours previous to feeding. The most conve-
nient way of doing this is to provide two or
three tubs, each capable of containing one feed-

ing. When a tub is emptied of grain, cnougli for

another feeding is replaced. By this means
none of the grain will be in the steep too long.

In addition to the grain, every flock should

have free access to pure water, without being

compelled to obtain it at a distance. Roots are

also conducive to the health of sheep, that are

fed upon dry straw and grain. Apples are

a good substitute for roots. Pine or hemlock

boughs also will sometimes be eaten with great

avidity, and tend to prevent the stretches. Free

access to salt is another item that should not

bo neglected. If all these directions be care-

fully observed, making mutton will furnish a

paying employment for those farmers who are

accustomed to do little or nothing in winter.

To Husk Indian Corn ftuickly.

Husking Indian corn is an operation that re-

quires not so much strength, as a nimble motion

of the hands. It is a slow hard way to husk while

standing, and to stoop down and pick up one

ear at the time. Sitting in a chair is allowable

only for the lame, and the lazy. The best posi-

tion is the one that will bring a person nearest

to his work. After the stook has been pulled

down, a busker should drop on his knees, on

that side of the stook, which will bring the right

hand towards the huts. Then take a lapful,

and settle back on his heels. A relief position,

equally good, is sitting on a block, or bundle of

straw, and extending the legs. Place the basket

at the huts of the stook. It is desirable to keep

all the husks attached to the stalks ; and those

that are broken off, should be gathered in among
the stalks, and bound up with them. Every

husk and the silk should be stripped clean from

the ears, as they look slovenly if left among the

corn, and furthermore silk and husks are very

choice materials for mice nests. The hands and

fingers of a busker should always move rapidl_v.

While one hand is tossing an ear to the basket,

the other should reach another stalk, or gather

up the husks. Two twitches and a jerk, made
so quickly that a bystander can not discover

how the ear was husked, is all that a good

husker requires to strip an ear, break it off, and

put it in the basket. It is just as easy, in fact

far easier, for a neat husker to keep the buts

of the stalks even, and the loose husks and

leaves, which make the best fodder, all gathered

in the inside of the bundles, than it is to have

the sheaves long and misshapen.

nusErno FTS.

When the husks tightly enclose ears, it is

necessary to tear them open. If this is done

with the thumb and finger nails, the fingers

often become ver}' tender, and a laborer will

not be able to husk so much by a number of

bushels in a day, as he otherwise would. To
obviate such a difficulty, a husking pin is cm-
ployed which is here represented. It consists

of a piece of hard, tough wood, or iron, about

five inches long, and three-eighths of an incli in

diameter, pointed, as in the figure, having a

strip of leather on it, about three-fourths of an
inch wide, put on when the leather is wet. Two
gi'ooves are filed in the pin, for holding the

leather. The leather should be just long enough
to slip over the two middle fingers. If the

leather is too large, it will be constantly drop-

ping off. We have usually made the pins of old

fork tines, by filing. The point should not be left

too sharp, lest by some inadvertent motion it

wound the left hand ; it should extend about
an inch beyond the forefinger. In using the pin,

hold the ear with the left hand, and with the

right hand thrust the point through the husks,

at the tip, and grasp them on one side of tlie

ear with the thumb and pin, and strip them with
a quick jerk to tlie but. As the right hand goes
down, the left thumb should pass over the tip

of the ear, taking tlie silk and the remainder of

the liusks; jerk them to the but end of the ear,

when the left hand should grasp the stem, and
the right hand the ear, and break it off. The
husks should extend above the left hand, in

order to protect it, for if the corn is broken off

against the bare hand, the flesh will soon be-

come tender, blistered and sore. Some buskers

wear a leather band, or glove, or mitten, with

the end cut off, to give the protection which the

husks thus held afl'ord. The chief difficulty

with slow buskers is, they husk without any
system—in a kind of a hap-hazard way ; and
will often pass their hands up and down an ear

several times before they get it husked. Their

baskets and ears are too far from them, and
while throwing an ear to the basket, and getting

ready to husk another, an expert hand would
have an ear or two husked. Beginners should

be instructed in correct manipulation when
husking. Tlion, if ears do not break off hard, a

boy will husk as many bushels per day as a

man. It is just as important to show boys how
to excel in such kinds of worlc, as it is to teach

them how to use the cradle, scythe, or plow.

For the American Agriculturist,

Fattening Turkies.

With turkey at forty cents a pound, it is a
matter of interest to the farmer to get as much
of that commodity as possible into market.

This used to be one of the best of farm crops

when the birds were thongbt to be well sold at

Christmas and Thanksgiving, for twelve and
fourteen cents a pound. It can not be any
thing else, when the price is multiplied by three.

Turkey is at the top of the scale of high prices,

and must be about the most profitable meat we
can raise. Corn can be bought for a dollar a

bushel, and it was frequently at that pi-ice when
poultry was worth only a shilling a pound.

Corn will make just as mucli flesh now as ever.

One great advantage of this kind of stock is,

that they mainly take care of themselves, and
do then' own foraging. After the young broods
are fairlj' started, say a month old, they shift

for themselves until the cool nights of autumn
come on, when the fattening process should be-

gin. Those make a mistake who put off the

feeding later. At this time their feed of grass-

hoppers, crickets, and other insects, which has

so largely supplied their wants, begins to fall

off. There is no objection to their roaming still

and gathering wliat they can ; we do not ap-

prove of shutting them up. This will do very

well for ducks and geese, Ijut the turkey is a

more enterprising bird, and it chafes his restless

spirit to be confined in a pen, no matter how
well he may be fed. The flocks will gather a

good deal from the woods and fields, all througli

October and November, especially if mast i?

abundant. What is wanted, is tliat they should

go to their roosts every night with full crops.

As the insects drop off, their other food should

be increased. At first they need only be fed at

night. This will not prevent Iheir excursions

in the morning. They will make for their fa

miliar pastures as soon as thcj' leave their perch
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es. Regular feeding T\-in encourage them to

come liome early, and to roost near the farm

buildings where they are safest. A ton or two

of turkies is too much propcrtj- in these days

to have lying round loose. Encourage them to

come at call and keep the flocks ivell in hand.

As the weather grows colder, increase the

feed and improve its quality. To promote thrift,

nothing perhaps is belter than boiled potatoes

mashed up with oat or com meal and given

warm. To prevent wasting, these should be

fed in troughs made for the purpose. The bird

is a gross feeder and almost auj' thing that or-

dinarily goes to the pig stye will be acceptable.

He lias, however, his decided tastes, and knows

which side his bread is buttered as well as taller

bipeds, lie has an eagle eye for grain, oats,

barley, buckwheat and corn, and all these may
be given with decided advantage. His especial

weakness is Indian corn, and his eye twinkles

with delight at the sight of this golden grain.

His flesh tells the story of his keeping. For

the last si."! weeks of his life he should be plied

with corn as the standard diet. There is no

cheating the consumer. A lean bird is not the

thing for forty cents a pound. Be honest,

give him a plump corn fed fowl, and sleep with

a thriving pocket and a good conscience, though

the crib grows lean. Co^-^^;cTICTJT.

Eight and Left-hand Plo^ws.—•

—

The question has been repeatedl.v raised, and

is again proposed by a correspondent, who asks

which plow is better, the one with " a right

hand, or left hand mold board ?" There is no

difference at all in the operation of the two,

when the mold boards are of the same model,

onlj- reversed. The correspondent alluded to

writes that he likes the left-hand plow the best,

" because the leader can travel in the furrow."

The leader can walk equally well in the furrow

of a right-hand plow. The leader is by no
means in tlie proper place, when in the furrow,

if either plow is in use. A single leader should

always walk as close to the furrow as possible.

Then he will draw in the same line with the

rear team. Left-hand plows possess no superi-

ority, in any respect, over right-hand plows, nor

are they inferior to them. Any supposed superi-

ority lies altogether in custom. A man who has

always used a left-hand plow, is quite disposed

to denounce a right-hand one, as an awkward
and inconvenient implement, and rice rersa.

Bells to Prevent Dogs Killing Sheep.

O. H. Baker inquires "If he can cure his

valuable dog of a propensity to chase sheep,

and kill them?" Buckle a good sized bell

under his neck, and he will never attempt to

chase sheep. He will soon learn that, when he

trots along, the tongue of yie bell will make no

noise. But, as soon as he starts on a run, his

bell rings such a loud alarm as to make him
desist from chasing sheep. A dog disposed to

kill sheep moves still and slily, and a dog can

not catch a sheep while moving on a trot.

Another effectual way is to buckle a strap

around the dog's neck witli a light chain attach-

ed, long enough to reach to his liind feet, where

it is fastened to a round billet of hard wood,

about four inches in diameter, and 18 inches

Ions. It is impossible for him to run with such

a clog at his heels, while it will give him all the

libert/that a dog needs ordinarily around the

house or barn. Bells arc sometimes attached to

the necks of sheep to frighten dogs. This will

be found cfTectual if cow bells be used instead

of little tinkling ones that can scarcely be

heard when a flock of sheep is running rapidly.

There should be not less than ten bells in a flock

of one hundred sheep; and the feeble sheep

—

not the horned bucks and strong wethers-
should wear the bells, as dogs seldom attack

such sheep. The feeble ones being left behind

in the chase, would soon be overtaken by their

pursuers, and fall an easy prey, if the strong

and swift-footed carry the alarms.

Western Farming.

"We have heard again from our La Salle County,

(111.,) correspondent, " Western Boy," and are

sorry not to have room for his whole letter,

instead of selecting those portions only which
give a little light on Western Farming, and may
therefore be useful to our readers.—He says:

" The editor seems to think that because our

soil is rich, if it is only half tilled it yields most
bountifully, but in this he is mistaken. Crops

here need cultivation just as much as they do in

the East, and though we do not have to hoe our

corn, it is because we know enough to harrow
it just before it comes up, and then we give it

three to five plowings, according to whether a

man is laz}' or not. (This is sometimes the case

with eastern men, who will not plow their corn

because it is not weed}".) Do not think because

we raise big crops, we have no weeds, for there

are fields here so overrun with weeds that it is

impossible to raise even a middling good crop

on them, and all along the roads and fences,

and around our buildings it is nothing but

weeds. I have seen weeds that came up after

harvest, cut down with a machine in the fall

before the land could be plowed. Some men can

hardly hire a man to husk their com, because

it is so weedy. We do not [any longer ?] move
our stables to get away from the manure as you
may suppose, but haul it all out on our laud.

The pasturage of our cattle is defined by a fence

in some places alread}-, but men do not think

anything of driving cattle 100 or 200 miles, to

the prairie. A man who cannot cultivate more
than 30 acres here is called a lazy scamp.

—

'C. S. W.,' Scott County, Iowa, thinks we do

not make anything on our crops. Now I would

like to ask him, how men who liave come West
since the rise in the price of land, could have

bought and paid for farms, if they did not make
something on their crops ; although land was

$20 per acre, when corn was 15 cents per bushel,

and some places even as low as 5 cents? And
how does a man support a family of eight or ten

children on 40 acres of land, if he does not make
something on his crops ? He says we need infor-

mation on as many, though not the same, points

as Eastern men. Now why don't 7ie give us in-

formation on those points ? He says we try to

cultivate too much land ; but I think there are

few who do, and those are mostly eastern men
who think all they have to do out West to make
money, is to plant their crops, no matter how it

is done, and that they will grow whether they

get any cultivation or not."

Another letter on Western Farming comes to

us from Scott Co., Iowa. It thus proceeds

:

"In the August number of the Agriculturist

' C. S. W.' gives his ideas, to s\-liich we take

not the slightest exception, unless it be as re-

gards the brag and boast, and exaggeration of

the two sections. East and West. To our mind,

they are both right and both wrong in their ap-

parent regard, each of the other, as a sort of semi-

humbug— ' good enough for those that like it.'

Most assuredly each section understands itself,

and exagger.ation of any nature will not ultimate-

ly avail anything. The West has much of which
to boast, but it is a homely fact, that it does not
invariablj' sustain its boastings in truth and
practice. The East has but little, but much the
longer end of the lever in fulfilment of its

promises. Hence occasional hard times in the
West; invariable good markets in the East; for

many mouths make the market, while many
bushels and railroads combine to make crops a
drug. That the West, in soil, is immeasurably
superior, no one in sanity will attempt to deny;
nor will any one pretend to say aught against

the fact of the better eastern farming, care and
economy in every detail. Those of the East
call us slovenly, extravagant, etc., because we
do not rake our stubble, house our stock and
implements, and often turn our hogs and cattle

into the standing corn. And we of the West
think it small business to grub around rocks

and stumps, cut hay in fence corners, and
measure out oats and corn to the horses.

Truly ' circumstances alter cases.' Give us as

many men as we have acres, and you as many
acres as you have men, and we will show you
a balance sheet. We can learn, too, from the

East many things that we should know, while
the East can learn nothing save novelty and
machinery from us, neither of practical benefit.

"And this fact, ' Western Boy,' does not seem
to appreciate, for in the latitude of La Salle,

111., he does not care for the Agrieulturist, there-

fore he argues, that it will not do ' for the whole
American continent.' There are" places, both in

and out of Illinois, and we chance to know
of several, that have not arrived at that envious

distinction—that Utopian sphere, in which men
need know no more—characteristic of his vici-

nity, if judged by his representations. There
are places in the West, where plain, old fash-

ioned people, in primitive ignorance, heed the

teachings of the Agriculturist. There are sec-

tions, in which men do farm, instead of scratch

the ground, where the best method of loading

manure, weaning calves, drawing hay, stacking

grain, fattening hogs, housing stock, etc., do not

come amiss to back nor pocket. The West
need onlj' take the advice needed by it, and we
know that even ' W. B.' has taken hints and
ideas from the Agriculturist, of more than infini-

tesimal value to himself. A lively picture and

a true one is his, of driving home the cattle in

the fall, rolling int. He might have shown you
the same cattle in winter, snowed up, shivering

in the lee of straw-stacks, eating snow, or drink-

ing water from ice holes, or white with sleet,

picking their hay from out the mud and mire.

The writer has seen cattle lying in their feed

lot, completel J' covered with snow. Nature was
more kind to them than the owner. Did the

Agriculturist never say an3'thing about warm
quarters for stock, good breeds, or economical

feeding ? Did it never tell 3'ou how to make any
simple little implement, or contrivance to save

labor or money ? Did it never tell you of ' hum-
bugs,' describe grains, grasses, weeds, or insects,

and did it never feed you from any of its 319 re-

cipes for corn bread, etc. ? I guess it did. West-

ern Boy, and I guess it will, and docs, do for other

places, besides ' alongside stone walls, amongst

stumps, ditches,' etc.—Kespectfully, JT."

Live ajnd De.vd Weight of Sheep.—"We

see it stated that the following English rule is

tolerably accurate for sheep in fair order, not

veiy fat. The weight of each (dressed) quarter

is one seuntli of the live weight, e. g. If a sheep

weighs 110 lbs., the carcass will weigh 80 lbs.
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The Associated Dairy or Cheese Factory

System.

We have long sought an opportunity to visit,

so as to inspect somewliat minutely, some of

the cheese disti-icts -n-here the Factory system

has met with so much favor, and have recently

had the satisfaction of so doing. The cheese

factories exist chiefly in the central counties iu

New York, in those of Northern Ohio, and to a

considerable extent in Canada. We visited es-

tablishments in Lake County, O., a year or more
ago, and recently in Onondaga and Oneida

Counties iu this State, and add our testimony to

that of others iu regard to the general satisfac-

tion Tvhich the system gives, as at present con-

ducted. The farmers we conversed with at

the State Fair and elsewhere, are agreed that

a great saving of labor to themselves and their

families is effected, and that they realize larger

and surer profits. The dairymen are well satis-

fled with their remuneration, which is from Ic

to I2 cts. per pound of cheese made, weighed at

the tmie of sale. They are able to pay good
wages to their employees. The course usually

pursued is briefly as follows: The factory is

owned by the dairyman; he provides the labor

—usually that of men and women in about

equal proportions, including his own. He owns
also all the dairy furniture, vats, hoops, presses,

etc., etc. Those who furnish the milk, provide

all those articles that are consumed iu the using,

rennet, salt, bandages, boxes, firewood, etc.

These are bought by the dairyman, and the ac-

counts audited by a committee of the " patrons."

The milk is weighed when received, and each

patron credited with what he furnishes. Sus-

pected samples are tested by taste, color, and
by the hydrometer and cream measurer. When
the cheese is ready for market it is usually sold

by a committee of the patrons, and this is done

repeatedly during the season.

We find a great similarity in

the construction of the fiictories,

though iu some cases old build-

ings have been adapted to their

present use, and are neverthe-

less quite convenient. The plan

we give is drawn with some

.modifications from one which

has done service iu the Agricul-

tui'al Transactions of New York
and Maine, and represents with

suflicieut accuracy the general

ai'rangements of many of the

smaller establishments which

are scattered over the central

counties of this State. A good
location must of necessity be

conveniently situated in rela-

tion to the farms from which the

milk is to come ; and it must

have a good supply of running

water, the colder the better,

(for if sufficiently cold the ice

house is often dispensed with.)

The necessary buildings, or

apartments, for they may all be

under one roof, are the factory

{A) in which are the curd vats,

with a press-room (B) attached,

and a curing house (C). Besides

these, we usually find an ice

house, an engine room, a wood-

shed, and hog pens. The vats

CFi) are usually about 15 feet

long by 3a in width, and are ar-

ranged conveniently near a window on one side

of the factory, to which the milk wagons can
ajiproach upon a raised roadway. At this win-

dow is a large can upon a platform scales. The
wagons must stand high enough for the milk to

flow easily into this can, when it is weighed
and then drawn off into the vats. The weigher's

desk ifV) stands by the side of the scale.

The vats are arranged so as to allow a stream of

cold water to flow around each, which keeps the

night's milk cool until morning, and after the

addition of the morning's milk, the cold water

being shut off, the steam is let on, which rap-

idly raises the temperature of the water on the

outside of the vats, and of the milk itself to the

point deemed most desirable for the addition of

the rennet. In very hot weather blocks of

ice are put into the night's milk to keep the

temperature low enough to prevent cream from

rising, and to keep the milk sweet. The water

flows off from the opposite ends of the vats,

near the centre of the room, and the whey is

drawn ofi' here also, and that from the vats,

from the " sink," (S,) and from the presses, all

flows ofl' in a channel beneath the floor to the

whey vats, which should be such a distance

from the building that the odor of the sour

whey is not perceived. The floors should also

be so constructed that water will flow to the

centre or to some scupper-holes, so that they

may easily bekept sweet and cleau. The " sink "

iu which the curd is strained, worked and salt-

ed, is on wheels, and rolls iu a track to the

presses. The press-room is connected by a plat-

form with the curing house, so that the cheeses

may be moved on a truck from the presses to

the "racks." We show a perpendicular section

of one story of the curing house, showing the

cliceses on the racks or " ranges," which are ar-

ranged as shown iu the plan (C) A shed to

cover the milk wagons iu case of rain, is shown

both in the plan of the factory (-1) and iu the

elevation of the same. The whey is in part fed

to hogs upon the ground, and in part I'emoved

by the farmers, each one being allowed to take

a certain quantity, in proportion to the milk he
fiu'nishes, or to keep a certain number of hogs
at the ftictory. The former practice is better,

for the hogs fed at home get a greater variety

of food, and make much better pork.

How to Handle Shovels,

Few men, comparatively, understand how to

use a shovel having either a long, or a short
handle, without producing great fatigue in a
short period of time. When a man thrusts his

shovel into a heap of earth, by a violent swing
of his body and arms, the fatigue produced by
the exercise of the muscles, which are used in

such a movement, will be greater than the ex-

haustion resulting from the expenditure of
strength required to raise the earth after the

blade of the shovel has been thrust iu. The
engraving will furnish a correct idea of the best

way to use a short-handled shovel, in order to

thrust it into the material to be shoveled, with
the least fatigue. The hand holding the hilt is

placed against the side of one knee, when, by
simply throwing the body forward without

moving either foot, the blade will be driven its

entire length into the dirt. This motion of the

body will produce very little fatigue, when com-
pared with the other mode just alluded to.

Still, we do not recommend working with a

short handle shovel ; it can be done with a long-

handled shovel with far less fatigue. When
using a shovel with a long handle, the fatigue

of the muscles that do the shoveling, is greater

than of those moving the body. On the con-

trary, when a shovel with a short handle is

used, the muscles of the body are fatigued.

Thus the strength eapended in using a short

handled shovel, is not economically laid out, for

it is an established rule that labor performed

should produce the fatigue, and not the wielding

of the tool. Our artist has given the \vorkman

much too short a shovel, but it illustrates well

enough the point we would impress.

Fkost, even if very slight, injures squashes

and pumpkins. Carrots are damaged seriously

by a frost that freezes the ground. Beets and

rutabagas will bear but little more, losing

especially in sweetness. Cabbages, celeiy and
turnips may bo exposed when water will freeze

'|b inch thick and not be injured unless they are

thawed out rapidly by the warm sun.
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Gettingf Rid of Couch or ftnack Grass.

(TrittcuTfi rcpenn.)

L. S. Phillips, Ouondaira Co., N. Y., inquires

of ihe Agriculturist : " How can I best subdue
an acre now filled with Quack grass?"' By
"Quack-grass" our correspondent undoubtedly
means Couch-grass, Triticinn repens>. The com-
mon name accepted by European and American
authorities is Couch-grass, aud though in some
localities it is called by other names, such as

Quack, Quick, Quitch, and Twitch, we prefer to

adhere to the established name. Couch-grass. If

the grass has taken complete possession of the

soil—as it usually does in a few years—thus

forming a tough, thick and dense mass of large

roots, the quickest way of exterminating it

is the following : Plow the land ten inches

deep, in late autumn, with a strong plow that

will turn a deep aud wide fun-ow.—The plow
should run beneath most of the roots, in order

to turn up the entire mass to the influences of

winter. If the ground is plowed with a Slichi-

gan sod plow, or any other plow having a

"skim plow" on the same beam—like Allen's

Cylinder plow—a strong team will be required,

as any plow will draw heavily when the share

runs through, and not below the roots. The
plow should have a sharp share, and a long

coulter, with a sharp point and edge. Other-

wise it will be impracticable to plow ground

well that is full of the tough roots. If the

plowing is not well performed, it ma}' as well

not be done at all, because, no poor jjlowing

will ever exterminate Couch-grass. If there are

stones or other obstructions in the soil to throw

out the plow, thus making balks, the plowman
must back and break them all up.

As soon as the young grass begins to give a

green appearance to the field, the next spring,

take a good cultivator, having sharp teeth, and

cultivate the ground well every two weeks, un-

til it is time to sow buckwheat, when three

pecks per .acre should be put in. It will be of

little use to Itnrrow the ground, as harrow teeth

will not cut off the young grass. As soon as

the buckwheat is cut and set up in stooks, cul-

tivate the ground twice, thoroughly, and contin-

ue to do so as often as the grass grows 3 or 4

inches high, till winter. The stooks of buck-

wheat may best be removed from the cultivated

ground in order to keep the grass subdued

while the buckwheat is curing.

The next season, if much yet remains in

the soil, summer fallow the ground, and rake

out the roots with a couch-grass rake, represent-

ed by the accompanying il-

lustration. The head is made

of a piece of hard wood, 4

or 5 feet long, by 4 inches

square ; in this is set a

tongue, braced with two

strong iron rods to hold it

firmly, as represented. Some
old woi'u out plow will fur-

nish a set of handles, the

lower ends of which should

be beveled and bolted to the

upper side of the head ; fast-

en an iron brace on the un-

der side of each. The teeth

are made of the best Swedish

iron, I'la Inches wide, by ^|a

of an inch thick, drawn to

a point, and hammered to

a coulter edge on the for-

ward side. The upper ends

are made with a strong nut
and shoulder-brace, as represented by the en-

larged figure of a tooth, at the right hand side of

the engravmg. The teeth are about ten inches

long below the head. The holes for tha shank
should be bored "It of an inch from the for-

ward side of the head, and the holes to receive

the rounded end of the tooth brace should be

only 1 inch deep, so that the ends of the braces

will extend to the bottom against the solid

wood. If there are roots of trees aud stumps,

or fast stoues in .a field, the teeth may be made
heavier; although with careful usage, the size

designated will make the r.ike heavy enough
and sufficiently strong. The hilts of the handles

should be so low that a man can stand erect

and just grasp them with his hands, when the

teeth are in the ground and the end of the

tongue as high as the neck-yoke. If the handles

are too high, it will be much harder work to

hold the rake aud to lift it, when the mass of

roots is to be dropped.

Before using such a rake, the ground must be

plowed as directed, in order to allow the sod

sufiicient tiiue to decay. Let the roots be drop-

ped in windrows, .and then raked in large bunch-

es. They contain much starch and are excel-

lent hog feed, and m.ay be so used, or hauled

together in big heaps to rot for manure, in-

stead of dropping them in the highway. Where
the ground can not be reached, near stumps, etc.,

with the horse rake, it should be spaded, and

the roots hauled out with potato hooks. If

the soil is mellow and the sod well rotted, a

wheel hay rake, with iron teeth will operate

well, though not as effectually as the rake

made for the purpose, as here described.

Amount of Seed Wheat for an Acre.

Ever}' wheat plant requires for its fair devel-

opment an area of about 16 square inches, or a

piece of ground 4 inches square. There are in

an acre of land 4.8,560 square feet. Each square

foot contains 9 of these 4-ineh squares, hence is

capable of sustaining 9 wheat plants ; and so we
have 392,040 as the number of wheat plants

that will grow advantageousl}' on an acre of

good hand. In a bushel of wheat with kernels

of fair size, there arc about 630,000 grains. If

these be unifirmly distributed over one acre,

there will be about 15 kernels on every square

foot, or a fraction more than 9 square inches, or

an area of 3 inches square, for each kernel. Did

the wheat plant produce only one st.alk and

head, this would not be too thick. But, as we
may expect every plant to tiller that is, produce

from 1 to 5, 10, or more stems, if all these ker-

nels should grow, the straw would be so thick

thiit the ears of wheat would be short and small,

and the grain also of a diminutive size. But,

in practice, we find that there is a failure some-

where ; for if we use no more seed, the grain will

not stand thick enough on the ground. What
then becomes of the seed ?—aud how much
must we use? Much depends on the size of

the kernels, the number that will vegetate, the

condition of the soil, and the manner of putting

in the seed. Some kernels often are nearly

twice as large as others. When kernels are

small, of course less seed is required, and vice

versa. If the grain has been threshed with a

machine which has bruised the kernels, more
seed is necessary than if threshed with a flail

or whipped out, which is the best way to thresh

for seed. When it is put in with a good drill,

less seed will be required than if sowed broad-

cast. When the soil is rich, an acre will require

less seed than if the ground is in a poor state of

fertility, for the richer the soil is, the more the

plants will tiller. One bushel of good seed per

acre, well put into a rich soil,^is enough. Mak-
ing suitable .allowances for imperfections al-

luded to, it is advisable to increase the amount
sometimes to 21 bushels per acre. Usually

about 2 bushels is the advisable quantity. If

plants have room to tiller when the soil is fer-

tile, thin seeding will yield as much as thick.

»-. m» m I

The stable Brush Broom.

Every man who has a stable and who values

neatness, should have a good brush broom for

sweeping the floor, after the bulk of the manure

has been removed with a fork. The engraving

accompanyi n g
this article will

furnish the rea-

der with a cor-

rect notion of

such a broom.

The head piece

should be .about

16 inches long,

and li inches

squ.are, with a

rake or other

handle set in it.

Holes, bored

.alternately in

two rows, pass

through the

head, as shown,

and into each

some sjjrigs of

straight bush are crowded, and fastened with

shingle nails driven through the head. The
brush of birch or beech trees, or of iron-wood,

or small sprouts from apple trees, will make

an excellent broom, which will be found very

convenient for m.any other purposes. In-

stead of the brush, pieces of small rattan may
be used. When the brash is worn out, the stubs

can be driven out, and new pieces inserted.

How to Plow Wet Ground in Autumn.

BRUSH BEOOM.

All wet ground ought to be underdrained;

then it can be plowed and worked .at any desir-

able tiiue. Through laclc of labor and means,

it is seldom practicable to do in one season

all the draining that should be done, and many

'fields must be plowed and cultivated where the-

soil is decidedly too wet. It is well to knovr

in what manner to best plow such wet fields.
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When the surface is nearly level, cut the fur-

rows in the dh-ectioa for carrying off the surface

water most readily-, or up and down the great-

est descent. But when there is so much slope

that the water will form gullies by its rapid

flow, the fui-rows should always be naade along

Ihe side of the slope, instead of up and down,

in order to carry off the water slowly, and thus

avoid washing away soil with it.

When wet ground is plowed, as it often is,

without reference to the points alluded to, and

with wide lauds, without opening the middle

furrows, the soil often becomes so thoroughly

saturated with water that it runs together be-

fore spring, like sand and lime in mortar, fre-

quently settling firmer than before it was plowed.

Thus all the efficacy of the fall plowing is lost.

The representation of the manner of plowing

wet ground in late autumn, which accompanies

this article, is designed to show how to turn the

ridges, and the way of finishing the middle fur-

METHOD OF PLOWING WET GROUND,

rows, at a small outlay of labor, so as to efl'ect

partial drainage. Wlien the ground is covered

with sod, the first furrow-slice [A) must neces-

sarily be turned flat. Beueath it, the soil can-<

not be broken up. The second furrow-slice (B)

may be turned like tlie first, though it is better

to run the plow so closely to A, that the slice

S will lap on A, as represented. Now, in order

to make the next slice (C) fall against A, at the

proper inclination, it must be about half as deep

as it is wide. The same is true of the slice V.

Both of these must be shallow furrows. After

they are both turned, as indicated, run the plow

again in the same furrows, in order to make
them as deep as the ground is to be plowed.

The ridge is now laid out, and the furrow is

prepared to receive the slices {E, F) of full size,

at about the inclination and lap shown. Now
adjust the plow to cut half as deep as the width

of the slices. This size of slice will turn well.

The ridges should be formed from 15 to 20 feet

wide ; and when the lands are marked out, the

distance should be measured with a pole, at

both ends, so that the plot will " finish up

"

evenly, without some furrow-slices running out,

which would prevent doing the work neatly.

In finishing a land, leave a strip of unplowed
ground about nine inches wide, the entire length

of the middle furrow. Then remove the gauge

wheel, and adjust the plow to run an inch

deeper than usual. Always turn this last fur-

row-sliee when the team travels down the slope,

as it will roll over much more readily when the

plow is going down hill. The same is true of the

slice B, which is more difficult to turn than ^1.

If a plowman desires to make a neat job, he must
observe these apparently unimportant rules.

After the lands are finished, run the plow
two, three, or more times, as needed, in each

dead furrow, turning the earth towards the

ridges, for the purpose of deepening the chan-

nel for carrying off the water. After the_ plow-

ing is finished, shovel out the loose earth, scat-

tering it over the ridges on each side, like a

top-dressing. These dead furrows sliould be

kept open until the next spring ; and if the

ground should be plowed again, plow length-

wise of the ridges. If the sod is not thorough-

ly rotted, use the cultivator only, without at-

tempting to plow the ground. By keeping these

dead furrows well shoveled out, so that tlie

water will settle into them and run off' quickly,

wet ground may be tilled much earlier in spring,

and cultivated in a much more satisfactory

maimer, than if plowed in the usual way.

— «— i»» »

Burying Roots in a Pit.

The most convenient way to secure turnips,

carrots, and potatoes during winter is, to make
an excavation near a good uuderdrain, or on

some dry knoll, where no water will stand, even

at those seasons of the year

when the ground is very wet,

and after filling the pit, and

heaping the roots up in a

sharp ridge, to cover the

whole with straw, boards

and earth. The excavation

should be about 4 or 5 feet

wide, from one to two feet

deep, according to the drain-

age, and of the needed length.

Our practice has been to

make the pit parallel, and

close to a tile drain, which

will carry away all the wa-

ter. The pit may be directly

over a tile drain
; but, if the drain is made with

stones, the pit should be so far from tlie drain,

that rats and mice can not dig upwards from

the drain into the pit, and haul down earth

so as to obstruct tlie watercourse. If a drain

is 2k feet deep, the pit may be dug 2 feet deep.

The illustration represents a transverse sec-

tion of a pit of carrots, piled as steeply as they

placed ventilators 6 feet apart, in tlie tops of

long pits, and also made pits without ventila-

tors, but were never able to perceive any
difference in the vegetables when taken out.

l-lT rOK EURYLSG BOOTS.

will lie conveniently. A layer of straw about

4 inches deep has been spread evenly over

the roots, and then the whole covered with

boards, as shown. Another layer of straw and

a thin covering of earth are jiut on to secure

them till the ground freezes, after which the

earth should be increased to not less than G

inches deep over the entire pit, to keep the

roots from freezing in our latitude. In some
localities, the earth should be not less than one

foot deep. If animals of any kind disturb the

earth on the pit, cover it witli pieces of old rails,

etc. We cut the boards, nailing them at the

top as indicated by the figure, so that all the

roots may be removed at one end of the pit,

one load at a time, in winter, without exposing

those that remain to the frost. We formerly

Potatoes Planted under Straw, in both

Autumn and Spring.—The Crop doubled.

In a letter containing m.any good hints for us

and our readers, Mr. Isidor Plaquet, of Madison

Co., 111., makes some very interesting statements

about his method of raising potatoes, which we
translate from the French, in wliich our cor-

respondent writes most conveniently

:

" I have devoted myself," he goes on to say, " to

the culture of potatoes for the past ten years, and
for the past three years have grown them only

under straw and with great success. We in the

West have a great deal of straw which we have

been accustomed to bui'n, and I have found this

means of using it profitable. I plant a part of

my potatoes late in autumn, in November if

possible, and the rest in spring. When I thresh

m}' wheat, I do not stack the straw, for the

moister it is the better, even if decayed, and draw

it near the place where I shall plant potatoes.

Those planted in autumn and those planted in

spring are side by side, separated sufficiently to

allow a wagon to pass between. I never burn

straw. When I plant in autumn, I have only to

draw the old straw to one side ; if it is too rot-

ten, I plow it in, as it is good manure. When
there is not sufficient old straw, I add new. In

autumn I cover the potatoes 2 to 4 inches deep,

never less than 2, and I place over them tioo

feet of straw, well trodden down ;
then some

sticks are put here and there upon the straw to

keep high winds from blowing it away.
" Planting in spring, I cover the potatoes

about an inch, and put on one foot of straw, as

is done by H. llolbrook, whose report was giv-

en in the Agriculturist for January, 186.5. I

choose for my potatoes a field with a gentle in-

clination, so that they will not rot, and a south-

ern exposure, if possible, for those planted in

autumn. I plant in beds only 3 or 4 yards wide,

the beds separated sufficiently to allow a cart to

pass between them. This is in order not to be

obliged to pass over them with teams, as that is

very injurious to potatoes planted under straw.

I pulverize tlie earth thoroughly, and then plow
furrows as close as I can and not have them
interfere. I drop the potatoes about 6 inches

apart and cover witli the hoe. It is not well to

delay putting on the straw ; a rain may come

and harden the soil, and the lighter this is kept

tlie better for the potatoes. In autumn we only

lift the straw with a fork and fill the baskets.

"What are the advantages of this method?

Quantity and quality vary with me as well as

with those who follow the old method, but to

say I get regularly about as much again as by

the old plan, is not an exaggeration. In times

of drouth one is certain to have a crop, if he has

not been too sparing of the straw. Last year

(1864) almost all my neighbors who did not

plant under straw had no potatoes on account

of the drouth, while upon about half an acre

(a part of which were planted in November,

1863, and the others in the spring of 1864) I

harvested 80 bushels of the finest potatoes, not

counting those which had been used for the

table, from the middle of June until autumn.

Those of this year (1865) are doing well, not-

withstanding the rain. In fixU planting there

are two causes of failure : under an insufficiency

of straw the potatoes will freeze, and they will rot

if planted in low ground. Last fall I made an
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experiment, usiug one foot of straw at one end

of .my field. The potatoes were almost all

frozen, while those escaped which were covered

with two feet of straw. The preceediug autumn
I used only a foot of straw and the potatoes

were not frozen, but the straw was fine, having

been used before, and the abundant snow kept

tlie cold from penetrating. There is no risk in

using 3 feet of straw well trodden down (old

straw is preferable). Blake a good furrow on

each side of the field to carry off the water, and

connect the furrows across at the upper part of

the field. There is no danger if the eartli is

dry when you plant, and is not too much trod-

den. They are more difficult to dig than those

planted in spring, but there are more of them."

Binding^ the Shocks of Corn Fodder.

After the ears have been husked, and the

stalks bound in sheaves, and set up in round

shocks, it is difficult to bind them as tightly as

the tops should be to turn rain well. To facili-

tate this operation, we have been accustomed

to use a shock binder, represented by the figure.

This consists of a strip of hard wood (.-I), 30

inches long, 1 inch tliick, and 4 inches wide.

At each end of -4, an inch hole is bored for a

rope (C), about 11 feet long, and 'I, of an inch

in diameter. A knot

in one end prevents

it slipping through

the hole. A wind-

lass (B) is made of

a piece of hard and

tough wood, 3' |a

feet long, turned or

shaved round, and
pointed, as repre-

sented by tlie figui'e.

The largest part of

the tapered portion

of the windlass

should be 1' [2 inches iu diameter, made to turn

easily, but fitting closely in a hole in the middle

of the piece A\ the crank should be about one

foot long. In use, put the piece, A, against

the side of the shock where it is to be bound.

Thrust the windlass through the hole iu the

same, and horizontally into the stalks. Then

carry the end of tlie rope around the shock, put

it through the hole iu the end of A, wrap it

around the end of the crank and wind it up un-

til tight enough. Fasten the crank with a oord

to the cud of A, and bind the shock with a

straw band, which will hold the stalks after the

rope is removed, although it would not be strong

enough to draw them up as tiglitly as the rope

will. Two or three other bands should then be

put on above this, which can be drawn up

sufficien;ly tight without the windlass.

Storing TJnthreshed Buckwheat.

Sometimes buckwheat cannot all be secured

before the middle of November, or even later.

The weather is so luifavorable that it is im-

practicable for some farmers, with tlieir limited

helpers, to thresh more than a small portion of

their crop, before long storms of rain,, and some-

times snow, will interrupt threshing in the field.

Wlien tliere is an abundance of barn room, as

soon as the straw is sufficiently cured and dry,

a good way is, to get in, in one day, much more

than can be threshed, to put it in a mow, or

hay loft, and let it remain tlicre till a cold, freez-

ing day in winter, when the grain will thresh

perfectly well. Should there be a few bunches

which are not cured sufficiently to be put in a

large mow, tlicy should be pitched on a scaffold

over-head, where tliey will cure without injur-

ing the grain. The better way, however, is, to

sort the stooks or bunches in the field, leav-

ing those that are not thoroughly cured for the

top of the mow, or one load may be put in

on poles, or timbers resting on the large beams

of the barn. As tlierc is a much larger quan-

tity of succulent matter in buckwheat straw

than in the straw of other grain, the middle of

the bunches must be examined carefully to see

that the straw is well cured, or the mow will

heat and spoil the grain. Wlien there is not

barn room, buckwheat may be stored in long

stacks, say 10 to 13 feet wide, covered with a

roof of boards slanting only in one direction.

When a mow or stack is more than ten feet

wide, if there is any apprehension that the

straw will heat, a number of ventilating holes

should be made in various parts of the mow.
This may be done by placing barrels where

ventilators are required, which may be drawn

upwards half their length, as often as tlie sur-

face of the mow is even with the top end of the

barrels. Shonld the mow rest on a tight floor,

a board maybe taken up, a hole sawed through

it, or several 3-incli holes bored, through which

a current of air may rise iu the ventilators, and

thus carry away the dampness that would ac-

cumulate in the middle of the mow.

Breeding Trout.

The article on trout breeding last month, in

which our artist and engraver did themselves

so much credit by the beautiful portraits,

was, as it happened, brought to a very sudden

termination. Nevertheless, it must have served

to awaken interest iu many minds in this, which

bids fair, in good locations, to become a very

profitable industry. The observations which

form the basis of the article in the last number,

and of tliis, were made at an establishment of

comparatively recent date, but j'et the success

of which warrants all we have said. "We may
add, that the ponds are well adapted to the

sport of fly fishing, and this privdcge is let to a

Waltouian Club, for a very handsome sum an-

nually—the amount of fish which may be taken

monthly being limited to a reasonable num-

ber, and the sportsmen required to fish only in

certain parts of the pond, and we believe re-

stricted to fly-fishing. The income received not

only covers all current expenses and improve-

ments, but has already gone far towards reim-

bursing the original outlay. This fact is

mentioned that it may encourage private action,

by the anticipation of a good income from this

source, and also that clubs may take the matter

iu hand and secure for their members and

friends an agreeable and exciting sport, to say

nothing of tlie hundreds of pounds of this most

delicious fish that might find their way to

market at 40 cts. per pouud, which is the pre-

sent price iu this city.

A particular description of the troftt is un-

necessar}-. All fish of the genus Sabrio, of

which the noble Salmon (Stihno salar) is the type,

may be readily distinguished bj' tlie soft, fleshy,

rayless fin between the dorsal or back fin and

the tail. They are without exception excellent

table fish, but in this respect none, not even the

salmon, excels the brook trout (Snlmo fontiiuiUs)

which is, in our opinion, the best of all fish.

"We ought to say something of the enemies of

the trout and of the trout breeder. First, poach-

ers—these must be summarily dealt with, and if

the law can not be brought to bear to check

depredations, then with dogs, man-traps, etc.,

every man has a right to protect himself. Next,

muskrats often do great mischief to the dams,

embankments, and probably also to the fish,

sluggish and benumbed by the cold in winter.

Aquatic fowls of all kinds—ducks, and all the

waders, snipe, herons, etc.—must be entirely ex-

cluded from the breeding ditches. This at the

ponds referred to, is done by covering tlie ditcli-

es with brush ; lattice-work of laths answers a

good purpose, and both afford that great desid-

eratum, partial shade and seclusion during the

breeding season. Eels are very destructive of

the spawn and young fry, and they must be

excluded from the ponds and reserves at all haz-

ards. Doubtless, also, catfish, mudpouts or bull-

heads, as they are variously called, would be

almost equally injurious. Mr. F. lias found

that certain water beetles catch and devour

many young fish, and they are assisted by the

larvrc of the dragon flics, and perhaps other in-

sects which are common in clear streams.

AVe may perhaps learn as well from our friend's

mistakes as from his successes. It is quite im-

portant that there should be natural shade

upon the brooks and ponds during the summer,

otherwise the water becomes warm and uncon-

genial to the fish, and a certain rank vegetation,

called Frogspittle, springs up in the shallow

and warm parts. The most agreeable shade is

that of forest trees, but unfortunately Mr. F.

cut these all otT in clearing up and grading

about his ponds, so that now he is temporarily

supplying shade by moans of white water lilies,

planted iu the shallow parts, and near the edges.

By these he will probably gain both ends—viz.

:

shade and a cooler temperature, with the ex-

pulsion of the frogspittle and similar plants.

W I —J ^-^m^-^- i m

Labor Saving—Labor Making.

Labor saving implements were once thought

to be destructive to the interests of the working
man, just in proportion as they saved the

drudgery of labor. This seems reasonable at

first, but a little thought will correct the er-

ror. How then do the farm laborers, thrown

out of work by the introduction of improved

implements, ultimately find work ? Plainly by
the Increased amount of tillage which horse

power, machinery and tools make possible in

the country. In a section where all the soil is

under cultivation of some kind, it will lead to

more thorough systems of farming. In the case

of our own country, it leads to the faster ex-

tension of civilization westward, the rapid sub-

jugation of wild lands, and the better cultivation

of that already under the plow. For instance,

the Western grain grower, who now devotes

75 to 150 acres to corn and other grain crops,

with the meager facilities of thirty j'cars ago,

could not have managed one-fourth part that

amount in a similar manner. This increase of

agriculture, not only keeps good the original

number of farm laborers, but creates a new de-

mand for laborers in every other field of in-

dustry. More ships and railroads are required

for transportation, more manufacturing estab-

lishments, more mechanics to construct these,

and men to manage them, more miners, machin-

ists, etc. In fact, the whole body politic thus

receives vital refreshment from evciy really

labor-sni-ing invention. This is a forcilile illus-

tration of the fact that whatever fairly ad-

vances the interests of one class, becomes a

benefit to all classes in the community.
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EXAM INI IMG ANIMALS ARRIVING AT MARKET.— Engraved /«• ae American Agricumirist.

Inspection of Animals Destined for

Slaughter.—

•

The spirited engraving which we here pre-

sent is of a scene which occurs nowhere in this

country. It represents a quay in London, where

cattle from the crowded barges in tlie river

are being landed, and each one, as it arrives

upon the dock, undergoes the careful examina-

tion of the veterinary inspector. Tlie preva-

lence of the cattle plague excites interest in this

subject in the public mind, and so the Illus-

trated London News, from which we copy the

picture, takes this opportunity to show its read-

ers what the system of inspection is and how it

works. To us in America it serves as a remind-

er that here we have nothing of the kind, except

the vague fear of punishment for committing

certain very illy defined crimes, provided they

be proved to have been wilfully committed,

which it is very hard to do.

We have no doubt, indeed we have the knowl-
edge, that cattle, sheep and swine exhausted by
cruel treatment, lack of water or food, hard
driving, etc., or sick from any cause, and likely

to die, are killed, and, if the blood will only

flow, tlieir flesh is sold in the open market. To
the dishonest butcher or drover, while life re-

mains there is hope, and this hope is not always
extinguished by tlic (un)uatural death of the poor
famished, heated exhausted beast, for tBere is

many a low meat store in this city where fresh

meat, full gf blood, and fairly oozing disease at

every pore, may be seen offered for sale. Nor
is it only in our large cities that this great

wrong exists, for where hogs are driven in on
foot from the country surrounding some of

the great packing houses at the West, wag-

ons follow the drove, and the weak are picked

up, the dying killed and taken up also, and

the dead undergo the farce of throat cutting,

etc., and are cared for in the same way. No
doubt, also, all, in the shape of extra or prime
mess pork, are finally eaten—with what conse-

quences no one can accurately determine.

The need of well educated veterinarians is

becoming daily more urgent, that when public

opinion is educated up to demauding the thor-

ough inspection of animals destined for slaugh-

ter, the men may be upon the ground. This

gives us another opportunity to commend the

profession of the veterinary surgeon to young
men who are making choice of an employment,

for which a course of study is essential, and
where honor and profit will reward application.

Well-bred Animals.

One of tiie advantages of thorough-bred stock

is, that it furnishes the breeder a foundation so

to speak, upon which ho can gradually build uj)

a flock or herd to his own ideal of useful-

ness. In thorough-bred animals certain pre-

vailing characteristics have become so strong-

ly developed and thoroughly confirmed, that

the transmission of them to tlieir posterity be-

comes almost an absolute certainty. There jis

no danger therefore, in their case, of losing

these gener.al excellences, while the undesirable

qualities are being slowly but surely bred out

by a judicious pairing of animals. The princi-

ples of good breeding depend upon the simple

law " that like begets like." The same peculi-

arity existing in both parents, will almost cer-

tainly exhibit itself in the offspring, perhaps still

more conspicuously. If the parents possess di-

verse or opposite qnalities, other things being

equal, the offspring may be expected to repre-

sent tlie mean. By the use of these simple

principles, wonderful changes can be wrought

in any kind of stock, without going outside of

its own variety, or even family. In this man-

ner, the Spanish sheep have been changed in

their many essential features by breeders in this

country. By a similar process we know that

Bakewell, of England, gave to the Leicesters

their jjeculiar merit as mutton sheep, and in like

manner, cattle, hogs, poultry, and otlier kinds

of domestic animals have been bred so as to

form varieties with fixed characteristics. On
the other hand, let the attempt be made with

mongrels, and the breeder can not be sure that

the characteristics of either parent will appear

in the offspring; or that the increase of differ-

ent years will bear any great resemblance to

each other. All hopes therefore, of establishing

a desii'able uniformity in stock in this case, are

at an end, or at least very difficult of realization.
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The American Yew, or Ground Hemlock.

Taxus baccata, vai: Canadensis.

The European Yew iu its different varieties

is well known to all lovers of Evergreens. Tn

Europe it is one of the best

known trees, remarkable for its

longevity, and the value of its

stroug and elastic wood. We
have in this country a Yew,
which by some botanists has

boen considered a distinct spe-

cies and called Tn.viis Canaden-
si.% but which is now conceded

to lie only a remarkable variety

of the European Tti.nis baccata.

The American Yew is not rare

in the Northern States, and
along the Allcghanies it extends

into tlie Southern States. It is

found iu woods as a low shrub,

and from its resemblance in its

foliage to the Hemlock-tree it is <

commonly called Ground-hem-
lock. The trunk is prostrate

upon the ground, or just below

tlie surfece, and the branches

alone nppear above the surface,

which rise to the hight of only

about two feet and form a mass
of bright green foliage. The
engraving shows a branch (of

the natural size,) with leaves

and berries. The barren and

fertile flowers are usually borne

on different plants, the fertile

ours being remarkable for their

simplicity of structure. In most
[ilants we have a regular pistil

which encloses the ovules, and

after fertilization the pistil be-

comes some kind of a fruit,

while the ovules, which before

were little green pulpy bodies,

ripen into seeds. In the Pine-

lamily generally—to which the

Yew belongs—the undeveloped

seeds, or ovules, are placed at

the base of woody scales, which
together form some kind of fi

cone and protect the ripening

seeds. The ovules of the Yew
are without even the protection

of a scale, but are borne naked

at the end of a small stem.

After the ovule is fertilized it

begins to grow, and, and as it

increases in size, a little cup

grows up around its base, and

when the seed is still green it

appears very mucli like a little

acorn. By the lime the seed is

quite mature, this cup has grown

so large as to quite enclose it,

though it is not in contact with

it, while the cup itself becomes

soft and pulpy and takes on a

brilliant scarlet color. The partly grown fruit, as

well as thatwhich is mature, are shown in the en-

graving, of the natural size, while at the right

hand is given an enlarged fruit, cut through the

cup and exposing the seed. The plant when in

fruit is quite showy, the scarlet berries appearing

in brilliant contrast to the green of the leaves.

The American Yew is valuable as an ornamen-

tal shrub, from the focttliat it will grow readily

beneath other trees. We do not find the plant

in the catalogues of our principal nurseries, but

presume that they would grow it if there was a

demand for it. Like the European varieties, it

may be raised from cuttings or from seeds.

Tiic seeds should be planted without being

allowed to dry, when a portion will germinate

Pruning the Grape Vine.

THE AJIEKICAN TEW.

the first year, and the remainder the year after.

Wliile the berries of the yew are haimless and

may be eaten, the leaves of the European trees

are poisonous to human beings as well as hcrses

and cattle, and it is probable that our variety

has deleterious properties, but upon this point

we have no positive information. The plant

varies in this respect in different parts of Europe,

in some localities it being so harmless as to be

fed to animals, and in others very poisonous,

and the same may be the case with it here.

When the leaves have fallen and the vine is

at rest, it may be pruned. Those who have

vineyards, have given thought to the manner in

which they will treat them, and

have fi.Kcd upon a system of

training and pruning; such will

not need any suggestions from

us. But there are many who
will this autumn cut a vine for

the first time in their lives, and
it will be interesting to such to

know how to prune and why
to do it at all. The manage-
ment of a young vine is a very

simple matter, as also is that

of an older one, which has been
started in and kept to some par-

ticular system. But the most
common cases in which we are

asked .advice is, where a vine

has been allowed to ramble

about at will, and having be-

come over-grown and filled with

wood, out of all proportion to

the amount of fruit it bears, the

owner is desirous to know what

to do with it. He knows that

vinei are benefited by pruning,

and lie would cnt away at his

if he only knew how to do it.

In many cases it would be best

to discard the old vine alto-

gether, and either graft it at the

root, as described in another

article, or dig it up and put iu

a better variety. If the vine is

of a good sort, canes may be
found which can be layered and

Mius }'oung' vines obtained ; al-

ter these ai^ well established,

the old one may be removed.

Still there will bo many instan-

ces in which it may be desirable

to retain an old vine as a screen,

or for some other reason, and

the possessor wishes to make
tlie most of it. As each indi-

vidual vine will present pecu-

liarities of its own, tlie best we
can do to meet such cases is to

give some general notions on

pruning, and leave the reader to

apply them as he best can to

his own particular case. M.any

have not noticed that the fruit

of the vine is nlicays bortxe vpon
the yoiinr/ icood, i. e. npon the

shoot which pnshes from the

hnd in spring. One who un-

derstands this fact, will appre-

ciate the necessity of prufting

judiciously, ,as the buds which

have been formed during the

past summer are what he is to

look to for his nest year's fruit.'

Figure 1, next page, shows a young vine, or a

branch of an old one ; the leaves have fallen,

and we have at each joint of the stem, just

above the scar left by each leaf, a bud. The

upper and latest formed buds are the largest and

most vigorous, and if a stem of this kind be al-"

lowed to take its own course next year, the

upper buds will push first iu spring, and getting

the start of the lower ones, will keep the ad-

vantage they have gained, so that at the end of

the nest year we will have a vine like fig. 2,
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where all the strongest branches, or canes, are

above ; those below are weaker, and some of the

lower buds, being robbed by the upper ones of

their nutriment, may not start at all. These

branches in fig. 3 are just the repetition of fig.

1, and each have their strongest buds at the

top, wliich will iu turn push first, and thus,

if the vine is neglected, its best buds and conse-

quently most vigorous growth will be made

each year farther and farther from the ground.

Upon such a vine, when old enough, more or

less fruit would be borne, but the wood produ-

ced each year would be excessive, and the vine

at length become the tangled thicket we so often

Fi" Fi-. 1.

find. Now supposing that fig. 1, instead of

having its own way, be cut back to two buds,

as shown by the cross-line. At the end of the

next season it will be something like fig. 3, with

two canes of about equal size, which, if the

vine were old enough, would have borne fruit.

These canes again may be cut back the next

year, or be shortened and laid down as horizon-

tal arms, in which case the buds will break

more evenly than when the vine grows upi-ight

and the shoots from them will be more likely to

fruit. A neglected vine will be a mass of

branches, having more or less resemblance to

fig. 3, and it should be taken in hand, bearing in

mind what we have above stated with regard to

the general manner of growth. Some of the

branches may need removal altogether, while

the wood of last season's growth will all need

shortening. Recollecting that each good bud
will produce a strong shoot, one can judge how
well covered the arbor or trellis will be, and
avoid crowding. Sometimes one and sometimes

two shoots may be accommodated, and one or

two buds are to be left to produce them, ob-

serving to leave one more bud than is needed, to

guard against the chances of the cut end of the

cane being killed during the winter; this

extra bud is to be cut away in February, or

March, after the severest weather is over; For
the methods of treating well trained vines, as

well as for starting a young vine in a proper

manner, see articles in the Agriculturist for

April of last year, and for November 1863.

Notes on Grapes,

AVe continue our notes on the varieties as we
have seen them in various places, or have re-

ceived them through the kindness of friends.

The past season seems to have upset all former

conclusions as to the value of varieties—some
kinds heretofore considered reliable, having

failed in particular localities, while a few miles

distant the same sort gave a satisfactory crop.

Many who have fixed upon the Delaware, the

Concord, or some other, as t/ie grape, have had

their faith shaken by the rot and mildew of the

past season, and have come to the conclusion

that there is no such thing as infallibility in any
vai'iet}'. From the number of fox grapes sent

to us for an opinion, it would seem that there

are many who have never tasted a good grape.

That peculiar flavor and odor belonging to the

large native grapes, known as foxiness, is detri-

mental to any variet}-, and uo grape having a

considerable amount of this can be expected to

rank beyond second class, even if it possess

many good qualities. Hence the Concord and

Hartford, which have a trace of foxiness—only

a trace to be sure, when they are well grown—are

excluded from the first rank. It is true that

we recommend these grapes, as they are a great

step iu advance of the uncertain Isabella, and

one who has a vine of either of these will be

quite sure to have a plenty of fair fruit which

will give him a taste for something better.

Their ease of propagation and free growth, are

great recommendations with the general public

;

but as finer varieties have their qualities and

capabilities thoroughly tested by amateurs, we
hope to see these supplant all inferior kinds.

There are three classes of persons who grow
grapes : those who raise them for market ; those

who grow them for home consumption, and re-

gard quantity rather than quality ; and those

who look for high excellence only. Each of

these classes read what is said upon grapes

with different views, and in recommending va-

rieties for planting, one must know some-

thing of the object the planter has in view.

Setting aside differences in locality we still

think, if we were to plant for immediate profit

in the present state of our markets, we should

put in the Hartford, Concord and Delaware.

And to those who would be likely to treat their

vines as they usually are served, which is to

neglect them, we should say plant the Hartford

and Concord, as they will give some fruit even

under neglect. Those who will treat a vine as

it should be treated, have a choice list in the

lona, Delaware, Israella, Adirondac, Rebecca

and others. Of course where the Catawba will

flourish, it will take a high rank as a grape for

market or any other purpose, but sucli locali-

ties are so few that we leave it out of the list,

and the same may be said of the Isabella.

We wish that every one could be induced to

plant the choicer varieties and take proper care

of them, and hope that the time will come

when every farmer will understand how to give

the vine that care which it so abundantly repays.

IsnuUa.—From specimens we have since

seen, we think that our notes of last mouth

hardly did this variety justice. Three bunches

grown by Charles Downing, Esq., weighed over

three pounds. The berries were of good size,

and the bunches very compact. The fruit is very

sweet, and of a delicate, though not high flavor.

Adirondac.—At Worcester, we saw and tasted

specimens raised at Norwich, Conn., which

were quite equal in excellence to any of this

kiud we have seen elsewhere.

Alvey.—This variety is not much grown, auu
has the reputation of being tender. In the gar-

den of our friend " Horticola," at Hoboken, it

flourishes finely, and is highly prolific. Those
who like a sprightly, vinous fruit, should try the

Alvey. Farther south, it is a great favorite.

Rogers^ Ko. 1.—A large and extremely hand-
some fruit, of a rich amber color, but it has a
thick skin, a tough pulp, and is slightly acrid.

Its size and great beauty would make it popu-
lar as a market grape, should it prove to be as

good a bearer as it promises to be.

Concord.—The finest specimens we have seen

this year were raised by Mr. Fuller, upon trel-

lises, and closely trained by the arm and spur

system. There is a disposition in some quarters

to ridicule the trellis as an " iron bedstead

"

upon which the vine is to be cramped, and there

is a great deal of nonsense about not being able

to restrain the Hail Columbia propensities of

the free American grape vine. This spread-

eagle talk may please some, but our observation

shows that the best grapes grow on the best

trained and most restricted vines.

- — »«» .-»

Hints to ExMbiters.

At the various horticultural exhibitions we
nave attended this season, we have seen much
to admire, and some things which might have
been belter had the exhibitors in some cases

taken more, and in others less pains with their

articles. These exhibitions have their uses to

the cultivators, as under the stimulus of prizes,

a pleasant rivalry is engendered, which results

beneficially iu many ways to practical horticul-

turists. But they have another use,, and one

which we consider quite as important : they

create among the people who visit them, a taste

for the beautiful and the good, and serve to in-

struct the public in horticultural matters. These
shows should be so managed, as not only to

benefit those who contribute, but those who go
to see the articles, and this is a matter over

which the managers have but little control, but

one in which each exhibiter can aid. A collec-

tion of rare green-house plants is always attrac-

tive ; the visitor who is not a florist, is struck

by the appearance of some specimen, and wishes

to know its name, and looks around for a label.

In the majority of cases he will see nothing to

indicate what the plant is, but if he perseveres

he may find a bit of weather-worn wood stuck in

the earth of the pot ; upon this are a few

characters iu pencil, which are all that remains

of what was once a label. Every plant should

be so labeled that the visitor can find the name
without a search, and it should be iu plain and
unmistakable characters. At the PennS3'lvania

exhibition, we noticed that very general attention

was given to this point, and that there were

some notable specimens of careful labeling.

Displays of miscellaneous cut flowers seldom

have labels for each, but they would be

much more iustructive if they did, yet these

should be so arranged as not to mislead the un-

skilled observer. In one place, we saw in racks

of cut flower.=, the leaves of one plant placed in

the same phial with the flowers of an entirely

different one. A display of vegetables which,

for extent and variet}', was the finest we ever

s.aw, including as it did many unusual things,

lost much of its usefulness from the absence of

labels. Fruit should be so arranged that one in

looking at a plate can get a distinct view of the

form and color. A dozen Louise Bonne pears

may make a better show with the red cheeks

all turned up, but the true character of the fruit
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is better sliowa if some expose the sliady side.

At one exliibition a collection of pears was ar-

ranged in a most ludicrous manner; there were
six specimens of each, upon plates much too

small, and every pear was carefully placed with
the calyx end out, and the stem end of the

fruit entirely concealed. This arrangement,

while it prevented the observer from seeing the

true form of the varieties, gave the collec-

tion the appearance of a miniature arsenal in

which bomb-shells were piled up ready for use.

We mention this as an illustration of worse
than useless pains-taking. Another, is the

practice, less common than formerly, but still

too frequent, of rubbmg up the fruit. This pol-

ishing of pears and apples is well enough for

the stand of the huckster, but upon the table of

a horticultural society it is in very bad taste.

Local Fruit Lists.

Some years ago, before horticultural societies

were as numerous or as active as they are at

present, we obtained and published over seventy

lists of apples. These were from cultivators liv-

ing in all parts of the country, each one giving

his selection of the twelve varieties best suited

to his section. These lists will be found in the

Agrkidturht for April, May and June, 1861.

Though in some cases newer or more thorough-

ly tested varieties may be substituted for some
of those in the lists, they are still of great value

to whoever would make selections of fruit. Of
late years the dilTercnt horticultural and pomo-
logical societies are doing good service in gath-

ering and publishing similar statistics. Every
one who grows fruit to any extent should be

a member of his Coimty or State Society, and
while he adds his experience, avail himself of

that of others. The lists by States are not, bow-
ever, unerring guides, as most of the States pre-

sent a great diversity of soil and climate, and it

will be impossible to fix upon a dozen varieties

which wOl be best for a whole State ; aud while

lists of this kind serve as a general guide, one

should take pains to gather all possible local in-

formation, and find out what has been the ex-

perience of his neighbors. To answer several

inquiries, we give the following list for Iowa

:

Summer: Carolina Red June, Kirkbridge

White, Red AstrachiTu ; s. High Top.

—

Autumn :

Maiden's Blush, Lowell, Rambo, McLellan ; s.

Pumpkin Sweet.— Winter: Raule's Janet, White
Winter Pearmain, Roman Stem, White Pippin

;

». Sweet Romanite.

An experienced cultivator in Wisconsin sends

the following as his selection: Summer: Red
Astrachan, Early Joe, Keswick Codlin ; s. High
Top.

—

Autumn: Fameuse, Autumn Strawber-

r_v. Duchess of Oldenburgh, Fall Orange ; s.

Munson Sweeting.— Wi/iter : Golden Russet,

ICing of Tompkins Co., W. Seek-no-further, Yel-

low Bcllflower, Lady Apple; s. Talman Sweeting.

The Ohio Pomological Society made an at-

tempt to ascertain the best twelve varieties of

apples for market. They publish the replies

fi'om persons in diifereut parts of the State, but

the selections were so unlike in dilferent locali-

ties that it would appear that no decision was
reached. The following varieties obtained the

greatest number of votes: Fallawater, Baldwin,

R. L Greening, Northern Spy, Peck's Pleasant,

Smith's Cider, White Pijipiu, Red Canada,

AVestfield Seck-no-further, Roxbury Russet.

The Fruit Growers' Society of Eastern Penn-

sylvania, publish as the results of two years

careful comparison of reports, a selection of the

best twelve apples for Eastern Peuu. Summer:

Red Astrachan, Sine Qua Non, Early Harvest.—
Autumn: Maiden's Blush, Porter, Smokehouse.
— Winter: Baldwin, Smith's Cider, Fornwalder

(or Fallawater), Northern Spy, R. I. Greening,

Ilubbardstou Nonsuch.

Their list of pears for Standards is : Summer

:

Doyenne D'Ete, Dearborn's Seedling, Manning's
Elizaheth.—Autumn : Seckel, Bartlett, Belle

Lucrative, Flemish Beauty, Beurre Diel, Beurre

D'Anjou.— Winter: Lawrence, Easter Beurre,

Reading. For dwarfs: Summer: Beurre Gif-

fard. Doyenne D'Ete, 0.sband's Summer.

—

-.'Ih-

tumn : Louise Bonne de Jersey, Duehesse
D'Augoulemc, Belle Lucrative, Beurre D'Anjou,
Beurre Diel, BuflTum.— TI7/i ter: Lawrence, Glout

!Morceau, Vicar of Winkfield. The Massachu-

setts Agricultural Society have given the fol-

lowing as their list of the best six pears : Bart-

lett, Louise Bonne de Jersey, TTrbauiste, Beurre

D'Anjou, Sheldon, Seckel, and for twelve add:

Onondaga, Merriam, Doyenne Boussock, Vicar

of Winkfield, Paradise D'Automne and Fulton.

Hints for the Flower Garden.

It is a common practice to cut out oval beds

by the walks in the lawn, and to fill them with

flowering plants. Some persons fill these beds

with roses, which look well in Spring and
early Summer, but later in the season they be-

come tall and spindling, difficult to be trained

handsomely, and the leaves on the lower

branches turn brown and continually drop.

In our own grounds, we have found it a great

improvement to remove the roses to the flower

garden proper, and to fill the beds on the lawn
with verbenas, and other similar plants. These

just peep above the grass level of the lawn, and
their nodding heads of scarlet and white and
blue, ever smiling and gay, are a continual feast

of beauty from early summer to November.
In another part of the grounds, we devoted

an old rose bed last season, to Drummond's
Phlox. Seeds of eight dilferent varieties were
sown in boxes iu the house the first of April,

and the plants set out one foot apart early in

May. They soon became established, and were
iu bloom nearly all summer. Indeed they came
into full and abundant flower sooner than the

verbenas, and for the mouths of June and Julj',

were the finer spectacle of the two. But they

could not endure the drouth of August, and

then the verbenas eclipsed them. It is not

known to all what great improvements have

lately been made iu these phloxes. AVe now
have scarlet with white eye, crimson with

ditto, rose color ditto, white with dark eye,

and then the marbled and purple, and several

other shades. As flowers for massing on the

lawn, both verbenas and Drummond's Phlox,

can hardly be surpassed.

Another lesson we have lately learned, is,

never to set choice flowei's on the south side of

a hedge and near to it. The early bulbs, such

as crocus, snow-drop aud hyacinth, will do

very well here, because the ground keeps moist

during the usual period of their blooming. But

in mid-Summer, between the concentrated heat

and the exhaustion of the moisture by the roots

of the hedge, all choice plants will droop and

perhaps die a lingering death.

If anything besides the early bulbs is to bo

set here, let it be the hardiest perennial plants,

or low shrubs. Indeed we question whether

fences should not be substituted for hedges in

places near the flower bordei's. Fences have no

hungry roots, and thougli hedges are more orna-

mental they occupy more soil than can be spared.

Asphalt or Coal Tar 'Walks.—«

—

Last year we gave an account of the method
of making garden walks of coal tar and sand.

In towns in the interior of New York Slate, a

somewhat similar process is employed in making
street walks, which a gentleman residing there

thus describes to ihe American Agriculturist:

" When lumber could be bought at a fair

price, plank-walks were about the best that

could be made for the streets of countr}' villages.

Quickly built, they were 'also pleasant to the

feet. But they did not prove durable, and are

now too expensive. Good gravel is not to be
had now in sufiicicnt quantity for the public de-

mand, and, as commonly used, even gravel

walks wear out. Some one has suggested the

use of coal gas tar and water-lime, mixed with

gravel and sand, to form a concrete bed for

walks. The experiment has now been in course

of trial for several years, and thus far works well.

The ground is excavated for the walk to the

depth of three and-a-half inches, and as wide

as the path is desired. Hemlock scantling, two
inches by four, are then laid down on each side

of the track, and fastened by stakes driven into

the ground, which are sawed ofl' flush with the

surface of the scantling. In the walk between,

a layer two inches thick of coarse gravel or

small stones is spread, the stones to be no larger

than hens' eggs. This layer is now saturated

with a mixture of gas tar and water lime.

While this is yet moist, a layer of fine gravel two
inches thick is spread over it, the gravel hav-

ing been previously sifted. This, too, is satu-

rated with tar and water lime. A final coat of

sand is now spread over this, raising the suface

an inch or more higher than the scantlings on

each side. The walk is now to be made com-

pact and hard by passing a heavy roller over

it until it settles to a level whh the scantlings.

It is desirable that the walk be made a little

higher in the center than at the sides, so as to

shed water effectually. After a few daj-s, it will

be hard enough to use.

The cost of such a walk is from 40 to 00 cents

a square yard, according to the price of mate-

rials in different localities. Walks of this de-

scription have been in use at Elmira in this

State, for several years, at Syracuse, Palmyra,

Waterloo, and Lyons, for three and five years,

and in all cases they prove dunrblc, cheaper than

stone flagging, and pleasanter to the feet. It

was predicted at-first that the frost would heave

and break them up, but this does not prove to

be the fact. The only practical objection we
have heard of is, that occasionally in hot weather

they emit the odor of gas tar, which is offensive

to some persons."

Earth Closets.—The English agricultural

and horticultural journals contain advertise-

ments of " earth closets." From the brief descrip-

tion given, it seems that they are intented to re-

place water closets, and that they are so con-

structed that instead of washing away and

wasting the deposit, it is covered by a quantity

of dry earth, sufficient to absorb all gases. A
practicable apparatus of this kind, if it could be

generally introduced, would be of great benefit

in saving for our farms and gardens much valu-

able manure, that is now lost. From another

source we learn that the earth used may be

dried and used again a number of limes (five to

seven), with equal effect, and without offense.

Some of our inventors should turn their atten-

tion to this matter, and when an efficient ap-

paratus is devised, we shall be glad to note it.

\
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The Cardinal "Elovfer—Lobelia CardinalU.

From mid-summer until early autumn, there

may be found along the hanks of streams, and

in wet places, a native flower of so rich a deep

red color, that it usually arrests the attention

even of those who do not ordinarily notice

plants. It is the Cardinal-flower—but no Car-

dinal ever wore as the sign of his office a hat

of so intense a scarlet as wears tliis wild flower.

We have attempted in the engraving to give the

shape of the flower, which together with its re-

markable color will enable it to be identified.

The plant is a perennial, forming clumps of

herbaceous stems two to four feet high, each

one of whicli bears a long raceme of flowers of

the size and shape here shown. The flower

cluster is often more one-sided and usually long-

er than in the engraving. If the flower be ex-

amined closely, its structure will bo found to be

rather unusual. The corolla at first sight ap-

pears as if the plant belonged to the Miut-

famih', it being somewhat 2-lipped, the lower

lip with three spreading divisions, and the up-

per with two somewhat erect ones ; but a fur-

ther examination will show that the corolla is

split down its whole length at a point between
the two upper lobes or divisions. Jloreover,

the stamens are curiously united for their whole
length, anthers and all, into a tube much longer

than the corolla, and which encloses the long

and slender pistil. The pod contains many
very small seeds. These are characters which
are not found in the Mint-family, but which dis-

tinguish the Lobelia family. The genus is named
Lobelia, after Lobel. The specific name is in refer-

ence to the red hat worn by the Cardinals of the

churcli of Rome. Though this plant naturally

inhabits swampy ground, it does very well in

rich garden soil, and a clump of it is not ex-

celled in beauty by any of the exotics. The
roots shoidd be removed as the leaves begin to

wither in autumn, or the spot carefully marked
so that they can be dug up in spring. We once

saw in the Botanical Garden, at Cambridge,

Mass., a white variety, and Doctor Gray records

a rose colored one as having been found in that

State. As tlie plant seems to have a tendency

to sport in its wild state, it is probable that a

pains-taking florist might produce some striking

varieties from the seed. Besides this, there are

several exotic species cultivated in the garden and

Green-house, which are valued for their delica-

cy and beauty, rather than for the showinessof

tlieir flowers. We have a large blue-flowered,

native species, Jjibelia ayphillitica, the Great

Lobelia, whicli has flowers of a fine coloi', but

the plant is rather coarse and weedy in appear-

ance. There are about ten other native species,

but none of them as striking as those we have

mentioned. One of these, Lobelia iiiflata, is an

annual, with very small flowers ; it is called

inflata on account of its bladdery seed pod.

The popular name of this Is " Indian Tobacco ;"

it is possessed of violent emetic and narcotic

properties, and has frequently proved fatal in

the hands of quacks. These persons, who
know as little about names as they do about

medicine, call this Xoic-belia, and distinguish

tlie Cardinal flower, which they also sometimes

employ iu their mal-practice, as High-heW-a,.

The Benne or Sesame.

In the catalogues we find among the seeds

of " medicinal herbs," Benne seed, and the

plant is frequently grown iu gardens because it

is "good iu case of sickness." The readers of

the Affric'dturift will bear witness that we
do not advocate herb—or any other kind of

popular physic, and this notice of the Benne

will not be an exception to the usual course,

for, as we shall show presently, the plant be-

longs to that class of safe remedies which "will

do no liurt if it does no good." We notice the

plant because we have had inquiries about it,

and seeing it growing in the garden of Mr.

Sampson Gordon, of Staten Island, we have liad

a figure of it engraved, which will give a suffi-

ciently good idea of its appearance. Benne or

Sesame is a native of Asia and Africa, and our

cold climate does not allow it to reach its full

development. The engraving gives the size of

the leaves, etc., as it appears with us, where the

l>lant, which is an annual, only grows about two

feet high, while in tropical comitries it is 5 or 6

feet high, and robust iu proportion ;
nor does it

usually ripen its seeds at the North. The bo-

tanical name of the plant is Sesamum Indicum,
and it is closely related to the Trumpet Creeper
and the Martynia of the gardens. The seeds

are small and yellowish and contain a great

deal of oil. They are used considerably for

food, in tlie same manner as the grains in orien-

tal countries, and by the negroes at the South.

In the old story of the Forty Thieves, the case

which contained the treasures of the robbers

would only open at the proper word ; the poor
cobbler who discovered the place tried " open
barley," and other grains, but the case remained
closed until he said " open sesame." Probably
many of our readers use the term "open sesame"
without knowing that it refers in any way to

the plant under notice. The oil obtained from
the seeds is of an excellent quality and is used
for the same purposes as olive oil. We have
seen large fields of the plant iu Mexico, where
it is grown for oil making.

A remarkable peculiarity of the plant is the

amoimt of mucilage contained in its leaves. If

one or two fresh leaves be placed iu a tumbler of

cold water the liquid will in a few minutes be-

come thick and ropy, like a thin mucilage of

gum arable, and remain perfectly transparent.

The leaves are used in this way to make a mu-
cilaginous drink for those sick with inflamma-

tory diseases of the bowels, etc. It is probably

BEmW OR SESAME.

quite inert medicinallj', but answers as a substi-

tute for gum arabic, slippery elm, marsh mal-

low, and similar bland articles, and may be ad-

vantageously employed where a pure and taste-

less mucilaginous drink is required. The seeds

are rather slow in germinating; they are sown
in rows eighteen inches apart, and the plants

are thinned to a foot iu the row.
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The Care of House Plants.

The change from the opeu air to (luartevs

withia the house is often fatal to the health of

plauts, and although the owner gives them, as

he thinks, eveiy care, their foliage takes on a

faiokly look or drops. This cspeciall}- is the case

when plants are removeil late in the season to

save them from an apprehended frost, and taken

to a close, and it may be heated room. The

change from free air to the house should be

gradual, and plants will do much better if they

are at first removed to a room without a fire,

to which air can bo freelj- admitted on every

mild daj', and thus gradually accustomed to the

new condition of things. Those plants which

are merely brought in-doors for iirotectiou, and

are not e.\pected to grow and bloom will do

well in a room without a fire, except in very se-

vere weather. The best place for such plants,

however, is a light and dry cellar that is protect-

ed from frost. In either place, the plants need

but little water. Plants in sitting rooms need

to have pleutj'of light; ventilation whenever

the external temperature renders it practicable

;

water according to the needs of the particular

kind of plants ; and particularlj-, what is so often

neglected, they should have a frequent wash-

ing of the foliage to free it of dust and insects.

As we were writing this article, there came to

hand a letter from Mr. C. II. Spoouer, of Phila-

delphia, who removed from the country where

he had a green-house, and brought his plants to

the city where he had no proper structure for

them. The experience of Mr. S. in keeping

plants in an unfavorable localit}', will doubtless

be useful to many, and his directions for gener-

al treatment are such as maj- be safelj' followed.

" My home in the City is on the north side of

the street, and the back room in which I keep

my plants never receives a ray of sunshine

from November until March ; it is also heated

with hot air from kitchen range, yet even under

these, the worst of circumstances, some of the

plants did much better than could have been

expected. Azaleas flowered finely toward spring,

when a little sunshine crept in for an hour or

two. Epiphyllura Jenkiusonii, Grahaniii, and

speciosa, also flowered superbly. The whole

Cactus family are well adapted for room culture,

making no litter, standing much bad treatment,

except an excess of water while at rest (during

winter), and profuse in flowering. Habrolham-

nus elegaus was a miracle of beauty during the

winter, the plant was about three feet high, and

had been pinched in so as to form a bush}-, yet

umbrella shaped head, before being allowed to

flower. It had as many as fift}' trusses in bloom

at one time. Ardisia crenulata, looked pretty,

until severe cold weather, when the thermome-

ter fell sometimes one or two degrees below

freezing point, causing it to cast its fruit. Ca-

mellias lost their buds, and looked badly. Lily

of the Nile, bloomed finely. Geraniums want-

ed sunshine to make them bloom. Hare's-foot-

Silver striped, and other green-house Ferns did

pretty well, as did the common L3Xopodiuni.

To sum u\y with a few brief hints to those not

acquainted with the culture of plants in rooms :

Never water j-our plant until the earth looks

rather light and dry, then give a good soaking

with water, not too cold. If any plant gets in-

fested with insects, take it to the bath tub or

hydrant, lay it on its side, and if you have no

garden syringe, put a finger under the mouth

of the faucet, and spray the water with i/c/ii/fi

force over and under the leaves. If you can

sprinkle your plants every day (when the air in

the room is not too cold), it will be of much
benefit. Discard hot-house plants as a general

tiling, as to keep them in a temperature suffi-

ciently warm, would induce a corresponding

dryness in the atmosphere, which that kind of

plants can not endure. Azaleas, Cactus, Gera-

niums, Habrothamnus, Ccstrum, Dwarf Orange,

Daphne (flowered finely with me). Yellow Jas-

samine (excellent), Beloperone oblongata, Rhyn-
cospernmum jasminoides. Bramble rose, and if

you have sunshine, the dilferent varieties of

Oxalis are very prettj'. Never open the window
in cold or wind}' weather, as all sudden changes

are detrimental."

Tim umBEU(BW).

Fig. 1.

About Cinuamon and Cassia.

Under the name of Cinnamon we have in geu-

er.il use a spice which is universally popular, but

which is not Cinnamon at .all. The true spice of

this name is the product of Ciniiainomuni Zeylani-

ctwi, a tree which is a native of Ceylon, but is now
cultivated in several

neighboring countries.

The tree is about 30

feet high, has thick,

pale green, shining and

strongly three-veined

leaves, and clusters of

small flowers. The
shape of the leaves, but

reduced in size, is

shown in the illustra-

tion, fig. 1. All parts

of the plant are aro-

matic, but the bark of

the young branches is

the portion used for its

flavor. Branches three

years old are removed

from the tree and peel-

ed, and the outer layer

of the bark, or skiu, is

scraped off. The bark

in drying, curU up

lengthwise so as to

form an imperfect cy-

linder, and while yet

flexible, eight or ten

of those pieces or " quills " are placed one within

another so as to form rolls about a yard long,

which when thoroughly dry are put up in bales.

The true cinnamon is quite costly, and is seldom

found in any shops except those of the druggists.

It is readily distinguished by being very thin,

Fig. a Fig.a

scarcely thicker than ordinary brown paper, and
by its light yellowish brown color, and peculiar
taste. Being an expensive article it is not iu gen-
eral use, but those who are particular .about flavors

will buy it, notwithstanding its high price, in pref-

erence to the article commonly sold .as cinua-

mon, which is Cassia. Cassia is the product of
another, and perhaps more than one other species

of Cinnamomum, and comes from Chiua and sever-
al of the E.ast Indian ports. The bark is much
thicker than the true ciun.amou, is of a redder
brown color, .and the pieces, instead of being rolled

one within another, are single, or only two or three

together. It is imported in small b.ales made of

mattiug which contain two or more pound rolls of
the bark. The figures 3 and 3, sbow the difference

in the appear.anee of the two barks, the Cassia

bark, fig. 3, beiug much thicker than that of the

Cinnamon, flg. 3. Besides these difl'ercnces, there

is a marked oue iu the taste wbich can not be well

described, but which is readily recognized by any
one who has compared the two. The flavors are

similar but very distinct, and although the Cassia

is the stronger of the two, the Cinnamon is far

more agreeable aud delicate. The Cassia then, is

the bark which we use under the name of Cinna-

mon, and this when iiurchased in the powdered
form is very likely to be adulterated, by various

cheap substances which are grouud up with it.

With this, as with oUier spices, the only way to be
sure of a pure article is to procure it in the un-

manufactured state and powder or grind it .at home.

A Neat and Inexpensive Ornament.

—

Recently a new style of oruamental work has ap-

peared for sale, which .at first looks like beautifully

carved rustic worli. A close examination, however,

shows that the fine effect is produced with a very

common material, oulybutteruut shells, cut iu thin

slices across the grain, aud fastened together at the

edges with glue. The illustratiou represents a

small fancy bracket made in this manner, to be

hung upon the wall to support an ornamental

vase, image, or other article. The same material is

worked into picture frames, card baskets, work
boxes and other similar things. The butternut is

easily sawed into slices by holding it in the end of

a stick hollowed out to receive it, and having cuts

made partially through the stick at proper distances

apart, to guide the saw, as iu a mitre box. Strong,

thick glue is needed to hold the slices together, and

BUTTERNUT BRACIvET.

the work looks nicer if the pieces be smoothed

with a file and sand-paper, before puttiug them to-

gether. We have seen a very pretty shawl pin

made of a single slice of butternut shell, mount-

ed with silver, and very beautiful bracelets, made
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by stringing several on elastic cords. When new
nuts ai-e made use of, the work is apt to crack in a

dry atmospbere, hence old ones are preferable.

It will be pleasant work for winter evenings to or-

nament the parlor with specimens of this work.

Wooden Shoes, Clogs, Patens, etc,

Wooden shoes have never been an American
"institution;" and to the mind of an American
they suggest only the clumsy economy and barbar-
ism of the uncultured peasantry who live and labor,

without the wish or ability to rise, in the fall glare
of European civilization. In fact it would seem to

many quite as reasonable to suggest to an Indian
to change his moccasins for "clogs," such as we
give a picture of, as to commend their use or manu-
facture to the readers of the Agi-icuUarist. We have
long been awake to certain advantages whicli they
])Ossess over shoes of any other material, and have-
recently ascertained that a large business is done in

them in this city. We have seen with no little

satisfaction that a good many young girls and
women, who have to live .and go .about in the damp
alleys .and cellars of this cit}', and whose feet other-
wise would surely be wet and cold in wMntcr, wear
ibese shoes, and so have warm, dry feet at .all times.
This then is one of the advantages of wooden shoes;
another is, they are very cheap, and another, they
wear a great while. Offset against these merits,
I liat they are not handsome, and make a noise when
the wearer goes upon a hard walk, or floor. These
demerits weigh very little against their use, by both
men and women about the house, groundsand out-
buildings. For men they are most exccli^t -to

wear while working in the stables, or for going
about in wet and thawing weatlier. For women,
nothing that they can wear will so effectually pro-
tect their feet against the cold and dampness of
wet floors or cellars, or cold or wet feet under any
circumstances. The German felt shoes, or those
which the Germans make out of carpeting, or of
rag-carpet materials, are very good to keep the feet

warm in dry places, but wet through very easily,

and are then useless until dried.

We do not thus commend wooden shoes, in
order to favor any manufacturer, for we know
of no place where they can be bought at wholesale
on this side of the Atlantic. We think, however,
that the manufacture of the article mijht be
conducted with great profit, for amo'ng the Ger-
mans and French at least, of our naturalized citizens,

lliere would be a ready market from the regard tliey

had for them at home, .and their comfortable recol-

lections of warm feet there, and cold ones here, very
likely. No shoe of leather, unless it be fur-lined,

can be made so warm. And it seems to us that
sensible Americans would soon adopt them for the
reasons above cunmer.ated. The shoes may be made
of Avhite pine, white-wood, bass-wood, or probably
any light strong wood. Even the largest sizes of
the pattern we sketch, weigh only a pound each.

About Keeping Warm.

Warm Cloihinfj.—Wearing fabrics arc warm in

])roportion as they are loose in texture, yet close
enough, .and of fine, elastic materials. Silk, firm,
close, non-elastic, as usually woven, is .almost im-
jiervious to air, as m.ay be tested by trying to blow
through it, and silk garments have little warmth.
Flannels are elastic and loose, and they are waim

;

if made of fine wool, they are very warm
; they

offer little resistance to the breath. The hands

will freeze in kid gloves in winter, yet one, by
blowing into them, can hardly force any air through,

while woolen mittens, or buckskin gloves however,
tightly sewed, may be blown through very easily.

This is very simple, yet it seems surprising to most
people that clothing which will let the cold air

through so easily, will afford the best protection

against the cold. The reason of this is, that the
fine loose fabrics enclose air within them, and this

air being more or less entangled by the fine shreds
and particles of the fabric, becomes as it were, part

of the clothing, and thus the body is wrapped in a

covering of air, which is one of the best non-con-
ductors of heat (or, popularly, of cold) known.
Underclothing may be of such loosely woven stuff

as to be quite unfit for external wear, both by rea-

son of its frailty, and becausethe wind would blow
through it too easily, and the rain would d.ash

through
; but being protected by closer and firmer

outside garments, it is all the better on account of

its light, loose character, to confine the natural

heat and keep the body warm.

Warm Homes.—The same principles which apply
to clothing .are equally applicable to building ma-
terials. Who would ever think of being comforta-
ble in .an iron house, if it could not be furred and
fiUed-in so as to make a warm house inside of (he

cold one. Tet, iron will much more effectually

exclude the outer air than wood or brick, or any
thing made with mortar. All these are quite po-

rous substances, and it is this very porosity, more
perhaps th.an any thing else, that makes the walls

poor conductors of heat. In the article on Ice

Houses, we describe the warmest cheap walls th.at

we can build, for, to keep ice from melting, we mnst
shut the heat out, and this t.akcs just .as warm a

wall, so to speak, as to keep the heat in. Warm
houses have a close external wall for defense against

the weather, to turn both rain and wind, but with-

in some arrangement for virtually keeping a coat-

ing of air close to the w.all on the inside. This, as

we all know, is done by furring-out, and filling in

with bricks loosely laid in mortar, or with a grout-

ing of a mud mortar and stones, which answers
equally well, and lathing and plasteiing for a finish.

It requires much besides good walls to make a

warm house, .and the discussion of this .and of

some of the other .arts of keeping warm 'must be

deferred to another month.

How to Make First Yeast.

In answer to an inquiry in a previous number of

the Ayrimlturist, "How to m.ake yeast without
having any to commence with," " Toung Badger,"

Appleton, Wis , sends the following directions :

"In an e.arthen vessel, as a bowl or pitcher, holding

1 (]uart, put 1 ]iint of milkwarm water, 1 even tea-

spoonful of s.alt, and stir in flour enough to make
it as thick as ordinary pancake batter. Place the
dish in a IvCttle of milkwarm water, and keep it at

as even temperature as possible from 4 to 6 hours.

After it rises, take 4 quarts of milkwarm wafer,

mix with it as much flour, with the jn'cparcd yeast,

as can be stirred handily with a spoon, let it stand

an hour .at the same heat as the yeast, then add flour

and knead into loaves. Let it stand in a warm
place until it rises, from J^ to 1 hour, then bake."

Anotlier Kccipe.—Contributed by J. S.

Smith, Port Hope, Can.ada : On Monday niorniug

boil 2 ounces of fresh hops, in 4 quarts of water,

for }{ an hour. Strain it—throw away the hops,

and let the liquor cool down to the warmth or tem-

perature of new milk. Put in a tabblcspoonful of

salt and % a pound of brown sugar. Take 1 pound
of best flour, and beat it up in a bowl, with enough
of the liquor to make a soft paste or batter, then

I)Our the hatter and the rest of the liquor together

into a large earthen vessel, and stir them well to-

gether. Let it st.and in a moderately warm place,

and stir it every 3 hours until Wednesday morning.

Then add 3 pounds of boiled potatoes mashed fine.

Stand it in the s.ame place, and stir it as belbre, un-

til Thursday morning, or until it ceases to ferment,

Then pass it through a sieve, and bottle it. It is

now ready for use, .and in a cool place will keep
for several weeks. Shake the bottle before using.

1 tablespoonful is enough for an ordinary sized loaf.

I M # ^ 1 ^

Have Ice Next Summer.

Housewives, shall you need ice nest summer ?

Will you not be very glad to have the means at
hand to keep fresh meat several days, to keep
cream sweet, and to preserve many perish.able arti-

cles of food ? Do you not wish to see hard butter
on the table, .and to h.ave cool water in the pitcher,
and to be able, now and then, to offer ice cream and
other icy luxni-ies to your friends ? Then insist

upon having an ice house built and filled this win-
ter, and you may enjoy .all we suggest; should the
head of the family plead ignorance, that he does
not know how to build the ice house, you must
know, .and show him.

First, the ground selected must be dry, and out
of the w.ay of floods, if near a stream, for if water
stands in contact with (he ice, it will melt away,
.almost " like the morning cloud." It is well to
have the ice house on the north side of a hill, or of
a house or big tree. If close to the house and a

cool-room ran be made between it and the house,
that will be found very convenient, and the ice

house w.all next the cool-room need not be made
so thick as on the other sides, in fact, a double
boarding, with an inch of space between, is

enough. It is well to dig out the ground so as to
set the house a little lower than the general level,

and it may be several feet lower if convenient.
Tlie bottom ought to slope to the middle or to one
side, and to be grouted, that is, laid with broken
stones which are covered with hydraulic cement
mortar, poured over and in .among them, and
smoothed off even on the surface. The inclination

of the bottom should lead to a sealed drain, so pro-

tected that it can not be stopped up by accident, or
by sawdust. It is importantthat the drain.age of an
ice house, whether the bottom be cemented .as we
have described or not, should be perfect, and that

a circulation of air should not take place through
the drain. Tliis is easily affected by h.aving the
end of the drain, (a round tile,) rise 2 or 3 inches

in a cemented depression, or basin, .and turuin<'

over it a common flower pot with the hole stopped.

A house 10 X 10, or 12 x 13 feet, and 8 feet from
the bottom to the eaves, with a half-pitch roof, is

about what is wanted on an ordin.ary farm, and
will hold and keep more ice than is usually needed.
The sides should be 10 inches thick, the frame being
of 8-inch uprights, of 3-inch plank, set 4 on a side,

(the end ones being a foot from the outside cor-

ners,) upon sills of the same width. The inside

boarding should be of cheap inch stuff. The out-

side may be clajiboarded, or boarded up and down
and battened. Dry sawdust, planing-miU shavings,

or dry spent fan-bark, may be used to fill in between
the outer and inner boarding, and the filling should

be settled down solid. The plates may be of 3 inch

]>lank ; the rafters 4 on each side, of 2-inch plank,

Indies wide. They should be boarded outside

and inside, and the space filled with shavings. The
roof should lie thatched or shingled, and the gable

cuds double boarded and filled like the sides. The
door should be in one of the ends, 4 to 6 feet from

the ground, .and 4 feet high ; and close to the peak
there should be a sliding shutter for a ventilator.

There should be a flooring not nailed down but

laid firmly, to support the ice.

The sides may rest on the grouting, or on a stone

under-pinning. When they are laid, they should

have a co.at of coal tar all over, and when the house
is done, sawdust stirred up with coal tar should be

filled into .all the crevices and holes near the ground

outside and inside, and earth heaped up around

the sides and trodden down. Paint the sides with

far as high as the earth comes. How to fill an ice

house will be a sulijeet for our December number.
'

Straw Ice Houses.—Where there is a great

abuud.ance of straw, ice maybe preserved through-

out the year, if packed in a compact mass and well

covered with straw, perfect drainage being secured.
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WYE 4 <^mm' i^QisVWEs,

Oood. Proiniunis—'IVliicli One Ibr

Yoii ?

ilow many Boys and Girls me trying, or going to try

for a premium this autumn and winter? There are sev-

eral things you would like, offered in the list on another

page. A great many very young petiple. little boys and
gills even, have obtained the Great Dictionaries, the

Drawing instruments, etCr, etc. We always take peculiar

pleasure in sending premiums to young people. They
make good and successful canvassers, and they thus learn

business habits. The one wlio shows the paper to a few

peopIe,even, gains at least a little knowledge of business.

About G oilier to School.

Seed time and harvest, on the farm, are over for this

year, but as autumn advances, the boys and girls' spring

time cnmes on—the season foi' attending sciiool and put-

ling in seed for the thought crop. Fifteen or twenty

years from now, the children of the present day will be

the active men and women, and the fruits they bear, their

success in life, as well as the condition of the world,

will depend on how they improve their opportunities.

There are a few particulars which every scholar will

find most important, and we trust all the young readers

of the AgTtcultunst will bear them in mind this winter.

Be Punctnaf.—The ancients represented Time by the fig-

ure of an Old Man having only one lock of hair, and that

nn his forehead, signifying that the right moment is to be

seized, or opportunity is lost. The unpunctual are

always just too far beliind for taking hold, and so

time keeps ahead despite all their endeavors Be Regu-
lar.—X man who eats three meals one day, half a one
the next, and then omits a day or two altogether, will not

grow fat ; neither will the mind thrive if fed irregularly.

No trifle should prevent attendance at school. Each
day's study is worth at least five dollars in cash ; if any

doubt this let them read the proof in figures whicli

do not lie. in the December Agncullunst, of ll?60.

(Vol. XVIII, page 372) . ..Be OiMie7j(.—Rules are for the

benefit of the pupils. \Vith«iut them order and improve-

ment would be at an end. Few teachers will require

anything unreasonable ; what appears so to you will usu-

:i!ly be found all right after a few years of experience.

The man at the mast head of a ship can see further than

the sailor on deck ; the teacher Jias climbed higher in

life and can judge what is best, more certainly than those

who are younger Be Thoughtful.—Do not be satisfied

with repeating the words of a tesson, or getting the an-

swer to a problem. Learn the meaning of every word
and sentence, and discover the reason for the rules in

arithmetic. Such exercise will make the brains grow
and enable the pupil to make rules, and perhaps write

books for himself. Whoever has brain power will suc-

ceed best in any vocation, and it can be gained only by

thinking. Finally, remember that learning is a possession

of which a man can not be robbed, which will bring

rnoreenjoyment than wealth and strive to gain your share.

A I^esson Tor All to I^earn*

Selfishness is rebuked by every thing in nature. Ani-

mals, plants, clouds, brooks and stones—all give some-

thing for the benefit of the world around them. The tree

is nourished by the earth, moisture, air. and sunlight.

It gives shade and fruit to man and animals, sustenance

to countless insects, purity to the air, stores up light and

heat derived from the sun. to impart them again when
used for fuel, and repays to earth nourishment for future

vegetation, in the decaying leaves which it sheds in au-

tumn. Springs are fed with water from the clouds;

they carry fertility along their banks, furnish a home for

myriads of living creatures, give power for the use of

man, unite to bear his ships to the ocean, and aie con-

stantly returning to the air the moisture received from

it. Animals return to the earth and air all the matter

they receive, besides giving support or comfort toothers.

A Cliinc!i»c Story.

Two short-sighted men, Ching and Chang, were always

quarreling as to which of them could see best ; and as

they heard there was to be a tablet erected at the gate of

a neii^hboring temple they determined to visit it together

on a given day and put the visual powers of each to the

test. Duteach desiring to take advantage of the otlier,

Ching went immediately to the temple, and looking quite

close to the tablet saw an inscription with the words,
*' To the great man of the past and the future." Chang
also went prying yet closer, and in addition to the in-

scriplinn, *' To tlie great man of Ihe past and the future."

read from smaller characters, " Erected bj' the family of

Ling in honor of the great man." On the day appointed,

standing at a distance from which neither could read,

Ching exclaimed, '* The inscription is, 'To Ihe great

man of the past and the future.'** " True." said Chang.
*• but you have left out a part of the inscription, which I

can read but you can not, and which is written in small

characters: ' Erected by the family of Ling in honor of

the great man.'" "Tlieie is no such inscription," said

Ching. " There is," said Cliang. So they waxed wroth,

and, after abusing one another, agreed to refer the matter

to the high-priest of the temple. Jle heard their story,

and quietly said, ".Gentlemen, there is no tablet to read ;

it was taken into the interior of the temple yesterday."

A Fri^'lKteiied 'Worlcniau.

Dr. Buckland, a celebrated Englisli Geologist, was ac-

customed to closely watch the masons engaged in re-

pairing any public buildings in which he was interested,

to see that no defective or unsuitable materials were
used. On one occasion workmen were repairing a tow-

er of Christ's Church, Oxford, and the Doctor had reason

to suspect that all was not done properly, but he could

not climb by the slender scaffolding to the high turrets ;

so he stationed himself at a neighboring wimlow witli a

good telescope, which he had used to examine distanc

geological sections. At last the mason working, as he
thought, far above the observation of man, put in a faulty

bit of stone; the learned Doctor on the lookout below,

delected it through the telescope, and going to the foot

of the tower, frightened the man half out of his wits by
ordering him to "bring down directly that bad bit of

stone he had just built into the turret."

A Talua1>le Peacli.

The writer recently saw a single peach sold for $42.50.

It was of good but not extraordinary size, nor %vas the

flavor better than that of many peaches in the market.

It occurred thus: A Sunday Sciiool were holding a

Missionary meeting. After the usual speeches and col-

lection, a young gentleman, one of the scholars, stated

that he had something to say about a peach. He then re-

lated how a lady had planted a peach pit five years before,

and after properly caring for the tree, had this year gath-

ered the first fruits, of which he had one. Then, after

some very pertinent remarks on the reasonableness of

expecting good fruit from children as well as from trees

on which much pains had been bestowed, he presented

the peach to the Missionary Society. A gentleman im-

mediately offered a dollar for it; the male Bible class

offered $5, and receiving it, presented it again to the So-
ciety. It was then bouglit and piesented to the Society
twice at $1 each time, then for $3 twice, and finally the

teacher of Ihe female Bible class offeied $5 for it on con-

dition that he miglit divide it among his pupils, and keep
the pit himself to plant, promising to give the first fruits

to the same Society. The male Bible class again made
a higher offer ; the otiier teacher responded, and after a
friendly contest it was awarded to him for $25.50, or $42.50

in all, and if the pit should produce fruit, it will no doubt

bring a still further income.

ISonesty tlic Rest Policy.

A friend recently related the following little incident

illustrating the above proverb. A gentleman of his ac-

quaintance took passage on the steamer from Boston to

New-York, and upiin applying for a slate room, was told

that all were engaged. He was much disappointed, and
requested the captain to take his name, so that if any
room should happen to be left vacant, he could take it.

Late in lire evening he called at tlie captain's office and
was told that he could not be accommodated. He then
paid for a berth in the common caliin. but on receiving

bis change found he had twenty five cents too much,
which he immediately returned. The captain looked at

the money, then at him, and after a little thought said,

" Mr, M.. I'll tiy and accommodate you," and gave him
a berth in his own, one of the best in the whole boat.

AnsTTcrs to Pi-oblcms and Puzzles.

The following are answers to tlie puzzles, etc., in the

October number, page 313. No. IT5. Arithmetical Qiirs-

tion, has not been answered by any, and is left over for

another month No. 170. Illustrated Rebus.— Ape ytole

light address gives ez axe s two awls o's eye et ; or, A
polite address gives easy access to all society.... No. 17".

Charade.—Liberty and justice. ...No. \1%.~ Illustrated

iJcftus.—Hook can measure awl the miss chief once in

will caws? or. Who can measure all the mischief one

sin will cause?—Aug. No., page 256, and October No.,

page 320, turn the pictures half round, and see the /hers

clearly shown. >

A Liong: Puzzle.

In tbc next column we present a Hieroglypliical letter

for the young folks to puzzle out during this month.

This occupies so much room that no more problems c;in

be Inserted : but it will probably last for some lime.

PUZZLE ^H
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HAVING

Here is a joyous ride 1 No millionaire on Fifth'Avenue

witli his prancing blood horses and splendid carriage can
have half so good a time as these happy children are

enjoying on their log pony in the western woods.
No horse can travel so swiftly as they "play" their

Iiorse is going, and all the fine places they visit, and

ihe adventures they meet in imagination bring them
equal or more pleasure than lliey will find in after years

if they sliould chance to become travelers. Without
knowing it lliey iiave the key which unlocks one of the

richest stores of earthly happiness, that is an active im-

agination. It can build houses, lay out farms, cross

oceans, climb mountains, conquer cities, lule kingdoms,

maiie gold from stones, and change the rudest things into

tlie costliest treasures. But this same faculty of mind
which brings so much pleasure often needs watching ami

restraining. Like a spirited horse it may run away with

its owner. Wlien a young person pictures to himself all

the pleasures of wealth, " makes believe " that in some
way he will have tliem without working, by the death of

some unknown rich relative, or finding a full pocket book,

or drawing a prize in a lottery, then his imagination is

preparing him for discontent with Ids present situation,

aversion to labor, vain wishes, restlessness and unhappi-

nes5. fetill worse than this is the habit of allowing Ihe

fancy to sketch pictures of forbidden pleasure ; it is a

long step toward outbreaking sin. He who commands
his thoughts and keeps (hem pure, will have liltledifficul-

ly in resisting oilier temptations. "Keep lliy licart. for

out of it are the issues of life,'' said the wisest of men.

A TnusTWoaxHY Dog.—A gentleman in England, re-

lates the following anecdote of his dog. It appears that

Engraved for the America7i Agricultvrist.

for a year or two foxes had been very plenty in that

neighborhood, and had made great havoc among the

poultry and their eggs. One hen seemed determined to

secure the safety of her treasures, for day by day she

marched boldly into the dog's kennel, and deposited an

egg in the corner. The dog was not affronted by this

liberty taken with his house, but seemed to understand

all about the matter, for as each egg was laid, he care-

fully took it up in his raoulh, carried it as far toward the

house as his chain would permit him to go, where it was
taken in charge by the housekeeper, who always regu-

larly rewarded him for his attention and honesty.

Ho>F they Used to Xelegrapli.

Telegraphing by various methods was known long be-

fore Professor Morse invented the way of sending mes-

sages by lightning. The shepherds among the mountains

of Montenegro, in Turkey, communicated news very

rapidly by shouting it from peak to peak. It is related

that when one of them felt lonely, he set up a peculiar

cry which could be heard at a great distance, signifying

thereby that he wished to talk with some one. It was
usually soon heard by somebody in the neighborhood,

and a converpaliun was at once commenced, which was
of:en joined by others, who chanced to be near enough
to hear, and thus the news of the day became generally

known. A traveler says that at one time he wanted his

mule which was some ten miles distant. Accordingly

lie yelled out, " Ho ! lio ! you people there in the village

of Brelizzu I High up in the mountains of Glenbotich,

by the great beech tree, with the withered boughs, my
little lad Vonko is keeping my white-fooled mule. Let

him know that he is to come do\\ u vvilh it as fast as he

can." Immediately some living echo took up his words,

repeating them exactly ; and so the message uent until

it reached the boy, and the mule was soon brought to lum.

Beacon fires were the ancient mode of telegraphy in

Great Britain, and in an act of the Scottish Parliament,

of 1445, it is directed that " One bale or faggot shall be

the warning of the approach of the English in any man-
ner, two bales that they are coming indeed, and four bales

blazing beside each otiier. that the enemy are in great

force." Subsequently there was introduced a system of

telegraphing by signals made with an apparatus having

large arms somewhat like a windmill, called a sen a-

phore. The different positions of the arms rejnesented

letters of the alphabet and words. Numbers of these

were erected on elevations as far apart as could be seen

with a telescope, and thus news could be sent from Do-

ver to London, in ten minutes. The semaphore vvas of

use only in clear weather. Occasionally curious inci-

dents occurred, owing to the sudden stoppage of its

working. When the Duke of Wellington was fighting

the French, in Spain, every body was anxiously looking

for news. One day tlie semaphore transmitted to Lon-

don, the alarming message, " Wellington defeated."' At

once there xvas great commotion ; rumors spread that

there liad been great losses of men and artillery ; stocks

went down rapidly, and the Government weve quite be-

wildered. It turned out however, that just as the word

"defeated" had passed along, a sudden mist had come

on at some part of the line, and prevented sending the

remainder of the message—when it cleared, the whole

news read, " Wellington defeated the French."'

Other similar methods have been U5ed in different

countries. On slnp-board flags are used to make signrJs

for communicating with distant vessels. A t another time

we may speak of signals used in the army during the war.
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THE PEOPLE'S BOOK.

The Book tor Agents
IS

LLOYD'S ILLUSTRATED

OF THE

GREAT REBELLION.
Fiom the capture of FORT SUMTER, April U, 1861,

to Hie c.'ipture of JEFFERSON DAVIS, May 10, 1865.

Embracing

3«8 Uattle Uesci-iptionM,

39 Biog-rupliical Sketches^,

4 Steel Portraits,

45 Klectrotj-pe Portraits,

X7 F'inc ^laps,

13 Battle Pictures,
,

and a

GENERAL

EEVIEW OF THE WAR.
Sold, only to Subscribers.

Complete in one Royal octavo volume, of more liian

700 pages. OniamenleJ :uni Bound in lire most at*

tiiictive styles. Piices 14.50 and $5.00. Witli unsur-

passed facilities we believe we liave produced the best

and most salable book pertaining to tlie war.

The Agriculturist for May 1865. says: " We have

already spukeyt favorably of the reliable character of

the House of H. H. LLOYD <( CO.—Notice that the

iiiUials are H. //."

AGENTS wisliing to secure exclusive rights must
apply immediately to

H. H. L,L,OTD & CO.,

21 Joliu-titreet, Xew-Yorlt.

I^= II. H. L. & CO., have the Largest, Best and

Cheapest Assortcnent of Maps, Charts, Pliotographs,

Steel Engravings and Prims in tlie Unitetl SLat«s.

THE

NEW YORK OB$$£RYER,
A WEEKLY

RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR
Newspaper for llie F;iniily ;ui(l llie Fireside, will soon

enter on its

FORTY-FOUUTH YFAR
of publication. True to

TUe CHURCH, tlie COIVSXITUTION, aud
the UiVlOX,

It is c:ilcul:ited to edify and please both

OLD AND YOUNG.
All New Subscribers paying us in udvanpe for 1^66

shall liiive their names immediately entered, and tlie

Observer will be sent to tliem

UNTIL JANUARY FIRST, GRATIS !

Subscribe soon, as the free papers will commence
v\ lien the names are enlered.

Sample copies to any address /ret-.

Xcrms, $3.50 a year lu Advance.

SIDNEY E. .MORSE, Jr. & CO.,

37 Park Row, New York.

Demorest's Monthly Magazine.
Splendid and Reliable Fashions, Popular Music, Bril-

liant and Original Stories, Magnificent Steel Engravings,

Illustrated Poems, and otlier costly Illustrations ; Archi-

tecture, Household Matters, witli other Literary Gems ,

Full Size Pallerii?. etc., in eacii Number. Universally

acknowledged liie Model Parlor JIagazine. Single, 55

cents ; Y'early, $3, with a valuable Premium. Published

by W. JENNINGS DE.MOREST, 47.t Broadway, N. Y.

For Thanksgiving Night.
Send for the " Three Merrv Men.'' See page 327,

{Oct. No.) of this paper.

THE
PURENOEOOICAL JOURNAL and LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
The N. Y. Tribune says : It is

full of valuable popular information
on almost eveiy point that concerns
the physical and social well-being of
men, wnmen. and rluldren, set
forili with profuse pictorial illustra-

tions, in a 5ty!e of constant fresh-

ness and vivacity. We legard this

wide aw;tUe Journal as a valuable
means ttf family eilucalion. impart-
ing to young rf aders a store of prac-
tical kn<iv\ ledge whicli will often be
of more service tliaii that v\ hich they
obtain from Ihe schoolmasler.

The N Y. Christian Inquirer
says : Tiie pottinils of eminent
men are numerous and life-like.

The illusiraiions in olher depait-
ments aie equaily altraciivc. The
tone of the articles is eininenily lib-

eral, and ahoyether the Journal is

adapted lo do much good apart from
its specialty, and is fully entitled to

the large ciiculaliou which it has
secured.

The Christian Ailvocate and Jour-
7tal says. Whatever may be thought
of Craniology as a science, the re-

searches and disclosures of Phren-
ology respecting the nervous and
cerebral structure of the human
system, and its relations to individ-
ual character, are well authentica-
ted and valuable. The Journal is

an able expositor and advocate of
the sciejice.

The .V. Y. Methodist says: Many
of the practical teaclrings of the
Journal are of the highesl value in

the promotion of physical devel-
opment and health.

illustrated and adapted to the comprehens:
Address

ILMAN Tale Divine.*' A new
system of Physiognomy. Eves, E:\s
Lips, Mouili. Head, Hair, Haiul.s. Fert,
Skill, -with "Sipn< cf Character, andhovv
to read them." given in

The Phrenological Journal
AND Like Illustrated. Uevoied lu
rhrrnology. Physiology. Phy.Mognomv. Psycholog

^
i:.ilinolngy, and to all that relates to the Inielleclual, So-
cial. Moral, and Spiritual Nature of M:,n. It is amplyOnly ?^ ;\ycar : *1 from July lo Jan. Sample No^. 20 cents.FOWLER & WELLS, 3S9 Bioad^ ay, New-York.

The Northern Christian Advocate says- It is one of the wonders of American publisliini; for cheaones
IS a periodical of much more than ordinary interest and instruction, [Now is the time to subscribe.]

Soldier'i^Casket
RATE8 REDUCED !

CLUJB CAMPAIGN OPENING!
GEN'L MEADE ENDORSES IT.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the read-
ers of Ihe Ai^ricultnnst to the following extract from .'i

letter of General ]\Ieade. the hero of Geitys^urg, and.

the right-hand commander of General Grant, during the
Richmond Campaign.
" Headquakters, Military Division of the Atlantic,

Philadelphia, Pa., Ocl. 3d. lS6.i.

C. W. Alexander. Esq.,— Dear Sir: **^***
I shall

be very glad to advance in any manner that is practica-
ble, the interests of your valuable journal

—

The Sol-
dier's Casket— and as a humble contribution send you
a year's subscription."' ($2.)

RespectfaUv yours.
GEO. G. MEADE,

Major General U. S. Army.

The above letter shows that the efforts and objects of
The Soldier's Casket are appreciated not only by the
people but also by those distinguished men whose genius
and braverv have saved ntir counti v.

SPLENDID CASH PREMIU.MS will be given to

those raising clubs {»r The Casket. For full details

see the August Ag^ricuftnnst.

SPECIMEN COPIES.
One Specimen Copy (post free), for .25 Cents
Tiuee " Copies " " 50 *'

SEND AT ONCE AND GET UP YOUR CLUBS.
Give the Name and Date of this Paper.

Address C. W.ALEXANDER, Publisher,

123 South-Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^THE PEl^iCAIi~SffiEPHERD.

The Horticulturist for 1866.
Monthly, Two Dollars and Fifty cents per annum.

November and Dei-emhir 1S65, free lo New subscribers.
Volume for 18ti5 bound and post-paid, and numheis for

1666, $4.f.n. Voiumes for lSfl4 and 1665, bound and post-
paid, and numbers for Itlifi, S6.(l".

Specimen copies post paid, for Ten cents.

Woodward's Country Homes, 122 designs and plans,
post paid, $1..so. Woodward's Graperies, <fec., 60 designs
and plans, post-paid, $1.50.

This is the latest

Sheep Husbandry

—

It tells all about the

of Sheep, and sho

master on the Ame
already sold. One
printed, illustrated

post-paid on recei[>l

D. D. T,

and best of Br. Randall's works on

the Slanilard Authority on tiie subject.

Breeding. Management and Diseases

iild be in the hands of every flock-

irican Continent. Over 20,000 copies

large ]*2mo. volume of 45-1 pages,—

and bound in superior style. S^t
of jnice—$*2. Address

nOORE, RocUester, N. V.

BRADBURY'^
SUriiRIOR PIANO. "TIIE BEST."

Pronounced "the best" by the most renowned artists.

Superior in lone, touch, power, durability and elegance

of finish. Warerooms Nos. 4'27 and 4"25 Broome-st., cor-

ner of Crosby. Call or send for circular.

-' WM. B. BRADBURY.

Publishers' Agenls for
The Country Gentleman. Weekly, per annum, $2.50

Specimen nun, bers pre-paid. Eight cents.
The Gardener's Monthly, per annum, $2.00.

Specimen numbeis pre-paid, Twenty rents.

Priced Cataloaiie of all Agiicultural Books, Papers
and Periodicals mailed fi ee lo all.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, Publishers,

37 Park Row, New-\''ork.

MOOEE'S KURAL NEW-YORKER.
A new Quarter of this popular .Agricultural, Literary

and Family Newspaper commenced Oct. 7. Now is the
time to subscribe. Send $3 for a year— or, if you wish
to know more of i^irst, the 13 numbers of thi.s quarter
(Oct. lo Jan.) will be sent. On Trial, for only 50 els. Try
The Rural, and see if it is not like n honey-comb, hav-
ing sweets in every cell. See advertisement.

Address D. D. T.'MOORE, Rochester, N. Y.

rpHE HERALD OF nE.lI.TH AND
-- JOURNAL, OF PHVSIC-Vl, CULTURE,
for 1S66, will be greatly eidarged aud improveil. In no
way can the hum.in race be so much improved physically

as by a careful piaclice of its teachings. New subscri-

bers for 1866, will get the November and December num-
bers of 1SC5, free. $1,50 a year, 15 cents a number. Ad-
dress MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Laight-St., N. Y.

PIANOS, *

OROAIVS and
MELODEOIVS,

By the best Makeis, and with all the modem improve-

ments, at prices defying competitiiui. Every Instru-

ment fully warranted by the Manufacttiier. New Pianos

from $"275 to $500. Organs and Melodeons fiojn $80 to

$200, for sale by A. P. lUGGINS, No. 47S Broadway.

WHEEIiER & AVILSON'S

Lock Stitch Se-wing Machine,

No. 625 Broadway, New-York,
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American Musical Instruments.

The invenlive genius of the American people is ever

active, never resting ; il embraces in its grasp the merest

trifles and the miglitiest conceplions, from a toy to point

a lead pencil, to a lever to raise a pyramid. That what-

ever has been done can be improved on, and whatever is

needed for the gnod of the human family can be produced,

are American dogmas. They are so purely indigenous

to the soil, that all who seek asylum here find new

springs of action, new inrenlives to ambition, and a

broadening of the mind whicli had been dwarfed by the

cramping influences of small nationalities.

Inventive genius has not merely been directed to the

physical needs of liie people ; the necessities of our life

have had their champions, and the intellectual luxuries,

wliich are at once its solace and its ornament, have been

fostered and developed to a ''egree that shames the ex-

perience of the old world. In the short space of thirty

jTars we have become manufacturers of our own

musical instruments ; in this we ask nothing of Europe

now ; we have learned all she knows, and something

more besides, and we have changed tlie course of trade

which was always from East to West, to from West to

East.

There Is scarcely a musical instrument which we do

not make, and with scarcely an exception, our manufac-

ture equals, and in some cases surpasses the workman-

ship of the European models. Our flutes alreafly rival

those of the English, wtiile tliey surpass in riclmess of

tone and elegance of workmanship the finest made in

Germany. Our harps, in all points, tone, elegance, finish

and mechanical appliances are altogether unsurpassed.

Our Brass instruments in their variety and excellence

are fully equal to those of France, while our Guitars in

all poinis of wnrkmansliip, and in durability in tills cli-

mate, are preferred to tiie finest specimens from Spain or

Italy. In the manufacture of Violins we have made

rapid strides toward excellence, and although very far

behind the great old makers whose names have a world

wide fame, we can claim a fair equality with most of tlie

modern European violins. In Reed Instruments, such

as Melodeons and Parlor Organs, America has no equal

in tlie world. These instruments were literally created

here, their superioiity is everywhere acknowle'lged, and

we are satisfied that when some enlightened community

shall decide 'to spend $60.000 or $70,000 upon the building

of a great organ, and shall give the contract at home and

not abroad, we shall have an organ equal in every re-

spect to any of foreign make, and superior in some

points, especially in wood which will stand the climate.

The instrument, however, in which llie most impor-

tant improvements have been made, is the piano-forle

—

the instrument which is most popular throughout the

world.

The piano-forte was, of course, invented somewhere,

although it was more properly a gradual improvement

from one thing to another than an invention in its pres-

ent form. There are two claimants for the honor of

creating the original instrument, and both have strong

supporters. By one party it is attributed to Christofali,

a Paduan ; by the other to Schroederof Dresden, Sax-

ony. We need not stop to discuss the rival claims. The

date of the invention is said to be 1711, but the piano

really rose but little above the dignity of a Harpsichord

until half a centnrv later, when the eeniu?: of Erard,

followed by Pleyel, Broadwood and CoUard developed

its resources and powers, which, until then, were un-

dreamed of. But these great makers did not exhaust its

powers. There was something left for America ;o do-

some art gift from us to the old world, to be purchased

by deep thought and laborious experiment, or won by the

inspiration of a fortuitous moment.

This one point, which has revolutionized the manufac-

ture of piano-fortes nearly all over the world, and has

added so greatly to the power and the capacity of the

instrument, is the system of overstringing the bass, the

principle of which was established, developed and per-

fected, by Steinway & Sons of New York. An instru-

ment of this class, overstrung, and with two bridges in

the bass, was exhibited by the Sleinways in 1855 at the

Crystal Palace, New Y('rk. There was a great compe-

tition, many of the best makers exhibiting, but the full,

richly sonorous tone, and extraordinary power of the

Steinway piano gained, by the unanimous judgment of

the jury, ihe first premium gold medal. Public opinion

coincided perfectly with this verdict, and the reputation

of the Steinways was a settled fact from that day. and

their business increased with a rapidity altogether un-

precedented, rising in twelve years from tlie vffry lium-

ble beginning of one piano a week, to a grand total of

12,000 pianos, grand, square and upriglrt, averaging now

over 2,300 per annum. In 1855, at the Metropolitan Fair

in Washington City, they received two first ju-ize medals ;

in November of the same year, the first prize gold medals

at the American Institute, New York ; in ]85fi the first

prize gold medal of the Maryland Institute at Baltimore,

and the American Institute at the Crystal Palace in New-

York, and in 1857, tlie first premium gold medal of the

Maryland Institute again. Altogether in two years they

have received no less than twenty-six first premiums in

the shape of gold and silver medals, at the various fairs

and exhibitions in Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago and

elsewhere.

Such repeated successes, chronicled by the press and

justified by their constantly increasing business, at-

tracted the attention of the whole trade, and in a short

time nearly every piano in the United States was maJe

upon the overstrung principle.

In 1862, at the International Exhibition of London, the

Steinway pianos secured the greatest victory yet obtained

by them. Theie were 2G9 pianos on exhibition, from the

manufactures of nearly all the celebrated mnkcrs on the

continent and in England. The jury appointed was of

tlie liighest character, embracing such names as Stern-

dale Bennett, musical director, Professor at Cambridge
;

I. n. Black, M. D. ; Fetis, of Belgium ; Ernst Pauer, of

Austria : Sir F. Gore Ousley, Professor of music at Ox-

ford; I. Schiedmayer, instrument maker ; ZoUverein
;

the Earl of Wilton ; Henry Wilde, musical director, and

othei's of note and position. The most thorough examin.^-

tion was made of all the instruments exhibited, and the

Steinways were awarded a first-class prize medal, " For

powerful, clear brilliant tone, and excellent workman-

ship, as shown in grand and square piano-fortes."

This was unquestionably a great triumph for the firm,

and justified the expressed opinion on this side of the

Atlantic of such artists as Mills, Mason, Heller, Pattison,

Timm,Marelzek,Anschutz.Eisfield and many others, who,

in their open certificates, enumerate among the chief

poinis of excellence presented by these pianos, "The

greatest possible depth, richness and volume of tone,

combined with a rare brilliancy, clearness, and perfect

evenness liiroughout the entire scale, and above all, a

surprising duration of sound, the pure and sympathetic

qualitv of which never cliangps unHei Ihe most t'elicate

or llicinost powerful touch," and wh^ declare that the>

prefer them above all others for their own use, whenever

accessible. One of the consequences of the exhibition

of their pianos in London, as above stated, is Uie adop-

tion of their system of manufacture by many of the

European makers, who announce as a recommendation

of their own instruments, '*That they now make pianos

upon Ihe same plan as the celebrated Steinway & Sons of

New York." The eminent European artists, Alfred

Jaell, Hans Von Bulow and Gustave Salter also testify

to the splendid qualities of the Steinway pianos. The

foreign press, The London Times, The London Illustrated

Neirs, The Paris Constitutionnel , The Presse Musicale

and other papers in Great Britain, France, Germany and

Italy, pay tlie highest tributes to their superior excellence,

while the Vienna press, considered the highest musical

authority, extolled in the warmest terms, nut only the full

round tone and mechanical excellence, particularly the

overstringingof the bass in both grand and square pianos,

exemplified by the Steinways, but in an assthetic point of

view the great capacity for development shown in their

peculiar method.

The firm of Steinway & Sons, consisting of father and

four sons, came to America in the year 1850. Mr. Henry

Steinway, the father, had, previous to his arrival in this

country, successfully carried on a piano factory in Bruns-

wick, Germany, for nearly a quarter of a century. With

that adaptability which distinguishes true merit, before

embarking in business for themselves in the New World,

the Steinways thought it prudent to become conversant

with the business customs of the American people, and

therefore did not inaugurate their house until 1S53, when

they commenced operations in iheir own name. From

that day to the present, their career has been one con-

tinuous success. How they have risen from very small

beginnings to a business colossal in its pioportions we

have already stated. Their enterprise, energy, broad

business views, and skill, have placed them upon the

topmost rung of fortune's ladder, and they stand to-day

the most successful and extensive manufacturers of

piano-fortes in the world. Independent of their extensive

home business, the firm is now shipping instruments not

only to every portion of the American continent, but to

the capitals of Europe and the East, thus inaugurating a

new and valuable branch of export trade.

The factory which they have erected, at a cost of one

hundred and fifty thousand dollars, stands upon an entire

bloc-k of ground, bounded by Fourth and Lesingtnn-aves.

and Fifty-second and Fiftj'-tliird sts. It is five stories

high, and is fitted up with all the modem appliances for

manufacture ; labor-saving machinery, miles of hot-air

pipes, private telegraph to their downtown salesrooms—

in short, all the furniture necessary to make a perfect

factory. In it are employed four hundred and fifty of

the best workmen at the highest wages. About 1,000

pianos are constantly in process of manufacture, includ-

ing every variety of^rand. Square, and Upright. Tlie

stock of material on hand is seldom less than half a mil-

lion dollars in value—a large amount of non -interest

paying capital, but inevitable from the necessity of secur-

ing thoroughly seasoned material.

Beside their costly factory, they liave recently erected

a splendid white marble five-story buihiing in Four-

teenlh-st., between Fourth ave. and the Academy of

Music. This they use exclusively for salesrooms, with

separate apartments for the Grands, the Squares and the

Uprights. The front is rich and elegant in design, and

is an ornament to the city.

The Steinways own the ground through to Fifteenth-

st., the lot being one hundred feet wide on Fifteenth-st.

On this they propose to erect a National Concert Hall

and a Conservatory of Music, which, carried out in the

right spirit will prove a boon to the community at large,

and will reflect honor upon their enterprise, zeal and

judgment; and it will be a crowning evidence of their

high-toned liberality and honorable to the country, and

will carry down the name of Steinway with the progress

of musical art and manufacture in America.—iVfiu-Yorfc

Trihuiif.
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the"io?^XANDTsRAE££A

Two years a^o I first Iiatl the pleasure of offering the lona
and Israelis Vines, and the public aud those who bought
them then, did sochiellv from my own representations of thrlr
excellence as fruits and of tlie good qualities of the Vines.

It is time now to ask ; Have the representationa then made
and which npncaicd so extravasant, been fully justified by
experience? Did tliese representations in any particular
surpass, or did thev fall short of representing the full tner-
iVi of these kinds?
Let us -rlance at their history during the two years :

Manv thousands of plants wore then sold and not one pur-
ohaser'has expressed regret forhaving bought, but there has
been a general expression of regret for having bought so
few and thousands are expressing regret for not having ob-
tained anv.
Last season I was able by pretty extensive dissemination

of specimens of the fruit oi the lONA, to have its quality
tested by manv hundreds of those who were able to appre-
ciate high excellence of quality. Through these individuals
and by tlie voice ot various Committees the reputation
of the lona especially, became well known and established
In pnhlic estimation, and the number of first class vines was
not sulhcient to supply the demand.
One of tlie evt-iits by which its surpassing merits were

most clearly exhibited, was its subjection to the severest
possible test before tiie Committee for the award of the
Greeley prize of One Hundred Dollars.
Tiie requirements bv the terms of Mr. Greeley's offer were

not merely tiiat the successful competitor siiould be better
than any other Native grape, but that it should possess the
qualities which constitute the distinctive excellence of the
best European kinds "in pure, rich, vinoui, and exliilara-

tlng flavor with flesh melting, tender and sweet, quite to tiie

center," while ttie habit of the vine was to be vigorous and
of the most healthv. hardy aud productive character. "In
short," (savs Mr. Greeley.) " what is sought is a vino which
embodies "the best qualities of both the most approved
Itmericau and foreign varieties as far as possible."

I had claimed these high qualifies for the lona. Others
also had claimed great excellence for different varieties.
Mr. Greeley says in propounding the premium (Sept. 1S64)

:

"It is time these claims were tested and passed upon by dis-

interested and capable judges." " As a humble contribution
to this end I hereby oner a premium of One Hundred Dol-
lars," to be awarded bv Committee of American Institute.
The Committee in giving their decision at the conclusion

of their interesting report on the subject say: "The lona is

the only grape now before the nubile that meets the require-
ments of tlie Greeley prize, ana we accordingly award it.

The Committee consisted of Mr. Peter B. Mead, Mr, R. G.
Pardee, and M'". Francis Brill. No one who is acquainted
with these gentlemen or has read their report, will affirm
that a Committee more capable or better qualilied for the
purpose has ever presented a report upon grapes.
The notice given necessarily allowed biit a short time to

competitors for preparation. Some of the friends of a cele-
brated variety strenuously asserted their belief that their va-
riety could have taken the prize if sufficient notice for pre-
paration had been given. I at once reopened tne case iu fa-

vor of any better grape that should be offered during the
current season, or for a whole year. No successful competi-
tor has appeared, and the prize remains with tlic Zona.
Adyei"se interests have been most active in seeking for

cause to invalidate any of ray claims for these varieties. Ques-
tions as to their earliness and hardiness were raised, but set-
tled in a way not to permit of tlieir being again raised—at
least in the same manner.

I again open the case for competition on thp same terms
as betore for any time within three years.
At present the reputation of the lona does not stand upon

any opinion that lor any person may advance concerning
it. It has always sought tor every trial that may test its tiue
merit, and will" continue to do so.

A short account of some of the awards will be instructive
eliowing that the quality of true grapes is noio understood
and appreciated,

Tlie hist is from the St. Louis, Mo., Hort. Society, of which
Mr. I. H. Tice was chairman.
"Tlie Committee beg leave to report that they found the

Zona a most luscious grape, almost pulples9,of a ricii, vinous
flavor, and differing from all our other grapes iu being sweet
to tlie center, and \vithout any acidity. The pulp, if so it may
be called, lias so little tenacity that the least pressure in
crushing ejects the seed. Your committee have no hesitation
in placing this grape at the lieadof all native grapes, tr^u
above the Delaware. Tour Committee and the members of
the Society were very fortunate in having fine large bunches
of Delawares, deliciotis in flavor, to compare with the lona,
and betwe<m these acknowledged competitorsforprecedence
we believe the judgment of the membert as well as that of
the committee to have been unequivocally in favor of the
lONA."
At the Fair of the Indiana Hort. Society, the committee of

which Dr. Warder was chairman, with J. J. Thomas, author
of American Fruit Book, and Thomas Meehan, Kditor of
Gardener's Monthly, associates, unanimously awarded the
premium for the best variety of native grapes to the ION.\,
The Cincinnati Hort. Snc. awarded first premiums to ZONA.
Penn'^ylvania State Fafc' awarded first premium to ZONA.
Michigan State Fair awarded first premium for our best

varieties to ZONA. ZSKAELLA. DELAWAZ?E.
At tlie great exhibition of grapes at Sandusliy. where tt

came in competition with all of the best grapes grown at
Kelly's Island, and the whole south shore ot LaVe Erie. Fii-st

premium to lona "for ItJbnuchesbest variety, quality to rule."
At Utica, N. r« alone, it was placed second to Delaware.

Of its success at New England Fair, Ohio. Wisconsin. Zowa.
New Jersey, Vermont. Khode Zsland. etc., there is nut space
to speak. 'The concuri-ing opinions of tlie select committees
of 80 mauy widelv ditfere'nt localities is fully convincing^as
to the very great superioilty of the Zona, to all otiiers. But
this season has afforded demonstration which carries iire-

Blstible weight because it is the voice of the now educated
taste of the public which is in full harmony with the decis-
ions of the eminent judges which have so generally consti-
tuted the committees the present season.
Many thonsands of discriminating Judgment, conscious of

the vast interest that centers In the Zona, have tested its

merits by careful immediate comparison with the best of all

other kinds, and the award of this vast committee is so unan-
imous that even strong interests as well as inveterate predi-
lection have been compelled to yield to tlie Zona supremacy
over all others, including the Delaware, which was Its only
near competitor when at actual trial. The friends ol the
Catawba, (at Sandusky, especially its most palmy region.)
having long enjoyed its richm-ss and animating epirit.'were
often confident of its equality in flavor before trial, but al-

wava yielded gracefully at testing
The veteran Motticr, with bis just perception of the excel-

lence of the heretofore une'iualled Delaware, Is compelled
to concede the superiority of the lona, in quality.
The earliness, iKudiness, and productiveness of the Zona,

are points of prime importance. Avhich the present most try-
ing season has done more to settle satisfactorily than the
whole seven preceding seasons of its fruiting, six of which
have not been favorable to grapes, in all of which the lona
has manifested a decree of certainty and perfection of ripen-
ing its abundant crops, unequalled by anv other kind.
Hbrdine^s is conceded to the Concord, but in numerous and
esienslve diBti-Icts where that has failed partially, or entirely

ftom rot, the lona has maintained an increase of excellence
and earliness In rlpenlngj according to its advance In age,
which iscliaracteristlc ot It. For several years as the vines
gain iu uiaturitv the period of ripening advances nearly a
week yearly, while In nearly the same proportion the quality
of the fruit improves in spirit and richness. The best Zona
vines in the country have not yet reached their highest
point of excellence.

I will illustrate by two distinguished examples. The first
Is from Mb. Cu.\s. DowxiXG.
"The past two seasons the lona, being the first years of

fruiting with me, ripened a little later than the Delaware, but
this season a week earlier. The Israella ripened as early as
the Hartford Prolific, or before it, beginning to color about
one week earlier. Both lona and Israella have so far proved
hardy and vigorous, and their foliage has been much less in-
jured bv mildew than that of Delaware, Concord, and
MOST ofnEK KINDS."
From Mr. Marie, a most intelligent foreigner and a dis-

tinguished cultivator of foreign and native grapes.
" riie Delaware, my great favorite which lias not suffered

before, will fall t« ripen one third of its crop from loss of
leaves; Catawbas entirely gone; Concord, very much injured
in the fruit—not nearly half a crop; Allen's Hybrid has done
very well, giving most excellent fruit, the Hartford Prolific
Is one of those that liave suffered least.
Now. last, but not least, the lona has pone through this

most trying season triumphantly, mildewing very little, if at
all. more than the Hartford Prolific; and at'the present time
I have a trellis seventy-five feet long by eight feet hinh cov-
ered with plenty of large and fuli, ripeounchen, which, to
my taste, are the best ffavored native grapes that I have
eaten. This fully meets my requirement for a perfect grape.
Allow rae to congratulate you upon the success of the Zona.
I shall plant nothing else in the ground that I am now pre-
paring—certainly not until we get something far better than
18 now before the public
The advance of the time of ripening with the advance of

age and maturity of the Zona vines is a fact that should be
uoted. Each year has made a difference of more than a
week, or perhaps two weeks, with mine."

Yours, very truly, (Signed) C. Marie.
From the foregoing survey, which touches but few of the

Important points, it will be clearly seen that we have in the
lona a grape not only that stands out above all others, but
one that is able to make ours a country of the vine in the
most extensive and excellent sense of the term, for the lona
Is equally eminent for the table and for wine, and for keeping
through winter in full spirit and flavor it is also unequalled.
Like the most celebrated Pineau of France.it is suited for
any latitude in which any good grapes will thrive, but unlike
the Pineau, which is black and small, and consequently
lacking in beauty for the table. The table grape of France
is of exceeding beauty, but only of second quality.
Some of thriving dispositiou, and others of moderate

means will be glad to know that the buds to be taken at fall
pruning from the Zona vines planted last spring, are now
selling for the price of the vines, and that for cuttings alone
the Zona and Zsraella will formauy vearsbe a very profitable
investmeijt.
A new edition (5th) of the 24-page pamphlet, fully t^ea^

ing the matters here briefly touched upon, accompanied with
price lists, and answering in a clear and satisfactory manner
most of the questions, that those who contemplate purchas-
ing desire to ask. is now ready, and will be sent for two cent
stamp. C. \V. GRANT, lona,

(near Peekskill.) Westchester Co.. N. Y.

"No matter with how much flourish and pufiing other mag-
azines are thrust before the public, the high toned Home
Magazine continues a favorite as of old. and increases in
worth every month."— Tl'a^'rr/;/'' (iV. }') Timea.

ARTHUR'S HOME MlGl^liM

It is with pleasure we are able to announce a much larger
cii-culation lor the "Home Magazine" during the year 1365
than it has ever before attained; and also a more heartily
expre^ed approval, by subscribei-s and tlie press, of its tone
and character. During the next year we shall bring into ita
pages astill MOIiE VlGOliOUSLtTERAliT LIFE-A HIGH-
ER EXCELLENCE-A BliOADER SPIKIT. and a more ear-
nest advocacy of AH Things Pure and Noble.
As heretofore, our aim will be to produce

^ flkga^iiic for ^nieviran l^oines,
not too didactic aud heavy, but cheerful, animated, and
social -a friend, dropping in upon quiet hours, with some-
thing always pleasant aud prontable to sav.
A new fiertal bv MISS VIRGINIA F. TOWNSENB will

be commenced in the January number, entitled

" PETROLEUM."
The Home Magazine for 1SG6 will be enriched not only

with the bent articlen the Editors can produce, but will num-
ber among its contributors many of

The Leading Writers of the Country,
Our magazine is not simply a literary periodical. It takes

higher ground, and seeks to make literature the handmaid
of morality and religion, always teachinc. whether by means
of story, poem, or essay, that only by the "Golden Kule"
can man live to any wise or good purpose. If you open your
door to its visits, it will be

A TRUE FRIEND IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD.
As heretofore, it will be embellished with Steel Engrav-

ings. Fine Wood Cvt Illustrations. Music, Prevailing
Styles of Dress, Patterns for Garjients and Embeoid-
EKY. AND Special Departments for the Young People,
foe Mothers. Health, Home Circle. &c., &c.

YEARLY T£Rin$-Iu Advance.
One copy.. ., ^350
Three copies e 00
Five copies, and one togetter-up of club ...'. 10 00
Nine copies, ' " *

15 oo
^r A beautiful PREMIUM PLATE, entitled "THE

COL'RTSHIP OF SHAKSPEAKE," will he mailed to each
person who sends us a club of subscribers. It will also be
mailed to each single subscriber from whom we receive |i'3 50%W For $4.50 we will send one copv each of Home Maga-
zixE and Godby's Lady's Boos lor a lear

Address T. S. ARTHUtl & CO.,
323 Walnut Stree t, Philadelphia.

'm^HE TRUE CAPE COD CRANBERRY FOR
-- Fall planting, for Upland and garden culture, and for
swamps. Under my method of cultivation the yield la?t sea-
son on Upland was over -100 bushels per acre. Explicit di-
rections for cultivation with prices of plants, with nursery
catalogue complete, will be sent to any address. Agents
*\ anted.

B. JI. WATSON. Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

Osage Orange Fmlt for Sale.—I. McOWEN. Havana, HI.

FouBTH Edition.

The Fonndation*« of History.
A Series of First Things.

By SAMUEti B. SCHIEPFELIA'.
One volume, crown Svo., in beautiful style, and illustrated

by elegant engravings, illuminated and plain, ^1.75.
Gilt, *5.50. Clieap Edition, I'^mo., fl.*^.

Among the subjects are: The First Man ; The First Mar-
riage; The Fii-st Language; First Inventions; First Gov-
ernment; First Heathen Poets and Philosophers; Fii-st Thea-
tres ; First Sloney ; etc., etc.

"Curious and interesting book."— ComTHfrcfal Adtertinefr,
"A vast amount of information is gathered."—A^ Y.OhHervtr.
"A great deal relating to ancient things."—.S'c'ie^. Americav.
"Exceedingly interesting for general reading."- 7'/*e4Stff(7Y/i«'

"Of great researcli aud remarkable interest."—ZiV>s. CouHer.
"Calculated to enlist both the interest and sympathies of
matured minds."—"Is perhaps, the most attractively got up
volume we have seen issued from the American press."—
The Wit:i\esH, Edinburgh.

" Worthy of a place in every family library."— Cftrw, World.
" As a present book for intelligent young people, it is almost
without a lival."

—

The New York I'iiues.
"We commend this treatise to the attention of parents, Su-
fierintendents of Sabbath Schools, and to all lovers of Re-
igious knowledge."— Cftrwtifln IntelUgenrer.

Published by A. D. F. KANDOLPH,
770 Broadway, New-York.

C^~ On the receipt of the price, the book will be sent by
mail, pre-paid.

£very Farmer who has Farm Uten-
sils worth preserving, can add Fifty per cent, to
their ivear by keeping them protected with

The CriDtta Percha Cement PaiBit.
The cheapest and best preservative Paint in the world, for

wood and metals of all kmds.and for painting and repairing
Tin and other Roofs.

It has been tested eight years, is always ready for use,

inanufaeturers of AgrBcnltural Im-
plements.\«'iii find

The Blaek Diamond Varnish
equal to the best for all purposes where a quick drying,
lustrous Tamisli is required. It costs only one quar-
ter as much.

The Outta Pereha Cement Roofing
costs half as much as Tin, and can be applied bv any one.

THE JOHNS & CKOSLEV MAXUFACTU'lilNG CO.,
Sole Manufacturers.

No, 73 William-street, cor. Liberty, New-York.

ESTET'S COTTAGE ORGAI^S.
with patented improvements. Greatly superior to all other

Reed instruments. Suited to the Church, the Sunday School
and the Parlor. Also excellent Pianos and Melodeons at

moderate prices. Send for circular to

G. G. SAXE, 131 Grand-st., New York.

rL21W^>l>lK>01>^J^O-U^J^J"U^^'-r

Th e Nonpar E I L^
Washing Machine

Is unequalled for speed, power and effectiveness of opera-
tion. It is simple, strona and durable.
A Liberal discount to Dealers. Send for free Circular to

OAKLEY & KEATING \U Water St., New York.

National Feed Cntter
for Hay, Straw aud Stalks, is superior in almost every respect

to any machine In market, and is warranted entu-ely satisfac-

tory. Manufactured (all sizes) by AMES P1.0"\V CO.,
Boston and Worcester, 5Iass. For sale by dealers everywhere.

To Market Crardeners.
Market Garden of 13 Acres to Kent. ¥i\e- yeai-s lease. IS

miles from New York, iu richest part of Long Island. Good
tenant house, large barn, stables, carpenter shop, granary,
wagon house, &c„ &c. Seven acres in mowing grass, fine
apple aud pear orchard of 5 acres, with other fruits. Fine
pond, location very healthy. Owner will furnish enough
S year old Asparagus plants' to set out an acre. Land verj*
rich, heavily manured, m excellent fence and thorough order.
Half mile Iroiii Depot, and near SteamliOAi Landing. For
further particulars inquire of Mr. "WM. GOUDGE,

(Over the Bank.) 338 Broomest., cor. Bowery, N. Y.

The Ammoniated Phosphate Guano
Is the be>t and most economical fertilizer for Cotton, Tobac-
co, the lioot and Cereal crops that the farmer can use to
obtain immediate results forhis outlay, and to permanently
enrich the soil. For sale bv

EDWAUD F. COOKE & CO.,
1j9 Front-st., cor. Maiden Lane. New York.

PATENTEES, NURSERYMEN AND SELLERS
of improved Breeds of Horses. Cows, Sheep and Hogs

will find it to their interest to address us, as we enjoy excel-
lent facilities for introducing such to ttie S'irginia larmers.

JNO. F. EAULY"& BKO.,
Lynchburg, Va.

FOR SALE one 1,340 acre etoclc farm, and three
smaller ones all well fenced, well improved and stocked.

No. of Oxford, Bentou Co., Ind„ my P. uflice. Terms easj'—
would Uke to hire a good shepliL-rcl. G. K. AYDELOTT.

OULTRY FOR SALE.—Purt; White-Faced
Black Spanish, and English Grev Dorkings. All of bmi

quality. Address J. L. BOAKDMAN, Flushing, N. Y.

PEACH PITS FROM NATURAL TREES FOR
Nurserymen, for sale by C. B. li'JGERS,

No. 133 Market-st., Philadelphia.

Garden Seeds. CJardeit Seeds.
The subscriber has been engaged over thirty years iu rais-

ing all kinds of Garden, Vectctn bio and Flower
Seeds, and having over one huiuired acres devoted to that
purpose, is enabled to offer as good a stock of seeds as can
be found in the country. Dealers can be supplied in any
quantity, either bv the pound, bu-hel, or neatly put up iu

small papers suitable lor retailing. A list o*" prices will ba
sent to all applicants. O. R. GAHRF.TSON, Fluthing. N. Y.
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p. O. Address, Spring Valley, New-

WEBB SOUTH DOWNS.
Thirty Eavcs,

Tvireiity FIvo Eive Lianibs,

Xvreuty Kain liaiiibs aud Ifearliuga,

tlio sH of Arclibi-sliop, for sale tliis Fall.

GEO. H. BUOWN, Millbrook, W.ashiiigton Hollow,

Dutcliess Co., N. T.

LDERNEY BULL FOR SALE.—Hero, Im-
nortod, 4 yeara old, color llglit brown, line animal, sure

slock setter. Apply to JOHN 11. ZABR1SK.IE, old Bridge,
near llackensack.
Jersey.

FANCY FOWLS.—A few trios of Dorking, Span-
ish, White Lesliorn, Brahma, Poland Fowls, Sebriglitand

others. Bantams, liouoii and Aylesbury Ducks, "White Tur-

BENJ. HAINES, Jr., Elizabeth, N. J.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS lor S.ile.—
Sent by Express to all parts of the I'niteti states. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. Btjyiii; & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants, Druirgists, Hospitals, sniall Job Printers.

&c. Address ADA.MS PKESS CO., 20 Ann-st., New York.
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cuts, &c., Six cents.

THE NATIONAL PARK BANK OF NEW-
VlJliK.

CAPITAL SS.OOO.OUO. SUUPLUS. . . .81,^00,000.
This Bank will issue Certitlcates of Deposit bearing inter-

est on favorable terms. J, L. WOUTH, Cashier.
New-Tork, Aug. 21,1865.

GROVER & BAKER'S^
HIGHEST PKEHIIUM

EliASTIC STTTCIl AND 1.0CK STITCH

SEWING MACHINES,
495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The Boys and Girls Like

MERRY'S MUSEUM.
The OUleit :uia Best Cliildren's Mngazinc. Its Twen*

ty-Si.\th ye;ir commences Jan. 1st, 18tl6. It contains the

best Sloiic'S, De:-ciiptions, Essays, Poems, Piclures and

Puzzles. Prizes given monilily for solving the puzzles.

TERMS, $1.50 per ye;ir. Good Premiunis for obtain-

ing subscribers. Address JOHN. N. STEARNS,
Hi Fuiton-street, New Yoik.

]%rEW YORK COLLEGE OF VETERINARY
-i^ SUIIGEONS, No. 179 Lt^sir.gton Avenu*^, Xi'w-York:
City (Incorporated 1857). is now open lor the medical treat-

ment of Horses sind otliiT domestic Animals. The roKular
course of Medical Lectures will commenrc No\'t;iuber (Jth,

1865, and terminate the last of February, lS(i(3.

MEDICAL FACULTY.
A. F. Liautard, M. D., V. S AniUomy.
A. S. Copeman, V. S Fatholoiry and Microscope.
A. Lariie, M. D.. V. S Sm'20ry and Pliyaiology.
J, Bustc:icl, M. D Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
Lecture Fees Tor the course, ^.lO;"). For circulars and any

further iniorniation. address Dr. Btjstead, President New-
Yurk Cuik'se Veterinarv Surgeons, 179 Lexington Avenue.

A. F. LlAUTAIlD, M. D., V. S.. Registrar.

HORSE AND HAND POWER

HAY AND COTTON PRESSES.
These machines have been tested in the most tlioron^h

manner throu^h'jut tins and foreii^a countries to the num-
ber of ovi^r3fM)0.

The House Power is worked by either wheel or capstan,
andjn many respects possesses unequalled advantages. We
invite tiiosc wantinir such machines to write for a cataloffue
containing lull infonnntlon with cuts, prices, &c., or call and
examine personal! v.

Orders promptly attended to, by addressing

INGERSOLL & DOUGHERTY, Greenpoint, KiniTS Co..L. I.

AND

CHURN SMCJ 31ADE EASY

Doty's Clothes Washer
AND

CHURN POWER.
NOW WARRANTED TO RAPIDLY CLEANSE

THE DIRTIEST CLOTHING

Without Rubbing !

Tlie Proprietors are happy to announce to their Agents.
and others, that their late improvements and the discovery
of a more efficient process of wasblng, enable them now to

"IVARRANT their great

Clothes^ and Labor Savers,
nireafly the best and mo?t popular in use—to be capable of
enaliUnir a person to thoroughly cleanse even the dirtiest
shjrts, "STRKAKS" included, without a partiele of mbbinij.
without chemicals, with moderate labor, and without dnntrer
of WEAlt Oil TEAK.
Exclusive of heathis suds, wrimring. rinsing, etc.. a week's

washing for a family of six persons may be done with our
Family Size Washer m HALF AN HOUR!
Our former customers send two red stamps for new

instructions.

The Women Like Doty's Washer.
Uead tlie Proof I Read the Proof!
"It really merits all the good that can be said of it."—

Moore's Jiurat yew Yorker.

"It is worth one dollar per week in any family. After a
year's use, 'our machine' is thought more of to-day than
5'ver before."~SoLON Robinson, Agricultural Editor of
Keio York Tribune.

" Doty's Clothes Washer we have tried thorouchly for near-
ly a year past. Our 'better half,' who has been compliment-
ed with tlie gift of a score or more ot dltlerent machines for
trial, SHvs this is taken to moat kindly by the 'help.' and tliat

slie cannot persuade them to U'^e any other while this is at
hand.'"—Orange Judd, Proprietor American Agriculturist.

''Among a score of ^'ashins Machines laid aside after the
flr»>t. or at most the second trial, Dotv'a Waslter is the only
one tliat stands the test. My wife Is satisfied with it alter a
four months' trial."—S. D. Hakris, Editor Ohio Farmer.

EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE ONE,
And none need be icithout. If i\o Acent in vour vicinity,
send us the price as follows: Family Size, $r2'; Hotel Size,
%\:i. Family Size and Ko. "i Universal Wringer with Cog
Wheels, $"Jl'. And we will deliver whichever von order,
free of freight expense to your nearest railroad station. If

after frnir weeks' trial accordiiiff to directions, you are dis-

satisfied, deliver the machine back to us and we will RE-
FUND THE PURCHASE PRICE.

Head and Iteflect I

Perhaps yon will ask how this Wjisher can clean clothes
without icearinr/ them. Wo answer; In nsing it, your
clothes have the advantage of being cleansed in suds hot
and strong enough lodijisolve all dirt and grease, hence it has
onlv to rinse tliem out : whereas, in washing by liand, the
hands cannot be borne in ends so Jiot and strong, and the
clothes must necessarily be lubbed and worn to get them
clean.

It Is the general verdict of those who "have used Doty's
Clothes Washer any length of time, that, even In medium
sized families, it will save the price of itself in the wear ot
clothes in less than six months, and will last many years.

Xowcan vounot better atl'ord to buy a machine than to
buy extra clothes that will amonnt in a single year to more
than double the price of the machine, and to six, eisht, yes,

ten times the price during the time it will last? How can
you make a better-paying investment ?

Our Salesmen are DOIN'G GOOD AND MAKING MOX-
EV, and we want a good one in evert/ town. For fui-tlier

particulars Address 11. C. Bi:OW.\ING.
General Agent, 341 Broadway. N. Y.

NOTE.—Persons in Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, Iowa,

Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, and Dacotah, Address the

Proprietors, DOTY BROTHERS, JanesvIUo, Wis.

THE liADLE^ liIKE IT ! !

!

Thousands of (he SEWING RIPPER have been sold
and 7wt a single complaint -made. It lakes out a te;im

rapidly and safely, whether sewed by liand or by ma
chine, is neat, small, does not get out of order, and is

needed in every lady's work basitet. Agents wanted.

Send 50 cents for a sample to

A. C. FITCH, 151 Nassau-st., New-Yorls City.

Hell* for Mothers.
Dr. Brown's BABY TENDER relieves the moiher.

pleases and benefits the cliild. Is giving universal satis-

faction. See full description and Mr. Juild's endorse
ment in Agriculturist, Dec. No., 1364. Send for Circular

to J. T. ELLIS. Wg Broadway, New York City.

India Rubber Cwloves
are an invaluable protection for the hands in Gardening,
Housework, etc., and a certain cure for Cliapped Hands,
Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $1 50 for

Ladies' sizes ; $1 To for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEARS I. R. GLOVE MFC CO.,

205 Broadway, New-York.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY
Lingers on every glossy wave and riplet of her ^

lovely hair.

IVIIVS'
PATENT

HA IB
CRIMPERS,

For crimpiut: and waving La-
dies* hair. No heat used, and
no injury to the hair.
They are put up in beauti-

fully lithographed boxes cou-
tainlQi;: one sett (1 doz.) assort-

ed lengths, with full directions for use accompauyiug
each box.
No Lady's loilctte Is complete without them. For sale

throughout the country. Itetailers will be supplied bv any
first-class Jobber of Notions In New York, Philadelphia, or
lioston.

MANUFACTUIiED ONLY BY
E. rVINS, SixtU-et. and CoIumbla^Avc,

PUiludelpliia, Pa.

PRICES REDUCED S

The Universal Clothes Wringer,

Pkicks—Iso. IKi $10 ; Kg. ; 50.'»

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST-
" This is the (Ir.-^t Wrintrer I have found that would stand

the service required of it.""—J. P. Huacixs, Lnvejoy's Hotel.

*'Iu tlie laundry of my house there Is a perpetual thanks-
giving on Mondays for the Indention of your excellent
Wringer."— IIcv. Tiieo. L. Cuylek.
"We tliink the Machine much more than pays for Itself

every year in the saving of garments." 'M^eihink It Im-
portant that a Wriiiirer should be litted with COGS."

Orange Judd, American Agriculturist.

"The Inventor of this Machine may have the satisfaction

of knowing that he has chansed one of the most toilsome
irts of wuraan's work into a liiost attractive amusement."-
rs, Henky Ward Bekcuek.
" I heartily commenil It to economists of time, money and

contentment."—Itev Dr. Bkllows,

jd^On receipt of price from any part of the country
where we have no canvassers, we send tlie Wringer ft:ee of
freight charges.
A good canvasser wanted In every township.

R, C. BROWNIIVG, 347 Broadway, N. Y.

ffi
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Lock 8titch ^e«riii^ machine,
For Families and Mannfacturers.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.,

No. 629 Broadway, New-York.

Children's Bazaar and Depot
for Spring HoracR. Ciinteilng Hnrsps, Splf-operatlng Swings,
Brown's Ealiy 'I'cnder, Driiin», Sleds nnd Tov5.

LEWIS TinB.^LS,
510 Broridwav, dirpctlv opposite St. Nicholas Hotel.

Send stamp for circular,

$20. G-. &, S. CRYSTAL D. P. $20.

$1000
A ycav can be realized ciMini' find putting up
the Crystal Door Phitc. Ai:eiit.s wiinted. Slock,
Tools, and Iiistrnctiona cost .?:0. L. L. TODD
& CO., SU Nassiiu-sirect, New-York.

SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

Staimiiejing'
Cured bv Bates' Pa'ent Appliance^. For descriptive pam-

phlet, etc,; Address H. C. L. ^lEAUS. 277 West 23d-st.. >.". Y.

INVALID'S TRAVELING
CHAIRS, for in or oat-door use.

Prices, f20 to §50. Tliose like tlio

cut, §35 to $35, light and strong.

Can be propelled by the hands.—
FATKNT CANTKIiiNG HOUSKS,
for out-door exercise :ind amuse
ment. Everv boy and girl wants
one, prices ^13 to* ¥'r>. Send stamp
for circular. Children's Carriagea,
Horses, Kocklnji Chairs, etc.

S. W. SMITH.
90 WUUamst., Xew-Tork.

GRAPE VINES, &.c.

Vines of srood qnality of any of the followinfr varieties will

bo sent post-paid to the address of anv person sending the
annexed
Adir

ed price lor each, in sums of not less than $1.

ondac, lona and Israella. §2: iona, .; years. $3; Allen's
Hybrid, i;o;;ers' Hybrids and Cuyahoisa, 75 cents. Creveling.
iliixatuwnv and I-tebecca, SO cents. Delaware. 33 cei.ts. Hart-
ford Prolil\c and Diana, Concord, Hi cents. Concord, 'i years.
33 cents, Clinton. 10 cents, Clinton. 2 years. IG cents.
New variegated Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cenls, New Japan

Judas Tree,>i.0O.
MAHLON MOON, Morrlevllle.

Bucks Co„ Penn.

100,000 GM?.A.I»ES,
Including all the best sorts for Vineyards or private lands,

at the lowest rates. Sent by Express, or prepaid by mail,

carefully packoii. Agents wanted. Catalogues to any Ad-

flrPs^. n. M. WATSOX, Old Colony Nurseries,

Plymouth, Mass.

Grape Vines and Grape Wood for Sale.

Adiron'dac, Ioka, Tsraella, Allen's HrBRru, Dela-
VARES, (vnd the tcood of the same.

n. n. MACE, (adjoining Chas. Downing:.)

Xewburgh, N, T.

Peach Farm for Sale, 170 Acres, 3500 Trees in 3d
years ::;rowth,.'i0 miles soulli of Phll'a.. and IK miles from

(forth East Depot, Cecil Co.. Md.. on tlie Phil'a., Wilmington
iind Bait. K. i:.. huid all lavs to tlie sonth. Beautiful view of
Cars and River. Address C. STEIiX, AVVmin^ton. Delaware.

APPLE SEED OF FIRST QUALITY, THE
erowtU of 190.^. for sale hv

JAMES A. UOOT, Skaneateles, N. T.

GRAPE VINES.
All my business is to grow

GRAPE VINES
and sell only what I i^vow.

The Grape Vines grown under the Firm of J. F. DELICT

& RYDER, were all grown by J. F. DELIOT; it must be

understood that 1 -warrant true to name only the

Gri'ape "V^ines
sold by

Send for Catalogue to

J. F. DEL.IOT,
^ing Siug^

IX. Y.

Orape Vines for Vineyards.
Concord, 50.000 one year old cuttings in open air, as large

fta vines usually are at two years, rows four feet apart, stocky
at the ground, |«.00 per 100

; $75,000 per 1000.
Two years old, $','0.00 per 100. Also tlie Montgomery, the

largest hardy white grape in cultivation. The vines need a
little ijrotection during winter, as doallothersin the latitude
of Po'keepsie. An unparalleled grower and bearer, a seed-
ling of the White Chasselas. clusters often weighing two
pounds. .$1.00 each; ^75.00 per 100.

30,000 of the other most desirable varieties at usual rates,
the leading kinds predominatiug.
Send for price list.

FERRIS & CArWOOD,
Po'keepsie, N. Y.

THE lilTT^VTITVrVY.
AVhttt is Said of it, and ^\Tio Says it.

"Size of berry Ailly equal but rather larger ahan Rochelle),
decidedly sweeter, and an acquisition to Ihi« class of fruits.
/ consider it the BEST BUickberry I have yet sem."~
Charles Downixg.
"I believe it to be the 7?jE',S7' Blackherrv I know of. and

shall take great pleasure In recommending it to my friends."—Wm. S. Carpentkk.
"Berries longer and more irregular than New Rochelle;

we measured several an inch-and-a-half long, and 3 inches
In circumference. Small seeds, juicy, sweet, with a true
Blackberry flavor. The fruit possesses the great advantage
that It does not need to be over-ripe In order to be eatable,
but while Btill hard enou;;li to send to market, it is sweet
and fit for the V^kXAq"—American Agriculturi^it.

"Equal to New Rochelle In size and productiveness, much
superior In flavor, and ripens a few clavs earlier."—Wm. A.
FiTCU, Associate Editor American Agr{cuUu7'ist.

"Superior, sweeter, and better flavor than Rochelle,"—
Dr. I. P. Tkimele.
For originals of above and others, prices, &c.,

Address with stamp. E. "WILLIAMS, Mont Clair, N. J.

STANUARU PEARN, 3 to 4 years, very
strong and fine. Good a^i^ortment cif varieties.

Dwarf Pears. 2 to 3 years. Very tUncky and strong.
Apples—Standard and Dwarf, thrifty.
Cherries, 1 and 'I years. Plums, 2 and 3 years.
Peaches, l year.

SMALL FRUITS.-Agriccxturist, and other Strawber-
ries, Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Roses, (feo.

We have paid special attention to the cultivation of the
New Hardy Grapes, and oll'er strong, well-grown plants
of loxA, Adirondac. and Israella. by tlie "lOO or 1000 at
low rates. Also, Delaware. Concord, Diana, Rebecca,
Allen's Hybrid, Hartford Prolific, Rogers' Hybrids,
Creveling. and nearly all the valuable kinds. Also a
splendid lot of Delaware and Diana Layers, many of
them with 6 feet bearing wood.

Address with stamp, for Price List.

BRONSON, GRAVES & SELOVER,
Washingtou-st. Nursery, GENEVA. N. Y.

Seeds ! Bulbs ! ! Plants ! !

!

WILLIAM HACKER,
Office 253 South Third St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Wholesale Dealer In Seeds, and Agent for the best English,
French, and German growers. Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus and
other Bulbs direct irom the Holland growers. Countrv mer-
chants. Dealers and Druggists eupplied at the lowest "rates.

Dutch Bulbs.
Hyacinths, named, donble and single, all colors, 25c.

to (;i each. Mixed, $1.5o per dozen. Tiilips. named. Sc.
to 25 cents each. Mixed, 75 cents per dozen. Crocns, in
color. 25 cents per dozen. Jl.'iO per 100. Mixed, 20 cents per
dozen, $1 per 100. Cro\**n Imperials, 50 cts. Japan
Lilies, Rubrum and Roseuni, 50 cts.: Album, 50 to 75 cents.
Sent bv mall post-paid, on receipt of pi*ice.

BlilLL &. KUMEULE, 153 Broad-st,, Newark, N. J.

The PliilacloSphia Raspberry.
Wilson's Early Blackberry.

Best Selected Stran'berrieH.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Vincj, A.sparagus and Rhu-
barb Plants. Send for Catalogues gratis.

WILLIAM PARKY, Clnuaminson, N. J.

CATALOGl'KS, Avith PRICES of JAPAN
LILIES. STRAWBERRY PLANTS. FRUIT and ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, &C.. gratis, bv
Addressin; FRANCIS BRILL.

Newark, New Jersey.

AUCTION
SALE or

GUiAF E ^ I IV E S.
30,000 lOIVA.

30,000 DEIiAWARE.
3o,000 COXCORB.
With smaller lots of Israella, Adirondac, and other

new kinds, will he sold at Public Auction, on tlie grounds of

PARSONS &L CO.,
at

FINISHING, near ]Vew-York,
OH 1VEI»KSI>AY,

3>a'o-\7'©aaa.l3ox" S, a.*H .^^.3VC.

These Vines will comprise the best of their stock, and

Inferior plants will be carefully excluded.

A description of their character will be found in the gen-

eral advertisement of

IPar^oxis &: Co.,
in the October number of the Agriculturist.

Nurserymen and Vineyard growers are especially In-

vited to avail themselves of this unusual opportunity to

obtain flue iilants.

The Boat in connection with the Flushing Railroad, will

leave James Slip and Slth-Street New York, at 8, 0, and
II o'cloclc A. M,

DELAWARE
'

AND

lONA VINES.
Pari§oiis & C'©,,

OfftT for the Autumn trfide,

13ela>vai*e Gri*a,pe ^"ines,
-It the following lo\y prices:

No. 1, extra strong, §30 per 100.—8250 per 1000.

$3,000 per 10,000.

No. 3, fine pLiuts, $20 per 100.—§150 per 1000.

$1200 per 10,000.

lOIVA, INRAEM^A,
anil

ADSRO.IIIJAC,
No. 1, J2.00 each ; $is.00 per do.-:.; $100 per iCO.

No. 2, ^l.,™ each; $15.00 per doz.
; J.SO per 100.

lOSTA—No. 3, $50 per 100.

Our No. 1 lona, iire very stronjr, extr.t plants.

COXCORD VIKES,

e^l2 00 per 100 ; $75 00 per 1000 ;

$700 per 10,000.

Wo also offer fine pl.ants of all the sorts of vhies nnially

grown. Also

PEAR, APPLE
and other

FRUIT TREE^
'of the best varieties.

orname^tai. trees
and

SHRUBS.
ROSES, Hybrid Perpctuals, at $50 per 100 ; $173 per 1000.

These arc all Reniont.ints, of the best varieties, upon

their own roots, not budded or grafted.

Address PARSOXS & CO.,

Flustliing-, IV. \.

CRANBERRY PLANTS.—MOKE OF THE same
kind for sale By

Doct. E. H. STEVENS
Essex, Conn.
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Ulooixiiiigton IVxxrsery,

Two Hundred and forty t240) acres. Splendid stock. Stand-

ard and Dwarf. Fifty thousand (50,000) Peach, including

Hale's early; Apricots, Grapes. Iloses, Osage Orange, Hardy
P.nlbs, Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocus, all at wliolesalc and retail.

F. K. PHCENIX, Bloomington, Illinois.

To Aleuts and the Trade.
My Autumn Catalogue is now rearly. -n-ith ^reat induce-

ments to Agents. B. M. "WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries.
Plymoutli, Mass.

I*rodiiee Commission Mei'cliants,

FOH THE S.\LE OF

g H q » fed 2
H Q f< J K >» S •* r-j

- ., , rJ . » ~ ^ Q fe p P5 .J, e,
W '« -»a » >9 H b ^

Send for TVeeklt Price CrKREXT. Marl^inff Plate and
Circular with Pacliing and Sliipping directions.

Country Consignments receive special attention,

PvEFERESCES

:

Benj. Loder, Esq., y. T.
Kx-Pres't. Erie K. P..

Cra.dn & Co., N. V ,

"and Chicago, 111.

Hon. J. K. Porter,
Albany, N. T.

Wm. S. Thorn, Esq., N. T.
Prest. Na'l Fire Ins. Co,

Lane. Son & Co., >(. Y.
Truman, Stratton & Co.,

Orange. N. Y.
Fred. Bissell, Esq., Toledo, O.

STOTICE TO SHIPPERS,
SOAP-MAKERS, CHAND-
LERS, A1\'D COUNTRY

ITIERCHANTS.
The undersigned pay their particular attention to filling

ovdera for

Rosin, Falm Oil, Soda AbIi, Sal Soda,
Caustic Soda, ludigo, Sec, Consigumeuts
of Tallow', Grease^ and General Western
Produce promptiy sold by

ARRAIVI KNIGHT & SO]\S,
Comuiissiou Merchants

38 "Water-St., 5few-York City.

sTb. conover,
Coiufiftiission D^^aler^

360, 261 & 26^ West WasMn^oD QIarket,

FOOT OF FULTON-ST.

Particular attention paid to selling all kinds of Fruit and
otlier Farm Produce.

Kefers to the Editor of the American Agriculturist

vSUPERIOR DRAIN TILE
viiade of the celebrated, strong, tenacious clay of Wood-
bridge, N. J., burned with intense heat over tlic Fire Brick,

in Fire Brick kilns, and sold at moderate prices, as the clay

must be removed from oi'er valuable beds of the best

M'liite Ware, and Fire Brick clay. Also double glazed

Stone "Ware Pipe, with collars for making water-tiglit pipe to

conduct pure water free from rnpt and poison. Stove Lin-

ings and Fire Brick, &c., &c., of best quality. Shipped by
liailroad or water direct from Factory, on Ship Channel of
Rarltan Iliver, 27 miles from New York City.

GROSSMAN BU03'. & CO.. Woodbridge, N. J.

MALLORY 6c SANDFORD'S CELEBRATED
FLAX BRAKE, the best in use, lor sale by the Com-

pany's Agent.
JOHN W. QUIXCT.

Send for a Circular, 9S Williara-st., New-York.

AGENTS WANTED—To sell AVells" Patent Self-
Feeding Circular Hand Saws. A great labor-saving machine,
A rare opportunity for active men to make a fortune. Extra
l)remium influcements—larse sales certiun. For terms, en*
close stamp to T. J, WELLS, SI Beekman-st., New-York.

FOR SALE
3000 BARRELS GROUND BONES delivered at the factory
of the Company, Flatbush, Long Island, at Star Lanrling,
Staten Island, near Rahway, New Jersey, or to order on any
Dock In Brooklyn.
For particulars and samples inquire at the places men-

tioned, and at the otfiee of the Long Island Bone Laboratory,
ley AVater, corner FnUon Street.

VINEIiAJV©
I^AJtlfl AI\I> FUIIIT L.AI^1>S, in a
-*- mild and healthful climate. Thirty miles south of Phila-

delphia by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and p7'odnctipe, varying from a clay to a

sandy loam, suitable for Wheat, Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits
and Vegetables. This is a great fruit country. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards hare been planted out by ex-

perienced fruit growers. Grapes, Peaches. Pears, &c.. produce
inunense profits. Vineland is already one of the most beau-
tiful places in the United Stales. The entire territory, con-
Fisting of fortv-flve square miles of land, is laid out upon a
general system of improvements. The land Is only sold to
actual settlers with provision for public adornment. Tlie

place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
tages has become the re-sort of people of taste. It lias in-

creased Jive thousand people within the past three years.

Churclies, Stores, Scliools. Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culturehave
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
it is estimated that live hundred will be built during the sum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward, $25

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than in

any otlier locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved places
for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business, Lumber Yards, Manu-
factories. Foundries. Stores, and the like.

For persons wlio desire mild winters, a hcaltlifnl climate,

and a good soil, in a country beautifully Improved, abound-
ing in fruits and possessing all other social privileges, in the
heart of civilization, it is worthy of a visit.

Letters answered and the Vineland Rural, a paper giving
full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
Bent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O., Landis
Township, New Jersey,

From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune . It is 07ie of the jnost extensive fertile

tracts, jn an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we know of this side of
the Western Prairies.

FOR SALE.
FARMING AND

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
THE SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farming and market gardening, in quantities to suit
pureliasers, situated in the counties of Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad, mid-
way between New York and Philadelphia, at from ?I0 to $?.5

per acre. In addition to all the conmion products of a farm.
these lands are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet
potatoes, peaches, grapes, tobacco and hops. All
crops ripen ten davs earlier than on Long Island.
Squankuni marl is (felivered at any point on the rail-
road at one dollar and fifty cents per ton, and fertil-
izes the land for seven years after its application. The
lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-
ble for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut off. leaving the land ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rail.s $5 per ItiO. Cord wood,
at any railroad station, 3^3 per cord. A portion of the lands
conta"in a large quantity ot the best potters' clav vet discov-
ered, for the manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-iiiill within
one mile of Sliamong Station. " A good hotel at Shamonir, on
the lands offered for sale. The location is very liealthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with good mill-sites and water-powei- for man-
ufacturing purpose's, A portion of the purchase money may
remain on mortgage. Terms very favorable to purchasers.

For further particulars apply to

F. B. CHKTWOOD, Eli'zabeth. N. J.
WM. O. GILES. 70 & TJ Franklinst.. New- York.
and N. P TODD, ag't Shamong, Burlinstou Co.,

New Jersey.

600 Maryland and Virginia Farms
and Timbered Lands.

Catalogue of Maryland and Vlrcinia Lands, with Geo-
graphical description of Maryland. lor sale bv R. W, TEM-
PLEMAN & CO., Land Agents, 4S Lexington-st., (up stairs,)

Baltimore City, embracing a description of tlie soil and pro-
ducts of Maryland. Send 23 cents .for a copy of Catalogue.

CJUI^ERIOKFARM IL.AI\I>.—30.000^ Acres. Franklin Tract, at Newfield, Gloucester County,
New Jersey, on the Railroad runnins: from Philadelphia to
Cape Mav. 30 miles South of Philadelphia—adjoinintr the
Vineland Tract, and 'i miles North of Ihe Vineland Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy terms, in lots to suit pur-
chasers. Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, Jlon.
William Parry, and others, witli full Information, sent to ap-
plicants, free. Address JOHN H, COFFIN & CO,, New-
Held, Gloucester Co.. N, J. Improved P'arms also for Sale.

A SMALL NEW JERSEY FRUIT FARM FOR
SALE CHEAP, convenient to Depot. Apples, pern-*,

cherries, crapes, strawberries, raspberries, blacKoerries, Jcc.

Address G. W. THOMPSON,
New Brunswick, N. J.

THE CHOPPED-UP MONKEY.—A Puzzle for
Children. Sent postpaid for 15 cents. AMSDEN & CO.,

BOSTON,

THE HOG BREEDER'S MANUAL sent to any
address free of charire. everv farmer should have It,

Address N. P. BOYER & CO., Gum Trsp, Chepter Cc, Pa.

THE NEW COLLECTIONS OF CHURCH MUSIC.

MR. BRADBURY'S LAST WORK.
THE KEY NOTE.-A New Collection of Sacred and

becular Music for Choirs and Singing Schools, hy Williaji
K. BRADBcr.T. Mr. Bradbury's last previous work In this

SSffn'^'™^"''
" "''* Jubilee." lias already had a sale ol over

OT.OOO conieSj showing a popularity almost unprecedented
for a work of this kind. The Key Xote is complete in all IN
departments, and Is printed on cl
a staff. I'rice, tl.oO.

'y Ao
fear, large type, one part on

DR. MASON'S LAST WORK.
ASAPH ; OR THE CHOIR-COOK .\ New Col-

lection of Sacred and Secular Music for t'lioirs, Sin^in""
Schools and Conventions. Bv Lowell Mas-.n. Dr. of .Music*
and William Mason. The 'Elements of .Musical Notation
are illustrated by a larfre variety of pleasintr, social pieces ;

part songs, glees, &c. The Tune Department contains most-
ly new music, and provides for every meter; and the An-
them Department Is full and attractive. Price, Jl.SO.

MR. ROOT'S LAST WORK.
THE DIAPASON.-A Collection of Church Music,

to wliich are prcUxed a newand com|ircliensiye view of Mu-
sic and its Notation . Exercises for Heading Music, and Vocal
Training

; Songs. Part Songs, Rounds. &c. For Choirs. Sin<'-
ing Schools, Conventions, &c. By Geo. F. Koot. Price, $1.50.

THE NEW BOOK FOR THIS SEASON.
THE PRAISE OV ZIOX.-A Collection of Music

lor Singing School.?. Choirs and Musical Conventions- con-
sisting of, I. A System of Musical Notation. 11. A variety
of Exercises and Glees lor Singing Scliools. Ill An exten-
sive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. .\ large assorlment ot
Sentences, Anthems, and Chants. By Solos Wilueh and
Frederic S. DAVExponT.
The publishers invite attention to this new book, with

great confidence that it will prove very attractive and use-
ful to Singing Schools, Choirs and Conventions. The aulhors
h.tve had at their command many new compositions by thn
most popular and distinguished composers, foreign and
American. A feature ot this work is tlie presentation of a
number ol hitherto unputilislu-d compositions of Charles
ZErNER, as well as some by Novelli and Neukomm. now
fll-st published from their manuscripts, in addition to tlie rich
contributions of living Authors. Tlie contents of the
PK.^ISE OF ZION are chaiaeterized by freshness, yarlctv
and practicability, and the publishers confidently predict for
It a very wide popularity and use. Price, ^1.50.

MASOX BnOTflEUS are also publishers of THE NEW
CAP.MINA SACP.A, By Dr. Lowell Masox. IL.'iO; THE
.JUBILEE. By '(Villtam B. Bradburt, SL-W; THE S.\BBATH BELL, By George F. 1;oot, $1.50 ; THE SH\WM
By Bradburt, Root & Hastixgs, $1.50: WELS'S CHURCH
SfUSIC (for the Episcopal Service), By Charles TTels,
$3.00; and also of many other music hooks in all depart-
ments. Copies by mail post-paid, at the prices.

596 Broadivay, New-Xork.

Every Child on the Continent should have it I

The Best Children's Paper in America.

Wronc, aai\ for
Uooil, tVie Trii" , and

tho B.&uufuL

A Flrst-OavK Mnnlhly Pap^r, of 10
rn^c>«, fnr luns and UlKLS.

$1.00 a Tear in advance.

A DcButifut Premium to cverT eubBorlber.

Pp^cioiea Copy Beat Tor T«o CidLl

Address,

ALFRED L. SEWELL,
Publisher, Chicago, III.

" Mr. Seivell's Paper nlrendv excels everv other children's
paper that ^ve kaow of in tliis country."— C^'Aica^o Ere. Jottr.

Pre-paid by First Mail to any Post-Offlca for $4 50.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED HYDROPATH-
IC ENCYCLOPEDI.\ contains iienrlv l.npo pa?es. illus-

trated with more than 300 Enaravincf. with Index complete.
ApeDts Wanted. Address FOWLKIi & WELLS, JSo. 3S9
Broadway, New-York.

" Of all the publications which have attained such a wide
popularity, as Issued bv FOWLER & WELLS, none are
more adapted to jrenoral utility thnn this ricli. comprelien-
slve, and well arranged Encyclopedia."—[N. T. Tribune.

COUSIN LIZZIE'S
MoxTULY, NowKeadt, Somoiliiiig: New in Die Periodical
Line! Good Keadine at a very low price. Cram fuUof G#od
Tliin?^s, Heantifully Illuetrated. Ask any Newsdealer lor a.

copv. A Rare Chanrc ! The Montfily will be sent six
months on trial to any address for 3-5 con tp, 5 for SI, Don't
lose tlie opportunity, commence Now. No free copies—spcc-
hnens post-paid. 10 cents Address

J. C. HANET& CO.. 109 Nassau-st. New York.

THE WITNESS.
A MoxTHLT Journal, Edited by Jastes Inglis, Dkvoted

to the iLLi'STRATTON OF Christiax Doctrink and DrTT,
without Sectarian Connection or Secular Matter.

Subscription for 12 months 50 cents.
The Urst volume, K bound in cloth 75 cents,

J. INGLIS & CO.. 26 Cooper Institute. New York.

WANTED—CANVASSERS IN EVERT Coun-
ty, to sell Powell's GnEAT National PifTUREOflhe

voters in Congress for the Constitutional Amendment.
Tlioroneh Aeerits clear ?:C0 to ^'?M per month. Send for
Circular or call on POWELL & CO., 24 Bible Ilonse. N. Y.

MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED THINGS "VTortli

KN'OVriXG. A handbook of Valuablf InformaHon lor
Everv Man, Woman and Child. Sent free to any one on
BKO'f OF A 8TAJIP FOR rO&TAGH. AMSDEN & CO ,

UOSTON
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TO ADVERTISERS.

Merchauts, Manufactni'ers, luveutors, Real Estate

Owners, Schools, and all others who desire

to reach Customers in all parts of the

Country, as nell as in the Citj", will

liud it to their interest to

ADVERTISE IN

THE

The ciicaUittou of The TraBrxB is larger thnu that of

any other Newspaper, and it is read by the most enterprising:,

thrifty, and industrious classes. Advertisements Inserted in

each of the editions of The TEiBrsE,—Daily, Semi-Wekk-
LY, and "Weekly, will be read by nearly a million of peo-

ple, and no investment pays a business man so well as the

money he spends in judicious advertisins. The investigation

by the Mayor and Comptroller of the City resulted in nam-
ing the Daily Tribune as being one of the two papers hav-

ing the largest daily circulation, and its "Weekly edition is ac-

knowledged to be far greater than that of any other News-
paper.

Kates of Advertisiug in the New York Daily

Tribune.

Ordinary Advertisements, classified under appropriate

heads, Fifteen' Cents per line each insertion.

(ABOUT EIGUT WORDS A^'ERAGE A LINE.)

Twenty-Five Cents per line each insertion.

THE WEKKLY TRIBUNE.
One Dollar per line each Insertion.

The M*eekly Tribune has a circulation larger than that

of any other newspaper, and a large proportion of its sub-

scribers talcc no other jonrnal. The space in this sheet allot-

ted to Advertisements is necessarily limited, so that each lias

the advantage of being easily seen, and all are generally read
with as much interest as news matter. Tliere is—as those

who have tried it know—no advertising medium in thecoun-

ti*y so cheap, because there is none so prolltable, to the ad-

vertiser. The paper circulates among the industrial and
thrifty classes—the Farmers, Manufacturers, Merchants and
Mechanics of tlie country—and is carefully read by their

wives and daughters. It is safe to say that each advertise-

ment in it is read every week by not less than half a million

of the most intelligent of the people. lie who makes his

business, his merchandise or his manufactures known to this

immense number, scattered all over the loyal States, can not

fail to do so to his own manifest and great advantage.

Address THK TRIBUNE.
No. 154: Nassau St., Ticw York.

A SCHOOL MAGAZINE FREE!

ClARK^S SCHOOL VISITOR—TOL. X—1866.

SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS A ¥E.\R.

Headings, Dialogues, Speeches, Music,

Poems, Mathematics, G-rammar,

Enigmas, Rebuses, (be.

The publisher of tliis popular DAY SCHOOL MONTHLY,
In order to reach all parts of the country, ivill send the VIS-

ITOR o?JE YEAR FREE to oxE PEnsoN (who Will nct as

agent). AT ANY Post Ofeice iu the United States.

Address, with five cents, fur particulars.

J. W. DAUGHADAY, Publisher,

1303 Chestnut Street, Philadelpliia, Pa.

•»• Exchanffes copying the above, and sendins a marked
',opy, will receive the VISITOU tor one year.

BiiST MUSICAL INSTRUCTOHS.
THE BEST PIAiVO-FORTE BOOK _

Ifl r.icliard^on's New Method %S ij

THE BEST ORG.VV BOOK
Is Zundel's Morlern School 4 CO

THE BEST CABINET ORGAN BOOK
Is Winner's Perfect Guide 75

THE BEST lirEr..ODEON BOOK
Is Zundcl's Instructor 2 50

THE BEST Gl'ITAK BOOK
Is Cnrtiss' Metliod 3 00

THE BEST VIOMN BOOK
Is Fesseuden's Modern School 2 50

THE BEST PIAITB BOOK
Is IterhiL'Ui.T's Mi-tliod 3 00

THE BEST ACCOUDEON BOOK
Is ^Vinncr's Pcrlect Guide .75THE BEST FIFE & PI. VGEOIiET BOOKS
Are Winner's (itiides. each 75

OLIVER DITSU.\ & CO., Pnblisllcis, Boston.

THE PIIKENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and LIFE
ILLUSTltATED is .1 " flrst-class " work, in Its 4-.M vol..

devoted to PuYsrooxnsrr, witli "Si-^ns of Character;"
PnnEXOLOGY. the Natural Tlistorv of Man ; PntlK.vOLooY,
and the Teniperament^; Fhtsiology, the Laws of Life and
Health; Psycoolooy, the Science of the Soul. Amply illus-

trated. Monthlv. $Ja voar: sample No3.'.i0 cents. ,\ddress
Messrs. FOWLfil! * WKLLS, No. 3.«9 Broadwav, New-York.

PEACE and PROSPERITY!

XHK M'AR IS OVS^R I

Till-: COU.liXItV fl« SAVEI> !

I»KOSI»ERI'ffll' ABOU.lil>S !

AND NOW IS TQE TIME TO SUBSCKIDK FOR

MOORE'S RURAL NE^V-YORKER, the Lead-

ins and Lari^est Circulating Farm and Fireside Journal

extant. For flfteen years The Kur.vl has had no sui)erior

on the Continent as an AgricuUuraJ, JIurticitltnral. Lile}-anj

and Family/ yewspaper combined, and it will continue to

excel in Contents, Style, and Appearance. It euibraces a

greater variety of Practical, TTseflil and Entertaining Read-

ing than any other American AVeekly—comprising Depart-

ments devoted to, or which tr(*at ably and fully upon.

AGRICULTURE, SHEEP HUSBANDRY,
HORTICUIiTURE, RURAL ECONOJSrV,

EDUCATION, ARTS and SCIENCE,

LITERATURE, GENERAL NEAVS,

"With various minor Departments, and including numerous

Illustrations, Tales. Sketches, Music, Poeti-y. Enigmas, &c.

&c.—rendering the paper Instructive and Entertaining to the

various membersofthe Family Circle. Among its important

departments is that devoted to

SHEEP HUSBANDRY,
Conducted by Hon. H. S. Uandall, LL., D., author of '* The

Practical Shepherd." and other kindred works. Dr. 11. is the

best authority on the subject in this country, and his De-

partment is alone worth the price of the paper to anyone

engaged In Wool Growing or Sheep Breeding.

A digest of the Latest News giren weekly, while special

attention is paid to Keports of the Grain, Provision, Cattle,

Wool and Fruit Markets.

ForEH, Style aud Terms.
THE RURAL NEW-YORItER, is published

AVeekly. each number comprising Eight Double Quarto
Pages. It is printed in superior style— clear type and fiood

paper—and illustrated with many appropriate Engbavinqs.
A Title Page, Index, &c., at close of each volume, complete

for binding.

TERMS, in ADVANCE :—Only $3 a year; Five

copies for §14; Seven, and one free to club agent-.- for $19;

Ten, and one free, for $-35. Volume XVII. bei^ins Jan., 186G,

and hence Now is the Time to Subficribe and form Clubfi.

Agents Wanted iu all places where we have none, to whom
liberal gratuities are offered. Specimens, Showbills, &c.,

sent ft*ee—or, the 13 numbers of this quarter, (Oct. to Jan..)

will be sent, on trial, for only 50 cents,

Ad<lres9 D. D. T. MOORE, RocHester, N. Y.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS.
Moore's Rural New Vorker. published at Rochester,

hasa very large circulation, especially among the a-iricultur-
al population of the Northern, U'estern and Middle States,
It is !tn able and well managed paper, and deserves the suc-
cess it has aclueved.—[N. Y. Daily Times.

Moore's Rural New Yorker, the standard Airicnltnral.
Literary and Family Newspaper, conducted by Mayor Moore
of tliis citv, is an established favorite in thousands of Faml-
lies in butli Town and Country, and its enterprising proprie-
tor is determined that it shall fail in none of those excellen-
ces which have made it the leading and most widely circu-
lated Journal of its class.—[Rochester Evening Express.

Moore's Rural New Yorkkr.—This famous weekly has
attained a popularity unrivalled by any similar journal, hav-
Inff subscribers and enthusiastic admirers in all parts of the
land. The dress, paper, eni^ravings, printing, nnaall pertain-
ing to the sheet, are superh.—[Rochester Daily Union.

^rooRE's Rural Is full of varletv, original and select. We
<!ont"ess to rt surprise nt Hie vari»-ty and richness of its con-
tents, bonntifuliv illustrated as it is. No paper on our ex*
change list comes so near our ideas of perfection, lor a secu-
lar family paper. II maintains a high moral standard.—
[New York Observer.

The Rural has attained the largest cireulation of any P'^-
per of the kind in the country or the world; and this j>rc-
eminence has been achieved by careful management, lli-st-

rate tact, judicious enterprise and Hbcrality.—[Rochester
Daily Democrat.

The frequency with which we publish extracts from the
Rural shows our own appreciation of it. Prof. Dewey and
other pniiuent writers are regular contributors to its pages,—
[New York Evening Post.

q'liE Rural is not onlv a favorite in the rural districts but
deservedly popahir in the cities. No newspaper In this or any
otlier cnuntrv has ever run ft more prosperous career.—
[Louisville Journal.

Toe Rural New Yorker is the best Farm and Fireside
Journal in America, and has justly earned all Us devoted
editor claims for il,—[Chicago Daily Democrat.

Without exception, the best Agricultural and Family
Newspaper. Mr. Moore latelv received a $1,000 draft for one
clnb of new subscribers!-[ifiunesota Statesman.

Thk Rural Is the best Agiiculturnl. Horticultural and
Family paper published on the continent.—[liecorder, New-
ensile. Canada West.

L.E£ &, SHEPARD'8

Popular Publications,

Suitable for Day and Sunday Schools, aud tlie-

Home Circle.

OLIVER OPTIC'S BOOKS.
" Oliver Optic is one of the most successful writers for the

Young that we have. He has not forgotten the days of his

boyhood, nor the cravings of the juvenile mind. Moreover
he IS progressive and liumane in every senkiment. Hence he

is admirably fitted to lead and instruct youth. For many
years, his stories have held a high place with parents and
teachers ; a mciisure of success we trust he may continue %o

win as long as he writes so well."

ARMY AND KAVY STORIES.

Tlie Soldier Bov. The Sailor Boy.
The \ ounj:? Lieutenant. The Yankee Middy.just ready.
Fighting Joe (in Nov.

)

Brave Old Salt (in Dec).
Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. $1.R0.

WQODVILLE STORIES.

Rich and Humble. In School and Out,
Watch and Wait, Work and Win (in Nov.).
Hope and Have (in Nov.), Haste and Waste (in Dec).
Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. $1J25,

THE FAMOUS BOAT CLUB SERIES.

Tlie Boat Club. fry Again.
All Aboard. Poor and Proud.
Now or Never. Little by Little.

Each Vol, handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. $1.23.

RIVERDALE STORY BOOKS.
Little Merchant. Proud and Lazy.
Young Vovagers. Careless Kate.
Dolly and I, Robinson Crusoe, Jr,

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated, Price per Vol. 45" ctff,

FLORA LEE STORIES.

The Picnic Party.
The Gold Thimble.
The Do-Sometliiugs.

Christmas Gift,
Uncle Ben.
Birthday Party,

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated, Price per Vol, 43 cte,

BIOGRAPHIES OF STATESMEN AND
GENERALS.

Life of (Jen. Washington.
Life of Gen, Taylor.
Life of Gen. .Jackson,
Life of Gen. Lafayette,
IMe of Gen. Maiion,

Life of Benjamin Franklin.
Life of Daniel Webster.
Life of William Pcnn.
Life of Hcnrv Clav.
The Yankee Tea Partv.

Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. Old Bell of Independence.
Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. $1.'J5.

LITTLE PRUDY STORIES BY SOPIIIi;

MAY.
Little Prudy. Little Prudy's Cousin Grace,
Little Prudy's Sister Susie, Little Prudy's Storv P.nok,
Little Prudy's Capt, Horace. Little Prudy's Dotty Dimple.

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. '3 cts.

MRS. MADELINE LESLIE'S BOOKS.
Little Agnes Library

for Girls.

Little Agnes.
Trying to be Useful.

Howard and Ids Teacher. I'll Try,
Jack, The Chimney Sweep, Art and Artlessness,

Each Story handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol, $1.50.

MINNIE AND HER PETS.
Minnie's Pet Parrot. Minnie's Pet Pony.

" " Cat. " " Lamo.
" " Dog. " " Monke\.

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. V5 cts.

VACATION STORY BOOKS.
Worth not Wealth.
Country Life.
The Charm.

Play and Study Series

for Boy-^.

The Motherless Children,
Play and Study.

Karl Keigler.
Walter Sevton.
Holidays at Chestnut Hill.

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. SO eta.

ROSY DIAMOND STORY BOOKS.

The Great Ring Diamond. Minnie, or The Little Woman.
Daisv, orTheFairvSpectaclcs.The Ancel Children.
Violet and Fairy Story. Little Blossom's Reward.

Each Vol. handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. 80 cts.

SUNNYBANK STORIES,

COMPILED BY REV. ASA EULL.VRD.

Uncle Henry's Stories.
Dog Stories.
Stories for Alice.
My Teacher's Gem,
The Scholar's Welcome.
Going to School.

Each Vol, handsomely Illustrated. Price per Vol. 25 ct.^.

The above books may be obtained in sets under the titUs

which head the list of each series, put up in neat boxes. Sent

by mail, on application, together with our complete lir-t of

publications. (Postage paid.)

LEE & SHEPARD,
pfblishkhs antj general BOOK-'^ELLERS,

149 Washinglon-Sf. Boston.

Aunt Lizzie's Stories,
Mother's Stories.
Grandpa's Stories.
The Good scholar.
The Lic'lithouse.
Reward ot Merit.
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(Business notices—$1 25 per agate line of space.)
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NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

THE NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

is printed on a large douhle-medium sheet, making eight pages of six cohmms each. It contains all the important Editorials

published hi THEDAILY TRIE TjNE, except those of mereli/ local iliterest ; also Literary and Scientific Intelligence ; Re-

views of the moat interesting and importaiit new Books ; the Letters from ovr large corps of correspondents ; a careful

statement of all the News of the week; the latest news received hy Telegraph from Washitigton and all other parts of the

country ; a Summary of all importaiit intelligence in this City and elsewhere ; a Synopsis of the pn-oceedings of Congress

and the State Legislature when in session ; the Eoreign News received hy every steamer ; Exclusive Reports of the Pro-

ceedings of the Farmers'' Club of the American Institute ; Talks about Iruit, and other Horticultural and Agricidtural

information essential to country residents ; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Dry Goods and General Market Reports, making it

both for variety and completeness altogether the most valuable, interesting and instructive WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
published in the world.

'the full Reports nf the American Institute

Farmers' Club, and the various Agricultural

Reports, in each number, are richlj^ worth a

yeai-'s subscription. One year's Reports would

make Two Volumes of over 500 pages each, if

published in Book form. Read what a sub-

scriber in 8t.. Louis says :

St. Louis, Mo., July 16, 18G.5.

The Mlitor of The Trilnme.

Dear Sm: I have had it in contemplation

for some time to write and tell you of the pleas-

ure I get from Uie weeklj' perusal of the pro-

ceedings of the Farmers' Olul); first I will tell

you how recently I became aware of its exist-

ence. About the 1st of September, 1863, I no-

ticed an advertisement, and a cut of The Tri-

BUKE Strawberries, and immediately subscribed

for TnE Weekly Tribune, in which I found

the proceedings of your Club. I have read

them constantly, until they have become to me
a necessity, and I look for Monday as red letter

day in my calendar, and was I to be confined

to one agricultural paper alone, should prefer

The Tribune to any thing I have yet seen.

Yom-s, JOHN HENWOOD.
Another subscriber writes

:

I neglected (forgot) to renew my subscription

to The TRiBtWE, until so late that I missed the

first July No. Can 3'ou help me to it? Por-

tions of the Farmers' Club reports in that num-

ber, particularly, I wish to presei-ye. In fact.

that feature of the paper constitutes one of the

main reasons why I take it. And I have no

doubt that it receives a goodly share of its pa-

tronage from persons who wish it well, but

would not otherwise bring themselves to the

subscribing point. Yours trulj-,

O. A. ALEXANDER.
Waynesville, 111., July 25.

t'ei;mvxs.
Mail subscribers, single cop;% I year—52 numbers $ 2 00

Mail subscribers, Clubs of five 9 CO

Ten copies, nddressetl to namo3 of subscribers 17 50

Twenty copies, adclrossed to names of snbswlber^ 34 00

Ten copies, to one address IC 00

Twenty copies, to one address 80 OO

An extra copy will be sent for each club of ten.

THE
NEW YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUHE
is published every TUESDAY and FRIDAY,
and contains all the Editorial articles, not mere-

ly local in character; Literary Reviews and

Art Criticisms ; Letters from our large corps of

correspondents; Foreign and Domestic Let-

ters ; Special and Associated Press Telegraph

Dispatches ; a careful and complete Summarr
of Foreign and Domestic News; Exclusive

Reports of the Proceedings of the Farmers'

Club of the American Institute ; Talks about'

Fruit, and other Horticultural and Agricultural

Information; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Dry

Goods and General Market Reports, which are

published in THE DAILY TRIBUNE. It

frequently contains articles which the great

pressure of advertisements will not permit us

to put in the Daily Edition, THE SEMI-

WEEKLY TRIBUNE also gives, in the course

of a year, THREE or FOUR of the

BEST AlVD liATEST POP-
ITIiAR NOVELS.

Mall eubseribers, 1 copj-, 1 year—104 numbera $4 00

do 2 copies, do do 7 00

do 5 copies, or over, for each copy 3 00

Persons remitting for 10 copies, $30, will receive an

extra copy for six months.

Persons remitting for 15 copies, §!5, will receive an

extra copy one yenr.

THE

NEW YORK DAILY TRIBUNE

is published every Morning and Evenuig,

(Sundays excepted) at $10 per Annum, $.".00

for Six months.

Drafts on New-York, or Post-Ofiice Orders,

payable to the order of THE TRIBUNE, lie-

iog safer, are preferable to any other mode
of remittance.

Atldress

THE TRIBUI^E,
NEW-YORK.
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Notes and Suggestions for the Month.

This is the month of cold 'when it is most

piercing, of 'svinds when they are harshest, of

hunger wlien it is most distressing—of firesides

when most cheerfid, of snug warm houses when
most agreeable, and of good fare when it is most

satisfactory. If the cattle of any well-to-do

farmer are shivering under the lea of the corn-

stack, if his sheep are shrinking away from the

gale in the fence corners, and if the young stock

are gnawing frozen sods or cornstalks for a liv-

ing, we would be glad to have their lowings and

bleatings so constantly in his ears that he could
lake IJO comfort of Ills u-n-n pleasant thintrs till

he had made his stock as comfortable as pos-

sible. The President invites us to solemnize the

seventh day of this month in thanksgiving to

God for all his mercies and blessings, both

private and national. Let us do so heartily and
practically, Man shows his thankfulness to the

All-giver for His bounties, by thoughtful care for

the comfort of His creatures. What are thanks-

givings of the lips but solemn mockeries, if un-

accompanied by deeds of kindness ! The les-

sons of the happy Christmas time,, and of the

^losing year have their application in the farm-

house and in the stock-yard, as well as in the

church and in the class room.

Accounts.—Devote sufficient time toa thorough

going over of all accounts,and begin the new year

with a clear statement of your debts and dues.

Animals.— \}i our latitude, the present is a

trying month for animals of all kinds. In many
places they are jjassing from grass to fodder.

Every animal, from the work horses down to

late chickens, should receive special attention.

What every animal needs at this season of the

year is, enough to eat and protection from

storms. When cold weather first comes on.young

animals in particular often sutfer much more

than after their systems have become used to it.

Anhe.t.—Leached or unleached, wood, or coal

(if free from slate and clinker,) are excellent for

top-dressing lawns, meadows and pastures ; and

the more there are scattered around fruit trees

of all kinds, the better will be the fruit. Instead

of collecting them in heaps, scatter where they

are needed, as soon as convenient quantities ac-

cumulate. Ashes he.aped up against young trees

will often destroy the bark and kill them.

Barns.—li not already attended to, delay not

to put every building in order for winter. Loose
I

sliingles and boards should be nailed ; the large
cracks between ridge boards need closing up with
long nails; and the siding should sometimes
be taken off, jointed and replaced, to exclude
snow and keep rain from rotting the timbers.

Wherever the ground descends towards the

foundation walls, a few loads of earth should
be h.auled in, to turn the surface water off be-

fore the ground freezes, as the expansion of the

earth will often crowd walls inwards, after

freezing a few times. If the ground descends
from the wall, the water will be carried away
and the expansion will be less forcible against

the wall. Make a little mortar and stop all

crevices, not only in the walls, but between the

sills and foundation, to exclude cold air from
the apartments of animals.

Barn-yards.—Before the ground freezes, scrape

all the fine manure into heaps and haul it to

meadows, or pastures for a top-dressing. It will

act as a mulch to the grass roots. Clean out

all surface ditches near the yards, and cut shal-

low chtmnels where the}' are needed to prevent

surface water from flowing into any part of the

yard. Remove all stones and sticks liable to

be covered with manure and hinder pitching.

Beans.—Dry and shell all that are unripe be-

fore freezing, as they will make good feed for

sheep ; freezing before they are ripe, spoils them.

Beeves.—Bullocks or dry cows sliould be con-

fined a large proportion of the time in close

yards, or spacious stalls, well littered. Feed
with hay, corn meal and some pumpkins, or

roots. Better feed bountifully and fatten rapid-

1\', than to give a small allowance and fatten

slowly. Bear in mind that it is estimated to

cost to maintain the .animal heat of a bullock

during one cold night in the open air, not less

than one pound of the best meat.

Calves and Colts.—Do not fail to provide

comfortable winter quarters for these young
animals, lest they lose flesh, run down, get off

their feed, and become what is called spring jioor.

Cows.—Beef is scarce and the price high, .and

for this reason we consider it bad policy to sell

good cows for beef, as many people did last

season, because they commanded a high price.

Better hold on to good cows for breeding.

Corn.—Spread all soft ears on a floor in an

airy place, where it will shortly be dry enough

to grind for feed. Save best ears for seed.

Drains.—Clear the outlets of under-drains by
shoveling out all sediment that will obstruct the

flow of water from the drains during winter,

and protect them .against being entered by mice

Eaves Troughs.—Before freezing weather, re-

move leaves and all other sediment which

settle in the eaves troughs. When cistern water

is not used for drink, for culinary pui-poses, or

for stock, it is a good plan to paint the troughs

over with gas or coal tar, applied hot after

boiling it an hour; it is a good preservative.
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Ibddei:—ya.ry the fodder of all kinds of stock as

much as possible within reasonable limits. It is

betterto change it on different days, or even at differ-

ent meals, than to make too great mixtures. Hay

and straw may be mixed
;
ground grains, bran, oil

meal, etc., may be mixed with hay, straw, stalks or

roots. Feed different kinds of roots separately.

Fuel.—Begin early to look out for next season's

supply from the wood-lot. It is poor economy to

burn green wood; better to let it stand in a hot

place, or lie in the stove oven to dry well. Wa-

ter put upon the fire only tends to put it out.

Oram Fields.—It is a rare thing when grain fields

are not more or less damaged by "feeding off" in

the autumn. Sometimes it seems useful, but is risky.

Horsen.—Keep brood mares in loose boxes, 10 feet

square, and when possible give each one a sunny

3'ard to go to at pleasure in all weathers, when it is

not too slippery. Be careful of their slipping on

the ice. Keep all work horses well shod and sharp

caulked, but do not let horses play together if shod.

Implements.—If there is no room in the sheds for

implements, pack them together and improvise a

roof of boards tacked together ; by no means leave

them exposed to the weather to be rotted.

jlia««»-e.—Save every particle of liquid manure.

If short of litter in the stables, use soil or muck as

an absorbent. See that no water runs into the

barnyard. Keep the manure in one or more com-

pact, well formed heaps, so placed that the leach-

ings may be pumped over it.

Meadoies.—Avoid feeding off the meadows too

close, let no heavj- animals go on the grass

land at all in soft weather, when they will poach

up and injure the sod. Turn water from the high-

ways or uplands upon the meadows and pastures,

where it will deposit much mannrial matter.

Oxen.—Keep them in sheltered sheds, or better,

in good warm stables, well fed and carded frequent-

ly. Spring poor oxen, or young cattle, are a dis-

grace to any farmer. Do not neglect shoeing in

frozen weather.

Poultry.—Fill a box before the snow covers the

ground, with a bushel or two of clean gravel, but if

this cannot be found, pound up some large stones,

best sand stones. Give pounded bones and other

animal food with the grain, and see that they all

have sheltered roosting places. If in warm houses

well lighted, they will lay if -well fed.

Sheep.—December is the most important month

in the year, in this latitude, to effect anything in

improving sheep. Read remarks on another page.

Good protection from storms, and regular feeding

are most important. It is better to commence now
feeding lambs and all kinds of sheep a little grain

daily, than to wait until they begin to lose flesh.

Swine.—Keep fattening hogs in comfortable .apart-

ments and feed "regularly. So long as swine will

increase in weight h.ilf of one per cent, daily, they

are doing well. When they eat little and do not in-

crease in weight, the sooner they are slaughtered

the better. Platform scales, with an extra platform

for a hog to stand on, are convenient for weighing

fattening swine, to know how fast they gain.

Water.—See that water does not stand on winter

grain, nor for a long time on grass ground. A few

hours' work with spade and shovel will often release

numerous small ponds, which would materially

injure vegetation. Surface water frequently settles

and remains a long time in low places near fruit

trees, vines, or bushes, to their great Injury.

IVork iu the Orchard and Nursery.

In December the Calendar is usually much ab-

breviated, owing to the crowd of other matter at

the close of the year. It is usually such an uncer-

tain month that either nearly nothing can be done
iu the way of out-door work, or it is like a con-

tinuation of November, in which case the opera-

tions noted in the Calendar for that month may be

performed. Every day's work that can be done
now in preparing the soil, draining, staking out the

ground, and even making the holes for planting

trees is worth putting in, as spring work is always

crowded, no matter how favorable the season may
be for operating, or how much help we may have.

Cions.—Cut from vigorous growth of the past

season, tie each sort in a bundle, with a plain libel,

and bury in the cellar, or put them in a box of

sandy loam, in some place where they will not dry.

Fruit.—Keep at as low a temperature as possible

without freezing. The more uniformly it can be

maintained at 34° or 36°, the longer and better it

will keep. Send choice apples and pears to market
just before the holida3-s, as the prices are then high.

Manure.—Continue to apply to bearing trees a

liberal dressing, as recommended in October.

J/icf and Rabbits.—Mice do the most mischief to

young trees when they can work under the shelter

of rubbish or light snow. Keep litter away from
cout.act with the trunk, and pack the snow solid

with the foot. Among the many things proposed

to keep rabbits .away, blood seems to be the most
successful. Rubbing the trunks with liver or

bloody meat makes the hark offensive to them.

Nursery.—Stocks for root-grafting may still be

taken up in mild we-ather, when the roots will not

be frozen. Make surface drains to carry water

away from seedlings and other young trees. Look
out for stakes and see that every row can be iden-

tified by some means. See that all heeled-in stock

is sufHciently covered and drained. Prepare stakes,

tags, and all packing appliances that will be needed
when spring trade opens. Head back and shape

young trees in mild weather, taking care not to

cut so close to a bud that it will be killed.

Pruning.—Such pruning as can be done with a

knife may be attended to at any convenient time.

Kitchen Garden.—A good gardener,like

the sailor, keeps a "bright lookout .ahead." He
who shuts up his garden gate .at the first hard frost

and does no moi-e work until spring opens, is .al-

ways behind hand. There are frequently, even in

December, many days in which the plow and spade

m.ay be profitably kept at work in preparing land

for cpring plantiug. Clean Ttp all neglectnl i abbisU

and s.ave so much time in spring. At odd times

lay iu a stoclv of all kinds of stakes, poles and brush

that are likely to be needed. See that fences are

tight and that gates will shut and stay bo.

Celery.—Protect the tops by means of leaves or

litter. For a small quantity a shelter of old boards

may be put over, with straw or marsh hay beneath.

Cold Framu.—The chief point in successful

wintering of cabbage and other plants, is to give

all the ventilation possible, without exposing the

plants to too great cold. Mice are often destruc-

tive and must be trapped or poisoned. Have mats

or shutters .at hand to use in severe weather.

Compost.—Winter is the great se-ason for accu-

mulating a supply of fertilizers. The piggery,

horse and cow stables, and privy, are all to be made
the most of. Muck, or in lack of that, black earth

should be at hand to absorb all liquids. Look
about for other supplies, and see what material

may be had from breweries, distilleries, slaughter

houses, and various manufactories, not forgetting

street sweepings. There is in every neighborhood

something going to "waste that the soil should have.

Hot-beds.—One who is handy with tools may make,

paint, and glaze his own sash and prepare frames.

Seeds.—Have the home raised stock well cared

for. Clean out all of doubtful quality or identity.

Ascertain what Is to be bought and be ready to

purchase as soon as seedsmen offer their stock.

Took.—Repair while there is leisure. If there is

no pl.ace set apart for tools, make a room in the

barn or some building and have a place for every-

thing, so that the absence of any implement can be

detected at a glance. Grease iron and steel tools.

directed last month. If dwarf trees are liable to

be injured from accumulations of snow in the
branches, shake it out before it gets compact.
Borers may be probed out by means of a wire.

Manure trees .and shrubs, as directed under orchard.

Grape vines should h.ave been pruned last month,
but it may be done now iu mild weather. We have
heretofore given the method to be followed iu cer-

tain systems of training, and presume that all who
have many vines, have some reliable treatise upon
this subject. If the wood removed in trimming is

to be used for propagation, keep it where it will

not dry. As soon as the ground is slightly frozen,

give strawberry plants a covering of straw or leaves.

Ploxper Os»«-«lcn nnd l<awn.—If
proper winter protection has been given and all

rubbish cleared up, there will be but little out of

door work to be done. Hardy climbing roses will

come out all the better in the spring, if they can be
detached from their trellises and laid upon the
ground. The perpetu.als and less hardy sorts may
be bent down and covered with earth. Lawns may
have a good top-dressing of compost. Save all the
leaves for hot-bed and other uses. If snow collects

in evergreens and clumps of shrubbery, shake it off

before it becomes icy. Much may be done in the
way of planning improvements to be carried out
when the weather permits. Materials for rustic

work may be brought from the woods, and seats,

vases, etc., may be made up from seasoned material.

Frnit Garden.—General work ofprepara-

tion may be done, as directed under Orchard and

Nursery. If the pruning of currants and gooseber-

ries was not done last month, do it now. If it is

desired to use the cuttings of the new wood for

propagation, tie them in bundles and treat them as

Green and Hot-Hon§es.—Tempera-
ture, moisture and ventilation are the three essen-

tials to be regarded. The amount of heat will de-

pend upon the kind of plants, but in any case sud-

den changes are to be avoided. In green-houses,
where plants are merely kept over, they will do
well if the temperature is not allowed to sink

below 40°, but there are few things th.at flower well

if kept less than 60°.

Bulbs.—Bring the pots forward, a few at a time,

graduallv to the warmth and light. Remove the
flower stalk as soon as out or oiov^xu, but nllow the
leaves to remain to perfect the bulb.

Camellia.s.—Use the syringe freely. A dry, warm
atmosphere causes the buds to drop. Those in

dwelling houses need to have the foliage sponged.

Carnation,'!.—Keep rather cool, with plenty of

light, and do not over-water.

Cacti.—Most of these need rest and but little

water, except the Epiphyllums, which are winter

blooming, need warmth and sufficient water.

Fuchsias.—Keep the young plants growing rapid-

ly, and train to good shape by pinching.

Rlargoniums.—These to grow and flower well,

need to be as near as possible to the glass. Judicious

pruning and tying will make shapely specimens.

Cold Grapery.—Prune vines and pre-

pare them for their wiuter sleep. Chorlton, in his

Grape-Grower's Guide, recommends covering the

canes with the following mixture, to destroy larvae

and eggs of insects: Whale-oil soap )^ lb., sulphur

4 lbs., tobacco }£ lb., powdered nux vomica 1 oz.

Pour over these 1 gallon of boiling water and stir

well together, and apply with a paint brush. To
lay the vine down, tie it to the wire at about two
feet from the ground, aud then bend the por-

tion above this point to a horizontal position,

cover .about three inches thick with strawand tie it

on, or put up boards in front of the vines and cover

with forest leaves. Keep the house cool by open-

ing ventilators on clear days ; close at night, and

on cloudy and severe days.

Apiary in December.

—

Prepared hy M.
Qidnby, by request.—When all the fine days, in

which the bees can fly, have passed, it is time to

put them into winter quarters. Those who have

but few, and cannot afford to prepare special de-

positories, should select only the best stocks. Any
that are deficient in supplies and numbers of bees,

had better be taken up even now, than consume
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houey a loug time, and then die. Second and third

rate stocks can only be wintered successfully in a

room containing near one hundred hives. Strong

Btoclis generate heat, warm the whole room, and

benefit the weak ones. A few stocks may be safely

buried in the ground, in a dry place, the hives sur-

rounded by straw to absorb all the moisture. Good

stocks in the open air, in hives properly ventilated

and protected, are quite sure to pass the winter

safely. Probably there is no way that bees eau be

wintered so comfortably and with so little superin-

tendence as on the summer stand, in the straw

hive, already described in the Aiiierkan Agriculturht

for October, 1863, page 301. Those who have pre-

pared their hives as reconnnendod, will fiud the

early part of this month a good time to transfer

bees to the new hives.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

Tlie followins; coni-Iensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully piepareil specially for the Anuricaji Agriculfurist,

show itt H fl;ince the transactions for a month emlinj No-

vember 17th, with other interesting comparative figures.

1. TBAJfSACTIONS AT THE NKW-YORK M.VBKKTS.

RK0EEPT3. Flour. WTteat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oatft.

27 days Ikli m'th.414,000 617,000 3,163,000 137,000 1,339,000 1,175.000

24 days iaslm'tli. 337,000 4-11,000 2,779,000 64.000 636,000 957,000

Sales. Flour. WIteat. Corn. Hye. Barley.

27 days Wis month, 317,000 1,616,000 2,629,000 141,000 838.000
24 days tos! month, 367,000 l,i89,000 1,984.000 63,000 385,000

3. Comparison \oitk same period at this time last year.

Receipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oats.

27 days 1S65 414,000 617,000 3,163,000 137,000 1,329,000 1,175,000
27 days 1S64 481,000 1,287,000 988,000 239,000 861,000 2,5W,00O

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Com: Bye. Barley.

27 days 1865. .. . 317,000 1,616,000 2,629,000 141,000 838.000
27 days 1SS4. - . . 458,000 1,411,000 1.132,000 174,500 613,000

3« Exports from New-York, January 1 to Nov. 17.

Flour, IVheat, Corn, Kye, Oats.

1865 1,214.373 1,947.424 3,276,163 170,694 69.831
1864 1.7&1.3!2 11,982,576 814.603 453 39,613
18S3 2.278,535 14.199,328 7,4.86,sa5 415.249 123,996
1IS2 2,633,086 23,216,817 10,542,556 1,888,790 144,165

CtTRRESfT Wholesale Prices

Oct, 10. NOV, IV.

Fr OTTK - Onpcr TO Extra State $7 90 @ 8 90 f7 70 ® 8 40
Super to Extra Southern. -

.

9 60 ®16 00 9 50 @16 25
Extra Western 8 50 ai6 00 8 20 ®16 00
Extra Genesee 9 00 ©12 75 8 50 ®12 23
Supei-flne Western 790®S40 7 70@800
Kye FLOtTK 6 25 @ 7 25 6 25 @ 7 00
Corn .Meal, ,

.. 475 @5-25 4 40 ©485
Whkat-AU kinds of White. 2 40 @ 2 63 2 45 @ 2 80
All kinds of Bed and Amber. 1 72 ® 2 42 1 70 @ 2 45
Corn—Yellow 92 ® 95 1 00 @ 1 03
Ml.xed 78 ® 92 90 @ 97
Oats—Western 58 ® 62 60 ® 62
Stote — ® 63 61 ® 62
Rte 1 13 ® 1 18 1 15 ® 1 20
Barley 1 09 ® 1 23 1 10 @ 1 23
CorTO.v—Jllddlinss, »< B... 58 ® 60 51 ® 53
Hops—Crop of 1864, ?> lb 10 ® 45 10 ® 45
Featueks—Live Geese, VVi. 88 ® 1 00 90 ® 95
Seed—Clovei-, I* lb 13 ® 15 13 @ 14
Timothy, ?) bushel 3 73 @ 4 29 3 30 @ 3 90

Flax, fl bushel 2 80 @ 3 00 2 8i ® 3 10

SUGAR-Biown, «1 lb 12 ® 17X HJ^S I6><

Molasses, Cuba, Pgl 50 ® 83 45 @ 70

Coffee—Uio, »< Hi 18 ©22 13 ® 21
ToB.\oco, lientucky, &c.,»IIb. 6 ® 20 6 ® 30

Seed Leaf, VH 7 ® 30 3 ® 40
Wool—Domestic Fleece, IP lb. 56 ® 80 53 @ 82
Domestic, pulled, ^ lb 50 @ 67 45 @ 75
Calirornia. unwashed, 18 ® 46 25 @ 43

Tallow, f lb 14 @ 14K 14^'® 14^
,

Oil C.vke—S ton.., 50 00 @53 00 50 00 ®33 00 '

PoRK-Mess, l!l barrel 34 75 @35 87)j 32 75 @33 00
Prime, S barrel 30 00 @30 50 @28 50
Beef—Plain mess 10 50 ®13 ,50 1100 @I4 00
L.4KD, in b.irrels, S lb. 24 ® 28X 24 ® 28><;

Butter—Western, *!».... . 33 a 42 30 ® 42
Stale, VV) 40 ® 55 33 ® 45
Cbekse 14 ® 18)4 14 ® 19
Be.ans—H hnshcl .... 150®225 160®175
Peas—Canada. V bushel 1 35 ® 1 40 1 20 ® 1 22
Eoos-Fresh, V dozen 33® 36 37® 41
Poultry—Fowls, «t lb 18 ® 21 16 @ IS

Turkeys, *> lb 19 ® 20 19 @ 20
Potatoes—Mercel•^ Sbbl.. 2 25 ® 2 50 2 50 ® 3 00

Peach Blows. *l barrel 2 00 ® 2 23 3 2.5 ® 2 50
Buckeyes-New, V barrel.... 1 50 ® 1 75 2 50 ® 5 00

Apples—*i barrel 300®6 50 2 5O®60O

Gold has advanced to 147;^ (Nov ITior'iJi percent,

since the date of our last (Oct. 16), chiefly under an ac-

tive demand for coin lo pay Cilslom duties on the heavy

imports of foreign goods. Breadstiiffs have been un-

settled in price during the month. The demand has been

raoie active, partly for export. Flour has been freely

offered ami has declined, closing in favor of buyers.

Sound lots of Grain, especially of Wheat, Corn, aivl

Oats, have been in very moderate supply, and held with

much firmness. Unsound lots have been quite plenty

and much pressed. The bulk of the current receipts of

Corn and Oats is heated and damaged. There has been

less disposition to speculate, in view of the stringency in

money. Most of the recent purchases of Flour and
Wheal on speculation have been made on Western ac-

count. The stocks on hand here are f;dr. but not large

for the season, and holders dn not seem to be very eager

lo realize.... Cotton has been much more abundant and

prices have declined materially, closing, however, with

rather more steadiness, under an improved export de-

mand. ... Provisions have been more freely dealt in at

irregular prices. Hog pi-oducts close heavily; Beef,

Butter, and Cheese firmly... Hay, Hops, and Tobacco

have been in fair demand at steady rates. ...Wool has been

in less demand, and except for the choicest grades,which
have been scarce and firm, prices have tended downward,
uniler efforts to realize on accumulating supplies.

lVe-»v York Live Stock lUarkets.—
Beef Cattle.— Average supply per week for the past

month has been 6,386 head ; for the previous month, 6,427
;

same month last year, 6,559. The quality has been very

variable, scarcely an average. Prices of same gr.ades

have not materially changed. The general selling pi ices

for extra grades, I8tfl)18Xc per lb., for estimated dressed

weight; medium to prime, IS'^Kj^c ; poor to common,
8(a)14c. At last quotations, a very few choice lots sold

as high as 18'i®20c per lb., net ...OTIIcli Cows.—
Average weekly supply, 109. The demand has been ac-

tive and prices high ; extra milkers, $100(®$130 ; ordinary

to medium, $60^90; poor to common, f40®$55
Veal Calves.—Average supply, 1,132 per week. La-
test pi-ices, ll((i)l4c per lb., live weight, for medium
grades upward. Inferior qualities, GiaJOc. Slieep and
Iiaiub8,--Receipts large, the weekly average amount-
ing to 25,688. The quality has improved, and prices ha\«
advarmcd a little, standing now at IJ-^taS^c per lb., live

weight. Lambs of fair to extra quality, SroJllc per lb.— Iilve Hogs.—Weekly receipts, 16,092. Latest

prices for corn-fed, 13fo)13?sC per lb., live weight.

Excellent Premiums.

Open lo Everybody^A First-rate Opportu-

nity to sccnre Good and Desirable THings

Tvitliout Expense, and benefit otUcrs at

tlie same time.—Every thing offered is

new, and of tlie best quality and nialce.

—Good Books, Good Seeds, Plants, and
Grape Vines ; Good Fruit Trees,

Slirubs, and otber Xursery Stoek,

;

Oooil HOUSenoid Ul»l Fux-vm Iim-

1 entents ; Good Pianos, Melo-

deons, etc., etc-^Sonietliing to

meet tbe ^vants of Everybody,

and Everybody is invited

to secure one or more

of these Premiums.

tn the next column we offer a fine list of Premium

articles to those who will take the trouble to collect and

forward clubs of subscribers. We know every article is

good and desirable. Thousands of persons may each ob-

tain one or more of these premiums with veiy little

trouble. Men and Women. Postmasters and their Clerks,

Agricultural Societies, Soldiers, Clergymen, Teachers,

Widows, Farmers. Mechanics, Storekeepers, Boys, Girls,

indeed almost every class may each gather names of sub-

scribers enough to secure some ore or more of the desi-

rable arlinies in the list of things offered. The supply of

each of these premium articles is abundant enough to

give all who want them a chance, and plenty of time will

be given to fill up a list, thougli now is the best time (o

begin making up a club.

The Table on next column gives only the list of ar-

ticles, their value, and the number of subscribers requir-

ed for each, at the regular subscription rate $1.50 a year,

or at the lowest club rate when large clubs are made up

($1). But let every one thinking of securing a premium.

J^' SEND FOR OUR DESCRIPTION LIST,

WHICH GIVES FULL PARTICULARS ABOUT

EACH PREMIUM, ETC. IT WILL BE SENT

FREB TO ALL APPLICANTS.

As fast as any subscriptions are obtained, send them

along, that the subscribers may begin to receive the

paper ; and when all the names that can be obtained are

forwarded, select the premium desired, and it will be

promptly furiilslied. To save mistakes and the keeping

of money accounts, send with each name, or list of names,

tlie exact subscription money ; or send at first the full

amount for a club, and leceive the premium, and thep

forward the names as obtained.

To ai'oid errors and save immense labor in looking over

our books^ it is absolutely essential that every name design-

ed/or a premium list be so marked when sent in. (Such

names are credited to the sender in a separate book, as

fast as received—ready for instant reference.)

Old and new subscribers will count in premium lists,

but they should be partly new names, for it is to obtain

cuoh thi*t tho prentiums are in pai-t offered. Premium
clubs need not all be at one Post office. Of course

only one premium will be given for the same subscriber.

The extra copy, usually offered lo clubs of 10 or 20,

will not be furnished when a premium is given.

Table of Preniluins and Terms, ^ 'i'SSv^; 1—^
For Volume 25. IS ! §§

E. o 1
1 3

Open to all—No Competition. | ^

Names of Premium Articles.
^

1—GOOD Books— iS«e ierm-<i beloio*
a—Garden Seeds for a Family (40 kinds)... $5 00
3—Flower Seeds lor a Family (100 kinds). JS CO
4—Nursery Stock (any Kinds desired) $20 00
5—lona Grape Vines (I'Z of No. li ...$18 00
6—Concord Grape Vines (100 of No. 1) . .$12 00
7—Strawberry Plants (100 of good Kinds) $5 00
8—Japan Lilies (la Bulbs) $6 00
9—Downing's Landscape Gardening $;6 .nO

10—American CyclopediiT. $80 00
11—Mitchell's New General Atlas $I0 GO
12—Worcester's Great lllustrafdDictionary$l2 00
13—Any back Volume AgricvUurvit,'\ -^ $1

""

14—Any Two back Volumes do
15—Any Ttiree do do do
16—Any Four do do do
17—Any Five do do do
18—Any Six do do do
19—Any Seven do do do
30—Any Eieht do do do
31-Vols. XVI to X5IV do

50
SS.^- $5 25
g^S $7 00
C;P £ $8 75
2^.0 $10 50
^ .^$U 25

^ $15 75
33—Stump Speech—Steel Plate Colored . $10 00
33—The County Election do do $10 00

,

3-lr—Haltin the Woods do do , $10 00
35_Morton'8best. No.5 Gold Pen. Silver Case?4 50 1

3G—Case or Drawing Inatrumeuts.., $8 00

37—Lady's Rosewood Wrilinii Desk $12 00
38—Gentleman's do do do $14 00;
39—Best Family Clothes-Wringer $10 00
30—Dotv's Wasfiinsr Machine $12 00
31—Tea "Set (Best Silver Plated) $50 00

,

33—Sewing; Macliine, (Wheeler & Wilson).. $55 00
I

3.'?—Sewins Maclunc (Wilcox & Gibbs) ... $55 00 i

34—Sewins; M;i<tilne for Tailor Work $60 00'
3.^—Melodeon (Best Four Octave) ?GT Of)

;

3ft—Melodeou (Best Five Octave) $112 00!
37—Piano, "Octave (Steinwav & Sons) $600 00 I

38—Barometer (Woodruff's Mercuiial).. $12 00 ,

39—Barometer (Woodruffs Mercurial) $18 00
40—The Aquarius, or Water Thrower .., $11 00

i

41—Buckeye Mowiui; Machine No. 2 $125 00 i

si

S5
35
100
92
65
35

60
65
20
26
32
38
44
50
57
64
72
60
60
60
32
45

70
.58

63
240
270
270
290
SCO

. . 450
500 '1500

19 ; 70
23 95
19 ! 65

150 4S0
31 1 10043—Allen's Patent Cylinder Plow $20 60

t^^No charge is made /or packing or boxing any of the

articles in this Premium List. The Premiums, 1,2, 3, 7, 8,

and 13 to 26, are delivered to any part of the United

States and Territories, free of all charges. The other

articles cost the recipient only the freight after leaving

the manufactory of each. S^^ Every article offered is

nevj and of the very best manufacture.

' Premium 1,^—Good Books.—Aay person sending a

club ol 25 or more subscribers, may select Booiis from the List

of our publications accompanying this month's paper,

to the amount of 10 cents for each subscriber sent at

$1: or to the amount of 30 cents for each name sent

at the (ten) club price of ¥1.20 each: or to the amount of 60

cents for eaeli name at $1 50. Tliis offer extends only to clubs

of 25 or more names. Tlie Books ^ri^ be sent by mall or

express, p;rp«trf 6y ?(.«.—Tins is a good opportunity for the

farmers of a neighborhood to unite their efl'orts and get up

an Agricultural Library for general use. Several Farmers'

Clubs have done so.

iKff- For Description of tUe other Pre-
miums, see October number, and especially a large,

full Descriptive Sheet, which will be forwarded free to

anyone desiring to canvass for ar premium.

Three Special Pi-eniiums.
We did not intend to malce any additions to our annual

list of premiums for 1S66, but lieie comes a generous offer

vvliicli we cannot refuse. Messrs. A. P. Boyer & Co..

of Gum Tree, Chester Co., Penn., write us that "they so

highly esteem the American Agriculturist tliey want to

do something to increase its circuiatioti among fanners.'*

They offer three separate piemiuras at their own expense,

viz: First. A pair of then ./trst choice Premium

Chester White Pios (value $50), carefully boxed with

trough and feed, and shipped free of charge. The pigs

will not be akin, and they came from stocks that have

taken State and United Slates Premiums.—Second.
One Pio, either Boar or Sow, of the same stock, and

shipped as iihove :
(Value $25. )—Third. A pair of

splendid pure White Guinea Fowls (value $10), recom-

mended as good layers, and easily raised. Mr. Boyer snys,
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*' We li;ive had Ihem to lay nearly all the time regularly."

The above pieraiums wi)l be given as follows: The
Pair of Pigs to the firstapplicant sending 80 subscribers

at $1.50 each.—The single pig to tlie fiist applicant send-

ing 40 subscribers at $1.50 each.—The Guinea Fowls to

the first applicant sending 18 subscribers at $1.50 each.

In this special case, as theie is only one of each premium,
we are obliged to limit the offer to the Jirst applicant pre-

senting the subscribers and money.

Specimen Numbers of the AsricuHurist. Cards,

and Showbills, as may be needed, will be supplied to

Canvassers. These should be used carefully and eco-

nomically, as each copy of the paper is costly, besides

the postage (2c.), which must be pie-paid here. A large
neat Showbill will be forwarded to any one who can use

or post it up advantageously.

CliUBS can at any time be increased, by remitting

for each addition the price paid by the original members,
if the subscriplions all dale at the same starting point.

The back numbers will of course be sent to added names.

/im
f 1

Important New Arrangement—A Valua-

ble Addition to the American Agri-

culturist—The Genesee Farmer.

It is the constant aim of the publishers of this journal

to secure the best editorial aid in llie country, withholding

no expense that will increase the value of its columns.

Although one editor could easily fill each successive

number with excellent leading matter, yet the policy pur-

sued is to have several competent, practical men engag-

ed in furnishing information gathered from tlieir own
knowledge and experience, and in examining, pruning

and condensing into the reading columns the best ma-
terials collected from otiier sources. These columns thus

contain the result of a large amount of work. Not un-

frequently a few lines give what h;ts cost much labor and
thought—the gist of what olherwi!^e might fill a page.

On the other hand, many hours of investigation often

cause the rejection of matter, which without this care

might have been inserted. Indeed the Agriculturist is

perhaps as valuable and as mucliilislinguished for what
it leaves out, as fur what it prints.

The editoiial force connected with the Agriculturist

is a very large one. consisting of gentlemen of widely

recognized scientific and practical ability, and sterling

common sense. They have been repeatedly named
in our columns, and with them and their labors we
have been more than satisfied. That a discerning public

has appreciated our efforts, and theirs, is shown by the

circulation of 100,000 cupies of the American Agricultur-

ist. Nevertheless, we are ever leady to improve, to en-

large our facilities, to increase our force, whenever and
wherever we can do so to the advantage of our leaders.

We have for years past admired the character of the
" Genp&ee Farmer," e<liteii and juiblished by Joseph
Hakris. including Ihc editor's " Walks and Talks on the

Farm," for Mr. Harris not only wielda the pen of a
rearly w-riter, but holds the ploiv and drives and thrives,

on his 300-acre farm, six miles west of Rochester; and we
have long sought to secure snmetliing of the same prac-

tical, excellent character for these columns, and for the

benefit of our half a miliiim rea'lers. Well, il is done.

We are now lo have Mr. Harris himself as an as^ocinte

editor, and our readers will enjoy many a "Walk and
Talk" wiih him in the future, for he will remain upon
the farm, and being released from the severe labors of a

publisher, he will be able to do even more effective

service i^^r the public, through the Agriculturist, than he
hashithertohad time to accomplish in the Genesee Farmer.

Hearing Mr. Harris express a desire to find someone
competent to relieve him of all publishing work, and
thus leave him mme time for his farm, and for gathering
information, and prefiaringit for the public, we made him
a liberal offer for ilie entire estal)!isliment of the Genesee
Farmer, and for his ediiorial labors upon ihe Agricul'
turist. Willing to enter upon a slill wider field, and yet
be able to provide well for his old pat'ons, he accepted our
[uoposiiion in full, and the Gfnc5f« For/ncr will now be
united with the Agriculturist, which will thus contain
the chief excellence of both journals.

We doubt not that all Mr. Harris' readers will gladly
accomp:iny him to liis new fiehl of lubor, where in addi-
tion to enjoying his writings much as heretofore, they
will also meet several other " good men and true.'* who
will spare no effort to interest and to instruct them.

Mr. Harris has provided to have the Agriculturist sent
to such of his subscribers as have paid in advance, for
the full term paid for, without any extra charge to

them; and we will cheerfully welcune to the g>eat
Agriculturist Family, all the readers of the Farmer. As

our paper is twice the size of the Farmer, and more ex-

pensively prepared and illustrated, the terms are neces-

sarily a trifle higher, though still kept very low, owing
to the large circulation.

Tlie Rural Annual, a vnluable work issued for ten

years past in connection with the Genesee Farmer, will

liereafter be published at the Agriculturist office. We
have the stereotype plates of the Farmer, and of the

A7inual, together with a supply of the past volumes of

each, the former bound and unbound, which will be

furnished at the usual rates.

ORANGE JUDD & CO.

Containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestio7is which we throw into small

type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Yes I—To Beveral Inquirers. Clubs of sub-

scribers may be increased at the same rates—or better.

Thus, for oxainple, any one sending 10 subscribers for

$12, may afterward add 10 names more for $8, that is, 20

subscribers for $20, and so of other club terms. Members
of the same club may receive the paper at different Post-

Offices antl in different Towns. In Premium clubs are

included all the names sent by the same person at dif-

ferent limes, for tiie same volume of the paper, if each list

of names is marked "for premium," when sent in.

Receipts for Subscriptions I\ot
Given.—It would be an immense work to send receipts

for a hundred thousand subscribers. The paper is only
sent so long as subscribed for, and its leceipt is an ac-

knowledgment that it is paid for. Those subscribing at

the office desk, will receive receipts when desired. Any
one sending a subscription by mail, if particularly desir-

ing it. can have a receipt returned, by enclosing a ready

directed post-paid envelope, to forward the receipt in. A
three-cent letter stamp is required on such envelopes.

A. Hint to €^1e»*«:y»ao«*.-—In three succes-
sive Mondays in October, a pastor of a church in a small

town on Slaten Island, made up a full club for our

Tenth Premium, and received as his reward the six-

teen large volumes of the Cyclopedia—an invaluable

addition to his libraiy. In about the same time a Ger-

man Pastor of a church near Buffalo, N. Y., made up a

full list for Piemium 36, and received a five-octave Melo-

deon. So, also, another clergyman in Oswego Co.,

N. Y,, completed lists for both of the above piemiums,

and received both Cyclopedia and Melodeon. Other

Ministers in different parts of the country are rapidly

forwarding subscribers for different premiums. We
suppose in each of these cases tlie members of their

churches willingly aid in the work, not only for the ben-

efit tliey Ihemsehes will derive fiom the reading of the

Agriculturist, but also to help their Pastors in securing

articles they need and desire, or to obtain instruments

for their Chuiches, .Sabbath Schools, or Families. A
multitude of other clergymen may do tlie same thing suc-

cessfully. It is an easy way lo secure desired articles,

and is useful to all parties concerned. Young Men and

Boys have already received many different articles from

our piemium list, including quite a number of fine Gold

Pens, wliich will last a long time if no accident happens

to them. The securing of the few subscribers necessary

to obtain these prizes, is an easy work.

A XalU About tlie ** Basket.*"—
To many the " basket " columns are the most interesting

part of the paper. As we look back through the file for

tlie year, we feel no little satisfaction at contemplating

the great number of concise bits of information they

contain, upon a wiiie range of topics, and we feel ihat a

word of thanks is due lo those who have contributed

items, as well as to the larger class, whose questions

have called forth items. But what shall we say to the

writers of a large number of unanswered basket let-

ters? If we thank them, too, it perhaps will not satisfy

them. We sometimes wish the paper was all " basket,"

and we could then please everybody. As the space is

limited, some are necessarily left out and they must take

it good natureilly. There are some hints we would ask

our coi'rf'Spotidents to observe : If business matters, and

communications intended for the editors are in the same

letter, put them on separate pieces of paper, or on differ-

ent halves of iTTe same sheet, so that they can be torn

apart. All letters wholly or in part on business, go first

to the clerks' desk, and it is often the case thnt before

they go through the hands of subscription clerks, prem-

ium clerks, etc., the other matter gets to the editors
too late lo be of use. Recollect Ihat the paper is made
up about the lOlh of the previous month, and a letter

written on the 15th of December can not be answered
"without fail " in the January number. Do not crowd
too many questions or items on quite different subjects,
into one letter. We have several different editorial de-
partments, antl if you write about fruits, flowers, pigs,

plows, poultry and pickles, all on one sheet, please
separate the subjects by a space, so that the manu-
script may be divided up. If your letter is not ans-
wered byname, do not think it is unnoticed. Articles
are frequently written to meet a number of different in-

quirers in the same direction, and answers are often

given in the " Notes and Suggestions for the month," lo
such questions as maybe properly replied to there. Some
questions are nom their very nature unanswerable.
Others, such as those about advertising "doctors," and
advertised medicines, we refrain from replying to, upon
principles -we have already set forth. Another class of
queries, as to the best place to get nursery stock, seeds,
etc., are already answered in the advertising columns.
Then, again, many letters are upon matlers quite obscure,
upon topics not yet well understood, and such are held
for consideration. We have said that our pile of unan-
swered letters was large. It Is not so in comparison
with the whole number received, and we are glad to find
that the year shows us so nearly square with our corres-
pondents. We hope that our friends will continue their

favors, and we shall try to disappoint as few as possible.

Price of Printing: Paper.—The drouth
now happily over, kept many mills idle so long, that the
reduction in the stock of paper has enabled the manufac-
turers to obtain any price they choose to ask—27 to 30

cents per pound for paper they gladly furnished at 10Sil2

cents formerly, and only last July at IS/oilQ cents. This
makes a fearful difference on the nine tons we use in

this single number. We must stand it now, Messrs. Man-
ufacturers, but our turn will come soon—see if it don't.

A Oirt Often Repeated.—Many tbig

month sent! some token of regard to a son. brother, rela-

tive, friend, ( r neighb(ir. Will not tlie 25th Volume of the

Agriculturist often be a most acceptable Gift? While
appreciated at first, each successive number, as it comes
through the year, will remina tne leuipiont n{ the giver,

and we are sure the volume will contain many things that

will be pleasing as well as useful. In all such cases,

when desired, we will enclose in the first number for-

wanied, a subscription Receipt, noting on it the name of

the one who paid it, as well as the name of the one to

receive the paper for the year.

Ifoun«l Volumes—Covers for Bind-
ing.—As soon as this number is mailed, we shall bind

up a supply of copies of this volume (24th). ready for

those desiring Ihem. They are bound in neat black cloth

covers, with gilt title, complete index, etc., all in our re-

gular uniform style. Price per volume $2, or $2.50 if to

be sent by mail. Any of the previous eight volumes (16

to 23) furnished at the same rate. The volumes are sup-

plied unboujtd for $1 50. and 24 cents extra if to be sent

by mail. Any single numbers, from No. 150 to No. 2"27

(Vols. 16 to 24. inclusive) supplied at 15 cents each. We
print clean, new numbers, as needed, from our stereotype

plates of these volumes.—Volumes sent to the office are

bound in our regular style for 75 cents each, and missing

numbers supplied at 12 cents each.—We have the regular

form of reaily-made Binding Covers for the above vol-

umes, into which any bookbinder can easily insert the

numbers, and bind them at small cost. Price of covers

45 cents each. They can not be sent by mail.

More Al>ont tlie 4wlanders.—We pre-

sume the Government has disposed of the last of the

War Department's glandered horses, as we see no sales

advertised. It becomes now somebody's duty, and we
propose it to Secretary Stanton as his, to ascertain by

whose wicked. blunderingw(uk Ihis great, immeasuralile

calamity has befallen the country. The following com-

munication gives a slight idea of what damage may
have been, and doubtless in many cases has been

done, and will be done by this disease wherever these

glandered horses go :

Dnvenpnrt, Tou'a, October, 1865.

" Before I saw^ in tlie Agriculturist the picture and ar-

ticle about glanders, I had bought of the United Slates,

at Chicago, sixteen mules. They were warranted

against glanders and farcy, if discovered before taken

from the ground, but no opportunity was given for ex-

amination until the mules were paid for. Mine had no

sicn of glanders, but at the close of the sales two were

offered for sale, that had it. I askerl if they had been in

contact with the others, and was told they had not. I

I
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brought mine to this place, examined them carefully,

saw no sign of disease, and put all but two in a pasture

with a mare and colt. I set Iwo to work, and in six days

ilie glanders broke out on them in its worst form. Tliis

was in ten days after I bought them. If an individual

were to do sucli an act as tiiis, he would be liable to in-

dictment and punishment. Can the government be tol-

erated in selling animals with a conta;:;ious and insurable

disease, to Us own people, and sowing death and de-

struction to animals of private people all over the land.

In Engiaiut, the whole administration is engaged in find

ing preventives and remedies for the cattle plague. Will

the people of this country allow their^government to do

just the reverse, and pui the piice of fraud in the public

treasury? In my case. I have ten thousand dollars

worth of thorough bred and trotting hoises, which I may
lose by the contagion brought to them through govern-

ment peifidy. Myself and my laborers are liable to con-

tract this disease fiom ilie care and handling of these

glandered mules. Hundreds less;able. I fear, to bear

the loss than I am. have been cheated in the same way.

Your ob't serv't, Jas. Grant.

Aiiimal Xritps of All Kinds.—De-
scriptions of rat traps, squirrel traps ; traps for musk-

rats, minks, moles, martins, gophers, foxes, wolves,

any and all animals which go under the denomination

of vermin, are wanted. We have constant inquiries for

them, especially gopher, mole and muskrat traps, and

would gladly respond to Ihem, by presenting in our col-

umns quite an array of traps of various kinds. Some time

since, two friends of the Agriculturist at the West, sent

us two different gopher traps, and both good. The
drawings were given over to the draughtsman and en-

graver, but the manuscript accompanying each has dis-

appeared—neither do we remember the names of the

writers. If they will re-write their letters, we can tell

their story, and show our readers their traps.

N, Y. College of Veterinary Snr-
geons.—The opening exercises of this institution were

held at the College, No. 179 4th Avenue, on the 6th of

November. The school opens with an encouraging

number of students, and the public exercises on the oc-

casion were attended by many of the prominent Physi-

cians, Professors in tlie Medical Colleges, and the elite

of New York, both gentlemen and ladies. An address

was delivered by Prof. Copeman, from which we make
a brief extract, after which the guests with the ofEcers,

the faculty and founders of the institution, partook of a

collation, enlivened by congr.itulatuiy speeclies aiiU toasts

for the success of the college, and to the honor of its

founders, first among whom is Prof. John BusteeU, M.

D., the President of the college.

EXTRACT FROM THE ADDRESS OF PROF. COPEMAN.

*'The science of veterinary medicine, as it is now begin-

ning to be understood, is a science that has a far wider

application and afar nobler mission than the limited duty

of leading the sick animal back to health. In the present

day, more than at any previous period in the history of

our country, domestic animals are brought together in

immense numbers, under a variety of conditions power-

fully and variously affecting their health. Hundreds of

cattle and thousands of hogs are closely congregated at

distilleries. Cows may be counted by the hundred in

thousandsof dairies. Armiesof horses encamp and move

about in enormous masses. The gieat problem of vete-

rinary medicine is not so much how to cure a particular

case of pneumonia or of fever, but how to prevent the

outbreak of pestilence, to discover and to avert all the

causes of epizootic and enzootic disease ; in a word, how
to preserve the health of domestic animals and thereby

increase the wealth of the nation. Regarded in this light,

the veterinary profession acquires an importance which

il has never yet challenged in Ameiica. There never was

aperioil in the history of our country which so much re-

([uired the establishment of veterinary schools as the

present. Threaleneii from abroad with two diseases, the

cholera, which is already said to be on our shores , and

the rinderpest or cattle plague of Russia, a low form of

typhus, which is now making such sad havoc among
cattle on the European continent, and the milch cows of

England, I legret to announce the reappearance amongst

horses at Troy, in this Stale, and its rapid extension along

the Erie, Chenango and Clack River canals, of a highly

contagious disease, commonly known as " black tongue."

As one of the consequences of the war, we have also to

contend against that most loathsome and incurable dis-

ease, glanders, the seeds of which have been sown broad-

cast, by the public sale of diseased army horses. Surely,

then, there never was a time when the aid of judicious

advice of well educated veterinarians was more needed.

Sanitary commissioners and boards of health must ere

long be organized or appointed by competent authority in

every State, and by the genei-al government to protect us

from the pending epidemics and epizooties. And this

gives rise to the most important question, of whom or

what class of persons should the board of health be com-

posed. I answer without hesitation, of such professional

gentlemen as I have the honor of being surrounded by,

of our first physicians, of the best veterinarians in the

country, of which there are, it is to be regretted, but very

few lobe found, o\\ ing, doubtless to our want of vete-

rinary schools ; the mayor and other head executive of-

ficer of each city or tov\ n, and the police ; a board com-
posed of such material would not only be one of the

surest, but the best means of protecting the public health,

and llie public funds. I am not an alarmist, on the con-

trary, while I recommend care and prudence, I would
guard against excitement and fear.''

Xlie l>eat1i of I*rof. I^inflley.—Just as

we go to press, the announcement reaches us from Eng-
land, of the death of Doct. John Ltndtey, at the age of
66. He had a wide reputation as a botanist and hoiticul-

turist, and left numerous works to co-nmemorate his

talent and industry. Hrs Theoiyof Horticulture w;is

one of the earliest attempts to explain the opera-

lions of hoi ticulture according to the teachings of vege-

table physiology, and is still a valuable work. Doct.

Lindley was the long time horticultural editor of the

London Gardener's Chronicle, though ill health had for

some years past prevented him from active labor. The
last article in tliat paper which we recognized as his,

was a lengthly notice of the life of Sir William Hooker.

Xlie Ohio Poniolog:ica.l Society.

—

The 13th annual meeting will beheld at Cincinnati on
Wednesday, Dec. 6. They invite specimens, and the

attendance of all amateur and professional fruit growers.

Frnit in ifllnnesota.—Col. D. A. Kobert-

son, of Saint Paul, is endeavoring to collect the fruit

statistics of Minnesota. He desires cultivators to inform

him when their tiees were planted, where from, and
which have done well, together with particulars of soil,

aspect, and treatment. When names are lost, he will

identify specimens if sent by mail. As the object is to

collect information to be published for the benefit of all,

fruit growers in Minnesota are requested to aid.

Catalo^nes, etc., ReceiTed.—Hovey
& Co., Boston, catalogue of Autumn Bulbs, illustrated.

Frost & Co's Rochester, autumnal catalogue of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.. , Bridgeman's, 879 Broad-

way, N. v., catalogue of Bulbous and Tuberous Roots,

E. Y. Teas, Richmond, Ind,, Trade catalogue
e. E. Melssner, Riclimond. .3iHteu islnnJ. N. v_, price

list of Grape Vines Adolphus Bornemann. Dayton,
Ohio, descriptive catalogue of Bulbous Flower Roots.

Vilmorin. Andrieux & Co., Paris, catalogues of

Bulbs and Seeds for fall sowing F. K. Phcenix's,

Bioominglon, III., Descriptive Nursery List D. M.
Dewey, Rochester, N. Y., catalogue of colored plates of

Fruits. Flowers, etc . ...Waite, Burnell & Co., Lon-
don. Eng., catalogue of Seeds.

Mottieron ^Vine ^fflakin^.—In October
we gave Mr. Mottier's process for wine making, but
omitted to state, as we should have done, that the article

originally appeared in the Horticulturist in 1S62. We do

not so much regret this, as it gives an opportunity to say

that we are glad to learn, that the Horticulturist has met
with a success this year that is very satisfactory to its

proprietors, who spare no pains to make it acceptable.

Vineland.—We have beeo there—so several

papers say, and without due authority they have pro-

mised a report from us. We did not propose to say

much about it, unless we found something specially

noteworthy. Some people will go there and do well.

Some will stay there and do well. Some will go there

and come aicaij, or not go at all, and do better. The chief

advantages of the place are, not in cheap land, not in agri-

cultural and market facilities, not in water power, but in

the steady, industrious, intelligent and moral po[Tiilation

which, without these advantages, has been drawn together

there, and established schools, churches and good laws.

IPreparing^ Poultry for Market.—
It is too often done thus : The birds are caught, their

necks are wrung by holding them by the head and swing-

ing them around once or twice , they are then thrown on
the ground to •' flop" and bruise themselves until dead;
then are plunged into hot water and the feathers stripped

off, the skin being often torn, the fat scalded and looking

oily, and the whole bird presenting a very uninviting ap-

pearance. They are sometimes drawn and mangled in

the operation ; and there are parlies who give them a

good feeding of corn just before killing, so as to sell a

little corn at 15 to 20 cents per pound. They are not

bled ; they are often packed warm ; they come to the

market in poor condition, and sell at the lowest prices.

The fowls should be plump and fat, with empty crops.

Catch them quietly ; hold a bird by both wings and lie

them : then tie the legs together and hang thpm one
after anoilier on a pole. As soon as hung up in this way
t:ike a sharp knife and cut the heads off, cutting close to
the head, and let lliem hang until all the blood is out of
them. While still warm pluck them drij, removing all

the feathers, a few at a time, pulling with a slight jerk
the way the feathers lie. Thus the skin will not be torn

The birds should now be hung till cold, and then be
wiped off with a damp cloth and packed in light boxes,
with clean bright straw next the box all round. If the
lot is extra fine, pull the skin back, cut off an inch of the
neck, tie the skin over it, trim off the edges ami wash off

the blood. If the poultry is not to be packed, and shipped
to market by rail or olher\\ise, they may be dipped in

scalding water for not over 5 seconds. This shrinks

the skin a little, and makes them look plumper ; it melts
the fat on the suiface and gives the birds a clean, yellow
look, which is attractive. Fowls thus plumped, will not
keep nor bear packing so well as those plucked dry.

KiOng* l§n1>scriptiou BL-ctters are not
necessary or desirable. Here is a convenient /or7n :

Washington, Johnson Co., Iowa, Dec. 1, 1S65.

Messrs. Orange Judd Sf Co., New York City

:

Enclosed are Five Dollars for the American Agricul-
turist forfour subscribers, to begin January \st, 1866, viz.

John Doe, Washington, Johnson Co., Iowa.
Richard Roe, do. do. do.
Peter Smith, Webster, do. do.
S. J. Karl, Freeport, Sioux Co., Wis. (German).

Yours, respectfully, John Doe,

Seal tightly, and address plainly to Orange Judd 4- Co.,

41 Park Row, New York Ci/i/.—Let all matters referring

to the reading columns only, such as information given,

notes, queries, etc., (which are always welcomed,) be on
a separate piece of paper, marked ''for Editors," and
containing also the date, name and residenceof the writer.

Protecting- Plants.—O. Moffet, Wapello
Co., Iowa: Your plan for protecting young plants from
insects and frost by means of wooden boxes or frames is

not new, but has been often advised in the Agriculturist.

We know that it will "succeed," for we have tried it for

several years ; so go ahead and make your fiames, and
you will find them very handy to have in the garden.

More Potatoes.—The exhibition of potatoes

at our office has for the past montii attracted much at-

tention. Besides tho':e exhibited by Mr. Harrison and
noticed on page 375, Mr. E. Williams of Monlclair, N. J.,

shows quite as many sorts. There are some kinds in the

collection of each not contained in the other, and the two
together make a very interesting display.

Song^s of Seven.—In the collection of
chaste and beautiful poems by Jean Ingelow, which two
or three years ago surprised lovers of poetry, and caused
us to recognize a new star in the small constellation of
real poets, was one in seven parts, called "Songs of
Seven." The song of a child of 7 years, of a girl of 14.

of a maiden of 21 j of four times seven, a mother; of
five times seven, a widow; of six times seven, and of
seven times seven. This poem has been most beauti-

fully illustrated by English and American artists and
engravers, and printed and bound in the most sumptuous
style of the book-makers' art, at the University Press,

Cambridge, and published by Roberts Brothers, Boston,

at $5.00. The steel portrait of the author is alone worth

the price. The volume makes one of the most tasteful

and beautiful gifts that can be fuund. [It may be had at

the Agriculturist office, or will be sent by mail, post-paid.]

Bradl>wry's Oolden Censer, is a most
excellent v\ork. Our own Sabbath School have "sung
through" most of Mr. B.'s " Golden Chain," and -'Golden
Shower." and the "Golden Censer" is, if possible, better

thaneither of its predecessors, judging from the fifteen or
twenty tunes we have so far tried. If we had had such
books when a boy. we should have been a much better

singer now, perhaps a greater kner of children's singing

—through this could hardly be possible.

' Estey^sIVlusieal Instriunents.— Seven-
teen years ago we bought one of Estey's large melodeons,
and used it a year, when, at the urgent solicitation of a

Church Choir, we sold it to them, but could not get an-

other. Sundry impropements have since been made in

tone, power, and structure, and we judge from an exam-

ination of tlie assortment advertised by ]\Ir. Saxe, the

general agent, that they are excellent instruments.

XHe Pence Questions.—There have not

been as many answers received to the questions about

fences in the Agriculturist for November {page 336). as

we had anticipated. In the course of the month we hope

many will respond. The subject is of general interest.
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ff'eedinff Colts.—John B. Turner, Cayuga
Co., N. Y. Make a comfortable shed for your colt, so

that he can go out antJ in at pleasure, and give him a part

of a sheaf of oats daily, chopped to inch bits. Let him
have access to good straw, and give one or two fair sized

carrots or turnips daily, and he will grow finely all win-
ter. Give him salt, and all the water he will drink.

Xuruips for Horses.—" T. S. I.," of On-
ondaga Co., N. Y., inquires as to the best way lo feed

turnips to horses, and the quantity at each feeding.

We have always washed them clean and fed them whole.
For neat cattle and sheep, tliey should be cut or mashed.
Horses can bite them without difficulty, as they have
incisor teeth in both jaws, horned stock only in the
lower jaw. About four quarts daily is enough for one
horse, besides grain or meal, provided he is worked
most of the time. It is better to feed turnips and carrots

in connection with other food, than separately.

Stancliions or Cliuius for Cattle.

—

L. E. Bower, Onondaga Co., N. Y., inquires " Which is

the best, chains, ropes, or stanchions for cattle?" We
answer by asking which he would prefer, a rope around
his own neck while in beJ, or to have his neck confined

between two balusters in the bedstead? When cattle

sleep they usually turn the head around on one side.

Ropes or chains allow Ihem more liberty to move about
and lick their sides. Still, there is no disputing the fact

that cattle do well in stanchions, and that this is the most
economical way. Next to stanchions, neck chains are

the cheapest fastening, and are nearly as easy to the

animal asMopes. For our own use we certainly prefer

chains somewhat like those figured on page 12, Vol. XXI.

Remedy for Slabbering-.—E. L. Bre-
voort, Elkhart Co., InJ., writes to the Agriculturist:
" Please give me a remedy for slabbers in horses, indu-
ced by eatingwhite clover, which, in this region, kills out
all other kinds of pasture." Let each horse have four

quarts of wheat bran twice daily. As soon as the white
clover appears, plow the ground, raise two or three crops
of grain, and seed with Timothy or Kentucky blue
grass, and Orchard grass seed. Horses never slabber
when fed with these grasses.

Coiivs long^ in Stripping^ are :i uuisance.
—J. E. Blake, of Putnam Co., 111., writes :

" I have kept
cows and milked with my own hands for over 30 years,

and now confess I do not know how to milk. I mean-
how to prevent cows gelling into the habit (for I believe

it is one) of requiring long stripping, even while rather

fresh. Is it best to milk two teats clean except the strip-

ping, and then to take the others in hand, or to change
teats .15 often as the milk does not come freely ? Perhaps
some of your readers will tell me through the Agricul-

iurist.^'' Many of our readers know how to milk , we
hope some one will give the results of his experience.

An Alderney Cotf.—" P. E. L.," of New
Rochelle, N. Y., states that he imported an Alderney
cow six years since. From March 1st, 1864, to March 1st,

1865, her record is as follows . She raised her calf, pro-

duced 351 lbs. butter, 7S quarts milk sold, and 447 quarts

used in the family. There was no extra effort made
,

her only food during the grazing season was grass, and in

winter half a bushel of coarse bran per day, [besides

coarse fodder. No roots were fed.

XUe Canker Worms.—lu llie August
number of the Agriculturist we offered some observations

in regard to the canker worm, which made such devasta-

tion in New England, last summer, and will again next.

Great efforts have been made to prevent their ascending
the trees, and many persons who suppose their trees to

be well protected, will be surprised to find them alive

with worms as soon as warm weather comes. The
wingless moths began to ascend to lay their eggs long
before people thought they would, and though the
troughs around the tree trunks were filled early, yet it

was not early enough. We fear injury will come to the
trees from the use of rosin-oil and petroleum, in the
troughs. Cobwebs and straws lead it by capillary at-

traction over the edge, and running down upon the body
of the tree near the roots there is danger of harm. A
patent appliance, consisting of a sheet of mica (isin-

glass) encircling the trunk of the tree at a distance of
one inch, and suspended by a band of cotton cloth, a
few inches wide, altogether a tent-like affair, has been
largely employed. We are sorry to inform our readers
on excellent authority, that the winsless female moths
will go over it—with some difficulty indeed, but never-
theless, in some cases they do succeed. Mr. David Ly-
man, of Middlesex Co.. Conn., has watched them very
closely, and seen them pass over this tent with the mica
rim. So he oiled the rim, using a mixture of equal parts

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

kerosene and castor oil. This retains the odor of kero-

sene and the fluidity of castor oil for a long time, and no

insect has yet been seen to go over.

Should one succeed, it would be oiled

somewhat, and as the least oil quickly

spreads over its whole body, it would

soon die. Tin will of course do

just as well as mica, and may be

made thus : Ascertain the diameter

of the tree (say 12 inches) ; add 2

inches to it (14 inches)
; get apiece of

tin three times as long (43 inches), and 3 inches wide; have

the tinner turn a fold on one edge, as he does for lapping

two sheets together, like

fig. 1. Take a piece of cot-

ton cloth wilh a wide hem
on one edge, through which

to run a cord ; then slip the

other edge under the fold in

the tin, and hammering it

down close, the cloth will

be firmly held. By passing

this around the tree, fasten-

ing the ends of the tin by a

rivet or two, drawing the

cord tightly and adjusting

the cloth, and sewing a few
stitches at the lap, nothing

can pass through, like fig. 2.

Then after smearing the tin

with Mr. Lyman's castor oil

and kerosene mixture, we
believe the tree will be perfectly protected, except as
the oil may need renewing once in a week, perhaps.

Mr. Lyman says the trunks below his tent-protectors

were covered with eggs the first week in November.

Tery Early ]L<ainb@*—A few days previous
to yeaning time, confine the ewes in a box stall, or

apartment where they will be protected from cold and
storms. Feed wilh good hay and corn stalks, and let

them have access to salt and water. Grain and roots

previous to parturition tend to induce garget. As soon
as lambs appear thrifty and strong, and take all the

milk, one pound of roots and half a pound of meal daily,

for each ewe, will make the lambs grow like weeds.

Ijanrel-poisonecl Slteep.—In a former
notice of the Sheep-laurel or Lamb-kill, we mentioned
some of the proposed antidotes, A correspondent takes

us to task for making so light of the decoction of musk-
rat's tail, and asserts that he has known it to cure. Others
have sent "certain remedies*' to be used in cases of

poisoning by laurel, among which are, placing an onion
under the fore-leg of the animal and forcing a ball made of

soft soap and corn meal, down its throat. From the reme-
dies said to answer, it seems that the poison is not virulent.

Hens \f^itb tlie ]>unips.—"They are

taken with a weakness in their legs ; they hobble around
for a week or two until they have not strength to stand

;

appetite fails ; they linger three or four weeks and die."

That's whafs the matter with H. Mansfield's fowls, (New
Haven Co.. Conn.) They probably do not have range

and wild foraging enough, and perhaps they lack regular

feeding with grass oi" vegetables. Give them these, and

put some Tincture of Chloride of iron, enough to be dis-

tinctly tasted, into their water ; also feed them well

twice a day with bread soaked in ale.

^That Ailed tbe Chickens. — A sub-
scriber of the Agriculturist, says that he Inst several val-

uable chickens in a mysterious manner. One after an-

other drooped and died. Their rumps appeared nmch
inflamed, and a post-mortem examination disclosed the

cause. The chickens had swallowed kernels of Indian

corn, which hrul swollen so large that they could not

passoff. The obstruction of this passage caused inflam-

mation and death. Young chickens cannot mash kernels

of grain in their gizzards. Their feed should be fine.

A Fine Re^on in the South.—From
a private letter received from D. Redmond, Esq., of

Augusta, Ga., editor of the Southern Cultivator, (the

only Southern Agricultural journal, we believe, which
outlived the war,) we make the following extract

"There is. howevei', in our middle and upland country a

wide field for the enterprising and industrious emigrant

from the North, or from Europe. Striking a line from

Raleigh, N. C, to Montgomery, Ala., we have a belt of

midland country sn to 100 miles wide, which for salubri-

ty of climate and vaiiety of production, is scarcely ex-

celled on the globe. Here we can raise successfully all

the grasses and grains of the North, and here Pomona
holds her court and reigns perpetually. Looking from

the window at which I write [Augusta,] I see the fig of

the tropics growing hardily and vigorously—bearing two
and sometimes three crops a year—close beside the

sturdy apple of more temperate climes ; while our poor
old 'worn out' hillsides, too barren for either cotton or

coin, produce the finest peaches and grapes in the known
world. Indeed there can be no doubt that Nature intend-

ed the greater part of this Middle Country for orchards
and vineyards, as the soil and climate are both so favor-

able that tiees and vinescan be cultivated and brought
into bearing wilh half the time and labor required in lesi

genial climes. Throughout all this region land is cheap
and easily obtained, and for men of limited means, I do

not know of any qjher country presenting so many at-

tractions and advantages." [Admitting all that Mr. Red-
mond claims, the only drawback would seem to be the

lack of market facilities for disposing of the probable

fruit products to advantage, should the region be filled

up with fruit cultivators.

—

Ed.]

Too JleaTy feedings. Bad.—Poor ani-

mals do not always consume large quantities of feed

profitably. Better increase their daily amount gradually,

as they appear to improve in flesh, than to commence
feeding larger quantities than they can atsimilate. An
excellent rule in fattening all kinds of stork is, to feed

moderately until Ihey show improvement in flesh, then

increase the amount gradually, according lo the capacity

of the animal. Never feed so much that they will not

eat it clean, and appear to want a little more. This rule

followed, secures good appetite and digestion.

Oa«« Liine, if applied to g^rass laud too
freely, is injurious. We know a good farmer, who hauls

many tons over two miles every spring, and sows it on
his meadows, regarding it an excellent fertilizer. It

should be sowed with a machine that will crush the

lumps, and distribute the lime so evenly that there will

not be enough in any one mass to Injure the vegetation.

Tan-bark, Sumac, etc.—A Subscriber
of Wilmington. Del., asks if Sumac leaves, the refuse of

a morocco factory, are good as manure. They would
doubtless make an excellent mulch, like tan-bark, but

would probably decay more rapidly. We have never

tried the article, but have found spent tan bark an excel-

lent mulch and manure on a rather stiff soil. Collect

and utilize all such wastes. See if there are not leather

scraps, fleshings, orllining waste at the morocco factory,

where the sumac is used, that you can get.

H«ll ^vhoaa yo«» cau. ^et a Fair I*rice.
Says aWestern farmerof several years' experience in that

country, "The Agriculturist has saved me many dollars

the past year by the advice to sell as soon as a reason-

able price is offered , while those who pretended to know
so much about markets and who kept theii' wheat, oats,

etc., and had to take them to market by surh bad roads

as we have in the West, have paid dearly for wailing.

For myself, I think the Agriculturist must be at (east as

useful for the West as for the East."

I>rain tile Machines and Kilns.

—

Good machines can be bought for $200, perhaps $150.

They have been greatly improved and simplified of late

years. Where there is good clay (no sand is needed) one
machine would make tiles enough for a circuit of several

miles. The tiles must be burnt in a kiln. We would

like to hear from any of our readers who have experience

in regard to the best form of kilns, and the best way to

arrange the tiles for burning. This knowledge would
promote the sale of tile machines and use of tile drains.

Underdraining: a Ilardpan.—The
formation of " hardpan " is tiie first step in the progress

of soils toward becoming a sandstone rock. "A Sub-

scriber," of Blair Co., Pa., wants to know if it will do

any good to put underdrains down into the hardpan.

Certainly—It is the only way to arrest its further harden-

ing and give the plants a chance to work into it, and

the roots air and water. Except in cases of very close

hardpans, drains 3 or 4 feet deep and 25 to 30 feet apart

will after a few years break them up, especially if the

plow and subsoiler are run a little deeper each year,

Xhe Fair or the American Insti-
tute.—This fair, which was kept open over a month,

was, we are assured, a pecuniary success. Our notice ot

the Horticultural portion has already been given. Since

the close of the fair there has been a general " pitching

into" the management, and many sha p and some hard

things have been said. There was much that might have

been better, but take the exhibition as it was. it was a

great deal belter than none, and no intelligent observer

could go there without receivinglhe value of the entrance

fee in amusement and instruction. Now, instead of

railing at the Institute for having done no better, we

prefer to suggest how they may improve upon the lesson
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of the past. If the Institute proposes to hold a fair next

year, or the year after, let them begin now to prepare for

It. Organize tlepartments, offer premiums, and even

select judges. The greatest trouble at the last fair, was,

lack of organization and lack of workers, and the next

greatest, was the want of publicity, in making tlie matter

known sufficiently before hand. One to build a steam

engine, or grow a geranium, should have at least six

month's notice. It is very easy to get together a collec-

liou of advertising exhibitors, but let us for once have a

real "exposition," as the French say, of American arts

and manufactures, and to do this it is necessary to begin

at least a year before hand. Gentlemen of lae Institute-

let us have something corresponding to your broad title

of *' American."

CItarriag: Fence Posts hastens their

decay. The writer lias tiied the expeiiment, and found

that charred posts rotted off 4 to 6 years sooner than those

not charred. There is a thin portion of wood between

the charcoal and the unbiirned wood. If the thin coating

of charcoal would exclude the moisture from the un-

burned timber, it would preserve posts from speedy

decay, but it usually does not.

A RiiDdle of Iiiquirie*.—William H.

Wood, Winebago Co., III., asks the following questions ;

" Is buckwheat straw injurious to cattle and sheep, and

will it give sheep the itch ?" No. When properly cured

it is an excellent foddei. Are pumpkin seeds when
fed with the pumpkins, injurious to milch cows ? Will

they tend to dry upthemilk? The fact that pumpkin

seeds are a diuretic of considerable power, being some
times administered by physicians as such, led us to be-

lieve the popular notion was not without foundation.

However, we know of cases where the experiment has

been tried and no drying up followed. Is there any

preparation for keeping plows from rusting? Apply a

thin coat of any kind of varnish, or boiled linseed oil, or

lard and rosin melted together, to the polished surface.

When a plow is rusty what is the quickest way of

taking it {the rust) off, so as to make it bright ? Scour it

with a piece of grindstone and water, or with a soft brick,

or piece of wood and sand, keeping the surface wet.

Marl TorFruit Xi*ees.—"E. D.," Roudout,
N. Y. The term marl is applied very indefinitely If it

is shell raarl.it would undoubtedly be beneficial on a

soil deficient in lime, and all the better if the marl is of a
kind that can be burned to form quick lime.

Removing: Riist from Sa'ws.—Procure

at some drug store, a piece of pumice stone as large as a

hen's egg, grind one side flat on a grindstone, then scour

off the rust with the pumice stone and soapsuds. Cover
the surface with lard in which there is no salt.

Care of Steel Plows.—Wash them clean

and as soon as dry, apply a thin coat of any kind of var-

nish, or boiled linseed oil, or lard melted with a little

rosin, which is good. This will keep the polished sur

face from rusting during winter, and will slip off

readily as soon as the plow runs a few rods in the soil.

Xlie ITIixiug: of Sqnashes,—F. Brooks,

Winona Co.. Minn. The fertilizing of one kind of

squash or pumpkins by the pollen of another, probably

depends entirely upon its being carried from one flower

to another by bees and other insects^ Where theie are

many kinds in the same neighborhood, the only way to

insure purity is to fertilize the flowers artificially before

the bees get at them. The pistillate flowei s must be ta-

ken just as they are about to open, when the parts will

separate by a slight force, and apply pollen from a

siaminate flower. Tie a bit of muslin over the flower

thus treated, to Ueep the bees out, and let it remain until

the fruit begins to swell.

L<arg;e and Qiiielcly ^jrrown Squash-
es.—A fine s[tecimen of squash upon our tables bears

the name of J. W, Somarind>-ck, Glen Cove, L. I. Its

weight is 145 lbs , but its twin brotlier on the same vine

weighed 170 lbs. The blossoms dropped September 5lh,

and the fruit was taken off Oct. 23d. One day this squash

increased its circumference 5 inches in 24 hours, and it

did the same at the rate of 43^ inches each day for 7 days.

Xlio 1*. O. Money Orders, are proving a

great convenience. At any established Money Onier
Office one can by simply paying in a sum of money, have

it paid at any other Order Oflice,to any person indicated.

As no one else can get it, and duplicated orders are issued

if the first one is lost, it is a perfectly safe mo'ie of trans-

miitiiig money by mail, and the leturn of the receipt Is

positive evidence of the payment of tnoney. The charge
is 10 cents for a sum umler $1U; 15 cents for $10 to $20 ;

and 20 cents for $20 to $30. For over $30 more orders

can be purchased, thus,for $44.50, buy one order of $30 and

another of $14.50. Many of our club subscriptions are

forwarded in this way. A Draft on a New York City

Bank, payable to the order of the Publishers, is equally

safe and convenient, and usually costs but little more, if

there is a bank near by.—We append an alphabetical list

of the new Money Order Offices, established since our

published list in the Agriculturist for last August ;

Maine: Winterport New York: Rome New Jer-

sey: Bordentown, Flemington, Salem Pennsylvania:

Bethlehem, Clearfield, Mauch Chunk, Titusville Vir-

ginia : Petersburg, Richmond— North Carolina : Wil-

mington South Carolina : Charleston Georgia :

Savannah . . . .Alabama : Mobile— Missisippi : Natchez

Arkajisas : Little Rock . .Tennessee: Knoxville

Ohio: Bryan, Chagiin Falls, Garrettsville. Oulville

Indiana : Anderson Illinois : Aledo, Carlyle, Mon-
mouth, Wenona Michigan : Bay City, Newaygo,
Marnita . . Wisconsin : Beaver Dam, Chippewa Falls,

JanesvlUe, Mineral Port, Richland, Waterfown . . . /oK?a :

Tipton Missouri: Columbia, Gallatin, Washington.
.....KaJisas: Fort Scott— California: Denver, Los
Angelos, Marysville, Mountain City, Nevada City, Sacra-

mento, San Francisco, San Jose, Senora, Stockton

Oregon: Portland ...Utah: Salt Lake City. . ..^evarfa ;

Virgin City.

Fine Quinces.—Mr. F. Scholer, Brooklyn,
exhibited upon our tables large and fair quinces, a'sample

of 108 from a tree which has yielded about the same
number for years in succession. Why are not more
quinces grown? At present prices they must pay well.

Nothing is finer to look at than a tree loaded with this

golden fruit, and then for preserves there is, to the

writer's notion, nothing else half so good.

Keeping: Cider Sweet.—M. M. Hester,

Huron Co., Ohio, gives the following as his method
of treating cider :

" In gathering apples, avoid getting in

leaves or rotten apples, and before making, thoroughly

wash the vat, press, receiving tub, etc. Have clean

barrels, fill them with cider as soon as it runs from the

press, avoiding much exposure to air. Place the barrels

in a position to draw from, and let stand until it settles,

say 24 hours. .Make a strong brimstone match by dip-

ping a piece of cloth 2 inches wide, and 1 inch long, in

melted sulphur. This is to be fastened to a piece of wire

about 3 feet long, having a small hook on the end. Set

the sulphur on fire, put it in the empty barrel half way
down, raising it up gradually till the match burns out,

then tlrwvk- off the clear ciUor nnd put it in with the
smoke. Bung it up tight and keep it in a cool place.

When treated in this way it has always kept sweet with
us, without any sharp or unpleasant taste."

"Rev. Edward Wilson."—This man
keeps on advertising, and of course gets patronage to

pay for it. If any of our readers patronize him after the

repeated notices he has had in this jouinal, they deserve

what they get. Those who want to see his recipe will

find it in the Agriculturist for July, 1859. He then ad-

vertised himself as a member of the New Haven Metho-
dist Conference, but on being told in the Agriculturist that

there was no such Conference.he transferred his "church
relationship" to the "New England Conference."

Will he please tell how he got in or out? As heap-
pears to be poorly read up in church matters, we will

kindly inform him that his present professed residence

is in the bounds of the New York East Conference.

Medicines.—" K. L. C." and others: We can-

not answer about these advertised things in any other

than the general terms often repealed. We would not

take any of them, nor advise others to do so.

Fiue Cranberries.—Our office has been
ornamented for some weeks by a hanging basket filled

with cranberry vines, loaded with large and finely color-

ed fruit. This veiy beautiful specimen came from Dr.

E. H. Stevens. Essex. Conn., who has experimented

very successfully in the cultivation of the cranberry.

An Ever-l>looming- Violet.—At the Phil-

adelphia exhibition was a stand of violets which difl^'used

a most delicious fragrance.and attracted much attention.

It is called the Schoenbrunn Violet, and is said by the

exhibiler, Mr. J. Gerney of Philadelphia, to be ever-

blooming, affording flowers even in mid-summer.

Tro«l>le TritU Cabbages.—C. V. Bradey,

Clearfield Co., Pa., writes to know "the cause of my
cabbage leaves rotting and sprouts coming out between
the ground and the head." What is said on page 375.

with regard to horse-chestnut and other trees, will apply

to cabbages. The peculiar season caused them to ripen

prematurely. Weather favorable to growth followed,

and as the terminal bud (or head) was mature and could

grow no more, the axillary buds on th£ stump, which usu<

ally remain dormant, started. We know no other remedy
than to take them up as soon as they cease to grow.

Ijeaks fi-oiu l^ater Running; down
the Sides of Chimneys.—Cut out the mortar an
inch or more deep, between two courses of the bricks,

insert a strip of sheet iron 4 inches wide, and fill the

joint again with good mortar. The iron strips will carry

rain, which flows down its sides, away from the chimney.

IIi;;;l> I*i*ice or VToolen Fabrics.—
"Subscriber,'' of Sidney, O., writes approvingly of our
advice in October (page 304,) not to buy cotton fabrics

now, and suggests the same course with reference to

woolens. Doubtless it would help reduce the present

exorbitant and uncalled-for high prices of almost alt

commodities, especially manufactured goods, if people

would generally economize as far as possible in their use.
Cotton gooJs are especially to be let alone, when pos-

sible, because one-fourth to one-half of the present prices

goes into the hands of a few individuals who manage to
control the market, owing to the limited supply of manu-
factured stock on hand. The operatives receive only
fair wages. At the present price of raw cotton, which is

abundant, the manufactured goods could be made and
sold at a profit, for little more than half the prices charg-
ed for them. This is not quite the case with woolens,
and their use is less easily dispensed with, especially at

this season of the year. Still we agree with "Subscrib-
er," that we should all strike for a reduction in prices by
purchasing the least possible amount, uniil there is such
an accumulation of stock that a large reduction in price

will become necessary in order to eflfect sales.

l>onble I>oors for Cellars.—Two seta

of sash with glass in them to each window, will admit
light into cellars, and exclude tlie cold nearly as well as

if stopped with the bark or other material. Doors hung
one on each side of the casing, if made to fit closely,

will prevent vegetables freezing in most cellars, without

filling the passage with straw.

**Xbe Oreat West."—Edward H. HalJ

has written a book (published by Appleton, price $1.00)

with the above title. It is a guide and handbook to the

States and Territories west of the Mississippi, not includ-

ing Arkansas, Louisiana or Texas. We have so many
inquiries about these countries and the inducements to

emigrate, that we are giad to be able to refer our readers

to a book containing so much that is valuable, and appa-

rently edited with conscientious care. We can supply it.

A New Worlf on ]\atural History.
—A work on Zoology, that branch of natural history

which treats on animals, by Prof Tenney of the Vassar
Female College, is just published by Charles Scrib-

ner & Co., N. Y. Though we have had several more or
less good works upon zoology, they had the fault that

their illustrations were mainly, if not altogether drawn
from foreign animals. Prof. Tenney gives us a work, in

which the illustrations are in good part those of American
species. The fault, or rather misfortune, of the work is

that with such a multitude of objects the notice of each
one must be very brief. This volume giving us the

general outlines of classification and a catalogue of the
species, especially of quadrupeds and birds, will go far

towards supplying a long felt want. It is a handsome
and clearly printed work of 540 pages, with over 500

illustrations. As we consider it will be useful to those

of our readers, who wish to know about the animals of
our country, we place it on our book list.

I%o. 4 or I^essons fi>r Every Sun-
day in the Year, is completed. This finishes up
this series which originated with the senior editor of
the Agriculturist. No. 1 includes the period from the

birth of Christ to the end of the Acts of the Apostles;

No. 2, the rest of the New Testament; No. 3 from
Adam to Elijah, and No. 4 from Elijahto Christ. Each
book contains 52 lessons, embracing this number of lead-

ing topics in the order of time, with a running Con-
necting History, whicli gives an epitome of the whole
Bible History embraced by each book. The books are

non-sectarian, and are used about equally by all Chris-

tian Denominations. That they meet a want is evident

from the fact that about 200,000 copies of No. i have
already been called for. In this, Mr. Judd retained no
copy-right interest, but gave it away to the first publisher

who asked for it,—the lessons havin^; been prepared at first

wholly for his own Sabbath School. Editions of all four

of the books are now prepared for and issued at the Ag-
riculturist office, where they are supplied at 15 cents

each; $1.50 per dozen ; or $1'2 per 100. If to be sent

by mail, prepaid postage must be added, which is 3 cents

per copy when 10 or more go together, or 4 cents each
when less than 10 are sent. Four sample copies (Nos.

I9 2, 3 and 4j) mailed post-paid for C5 cents.
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The Publisliers' Special Xotice

To AH Subscribers.

This paper fills out the subscription of a large num-

ber of our leaders. Several had previously paid for some

time beyond this dale, and many thousands have recent-

ly subscribed for next year. Supposing that each one

will remember the time his subscription ends, we do not

incur the (now) very heavy expense of sending individ-

ual notices of expiration. We believe that our past and

future efforts to interest and instruct our readers will

meet witli a generous confidence, and that all will deem

it profitable, and a pleasure, to renew their subscriptions

for another ye;ir, and

jg®- MTc ask as a special favor that every -©ft

j8®- one will attend to the matter promplly-Now. -^a

J8®- We greatly desire to get the names all entered -®ft

j^- and regularly arranged on the different Mail •©»

jgg- books, ready to write the wrappers in advance, -55ft

J8®- preparatory to sending out the next number -=®a

j^- be/ore the beginning of the year. To do this -©a

j^- carefully is a great work, and we desire to have "©ft

J8®" as much as possible of it done by our old expe- -®ft

;8®- rienced clerks, who are familiar with the books, -©ft

JO^ Post Offices, and names. It would greatly fa- -®ft

J8fs~ cilltate our work if the names could all come in -^9-

JU®- at the beginning of the month, and it will usu- -=©»

J8®" ally be just as convenient to the subscriber to "®a

^g- renew w/ien he reads /Ais, as to defer it for a •=^©8.

j^5r day, or a week, except when clubs are making "©ft

j^* up, and even then, additions to a club can be -^ift

j^- sent at any lime afterward at the same rates. -^ift

jg®- Will not each reader deem it a pleasure to for- '^ft

SSS" ward another name or two with his own ? The "SStt

"O®, new readers thus secured will doubtlesi be ben- '©R

B^ efited, and we shall feel obliged by the act. "©ft

18®=. Those not members of other Clubs can reduce "^ft

^^6®=- the cost to themselves by making up a Club "©ft

" 1^, of four for $5 ; or, ten for $12, etc. -®ft

Never Before have we dared, or been aijle, to

promise so much for a future volume, as we can now

promise for the Agriculturist for 1666—the 2ot.U volume.

We mean to make this Quarter-Century Volume one

untqualed in value. Our advertising patronage is now

so large that we are able to pay for the best help, the best

information, the best engravings, etc., that can be ob-

tained in the country. We expect to expend about $1000

for every number of the paper on the reading matter alone,

before it goes to the printers' hands—in collecting, sifting,

condensing, and preparing information, engravings, etc.

The editorial force already engaged will equal in ability

and number that of half a dozen or more other good

journals. Elsewhere we announce a valuable addition to

our editorial force. The business is all systematized, and

two heads instead of one will be employed in overseeing

it, leaving the long-time Editor and Publisher much more

leisure than in the past five years to devote to the editorial

columns. Every subscriber will actually receive back

what costs as much as his subscription money, that is, we

shall expend in preparing and issuing the paper all the

money received for subscriptions. We know the next

volume will be an exceedingly valuable and interesting

one, and we invite all our present readers not only to

renew their subscriptions now, but also to make known

its character and prospects to their friends and neighbors,

and invite tliem to become readers.

Respectfully, ORANGE JUDD & CO.

Save tlie Index—Stitclt tlic I^itni-
bers.—Every copy of this month's paper contains a

loose, four-page sheet, which gives a Title Pag-e to the

Volume, and a full Table of the Contents. We put in this

extra sheet at a large expense (at present cost of paper),

to save trenching upon the reading pages, which are

thus left as full as ever. It is inserted unstitched, so as

to be conveniently removed, and place<l at the beginning

of the volume, in binding or stitching, and should be

carefully preserved, or it may get lost. Those u ho do

not bind the volumes, piay preserve the numbers In

a convenient form for reference, by laying them to.

getlier in order, and after making a hole through the

backs with an awl, or any sharp point, fasten them with

strong thread, put through several times. Pieces of paste-

board, or of any thick paper, may be used for a cover, if

desired. A few moments work will fix up a valuable

volume for reference, and prevent the loose numbers

from being lost, or being used by Biddy for " kindlings.'

'

{^=•566 Publishers' other Notices on page 364.

Xlseful Books.—Since wriiing tlie above, we
concluded to insert with the index a list of some of our

good books, to which we invite attention. Farmers can

not read too much about tlieir business. If a book

furnishes a single hint that saves an animal, that in-

creases the product of a whole field by only a bushel or

two per acre, that saves ten dollars in building, or other-

wise, of course it is a good investment, and tt;erR are fpw

books that will not do so much. Besides, it adds to one's

satisfaction, and lightens his toil, if by reading he ac-

quires more information, and a larger store of thoughts.

He thus sees more in the rocks, the stones, the soil, and

the plants he works among. Let the young people see

and read books and papers on the business of the farm,

and they will esteem it higher, and be more contented

at home. Gifts for the Holidays may well be selected

from these books.

Tw^o Excellent Annuals.—We arc hap-

py to announce in press, and to be published this month,

two very valuable Annuals, both of which are worthy of

a place in the hands of every cultivator in the country,

viz: The Register of Rural Affairs.hy John J. Thomas,

Associate Editor of the Country Gentleman, and the

Rural ^;mwa/, by Joseph Harris, hitherto Editor of the

Genesee Farmer, but henceforth on the American A gri-

caJturisty (as noticed on page S64). The two works are

entirely different, and are both filled with excellent prac-

tical matter. Editions of each are issued at X^^g Ia gricul-

turist Of^CG. Rural Register, 30 cents ; tlural Annual,

25 cents. Sent by mail post-paid at the same prices.

•-i— ia>w *~^

The Agriculturist Strawberry,

In sending out many tens of thousands of a new plant to

as many different people, it was to be expected that some

would he disappointed, either through their own want

of skill, or from eaufies ontitcly UeyouU Xtit control of

any one. As some would never succeed with any

kind of a plant, their failures are not surprising, but

there are instances in which the plants sent out failed

this year to inultipiy, and these deserve notice. We
have for some time kept a file of all the favorable and

unfavorable reports concerning the strawberry, and are

glad to know that it has generally done so well. The

following is selected as a specimen of the complaints :

"My strawberry plant was received about the middle of

May, and it has grown to a large plant, covering nearly

the space of a half bushel, but no runners have appear-

ed." And of course the writer wishes to know what is

the matter. Strawberries make two kinds of branches,

short branches arising erect from the main stock, and

long slender ones which lie upon the ground. In the

first case the plant forms " stools,'' and in the second,

'"runners." Plants do not generally do both largely, and to

induce them to stool, we clip off the runners. The
"Agriculturist" has a remarkable tendency to form

large stools, and though it usually makes abundant run-

ners, there seems to have been some peculiarity about

the past season which directed its energies, in many pla-

ces, to multiplying its upright rather than its running

branches—to stool rather than to run. We ascrilie this

to season rather than to soil, for the reason that plants

on the same ground where they ran abundantly last

year, have done nothing but stool. We know of no help

in these cases but good culture and patience. That they

are the exceptions, and not the general rule even this

season, we are convinced. We give now some instances

in which the plant has multiplied abundantly; Mr. E.

W.Clark called to say that he had one plant last fall,

which produced 426 young ones, and in running covered

a bed 4 feet by 22 feei, almost entirely. Mr. G. Herbert,

a strawberry grower of Peekskill, N. Y., says :
" I con-

sider it the most vigorous plant I ever saw." H. G. Sa-

bin, Milwaukie, Wis., put out two plants last spring,

and on Sept. 1 1th he writes :
" they have now increased

to 132, and before winter I think I shall have double the

number," Mr. G. L. Brunton, Centralia, 111., set out

one plant Mav 1st, and Sept. lOth had HO young plants.

Mr. Wm. Parry, of Cinnaminson, N. J., well known as

a gentleman of large experience in fruit culture, writes

as follows : "The first plant we had was rather dry and

unpromising when it ai'rived, nnd in order to promote a

rapid growth, it was treated to a double dose of guano,

\\liich QO(npleted the wprk, and the plant failed to make

a start. Another lot of 300 were obtained in bad order,

many of tliem having but little, if any, vitalily when set

out ; less than one-third of them survived, but those that

lived are now making a fine growth and spreading well

on heavy loam land. Another lot of 500 v\ere received

from Mr. Carpenter in good order, and planted on
light sandy soil, four feet apart, in rows six fi^et from

eacli other, allowing 24 square feet for each plant. The
whole surface is now liteialy covered, so as to make it

difficult to walk among them without treading on the

plants. It far surpasses in vigorous growth any other

strawberry we have similarly treated, except its parent,

the Green Prolific. It promises to be well ad;i|ited to

our light sandy land, where most of the large fruited va-

lieties, such as Triomplie de Gand and others, proved

worthless H. Johnson, Windham Co., Conn., reports

250 plants from one plant received and set in open gi ound,

Sept. 3d, 1864 Last spring 37 berries set on the original

plant- Tif oiown (Nov. 0), Started uew flow ers and fruit,

one berry as large as a walnut Others report similar

results, and we have received from different persons a

number of specimens of autumnal fruit, the result doubt-

les of the warm, dry season.

History of a Loaf of Bread, (page 376.)

We have the gratification of presenting to our readers

the final pictuie of the series which we have named the
" Pictorial history of a loaf of bread." Such a picture is

the product of the combined talent and skill of artist, en-

graver, and printer, each of whom owes to the others, we
may say, everything of success. The artist, Mr. Gran-
ville Perkins, faithfully studied his theme in all its de-

tails, conceived the beautiful scene which he makes the

centre piece, placed it upon the boxwood block, sur-

rounding it by the frame work of appropriate vignettes,

which illustrates the eventful history. He has mannged
his lights and shades so as not only to bring out the gen-

eral features of the scene, but to impress every one \\ ith

the cheerful warmth of the sun-shine, the coolness of

the shadowy recesses of the brook, and the babbling,

dancing lightness of the liberated waters, which have
done their work and are free to play. This is what is

colled "feeling" in a picture; it is a leflex of the soul of

the artist, and is by no means a purely mechanical art.

The engraver takes the block, and he must catch the

feeling of the artist; he must know the style of engrav-

ing which the paper will bear, how to produce his effects

with such lines as win print well, and witli the very Con-
siderable rapidity necessary for us. Had he failed to

catch the feeling, though he might have taken great pains,

and placed his own nnme, as he has done on the cut. Mr.
Perkins would very wisely have insisted that the initials

"G. P." should be taken off. Finally, the printer has to

study every picture, to see which parts are intended to

print heavy, and which light, and by what is called over-

laying, so to regulate the pressure that more or less ink
will be taken up by the different parts, that the lines shall

not be hard and black, nor faint and imperfect, and so

that the drawing, delicate shatiing, and the pervading
feeling shall be preserved and placed upon the paper.

In the October picture we left the corn thieshed and in

bags. If a grist is sent to mill direct from t!ie farm, the

good housewife may soon be kneading and moulding her

white loaves from the new wheat; but the bread which
most people eat lakes a longer course. There is an im-

mense inland commerce which exists in a great measure
solely to convey the western wheat to eastern markets.

This is shown in the upper right-hand corner; while in

the opposite corner, the great foreign commerce in bread-

stuffs is indicated, where the floating transfer Elevator is

taking the cargo of a canal hoat and placing it on board

the ship at the wharf. All the various Iransferrences,

storages, cleansings, kiln-dryings, etc., are managed by

thousands of merchants, who employ millions of capital,

and for their convenience, in the great cities, they asso-

ciate themselves in so called produce exchange boards.

In New York, they meet dally in the fine building on
Whitehall-st., known as the Produce Exchange, repre-

sented on the right side of the page. Heie transactions

amotinting to millions of dollars in a single day are made,

the corn (wheat, barley, oats and Indian corn), flour, etc.,

being sold by sample. On the opposite side of the pic-

ture, we see some of the great flour and grain stores,

and below this, we look in upon the two floois of a city

bakery. The point which is of especial interest to the

printer, (who may be at the extreme end of this chain (d

events, the farmei' being at the other,) is quaintly indica-

ted by the youthful Franklin in Philarlelphia. trudging

along with his two loaves, taking his first breakfast in

the Quaker City. Our artist appropriately crowns his

picture with a group of fancy and stibi^tantial 501 is of

bread, twists, rolls, bretzels, hard-bread, cake. etc.. be-

sides the queenly, frosted and ornamenled bride's rake.

The picture in all its details furnishes a pleasing and

instrqctive subjeqt to study.
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Fij;. 1.—SHEEP PODDERING BACK.

.Sheep Racks and Sheep Foddering.

It is usually a bad practice to fodder sheep by

throwing their food on the ground. When the

forage is spread on a grass plot, if the earth

is frozen or covered with clean snow, they will

waste but little. But when it is scattered in

soft places, as sheep always rush at once upon

the large forlifuls, much of it will he soiled so

badly that no animal will eat it. The fodder

thus wasted often amounts to several hundreds

of pounds to every ton fed, that may be saved.

Standing side l^y side feeding at a raclv, sheep

usually occupy about one foot each in breadth.

A feeding rack 30 feet long, will accommodate

about 20 sheep. As sheep are apt to crowd each

other, it becomes necessary to employ some

means of preventing it when they are eating

either hay or grain.

As partitions would
involve much ex-

pense and occupy too

much room, it is on-

ly necessary to pro-

vide feeding racks

with openings one

foot apart, and suf-
Fiff. 3.—GBATN TROUGH. . ., , „ t„ „ i

• ° ciently large to ad-

mit a sheep's head.—Mr. N. B. Pearsall, of

Otsego Co., N. Y., communicates for the Affi-i-

cuUurist, a sketch, fig. 1, of a sheep rack. It

is a combined hay and grain rack, and so con-

structed that it is almost impossible for sheep

to waste any hay by drawing it out of the man-

ger beneath their feet. The illustration is of a

rack to be placed on the side of a yard. If de-

sirable, it may be made double, so that a flock

can feed on each side, the rack forming a divis-

ion between two apartments. The rack figured

is about 3 feet 6 inches wide, and 2 feet 9 inches

high. The bottom board is about 12 inches wide

;

the top one 8 inches or more in width. The
slats nailed from the bottom to the top boards

are 4 to 6 inches wide, and 12 inches from cen-

Fig. 3.—SLATS OVER THE GRAIN TROUGH.

ter to center. Ordinary sheep will thrust their

heads between slats 6 inches apart at the edges.

If boards are rough, they should be planed to

prevent tearing tlie wool. The space between

the bottom and top boards should be not less

than 13 inches. If the sheep are large and tall,

the space may be 16 inches between the top and

bottom boards.

Figure 3, repre-

sents a transverse

section of the

rack, showing the

grain trough (<),

which forms the

bottom. Tlie nar-

row board of the

trough is about 6

or 7 inches wide,

nailed to the wide

portion. To keep

the hay out of the

trough and to pre-

vent hay and seed

tailing down into

the wool, a loose

partition, fig. 3, is

placed in the rack ; the end is seen in fig. 3.

This partition is made with one wide board
at the top, and one or two narrow ones at the

bottom, having spaces between them about

3 inches wide, through which the sheep draw
the hay. If it should be drawn through faster

than the sheep eat it, the" grain trough re-

ceives all that drops, and prevents it from being

scattered under their feet. The lower end of

the partition is kept in place by cleats nailed to

the bottom board. When it is desirable to clean

the trough the partition may be turned to the

other side or removed. This style of rack will

be found convenient for feeding turnips, car-

rots, or cut feed to sheep, as there is suflicient

room for tlieir heads inside of the slats. With
this kind of rack, every sheep can remain at his

place while feeding, and be certain of receiving

an allowance, as it is difficult for one to crowd

another away after the flock all come to the rack.

Wooden Stable Forks.

Manure forks with sharp steel tines are un-

suitable tools to be used when spreading, or

gathering up the bedding behind and under
horses, as an

inadv e r t e n t

movement
may inflict a

serious woimd,
and especially

when there is

not suflicient

light in stables

to enable one

to see distinct-

ly. We have

known a care-

less boy, when
cleaning out a

stable, to bad-

ly wound the

legs of a horse

by a heedless

motion of the

fork, so that he
^°°="^'' ^^^^"^ ^°«^-

was disabled for several weeks. To avoid

any injury fi'om this source, let wooden forks

be made, lilic the engraving, having a head

about one foot long, one and a half inches

square, with a light handle and four wooden
tines about eight inches long. Tlie large end of

the tines should be about five-eightlis of an ipch

in diameter, and they should have a &»ie taper

to a diameter of one quarter of an inch at the

small end, which should be filed roimd and
smooth. Round tines enter straw more easily

than square ones, and are withdrawn with less

force. Such forks should be made of the hard-

est and toughest wood available, and should be

used only to spread the bedding, and not to

pitch manure. The points of manure fork tines

cut ofi' and ground or filed round, will enter

straw easily, and not wound the horses. ^

Barn Door Fastenings.—>
Every barn and stable door swinging on

hinges, should be provided with some contriv-

ance to prevent its being slammed by the wind.

One of the best arrangements for this purpose is

here shown. It consists of a spar of wood,
about as large as a fork nanaie, liaving one end
fastened to the door with an iron eye and staple,

or with a strap of leather, and the lower end
sharpened to hold in the ground, or armed with

a spike to prevent its slipping on ice. When
the wind blows ftmously, it is often hazardous

BARN DOOR FASTBMNQ.

for even a strong man to attempt to open, or

close a large barn door, which swings on hinges

without the aid of something to prevent the

wind slamming it violently, and sometimes

blowing it otf the hinges, or splitting or break-

ing some part of it. But with such a help as

this, a boy can manage it without danger to the

door or himself, by moving the lower end along

a short distance at once. When the fastening

is not in use, the lower end is bung up to a

staple on the door with a hook and strap.

Mutton the Meat for the Million.

Mutton is the best meat we can eat,—best, as

being the healthiest—best, as being the most

delicious, if well cooked. We do not mean the

woolly, greasy mutton of the Merinos and Sax-

onies, nor the coarse, stringy, tallowy, though

very economical mutton of the Leicesters, Cots-

wolds, and other long wool sheep. When we
say mutton is the most delicious of domestic

meats, we have the flesh of the middle wools in

mind—that is, of South-downs, par excellence,,

and Cheviots, Hampshire-downs, Shropshire-

downs, and others of their kindi'ed in a less de-

gree. Mutton is made more economically, and

is used up more advantageously, than pork or

beef A farmer can seldom have fresh beef un-

less he has so large a number of hands that

they can consume a quarter before it will spoil.

More grain is required to make a pound of

pork than a pound of mutton. I', is more health-

ful food than pork ; fat mutton will keep longer,

and a family of ordinary size can dispose of a

small sheep before the mutton will spoil, even

in qviite warm weather. Besides, if a farmer is

on friendly terms with his neighbors, he can

easily sell, or lend one or two quarters. By
a s}'stem of exchanging fresh meats, several

families may be supplied with that of most ex-

cellent quality at all seasons of the year, at a

very cheap rate. Mutton is more nutritious and

will consequently give a laborer more strength

than pofk
;
people of studious habits, and chil-
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dren in particular, will feel better, accomplish

more, and be more healtby when they eat mut-

ton than if they eat much pork or even beef.

Convenience is an important consideration at

all times, on the farm or elsewhere. When
fresh mutton is wanted, one man can dress a

sheep or lamb in a few minutes ; while much
longer time is required to butcher a beef or a

hog. Nothing is lost in making mutton, and it

costs comparatively nothing. The wool will

usually cover all the cost of keep during a year,

and often that of fattening too. Taking this

view, which is a fair one, no one can fail to per-

ceive that mutton is the cheapest meat that can

be raised. Small families can salt and dry one

or both hind quarters, or cook a quarter and

eat it cold. A quarter of lamb after it has been

cooked, may be kept ten or twelve days, and

still be good. Farmers should learn to prepare

their own meat, and not sell their animals to

butchers, who sell them the meats for their own
tables at exorbitant prices. Furthermore, a great

many people who have only a garden or small

farm, can often fatten a few sheep during the

winter, and thus have better meat, at a much
cheaper rate than if they purchase it.

Selection of Breeding Sheep.

Persons who have not made a business or

study of keeping sheep, are often in doubt what

rams to select for the stocks ; and many times

crafty men will impose on the credulity of those

who ouyht to know better, and induce them to

use grade aiiimals. Grade animals and bulls

will not transmit their good points to their

progeny, with any degree of certainty. "Whether

it is desu-eable to select a South Down, a Lei-

cester, or Merino, it is important to choose a

full blooded animal, in order to secure the great-

est improvement in the increase of the flock.

The progeny of a full-blooded sire and ewes

of ordinary quality, is almost always belter

than anticipated ; while that of a grade sire with

such ewes will almost invariably be inferior to

their dams. Most farmers are iniluenced great-

ly by the present cost of a good ram, rather

than by the prospective profits accruing from

the certain improvement in tbeh- flocks, by pro-

curing full-blooded animals. If a farmer has a

hundred good ewes, it will be more profitable,

whether his object is wool or mutton, to pay

$50 or $100 for a ram which will be a sure get-

ter of excellent stock, than $20 for a grade ani-

mal of equally good form, whose stock will in

all probability not be equal to himself.

Breeders differs in opinion with regard to the

most judicious and profitable crosses, not only

for the production of wool, but for both wool

and mutton. But, if mutton is the primary ob-

ject, in a flock showing a large infusion of Long-

wool blood, a South Down cross will make as

profitable mutton sheep as can reasonably be

expected, and at the same time they will show
a marked improvement in the quantity of wool.

Should the ewes be of a mongrel breed of fair

size and thrift, and the object be to improve the

fleece, it will be best to use a full blooded Amer-
ican or Silesian Merino ram. If the choice is

early lambs for market, a South Do-n-n, Shrop-

shire Down, Cotswold, or Leicester ram should

be selected. If the ewes are properly kept dur-

ing the foddering season, the lambs will be large

and strong, and be ready for market very early.

Should they be desired for mutton, when 3 or 4

years old, they will be found to yield quite as

large a profit, including the produce of wool,

lambs and carcass, as any other class of sheep.

Flocks of sheep may be more rapidly im-

proved by the use of good rams than by any

other means, provided they have good care,

but neglect and wrong treatment will effectually

neutralize all the good a superior animal might

do a flock. A mature ram should never run
with more than 50 ewes in this season, but the

number may be doubled if he is kept confined.

According to the common practice, the rams

are very well fed with grass, and have grain

daily for several days, or weeks perhaps, before

their introduction to the flock ; but after that

they often receive no grain at all, and sharing

the close pasturage with the ewes, get nothing

else. Such treatment, every sensible man must
know, is most injurious both to the ram and his

progeny. Instead of feeding the rams less, their

feed should be increased, and such a variety

should be presented that they will be induced to

fill themselves and pass several hours ruminat-

ing. The ram ought to have all the good hay,

corn stalks and grass he can eat, with not less

grain than is equivalent to a pound of corn

meal, mingled with an equal quantity of un-

bolted wheat flour daily. In addition to this he

should have salt and fresh water always before

him. If one has peas or beans they may be fed

instead of meal, after having been soaked 24

hours. If rams will eat them, there is no bet-

ter feed for them especially at this season.

When the time of service is nearly passed, the

rams may have their liberty and run with the

flock, for if a flock is in good condition and has

been well watched and cared for, 100 ewes will

all, with rare exceptions, have passed their

season successfullj- with only a single ram,

within fifteen or twenty days.

There are several ways of managing a flock

at this period. That of separating the rams
from the ewes every night, and confining them
in a small enclosure where they cannot hear

the flock, is most desirable in either large or

small flocks. A very good way is to keep the

ram in a small pen in the field with the ewes,

which should be conveniently near the farm-

stead. The ram should have a cord about 50

feet long attached to his hind foot, by which he

may be fastened to a stake whenever he is let

out, which is for the shortest possible time,

whenever the flockmaster or shepherd notices a

ewe lingering about his enclosure. By following

the hints here given, a fine lot of vigorous Iambs

in April will be almost certainly secured.

Care of Store Hogs in Winter.

Store hogs, especially shotes, really ought to

have warm and dry apartments during cold

weather. Their thin coat of hair affords them
but little protection, hence, the importance of

warm pig-sties, well littered with dry straw,

and so tight that cold winds will not blow di-

rectly on them. It is far more economical to

keep the animals warm in a snug and well

ventilated piggery than by extra feed, and

this will promote faster growth, if they are

kept comfortably warm by a good building.

When a piggery is spacious, with one end

open to the weather so that winds make their

sleeping place uncomfortably cold, a portion

should be partitioned off with boards having

the edges well jointed, and a narrow entrance

made at the point least exposed. Then nail a

board 6 or 8 inches high across the bottom of

the entrance to keep the straw from being

worked out. Let a liberal supply of straw al-

ways be provided.

It will pay well to cook the feed for store

hogs, as well as for those that are being fattened.

Swine will not extract all the nourishment from
dry corn unless it is first ground to fine meal

;

and even then it will be much more economi-
cal to Scald it. As farmers must necessarily keep
a good fire in the kitchen for a large proportion

of the time during the day, the expense of cook-

ing feed for a small herd of swine in cold weath-

er is much less than the gain over feeding with

uncooked food. Raw potatoes are frequently

fed to store shotes. If the same quantity were
boiled, and a few handfuls of meal mixed with

them as they are mashed, and warm dish water

mingled with the mass, not more than two-
thirds tte amount -vrould be required to keep
pigs in a growing and thrifty condition. The
cooking costs nothing, as a farmer or some of
his help can attend to the business when there

are no other duties to perform. If grain is not

ground, let it be boiled until the kernels crack
open. Those who have never practised cook-
ing feed, will be surprised to find the marked
difference there will be in the quantity of feed

consumed, and the condition of the animals.

»-• » .-•

Some Notes on the New-York City Fish

Markets—How Supplied.

Probably not less 'than one and-a-half mil-

lion people are fed daily from the K Y. City

markets. This number includes, besides the

regular population of this city, that of the im-

mediate vicinit}', and transient visitors. The
immense demand thus created, of course makes
the supply of each important article of food in

itself a subject of great interest. Fresh fish

are brought to this market, not only from most
of the large lakes and rivers of the country, but

from points along the entire length of the At-
lantic seaboard, from Florida to Labrador,

the different species constituting the supply
being exceedingly numerous, and presenting

an almost endless variet}' as regards appearance,

habits and characteristics. Even the experi-

enced naturalist may here find much that is in-

teresting, and no one can fail to be greatly de-

lighted as well as instructed by an occasional

visit to the places where fish are exposed for

sale. Aside from these considerations, the skill

employed by the expert and daring fishermen,

and the perils and hardships involved in the

pursuit of their avocation, lend a charm to the

subject, giving it all the more interest.

The principal fish mart adjoins the Fulton

Market, on the East river, at the foot of Fulton

street. This is the only wholesale fish market

in the city, and by far the largest in the country.

A wholesale business is of course done at Bos-

ton, Providence, and other seaport cities, but

here is the central depot of the fresh fish trade

for all sections, and unlike the meat market,

it promises to remain here for a long time.

From this center other markets supply their de-

ficiencies, and here send their surplus when
overstocked. Prominent among the retail

markets of this city are Washington, .lefferson,

Catherine, Spring-street, and others located in

various quarters of the ctiy. A large part of

the fresh fish, however, are sold at small

shops, or peddled about, especially on Fridays.

The Fulton fish market extends about 150

feet along the wharf, the space being appor-

tioned to different dealers. The advantage of

this location is, that the fish may be taken di-

rectly from the water into the market without

the trouble or expense of cartage. In the
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water adjoining the rear of the market, a

space of an equal length, and 50 feet or more in

width, is occupied by the dealers for their fish-

"cars," in which tlie fish are kept alive. These

cars are boxes, about 10 x 12 feet, and three

feet in depth, with their bottoms and sides

made of slats for tlip free admission of wa-

ter ; and are sunk by putting in stones until

the tops only remain above water. When re-

quired for use, the fish are scooped out into bask-

ets with dip nets constructed for the purpose,

and hoisted by tackles into the rear of the

market, whence they are taken for sale or
" trimming " to the stands in front. This
operation, which commences as early as 3

o'clock in the morning, in order that the re-

tail markets and shops ma}' receive their sup-

plies in season, is mostly over by noon, and

comparative quiet reigns where a short time

since there was great bustle and confusion.

Large quantities of fresh fish are sent daily f;ir

into the interior of the country, packed in close

boxes between alternate layers of ice. In this

way they are preserved in all their freshness,

and appear as delicious upon the tables of

our inland cities and towns, as at the seaboard.

Fresh-water fish from the lakes and rivers are

brought here to the market in the same manner,

except in the winter, when ice is unnecessary.

As a full account of sales is not kept by the

leasers of the market, an accurate statement as

to the number of pounds sold out from the

wholesale market daily, or yearly, cannot be

made. One of the superintendents of the market,

having had long experience in the business,

estimates the average daily sales at not less than

50,000 lbs. Tlie 3-earIy cash receipts at the

market, which are more easily ascertained, he
placed, after a careful computation, at §2,000,000;

and the amount received by independent dealers

outside of the market at probably about ^.500,-

000 more. This total of $3,.500,000 gives an

average of $48,077 paid weekly in this city for

fresh fish, not including shell fish. We can not

now enter into a description of the different

varieties of fish, which, with the manner of

taking them, their comparative value in mar-

ket, etc., may form themes for future articles.

•-• -mm^ • »

Sowing Eye Late in the Season.

Winter rye, though not properly a biennial

plant, nevertheless requires a portion of two
seasons to come to perfection. To secure

remunerative crops it is usually necessary to

put in the seed early in autumn or very late,

just before the ground freezes up. With this

statement we think all who have mucji experi-

ence will agree ; as also, to the statement that

the rye most apt to winter-kill is that which
being sown in the intermediate time (October or

November,) makes only a small growth of either

tops or roots before the ground freezes up.

Even tills sometimes does very well, especially

if a heavy fall of snow blankets it during the

winter. However, when the seed is put in after

the growing season has past, so that it will not

germinate until the spring, winter-killing is en-

tirely avoided of course, and at the same time

that effect is produced, whatever it is, which
makes winter rye sown in autumn, produce a

crop, when the same sown in spring, and com-
ing up at almost exactly the same time, would
not. We have practised raising winter r3-e in

this manner with tlie most satisfactory results.

Plow the ground as late as possible in the sea-

son before it freezes, harrowing in a thin top-

dressmg of well-rotted barnyard manure, and

sow the seed broadcast or in drills. The ma-
nure should be as well rotted, or composted for

r3'e, as for a crop of wheat. If the manure is

rather coarse, better plow it under, as it will be
more completely covered than if harrowed in,

unless, indeed, you use a Share's harrow and go
over the field twice before sowing. Wherever
the ground is very wet, it should be underdrain-

cd, if practicable. Otherwise let it be plowed,

and the middle furrows cleaned out before seed-

ing, as shown on page 342 (November). One of

the best crops of r}-e that the writer ever saw
was raised by sowing the seed in December, only

one day previous to the falling of a deep snow
which remained on the ground until the next
spring. Soon after the snow disappeared, the

r3'e came up, having suffered no injury from

the freezing and thawing of the soil.

This mode of raising rye can be followed

with better success on wet land, than if the seed

is sowed earl3' ; still, better crops can be raised

by seeding with spring r3'e, if good seed can be

procured. White winter r3"e and white spring

rye can now be obtained in most of our large

cities, at the seed stores. One and a half bush-

els per acre is sufficient if distributed evenl3-,

provided the seed is good and kernels small.

If the kernels are unusually large, seven pecks

wiU be none too much for one acre. *

Cutting up Corn Stalks for Fodder.

The advantages and disadvantages of feed-

ing corn stalks chaffed or whole to stock may
be thus stated. When the stalks are cut

into pieces which sheep and cattle are able to

take into their mouths and masticate, the}' will

eat much more of the stalks than when not cut.

Uncut stalks are in a very inconvenient condi-

tion for feeding animals of any kind. There is

considerable nourisliment in them after the

leaves have been eaten off, which sheep and
neat cattle lose, if the3' are not cut so that the3-

can take them readily between their grinders.

It is not necessary to cut stalks as short as

some persons have recommended, in order to

have animals eat them with avidity. For four-

teen years the writer has been accustomed to

cut all his corn stalks with a cutter driven b3'

horse-power, and for several years some were
cut about half an inch long, though for the most

part two inches was the usual length unless

they were very large, and to be fed to sheep.

Neat cattle and horses will eat them quite as

well when cut two inches as if half an inch

long. And it is much safer to cut them two
inches long than half an inch, because when
short, hard pieces are often crowded endwise

between the teeth of animals, and splinters of

the hard coating, which is almost like glass for

hardness, will wound the gums, making the

mouths so sore that animals will sometimes

suffer with hunger before they will venture to

eat cut stalks. Moreover, it is highly probable

that these short, flinty chips with thin sharp

edges, injure the intestines.

Jack-Screws—Various Uses,

All are more or less familiar with the use

of Jack-screws in raising buildings, and for

other operations, where a strong lifting power
is demanded. For ordinary farm use they

are better used iu pairs than singl3-, because they

stand so mucli firmer and are so much more
easily adapted to the various purposes for which
they are needed. We figure a pair of wooden

ones of about the following dimensions: The
extreme length is about 3 feet, the heads being
8 inches long and of about the same thickness.

The shafts are 4^ to 5 inches in diameter. The
nut-block is of hard wood (maple or beach), 4
feet long, 10 inches wide and 5 inches thick.

The ends of the screws are round, that is hemi-
spherical, and depressions about half an inch
deep for them to turn in are made in the strong 31
or 3-inch hardwood plank which rests upon the
ground. Such a pair of screws maybe procured
in most of our cities and large villages, at hard-
ware stores or machine shops, or made to order.

Such a pair of screws are much more con-

JACK SCREWS.

venient for raising a corner, side, or middle of a

building, than one or more single screws could
be, for, by placing them upon the ground, a strong
plank or timber of any desired length, even 20
feet or more, may be set on the nut-block, and
thus the part over head may be raised without
using an}- blocking for the screws to rest upon.
By a little contrivance these screws may be used
for raising large trees for transplanting, having
balls of frozen earth encasing their roofs. They
will be found equalh* convenient for lifting

any rocks that a chain ma}- be put around, or

logs too heav}' to be moved witli common levers.

During the past season we have had several

inquiries for a cheap and efficient stump-puller.

Where great expedition is not required, a good
pair of .Jack screws with a strong spar, a power-
ful chain, and suitable blocking, are all that is

necessary. The chain, which should be about
10 to 12 feet long, may usualh' be obtained at

hardware or fiirm-implement stores in our cities

or large villages ; or second-hand chains, almost
as good as new, may often be found at seaports,

and if provided with hooks, they will answer
an excellent purjjose.

The manner of operating this stump-puller is,

to dig under a large root of the stump, and
f:isten the chain beneath the root and over the

middle of the timber, which should rest on the

top of the stump. The stick may be 14 or more
feet long, and 8 or 10 inches in diameter. Then
set the screws under one end and work them
until the nut is run up to the heads. Next
block up that end of the timber, and put the

screws under the other. When a stump is firm-

ly rooted, and starts hard, it ma3- be necessary

to dig around and cut off some of the large roots,

below the surface of the ground. Sometimes
a few smart blows with a heav3- sledge against

the sides of large roots will jar them loose, when
the stump will rise with comparative ease. A
blow downwards will often break a strong chain.

An iron Jack screw working in a socket or

square block, may be used in place of a pair of

wooden ones, by flattening a portion of the

under side of the ends of the limber. This

stump-puller maybe easil3' worked by one man,
who will be able to take out more stumps in a
day, in proportion to the force employed, than

could be extracted by a large machine requir-

ing a team or two, and several Men to work it.
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How' to, and How not to Fell Timber.

—

Large trees of valuable timber are sometimes

seriously injured by splitting when they fall,

simply because those who cut them down do

not know how to do it well. "We have had a

sketch engraved showing a large stump and tree,

which was badly damaged in the felling, and

another well cut and ready to fall. Almost

every one who has been among the wood chop-

pers, when they have felled large trees of tough

timber, will recollect having seen the " but logs"

of many trees split, as seen in the sketch,

and the long splinters remaining on the stump,

which were pulled out of the tree, are very com-

mon. When a tree is designed for fire-wood, it

is of no importance to fell it without damage

;

but when every foot in length is valued at $1.00

or more, it is of prime importance to know bow
to cut it down without damaging the but log.

When a large tree stands perpendicularly, brace

it on two sides, as represented, with long, stiff

poles, having the lower ends secured by wide

stakes. If the wind does not blow, a large tree

may be cut nearly otF before it falls. The way
is to leave a small strip on each side of the tree,

while at the middle it is cut entirely through,

as represented. When a tree standing as shown

in the figure, is ready to fall, remove one of the

braces by prying out the lower end with a hand-

spike, and it will come down without any da-

mage. When a tree leans, for example, to the

norln or south, it should always be cut to fall

east or west, and always if possible, at right

angles to the way it leans. If cut to fell the

way it leans, there is great danger that it will

split at the but. It is often desirable to have a

tree fall in a certain place, though it leans in an

opposite direction. To do this, fasten a chain

or strong rope to the body, 10 or 20 feet from

the ground, and make the other end fast to the

short end of a long lever. Then fasten another

chain to the lever, some 3 or 4 feet from this

end, and hitch it to some tree, stump or post

standing near, and in the right du'ection. Fasten

the long end of the lever, so as to hold the

chain taut and the tree iu its place till it is cut

almost off, and then a team drawing at the long

end, will pull the tree over where it is desir-

able to have it fall. A system of pulleys or a

tackle, in which the rope is reeved through

double and triple blocks, will subserve the pur-

pose of a lever. When it is desirable to have

a large tree fall in a certain ducction, let the

kerf on the side where it is to fall be cut deeper,

and 3 to 6 inclR-s lower than that on the op-

posite side. If a large tree be cut nearly off

on one side, it will

usually fall on

that side of the

stump. For this

reason, if a longer

and deeper kerf

be made on one

side of a tree than

on the other, and

the small one a

few inches higher

than the large

one, it will be

easy to make a

large tree fall in

the desired direc-

tion without the

aid of braces, or

chains. A tree

may sometimes be

sawed down quite

as advantageous-

ly as felled with an ax, if a saw is in good order.

To facilitate starting a saw in the right direc-

tion, bore a hole horizontally into the tree about

two inches deep, and drive in a wooden pin, on
which the blade of the saw may rest, until the

kerf is sufficiently deep to steady it. Decide
where the tree is to be felled, and saw the side

in that direction half off first, then saw the op-

posite side. Two broad and lliin iron wedges
should be driven after the saw into the kerf, to

prevent the saw being pinched so tightly that it

cannot be worked nor drawn out. The ears on
the end of a saw for felling timber should be se-

cured with bolts, so that one may be removed,
and the saw withdrawn, when it is difficult to

knock out the wedges from the kerf.

A Convenient Wood Holder.

A subscriber of the Agrkulliinst, whose name
we have lost, described to us recently in con-

versation a contrivance for holding wood for

splitting, which we here illustrate. It consists

simply of a portion of a hollow log sawed off

squarely, about one foot long, and placed on one
end for holding the wood while it is being split

into small sticks. Such a contrivance saves

much labor, as it keeps the sticks erect, so that

a workman may swing his ax freely ; whereas,

when he has nothing to hold his wood in place,

much time must be spent in picking up aud ad-

justing the billets to be split. To prevent the

numerous blows in one place from splitting

such a holder, pin a half-round stick on the

upper end, against which the ax may strike.

Snow Tools.

It is not because we are afraid of work that

we advocate making all kinds of work easier.

AVhen, as ambitious boys, we came into the

house staggering under the weight of a big arm-

ful of wood, perhaps dropjiing a slick or two,

we were told such was "a lazj' man's load." It

was indeed easier to fetch a big load once than

to go twice, but there was no laziness in that.

On the same principle we shovel snow with a
shovel large enough to make heavy work of

what would be like " beating the air," if we used
a common square shovel. We see with surprise

the very common use of inconvenient tools for

moving snow, making paths, etc., and figure a
few very simple ones, which will commend
themselves to every man who has this work to

do. Hammer and nails, a saw, a drawing-knife,

a jack-plane, and a scratch-awl, with a few
boards and pieces of wood, are all that are

needed, to enable any one to make the imple-

ments we describe, and any one can do it.

The Snow Push (fig. 1). This is a very con-
venient tool to clear paths after light falls of
snow, or when snow changes to rain, which is

soaked up by the snow. It is made by inserting

=^5^

Fig. 1.—SNOW PUSH.

a handle 5 or 6 feet long in a head of oak or

Other hard wood, 1 inch thick, 14 inches long

and 5 wide. To prevent it fronr working

loose, it may be braced with stout wire. In

use, the snow is shoved along before it.

The iSiioic Shovel (fig. 2) is made of pine;

the blade of 4 inch stuff, 20 inches long and 14

or 16 wide, tapering to an edge over which is

turned, and tacked, a strip of tin, having a

width of li or 2 inches on each side. A back,

perpendicular to the blade is nailed on, and this

has a slot to receive the handle, which is Set On

at an angle of about 30 degrees. It is about 4

feet long, and strongly screwed to the blade and

to the back piece. By some a shorter handle is

preferred, furnished with a grip-piece at the end.

The Snow Plmc (fig. 3). There ought to be

somebody in every neighborhood, who is public

spirited enough to make and use a snow plow,

not for his own family only, but for the general

good. The con-

venienceofhav-

ing good, wide

paths all clear-

ed by horse

power, and al-

most as fast as

Dobbin will

trot, about the

farm buildings,

etc., can hard-

ly be estimat-

ed. When this

work is done,

a man can set

the neighbor- ^

hood in a state

of pleasant

good feeling, if

he drives about

for half an

hour, leaving behind him everywhere a good

walk in the deep snow, and cross-walks where

they are needed. The school, the church,

and the post-office should receive especial at-

tention, so that the children aud women may
conveniently get about. Other men willi their

shovels will make the connections and put the

finishing touches, and soon too the street will

Fig. 2.—SNOW SHOVEL.
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Fig. 3.—SNOW PLOW.

be quite lively -with people running liere and

there. The snow plow figured, is thus made :

The side pieces are li inch oak or chestnut

stuff, 13 inches wide and 4 feet long, chamfered

off at the forward ends, so as to come together

at an edge, when the rear ends are a little more

than 4 feet apart. They are braced apart by a 2 x 3

inch stud, which is mortised in. A C-inch cleat

is nailed upon each board on the inside near the

mortise. The horse may be attached by a clevis,

the bolt of which goes through the edge, as

shown, or by a chain fastened to a long bolt or

pin run through a few inches back from the

front edge. A board on the top answers for the

driver to sit or stand upon, and the ropes behind

enable him to lift the plow over bad places,

stones, etc., to turn it on one edge, to guide it,

or pull it back. A sort of sliare may be at-

tached in front, as shown in figi 3, and in many
cases will be found very useful, especially where

the snow has been trodden somewliat, or where

it is very moist and packs in front of the plow.

It requires rather nice sawing or work with the

drawing-knife to make a good job of puttingon

this attachment It should be well nailed on,

and it adds strength and durability to the plow.

Water, Useful and OmamentaL

That was a good idea of the Turk who, when
dying, provided for the construction of a foun-

tain, on the sides of which was carved a

request for the prayers of all who should

drink from it. In the town of Cazenovia,

N. Y., a wealthy and liberal gentleman,

has constructed drinking-troughs of gran-

ite, on every highway leading into the

village, for the use of horses and cattle.

The water is brought in pine logs from

cool springs in the neighboring hills, and

rising into the center of stone structures

by the road-side, pours through a copper

pipe into the troughs below, and a cup

chained to each provides for the wants

of thirsty travelers. The simple inscrip-

tion, " L. L ," carved on each fountain,

perpetuates the memory of the benevo-

lent Jlr. Ledyard Lincklaen..—A friend

in Cazenovia furnishes at our request a

sketch of one of these fountains, which
we have had engraved. The structure

consists of a base, a back stone, and a

stone containing the trough. It is about

5 feet high, 5k feet wide, and projects

about 4 feet. The trough is 4 inches deep,

and the waste water flows off at the back.

Do we make all provision as we should

for furnishing good and abundant water for our

homes ? Pure water is essential to the healtli of

man and beast. Horses and cattle always prefer

the water of springs and running streams to tlie

" hard water " of our wells. In limestone re-

gions, it would doubtless be healthier for man

to drink pure rain water than that of

wells. Cisterns can be so built as to

filter the water through gravel and char-

coal, and render it as pure as when
dropping from the clouds. The amount
of water falling on our roofs annually

is greater than we are wont to suppose.

A roof ten feet square will furnish sev-

enty barrels a year. A roof thirty feet

by forty, gives 864 barrels a year, i. e.,

more than two barrels a day for every

;- day of the year 1 If our cisterns are

large enough we shall never lack water.

The labor and expense of bringing water

from springs on hillsides is not so great as

many imagine. In the country, ordinarily, noth-

ing is better for this purpose than wood, which

when well bored and properly put together and
laid below frost, will last from ten to twenty

years. The Water Ram, when well put up and
managed, is a useful machine. The relative

proportion of the

supply and deliv-

ery varies with

the hight of the

fall and the ele-

vation to be over-

come. As a gen-

eral rule, one sev-

enth part of the

water may be

forced to 5 times

the hight of the

fall. A fall of

eighteen inches

with supply pipe

one inch in diam-

eter, will raise

water in a half inch pipe twenty feet. A fall of

four feet from the spring will deliver three and-

a-quarter gallons every ten minutes at the hight

of nineteen feet above the Ram. (A minute

description of the Hydraulic Ram, and its ope-

ration, fully illustrated, maybe found in the No-

vember Agriculturist, 18.58, Vol. XVIH, p. 324-5.

Every farm yard should have, if possible, its

penstock running day and night with pure

with an abundance of pure water. Wooden
water pipes are safer than lead, usually better

than iron, and_ are generally more accessible.

« — » I »

The Use of the Single Pulley in Moving

Heavy Loads.

Farmers need a correct understanding of the

principles of draught ; their teams are required

to haul a great variety of articles, and it is

liighly important to know how to economize
tune and force most advantageously. There are
fi'equentlj' large logs or heavy stones to he
drawn a short distance, which cannot be moved
with a single teanr when hitched directly to

them, but they may be moved with compara-
tive ease by means of a single pulley. By
drawing upon one end of a rope, passing

around a pulley attached to a log, as shown by
the figure, while the other eud of the long rope

^i'#^^V^— W'Whm^
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spring water. Where springs are not within

reach, water may be raised from wells or cis-

terns into tanks in the upper lofts of bams or

other buildings, by windmills or force-pumps.

But whatever be the means employed, every

farmstead and every house should be provided

USE OP SINGLE PULLET.

is made fast to a stake or tree, one horse will

draw a log that two horses cannot move, directly.

The reason for this is that the log will move
only half as fast as the horse ; consequently the

horse is exerting his force during twice as

long a time, and so, of course exerts twice

as much force. Now, if the pulley block be
placed at a tree, or post, while one end of a rope

passing through it is hitched to the log, (the

team drawing at the other end,) the unit-

ed force of three horses wOl probably

not move a log that might be hauled

by one horse, were the pulley near the

log. The tackle in this case would not

only be of no advantage, but a decided

disadvantage. The team might better be

hitched directly to the log, for when the

pulley is fixed, the weight moves just as

fast as the team.—There are many other

places where a rope and a single pul-

ley may be used to a great advantage.

A heavy stone, that four horses could not;

move by a straight pull, may be drawn
from a stone quarry with ease with two
horses, by using a rope and one pulley.

Should a teamster get into a place with

a heavy load, where four horses could

not haul it out, two horses, with a pul-

ley at the end of the wagon tongue draw-

ing by a rope, one eud of which is

hitched to a fence-post or stake, might

start it with ease.' Teamsters traveling

where their wagons are liable to sink

in deep ruts, as is sometimes the case,

especially in new countries, would often

save themselves a great deal of trouble and

much time, if they would carry with them a

60-fathom i-inch rope, and a block to match, to

draw out their loads in case they "mu-e."

Many other applications of the pulley will read-

ily suggest themselves to the reader.
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An Educatiou Good Enough for a Farmer.

The best education is none too good. Who
sets out second-rate fruit, if he can get first-rate ?

or who sows poor wheat if he can get the best ?

What is the best educatiou that a Farmer can

have? Truly, tliat which will fit him for most

successfully tilling the soil, for business inter-

course with men, for taking a creditable

position in society, for serving best his fel-

lowmen and honoring his God. To help

us to decide what course of mental culture—

for that 13 what we generally mean bj' educa-

tion,—will best accomplish these ends, let us see

what men are the best farmers, and what their

education has been. As a general thing, we
believe that among those farmers who work with

their own hands more or less, and are not mere-

1}' proprietors of estates which they may or may
not personally manage,—those not bred to the

business of farming, are by far most successful.

Many of them were born ou the farm, and oth-

ers took to farming after learning other busi-

ness. Is then the education which the farmer-

boy picks up after he leaves the farm, while he

is at work in the machine shop, slioving the

jack-plane, or behind the counter, the best he

can have ? No, indeed ; but he gains something

which makes him a better farmer than his neigh-

l)or3. Premising that he would not have re-

turned to farming, or taken it up if he had not

a love for it, he has probably gained, in the

shop or stove,—First, a just estimate of the val-

ue of accurate accounts, of knowing the pecu-

niary success or failure of the simplest ventures

;

iSecond, a high estimation of the value of knowl-

edge of one's business, which makes him read

and think, as well as work: Third, liberality in

regard to the views and opinions of others. It

has made him quick witted also, and not set in

his own way. Besides, contact with men has

given him confidence in himself when he knows

where he stands, and a lack of confidence when
he is not sure of his ground. Such a man will

always succeed as a farmer. lie maybe dread-

fully green for a year or two, but in a short

time he will beat the old farmers out and out.

If our readers will testify, they will confirm what

we say, and point out neighbors of theirs that

they used to laugh at for their blunders and

cityfied farming, which, perhaps, was half book

farming and half guesswork, who now are be-

j'ond being laughed at ; or at least the laugh is

on the other side. These men have gained

their farming education by the hardest. Our
boys ought to have a better chance.

The Home School is where the boy gets his

first notions and principles, and these will have

their eff'ect upon him to the day of his death.

TM Common ScJu/ol is where the foundations

are laid of whatever literary or book education

the boy ever gains, together with the establish-

ment of correct habits of study and thought, a

taste for mathematics, quickness at figures, etc.

The High School, whether it be Academy,
College, or Agricultural College, is supposed to

bring the young man forward to the threshhold

of mature life with knowledge enough to ena-

ble him to make a good start, and with such

habits of study and thought that he will always

value knowledge and seek it. Finally there is —
The School of Experience, in which we are all

pupils and always have been, from the time we
first learned we could not reach the moon, and

that the candle-flame was too hot a place for

our fingers. It is in the school of experience

that men educate themselves in their judg-

ment of probabilities. In the estimation of men
for what they are worth, and in many other

things which have a great influence on their

success or failure, superiority or mediocrity in

whatever business they follow.

This last excepted, the other schools mention-

tioned are named in order of their importance

in forming character and developing the mind.

The boy should have the best instruction where

and when this development takes place. The
best teachers are by no means those who
know the most, they are those who inspu'c the

child, or youth, with a desire to do best, and to

learn most, those who guide the yonug mind
into those channels in which it can and will

pursue useful knowledge with zest. A child of

fourteen well started, will do well under poor

teachers, after that. We propose to discuss

these three schools in other articles.

Western Agriculture.
m

" C. S. W.," a " York State Farmer " and

pioneer in Scott County, Iowa, sends to the

American Agriculturist his views:

" Agriculture in Iowa differs materially in all

its departments from the long established sys-

tems of the Eastern States. Theoretical farm-

ing finds little encouragement here ('); ourmost

successful and intelligent farmers are those

who have in a general way discarded theories,

and applied themselves to a faithful study of

the nature and characteristics of the soil.

Within the past ten years our farmers have

gradually adopted the opinion that our soil has

its peculiar and fi.xed constitution, and that it is

essential to acquaint ourselves with its local

laws. We have but little faith in auy of the

popular disquisitions on acids and alkalies, and

how to preserve the equipoise of their relations,

for we daily discover the abundance of in-

consistences in theories originating in regions

possessing few features in common with our

own. Any of our old settlers would give you

a series of facts that would upset a multitude of

the ideas advanced by Liebig, Mechi, etc. My
own farm is probably one of the oldest in the

State, and I have fields that have been almost

uninterruptedly cultivated in corn for thirty-

three j-ears, and yet the annual yield, by actual

measurement, ranges from 75 to 100 bushels [of

ears, no doubt. Ed.] per acre. (^ This year the

stalks average over eleven feet in hight, and the

corn yield promises to exceed its usual average.

The laud is high and dry, and was never ma-

nured. And this is the usual, I might say uni-

versal, fertility of Iowa soil. ' Gradual im-

poverishment' is very slow in its operation

here. Of late years we are beginning to believe

that Iowa soil is rich in the elements that con-

tribute to fruit growing, and orchards are be-

coming popular, and are almost invariably suc-

cessful. We get apples in eight years after

planting the seed, or more practically speaking,

standard fruit-trees, as usually sent out from the

nurseries, bear fruit within four years, and an

orchard si.x years old yields a profitable crop.

Four years' growth, with cultivation, gives our

fruit-trees a diameter of from three to five inches.

It is, however, noticeable that few of the East-

ern varieties retain their prominent characteris-

tics when grown here. The greenings and pip-

pins of ' old York State,' degenerate into very

ordinary fruit in Iowa. But we have our own
peculiar apples that leave us little cause to re-

gret that grafts from the old homesteads of our

youth, do not give us the fruit that tasted so

well in our boyhood. Systematic and judicious

land culture in Iowa is uchly rewarded, and our

best farmers are those who, ou the sterile fields

of their former homes, were forced to acquire

habits of industry, observation and reflection.

These invariably meet success in the West, and
it is this fact that offers so much encouragement
to the immigration of our Eastern friends. It

is strange that more of the surplus population

of the large cities do not seek the West, with

its certainly of comfortable homes and a fair

chance for wealth. A New Yorker myself,

I know how many intelligent mechanics, busi-

ness men, small capitalists, etc., are wasting life

there, struggling for the daily bread and assured

welfare, that are so easily obtained in Iowa (')
;

obtained too, without the sacrifice of any East-

ern privilege, for churches, schools, and news-

papers here abound, and the Agriailturist sheds

its kindly rays on us within forty-eight hours

after its issue in New York."

[We can not let our correspondent have his

say without adding a word. (1) All men who
cultivate the soil have some sort of theories, at

least a kind of reasoning founded on guesswork

;

and the men who declaim loudest against

theories have the most of these very peculiar

kinds. Even Iowa farmers, plow and sow,

raise grain and roots, and grass, and feed cattle

and sheep ; aud at the East we do so too.

Practice and facts never hurt a good theory j'et,

and never will. The experience of 10 or 33

years in Iowa and other States may show that

the land is not exhausted yet. There is laud in

Connecticut that has been cropped longer than

that,without exhausting it, and so there is in Eng-

land.—This does not militate against any correct

theory however. Continual cropping does tend

to impoverish the soil. The larger the crops, the

more rapid the impoverishment. Slanuring does

maintain the fertility of the poorest land, and it

increases and improves the crops upon the best

natural soils.—(3) Good fiirmers out West may be

entirely satisfied with 75 or 100 bushels ofears per

acre, but we of the East do not consider it much.

When we get 80 or 100 bushels of shelled corn

measured in November, then we begin to brag.

(3) C. S. W. can hardly be better informed about

the condition of Eastern mechanics, etc., and

the wages they are getting, than he is in regard

to the theories of acids and alkalis he has such

a horror of ; for the West with all its fertility

as ageneral rule presents few or no inducements

to the classes of persons named, which will

compare at all with the pecuniary prospects

presented here. But there are other classes

—

enterprising young farmers, with capital, and

without, foreigners not mechanics, and all sorts

of men without trades. Such men will usually

better themselves by going West, or South.—En.

A Private Park with Five Acres of Land.

In the unequal distribution of tastes, it oflen

happens that those who are best fitted to enjoy

rural life, are the least able to do so, aud many
a merchant or mechanic toils on in city or vil-

lage in the hope that the time may one day

come when his desire for a quiet retreat m.ay be

filled. How many such have studied all the

best works on landscape gardening, in anticipa-

tion of the time wheu they could lay out

grounds otherwise than on paper. How many
such have visited the "show places" of the

wealthy, where acres of lawn, miles of perfect

drive, beautiful pictures of tree grouping have

shown how lovely earth can be made if one only

has the means. There is the disheartening

thing about the whole matter, that but few cau
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hope to possess tUnt fortune which an ample

and well kept domain implies. Fortunately for

those whose purses are not in proportion to

their tastes, Mr. L. S. HasUell, has contrived a

plan by which one may enjoy all of rural beauty

that the wealthiest can encompass, without be-

ing a millionaire, and as the plan upon which

he has done this is one which is capable of im-

itation elsewhere, and is practicable upon a

much smaller scale than that attempted by him,

a description will interest our readers.

Some ten years ago Mr. Haskell, being im-

pressed with the great natural beauty of the

slope of Orange mountain near the town of

Orange, N. J., purchased a tract of 500 acres,

which has since been extended to 750 acres, and

is now called Llewellyn Park. The land is ju-

diciously divided up into building sites of from

5 to 10 acres each, while a park of 50 acres is

kept for the use of the owners of these sites.

This common park is an irregular strip running

lengthw^ise of the tract, easily accessible from

all the residences, and includes ravine, for-

est, and lawn in pleasing variety. -Aside from

the grand old native trees, the original occu-

pants of the soil, many new and valuable ones

have been introduced. Great numbers of Rho-

dodendrons have been planted, the rare and

slow growing kinds flourishing with a vigor

and health of foliage that we have never seen

equalled in cultivation. Fine roads are laid

out through the whole tract, and each resident

has a stately approach to his grounds, the une-

ven character of the surface allowing one in a

short drive to enjoy a great variety of scenery.

The beauties of the park culminate at Eagle

Rock, an abrupt bluff upon the highest point of

the grounds. The view from this point is finer

than one would think it possible to find within

less than an hour's ride of New-York City. In-

deed there are few more enjoyable views to be

found anywhere. Of the thirty proprietors who
have dwellings in the park, not one has had the

bad taste to put up a fence, and after the visi-

tor passes the tasteful gateway there is nothing

to remind him that he is not driving about the

extensive grounds of some princely manor.

The roads and other common portions of the

park are kept up by an annual assessment, the

amount of which is determined by the proprie-

tors themselves, but which is limited to $10 an

acre. There is also a fund provided by setting

apart a portion of the proceeds of the sales of

sites, the income of which is for general im-

provements. The advantage of an associated

proprietor.ship of this kind is, that it enables one

of moderate means to enjoysurroundings which

are usually at the command of only the very

wealthy. The owner of five acres, more or less, •

has as much as he can well improve by himself,

he has an undivided share in 50 acres of play

ground, seven miles of drive, and views which

can never be obstructed. Those who wish to

enjoy a few hours most delightfully should visit

thisoharming spot. The only formality required

is to enter name and residence in a book at the

gate keeper's lodge. Every place has not its ro-

mantic mountain slope, and not many can hope

to be so fortunate in the selection of a site for

such an enterprise as has Mr. Haskell, but we
can not see why every large town or village

might not have a park upon a similar plan.

Were it not that the word is sometimes used in

an unpleasant sense, we should call It a " com-

munity park." It is in fact, a rural town where

each one can have all desirable seclusion on his

own grounds, and contribute his share to a fund

for the tasteful adornment ot the common domain,

with its drives and walks, to be enjoyed by all.

Some Experiments in Potato Culture.—

•

la the brief account of the exhibition of tho

Penn. Horticultural Society, in the Nov. Ag-

ricultunst we mentioned a fine display of pota-

toes by A. W. Harrison, of Philadelphia. The
samples were so excellent and the yield (stated

plainly upon the label of each variety) so gen-

erally large, that we applied to Mr. Harrison for

an account of his method of cultivation, which
he not only cheerfully furnished, but also gave

us a fine set of specimens, which have for some
time been on exhibition at our office. Mr. H.
commenced his operations upon a farm so much
impoverished by nine years of cultivation with-

out manure, that two years ago his first crop

of Peach Blows was only 50 Bushels to the acre.

The following are the chief points in which Mr.

Harrison's cultivation differs from the ordinary

:

The land is plowed, subsoiled and supplied

with ordinary manure in the fall ; in the spriug

it is plowed crosswise, harrowed and rolled and

then marked out 3 feet each way with a corn

marker. At the intersections of the markings

one wJwle potato is planted 6 inches deep, and

with it is put a handful of the following com-

post: Wood ashes, 4; salt,!; lime, 3
;
plaster,

1 ; and superphosphate, 1 part. A good hand-

ful of this to the hill takes about 50 bushels to

the acre. The superphosphate may be of do-

mestic production, or that of some reliable

manufacturer, but it is considered essential as a

preventive against the attacks of the grub.

After planting, 1000 pounds to the acre of the

above composition is sown broadcast. The first

cultivation is up and down each side of the

rows with Knox's cultivator; afterward the

ground is worked twice with a horse-hoe run in

the opposite direction. Three dressings are after-

ward given with the hand-hoe, in all cases

avoiding hilling. The harvesting is done with

a fork. Over twenty varieties of potatoes were
tested, some of them of well known prolific

character, and others poor croppers. The to-

tal yield of all sorts upon 141 acres was 2,811

bushels. Some English kinds gave only 40

bushels to the acre, while the Harrison yielded

305 bushels; Early Goodrich, 333 ; Cuzco, 363

;

Monitor, 335 ; Jackson White, 196^ Calico, 171

;

Garnet Chili, 130; Buckeye, 170; Dalmahoj',

193; Goodrich's No. 380, 181; No. 34, 179;

Seedling Mercer, 171 ; Snowball, 161 ; Gleason,

157; Early Wendell, 95; Blue Coat, 86; Red
Bird, 47; Early Handswortb, 41; Race Horse,

41. At the head of all varieties for every good

quality, Mr. H. places the Early Goodrich and

the Harrison. These are both seedlings raised

by the late Mr. Goodrich, and the last named
was so called by him as an acknowledgement

of the interest manifested by Mr. H. in the ex-

periments of Mr. Goodrich. The Monitor is an

enormous potato, 50 of which have weighed 60

pounds and filled a bushel; it is represented

as being solid and excellent.

There is nothing in the residts above given

which, on good soil, would be a great yield,

and it is only in consideration of the impover-

ished character of the land that they become

remarkable as showing what may be done on

exhausted soils by judicious manuring, and also

how much the yield is affected by the choice of

a prolific variety. Several samples of the entire

yield of a hill were exhibited, showing a large

proportion of marketable potatoes. Mr. Har-

rison is decidedly in favor of planting whole

and good sized potatoes, and claims that not

only is a larger yield of larger potatoes obtained

than when cut seed is used, but there is no ten-

dency to degenerate, and the variety is, on tho

contrary, improved. Whole potatoes may be

planted very early ; the most vigorous eyes will

start, and if the shoots from these should be
cut down by a late frost, others will sprout

from the dormant eyes, and a crop will bo rea-

lized without replanting. We understand that

Mr. Harrison intends to prepare a detailed ac-

count of his experiments with the potato. This

outline is from notes taken of a conversation

with him while he was actively engaged in the

discharge of his duties at the Exhibition as Sec-

retary, and if any essential point is omitted we
have no doubt he will willingly supply it.

m I m»m I » —

Unseasonable Growth in Trees, etc.
. m

Quite a number of correspondents have sent

us accounts of apple, pear, cherry and other

fruit trees, which have come into bloom in the

months of September and October, and we have
ourselves seen a number of instances of this

kind in which the trees had flowers and young
fruit. Several who had plants of the "Agricul-

turist" strawberry have sent us by mail speci-

mens of poorly developed ripe fruit, some of

them finding fault with the variety on account

of its being a " late kind." It is not rare to find

strawberry flowers late in the season, and this

year they have appeared more or less abundant-

ly on plants of different varieties, and the thing

is not peculiar to the " Agriculturist." In the

middle of October we went over a large bed of

Boston Pine and found quite a picking of fruit.

Nor are our ornamental trees exempt from this

unseasonable development. In the streets of

New York City we have noticed several Horse-

chestnut trees, the terminal buds of which had
pushed, and though the growth from them was
not as vigorous as it is in spring, it was sufficient

to cloth the tree in green long after the regular

crop of leaves had fallen. These phenomena
are caused by the unusual character of the past

season ; late summer and early autumn being

so dry as to cause early maturity of wood and
foliage, as well as of fruit, and vegetation came
to a rest at a much earlier period than usual.

This cessation of growth is usually followed by
cool weathei', which keeps the plants in a

dormant state, but this year it was succeeded by
continued warm weather with occasional rains.

The effect of this was to start into life the buds

which had been prepared for another year, and as

it were to use in the payment of a present neces-

sitj', funds which had been reserved to meet an

obligation not yet matured. As we cannot spend

our money and keep it too, the trees that have

pushed flowers and leaves are in the condition

of one who has exhausted his resources, and

the only remedy for the tree, as for the indivi-

dual, is at once to retrench. To drop illustra-

tion, trees which have pushed either flowers or

leaves, must be severely cut back, as whatever

of late growth they may have made, cannot be

sufficiently ripened to endure the winter. Those
trees which have flowered cannot be expected

to repeat the operation next spring, unless there

should be some buds that have remained dor-

mant; so much of the accumulated energy, so

to speak, of the tree has been exhausted, and in

order to repair the damage we should shorten

in the branches, and secure a vigorous growth

next spring from buds which have not been

swollen in the autumu. This is especially

necessary on young trees, which will have their

future vigor much impaired if it be neglected,

but if they are severely cut back now, having

regnrd as much as may be to the future shape

of the tree, they will in all probability do well
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Ctiltivating Chestimts.

The striking picture which is presented of a

chestnut burr with its fruit, is no exaggeration.

The measurements were fairly taken, and the

character of the nuts, their

sweetness and freedom from

bitter inside skin convinced

every one, without other tes-

timony, that they are genu-

ine native Americans, or at

least just as good. They
were brought to our office by

E. S. Lamoreaus, Somer-

set Co., N. J., who has for

four or five years exhibited

chestnuts from this tree.

Each year they have been

larger than the year before,

and this year the nuts weigh

40 to the pound. Mi-. L.

states that when he came

in posession of the place he

now occupies, he found the

tree which bears this fruit,
__ ~s

then in bearing, and of good
-"

size, standing isolated in

arable land. The field has

been regularly cultivated to

common farm crops, com,

potatoes, etc., well manured

;

but the chestnut tree, which

originally bore fine large

fruit, has received on its own
account, an additional dres-

sing of about one load of ma-
nui-e in the spring, and a

quantity of lime in autumn.

The result is a. constantly

increasing vigor in the tree,

and larger crops, and at the same time very

greatly augmented size of the nuts.

Every one who has taken pains to observe the

fruit of different chestnut trees must have no-

ticed very great diversities both in size and

sweetness. In Europe where this nut has been

cultivated for centuries, there are over thirty

catalogued varieties which may be had of nur-

serymen there. Should we turn our attention

to the cultivation of the chestnut here, valuable

varieties would soon multiply upon our hands,

as do the sorts of native grapes. That their cul-

ture will pay need hardly be argued ; chestnuts

now bring $7 to $13 per bushel.

"While there is no doubt that if large chestnuts

are planted, trees may be raised, the majority of

which will produce improved fruit, there is

no certainty of this, and in Europe, recourse is

had to grafting or rather, budding. As there is

but little American experience in chestnut cul-

ture to draw upon, we condense the following

account of the manner of proceeding in the

French nurseries from the "Arboriculture" of

Dubreuil :—Stocks are raised from the seed, and

for this purpose the ordinary chestnut answers

perfectly well. The chestnuts, after being gath-

ered, are exposed for several days to the sun, to

rid them of superfluous moisture, and they are

then packed in an abundance of sand, where
they are kept until the soil is ready for planting

in spring. This treatment is necessary to pre-

vent the nuts from heating or becoming too dry,

pither of which would destroy their vitality.

Tlie nuts are planted in rows about 15 inches

apart, at distances of some 10 inches, and cov-

ered about 3 inches deep. During the first two

years the plants remain in the seed bed, which

is to be kept clean. The third spring after

planting, they are set in nursery rows, the tap

root being shortened at transplanting. When
the young trees are about 8 feet high, they are

set where they are to remain. To graft or bud

the chestnut, the young trees are cut back in

A ILII ,

in a lawn and rather thickly planted with this,

with a border of other and lower growing plants,

makes a fine show. A very white leaved plant,

Centaurea Candida, is a good one to use with

the Coleus. The Coleus is not inelegant as a

pot plant, and it may be

easily kept over winter in

the house, and afford plenty

of cuttings with which to

start a stock in the spring.

Nothing is easier to propa-

gate. Placed in a dish of

wet sand, every joint will

strike root and make a plant.

The Trailing Arbutus.

(Efiigcea repens.)

AMERICAN CHESTXCTS, IMPROVED BT CXTLTIVATION.

spring to 6 or 8 feet, when numerous shoots

will start, 5 or 6 of which are selected upon
which to bud, and the rest removed. The
method of budding said to succeed the best, is

the ring or flute budding. A ring of bark con-

taining a bud, is removed from a twig, of the

variety it is desired to propagate, of the same
size as the stock, and neatly fitted in the place

of a similar portion of bark that has been re-

moved from the stock. In France this opera-

tion is performed in August, but the time to be

selected here must be that at which the bark

will separate most readily from the wood.

Since the foregoing was in type, a friend, who
has been experimenting with chestnuts, informs

us that he has been successful in propagating

them by the ordinary whip grafting. The work

was done in the spring, just before the trees

started into growth. Young shoots were selected

to graft upon, and the cions were of the same

size as the stocks upon which they were placed.

» r MaiBi I m

Coleus Verschafeltii.

This very pretty " foliage plant " with an un-

pleasantly awkward name, (pronounced Co-le-us

Ver-shof-fel-ti-i,) was engraved in June 1863.

It was then new and quite rare, but such is the

ease with which it is propagated, that it is now
one of the most common, as it is one of the

most useful bedding plants. In the figure refer-

red to, the foliage is given as variegated, and it

usually is so when grown in-doors, but when

put out in the grounds, it becomes a rich mass

of maroon-crimson foliage, often beautifully

tinged with bronze. It is pleasing when grown

in single specimens, but the best effects are ob-

tained by planting it in masses. A bed cut out

Engravings, be they ever so

faithful as to form and out-

line, generally fail to convey
an idea of the exquisite del-

:_ icacy and beauty of flowers,

^ as a photograph gives a cor-

- rect map of the face of a

friend, and yet lacks the ex-

pression which is character-

istic of it. No stronger in-

stance of the inability of the

engraver's art to present that

which we most wish to show
about a flower, has occurred

to us than the one now be-

fore the reader. Both artist
"^ and engraver have done

well, and yet the delicate

texture, the fresh breath of

spring, in short the living

plant is not there; and if

those who do not know the

Trailing Arbutus, would learn how lovely a gem
our woods contain, they must go in March
or early April to some wooded hill side, where,

upon the edges of the wood, snugly nestling

among the fallen leaves, thej- will find a treasure

worth the seeking. The p' .nt is common in

New England and extends to the Carolinas,

generally preferring a sandy ;?oil, though Borae-

TBAItlNG ABBHTtrS. '^

times found on the borders of rocky woods,

especially where there are pine forests. It is a

little evergreen shrub, growing prostrate upon

the earth, as its name Epigaa expresses. The

stems and leaves bear brown hairs, which give
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a rich effect to the foliage ; the flowers vary in

color from pure white to a rich rose, and have a

deliciousness of fragrance not equalled by any

of our wild flowers. So attractive is the plant

that many have removed it to the garden, where

with ordinary treatment, it is quite sure to die,

and some of the books state that it cannot be

cultivated, but this is not so. An amateur of

our acquaintance has a great liking for growing

wild flowers, and be usually succeeds, for the

reason that he consults the natural habits of his

favorites, and gives them a treatment suited to

their needs. With him the Epigffia grows finely.

He takes up the plant in autumn with a good
ball of earth around the roots, and transfers it

to a bed prepared with leaf-mould and a plenty

of sand, and ove^the whole puts a thick cover-

ing of leaves. Then in summer the bed is

shaded by a frame work of laths, the laths being

put as far apart as they are wide. This, while

it affords free circulation of air, wards off the

burning sun, and by this method he succeeds

not only with the Epigsea, but with other native

plants that are usually difficult to manage. We
have given at the head of this article the most

generally used common name, but it also bears

those of Ground-Laurel and May-flower.

Knox's Fruit Farm and Grape Festival.

*

—

The Rev. J. Knox, was some years ago known
as the "Strawberry King," but he has since

cultivated the grape so largely that we are not

sure tliat his former title holds good. Though
he does not by any means give up strawberries,

he each year has "a little more grape." Mr.

Knox has a pleasant way of holding "festivals"

over his strawbeny and grape harvests, at which

all pomologists are welcome. Lest the term

might be misconstrued, we will state that the

festival part consists of a hospitable farmers'

dinner, with perhaps a glass of home-made
wine, but that their real object is to get people

together to. " talk fruit," and see what he is do-

ing in the way of fruit culture. We attended

his grape festival this year, which owing to a

prolonged storm, drew together fewer than

usual. Tliere were several gentlemen present

from Ohio, Michigan, New-York, and Penn-

sylvania, all more or less concerned in fruit cul-

ture. Mr. Knox's fruit farm is upon a bill,

about two miles from Pittsburgh, and just out-

side of the smoke cloud that overhangs the

Iron City. His farm contains about 140 acres,

and has a gentl}' undulating surface, the soil

being a stiff loam. Fortj' acres are in strawber-

ries, twenty-two acres in vineyard, the rest of

the land being devoted to nursery purposes,

orchard, currants, and other small fruits. The
first thing that strikes the visitor, is the practi-

cal air that pervades the whole, everything for

use and nothing for show. This is a successful

fruit farm, and tlie principal element in its suc-

cess is thorough culture. The fields of straw-

berries are immense, but there are no weeds,

and in those where fruit is expected, no run-

ners. Mr. Knox's manner of training grapes

we described in November, 1863. The trellis

there figured .is the one now in use. It struck

us that 8 feet was rather too high for conveni-

ence, and afforded too much surface to the

winds. It was to be expected from Mr. K's

known partiality for the Concord, that this

would be the leading variety, and so we found
it. All other kinds are represented, but for

grapes be grows tlie Concord. Looking at the

splendid show of fruit on his trellises where the

vines Iiad hardly cast a leaf, and then at the

fruitless and leafless vines of most other varie-

ties, we can hardly wonder at his enthusiasm,

when he declares this to be the grape for him.

This year his Concord vines have been healthy

and fruitful, while the Delaware, Diana, Rebec-

ca and others have completely failed. With
tons of the Concord bringing good prices and

comparatively nothing in other kinds, we should

speak well of a friend that had bridged over a

disastrous season. The Concord is much better

with Mr. Knox than it is at the East, and though

not on his grounds a first class grape, it is the

variety that gives him fruit, which he consid-

ers the object in growing vines. At the time

we were there (Oct. 20,) one standing upon an

elevated part of his grounds could tell by the

show of foliage the places where the Concords

were growing. The same was the case in the

nursery grounds with one and-two-year-old

plants. All the Delawares and other favorite

sorts had lost their leaves, while the Concords

were still a mass of green. The Herbemont did

well this j'ear with Mr. Knox, as did Elsinburgh,

Creveling and Hartford. He has two seedlings

of the Concord which he considers of great

promise ; one a white grape, called Martha, and
the other a very early black one. Black Hawk.
Both these present the same characteristics of

growth and foliage as their parent, the leaves of

the Black Hawk being noticeable for their black-

ish-green color. Mr. Knox has been experi-

menting some at wine-making. The Concord

gives a very good rough red wine. He exhibit-

ed samples of Delaware of different ages, Isa-

bella, Catawba, Delaware and Diana. The most

remarkable sample of wine was made from a

mixture of the Delaware and Anna, and pos-

sessed a delicacy of perfume and flavor which
reminded one of the choice wines of Hungary,
and which it is rare to find in an American pro-

duct. While those who accepted Mr. Knox's
hospitality regretted that the discouraging

weather prevented a larger gathering, they were
all gratified and instructed by an inspection of

one of the most successful horticultural estab-

lishments in the country.

The Cultivation of the Tuberose.

BY PETER HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY, N. 1,

I know of no flower that is so generally

admired, and that is yearly planted with so

much uncertainty of blooming as the Tuber-

ose. The amateur plants his bulbs of Hya-

cinths, Tulips, or Gladiolus, and is just as

certain of a bloom following in due season as

he is that the summer will follow the spring.

But it is not so with his Tuberose bulb ; unpleas-

ant experience has too often told him that after

selecting the sunniest spot in his flower bed,

and planting with the greatest care, instead of

flowers he is rewarded only by a mass of rank

green leaves. Now, as in most mishaps in ama-

teur horticulture, the cause is a very simple one,

the knowledge in this case is easily imparted,

and failure need never occur. In the selection

of the bulbs, reject all that do not show signs

of vegetation from the centre bulb. It is true

that they will occasionally flower even when the

centre does not show green, but it is always

doubtful, even to us of the trade. Figure 1

shows a bulb as it is taken up by the cultivator

in the fall—a large center bulb with several

smaller ones, or "sets," attached. The large

bulb only is that which produces the flower,

and if that has rotted in the center sufiicient to

destroy the flower germ, it will tjot bloom.

Figure 3 shows a perfect bulb cut longitudinally

;

Fig. 1.—BULB OP TDBEBOSE.

Figure 3, one in which the center has decayed.
Now, in lifting the bulbs in fall, every bulb

is then perfect, that is large enough to flower,

those figured are about the medium natural
size. I am satisfied beyond all doubt that the
cause of decay and consequent failure to flower
in the Tuberose is its being kept in too low a
temperature during winter. It is supposed,
generally, that it is enough to keep them dry
and free from frost as we keep potatoes in a cel-

lar. But unfortunate experience has demon-
strated to me, by a
loss of some thou-

sands of dollars, that

this is not enough;
they must be kept
both dry and warm,
from October until

May. If they are

allowed to remain for

any length of time in

a temperature less

than 50°, the center

or flower germ will

be destroyed, though
the outward appear-

ance of the bulb to

the uninitiated would
be the same. To
those who have
green-houses,the best

place to keep them
is alongside the flue

or hot water pipes;

to those who have
not, the shelves in a

closet of any well

warmed room will

suffice. The Tuber-

ose is now a plant of

rising importance for market purposes. I have

no doubt that half a million roots are grown
annually in the vicinity of New York. The
greater part of these are grown by the Florists

to supply the boquet makers with this most im-

portant item in the construction of their baskets

of flowers, boquets, vases, etc., etc. Tuberose

flowers are now produced nearly all the year

round, and sell at wholesale from $1 to $10 per

100 florets, according to the season, the price

Fiir. 2.—UIPERFECT BULB.
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being the higliest during tlie tiolidays. Eacli

spilje averages 20 florets or single flowers, so

tliat at some seasons the flowers of a single root

of this common bulb produce $3 at wholesale.

Cultivating the Bulbs.—Our mode is very

simple. After the ground has been well ma-

nured and spaded, or plowed, lines are struck

out one foot apart ; the small bulbs or " sets
"

(see fig. 1,) are then planted sis inches apart,

and at least /our inches hdow the surface; this

Fiff. 3.- -PEHFECT BUiaJ.

we consider of great importance, as it tends to

solidify the neck of the bulb, and thereby pre-

vent the disposition to decay. Our time of

planting here is about the 1st of June, but as

they do not begin to grow for nearly four weeks

after planting, it is necessary to hoe and rake

the grovind once or twice before they come up,

to prevent the growth of weeds which would

otherwise quickly choke tliemup in their feeble

state. The bulbs are matured by the end of

October, the tops are then cut off (but not too

close,) and the roots at once placed in a warm
and dry place.

Producing Flowers.—To secure a continu-

ous bloom of the Tuberose, the first roots

should be started in January, in a temperature

not less than 65°, and if kept regularly not be-

low that temperature, they will flower in May.

Those whicli are wanted to flower out doors,

and which are of most interest to general read-

ers, should be started in a Green-house, Hot-bed,

or warm room, not sooner than the'lst of May,

and planted out in the flower borders three or

four weeks after; thus treated, they will begin

to bloom in August, and continue in bloom for

two or three months. In warmer sections of

the country there is no necessity for this for-

warding treatment, as tliere the dry bulb plant-

ed out in May will flower freely during the

autumn months.—-For a later succession of

flowers, say for the months of November, De-

cember, and January, the bulbs should be kept

dry and planted by the first or middleof August

;

these of course, must be grown in the Hot-house

or Green-house, as the Tuberose is a plant re-

quiring at all times a high temperature. The
beauty and fragrance of this flower well repay

the little cars required to produce it.

Notes on Grapes aad Grape Culture.
»

—

" What, more about grapes ? " says the reader

who has no interest in the culture of the vine.

Yes, for the reason that it is now one of the

leading horticultural topics. The vine growers

have their grape shows and grape conventions,

and we should not be much surprised if they

started a grape journal, but whether they do or

not, we must have our share of grape talk. Those

who do not come in contact with grape people,

are little aware of the great amount of capital

already in vines, and of the perhaps still greater

amount about being invested there, especially in

the Western States. Individuals are about to

plant their acres, and companies with abundant

capital, their scores of acres. Land in localities

known to be favorable to the vine, sells at great

prices, and men known to be good vineyardists,

are engaged by companies at liberal salaries. If

we add to all this activity in planting vines, the

large amount of capital engaged in raising and

selling them, it will be seen there is no one plant

which is of more pecuniary interest just now
than the grape vine, nor one concerning which

people are so anxious for facts. " Facts are

just what I have been looking for," suggests the

reader, "I h.ave read all the reports of the grape

discussions, all the grape notes, books and ca-

talogues, and the only ' fact' I arrive at, is that

it is all a precious muddle." We admit that

there is some truth in this view, but we regard

matters more hopefully. Chaos always precedes

order, and every science accumulates first a dis-

jointed mass of materials before any general

laws are found by which to arrange them. So in

grape culture we are accumulating varieties and

bits of information, bye-and-bye we shall have

a sweeping away of the rubbish and a clearer

knowledge of general laws. Then grape dis-

cussions are useful and amusing withal. One
grower comes several hundred miles to assert

that there is no grape like the Tweedledum;
another comes as far from the opposite direction

to declare the merits of the Tweedledee, while

the growers around in the State where the Con-

vention is held, are sure that the old Thingumbob

is the best sort. All of these talks have settled

just one thing, and as far as we can see only

one : that there is no one grape yet known that

is suited to every locality. A very little bread

for so much sack, truly, but still it is one point

fixed, and perhaps by another year we may be

able to set another stake. Meanwhile let us go

on discussing the matter, especially in State,

County and Town Societies, and learn to give

more value to our own experience and that of

our neighbors, than we do to that of those who
dwell in far distant localities.

The past season has explained the caution,

that we must be slow in making up our final

judgment upon varieties, as it has shown us

that some of them are likely to recede from the

high position accorded them, while others have

developed new claims to popularity. It must

be recollected that grape culture with us is still

in its infancy, and notwithstanding the remark-

able progress it already presents, it is only the

vigor and growth of the youth, and not the

steady and settled character of manhood. But

few of our finer grapes have had a fair trial.

How many have had ten years' experience with

them—yet it was nearly a half century be-

fore the verdict was made up for the Isabella.

Our new sorts are all on young vines as yet,

and we all know what a difference the age of

the vine makes in the character of the fruit.

Then in the desire of propagators to meet the

demand for any variety worthy of trial, every

available bud is coaxed to make a vine, and
many poor " knitting needles " are sent out, and
these slender specimens are forced into fruit at

the earliest possible moment, and then, if the

first product of the vine, which that year, and

probably the next, ought not to have borne a

bunch, is not up to the description, the variety

loses in the estimation of the grower.

There is one point upon which our Western

friends are exercised ; some go so far as to say

that no variety which requires for its health}'

development to be grown under glass the first

year, should \ic recommended for general cul-

ture. AVe cannot agree with this view. The
object of the grower is, to procure the strongest

possible well ripened cane at the close of the

first season's growth. If this can be done in the

open ground, all the better. If by mulching

the young vines, let him mulch, or if by shad-

ing them, let him shade. So if by controlling

the atmospheric changes by means of glass

structures he can secure a healthy growth, let

him do it, for he only accomplishes by legiti-

mate horticultural appliances what the out-door

grower trusts a favorable season to do for him.

That a variety is a slow grower and delicate

when young, is not in itself an argument against

it, any more than the fact that j'oung turkej's

will die if allowed to run in the wet grass, is a

reason why we should not raise them.

— »———^«^ •-•

Grafting the Grape Vine.

In September 1863, we gave an extract from

Fuller's Grape Culturist, containing its instruc-

tions for grafting the vine. We have had nu-

merous requests to republish the article, but can

only comply so flxr as to give the principal

points, which will be all that is necessary to

enable one to perform the operation. The proji-

er season for putting in grafts, is the flxU or early

winter, at any time before the ground is frozen.

The stock has the soil removed from around it,

and is cut off at the depth of four or sis inches

below the surface. The cion is a piece of well

ripened wood, of the previous summer's growth,

and consists of one eye or bud and about four

inches of wood. This is prepared and inserted

in the stock in the same way that ordinary

cleft grafting is done. Tie a piece of string or

bass around the top of the stock, and then fil)

in earth enough to cover the junction and the

graft up to the bud. In the article above al-

luded to, it is recommended to wrap the junc-

tion with waxed cloth, as in grafting trees.

Experience has shown that this is not only un-

necessary, but often injurious, and that success

is much more certain if the stock be simply

tied and covered with earth. A flower pot,

small box, or other convenient utensil, is then

to be inverted over the graft, and earth filled in

around, but not upon it. About six inches of

straw is put over the pot or box, and a mound
of earth made over all. Treated in this waj',

the graft is protected from the action of frost

and the union takes place slowly. The object

of the flower pot or box is to enable one to

uncover the graft in spring without danger of

injuring the bud. The uncovering should not

be done until hard frosts are over. Grafts insert-

ed in this way grow witli surprising rapidity

and vigor, and the method affords a very easy

method of replacing an indifferent or worthless

variety of grape by a good one, and of impart-

ing greater vigor to a slow growing sort, by giv-

ing it a stock of stronger roots. If carefully

performed, the risk of failure is very small.
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VENTTs's FLY TRAP {Dioiicea tiitiscipida.)

The Movements of Plants.

There are some plants which, by their sud-

den movements when irritated, justly excite our

wonder. The Sensitive Plant (Mimosa pudica),

is one of the most familiar of these, and is one

which can readily be raised, as the seeds, which

may be had at the seed stores, will germinate in

the open ground. A portion of the sensitive

plant was figured in December of last year on

page 349. Its leaves upon the slightest touch

suddenly close and di'oop, and after a short time

gradually unfold. Another remarkable instance

of irritability in plants is shown in the Venus's

Fly-Trap (Dionaa muscipula), a native of our

Southern States. We give a figure of this plant

taken from one of the admirable illustrations in

Gray's Genera. The plant is here represented

of life size, and the peculiar leaves are well

shown in various positions. The petiole or leaf

stalk is very broad, and the proper blade, which
is short in proportion, consists of two rounded

lobes, each of which bears upon its margin a

row of short bristle-like hairs, and upon its up-

per surface a few scattered minute hairs, which
seem to be the seat of sensitiveness. When an
insect alights upon the leaf and touches one of

these hairs, the two lobes immediately close and

secure the insect which is held until dead.

One of the leaves is shown closed in the en-

graving, the marginal bristles interlocking in

the manner of the fingers when the hands are

clasped. Why a plant should be provided with

so complete a contrivance for trapping insects

is not understood, but it does it most effectually,

and its operation affords us another striking In-

y stance of sudden motion in plants, when sub-

jected to some irritating cause. But there are

instances in which the movement is sponta-

neous, i. e., without anj' .apparent exciting cause.

A plant of the East Indies, Hedysarum gyrans,

in the warm air of the hot-house, keeps its leaf-

lets constantly in motion. Other instances oc-

cur of spontaneous motion, which is so slow that

we notice only its effects. We have all of us

noticed the climbers afler they had wound them-

selves around some support, and it is a matter

of obseiTation that this is sometimes with the

sun, and at others in an opposite direction, and

though the manner in which climbers twine

about objects had at-

tracted some atten-

tion from scientific

observers, it is only

recently that the sub-

ject has been thor-

oughly investigated.

D.arwin, the well-

known English na-

turalist has publish-

ed the results of his

experiments in a

most interesting pa-

per in the Transac-

tions of the Linnsean

Society, for June
1865. We can only

call attention to a

few of the points in

this investigation that

seem to be of gene-

ral interest. When
the growing end of a

twining plant hangs

without support, it

bends over in a more

or less horizontal di-

rection, and contin-

ues to sweep around

in search of some object around which to

twine. In doing this, the extremity of the

branch describes a circle or ellipse which

widens as the shoot increases in length. The
time occupied in making these revolutions va-

ries in different plants, and .also in the same

plant under different circumstances. The shoots

of common Pole-beans and of Jlorning Glo-

ries revolve in about two hours, while other

climbers occupy 24 to 50 hours in completing

the circle. The top of a Ceropegm., a green-

house climber, 31 inches in length, revolved day

and night, describing a circle of over 5 feet in

diameter, about once in 6 hours. This motion

Darwin remarks is not a twisting, but that "the

movement is in fact a continuous self-bowing of

the whole shoot, successively directed to all

parts of the compass." » * * "When at last

the revolving shoot meets with a support, the

motion at the point of contact is necessarily

arrested, but the fi'ee projecting part goes on re-

volving. Almost immediately another and up-

per point of the shoot is brought in contact

with the support and is arrested
; and so on-

ward to the extremity of the shoot ; and thus

it winds around its support." The whole of

the interesting article, from which the above
is quoted, would occupy several pages of the

Agrieidturist^ and we must content ourselves

with calling the attention of those curious in

such matters to these readUy observed pheno-

mena. We must leave some notice of Darwin's

observations on those plants which climb by
means of tendrils and by twisting their leaf-

stalks for an article in a future number.

A Pretty Climbmg Solantun.

Solanitm jasminoides.

In noticing ornamental plants, we generally

select those which may be readily obtained by

the reader in any part of the country where
there are nurscrymeu and seedsmeu. Some-
times there are plants we would like to intro-

duce to our readers, but are deterred from do-

ing so, from the fact that they are not generally

to be found in the hands of the dealers. Per-

haps the best way in such cases is to notice

the plant, and thus create a demand for it,

which the florists will soon ti-y to meet. But

few have an idea of how much popularity is

given to a plant or implement by a figure and

CLIMBING SOLANUM.

description in the Agriculturist. Among the

many thousands who read the article, there will

be a sufficient number order plants, etc., to ex-

haust any ordinary stock. One of our largest

dealers in seeds and plants says that he can tell

by his orders what plants have been recently

recommended in this journal. We are led

into these prefatory remarks by recollecting that

the plant we have had figured is not one of

those that the florists make much stir about,
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yet it is nevertheless an exceedingly pretty and

useful climber. The engraving shows a flower-

ing shoot of the natural size. The plant belongs

to the same genus with the potato, Solanum,

and its flowers look like small and delicate po-

tato blossoms ; they are nearly pure white, hav-

ing the slightest tinge of blue or purple in the

corolla, against which the cluster of lemon-yel-

low stamens shows conspicuously. The leaves

are of a fine deep green, and form a dense mass

of dark verdure ; their shape is quite variable,

the lower ones having two lobes at the base,

others having only one lobe, while many of

them are quite entire, as is shown in the figure,

and some of the larger leaves have even more

than two lobes. The plant is a vigorous grow-

er, climbing to the hight of 10 feet or more,

and answers well to cover a trellis, the part of

a veranda, or any other object which it is desir-

able to clothe with foliage. It climbs by twist-

ing its leaf-stalks around the support. In our

climate it is only half hardy, but it may be kept

from year to year with a little trouble. After

frosts have destroyed the foliage, cut the stem

off about a foot from the ground, and put the

root in a box or pot of earth, and set it in the

cellar. One hangs in front of our window as

we write, that has been kept along in this way
for several years. The plant is propagated with

great ease from cuttings, and wherever a branch

lies upon the ground it will strike root. It is

besides a very useful plant for in-door decora-

tion, whether of the green-house or sitting

room, as it stands the unfavorable conditions of

heat and moisture of our dwellings very much
better than will most climbers, except the Iv}'.

fME ]EI(D)IUgEe(0)]L]Do

About Xapioca.

This snbtance was formerly used mainly in pre-

paring food for the sick, or convalescent, but is now
being more widely adopted as an .article of diet, as

it may well bo, since it is very nutritious and easily

digestible, and comparative!}' economical. Tapioca

is a very pure form of starch, prepared from the

root of a tropical plant, which in the West Indies

is called " Cassava" and in South America, " Man-

dioca" and "Tapioca." Though a shrub, the plant

attains 'perfection in less than a year, reaching the

hight of 6 or 8 feet from a large and fleshy root,

which often weighs as much as 20 pounds. Botanists

have given the plant the names of Janipha Manihot,

and Jatropha ilanihot, the former being the one

most generall}' adopted. The shape of its leaves

and its general habit are shown in the engraving.

When the fleshy root is grated or rasped, the starch

it contains is liberated, and this, after washing, is

dried by artificial heat, which causes the grains to

cohere and form irregular masses. The character

of the starch is somewhat changed by heat, which
causes it to have a peculiar gelatinous character

when cooked. There are two varieties of the

plant, the sweet and bitter, both of which are used

in preparing tapioca. The root of the sweet variety

is eatable aud harmless, while that of the bitter is

actively poisonous. This statement need cause no
one to regard tapioca with suspicion, as all the de-

leterious matter is washed aw.ay in preparing it.

Starch, in whatever plant it m.ay be found, is harm-
less, and we have an illustration in the common
potato, of the fact that a valuable starchy food may
be yielded by a plant otherwise poisonous, it being
well established that the potato vines and fruit,

or balls contain a powerfully poisonous principle.

There is avciy great difference in the quality o£

tapioca pudding, as prepared by housekeepers.

Some make a thin insipid compound, while others

prepare an excellent well flavored dessert, having
the consistence of a fully baked custard. A

lady furnishes for the AineHcan AgHcuUurUt the

following two modes of making Tapioca Puddiso :

1.—To a quart of milk add a teacupful of

tapioca, and let it stand for an hour or two in a

warm place on the stove or range, to swell out.

Stir in half a teaspoonful of salt, three well beaten

eggs, sugar to the taste, flavoring with vanilla or

nutmeg, or both. Then b.ake like custard. (Most
persous do not bake it enough to suit our taste.

We prefer it pretty well done, and to bo eaten

when partly cold ; others prefer it left more moist.)

3.—The other method is similar to the above, but
when ready for baking, the bottom of the dish is

covered with tart apples, pared,and the cores taken
out without cutting the apples in pieces, or they
may be quartered, and over them the prepared tapi-
oca is poured and baked until the apples arc well

cooked. This preparation will require a pudding

TAPIOCA PLAirr.

sauce of some kind. Beaten butter and sugar (hard

sauce) flavored, is very good. Some like a wine or

lemon (soft) sauce with the hard. The hard sauce

goes well with the simple pudding, first described.

« I «« -

How to Carve Well.

The short article on page 386 (September) an-

swers so well as preliminary to what we now write,

that a reference to it is a suflicient introduction.

At this time of the year most country people are

supposed to have roast turkeys to carve, and though

we ought logically to select a simpler subject at

first, upon which to give a lesson in carving, a more
attractive one it would be hard to find. A roast

turkey should come to the table on its back, with

its wings close to the body, not turned upon the

back ; with its legs also close to the body, the ends of

the "drum-sticks" being close together, one on each

side of the tail, or " Pope's nose." The carver

should insert firmly the 3-tined carving fork, held

with the guard away from him, one tine going

on each side of the breast bone about an inch back

from the front end. Here it penetrates the bone

easily and holds well, so well indeed that the bird

may be safely lifted by it. It is usually an object to

help every person at the table to a satisfactory

piece. Almost every one likes the breast, some

prefer the brown meat: The wing, if crisp and not

too dry, is a favorite p.art with many, but the drum-

sticks few take of choice—though, if well cooked,

having been properly basted and not allowed to

dry hard, they are very delicious. A good carver

will cut ofi' but little of the breast with the wings,

nor will he leave so much meat on the thighs that

METHOD OP CAKVING A TUEKET.

he will not be able to give brown meat to those
who do not get either a thigh er a side bone. It is

a very awkward thing eoniGtimO-S toirim find reduce
the size of a piece of meat, before placing it upon
the plate of a guest, hence it is best to cut oflf from
the fowl just such pieces as you wish to help to.

The fork being firmly in the left hand, with a
sharp and pointed knife, the carver may cut down
and open the joint a little at B, then passing the
knife under the wing and up to the joint, cutting
the tendons, turn the left wing off with ease; or he
may first remove the flight part of the wing, pas-

sing the knife from C up to the second joint of the
wing, and turning this part oflf first, afterwards re-

moving the other part at B, as described. If it is

desirable, a portion of the breast m.ay be easily re-

moved rvt the same time with the wing.
The carver next removes the thigh on the same

side. The knife, pointing forward, may be passed
down between the thigh aud the carcass nearly to

the joint, and then turned so as to separate at one
movement " drum-stick," thigh, and .almost all the
brown meat on one side of the bird ; this involves

subsequent dissection and cutting up on the platter,

or upon another plate. It is much neater to t.ike

oflf the drum-stick first, which is done by strik-

ing a light but true blow .at E, cutting the juint

on the top, then passing the knife under the joint

and turning it off; and then, to remove the thigh,

first cutting down on each side of it, so that it will

not tear away much meat with it when it is t.aken off.

One side is now clear, and the whole of the breast

untouched. Holding the sharp knife obliquely,

beginning just above 5, and cut thin slices down to
the bone, following pretty nearly the lines drawn

—

according to the size of the bird. When the slices

are all cut, the knife may be slipped down under
them, and remove them all at once. Now, turning

the fowl on the untouched side, the carver puts his

knife by the side of the tail, .and about half an inch

from the line of the back bone ; he forces it along

nearly to the thigh joint D, through the thin bone
which lies before it, keeping about the same dis-

tance from the back bone, when a slight twist

throws oflT the " side bone " clear, with the most
delicate meat of the fowl upon it. All this is done
without removing the fork. If the supply cut off

is likely to be suflicient, the fork is withdrawn and
the guests served. It will be very easy to select a

piece of white and of brown meat for each one, or

to give each his favorite piece, and not overload

any plate with bones. The bird being laid upon
the carved side, makes a handsome dish for a cold

lunch. When the whole turkey is needed at once,

it is usually best to carve half at first aud dispense

it, then to dispatch the other half in the s.ame way.

Many carvers attempt to remove the "wish-

bone," or " merry-thought," as they would that of

a chicken. It is not worth while, but it may be

taken off after the white meat of both sides is

chiefl}' removed, bypassing the knife down in front

of the fork towards the neck ; and after its removal,

the "key-bones " may be taken off by passing the

point of the knife under the joint at B, and up
towards the fork some 3 inches, or more, and then

breaking the bones from their attachments by
prying them up. In a young bird this is easy, bnt

in an old one hard and awkw.ard. The operation,

however, rescues some very nice white meat, which

might be overlooked and left upon the carcass.

Com JJread.—Take time pints of water,

put in a vessel, let come to the boil, put in a table
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epoonful of salt, add meal to thicken, and boil a few

minutes, then take off and put in three pints of water

to cool, add two eggs and thicken again with meal.

Set aside covered in a warm place for about six

hours to rise, and then bake with a hot Are about

one hour—and if left in the oven moderately

warm for a few hours, it will be still better.

About Keeping Warm.
«

A short article on this subject in the last number
(page 358), it would be worth while for the reader

to refer to, as we continue the subject of

—

Warm Souses.—Windows and doors can hardly be
made air-tight,and however warm the walls, a house
receiving a good deal of cold air from these sources,

will be cold. In old times, when we had much
looser fitting windows and doors than we now have,

and at the same time no end of wood to be burned,

people were healthy and tolerably comfortable with

their immense fires. To be sure they were " roasted

on one side and frozen on the other at the same

time," but they breathed fresh air, and that aided

in keeping up the internal heat, by an abundant

supply of pure oxygen. Our readers doubtless

understand the philosophj- of keeping up the an-

imal heat : how that a poftion of the food we cat is

the fuel, and the air we breathe fans the flame as

truly as the wind from a bellows driven among
glowing coals. Pure air is essential to keeping a

healthy internal warmth, not only because it con-

tains more oxygen, but because foul air produces

a stupefying effect, which interferes with the func-

tions and, so to speak, makes a bad draught.

In the last volume (page 213, Sept., 1864), in

writing on the subject of ventilation, we recom-

mended for winter ventilation a " register " in the

floor at the coldest part of the room, connected by
a trunk under the floor with an unused flue in a

warm chimney. Such an arrangement draws off

the air from the floor where the air is the coldest.

If the cold air be thus drawn off, other air must
come in, which indeed will be cold too, perhaps, but

which, even in rooms warmed by stoves and made
very close, will come more or less in contact with

the warm air of the room and be itself warmed,

while the air of the room either coming ag.iinst the

windows or mingling with the cold air, becomes

chilled and settling to the floor is, to a considerable

extent drawn off, and by this process a constant

cu'culation of air and ventilation are secured in

connection with warmth more evenly distributed.

Caulked windows and listed doors, exclude to a

great extent the external air, if the work is well

done. It is true that walls, which are not papered,

admit much air directly through them, as explained

in last month's article, but this supply is not

reliable. When the windows are caulked, paper

pasted over the cracks, and the doors shut tight,

and are listed besides, and especially if the walls

are papered, some means must be employed to in-

troduce a supply of fresh air. This should enter

the room either previously warmed, or in close

proximity to the stove. To secure the health

of a family, or of school children, pure air is much
more important than warmth ; but with pure air

much less warmth in the room makes it comfortable.

Greasing Boots and Shoes Too Much,

It is a mistaken notion that coating the leather

thoroughly with grease or water-proof blacking

keeps the feet dry and warm. The feet of every

person in health perspire more or less—the exhala-

tions from the feet alone usually amount to several

spoonfuls of water daily. If this be confined by
having the leather saturated with oil, or varnish

blacking, or by wearing tight India rubber over-

shoes, the feet are kept damp and chilly, and the

moisture tends to rot the leather. The better way
is to not grease boots or shoes at all, except to oc-

casionally put ou a slight surface coat of oil when
the feet are likely to be exposed to much water, to

shed it off. W'e have not for several years greased

our boots at all, except one coat on thebottoms-when

new, and a pair usually gives us over a full year's

wear. We keep a light pair of rubber sandals,

which are only worn when walking or standing on
wet ground, and are removed on going into the

house or opice. It is a decided luxury, as well as

promotive of health, to keep two pairs of socks iu

use, and change them the latter part of the day,

when those on the feet are damped by perspiration.

A minute's time spent ia changing will add much
to one's comfort for the rest of the day and even-

ing. Eememher that it is the dampness from the

feet themselves that usually keeps the feet cold.

It is the confining of this in the leather that leads

to the supposition that rubber shoes are injurious

to boots, when kept constantly on the feet. The
varnish and water-proof blackings are generally of

far more injury than benefit to either feet or leather.

Hints on Cooking, etc.

Salt Codfisli makes CiSood Food.

—

This will be " poohed at " by many housekeepers,

for the reason probablj- that they have never cooked
the fish right. Yet it is a pity to have so convenient

and cheap an article of food rejected, when fresh

meat is 20 to 40 cents a pound, and not always to

be obtained, while dried salt fish can be kept on
hand at all seasons, ready for any emergency. First

buy good codfish, those that are clean and white, and
not spoiled in the curing, as evidenced by a strong

odor. Pick the fish into very small shreds, and soak
over night in pleuty of water, or freshen by boiling

in two waters and plenty of it each time. When
thus freed from all excess of salt, add milk with a

thickening of flour well stirred in, and cook thor-

oughly without any scorching. A beaten egg or

two materially improves it. If rightly prepared at

first, a Uttle salt may be needed. Such a dish is not
only palatable, but it is easily digested and contains

much nourishment. The usual trouble is that for

want of picking fine at first, there are some pieces

not soaked and freshened through, and these injure

the flavor. We have eaten a fair dish made by
soaking large pieces of salt codfish for Si hours or

more in plenty of water, changing it twice or
thrice. Then roll iu flour and fry like auy fre&li fieh.

Apple Sauce Altrays Ready.—There
are a thousand ways in which a skillful housekeeper
can economize labor and food also. Here is one
item : When the apples are gathered or purchased,

there are always more or less of them bruised and
some already beginning to rot. Sort these out, and
at one job make up a large batch of apple sauce,

cooking and sweetening it all ready to put upon the

table. Dip this into glass jars ; cover air-tight. It

will thus keep a long time, and be always ready to

bring upon the table, and besides saving the fruit

from dec.iy, also saves the frequent making up of

sauce. We preserve all fruit in the Baker (Potter

& Bodine) Jar. Enough of these jars are usually

emptied of strawberries, peaches, etc., by December,
to hold the sauce made by a bushel or more of

apples. When emptied of the apple sauce, they

are refilled, and thus the same set of jars are often

used half a dozen times during the year. The above
plan of making up a large batch of apple sauce

while about it, and of having a stock alw.ays ready,

besides the saving of the apples that would other-

wise decay, is worthy of adoption, even if we have
to buy a dozen or two extra jars for this purpose.

Padding: Sauce : Clieap and Ciood.
At this time, when butter is scarce, or at least a

high priced commodity (with us 60 to 70 cents a

pound for the best), pudding sauces and the like,

requiring much butter, are expensive luxuries. A
lady at our request furnished for the Arjricidturist

a recipe for making an economical sauce, which is

certainly a good one when made by her : To a pint

of hot water add one teacupful of sugar, butter the

size of a walnut, and a little flour thickening pre-

viously beaten with the yolkof an egg. Boil, stir-

ring well, and while still hot pour into a dish in

which the white of the egg h.as been beaten to a

froth, stirring thoroughly together ; flavor to the

taste. It will be found of very light texture and
agreeable taste, superior to that made with the use

of a much larger quantity of butter, and of course
a good deal cheaper and more easily digestible.

Bli-aising.—This is a French word for a meth-
od of cooking meats, which was very common be-

fore cooking stoves were eo generally used. The
vessel employed is the oM-fashioued bake pan or

bake kettle ; a shallow kettle with a cover arranged

to hold coals, and is now to be found in many old-

fashioned kitchens. Meats cooked slowly and for

a long time in a braising or balio pan, with the

steam confined around them, have a richness of

flavor not otherwise obtained. The meat should

be well browned, and water enough added from
time to time to prevent burning, and form a rich

gravy with thejuice of the meat. Veal, usually so
badly cooked, becomes, wheu treated in this waj

,

a delicious morsel, and if any one wishes to know
how good ham can be, let them try a thick slice

cooked long and slowly in the pan. In the most
recent French works on cooking, we find the plan

followed by our grandmothers still recommended.

IB©Y§ ^ MIRM' OiLWlIMS.

The JLast I>ay or Xlie Year.
When a boy jit school has written the last line of his

copy book, he likes to look over it, page by page, and
notice what his progress has been, see what misiakes
liave been maJe an-.! corrected, and wliat improvement
is shown. He sees how blots have disfigured some lines,

and he remembers how some of them occurred ; there is

a very nicely written page, and he is still happy with the

praise he received when it was examined by his teacher

:

at almost every step he may find something of interest.

December 31st will be the last page of one volume in life.

In this book of 365 pages, which was blank at the begin-

ning of this year, have been written all the scene?, ac-

tions, words and thoughts ot twelve months. Many of

them are fresh in memory, and may be easily reviewed.
*' 'Tis greatly wise to question our past hours,

And ask them what report they bore to Heaven."
In thus recalling the past, what events are pleasur-

able now ? Of the enjoyment derived from the appetites,

though very keen at the time, nothing is left now. Some
things that gave great pleasure for a little season, are now
recalled with pain. Like some fruits, they weic aweet
to the taste, but left bitterness and nausea afterward.

Cruel or mischievous sports, woids by which the feel-

ings of others were wounded, advantages gained by un-

fair dealing, or in plain English, by cheating, selfish tri-

umphs over the less fortunate ; in short, whatever the

conscience can not now approve, makes the past sorrow-
ful to the memory. But every kind act or word, especi-

ally if it cost self denial, every mastery over temptation,
every gain in useful knowledge—all things good, pure
and noble—give unmixed happiness. How many of our
young friends will practise upon the lesson this teaches ?

The library of life we are now making up. the years that

pass so swiftly, will furnish food for thought in all the

future : it is then of infinite importance that all the vol-

umes be filled with what we shall love to reflect upon.

Thousands of items in life have passed from memory,
and can never be recalled in this world ; yet not one of

them is lost. It needs only a change of condition in the

spirit, to bring them all vividly to view, as they now some-

times come in rapidly before the mind in dreams, when
the body is in a partially dead state—asleep—and beside

this, their influence is already strongly felt in the charac-

ter. The boy who lias frequently given way to anger this

year, is now more passionate than ever ; the trifler is less

considerate ; tiie vain are more eager for praise ; the wil-

ful are more stubborn. So, too, the affectionate may
have grown more loving, the industrious more persever-

ing, and every virtue may have been strengthened by

exercise. Surely there are thoughts enough to interest

and benefit all who will carefully review the past on the

closing day of the year. There can be no better prepa-

ration for entering with a right spirit upon the new
duties and opportunities which 1866 will bring.

Sig:naling: iu tlicArmy—Interesting^
Amnsement for Boys or IVXen.

While with our wounded soldiers around Petersburg,

Vn., last year, we obtained some insight into how the

officers talked with each other at a distance, by means of

a single flag by day, and a light by night. An explanation

will interest older persons as well as boys, and give the

latter a new source of amusement. One or two men
were stationed together, on high points usually, as on e
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house, or on a hill, or in a tree, but sometimes on low

ground. TUus, one set of signal men was on the hill at

the *• Friend House," {from which we wrote to the ^45--

ricuUurist July 4th. 1864); another in a field a little

west, from which they could see the men in a high tower

four miles north, at Point of Rocks. These two could

see others on high ground at City Point, at General

Grant's heao'quarters, and these again could see

others on a high point several miles down tlie James Riv-

er. Indeed there was a chain of these stations at va-

lious distances apart from all round Petersburg, on to

City Point, and up and down more thnn a hundred miles

of the James River. Usually there were 'days of men,

(wo and two, at each station, one to make signals, and

the other to watch and read the motions made at the next

station on either side. Now for the signals. (We of

course did not pry into the secrets of the signal men. and
only describe the operations as they appeared to others.

The actual signals and numbers are probably quite dif-

ferent from those we have described. We only aim to

give a general idea of the subject.)

Suppose certain numbers to be used for the letters of the

alphabet, as 3 for A ; 21 for B ; 13 for C ; 42 for D ; 2 for

E; 22 for F ; 44 for G ; 12 for H; and soon for the whole

alphabet. These numbers can be changed every day,

or every week or month, or as often as it is feared they

are discovered by others. To-day. 44 may stand for G,

and to-morrow it may stand for some other letter, if all

the signal men privately understand the change. You
willsee that the four figures 1,2, 3 and 4, can be combined

to represent the whole alphabet and be changed ever so

many times. It is then only necessary for Ihe signal-men

to use these four figures. Suppose that holding the flag

by day, or a light at night, straight over the head to stand

fori, holding it to the ground in front to sland for 2, hol-

ding it to the right to stand for 3, and holding it to the

left, for 4. By the above supposed numbers, swinging

it to the right stands for A; putting it down in front (2)

and quickly raising it over head (1), stands for B ; throw-

ing it to the left (4) and tlien to the front (2j, stands for D ;

twice to the left for G. and so on. The expert signal

men make these quick motions of the flag or light, for

letters, almost as fast as one can write the letters them-
selves, and the distant signal man, with his eye, or aided

by a telescope, sees and understands just what is said to

him ; and if need be. he sends on the words in the same
way to the next station, and from these to the next. We
hnve seen an officer talking to another four miles off,

simply by quietly calling over to the flag man at his side,

21, 14, 33. 14, 22, 41. 34, etc. Once we saw a mortar being

fired at the Petersburg bridge, from a lut down by the

Appomattox, wncre they could not see the bridg»i at all

;

but an officer by us on the hill, where he could see it, di-

rected with his flag to fire lower, higher, to the right, to

the left, how many seconds for the fuse, etc.

With these explanations, two boys can write down any
numbers they choose for the alphabet, and then go half a

mile or more apart each witii a flag, and talk together as

much as they like, and it will bother any one else to

know what they are saying. Two can talk across a room
in the same way, and even use a finger instead of a flag.

X>vo tiivelj- Ont-door Crames.

No. I: called Prison Base, is well known in some
localities, but will be new to many. It gives capital ex-

ercise and sport for boys at school, during the " recess."

Two boys, generally the swiftest runners, act as leaders,

and choose sides

from the olliers.

Four spaces. I. 2,

3, 4, are marked
In a square, one

In each corner,

and about sixty

feet apart. A
space is also

marked in the

middle of the

square, as shown
at 5. The spaces

1 and 2, are cal-

led the bases ; the

middle fpace is " Chevy" and 3 and 4 are the prisons.

To begin, the boys of the two sides station themselves at

I and 2. One boy (a), from No. I, goes out to " Chevy,"
and calls out *' Chevy, chevy, chase ; once, twice,

thrice." Then one of the opposite side (b,) tries to touch
a before he can return to bis base ; if b succeeds, he sends
a to the prison at 3. But while b is trying to capture a,

another boy, c, from No. 1. starts after b. and if c touch-
es b before b has taken a prisoner, or before he can re-

turn to his own base, if he has made no capture, then b

must go to prison at 4. The general rule of the game Is,

that any boy absent fi om his base, may be caught and im-
prisoned by one of the opposite side, who left his base
subsequent to the boy whom he is pursuing. The boys

1

s

z

T 3

of each side try to rescue the prison-

ers belonging to tlieir own party, by

touching them without themselves be-

ing caught. A boy can take only one
prisoner without returning to liis base,

and any boy is exempt from capture

while taking a captive to prison, or

bringing home one he has jeleased.

The game continues until all of one

party are imprisoned. The boys of

each side should implicitly obey the

directions of their leader, who has an

opportunity to display much general-

ship in the management of his forces.

No. 2 :
" Every man m his own Den,"

is similar and will be a fa\*orite. In

this, each boy selects his own "den,"
choosing some tree, post, slone, or
corner. One boy starts out for a
*'lead,*' and the others try to touch

him before he can get back to his den.

Any boy louched by one who has left

his own den more recently, must ac-

company his captor home, and aid him
in catching others. The game con-

tinues until all are taken to some one
den, the master of which thus becomes
the victor, and has his choice of dens.

Boliday In door Games.
Foi AND Chickens.—All the com-

pany except two, the fox and one
chicken, form a double circle, that is,

each one in the outer circle having
one standing before him. The fox

pursues the odd chicken around the

out-side of the circle, and the latter

when tired or in danger of being

caught, darts into the inner circle and stations him-
self before one of the couples, thus making three in

line. The third one standing behind, or in tlie outer

circle, then becomes the odd chicken and runs, because
liable to be caught by the fox. When the latter catches

his chicken he takes his place in the inner circle, the cap-

tured ciiicken becomes fox, and thus the game goes on.

It is a lively and not boisterous play.for both boys and girls.

Shadow Buff.—A white sheet is suspended from the

ceiling and stretched by weights at the bottom, to form a
screen. The " detective" sits on one side of this screen,

and the company one by one piiss before it on the other
side. A strong light is placed beyond them so that while
passing, the shadow of each will fall upon the screen.
The detective must try to name the person correctly by
looking at the shadow. Of course each one of the com-
pany while walking before the screen will endeavor to

alter his gait and general appearance. When one is cor-

rectly named by the detective, he must take the place
of the latter until he can detect some other party.

Puffers.—This is intended for little children, but will

also amuse the older ones w hen they wish to enjoy a lit-

tle nonsense. The company sit in a circle
; one of them

blows into the air a feather, bit of cotton, thistle down,
or other light substance, and the one it approaches must
puff it t. keep it floating. The person it falls nearest
to, or who blows it beyond the circle, pays a forfeit.

Answers to Problems and Puzzles.
The following is the explanation of the puzzle in the

November number, page 351: Deer children eye hoe

p ew r soap lease din work kin^ over the puzzle col-

umn thatch eivc Will be d lighted two cc' s o long a
picture letter four ewe two reed. The American Agri-
culturist d sires two inns truck t an d ame u's and" s pear
3 now panes two do's so. Sum girls s and boys send ancers
two every puzzle, and men e mower wood bi te rye ing.
Let tuce c how well ewe can reed this. Or :

" Dear chil-

dren I hope you are so plcised in working over the
puzzle column that you will be delighted to see so
long a picture letter for you to read. The American
Agriculturist i\esUe!^ to instruct and amuse, and spares
no pains to do so. Some girls and hoys send answers to
every puzzle, and many more would by trying. Let us
see how well you can read this." Answer to Math-
ematical Problem, No. 1T5, (October Number). B was
twenty five miles from Conplown, when A had
arrived there The follo^^ing have sent correc-
answers up to Nov. 4th. Joseph D. Locey, 165 ; Fide-
lia R. Lord. 176, 178, "J. A. H.," and "E. A. R.,"
176, 177 ; \Vm. H. Paine, 176 ; W". J., jr., 176, 17S ; Fran-
cis M. Priest, 176, 178; George R. Careins. 175; Benj.
Doe, 175, J. L. Creswell, 176, 178; E. Currcns Savage,
175, 177 ; C. F. Erhard. 175 ; Mary E. Servoss, 176, I7S ;

L. Hatoe. 175; Jim R. Hale, 176, 178; J. Green Bundy,
178; John Cotton. 179; G. Jones. 179 ; Julia B. Pickett,
179; MaryH. McCord. 179; '•Subscriber," Southporl,
Conn., 179 ; Mary E. Servoss, 179 : D. Lee Shafer, 179.

3ic-tv Puzzles to be Ans-frered.
(Answers in the next Paper.)

No. 180. Labyrinth.—Try to find your way from the

entrance to the center of the above labyrinth, by fol-

lowing the proper path. The small double lines represent

bridges, under or over which the traveler must pas.s.

yOiiiiiiiiiaTiiI

No. ISl. Illustrated Rebus.—Wisdom in rhyme.

Up. 182. Illustrated Rebus.—Very good advice, espec-

ially for those who are forming habits for life,
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THE CHRISTMAS TREE. — Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

Cliristmas is Coming.
How many days fiom now until Christmas? Our boys

and girls can answet" that question without stopping to

count ; they have been reckoning the time every day for

weeks, and tiioughts of what Christmas is to bring have

given pleasant hours and brought many bright dreams.

One little fellow has been gliding about (in imagination)

half the summer on a pair of Christmas skates ; and some
of the girls are sure that anew set of dishes for the play-

house will come this time. Tliis holiday ought to open

everybody's heart. It commemorates the greatest and

best gift to man ; that which brings within his reach all

other good things. The observance of this season is be-

coming more general every year. In Europe, it has

been kept up for many centuries with great ceremonies,

which commence the previous evening. The churches

are splendidly ornamented with evergreens and other

decorations. Solemn service is held at midnight, and all

the church bells are rung. Formerly parties of musi-

cians strolled about carrying torches, singing Christmas

carols, dancing and carousing : and Intemperate revelry

was the order of the night and of several days following.

This perversion of the proper celebration of Christmas,

and the superstitions that had grown up, caused many to

condemn all Christmas observances. Latterly, howev-
er, since this festival is kept up in a more rational man-
ner, it is becoming more popular, and the stockings hung
by the chimney, or "Christmas Trees," are found in

almost every houseliold. Our engraving this month
shows a happy group around the Christmas Tree, enjoy-

ing the gifts provided for them by their kind friends.

We WISH ALL ovR headeusa " Merry Christmas."

The Force of fila1l>it on a, Sol<lies-.

A friend lecently related the following incident: A
young man who had be«n for years a soldier became in-

sane, and was confined in an asylum. Previous \o this

he had been much attached lo the Governor of the State

where he lived, but during his insanity he conceived a

great dislike for his former friend, so much so that he de-

clared his purpose of killing the Governor whenever
he should meet him. One day he escaped from confine-

ment and by some means procured a musket with bay-

onet attached. Passing along tlie street he met the Gov-

ernor, and at once bringing his musket to the " charge "

was about to rush upon him The Governor, however,

fortunately did not lose his presence of mind, but in a

commanding tone gave the order "Halt." The former

soldier from mere force of habit, wliich was stronger

than even his insanity, instantly stopped. " Shoulder
arms," continued the Governor, "Rightabout face,"

"Forward, march," and each order was promptly obeyed,

and the lunatic soon found himself in his proper place.

I^arting: -^itU an Old. Friend.
In a hospital at Nashville, during the war, a wounded

hero was placed on the amputating table, under the influ-

ence of chloroform. They cut off his right arm and cast

it, all bleeding, upon the pile of human limbs. They then

laid him gently upon his couch. He woke from his stu-

por and missed his arm. With his left arm he lifted the

cloth, and there was nothing but the gory stump !

" "Where's my arm V he cried ;
" get my arm ; I want to

see it once more—my strong light arm." They brought

it to him. He took hold of the cold, clammy fingers, and

looking steadfastly at the poor dead member, thus ad-

dressed it with tearful earnestness: " Good-by, old arm.

We have been a long time together. We must part now.
Good-by, old arm. You'll never fire another carbine nor

swing another saber for the Government," and the tears

rolled down his cheeks. He then said to those standing

by, " Understand, I don't regret its loss. It has been

torn from my body that not one State should be torn from
this glorious Union." It was by such heroic devotion

that the rebellion was finally overoowered.

A Crood. Many Boys and Girls
Are now engaged in getting up premium clubs of sub-

scribers, and several hundreds, if not thousands of them
will obtain one or more of the good premiums we offer

on another page. At least one of them will have the 16

great volumes of the Cyclopedia^ and another a Meloileon.

A great many will carry off the large Dictionary, and

several are getting Wringing Machines for their mothers.

Very many are to have books, seeds, grape vines, etc., etc.

Well, there is loom enough in this broad country for a

thousand more boys and girls to each obtain a premium,
and the business part of obtaining subscribers will be

useful to all who engage in it. Wo could name an active

young man in business in Philadelphia, whose first

business experience was gained while a farmer-boy in

New Jersey, in getting UO subscribers for the Agricultur-

ist, ten years ago. He refers to it with pleasure, as his

first stepping stone. Let enterpiising boys and girls try

their skill this month. If they get but few names this

year, they will do some good to themselves and others,

and learn how to do more another year. Select the pre-

mium you want most and try for it. The premium
offers will be kept open several months yet, but begin the

work to-day. Send the names on every week, so that

people may begin lo receive the paper, and they will

help you. The premium will be sent as soon as all the

subscribers required are received. They need not come
all together, nor all from the same post office. Only let

us know with each name to whom it is to be credited for

a premium. Perhaps your father will help you.

Puzzles for the Tongue.—Repeat the following

rapidly three or four times : Six gay green geese greased.

Also : A crow Jlcw over the rii'cr with a hunp of raw
liver. Also : Repeat rapidly : Mix a hatch of biscuit.

Bible Questions.—What did Adam first jilant in

the Garden of Eden? Whose daughter was Noah"
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(Business Nolices—$1 25 per Hgate line of space.)

A Card.
For the purpose of more fully supplying the wunls of

the public, and in order to prevent unscrupulous dealers

from pitlmin? off inferior and worthless goods as the

Morton Gold Pens, I sliall hearafter sell no Goods

AT Wholesale excejiting only io duly Appointed and

Authorized Ag'^nts. to whitni a Certificate of such Agen-

cy will be given, and who alone shuil be able to sell the

iMoRTON Pens in that city or viiUige.

To my Agents I shall give a liberal discount upon their

.'igreeing to supply the public at my published and well

lit.own prices.

Jewellers or Stationers will, in all cases, be preferred

as Agents.

Conditi<ins and Terms for Agency will be stated upon
a[>nlicatIon. by letter or othprwise.

Where no Agenny is established, those wishing the

JIoiiTON Pen must send to my store, where prompt at-

tention will be given to their orders.

A Circular, with fuc-simile Engravings of ail Sizes

and Prices, will be sent to any one ou receipt of letter

postage.

Address A. i^Iorton, No. -5 l\Iaiden-lane. New-York.

IS LLOVO'S II^E^USTRAXfiD

attleHistory
OF THE GREAT REBELLION.

From tlie c;iDtiire of FORT SUMTER. April 14. 1861,
to lire c.ipliire I'lf JEFFBR.-)ON' DAVIS, Mav 10. 1665.

Embracirtg 208 battle Descriptions^ 39 Biographical
Slcelrhes, 4 Steel Portraits. 45 Etectroliipe Portraits, 17
Fine Maps, 1.1 Battle Pictures, and a geiieral Review of
the War. SOLI) ONLY TO SUBSCRIBERS.

C'liiiplete in one Royal ociavo volume, of more than
700 pagts. Oniamonled and Bound in the nio>t at-
tractive styli^s. Prices $4.50 and $5.00 With unsur-
pa>sed faidlilies we believe we have proiiuced the best
and most salable book pertaming to the war.

The Agriculturist f<u' May 1865. -«ays ;
" We have

alreaily spoken favorabtii of the reliable character of
the House of H. H. LLOYD I, CO.—Notice that the
initials are H. H." AGE?<TS wishing to secure C.'C

elusive rights rnu-t appiv immedialely to
H. H. LLOYD. 21 Johii-st.. New-York.

ZW if. H. L. cfc CO., hive the Largest. Best and
Che.qiP';! As-orlinerit of Maps. Chans. Photographs,
Sieel Engraviiise ""'J j*r,nxs in tne unlteu ?iaies.

The Choicest of Holiday Gifts this Season will be

JEAN INGELOW'S
SOiV&S OF SEVEIV,

XIXiXiStXT £«>toc£.
This Deautiftil poeui descriptive of Seven periods in

the life of Woman, Jias been brought out regardless of

expense. It contains a fine portrait of the authoress,

from a photograph furnished expressly for this booU, and
wiil be much sought after by the many admirers of this

gi acefiil poetess. In one elegant quarto volume. Price

$0 CO ill cloth, $8.00 in morocco.
FOR THE BOVS, we have our new book by Capt.

Marrvatt. auilior of " Masterman Ready,"

THE PRIVATE ERSOTAIV.
Adventures by Sea and Land, 100 Yeaks Ago.

Beauiifully Illusiraied. Price, $1..50.

For sale by all Booksellers and mailed post-paid by
the Publishers. ROBERTS BROTHERS, Boston.

CI,EKGVMEN, TEACHERS, XBE: PRESS
tiuile in saying that the new juvenile magazine,

" OUR YOUi\0 FOLKS,"
is the best magazine for the young ever published In Ameri-
ca. It is filled with attractive illustrations, and its articles.

In prose and poetry, are by the best writeri for children in

the coumry.

It is sold at the low price of two dollars a year. Each
number contains sixty-fom* pages, beautifully printed. A
liberal discount to clubs. Send 20 cents for a specimen copy
and circular to the publishers,

TtCKXOR & FIELDS. Boston.

HOLIDAY G^IFTS.
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

GIVEX AW.iY.
Send for a Cutalog^ue.

B. S. FEXTOV & CO..
l."40 Xassaa--street,

Ne%v-York.

Choice Gift Book.
The Foiindatioiii^ of History.

See advertisement In November AgrictUtuiHst,

THE NEW YORK TIMES.
DAILY, SEMI-WEEKLY, AND WEEKLY.

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST, AND BEST POLITIC^O., LITERARY, AND MIS-

CELLANEOUS NEWSPAPER IN THE UNITED STATES.

Edited by HENRY J. RAYMOND.
The New York Times is now in the tifteenth year of Its publication, and is widely known as one of the most

firmly establisiied and successful newspapers in the United States. Throughout the recent war against the Rebel'

lion it maintained, wiih unfaltering trust in the people, the cause of the Union and the Constitution, and gave to

President Lincoln and his Administration a cordial, energetic, and effective support.

Now that the war is closed, the Times eives to the Administration of President Johnson a hearty support, in its

eiTbris to reorganize Kepabiicnn p^vcrnmems in thR Re;iel States, au I to renew their constitutional relations with

the National authority. It will urge the adoption of all just and proper measures for consolidating the peace and

prosperity of the whole country, upon the basis of equal and exact justice to all men of cveiy section, without dis-

tinction of class or color.

While a due share of its space is devoted to the discussion of Political topics, the Times aims also to give all

proper attention to the Literature, Science, and Social topics of the day. It seeks to discuss every thing wiili candor,

and with a view rather to the attainment of practical results than to the defence and propagation of special theories.

It enjoys, in every department, the aid of experienced and accomplished writers, who are familiar with the subjects

they treat, and who bring to the Times the benefit of a warm interest in its reputation and success.

Special attention is given to Congressional Reports, to Agriculture and Commerce, to Foreign News, and to an

accurate and intelligent record of the financial, political, and miscellaneous movements of the day.

^^ The price of the New York Times (Daily) is Four Cents.

To Mail Subscribers, per annum $10 00

Including Sunday Morning Edilinn 12 00

THE SEMI-WEEKLY TLMES.
One copy, 1 year $3 00

Two copies, I year 5 00

THE WEEKLY TDIES.
One copy, 1 year $2 00

Three copies, 1 year 5 00

Fiesh names may at any time be added to Clubs, both of tlie Weekly and Semi-Weeklt, at Club rales.

Payments invariably in advance. We have no authorized travel'.ing Agents. Remit in Checks or Fost Office

money-orders tvherever it can be done.

Address, H. J. KATMOIVD & CO., Publisliers,

NEW YORK.

THE MASOU ^ HAMUH ©ASIIiET 0BSA1s7
ADAPTED TO SECULAR AND SACRED MUSIC.

FOR

DRAWINa ROOMS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, &,c.

Forty Styles, Plain or Elegant Cases, 1 to 12 Stops.

I*I^ICE jSl 1 1 to jf4 1 OOO.
They occiLpy little space; are very eUgant as J'urnitnre ; not liable to get out oj" order, and are securely boxed

so that they can be sent any where by ordinary freight routes, in perfect condition.

Forty-Eight Gold or Silver Medals,
or otiier highest premiums have been awarded to iMiison & Hamlin v\iihin a few years, and Ihirleen witJiin a few
weeks ; a larger number it is believed, than have ever been taken by any other manufacture'- of instruments, in a
similar periol.

]V£ore than X^ro Hundred and FiFty or tlie most Prominent Artists
and ^tiisicians

in the country have given their written testimony to the value and attractiveness of the Masos jc Hamlin Cabinet
Organs, tlieir adaptedness to private an<I public use, and their superiority to e\'ery thing else of the class.

'' I can only reiterate what so many in the musical profession liave said befiire—that for equaliiy. promptness and
exquisite tone, they are unequ;ded. * * * A most charming addition to the musical resources of profess^ional as

well as amateur musicians."'

—

John H. Wilcox, Boston. '"The best leed instruments m;ufe in the woild are mnde
in the United Slates, and your C;ibinet Organs are greatly superior and by fai' the best mai.!e lu-re."

—

.Max Maret-
ZEK. " Sure to find its way into every household of taste and refinement whicli can possibly afford its m<nleraie ex-
pense."—L. M. GoTscHALK. " Such pure musical tones, promptness and smoothness of action and fine variety o(

effect I have not found in any other instrument of the class."—S, B, Mills, New Yoik. " The best instrument of

its chiss with which I an: acquainted, and worthy a place in every drawing room."

—

Harry Sanderson, New York.
" No instrument of the same description can at all compare with your delighlful Cabinet Organs. * * " The )ier-

fection w hicli you have ;iHained in these instruments has opened a new field for the interpretation of much music of

a high order which has heretnfoie lequired the aid of several iusti unienis."—B. J. Lang, Boston. '* Really so ex-
cellent that there can liardly be much difference of opinion respecting them."

—

William Mason. New York. '* In

every respect far superior to every tlung I have ever seen of tlie kinil, either in Europe or America."

—

Geo. Wash-
bourne Morgan, New York. " Surpasses every thing in this line I have yet seen, whether French or American."

John Zundel. New York. " Far sui^iasses all other instruments of llie kind that have come under my observa-

tion."

—

Carl Zerrahn, Boston. " Exceeds in my estimation every other instrument of this general class.'*—Tiios.

Hastings. " I should think Ihey would become very murh sought after as paiior instruments, as well as for public

performance."

—

Sioisml^nd Thalberg. "lean reromntend them wiih confidence."—Lowell Mason. *• I have

never seen any thing of the kind that interested me so much."—Geo. F. Root. " As soon as thi- public become ac-

quainted with the superior merits of your 'instrument, your only trouble will be to supply the demand."

—

Wm. B.

Bradbury.

J^^ Observe that the Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organs are adapted to secular as well as sacred music. The most

rapid, lively music can be played upon them, and they are capable of great variety of effect. Some of the styles are

very exqnisile pieces of fnrniluie.

Circulars with full particular.^: to any addres.=:, free.

fVarerooius, 590 BroadM'ay, :»»- YorU, S7-4 ^VashingrtoM Street, Boston,
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GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,
PUBLISHERS,

37 Park Row, New-York.

"THE HORTICULTURIST,"
Twenty-first Annual Volume—1866.

Two Dollars and Fifty-Ceuts per Aunnm*

A permanent reliable, and flrstclass joarnal. published

Monthly, at Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per Annum,

and devoted to the Orchard, Vineyard, Gabdbn and

NrssERT. to culture wider Glass, Landscape Gardening,

Rural Architecture, and the EtnhellishTnent and Improve-

ment of Country, Suburban and City Homes. Handsomely

Illustrated. Specimen numbers, postpaid, 25 cents.

Volume for 1S65 now ready, handsomely boond in

cloth, post paid to any address. Three Dollars.

Volume for 1S65 bound and post-paid, and numbers for

1866, $4 50.

Volumes for 1S64 and 1865 botmd and postpaid, and num-

bers for 1866, |6 00.

The three volumes contain 1200 royal octavo pages of

reading matter from the beat writers in the country, hand-

somely Illustrated, a valuable series for every library.

THE OORTIcriiTURIST,
for 1SG5.

Which we send bound and post-paid everywhere for Three
Dollars, is the most valuable volume that has been publish-

ed In twenty years. The Lackland articles, (illustrated)

from the pen of Donald G. Mitchell, Esq., author of Mi/
Farm of Edgewood, are worth the price of the volume.

In addition, there are articles on

FRUITS,
FLOWERS,

HORTICULTURE,
RURAL ART, ETC.,

From Edward S. Uand, Jr., author of Flowers for Par-

lor a?id Garden.
Edmltsd Morris, author of Te7i Acres Enough.
Francis Parkman, the Historian.

A. S. Fuller, author of the Grape CuUurUt.

F. R. Elliott, author of Western Fruit Grower's Guide.

Geo. E. "Woodward, author of WoodwartTs Country
Somes.
B. Buchanan, author of Grape and Strawberry Culture.

Chas. Downing, editor Downing's Fruits of America.

Geo. Husmann. author of Grape Culture at the We.^t.

C. N. Bement, author of American Poulterer's Companion.
The Editor of Sargent's Edition of Doicning's

Landscape Gardening.

Francis W. Woodward, author of WoodwartTs Graper-
ies and Horticultural Buildings.

Hon. John S. Reid, of Indiana, Rev. A. D. Gridley, of

Hamilton College, Uev. E. C. Cresst, of Trenton, N. J., and
others of the best practical talent and ability in the country.

The volume for 1S66 will maintain, and if possible exceed this

standard.

1866—Two Dollars and Fifty Cents; 1865,
iKrand and post-paid, and 186G—$4 50 ; 1864
and 1865, bonnd and post-paid, and 1866—$6.

GEO. K. & F. AV. WOODWARD,
37 Park-Row, S, Y.

THE HORTICUIiXlJRIlST.
Xweuty-first Annual Volume -1866.

Monthly. Two Dollars Ain> Fipty Cents per Annum.

Specimen Numbers, Post-paid, Twenty-five Cents.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD, PUBLISHERS,

37 Park Row. New-York.

Every one who has an acre lot, a Garden, a Fruit Farm, a

Vineyard, a House to Build, Out-buildlnga to Erect, a Home
to embellish and beautiiy, wUl need the Hoetioultuhist

for 1866.

350 Dollars iu Preniiums
offered to

Arcliitects, Landscape Ga-a*«v«>*eva aM<i a*'k«>>g.

For Publication, with Author's name attached. All Designs

should be handed in before First of February, 1866.

Preminms.—For best series of Designs embracing all

varieties of Outbuildings. Ice-Housea, Summer-Houaes, Ob-

servatories, Kiosks, Poultry Houses, Dairy-Houses, Corn-

Houses, Bird-boxes. Well and Spring Houses, Aviaries,

Gates, Fences, Boat-houses, Rustic Seats, &c.; small Per-

spective Views and Plans, with short description, |50, second

best, «30.

1. For best Plan and Perspective View of a Farm-House,
suitable for a medium sized family, managing a farm of
about 100 Acres, $25 ; second best, $15.

2. For best Plan and Perspective View of a Suburban Cot-

tage, for a family of about six persons, owning 3 to 5 acres of

ground, $25; second best, $15.

3. For best design for laying-out, planting, and embellish-

ing a square acre lot, with public road on one side only,

with ornameota^ "grounds, garden, &uit, and full explana-

tions—$10,

4. For best three designs for laylng-ont a 3, 5, and 10 acre
lot, sqr.are or otherwise, for Suburban occupation, embel-

lishing the same in proportion to size, and planning the bal-

ance In garden, fruit. &c.. to produce the best Income, with
explanations,—$10, $15 and $25.

5. For best plan of a Fruit Farm, 10 to U acres, with loca-

tion and classes of fruit, quantities of each, &c.; the whole
arranged with a view to the greatest profit,—$30.

All Plans to be drawn to a Scale, and may be In lead-pen-

cil only. An impartial committee will be appointed to decide.

Messrs. Geo. E. & F. W. Woodward reserve the right in

all cases to engrave and publish, with author's name attach-

ed, all designs of merit that may be offered, without further

compensation.

The "Horticulturist" during the year 1S65, In addition

to nearly 400 pages of closely printed reading matter, pub-

lished 20S pages of advertisements from all the leading nur-

serymen in the land; from agricultural implement manufac-

turers, Seedsmen, Florists and others who deal in articles re-

quired by tliose engaged in rural pursuits. The income of

the HoKTiCTLTURisT/rom advertisi7ig is larger than that

of any other Horticultural Magazine published in the world.

Its circulation is large, and principally among the substan-

tial men of the country ; men who have fine farms and coun-

try seats, and money to spend.

It has been before the public Twenty Tears, and adver-

tisers who commenced with us, have, through adverse and

prosperous times, in War and Peace, persistently spread their

business before the public ; they have grown rich by it, and

follow it up with a zeal that characterizes profitable invest-

ments.

Address, GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD,
87 Park Row, New York.

THE HORTICULTURIST.
Twenty-first Annual Volume—1S66.

Monthly. Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per Annum.
Specimen Numbers, Post-paid, Twenty-five Cents.

GEO. E. & F. W. WOODWARD. Publishers.
37 Park Row, New-York.

All Agricultural, Horticultural and Agricultural Books,
Papers, and Periodicals published in this country can be had
at this Office, or mailed to anj- address on receipt of price.

Send for Priced Catalogue free.

WOODWARD'S COMTRY HOMES.
A practical work on the Design and Construction of Coun-

try Houses. Stables, Out-buildings, &c.. handsomely illustra-

ted with 122 designs and plans, principally of low priced

buildings, with an illustrated chapter on the construction of

Balloon Frames, which are stronger, and forty per

cent, cheaper, than the mortise and tenon frame. Every
man who contemplates building a house should have this

book. In it will be found plans and exterior views of com-
pact convenient;bouses, suitable for farm, suburban and vil-

lage residences, taken from practical examples, nearly every
house having been built. These plans and suggestions will

aid any one in planning a house for himself. In these days

of high priced building, the article on Balloon Framing
Is worth more than 100 times the price of the book. ^4 jne-

chanicwho proposes to build a mortise and tenonframe west

of Chicago can not get employment. Price $1.50, post-paid,

to any address.

WoodAvard's Graperies and Horticultural Buildings.

A practical work giving full direction for Designing. Con-

structing and Heating all classes of buildings for growing

plants and ripening fruit under glass, being the result of an

extensive professional practice In all departments of the de-

sign and construction of Horticultural Buildings, and ol

Culture under Glass. Price $1.50, post-paid, to any address.

Cultivator and Country Gentleman.

A flrst-class Weekly Agricultural paper ;
twenty-seventh

semi-annual volume begins January 1st, 1S66, 832 quarto

pages annually. Two Dollars and fifty cents per annum.

Embracing an

Agrienltnral Department, The Poultry Yard,

The Breeder and Grazier, The Bce-Ueeper,

Horticnltnral Department, Fireside De-

partment, Domestic Economy, Record

of the Times, Dairy Department,

"Weekly Produce Markets, etc.

Specimen numbers, post-paid. Eight cents. Subscriptions

and Advertisements received, and back numbers and vol-

umes supplied.

THE GARDENER'S MONTHLJ.
A reliable standard monthly periodical, Sth annual volume,

devoted to all departments of Hoiticultiire. Two Dollars per

annum ; -n-ith the Hokticulttteist, Four Dollars per annum.

Specimen copies, post-paid, 20 cents.

PRICED CATAIiOGITE
Sent tree to any address, of all publications on

Agricultmre, Media iiics,

Uorticnltnre, Rural Economy, &c.
ArcUitecture,

Orders executed for the Purchase of Books on all subjects.

Subscriptions made to all papers and periodicals. Afl"r 1st

of .January, 1866, a complete file of evei-y Agricultural Paper

in the Country can be found in this Office, and Subscriptions

received for them.

GEO. E. & F. "IV. WOODWARD,
PtrBLISHERS AND DEALERS IN

AGRICULTURAL BOOKS, PAPERS and PERIODICALS,

37 Park Row, IVew-Yorli.
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The Sewings Machine.

The first attempts to sew by macnfnery date as far back

as the year 1755; but the practicability of the Sewing

Machine as a substitute for hand labor, in uniting fabrics

by means of seams of continuous stitches, was not fully

established until nearly a century later. The inventive

minds of Europe failed in their efforts to reduce to prac-

tice the idea of Machine Sewing, and it was left for the

genius of America to produce and give to the world the

first practiciil Sewing Machine. Of the usefulness of this

invention it is unnecessary to speak at this late day. The

prejudices that impeded its early introduction have long

since been swept away by the stern ficts which its every-

day successes prnctically dcnnonelralo, *u;ui for the Iwst

ten years the Sewing M;ichine has been universally re-

cognized as a necessity in the manufacture or putting to-

gether of every known description of textile fabric, and

an important addition to the household economy.

As manufacturers and inventors. Grover <t Baker are

the most prominent names identified with the Sewing

Machine. Elias Howe invented the Shuttle Stitch Ma-

chine, but did not manufacture more than were necessary

to use as models in his lawsuits, until after the Sewing

Machine was made practical and useful by subsequent

inventors. A. B. Wilson improved on the feeding mech-

anism of Howe's machine, and invented a substitute for

the Howe shuttle in the rotary hook of the Wheeler &
Wilson machine, which makes the shuttle stitch by a dif-.

ferenl mechanism. Grover <fc Baker invented the machine

making the Grover & Baker Elastic Stitch, and have

been manufacturing their machines ever since the taking

out of their patent. There are over 150,000 of the Grover

& Baker Elastic Stitch Machines now in use, which is

abundant evidence that the excellences of this stitch are

appreciated by the public.

Soon after Howe's invention became known, a number

of manufacturers of Sewing Machines appeared in the

field, each with some little attachment or improvement,

on the strength of which they sought to identify them-

selves with the Sewing Machine, in ii"> ruhii*? mind.

XSearly aii these made Shuttle Stitch Machines, and it

was their interest in common to cry down and damage, to

the extent of their ability, their formidable rival, the

Grover & Baker Elastic Stitch Machine ; and no means,

honorable or otherwise, were spared by them to prejudice

the public against it. Despite all this opposition, the

Grover & Baker Machines gradually but sureiy worked

their way into the foremost place in public favor, relying

solely on their intrinsic and manifest merit over other

machines.

As further evidence of their great popularity, we may
state that they have been awarded the highest premiums

at all the State Fairs at which they were entered in com-

petition the past three years, and at hundreds of Institute

and Coimty Fairs. They have also been awarded gold

medals and diplomas at various exhibitions of England,

France, Spain, and Austria, and have been furnished by

command to the Empress of France, Empress of Russia,

Empress of Brazil, Queen of Spain, and Queen of Bavaria.

Keeping pace with the growing demand for their Ma-

cliines, Grover & Baker increased their facilities for man-

ufacturing, and invented and built new machinery, of the

most perfect kind, adapted to all the parts of the Sewing

Machine. The Company's manufactory is at Boston, and

they have wholesale depots in all the principal cities of

the Union ; in London and Liverpool, England, and Mel-

bourne, Australia. Agencies are also established in all

the other leading cities of the Old World, and in almost

every village of the New. The Company conduct twenty-

four establishments in their own name, and employ in

connection with them over 300 clerks, salesmen, me-

chanics, and operators. At the Factory, in the manu-

facture of Machines, Stands, Cabinets, etc., between four

and five hundred hands are employed, capable of turning

out complete, from thirty to forty thousand Machines per

annum. The principal depot for foreign export is at 495

Broadway. New York, at which place a large retail trade

is also done. This establishment is tin ee stories in front,

And extends through to IMercer-street, 200 feet. Unique

in design and magnificently fitted up. it ranks among the

first of the commercial palaces of Broadway, and is

wholly occupied by their business.

The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine makes a double

/bread Elastic Stitch, and forms a seam of great strength

and beauty, peculiarly adapted for family sewing and the

manufacture of goods where firmness and elasticity of

seam are required. The mechanism of the machine is

simple, the parts few, its movements quiet, and the

method of operating it easily acquired. It uses the thread

directly from the spool as purchased. One side of the

seacn can be made highly ornamental for embroidering,

by using colored silk or worsted.

The importance of Grover & Baker's invpntlnns wHI

be more apparent when ftisunaersioou, that the principle

of the Grover & Baker Machines is entirely different

from that of the Howe Machine, and all those making

the Howe Shuttle Stitch, among which are the Singer,

Wheeler & Wilson, Florence, etc. The Grover &
Baker Machine, making the double thread Elastic Stitch,

from the time of its invention in 1851, has taken its posi-

tion as a competitor for public favor against the entire

class of machines descended from the Howe shuttle in-

vention, and bases its claims for superiority over these,

not on any improvement on or attachment tothe machine

that Howe invented, but on mechanism of an entirely

different principle, forming a searn possessing qualities

impossible of attainment by any machine making the

Shuttle Slitch of Howe. When treating the subject of

Sewing Machines, therefore, it is only necessary to hold

in view the two principles of forming a seam with two

threads by machinery, viz., the Shuttle Stitch and the

Grover & Baker Elastic Stitch.

It is not only unnecessary, but leads to confusion, to

speak of this Shuttle Machine or that Lock Stitch Ma-

chine, for by whoever manufactured or by whatever name

it may be known, the Shuttle and Lock Stitch are iden-

tical, and it possesses the same merits and the same

faults that it had twenty years ago. Those contemplating

the use of Sewing Machines in their business or their

homes, should attach as much importance to the selection

of the one or the other principle, as if they were deter-

mining the choice between hand and machine sewing.

Thcic a,.o a gi cal 111 liny use^, in manufactoiies and
families, to which the Grover & Baker Slitch can be suc-

cessfully applied, in which the Shuttle Stitch would be

utterly useless, while there is no use to which the latter

can be applied that the former will not accomplish.

Where both principles can be applied to the same uses

with comparatively equal success, it is of little im-

portance which is adopted. There are however numerous

employments for the Sewing Machine where the supe-

riority of one kind is so marked, that a wrong conclusion

as to the stitch best suited would result in failure.

The following extracts from testimony taken on oath,

in a recent case before the Hon. Commissioner of Patents

we consider conclusive proof of the superiority of the

Grover & Baker Elastic Stitch Machine for nearly all

the uses to which machine sew ing can be applied.

Edward S. Renwick, of New York City, a profes-

sional engineer, says
;

" The seam produced, while secure, is extremely
elastic, and can be strained to as great an extent as the
cloth in which it is sewed, without the fracture of the

threads, while the two-thread seams, sewed by machines
not embodying the said Grover & Baker's invention, are
easily fractured by straining ihe cloth, particularly when
bias seams are sewed. The Grover & Baker Machines
are therefore adapted to sewing a great variety of articles,

which can not be sewed advantageously by other sewing
machines."

Henry B. Renwick, of New York, civil and mechan-
ical engineer, says :

" I further say. that machines embodying this invention
(the Grover <t Baker Elastic Stitch) are made and sold
in great numbers, to my knowledge, and are by many
preferred for all purposes, and by many others for special
purposes, to any other sewing machines; such preference
being due. in my opinion, to the peculiar elastic charac-
ter and the strength of the stitch, and also to the ease
w ith which a know iedse of the workipg of the machine
may be acquired, and further, to the fact that less care in
the adjustment of the tension is required in these tlian in
any other double-thread machine?."

Albert H. Hook, of New York, a mechanical en-

gineer, says

:

"From my experience and observation. I state un-
hesitatingly that the Grover & Baker Machine is the best
sewing machine for general domestic and family tise yet
made. It combines, in the greatest extent, fiimness,
el^islicity, and durability of seam, simplicity of constrvic-

tinn and ease of management, capacity of doing the
greatest variety of woik, including oinamental work and
embroidery—advantages not possessed by any other
manhine. Notwithstanding my own inventions in that
line. I use the Grover & Baiter Machine in my family,
and recommend it to my friends,"

Mrs. Bellina FnoEULicH, of 123 East Seventeenth-
street) New York, savs :

'*I have had personal experience of four years and a
half, during which time I ha-e used it for all the various
wants of a large family, on all materials i have made or-
namental work with it. quilting, tucking; and for t'ress-
making purposes I have found it to answer my ends per-
fectly. The machine I used was the Grover & Baker
Family Sewing Machine. I have had work periormed
for me on other family sewing machines—the Wheeler &
Wilson, and Singer ; am rather familiar with their mode
of operation. 1 am of the opinion that the elasticity of
the seams made on the Grover & Baker Family Sewing
Machines is of great value for all garments of family
wear, particularly those subjected to washing and iron-
ing , that the facility of ripping a seam to a given point,
without injuring or loosening the rest of the seam, is

likewise of great value. The ornamental work can be
performed with great ease and facility upon this machine,
and surpasses all other machines in this particular fea-

ture. It is not very liable to get out of order ; easy to
operate on, and easy to learn to operate on ; not com-
ixiif^iaA. tj-,cilu manaffo/l o^izy in adiiist its naHs. and thp
spools are easily attached, without the necessity of wind-
ing both above and below, as the machine sews directly
from the spools as purchased ; the tension is easily regu-
lated, and does not vary, and does not require readjust-
ment in passing from light to heavy work. As to strength
and durability of seam, I can testify having garments in
use during four and a half years, which have been con-
stantly subjected to washing, wringing, and ironing, and
which have given out in the fabric before the seam has
shown any sign of weakness. In my judgment it is, be-
yond all question, the best Family'Sewing Machine in
iise. I also prefer the manner in which the work runs
over the machine from the operatoi

, getting out of the
way as fast as sewed, and thereby enabling the operator
to sit in a comfortable position. In strength and durability
of seam, I judge its work to last longer anil wear better
than the seams of the other machines known to me."
Mrs. Charlotte D. Watts, wife of Dr. Robert

Watts, of New York City, says

;

"I have been, since the introduction of Sewing Ma-
chines for family use, much interested in them, and have
taken much pains to inform myself practically of the
merits of the different leading machines in the market for
family use. My established judgment is that the Grover
& Baiter Machine, making the stitch known as the Grover
& Baker Stitch, is superior to all others, for the following
reasons, for family sewing:
"F^7 5^—The seam is stronger and more elastic than

any other.
" Seco7id.—It is more easily managed, and capable of

doing a greater variety and range of work than any othet.
*' Third.—In addition to plain sewing, this machine Is

capable of executing ornamental work of great variety
and beauty.

" I think the family Sewing Machine, as an instrument
for domestic household use, second in importance to no
other invention yet made ; and I believe, (or the reasons
stated, the Grover & Baker decidedly the best Family
Sewing Machine. I have used a Sewing Machine in my
family for many years, and would not be willing to dis-
pense with it on any account."
Mrs. Mauy a. Parker, wife of Dr. Willard ParkeR,

of New York, says
*' Since the introduction of Sewing Machines, and dur-

ing the last ten years. I have been particularly interested
in ascertaining their relative merits and real value as in-
struments for Oomeslic use in families. I am familiar
with the leading machines in the market for familv use.
In my judgment, established from long observation and
experience, the Grover & Baker Machine, making the
Double-Loop Grover & Baker Stitch, is decidedly supe-
rior to any other for family use. This machine makes at
the same time a stronger and more elastic seam than any
other ; is capable of doing a greater variety of work with
less change of adjustment than any other ; and, in addi-
tion to the work accomplished by other machines, is cap-
able of doing ornamental work and embroideiy. I think
it would be difficult to estimate too highly the value of
the Grover & Baker machine as an instrument for
family use."

Sarah Edwards, proprietor of store 745 Broadway,
New York, says :

"I am proprietor of the establishment for the manu-
facture and sale of children and ladies' furnishing goods,
No. 745 Broadway, New York. I am thoroughly and
practicallv acquainted with the merits of the leading
Sewing Machines in the market adapted to my business,
or for fine sewing. I have used machines for several
years, and state, with the utmost confidence, that the
Grover * Baker Machine is superior to any other for fine
family aiui general work. Although I have othermachines
making the shuttle or lock-stitch of high reputation,
I would not use any other than the Grover <t Baker upon
work when elasticity and strength of seam are required.
The capacity of the Grover & Baker Machine for doing
ornamental work, in addition to plain sewing, is of much
importance and value."

Frank A. Allen, of the firm of Allew Brothers,
manufacturers of cloaks and mantillas, New York, says :

" It Is very much more simple than any other machine,
so much so that I have learned a person who had never
seen any machine, in two hours' time, to run it well
enough to stitch a cloak. As regards durability. I have
machines that are now running, which I have had in use
six years, running them at least six months in each year.
They scldem get out of order, and require but a very
small expense to repair them. As compared with other
machines, as regards elasticity, durability, and strength
of stitch, we find it much better in all these points than
any other machine we have used. Much of the material
used in the manufacture of (doaks is vei-y elastic, and re-
quires absolutely an elastic stitch. This we have never
found in any other machine than the Grover d: Baker
sufficient for the purpose. I have used one in my family
about five years, on all kinds of work— fine, thick, and
tliin ; and we give it the preference over other machines
on account of its simplicity, and the elasticity and strength
of the stitch, and the readifiess or facility w ith which any
article of dress can be ornamented or embroidered."

{Independent.)
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AND

lONA VINES.
Parsons & Co.,

Otfer for the Autumn trade,

I>elaAvai'e G^rape "V^ines,
grown from single eyes of liard wood, at the following low

l)rice3

:

No. 1, extra strong, $30 per 100.—$350 per 1000.

No. 8, fine jilauts, S.30 per 100.—$150 per 1000.

$1,200 per 10,000.

lOXA, ISRAELLA,
and

ADIHO.KDAC,
No. 1, f.M each ; $1S.00 per doz, ; $100 per 100.

No. 2, $1.50 each
; $15.00 per doz. ; $S0 per 100.

lOSfA—No. 3, $50 per 100.

Our No. 1 lona, are very strong, extra plants, grown from
single eyes of hard wood.

COXCORD VINES,
$13 00 per 100

; ?7.3 00 per 1000
;

STOO per 10,000.

TVe also offer fine plants of all the sorts of vines usually

grown. Also

PEAR, APPLE
and other

FRUIT TREES^
of the best varieties.

ORNAME.-VTAE TRIBES
and

SHRUBS.
HOSES, Hybrid I'ei-i»etuals, at $20 per 100; |175 per 1000.

These ai-e uil Rcmontants, of the best varieties, upon

their own roots, not budded or grafted.

Address PARSOI^S & CO.,

Fluslilnsr, IV. Y,

Lilies ! Jjilies ! I^ilies !

For the ITlilHoii.

JAPAN" and other I.IHES by MAIL,
at the follonnnjc rates.

each, per doz.
Auratam (ilTfif? Golden Lily of Japan),

Strong flowering roots .$5 00 SiO 00

lianclfoliain album ( ir/(i(«<7t/paral 40 cts. 4 00

do rubruin (Red spotted Japan). 40 cts. 4 00

do roscum (Rose ftpotted Japan) 40 cts. 4 00

do roseum inonslrosum {White tjt crimson) $1 00 $10 00

Candiiluiti rtore pleno, (Double White)... 25 cts. 2 50

fiamptschatlcpii^e, (Orange) 50 cts. 5 00

Tigriitttiii ( 7'ifjer Lily), Lar?e roots 15 cts. 1 50

Double Tuberoses, per doz.. $1 50: per 100, $9 00;

per 1003. SGO 00.

Cliniitliiis JJampicri in varieties.

New seeds of this splendid plant in papers of 10 Seeds for

51 00 : 25 Seei.ls for fi OD: iOO Seeds lor $7 Of.

Anra-tuin and other Lilies by the 100 to the

Tra.de, at reduced rates.

J. M. THORBUKM & CO.,

15 John-street. New-Torlc.

Plants by Mail.
"WiltiOTi's Eai'lv Blaclcl>eiTy, Large, Sweet and

I'roductive, ahead of all other iilackberries in market, and
brings move nioiiey Price, 1 Plant. SI; r:; Phints, *21.
PKiladelpUia Ra«pl>crry, 2 Plants. $1 : r3 Plants.

i^'>. Also l.j.nOO A|ntle Trees. 3 vpars ohl, cratted on seed-
line: roots, will be soUl cheap to clear llie cround.
Send for Catulo-ucs s-atis. "WILLIAM PARRY,

Cinnaniinson. X. J.

-fl O PLANTS SENT POST-PAID.—The Wilson
-"-^^Early r>l;iokbi:>iTy. remarkably lame, sweet, hardy and
productive. I'rotitable. because it will yield more ripe fruit
in three weeks th:in the New IJochelle will the whole se;ison.
noticed by (.)i:.\xge .Iudd, in Ausu^t, No. 1 plant. .*'2; Vi for
$21. New Uo<-helle plants. S^l perMozen

; $2 per 100 ; $10 per
1000. Philiidelplii:v Raspberry. $5 per dozen. Also, 13 good
varieties of Strawberries by the dozen, 100. or lOOO. Price
List Kraiis. JOHN S.COLLINS, iloorestown, Burlington
County. New Jersey.

1 f\ CASES CONTAINING 106 SELECTIONS
-^^'nf Bulbous Ront«. prodnntion of the florists HENRY
STOKM & SON. of IbKirlem. in Holland, containinsr Hv;i-
ciuths. Croensps, and Tulips of all kinds and colors f"r eale
by E. CAYLCS HE RUYTER & CO., 57 Beaver-st., N. Y.

loiia Grape Wood.
5,000 Select Buds, with well ripened wood, suitable for

general propagation, and for grafting old vines. Will be
sold in lots to suit purchasers. The wood was grown by my-
self from vines had of C. W. Grant, tlic originator
of tliis variety and tlie I>«raella. Address with
stamp. A. EUSHNELL, Peekskill, N. Y.

Crardeu Needs. Gardeu Seeds.
The subscriber has been engaged over thirty years in rais-

ing all kinds of Caardcn, vegetable and Flower
Seeds, and having oyer one hundred acres devoted to that
purpose, is enabled to oflVr as good a stock of seeds as can
be lound in the country. Dealers can be supplied in any
Quantity, either by the pound, bushel, or neatly put up in
small papers suitable for retailing. A list of prices will be
sent to all applicants. G. 11. GAIIRETSON, Flushing, N. Y.

8eeds ! Bulbs ! ! Plants ! !

!

Office 25S South Third St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
"Wholesale Dealer in Seeds, and Agent for the best English.
French, and German growers. Hyaci n ths. Tulips, Crocus and
other Bulbs direct irom the Holland growers. Country mer-
chants. Dealers and Druggists supplied at the lowest rates.

To make the Best Q,uality with the greatest

Saving of liabor and Fuel,
Use the Celebrated

COOK'S EVAPORATOR.
niaple Circular and Deseriptive Pamphlet

sent free on application. Parties desiring Agency will please

write us immediately.

BLY9IVER, BATES & DAY,
IflansGeld, Ohio.

FOR THE HOEIWAYS!
No more useful or acceptable present for the Holidays, can

be found by Parents or Guardians, than one of

PARR'S TOOL. CHESTS,
containing complete setts of Tools for Boys, Gents, Farm-
ers and Mechanics.

Prices ranging according to size, from S2.00 to SHO,
Chests containing from S to 128 different Tools. To be ob-

tained from all Hardware and Variety Dealers, and from

the .Manufacturers.

Send for Circular to PARR & PARTilELEE,
Buff^alo, N. Y.

BEWET'S FRUITPLATES—800 Vnrietics. New
("alalo^ne ju'^t issued. conl;iining over Two Hunpf.ed

jiew y;iri''ties. Nurserymen and Tree Dealers please order
Catalogues. D. M. DEWKY. Asent.

Horticultural Bookseller, Rochester. N. Y.

Faney Fowls.
Pore bred fowls fl'om recent nnportations. Fifteen varie-

ties, viz.: Swan. Bremen and China Geese; Ronen and Ayls-

burv Ducks. White and Grey Dorkings. Silver Spaneled
Hariibnrcs. Polands. Black Spanish, Cuban Game. Sebright
Bantams, &c. Address R- H. HAINES.

Box S.'^. Elizabeth, N. J.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS for Sale.—
Sent by Kxpres-s to all parts of the Fiiited States. For

Circulars and Prices, Address N. P. BOYER & CO.,
Gum Tree, Chester Co., Pa.

liane's Piia-eliasing Ageney,
FOR PURCHASING

attUeloAvest regular price, aiiythinis: to be
procured iu IVe«-Yorlt City, and at

other accessible poluts,

HARVEY B. LANE,
151 Nassau-street, Neiv-York.

pMPLOTMENT, FOR ALL WHO DESIRE
*^lt. GOOD BOOKS. TVholPSnle terms sent on applica-

tion. LAKGE pnOP'lTS and SECURITT AGAINST LOSS.

Enclose st.imp, FOWLEK & WELLS, 389 Bioadway, N, T. I

A IVice liittic Present
FOK THE HOLIDAYS.

Every body will prize the Sewing Ripper, which
takes out a seam faster than a sewin-; luachine could make
it, and with less danger of cutting, than with knife or scis-

sors. Thousands have been sold, and no complaints made.
Price, 50 cents. Just the thing for agents.

A. C. FITCH, 151 Nassau street, N. Y. City.

WHAT MATCHLESS BEAUTY
Lingers on every glossy wave and rlplet of her

lovely hair.

PATENT

If A I R
CRIMPERS

D

J

For crimping and waving La-
dies' hair. Jvo heat nse<^and
no injury to the hair.
They are put up in beanti-

ftillv lithoeraphed boxes con-
taining one sett (1 doz.) nssort-

ed lengths, with lull directions for use accompanrinff
each box.
No Lady's toilette is complete without them. ?'or sale

throughout the country. Iletailei-s will be supplied bv .iny
Urst-class Jobber of Notions in New York, Philadelphia, or
Boston.

JL^NUFACTURED ONLY SY
E. rVINS, Sixth-st. and Columbia A-re.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EMOREST'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE.—EX-
TRAORDINARY NOVELTIES. Magnificent Steel En-

gravings, suitable for framing; Splendid and reliable Fash-
ions; brlgiuai Stories and Poems; very valuable Music;
Fnll-Size Patterns of the Latest Styles, and other valuable
features. Do not fail to see ttiis niaguiflcent Macrazine.
Single copies, 25 cents; vearlv, ^?. with a valuable premium.
Addi-ess W. JENNING'S DEMOKEST, No. 473 Broadway.

Books by Return Mail,— .\ny Book, Map,
Chart, Portrait, Album. JIagazine, or Paper, sent "by Re-

turn Post," at Publishers' prices. All Dictionaries. Gazet-

teers and Encyclopedias on the Natural Sciences, may be had

at this office. Please addressMESSRS. FOWLER & WELLS
SS9 Broadway, New-York.

THE NATIONAL PARK BANK OF NEW-
YORK.

CAPITAL 83,000,000. SURPLUS. . . .Sl.200.000.
This Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit bearing inter-

est on lavorable terms. J. L. WORTH, Cashier.

PATCttTCOfiK fieUSH!
THE

WRINGER
Covered ivith Beautiful Wliite Duck, tlic Best,

the cheapest, and most durable. Cuik Roils. Cog Wheels,
Galvanized Iron Frame. Depot of the Cnmnany. -lO-l Broad-
way, New York. Price $8.00. Ageuts and Shippers liberally
dealt with. Send for Circular.

^=i???s?~l::!i

Nanfa Clans Headquarters
for Spring Horses. Cantering Horses, Self-operating Swings
Brown's Baby Tenders, and Toys of all kinds.

LEWIS TIEBALS.
510 Broadway, opposite St. Nicholas Hotel.

Invalid Propellers and Chairs on hand and made to order.

Send for Circular.

" The Alphabet Made E.isy."
On the Idea svstem, will save fretting, peoldins and crrinfr.

arrl live a laste foi-vcafllils. Senil lo SAIiGENT WII.SON &
HIXKLE, Cincinnati, Otiio, 15 cents lor ouecop.v, 25 for two.

FIRST-RATE PATENT CAN BE BOUGHT
at from $*J5 to Jr^O pel- County. It ran be made by any

Carpenter, and is needed in evevv faniil.v. Address
S. MACFEUIiAS, KlCliestnnt-ttrpet.

Pliiiadelpiiia.

«!& ^t%S% WORTH GOODRICH'S NEW SEED-
?JP»fWlING potatoes bv PKiil. CIreulars flee,

Send for one. V, SQTTOX, rittston, r,i., Box s;s,
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BR,O^V]V'S

Patent Baby-Tender.

It la not only A Noiseless and Cliarming Cra-
dle, but is t-asily and instantly changed into either of the

foliowini; articles, each in itself complete and perfect, naiuelj':

A Reclining and Sitting Cotieli for infants.

A Baby-Jumper, alfowini; perfect fieedomof motion.
{See Cut.)

A Baby-Horse for children of either sex.
,

A Baby-Walker, attractive and useful.

A Nursery Chair.
A Higli CUair for the table.

An Ottoman, and;

A deliglitful Hobby-Horsc for boya or girls.

The Baby-Tender is entirely safe, simple, and easily unBer-
Btood, and, with ordinary care, will last for many years. It

stands on casters (no part beini; suspended), occupies no
more space than a small trunk, and may be safely moved by
a child of tliree years.

Those wlio have never used it have no conception of the
toil and anxiety wliich it saves to those having the care of
infants and children.

Since tlie illustrated description of the Baby-Tender was
published In the American Agricnlturist, with the hearty
endorsement of the editor, in December iSM, several import-
ant improvements have been added, which are commended
'br i)>« o.»«.<. «..tiimii>. ine iron work of the apparatus is

made at the well-known establishment of Messrs. Wheeler
& Wilson, which i3 a sufficient guarantee of excellent
workmanship.
As the Buby-Tenders are now fitted up, no more accepta-

ble, or useful Holiday Gift could he made in a family where
there Is a baby. It is emphatically a "Help for Mothers."
For Descriptive Circulars, etc., Address

THK BABY-TENDER MF'G CO.,
939 Broadway, Ne-w-Yorlc.

w §135 A MONTH!
ANTED!—'Sewing Machine Agents! Everywhere,
to Introduce the new SHAW & CLAIilC Twenty Dollar

Family Sewing Machine, the only low price machine in the
conniry which is licens<'d by Grover & Baker, Wlieeler &
Wilson, Howe, Singer & Co.. and Bachelder. Saliirv and ex-
penses, or lar^e c<>mriii.>^>ions allowed. All ottier Machines
now sold tor less itinn forty dollars each are infringements,
and the sellnr ami ust'r liatile. Illustrated circulars seat
fi-ee. Address. SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford, Maine.

IVew and Marvelous

!

MAGNESIUM WIUE. a small piece of which will give a
LIGHT EQUAL TO SeVENTY-FHI'R STEABINE CANDLES—SO
Intense that it has bfi-n seen ^s miles at Sea; can be carried
safely in the vest pocket, and ignited with a common match.
Further particuhirs on application. One Coil (four feet)
/dScts. Five Coils, (twenty feet) $1.00 Bv mail, post-paid.

Address ADAMS & CO., Boston.

PORTABLE
PRINTING OFFICES.

For Merchants, Drusgists, Hospitals, small Job Printers,
&c. Addrt'ss ADAMS PUKSS CO., "^6 Ann-st., New Yorlc.
Specimen Sheets of Type, Cuts, &.Q., Six cents.

$20. G. &, S. CRYSTAL D. P. $20.
A year can be realized gilding and puttino: up
theCrysial Doi)r Phite. Afjents wanted. Stock,
Tools, and Instrnctions cost $.'0. L. L. TODD
& CO., o{\ Xassan-street. New-Vork.

SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

$1000

stammering-
Cured by Bates* Pn'ent Appliances,

phlet, etc.. Address II. c. L. MEAUS,
For descriptive jiam-
177 West Snd-st.. N. Y.

A " Mirror of the Mind ;" or, your
Character fioni yonr Likeness, For particulars how to have
pictures taken, inclose a pre-paid envelope, addressed to

yourself for answer, to MESSRS. FOWLER & WELLS
889 Broadway, Xew York.

^ewin^ Machines.
We are having a great many inquiries for Sewing Ma-

chines from various parts of the country, and as we can

not conveniently reply to them all by mail, we have

thought it proper to state our opinion in regard to them

in this public manner. We have \ised Wilson's patent,

manufactured by the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing

Company. No. tJ25 Broadway, and we can say in regard

to it, that it is without a rival. It is simple, not easily

put out of order v\ lien in proper hands, and, in point of

effectiveness and finish, no other machine stands ahead

of it. This famous Sewing Machine is highly appreci-

ated the world over. We stale this much in regard to

the excellent macliine upon our own responsibility.

This Company have maJe and sold during the last

uirec iiiwnth? wtTuxit ie,©oo-«»<vahiruis. and are now pro lac-

ing and selling 150 per day. They vary in price from

$50 to $100, and the higiiest-priced ones sell best. In

their business there is over $1,000,000 invested, and they

keep 900 men regularly employed mantifacturing ma-

chines. The system pursued is the same as that adopted

in llie manufacture of arms ; eveiy piece is made to a

guage, and consequently the parts of any machine may
be transposed with those of another machine of the same
size ; or, should an accident occur, tlie broken nait can
be immediately replaced on application at the office.

There is not an est-iblishment in this country where
sfilching of any kind is reqnired. in v%liich the Sewing
Machine is not emidnyed, and there are fevv private fam-
ilies in which it is not an acknowieilged article of furni-

tuie. This Cofn[>anv has just v\on the highest premium
at the Inteinatior.ai Fair, Dublin, exhibiting its 200.000th
machine, beautifully ornamented, with tlie American
coat of arms.—Scientific American.

THE

SEIVIIVG MACHINES.
Highest Premium Fair American Institute, 1S65,

(Gold Medal). Keport of Committee of Awards

:

REASONS.
1st.—Its simplicity and preat ran^e of Work,
2nd.— Its makin": four different Stitches, viz.: The Loclc,

Knot, Double Lock and Double Knot,
3d.—The Reversible Feed Motion, operated by simplyturn-

ing a Thumb Screw, enabling the operator to run tlie Work
to the Ki^ht or to the Left, and convenience of Self-fastening
the ends of Seams.
4th.—The perlect finish and substantial manner in which

the Machine is made.
n[n.— ine Kapidity 01 Its Woriaug,

"Work done.
6th.— Its Self-adjusting Tension.

lid tUcQunlity of the

UNlVESMli
^LOTHESWRINGER
This 'Wrineer has asrain taken the ffrst premtum in the

Great Fair of the Anlerican Institute—it hns also taken tlie
first premium at the State Fairs of Xew-York, Vermont,
Pennsvlvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucl^y,
Iowa, Wisconsin, Connecticut River Valley F:nr. Cliamplam
Valley Fair, and at most of the Countv an'il Institute Fairs
throughout the countrv. Over 200.000 ' have been sold, and
are now in use in the Ignited States, and «<j never heard of
one that ica-'i not liked.

The Universal is superior to all other Wrincers, in hav-
ing larire rolls of solid India Rubber, so protccied by strong
COG-WITEKLS mat mcj •.aimvL clii- ^r v.-! 1. loooo «;!.on> «l.a
shaft. Its stroni; wood frame cannot be broken, and does
not rust or soil the clothes. Every Universal "Wriugtir is
WARRANTED.
We select a few testimonials from persons widely known

to the publiCj who speak fi'om actual experience, and are
above suspicion of misstatement.

"My family would as soon give up the cookinff-stove as
this (."LOTnEs Wringer. It cannot be too hi^jhly recom-
mended."—[Solon Robinson.
"After a constant use of the Universal Clothes 'WRmQ-

ER for more than lour years in my tamilv, I am authorized
by the 'powers that be' to cive it theniostunqualilied praise,
and to pronounce it an indispensable part of the machinery
of lionsekeeping."— [Rev. Henry Ward Beeciier.

" This is the first Wringer I have found that would stand
the service required of it."—J. P. Hdgoins, Lovejoj 's Hotel.

" We think the Machine Mrcii more thanpays for itself
EVERY YEAR IN THE SAVING OF GARMENTS. We tllink it iUl-

Sortaut the WriuKcr should be fitted with COGS."—[Orange
UDD, Editor of American Agriculturist.
" I heartily commend it to economists of time, money and

contentment.'"- [The Rev Dr. Bellows.
PRICES—Large size, SIO; Medium. ^R.BO On receiptor

the price from places where no one is selling, we will send
the WRINGER free of freit:bt charaic^.
A sood canvasser can make money rapidly sellins: them In

every town. Exclusive sale guarantied and liberal terms
given to responsible parties "Wlio first apply. Descriptive Cir-
cular and terms sent free.
The celebrated DOTY'S CLOTHES WASHER, which has

just taken the First Premium at the Great Fair of the Ajner-
ican Institute, is sold also by the undersigned.

K. C. BUOWXING. General Agent,
No. 347 Broadway, New-York.

ludia Rubber Gloves
are an invaluable protection for the hands in Gardening,

Housework, etc., and a certain cure for Chapped Hands,

Salt Rheum, etc. Sent by mail on receipt of $1 50 for

Ladies' sizes ; $1 75 for Gentlemen's, by

GOODYEAR I. R. GLOVE MF'G CO.,
aos Bi-nadway, New-York.

COTTAGE ORGANS
and MELODEOIVS,

WITH PATENTED IMPROVEMENTS,
RENDERING THEM GREATLY SUPERIOR

TO OTHER REED INSTRUMENTS,

1st. In quick articulation.

2nd. In Roundness of Tone.

3d. In Volume of Tone. The three great essen-

tials in instruments of this class.

These are accomplished by the peculiar con-
struction and voicing of the Keeds, the use of

the Patent HAKMONirM Attachmext, which
doubles the power by coupling the octavo: the

Patent Manual Scb-Bass, a substitute for Pedal
Bass, and the general arrangement of the instrument.

This House has been manufacturing and improving during the last twenty years, until, witliout unusual t Jii.>rt, vv cxtcn*

sive advertising, they have two of the largest manufactories in the United States, and yet can scarcely meet the demand for

these truly remarkable instruments.

They recently took the First Premium at the Albany and Troy Union Fair, and at the Michigan and Indiana State Fairs,

over those of all the leading manufacturers in the land. Tliey have been tested side by side with others in Churches and
Parlors, and have uniformly borne ofl' the palm.
Testimonials could be multiplied indefinitely if space would allow.

Jardine, the celebrated Organ Builder, of New York, pronounces them superior to all others In " exceedingly quick ar-

ticulation and round tone," which jnrlgment is conflrnied by every Organist who has tested them.

John H. Warner, Organist. New-York, says: " I regard ESTEY'S COTTAGE ORGANS as combining move excellences

than any other Reed Instrument I have ever seen. They are remarkable for sweetness and variety of expression, combined
with unusual volume of tone."

C. Heintz. Organist, says: *'This Organ is the best for the size I ever saw, and the best adapted for Church Music

of any in use."

Prof. Oscar Mayo, says: "Its great range and resources for efi'ect are really astonishing. • • • * j prefer them
above all others."

To prove my sincerity in these statements I make the following proposition : Any reader of the Aqrictltfrist, pur-

chasing one of these instruments, with the improvements, and finding it on fair trial, by impartial and competent judges,

to fail in meeting these representations, shall have his money refunded and the Instrument returned without expense to the

purchaser. As to the matter of my responsibility. I refer to Orange Judd. Esq.

I also keep on hand thorouchly made and beautiful Pianos, whicli I sell much below the usual prices for this class of In-

struments, and warrant them for five years.

For Circulars and full particulars. Address OEOIiGE G^. SAXE,
(WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEPOT.)

131 Graaid-Street, JVew-york.
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Pearl-St„ Neiv-York.
Prodnce Cominission Slerchants,
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Send for TVeeklt Prick Ctjkrent. Marking Plate and

Circular with Pacting and Shipping directions.

Conntry Consignments receive special attention.
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Beuj. Loder, Esq., N. T.
Ex-Pres't. Erie R. R.

Cragin & Co., N. T.,
and Cbicago, III.

REFERENCES

:

I

Hon. J. K. Porter,
I Albany, N. T.
"Wra. S. Thorn, Esq., N. T.

Prest. Na'l Fire Ins. Co.
I Lane, Son & Co.. N. Y.

Premium Gold Medal.
AMERICAN BELL COMPANY'S

Stkel Composition and Bronze Metal Bells,

32 Liberty-8t., New-Tort.

The following Is a copy of the certificate of the Board of

Managers of the American Institute, in response to the

Committee of Judges on Bells.

No. 629, G. M. This is to certify that a GOLD MEDAL
was awarded the AMERICAN BELL CO., for St^el Composi-

tion and Bronze Metal Bells, with Harrison's Rotating

banging apparatus.

American Institute, ) Signed JOHN "W. CHAMBERS,
New-York, Oct. 23, 1S65. J Sec. Board of Managers.

This is the highest commendation ever given by the Amer-
ican Institute, to any Bell Founder in the United States.

Every Farmer -wbo has Farm Uteii-
sUa worth preserving, can add Fifty per cent* to
tlieir "wear by keeping them protected with

The Outta Pereha Cement Paint.
The cheapest and best preservative Paint in the world, for

wood and metals of all kmd8,and for paintiue and repairing
Tin and other Roofs.

It has been tested eight years, is always ready for use.

I?IanHfactoa'ot-» or Agrieultnral Im-
plements ^vill find

The Blaek Diamond Tarnish
equal to the best for all purposes where a quick drying,
Instroas varnish Is required. It costs only one quar-
ter as much.

The Ontta Pereha Cement Roofing
costs half as much as Tin, and can be applied bv any one.

THE JOHNS & CKOSLEY MANUTACTUl'.ING CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

No. 73 TVilliam-street, cor. Liberty, New-York,

All Works oo Phonography, Hy-
dropatliy, Phrenology, Physiology, Physiognomy, Psy-

chology, Ethnology, Mechanism, Phototjraphy, Anatomy,
Medicine, Agriculture, Education, etc., supplied by MESSRS.
FOWLER & WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York. See our
Spbcial List of Private Medical Works. Agents Wanted.

MALLORY & SANDFORD'S CELEBRATED
FLAX BRAKE, the best in use, for sale by the Com-

pany's Agent.
JOHN W. QUINCY.

Send for a Circular. 93 William-st., New-York.

The Ammoniated Phosphatic Guano
Is the best and most economical fertilizer for Cotton, Tobac-
co, the Root and Cereal crops that the farmer can use to
obtain Immediate results for liis outlay, and to permanently
enrich the soil. For sale by

EDWARD F. COOKE & CO.,
159 Front-st., cor. ilaiden Lane, New York.

Farm for Nale.
THE WHOLE OR IN FORTIES.

120 Acres (TO under cultivation, 50 In timber,) situated on
the Grafton Road, upon the Mississippi Bluffs, X™i'e ft-om
the RivL-r, 5 miies west from the City of Alton, Ills., in a dis-

trict renowTied for its uncommon healthfulness, splendid
scenery, an'l excellent society. The soil well adapted to all

farm pro(lucts,i3tirst-rate for vines and fruit of all kmde,which
find a most profitable market at Chicago, or Alton, or St.

Louis. A Farm house and barn on the place, and on every
single forty, the most charming sites for building family res-

idences. Springs on every forty, which, if collected and
dammed up. would fla-iiisiU water-power for any small works,
A Stage coach to Alton and back passes the land every

other day, and a trip by water or land to St. Louis, and back,
takes but one day. Terms easy.
Apply for farther information personally to S. K. Dolhee,

Land Agent, at Alton, or by writing; to the owner.
CHRISTIAN SCHNEIDER,

Alton, Ills., Box 269.

FOR SALE.—A Valuable Mill property located
Tt Trenton, New-Jersey, in a central part of the city.

\i\' -w- .V;\ter-wheel8, six run of Burr stone, and all neces-
j-iu-v machinery for extensive trade. Mill 40 by .30. and lots
yo uy 100 feet. Perpetual water right, with full supply all

the year. Apply personally or by letter, to
J. R. FREEST. Real Estate Agent,

Trenton, N. J.

VmELAXD
"PARIM AJITD FRUIT I.A]^I>S, in a
-*- mild and healthful climate. Thirly miles south of Phila-

delphia by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same line of lat-

itude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and pi'odiictive, \'o.rym% from a clay to a

sandy loam, suitable for Wheat, Grass, Corn, Tobacco, Fruits

and Vegetables. This is a great fruit country. Five hun-
dred Vineyards and Orchards have been planted out by ex-

perienced fruit growers. Grapes. Peaches, Pears, &c„ prodnce
immense profits. Vineland Is already one of the most beau-

tiful places in the United States. The entire territory, con-

sisting of forty-five square miles of land, is laid out upon a

general system of Improvements. The land is only sold to

actual settlers with provision for public adornment. The
place on account of its great beauty as well as other advan-
fiffpi >i'>a bi^r-nnip the re&ovt oS people of taMe. It has in-
creased flvp thonDniij l,^:.^Jy\t: w iiiun inc pasi rnree years.

Churches, Stores, Schools, Acadamies, Societies of Art and
Learning, and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly set-

tling. Several hundred houses are being constructed, and
it is estimated that five hundred will be built during thesum-
mer. Price of Farm land, twenty acre lots and upward, $25

per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district than in

any other locality north of Norfolk, Va. Improved places

for sale.

Openings for all kinds of business. Lumber Yards, Manu-
factories, Foundries, Stores, and the like.

For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful climate,

and a good soil, in a conntry beautifully improved, abound-
ing In fruits and possessing all other social privileges, in the
heart of civilization, it is worthy of a \'isit.

Letters answered and the Vineland Rural, a paper giving
full information, and containing Reports of Solon Robinson,
sent to applicants.

Address CHAS. K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O., Landis
Township, New Jersey.

From Report of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor

of The Tribune : It is one of the most extensive fertile

tracts, in an almost level position and suitable condi-

tion for pleasant farming that we knoxo of this side of

the Western Prairies.

FOR SAf^i:.
FARMING AKD

MARKET GARDENING

IN NEW JERSEY.
THE SUBSCRIBERS WILL SELL TRACTS OF GOOD

Land for farming and market gardening, in quantities to suit
purr-hasers. situated in the counties of Ocean and Burlington,
on the line of the Raritan and Delaware Bay i;ailroad,"mid-
wav between New-York and Philadelphia, at from $10 to $:^
per acre. In addition to all the common products of a farm,
these lands are valuable for growing cranberries, sweet
potatoes, peaches, grapes, tobacco and hops. All
crops ripen ten days earlier than on Long Island.
Squankum marl is delivered at any point on the rail-

road at one dollar and fifty cents per lor, and fertil-

izes the land for seven years after its application. Tlie
lands are mostly covered with yellow pine timber, suita-

ble for lumber and cord wood. A portion of the timber
has been recently cut off. leading the land ready for immedi-
ate cultivation. Price of cedar rails, $5 per 100. Cord wood,
at any railroad station. $3 per cord. A portion of the lands
contain a large qi antity ol the best potters' clay yet discov-
ered, for the "manufacture of yellow ware. Saw-mill within
one mile of Shamong Station. A good hotel at Shamong, on
the lands offered for sale. The location is very healthy and
water excellent. Lands well watered with unfailing streams,
and supplied with good mill-sites and water-power for man-
ufacturing purposes. A portion of the purchase money may
remain on mortgage. Terms very favorable to purchasers.

For further particulars apply to

F. B. CHETWOOD. Elizabeth, N. J.
WM. O. GILES. 70 & 7^ Franklin-st., New-York.
and N. P. TODD, ag't Shamong, Burlington Co„

New Jersey.

600 Maryland and Virginia Farms
and Timbered Lands.

Catalogue of Maryland and Virginia Lands, with Geo-
graphical description of Maryland, for sale by K. W. TEM-
PLEMAN & CO., Land Aeent^, 4S Lexington-st., (up stairs.)

Baltimore Citv, embracing a description of the soil and pro-

ducts of Maryland. Send 25 cents for a copy of Catalogue.

SUPERIOR FAR]?! I^A^TO.—30,000
Acres, Franklin Tract, at Newfield, Gloucester County,

New Jersey, on the Railroad runnine from Philadelphia to

Cape May, 30 miles South of Philadelphia—adjoining the
Viueland Tract, and 2 miles North of the Vineland Station—
for sale at low prices and on easy terms, in lots to suit pur-

chasers. Circulars with reports of Solon Robinson, Hon.
William Parry, and others, with full information, sent to ap-

plicants, free. Address JOHN H. COFFIN & CO,, New-
field, Gloucester Co.. N. J. Improved Farms also for Sale.

FARM FOR SALE, with immediate possession,
120 Acres In high cultivation ; Brick Residence, 40x80 ; 16

Rooms; Two Tenant Houses; Wells, Pumps, Cisterns. Barn,
Stables, etc., all new and in perfect order. Large Garden
Orchard, 700 Fruit Trees. Vinevard, POO Vines, Handsome,
furniture, Crnps Stock, Implements, &c. Not a mile Irom
Post Office, R. li. Depot. Telegraph, Canal. A complete Es-
tate reatlv for oi-pupation of a genteel family. i?ituation

healthy, pictuiosque, near the Susoviehanna, Pa. Part may
remain on mortgase. R- FENNER, Watsontown, Penn'a.

FARM WANTED in exchane:e for ffood produc-
tive City prqpertv. Address ADAMS, with full descrip-

tion and price, P. O.'Box 202, Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Christmas and tlie Holidays.
EVERY READER OF THE AGRICULTURIST SHOULDHAVE our popular game, "THE MOST LAUGHABLE

THING ON EARTH,''^or, the new one, ' THREE MERRY
MEN," each, 25 cts. See Oct. No., page 327, or. " GINGER
SNAPS," 25 cts., rici red cloth, 50 cts. See May No . page
165. or, *' MAGIC CARDS," 30 cts. See July No, page 225.
All these for old and young. Let the little children have
"THE CHOPPED-UP MGNKEY." 1.5 cts. We will send
anyone our favorite bo&k. "MORE THAN ONE HUN-
DRED THINGS WORTH KNOWING," for NOTHING, on
receipt of onk stamp for postage. Address ADAMS & CO.,
21 Beomfield Street, Bostox.

'pHE PHANTOM OF THE WILDERNESS
-"- EMERSON BENNETT'S New Novelet will be com-
menced in THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, on the
first of Jauuary. Mr. Bennett now writes exclusively for
THE POST. Also a host of other popular writers. WHEEL-
ER & WILSON'S S55 SEWING MACHINES are given as
r-nE.jiii.iis. 9:4. .-7U a year. Two copies S*. Eight fand
one gratis) S16. Sample copies, containing full particulars
furnished gratis. Address H, PETERSON & CO., 319
Walnut Street, Philadelphia. Single numbers for sale by the
News Dealers.

CHAIVG^E of IVj\.3J:e.
The Firm heretofore doint; business as "AMSDEN & CO

PtTBLisHEBS, 14 Bkomfield St.. Boston," Changes Its name
and style to ADAMS & CO.. U Beomfield St., from this
date ; and will, by a strict adherence to its motto, " Prompt'
ness and Jiefiabilit//," endeavor to merit a continuance ot
the liberal patronape thus far awarded. Correspondeuta
will please notice the change, and direct their letters and
orders accordingly.

American Cotton Planter.
Published Monthly, in Montj^omery, Ala., by

N. B. CLOtTLD, M, D., Editor and Proprietor.

TEP.MS.
One copy, one year, in advance $3 00
Six copies, " "

, $15 00

tW Will issne promptly the first day of January, 1866,

'pHE SATURDAY EVENING POST.—
. A First-CIass Literary Paper—Edited by Mrs. Bella

Z. Spencer. EMERSON BENNETT now writes exchatrely
for It—with a host of other talented and popular authors.

Sfj.50 a year. Two copies S4. Eight copies (and one
gratis) S16. TCHEELEP. & WILSON'S Celebrated S5S
Sewing Machines given as Peemittms. Sample copies
containing full particulars, sent gratis. Write to

H. PETERSON & CO., 319 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia.

* NEW VOL! LOOK AT JANUARY NO!—
^^Illustrated with Portraits on Phtsiognostt, Ethnolo-
a-^, I>ra=n«**..oaw. lP.KxreTr^T ^^-v P'^TCHOLOGT, CtC. ThS
City of New Tori;, and lots of rich reading. A DOITBEE
NO. PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. Best ever issued.

Begins new Vol. Only $3 a year. Address FOWLER &,

WELLS. 389 Broadway, New Tork.

rj^HE BEST OF THE MONTHLIES—- THE LADT'S FRIEND-devoted to FASHION and
LITERATURE. Bcautlftil Steel Eng^a^^ng8. Splendid
Colored Fashion Plates, The Latest Patterns of Dresses,

Cloaks, Bonnets, Embroidery, &c. Household Receipts,

Music, &c. WHEELER &, WILSON'S Sewixg Machines
given as Premiums. Send 15 cents for a sample copy to
DEACON & PETERSON, 319 Walnut-street,

PHILADELPHIA.

COUSIN LIZZIE'S MONTHLY.
The New York Trader Adtocate says of this handsome

atu'. interesting periodir-nl: "We call 'attention to this pub-
lication with pleasure. It is one of tlie most entertaining
things we ever came across, and we know of nothing in
which the same amount of money could be invested to bet-
ter advantage. The fact that 'Cousin Lizzie' is a decidedly
pretty girl, we presume will not injure her chances of suc-
cess in her literary undertakins:." A rare chance is afford-
ed to get good readins at a trifling price, by Miss Lizzie's
offer to send her 3fonthJy mx moinhs on trial for 25 cents.
Thousands have availed ttieniselves of this offer and we
advise all to do so without delav. Specimens 10 cents—no
free copies. Addi'ess J. C. HANEY & CO., 109 Nassau-st.,
New-York.

A New Work-—Now in Press.

Physioguouiy ; or. Signs of Cliaracter,
based on Ethnology, Physiology, and Phrenology, illustra-

ted with more than 1000 Engravings. Complete in four

parts, |4.00, sent by post.

FOWLER & WELLS, 389 Broadway, N. Y.

1 N#^#S THE LADY'S FRIEND—--^^"* The Best of the Monthlies—devoted to

LITERATURE and FASHION, $3.50 a year. We give

IVflEEIiER «& WILSON'S Celebrated S55
Sewing Machines on the following terms:—

Twenty copies and the Sewing Machine, S70.
Thirty copies and the Sewing Machine, 885.
Forty copies and the Sewing Machine, SIOU.

Send 15 cents for a sample copy to DEACON & PETER-
SON, 319 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

THE HOG BREEDER*S MANUAL sent to any
address free of charge; every farmer should have it.

Address N. P. BOYER &^C0., Gum Tree. Chester Co., Pa.

I^XJR SPECIAL LIST OF PRIVATE ANA-
^"^ToincAL, Medical, and Physiological Books, in-

tended for those who need them, sent on receipt of stamp.

FOWLER & WELLS, New York.
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Two ]Vew Books
Bt OLIVER OPTIC!

NOW READY.
THE T.4JVKEE MIDDY,

or,

Tile Adventures of a Naval Officer.

A Sequel to THE S.4.IL0R BOY. Peiot—JljO.

WORK AND WIN :

or

NODDY NEWMAN ON A CRUISE.
Being Number Poor of the favorite Woodville Stobtrs.

Peick—11.25.

Two New Pmcly Books !

1.ITTL.E PRIDV'S DOTTY DUrPLE,
l-ITTLE PRUDY'S STORY BOOK—
Completins the Series.

—

Price, each 75 cents.

In Press !—Will be pablistted Dec. lOtll.
" FIGHTING JOE."

By OLIVER OPTIC.

A aequel to Soldier Bot axd Youns Liectenant.

Pbice-$1.50.

Published by LEE & SHEPAKD, Boston.

For Sale by all Boofcsellers. Sent by mail, postage paid,

upon receipt of advertised piice. (Please refer to -adver-

tisement in November No. for a more complete list of books.)

(1 The Human Face Divine.'?5

A New System of Physio2:noray,—Eyes, Ears, Nose, Lips,

Month, Head. Hair, Eyebrows, Hands, Feet, Slcin, Comples-
lon, -with all " Si?ns of Character, and How to Read Them,"

giveu in

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL,
SAMUEL R. WELLS. Editor.

Ktlinolog^, Natural History of Man, nations and
races described. Illustrations.

Physiology, Heart, Lune:s, Stomach, Bones, Muscles,

and Xervons System.

Plu-enology, and the Temperaments, Jfan's Inlellec*

tnal, Social, and Moral Nature.
Physiognomy, with all the Tatioos "Signs of Charac-

ter, and How to Read Them.'*

Psychology* the "Science of the Soul," Man's rela-

tions to this life, and the life to come."

ZW^ A new Volume, the 43d. commences with the Jan. No.
Monthly, at $2 a year in advance. Sample numbers bv first
post. 20 cents. Clubs of Ten. or more, supplied at $1.50 each
per copy. Now is the time to subscribe. Address

FOWLER & WELLS, 3S9 Broadway, N. Y.

THE DECEMRF-K .^I^. ^J..^^r.^iT-o ..i.vj-> rtrCx contams in additiondition to the
customary attractions, a comic illustrated article
^ijy Orpheus C. Kerr, the prince of humorists, and a^ capital funny thinff on Balloons. Sir Morton Peto'a

lauchahie .'Adventures', SlOO Greenback Prizes, Prize Con-
undrums. Prize Pictorial Puzzle, capital puzzle department.
Everybody has a chance to gain bis: and little Greenbacks
by soUing puzzles. Great attractions and improvements
next vear. The Cheapest and Best family Magazine for Old
and Voun?. Only $1.25 per year; 2 copies, $2.25; 3 copies,
$3- Sand one extra to getter up, $5, All subscribers received
before Jan. 1st, will receive Nov. and Dec, Nos. of this year
free, if tbey ask for them. No free copies—specimens post-

eaid. 1.^ cents. Sold by all Newsdealers. J. C. HANEr&C Publishers, 109 Nassau-street, New-York.

1 N^Ib wheeler & WILSON'SAO^^l^e CELEBRATED S55 SEWING MACHINE
as a PBEMirM for Clubs of that popular weekly, THE SAT-
URDAY EVENING POST.

Twenty copies and the Sewing Machine, S70.
Thirty copies and the Sewing Machine. S85.
Forty copies and the Sewing Machine, $100.

Send for a sample copy of THE POST, furnished gratis,

containing full particulars, to H. PETERSON & CO,, 319
Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

CANVASSERS WANTED—To tnke orders for
Victor's HISTORY OF THE REBELLION. Endorsed by

the President, Cabinet, Members of Congress. Governors,
Generals, Bancroft the Historian, and by tho Prti^sjicneral-
ly. This work still is the conceded STANDARD.. All
who have compared the different Htstoriesof the War. {even
the authors themselves) acknowledge the siiperioritv of
Victor's. Also, to take orders for Victor's HISTORY ofAMERICAN CONSPIRACIES from 1760 to 1860. (the onlv
work of the kind published.) for a new illustrated edition o"f
the Incidents and Anecdotes of the War, and for portraits of
generals, &c. These works are all superbly illustrated and
sell rerj/ rapidly, by canvassers onli/. Liberal terms and ex-
clusive tcrritorj- given. Send for circulars. Address TOR-
REY & HOVEY. Publishers, No. IZ Spruce St., New-York.

Pre-paid by First Mail to any Post-Offlce for $1 50.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED HYDROPATH-
IC ENCYCLOPEDIA contains nearly I.OfiO pa^e?, Illus-

trated with more than SOO Engravings, \sith Index complete
Agents Wanted. Address FOWLER & WELLS, No. 389
Broadway, New-York.

'• Of all the publications which have attained such a wide
popularity, as issued by FOWLER & WELLS, none are
more adapted to general utility than this rich, comprehen-
sive, and well arranged Encyclopedia."—[N. Y, Tribune.

rw^RE LADY'S FRIEND—
"

The Best of the Monthlies—Devoted to Fashion and
Literature. 8^ 50 a year; Two copies $4; Eight (and one
gratis) SIG. WHEELER & WILSON'S SEWING MA-
CHINES given aa Premiums. Send 15 cents for a sample
ropy to DEACON & PETERSON. 319 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia.

Single Numbers for sale by the News Dealers.

"We regard the Evening Post, as without exception, the
ablest and most high-toned newspaper, so far as Its editorials

are concerned, in the Union. The editorial course of the
Post seems to be guided solely by the puiest devotion to

the eternal principles of right, and not at all by considera-
tions of mere partv expediency. There is no safer guide for
young men than the Post. They may safely make such a
Journal their chart and ^uide "—Brookli/n Daily Timea.

The EviNTNG Post is also a good Literary Neivs-
paper ; it is edited by

WILLIAM CtJLLEN BRYANT and PARKE GODWIN.
and the Associate Editors are men of talent and ability. Its

Reports of Markets, Agricultural and Financial matters are

prepared with great care.

TERMS—To Mail Subscribers :

Etkntng Post, Weekly $2.00 per annum.
Evening Post. Semi-Weekly 4.0O •
Evening Post, Daily $12.00 "

.Dxpla AapuwsABk <iras_ A^EjOntO WftTlted.

Address WM. C. BRYANT & CO., Publishers,

41 Nassau street. New York.

Every Child on the Continent should have it 1

The Best Children's Paper in America.

WroDg. and for iho
Good. tb« Tmr , &nd

Uie BeftUtifuL

A First-aaM* Jlonthlj Ptper, of le
Pa^s, for BOVS and CIRLS.

Sl.OO a Tear in advance.

A Btftutiful Premium to eTcrj subscribet.

SpMimeQ Copj sent tor Tea Ceat&

Address,

ALFRED L. SEWELL,
Publisher, Chicago, III.

"Mr, Sewell's Paper already excels every other children's
paper that we know of in this country,"— Cfticaf/o Eve. Jour.

"No matter with how much flourish and puffing other mag-
azines are thrust before the pubMc this nlghtoned Honie
Magazine continues a favorite as of old. and increases in
worth every month."- TTaftrriVis (JV; T) Times.

ARTHUR'S HllE MIGAZINE
For 1S60.

It is with pleasure we are able to announce a much larger
circulation for the "Home Magazine" during the year 1865
than it hasevpr b*ifQr« nyjiinpi-); and also a more heartily
cipTesserrapproval, hy suoscnbers aua i^e pr«>», ur i.o iv,L.i

and character. During the next vear we shall bring into its
pagesastillMOREVIGOliOL'S LITERARY LIFE—A HIGH-
ER EXCELLENCE—A BROADER SPIRIT, and a more ear-
nest advocacy of All Things Pure and Noble.
As heretofore, our aim will be to produce

'2. illagajine for ^.mericaii l^omcs,
not too didactic and heavy, but cheerfuL animated, and
social—a friend, dropping in Upon quiet hours, with some-
thing always pleasant and profitable to sav.
A new serial by MISS VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND will

be commenced In the January number, entitled

" PETROLEUM."
The Home Magazine for 1S66 will be enriched not only

with the bent fn-Ucles the Editors can produce, but will num-
ber among its contributors many of

77ie Leading Writers of the Country,
Our magazine is not simply a literary periodical. It taives

higher ground, and seeks to make literature the handmaid
of morality and religion, always teaching, whether by means
of story, poem, or essay, that only by the "Golden Rule"
can man live to any mse or good purpose. If you open your
door to its \isits, it will be

A TRUE FRIEND IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD.
As heretofore, it will be embellished with Steei, Engrav-

ings. Fine Wood Cut iLLrsTUATioNs, Mu.sic. Pkevailinq
Sttles of Dress. Patterns for Garments ant> Embroiik
ERT. AJtiT> Special Departments for the Young People,
FOE Mothers, Health, Home Cikcle, &c., &c,

YEARLY TERMS-In Advance.
One copy $2 50
Three cojties 6 00
Five copies, and one to getter-up of club 10 00
Nine copies, •' " • 15 00

8»"A beanrtful PREMIITM PLATE, entitled "THE
COURTSHIP OF SHAKSPEARE." will be mailed to each
person who sends us a club of subscribers. It will also be
mailed to each single subscriber from whom we receive $3,50,Z^ For $1,50 we will send one copv each of Home Maga-
zine and GoDET's Ladt's Book lor a vear.

Adclress T, S. ARTHU^R & CO.,
323 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,

^HE HERAXiD OF HEALTH AND* JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CCLTCRE,
for 1S66, will be greatly enlarged an^l improved. In no
way can the human rare be so mucli improved physically

as by a careful practice of its teachings. New subscri-

bers for 1866, will get the December number of 1S65, free.

$1,50 a year, 15 cents a number. Address

MILLER, WOOD & CO., 15 Laight-St., N. V.

The Improved Phrenological Bnst, de-

signed for Learners, showing the exact location of all the

Organs of the Brain. [By Express.] Large size. $1.75 ; Small
size, iSc. roWLER & WELLS. 389 Broadway. N. Y,

THE WORLD,
An Independent Democratic Daily, "Weekly

and Sellli-^Veekly NtAvspaper.

After four years of civil war, forced upon the people of the

United States by the violence of sectional parties, we now
enter upon a new era of unity and of progress. North and
South, a cordial co-operation of all honest men is needed to

repair the waste of war, to establish our Peace through the

triumph of sound constitutional principles in the adminis-

tration of the government, and our Unity by guarding all

that makes Union desirable.

The great Democratic Party, whose history In the past Is

the liiotrt-prtC T"-''va\a i><-r.ar'><-<t-7'. ^f t prritnrial PTt«ne!nn and
of poblic order in America, etanda now, as it has ever etood,

the Party of the Nation, superior to all sectional passions In

its loyalty to the rights of co-equa) States and to the liberties

of the indi\idual citizen. Once more its voice will be heard,

once more its adherents will be rallied to Its time-honored

standards in every city and town of the Northern and of

the Southern States.

To the principles of this great Democratic Party of the

Nation, THE WORLD has borne firm witness throughout the

ordeal of civil war. It will now be devoted to the not less

arduous task of applying those principles to the solution of

the many and weighty questions—financial, social, political—

which come upon us with the return of peace. Faithful to

the real interests of all sections, it will be enslaved by the

prejudices and blinded by the prepossessions of none.

That the principles of American Democracy should thus

be uttered, with no weak or uncertain voice, here in the

great metropolitan center of American enterprise and com-
merce, is a matter of such importance to every citizen as

must recommend THE WORLD to the co-operation and
support of good men in all sections of the Union.

Whatever skill can de\ise or enterprise accomplish will

contribute to make THE WORLD what it is our resolve that

it shall continue to be— ffti? he^t Xeicspaper of the Day.
Competent correspondents at every commercial and polit-

ical center of both hemispheres, who are always instructed

to make the fVeest and promptest use of the telegraph, will

keep our readers fully informed of the doings and the pro-

gress of mankind In all parts of the globe.

EDITIONS.
The Daily World affords a complete compendium oC

and commentary upon, the news of every day.

The Sejo-Weeklt World is a large quarto sheet, same
size as Dailt. containing all its news, correspondence, edi-

torials, commercial and market news, cattle market and

pro\'ision reports, and a fresh and entertaining miscellany ol

nt^rAtnrp Published Tuesday and Friday.
The Weeklt World, a largc qnorto ahftRt. same size as

Dailt, has now the largest circulation of any weekly jour-

nal published save one. Its extraordinary success since ita

union with the New York Argus has justified the most lib-

eral expenditures, which will make it unrivaled in interest

and value to farmers. Published Wednesday.
1. Its Market Reports embrace the New York, Albany,

Brighton and Cambridge Live Stock Markets; the New-
York CouNTRT Pkodtjce and General Produce Markets;
special and valuable Hop Intelligence; a department of

Agricultural Reading ; all together composing an un-
rivaled handbook of current information for the Farmer,
Live Stock or Produce Dealer, the Country Merchant, etc.

2. Its Rkadixg FOR THE Famtlt CIRCLE embraces the

fi-eshest and best Stories, Poetry. Religious Reading, etc.

3. Its Digest of the News is not, like most city week-
lies, a mere waste-basket of tlie Dailt ; only matters of in-

terest and Importance are chosen from the Daily, while the

mass of its contents are prepared especially for the Weekly,
In every post-offlce district there should be found some ac-

tive, public-spirited Democrat, who will confer a benefit

upon us, his neighbors, and the cause, by making a deter-

mined effort to form a club of four, ten, twenty, or fifty for

the Weeklt World, at our greatly reduced rates.

GREAT REDUCTION IN TERMS,
DAILY WORLD.

One copy, one year, by mail TEN DOLLARS.
SEMI-WEEKLY WORLD.

One year one copv, , FOUR DOLLARS.
Four copies, one vear TEN DOLLARS,
Ten copies, one year. TWENTY DOLLARS.

WEEKLY WORLD.
One copy, one year TWO DOLLARS.
Four copies, one ve.ar SEVEN DOLLARS.
Ten copies, one vear FIFTEEN DOLLARS.
Twenty copies, one vear, to one address— *3.'i DOLLARS.
Fifty copies, one year, to one address . . FIFTY DOLLARS.
An extra copy of the Weekly Edition furnished to clubs

of twenty or more.

For clubs of fifty the Semi-Weefclj', and for clubs of one
hundred the Daily, will be sent to getter up of a club.

Additions maybe made to clubs at anytime during the

year at the regular club rates.

Changes from club lists can only be made by request of the

person receiving the club pacKages. AM such requests must

name the edition, pos^offlce. and State to which it ha-j pre

viously been sent, and inclose twenty-five cents to pay for

changing to separate address.

Orders for any of the Editions of The Wonu) may be sent

by mail, and should inclose Post-offlce Money Order or Bank
draft for amount (lessthe discount). We have no authorized

traveling agents. Money sent by mail ^vill be at the risk of

the senders. Orders and letters should be addressed to

THE W^ORUO,
35 Parh Row. Ne-w York*
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GJ-rape Vines of all the Hardy "Varieties, Old. and IVew, tliat ai'e

noAV in g-eneral cnltivation.

Chief above fhcni all in EVERY OIPORTAJVT PARTICrLAR, as well as in

general excellence, is the

I O N A .

And earliest of all good Grapes, and only second if not equal in value to the lona, is the

I S K A E L L A .

THESE TWO SEEDLINGS were produced i

through a preparalor}' process best calculated

to develope the excellence of frtjit, and at

the same thiie secure the strongest and most

HEALTHFUT., CONSTITUTION OF STOCK.

THE RESULT has been a high degree of

improvement of all the good qualities of our

natives in the ISRAELLA, with a great increase

of hard}' enduring character of vine, and ex-

treme earlincss.

m THE CASE OF THE lONA, the

CHANGE OF CHARACTER IS SO R.VDICAL AS MORE

NEARLY TO RESEMBLE THE ORIGINATION OP A

DISTINCTLT NEW SPECIES.

It is not a cross in which something is yield-

ed on one side to take some excellence on the

other, Ijut all of the excellences of both sides

in their highest degree, are here native, constitu-

ting au ORiaiNAIi THOKOrGHBRED, with

full original native strength of constitution.

In constancy of production and perfect ripen-

ing of its fruit, it is unequalled among our

most liardy natives, while in refinement and ex-

cellence of flavor it equals the best foreign kinds

and surpasses them all in auimating and exhilar-

ating spirit. It ripens very early—before Con-

cord, and has proved by extensive trial to be

more hardy.

It is the only American grape that has suffi-

cient uniform richness and tenderness of ticsh,

with vinous spirit, to make the best of raisins

like those from the Muscat of Alexandria.

The testimonials in regard to it from actual

trial, are uniformly of the same import from

the North and South, and from the Atlantic

coast, to far beyond the j\Iississippi, West.

Thomas ^Meedan, (Editor of Gardener's

llontldy, Philadelphia,) who has alwaj-s enter-

tained a strong predilection for the foreign

kinds, says: "To say that the lona grapes

were delicious is only to express the flavor of

these beautiful berries. We have a weakness

for the flavor of the foreign grape, but should

hesitate now whether to prefer a Muscat of

AlexandriiV, or this. * * * There need he

but one opii^ion about this being the best grape

ever known here." In a letter he says, " both

in exquisite beauty, and in fine, rich, spirited

flavor, the lona stands peerless; above all other

grapes." (Signed) Thomas Meehaw.

"The best American grape yet introduced.

* * * The great beauty of the lona is not

equalled by any native variety, and perhaps not

surpassed by any foreign one."

American AGRiCTiLTrRiST.

"The best of the whole list. The best grape

in America." Solon Robinson.

" There is great surprise at finding the lona so

good. * * Of the lona I hear nothing hvt praise,

* * every time I taste it the better I like it."

Mr. Meeker, in N. Y. Tribune, from Chicago.

" The Committee beg leave to report that they

found the lona a most luscious grape, * *

and have no hesitation in placing it at the

head of all native kinds, even above the Dela-

ware." "In this judgement all the members of

the Society, as well as of the Committee, une-

quivocally concurred."

HrjJVIt} iJJ
^'inc tV, lAf'U '

iS
,
\M0.,) JitTrwrTrfffm-t**

Society.—Jlr. J. H. Tice, Chairman.

The Indiana Horticultural Society, at the

Fair, unanimously awarded the premium for

the best variety of native grapes to the lona.

The Cincinnati Horticultural Society, awarded

the First Premium to the lONA. Pennsyl-

vania State Fair awarded First Phemtum to

the lONA. At the great exhibition at Sandus-

ky, where it came in competition with all of

the best grapes grown at Kelly's Island, and the

whole south shore of Lake Erie, which is the

paradise of the Catawba, First Premium to

lONA, for " twelve bunches best variety, ?!/«?-

ity to rule." A friend writes here, •' the testing

was done by thousands and the lona carried

ALL OF THE PEOPLE AS WELL AS COMMITTKES

WITH IT." At New-Eugland Fair, Diploma as

best native grape. At Michigan, Iowa, and at

all of the other States and County Fairs, where

entered for competition, (with one exception,) it

received the highest testimonials of excellence.

In Sept., 1864, it received the award of the

Greeley Prize of One Hundred Dollars.

On page S5o of Agriculturist see extract from Report

of Committee, consisting of Messrs. Petes B. Mead,

R. G. Pardee, and Francis Brii-l. The best and most

important ever made on grapes.

The EARLINESS, llARDISESS, ASD PRODUCTIVENESS OF

THE loNA.—For several years as the vines gain in matur-

ily, Ihe period of ripening advances nearly a v\eel( yearly.

Extract from Mr. Charles Downing. "The past two

seasons the lona being the lirst seasons of fruiiing with

me. ripened a little later than tlie Delaware, but this sea-

son a week earlier. * • The Israella ripened as early as

the Hartford Prolific, or before it, beginning to color

about one week earlier. Both lona and Israella have

so far proved hardy and vigorous, and their foliage

has been much less injured by milJew llian that of DEL-
AWARE, CONCORD, AND MOST other kinds.-'

Prom Mr. Marie, a mnst inielligeiit cultivator of for-

eign and native grapes. " Catavvbas entirely gone with
rot, Concord much injured in the fruit—not nearly half a
cjop. The lona has gone through this most trying sea-

son triumphantly. I shall plant nolhing but lona."
From A. Thomson. Delawaic, Ohio:
" The Israella is the best and liandsomesl black grape

I ever saw and tasted, but the lona especially carries all

before it, both for beauty and excellence of flavor.''

From Rev I. B. Dritton, Chilicothe, Ohio, Aug. SOth :

"I have now on its second year the lona, bearing a

few splendid bunches fully ripe. The Israella has also

borne fruit fully ripe the 10th of August. The vines have
made a wonderful growth, and give the strongest proof of
strength and hardiness. I am forming a large club of both
lona and Israella."

From Mr. Isaac Leonard, Burlington, Iowa;
*' The vines received from you have done well ; not

one has failed. My brother has carried out your direc-

tions in the manual to the letter, and made a.grand sue

cess. The lona and Israella indicate great hardiness."

From Rev. W, 11. Paddock, Delaware City.

Di'. C. W. Grant, Dear Sir:—"Your lona grape,
w_cr. .^...., . _^ „ _t^ A]e,;,ndria, but the lona
has more of the spirit of wine, * * I ha\e determined to

do all that I can in the beneficent work of disseminating

the lona in the States of Delaware and Maryland, not

only for the abundant supply of grapes for the table,

but for GOOD WINE. I hope also to have all of my seven

sons become practical vineyardists."

(Signed) W. H. Paddock.

AH who observe truly the signs of the times,

as Mr. Paddock has done, will see that the

lONA and Israella will displace all other kinds

as soon as the plants can be produced to do it.

GRAPE CULTURE, with the lONA lead-

ing, presents a new aspect. See adv. page 355.

For tlie pteliminary sludy of the giape. to aid tliose in

choosing, who desue to plant one vine or many. I have
piepartd a pamphlet enliiled •' Our Native Grapes." con-
taining afso tlie " Present and Futuie of vine culture in

America, with a full account of the oripin, qiialitips. and
characteristics of the Zona and Israella." Sent for a
two-cent stamp. It has fine engravings of the lona and
Israella vines in beailng.

For tlie ttiorfiugh study of the subject I have prepared
th» "Manual of the Vine," which is<lrawn from long
and extensive experfencc in giape culture. It is illus-

trated with abotit One Hundred and Fifty ensravirigs,

chiefly drawn fioin life, tor the work. I commend it as

the niost thorough and complete treatise on ihe vine in

the Enelish lanpua-je. The Illnslrated and Descriptive
Calalogues are no lons-'er published separately, but both
are included in the Manual.

Having the original vines, and abundance of mature
wood from e^tablisheil vines to propagate fiom. such as

no one else can command, besides extensively prepared
grounds and other unequalled facilities for the produc-

tion of the best plants, I am able to ofler betierand
cheaper vines than any other establishment can ftirnish.

Also very cheaii vines' for nurservmen and propagators.

I have also veiv finelv roote.l plants grown fiom green

cuttings, at veiv low iates. These aic suited for special

purposes, but iiot for general plaiiiinE. .Vi/ vives are

chiefly grown in VERY BROAD BORDERS, but some
in large pots for extra price.

Club propositions sent with the pamphlet without
charge. These ofl'er most liberal and advantaeeous

terms to all purchasers, whether by ilozens. to be sent

sineiybymall to as many dWeient offices, or by thous-

ands. Samples of vines sent on application, and engrav-

ings aU'l other fiicilitics affiirded to llmse who desire to

form clubs. The safe reception nf the vines is in all

cases guaranteed. C. W. GR.\NT
lona, (near Peekskill) Westchester Co.. N. Y.
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